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INTRODUCTION

WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS

This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7011(138)
through NASA SP-7011(149) of Aerospace Medicine and Biology A Continuing Bibliog-
raphy , NASA SP-7011, by means of supplements, serves as a current abstracting and an-
nouncement journal for references on bioscience and biotechnology. It has been compiled
through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics (AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows

1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N75-10000 series)
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A75-10000 series)

HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED

This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, and a corporate
source index.

HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX

Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index-
1. Use (U) references indicate that th~e subject term is not "postable," i e , not a valid

term, and that the following term or terms are used instead. For example
DOSE

U DOSAGE
AIRLINERS

U COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT

2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the
same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found.
For example

FATIGUE (BIOLOGY)
NT AUDITORY FATIGUE
NT FLIGHT FATIGUE
NT MUSCULAR FATIGUE

In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow
further his quest for particular items, this is because subject terms can readily include
more than one class of document. For example

BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
Vibratory force effect upon
biological systems, particularly
human organism
Biological effect of cosmic and
solar radiations on human
body at high altitudes.

illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject
term

HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX

All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements
appear in the index Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching
of the index for variants of an author's name For example:

EMELIANOV, M.D.
and

YEMELYANOV, M.D

in



HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in
the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements, The corporate source supple-
mentary (organizational component) does not appear in the index For example

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV, LAS CRUCES DEPT. OF BIOLOGY
(Corporate source at citation)

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV , LAS CRUCES
(Corporate source index entry)

IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT

The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the
indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement The page-number range of each
Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page
numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, the
desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example.

Page 93 will be found in Supplement 140.

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS

Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aerospace Medicine
and Biology supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly
supplement.
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Subject Index
AEROSPACE M E D I C I N E AND BIOLOGY /a c o n t i n u i n g b i b l i o g r a p h y
1975 Cumulative Index

JANUARY1976

Typical Subject Index Listing

SUBJECT HEADING

AHGOIr-
(Continued investigation of kinetic aspects of bone

•iaeral metabolism determining bod; calciai
by measuring argon after nentron irradiation '
[HASA-CB-141607] p0131 875-17083

1
TITLE

1
REPORT

NUMBER

r^
PAGE

NUMBER
ACCESSION

NUMBER

The title is used to provide a description of the subject matter When the title is
insufficiently descriptive of the document content a title extension is added
separated from the title by three hyphens The NASA or AIAA accession number
is included in each entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in the abstract
section of this supplement If applicable a report number is also included as an
aid in identifying the document

ABDOBBB
Intensity determination of focused ultrasonic

beams by leans of electtrodynaaic and capacitance
methods for examination of abdomen

p0180 A75-29167
4BIOGEHBSIS

Chemical evolution and the origin of life •
Bibliography supplement 1972

p0037 475-114205
Hot hydrogen atous reactions of interest in

aolecular evolution and interstellar chemistry
P0043 £75-16022

The origin of life and evolutionary biocheaistry
Book

p0068 175-18501
Peptides and anino acids in the primordial
hydrosphere

P0068 475-18503
The surfaces of coacervate drops and the formation
of colonies

pOO«8 475-18504
4>ionia - Did it have a role in chemical evolution

abiogenesis
p0068 A75-18505

Coacervate droplets, proteinoid microspheres, and
the genetic apparatus

p0069 475-18506
The iron-sulphur proteins - Evolution of a

ubiquitous protein from the origin of life to
higher organisms

p0069 475-18508
Evolution and ecology of phosphorus metabolism

p0069 &75-18509
The role of inorganic polyphosphates in chemical

and biological evolution
p0069 475-18511

Amino and fatty acids in carbonaceous meteorites
p0069 475-18512

On the evolution of macromolecnles
p0069 A75-18514

The coacervate-in-coacervate theory of the origin
of life

p0069 A75-18515
Evolution of models for evolution of life

p0069 475-18516
Formation of amino acids and nucleic acid
constituents under possible primitive earth
conditions

p0072 A75-19222
International Symposium on the Origin of Life,
4th, Barcelona, Spain, June 25-28, 1973,

Proceedings
P0072 A75-19276

Bemarks on the chemical conditions on the surface
of the primitive earth and the probability of
the evolution of life

p0073 A75-19278
Bolten earth and the origin of prebiological
molecules

p0073 A75-19279
Soil and vater and its relationship to the origin
of life

p0073 A75-19280
Photochemical synthesis of simple organic free
radicals on simulated planetary surfaces - An
ESB study

p0073 A75-19283
Formation of prebiochemical compounds in models of

the primitive earth's atmosphere. I - CH4-HB3
and CB4-H2 atmospheres

p0073 A75-19285
Formation of prebiochemical compounds in models of

the primitive earth's atmosphere. II - CB4-B2S
atmospheres

p0074 A75-19286
Organic synthesis by quench reactions in
prebiotic simulation experiment

p0074 475-19287
Quantum chemical study of the thermodynamics,
kinetics of formation and bonding of B2CB -
Relevance to prebiotic chemistry

p0074 A75-19289
Aminonitriles - Possible role in chemical evolution

p0074 A75-19290
Bacromolecnles and the origin of life BCB
reaction under 0V irradiation

p0074 A75-19291
BBB studies of prebiotic polypeptides

p0074 A7S-19292
The origin of proteins - Beteropolypeptides from

hydrogen cyanide and nater
p0074 A75-19293

Bodels of prebiological phosphorylation
p0074 A75-1929S

Coacervate-like microspheres from lysine-rich
proteinoid

p0075 A75-19299
Evolution in bioids - Bypercompetitivity as a
source of bistability and a possible role of
metal complexes as prenncleoprotic mediators of
molecular asymmetry

' p0075 A7S-19300
Physical foundations of the probability of
biogenesis

p0075 A7S-19302
Ihe beginning of photosynthesis in prebiotic

environment
p0075 A75-19304

Ambiguity in the interpretation of abiotic syntheses
p0076 A75-19307

Origins of biological information and the genetic
code

p0113 A75-21001
Dynamics of the chemical evolution of earth's
primitive atmosphere hydrocarbon reactions

pOISO A75-2504S
Investigation of coacervate drops of ferrous oxide

hydrate
p0153 A75-25395

Effect of the ferment polynucleotidephosphorylase
in a protein-carbohydrate coacervate system

p0155 175-25589
Evolution of ideas on the origin of life over the
years 1924-1974

p0155 A75-2S598

A-1



ABBOBHALITI8S SOBJBCT IIDEI

Molecular principles of the action of high-energy
hadrons and results of biological studies in space

p0155 A7S-25599
Thermodynamic perspectives and the origin of life

p0156 A75-25956
Prebiotic chemistry and nucleic acid replication

p0172 A75-26513
not hydrogen in prebiological and interstellar
chemistry

p0173 475-26522
The origin of life genetically important

•olecules
p0176 475-27776

The multiplicity of potential living systems based
on C . H . O . N .

p0215 475-32377
Possible mechanisms of corona discharge involved

in biogenesis
p0278 475-37000

Origin of life - Clues from relations between
chenical compositions of living organisms and
natural environaents

p0284 475-38616
Beta structures of alternating polypeptides and

their possible prebiotic significance
p0307 475-40124

Dltraviolet-gas phase and -photocatalytic
synthesis from Co and HH3 photolysis products

p0319 475-41700
Geochemistry and the origin of life Book

p03U2 475-42475
The origin of optical asymmetry on earth

p0351 475-113888
Nonlinear mathematical models for the origin of

asymmetry in biological molecules
p0351 475-U3889

Asymmetric adsorption by guartz - A model for the
prebiotic origin of optical activity

p0351 475-43890
Fluorescence detection of organic molecules in the

Jovian atmosphere
p0351 475-43892

Synthesis of biological molecules on molecular
sieves abiogenic ammo acid production

p0351 475-43893
Polymerization of ammo acid methyl esters via

their copper complexes
p0351 475-43894

Primary catalytic systems of biogenesis and
structure-functional evolution of biocatalysers

p0351 A75-43895
Exponential kinetics of formation of organic

microstructures
p0352 A75-43897

Radio-chemical synthesis of ammo acids in aqueous
media containing carbohydrates, hydrocarbons and
nitrates

p0354 A75-I14134
Behavior of oxygen in information-exchange

processes of the early biosphere
p0376 A75-46922

&BBOBHJLITIES
HI FEAB OF FLYIHG
NT PSYCHOSES
HI SCHlZOPHREHIi

ABSOBBENTS
Environmental carbon dioxide control

[SAE PAPER 740931] p0124 A75-22744
ABSORBERS (EQDIPHBNT)

Preserving tests vith oils and fats in the
Fira-Astell oxygen absorption apparatus 1
[R-4439] p0093 M75-14169

4BSOBBEBS (HATERIALS)
Development and creation of conditions for the

radiation of biological objects with high energy
protons

p0087 N75-14422
ABSOBPTIOI

Absorption of exogenic coenzymes by mitochondrial
structures under normal conditions and under
gravitational overload
[SASA-TT-F-16011 ] p0020 S75-11593

ABSORPTIOH BABDS
D ABSORPTION SPECTEA
aBSOBPTIOI SPECTRA

Spin-labeled rhodopsin lodoacetamide dark
reactions with SB-groups

p0064 475-17332

The action spectrum for retinal burn: 4
literature compilation
[IZF-1974-23] p0089 N75-14435

ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
The determination of cadmium, calcium, copper,
lead, magnesium, potassium, sodium, and zinc by
atomic absorption spectroscopy in the brain,
kidney, and liver

p0382 875-32730
4BSTB4CTS

Environnental sciences Division publications
1-500: 4n abstracted, indexed bibliography
[OBBL-TH-4545] p0094 H75-15268

ABDHD4SCE
Hinor elements and evolution

p0043 475-16021
Evolution and ecology of phosphorus metabolism

p0069 475-18509
ACCBLBRATIOH (PHYSICS)
NT ANGULAR ACCELEB4TION
NT HIGH ACCELEB4TION
NT HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONBENTS
NT IHP4CT 4CCELEB4TION
NT TB4NSVEBSE ACCELERATION
Effects of increased G-force on the nutations of
sunflower seedlings
CSASA-CB-142184J p0164 N75-18874

Bapid flight vibration phenomena and spine fractures
p0292 N75-27696

ACCELERATION PROTECTION
Be-evaluation of a tilt-back seat as a means of
increasing acceleration tolerance

p0112 A75-20894
The plus Gz protective methods for use in advanced

fighter-attack aircraft
p0331 H75-29727

ACCELERATION STBESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
HT CEHTRIFU6IHG STRESS

An experimentally validated dynamic model of the
spine

p0003 475-10352
Indirect measurement of systolic blood pressure

during +Gz acceleration
p0007 475-11315

Effect of hypergravity and hyperthermia on
antidiuretic hormone secretion

p0012 A75-12864
Combined influence of accelerations and elevated

temperature on the carbohydrate metabolism of
the guinea pig brain

p0039 A75-1U882
Bole of metabolic shifts in pathogenesis of
vestibular disturbances

p0045 475-16609
Effect of back-stomach accelerations on gestation

in rats
p0066 475-17373

Re-evaluation of a tilt-back seat as a means of
increasing acceleration tolerance

p0112 475-20894
Cardiovascular model for the simulation of

exercise, lower body negative pressure, and tilt
experiments

p0149 475-24746
Regulation of body mass in rats exposed to chronic
acceleration

p0173 475-26547
The effects of lover body negative pressure on the

cardiovascular system of the anaesthetized rabbit
p0176 475-27706

Coronary hemodynamics during positive /+G sub z/
acceleration

p0203 475-29584
Response of local vascular volumes to lower body
negative pressure stress

p0212 475-31157
Tolerance of small animals to acceleration

p0212 475-31158
Choice reaction time to visual motion during

prolonged rotary motion in airline pilots
p0242 A75-34376

Cardiovascular changes during and following 1-Qin
exposure to +Gz stress

p0242 A75-34378
Comparison of 70 deg tilt, 1BHP, and passive

standing as measures of orthostatic tolerance
p0243 A75-34383

Effect of altered G levels on deposition of
particulates in the human respiratory tract
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SUBJECT IBDEI ACCELEBATIOI TOLEBABCE

p0244 A75-34801
Individual differences in susceptibility to lotion
sickness among six Skylab astronauts

p0249 175-35616
Skylab experiment 0-092 - Besnlts of the first

manned mission
p0275 A75-36335

Cardiopalmooary effects of combined exercise and
*Gz acceleration

p0281 A75-38109
Physiologic effects of seatback angles less than
15 deg /from the vertical/ relative to G

p0281 A75-38411
Variations in the activity of some brain and

plasma enzynes under the influence of +Gz
acceleration

p0282 A75-38116
Bead movement induced by angular oscillation of
the body in the pitch and roll axes

p0316 A75-41457
Considerations of vision and cerebral function

during hypotension induced by positive
acceleration

p0317 A75-41458
Investigation of human cerebral circulation in
spaceflight conditions

p0317 A75-41463
Levels of whole-body vibration affecting human

vision
p0318 A75-t1i(66

nodification of the response to angular
accelerations by linear accelerations
vestibular sensations during vehicle travel

p0319 A75-<I1757
(lotion sickness. I - Aetiology and autonomic
effects. II - Some sensory aspects human
physiological responses and vestibnlar sensations

p0320 A75-H1761
A systems concept of the vestibnlar organs

p0320 A75-11765
Effect of linear acceleration on nystagmic
response induced by angular acceleration

p0352 A7S-44049
Human sensitivity to gravity - On the problem of
gravipreferendun

p0353 A75-l»4127
Studies on respiratory and cardiovascular
physiology during combined exposure to sustained
acceleration of +Gz with simulated altitude. I -
Tolerance to the combined exposure to +Gz with
simulated altitude in rats and dogs

p0378 175-1(7099
The generation of saccadie eye movements in
vestibular nystagmus computerized simulation
of nystagmic response to acceleration
[&D-781128] p0018 H75-10700

Hodels of subjective response to in-flight notion
data
[HASA-CB-140675] p0019 875̂ -10708

Testing psychomotor performance during sustained
acceleration recommendations for the DSAF
school of aerospace medicine
[4D-784936] p0029 H75-11672

The control of the cardiovascular and central
nervous system under acceleration stress
[AD-784933] p0051 875-12582

Lower body negative pressure: Third manned Skylab
mission

p0082 1175-14388
Vectorcardiogiaphic results from Skylab medical

experiment 0092: Lower body negative pressure
p0082 B75-14389

Evaluation of the electromechanical properties of
the cardiovascular system

p0083 H75-14393
Influence of G-forces on the blood vessels in the

nervous system of the rabbit
p0129 875-17059

Influence of G-forces on the vessels in the
retina, kidney and uterus of the rabbit

p0129 M75-17060
Influence of G'forces and hypodynama on the

portal system of the liver
p0129 1175-17061

Influence of G'forces on the nenroreceptor
apparatus of the cardiovascular system

p0129 B75-17062
Influence of G'forces on venous and nervous systems

p0129 875-17064

Dynamics of morphological manifestations of
reactions of the organism under conditions of
hypergiavitation

p0129 875-17065
Horphological and cytochemical indices of the
stress reaction in the blood system under the
influence of G-forces

p0130 S75-17068
Structural and cytochemical investigations of the

gravity receptor under conditions of relative
rest and following exposure to accelerations

p0130 H75-17069
Influence of maximum tolerable

transversely-directed G-forces on the
ultrastructure of intercellular and
intracellnlar channels in the adenohypophysis

p0130 B75-17070
Change in the intraorganic nerve apparatuses of

muscles under conditions of the combined action
of a dc magnetic field and acceleration

p0130 H75-17073
Protection of the cardiopulmonary systems against
the injurious effects of acceleration
[AD-A000480] p0166 B75-18887

Effect of accelerations on the sugar content in
rabbit liquor

p0193 B75-20982
Linear acceleration perception threshold
determination with the use of a parallelswing

p0223 S75-23097
Exocrinous function of the liver of rats under the

combined influence of transverse accelerations
and restricted motor activity

p0263 S75-25524
The transmission of angular acceleration to the

head in the seated human subject
p0291 B75-27689

The effect of the individual and combined stresses
of vibration and sustained G on pilot performance

p0291 B75-27690
Changes in some physiological indices in white
rats under the influence of accelerations up to
24 hours

p0323 875-28676
Han's tolerance of coriolis accelerations with
loading of different muscle groups

p0325 S75-28687
Analysis of changes in leg volume parameters, and
orthostatic tolerance in response to lower body
negative pressure during 28-days exposure to
zero gravity Skylab 2
[BASA-CB-141883] p0389 B75-33641

ACCBLEBATIOH TOLEBABCE
Be-evaluation of a tilt-back seat as a means of
increasing acceleration tolerance

p0112 A75-20894
G-tolerance and protection with anti-G suit concepts

p0120 A75-22399
+ Gz tolerance in man after 14-day bedrest periods

with isometric and isotonic exercise conditioning
p0212 A75-31153

Tolerance of small animals to acceleration
p0212 A75-31158

Comparison of techniques for measuring +GZ
tolerance in man

p0245 A75-34811
Acceleration tolerance level dependence on age and

some morphotic features
p03«2 A75-42645

Studies on respiratory and cardiovascular
physiology during combined exposure to sustained
acceleration of +Gz with simulated altitude. I -
Tolerance to the combined exposure to +Gz with
simulated altitude in rats and dogs

p0378 475-47099
Threshold response of the vestibular analyzer

during hypoxia
p0096 H75-15282

Adaptation of the vascular system to extremal
factors acceleration stress and tolerance

p0128 B75-17058
Influence of G-forces on the vessels in the
retina, kidney and uterus of the rabbit

p0129 B75-17060
Horphological manifestations of the stress
reaction under the influence of transversely
directed G-forces

p0129 B75-17066
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ACCEPTABILITY SUBJECT INDEX

Hunan engineering studies of high speed pedestrian
conveyors using motion simulator
[ABC-CP-1278] p0133 N75-17096

Information content of pulse blood filling of
auricular vessels for evaluating man's tolerance
to +g sub z accelerations

p019U H75-20988
Principles of biodynamics. Introduction to
gravitational biology, 1
[AD-A003624] p0287 H75-266I49

Neurophysiological estimates of human performance
capabilities in aerospace systems
[AD-A005690] p0328 N75-28710

Effects of the abnormal acceleratory environaent
of flight
[AD-A009593] p0366 S75-31716

Human comfort response to random motions with a
dominant longitudinal motion
[NASA-TM-X-727U6] p038t H75-32746

Habituation of the human vestibulo-ocular reflex
induced by reversal of the retinal image during
sinusoidal rotation of the head

p0390 K75-33616
ACCEPTABILITY

Annoyance and acceptability judgements of noise
produced by three types of aircraft by residents
living near JFK Airport
[NASA-CR-142108] p0132 H75-17092

ACCEPTA8CE
0 ACCEPTABILITY
ACCIDEHT INVESTIGATION
HI AIBCBAPT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
ACCIDENT PREVENTION

Safety regulations concerning a use of lasers
p02«1 A75-33746

Prophylaxis of high-altitude decompression
sickness during flights in depressurized cabins

p027t A75-36175
Survey on biodynamic response to vindblast in
ejections: Pathogenetic mechanism, analysis and
prevention of injuries

p0381 N75-32718
ACCIDEHT PBOHEHESS

Life changes and aviation accidents
p0279 A75-37193

Pilot accident potential as related to total
flight experience and recency and frequency of
flying
[AD-A001256] p0162 N75-17961

ACCIDEHTS
HI AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
NT AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
ACCLIMATIZATION
HT ALTITUDE ACCLIBATIZATIOH
NT COLD ACCLIMATIZATION
NT HEAT ACCLIMATIZATION
Military medical research on heat and cold
stresses to personnel
£AD-&0015U3] p0165 H75-18886

ACCOMMODATION
NT VISUAL ACCOHMODATION
The accommodated proportion of a potential user
population - Compilation and comparisons of
methods for estimation workspace design
based on anthropometnc variables

p0106 A75-19701
ACCRETION
0 DEPOSITION
ACETATES

Tozicological evaluation of ethyl acetate in the
atmospheres of sealed cabins considering
human hygiene

p0262 N75-25514
ACSTATION
0 ACETXLATION

ACETIC ACID
Studies and investigations. • Daily variations of
urinary excretion of 5-hydroxy-indole-acetic
acid in normal subjects
[NASA-TT-F-16302] p0229 H75-231IH

ACETYL COBPOOBDS
Acetylcholine distribution in the retinal layers
of the frog eye

p0013 A75-12971
In vitro acetylcholine biosynthesis in normal and
falling guinea pig hearts

p0178 A75-27908
Pitfalls in determination of acetylcholine from
brain by pyrolysis. Gaschromatography/mass

spectrometry deuterium labelled
[MBL-1974-18J p0089 H75-11133

ACETYLATION
Preferential release of nevly synthesized
acetylcholine by cortex slices from rat brain
[MBL-1971-31] p0256 N75-21339

ACID BASE EQUILIBRIUM
Experimentation and simulation - Valuable partners
in the study of ventilatory control human
respiratory system

p0003 A75-10419
Heart adaptation to physical exertion in relation
to vork duration

pOOlO A75-12503
Acid-base balance and subjective feelings of

fatigue during physical exercise
p0038 A75-11723

Alterations in acid-base homeostasis during water
immersion in normal man

p0172 A75-26505
Cerebral blood flow and energy metabolism and

acid-base equilibrium of the cerebrospinal fluid
in residents at high altitudes

p0178 A75-28126
Effects of acid-base changes, hypoxia, and

catecholamines on ventricular performance
p0238 A75-33260

Blood and CSF acid-base changes, and rate of
ventilatory acclimatization of awake dogs to
3,550 m

p0306 A75-39332
Acid-base state of blood when breathing
hypercapnic atmospheres

p0261 N75-25510
Studies of acid-base homeostasis during simulated

weightlessness: Application of the water
immersion model to man

p0297 N75-27736
ACIDOSIS

Inhibition of the vasodilator effect of
hypercapnic acidosis by hypercalcemia in dogs
and rats

p0067 A75-17666
Acid-base changes and excitation - Contraction

coupling in rabbit myocardium. I - Effects on
isometric tension development at different
contraction frequencies. II - Effects on resting
membrane potential, action potential
characteristics and propagation velocity

p0211 A75-33617
Effect of norepinephrine on myocardial
intracellular hydrogen ion concentration

p0352 A75-13943
ACIDS
NT ACETIC ACID
NT AMINO ACIDS
NT BUTYRIC ACID
NT DEOXYBIBONDCLEIC ACID
HT FATTY ACIDS
NT GLYCINE
NT HYDROCYANIC ACID
NT LACTIC ACID
NT LEUCINE
NT LYSINE
NT 8ETHIONINE
NT NDCLEIC ACIDS
NT OLEIC ACID
NT PEPTIDES
BT RIBOHDCLEIC ACIDS
NT THYROXINE
NT TRYPTOPHAN
NT URIC ACID

ACOOSfIC ATTENUATION
Pure-tone, third-octave, and octave-band
attenuation of ear protectors

p0109 A7S-20127
An active noise reduction system for use with ear
defenders

p0179 A75-2878H
The role of ear protection in reducing
occupational hearing loss

* p02U6 A75-31958
ACOUSTIC EXCITATION

Hicroholography - Interferometric investigation of
deformations of the eardrum of guinea pigs
undergoing transient sound effects

p0342 A75-42580
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS

In vivo elastic modulus of the left ventricle -



SOBJECT INDEX A D A P T I V E CONTBOL

Its determination by leans of a left ventricular
vibrational model and its physiological
significance and clinical utility

p0151 A75-25138
Intensity determination of focused ultrasonic

beans by Beans of electrodynamic and capacitance
methods for examination of abdomen

pOIBO 475-29167
Acoustic Doppler echocardiograph

p03«9 A75-H3820
Evaluation of an acoustical I-Y digitizer for use

in biomedical data reduction tasks
[AD-A005293] p033U N75-29746

ACOUSTIC PBOPBBTIBS
HT SOUND INTENSITY

ACOUSTIC BADIATION
D SODHD RAVES

ACOUSTIC SIBOLATIOH
Reactions to sonic booms - A report of tvo studies

and a general evaluation of startle effects
p0202 A75-29578

Bethods of electronic simulation of flight sounds
p0277 A75-36993

ACOUSTIC VIBBiTIOBS
0 SODBD HAVES
ACOUSTICS
ST BIOACODSTICS
BT PSYCHOACOUSTICS
Index to selected acoustic and related references
[PB-239805/5] p0269 H75-25580

ACQUISITION
NT DAT* ACQUISITION
HT TARGET ACQOISITIOB
ACTB
0 ADBEHOCORTICOTHOPIB (ACTH)

ACTIHIOE SEBIES
NT PLOTONIUH 238
NT RADIDt!
ACTIBOBETEBS
NT IMFBAREO SPECTROHETEBS
NT SPECTBOPBOTOHBTEBS
ACTINOBYCETES

Inhibition of gemination of Actinooycetes spores
in a stationary nagnetic field
[NASA-TT-F-16203] p0130 H75-17075

ACTIVATION
The effect of high parity oxygen on the activated
sludge process

p0323 N75-28670
ACTIVATION (BIOLOGY)

A cellular model for the simulation of activation
in the ventricular myocardium

p0178 A75-28190
The sequence of normal recovery of excitability in

the dog heart
p0312 A75-H2360

ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
HT NEOTROK ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

ACTIVITY (BIOLOGY)
The effect of a periodic decrease in the ambient
temperature on the effectiveness of muscle
adaptation to increased activity

p0013 A75-12972
Energy budgets of animals: Behavioral and
ecological inplications
[COO-2270-2] p0021 H75-11595

Effect of lunar surface material on radiation
damage in mice (investigation of biological
action of lunar surface aatenal returned to
earth by Luna 16 automatic station)

p0030 N75-11877
A system of computer programs for recording the
activity of mice
[FOA-1-C-1I»78-H»] pOO«7 H75-12515

Biological application: General review noting
electrophoretic experiments for Apollo Soyuz
Test Project

p0186 N75-19303
Eye movements in human activity and its study
(NASA-Tr-P-16231 ] pO 1 97 H75-21001I

EEC signs of cerebrovascular insufficiency: An
application of spectral analysis of the BEG
using provocative methods

p0266 N75-25552
Degradation of mitochondria in yeast induced by
anaerobiosis at different growth phases
[NASA-TT-F-16U58] p0295 N75-27716

Slov activities evoked in nan following voluntary
movement and articulated speech

[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1845] p0384 B75-327U5
ACTIVITY CYCLES (BIOLOGY)

The effects of lunar cycles and diurnal rhythms on
activity, exploration, and elicited aggression
in rats and mice

pOOIS N75-10677
Bicircadian period of sleep-walking cycle in

beyond time isolation. A polygraphic study
[NASA-TT-F-16212] p0187 N75-199U8

Dynamics of some temperature rhythm phases during
its inversion

p0195 N75-20990
Stabilization of locomotor activity rhythms of

piglets introduced into a new environment
[BASA-TT-F-16251] p0195 N75-20996

Use of lengthened and shortened days on space
flights

p0321 B75-28681
ACTOATOBS

Actuator device for artificial leg
CHASA-CASE-8FS-23225-1J p0387 B75-32767

ACUITY
NT VISUAL ACOITY
ACTUATION
BT ACETYLATION
ADAPTATION
NT ACCLIBATIZATION
NT ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
NT COLD ACCLIBATIZATION
BT DABK ADAPTATION
NT BEAT ACCLIH4TIZATION
»T LIGHT ADAPTATION
NT BETIBAL ADAPTATION
Detecting slow changes in system dynamics

human operator adaptive behavior
pOOOM A75-10732

Typological characteristics of adaptation
determining the efficiency of work activity
in visual tracking

p0039 A75-118U9
Visual movement aftereffect - Evidence for

independent adaptation to moving target and
stationary surround

p0065 A75-17338
Intersensory generalization and conditioning in

adaptation to visual tilt
p0108 475-19950

Telemetnc control of heart adaptation during
automatic and free-fall parachute jumps

p0121 475-22401
Somatic-evoked brain responses as indicators of

adaptation to nitrogen narcosis
p0121 475-22106

Skylab task and work performance /Experiment H-151
- Time and motion study/

p0276 475-36339
Effect of hyperoxia on hemoglobin, serum protein

and gas metabolism in adrenalectomized rats
[NASA-TT-F-16091] p0058 B75-'351lt

Psychobiological training of regulatory
protective-adaptive mechanisms in man

p0195 1175-20995
The state of weightlessness and protective measures
[NASA-TT-F-162«7] p0197 B75-21007

The mechanism of adaptogenic effect of ultraviolet
radiation

p0221 B75-23082
Static-kinetic reactions of man under conditions
of brief weightlessness

p0225 B75-23112
The brain in our rapidly changing environment:

Adaptable man?
p0391 B75-33655

ADAPTIVE COBTBOL
NT SELF ADAPTIVE COBTBOL SYSTEHS

A hierarchical concept for man-machine communication
p0107 A75-1971U

Adaptive strategies in vigilance research
p0321 A75-«18<49

The muscle spindle as a feedback element in muscle
control

p0185 N75-19155
A pilot systeo for monitoring the
electrocardiogram in a coronary care unit

p0267 B75-25565
Eleventh Annual Conference on Bannal Control—
[NASA-TH-X-62H6«] p0393 B75-33675

A decision and control multi-axis pilot model
based on an urgency for action concept
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ADAPTIVE COITROL SYSTEMS SOBJECT IBDBX

- p039«t N75-33682
H u n a n interaction Kith an intelligent computer in

nulti-task situations
p0395 N75-3368U

Detection of system failures in multi-axes tasks
pilot nonitored instrunent approach

p0395 N75-33686
J theoretical study of the pilot as a system monitor

p0398 N75-33709
A study of pilot behavior during controlling the

lateral directional notion of airplanes in
turbulent air

p0399 N75-3371U
Effects of control-stick parameters on tracking

performance in a vibration environment
structural design model for control stick

p0399 1175-33716
Comparison of human driver dynamics in simulators

with complex and simple visual displays and in
an automobile on the road

p0399 N75-33718
Manual and automatic control of surface effect ships

operator steering servooechanisms analysis
p0399 N75-33719

ADAPTIVE COITROL STSTEHS
U ADAPTIVE CONTROL

ADDITIVES
NT PLASTICIZEHS

Toxicity of engine exhaust gases:
Diesel-bromochloronethane fuel blend
[AD-A008088] p0269 1175-25578

ADENINES
NT RIBONDCLEIC ACIDS

Redox transformations of
nicotinamide-adeninedinucleotide in skeletal
muscles during work and at rest
[NASA-TT-F-16t t32] p0286 N75-26637

some reactions of the hydroxyl adduct of adenine
radiation effects, pulse radiolysis, cell

killing
[MBL-1975-8] p0392 N75-33663

ADENOSIRE TRIPHOSPHATf
A new form of biological power ATP synthesis

p0152 A75-25317
Experimental-clinical validation of the use of

amitetravit, ATP and autologous bone marrow in
radiation injuries caused by prolonged radiation

p0088 N75-11U29
A changed ATP-dependent DNAase: Tie
characterization of the enzyme from Escherichia
coli rorA
[DEL- 1974-38] p0253 N75-2431U

Application of luciferase assay for ATP to
antimicrobial drug susceptibility testing
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12039-1] p0285 N75-26629

ADENOSIHES
NT ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE

Adenosine metabolism in cultured chick-embryo
heart cells

p0238 A75-33258
Coronary artery cyclic AMP content uunng

adrenergic receptor stimulation
p0352 A75-43941

ADIPOSE TISSUES
Consequences of long-term hypokinesia as compared

to mild exercise in lipid metabolism of the
heart, skeletal muscle and adipose tissue

p0076 A75-19399
Physiological and biochemical characteristics of
adrenergic receptors and pathways in brown
adipocytes

p030it A75-39159
Bcown adipose tissue and the calorigenic response

to norepinephrine in cold-acclimated rats
p0304 A75-39160

Noradrenaline content and fat mobilization on
brown adipose tissue of the rat after forced
swimming

p0304 A75-39161
ADMITTANCE
0 ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE

ADBEHAL GLAND
condition of flight animals on recovery; food

intake; observations on hypothalamus, pituitary,
and adrenal glands- during Apollo 17 flight

p02Q5 A75-29605
Noradrenaline content and fat mobilization on

brown adipose tissue of the rat after forced
swimming

p0304 A75-39161
A proposal to study the adrenal cortex in

maintaining the androgenic-anabolic status in
humans under normal and stressful experimental
conditions
[AD-78«8<12] p0100 875-15309

Dynamics of morphological manifestations of
reactions of the organism under conditions of
hypergravitation

p0129 N75-17065
Catecholamine excretion from air cadets

adrenal gland response
p0252 N75-24303

Influence of chronic and repeated stress on the
pituitary-adrenal systea and behavior
[NASA-CR-1«3622] p0366 N75-31713

ADBBHAL METABOLISM
Effect of age on hemodynamic and metabolic
response to static exercise

pOOIt A75-16473
Adrenocortical activity and urinary cyclic AMP

levels - Effects of hypobaric hypoxia
p0112 A75-20893

Variation of the sympatico-adrenal response to
exercise during physical training in the rat

p01U7 A75-24058
Excitability of the cortex in normal and
adrenalectomized rats during repeated exposures
to high oxygen pressure

p0153 A75-25<»06
Increased susceptibility to pulmonary oxygen

toxicity after cholesterol biosynthesis inhibition
p0153 A75-25I408

Role of exhaustion of cerebral-cortex functional
potential in the disorder of the activity of the
adrenal gland cortex

p0155 A75-25666
Reaction of the hypothalaaic-hypophysial-adrenal
system under the action of a SHF field

p0157 A75-26121
A neurophysiological analysis of the effect of

adrenal cortex steroid hormones on the
bioelectric activity of the structures in the
reticulolimbic system

p0208 A75-31014
Effect of mediators on the release of tissular

hemocoagulating and fibrinolytic compounds from
the kidneys into the blood stream

p0375 A75-16134
Morphocytochemical reaction of the suprarenals and
thymic-lymphatic system of rats after
termination of hypokinesia

p0048 N75-12556
Time dependence of the flight induced increase of
free urinary cortisol secretion in jet pilots

p0053 N75-12597
Effect of hyperoxia on hemoglobin, serum protein

and gas metabolism in adrenalectomized rats
[NASA-TT-F-16094] p0058 N75-13514

Influence of maximum tolerable
transversely-directed G-forces on the
ultrastructure of intercellular and
intracellular channels in the adenohypophysis

p0130 N75-17070
The reaction of the cardio-vascular and
sympathico-adrenal systems to intellectual
activity with emotional stress human
operator performance

p0161 N75-17957
Modulating the pituitary-adrenal response to stress

p0296 N75-27730
ADRENALINE
D EPINEPBRINE

ADBENEEGICS
Effect of beta-adrenergic stimulation on

myocardial adenine nucleotide metabolism
p0002 A75-10175

Adreno- and GABA-sensitive inhibiting systems m
the internal synaptic layer of a frog retina

p0032 A75-13598
Physiological and biochemical characteristics of

adrenergic receptors and pathways in brown
adipocytes

p0304 A75-39159
ADBEHOCOBTICOTBOPIN (ACTH)

idrenocortical activity and urinary cyclic 1HP
levels - Effects of hypobaric hypoxia

p0112 A75-20893



SUBJECT IHDEI AEROSPACE HEDICIBE

absence of nyctohemeral variation in
sttess-induced ACTH secretion in the rat

p0154 A75-25' 3
Significance of SCTB ID the formation of complex

heparin coapounds in the blood under
immobilization stress

p0209 475-31019
Some effects of AC1H 4-10 on performance during a

serial reaction task
[IZF-1974-19] p0092 B75-14U59

The effects of 1CTB 4-10 on a serial learning and
a short-tern retention task
[IZF-1974-21] p0092 H75-14460

The role of brain ciogenic amines in the control
of pituitary-adrenocortical activity

p0297 H7S-27735
ACTH i(-10 and learning

[IZF-1975-4] p0392 H75-33662
ADSOBBBNTS

Contaminant removal f rom enclosed atmospheres by
regenerable adsorbents
[HASA-CH-137626] p0163 N75-17969

ADSOBPTIOB
Asynnetric adsorption by quartz - A nodel for the

prebiotic origin of optical activity
p0351 A75-43890

AEBIA1 BIPLOSIOHS
The tolerance of birds to airblast

[AD-785259] pOOIS N75-12550
AEBIAL BECOH8AISSAHCE

Hathematical model for determining the probability
of visual acguisition of ground targets by
observers in low-level high-speed aircraft
[SLA-74-141] p0029 N75-11673

Air scout night goggle test
[AD-785542] p0100 H75-15312

AEBOBIOLOGI
Studies on propagation of microbes in the airborne

state
[NASA-CR-131844] p0020 N75-11590

AEBOOOBTALGIA
D TOOTH DISEASES

AEBODTBAHIC CBABACTEBISTICS
HI A E R O D Y N A M I C STABILITY

AEBODYHSBIC FOBCES
NT BLAST LOADS
NT GDST LOADS

Handling properties of diverse automobiles and
correlation with full scale response data
driver/vehicle response to aerodynamic
disturbances

p0183 N75-19136
Biodynamic Response to Nindblast

[AGARD-CP-170] p0381 N75-32716
OSAP non-combat ejection experience 1968-1973

incidence, distribution, significance and
mechanism of flail injury related to
aerodynamic forces

p0381 N7S-32717
Accident statistics relevant to windblast

p0381 N75-32719
Patho-physiological effects of wind blast from

conventional and nuclear explosions
p0381 N75-32720

Kindblast: Protection for the head by leans of a
fabric hood

p0381 N75-32722
Experimental evaluation of liob flail initiation

and e3ection seat stability
p0382 1175-32725

High speed ejections with SAAB seats
p0382 B75-32726

AEBODYNABIC LOADS
NT BLAST LOADS
NT COST LOADS

AERODYSiBIC STABILITY
Design of a motion simulator with several degress

of freedom for ergonomic studies
[DGON PAPEB 1] p0353 A75-44110

AEBODIHAHICS
Sketch of biological aero-hydrodynamics /Flight

and swimming of animals/ Bussian book
p0217 A75-35516

AEBOEBBOLISB
Decoipression disorders Bussian book on space

biology
p0010 A75-12341

Study of the characteristics of decompressive gas
formation with the aid of ultrasound

p0341 A75-42263
A new gas lesion syndrome in Ban, induced by

'isobaric gas counterdiffnsion'
p0360 A75-45125

ABKONAOTICAL EIGIBEEBIIG
Prediction of porfornance and satisfaction of

aeronautical augineering students at the Naval
Postgraduate School
[AD-A003539' p0289 N75-26659

AEBOSOLS
NT FOG
Acute toxicity in rats and Bice exposed to

hydrogen chloride gas and aerosols
p0009 475-11805

A theory of aerosol deposition in the haian
respiratory tract

p0116 A75-21569
Effect of aerosolized dipalmitoyl lecithin on
oxygen-toxic rat lungs

p0212 A75-31152
Effect of altered G levels on deposition of
particulates in the human respiratory tract

p0244 A75-34801
Determination of aerosol mass distribution in an
aerosol centrifuge by means of quartz oscillators
[DB-3490-478] pOOSa N75-14400

Studies on propagation of nicrobes in the airborne
state
[NASA-CB-142757] p0251 H75-24294

AEROSPACE ENGIHEEEIiG
NT AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
STABPABC. Part 1: Final summary report
[NASA-CR-141459] p0098 B75-15295

AEBOSPACE EiVIROHHENIS
NT INTEBSTELLAB SPACE
Postflight analysis of bacillus thunngiensis
organisms exposed to spaceflight conditions on
Apollo 16

p0036 A75-14083
Flux of high-LET cosmic-ray particles in manned
space flight

p0355 A75-44140
AEROSPACE HEDICIBE

Decompression disorders Russian book on space
biology

p0010 A75-123I11
Hedical investigations during flights of the
spacecraft Soyuz-12, Soyuz-13, Soyuz-14 and the
orbital station Salyut-3
[IAF PAPEB 74-099] p0032 A75-13729

Hedical results of the Skylab program
[IAF PAPER 74-100] p0033 A75-13730

Skylab crew health and changes related to space
flight
[IAF PAPER 74-103] p0033 A7S-13732

Unique facets of the specialty of aerospace medicine
p0037 A75-14089

Airborne blood pressure measurement using
ultrasonics

p0037 A75-14092
Cardiovascular problems posed by weightlessness

p0065 A75-17367
Difficulties arising in the evaluation of flight

personnel on the basis of the leftward deviation
of the QRS axis and its relations to the left
anterior block concept

p0065 A75-17368
Domestic literature on air, space, and

high-altitude biology and medicine:
Bibliography. Number 2 Bussian book

p0068 A75-18425
EEG criteria for flying fitness applied by the
Gerian Air Force Institute of Aviation Hedicine

p0122 A75-22415
Heightlessness: Medical-biological investigations

Bussian book
p0137 A75-22951

Principal results of medical studies of Soyuz
spacecraft crewmenbers

p0139 A75-22962
Pathophysiological analysis of the effect of
weightlessness on an organism

p0140 A75-22971
Prevention of harmful effects of weightlessness on

the human oiganism
p0140 A75-22972

Some results of medical-biological research
accomplished in the Genini and Apollo prograis

p0141 A75-22978
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A clinical and follow-up study of right and left
bundle branch block

p0146 A75-23598
Three months in space

p0150 A75-24814
Preliminary results of examinations of rats after

a 22-day flight aboard the Cosmos-605 biosatellite
p0155 A75-251(18

The medical story of Skylab
p0175 A75-27397

Drepanocytemia and evaluation of flight personnel
p0201 A75-29267

Statistical data on the medical causes of
definitive flight inability in the TFP of an
airline company Technical Plight Personnel

p0202 475-29270
Antihypertensive drug therapy in DSAF flying
personnel

p0203 A75-29588
Interpretation of an abnormal oral glucose
tolerance test encountered during mnltiphasic
laboratory screening

p0213 A75-31162
A determination of maximum anaerobic muscular
power, and its Meaning as a functional
evaluation test

p0213 475-31257
Soae considerations on errors in flight
psychological factors

p0213 A75-31258
Vertebral lesions caused by ejection with ejection
seats - Mechanism, diagnosis, results and means
of prevention. I

p0214 475-31260
Otorhinolaryngological syndromes in aeronautics. I

p0214 475-31261
Post-traumatic condition of the spine in
•iddle-age pilots

p0214 475-31296
Aerospace Medical Association, Annual Scientific
Meeting, San Francisco, Calif., Jpril 28-day 1,
1975, Preprints

p02<!5 A75-34925
International Symposium on Basic Environmental
Problems of Han in Space, 5th, Washington, D.C.,
Hovember 27-30, 1973, Proceedings

p0247 A75-35601
Subgravity states - Key to understanding the role
of terrestrial gravity in human behaviour
role of vestibular organs

p0247 475-35601
Eeflex contributions to the assessment of the
vertical applied to space flight

p0248 475-35608
Development of Skylab medical equipment and flight
preparations

p0248 A75-35609
Weightlessness - A- case history for Skylab 2

crewmen
p0248 475-35610

Skylab experiment results: Hematology studies
p0249 475-35615

Prophylaxis of high-altitude decompression
sickness during flights in depressurized cabins

p0274 475-36175
Otorhinolaryngological problems in medical support
of space flights

p0274 475-36331
Skylab experiment B-092 - Eesults of the first

manned mission
p0275 A75-36335

Selected medical problems in the field of human
factors or ergonomics

p0279 475-37490
Medical flying fitness - a routine affair - but

who examines and assesses psychic health
p0283 475-38422

Biowaste monitoring system for shuttle
[ASHB PAPBH 75-EBAS-3<4] p0312 A75-40875

Skylab medical contributions and significance to
•anned space flight

p0316 A75-41443
Medical aspects of supersonic travel

p0318 A75-41472
The effect of decompression on the alimentary canal

p03<42 A75-42644
Central nervous system involvement following type
I aviator's bends complicated by conplacency

p0358 A75-44362

Effects of Pyrobenzamine and Plimasin on fighter
pilots flying a fighter intercept mission in the
FID flight simulator

p0358 A75-44364
Biological satellites and their contribution to

space biology and aedicine
[IAF PAPEB 75-058] pC374 475-1(5854

Medical considerations on the Spacelab
scientist/payload specialist and his role in
future space flight
[14F P4PEB 475-015] p0374 475-45869

Aerospace medicine and biology: 4 continuing
bibliography with indexes, supplement 132
[H4S4-SP-7011(132) ] p0016 N75-10684

The problem of human statokinetic stability in
aviation and space medicine
[NASA-TT-F-15933] p0016 1175-10687

A review of the toxicology research program of the
6570th Aerospace Medical Besearch Laboratory,
Iright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
[AD-782249] p0018 H/5-10703

Measurement, evaluation, prediction and
improvement of aircraft ride
[4D-783803] p0013 H75-10709

Problems of space biology. Volume 22: Exchange
of matter under extremum conditions of space
flight and its simulation

p0019 N75-11586
Methods in space biology, part 1

p0020 H75-11587
Metabolism and kidney function during space
flight, part 2

p0020 875-11588
Testing psychomotor performance during sustained

acceleration recommendations for the OSAF
school of aerospace medicine
[4D-784936] p0029 875-11672

Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 8,
no. 5, 1974
[JPBS-63603] p0048 H75-12552

The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences
Symposium, volume 1
[H4S4-TS-X-58154-VOL-1] p0077 875-14358

Skylab medical program overview
p0077 875-14359

Flight control experiences biomedical aspects
of mission control

p0077 H75-14360
Skylab 4 crew observations

p0077 S75-14361
Skylab 2 crew observations and summary

p0077 875-14362
Skylab crew health - Crew surgeons' reports

p0077 875-14363
Analysis of the Skylab flight crew health

stabilization program
p0078 D75-14365

Radiological protection and medical dosimetry for
the Skylab crewmen

p0078 U75-14367
The effects of prolonged exposure to

weightlessness on postural equilibrium
postflight analysis

p0078 H75-14370
Changes in the Achilles tendon reflexes following

Skylab missions
p0079 B75-14373

Mineral and nitrogen metabolic studies, experiment
M071

p0079 1175-14376
Physiological mass measurements in Skylab
weight loss following space flight

p0080 1175-14377
The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences

Symposium, volume 2
[HAS4-TM-X-58154-VOL-2] pOOSO 875-14381

Biochemical responses of the Skylab crewman
p0081 B75-14382

Cytogenic studies of blood (experiment H111)

The response of single human cells to zero gravity
r p0081 875-14384

Blood volume changes weightlessness effects
p0081 1175-14385

Bed cell metabolism studies on Skylab
p0081 B75-14386

Experiment M115: Special hematologic effects:
Dynamic changes in red cell shape in response to
the space-flight environment
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p0081 875-14387
Loner bod; negative pressure: Third Banned Skylab

mission
p0082 875-14388

Vectorcardiographic results fron Skylab medical
experiment B092: Lover bod; negative pressure

p0082 H75-14389
Hemodynamic studies of the legs under weightlessness

p0082 875-14390
Anthropometric changes and fluid shifts

p0082 N75-1I1391
Vectorcardiographic changes during extended space
flight

p0082 H75-14392
Effect of prolonged space flight on cardiac

function and dimensions
p0083 875-14394

Results of Skylab medical experiment 8171:
Hetabolic activity

p0083 N75-14395
Pulmonary function evaluation during and following

Skylab space flights
p0083 H75-14396

Hetabolic cost of extravehicular activities
p0083 N75-14397

Skylab: i beginning astronaut performance in
extended space exploration

p0084 N75-14399
Cooperation between socialist countries in space

biology and medicine within the framework of the
Xnterkosmos program

pOOSU B75-14405
Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 8,

no. 6, 1974
CJPRS-63856] p0095 H75-15271

Timely problems in aviation medicine
p0096 B75-15278

Annotated bibliography of reports, supplement no.
6, 1 July 1973 - 30 June 1974 medical,
psychological, and performance characteristics
of pilots, flight officers, and aviation trainees
[AD-785851] p0098 N75-15300

Space mission in Tashkent joint conference on
space biology and medicine
[NASA-TT-F-16161 ] p0132 B75-17085

Index to FAA Office of Aviation Hedicine reports:
1961 through 1973
[AD-779353] p0132 N75-17087

Life in orbit
[BASA-TT-F-16215] p0159 N75-17937

Sensory perception studies of soldier's military
performance, emphasizing flight stresses and
conditions
[AD-A000800] p0165 B75-18883

Military medical research on heat and cold
stresses to personnel
[AD-A001543] p0165 N75-18886

Aic Force technical objective document: AND
fiscal year 1976
[AD-A002580] p0187 N75-19954

Space Biology and Aerospace Hedicine, volume 9,
no. 1, 1975
[JPBS-64427] p0192 875-20975

Physiological and hygienic substantiation for the
design of individual means for preventing the
adverse effect of weightlessness

p0194 875-20984
Hedical requirements and examination procedures in

relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Evaluation of the special senses for flying duties
[AGARD-CP-152] p0222 N75-23084

Weightlessness, Nedical and biological research
[BASA-TT-F-16105] p0225 875-23106

Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 9,
no. 2, 1975
[JPSS-64929] p0261 H75-25505

Hedical support and findings of the Skylab program
[ NASA-Id-X-58160] p0264 875-25537

B o w ' s your health, cosmonaut?
[NASA-TT-F-16331 ] p0286 N75-26638

Space Biology and Aerospace Hedicine, Volume 9,
no. 3, 1975
[JPRS-65301] p0323 875-28672

Aerospace medicine: On the thirtieth anniversary
of the victory of the Soviet people in the Great
Fatherland Bar

p0323 875-28673
Skylab mobile laboratory
[8ASA-TB-D-8028] p0329 875-28722

Current status in aerospace medicine
conference on habitability of spacecraft
environments and environmental control
[AGABD-CP-154] p0331 875-29722

A snuary of Skylab findings of interest to life
scientists

p0331 S75-29725
The aircrewian at increased risk of ischemic

vascular disease
p0331 875-29728

Recent advances in aerospace medicine
[AD-A009132] p0366 875-31718

The implications of experiments on the perception
of space and motion
[AD-1009399] p0369 875-31740

Life in the universe and man in space
[BASA-TT-F-16563] p0371 875-31754

DBB aviation medical research unit reports, volume
4, 1973-1974
[DB-223-VOL-4] p0389 875-33643

ABHOSPACB SCIEBCES
Life sciences and space research XIII; Proceedings
of the Seventeenth Plenary fleeting, Sao Paulo,
Brazil, June 17-July 1, 1974

p0353 A75-44126
Applications of aerospace technology in biology

and medicine
CHASA-CR-141113] p0058 875-13509

AEROSPACE SISTERS
Human factors role in equipment definition and
facility layout for the Space Computational
Center and the 80RAD Computer System Improvement
Program

p0108 A75-19722
AFCS (COBTBOL SISTEH)
H AOTOHATIC FLIGHT COBTROL

4FFEBEBT SERVOOS SISTEBS
Sensory separation in climbing and mossy fiber

inputs to cat vestibulocerebellum optic
nerve stimulation

p0004 A75-10475
Basal forebrain and hypothalamic connections to

frontal and parietal cortex in the rhesus monkey
p0118 A75-22010

Anatomy of the vestibular nuclei and their
connections

p0143 A75-23310
Recovery of chemoreceptor function following
deafferentation of sinocarotid zones in rats
lung ventilation variations

p0152 A75-25320
Does afferentation from respiratory muscles take

part in the regulation of eupnea in man
p0209 A75-31021

The occurrence of dark neutrons in the normal and
deafferentated lateral vestibular nucleus in the
rat - Observations by light and electron
microscopy

p0242 A75-34077
Influence of receptor-receptor fibres on the

spontaneous afferent activity from semicircular
canals in the frog /Bana esculeata/

p0280 A75-37670
Stimulus interaction in the responses of carotid

body chemoreceptor single afferent fibers to
independent hypoxic and hypercapnic stimuli

p0359 A75-44619
Changes in cerebral blood flow and oxygen tension

during somatic afferent stiaulation
p0375 A75-46132

Beurophysiological aspects of interaction of the
vestibular system with other body sensory systems

p0048 875-12553
AFTEBIflAGES

Singly and doubly contingent after-effects
involving color, orientation and spatial frequency

p0009 A75-11837
Motion aftereffect magnitude as a measure of the
spatio-temporal response properties of
direction-sensitive analyzers

p0009 A75-11840
Visual movement aftereffect - Evidence for

independent adaptation to moving target and
stationary surround

p0065 A75-17338
Shat causes decay of pattern-contingent chromatic
aftereffects

p0120 A75-22217
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Recovery from adaptation as a function of stimulus
orientation oblique visual presentation

p0118 A75-24361
AGB FACTOR

Risk of hearing damage caused by steady-state and
impulsive noise

pOOOS A75-11057
Age aod temperature regulation of huoans in

neutral and cold environments
p0007 A75-11312

Hunan electrocortical reactions to light as a
function of age

p0010 A75-12018
Brain stem auditory evoked responses in human

infants and adults
p0012 A75-12823

Age of red blood cells destroyed by in vivo
hyperoxia

p0036 A75-14087
Separation of effects of cardiovascular disease

and age on ventricular function with maximal
exercise

pOOilO A75-1509U
Effect of age on hemodynamic and metabolic
response to static exercise

pOOia A75-16473
Fine structural changes in the lateral vestibular
nucleus of aging rats

p0113 ^75-21012
Sleep metabolism and age

p0123 A75-22U68
The influence of age on variations in superior

mediastinal electrical impedance
p0201 A75-29261

Statistical data on the medical causes of
definitive flight inability in the TPP of an
airline company Technical Flight Personnel

p0202 A75-29270
A fine structural study of degenerative changes in
the dorsal column nuclei of aging mice - Lack of
protection by vitamin E

p0303 A75-38998
Ability of young, adult and aged rats to adapt to

different ambient temperatures
p0304 A75-39162

Acceleration tolerance level dependence on age and
some morphotic features

p0312 A75-42615
Prediction of body composition in habitually

active middle-aged men
p0313 A75-12757

Effect of thymus extract on granulocyte content in
the peripheral blood

p0360 A75-45071
Aircraft-pilot and other pre-employment experience
as factors in the selection of air traffic
controller trainees
[AD-AOO1039/7] p0166 N75-18893

AGGREGATES
Investigation of coacervate drops of ferrous oxide

hydrate
p0153 A75-25395

Measurement of platelet aggregation in flowing
blood with the use of a filter filter-loop
technigue and filtragometer

p0018 N75-10699
AGING (BIOLOGY)

ByperoXia and chemical resistance of erythrocytic
membranes

p0155 A75-25667
Effects of oxygen-nitrogen /1:1/ at 760 Torr on
the life span and fine structure of Drosophila
melanogaster

p0279 A75-37327
Mineral loss with aging measured prospectively by
the photon absorption technigue

p0026 N75-11649
The effects of physical activity on bone in the aged

p0028 N75-1166II
Recovery time after being dazzled, as a function

of age eye adaptation in photostress
[FOA-2-C-2587-E1 ] pOOSI N75-12576

Frozen blood cell changes
[AD-A003611] p0287 N75-266UU

AGBICDLTDBE
Arthrobacter globiforais and its bacteriophage in
soil

p0171 A75-26298

Health-protection measures in agricultural aviation
pesticides handling

p0215 A75-31817
Spiral equation for the moving apart of plants in

a spiral-radial cultivator
p019<4 1175-20983

AIB
NT ALVEOLAE AIB
NT EIPIBED AIR
NT HIGH TEHPEBATOBE AIR
AIB BLASIS
D AEBIAL EXPLOSIONS

AIB CONDITIONING
An algorithm for the reduction of data redundancy

in comfort conditioning systems
pOOea A75-18095

Air cycle air conditioning of turbine pouered
helicopters
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EBAS-20] p0313 A75-40881

The mental performance of subjects clothed for
comfort at two different air temperatures

p0321 A75-«18«6
Newest methods of air distribution in conditioning

systems on naval transport vessels
[NASA-TT-F-16U98] p0337 N75-29775

Status and prospects for the development of air
conditioning for naval vessels
[NASA-TT-F-16M57] p0338 N75-29777

AIB CONDITIONING BQOIPBEBI
Reliability, maintenance, fail-safe, control and
sampling provisions for recirculated exhaust air
systems

p0329 N75-28717
AIB DEFENSE

The air defence role pilot training in complex
tasks

pOOSM N75-12602
Practical problems in using human operator
performance data effectiveness of air weapon
systems
[AD-A011574] p0393 875-33671

AIB DUCTS
Bacterial contamination of indoor air as a

function of air exchange
[NASA-TT-P-16084] p0058 N75-13507

AIB FILTEBS
Contribution to the question of the contamination

of suspended substances filters by germs
[NASA-TT-F-16149] p0130 N75-1707U

AIB FLOW
A method for the continuous measurement of oxygen
consumption

p0007 A75-11318
Bacterial contamination of indoor air as a
function of air exchange
[NASA-TT-F-16081] p0058 N75-13507

Aerobiocontamination emitted by a person placed in
a laminar flux chamber
[NASA-TT-F-1628K] p0229 B75-2314H

AIB NAVIGATION
NT AREA NAVIGATION

Navigation and flight proficiency under Nap of the
Earth conditions as a function of aviator
training and experience treetop helicopter
flight

p010« A75-19689
AIB POLLUTION

Exercise responses following ozone exposure
p024l» A75-31802

Animal indicators of air pollution
p0215 A75-3195<4

Outpatient medical costs related to air pollution
in the Portland, Oregon area
[EPA-600/5-711-017] p0017 N75-10692

Physiological effects of air pollutants in humans
subjected to secondary stress
[PB-236151/7] p0132 N75-17089

Contaminant removal from enclosed atmospheres by
regenerable adsorbents
[NASA-CR-137626] p0163 N75-17969

Development of solid state samplers for work
atmospheres
[COa-71-11720/1] p0221 N75-21950

Development of criteria for the recirculation of
exhaust air pollution monitoring

p0329 N75-287U
Determination and categorization of recirculatable

contaminants
p0329 N75-28715
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State-of-the-art of commercially available air
t cleaning eguipment specifications and

requirements
p0329 H75-28716

Effects of inhaling sulfur dioxide, sulfuric acid,
and fly ash
[PB-211788/9] p0392 H75-33666

AIB POBIFICiTIOB
An electrochemical device for carbon dioxide

concentration - System design, perforaance and
steady state analysis
[SAE PAPER 71(0932] p012U A75-22745

Development of spacecraft toxic gas removal agents
[NASA-CB-1IH757] p0232 H75-23163

One man electrochemical air revitalization system
[NASA-CR-111HIII7] p0387 N75-32765

AIB QDALITI

Breathing air quality under the fire prorimty
suit hood
[AD-400H770] p0301 H75-27767

AIB SiHPLIHG

Hicrobiological sanpling of the spacecraft
atmosphere during a Emulated Skylab mission

p0111 A75-20888
Beliability, maintenance, fail-safe, control and

sampling provisions for recircalated exhaast air
systems

p0329 H75-28717
AIB SICKHESS

D MOTION SICKNESS
AIB TO AIB BEFUELHG

Long range air-to-air refuelling: A study of duty
and sleep patterns

p0054 H75-12600
AIB TRAFFIC

The effect of communications and traffic situation
displays on pilots awareness of traffic in the
terminal area

p0183 N75-19129
AIB TBAFFIC COITBOL

NT BADAB APEBOACH CONTROL

H u m a n decision making in fu ture ATC systems
comparative studies in distributed traffic
management

p024U A75-34510
Improving the training of the air traffic

controller through opt imum use of simulation
p02"9 A75-35622

Color coding for air traffic control displays
p0280 A75-37691

Advanced speech technology applied to problems of
air traffic control

p0280 A75-37692
Computer-generated voice ID air traffic control

applications
p0280 A75-37693

Vocational interests of air traffic control
personnel

p0281 A75-38108
Quantification of air traffic controller's

acceptable workload
p0378 A75-17275

New or newly tested methods for the assessment of
pilots' workload conference
[DLB-NITT-74-19J p0055 1175-12605

Simulator evaluation of pilot assurance derived
from an airborne traffic situation display.
Phase 2: Traff ic awareness improvement
[AD-778951] p0060 H75- 13522

Job-related attitudes of non-journeyman FAA air
traffic controllers and former controllers: A
sex comparison
[AD-787238] p0060 N75-13526

Susceptibility to anxiety and shift difficulty as
deterninants of state anxiety in air traffic
controllers'
[AD-777565] p0060 N75-13528

A sex comparison of reasons for attrition of
non-journeyman FAA air traffic controllers
CAD-780558] p0098 N75-15296

Personality and physiological correlates of
performance decrement on a monotonous task
reguiring sustained attention air traffic
control
[AD-777825] p0133 N75-17094

Physiological responses
[AD-777838] p0133 N75-17095

Aircraft-pilot and other pre-employment experience
as factors in the selection of air traffic

controller trainees
[AD-A001039/7] p0166 H75-18893

Multiple task performance as a predictor of the
potential of air traffic controller trainees, a
follovup study
[AD-A002920] p0199 1175-21022

Aerodrome air traffic control in the Canadian Forces
design of tower cabs for air traffic

controller tasks
[DCIEB-7II-B-1067] p0259 B75-2<I363

Training of OS air tiaffic controllers
[AD-A006603/5] p0270 H75-25583

A realistic view of the people in air traffic
control
[AD-A006789] p0288 875-26653

Ocnlometer measurement of air traffic controller
visual attention
[AD-A006965] p0299 N75-27753

Attitudes on en route air traffic control training
and work: A comparison of recruits initially
trained at the FAA Academy and recruits
initially trained at assigned centers
[AD-A013313/9] p0385 H75-32750

Verbal workload in distributed air traffic
management considering pilot controller
interaction

p0397 N75-3370«
Subjective evaluation with FAA criteria: A

multidimensional scaling approach ground
track control management

P0398 N75-33707
AIB TBAHSPOBTATIOH

Han as a precious resource: The enhancement of
human effectiveness in air transport operations
CAD-785368] p0056 S75-12620

Fitness for air travel, the medical point of view
[NASA-TT-F-16304] p0229 H75-23139

Litter enplaning-deplaning device
[AD-A006137] p0335 N75-2975U

AIBCBAFT ACCIDEBT IBVESTIGATIOi
Psychiatric interventions with amnesic aircraft

accident survivors
p0037 A75-11090

Human factors in Air Force aircraft accidents
pOISU A75-25U17

Toxicological findings in fatal civil aviation
accidents, fiscal years 1968-1974

P0317 A75-41165
Aircraft accident medical investigator's kit
[AD-785389] p0052 H75-12583

Major orientation-error accidents in regular Army
DH-1 aircraft during fiscal year 1970, accident
factors
[AD-A001710] p0189 N75-19968

A method for the study of human factors in
aircraft operations
[NASA-TH-X-62472] p0381 S75-327U7

AIBCBAFT ACCIDENTS
Prophylaxis of high-altitude decompression

sickness during flights in depressurized cabins
p0274 A75-36175

Life changes and aviation accidents
p0279 A75-37U93

Workload reduction on the flight deck
p0279 A75-37191

Survey on biodynamic response to windblast in
ejections: Pathogenetic mechanism, analysis and
prevention of injuries

p0381 H75-32718
Accident statistics relevant to windblast

p0381 N75-32719
AIBCBAFT CABINS
0 AIBCBAFT COMPARTMENTS

AIBCBAFT CABBIEBS
Rorkload reduction on the flight deck

p0279 A75-37194
The effect of lighted deck shape on night carrier

landing
CAD-A000486] p0167 B75-18897

Pilot landing performance under high workload
conditions
[AD-A001802] p0189 N75-19965

A pilot/LSO simulation conducted to investigate
aircraft wave-off performance and to determine
the ability of the landing signal officer to
judge aircraft approaches
[AD-A007S15] p0259 N75-24356

Longitudinal study of environmental variables and
aviation performance effectiveness carrier
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landings
[AD-A005423] p0327 N75-28706

ilBCBAFT COBPABTBE8TS
Prophylaxis of high-altitude decompression
sickness during flights in depressunzed cabins

p0274 A75-36175
A simulation of an aircraft's environmental
control system

p0163 N75-17970
AIRCRAFT COSTROL

Left and right in cockpit evolution
p0072 A75-18962

Development of complex performance tester /CPT/
for human tasks in aircraft control

p0239 A75-33370
Comments on the work of an airliner crew human

factors engineering
p0278 A75-37047

Effects of motion on the parameters of the human
operator engaged in a roll axis tracking task

p0278 A75-37139
The transition of experienced pilots to a

frequency-separated aircraft attitude display
p0350 A75-43850

A study on behavioral analysis of pilot during
aircraft controlling. Ill - In-flight recording
equipment and method of installation for F-86P
and YS-11C

p0377 A75-47097
A study on behavioral analysis of pilot during
aircraft controlling. IT - Display of behavioral
analysis table and flow chart

p0377 A7S-47098
A linear stochastic model of the human operator

pilot control of an aircraft
p0186 N75-19160

The manual control of vehicles undergoing slow
transitions in dynamic characteristics
[NASA-CR-132442] p0188 N75-19958

Investigation of pilots' tracking capability using
a roll command display
[AD-A009590] p0385 N75-32751

Vehicular control by visual field cues: Model
development and experimental validation
[TAE-25U] p0386 N75-32762

6IBCBAFT DESIGi
NT HELICOPTER DESIGH
Design Option Decision Tree - A method for
schematic analysis of a design problem and
integration of human factors data

pOIOS A75-19700
Future flight deck design

p0307 A75-39821
Improving cockpits through crew workload measurement

p0316 A75-41414
Measurement, evaluation, prediction and

improvement of aircraft ride
[AD-783803] p0019 N75-10709

AIBCBAFT DETECTIOH
A review of the most important and sufficiently

founded knowledge about the visibility of
aircraft (maxiouu detection range)
[DLR-HITT-74-33] p0199 N75-21023

AIBCRAFT EQUIPMENT
NT AIRCRAFT LIGHTS
NT EJECTION SEATS
Aircraft on-board electrochemical breathing oxygen

generators
[ASHE PAPEH 75-ENAS-51] p0310 A75-10861

Human factors research problems in electronic
voice warning system design

p0394 N75-33681
AIBCBAFT GUIDANCE

Notion relationships in aircraft attitude and
guidance displays - A flight experiment

p0350 A75-43848
Aircraft simulator motion and the order of merit
of flight attitude and steering guidance displays

p0350 A75-43849
AIRCRAFT HAZARDS

Health-protection measures in agricultural aviation
pesticides handling

p0215 A75-31817
AIBCBAFI IISTROBEITS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT ATTITDDE INDICATORS
NT GYRO HORIZONS
NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS

Some experience with flight-related
electrocutaneous and vibrotactile displays

p0043 475-15818
The effects of certain gimbal orders and workloads

on target acquisition pilot performance
p0104 A75-19683

The user looks at digital avionics pilot
requirements
[AIAA PAPEH 75-554] p0173 A75-26722

Defining synthetics flight simulator
evaluation for pilot training

p0235 A75-32411
Color research for visual displays considering

human perception of aircraft instruments
[AD-A003049] p0200 H75-21033

Peripheral vision artificial horizon display
p0293 N75-27703

AIRCRAFT LANDING
A study on altitude and distance judgements of
pilots during final approach

p0377 A75-47096
Pilot landing performance under high workload

conditions considering day and night
proficiencies

p0053 N75-12594
Prediction of pilot performance: Biochemical and

sleep-mood correlates under high workload
conditions during aircraft carrier landings

p0054 N75-12599
Investigation of pilot's role and display

requirements in automatic landings
[NASA-CR-140844] p0056 N75-12617

Some remarks on using clear visors during night
flights in the Alouette 3 especially during
landing operation
[IZF-1971-13] p0091 N75-14456

Effect of cessation of late-night landing noise on
sleep electrophysiology in the home
[NASA-CB-132543] p0126 N75-16220

Effect of a predictor instrument on learning to
land a simulated jet trainer
[AD-A000586] p0167 N75-18898

Pilot landing performance under high workload
conditions
[AD-A001802] p0189 H75-19965

Evaluation of the special senses for flying
duties: Perceptual abilities of Landing Signal
Officers (LSOs)

p0223 N75-23093
A pilot/LSO simulation conducted to investigate
aircraft wave-off performance and to determine
the ability of the landing signal officer to
]udge aircraft approaches
[AD-A007515] p0259 B75-24356

Aviator visual performance in the DH-1 study 2
[AD-A007812] p0259 N75-24357

Pilot performance in zero-visibility precision
approach
[NASA-CB-137759] p0385 N75-32749

Detection of system failures in multi-axes tasks
pilot monitored instrument approach

p0395 N75-33686
AIHCBAFT LIGHTS

Results of an inquiry concerning the exterior
lights of aircraft

p0065 A75-17370
Conspicuity of target lights: The influence of

flash rate and brightness collision
avoidance - visual discrimination/pilot
performance, aircraft lights
[NASA-TN-D-7961] p0368 H75-31732

AIRCRAFT HAIHTE8ANCE
The future role of man in the repair of navigation
systems
[AD-787219] p0101 N75-15323

Training of enlisted women as jet aircraft
maintenance specialists
[AD-A006434] p0337 N75-29771

An integrated workload and manpower planning
system for the Naval Air Rework Facility, North
Island
[AD-A006293] p0364 N75-30792

AIBCBAFT HABBOVBBS
Development of a training model for naval flight
students

p0103 A75-19679
The effect of scene rotation on target acquisition

image stabilization of electro-optical
displays
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p0101 475-19682
AIBCBAFT HODELS

Effects of aircraft simulator notion cue fidelity
on pilot performance
[DOOM P4PEE 1] p0353 A75-UU106

AIBCHAFT BOISE
BT JET AIECBAFT SOISE
BT SONIC BOOBS

Effect of noise exposure during primary flight
training on the conventional and high-frequency
hearing of student pilots

p0213 A75-31160
Hearing in para-airport children

p0213 A75-31161
Methods of electronic smnlation of flight sounds

p0277 A75-36993
Association of aircraft noise stress to

periodontal disease in aircrew nembers
p0318 A75-11U67

Effects on sleep of noise froe two proposed STOL
aircraft
[NASA-CB-13256I»] p0126 B75-16219

Emotionality in response to aircraft noise: A
report of development work
[NASA-CR-2600] p0385 N75-32718

AIBCBAFT PERFOBHAHCE
NT HELICOPTER PEHFOHBANCE

The test pilot and the quality control system
p0211 A75-33616

AIBCBAFT PILOTS
NT TEST PILOTS

Investigation of the performance equivalence
method for determining training simulator and
training methods requirements
[ A I A A P A P E H 75-108] p0068 A75-18316

Pseudo-internuclear oculomotor ophtbalmoplegia
secondary to Guillain-Barre polyneuronitis
simulating myasthenia gravis in an air transport
pilot

p0122 A75-22117
The healthy pilot

p0201 A75-29250
Certain effects of supersonic airplane flight on

renal function in aviators
p0201 A75-29268

Arm-reach capability of OSAF pilots as affected by
personal protective equipment

p0202 A75-29579
Post-traumatic condition of the spine in

middle-age pilots
p0211 A75-31296

New methods and test batteries for the
psychological selection of aircrews

p0359 A75-MU512
The use of the 'reserves' technique in the

psychological selection of aircrew students
p0359 A75-II1513

A study on altitude and distance judgements of
pilots during final approach

p0377 A75-U7096
Time dependence of the flight induced increase of

free urinary cortisol secretion in jet pilots
p0053 N75-12597

Emotional and biochemical effects of high work-load
in pilot landing perfornance

pOOSI N75-12598
Oxygen contaminant detection: Procedures for

field analysis of aviator's breathing oxygen
[AD-786916] p0093 N75-11170

Spinal i n j u r y a f t e r ejection
[ A G A B D - A B - 7 2 ] p0230 N75-23150

A study of vibration, pilot vision and helicopter
accidents

p0292 N75-27699
Investigation of pilots' tracking capability using

a roll command display
[AD-A009590] p0385 N75-32751

AIBCRiFT SAFETY
Some highlights of aircraft passenger behavior

research
p0112 A75-20899

Reaction time performance with and without
backscatter from intense pulsed light

p0120 A75-22000
Human factors in safe flight operations;

Proceedings of the Twenty-seventh Annual
International Air Safety Seminar, Williamsburg,
Va., November 10-11, 1971

p0279 A75-37187

Human error in aviation operations
p0279 A75-37«92

Bajor changes in flight crew training - 8 years of
experience at American Airlines
[AIAA PAPER 75-10U9] i p0307 A75-39537

Aircraft oxygen systems - Independence of ground
equipment and service
[ASHE PAPER 75-ENAS-26] p0313 A75-1C879

AIBCBAFT STABILITY
The effects of stability augmentation on the qust

response of a STOL aircraft during a curved
manual approach

p0398 N75-33706
A study of pilot behavior during controlling the

lateral directional notion of airplanes in
turbulent air

p0399 N75-33711
ilBCBEiS
0 FLIGHT CBEHS
AIRFIELDS
U &IBPOBTS
AIBLIBE OPERATIONS

The airport and the people associated with it
p0206 A75-29612

Major changes in flight crew training - 8 years of
experience at American Airlines
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1019] p0307 A75-39537

Behavior of circadian rhythm of temperature and
performance after two subsequent transatlantic
flights
[DLR-FB-71-55] p0092 N75-11161

Effects of exposure time during flight maneuvers
on passenger subjective comfort rating
[NASA-TB-X-72660] p0200 N75-21029

AIBPOBT LIGHTS
NT RUNWAY LIGHTS

AIBPOBT PLANNING
The airport and the people associated with it

p0206 A75-29612
AIBPOBTS

Hearing in para-airport children
p0213 A75-3116U

ALARHS
U WARNING SYSTEBS
ALBOBIBS

Increased metabolic turnover rate and
transcapillary escape rate of albumin in
essential hypertension

p0002 A75-10176
ALCOHOLS
NT ETHYL ALCOHOL
NT BETHYL ALCOHOLS

ALDOSTEEOBE
Aldosterone dynamics during graded exercise at sea

level and high altitude
p0315 A75-11392

Hemodynamics, renal function, plasma renin, and
aldosterone in man after 5 to 11 days of nedrest

p0318 A75-41169
Procedure for the isolation and determination of

aldosterone in human urine by thin-film
chromatography on polyamide and BTC micro-reaction
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1778] pOOSI N75-12579

ALERTNESS
Correlation of hippocampal theta rhythm with

changes in cutaneous temperature
p0003 A75-10231

Investigation concerning the time dependence of
the parameters of signal detection theory and
the effect of event frequency in the vigilance
experiment

p0216 A75-35100
Processing electrophysiological signals for the

monitoring of alertness
[NASA-CR-110815] p0028 N75-11665

Bioelectric signal analysis and measurement
[NASA-CB-111168] p0090 N75-111U3

ALGAB
NT BLUE GREEN ALGAE
NT CHLOBELLA
Structures of biogenic origin from Early

Precambrian rocks on Euro-Asia
p0073 A75-19282

The Performance and capabilities of terrestrial
organisms in extreme and unusual gaseous and
liquid environments
[NASA-CB-112192] p0131 N75-17077

Phytoplankton pigment and production measurements
in the California current region, 1969-72
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[COH-75-1078U/7] p0389 H75-33639
ALGAL BLOOB

0 A L G A E
ALGOBITBBS

Algor i thm foe ident i fying changes in the
ST-interval of the ECG in the case of coronary
insuff iciency

p0031 A75-13422
An algorithm for the reduction of data redundancy

in comfort conditioning systens
p0068 A75-18095

An algori thm for automated processing of dilution
curves for heart volume studies

p0141 A75-22987
Some manipulator-control algorithms using

digital computer
p0180 A75-28933

Algorithm for the multi-parameter analysis of
nystagmus using a digital computer

p0282 A75-38419
BOBNAV - A range-based robot navigation and
obstacle avoidance algorithm

p03<!8 A75-42903
Concept of algorithmic control for a class of

large systems
p0360 A75-45054

Algorithm-theoretical behavioral model for flight
control and flight safety activities
operator performance

p0270 N75-25589
ALIPHATIC COHPODHDS
NT ACETIC ACID
NT ACETTL COMPOUNDS
NT ADENIHES
NT ADENOSINE TBIPHOSPHATE
NT ADENOSINES
NT CHOLINE
NT ETHYL ALCOHOL
NT FATTY ACIDS
NT GLUCOSE
NT GLYCOGENS
NT HEXOKINASE
NT HIDBAZINES
NT LACTATES
NT LACTIC ACID
NT METHANE
NT BETHIL ALCOHOLS
NT BETHYL COMPOUNDS
NT BETHYLHYDBAZINE
NT NUCLEASE
NT OLEIC ACID
NT SOGAES
ALKALI BETALS
NT POTASSIDH
NT POTASSIUM 40
NT SODIDB

ALKALIES
Growth and reproduction of microorganisms under

extremely alkaline conditions
p0179 A75-28516

ALKALOIDS
NT NICOTINAMIDE

ALKANES
NT HETHANE

ALOUETTE HELICOPTEBS
Some remarks on using clear visors during night
flights in the Alouette 3 especially during
landing' operation
[IZF-1974-13] p0091 N75-14456

ALPBANOHEBIC CHABACTEBS
Human engineering in process automation

p0010 A75-11866
ALTITUDE
NT HIGH ALTITUDE
NT LOR ALTITUDE
ST SIHULATED ALTITUDE

ALTITUDE ACCLIBATIZATION
Begional blood flow responses to hypoxia and

exercise in altitude-adapted rats
p0001 A75-10048

Effects of high-altitude exposure on submaximal
endurance capacity of men

p0044 A75-16472
Functional adaptation to high altitude hypoxia

p0076 A75-19569
Organ fluid changes and electrolyte excretion of

rats exposed to high altitude
p0111 A75-20885

Glucose tolerance of lovlanders during prolonged
stay at high altitude and among high altitude
natives

p0121 A75-22405
Relative susceptibility of altitude-acclimatized

mice to acute oxygen toxicity
p0123 A75-22469

Breath holding and rebreathing at low and high
altitude

p0178 A75-28435
Dynamics of change in the peripheral blood of dogs

under high-mountain conditions /Eastern Pamir/
p0206 A75-29789

The influence of adaptation to high-altitude
hypoxia on the development and indices of higher
nervous activity in the progeny of adapted animals

p0208 A75-30646
Thrombocytopoietic activity of blood serum in

animals under short-term adaptation to high
altitude conditions

p0209 A75-31018
Metabolic-adaptation of the chick embryo to

chronic hypoxia
p0238 A75-33256

Acute altitude exposure test for the members of
the expedition to Bt. Sickle Moon /6,574 m/

p0239 A75-33366
Hb02 dissociation in man during prolonged work in

chronic hypoxia
p0244 A7S-34803

Incomplete compensation of CSF /H+/ in man during
acclimatization to high altitude, 4,300 m

p0244 A75-34806
Changes in the field of peripheral vision under

conditions of high mountain climbing
p0277 A75-36392

Changes in exercise heart rate in lovlanders after
prolonged stay at high altitude /4000 m/

p0282 A75-38414
Blood and CSF acid-base changes, and rate of

ventilatory acclimatization of auake dogs to
3,550 m

p0306 A75-39332
Aldosterone dynamics during graded exercise at sea

level and high altitude
p0315 A75-41392

Morphology of the internal organs in the
adaptation of animals to high-altitude conditions

p0130 N75-17072
Ventilatory acclimatization of the pony at 4300

meters altitude
p0164 N75-18872

Cutaneous circulation and thermal exchange at
altitude (3800 m)
[NASA-TT-F-16311] p0219 N75-21934

ALTITUDE CONTBOL
Effects of visual flight display dynamics on

altitude tracking performance in a flight
simulator

p0183 N75-19127
ALTITUDE SICKNESS

Physiological investigation for the members of the
expedition to Mt. Sickle Boon during
mountaineering activities

p0239 A75-33367
ALTITUDE SIMULATION

Effects of long-term exposures to 10056 oxygen at
selected simulated altitudes on the pulmonary
surfactant in mice

p0111 A75-20883
Adrenocortical activity and urinary cyclic AMP

levels - Effects of hypobaric hypoxia
p0112 A75-20893

Lung vascular smooth muscle as a determinant of
pulmonary hypertension at high altitude

p0173 A75-26549
Coronary blood flow in rats native to simulated

high altitude and in rats exposed to it later in
life

p0173 A75-26824
Cardiac performance during graded exercise in

acute hypoxia
p0215 A75-32373

Effects of sustained exposure to simulated
altitude on tissue Na spaces of the organs in
rats and rabbits

p0239 A75-33369
Individual features in the reaction to hypoxia

high altitude simulation



SUBJECT IflDEI AHHOBIA

p0276 475-36391
Studies on respiratory and cardiovascular

physiology during combined exposure to sustained
acceleration of 4Gz with simulated altitude. I -
Tolerance to the combined exposure to +Gz with
simulated altitude in cats and dogs

p0378 A75-U7099
ALTITODE TESIS
NT HIGH ALTITDDE TESTS

Acute altitude exposure test for the members of
the expedition to Ht. Sickle Boon /6,574 a/

p0239 A75-33366
Subatmospheric decompression - Neurological and

behavioural studies
p027« A75-36329

Effects of equivalent sea-level and altitude
training on maximal oxygen uptake and running
performance

P0344 A75-42760
ALOHIBA
U AlUBIBDB OXIDES
ALUBIBOB COBPOOBDS
NT ALUBINOB OXIDES

ALOBIBDH OXIDES
Thermocurrent dosimetry with high purity aluminum

oxide
p0295 N75-27721

ALVEOLAB AIB
Gas exchange in distributions of V sub A/Q ratios
- Partial pressure-solubility diagram in lungs

pOOOo A75-11309
Modifications of pulmonary perfusion and
ventilation during simulated weightlessness

p0013 A75-12867
Transient and steady state effects of C02 on

mechanisms determining rate and depth of breathing
p0043 A75-15999

Steady state effects of CO2 and temperature on the
relationship between lung volume and inspiratory
duration /Henng-Breuer threshold curve/

p0043 A75-16000
Ventilatory effects of hypoxia and their

dependence on CO 2 pressure
p0115 475-21565

A theory of aerosol deposition in the human
respiratory tract

p0116 A75-21569
Negative arterial-mixed expired P/C02/ gradient

during acute and chronic hypercapnia
p0172 A75-26511

Estimation of alveolar pressure during forced
oscillation of the respiratory system

p0173 A75-26519
Effects of 60 and 80% oxygen on cell division in

lung alveoli of squirrel monkeys
p0243 A75-3U381

Role of histamine in the hypoxic vascular response
of the lung

p0278 A75-37072
Analysis of plethysmographic estimation of

alveolar pressure
p03«1 A75-42321

Simulation of regional lung emptying during slow
and forced expirations

p0343 A75-12754
Alveolar gas exchange at altitude

[AD-786688] p0099 N75-15305
Activation of external respiration and the level

of alveolar PC02 of m-flight fliers
p0262 N75-25518

AHBIEBT TEBPEBiTOBB
The effect of a periodic decrease in the ambient

temperature on the effectiveness of muscle
adaptation to increased activity

p0013 A75-12972
Variations in in'ternal temperature and heart rate

as a function of metabolism and environment
during positive and negative work
[NASA-TT-F-16260] p0218 H7S-21929

Changes in rectal and cutaneous temperature during
muscular exercise performed in air tenperatnre
between 10 degrees and 30 degrees C
[BASA-TT-P-16259] p0218 N75-21933

AHIDASE
Studies on the purification and characterization

of dipeptidylaaiEopeptxdase, 1
[NASA-TT-F-16017 ) p0020 S75-11591

ABIDES
BT BICOTIBAKIDE

NT OBEAS
AHIBES
NT ABPHETAHINES
NT CATECHOLABISE
NT SEBOTOBIN
BT TBYPTABIBES

An integrative model of monoamine and ionic
mechanisms in the hypothalaaic control of body
temperature

p030<t A75-39155
Amne-prostaglandin modulation of activity of

thermoregulatory neurones
p0304 A75-39158

Effects of ethanol, barbiturates, phenothiazines
and biogenic amines on man during exposure to cold

p0305 A75-39164
Adaptation of brain monoamine synthesis to hypoxia

in the rat
p0313 A75-12756

The role of brain biogenic amines in the control
of pituitary-adrenocortical activity

p0297 N75-27735
ABIHO ACIDS
NT GLYCIBE
BT LEDCINE
BT LYSIBE
BT BETHIOBIBE
BT PEPTIDES
BT THYBOXIBE
HT TBYPTOPHAN
Origin proposed for non-protein ammo acids in

meteorites
pOOU1 A75-15311

Peptides and ammo acids in the primordial
hydrosphere

p0068 A75-18503
Ammo and fatty acids in carbonaceous meteorites

p0069 A75-18512
On the evolution of macromolecules

p0069 A75-1851i»
Formation of ammo acids and nucleic acid

constituents under possible primitive earth
conditions

p0072 A75-19222
Ammonitriles - Possible role in chemical evolution

p007<! A75-19290
A technique for the determination of enantiomeric
ammo acids in biological samples

p0075 A75-19298
Origins of biological information and the genetic

code
p0113 A75-21001

Human ammo acid excretion patterns during and
following prolonged multistressor tests

p0122 A75-22411
Intestinal transport of tryptophan and its analogs

p0150 A75-24797
The multiplicity of potential living systems based

on C.H.C.N.
p0215 A75-32377

Beta structures of alternating polypeptides and
their possible prebiotic significance

p0307 A75-4012M
Hetabolic studies of transient tyrosmemia in

premature infants
p03«7 A75-42830

Synthesis of biological molecules on molecular
sieves abiogenic ammo acid production

p0351 A75-13893
Polymerization of ammo acid methyl esters via

their copper complexes
p0351 A75-1389U

Speculations on the evolution of the genetic code
p0351 A75-43896

Badio-chemical synthesis of ammo acids in aqueous
media containing carbohydrates, hydrocarbons and
nitrates

p0354 A75-UU134
Studies on the purification and characterization

of dipeptidylaminopeptidase, 4
[NASA-TT-F-16017] p0020 N75-11594

Ammo acids in a Fischer Tropsch typ,e synthesis
[NASA-TB-X-62411] p0200 N7S-21034

Comparative characteristics of poly- and monomer
protein nutrition as applicable to space flights

p0324 B75-28678
ABBOHIA

Ammonia - Did it have a role in chemical evolution
abiogenesis
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AHOEBA SUBJECT IBDEI

p0068 A75-18505
Formation of prebiochemical compounds in models of
the primitive earth's atmosphere. I - CH4-NH3
and CH4-N2 atmospheres

p0073 A75-19285
The effect of cooling in an altered gaseous medium

on the systems of ammonia formation and binding
in the brain

p0208 A75-30698
Dltraviolet-gas phase and -photocatalytic
synthesis from CO and NH3 photolysis products

p0319 A75-41700
Ammonia production following maximal exercise -

Treadmill vs. bicycle testing
p03<49 A75-13136

Measurement of the ammonia content in the
atmosphere of biosatellite mock-ups and its
standardization

p0261 N75-25511
AHOEBA

Nuclear-cytoplasmic interactions in amoeba
interspecific hybrids

p0306 A75-39361
Regulation of nuclear DNA synthesis in amoeba
interspecific hybrids

p0306 A75-39362
AHPBBAGB
0 E1ECTSIC CURRENT
AHPHETAHIHBS

Effects of D-amphetamine and of secobarbital on
optokinetic and rotation-induced nystagmus

p0202 A75-29576
Amphetamine and barbiturate effects on two tasks

performed singly and in combination
[IZF-19714-11 ] p0091 N75-11451

Drug effects on heart rate and heart rate
variability during a prolonged reaction task
[IZF-1975-3] p0391 N75-33661

AMPHIBIA
HI FPOGS
The influence of variable gravitational fields on

the embryonic development of some ecaudate
amphibians

p0354 A75-111130
AMPLIFICATION

Optimization of control signal gain by
self-adjustment pursuit tracking task
[FB-13] p0290 N75-26668

ABPLIFICATIOH FACTOB
0 AMPLIFICATION

AMPLIFIERS
NT OPEEATIONAL AHPIIFIESS

AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
Investigation of responses to light of retinal

rods in frogs
p0211 A75-31049

Dependence of the amplitude of the components of
the response evoked in the somato-sensory zone
of man's cortex on the stimulus intensity

p0211 A75-31050
AMPLITUDE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
D AHPLITODE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS

AMPLITUDES
NT POLSE AHPLITDDE

ANAEROBES
Degradation of mitochondria in yeast induced by
anaerobiosis at different growth phases
[NASA-TT-F-16U58 ] p0295 N75-27716

ANALOG CIRCUITS
Analog sample/hold circuit for physiological
signal monitoring

p03«1 A75-U2322
ANALOG COMPUTERS

Generation of forcing functions for evaluating
performance at the man-machine interface

p02HO A75-33563
ANALOG SIMULATION

Methods of electronic simulation of flight sounds
p0277 A75-36993

ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)
NT APPROIIMATION
NT ERROR ANALYSIS
NT EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS
NT FINITE DIFFERENCE TBEOHY
NT FINITE ELEHENT METHOD
NT FODHIEB TRANSFORMATION
NT HARHONIC ANALYSIS
NT NOHOGRAPHS
NT NDHERICAL ANALYSIS

NT TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
ANALYTIC GEOHETBY
NT PROLATE SPHEROIDS

ANALYZEBS
NT SIGNAL ANALYZERS

ANATOMY
NT ABDOMEN
NT ADRENAL GLAND
NT AOBTA
NT ARM (ANATOMY)
NT ABTERIES
NT BABOBECEPTOBS
NT BLOOD VESSELS
NT BONES
NT BBAIN
NT BRAIN STEM
NT CAPILLARIES (ANATOMY)
NT CARDIAC AURICLES
NT CARDIAC VENTRICLES
NT CAHDIOVASCDLAB SYSTEM
NT CEREBELLUM
NT CEREBRAL CORTEX
NT CEREBRUM
NT CHEMORECEPTORS
NT CHEST
NT CHOROID MEMBRANES
NT CIRCULATOBY SYSTEM
NT COCHLEA
NT COLLAGENS
NT COBNEA
NT CORTI ORGAN
NT DIAPHRAGM (ANATOMY)
NT EAR
NT EARDRUMS
NT ELBOH (ANATOMY)
NT ENDOCRINE GLANDS
NT EBYTHROCYTES
NT EYE (ANATOMY)
NT FEHUR
NT FOVEA
NT GBAVIRECEPTORS
NT HAND (ANATOMY)
NT HEAD (ANATOMY)
NT HEART
NT HEBATOPOIESIS
NT HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM
NT HIPPOCAMPUS
NT HUMAN BODY
NT JOINTS (ANATOMY)
NT KIDNEYS
NT LABYRINTH
NT LEG (ANATOMY)
NT LEUKOCYTES
NT LIHBS (ANATOMY)
NT LIVER
NT LUNGS
NT LYMPHOCYTES
NT MECHANOBECEPTORS
NT MIDDLE EAR
NT MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
NT MYOCARDIUM
NT NECK (ANATOMY)
NT NOSE (ANATOMY)
NT OCCIPITAL LOBES
NT OCDLOMOTOE NEBVES
NT ORGANS
NT OTOLITH ORGANS
NT OVARIES
NT PARATHYROID GLAND
NT PHOTORECEPTORS
NT PINEAL GLAND
NT PITUITARY GLAND
NT PROPRIOCEPTORS
NT PROSTATE GLAND
NT RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
NT BETINA
NT SALIVARY GLANDS
NT SCIATIC REGION
NT SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
NT SENSE ORGANS
NT SKULL
NT SPLEEN
NT SYSTOLE
NT TESTES
NT THEBMORECEPTOBS
NT THEOHBOPLASTIN
NT THYMUS GLAND
NT THYROID GLAND
NT TIBIA
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SUBJECT I1DEX A»IBALS

BT UTE80S
BT ViSCDLlE SISTEH
HT VEIBS
HI VERTEBRAL COLOBB
BT VESTIBULES

Ultrasonic contrast technics in echocardiograpby
p0014 A75-13014

Comparative morphology of the internal carotid
artery of sone mammals

pOOia A75-16249
The functional significance of semicircular canal

sise in conparative anatomy studies
p01«3 A75-23306

Anatomy of the vestibular nuclei and their
connections

p01«3 A75-23310
Auditory system. Part 1 - Anatony. Physiology /Ear/

p0242 475-34275
Comparative anatomy of the andio-vestibular organ

[BASA-TT-F-16456] p0361 1175-30773
AHEBIAS

Drepanocytemia and evaluation of flight personnel
p0201 A75-29267

Aneaia and airline flight duties
p0243 A75-34386

Expetiaental cardiac necrosis in hypobaric and
anemic hypoxia

p0343 475-42755
ABEBOHEXBT

0 VELOCITY BEASOBEBEBT
ABESTBESIi

HT ELECTBOANESTHESIA
ASBSTHEIICS

Honitoring and control aspects during halothane
anesthesia: Some results of combined model
simulation and animal experiments

p0266 N75-25551
ABGIOGB1PBI

Quantitative determination of regional left
ventricular wall dynamics by roentgen videometry

pOOOS 475-11500
Kugel 's artery as a major collateral channel in

severe coronary disease
p0037 A75-14088

Normal coronary angiography in an aircrewman with
serial exercise test changes

p0112 A75-20896
Variations in right and left coronary blood flow

in man with and mthout occlusive coronary disease
p0246 A75-34966

Measurement of peak rates of left ventricular wall
movement in man - comparison of echocardiography
vith angiography

p0283 A75-38536
Pulse doppler ultrasound angiography for imaging

arterial sections
p0305 A7S-39199

A method for the quantitative evaluation of the
heoodynamic effect of obstructions in the
coronary arteries as demonstrated by coronary
arteriography

p0266 B75-25549
ANGLES (GEOBBTBY)

BT SWEEP ABG1E
ABGOLAB ACCELERATION

The effect of spurious angular accelerations on
tracking in dynamic simulation

pOOOS A75-10736
A rate table for vestibnlar system testing

pOOOS A75-11320
The perception of gravity and of angular

acceleration in invertebrates
p01«2 A75-23303

Thresholds for the perception of angular
acceleration as indicated by the oculogyral
illusion

p0177 A75-27900
Choice reaction time to visual motion during

prolonged rotary motion in airline pilots
p0242 A75-34376

Bead movement induced by angular oscillation of
the body in the pitch and roll axes

p0316 A75-41457
Modification of the response to angular
accelerations by linear accelerations
vestibular sensations daring vehicle travel

p0319 A75-41757
Effect of linear acceleration on nystagmic
response induced by angular acceleration

p0352 475-44049
Some regularities in adaptation to prolonged
rotation improved human tolerance to
weightlessness

pOOi|9 B75-12562
Effects of secobarbital and D-amphetamine on

tracking performance during angular acceleration
[AD-777582] pOOS9 H7S-13521

Freguency response of the oculovestibular system
during yaw oscillation
[4D-A009769] p0367 B75-31728

Absence of habituation in the human
vestibulo-ocular reflex arc by rotational
stimulation within the range of natural movement

p0390 S75-336I45
1BGDLAB HOTIOB
D ABGOLAB VELOCITY

ABGOLAB VELOCITY
Behavioral effects of artificial gravity -

Equivalence of rotation rate and radius in
controlling gravity-avoidance behavior

p0036 475-14085
Binimua separable as a function of speed of a

moving object for central and peripheral
vision

p0064 A75-17328
Perceived distance and the perceived speed of

self-motion - Linear vs. angular velocity
p0276 A75-36358

AHBYDEIDES
NT PEROXIDES

AHIHALS
HT ABOEBA
BT AMPHIBIA
BT ARTEHIA
BT BIRDS
HT CATS
HT CHICKEBS
HT DOGS
HT DBOSOPBILA
SI FISHES
BT FBOGS
BT GDIHEA PIGS
HT BOBSES
HT HUMAN BEINGS
BT INSECTS
NT IBVEBTEBRATES
BT LI2ARDS
NT H4BHALS
BT BICE
BT BOBKEIS
BT PABAHECIA
BT PIGEOBS
BT POCKET BICE
HT BABBITS
NT RATS
NT SPOBES
NT SHINE
HT TBIBOLIA
HT TDBKEYS
NT VERTEBRATES
NT WATERFOWL
NT WHALES
NT WILDLIFE
NT WOBHS
Energy budgets of animals: Behavioral and
ecological implications
[COO-2270-2] p0021 H75-11595

Narcotic effect of increased nitrogen and helium
pressures (based on results from experimental
research conducted on animals)

p0021 N75-11599
Chamber for decompressing the caudal part of the

animal body
pOOSO B75-12568

Satellite animal tracking feasibility studies
[NASA-CB-1M113U] p0094 B75-15261

Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 8,
no. 6, 1974
[JPBS-63856] p0095 B75-15271

Biosatellite: Results of an experiment
[BLL-B-23466-(5828.4F)] p0128 B75-17056

Effect of extremal factors on the structure of the
organs and tissues
£NASA-TT-F-791] p0128 875-17057

Adaptation of the vascular system to extremal
factors acceleration stress and tolerance

p0128 H75-17058
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AIIBATIOI SUBJECT IIDEI

Histological analysis of tissue structures of the
internal organs of steppe tortoises following
their exposure to spaceflight conditions vhile
circuanavigating the Boon aboard the Zond-7
automatic station

p0129 N75-17063
Morphology of the internal organs in the

adaptat ion of animals to high-altitude conditions
p0130 N75-17072

Sublethal effects of oil, heavy metals and PCBS on
marine organisms
[PB-238511/1] p0217 N75-21922

Effects of superhigh freguency fields of different
intensity on the balance and letabolism of
copper, manganese, molybdenum and nickel in the
organism of experimental animals

p0221 N75-23081
Oxygen consumption and respiratory guotient in

five animal populations naturally exposed to
sanguine electromagnetic fields
[AD-A008251] p0261 875-25531

Considerations in animal experimentation to assess
biologic effects and potential hazards of
exposure to lasers
[UR-3190-630] p0268 N75-25571

ELF coupling to biospheres considering human
and animal models
tAD-A008276] p0269 875-25577

Continous animal exposure to a mixture of c
dichloromethane and 1,1,1-trichloroethane
[8ASA-CR-141889] p0285 N75-26631

Effects of vibration stress on the cardiovascular
system of animals

p0291 1175-27693
Models of the cardiovascular system nnder whole

body vibration stress
p0293 N75-27706

1NIBATION
0 HOTI08

ABISOTBOPIC HEDIA
Electromagnetic power absorption in anisotropic

tissue media microwave effects on muscle
fibers

p0235 475-32108
iNISOTEOPT
8T ELASTIC A8ISOTRQP1
ANBDiL VARIATIONS

The state of sleep of the winter personnel of a
coastal Antarctic station

p0281 A75-38300
Phagocytic activity of human blood neutrophils
under ordinary conditions of vital functioning
and in an isolation chamber

pOOSO 875-12571
ANOXIA

Calcium-induced damage of rat heart mitochondria
p0211 A75-33673

ANTABCTIC EEGIOBS
The state of sleep of the winter personnel of a
coastal Antarctic station

p0281 A75-38300
Comparative characteristics of the main types of

climatic clothing of Vostok Station personnel
in Antarctic region

[AD-A005876] p0339 1175-29788
AHTABCTICA
0 ANTARCTIC REGIONS

ANTHROPOMETRY
The accommodated proportion of a potential user

population - Compilation and comparisons of
methods for estimation workspace design
based on anthropcmetric variables

p0106 A75-19701
Application of human factors engineering data in

medical evaluation of flight crews
p0055 875-12611

Huscular deconditioning and its prevention in
space flight

p0080 N75-14379
Anthropometric changes and fluid shifts

p0082 875-11391
An anthropometnc survey of 2000 Soyal Air force

Aircrew, 1970/71
[AGABD-AG-181] p0159 N75-17936

A review of anthcopometric data of German Air
Force and United States Air Force flying
personnel, 1967 - 1968
[AGABD-AG-205] p0286 1175-26635

Human exposure to whole-body vibration in military
vehicles and evaluation by application of
ISO/DIS 2631

p0291 H75-27687
The driving seat. Its adaptation to functional

and anthroponetric requirements
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1811] p0301 875-27761

Performance evaluation of new generation 50th
percentile anthropomorphic test devices. Volume
1: Technical report
[PB-240920/9] p0338 875-29783

Performance evaluation of new generation 50th
percentile anthropomorphic test devices. Volume
2: Accelerator sled test data
[PB-211121/3] p0338 875-29784

Investigation of inertial properties of the human
body
[PB-211566/9] p0367 875-31725

Anthropometry of airline stewardesses
[AD-A012965/0] p0391 875-33660

1HTIAOBBHEBGICS
Cardiorespiratory responses to orthostasis and the
effects of propranolol

p0358 A7S-11360
ANTIBIOTICS

Application of luciferase assay for ATP to
antimicrobial drug susceptibility testing
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12039-1] p0285 N75-26629

ANTIBODIES
NT GABflA GLOBULIN
The effect of synthetic homopolymer poly I:C on

the synthesis of nucleic acids, protein and
interferon in spleen cells normally and with
radiation

p0086 875-11118
Fast and easy production of monolayer plague assay

slides
[HBL-1971-31] p0256 875-21336

ANTICBOLINEBGICS
Further studies on the therapy of

organophosphorous anticholinesterase
intoxication with veratrinic compounds. The
role of calcium
[HBL-1971-17] p0088 875-11432

AHTICOHVDLSAHTS
Anticonvulsant osteomalacia

p0025 N75-11611
AHTIDIDBETICS

Effect of hypergravity and hyperthermia on
antidiuretic hormone secretion

p0012 A75-12861
Suppression of ADH during water immersion in

normal man antidiuretic hormone
p021« A75-31801

ANTIDOTES
A structure activity study of oximes aiming at

prophylaxis against organophosphates
[CL-1971-23] p0333 875-29711

AHTIGRiVITI
G-tolerance and protection with anti-G suit concepts

p0120 A75-22399
The development and operational evaluation of the
CSU-15/P anti-G coverall

p0151 A75-25071
Ose of electric stimulation for preventing the

development of changes in antigravitational
muscles during hypokinesia

p0193 N75-20977
Respiratory function and gravitation human

antigravity functions
p0261 875-25506

The plus Gz protective methods for use in advanced
fighter-attack aircraft

p0331 N75-29727
AHTIHISTABIHICS

Effects of Pyrobenzamine and Plimasin on fighter
pilots flying a fighter intercept mission in the
FID flight simulator

p0358 A75-11361
ANTIBADIATION DBD6S

Respiratory gas exchange as an indicator of
changed radxoresistance in mammals

p0013 A75-12866
Pathogenetic validation of the use of biological

protective agents and early treatment in cases
of radiation in3ury simulating radiation effects
under space flight conditions

p0088 N75-11427
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SUBJECT INDEX APPROACH C08TBOL

The biological effect of prolonged radiation and
ways of selecting new anti-radiation drugs
effective in this kind of radiation injury

p0088 B75-11U28
IBIIBIT

Effect of white noise on attention as a function
of manifest anxiety

p003« A75-13892
Influence of an anxiety depressant on the behavior

of pilot trainees during training on a flight
simulator

p0066 475-17372
Susceptibility to anxiety and shift difficulty as

determinants of state anxiety in air traffic
controllers
[AD-777565] p0060 N75-13528

Behavioural effects of fronto-orbital lesions in
dogs

p0267 N75-25556
SOBTi

Indicator mixing in the left heart and
reexamination of mean circulation time

p0006 475-11310
Echocardiography of the left ventricular outflow

tract and aortic valve
p O O I H A75-13015

Vascular ultrasonography
pOOII A75-13018

The participation of lysosomes in the
transformation of smooth muscle cells to foamy
cells in the aorta of cholesterol-fed rabbits

p0071 A75-18729
Finite element analysis of a human aortic valve

p0150 A75-2U917
The influence of age on variations in superior

mediastinal electrical impedance
p0201 A75-29264

Accuracy of echocardiography for assessing aortic
root diameter

p0210 A75-31042
Continuous cardiac output measurement - Aspects of

Doppler freguency analysis
p0273 A75-36073

Geometry of aortic heart valves prosthetic
design

p0277 A75-36836
Data processing programs for nonlinear analysis of
aortic flow in living dogs
[NASA-CE-1<I2085] p0131 N75-17078

APHEA
0 RESPIRATION

APOLLO FLIGHTS
NT APOLLO 15 FLIGHT
NT APOLLO 16 FLIGHT
NT APOLLO 17 FLIGHT

Study of cosmic ray effects on Artemia salina eggs
during the Apollo 16 and 17 flights

p0012 A75-12863
Heavy cosmic-ray exposure of Apollo astronauts

p0072 475-189214
Plasma thyroxine changes of the Apollo crewmen

p0112 A75-20892
Some results of medical-biological research
accomplished in the Gemini and Apollo programs

p0111 A75-22978
Physiological response to exercise after space
flight - Apollo 1i( through Apollo 17

p0212 A75-3115U
Bone mineral changes in the Apollo astronauts

p0028 N75-11659
APOLLO PROJECT

Apollo/Skylab suit program-management systems
study, volume 1
[BASA-CB-110368] p0061 1175-13535

Proceedings of the 1973 Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center Endocrine Program Conference
[NASA-TH-x-58155 ) p0296 B75-27728

A unigue challenge: Energy egress and life
support equipment at KSC

p0388 N75-33107
APOLLO SOIDZ TEST PROJECT

Prevention of decompression sickness during a
simulated space docking mission

p0282 A75-38U18
Biological application: General review noting
electrophoretic experiments for Apollo Soyuz
Test Project

p0186 N75-19303

APOLLO SPACECRAFT
ieightlessness. Medical and biological research
[KASA-TT-F-16105] p0225 B75-23106

APOLLO TELESCOPE BOOST
An evaluation of the AID man/machine interface.

Phase 3: Analysis of SL-3 and SL-t data
[NASA-CR-120586] p0127 875-16226

APOLLO 15 FLIGHT
Effect of potassium depletion in normal Bales - An

Apollo 15 simulation
p0111 A75-20881

APOLLO 16 FLIGHT
The Biostack experiments I and II aboard Apollo 16

and 17
p0012 A75-12861

Hicrobial studies in the Biostack experiment of
the Apollo 16 mission - Germination and
outgrowth of single Bacillus subtilis spores hit
by cosmic HZE particles

p0012 A75-12862
Viability of Bacillus subtilis spores exposed to
space environment in the H-191 experiment system
aboard Apollo 16

p0013 A75-12871
Postflight analysis of bacillus thuringiensis
organisms exposed to spaceflight conditions on
Apollo 16

p0036 A75-1U083
Physical dosimetric evaluations in the Apollo 16

microbial response experiment
p0355 A75-H1HU2

Radiobiological results of the Biostack experiment
on board Apollo 16 and 17

p0355 A75-UII1UII
APOLLO 17 FLIGHT

The Biostack experiments I and II aboard Apollo 16
and 17

p0012 A75-12861
Project BIOCORE /H212/, a biological cosmic ray

experiment - Procedures, summary, and conclusions
p0203 A75-29590

Engineering aspects of the experiment and results
of animal tests Apollo 17 Biological Cosmic
Ray Experiment

p0201 A75-29593
Launch, flight, and recovery Apollo 17
Biological Cosmic Ray Experiment

p020« A75-29598
Results of scalp examination in Apollo 17
BIOCOBE pocket mice

p0205 A75-29600
Results of examination of the nasal mucosa in
Apollo 17 BIOCORE pocket mice

p0205 A75-29601
Results of ear examination in Apollo 17

BIOCOBE pocket mice
p0205 A75-29602

Results of eye examination in Apollo 17
BIOCORE pocket mice

p0205 A75-29603
Results of examination of the calvarium, brain,

and meninges in Apollo 17 BIOCOBE pocket mice
p0205 A75-2960U

Condition of flight animals on recovery; food
intake; observations on hypothalamus, pituitary,
and adrenal glands during Apollo 17 flight

p0205 A75-29605
Evaluation of oral, dental, and skeletal tissues

in Apollo 17 BIOCORE pocket mice
p0205 A75-29606

Radiobiological results of the Biostack experiment
on board Apollo 16 and 17

p0355 A75-U111I)
Apollo gastrointestinal analysis
[NASA-CR-1UUII37] p0383 S75-32734

APPENDAGES
NT ABM (ANATOMY)
NT ELBOW (ANATOMY)
NT HAND (ANATOMY)
NT LEG (ANATOMY)

APPBOACH
NT INSTRDBEBT APPROACH
Pilot performance in zero-visibility precision

approach
[BASA-CB-137759] p0385 B75-32719

APPROACH CONTROL
NT RADAB APPBOACH CONTROL

A pilot/LSO simulation conducted to investigate
aircraft wave-off performance and to determine
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the ability of the landing signal officer to
judge aircraft approaches
[AD-4007515] p0259 N75-2U356

A model for simultaneous monitoring and control
by pilot during helicopter approaches

p0395 N75-33685
APPROACH IHDICATOBS

Effect of a predictor instrument on learning to
land a simulated jet trainer
[AD-A000586] p0167 H75-18898

APPBOIIHATIOH
NT FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY
NT FINITE E L E M E N T BETHOD

Spiral eguation for the moving apart of plants in
a spiral-radial cultivator

p0194 N75-20983
APPROXIBATIOH BETBODS

0 A P P R O X I M A T I O N
APTITUDE

Shallow habitat air dive SRAD-1 psychological
screening of divers as subjects for long
duration saturation experimentation
[AD-A002707] p0189 N75-19971

The measurement of operator capacity by
manipulation of dual task demands
[AD-A006352] p0336 N75-29765

Basic attention measures as predictors of success
in flight training
[AD-A006385] p0363 S75-30789

AQDEOOS SOLUTIONS
Improved method of detecting and counting bacteria

[NASA-CASE-GSC-11917-2] p0217 B75-21921
ABC LAHPS

Tests of protective clothing for the safe handling
of pressurized lamps
[NASA-TM-I-31H7] p0093 N75-14468

ARCTIC BEGIOHS

Energy expenditure of infantry patrols during an
Arctic winter exercise
[DCIEM-73-H-985] p0059 N75-13516

Production of electrically heated gloves
[AD-A003327] p0200 N75-21032

Changes in body composition during an Arctic
winter exercise
[DCIEM-74-R-1061 ] p0218 N75-21930

ABEA NAVIGATION
Assessment of pilotage error in airborne area

navigation procedures
pOOOit A75-10731

ABGOB
Continued investigation of kinetic aspects of bone

mineral metabolism determining body calcium
by measuring argon after neutron irradiation
[NASA-CR-141607] p0131 N75-17083

ARGON LASERS
Threshold damage evaluation of long-term exposures

to argon laser radiation
[AD-786«»6] p0099 N75-15302

Evaluation of retinal damage produced by long-term
exposure to laser radiation
[AD-A008769] p0363 N75-30785

ARGON-OIYGEN ATBOSPBEBBS
The effects of argon in the bioenergetics of the

hamster and the rat
p0117 A75-23640

ABB (ANATOBY)
NT ELBOH ( A N A T O B Y )

Arm-reach capability of DSAF pilots as affected by
personal protective eguipment

p0202 A75-29579
The mobility of the human arm: notion analysis
and possibilities of a simplified kinematical
prosthetic system

pOOUS N75-12551
Orthotic arn joint for use in mechanical arms

[NASA-CASE-HFS-21611-1] p0056 N75-12616
Exoskeletal technology teleoperator arm system

p0191 N75-19990
A aulti-disciplinary team for the treatment of
patients with defect upper extremities: A need
for optimal rehabilitation •
[BTBD-67] p0255 N75-21(325

On the acceptance, functional gain and mental load
in arm prosthesis and orthosis control
CKTHD-66] p0258 N75-24355

An arm restraint system for ejection seats in high
performance aircraft

p0382 N75-32723

ABHED FORCES
NT ARMED FORCES (DNITED STATES)
NT NAVY

A review of anthropometric data of German Air
Force and United States Air Force flying
personnel, 1967 - 1968
[AGABD-AG-205] p0286 S75-26635

A study on medical officer career management and
retention in the USA armed forces

p0332 N75-29729
ARBED FOBCES (UNITED STATES)

A study of the personal value systems and job
satisfactions of United States Air Force officers
[AD-A003602] p0289 N75-26661

Study and development of infusible and
incorrodible identification tags and oicrodots
[AD-A010389] p0389 N75-33638

ARBOR
Laminates for ballistic protection
CAD-A008020] p0272 N75-25602

A method for soft body armor evaluation: medical
assessment
[AD-A005575] p0330 N75-28728

ABOBATIC COHPOONDS
Biodegradation of some polynuclear aromatic
petroleum components by marine bacteria
[AD-A006346] p0332 N75-29733

ABODSAL
Arousal and hallucinatory activity under two

isolation conditions
p0034 A75-13891

Arousal and vestibular habituation
p0320 A75-41759

Lack of appetitive arousal effects on sensory
processing of auditory evoked potentials
[AD-785541] p0061 N75-13530

ABBHYTBHIA
Psychological stress and ventricular arrhythmias

during myocardial infarction in the conscious dog
p0011 A75-12614

Comparative analysis of deterministic and
probabilistic methods in the study of rhythmic
processes of heart

p0031 A75-13123_
The influence of exercise on atrial flutter

p0067 A75-18025
Automatic detection of arrhythmia on an
electrocardiogram with the aid of a computer

pOim A75-22985
Effect of Ca ions on the rhythmic and contractile

activities of the heart
p0153 A75-25321

Factors controlling impulse transmission with
special reference to A-V conduction
electrophysiology of heart

p0210 A75-33549
Hybrid calculators for the analysis of cardiac

arrythmias
p0283 A75-38538

The conduction of the cardiac impulse: The slow
response and cardiac arrhythmias Book

p0318 A75-11609
Cardiac and respiratory effects of digitalis

during chronic hypoxia in intact conscious dogs
p0352 A75-U39U2

The reliability of intermittent ECG sampling in
arrhythmia detection

p0377 A75-IJ6924
New or newly tested methods for the assessment of

pilots1 workload conference
[DLR-BITT-7U-19] p0055 N75-12605

Heart rate and sinusoidal arrythnia measurement in
view of objectivating concentration and stress
in control tasks

p0055 N75-12608
A decision tree for arrhythmia diagnosis as part

of a modular VCG/ECG analysis system
p0268 B75-25567

ABTEMIi
Study of cosmic ray effects on Arteuia salina eggs

during the Apollo 16 and 17 flights
p0012 A75-12863

The utilization of Habrobracon and artemia as
experimental materials in bioastronautic studies
CNASA-CB-11U590] p0229 875-23115

ARTEBIES
NT AORTA
Studies on arterial flow patterns - instantaneous
velocity spectrums and their phasic changes -
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"ith directional ultrasonic Doppler technique
pOOOt A75-10701

An ultrasonic pulsed Doppler systeo for measuring
blood flow in snail vessels

pOOOS A75-11321
Comparative morphology of the internal carotid

artery of some mammals
pOOIK A75-162«9

A nonlinear model of the arterial vessels within a
liib segment

p0152 A75-25139
The central arterial pulses - Experiments on a

hybrid model of the heart and the arterial system
p0170 A75-26235

Arterial blood gases in conscious rats exposed to
hypoxia, hypercapnia, or both

p0179 A75-28910
Steady state fluid flow in viscoelastic tubes -
Application to blood flow in human arteries

pOISO A75-29017
Two-dimensional finite aaplitude theory of
arterial blood flow

p0181 A75-29188
On hemodynamic reactions to hypoxic hypoxia in
dogs with acute arterial hypertension

p0207 A75-30338
Comparison of the mechanical and biochemical

characteristics of the arterial vessels in the
human brain

p0238 A75-3319M
The relationship between arterial p-02 and
cerebral blood flow in hypoxic hypoxia

p0211 A75-33618
Cytological reaction of the arterial wall to injury

p0283 A75-38508
Pulse doppler ultrasound angiography for imaging
arterial sections

p0305 A75-39199
Effect of changes in arterial oxygen content on
circulation and physical performance

p0315 A75-41396
Fulminating arterial hypertension with pulmonary

edema from release of adrenomedullary
catecholamines after lesions of the anterior
hypothalamus in the rat

p0318 A75-111I99
A numerical study of pulsatile flow through
constricted arteries

p03«1 A75-42192
Coronary artery cyclic AMP content during

adrenergic receptor stimulation
p0352 A75-U391H

Ethanol-induced lowering of arterial oxyhemoglobin
saturation during hypoxia

p0357 &75-4H353
ARTERIOSCLEBOSIS

Causes and prevention of coronary disease;
Proceedings of the International Symposium,
Argenteuil, Belgium, May 23-25, 1971

pOO"71 A75-18728
The participation of lysosomes in the
transformation of smooth muscle cells to foamy
cells in the aorta of cholesterol-fed rabbits

p0071 A75-18729
Byperlipidemia, lipoproteins and coronary disease

p0071 A75-18730
The omnicardiogram - Hew approach to detection of
heart disease in patients with a normal resting
electrocardiogram

p0176 A75-27872
Pathogenetic mechanisms in atherosclerosis

p0177 A75-2787U
Lipid metabolism in perfused human and dog

coronary arteries
p0177 A75-27875

ABTBBITIS
Some peculiarities of intracardiac and

intracerebral hemocircnlation in patients
suffering from rheumatoid arthritis
[NASA-TT-F-16307] p0229 1175-23138

ABTHBOPODS
ST ARTEHIA
SI DBOSOPHILA
NT INSECTS
HI TRIBOLIA
iBTICOLiTIOS

Speech reception with low-freguency speech energy
p0179 A75-28716

Slow activities evoked in Ban following voluntary
movement and articulated speech
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-18U5] p038« N75-327U5

ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY
Behavioral effects of artificial gravity -
Equivalence of rotation rate and radius in
controlling gravity-avoidance behavior

p0036 A75-1«085
The problem of artificial gravitation from the

viewpoint of experimental physiology
p01i|0 A75-22971

Selection of artificial gravity by annals during
snborbital rocket flights

p02« A75-3<t38U
So e regularities in adaptation to prolonged

otation improved human tolerance to
sightlessness

p0019 B75-12562
Pr phylaxis of unfavorable effect of

eightlessness on the body
p0227 N75-23127

Problem of artificial gravity from the point of
view of experimental physiology

p0228 N75-23129
ARTIFICIAL HE4BT VALVES

Finite element analysis of a human aortic valve
p0150 A75-21917

Finite element analysis of human cardiac structures
p0152 A75-25219

Nuclear-powered artificial heart prototype systea
development program: phase 3
[COO-3013-16] p0125 N75-16214

Suclear-powered artificial heart prototype systen
development program. Phase 3A: Conceptual
design intermediate system
[COO-30U3-1H] p0197 N75-21009

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Experientally guided robots for planet

exploration
p01«7 A75-23919

Computer simulation of robot-manipulator control
Russian book

p0348 A75-43249
The Role of Intelligent Mechanical Aids

p0192 N75-19997
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
NT ATS 6
NT BIOSATELLITES
ST COSMOS SATELLITES
HI LANDSAT SATELLITES
NT ORBITAL WORKSHOPS

ABIL COMPOUNDS
0 AROMATIC COMPODNDS
ASSAULTING
0 ATTACKING (ASSADLTING)

ASSAYING
Fast and easy production of monolayer plague assay
slides
[MBL-1974-31 ] p0256 N75-24336

ASSEMBLING
NT OEBITAL ASSEMBLY
ASSESSMENTS
NT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
Evaluating measures of workload using a flight

simulator
p0053 N75-12591

A scoring system for the quantitative evaluation
of pilot performance during Instrument Landing
System (ILS) approaches and landings
[AD-AOOOU22] p0167 N75-18899

Protective clothing: Assessment of need, volume 1
[PB-211167/6] p0338 N75-29785

ASTIGMATISM
Visual acuity of astigmatic sub}ects and fitness
to air force service

p0223 N75-23095
ASTP
0 APOLLO SOYOZ TEST PBOJECT
ASTBOBIOLOGX
D EXOBIOLOGY

ASTBONADT LOCOMOTION
Man in space orbit Russian book on life

support systems and space suits
p0031 A75-13250

Ways to orient the body in space during the
absence of resistance under conditions of
weightlessness

p0139 A75-22967
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Botor activity of cosmonauts at zero g
p0139 A75-22968

Rotor activity under conditions of weightlessness
. p01"40 175-22970

Manned maneuvering unit mission definition study.
Volume 1: H f l U applications analysis and
performance requirements
IHASA-CR-1IJ1631] p013t B75-17106

Banned maneuvering unit mission definition study.
Voluae 3: HMD ancillary support equipment and
attachment concepts
[HASA-CB-1111633] p0135 B75-17108

Preliminary research on body displacement during
lunar walking

p0331 1175-29726
ASTBOBADT BABBD?BBIBG EQDIPBEST

On-orbit performance of the Skylab astronaut
maneuver ing research vehicle

p0175 A75-27202
ASTBOBAOT TEBFOEHAHCE

Functioning of the organism and space flight factors
Russian bock

p0008 A75-11380
Some general principles for the study of the

combined effect of space flight factors
pOOOS A75-11418

Susceptibility to motion sickness among Skylab
astronauts
[IAF P A P E B 71-102] p0033 A75-13731

Heavy cosmic-ray eiposure of Apollo astronauts
p0072 A75-18921

Physiological problems of weightlessness
p0138 A75-22952

Reactions of astronauts under zero-gravity
conditions

p0138 A75-22953
Some physiological mechanisms for the effect of

weightlessness on an organism
p0138 A75-22951

Space fo rm of motion sickness
p0138 A75-22958

Vestibular reactions of astronauts in flight
aboard Voskbod

p0138 A75-22959
Blood circulation under conditions of weightlessness

p0138 A75-22960
Some results of medical investigations on crew

members of the Vcskhod-2 space vehicle
p0139 A75-22961

External respiration, gas exchange, and energy
losses under conditions of weightlessness

p0139 A75-22961
Beans and methods for physical training of men in

long-term space flights
p01«0 A75-22973

Training of cosmonauts under conditions of
weightlessness in airplane laboratories for
working in space

pOIUO A75-22975
Preservation of man's efficiency during long-term
space flight

p01«0 A75-22976
Activity of astronauts in weightlessness and in

free space
p01«1 A75-22977

Long-term regulation in the cardiovascular system
- Cornerstone in the development of a composite
physiological model

p01U9 A75-24747
Three months in space

p0150 A75-248HI
Structural features of and several means of
optimizing the operational activity of an
astronaut during control of the vehicle and its
systems

p0175 A75-27203
Characteristics of the sleep of men in simulated
space flights

p0202 A75-29582
Parametric study of the effect of large instrument
panels on the thermal comfort of a space station
crew
[1IAA PAPER 75-715] p0237 A75-32882

Characteristics of metabolism during prolonged
water immersion

p027U A75-36328
Otorhinolaryngological problems in medical support

of space flights
p0274 A75-36331

Skylab task and work performance /Experiment B-151
- Time and motion study/

p0276 A75-36339
Skylab experiment fi-171 'Betabolic Activity1 -
Results of the first manned mission

p0276 A75-36310
ALSA malfunction simulator evolution Astronaut

Life-Support Assembly
[ASBE PAPER 75-EHAS-38] p0311 A75-U0871

The influence of man in space observations
movement and contamination effects on Skylab

p0316 A75-11UUO
Noise in space effect on Skylab astronauts

p0343 A75-12707
The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences

Symposium, volume 1
[HASA-TB-X-58154-VOL-1] p0077 H75-1U358

Skylab sleep monitoring experiment (B133)
p0079 H75-14371

Task and work performance on Skylab mission 2, 3
and 1 (time and motion study - Experiment B151)

p0079 B75-11371
Crew efficiency on first exposure to zero-gravity

p0079 H75-1H375
The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences

Symposium, volume 2
[BASA-TH-X-5815«-VOL-2] pOOSO K75-1<I381

Biochemical responses of the Skylab crewman
p0081 B75-14382

Pulmonary function evaluation during and following
Skylab space flights

p0083 S75-14396
Skylab: A beginning astronaut performance in
extended space exploration

p0081 B75-14399
Indices of the work quality of a man operator in

spaceship control
p0096 U75-15279

Life and work onboard a space station the
Soyuz 16 and Salyut 3 cosmonauts
[HASA-TT-F-16283] p0232 N75-2316U

How's your health, cosmonaut?
[NASA-TT-F-16331] p0286 B75-26638

The international orbital laboratory a
discussion of human operational problems
[HASA-TT-F-16412] p0301 B75-27763

The space watch in Salyut as on the earth
physical training and the effects of spaceflight
stress on cosmonaut performance
[HASA-TT-F-16468] p0301 B75-27765

Voices in orbit speech analysis for monitoring
astronaut performance
[NASA-TT-F-16199] p0335 H75-29758

ASTEOBADT TBAIB1BG
Training of cosmonauts under conditions of

weightlessness in airplane laboratories for
working in space

p01l|0 A75-22975
Function of perception of space coordinates during

vestibular training by active, passive and
complex methods

p0049 B75-12563
Bethods of body orientation in space in the

absence of support under weightless conditions
p0227 B75-23122

SALIDT 4: Stadium in weightlessness
[NASA-IT-F-16326] p026U B75-25538

ASTBOHADIS
Weightlessness - A case history for Skylab 2

crewmen
00248 A75-35610

Quantitative electrocardiography during extended
space flight

p0248 A75-35611
Skeletal status and soft tissue composition in

astronauts. Tissue and fluid changes by
radionuclide absorptiometry in vivo
[BASA-CH-140703] p0017 B75-10696

Bone mineral changes in the Apollo astronauts
p0028 B75-11659

Internal thermotopography and shifts in general
thermal balance in man under special heat
transfer conditions

p0085 H75-14408
Justification of permissible doses of radiation

during prolonged space flights
p0086 H75-14414

Ophthalmological assistance during prolonged space
flights eye drug films for application
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daring weightlessness
p0096 B75-15285

The state of weightlessness and protective measures
[HiSA-TT-F-16217] p0197 1175-21007

Reightlessness, Hedical and biological research
[SASA-TT-F-16105J p0225 H75-23106

Reactions of astronauts under weightless conditions
p0225 H75-23108

Vestibular reactions of astronauts daring flight
in Voskhod spacecraft

p0226 H75-231TJ
Condition of cardiovascular systems of astronauts

during flight of Soyuz orbital station
p0226 H75-23118

Drea, sugar, nonesterifled fatty acid and
cholesterol content of the blood in prolonged
weightlessness

p0226 N75-23120
Effect of weightlessness on mineral saturation of

bone tissue
p0227 B75-23121

Botor activity of astronauts in unsupported state
p0227 N75-23123

Training of astronauts in laboratory-aircraft
under weightless conditions for work in space

p0228 N75-23130
Astronaut activity in weightlessness and

unsupported space
p0228 H75-23132

Some results of biomedical studies carried out in
the Gemini and Apollo programs

p0228 H75-23133
Crew appliance study

[BASA-CR-14<4«49] p0387 N75-32764
ASTBOBOBICiL TELESCOPES

NT APOLLO TELESCOPE HOUNT
ASTBOBOHI

NT X BAY SOURCES
ASYHHETBT

The origin of optical asymmetry on earth
p0351 A75-I43888

ATAXIA
Vestibular ataxia and its measurement in man

p0320 A75-U1758
ATHEROSCLEBOSIS

D AHTEEIOSCLEEOSIS
ATHLETES

A 1-minute bicycle ergometer test for
determination of anaerobic capacity

p0002 A75-10050
A mathematical model of the ventilatory control

system to carbon dioxide with special reference
to athletes and nonathletes

p0214 A75-31575
Assessment of aerobic and anaerobic capacity of

athletes in treadmill running tests
p0277 A75-3671U

Effects of equivalent sea-level and altitude
training on maximal oxygen uptake and running
performance

p03»1 A75-U2760
Experimental study of the performance of
competition swimmers

p0319 A75-43435
Cardiopulmonary efficiency in former and active

champion scullers
[NASA-TT-F-15728 ] p0022 H75-11616

ATHOSPBEBIC CBEHISTBT
Ammonia - Old it have a role in chemical evolution

abiogenesis
p0068 A75-18505

The chemical basis of extraterrestrial life
p0156 A75-257014

Inverse assimilation - Has the hydrogen escape
from the earth's primary atmosphere enhanced by
B2-evolution coupled with biophoto-oxidation of
methane

p0305 A75-39301
Behavior of oxygen in information-exchange
processes of the early biosphere

p0376 A75-16922
ATBOSPBEB1C COBPOSIIICH

A new design HDIB atmosphere analyzer for submarines
Hon-Dispersive IB instrument

[ASHE PAPEB 75-EBAS-31] p0312 A75-40876
ATHOSPHEBIC EHTBT

Self-sterilization of bodies during outer planet
entry
[NASA-CS-140808J p0015 H75-10678

ATHOSPBEBIC IBPDBITIBS
0 AIB POLLOTIOH
AIBOSPBEBIC HODELS
NT BEEADBOABD HODELS
NT DIHAHIC BODELS
Peptides and ammo acids in the primordial

hydrosphere
p0068 A75-18503

Bolter, earth and the origin of prebiological
molecules

p0073 A75-19279
Formation of prebiochemical compounds in models of

the primitive earth's atmosphere. I - CH4-NH3
and CB4-M2 atmospheres

p0073 A75-19285
Formation of prebiochemical compounds in models of

the primitive earth's atmosphere. II - CH1-H2S
atmospheres

p0074 A75-19286
Origin of life - Clues from relations between

chemical compositions of living organisms and
natural environments

p028t A75-38616
Consideration of probability of bacterial growth

for Jovian planets and their satellites
p0355 A75-U4139

Behavior of oxygen in information-exchange
processes of the early biosphere

p0376 A75-46922
ATHOSPHEBIC OPTICS

Laser-produced hazards to the eye, taking into
account turbulence

p0241 A75-337H7
ATHOSPHEBIC PBESSOBE

Hyperbaric oxygenation the effects of oxygen
intake at high atmospheric pressure
[BASA-TT-F-15988] p0022 B75-11617

Effects of magnetism, barometric pressure, and
polarized light on the homing pigeon

p016» H75-18871
Effect of hypokinesia and reduced barometric

pressure on the tolerance of animals to
ethylacetate

p0193 875-20981
ATMOSPHERIC BADIATIOB
BT STRATOSPHERE BADIATIOB

ATHOSPHEBIC TEHPEBATOBE
Adaptation of the human body to the earth's heat

regime
p0097 N75-15288

ATOMIC EBEBGT
U NUCLEAR ENERGY
ATOBIC BXPLOSIOBS
U BDCLEAB EXPLOSIONS

ATOHS
NT HYDROGEN ATOHS
NT BECOIL ATOHS
HP
0 ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE

ATBOPHY
Buscular deconditioning and its prevention in
space flight

p0080 B75-14379
Biostereometric analysis of body form

pOOSO B75-1U380
ATS
NT ATS 6

ATS 6
The feasibility of dermatologic consultation to

remote areas via 2-way color satellite
transmission
[AIAA PAPEE 75-896] p0280 A75-38031

ATTACK AIBCBAFT
NT B-1 AIBCBAPT
NT F-86 AIRCRAFT
NT FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

High workload tasks of aircrev in the tactical
strike, attack and reconnaissance roles

pOOSK B75-12601
ATTACKING (ASSAULTING)

Beurophysiological approaches to the study of
aggression

p0306 A75-39372
ATTENTION

Assessment of pilotage error in airborne area
navigation procedures

pOOOl A75-10731
An adaptive vigilance task with knowledge of results

pOOOH A75-10733
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ATTB80ATIOH SUBJECT IHDEX

The detection of a simple visual signal as a
function of tine of natch

pOOOS A75-10734
Effect of white noise on attention as a function

of manifest anxiety
p0034 A75-13892

Basic attention measures as predictors of success
in flight training

p0103 A75-19678
The measurement of attention capacity through

concurrent task performance with individual
difficulty levels and shifting priorities

p0107 A75-19710
Evoked potential correlates of selective attention

with multi-channel auditory inputs
p0110 A75-20294

A comparison of attentional and control shift
models of the performance of concurrent tasks

p0247 A75-35515
Personality and physiological correlates of

performance decrement on a monotonous task
requiring sustained attention air traffic
control
[AD-777825] p0133 875-17091

Attention and its role in the operator's work
control stability in man machine systems

p0161 N75-17954
A review of recent models of attention for jet

pilot training
[AP-A006155] p0337 N75-29769

ATTEHOATIO§
NT ACOUSTIC ATTENDATION

ATTBIOA1OBS
NT THERMISTORS

ATTITUDE (IHCLINATIOH)
NT PITCH ( INCLINATION)
NT ROLL
N T Y A H

Hays to orient the body in space during the
absence of resistance under conditions of
weightlessness

p0139 A75-22967
ATTITUDE CONTROL

NT LONGITUDINAL CONTEOL
Aircraft simulator motion and the order of merit

of flight attitude and steering guidance displays
p0350 A75-43849

A survey of attitude-control and recovery systems
foe the current German sounding rocket programme

p0381 N75-32555
ATTITUDE GTBOS

NT GYRO HORIZONS
ATTITDDB INDICATORS

NT GIRO HORIZONS
The transition of experienced pilots to a

frequency-separated aircraft attitude display -
A flight experiment

p0103 A75-19680
(lotion relationships in aircraft attitude and

guidance displays - A flight experiment
p0350 A75-13818

The transition of experienced pilots to a
frequency-separated aircraft attitude display

p0350 A75-13850
ATTITUDE STABILITY

NT LATERAL STABILITY
ADDIO EQOIPHBHT

NT MICROPHONES
ADDIO VISUAL EQDIPHBHT

U TRAINING DEVICES
U VISUAL AIDS

AODIOLOGY
Auditory system. Part 1 - Anatomy. Physiology /Ear/

p0212 A75-34275
ADDIOHETRY

Effect of noise exposure during primary flight
training on the conventional and high-freguency
hearing of student pilots

p0213 A75-31160
ADDITOBI DEFECTS

Risk of hearing damage caused by steady-state and
impulsive noise

pOOOS A75-11057
The relation of noise exposure to noise induced

hearing damage
p0117 A75-21797

Concepts of the terms susceptibility and
resistance as they relate to hearing damage due
to noise

[AD-A001152] p0166 H75-18889
• Studies on auditory and vestibular end organs and

brain stem nuclei inner ear damage and
hearing defects
[NASA-CR-11251(7] p0196 N75-21003

The role of vocal audiometry in the selection of
navigation personnel

p0222 N75-23090
Human temporary threshold shift and recovery from
24 hour acoustic exposures
[AD-A007842] p0258 N75-24350

AUDITORY FATIGUE
Influence of auditory fatigue on the perception of

speech under conditions of intense Ion-frequency
noise

p0359 A75-44511
ADDITOBI PERCEPTION

Channels and order of report in dichotic memory
sequential reporting of binaural auditory

signals
p0034 A75-13902

Neural coding and psychophysical discrimination data
auditory signal models

p0037 A75-14387
Methodological factors influencing loudness of
short duration sounds

pOOil A75-15405
Effect of sampling procedure upon the performance
of an electrical model of auditory detection

p0108 A75-20122
Spectral cues used in the localization of sound

sources on the median plane external ear
sensitivity for elevation perception

p0109 A75-20124
Transformation of sound pressure level from the

free field to the eardrum in the horizontal plane
p0109 A75-20126

Difference thresholds for interaural delay
p0110 A75-20795

Comparative morphology and physiology of the
vestibular system in verbebrates

p0142 A75-23304
Perception of integral objects Russian book on
visual, aural and conceptual representation in man

p0145 A75-23100
Eye movements in auditory space perception

p0177 A75-27898
Effect of noise exposure during primary flight
training on the conventional and high-freguency
hearing of student pilots

p0213 A75-31160
Hearing in para-airport children

p0213 A75-31161
Auditory system. Part 1 - Anatomy. Physiology /Ear/

p0242 A75-34275
Stimulus compatibility effects of an accessory

visual stimulus on auditory sensitivity
p0246 A75-35163

Haves in the eye and ear /Sixth Annual Pairey
Lecture/ theory of sensory perception

p0283 J75-38608
Mechanism of the adaptation of the auditory
apparatus to an acoustic load

p0346 A75-12811
Backward interference by tones or noise in pitch

perception as a function of practice
p0376 A75-46688

Lack of appetitive arousal effects on sensory
processing of auditory evoked potentials
[AD-785511] p0061 N75-13530

Influence of a precursor noise on the startle due
to impulse noise (weapon noise)
[ISL-20/73] p0092 N75-14462

Freguency discrimination as a function of the
number of periods of the signal presented
auditory system
[AD-786457] p0092 N75-14164

Peculiarities of the human auditory analyzer in a
modified atmosphere

p0097 N75-15286
Perceptual differences among consonants
[AD-A002286] p0190 B75-19972

The effects of pure tone hearing losses on
aviators' sentence intelligibility in quiet and
in aircraft noise

p0222 875-23087
Assessing an aviator's ability to hear speech in
his operational environment

p0222 N75-23088
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Objective electrophysiological measurements of ear
characteristic^, intelligibility of vowels and
judgement of the stage of attention

p0222 875-23091
The effect of bod; inversion on Diddle ear air

pressure, acoustic adsittance and auditor;
threshold

p022t 875-23100
Changes in visual evoked response by non-visual

task processing computer programs
p0252 875-24301

The auditory neural network in nan
[BASA-CR-143135] p0298 N75-27742

Electrophysiological measurement of human auditory
function
[HASA-CR-143136] p0298 N75-27743

Brainstem auditory evoked responses in nan. 1:
Effect of stimulus rise-fall time and duration
[MASA-CH-1113257] p0326 875-28697

A descriptive model of negative ITS f rom impulses
CAD-A005025] p0327 H75-28701

Human performance criteria for military noise
exposure
[AD-A005026] ' p0328 H75-28708

Exploitation of central mechanisms in listening to
noisy speech
[AD-A009886] p0368 N75-31734

Visual and auditory information processing in
flying skill acquisition pilot performance
[AD-A009636] p0385 N75-32752

AODI10BT SEHSATIOB AREAS
Intensity effects of the auditory evoked brain

response to stimulus onset and cessation
p0035 A75-13910

Coding of spatial location by single units in the
inferior colliculus of the alert cat
auditory sensation area

p0063 475-16991
Hypothesis on the function of the crossed

olivocochlear bundle
p0109 475-20128

Vestibular systen. Part 1 - Basic mechanisms
Book

p0142 A75-23302
Comparative morphology and physiology of the

vestibular system in verbebrates
p0142 A75-23304

Morphology of the vestibular sense organ
p0143 A75-23305

The receptor cells of hearing
p0149 A75-24195

Reactions of frog 's midbrain auditory centers to
labyrinth stimulation by focused ultrasound

p0208 A75-31015
AOOITOBT SIGBALS

Prediction of aural detectability of noise signals
pOOOS A75-10735

Neural coding and psychophysical discrimination data
auditory signal models

p0037 A75-14387
Signal processing and characterization of the

audio evoked cortical response
[AD-784768] p0098 875-15299

Multivariable manual control mth simultaneous
visual and auditory presentation of information

for improved compensatory tracking
performance of human operator

p0393 N75-33676
1DOITOBI STIHOLI

Brain stem auditory evoked responses in human
infants and adults

p0012 A75-12823
Evoked responses to heterogeneous stimuli combined

in direct and reverse sequence
p0031 A75-13399

Perception of the direction of sound in the case
of nonsimultaneous termination of the
stimulation of the right and left ear

p0031 A75-13401
Effect of white noise on attention as a function

of manifest anxiety
p003» A75-13892

Heasuring human aversion to sound without verbal
descriptors

p0035 A75-13908
Intensity effects of the auditory evoked brain
response to stimulus onset and cessation

p0035 A75-13910

Response patterns of cochlear nucleus neurons to
excerpts from sustained vowels

p0038 A75-14388
Coding of spatial location by single units in the

inferior colliculus of the alert cat
auditory sensation area

p0063 A75-16994
Two-tone distortion products in a nonlinear model

of the basilar membrane
pOIOS 475-20123

Rate versus level functions for auditory-nerve
fibers in cats Tone-burst stimuli

p0109 475-20125
Hypothesis on the function of the crossed

olivocochlear bundle
p0109 475-20128

Determination of the transfer function of the
external ear by an impulse response measurement

p0109 A75-20130
Evoked potential correlates of selective attention

with multi-channel auditory inputs
p0110 A75-20294

Relation of the loudness function to the intensity
characteristic of the ear

p0110 A75-20796
Reactions of neurons in the second auditory
cortical area to sound stimulation

p0112 A75-20918
Characteristics of conditioned reactions in

different phases of natural human sleep
p0115 A75-21522

Heart and respiratory rates as indicators of a
subject's adaptation to stimulus sequence in
simple goal-directed tasks

p0147 A75-24057
The human auditory evoked response

p0157 A75-25957
Human frequency-following responses to monaural

and binaural stimuli
p0171 A75-26245

Two varieties of long-latency positive waves
evoked by unpredictable auditory stimuli in man

p0171 A75-26246
The changes of some components of the evoked
response in man during a voluntary movement

p0236 475-32501
Analysis of central nervous system involvement
[40-4007581] p0257 875-24345

Clinical applications of the human brainstem
responses to auditory stimuli
[BAS4-CH-143134] p0298 875-27741

Brainstem auditory evoked responses in man. 1:
Effect of stimulus rise-fall time and duration
[N4S4-CR-143257] p0326 S75-28697

Slow activities evoked in man following voluntary
movement and articulated speech
[RAE-IIB-TRABS-1845] p0384 875-32745

The influence of auditory stimuli on the H-reflex
in man

p0390 875-33651
Does audiospinal facilitation contribute to motor
control in dance response to musical rhythms?

p0390 875-33652
Auditory startle responses recorded in the leg of

nan
p0391 875-33653

ADDITOBI TASKS
Changes in detection measures and skin resistance

during an auditory vigilance task
p0118 475-22200

The interactions among stress, vigilance, and task
complexity

p0146 475-23500
Vertex evoked potentials in a rating-scale

detection task - Relation to signal probability
p0175 475-27547

4 comparison of attentional and control shift
models of the performance of concurrent tasks

p0247 475-35515
High order sequential effects and the negative
gradient of the relationship between simple
reaction-time and foreperiod duration

p0306 475-39310
Decision-related cortical potentials during an

auditory signal detection task with cued
observation intervals

p0309 475-40600
Loudness enhancement in man. 1: Brainstem evoked

response correlates
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p0299 N75-27748
AUGHBITATIOI

Radiosensitization of biologically active DNi in
cellular extracts by oxygen. Evidence that the
presence of SH-compounds is not required
[MBL-197»-29] p0256 N75-2U33«

factors affect ing control allocation for augmented
remote manipulation

p0289 N75-26664
I-oudness enhancement: Honaural, binaural and

dichotic
[NASA-CR-113138] p0298 N75-277U6

Loudness enhancement in man. 1: Brainstem evoked
response correlates

p0299 N75-277U8
Lagged lov order control systems with povered

controls
p0396 N75-33694

The effects of stability augnentation on the gust
response of a STCL aircraft during a curved
maitual approacn

p0398 875-33706
AOTOCATALTSIS

Evolution in bioids - Hypercompetitivity as a
source of Instability and a possible role of
metal complexes as prenucleoprotic mediators of
molecular asymmetry

p0075 A75-19300
AOTOCOLLIHATOBS

D COLLI8ATORS
AOIOCOESELATIOS

Statistical analysis of heart rhy thm and
hemodynaigic indices in physiological studies
Russian book

p0176 A75-27800
Control of performance in a multi-element
repetitive task

p023S A75-32H1U
Classical and modern aspects of motor dominance

formation in man
p031!) A75-U1055

AOTOKIIESIS
Foreground and background in dynamic spatial
orientation self-motion sensation by
optokinetic stimuli

p02U6 A75-35162
Outflow theory and autokinetic movement - Color,

viewing angle, and dark adaptation
p02U9 175-35800

ADTOHATA THBOBI
large systems with periodical structure and
function /example in cellular tissue/. I -
Formalism of structure and function: Spatial
lattices and cellular automata

p0002 475-102114
Control systems for master-slave manipulators

p0175 A75-27201
Some manipulator-control algorithms using

digital computer
p0180 A75-28933

Study of the model of smooth muscle contractions
at the automatic analog of Tinner's medium

p0208 A75-31016
Motion of pendulum-type biped systems

p0273 A75-35979
Concept of algorithmic control for a class of

large systems
p0360 A75-U5054

ADTOHATIC CONIBOl
NT ADAPTIVE CONTBOL
HI AOTOHATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
NT DYNAMIC CONTROL
NT FEEDBACK CONTROL
NT N0HEBICAL COBTBOL
NT OFF-ON CONTROL
NT OPTIMAL CONTROL
NT SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SISTEHS
NT TIME OPTIMAL CONTEOL

A rate table for vestibular system testing
pOOOS A75-11320

00 the problem of selecting a gait for a legged
vehicle

p0174 A75-27191
Control of an integral mobile robot

p0174 A75-27197
Environment-sensitive manipulator control real

time, decision making computer aided control
p0278 A75-371U8

Manipulator robots
p0281 A75-38182

Accommodation as a biological system of automatic
regulation

p0375 A75-16133
Increasing the reliability of labor of railroad

engineers
p0161 N75-17952

Artificial heart controls support
[OHO-4485-2] p0260 N75-24365

Hanipnlation based on sensor-directed control: An
integrated end effector and touch sensing system
[NASA-CB-143U20] p0365 N75-30799

Automatic fluid dispenser
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10820-1] p0387 H75-32766

AOTOHATIC DATA PBOCESSIIG
0 DATA PROCESSING

AOTOHiTIC FLIGHT COHTBOL
The proper symbiosis of the human pilot and

automatic flight control /Eighteenth Lanchester
Memorial Lecture/

p0307 A75-39823
Investigation of pilot's role and display

requirements in automatic landings
[NASA-CR-1U0841] p0056 N75-12617

AOTOBATIC PATTEBN RECOGNITION
0 PATTERN RECOGNITION
ADTOHATIC SOCKET IMPACT PEEDICTOBS
D COHPOTEBIZED SIHDLATION
AOTOHATIC TEST BQDIPBEBT

Automated measurement of respiratory gas exchange
by an inert gas dilution technique

p0007 A75-11319
Automatic methods of seismoactogram analysis when

studying spontaneous and evoked motor activity
p0115 A75-21523

Development of an automated potable water
bactericide monitoring unit
[ASHE PAPER 75-ENAS-36] p0312 A75-U0874

A program-controlled device for operative
man/minicomputer interaction

p0347 A75-42856
Automation in space

p0221 N75-22256
AOTOHATIC TIPE8BITEBS

The lightspot operated typewriter: The evaluation
of a prototype
[BTHD-65] p0259 N75-24364

ADTOHATION
Hunan engineering in process automation

p0010 A75-11866
ADTOHOBILE ACCIDENTS

Sensitivity of a critical tracking task to alcohol
impairment

p0184 N75-19113
PROMETHEDS, a user oriented program for human

crash dynamics
[AD-A001656] p0290 N75-26671

Strain of human bodies protected by safety belts
in simulated frontal crashes
[CSIB-TBANS-1196] p0362 N75-30779

Three-dimensional human display model
[AD-A011097] p0393 N75-33670

ADTOHOBILE FDELS
Efflux of gaseous hydrogen or methane fuels from
the interior of an automobile
[COM-75-10288/9] p0288 N75-26650

ADTOHOBILES
The II-TNO simulator. An investigation of
rotation sensation automobile driving
[IZF-1974-16] p0091 N75-14B57

Standards of rider comfort: Noise, vibration and
age of rider as factors
[NASA-CH-136714] p0166 N75-18891

Handling properties of diverse automobiles and
correlation with full scale response data
driver/vehicle response to aerodynamic
disturbances

p0183 N75-19136
Measurement of driver/vehicle mnltiloop response

properties with a single disturbance input
p018« N75-19144

New engineering systems for mobility
p0192 B75-19995

The driving seat. Its adaptation to functional
and anthropometric requirements
[RAE-LIB-TBANS-1841] p0301 N75-27764

Performance evaluation of new generation 50th
percentile anthropomorphic test devices. Volume
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1: Technical report
[PB-210920/9] p0338 H75-29783

Performance evaluation of new generation 50th
percentile anthropomorphic test devices. Volume
2: Accelerator sled test data
[PB-2141121/3] p0338 N75-29784

Posture and seat design for the car driver
[RAE-LIB-THANS-18»2] p036« 875-30796

Test procedures and performance neasures sensitive
to autouobile steering dynamics considering
operator/vehicle responses

p0397 N75-33700
An interactive driving simulation for driver

control and decision-making research
p0397 H75-33701

Effects of automobile steering characteristics on
driver/vehicle system performance in discrete
maneuvers

p0397 H75-33705
Comparison of h u m a n driver dynamics in simulators

with complex and simple visual displays and in
an automobile on the roa'd

p0399 B75-33718
ADTOBOHIC HEBVOOS SYSIEB

HI SYMPATHETIC NEBTODS SYSTE.B
Antonomic and behavioral temperature regulation -

Unilateral vs bilateral preoptic thermal
stimulation

p0035 A75-13952
notion sickness. I - Aetiology and autonomic

effects. II - Some sensory aspects human
physiological responses and vestibular sensations

p0320 A75-41761
Autonomic nervous system and adaptation to cold in

man
p03U3 A75-U2752

Characteristics of the regulation of cardiac
rhythm during mental work

p0353 A75-H4050
ADTOBADIOGEAPHY

Xenon-133 vashout for measuring intrarenal blood
flov in the micropuncture rat

p0003 A75-10236
ADTOTEOPaS

NT H Y D R O G E N O B O N A S
A01ILIABI POiEB SOOBCES

NT NUCLEAR AOXILIABY PORES ONUS
AVIATOBS

0 AIRCBAPT PILOTS
AVIOBICS

Impact of avionic design characteristics on
technical training requirements and job
performance

p01i)5 A75-23497
The user looks at digital avionics pilot

reguirements
[ A I A A P A P E B 75-55»] p0173 A75-26722

A simulation of an aircraft's environmental
control system

p0163 N75-17970
AVOIDABCE

NT COLLISION AVOIDSNCE
Beasunng human aversion to sound without verbal

descriptors
p0035 A75-13908

Behavioral effects of artificial gravity -
Equivalence of rotation rate and radius in
controlling gravity-avoidance behavior

p0036 i75-1lt085
AXISYBSETBI

D SYHHETBY
AIOBS

A fine structural study of degenerative changes in
the dorsal column nuclei of aging mice - Lack of
protection by vitamin E

p0303 475-38998
AZIiES

NT PHENOTHIAZINES
AZOLBS

NT PYBBOLES
NT TBYPTOPHAS

B
B-1 AIBCBAFT

Systems approach to training /SAT/ for the B-1
aircrew

p0106 A75-19707

BACILLUS
Bicrobial studies la the Biostack experiment of

the Apollo 16 mission - Germination and
outgrowth of single Bacillus subtilis spores hit
by cosmic HZE particles

p0012 A75-12862
Viability of Bacillus snbtilis spores exposed to
space environment in the B-191 experiment system
aboard Apollo 16

p0013 A75-12871
Postflight analysis of bacillus thuringiensis
organisms exposed to spaceflight conditions on
Apollo 16

p0036 A75-1Q083
Effects of solar ultraviolet radiations on
Bacillus subtilis spores and T-7 bacteriophage

p0355 A75-q41«3
Besults of the Bacillus snbtilis unit of the

Biostack II experiment - Physical
characteristics and biological effects of
individual cosmic HZE particles

p0356 A75-V4145
Thermal profile of a Bacillus species /ATCC 27380/

extremely resistant to dry heat
p0378 A75-47241

Studies on propagation of microbes in the airborne
state
[KASA-CB-131844] p0020 S75-11590

Besearch on cold sterilization with formalin vapors
tests with bacillus species

[NASA-TT-F-16085] p0058 N75-13512
BACK IHJDBIBS

Vertebral lesions caused by ejection vith ejection
seats - Hechanism, diagnosis, results and means
of prevention. I

p021» A75-31260
Post-traumatic condition of the spine in
middle-age pilots

p021« A75-31296
Spinal injury after ejection in jet pilots -
Bechanism, diagnosis, follownp, and prevention

p0243 A75-3H387
Bapid flight vibration phenomena and spine fractures

p0292 1175-27696
Back pains of flying personnel. Sixty-eight cases
of back pains observed in flying personnel at
the Hospital Hilitaire D'lnstruction Dominigne
Larrey, Versailles ~ '
[BAB-LIB-TBANS-18111] p0383 S75-32735

BACKGBODHD HOISE
Prediction of aural detectability of noise signals

pOOOS A75-10735
Bionic aspects in the structure of filtering
optoelectronic preprocessors

p0037 A75-14199
Pattern and notion characteristics of visually
time-compressed target detection in static noise

p0103 A75-19681
Detectability of an unsharp edge in additive noisy

background
[FOA-2-C-2591-E1-H5] p0051 N75-12577

Effects of three activities on annoyance responses
to recorded flyovers human tolerance of jet
aircraft noise
[NASA-TH-I-72673] p0231 N75-23157

BACKSCATTBBIHG
Beaction time performance with and without
backscatter from intense pulsed light

p0120 475-22100
BACTERIA
NT ACTINOBYCBTES
NT BACILLUS
NT ESCBEBICHIA •
NT HYDBOGENOHONAS
NT SBBBATIA
The metabolism of carbohydrates by extremely
halophilic bacteria - Glucose metabolism via a
modified Entner-Dondoroff pathway

pOOOS A75-1153U
Evolution of photosystems of photosynthetic
organisms

p0075 A75-19305
Correlation between thermal death and membrane

fluidity in Bacillus stearothermophilns
p011« A75-21043

Hazard analysis of Clostridinm perfringens in the
Skylab Food System

p0206 A75-30076
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Light-induced leucine transport in Halobactenum
halobium envelope vesicles - A chemiosmotic system

p0321 A75-41825
On the origin of plastids chloroplast ribosone

studies
p0352 A75-43899

Membrane damage in dehydrated bacteria and its
repair

p035U A75-44136
Consideration of probability of bacterial growth

for Jovian planets and their satellites
p0355 A75-44139

Probability of illness definition for the Skylab
flight crew health stabilization program
[HASA-C8-110300] p0017 H75-10691

Consideration of probability of bacterial growth
for Jovian planets and their satellites
[NASA-CR-140807] p0019 N75-10712

Bacterial contamination of indoor air as a
function of air exchange
[NASA-TT-F-16084] p0058 H75-13507

Ecological factors involved in maintaining the
biota of the anterior nares of man, 1968 - 1974
[NASA-CB-141248] p0088 N75-14430

Possibility of growth of airborne microbes in
outer planetary atmospheres
[NASA-CB-141958] pOd94 H75-15266

Antibacterial effects of hyperbaric oxygen
[AD-785860] p0094 N75-15269

Contribution to the question of the contamination
of suspended substances filters by germs
[NiSA-TT-F-16149 ] p0130 N75- 17071)

Frequency of differentiated sectored colonies
among bacteria in suspension in the outside air
observed over three years (its correlation with
various parameters: Holf's numbers, solar flux,
geomagnetic activity, fluctuating phenomena
[NASA-TT-F-16202] p0131 N75-17076

Improved method of detecting and counting bacteria
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11917-2] p0217 B75-21921

Biodegradation of some polynuclear aromatic
petroleum components by marine bacteria
[AO-A006346] p0332 H75-29733

Bacterial rhodopsin as a light energy converter
[NASA-TT-F-16597] p0389 H75-33637

BACTEEICIDES
Development of an automated potable water

bactencide monitoring unit
[AS8E PAPEH 75-ENAS-36] p0312 A75-40874

Techniques for avoiding biological contamination
of the outer planets by atmospheric probes
[ A J A A PAPEH 75-1164] p0357 A75-44269

Antibacterial effects of hyperbaric oxygen
[AD-785860] p0094 N75-15269

Advance prototype silver ion water bactericide
system
[NASA-CB-141557] p0127 N75-16228

Immune bactericidal and bacteriolytic reactions
, [NASA-IT-F-16599] p0391 N75-33659

BACTEBIOLOGY
Salt-dependent properties of proteins from

extremely halophilic bacteria
p0011 A75-12801

Viability of Bacillus subtilis spores exposed to
space environment in the B-191 experiment system
aboard Apollo 16

p0013 A75-12871
Postflight analysis of bacillus thuringiensis

organisms exposed to spaceflight conditions on
Apollo 16

p0036 A75-14083
Application of luciferase assay for ATP to

antimicrobial drug susceptibility testing
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12039-1] p0285 B75-26629

BACTEBIOPHAGES
Arthrobacter globifocals and its bacteriophage in

soil
p0171 A75-26298

Effects of solar ultraviolet radiations on
Bacillus sabtilis spores and T-7 bacteriophage

p0355 A75-44143
Punctuation of transcription in vitro of the

tryptophan operon of Eschenchia coll. A novel
type of control cf transcription
[BB1-1975-4] p0253 H75-24311

Hutagenesis by ultraviolet radiation in
bacteriophage PBI X 174: On the mutation
stipulating processes induced by ultraviolet
radiation in the host bacterium

[HBL-1974-30] p0256 N75-24335
Transcription of bacteriophage Bu: An analysis of

the transcription pattern in the early phase of
development
[BBL-19^4-36] p0257 N75-24341

Comparison of the oxygen enhancement ratio for
gamma ray induced double-strand breaks in the
DNA of bacteriophage 17 as determined by two
different methods of analysis
[BBL-1 975-11] p0392 1175-33665

BAILOUT
Injuries observed following high-speed ejections

in the French Air Force
p0381 N75-32721

BALANCE
The problem of equilibrium in the weightless state

vestibular apparatus of inner ear
[NASA-TT-F-16246] p0197 N75-21006

BALLISTICS
NT TEBBINAL BALLISTICS
Laminates for ballistic protection
[AD-A008020] p0272 S75-25602

BALLISTOCABOIOGBAPBI
Ballistocardiographic methods and cardiovascular

dynamics; Proceedings of the Third Horld and
Ninth European Congress, Sofia, Bulgaria, April
16-18, 1973

p0141 A75-23118
High-freguency /acceleration/ direct body

ballistocardiography
p0142 A75-23120

BALLOON PLIGHT
Effects of space balloon flights on reproductive

activity in Paramecium aurelia
p0356 A75-44147

BANDPASS FILTEBS
Stochastic operations on CCO electrocardiograms

p0268 N75-25566
BANG-BANG CONTBOL
U OFF-OB CONTROL

BABAHI CBAIB
Collapsible portable electrically turned chair for

vestibular measurements
pOOOl A75-10025

BABDBEN APPROXIMATION
H ELECTRICAL PSOPEBTIES

BABOBBTBIC PBESSUBE
0 ATBOSPHEBIC PBESSDBE
BABOBECEPTOBS

Influence of carotid baroreceptors on vascular
responses to carotid chemoreceptor stimulation
in the dog

p0142 A75-23124
Reduced baroreflex sensitivity with volume loading
in conscious dogs

p0318 A75-41500
BABICBNTEB
0 CENTEB OF GBAVITI
BATTEBI SEPABATOBS
D SEPABATOBS
BAIS (TOPOGBAPBIC FEATDBES)

Plankton communities at Fire Island Inlet (Great
South Bay, Long Island, New York)

p0388 N75-33634
BEADS (BADIATION)
NT ION BEARS
Intensity determination of focused ultrasonic

beams by means of electrodynamic and capacitance
methods for examination of abdomen

p0180 A75-29167
BEAT
D SYNCHRONISE
BED BEST

Changes in serum proteins, viscosity, and
protein-bound carbohydrates during prolonged
bedrest

p0121 A75-22402
Assessment of the degradation of thyroid hormones

in man during bed rest
p0123 A75-22467

*Gz tolerance in man after 14-day bedrest periods
with isometric and isotonic exercise conditioning

p0212 A75-31153
Bone mineral measurement - Skylab experiment B-078

p0248 A75-35614
Effects of muscle electrostimulation during

simulated weightlessness
p0275 A75-36333
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SUBJECT IHDBI BIBOCDliB VISIOI

Hineral and nitrogen balance study - Besults of
metabolic observations on Skylab II 28-day
orbital mission

p0275 475-36336
Bemodynanics, renal function, plasoa renin, and

aldosterone in man after 5 to 11 days of bedrest
p0318 A75-11II69

In vivo measuresent of human body composition
fBASA-CB-110668] p0016 H75-10690

Prevention of bone mineral changes induced by bed
rest: Hodification by static compression
simulating weight bearing, combined
supplementation of oral calciuo and phosphate,
calcitonin injections, oscillating coopression,
the oral diophosphonatedisodinm etidronate, and
lower body negative pressure
[BASA-CR-111153] p0088 875-11131

Study of bone mneral metabolism during body
immobilization, bed rest, and space flight
[B4SA-CB-111608] p0131 1175-17082

In vivo measurement of human body composition
[BASA-CR-ia3375] p0361 B75-30771

BEETLES
BT TEIB01I1

BEBAVIOB
NT R O H A N BEHAVIOR

Antononic and behavioral temperature regulation -
Unilateral vs bilateral preoptic thermal
stimulation

p0035 A75-13952
Behavioral effects of artificial gravity -

Equivalence of rotation rate and radius in
controlling gravity-avoidance behavior

p0036 A75-11085
Short forms of the Texas Social Behavior Inventory

/TSBI/, an objective measure of self-esteem
pOOIS A75-16501

A model of psychosocial hypertension shoving
reversibility and progression of cardiovascular
complications

p0115 A75-21175
The factor of structural integration in brain

activity
p0150 A75-25020

Effects of prolonged weightlessness on the
swimming pattern of fish aboard Skylab 3

p0282 A75-38I113
Rat operant responding - An indicator of nitrogen

narcosis
p0282 A75-38117

The thalamus and thermoregnlation
p0303 A75-39151

Beurophysiological approaches to the study of
aggression

p0306 A75-39372
Saccadic suppression in the monkey

p0319 A75-13125
Behavioral methods for investigating environmental

health effects
[08-3190-511] p0098 N75-15298

flotor correlates of operantly reinforced
hippocampus theta shifts

p0267 N75-25555
Behavioural effects of fronto-orbital lesions in

dogs
p0267 B75-25556

Abstraction and encoding of sensory information
[AD-A008929] p0363 N75-30783

Influence of chronic and repeated stress on the
pituitary-adrenal system and behavior
[BASA-CB-113622] p0366 H75-31713

BELL AIBCBAPT
HI DH-1 HELICOPTEB

BEICBES
0 SEATS

B8BDS (PHISIOLOGI)
0 DECOHPBESSIOB SICKBESS

BEBIIG SEA
BESHEX: Bering Sea marine mammal experiment

with the primary target species b»..ng the walrus
and bowhead whale
[HASA-TB-X-62399] p0057 875-13503

BIBLIOGEAPBIES
Chemical evolution and the origin of life -

Bibliography supplement 1972
p0037 A75-11205

Domestic literature on air, space, and
high-altitude biology and medicine:
Bibliography. Number 2 Russian book

p0068 A75-18125
Chemical evolution and the origin of life -

Bibliography supplement 1973
p0076 A75-19310

A bibliography of published information on
combustion toxicology

p0278 475-37250
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes, supplement 132
[BASA-SP-7011(132) ] p0016 H75-10681

The effect of sound on man (selective annotated
bibliography, 1965 - 1972
[AD-785525] p0093 875-11166

Annotated bibliography of reports, supplement no.
6, 1 July 1973 - 30 June 1971 medical,
psychological, and performance characteristics
of pilots, flight officers, and aviation trainees
[AD-785851] p0098 B75-15300

Index to FAA Office of Aviation Hedicine reports:
1961 through 1973
[AD-779353] p0132 H75-17087

Cold regions habitability: A selected bibliography
[AD-A000692] p0162 B75-17959

Use of computers in human factors engineering
[AD-4001100] p0188 B75-19961

Structure-activity correlation bibliography, with
subject and author index chemical compounds
toxicity
[PB-210658/5] p0295 B75-27720

Protective clothing
[AD-A005300] p0330 N75-28726

An evaluation of policy related research on new
and expanded roles of health workers. Annotated
bibliography
[PB-212283/0] p0392 M75-33668

BIBABI SISTEHS (DIGITAL)
0 DIGITAL SYSTEMS

BIBADBAL BEABIBG
Perception of the direction of sound in the case

of nonsimultaneous termination of the
stimulation of the right and left ear

p0031 475-13101
Channels and order of report in dichotic memory

sequential reporting of binaural auditory
signals

p0031 475-13902
Human freguency-following responses to monaural

and binaural stimuli s~
p0171 475-26215

Loudness enhancement - Monaural, binaural, and
dichotic

p0305 475-39187
Backward interference by tones or noise in pitch
perception as a function of practice

p0376 A75-16688
Loudness enhancement: Honaural, binaural and

dichotic
[NASA-CB-113138] p0298 N75-27716

BIBOCOLAB VISIOH
Binocular summation and suppression - Visually

evoked cortical responses to dichoptically
presented patterns of different spatial
freguencies

p0009 475-11836
Interhemisphere interrelationships in the visual
cortex of cats during binocular and monocular
stimulation

p0013 475-12970
The temporal coarse of the relationship between
retinal disparity and the eguidistance tendency
in the determination of perceived depth

p0031 475-13903
The nature of fusional effort in-diplopic regions

human response to binocular stimuli
p0061 475-17331

Effects of eye dominance and retinal distance on
binocular rivalry

p0066 475-17183
Stereopsis with large disparities - Discrimination

and depth magnitude
p0119 475-22211

The role of positional and orientational disparity
cues in human fusional response

p0119 475-22213
Binocular detection of vertical and horizontal

line segments
p0152 475-25216

Spatial organization of binocular disparity
sensitivity
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BIO1CODSTICS SUBJECT IBDEI

p0169 A75-26221
Optokmetic nystagius as an objective indicator of

binocular r iva l ry
• p0238 475-33160

Effect of binocular rivalry suppression on the
notion aftereffect

p0238 i75-33161
Central inhibitory interactions in human vision

p0284 A75-38667
Binocular fusion and spatial localization of

vertical and horizontal gratings of different
spatial frequency

p0308 475-40131
BIOACOOSTICS

Mechanism of the adaptation of the auditor;
apparatus to an acoustic load

p0346 A75-42811
Acoustic Doppler echocardiograph

p03<!9 A75-43820
BIOASSAY

Hematologic changes in nice during and after
exposure to severe hypobaric hypozia

p0358 475-44356
Improved method of detecting and counting bacteria

[NASA-CASE-6SC-11917-2] p0217 H75-21921
Fate in humans of the plasticizer, DI

(2-etbylhexyl) phthalate, arising from
transfusion of platelets stored in vinyl plastic
bags plasticizer migration into human blood
from vinyl plastic bags during transfusion
[B4S4-CB-143802] p0265 H75-25542

Electron microprobe analysis program for
biological specimens: BIOHAP
[NASA-CB-141923] p0325 N75-28693

H u m a n bioassay of antimotion sickness drugs
[AD-A009799] p0367 N75-31727

BIOASTBOHAOIICS
Does the start of polycythemia of mobilization

take place under the form of 'all or nothing'
under space flight stress

[IAF PAPEB ST74-13] p0032 475-13649
Medical results of the Skylab program

[IAF P A P E B 70-100] p0033 A75-13730
Prospective life-science payloads for Spacelab

p0247 A75-35603
Long-tern biological investigations in space

P02I47 A75-35606
Skylab experiment B-092 - Results of the first

manned mission
p0275 A75-36335

Engineering design studies for shuttle waste
management system
[ A S M E PAPEB 75-EN4S-56] p0309 475-40853

• Biovaste monitoring system for shuttle
[ A S H E PAPEB 75-EHAS-311] p0312 475-40875

Weight estimation of manned spacecraft metabolic
requirements
[SAKE PAPEB 1017] p0379 475-47485

Soyuz-16: Biological experiments
[NASA-TT-F-16356 ] p0251 N75-24293

Life in the universe and man in space
[NASA-TT-F-16563] p0371 B75-3175I(

BIOCHEMISTBY
NT B4CTEBIOLOGY
NT BIOGEOCHEMISTBY
NT PHYS10CHEBISTBI

Hinor elements and evolution
p0043 A75-16021

Spin-labeled rhodopsin lodoacetamide dark
reactions with SH-groups

p0064 A75-17332
Inhibition of rhodopsin regeneration in the

bullfrog eye by metabolic inhibitors
p0064 A75-17333

The origin of life and evolutionary biochemistry
Book

p0068 A75-18501
Soil and water and its relationship to the origin
of life

p0073 A75-19280
Organic synthesis by quench reactions in
prebiotic simulation experiment

p007i( 475-19287
Models of prebiological phosphorylation

p0074 475-19295
The beginning of photosynthesis in prebiotic

environment
p0075 475-19304

Chenical evolution and the origin of life -
Bibliography supplement 1973

p0076 475-19310
The heterogeneity of hemoglobin in nan and animals

review
p0115 475-21474

Intestinal transport of tryptophan and its analogs
p0150 A75-24797

A new form of biological power ATP synthesis
p0152 A75-25317

Evolution of ideas on the origin of life over the
years 1920-1974

p0155 A75-25598
The chemical basis of extraterrestrial life

p0156 A75-25704
Fron chemical to biological to social evolution

p0156 A75-25706
Correlations between some hematological and

biochemical characteristics in monkeys
p0209 A75-31017

Belation between biochemical changes prior to
exercise and characteristics of the metabolism
during muscular activity

p0236 A75-32502
Radiation biochenistry Bussian book

p0237 475-33075
Comparison of the mechanical and biochemical

characteristics of the arterial vessels in the
human brain

p0238 475-33194
The development of seedling shoots under space

flight conditions
p0354 475-44132

Is the detection of optical activity in
extraterrestrial samples a safe indicator for life

p0354 475-44133
Problems of space biology. Volume 22: Exchange

of matter under extremum conditions of space
flight and its simulation

p0019 N75-11586
Methods in space biology, part 1

p0020 N75-11587
Metabolism and kidney function during space

flight, part 2
p0020 N75-11588

Mechanism of water absorption in certain
osmoregulatory organs, part 3

p0020 H75-11589
Biochemical responses of the Skylab crewman

pOOSI N75-14382
Chemical index to fitness (biochemical correlates

of stress in specialized populations)
[4D-787824] p0127 875-16222

Biochemical changes in the skeletal muscles during
hypokinesia and possible ways to restore them

p0193 N75-20976
Automated microbial metabolism laboratory

Viking 75 entry vehicle and Mars
[N4S4-CB-142862] p0261 B75-25504

Biochemical observation during 28 days of space
flight

p0296 B75-27729
Biochemistry: Investigation of the
polyphosphate-synthetase of saccharomyces
cerevisiae
[N4S4-TT-F-16497] p0365 H75-31708

Biochemical research in the study of the toxicity
of chemical substances
[4D-4001846] p0384 N75-32743

BIOCLIHATOLOGI
Clinatologic aspects of obesity and therapeutic

senistarvation
p0122 475-22412

BIOCOHTBOL SYSTEMS
Experimentation and simulation - Valuable partners
in the study of ventilatory control human
respiratory system

p0003 A75-10419
Application of systems analysis to the study of

motor control by neural subsystems
p0004 A75-10421

flespiratory response to chemical and metabolic
disturbances gas exchange model for lungs,
brain and muscles

p0004 475-10423
Mechanisms of muscular activity control: Normal

and pathological states Bussian book
pOOOS A75-11573
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SOBJECT IHDEI BIODTBAMICS

The biological clock controlling circadian
rhythns

pOOOS A75-11793
The role of central and peripheral thermosensitive

structures in the regulation of cold'shivering
p0013 475-12969

Mechanisms of control in motor performance -
Closed-loop versus motor programing control

p0032 A75-13574
Autonomic and behavioral temperature regulation -

Unilateral vs bilateral preoptic thermal
stimulation

p003S 475-13952
Application of engineering heat transport concepts

to the analysis of biological thermoregulatory
systems

p0037 475-1*329
Adaptive control of alpha rhythm in man under
controlled experimental conditions

pOOffl A75-15188
Becent studies of hypothalamic function;
Proceedings of the International Symposium,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada, Bay 28-31, 1973

pOO«2 475-15776
Range of control of cardiovascular variables by

the hypothalamus
-pOO«2 475-15778

Neuronal models of hypothalanic temperature
regulation

p0042 A75-15780
Hypothalamic control of thermoregulatory behavior

pOO<43 A75-15781
Thermoregulation and bioenergetics: Patterns for

vertebrate survival Book
pOO»<l A75-16271

A simplified control system for predicting
hypophyseal, growth hormone response of human
subjects to various physical activities

p0044 A75-16U75
Characteristics of the regulation of blood supply

to the brain
p0066 A75-17523

Bole of diencephalon and trunk structures in
regulation of cardiac activity

p0067 A75-17788
Characteristics of thermal regulation in man

feedback circuit model
p0067 A75-17789

Primitive control of cellular metabolism
p0069 A75-18513

Physical foundations of the probability of
biogenesis

p0075 A75-19302
Dnclocklike behaviour of biological clocks

p0111 A75-21166
Vagal modulation of respiratory control during

exercise
p0120 475-22299

Flow and pressure regulation in the cardiovascular
system engineering systems model

p0137 A75-22888
What is homeostasis of the brain self
regulating mechanisms

p0141 A75-22990
Long-term regulation in the cardiovascular system
- Cornerstone in the development of a composite
physiological model

p0119 475-217117
Differences in action potentials and accommodation
of sensory and motor myelinated nerve fibres as
computed on the rasis of voltage clamp data

p0170 A75-26239
Regulation of body mass in rats exposed to chronic
acceleration

p0173 475-26547
Thermoregulation of myocardial protein synthesis

p0173 475-26550
One method of synthesis of regular legged notion

p0174 A75-27188
Sinus nodal function in the intact dog heart

evaluated by premature atrial stimulation and
atrial pacing

p0176 A75-27871
Total work rate of breathing optimization in CO2

inhalation and exercise
pOISO A75-2891U

Does afferentaticn from respiratory muscles take
part in the regulation of eupnea in nan

p0209 A75-31021

4 mathematical model of the ventilatory control
system to carbon dioxide with special reference
to athletes and nonathletes

p0214 475-31575
Control of performance in a multi-element

repetitive task
p0235 475-32414

The dynamics of the respiratory indices of
arterial blood, cerebrospinal fluid, and tissue
in the region of the bnlbar respiratory center
under conditions of hypoxia

p0236 475-32508
Factors controlling impulse transmission with
special reference to 4-7 conduction
electrophysiology of heart

p0240 475-33549
Optimal control of multiplicative control systems

arising from cancer therapy
p0303 475-39061

Physical models of human theraoregalation
p0303 A75-39153

Optic-vestibular orientation to the vertical
p0319 475-41753

4 systems concept of the vestibnlar organs
p0320 475-41765

The vestibular system and the general motor system
p0321 475-11766

Quantitative regulation and information estimates
for the systemic activity of the brain

p0347 475-42814
Freguency characteristics of the regulatory
systems of the heart

p0353 A75-44051
Accommodation as a biological system of automatic

regulation
p0375 475-46133

B10DTH&BICS
Simulation of the dynamics of human locomotion

p0003 475-10418
Detecting slow changes in system dynamics

human operator adaptive behavior
p0004 475-10732

Anisotropic, nonlinear-elastic model of the large
blood vessels in man

p0044 475-16342
Mathematical modelling, simulation and

experimental testing of biomechanical system
crash response SJ

[AI4A PAPEB 75-272] p0123 A75-22495
Problems associated with studies of vibrations in

man-machine systems
p0124 A75-22715

Biological flows blood and lymph circulation
p0247 A75-35179

Sketch of biological aero-hydrodynamics /Flight
and swimming of animals/ Bussian book

p0247 A75-35516
Effect of shape and size of lung and chest wall on
stresses in the lung

p0315 475-41391
Relationship among the kinematic characteristics

of human walking
p0347 475-12813

Collaborative research in cardiovascular dynamics
and bone elasticity
[H4S4-CB-140997] pOOSO B75-12572

Model of human dynamic orientation associated
with vestibular stimuli
[HAS4-CB-132537] . p0052 B75-12585

Buckling studies of single human trabeculae
[AD-A000264/2] p0187 H75-199U9

Besearch on human impact acceleration dynamic
response and injury, some statistical aspects of
modeling
[4D-A002443] p0187 1175-19953

Principles of biodynamics. Introduction to
gravitational biology, 1
[AD-4003624] p0287 B75-26649

Evaluating biodynamic interference with
operational crews

p0293 B75-27707
Biodynamic Besponse to windblast
[AGABD-CP-170] p0381 B75-32716

Survey on biodynaaic response to windblast in
ejections: Pathogenetic mechanism, analysis and
prevention of injuries

p0381 B75-32718
Accident statistics relevant to windblast

p0381 B75-32719
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BIOELECTEIC POTEHIIHL SUBJECT IHDEX

Three-dimensiona,! human display model
[AD-A011097] p0393 N75-33670

BIOELEC1BIC POTEHTIAL
Sensory separation in climbing and mossy fiber
inputs to cat vestibulocerebellum optic
nerve stimulation

p0004 A75-10U75
A Fourier technique for simultaneous
electrocardiographic surface napping

p0005 A75-108U1
Mechanisms of muscular activity control: Normal

and pathological states Russian book
p0008 A75-11573

Are visual evoked potentials to notion-reversal
produced by direction-sensitive brain mechanisms

p0010 A75-118141
Brain stem auditory evoked responses in human
infants and adults

p0012 A75-12823
Evoked responses to heterogeneous stimuli combined

in direct and reverse sequence
p0031 A75-13399

Early changes in the excitability of the various
levels of the visual system following a light
flash

p0031 A75-13400
Investigation of the cortical projection of the
vestibular apparatus of rabbits

p0031 A75-13402
Latent periods and simultaneity in discharges of
visual and somatosensory cortex neurons in
response to conditioned light flashes

p0032 A75-13599
Response patterns cf cochlear nucleus neurons to
excerpts from sustained vowels

p0038 A75-14388
Development of temporary connections in man with

the aid of unrecognized visual stimuli
p0040 A75-15187

Somatosensory evoked potentials in man by
self-stimulation

p0040 A75-15189
Coding of spatial location by single units in the

inferior colliculus of the alert cat
auditory sensation area

p0063 A75-169914
Intensity functions of the early receptor

potential and of the melanin fast photovoltage
in the human eye

p0065 A75-17336
Flash bleaching of visual pigments in man
investigated by early receptor potential recording

p0065 A75-17337
Evoked responses to light in man and their
functional significance

p0070 A75-18580
Extracellular potential field of an excitable
fibre, immersed in anisotropic volume conductor,
limited by two infinite dielectric walls,
forming a two-wall angle neuromuscular motor
unit location

p0072 475-18944
Evoked potential correlates of selective attention

with multi-channel auditory inputs
p0110 A75-202914

The contingent negative variation during a memory
retrieval task evoked bioelectric potentials

p0110 A75-20295
Graded, unitary and eye movement potentials in

lateral geniculate nucleus following reticular
stimulation

p0120 A75-22215
Bioelectric activity of skeletal muscles under the
combined effect of overloads and weightlessness

p0140 A75-22969
Vestibulo-spinal mechanisms study of evoked

potential changes
p0144 475-23314

Electrical response of the eye at varying
intervals following an adapting flash exposure

p015<4 475-25411
The human auditory evoked response

p0157 475-25957
Differences in action potentials and accommodation
of sensory and motor myelinated nerve fibres as
computed on the tasis of voltage clamp data

p0170 A75-26239
Spinal cord potentials evoked by peripheral nerve
stimulation

p0171 475-26244
Two varieties of long-latency positive waves

evoked by unpredictable auditory stimuli in man
p0171 475-26246

Vertex evoked potentials in a rating-scale
detection task - Relation to signal probability

p0175 475-27547
Relation between the fluctuations of a slow
electric potential and the changes in oxygen
tension in the human brain

p0208 A75-30695
On the origin of trace depolarization of nerve

fibers
p0209 A75-31023

Cholinergic mechanisms of interneural transmission
in the retina

p0211 475-31048
Dependence of the amplitude of the components of

the response evoked in the somato-sensory zone
of man's cortex on the stimulus intensity

p0211 A75-31050
Responses of medial reticular neurons to
stimulation of the vestibular nerve

p0211 A75-31094
On certain mechanisms of the appearance of the

trace-type auseular bioelectric activity
p0213 A75-31256

The changes of some components of the e/oked
response in man during a voluntary movement

p0236 A75-32501
Effect of alcohol and task on hemispheric

asymmetry of visually evoked potentials in man
p0238 A75-33175

Acid-base changes and excitation - Contraction
coupling in rabbit myocardium. I - Effects on
isometric tension development at different
contraction freguencies. II - Effects on resting
membrane potential, action potential
characteristics and propagation velocity

p0241 A75-33647
Voltage distribution across nerve membranes

p0244 475-34400
Hon-invasive recording of His bundle potential in

man - Simplified method
p0246 475-31967

The effect of stimulus orientation on the visual
evoked potential in human subjects

p0280 475-38001
Decision-related cortical potentials during an
auditory signal detection task with cued
observation intervals

p0309 475-40600
Stimulus novelty, task relevance and the visual

evoked potential in man
p0316 475-41449

Spontaneous voltage fluctuations in retinal cones
and bipolar cells

p0342 A75-42683
Fundamental differences in the informative
significance and the physiological meaning of
slow electrical processes in the human brain for
different measurement ranges of the potential

p0346 A75-42806
Statistical properties of the random field of

brain biopotentials in man
p0346 475-42809

Bioelectrical activity of the human brain and
subjective estimation of time during dreams of
different structure

p0346 475-42810
Correlation between evoked potentials and

processes of sensory analysis in man
p0347 475-H2812

4 structural method for investigation of slow
fluctuations in the human brain

p0347 475-42615
On differences in sensitivity of the

thermoreceptors of the skin to radiative and
convective thermal action

p0348 475-42997
Increment spectral sensitivity and colour

discrimation in the priiate, studied by means of
graded potentials from the striate cortex

p0348 475-43422
Levels of slow bioelectric organization of the

human brain
p0374 475-46130

A device for transforming the graphical recordings
of impulse activity into a shape suitable for
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SUBJECT IHDEI BIOIBSTBOMBHT4TIOI

aatoaatic processing --- bioiedical data
recording of human motonearon activity

p0375 A75-U6135
Effects of pharmacological agents on subcortical
resistance shifts

p0378 A75-17235
Change in bioelectric activity of spinal cord
roots and in the skeletal muscles of dogs during
transverse acceleration

p0097 B75-15289
Some notes on the inverse problem in electro
cardiograph; --- using measurements of skin
potentials
[TB-71-E-18] p0198 875-21012

Bioelectric activity of skeletal auscle under
conditions of alternating action of g-Forces and
weightlessness

p0227 N75-2312*
Analysis of central nervous system involvement
[AD-A007581] p0257 N75- 21345

Field potentials in the dentate area of the cat:
Experimental findings and biophysical models

p0267 N75-25554
Stimulus novelty, task relevance and the visual

evoked potential in nan
[NASA-CH-143139] p0298 N75-27715

BIOEIECTRICITT
Hunan electrocortical reactions to light as a

function of age
p0010 A75-12018

Determination of body fluid compartments by
electrical impedance measurements

p0121 A75-22107
Investigation of electrical inpedance variations

of dog brain tissue during experimental
metabolic disturbances

p0121 A75-22108
The effect of interoceptive stimulation on the
bioelectric activity of skeletal muscles

p0150 A75-25021
Interaction of electromagnetic transient radiation

with biological materials
p0207 A75-30574

A neurophysiological analysis of the effect of
adrenal cortex steroid hormones on the
bioelectric activity of the structures in the
reticulolimbic system

p0208 A75-31014
Convergence and interaction of visceral, somatic,

and visual stuuli on single neurons of the
external genicnlate bodies in cats

pf>236 A75-32503
The thalamus and thermoregulation

p0303 A75-39154
Cooperative mechanisms for the sensitivity of
brain tissue to external and internal electric
fields

p03(|6 A75-42805
Alimentary origin of nycothemeral variations in
the electrical activity of the snail intestine
in the rat
[ NASA -TT-F- 16282] p0221 H75-23079

BIOEHGIBEEBING
NT ANTHROPOMETRY
NT BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
NT BIOINSTRUHENTATION
NT BIOMETRICS
NT BIOTELEBETRY
NT BOOT aEASDKBHEBT (BIOLOGY)
NT CARDIOGBAPHY
NT ECHOCARDIOGHAPHY
NT ELECT80CARDIOGRAPHY
NT ELECTROENCEPBALOGHAPHY
NT ELECTROMYOGBAPBY
NT ELECTHOPLETHYSHOGRAPHY
NT ELECTKORETINOGHAPBY
NT HAGNETOCARDIOGRAPBI
NT PBONOCARDIOGRAPBY

NT VECTORCABDIOGRAPHY
Collapsible portable electrically turned chair for

vestibnlar measurements
p0001 A75-10025

Application of engineering heat transport concepts
to the analysis cf biological thernoregulatory
systems

p0037 A75- 14329
Finite element analysis of a human aortic valve

p0150 A7S-24917

Geometry of aortic heart valves prosthetic
design

p0277 A75-36836
Effect of shape and size of lung and chest vail on
stresses in the lung

p0315 A75-41391
An engineering analysis of the human spinal column

spinal braces
[PB-235383/7] p0125 N75-16215

Teleoperator/robot technology can help solve
biomedical problems
{ NASA-CB-142089] p0133 875-17099

Study of engineering in medicine and health care
[PB-236883/5] p0160 H75-17943

Technology and the Neurologically Handicapped
considering prosthetic devices and therapeutic
eguipaent
[NASA-SP-363] p0190 N75-19975

HEW and the neurologically handicapped
p0190 N75-19978

Draft generic environmental statement on the
wide-scale use of plutonium powered cardiac
pacemakers
[TID-26718] p0272 N75-25600

BIOGBSBSIS
0 BIOLOGICAL EVOLDTION
BIOGEBY

Physical foundations of the probability of
biogenesis

p0075 A75-19302
Several guestion of the phylogeny and system of
lacertilia (seu sauria)
[NASA-TT-F-16351] p0251 N75-24295

BIOGEOCBEBISTBY
Inverse assimilation - Has the hydrogen escape

from the earth's primary atmosphere enhanced by
B2-evolution coupled with biophoto-oxidation of
methane

p0305 A75-39301
Geochemistry and the origin of life Book

p0312 A75-12175
Behavior of oxygen in information-exchange

processes of the early biosphere
p0376 A7S-16922

BIOINSTBOBENTATIOH
HI BIOTELEMETBJ
HI IMPLANTED ELECTRODES (BIOLOGY)
Cannula-tip coronary blood flow transducer for use

in closed-chest animals
p0007 A75-11316

Automated measurement of respiratory gas exchange
by an inert gas dilution technigue

p0007 A75-11319
Spacelab life science technology studied

p0011 A75-12721
Ultrasound in the diagnosis of

cardiovascular-pulmonary disease Book
p0013 A75-13012

The principles of ultrasound and ultrasonic
instrumentation in cardiovascular pulmonary
disease diagnosis

pOOH A75-13013
Ultrasonic contrast technics in echocardiography

pOOII A75-13014
Some results of studying a simple bioregenerative
life support system
[IAF PAPER 71-113] p0034 A75-13739

Apparatus for studying the human eye-movement system
pOOlO A75-15044

Standards to which electronic nedical eguipaent
should respond

pOOH A75-15UU5
Ophthalmologic stereophotography

p0113 A75-21022
A stable, sensitive, low-compliance capacitance
force transducer for myocardium measurements

p0117 A75-21575
Biotelemetry II; Proceedings of the Second

International Sjnposiuo, Davos, Switzerland, flay
20-21, 1971

p0114 A75-23351
An integrated circuit implantable pulsed Doppler
ultrasonic blood flowmeter

p0144 A75-23355
Instrumentation for renal hemodynamic studies in

unrestrained dogs chronically implanted
telemetry system

p0115 A75-23361
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BIOLOGICAL 1CTIVITI SUBJECT IHDEI

Measur ing ins t rument foe the long-tern
surveillance of respiratory volume and
respiration rate

p0172 175-26137
Inst rumented personal exercise during

long-duration space flights
p0202 475-29581

Technique for the leasurenent and dynamic
recording of microvessel diameter by television
mcroscopy

p0209 A75-31024
A device for in vivo microspectrophotometnc

investigations and instructions for its use
p0209 A75-31025

Development of Skylab medical equipment and flight
preparations

p0248 A75-35609
Ricroholography - Interferometric investigation of

deformations of the eardrum of guinea pigs
undergoing transient sound effects

p0342 A 75-42580
Automated biovaste sampling systen improved feces

collection, mass measurement and sampling by
use of a breadboard model
[NASA-CH-1II0376] p0057 N75-13504

Automated biowaste sampling systeu, solids
subsystem operating model, part 2
CNASA-CF-140378] p0057 N75-13505

Semiconductor thermostats for spaceflight
biological investigations

p0096 H75-15284
Development of an implantable piezoelectric

driving system for a circulatory assist device
[PB-236446/1] p0135 N75-17110

A heart rate monitoring system utilizing advanced
microelectronic concepts

p0224 1175-23104
A long-lived, reliable, rechargeable cardiac

pacemaker
p0366 N75-31712

Analysis of changes in leg volume parameters, and
orthostatic tolerance in response to lover body
negative pressure during 23-days exposure to
zero gravity Skylab 2
[NASA-CB-141883] p0389 N75-33641

Thermistor bolder for skin temperature measurements
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10855-1] p0389 N75-33642

BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY
D ACTIVITY (BIOLOGY)

BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS •
0 BIOASSAY '

BIOLOGICAL CELLS
D CELLS (BIOLOGY)

BIOLOGICAL CLOCKS
0 RHYTHH (BIOLOGY)

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
NT RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS (EBE)

Some general principles for the study of the
combined effect of space flight factors

pOOOS A75-11418
The Biostack experiments I and II aboard Apollo 16

and 17
p0012 A75-12861

Correlation between thermal death and membrane
fluidity in Bacillus stearothermophilus

p011i| A75-21043
Effects of increased partial pressures of oxygen

on the embryonic and post-embryonic development
of drosophila melanogaster

p0121 A75-22409
Some results of medical-biological research

accomplished in the Gemini and Apollo programs
p0141 A75-22978

Biological effect of superhard component of cosmic
rays

p0146 A75-23542
The effects of argon in the bioenergetics of the
hamster and the tat

p0147 A75-23640
Holecular principles of the action of high-energy
hadrons and results of biological studies in space

p0155 A75-25599
Review of BF and microwave hazard standards in the

United States and research on the biological
effects of microwaves at PINY

p0178 A75-28275
The effects of light on man and other mammals

p0208 A75-30684

Animal indicators of air pollution
p02<!5 A75-34954

Inverse assimilation - Has the hydrogen escape
from the earth's primary atmosphere enhanced by
H2-evolution coupled with biophoto-oxadation of
methane

p0305 A75-39301
Biogenic amines and acute thermal stress in the rat

p0352 A75-43975
Results of the Bacillus snbtilis unit of the
Biostack II experiment - Physical
characteristics and biological effects of
individual cosmic HZE particles

p0356 A75-44115
Peculiarities of biological action of hadrons of
space radiation

p0356 A75-44149
Dnusual magnetic activity during 4-10 August 1972

and some of its biological conseguences
p0375 A75-16467

Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes, supplement 132
[NASA-SP-7011(132) ] p0016 N75-10684

Health aspects of radio-freguency electromagnetic
radiation
[ISS-L-74/3] p0058 N75-13511

Biostereometnc analysis of body form
pOOSO H75-14380

Radiobiological effects of heavy ions and protons
on cells of mammals, bacteria and viruses

p0086 875-1H417
Effects of exposure to pulsed microwaves (radar)

on central nervous system excitability in
laboratory animals
[AD-786753] p0089 N75-14439

Biological bases for and other aspects of a
performance standard for laser products
[PB-235953/7] p0090 N75-14410

Biological effect of permanent magnetic fields
considering manned space flight

p0095 N75-15272
Elicitation of vestibular side effects by regional

vibration of the head
[AD-786288] p0099 N75-15303

Effects of low intensity microwave radiation on
mammalian serum proteins
[AD-785739] p0099 875-15301

Psychobiological training of regulatory
protective-adaptive mechanisms in man

p0195 N75-20995
Biological experiments on Salyut-4
[NASA-TT-F-16267] p0254 N75-24321

Biologic effects and health hazards of microwave
radiation
[PB-239554/9] p0258 N75-24352

The effect of sonic boom on the nesting and brood
rearing behavior of the eastern wild turkey
[AD-A005986] p0332 N75-29730

Resistance of Nadsoniella nigra var. hesuelica to
the action of a high vacuum
[NASA-TT-F-16503] p0332 N75-29732

Research on biological effects of VLF band
electromagnetic radiation
[AD-A006388] p0334 N75-29753

Effect of 50-Hz fields on man
[BLL-CE-TBANS-6689-(9022.09)] p0361 N75-30770

BIOLOGICAL ETOLOTIOB
NT ABIOGENESIS
Chemical evolution and the origin of life -

Bibliography supplement 1972
p0037 A75-14205

Hinor elements and evolution
p0043 A75-16021

Evolution of the biosphere Russian book
p0068 A75-18427

The origin of life and evolutionary biochemistry
Book

p0068 A75-18501
Phospholipid monolayers - As a prototype of
biological membranes

p0068 A75-18502
Peptides and ammo acids in the primordial
hydrosphere

p0068 A75-18503
The iron-sulphur proteins - Evolution of a

ubiguitous protein from the origin of life to
higher organisms

p0069 A75-18508
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SOBJECT IHDBI BIOHBDICAL DATA

Evolution and ecology of phosphorus metabolism
p0069 175-18509

The role of inorganic polyphosphates in chemical
and biological evolution

p0069 A75-18511
Primitive control of cellular metabolism

p0069 A75-18513
On the evolution of oacroaolecnles

p0069 A75-18514
The coacervate-in-coacervate theory of the origin
of life

p0069 A75-18515
Evolution of models for evolution of life

p0069 A75-18516
Oparin and the origin of life - Cosuological
considerations

p0070 A75-18517
International Symposium on the Origin of Life,

"4th, Barcelona, Spain, Oune 25-28, 1973,
Proceedings

p0072 A75-19276
Bemarks on the chemical conditions on the surface
of the primitive earth and the probability of
the evolution of life

p0073 A75-19278
Bolten earth and the origin of prebiolegical
molecules

p0073 A75-19279
Soil and water and its relationship to the origin
of life

p0073 A75-19280
Hicrobial contributions to the evolution of the

'steady state* carbon dioxide system
p0073 A75-19281

Structures of biogenic origin froa Early
Precambrian rocks on Euro-Asia

p0073 A75-19282
Entropy of the genetic information and evolution

p0075 A75-19301
Some physical parameters controlling cell size
during the evolution of the procaryons

p0075 A75-19303
The beginning of photosynthesis in prebiotic

environment
p0075 A75-19304

Evolution of photosystems of photosynthetic
organisms

p0075 A75-19305
Evolution of oxygen by plants in relation to
biosphere evolution

p0075 A75-19306
Ambiguity in the interpretation of abiotic syntheses

p0076 A75-19307
On the question of the origin and evolution of the

genetic system
p0076 A75-19308

A model for the coevolution of the genetic code
and the process of protein synthesis - Eteviev
and assessment

p0076 A75-19309
Chemical evolution and the origin of life -

Bibliography supplement 1973
p0076 A75-19310

Correlation between thermal death and membrane
fluidity in Bacillus stearothernophilus

p0111 A75-21043
The perception of gravity and of angular

acceleration in invertebrates
p0142 A75-23303

Comparative morphology and physiology of the
vestibnlar system in verbebrates

p01<42 A75-23301
The functional significance of semicircular canal
size in-comparative anatomy studies

p0143 A75-23306
The chemical basis of extraterrestrial life

p0156 A75-25704
The likelihood of the evolution of communicating
intelligences on other planets

p0156 A75-25705
From chemical to biological to social evolution

p0156 A75-25706
Evolutionary aspects of the relationship between

hypoxial and circulatory hypoxia
p0207 A7S-30345

Precaobriao paleobiology - Problems and perspectives
p0211 A75-31115

Origin of life - Clues from relations between
chemical compositions of living organisms and

natural environments
p028U 475-38616

Beta structures of alternating polypeptides and
their possible prebiotic significance

p0307 A75-10124
Honlinear mathematical models for the origin of

asymmetry in biological molecules
p0351 A75-43889

Primary catalytic systems of biogenesis and
structure-functional evolution of biocatalysers

p0351 A75-43895
Speculations on the evolution of the genetic code

p0351 A75-43896
On the evolution of the photosynthetic pigments

p0352 A75-43898
On the origin of plastids chloroplast ribosome

studies
p0352 A75-13899

Some considerations of the theoretical limits for
living organisms

p035<» A75-44135
Inhabited space, part 1 cosmic life sciences
[NASA-TT-P-819] p0135 B75-17111

The innervation of chick striated muscle fibres by
the chick ciliary ganglion in tissue culture
[HB1-1971-33] p0256 875-24338

Evolution of concepts of the origin of life, 1924
- 1974 on earth
[HASA-TT-P-16593] p0389 H75-33636

BIOLOGICAL HODELS
D BIONICS
BIOLOGICAL BBYTBH
D HHTTHB (BIOLOGY)
BIOLOBIHESCEHCB

Research on biolumiaescence
[AD-A007924] p0264 H75-25533

Application of luciferase assay for ATP to
antimicrobial drug susceptibility testing
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12039-1] p0285 B75-26629

BIOHECHAIICS
D BIODYHABICS
BIOBBDICAL DATA

Biosignal analysis. I - Properties of biosignals,
objective of biosignal analysis

I pOOOS A75-11273
Configurational and histogram distribution of the

ST-interval during standard loading in
electrocardiography

p0032 A75-13424
Some results of medical investigations on crew

members of the Voskhod-2 space vehicle
p0139 A75-22961

Principal results of nedical studies of Soyuz
spacecraft crewmembers

p0139 A75-22962
Soae results of medical-biological research
accomplished in the Gemini and Apollo programs

p0141 A75-22978
Evaluation of the functional state of the central

nervous system according to results of a
structural analysis of electroencephalograms by
computer \

p0141 A75-22986
An algorithm for automated processing of dilution

curves for heart volume studies
p0141 A75-22987

Criteria for optimizing the parameters of
medical-biological data processing devices

pOJ41 A75-22988
Device for preprocessing medical-biological data

for digital computer
p0141 A75-22989

Digital memorization of biological waveforms
p0145 A75-23359

Becent HASA contributions to biooedical telemetry
p0237 A75-32575

Hyocardial infarction in young men - Study of risk
factors in nine countries

p0240 A75-33607
Prospective life-science payloads for Spacelab

p0247 A75-35603
A computerized system for optimal filtering of
left ventricular pressure data

p0273 A75-36072
A concise parametric representation of
electrocardiograms

p0274 A75-36074
Skylab medical contributions and significance to

manned space flight
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BIOBBTBOBOiOGI SUBJECT I1DBX

p0316 A75-11413
A device for trans forming the graphical recordings

of impulse activity into a shape suitable for
automatic processing biomedical data
recording of human motoneuron activity

p0375 A75-<46135
Medical-physiological observations during conduct

of Sadko-2 test concerning the effects of
human exposure to the increased pressures of
underwater habitats

p0021 H75-11602
Hedical-physiological studies in the Ikhtiandr-67

experiment concerning the effects of human
exposure to the increased pressures of
underwater habitats

p0022 N75-11603
The Proceedings of the Skylab life Sciences

Symposium, volume 1
[NASA-TH-X-5815U-VOL-1] p0077 H75-14358

Skylab medical program overview
p0077 H75-11359

The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences
Symposium, volume 2
[NASA-TM-X-5815<l-VOL-2] p0080 N75-14381

Skylab: 4 beginning astronaut performance in
extended space exploration

pOOSI 875-11399
Skylab Medical Data Center and Archives

[NASA-TM-X-581«8 ] p0131 N75-17080
Medical benefits f rom the NASA biomedical

applications program
p0135 N75-17214

Sensory perception studies of soldier's military
performance, emphasizing flight stresses and
conditions
[AD-A000800] p0165 H75-18883

Information content of pulse blood filling of
auricular vessels for evaluating man's tolerance
to +g sub z accelerations

p019U H75-20988
Some results of biomedical studies carried out in

the Gemini and Apollo programs
p0228 N75-23133

Spectral analysis of biological signals using
coherent optical techniques using
helium-neon laser, photographic film, and
parallel processing

p0231 H75-23161
How's your health, cosmonaut?

[NASA-TT-F-16331 ] p0286 N75-26638
Biochemical observation during 28 days of space

flight
p0296 B75-27729

Significance of biorhythas in space flight
p0296 N75-27731

A summary of Skylab findings of interest to life
scientists

p0331 N75-29725
Evaluation of an acoustical X-Y digitizer for use

in biomedical data reduction tasks
[AD-A005293] p033« H75-29746

Research progress in radiobiology
[AD-A009327] p0367 N75-31723

BIOBBTEOBOLOGI
U BIOCLISATOLOGY

BIOBBTBICS
NT ASTHBOPOMETBY
HI BALLISTOC4RDIOGBAPHY.
NT BOOT M E A S U R E M E N T (BIOLOGY)
HI CABDIOGBAPHY
8T ECHOCABDIOGBAPHI
NT ELECTROCABDIOGBAPBY
NT ELECTBOEHCEPHALOGBAPHY
NT ELECTROMYOGBAPHY
NT ELECTBOPLETHYSHCGRAPHY
NT ELECTBOBETINOGRAPBY
NT HAGNETOCARDIOGBAPBY
NT PHOHOCABDIOGHAPBY
NT PLETHYSBOGBAPBI
NT VECTORCAHDIOGHAPHY

Computerized trans axial x-ra'y tomography of the
human body

p0001 A75-10039
A Fourier technique for simultaneous

electrocardiographic surface mapping
pOOOS A75-10841

A method for the continuous measurement of oxygen
consumption

p0007 A75-11318

A technique for recording the electroretinograi
/ERG/ from chronically implanted electrodes in
animals

p0009 A75-11839
The use of time dependent models in inverse

electrocardiography
p0013 A75-12934

Vascular nltrasonography
pOOII A75-13018

Blood velocity measurements in human retinal vessels
p0037 A75-1«201

Accuracy of image stabilization by an
optical-electronic feedback system

p0061 A75-17331
Method for automatic processing of the B-B
intervals of an ECG with the aid of a small
computer

p0067 A75-17791
The echocardiographic determination of mitral

valve opening and closure - Correlation with
henodynamic studies in man

p0070 A75-18546
Spectral analysis as a method of quantitative
interpretation of Doppler-shift signals for
cardiac output measurement

p0071 A75-18597
Evaluation of localized muscle fatigue using power

spectral density analysis of the electrooyogram
p0105 A75-19693

Automatic methods of seismoactogram analysis when
studying spontaneous and evoked motor activity

p0115 A75-21523
Precise recording of human eye movements

p0120 A75-22216
Determination of body fluid compartments by
electrical impedance measurements

p0121 A75-22107
Acute subendocardial myocardial infarction in

patients Its detection by technetium 99-m
stannous pyrophosphate myocardial scintigrams

p0146 A75-23595
Miniaturized electrode for on-line P02 measurements

p0273 A75-36071
Optimum uses of psychobiological, sensorimotor,

and performance measurement strategies for
industrial safety

p0350 A75-U3844
Error control in estimation of pilot stress by

measuring skin resistance
p0055 N75-12610

Energy expenditure of infantry patrols during an
Arctic winter exercise
[DCIEM-73-B-985] p0059 N75-13516

Measurement of human head resultant acceleration
during impact
[AD-A002971] p0219 N75-21939

Biological individuality of man
[AD-A008888] p0362 N75-30782

BIONICS
Large systems with periodical structure and

function /example in cellular tissue/. I -
Formalism of structure and function: Spatial
lattices and cellular automata

p0002 A75-10211
An experimentally validated dynamic model of the
spine

p0003 A75-10352
Simulation of the dynamics of human locomotion

p0003 A75-10118
Experimentation and simulation - Valuable partners

in the study of ventilatory control human
respiratory system

p0003 A75-10419
Cardiovascular dynamics - Past, present and future

models
p0003 A75-10120

Application of systems analysis to the study of
motor control by neural subsystems

pOOCW A75-10421
Human physiological problems in zero gravity - An

attempt at understanding through systems analysis
pOOOl A75-10H22

Respiratory response to chemical and metabolic
disturbances gas exchange model for lungs,
brain and muscles

pOOOt A75-10123
Analysis of effect of the solubility on gas
exchange in nonhomogeneous langs

p0006 A75-11311
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The stabilizing effect on the t runk of labyrinth
and neck reflexes acting together on the limbs

p0013 A75-12869
Bionic aspects in the structure of filtering

optoelectronic preprocessors
p0037 A75-14199

Heural coding and psychophysical discrimination data
auditory signal models

p0037 475-14387
Kearonal models of hypothalaoic temperature

regulation
p0042 475-15780

Anisotropic, nonlinear-elastic model of the large
blood vessels in nan

p0044 A7S-16342
On the dynamics of chain systems applications

in manipulator and human body models
[ASHE PAPER 74-14/401-11] p0063 A75-16819

Characteristics of the regulation of blood supply
to the brain

p0066 475-17523
Macroscopic aodel of the visual system for

chromatic flicker fusion
p0067 A75-17759

Characteristics of thermal regulation in nan
feedback circuit model

p0067 A75-17789
Two-tone distortion products in a nonlinear model

of the basilar membrane
pOIOS A75-20123

Hodel of crossed olivocochlear bundle effects
p0109 475-20129

Difference thresholds for interaural delay
p0110 A75-20795

A mechanism for the electrocardiogram response to
left ventricular hypertrophy and acute ischemia

pOIII 475-21171
Acceleration time series resulting f rom repetitive

extension-flexion of the hand
p0116 A75-21570

Flow and pressure regulation in the cardiovascular
system engineering systems model

p0137 A75-22888
Simulation of catecholamine action in an improved

electrical model of cardiovascular circulation
p0142 A75-23121

Thermoregulatory responses to preoptic cooling in
unrestrained rabbits

p0142 A75-23200
Eye movements, vision, and behavior Book

p0147 A75-23990
Cardiovascular model for the simulation of
exercise, lower body negative pressure, and tilt
experiments

p0149 475-24746
Long-term regulation in the cardiovascular system

- Cornerstone in the development of a composite
physiological nodel

p0149 475-24747
Evaluation of simulation capabilities with a

respiratory-circulatory system integration scheme
p0149 475-24748

Computer and display systems for large
physiological models

p01"49 475-24719
A nonlinear model of the arterial vessels within a

limb segment
p0152 A75-25139

The central arterial pulses - Experiments on a
hybrid model of the heart and the arterial system

p0170 A75-26235
Investigation of a biotechnical system for the
control of a master-slave manipulator of
bidirectional action

p0171 A75-27198
A combined left ventricular/systemic arterial model

p0181 A75-29187
Study of the model of smooth muscle contractions

at the automatic analog of Vinner's medium
p0208 A75-31016

Estimating the parameters of the human
cardiovascular system computerized modelling

p0245 475-34867
A pulse-width modulated model for visual eye
tracking

p0278 475-37149
4 simulation study of coronary circulation

p0281 475-38379

Heural models on temperature regulation for
cold-stressed animals

p0303 475-39152
Physical models of human thermoregulation

p0303 A75-39153
Hathematical modeling in biophysics Russian book

p0314 475-11238
A systems concept of the vestibular organs

p0320 475-11765
Accommodation as a biological system of automatic
regulation

p0375 475-16133
Biocybernetics project
[4D-A008209] p0272 H75-25603

Information processing analysis of visual
perception: A review
IAD-4003U83] p0288 H75-26655

BIOPBISICS
HT HE4ITH PHYSICS
NT PUBLIC HEALTH
Theraoregulation and bioenergetics: Patterns for

vertebrate survival Book
p0044 475-16271

Some physical parameters controlling cell size
during the evolution of the procaryons

p0075 475-19303
Some theorems and principles of biostatics as a

methodological basis for choosing a
computational scheme for biostrnctures

p0149 475-21618
Hathematical modeling in biophysics Russian book

p0314 475-11238
BIOHE6EHEB4TIOH
0 REGEHER4TION (PHYSIOLOGY)

BIOHEGEBEBATIVB LIFE SDPPOBT SISTBHS
0 CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

BIOSATELLITES
Complex of life-support systems on board the
Cosmos 605 specialized biological satellite
[IAF PAPER 74-111] p0033 475-13737

Preliminary results of examinations of rats after
a 22-day flight aboard the Cosmos-605 biosatellite

p0155 475-25118
Life sciences payloads for Shuttle

£ p0157 475-26033
Biological satellites and their contribution to
space biology and medicine
[I4F P4PER 75-058] p0374 475-45854

Biosatellite: Results of an experiment
[BLL-H-23466-(5828.1F) ] p0128 N75-17056

The house in orbit automatic life support
systems on Cosmos biosatellites
[H4S4-TT-F-16328] p0271 H75-25597

BIOSEISOBS
0 BIOINST8DHENT4TIOH
BIOSIHDLATIOH
U BIONICS
BIOSrSTHBSIS

Organic synthesis by guench reactions in
prebiotic simulation experiment

p0074 475-19287
Hacromolecules and the origin of life HCB
reaction under UV irradiation

p0074 475-19291
4 model for the coevolution of the genetic code

and the process of protein synthesis - Review
and assessment

p0076 475-19309
* ne» form of biological power ATP synthesis

p0152 475-25317
Increased susceptibility to pulmonary oxygen

toxicity after cholesterol biosynthesis inhibition
p0153 475-25408

Thermoregulation of myocardial protein synthesis
p0173 475-26550

In vitro acetylcholine biosynthesis in normal and
falling guinea pig hearts

p0178 A75-27908
Regulation of nuclear DMA synthesis in amoeba
interspecific hybrids

p0306 A75-39362
Adaptation of brain monoamine synthesis to hypoxia

in the rat
p0343 475-42756

An attempt to biosynthesize Te123-telluromethionine
using yeast method

[IRI-133-73-05] p0159 N75-17911
Preferential release of newly synthesized
acetylcholine by cortex slices from rat brain
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BIOIBCBIOLOGY SUBJECT IBDEI

[HBL-1971-31] p0256 N75-24339
Biochemistry: Investigation of the

polyphosphate-synthetase of saccharomyces
cerevisiae
[N4SA-TT-F-16197] p0365 1175-31 708

BIOTECBIOtOGI
Investigation of a biotechnical system for the

control of a master-slave manipulator of
bidirectional action

p017<l 475-27198
Automated biovaste sampling systen urine subsystem

operating model, part 1
[NASA-CR-1110377] p0061 H75-13533

BIOTBLEHETBY
Telemetric control of heart adaptation during

automatic and free-fall parachute jumps
P0121 A75-22101

Biotelemetry II; Proceedings of the Second
International Symposium, Davos, Switzerland, Hay
20-2U, 1971

p0111 A75-23351
Personal PDB/PCB biotelemetry system for

dynamic oxygen uptake measurement
p01i|<l 475-23352

Studies to compensate temperature effects in
measurements of respiratory oxygen using
thermistors in radiotelemetry

' p0111 A75-23353
Inplantable integrated electronics in

biomedical telemetry
pOKII 475-23351

A multichannel implant telenetry system for
cardiovascular flow, pressure and ECG measurement

p0111 475-23356
FDD multichannel telemetry system for biological use

p0111 475-23357
Low level 'COS/DOS' multiplexing for simplified

EEG telemetry
p01l»5 475-23358

Digital memorization of biological waveforms
p0145 475-23359

Combined telemetry of cardiovascular parameters in
sports Continuous measurements of direct aortic
and pulmonary blood pressures

, p0145 475-23360
Instrumentation for renal hemodynamc studies in

unrestrained dogs chronically implanted
telemetry system

p0115 475-23361
Monitoring neurobiological processes - Cable

connections or telemetry
pOIIS 475-23362

An eight channel semi-implantable telemetry system
for animal research

p01i|5 475-23363
Experiences with a telemetric systen permitting

simultaneous EEG recordings and brain
stimulation in cats

p0115 A75-23361
4 multichannel biotelemetry transmitter utilizing

a PCB subcarrier
p0115 A75-23365

Becent HASA contributions to biomedical telemetry
p0237 A75-32575

Analog sample/hold circuit for physiological
signal monitoring

p0311 A75-12322
4 multichannel implantable telemetry system for

flow, pressure, and ECG measurements
p0315 475-12767

Hnltichannel subcarrier ECG, respiration, and
temperature biotelemetry system

p0315 475-12769
United States Navy physiological telemetry system

operation and maintenance manual for
conveying heart rate and core temperature
[AD-785273] p0056 H75-12619

Development of an implantable oxygen sensor- In
vitro validation of the fuel cell oxygen sensor
in real and simulated body fluids
[PB-237373/6] p0161 H75-17971

4 repeater type biotelemetry system for use on
wild big game animals to measure heat flow
rate

p0161 H75-18873
Blood flow and pressure telemetry

[4D-4008885] p0362 875-30781
Electronic auscultation in telemedicine

[PB-212009/9] p0366 B75-31717

BIOIIH
Influence of B12 and B15 vitamins on the indices
of coagolograns and thromboelastograms of dogs
and rabbits under conditions of acute hypoxia

p0207 475-30311
BIRDS
NT CBICKEHS
HT PIGEONS
NT TOBKEYS
HI lATEBFOil
4 universal bird head-holder for stereotaxic surgery

p0110 475-20521
Radar studies of bird migration
[N4S4-CB-139802] p0017 N75-12511

BLACKOUT (PBOPAGATIOB) ,
NT ELECTHOMAGNETIC NOISE
NT iBITE NOISE
BLAST LOADS

The tolerance of birds to airblast
[4D-785259] pOOIS N75-12550

BLBACBISG
Flash bleaching of visual pigments in man
investigated by early receptor potential recording

p0065 475-17337
BLEED-OFF
D PEESSOEE BEDDCTION
BLIHDBESS

Phase relationships of alpha rhythm in nan in
normal and blind subjects

p0117 475-24071
Blindness prosthetic devices and sensory aids

p0191 N75-19987
Artificial sensory systems prosthetic aids for

the blind
p0191 N75-19991

BLOCKI89
4 clinical and follow-up study of right and left

bundle branch block
p0116 475-23598

BLOOD
NT EBTTHBOCYTES
ST LEUKOCYTES
NT LYMPHOCYTES
NT TSBOHBOPL4STIN
Blood content of urea, sugar, unesterized fatty

acids, and cholesterol under conditions of
prolonged weightlessness

p0139 475-22965
Effect of radiation on nucleic and polysaccharide
metabolism in the central nervous system and the
blood of experimental animals during exposure

p0171 475-26135
Arterial blood gases in conscious rats exposed to

hypoxia, hypercapnia, or both
p0179 A75-28910

The Choroidal Eye Oximeter - An instrument for
measuring oxygen saturation of choroidal blood
in vivo

p0180 475-28997
Correlations between some hematological and

biochemical characteristics in monkeys
p0209 475-31017

Phagocytic activity of human blood neutrophils
under ordinary conditions of vital functioning
and in an isolation chamber

pOOSO N75-12571
Cytogenic studies of blood (experiment 0111)

p0081 N75-11383
Study of a number of biochemical indices of the
blood and tissue of dogs after prolonged
gamma-radiation

p0086 N75-11115
Reduction of blood serum cholesterol
[NASA-CASE-NPO-12119-1] p0095 N75-15270

Effects of low intensity microwave radiation on
mammalian serum proteins
[40-785739] p0099 N75-15301

Morphological and cytochemical indices of the
stress reaction in the blood system under the
influence of G-forces

p0130 N75-17068
The compatibility of carbon with blood
[PB-238753/8] p0220 S75-21912

Acid-base state of blood when breathing
hypercapnic atmospheres

p0261 N75-25510
Fate in humans of the plasticizer, DI

(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, arising from
transfusion of platelets stored in vinyl plastic
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SUBJECT IHDEI BLOOD PLOB

bags plasticizer migration into human blood
f r o m vinyl plastic bags during transfusion
[BASA-CB-143802) P0265 H75-25542

BLOOD CIBCOLATIOB
BT BBAIH CIBCOL4TIOH
HI COEOHABT CIBCOLATIOH
BT ISCHEMIA
BT OCOLAB CIBCDLATIOB
HI PEBIPHERAL CIBCDLATIOH
KT POLUONABT CIBCOLATIOH

Action of oxygen on the renal circulation
p0003 A75-10238

Effects of a milti-honr inversion with
intermittent exercise on urinary excretion and
tilt table tolerance in athletes and nonathletes

p0111 A75-20887
Hypouc ventilatory depression in dogs

P0116 A75-21572
Blood P/50/ calculated from a single measurement

of pH, P/O2/, and S/02/
p0116 A75-21571

Bheological properties of BBC in the
microcirculation of mammalian skeletal muscle

red blood cells
p0137 A75-22891

Blood circulation under conditions of weightlessness
* - p0138 A75-22960

An integrated circuit implantable pulsed Doppler
ultrasonic blood flowmeter

p0144 A75-23355
Lung vascular smooth muscle as a determinant of

pulmonary hypertension at high altitude
P0173 A75-26549

Influences of exercise and endurance training on
the oxygen dissociation carve of blood under in
vivo and in vitro conditions

p0173 A75-26924
A combined left ventricular/systemic arterial model

p0181 A75-29187
Experimental application of nomograms to the

evaluation of the functional capacity of the
blood circulation system

p0211 A75-31295
Incomplete coapensation of CSF /H+/ in nan during

acclimatization to high altitude, 4,300 m
P0244 A75-34806

Sonic boons effects on sleep
[ISL-2/74] p0092 H75-14463

Blood circulation under weightless conditions
p0226 H75-23115

Effect of an increased oxygen and carbon dioxide
content on vestifcular tolerance in human subjects

p0262 N75-25519
Blood flow and pressure telemetry

[AD-A008885] p0362 B75-30781
BLOOD COiGOLiTIOI

Effect of laser radiation on the coagulability of
h u m a n blood plasma

p0014 A75-13120
Influence of B12 and B15 vitamins on the indices

of coagulograms and thronboelastograms of dogs
and rabbits under conditions of acute hypoxia

p0207 A75-30344
Significance of ACTE in the formation of complex

heparin compounds in the blood under
immobilization stress

p0209 A75-31019
Effect of mediators on the release of tissular

hemocoagulating and fibrinolytic compounds from
the kidneys into the blood stream

p0375 475-46134
Bemostatic alterations following severe dysbanc

stress
[AD-787065]' p0126 N75-16218

Changes in indices of the blood coagulating and
anticoagulating system in flight crevs under the
influence of flight factors

p032t H75-28684
BLOOD FLOS

Relationship of pnlaonary diffusing capacity /D
sub L/ and cardiac output /Q sub c/ in exercise

p0001 A75-10047
Begional blood flow responses to hypoxia and

exercise in altitude-adapted rats
p0001 A75-10048

Local effects of hypokalemia on coronary
resistance and myocardial contractile force

p0003 A75-10233

Volume expansion and intrarenal blood flow of
normal and salt-deprived rats

p0003 A75-10235
Xenon-133 washout for measuring intrarenal blood

flow in the aicropuncture cat
p0003 A75-10236

Studies on arterial flow patterns - instantaneous
velocity spectruas and their phasic changes -
with directional ultrasonic Doppler technique

pOOOU A75-10701
Gas exchange in distributions of V sub A/Q ratios

- Partial pressure-solubility diagrai in lungs
p0006 A7S-11309

Cannnla-tip coronary blood flow transducer for use
in closed-chest animals

p0007 475-11316
An ultrasonic pulsed Doppler system for measuring

blood flow in snail vessels
p0008 475-11321

The transcutaneous Doppler velocity detector for
the study of arterial disease and cardiac
dysfunction

p0014 475-13019
Kugel's artery as a major collateral channel in
severe coronary disease

p0037 475-11088
Blood velocity measurements in human retinal vessels

p0037 475-14204
Vector display of cardiac performance - A new

approach for evaluating ventricular function
p0038 475-14584

Range of control of cardiovascular variables by
the hypothalamus

p0012 A75-15778
Instantaneous measurement of the pulmonary blood

flow by a glow discharge gas analyser
p0044 A75-16173

Characteristics of the regulation of blood supply
to the brain

p0066 A75-17523
Inhibition of the vasodilator effect of
hypercapnic acidosis by hypercalcemia in dogs
and rats >

p0067 475-17666
A study of the dynamic relations between the

mitral valve echogram and phasic mitral flow
p0070 475-18547

Byocardial blood flow response to isometric
/handgrip/ and treadmill exercise in coronary
artery disease

' p0070 A75-18549
Foreara blood flow during body temperature
transients produced by leg exercise

p0115 475-21567
Flow and pressure regulation in the cardiovascular

system engineering systems model
p0137 475-22888

A multichannel implant telemetry system for
cardiovascular flow, pressure and ECG measurement

p0144 A75-23356
The central arterial pulses - Experiments on a

hybrid model of the heart and the arterial system
p0170 A75-26235

Hicrorheology and light transmission of blood. Ill
- The velocity of red cell aggregate formation

p0170 475-26241
Hicrorheology and light transmission of blood. IV
- The kinetics of artificial red cell
aggregation induced by dextran

p0170 A75-26242
Coronary blood flow in rats native to simulated

high altitude and in rats exposed to it later in
life

p0173 A75-26824
Cerebral blood flow and energy metabolism and
acid-base equilibrium of the cerebrospinal fluid
in residents at high altitudes

p0178 A75-28426
Blood flow during 2-Torr exposures at different

decompression rates
p0179 475-28913

Steady state fluid flow in viscoelastic tubes -
Application to blood flow in human arteries

p0180 475-29017
Two-dimensional finite amplitude theory of
arterial blood flow

p0181 475-29188
Ultrasonic blood flowaeter yielding instantaneous

velocity profile by real-time phase detection
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BLOOD PIASHA SUBJECT ISDEX

P0201 A75-29232
Dynamics of change in the peripheral blood of dogs

under high-mountain conditions /Eastern Pamir/
P0206 A75-29789

On certain parameters of hemodynamics and blood
oxygen transport function in teen-agers under
static loading

P0207 A75-30340
The relationship between arterial P-02 and

cerebral blood flov in hypoxic bypoxia
P0241 A75-33648

Thermoregulatory control of finger blood flow
P0245 A75-34807

Variations in right and left coronary blood flow
in man with and without occlusive coronary disease

p02t6 A75-3U966
Biological flows blood and lymph circulation

p0247 A75-35179
Continuous cardiac output measurement - Aspects of

Doppler freguency analysis
P0273 A75-36073

Venous and capillary blood hematocnt at rest and
following submaximal exercise

p0277 A75-36713
A simulation study of coronary circulation

P0281 A75-38379
A numerical study of pulsatile flow through
constricted arteries

p0341 A75-42192
A multichannel implantable telenetry system for
flow, pressure, and ECG measurements

p0345 A75-42767
Physiological effects of long time sitting

p0348 A75-43004
Wave motions of a liquid in viscoelastic tubes -
Stationary nonlinear waves blood flow model

p0378 A75-47434
Heasurement of platelet aggregation in flowing
blood with the use of a filter filter-loop
technique and filtragoneter

P0018 N75-10699
Semiconductor micrcdetector studies of
cardiovascular and renal hcmodynaaics in
vivo monitoring catheterizing beta detector

p0098 N7S-15294
Biomedical engineering support development of
nuclear driven blood pump
[COO'2155-12] p0128 N75-16233

Data processing programs for nonlinear analysis of
aortic flov in living dogs
[HASA-CB-KI2085] P0131 N75-17078

Development of ultrasonic methods for heoodynamic
measurements
[N4SA-CR-141235] p0132 H75-17084

Implanted energy conversion system heart blood
pump
[PB-237558/2] p0165 N75-18884

The effects of systemic hypoxenia on the partition
of pulmonary blood flow during unilateral
hypoxic ventilation

p0224 N75-23103
Biomedical engineering support

[COO-2155-13] P0232 N75-23167
A method for the quantitative evaluation of the

hemodynamic effect of obstructions in the
coronary arteries as demonstrated by coronary
arteciography

P0266 N75-25549
Special report: Occlusive cuff controller

[NASA-CB-144430J p0369 N75-31744
BLOOD PLASHA

Increased metabolic turnover rate and
transcapiHary escape rate of albumin in
essential hypertension

P0002 A75-10176
Local effects of hypokalemia on coronary

resistance and myocardial contractile force
P0003 A75-10233

Plasma volume changes following exercise and
thernal dehydration

p0006 A75-11307
Effect of laser radiation on the coagulability of

hozaafi blood plasma
P0014 A75-13120

Age of red blood cells destroyed by in vivo
hypetoxia

P0036 175-11087
Plasma thyroxine changes of the Apollo crewmen

p0112 A75-20892

Distribution characteristics of methylhydrazine in
the plasma and cerebrospinal fluid of monkeys

p0112 A75-20895
Glucagon and plasma catecholamine responses to

graded and prolonged exercise in man
p0115 A75-21568

Circadian variation of intercompartnental
potassium fluxes in man

p0116 A75-21573
Changes in haptoglobin and other plasma proteins

of rats during exposure to pure oxygen at 760 torr
p0121 A75-22403

Influence of muscular exercise on variations in
plasma cortisol and glucose in man

p0147 A75-24056
Absence of nyctohemeral variation in
stress-induced ACIH secretion in the rat

pOISU A75-25413
Electrophoresis of soluble proteins in the blood

serum, the heart, and skeletal muscles under
prolonged morbid stimulations involving the use
of hexonium for blocking ganglion

p0207 A75-30343
Thrombocytopoietic activity of blood serum in

animals under short-tern adaptation to high
altitude conditions

p0209 A75-31018
Significance of ACTB in the formation of complex

heparin compounds in the blood under
immobilization stress

p0209 A75-31019
Influence of sustained exposure to hypobaric

hypoxia on the plasma prothrombin time,
fibrinogen level and fibrinolytic activity in
rabbits - A preliminary report

p0240 A75-33375
Plasma renin activity during and after dynamic and
static exercise

p0241 A75-33672
Postmission plasma volume and red-cell mass

changes in the crews of the first two Skylab
mission^

p0275 A7S-36337
Variations in the activity of some brain and

plasma enzymes under the influence of +Gz
acceleration

p0282 A75-381I16
Serum urate and cholesterol levels in Air force

Academy Cadets
p0318 A75-41468

Hemodynamics, renal function, plasma .renin, and
aldosterone in man after 5 to 14 days of bedrest

p0318 A75-41469
Sialoproteids of the liver and blood serum in rats

exposed to small doses of ionizing radiation
p0341 A75-42316

Circadian variations in concentrations of plasma
thyroxine and truodothyronine in man

p0344 A75-42764
Anaerobic recovery in man following

supramaxioal exercise
p03«9 A75-43434

Effects of muscular exercise on variation in
plasma cortisol and glucose in normal males
[HASA-TT-F-16257] p0255 N75-24326

A control system formulation of the mechanism that
controls the secretions of serum group hormone
in humans during sleep
[SASA-TB-X-62445] p0264 H75-25530

Frozen blood cell changes
JAD-A003611] p0287 H75-26644

Stress-induced changes in corticosteroid metabolism
plasaa and urine concentrations

P0297 B75-27733
Endocrine considerations in the red-cell-mass and
plasma volume changes of the Skylab 2 and 3 crews

p0297 N75-27738

BLOOD FBESSOBE
HI DIASTOLIC PHESSOBE"
HT HIPEHTESSIOB
HI HIPOTENSIOH
HT SYSTOLIC PRESSURE
Honinvasive study of effect of isooetnc exercise

on left ventricular performance in normal man
p0011 A75-12521

Hodifications of pulmonary perfnsion and
ventilation during simulated weightlessness

p0013 A75-12867
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SOBJECT IHDEI BLOOD VOLOBB

Airborne blood pressure Beasnreaent using
ultrasonics

p0037 A75-11092
Vector display of cardiac performance - A new

approach foe evaluating ventricular function
p0038 175-11581

Changes of peripheral venous tone and central
transnural venous pressure during luersion in a
thetBO-neutral bath

pOOII 175-15522
Effects of intracoronary temperature variation on

the coronary circulation
p0071 A75-18596

Hypertension and coronary risk - laplications of
current knowledge

p0072 A75-18732
Evaluation of cardiac puap perforaance and heart
suscle nechanics fron the apex cardiograB

p0112 A75-23123
Influence of carotid baroreceptors on vascular
responses to carotid cheaoreceptor stimulation
in the dog

p0112 175-23121
A multichannel inplant telemetry systea for
cardiovascular flow, pressure and ECG measurement

pOIII A75-23356
Correlations between p wave terainal force and

hemodynamic parameters in aortic stenosis -
Prediction of left ventricular end-diastolic
pressure

p0117 A75-21072
A nonlinear model of the arterial vessels within a

limb segment
p0152 A75-25139

The evaluation of left ventricular function in man
- A comparison of methods

p0175 A75-27323
Echocardiographic determination of left

ventricular stress-velocity relations in man -
With reference to the effects of loading and
contractility

p0175 A75-27321
Inhibitors of ovulation and variation in the tonus

and pressure of the ophthalmic artery in airline
stewardesses

p0201 A75-29265
Ueasurement of diastolic closure rate of normal

mitral valve
p0210 A75-33608

Effect of varying differentiator frequency
response on recorded peak dP/dt for left
ventricular contractile state index

p0211 A75-33675
A computerized systen for optimal filtering of

left ventricular pressure data
p0273 A75-36072

Skylab experiment H-092 - Besults of the first
manned mission

p0275 475-36335
Consequence of social isolation on blood pressure,

cardiovascular reactivity and design in
spontaneously hypertensive rats

p0277 A75-36725
The fractional rate of change of ventricular power

during isovolunic contraction - Derivation of
haemodynamic terms and studies in dogs

p028« A75-38669
Differences between seated and recumbent resting

measurements of auscultative blood pressure
p0317 A75-11I16U

Reduced baroreflex sensitivity with volume loading
in conscious dogs

p0318 A75-U1500
Ventral midbrain stimulation, blood pressure

responses and their relation to the dopaminergic
nigro-striatal pathways

p03U1 A75-11913
A multichannel implantable telemetry system for

flow, pressure, and ECG measurements
p0315 A75-12767

Influence of acute alterations in heart rate and
systemic arterial pressure on echocardiographic
measures of left ventricular performance in
normal human subjects

p0379 A75-17817
Circuit for detecting initial systole and dicrotic

notch for Bonitoring arterial pressure
[HASA-CASE-LEI-1 1581-1] p0061 H75-13531

Advanced life systems hardware development for
future missions
[B1SA-CB-11162S] p0162 H75-17965

Spontaneous variability of blood pressure in
patients with hypertension: Besults of long
tera telemetric blood pressure Beasucements
[HASA-TT-F-16250] - p0197 H75-21008

Effects of 60 Co on electrical self-stiaulation of
the brain and blood pressure
[1D-A006428J p033« H75-29751

Blood flow and • pressure1 telemetry
[AD-A008885] P0362 H75-30781

BLOOD PDBPS
Bioaedical engineering support
CCOO-2155-13] P0232 H75-23167

BLOOD VESSELS
HI SOBTl
HI AETEEIES
HI CAPILLARIES (ABATOHY)
HI VEIBS
Vascular nltrasonography

P0011 A75-13018
Influence of hypoxia on local blood circulation of

the brain
P0031 A75-13216

Anisotropic, nonlinear-elastic model of the large
blood vessels in Ban

pOOHI 175-16342
Becaanism of the effect of noradrenalin and
adrenalin on saooth >uscle cells of sanguiferous
vessels

P0150 A75-25022
Changes in central heaodynamics and peripheral

vessels tone during hemorrhage
p0206 A75-30337

Technique for the measurement and dynamic
recording of microvessel diameter by television
microscopy

P0209 A75-31021
lave motions of a liquid in viscoelastic tubes -
Stationary nonlinear waves blood flow model

P0378 175-47134
Borphology of the internal organs in the

adaptation of animals to high-altitude conditions
P0130 S75-17072

Study of the in vivo mechanical properties of the
blood vessels and their regulation
[1D-1003613] p0286 875-26642

BLOOD TOLOBE
Plasma volume changes following exercise and

thermal dehydration
P0006 A75-11307

Comparison of pulmonary blood volume in dogs by
radiocardiography and dye dilution

P0007 A75-11313
Variability in cardiac output during exercise

P0007 A75-11311
Beart volume in relation to body posture and

immersion in a thermo-neutral bath - A
roentgenoietric study

P0041 A75-15523
Ventricular performance and energy of compression,
power, and rate of change of power during
isovolumic contraction

P0113 A75-20960
Depth of immersion as a determinant of the
natriuresis of water immersion

P0122 A75-22«55
An algorithm for automated processing of dilution
curves for heart volume studies

P0111 A75-22987
A nonlinear model of the arterial vessels within a

limb segment
P0152 A75-25139

The effects of lower body negative pressure on the
cardiovascular system of the anaesthetized rabbit

P0176 A75-27706
Besponse of local vascular volumes to lower body
negative pressure stress

P0212 A75-31157
Postmission plasBa voluae and red-cell Bass
changes in the crews of the first two Skylab
missions

P0275 A75-36337
Left ventricular volume measurement by
echocardiography - Fact or fiction

P0279 A75-37387
Blood volume changes weightlessness effects

P0081 H75-11385
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BLDS GREEI ALG1B SUBJECT liDBI

BLOB GBEEI ALG1B
Therial alteration of blue-green algae and

blue-green algal chlorophyll
p0176 475-27775

On the origin of plastids chloroplast nbosome
studies

p0352 A75-43899
BLDEBISG

Accommodative response to blur
p O O I I A75-12696

BBC
0 BONE M I N E R A L C O N T E N T

BOOT COHPOSITIOH (BIOLOGY)
Accuracy of measurements in potassium content of

monkeys in vivo body counting as compared to
chemical analysis

p0172 A75-26503
Regulation of body mass in rats exposed to chronic

acceleration
p0173 A75-265U7

Prediction of body composition in habitually
active middle-aged men

p0343 A75-42757
Response and adaptation of Beagle dogs to

hypergravity
p0353 A75-44128

Gravitational effects on body composition in birds
p0354 A75-44129

In vivo measurement of human body composition
[NASA-CR-140668] p0016 N75-10690

Changes in body composition during an Arctic
winter exercise
[DCIEH-74-F-1061] p0218 N75-21930

Control mechanisms of circadian rhythms in body
composition: Implications for manned spaceflight
[8ASA-CR-144413] p0366 875-31715

BOOT FLUIDS
NT BLOOD
HI CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
NT ENDOLYHPH
NT ERYTHROCYTES
NT LEUKOCYTES
HT LYBPH
NT LYMPHOCYTES
NT SHEAT
HI THROMBOPLASTIN
KT DRINE
Organ fluid changes and electrolyte excretion of
rats exposed to high altitude

p0111 A75-20885
Determination of body fluid compartments by
electrical impedance measurements

p0121 A75-22407
Water and electrolyte replacement during repeated

days of work in the heat
p0243 A75-34382

Biological flows blood and lymph circulation
p0247 A75-35179

Endocrine responses in long-duration manned space
flight

p0248 A75-35613
Metabolic studies of transient tyrosinemia in

premature infants
p03U7 A75-42830

Anthropometric changes and fluid shifts
p0082 875-14391

Improved method of detecting and counting bacteria
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11917-2] p0217 N75-21921

Validity of determination of diurnal cortisol
production rate by isotope dilution method
[NASA-TT-F-16285 ] p0229 1175-23143

BODY KIHEMATICS
On the dynamics of chain systems applications

in manipulator and human body models
[ASHE PAPER 74-BA/AOT-11] p0063 A75-16819

Relationship among the kinematic characteristics
of human walking

p0347 A75-42813
Invariant properties of the motion parallax field
due to the movement of rigid bodies relative to
an observer

p0359 A75-44650
The mobility of the human arm: Motion analysis

and possibilities of a simplified kinematical
prosthetic system

p0048 N75-12551
Peculiarities in the change of motor activity of
rats under conditions of hypo and hyperdynaoia

p0097 N75-15291

Continued investigation of kinetic aspects of bone
mineral metabolism determining body calcium
by measuring argon after neutron irradiation
[NASA-CR-141607] p0131 875-17083

Study of the characteristics of the visual
perspective process by the FOKN methods
[NASA-TT-F-16236] p0199 N75-21020

Methods of body orientation in space in the
absence of support under weightless conditions

p0227 B75-23122
BODI HEASDBEMENT (BIOLOGY)
NT ANTHROPOMETRY
NT ELECTBOPLETHYSHOGBAPHY
Accuracy of measurements in potassium content of

monkeys in vivo body counting as compared to
chemical analysis

p0172 A75-26503
Physiological mass measurements on Skylafa 1/2 and
1/3

p0248 A75-35612
Biostereonetnc analysis of body form

pOOSO 875-14380
Some notes on the inverse problem in electro

cardiography using measurements of skin
potentials
[TH-74-E-48] p0198 N75-21012

In vivo measurement of huian body coaposition
[NASA-CB-143375] p0361 N75-30774

BODY SIZE (BIOLOGY)
Gravitational effects on body composition in birds

p035« A75-44129
An anthropometric survey of 2000 Royal Air force

Aircrew, 1970/71
[AGAHD-AG-181] p0159 875-17936

A review of anthropometric data of German Air
Force and United States Air Force flying
personnel, 1967 - 1968
[AGAHD-AG-205] p0286 N75-26635

BODY SiAY TEST
The doll reflex - Ocular connterrolling with

head-body tilt in the median plane
p0210 A75-31040

Pathology of vestibular sensation
p0320 A75-41762

BODY 1EHPEBATUBE
C8S regulation of body temperature in euthermic

hibernators Central 8ervous System
p0002 A75-10231

CNS regulation of body temperature during
hibernation Central Nervous System

p0002 A75-10232
Age and temperature regulation of humans in

neutral and cold environments
p0007 A75-11312

The effect of increased body temperature due to
exercise on the heart rate and on the maximal
aerobic power

p0038 A75-14725
Effect of cooling in a hermetically sealed chamber

on the free fatty acid content in an organism
under hypoxia and hypercapnia

p0039 A75-14851
Range of brain temperature changes in hyperthermia
as a function of animal size

p0039 A75-14880
Neuronal models of hypothalamic temperature
regulation

p0042 A75-15780
Hypothalamic control of thermoregulatory behavior

p0043 A75-15781
Ionic concepts of the set-point for body temperature

p0043 A75-15782
Steady state effects of C02 and temperature on the
relationship between lung volume and inspicatory
duration /Hering-Breuer threshold curve/

p0043 A75-16000
Thermoregnlation and bioenergetics: Patterns for

vertebrate survival Book
p0044 A75-16271

Physiological reactions to wet-cold
p0111 A75-20889

Temperature responses to infusion of electrolytes
during exercise

p0112 A75-20900
Forearm blood flow during body temperature
transients produced by leg exercise

p0115 A75-21567
Dependence of the temperature distribution in the

human body on the behavioral nodes of hyperthernia
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SUBJECT IBDBl BOHE BIHEB4L COHTE1T

p0155 A75-25595
Cat* induced hypothermia in a hibernator /Citellus
beechyi/

p0173 A75-26660
Salicylate, tryptophan, and tyrosine hypothermia

at cold anbient temperature
p0238 A75-33257

Investigation on the possible role of a work
factor in thernoregulatory behavior of nan

p0278 A75-37025
An integrative model of oonoaaine and ionic
mechanisms in the hypothalanic control of body
temperature

p0304 A75-39155
Hist amine and temperature regulation

p0304 A75-39156
Studies on central noradrenergic pathways in the
control of body temperature

p030U A75-39157
Ability of young, adult and aged rats to adapt to
different ambient temperatures

p030« A75-39162
Effects of ethanol, barbiturates, phenothiazines

and biogenic amines on man during exposure to cold
p0305 A75-39161

Chlorinated hydrocarbons a"s pharmacological tools
in studies on thermoregulation

pO~305 A75-39165
Temperature responses to infusion of electrolytes

during exercise
p0305 A75-39167

The effect of thyroxine on temperature regulation
during physical exercise in dogs

p0305 A75-39168
Responses to preoptic temperature manipulation in

the awake and hibernating marmot
p0307 A75-39825

Circadian variations in the sweating mechanism
p0343 A75-42758

Hultichannel snbcarrier ECG, respiration, and
temperature bictelemetry system

p0315 A75-42769
Response and adaptation of Beagle dogs to

hypergravity
p0353 A75-44128

Behavior of Circadian rhythm of temperature and
performance after two subsequent transatlantic
flights
[DLB-PB-74-55] p0092 H75-14<l61

Dynamics of some temperature rhythm phases during
its inversion

p0195 H75-20990
Cerebral temperature changes in the monkey (Hacaca

mulatta) after 2500 rads ionizing radiation
[AD-A0048S4] p0295 N75-27718

Symposium on Temperature Regulation and Drug Action
[AD-A006372] p0362 N75-30780

The response of a human temperature regulatory
system model ID the cold

p0382 H75-32731
Variation of intracardiac and intravascular

temperature in nan
[BASA-TT-F-16598] p0391 N7S-33658

BODY TEHPEBiTDBB BEGOIiTIOB
D THEBHOREGOLATIOB

BOOT V01UBE (BIOLOGY)
Respiratory activity sensor using conducting paper

pOOSO H75-12569
BOOT iEIGBT

Physiological mass measurements on Skylab 1/2 and
V3

p0218 A75-35612
Postmssion plasna volume and red-cell mass

changes in the crews of the first two Skylab
aissions

p0275 A75-36337
Gravitational effects on body composition in birds

p0354 A75-44129
?ood unit, based on reserves of dehydrated

products, in life support systems for crews of
spaceships dur ing prolonged flights space
flight feeding and spacecrew body weights
[AD-784289] p0019 N75-10710

Physiological mass measurements in Skylab
weight loss following space flight

p0080 H75-14377
BOEIBG BILITABY AIBCBAPT

0 HILITARI AIRCRAFT

BOBBBB AIRCRAFT
HI B-1 AIRCRAFT

BOHBS (SABPLBBS)
D S A M P L E R S

BOHE DBBIBBBALIZATIOB
Correlation of radial bone mineral content with

total-body calcium in various metabolic disorders
p0023 1175-11623

Correlation of os calcis and spinal bone by
Compton scattering

p0025 H75-11638
Skeletal demineralization in primary

hyperparathyroidism
p0025 K75-11640

Anticonvulsant osteomalacia
p0025 H75-116U1

A computerized method of determination of bone
mineral content by a transmission scanner

p0025 H75-116U2
Bone mineral loss in pre-menopause

p0025 B75-116U3
A preliminary evaluation of diagnosis and therapy

in osteoporosis
p0026 H75-1161U

Normative data from the osteoporosis prevalence
survey, Oakland, California, 1969-1970. Bone
mineral at the distal radius: Variation with
age, sex, skin color, and exposure to oral
contraceptives and exogenous hormones; relation
to aortic calcification, osteoporosis, and
hearing loss

p0026 B75-11617
Bineral loss with aging measured prospectively by

the photon absorption technique
p0026 H75-11619

Follow-up examination of the mineral salt content
in the skeleton with various vitamin D resistant
forms of rickets of renal origin

p0027 H75-11655
Changes in skeletal mineral in patients with renal
failure

p0027 H75-11656
The role of photon absorptiometry in the diagnosis

and follow-up of patients with renal failure
p0027 N75-11657

The correlation of radiographic bone surveys with
bone mineral values obtained using a photon
absorptiometric technique in a group of 315
patients with chronic renal failure: A
preliminary report

p0027 B75-11658
Bone mineral changes in the Apollo astronauts

p0028 N75-11659
Bone mass and Colle's fracture

p0028 H75-11660
Changes in bone mineralization in hemiplegia

p0028 N75-11661
The effect of diphosphonate therapy on the bone
loss of immobilization

p0028 B75-11663
The effects of physical activity on bone in the aged

p0028 N75-11664
Study of bone mineral metabolism during body
immobilization, bed rest, and space flight
[HASA-CB-141608] p0131 H75-17082

Effect of weightlessness on mineral saturation of
bone tissue

p0227 B75-23121
BOBE lARBOH

Experimental-clinical validation of the use of
amitetravit, ATP and autologons bone marrow in
radiation injuries caused by prolonged radiation

p0088 B75-14429
Study of bone mineral metabolism during body

immobilization, bed rest, and space flight
[HASA-CH-141608] p0131 S75-17082

Continued investigation of kinetic aspects of hone
ninen.} metabolism determining body calcium
by measuring argon after neutron irradiation
[HASA-CR-1H1607] p0131 H75-17083

Effects of weightlessness on tissue proliferation
[HASA-CH-144457] p0383 S75-32736

BOHE BIHBBAL COBTBBT
Bone mineral measurement - Skylab experiment B-078

p0248 A75-35614
Applications of the direct photon absorption
technique for measuring bone mineral content in
vivo. Determination of body composition in vivo
[HASA-CB-140708] p0017 B75-10694
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BOHBS SUBJECT IHDBX

Skeletal status and soft tissue composition in
astronauts. Tissue and fluid changes by
radionuclide absorptiometry in vivo
[HASA-CB-1140689] p0017 N75-10695

Skeletal status and soft tissue composition in
astronauts. Tissue and fluid changes by
radionuclide absorptiometry in vivo
[NASA-CR-1140703] p0017 H75-10696

International conference on Bone Bineral Measurement
[DUES (HIH)-75-683] , p0022 B75-11618

Correlation of radial bone mineral content with
total-body calcium in various metabolic disorders

p0023 N75-11623
Prediction of femoral neck and spine bone mineral
content from the BBC of the radios or ulna and
the relationship between bone strength and BBC

p0023 N75-11624
Direct readout of bone mineral content with

dichromatic absorptiometry analog device for
absorption data processing

p0023 H75-11626
Dual energy absorptiometry technique for bone

mineral content neasnrement
p002<t H75-11629

Bone mineral measurements using a dichromatic
attenuation technique with simultaneous
operation in two energy channels

p002<4 H75-11630
A new apparatus for bone mineral oeasurement in vivo

by X ray monochromators
p002<4 H75-11631

Bone standards for the intercomparison and
calibration of photon absorptiometnc bone
mineral measuring systems

p002« N75-11632
Organization and processing of bone mineral data

using a general purpose storage and retrieval
program and a minicomputer

p002« S75-11633
Bone mineral computation with a rectilinear scanner

p0021 N75- 116314
A computerized method of determination of bone
mineral content ty a transmission-scanner:
Description of the system

p002U N75-11635
A computerized method of determination of bone

mineral content by a transmission scanner
p0025 N75-116U2

Photon absorption method and Singh index in the
detection of osteoporosis: A comparative study

p0026 N75-116U5
Bone mineral content in normal US whites

p0026 N75-11616
Influence of the natural calcium and fluoride

supply and of a calcium supplementation on bone
mineral content of healthy population in
Switzerland

p0026 N75-116U8
Bone mineral determination of radius, ulna, and

fingerbones by 1-125 photon absorptiometry on
healthy persons

p0026 N75-11650
Tibial bone mineral distribution as influenced by
calcium, phosphorus, and vitamin D feeding
levels in the growing turkey

p0027 N75-11651
The effects of physical activity on bone in the aged

p0028 N75-11664
Bone mineral measurement - Experiment B078

p0080 N75-14378
Evaluation of the effects of hypergravity exposure

and caging restraint on bone mineralization in
the Beagle by in vivo photon absorptiometry
[HASA-CB-137710] p0285 N75-26633

BOIES
NT CEBEBRUB
NT FEHUB
HI SCIATIC BEGIOH
NT SKULL
NT TIBIA

The influence of weightlesspess on mineral
saturation of bone tissue

p0139 A75-22966
Effect of parathyroidectomy on bone growth and
composition in the young rat

p0303 A75-38997
Physical aspects of 1-125 bone absorptiometry
error analysis

p0022 N75-11619

University of Alberta bone mineral analysis
system: Performance and clinical application

polyenergetic densitometry
p0022 N75-11620

A method for the determination of the compacta
area and the mean absorption density of human
bones

p0023 K75-11621
Preliminary report: Correlation of total body

calcium (bone mass), as determined by neutron
activation analysis with regional bone mass as
determined by photon absorption

p0023 N75-11622
Bone mineral assay: Choice of measuring sites

p0023 N75-11625
Analysis of Gd-153 and of I-125/Am-211 sources

as optimal duochromators for bone density
measurements

p0023 N75-11627
Dual photon X-ray beam applications for bone

calcification measurement
p002U H75-11628

In vivo calcium determination by proton activation
analysis

p002<4 N75-11636
An evaluation of several nuclides for bone density

determinations by Compton scattering
p0025 N75-11637

Progress in radiographic photodensitometry
p0025 N75-11639

Dietary calcium and the jaw bone
p0027 N75-11652

Trans-imaging of bone allografts: A rapid method
for evaluating osseous incorporation

p0027 N75-11653
Effects of skeletal radium deposits on bone

mineralization
p0027 N75-1165H

Bone growth and physical activity in young males
p0028 N75-11662

Collaborative research in cardiovascular dynamics
and bone elasticity
[NASA-CB-110997] pOOSO N75-12572

Determination of total body calcium (skeletal
mass) in man by in vivo neutron activation
analysis and total body counting
[TID-26613] p0051 N75-12581

Dielectric and piezoelectric properties of bone as
functions of moisture content

p0165 N75-18881
Nethod and system for in vivo measurement of bone

tissue
[NASA-CASE-HSC-114276-1] p0220 N75-21918

Effect of lumisterol-3 on the calcium absorption
in the gut and on the calcification of bone tissue
[NASA-TT-F-16422] p0286 N75-26639

Ca salts of the saccus endolymphaticus and
processes of calcification of bones during
normal and experimental metamorphosis in
tadpoles of Bufo vulgaris, Rana dalmatina and
Bana esculenta
[NASA-TT-F-16U72] p029<4 N75-27715

Development of a bone-fixation prosthetic attachment
with quick-disconnect coupling

p0388 N75-33106
BOOST
U ACCELEBATION (PHYSICS)
BOTANI
NT GEOBOTANY

BOUNDARY VALUE PBOBLEBS
Estimating the parameters of the human

cardiovascular system computerized modelling
p0215 A75-3<4867

BOI SHOCK IAVES
U SHOCK RAVES

BBAOYCABDIA
Role of diencephalon and trunk structures in
regulation of cardiac activity

p0067 A75-17788
Autonomic nervous system and adaptation to cold in

man
p0313 A75-<42752

BBAIN
NT BBAIN STEB
NT CEREBELLUM
NT CEBEBRAL CORTEX
NT CEREBBOB
NT HIPPOCABPUS
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SUBJECT I8DEI BBAII DABAGB

Ace visual evoked potentials to motion-reversal
produced by direction-sensitive brain mechanisms

pOOlO A75-11841
Bange of brain temperature changes in hyperthermia

as a function of animal size
p0039 475-14880

Adaptive control of alpha rhythm in Ban tinder
controlled expermental conditions

p0040 475-15188
»hat is honeostasis of the brain self

regelating nechanisis
p O I I I A75-22990

Experiences with a telemetric systeD permtting
sionltaneons EEC recordings and brain
simulation in cats

P01H5 475-23364
1 Spontaneous* cutaneogalvanic responses daring

night sleep in norial nan
p0208 475-30696

The effect of cooling in an altered gaseous mediua
on the systems of ammonia formation and binding
in the brain

p0208 A75-30698
Reactions of frog 's aidbrain auditory centers to

labyrinth stimulation by focused ultrasound
p0208 A75-31015

Oxygen-induced inhibition of aoase brain lactate
dehydrogenase

p0242 475-311377
Variations in the activity of some brain and

plasma enzymes under the influence of +Gz
acceleration

p0282 475-381(16
Disorder in the conditioned reflex activity and

aorphological changes in the brain of rats
deprived of paradoxical sleep

p0314 475-1(111(3
Adaptation of brain monoamine synthesis to hypoxia
in the rat

p0343 475-1(2756
Specific and general mechanisms of brain support
of psychic activity in nan and prospects of this
problem

p03i(5 475-42801
Cooperative mechanisms for the sensitivity of

brain tissue to external and internal electric
fields

p03M6 475-42805
Fundamental differences in the informative
significance and the physiological meaning of
slow electrical processes in the hunan brain for
different leasurenent ranges of the potential

p0346 475-42806
Functional changes in the deep structures of the

hunan brain during long-term operative memory
tests

p0346 475-42807
Statistical properties of the random field of
brain biopotentials in man

p0346 475-42809
Bioelectrical activity of the human brain and
subjective estimation of time during dreams of
different structure

p0346 475-42810
Hechanism of the adaptation of the auditory
apparatus to an acoustic load

p0346 475-42811
Quantitative regulation and information estimates
for the systemic activity of the brain

p0347 475-42814
4 structural method for investigation of slow
fluctuations in the human brain

p0347 475-42815
Sensitivity of GABA synthesis in human brain to

oxygen poisoning
p0358 475-44358

Levels of slow bioelectric organization of the
human brain

p0374 475-46130
Conditioned control of cardiac activity and

respiration and morphological changes in the
brain of pigeons under the action of a constant
magnetic field
[AD-784798] p0029 H75-11669

Stereotactic apparatus for the introduction of
electrodes into the brain of the human

p0267 H75-25558
Effects of microwave irradiation on embryonic

brain tissue

(AD-4004024] p0286 H75-26641
Recent studies of physiological factors involved

in the regulation of serotonin content and
turnover in the brain

p0297 H75-27734
The role of brain biogenic amines in the control

of pituitary-adrenocortical activity
p0297 875-27735

On hemispheric differences ID evoked potentials to
speech stuuli
[HASA-CB-143137] p0298 H75-27744

Effects of 60 Co on electrical self-stimulation of
the brain and blood pressure
[AD-A006428] p0334 B75-29751

The determination of cadmium, calcium, copper,
lead, magnesium, potassium, sodium, and zinc by
atomic absorption spectroscopy in the train,
kidney, and liver

p0382 H75-32730
The brain in our rapidly changing environment:

Adaptable man?
p0391 N75-33655

BBAIH CIBCDLATIOH
Influence of hypoxia on local blood circulation of

the brain
p0031 475-13246

Combined influence of accelerations and elevated
temperature on the carbohydrate metabolism of
the guinea pig brain

p0039 475-14882
Comparative morphology of the internal carotid

artery of some mammals
p0044 475-16249

Characteristics of the regulation of blood supply
to the brain

p0066 475-17523
Investigation of electrical impedance variations
of dog brain tissue during experimental
metabolic disturbances

p0121 475-22408
EEG criteria for flying fitness applied by the
German 4ir Force Institute of 4viation Medicine

p0122 475-22415
Relation between the fluctuations of a slow
electric potential and the changes in oxygen
tension in the human brain

p0208 475-30695
Central regulation of vascular tonus in pilots

p0214 475-31749
On the possible role of potassium ions in regional
cerebral blood flow control

p0236 475-32506
Comparison of the mechanical and biochemical

characteristics of the arterial vessels in the
human brain

p0238 475-33194
The relationship between arterial P-O2 and
cerebral blood flow in hypoxic hypoxia

p0241 475-33648
Investigation of human cerebral circulation in
spaceflight conditions

p0317 475-41463
Ventral midbrain stimulation, blood pressure
responses and their relation to the dopaminergic
nigro-striatal pathways

p0341 475-41913
Changes in cerebral blood flow and oxygen tension
during somatic afferent stimulation

p0375 A75-46132
Influence of G-forces on the blood vessels in the

nervous system of the rabbit
p0129 N75-17059

Some peculiarities of intracardiac and
intracerebral hemocirculation in patients
suffering from rheumatoid arthritis
[NASA-TT-F-16307] p0229 N75-23138

Functional state of the vestibular analyzer with
creation of negative pressure on the lower half
of the body

p0263 N75-25520
BBAIH OAHAGE

Functional organization of primate oculoaotor
system revealed by cerebellectomy

p0109 475-20250
Fine structural changes in the lateral vestibular
nucleus of aging rats

p0113 475-21042
Project BIOCOEE /H212/, a biological cosmic ray

experiment - Procedures, summary, and conclusions
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p0203 475-29590
Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket nice to

oxygen and heat. IV - Observations on the brain
p0204 A75-29597

Results of examination of the calvarium, brain,
and meninges • in Apollo 17 BIOCORE pocket mice

p0205 A75-29604
Subatmospheric decompression - Neurological and

behavioural studies
p027<4 A75-36329

Experimental trauma of occipital impacts
pathological and physiological effects
[AD-780668] p0098 N75-15297

HEU and the neurologically handicapped
p0190 N75-19978

Oxygen toxicity in the mammalian brain
[AD-A003229] p0198 H75-21014

The cause of death resulting from transfusion
resistant shock. Part 1: Influence of brain
damage
[MBL-1975-1] p0255 N75-24330

BBAIH STEH
Brain stem auditory evoked responses in human
infants and adults

p0012 A75-12823
The role of the hypothalamus in the organisation

of patterns of cardiovascular response
p0042 A75-15779

The significance of the commissural system of the
brain in lateralization of sleep and wakefulhess

p0108 A75-20006
Differing responses to hypercapnia and hypoxia

following pneumotaxic center ablation
p0120 A75-22296

Neural pathways from the vestibular labyrinths to
the flocculus in the cat

p0169 A75-26199
The effects of malnutrition on the developing

brain stem of the rat - A preliminary experiment
using the lateral vestibular nucleus

p0273 A75-35900
Clinical applications of the human brainstem

responses to auditory stimuli
[NASA-CR-143134] p0298 N75-27741

Loudness enhancement in man. 1: Brainstem evoked
response correlates

p0299 N75-2771I8
Brainstem auditory evoked responses in man. 1:
Effect of stimulus rise-fall time and duration
[NASA-CR-143257] p0326 N75-28697

BREADBOARD HODELS
Automated biovaste sampling system improved feces
collection, lass measurement and sampling by
use of a breadboard model
[NASA-CR-140376] " p0057 N75-13504

BREATBIBG
On-line assessment of ventilatory response to

carbon dioxide
p0007 A75-11317

Vagal modulation of respiratory control during
exercise

p0120 A75-22299
Does afferentaticn from respiratory muscles take

part in the regulation of eupnea 'in man
p0209 A75-31021

Changing effect of lung volume on respiratory
drive in man

p0215 A75-32371
Ban's perception of his own respiratory volume

p0236 A75-32507
The voluntary control in human breathing

p0242 A75-34109
Influence of breathing pattern on oxygen exchange

during hypoxia and exercise
p0244 A75-34805

Simulation of regional lung emptying during slow
and forced expirations

p0343 A75-42754
Ability of man to- detect increases in his breathing

p0360 A75-45123
Renal effects of continuous negative pressure

breathing
[ NASA-CH-141888] p0286 N75-26636

BEEATHIHG APPARATUS
NT OXYGEN MASKS
HI UNDEBHATER BREATHING APPARATUS
Determination of the additional load to which the
lungs of an individual wearing breathing
eguipment are exposed

[CEA-N-1681] p0029 N75-11667
Self-contained breathing apparatus
[NASA-CASE-MSC-14733-1] p0061 H75-13534

The technology application process as applied to a
firefighter's breathing system

p0136 S75-17222
Short duration self-rescue breathing apparatus
[PB-240471] p0330 N75-28724

One-hour self-rescue breathing apparatus
[PB-240420/0] p0330 N75-28725

Improved mine rescue breathing apparatus
[PB-241105/6] p0339 N75-29787

System safety evaluation of life support systems
for chemical and biological protective suits
[AD-A009312] p0371 H75-31752

Survey of personnel protective clothing and
respiratory apparata for use by Coast Guard
personnel in response to discharges of hazardous
chemicals
[AD-A010110] p0400 N75-33727

BREATHING VIBRATION
A modified measurement of respiratory resistance

by forced oscillation during normal breathing
p0344 A75-42765

BRIGHTNESS
Brightness sensation in indirect vision

sensitivity of peripheral region of retina
[NASA-TT-F-16286] p0229 N75-23142

Conspicnity of target lights: The influence of
flash rate and brightness collision
avoidance - visual discrimination/pilot
performance, aircraft lights
[NASA-TN-D-7961] p0368 N75-31732

BRIGHTNESS DISCRIMINATION
Suprathreshold intensity-area relationships - A
spatial Broca-Sulzer effect

p0065 A75-17339
Visual detection analysed in terms of luminance

and chromatic signals
p0209 A75-31035

Brightness and darkness enhancement during flicker
Perceptual correlates of neuronal B- and
D-systems in human vision

p0211 A75r31097
BROBIDES
NT SILVER BEOBIDES
BBOHINE COHEOONDS
NT SILVER BRCHIDES

BOBBLES
In vivo bubble growth studies following

decompression
[AD-A009963] p0392 N75-33667

BOILDING MATERIALS
U CONSTBOCTION HATEBIALS

BOBNS (INJORIES)
Light profiles of the foveal image of a point source
[IZF-1974-22] p0089 N75-14434

The action spectrum for retinal burn: A
literature compilation
[IZF-1974-23] p0089 N75-1H435

BOTYHIC ACID .
Sensitivity of GABA synthesis in human brain to

oxygen poisoning
p0358 A75-44358

CABIN AlaOSPBEBES
NT SPACECRAFT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
Prevention of decompression sickness during a

simulated space docking mission
p0282 A75-38418

A new design HDIR atmosphere analyzer for submarines
Non-Dispersive IR instrument

[ASHE PAPER 75-ENAS-31] p0312 A75-40876
Atmosphere revitalization for Spacelab
[IAF PAPER 75-067] p0373 A75-45816

The problem of hypoxia, hyperoxia and hypercapnia
in space physiology

p0084 N75-14406
The internal nature of functional disturbances

arising in the body under the effect of extreme
factors

p0085 B75-14407
Tolerance of acute hypoxia while performing

operator activity and after a prolonged period
under altered gas environment conditions

p0085 H75-14M09
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SOBJECT I8DEI CALIBBATI8G

Measurement of the ammonia content ID the
atmosphere of biosatellite mock-ops and its
standardization

p0261 H75-25511
Tozicological evaluation of ethyl acetate in the
atmospheres of sealed cabins considering
human hygiene

p0262 H75-25514
Conservation of food residues with a mixture of
quinosol and salicylic acid

p0262 H75-25515
Determination of human energy expenditures in

closed spaces
p0263 H75-25521

CADHIOH HICKBL BATTEEIES
0 HICKEL C A D M I U M BATTEEIES

CAFFEIHE
The effect of caffeine upon blood glucose level

considering diabetic and healthy subjects
[NASA-TT-F-16049] p0059 875-13515

CAI
D COMPOTES ASSISTED INSTBOCTIOH

CAICIPEBOL
Hechanism of calcium absorption and transport:

The involvement of the vitamin D-induced
calcium-binding protein
[COO-3167-95] p0028 B75-11666

Effect of lumisterol-3 on the calcium absorption
in the gut and on the calcification of bone tissue
[HASA-TT-F-16422 ] p0286 B75-26639

Parathyroid hormone, calcitonin, and vitamin D
1971: Present status of physiological studies
and analysis of calcium homeostasis

p0297 B75-27737
CA1CIPICATIOB

International Conference on Bone Mineral Measurement
[DHEB (HIB) -75-683] p0022 1175-11618

Physical aspects of 1-125 bone absorptiometry
error analysis

p0022 1175-11619
University of Alberta bone mineral analysis
system: Performance and clinical application

polyenergetic densitometry
p0022 H75-11620

Prediction of femoral neck and spine bone mineral
content from the BMC of the radius or ulna and
the relationship between bone strength and BMC

p0023 N75-11624
Bone mineral assay: Choice of measuring sites

p0023 H75-11625
Direct readout of bone mineral content with

dichromatic absorptiometry analog device for
absorption data processing

p0023 H75-11626
Dual energy absorptiometry technique for bone

mineral content neasnrement
p002<l 1175-11629

Bone mineral measurements using a dichromatic
attenuation technique with simultaneous
operation in two energy channels

p0024 H75-11630
A nev apparatus for bone mineral measurement in vivo

by X ray monochromators
p002« 1175-11631

Bone standards for the intercompanson and
calibration of photon absorptiometric bone
mineral measuring systems

p0021 H75-11632
A computerized method of determination of bone

mineral content by a transmission-scanner:
Description of the system

p0024 H75-11635
In vivo calcium determination by proton activation
analysis

p0024 H75-11636
Influence of the natural calcium and fluoride

supply and of a calcium supplementation on bone
mineral content of healthy population in
Switzerland

p0026 H75-11618
Bone mineral determination of radius, ulna, and
fingerbones by 1-125 photon absorptiometry on
healthy persons

p0026 N75-11650
Dietary calcium and the Jan bone

p0027 1175-11652
Trans-imaging of bone allografts: A rapid method
for evaluating osseous incorporation

p0027 H75-11653

Effects of skeletal radium deposits on bone
mineralization

p0027 875-11654
Bone growth and physical activity in young males

p0028 1175-11662
Effect of lumisterol-3 on the calcium absorption

in the gut and on the calcification of bone tissue
[HASA-TT-F-16122] p0286 B75-26639

Ca salts of the saccus endolymphaticus and
processes of calcification of bones during
normal and experinental metamorphosis in
tadpoles of Bttfo vulgaris, Bana dalmatina and
Sana escnlenta
[HASA-TT-P-16472] p0294 875-27715

CALCIOH
Ionic concepts of the set-point for body temperature

p0043 A75-15782
Determination of total body calcium (skeletal

mass) in man by in vivo neutron activation
analysis and total body counting
[TID-26613] p0051 H75-12581

Further studies on the therapy of
organophosphorons anticholinesterase
intoxication with veratrinic compounds. The
role of calcium
[MBl-197(1-17] p0088 875-14432

Influence of the calcium-magnesium ratio in the
nutrient solution on the aftereffect of gamma
irradiation of cabbage seeds

p0095 B75-15276
Total body calcium analysis neutron irradiation
[HASA-CB-111573] p0125 S75-16212

Continued investigation of kinetic aspects of bone
mineral metabolism determining body calcium
by measuring argon after neutron irradiation
[HASA-C8-141607] p0131 875-17083

Ca salts of the saccus endolymphaticus and
processes of calcification of bones during
normal and experimental metamorphosis in
tadpoles of Bufo vulgaris, Bana dalmatina and
Bana escnlenta
[NASA-TT-F-16172] p029<t 875-27715

CALCIDM METABOLISM
Inhibition of the vasodilator effect of
hypercapnic acidosis by hypercalcemia in dogs
and rats

p0067 A75-17666
Effect of Ca ions on the rhythmic and contractile
activities of the heart

p0153 A75-25321
Ion composition of labyrinth receptor cells and

their environment
p0155 A75-25590

Calcium-induced damage of rat heart mitochondria
p02U1 475-33673

Mineral and nitrogen balance study - Results of
metabolic observations on Skylab II 28-day
orbital mission

p0275 A75-36336
Byocardial calcium in experimental myocardial
infarction

p0348 A75-13275
Correlation of radial bone mineral content with

total-body calcium in various metabolic disorders
p0023 875-11623

Mechanism of calcium absorption and transport:
The involvement of the vitamin D-induced
calcium-binding protein
tCOO-3167-95] p0028 H75-11666

Prevention of bone mineral changes induced by bed
rest: Modification by static compression
simulating weight bearing, combined
supplementation of oral calcium and phosphate,
calcitonin injections, oscillating compression,
the oral diophosphonatedisodinm etidronate, and
lower body negative pressure
IBASA-CB-1111530 p0088 875-14431

Effect of lumisterol-3 on the calcium absorption
in the gut and on the calcification of bone tissue
[BASA-TT-F-16122] p0286 M75-26639

Parathyroid hormone, calcitonin, and vitamin D
1974: Present status of physiological studies
and analysis of calcium homeostasis

p0297 B75-27737
CALIBBATIBS

Analog sample/hold circuit for physiological
signal monitoring

p0341 A75-42322
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CALIFORBIA SUBJECT IBDBI

CALIFOHBIA
Origin and structure of American arid-zone
ecosystems. The producers: Interactions
between environment, form, and function
[CONF-740912-3] p0233 N75-23169

Phytoplankton pigment and production measurements
in the California current region, 1969-72
[COH-75-10784/7] p0389 N75-33639

CilOSIC HEQOIBEHESTS
Muscular efficiency during steady-rate exercise -
Effects of speed and work rate

p02<45 A75-34810
CALORIC STIHDLI

Autonomic and behavioral temperature regulation -
Unilateral vs bilateral preoptic thermal
stimulation

p0035 A75-13952
Physiological reactions of thermoregulation to

convective and radiant heat stimuli
p0114 A75-21114

Responses to preoptic temperature manipulation in
the awake and hibernating marmot

p0307 A75-39825
On the characteristics of caloric nystagmus in

healthy persons in response to caloric stimuli
p0085 N75-1UII10

CAHEBAS
NT HIGH SPEED CAHEBAS
NT TELEVISION CAHEBAS

Design and construction of a wide angle
ophthalmoscope and camera
[AD-A005038] p0326 S75-28700

C A N A D A
Utility of EBTS for monitoring the breeding habit

of migratory waterfowl United States and
Canada

p0015 H75-10557
CABALS

Biological indicators for monitoring water guality
of HTF canals system
[NASA-CB-113178] p0295 N75-27717

CANCER
Immediate and delayed effects of nitrogen mustard

on cell replication in an autogenous rat sarcoma
p O I I O A75-20525

Optimal control of multiplicative control systems
arising from cancer therapy

p0303 A75-39061
Development of turners in dogs exposed over a long

period to low doses of external gamma irradiation
p0095 N75-15274

Estimates of increase in skin cancer incidence
with time following a decrease in stratospheric
ozone
[PB-2112278/0] p0383 N75-32739

CANNONS
0 GUNS (OBDNANCE)

CAPILLARIES
Hodifying effect of dynamic space flight factors
on radiation damage of air-dry seeds of Crepis
capillaris /L/ Hallr

p0356 A75-44116
CAPILLARIES (ANATOHY)

Technigue for the Deasureoent and dynamic
recording of microvessel diameter by television
microscopy

p0209 A75-31024
Venous and capillary blood hematocrit at rest and

following submazimal exercise
p0277 A75-36713

The effect of hypoxia on the pulmonary capillaries
p0295 S75-27723

CAPILLARY CIRCULATION
D CAPILLABY FLOW

CAPILLARY FLOi
Rheological properties of BBC in the

microcirculation of mammalian skeletal muscle
red blood cells

p0137 A75-22891
CARBOHYDRATE HETABOLISH
NT HYPEBGLYCEHIA
NT BYPOGLYCEHIA

The metabolism of carbohydrates by extremely
halophilic bacteria - Glucose metabolism via a
modified Entner-Doudoroff pathway

pOOOS A75-11534
Digestive and resorptive function of the small

intestine in stressful situation
p0012 475-12865

Combined influence of accelerations and elevated
temperature on the carbohydrate metabolism of
the guinea pig brain

p0039 A75-11882
A simplified control system for predicting

hypophyseal, growth hormone response of human
subjects to various physical activities

pOOMU A75-16175
Changes 111 serum proteins, viscosity, and

protein-bound carbohydrates during prolonged
bedrest

p0121 A75-22402
Glucose tolerance of lowianders during prolonged

stay at high altitude and among high altitude
natives

p0121 A75-22U05
Depletion of muscle and liver glycogen during

exercise - Protective effect of training
p0170 A75-26237

Effect of radiation on nucleic and polysacchande
metabolism in the central nervous system and the
blood of experimental animals during exposure

p0171 A75-26435
Increased uptake and utilization of glucose by

diaphragms of rats exposed to chronic
centrifugation

p0173 A75-26518
Effects of a glucose meal on human pulmonary

function at 1600-m and 4300-m altitudes
p0202 A75-29577

Beduced carbohydrate intake in the preparatory
diet and the reliability of the oral glucose
tolerance test

p0213 A75-31161
Relation between biochemical changes prior to

exercise and characteristics of the metabolism
during muscular activity

p0236 A75-32502
Content of glycogen and glucoso-6-phosphatase

activity in the tissues of rabbits after
prolonged exposure to the increased pressure of
a helium-oxygen atmosphere

p0049 N75-12558
Activity of blood enzymes in rabbits exposed to

high-mountain hypoxia
p0049 N75-12559

Investigation of carbohydrate and protein
metabolism in the digestive organs of the rabbit
under the combined influence of vibration,
acceleration and irradiation

p0129 N75-17067
Effect of accelerations on the sugar content in
rabbit liquor

p0193 N75-20982
CARBOHYDRATES
NT ADENINES
NT ADENOSINE TBIPHOSPHATE
NT ADENOSINES
NT CHOLINE
NT FATS
NT GLUCOSE
HI GLYCOGENS
NT HEXOKINASE
NT SUGABS
Effect of the ferment polynucleotidephosphorylase
in a protein-carbohydrate coacervate system

p0155 A75-25589
Radio-chemical synthesis of ammo acids in aqueous

media containing carbohydrates, hydrocarbons and
nitrates

p0354 A75-IHI134
CARBON

The compatibility of carbon with blood
[PB-238753/8] p0220 N75-219U2

Ion beam deposited carbon coatings for
biocompatible materials regarding
physico-chemical properties
[PB-238761/1] p0221 N75-21951

CARBON COflPOOBDS
NT POLYCABBONATES

CARBON DIOXIDE
On-line assessment of ventilatory response to

carbon dioxide
p0007 A75-11317

Detection of extraterrestrial life by radionetnc
techniques

p0012 A75-12860
Primitive control of cellular metabolism

p0069 A75-18513

A-18



SUBJECT IHDEI CABDIAC VBHTBICLBS

Bicrobial contributions to the evolution of the
"steady state1 carbon dioxide system

p0073 A75-19281
Total work rate of breathing optmization in C02

inhalation and exercise
p0180 475-28911

A latheaatical nod el of the ventilatory control
systeii to carbon dioxide with special reference
to athletes and nonathletes

p021U A75-31575
Carbon dioxide response curves during hypothernia

p0308 A75-40274
Ose of an electronic computer in investigating a

thermodynanic model of hydration of carbon
dioxide to carbon and water

p0195 B75-20990
Bosch C02 reduction system development
[BASA-CB-143959] p0400 H75-33726

CABBOH DIOIIDB COBCEBTBiTIOB
Control of tidal volume during rebreathing

pOOOS A75-11303
Effect of posture on the ventilatory response to CO2

p0006 A75-11304
Transient and steady state effects of C02 on
mechanisms deter Dining rate and depth of breathing

pOO<13 A75-15999
Steady state effects of CO2 and temperature on the
relationship between long volume and inspiratory
duration /Hering-Brener threshold curve/

p0043 A75-16000
An electrochemical device for carbon dioxide
concentration - System design, performance and
steady state analysis
[SAE PAPEH 7110932] p0124 A75-22745

Arterial blood gases in conscious rats exposed to
hypoxia, hypercapnia, or both

p0179 A75-28910
Arterial and tissue gas tensions in rats during
development of pulnonary oxygen poisoning

p0281 A75-38<)10
Effects of hyperoxic gas mixtures on energy-

metabolism during prolonged work
p0344 A75-42761

Stimulus interaction in the responses of carotid
body chemoreceptor single afferent fibers to
independent hypouc and hypercapnic stimuli

p0359 A75-44619
Gas exchange and the coagulation system of the

blood during the effect on the body of high
concentrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide

p0085 N75-14411
Computation method for determining oxygen
consumption of a human subject in a closed space

p0263 N75-25523
One nan electrochemical air revitalization system

[NASA-CB-144447] p0387 N75-32765
CARBOB DIOXIDE REHOVAL

Computer simulation of an electrochemical carbon
dioxide concentrator system spacecraft life
support system performance prediction

p0003 A75-101H1
Environmental carbon dioxide control
[SAE PAPER 7110931] p012U A75-22714

Carbon dioxide reduction by the Bosch process
[ASME PAPER 75-EHAS-22] p0313 A75-10882

Analysis of a regenerable polyethylenemne carbon
dioxide and humidity control system
[ASME PAPEH 75-ENAS-16] p0314 475-40888

Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator
subsystem math model for manned space station
[NASA-CR-137565] p0093 N75-14467

An oxygen-sparing mask
[AD-A003431] p0221 N75-21949

CABBOH DIOXIDE TEBSIOH
NT HYPERCAPNIA
NT HYPOCAPHIA
Respiration during heat stress

p0112 A75-20891
Negative arterial-mixed expired P/C02/ gradient

during acute and chronic hypercapnia
p0172 A75-2651I*

Study of cardiac output under physical loading by
the rebreathing method of C02

p0207 A75-30342
Effect of temperature on rate of CO2 uptake by

human red cell suspensions
p0239 A75-33261

Relationship between carotid chemoreceptor
activity and ventilation in the cat to

combined hypoxic and hypercapnic stimuli
p0359 A75-44620

CABBOB HOBOZIDE
Dltraviolet-gas phase and -photocatalytic
synthesis from CO and NH3 photolysis products

p0319 A75-41700
Ventricular function following acute carbon
aonoxide exposure

p0360 A75-45126
Exposure of humans to carbon monoxide combined

with ingestion of diphenhydramine hydrochloride
or phenacetin
[PB-242098/2] p0384 N75-32740

Exposure of humans to carbon monoxide combined
with ingestion of ethyl alcohol and the
comparison of human performance when exposed for
varying periods of time to carbon monoxide
[PB-242099/0] p0384 S75-32741

CABBOH HOBOIIDE POISOBIBG
Study of relationship between the content of

carboxyhemoglobin in the blood and carbon
monoxide in the exhaled air of test subjects and
the carbon monoxide concentration in the chamber
atmosphere
[IAF PAPEB 74-104] p0033 A75-13733

Lipid metabolism in perfused human and dog
coronary arteries

p0177 A75-27875
Summary results of research directed toward

eliciting effects of exposure to carbon monoxide
on the spontaneous electroencephalogram and
visual evoked cortical electrical activity
[PB-242202/0] p0383 N75-32738

CABBOHACBOOS BETEOBITES
Ammo and fatty acids in carbonaceous meteorites

p0069 A75-18512
CABBOHATBS
HT POLYCABBOBATES

CABBOIIHEHOGLOBIB
Study of relationship between the content of
carboxyhemoglobin in the blood and carbon
monoxide in the exhaled air of test subjects and
the carbon monoxide concentration in the chamber
atmosphere
[IAF PAPEB 74-104] p0033 A75-13733

CABBOIYLIC ACIDS
BT ACETIC ACID
BT LACTIC ACID
NT LYSINE
BT OLEIC ACID
BT TBYPTOPHAN

C1BCINOHA
0 CANCEB

CABDIAC ADBIC1BS
Electrocardiographic responses to atrial pacing

and multistage treadmill exercise testing -
Correlation with coronary arteriography

p0011 A75-12613
The influence of exercise on atrial flutter

p0067 A75-18025
Sinus nodal function in the intact dog heart

evaluated by premature atrial stimulation and
atrial pacing

p0176 A75-27871
Effect of heart rate on left atrial systolic

shortening in the dog
p0245 A75-34809

CABDIAC VEBTBICLES
Indicator mixing in the left heart and

reexamination of mean circulation time
p0006 A75-11310

Quantitative determination of regional left
ventricular wall dynamics by roentgen videometry

pOOOS A75-11500
Correlation of left ventricular mass determined by

echocardiography with vectorcardiographic and
electrocardiographic voltage measurements

p0011 A75-12520
Noninvasive study of effect of isometric exercise

on left ventricular performance in normal man
p0011 A75-12521

Psychological stress and ventricular arrhythmias
during myocardial infarction in the conscious dog

p0011 A75-12614
Echocardiography of the left ventricular outflow

tract and aortic valve
p0014 A75-13015

Cardiac chamber size and volume - Echographic
measurement of cardiac chamber dimensions.



CtBDIOGBAHS SOBJECT liDEI

volume and ventricular function
p0011 A75-13016

Vector display of cardiac perfornance - A new
approach for evaluating ventricular function

p0038 A75-14584
Echocardiographic examination, of the left ventricle

p0070 A75-18544
Systolic tine intervals by echocardiogcaphy

p0070 A75-18548
Nonobstructive hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
mmicking utral stenosis - DocuDentation by
echocardiography, phonocardiography and
intracardiac pressure and sound recordings

p0072 A75-18900
The use of echocardiography to measure isonetric
contraction tue

p0110 A75-20827
Ventricular performance and energy of compression,

power, apd rate of change of power during
isovolumic contraction

p0113 A75-20960
A mechanism for the electrocardiogram response to
left ventricular hypertrophy and acute ischemia

p0114 A75-21174
Noninvasive measurement of hemodynamic phases of

the right heart
p0142 A75-23119

Evaluation of cardiac pump performance and heart
muscle mechanics from the apex cardiogram

p0142 A75-23123
Vectorcardiographic diagnosis and
electrocardiographs correlation in left
ventricular asynergy due to coronary artery
disease.'I Severe asynergy of the anterior and
apical segments

p01<!6 A75-23597
Elastic modulus of the human intact left ventricle
- Determination and physiological interpretation

p0151 A75-25137
In vivo elastic modulus of the left ..ventricle -

Its determination by means of a left ventricular
vibrational model and its physiological
significance and clinical utility

p0151 A75-25138
The evaluation of left ventricular function in Ban

- A comparison of methods
p0175 A75-27323

Echocardiographic determination of left
ventricular stress-velocity relations in man -
with reference to the effects of loading and
contractility

p0175 A75-27324
Effect of transducer placement on
echocardiographic measurement of left
ventricular dimensions

p0177 A75-27873
P wave abnormalities in the orthogonal
electrocardiogram - Correlation with ventricular
overload in pulmonic and aortic valvular heart
disease

p0178 A75-28189
A cellular model for the simulation of activation

in the ventricular myocardium
p0178 A75-28190

The QBS phasic characteristics of right
ventricular hypertrophy in precordial leads

p0178 A75-28191
1 contained left ventricular/systemic arterial model

p0181 A75-29187
The oxygen pressure histogram in the left

ventricular myocardium of the dog
p0214 A75-31650

Effects of acid-base changes, hypoxia, and
catecholamines on ventricular performance

p0238 A75-33260
Beasnreaent of diastolic closure rate of normal

mitral valve
p0240 475-33608

Effect of varying differentiator frequency
response on recorded peak dP/dt for left
ventricular contractile state index

p0241 A75-33675
Non-invasive recording of Bis bundle potential in

man - Simplified method
p0246 A75-34967

A computerized system for optimal filtering of
left ventricular pressure data

p0273 A75-36072

Left ventricular volume measurement by
echocardiography - Fact or fiction

p0279 A75-37387
Measurement of peak rates of left ventricular wall

movement in man - Comparison of echocardiography
with angiography

p0283 A75-38536
The fractional rate of change of ventricular power

during isovolnmic contraction - Derivation of
haemodynamic terns and studies in dogs

p0284 A75-38669
The seguence of normal recovery of excitability in

the dog heart
p0342 A75-12360

Cardiac and respiratory effects of digitalis
during chronic hypoxia in intact conscious dogs

p0352 A75-43942
Ventricular function following acute carbon

monoxide exposure
p0360 A75-45126

Echocardiography review of selected areas
p0377 A75-46973

Influence of acute alterations in heart rate and
systemic arterial pressure on echocardiographic
measures of left ventricular performance in
normal human subjects

p0379 A75-47817
CABDIOGEABS

A new method of studying the cardiac cycle by
means of mechanocardiograms

p0142 A75-23122
Evaluation of cardiac pump performance and heart

muscle mechanics from the apex cardiogram
p0142 A75-23123

CABDIOGBAPHI
NT BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
NT ECBOCABDIOGBAPHY
HT ELECTBOCABDIOGBAFUI
NT HAGNETOCARDIOGBAPHY
NT PHONOCAHDIOGBAPHY
NT VECTOHCABDIOGBAPHY
Comparison of pulmonary blood volume in dogs by

radiocardiography and dye dilution
p0007 A75-11313

Vector display of cardiac performance - A new
approach for evaluating ventricular function

p0038 A75-14584
Systolic time intervals at rest and during exercise

p0041 A75-15525
On the clinical value of calibrated displacement

apexcardiography
p0146 A75-23599

Hybrid calculators for the analysis of cardiac
arrythmias

p0283 A75-38538
Beference apparatus for medical ultrasonic

transducer
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10753-1] p0300 B75-27760

CABDIOLOGY
Molecular biology and cardiac insufficiency

p0072 A75-18766
Normal values and commonly used echocardiographic

formulae for adults
p0318 A75-41470

The conduction of the cardiac impulse: The slow
response and cardiac arrhythmias Book

p0318 A75-41609
Problems of space biology. Volume 26:
Statistical analysis of the cardiac rhythm and
hemodynamic indices in physiological research
[NASA-TT-F-16196] p0254 N75-24324

Draft generic environmental statement on the
wide-scale use of plutonium powered cardiac
pacemakers
[TID-26718] p0272 S75-25600

A long-lived, reliable, rechargeable cardiac
pacemaker

p0366 1175-31712
CABDIOIACBOHETEBS

Measured effects of square wave modulated BF
fields (450 and 3100 HHz) on cardiac pacemakers
[AD-A006389] p0335 875-29755

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSIEH
NT AOBTA
NT ARTEBIES
NT BLOOD VESSELS
NT CAPILLARIES (ANATOBY)
NT CARDIAC ADBICLES
NT CABDIAC VENTBICLES
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SUBJECT IHDEI CiBDIOVASCOLAB SISIEH COBID

HI EBJTHHOCtTES
NT HEABT
HT BEBiTOPOIESIS
HI HEHATOPOIETIC SYSTEH
HI LEUKOCYTES
HI LYHPHOCYTES
HT BYOCiECIDB
HI SYSTOLE
HI TBBOHBOPL4STIH
HT VEIBS
Cardiovascular dynaaics - Fast, present and future

models
p0003 475-10420

Human physiological problems ID zero gravity - In
attempt at understanding through systems analysis

pOOOU 475-10422
Cannnla-tip coronary blood flow transducer for use

in closed-chest animals
p0007 &75-11316

•edifications of pulmonary perfusion and
ventilation during simulated weightlessness

p0013 475-12867
Ultrasound in the diagnosis ,of
cardiovascular-pulmonary disease Book

p0013 475-13012
The principles of ultrasound and ultrasonic
instrumentation in cardiovascular pulmonary
disease diagnosis

p0014 475-13013
Medical investigations during flights of the
spacecraft Soyuz-12, Soyuz-13, Soyuz-14 and the
orbital station Salyut-3
[IAF PAPEB 71-099] p0032 475-13729

Separation of effects of cardiovascular disease
and age on ventricular function with maximal
exercise

pOOlO 475-1509U
Range of control of cardiovascular variables by

the hypothalamus
p0012 475-15778

The role of the hypothalamus in the organisation
of patterns of cardiovascular response

p0042 475-15779
Cardiovascular problems posed by weightlessness

p0065 475-17367
Byocardial oxygen consumption in isovolumic hearts

with varying cardiac outputs
p0071 475-18595

Functional adaptation to high altitude hypoxia
p0076 475-19569

Cardiodynamics of athletes performing auscular work
p0108 475-20007

4 model of psychosocial hypertension showing
reversibility and progression of cardiovascular
complications

p0115 475-21175
Flow and pressure regulation in the cardiovascular

system engineering systems model
p0137 475-22888

Blood circulation under conditions of weightlessness
p0138 475-22960

Condition of the astronauts' cardiovascular
systems during the flight of the Salyut orbital
station

p0139 475-22963
Ballistocardiographic nethods and cardiovascular
dynamics; Proceedings of the Third World and
Ninth European Congress, Sofia, Bulgaria, April
16-18, 1973

p01<41 475-23118
Noninvasive measurement of hemodynamic phases of

the right heart
p0142 475-23119

Simulation of ca'techolanne action in an improved
electrical model of cardiovascular circulation

p0142 475-23121
4 new method off studying the cardiac cycle by

means of mechanocardiograms
p0112 475-23122

4 multichannel implant telemetry system for
cardiovascular flow, pressure and ECG measurement

p0114 475-23356
Combined telemetry of cardiovascular parameters in

sports Continuous measurements of direct aortic
and pulmonary blood pressures

p0145 475-23360
Cardiovascular model for the simulation of
exercise, lover body negative pressure, and tilt
experiments

p0119 475-217116
Long-term regulation in the cardiovascular system

- Cornerstone in the development of a composite
physiological model

,t p0149 475-21747
Finite element analysis of human cardiac structures

p0152 475-25219
The effects of lower body negative pressure on the

cardiovascular system of the anaesthetized rabbit
p0176 475-27706

4 one-dimensional viscoelastic model of cat heart
muscle studied by small length perturbations
during isometric contraction

p0177 475-27907
Themoregulatory, metabolic, and cardiovascular

response of rats to microwaves
p0179 475-28911

Sleep physiology at high altitude
p0180 475-29186

The influence of age on variations in superior
mediastinal electrical impedance

p0201 475-29264
Cardiopulmonary changes following 24-36 hours of

hyperoxia
p0203 475-29585

Structure of hemodynamic shifts under conditions
of acute and chronic hypoxia in people with
prevalent pathological processes in the lungs

p0207 475-30339
On certain parameters of hemodynamics and blood

oxygen transport function in teen-agers under
static loading

p0207 475-30340
Oxygen regimes of organism in teen-agers and men

under muscular activity of dynamic character
p0207 475-30341

Study of cardiac output under physical loading by
the rebreathing method of C02

p0207 475-30342
Emotional stress of helicopter crewmembers in
flights of diverse complexity

p0214 475-31294
Central regulation of vascular tonus in pilots
1 p0214 475-31749
Cardiovascular changes during and following 1-min

exposure to + Gz stress
p0242 475-34378

Estimating the parameters of the human
cardiovascular system computerized modelling

p0245 475-34867
Conseguence of social isolation on blood pressure,

cardiovascular reactivity and design in
spontaneously hypertensive rats

p0277 475-36725
Cardiopnlmonary effects of combined exercise and

*Gz acceleration
p0281 475-38409

Changes in exercise heart rate in lowlanders after
prolonged stay at high altitude /4000 m/

p0282 475-38114
Effects on cardiac tissue of serum derivatives

from hibernators
p0304 475-39163

4ssociation of aircraft noise stress to
periodontal disease in aircrew members

p0318 475-41467
Shunt dynamics in experimental atrial septal defects

p0341 475-42762
Cardiac glycogen in Long-Evans rats - Diurnal

pattern and response to exercise
p0352 475-43945

Cardiorespiratory responses to orthostasis and the
effects of propranolol

p0358 475-44360
Cardiopulmonary efficiency in former and active

champion scullers
[H4S4-TT-F-15728] p0022 H75-11616

Conditioned control of cardiac activity and
respiration and morphological changes in the
brain of pigeons under the action of a constant
magnetic field
[4D-784798] p0029 H75-11669

Collaborative research in cardiovascular dynamics
and bone elasticity
[HAS4-CB-140997] pOOSO H75-12572

The control of the cardiovascular and central
nervous system under acceleration stress
[4D-784933] pOOSI H75-12582
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CABGO AIBCBAFT SUBJECT IMDBX

Vectorcardiographic results from skylab medical
experiment 11092: Lower body negative pressure

p0082 N75-14389
Antbropometric changes and fluid shifts

' p0082 N75-14391
Vectorcardiographic changes during extended space '

flight
p0082 N75-14392

Evaluation of the electromechanical properties of
the cardiovascular system

p0083 H75-1U393
Effect of prolonged space flight on cardiac

function and dimensions
p0083 1175-14394

Influence of G-forces on the neuroreceptor
apparatus of the cardiovascular system

p0129 H75-17062
Survey of current cardiovascular and respiratory

examination methods in medical selection and
control of aircrew
[AGARD-AG-196] p0131 H75-17079

Cardiovascular, renal and respiratory effects of
high intensity, intermediate duration, lov
frequency vibration
[AD-A000042] p0160 N75-17945

The reaction of the cardio-vascular and
sympathico-adrenal systems to intellectual
activity with emotional stress human
operator performance

p0161 B75-17957
nature of circulatory autoregulation as a

criterion of body tolerance to environmental
agents

p0194 N75-20987
Information content of pulse blood filling of

auricular vessels for evaluating man's tolerance
to +g sub i accelerations

p0194 N75-20988
Cardiovascular effects of variations in habitual

levels of physical activity
[NASA-CR-142616] p0218 1175-21928

Condition of cardiovascular systems of astronauts
during flight of Soyuz orbital station

p0226 S75-23118
The Cardiac Output Computer (COC) project

p0266 H75-25548
Catheter tip force transducer for cardiovascular

research
[NASA-CASB-NPO-136»3-1] p0272 N75-25598

Study of the in vivo mechanical properties of the
blood vessels and their regulation
[AD-A003613] p0286 1175-26642

Action of low vibration frequencies on the
cardiovascular system of man

p0291 N75-27692
Effects of vibration stress on the cardiovascular

system of animals
p0291 N75-27693

Bodels of the cardiovascular system under whole
body vibration stress

p0293 1175-27706
The importance of the renin-angiotensin system in

normal cardiovascular hoieostasis
p0297 N75-27732

The aircrewman at increased risk of ischemic
vascular disease

p0331 N75-29728
Effects of the abncraal acceleratory environment

of flight
[AD-A009593] p0366 H75-31716

CAEGO AIECEAPT
Laboratory vibration schedules

[AD-A008234] p0272 1175-25601
CABGO SHIPS

Status and prospects for the development of air
conditioning for naval vessels
[HASA-TT-F-16457] p0338 H75-29777

CABOTID SIIOS BOOT
Hyperoxic hyperventilation in,carotid-deafferented

cats
p0120 A75-22297

Hypoxia-induced tachypnea in carotid-deafferented
cats

p0120 A75-22298
Stimulus interaction in the responses of carotid

body chemoreceptor single afferent fibers to
independent hypoxic and hypercapnic stimuli

p0359 A75-44619

Relationship between carotid chenoreceptor
activity and ventilation in the cat to
combined hypoxic and hypercapnic stimuli

p0359 A75-44620
CABOTID SIBUS BEFLBX

Time course of man's ventilatory response to a
sudden rise of PI sub 02

p0006 A75-11305
Influence of carotid baroreceptors on vascular
responses to carotid chemoreceptor stimulation
in the dog

p01<(2 A75-23124
Becovery of chemoreceptor function following
deafferentation of sinocarotid zones in rats
lung ventilation variations

p0152 A75-25320
CABBIEB FBEQDEHCIES

Multichannel subcamer ECG, respiration, and
temperature biotelemetry system

p0345 A75-U2769
CABTBIDGE ACTUATED DEVICES
D ACTOATOBS

CASCADES (FLDID DIH4HICS)
0 FLUID DYNAMICS

CASE aiSTOBIES
Management of severe decompression sickness with

treatment ancillary to recompression - Case report
p0318 A75-41471

CASTING SOLVENTS
D PLASTICIZEES

CATALYSIS
NT AUTOCATALYSIS
Synthesis of biological molecules on molecular
sieves abiogenic ammo acid production

p0351 A75-43893
Primary catalytic systems of biogenesis and
structure-functional evolution of biocatalysers

p0351 A75-43895
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY

The metabolism of carbohydrates by extremely
halophilic bacteria - Glucose metabolism via a
modified Entner-Doudoroff pathway

pOOOS A75-11534
CATABACIS

Peculiarities in the formation of cataracts in
mice after irradiation by 645 MeV protons and
Co60 gamma rays

p0048 N75-12557
CATECHOLAMIHE
NT EPINEPHBIKE

Adreno- and GABA-sensitive inhibiting systems in
the internal synaptic layer of a frog retina

p0032 A75-13598
Glucagon and plasma catecholamine responses to

graded and prolonged exercise in man
p0115 A75-21568

Catecholamine and phagocytic responses in infected
mice exposed to hyperbaric helium-oxygen
atmospheres

p0122 A75-22414
Simulation of catecholamine action in an improved
electrical model of cardiovascular circulation

p0142 A75-23121
Catecholamines and contractile function of the

myocardium during hypodynamia in addition to a
changed thyroid-hormone balance

p0237 A75-32600
Effects of acid-base changes, hypoxia, and
Catecholamines on ventricular performance

p0238 A75-33260
Physiological and biochemical characteristics of
adrenergic receptors and pathways in brown
adipocytes

p0304 A75-39159
Fulminating arterial hypertension with pulmonary

edema from release of adrenomedullary
Catecholamines after lesions of the anterior
hypothalamus in the rat

p0318 A75-41499
Ventral midbrain stimulation, blood pressure

responses and their relation to the dopannergic
nigro-striatal pathways

p0341 A75-41913
Catecholamine excretion from air cadets

adrenal gland response
P0252 H75-24303

CATHETEBIZATIOH
Kugel's artery as a major collateral channel in

severe coronary disease
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p0037 A75-10088
Semiconductor nicrcdetector studies of

cardiovascular and renal hemodynamics in
vivo monitoring cathetenzing beta detector

p0098 N75-1529H
Catheter tip force transducer for cardiovascular

research
[NASA-CASE-NPO-13643-1] p0272 H75-25598

CATHODE BAY TOBES
Color coding for air traffic control displays

p0280 A75-37691
CATIOBS

NT METAL IOHS
CATS

Reaction of neurons in the vasomotor center of a
cat to stimulation of the vestibular and somatic
afferents

p0263 H75-25525
Field potentials in the dentate area of the cat:

Experimental findings and biophysical models
p0267 N75-2S554

CADSIICS
D ALKALIES

CDC COBPOTEES
HT CDC 6100 COMPUTER

CDC 6400 COMPUTER
A digital conputer model of circulatory transport

and delivery dynamics in man
p0165 N75-18880

CELESTIAL BODIES
NT C A R B O N A C E O U S METEORITES
NT EA8TH (PLANET)
NT EXTRASOLAR PLANETS
NT JDPITER (PLANET)
NT METEORITES
NT MOON
NT N A T U R A L SATELLITES
NT S A T U R N (PLANET)
NT TITAN

CELL DIVISIOB
Effects of 60 and 80% oxygen on cell division in

lung alveoli of squirrel monkeys
p02«3 A75-31381

Optimal control of multiplicative control systems
arising from cancer therapy

p0303 A75-39061
Nuclear-cytoplasmic interactions in amoeba

interspecific hybrids
p0306 A75-39361

Studies on propagation of microbes in the airborne
state
[NASA-CR-1318HH] p0020 N75-11590

Lymphoid cell kinetics under continuous lov
dose-rate gamma irradiation: A comparison study
[BASA-CB-1U2068] p0125 B75-16213

CELLS (BIOLOGY)
NT A X O N S
8T CAHBOXYHEBOGLOBIN
NT CHI10BOSOHES
NT COLLAGEBS
NT E R Y T H R O C Y T E S
NT HE8ATOPOIESIS
NT HEUOGLOBIN
NT LEUKOCYTES
NT LYMPHOCYTES
NT BITOCHONDRIA
N T N E U R O N S
NT OXVBEMOGLOBIN

Cell-tissue changes in lymph nodes of loaded and
immobilized rats

p0031 A75-13305
The effect of helium and nitrogen in cellular

respiration
p0067 A75-17790

Thermal and ionic factors in the ultraviolet
photolysis of plant cell aenbranes

p0068 A75-18252
The origin of life and evolutionary biochemistry

Book
p0068 A75-18501

Phospholipid monolayers - As a prototype of
biological membranes

p0068 A75-18502
Primitive control of cellular metabolism

p0069 A75-18513
The participation of lysosomes in the
transformation of smooth muscle cells to foamy
cells in the aorta of cholesterol-fed rabbits

pOOTI A75-18729

Some physical parameters controlling cell size
during the evolution of the procaryons

p0075 A75-19303
Immediate and delayed effects of nitrogen mustard

on cellj replication in an autogenous rat sarcoma
p0110 A75-20525

Ultrastructural studies on plasaa aeabrane related
secondary vacuoles in cultured cells

p0122 A75-2215M
Histochemistry and metabolism of the inner ear

p01«3 A75-23307
The physiology of the vestibular nuclei

emphasizing single neurone microelectrode
technigues

p0113 A75-23311
The receptor cells of hearing

p01«9 A75-2U495
Thermodynamic perspectives and the origin of life

p0156 A75-259S6
A cellular model for the simulation of activation

in the ventricular myocardium
p0178 A75-28190

Spatial frequency selectivity in the retina
p0210 A75-31036

Behavior of microorganism cells during the notion
of a suspension in a nonunifora electric field

p0237 A75-32620
Effects of a 2X gravity environment on the
ultrastructure of the gerbil parathyroid gland

p0242 A75-34379
Cytological reaction of the arterial vail to injury

p0283 A75-38508
Regulation of nuclear DNA synthesis in amoeba
interspecific hybrids

p0306 A75-39362
The response of single human cells to zero gravity

p0316 A75-111H1
Membrane damage in dehydrated bacteria and its

repair
p0354 A75-4U136

Quantitative cyto- and histochemical studies of
the Deiters* nucleus and nodular cortex of
cerebellum in rats exposed to weightlessness

p0357 A75-11352
Changes in mass of biological cells when

irradiated mth Q-pulsed ruby laser
[FOA-2-C-2586-E6] p0051 N75-12578

Differential electrophoretic separation of cells
and its effect on cell viability
[NASA-CR-120553] p0058 N75-13508

The response of single human cells to zero gravity
p0081 B75-1U38H

The effect of synthetic homopolymer poly I:C on
the synthesis of nucleic acids, protein and
interferon in spleen cells normally and with
radiation

p0086 N75-14418
The temporal organization of processes of cell

reproduction and its connection with rhythms of
radiosensitivity of the body

p0087 N75-11121
The biological effect of prolonged radiation and

ways of selecting new anti-radiation drugs
effective in this kind of radiation injury

p0088 B75-1<l<l2b
Effect of 50-HeV protons on the testes of mice

proton and gamma radiation effects on cells
p0095 N75-15273

Modification of the cytogenetic effect of ionizing
radiation under the influence of permanent
magnetic fields

p0095 N75-15275
Results of cytogenetic investigations of the
influence of accelerations of i»-10 g on man
considering cell structures

p0097 S75-15290
Influence of maximum tolerable

transversely-directed G-forces on the
ultrastructure of intercellular and
intracellular channels in the adenohypophysis

p0130 N75-17070
Theoretical investigation of the circadian rhythm

and chemical processes la cells
p0188 B75-19956

CENTER OF GRAVITY
Computer model to determine center of gravity and

moments of inertia for protective helmets
[AD-A009285] p0370 H75-31751
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C E N T R A L B B H V O U S STSTBH
N T B R U I N
N T B R A I N STEM
N T C E R E B E L L U M
N T C E R E B R A L C O R T E X
N T C E R E B R U M
N T H I P P O C A M P U S
N T S P I H A L C O R D
NT S P I N E
NT THA14HUS

CNS regulation of body temperature in euthernc
hibernators Central Nervous System

p0002 175-10231
CNS regulation of body temperature during

hibernation Central Nervous .Systen
p0002 A75-10232

The role of central and peripheral thermosensitive
structures in the regulation of cold shivering

p0013 A75-12969
Autostimulation of the central nervous system

p0042 A75-15727
Neurona l models of hypothalamic temperature

regulation
p0042 A75-15780

Fine structural changes in the lateral vestibular
nucleus of aging rats

p0113 A75-21042
Evaluation of the functional state of the central

nervous system according to results of a
structural analysis of electroencephalograms by
computer

p01l»1 A75-22986
What is homeostasis of the brain self

regulating mechanisms
p0141 A75-22990

Anatomy of the vestibular nuclei and their
connections

p0143 A75-23310
The physiology of the vestibular nuclei

emphasizing single neurone microelectrode
techniques

p0143 A75-23311
Cerebello-vestibular interrelations

sensorimotor integration
p0143 A75-23312

Experiences »ith a telemetnc systen permitting
simultaneous EEC recordings and brain
stimulation in cats

p0115 175-23364
Effect of radiation on nucleic and polysaccharide

metabolism in the central nervous system and the
blood of experimental animals during exposure

p0171 175-26435
Characteristics and tolerances of the pocket mouse

and incidence of disease CBS lesions during
space flights

p0203 175-29591
Electrophoresis of soluble proteins in the blood

serum, the heart, and skeletal muscles under
prolonged morbid stimulations involving the use
of hexonium for blocking ganglion

p0207 A75-30313
The influence of adaptation to high-altitude

hypoxia on the development and indices of higher
nervous activity in the progeny of adapted animals

p0208 175-30646
Subliminal fringe of the motoneurone pool of the
soleus muscle in man during rest and stimulation

p0236 175-32505
Effect of alcohol and task on hemispheric

asymmetry of visually evoked potentials in man
p0238 175-33175

Neural models on temperature regulation for
cold-stressed animals

p0303 175-39152
The thalamus and thermoregulation

p0303 175-39154
Histamine and temperature regulation

p0304 175-39156
Studies on central noradrenergic pathways in the
control of body temperature

p0304 175-39157
Neurophysiological approaches to the study of
aggression

p0306 175-39372
. Responses to preoptic temperature manipulation in

the awake and hibernating marmot
p0307 175-39825

Effect of sojourn at 4,300 m altitude on
electroencephalogram and visual evoked response

p0315 175-41397
Optic-vestibular orientation to the vertical

p0319 175-41753
Effect of the functional state of the central

nervous system on the formation of an elementary
motor response /from EEG correlation analysis
data/

p0346 175-42808
Quantitative regulation and information estimates

for the systemic activity of the brain
p0347 175-42814

Central nervous system invblveneut following type
I aviator's bends complicated by complacency

P0358 175-44362
Neural mechanisms of memory cross correlation
of visual and motor neurons

P0373 175-45448
Microwave effect on rabbit superior cervical
ganglion

p0376 175-46658
Effect of 30-day hypokinesia on the dynamics of

higher nervous activity and sleep of an operator
pOOSO H75-12566

The control of the cardiovascular and central
nervous system under acceleration stress
[1D-784933] pOOSI H75-12582

Effects of exposure to pulsed microwaves (radar)
on central nervous system excitability in
laboratory animals
[1D-786753] p0089 N75-14439

Chemical index to fitness (biochemical correlates
of stress in specialized populations)
[AD-787824] p0127 N75-16222

Analysis of central nervous system involvement
[1D-1007581] p0257 H75-24345

Peculiarities of energy metabolism in the central
nervous system under the combined influence of
vibration and irradiation

p0262 B75-25512
CENTRAL NEBVOOS SZSTBH DEPRESSANTS

Hypoxic ventilatory depression in dogs
p0116 175-21572

Effects of secobarbital and D-amphetamine on
tracking performance during angular acceleration
[1D-777582] p0059 1175-13521

Relationship between administration time of drugs
and acute toxicity in mice mortality rate of
mice injected with central stimulants and
depressants
[NAS1-TT-P-16411] p0285 1175-26632

Drug effects on heart rate and heart rate
variability during a prolonged reaction task
[IZF-1975-3] p0391 875-33661

CBNTB1L SERVOOS SYSTBH STIHDLABTS
Macroscopic model of the visual system for

chromatic flicker fusion
p0067 175-17759

Effects of pharmacological agents on subcortical
resistance shifts

p0378 175-47235
Relationship between administration time of drugs

and acute toxicity in mice mortality rate of
mice injected with central stimulants and
depressants
[B1S1-TT-F-16411] p0285 N75-26632

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
Response and adaptation of Beagle dogs to
hypergravity

p0353 175-44128
CENTRIFUGES
NT HOHAN CENTRIFUGES
Selection of artificial gravity by animals during

suborbital rocket flights
p0243 175-34384

CBHTBIFDGING STRESS
Effect of back-stomach accelerations on gestation

in rats
p0066 175-17373

Difference between the reactions of the
cupula-endolymphatic system to a physiological
turn of the head under natural conditions and
under conditions of rotation

p0066 175-17659
Mechanisms of interaction of the otolith and

ampullar regions of the vestibnlar apparatus in
nystagmus initiation

p0152 175-25319
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Effects of long-ten rotation and hypergravity on
developing cat femes

p0153 A75-25U07
Regulation of body nass in rats exposed to chronic
acceleration

p0173 A75-265I17
Increased uptake and utilization of glucose by
diaphragms of rats exposed to chronic
centrifugation

p0173 A75-26548
*Gz tolerance in Ban after 11-day bedrest periods

with isometric and isotonlc exercise conditioning
p0212 A75-31153

Tolerance of small animals to acceleration
p0212 A75-31158

Comparison of techniques for measuring tGz
tolerance in man

p02»5 A75-34811
Acceleration tolerance level dependence on age and
some morphotic features

p03«2 A75-12645
Unman sensitivity to gravity - On the problem of

gravipreferendum
p0353 A75-14127

CEBiHil PBOTECIIVE C04TIH6S
0 PROTECTIVE COATINGS

CEBEBELLOH
Sensory separation in climbing and moss; fiber
inputs to cat vestibulocerebellun optic
nerve stimulation

pOOOl A75-10475
Functional organization of primate oculomotor

system revealed by cerebellectomy
p0109 A75-20250

Cerebello-vestibular interrelations
sensorimotor integration

p01«3 A75-23312
Neural pathways from the vestibular labyrinths to

the flocculus in the cat
p0169 A75-26199

Quantitative cyto- and histochemical studies of
the Deiters1 nucleus and nodular cortex of
cerebellum in rats exposed to weightlessness

p0357 A75-44352
CEBEBBiL COBIEX

Binocular summation and suppression - Visually
evoked cortical responses to dichoptically
presented patterns of different spatial
frequencies

p0009 A75-11836
H u m a n electrocortical reactions to light as a

function of age
pOOlO A75-12018

Interhemisphere interrelationships in the visual
cortex of cats during binocular and monocular
stimulation

p0013 A75-12970
Early changes in the excitability of the various

levels of the visual system following a light
flash

p0031 A75-13400
Investigation of the cortical projection of the

vestibular apparatus of rabbits
p0031 A75-13102

Latent periods and simultaneity in discharges of
visual and somatosensory cortex neurons in
response to conditioned light flashes

p0032 A75-13599
The possible functional significance of the

different phases of the reactions of visual
cortex neurons to adequate stimuli

p0070 A75-18579
Human cortical magnification factor and its
relation to visual acuity

p0109 A75-20249
Reactions of neurons in the second auditory
cortical area to sound stimulation

p0112 A75-20918
The effect of head tilt on meridional differences

in acuity - Implications for orientation constancy
visual perception

p011« A75-21098
Basal forebrain and hypothalaaic connections to
frontal and parietal cortex in the rhesus monkey

p0118 A75-22010
Graded, unitary and eye movement potentials in

lateral genicnlate nucleus following reticnlar
stimulation

p0120 A75-22215

Cortical projections of the vestibular nerve
nenroanatoay of sensorimotor area

p01<t« A75-23315
The factor of structural integration in brain

activity
pOISO A75-25020

Excitability of the cortex in normal and
adrenalectoaized rats during repeated exposures
to high oxygen pressure

p01S3 A75-25U06
Role of exhaustion of cerebral-cortex functional
potential in the disorder of the activity of the
adrenal gland cortex

p0155 A75-25666
Vestibular and somatosensory inflow to the

vestibular projection area in the post cruciate
dimple region of the cat cerebral cortex

p0169 475-26200
Difference in the functional organization of the
visual center in frogs and cats

p0211 A75-310U7
Dependence of the amplitude of the components of

the response evoked in the somato-sensory zone
of man's cortex on the stimulus intensity

p0211 A75-31050
Spatial and temporal properties of 'sustained' and

'transient* neurones in area 17 of the cat's
visual cortex

p0211 A75-31095
Betinotopic distribution, visual latency and
orientation tuning of 'sustained' and
'transient* cortical neurones in area 17 of the
cat

p0211 A75-31096
Differential responses of cat visual cortical
cells to textured stimuli

p0211 A75-31098
Decision-related cortical potentials during an

auditory signal detection task' with cued
observation intervals

p0309 A75-U0600
Electrical activity of dog's olfactory bulb and

amygdala in paradoxical stage of sleep
p0309 A75-40716

On the effect of hypothalamic nuclei on electrical
activity of optic cortex neurons

p0309 A75-10718
Classical and modern aspects of motor dominance

formation in man
p0314 A75-1105S

Some characteristics of neuron responses of the
upper and lower layers in the striate cortex
light flash stimuli

p0311 A75-41056
Considerations of vision and cerebral function

during hypotension induced by positive
acceleration

p0317 A75-U1458
Correlation between evoked potentials and
processes of sensory analysis in man

p03U7 A75-I42812
Increment spectral sensitivity and colour
discrimation in the primate, studied by means of
graded potentials from the striate cortex

p03«8 A75-43422
Neural mechanisms of memory cross correlation
of visual and motor neurons

p0373 A75-15448
Effects of pharmacological agents on snbcortical

resistance shifts
p0378 A75-17235

Signal processing and characterization of the
audio evoked cortical response
[AD-78U768] p0098 1175-15299

The visual evoked cortical potential as a measure
of stress in naval environments. 3: The
response to pattern and color
[AD-786322] p0098 N75-15301

Preferential release of newly synthesized
acetylcholine by cortex slices from rat brain
[HBL-1974-34] p0256 B75-21339

Behavioural effects of fronto-orbital lesions in
dogs

p0267 B75-25556
Some investigations on the electrical activity of

the human orbito-frental cortex
p0267 H75-2S557

Summary results of research directed toward
eliciting effects of exposure to carbon monoxide
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CEBEBBAL VASCOLAB ACCIDEBTS SOBJBCT IHDBI

on the spontaneous electroencephalogram and
visual evoked cortical electrical activity
[PB-242202/0] p0383 H75-32738

CEHEBBAL VASCDLAB ACCIDENTS ,
Changes in cerebral blood flov and oxygen tension
daring somatic afferent stinulation

p0375 A75-46132
BEG signs of cerebrovascular insufficiency: An
application of spectral analysis of the'EEC
asing provocative Methods

p0266 H75-25552
CEBEBBOSPINAL FLDID

Distribution characteristics of methylhydrazine in
the plasna and cerebrospinal fluid of monkeys

p0112 A75-20895
Cerebral blood flov and energy metabolism and
acid-base egnilibnum of the cerebrospinal fluid
in residents at high altitudes

p0178 A75-28426
The dynamics of the respiratory indices of
arterial blood, cerebrospinal fluid, and tissue
in the region of the bnlbar respiratory center
under conditions of hypoxia

' p0236 A75-32508
Incomplete compensation of CSF /H*/ in man during
acclimatization to high altitude, 4,300 •*

p0244 A75-34806
Blood and CSF acid-base changes, and rate of
ventilatory acclimatization of avake dogs to
3,550 •

p0306 A75-39332
CBBEBBOB

Investigation of human cerebral circulation in
spaceflight conditions

p0317 475-41*63
Cerebral temperature changes in -the monkey (flacaca

mulatta) after 2500 rads ionizing radiation
[AD-A004854] p0295 H75-27718

Administration of ethanol in various doses:
Levels of cerebral serotonin in rats hormone
metabolisms
CHASA-TT-F-16595] p0382 H75-32727

CBEEIKOV EFFECT
0 CEBEBKOV BiDIATIOB

CEBEBKOT BADIATIOB
Visual sensations induced by Cerenkov radiation

p0307 A75-39423
CESSBA BILITABI AIBCB1FI
0 HILITABI AIBCBAFT

CHAIHS
On the dynamics of chain systems applications

in manipulator and human body models
[ASHE PAPEB 74-IA/AOT-11] p0063 A75-16819

CBAIBS
D SEATS

CHALCOGBHIDBS
HT ALUBIBOH OXIDES
HI CABBOB DIOXIDE
HI CABBOB HOBOXIDE
NT BYDBOGEB SDLPIDE
NT IBOB OXIDES
HT NITBODS OXIDES
NT PEBOXIDES

CHANCB-VOOGHT BILIT1BI AIBCBAFT
D BILITABT AIBCBAFT

CHAHHEIS (DATA TBAISBISSIOH)
A multichannel biotelemetry transmitter utilizing
a PCH snbcarrier

p0145 A75-23365
CBABACTEB BECOGIITIOB

Detection of one-, two-, and three-dimensional
Harkov constraints in visual displays. II -
Bultistate displays

p0306 A75-39309
CHABACTBBS
0 SIHBOLS

CBABGBD PABTICLBS
BT BEAVY NUCLEI
Bl BETAL IOBS
RT BADIATION BELTS
NT SOLAB PBOTOBS

CBABTS
BT FLOH CBABTS
NT GBAPBS (CBABTS)

CHECKOUT EQDIPBEJT
0 TEST EQOIPBENT

CBEBICAL AIALISIS
NT GAS ANALYSIS
NT BICBOANALTSIS

NT NEDTBON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
BT QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
NT SPECTKOSCOPIC ANALYSIS
NT UBINALYSIS
NT VOLUHETBIC ANALYSIS
Accuracy of measurements in potassium content of

Donkeys in vivo body counting as conpared to
chemical analysis

p0172 A75-26503
Validity of determination of diurnal cortisol

production rate by isotope dilution method
[NASA-TT-F-16285] p0229 N75-23143

CBBHICAL BOBDS
Quantum chemical study of the thermodynamics,
kinetics of formation and bonding of H2CH -
Belevance to prebiotic chemistry

p007H A75-19289
CBEBICAL COBPOSITIOB
NT CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTBATION
Origin of life - Clues from relations between

chemical compositions of living organisms and
natural environments

p0284 475-38616
The composition of urine and feces in healthy
subjects
[»ASA-TT-F-16<420] p0297 H75-27740

Electron microprobe analysis program for
biological specimens: BIOBAP
[NASA-CB-141923] p0325 N75-28693

CHEMICAL COBPOOBDS
Identification systems for selecting chemicals or

chemical classes as candidates for evaluation
[PB-238196/0] p0198 N75-21016

Biological indicators for monitoring water quality
of BIF canals system
[NASA-CB-143178] p0295 N75-27717

Structure-activity correlation bibliography, mth
subject and author index chemical compounds
toxicity
[PB-240658/5] p0295 H75-27720

Industry survey of test methods of potential
health hazard for chemicals
[PB-239840] p0299 N75-27750

Food safety chemical contaminants and human
toxic diseases
[NASA-CB-141928] p0329 N75-28719"

CBEBICAL EFFECTS
Vagal modulation <of respiratory control during

exercise
p0120 475-22299

Begnlation of body mass in rats exposed to chronic
acceleration

p0173 475-26517
Studies on the toxic properties of free fatty
acids. I - The hemolytic effect and fifty
percent lethal doses of several fatty acids

p0240 A75-33373
The application of 'human operator describing
functions to studies on the effects of alcohol
and marijuana on human performance

p0348 A75-H2902
CHBHICAL ELEBBBTS
NT ABGOH
NT CALCIOB
NT CABBOB
NT DEOTEBIOB
NT BELIUH
NT BYDBOGEN
NT BYDBOGEN ATOBS
NT BYDBOGEN IONS
NT IODINE
NT IODINE ISOTOPES
BT KRYPTON 85
NT LEAD (BETAL)
NT BAGNESIOB
BT BEBCDBY (BETAL)
NT NEON .
HT NICKEL
NT NITBOGEN
NT OXIGEN
NT PALLADIDB
BT PLATIHUB
NT PLOTONIDB 238
NT POTASSIUM
NT POTASSIUM 40
NT BADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
NT BADIOB
NT SODIOfl
NT STBONTIOB 85
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SOBJECT INDEX CBLOBELLA

NT TELLDBIDB ISOTOPES
8T TBACE ELEBEBTS
BT TRITIHB
NT IEHOH ISOTOPES
NT X E N O N 133

CBEBICAL BQOILIBBIOB
BT ACID BASE EQOI1IBRIOB

CBBHICAL POELS
NT AUTOHOBILE POE1S
NT HYDBOGEN FOBLS

CBEHICAL IIDICATOBS
On the directed monitoring of sterilization

using the spore-earth test and a glucose-plasma
indicator
[NASA-TT-F-16<459 J p0294 N75-27714

Chemical controls for sterilization in autoclaves
heat resistance indication for microorganisms

[NASA-TT-F-16478] p0330 H75-29718
Chenical controls for dry heat sterilization

[NASA-TT-F-16321) <.- p0331 S75-29719
CBEHICAL KINETICS

0 BEACTION KINETICS
CBEBICAL PBOPEBTIBS

NT SALINITY ~ "
CBEHICAL BEACTIOIS

HT ACETYLATION
BT CBLORINATION
NT DECABBONATION
NT ELECTROCHEBICA1 OXIDATION
NT FEBHENTATION
NT GLTCOLTSIS
NT HYDROLYSIS
NT O X Y G E B A T I O N
NT PHOSPHOHYLATIOH
NT PHOTOCBEMICAL BEACTIONS
NT PHOTOLYSIS
NT PHOTOOXIDATIOH
NT PHOTOSYNTHESIS
BT PYBOLYSIS
NT BADIOLYSIS
BT REDDCTIOB (CHEHISTBY)
Hot hydrogen atoms reactions of interest in
molecular evolution and interstellar chemistry

, p0043 A75-16022
Organic' synthesis by quench reactions in

prebiotic simulation experiment
p0074 A75-19287

Increased susceptibility to pulmonary oxygen
toxicity after cholesterol biosynthesis inhibition

p0153 A75-25408
Prebiotic chemistry and nucleic acid replication

p0172 A75-26513
Procedure for the isolation and determination of
aldosterone io human urine by thin-film
chromatography on polyanide and ETC micro-reaction
[RAE-LIB-TBANS-1778] p0051 N75-12579

Ammo acids in a Fischer Tropsch type synthesis
[BASA-TH-X-62411 ] ' p0200 N75-21034

CHEBICAL BEACTOBS
Reforming and decomposition of glucose in an
aqueous phase
[ASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-21] p0313 A75-40883

Synthesis of optimal programmable control policies
for lumped and distributed parameter reactor
systems

p0323 N75-28671
CHEBICiL STEBILIZATIOB

Research on cold sterilization vith formalin vapors
tests with bacillus species

[NASA-TT-F-16085] p0058 N75-13512
CBEBICAL TESTS
BT CHEBICiL ANALYSIS
BT GAS ANALYSIS
NT BICROANALYSIS
NT NEOTHON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
NT QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
BT SPECTHOSCOPIC ANALYSIS
BT DRINALYSIS
NT VOLOBETBIC ANALYSIS

CBEBICAL WiBPABB
Decontamination of surfaces contaminated by
chenical warfare and the decontamination of
organisms penetrated by chemical warfare by
nncleophilic attack of organophosphate compounds
[BBVG-FBiT-74-6] p0159 N75-17910

CBEHOBECEPTOBS
Bespiratory response to chemical and metabolic
disturbances -— gas exchange model for lungs,
brain and muscles

pOOOt 475-10123
Time course of nan's ventilatory response to a

sudden rise of PI sub 02
p0006 A75-11305

Hypoxic ventilatory depression in dogs
p0116 A75-21572

Influence of carotid baroreceptors on vascular
responses to carotid cheaoreceptor stimulation
in the dog

p01«2 A75-2312U
Becovery of cheaoreceptor function following

deafferentation of sinocarotid zones in rats
long ventilation variations

p0152 A75-25320
Carbon dioxide response curves during hypothermia

p0308 A75-40274
Ventilatory interaction between hypoxia and /H+/

at chemoreceptors of man
p0344 A75-12763

Stimulus interaction in the responses of carotid
body chemoreceptor single afferent fibers to
independent hypoxic and bypercapnic stimuli

p0359 A75-44619
Relationship between carotid chemoreceptor
activity and ventilation in the cat to
combined hypoxic and hypercapnic stimuli

p0359 A75-44620
CHEHOTHBBAPY

Functioning of the organism and space flight factors
Bussian book

pOOOS 475-11380
Immediate and delayed effects of nitrogen mustard

on cell replication in an autogenous rat sarcoma
p0110 A75-20525

Climatologic aspects of obesity and therapeutic
semistar vation

p0122 A75-22412
Drug interactions - How to identify then
clinical drug toxicity prevention guideline

p0122 A75-22416
Antihypertensive drug therapy in DSAF flying

personnel
p0203 A75-29588

Effect of aerosolized dipalmitoyl lecithin on
oxygen-toxic rat lungs

p0212 A75-31152
Optimal control of multiplicative control systems
arising from cancer therapy

p0303 A75-39061
The effect of diphosphonate therapy on the bone
loss of immobilization

p0028 N75-11663
Experimental-clinical validation of the use of
amitetravit, ATP and autologous bone marrow in
radiation injuries caused by prolonged radiation

p0088 N75-11429
Activity profile of piracetam in psychosyndrones

and symptomatic psychoses
[BASA-TT-F-16217] p0188 B75-19959

Chemico-therapeutic approach to prevention of
dental caries using stannous fluoride gel
[NASA-CB-141762] p0219 B75-21935

The importance of the dosage of thiocyanates in
urine and blood of flying personnel for the
prevention of diseases of visual function

p0223 N75-23092
CHEST

Bespiratory activity sensor using conducting paper
pOOSO N75-12569

Determination of cardiac size from chest
roentgenograms following Skylab missions

p0083 N75-14398
CHICKENS

The tolerance of birds to airblast
[AD-785259] p0048 N75-12550

The innervation of chick striated muscle fibres by
the chick ciliary ganglion in tissue culture
[BBL-1974-333 p0256 N75-24338

CBILDBEN
Byoelectric training of congenital below-elbow
stumps in children

p0265 B7S-25545
CHILLIBG
0 COOLING
CHIBES
0 AUDITORY SIGNALS

CBLOEELLA
The effect of ionizing radiations with different

LET on survival and mutation in Chlorella
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CBLOBIDES SUBJECT IIDM

p0356 A75-44148
Investigation of the dynamics of accumulation of
trace elements b} chlorella cells during
prolonged cultivation

- pOOU9 B75-12560
Dependence of the viability and nutability of
chlorella on post-radiation storage conditions

considering life support systen for nanned
space flight

p0263 B75-25527
A month alone Kith chlorella
[NASA-TT-F-16463] p0285 B75-26634

Experiment with a physiologically active chlorella
culture on the Soyuz-9 spaceship

p0323 H75-28674
Experiment with chlorella aboard the Zond-8
automatic station

p0325 B75-28690
CBLOBIDBS
NT DICHLQBIDES
NT BJDBOGEB CHLOEIDES

CBLOBIBATIOB
Chlorinated hydrocarbons as pharoacological tools

in studies on thernoregulation
p0305 A75-39165

CBLOBIBE COBPOOIDS
BT DICHLOBIDES

CBIOBOPHILLS
Thermal alteration of blue-green algae and
blue-green algal chlorophyll

p0176 175-27775
CBLOBOPLASIS

On the origin of plastids chloroplast ribosone
studies

, p0352 475-43899
CBLOBOPBEIE BESIIS

A new method of manufacturing inflatable
life-jackets using rubber coatings and
chloroprene resins
[BEPT-618] p0190 N75-19974

CBOLESTEBOL
Causes and prevention of coronary disease;
Proceedings of the International Symposium,
Argenteuil, Belgium, Hay 23-25, 1974

p0071 A75-18728
The participation of lysosomes in the
transformation of smooth muscle cells to foamy
cells in the aorta of cholesterol-fed rabbits

p0071 A75-18729
Byperlipidemia, lipoproteins and coronary disease

p0071 A75-18730
Primary prevention of coronary heart disease

p0072 A75-18733
Increased susceptibility to pulmonary oxygen
toxicity after cholesterol biosynthesis inhibition

p0153 A75-25408
Lipid metabolism in perfused human and dog
coronary arteries

p0177 A75-27875
Serum nrate and cholesterol levels in Air Force

Academy Cadets
p0318 A75-41468

Reduction of blood serum cholesterol
[BASA-CASE-NPO-12119-1] p0095 N75-15270

CBOLIHE
Acetylcholine distribution in the retinal layers
of the frog eye

p0013 S75-12971
In vitro acetylcholine biosynthesis in normal and
failing guinea pig hearts

p0178 475-27908
Preferential release of newly synthesized
acetylcholine by cortez slices from rat brain
[HBL-1974-34] p0256 N75-24339

CBOLIBEBGIC BLOCKIIG A6EBIS
0 SNTICHOLINERGICS
CBOLIHEBGICS
HI AHTICBOLIBEBGICS
Cholinergic mechanisms of interneural transmission

in the retina
p0211 A75-31048

CBOLIBESTBBASE
Beactivating potency of some oxiies towards
phosphylated acetylcholinesterase
[TDCK-65518] p0253 B75-24310

A structure activity study of oximes aiming at
prophylaxis against organophosphates
[CL-1974-23] p0333 N75-29744

CHOKDBIIES , .
BT CABBOBACEODS BETEOBITES
CBOBOID HEBBB1BBS

The Choroidal Eye Oximeter - An instrument for
measuring oxygen saturation of choroidal blood
in vivo

p0180 A75-28997
CBBOaOSOBBS

Comparative analysis by various mathematical
models for best fitting of dicentric yields in
human lymphocytes exposed to different kinds of
radiations

p0072 A75-19049
Regulation of nuclear DBA synthesis in amoeba
interspecific hybrids

p0306 A75-39362
Autosomal recombination in males of Drosophila
•elanogaster caused by a transmissible factor

p0347 A75.-.42827
CBBOBIC COBDIHOBS - * '

Induction of chronic growth hormone deficiency by
anti-GB serum * ,

p0002 A75-10078
A technique for recording the electroretinogram
/ERG/ from chronically implanted electrodes in
animals

. , p0009 "A75-11839
Study of relationship betveen the content of
carboxyhemoglobin in the blood and.carbon
monoxide in the exhaled air of test'subjects and
the carbon monoxide concentration in the chamber
atmosphere '
[IAF PAPEB 74-104] p0033 A75-13733

Effect of chronic exposure to cold, hypoxia, and
both combined on water exchange in rats

p0036 A75-14080
Effect of a prolonged stay in a locked environment

on the microbial flora in dogs
p0036 A75-14084

Effects of high-altitude exposure on snbmaximal
endurance capacity of men

p0044 A75-16472
Effect of chronic hypercapnia on body temperature
regulation

p0215 475-32374
Cardiac and respiratory effects of digitalis '

during chronic hypoxia in intact conscious dogs
p0352 A75-43942

CBBOBOTBOBS
0 POLSE BATE
0 TIHE LAG

CIBEFLDOBOGBAPBI
0 HOTIOB PICTURES
0 RADIOGRAPHY
CIBBBAIOGBAPBI

Design and construction of a vide angle
ophthalmoscope and camera
[AD-A005038] • p0326 B75-28700

CIBEBADIOGBAPBI
D BOTIOB PICTURES
0 BADIOGBAPBI
CIBCADIAB BBXTBBS

The biological clock controlling circadian
rhythms

pOOOS A75-11793
The dynamic response of visual accommodation over

a seven-day period
p0011 A75-12816

The 24-hour rhythm of biogenic amines in man in
the normal state and during hypoxia.

'p0039 A75-14850
The influence of self-controlled changes in

ambient temperature on autonomous circadian ,
rhythms in man

p0041 A75-15524
Temporal organization of nenroendocrine function

in relation to the sleep-waking cycle in man
p0042 A75-15777

24-hour periodicity of alkaline DBAase in'-animal
tissue • • .

p0066 475-17660
Dnclocklike behaviour of biological clocks >

p0114 A75-21166
Circadian variation of intercompartmental

potassium fluxes in man
p0116 A75-21573

Preservation of man's efficiency during long-term
space flight

p0140 A75-22976
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SUBJECT INDEX CLASSIFICATIONS

absence of nyctohemeral variation in
stress-induced ACTB secretion in the rat

p0154 A75-25413
An application of long-tern frequency analysis in

measuring drug-specific alterations in the EEC
of the cat

p0170 A75-26243
Tine estimates in a long-tern time-free environment

human performance
p0278 A75-37171

Phase shift in the RES sleep rhythm
p0308 A7S-10275

Circadian variations in the sweating mechanism
' • p03«3 A75-12758

Circadian variations in concentrations of plasma
thyroxine and truodothyronine in nan

p03UU A75-4276U
Car.diac glycogen in Long-Evans rats - Diurnal

pattern and response to exercise
p0352 A75-43945

Circadian rhythm in perfornance on the NBC
stressalyser

p0373 A75-45775
Behavior of Circadian rhythm of temperature and

performance after two' subsequent transatlantic
flights
[DLB-FB-74-55] p0092 S75-1<t»61

Circadian variations' in renal excretion of '
magnesium, calcium, and phosphorus during a
3-day flight onboard C-5 aircraft
[AD-787661] p0126 U75-16216

Bicircadian period of sleep-walking cycle in
beyond time isolation. A polygraphic study
[NASA-TT-F-16212] ' p0187 N75-19948

Theoretical investigation of the Circadian rhythm
and chemical processes in cells

p0188 1175-19956
Dynamics of some temperature rhythm phases during

its inversion
• p0195 N75-20990

Studies on the multiplicity and entrainment of
Circadian oscillators considering periodic
food access to rats

p0217 N75-21925
Periods of maximum peformance and Circadian rhythm

of physiological functions
[HASA-TT-F-16310 ] p0228 H75-23135

Circadian fluctuations in the number of
thrombocytes in patients with acute myocardial
infarction
[NASA-TT-F-16309] p0228 875-23136

Circadian rhythm of physiological functions in
clinostatic hypokinesia
[NASA-TT-F-16308] p0228 N75-23137

Dse of lengthened and shortened days on space
flights

p0324 N75-28681
Happing of individual Circadian rhy thm

[HASA-TT-F-16502] p0361 N75-30775
Control mechanisms of Circadian rhythms in body

composition: Implications for manned spaceflight
[NASA-CB-144U13] p0366 N75-31715

Circadian rhythm in performance on the tNBC •
stressalyser

p0401 N75-33999
CIRCUIT DIAGBAHS

Portable medical status system'
[NASA-CB-144411] p0365 N75-30798

CIRCUITS
NT ANALOG CIBCOITS
NT FEEDBACK CIBCDITS
NT INTEGBATED CIBCDITS
NT LOGIC CIBCDITS
NT PHASE DETECTOBS
NT SWITCHING CIBCOITS
Circuit for detecting initial systole and dicrotic

notch for monitoring arterial pressure
[NASA-CASE-LEW-11581-1] p0061 N75-13531

CIBCOLAB CILINDEBS
Numerical solution of steady-state electromagnetic
• scattering problems using the time-dependent
Maxwell's eguations within dielectric cylinder

p0315 A75-41264
CIBCOLAB TUBES

A method for the quantitative evaluation of the
hemodynamic effect of obstructions in the
coronary arteries as demonstrated by coronary
arteriography

p0266 875-255149

CIRCOLATIOB
NT BLOOD CISCOLATIOH
NT BBAIN CIBCOLATION
NT CABBOXYBEHOGLOBIN
HT CORONARY CIBCOLATION
NT ISCHEMIA
NT OCDLAB CIBCOLATION
NT PEBIPHEBAL CIBCOLATION
NT PDLHONABY CIBCOLATION
Development of criteria for the recirculation of

exhaust air pollution nonitoring
p0329 N75-28714

Determination and categorization of recirculatable
contaminants

p0329 N75-28715
Analytical recirculation models contaminant -
concentration

p0329 N75-28718
CIBCOLATOBY SISTEB ' '
NT AOBTA
NT ABTEBIES
NT BLOOD VESSELS
NT CAPILLARIES (ANATOHI)
NT VASCOLAB SISIEH >
NT VEINS
Cardiovascular dynanics ~ Past, present and future

models
p0003 A75-10420

Human physiological problems in zero gravity --An
attempt at understanding through systems analysis

pOOOt A75-10422
Certain compensator-adaptive reactions of the
circulatory apparatus during prolonged hypokinesia

p0038 A75-147U9
High-freguency /acceleration/ direct body
ballistocardiography

p0142 A75-23120
Evaluation of simulation capabilities with a
respiratory-circulatory system integration scheme

p(>1<!9 A75-24748
Hechanism of the effect of noradrenalin and
adrenalin on smooth muscle cells of sanguiferous
vessels

^ , p0150 A75-25022
A combined left ventricular/systemic arterial model

p0181 A75-29187
Two-dimensional finite amplitude theory of
arterial blood flow

p0181 A75-29188
Evolutionary aspects of the relationship between
hypoxial and circulatory hypoxia

p0207 A75-30345
Experimental application of noiograms to the
evaluation of the functional capacity of the
blood circulation system '

p0214 A75-31295
Development of an implantable piezoelectric '

driving system for a circulatory assist device
[PB-236446/1] p0135 N75-17110

The reaction of the resistive and capacitive
vessels of the hand at the start of muscular
exercise
[NASA-TT-F-16194] p0159 N75-17938

Nature of circulatory autoregulation as a
criterion of body tolerance to environmental • '
agents

p019U N75-20987
CITBATBS

Effect of laser radiation on the coagulability of
human blood plasma

p001« A75-13120
CIVIL AVIATION

Toxicological findings in fatal civil aviation
accidents, fiscal years 1968-1974

p0317 A75-41465
Index to FAA Office of Aviation dedicine reports:

1961 through 1973
[AD-779353] p(>132 N75-17087

CLASSIFICATIONS
NT HIEBABCHIBS
NT INDEXES (DOCOHEHTATIOH)
Identification systems for selecting chemicals or
chemical classes as candidates for evaluation
[PB-238196/0] p0198 N75-21016

A decision tree for arrhythmia diagnosis as part
of a modular VCG/ECG analysis systen

y p0268 N75-25567
On the classification of mnltivariate time

dependent patterns in view of their process
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CLAYS SUBJECT INDEX

structure evaluation of EEC
p0296 H75-27726

CLAYS
Soil and water and its relationship to the origin
of life

p0073 475-19280
CLEAN BOOBS

Quantitative relationship between airborne viable
and total particles

p0345 475-42799
Aerobiocontamination emitted by a person placed in
a laminar flux chamber
[NAS4-TT-F-16284] p0229 N75-23144

CLEANERS
HI AIE FILTERS

CLEARING
State-of-the-art of commercially available air
cleaning equipment specifications and
requirements

p0329 N75-28716
Crew appliance concepts. Volume 3, appendix B:

Shuttle orbiter appliances supporting
engineering data
[HASA-CR-144454] p0400 N75-33722

Crew appliance concepts. Volume 5, appendix C:
nodular space station appliances supporting
engineering data
[NASA-CR-144456] p0400 N75-33724

CLEANLINESS
Evaluation of particulate contamnation for

unmanned spacecraft prelaunch operations
p0148 475-24355

CLIBATB
Empirical model of the root system of winter wheat
considering weather conditions and the soil
moisture distribution by layers

p0047 H75-12499
CLIHAIOLOGI
NT BIOCLIBATOLOGY
NT MICHOCLIMATOLOGY

CLINICAL BEDICINE
Evaluation of frontal plane QBS loop rotation in
vectorcardiographic diagnosis

p0008 A75-11369
A relation between the abnormal T loop and the
exercise test

pOOOS A75-11370
Skylab crew health and changes related to space
flight
[IAP PAPEE 74-103] p0033 A75-13732

Airborne blood pressure measurement using
ultrasonics

p0037 475-14092
Systolic tine intervals by echocardiography

p0070 475-18548
The magnetocardiogram in cardiac disorders

p0071 475-18598
Hypertension and coronary risk - Implications of

current knowledge
p0072 475-18732

Drug interactions - How to identify them
clinical drug toxicity prevention guideline

p0122 A75-22416
Acute snbendocardial myocardial infarction in
patients Its detection by technetium 99-m
stannous pyrophosphate myocardial scintigrams

p0146 475-23595
A clinical and follow-up study of right and left
bundle branch block

p0146 A75-23598
On the clinical value of calibrated displacement

apexcardiography
p0146 A75-23599

Comparisons of pilot performance in simulated and
actual flight effects of ingested barbiturates

p0154 A75-25415
Intensity determination of focused ultrasonic
beams by means of electrodynamic and capacitance
methods for examination of abdomen

p0180 475-29167
Comparison of scalar and vector
electrocardiographic diagnosis and localization
of myocardial infarction

p0210 A75-31043
Predictive validities of several clinical color
vision tests for aviation signal light gun
performance

p0212 475-31151

Clinical application of a second generation
electrocardiographic computer program

p0213 475-31194
Spinal injury after ejection in ]et pilots -

Mechanism, diagnosis, followup, and prevention
p0243 475-34387

Weightlessness - 4 case history for Skylab 2
crewmen

p0248 475-35610
Advances in clinical vectorcardiography

p0279 475-37386
Normal values and commonly used echocardiographic

formulae for adults
p0318 475-41470

Management of severe decompression sickness with
treatment ancillary to recompression - Case report

p0318 475-41471
Echocardiography review of selected areas

p0377 475-46973
4 simple method for the generation of organ and

vessel contours from roentgenographic or
fluoroscopic images
[BASA-CB-140685] p0017 H75-10693

Bone mineral assay: Choice of measuring sites
p0023 875-11625

4pplications of aerospace technology in biology
and medicine
[HASA-CR-141113] p0058 B75-13509

Skylab crew health - Crew surgeons' reports
p0077 N75-14363

Skylab oral health studies
p0077 B75-14364

Skylab environmental and crew microbiology studies
p0078 B75-14366

Bone mineral measurement - Experiment H078
pOOSO N75-14378

Muscular deconditioning and its prevention in
space flight

pOOSO N75-14379
Evaluation of the electromechanical properties of

the cardiovascular system
p0083 B75-14393

Determination of cardiac size from chest
roentgenograms following Skylab missions

p0083 H75-14398
4cguisition and processing method for human
sensonal, sensitive, motory, and phonatory
circuits reaction times
[CE4-E-4534] p0091 B75-14450

Study of engineering in medicine and health care
[PB-236883/5] p0160 H75-17943

Technology and the Beurologically Handicapped
considering prosthetic devices and therapeutic
equipment
[B4S4-SP-363] p0190 B75-19975

Current therapeutic techniques and rehabilitation
from neurological disorders

p0191 N75-19983
Ambulatory acupuncture treatment of patients with

nocturnal urinary incontinence
[B4S4-TT-F-16248] p0195 N75-20997

Circadian fluctuations in the number of
thrombocytes in patients with acute myocardial
infarction
[N4S4-TT-F-16309] p0228 B75-23136

4 comparison of alternative desensitization
procedures for treatment of flight phobia

p0231 K75-23155
Standardization of objective medico-psychiatric
questionnaire in the French 4rmy

p0253 N75-24307
4 multi-disciplinary team for the treatment of

patients with defect upper extremities: 4 need
for optimal rehabilitation
[HTHD-67] p0255 B75-24325

Research activities in application of physics and
engineering to medical science and problems
[PH-4] p0265 H75-25543

Systolic time intervals: The evaluation of a
method for clinical diagnostic use

p0266 B75-25550
Stereotactic apparatus for the introduction of

electrodes into the brain of the human
p0267 B75-25558

4 pilot system for monitoring the
electrocardiogram in a coronary care unit

p0267 B75-25565
4 decision tree for arrhythmia diagnosis as part

of a modular VCG/ECG analysis system
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SOBJECT IHDBI COLD TOLBHAHCE

p0268 875-25567
Software QRS-wave detection of VCG's and ECG's

p0268 H75-25569
The si slope

p0268 B75-25571
Index to selected acoustic and related references
CPB-239805/5] p0269 N75-25580

Clinical applications of the human brainsten
responses to auditor; stimuli
[NASA-CB-14313U] p0298 N75-27741

Hew Moscow hyperbaric-oxygenation barohospital
[NASA-TT-F-16U61] p0326 N75-28699

Progress in medical research, incloding
communicable diseases, military dog improveneat,
radiation injury, and tropical and internal
medicine
[ *D-&00898<4 ] p0367 H75-31722

CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
Spacecraft applications of electrochemical processes

in regenerative life support and power
supply systems
[SAE PAPEB 7U0929] p012« A75-22713

Engineering aspects of the experiment and results
of animal tests Apollo 17 Biological Cosmic
Bay Experiment

p0204 A75-29593
The shuttle orbiter cabin atmospheric
revitalization systems
[ASME PAPEB 75-ENAS-55] p0310 A75-U0856

Reforming and decomposition of glucose in an
aqueous phase
[1S8E PAPEB 75-EMAS-21] p0313 A75-U0883

Effect of a modified atmosphere and increased
temperature on the breathing and metabolism of
man in a restricted closed space

p0096 H75-15283
Computation method for determining oxygen
consumption of a human subject in a closed space

p0263 H75-25523
A month alone with chlorella
[NASA-TT-F-16U63] p0285 N75-26631

Space garden
[NASA-TT-F-161121 ] p0361 N75-30769

CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS
D FEEDBACK CONTBOL
CLOT HUG
NT COVERALLS
HI FLIGHT CLOTHIHG
HI GARMENTS
NT GLOVES
NT GOGGLES
NT HELMETS
NT PRESSURE SOUS
NT PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
NT SPACE SDITS
Nl SDITS
The mental performance of subjects clothed for
comfort at two different air temperatures

p0321 A75-418U6
COAGULATION
NT BLOOD COAGULATION
COASTAL ECOLOGY

Origin and structure of American arid-zone
ecosystems. The producers: Interactions
between environment, form, and function
[CONF-7110912-3] p0233 R75-23169

COATING
NT ENCAPSULATING

COATIIGS
NT ENCAPSULATING
NT MEXAL COATINGS
ST PROTECTIVE CO4TISGS
NT RUBBER COATINGS
NT SPRAYED COATINGS

COCHLEA
Response patterns of cochlear nucleus neurons to
excerpts from sustained vowels

p0038 A75-1U388
Vibrations of the basilar membrane of the cochlea

pOIOS A75-20087
Hypothesis on the function of the crossed
olivocochlear bundle

p0109 A75-20128
Model of crossed olivocochlear bundle effects

p0109 A75-20129
Vibrations of the basilar membrane

p02<10 A75-33U18
Study of hydromechanical models of the inner ear
"1th illustration of basilar membrane.

corti-organ, and covering membrane
p0296 N75-27727

COCKPIT SIMULATORS
Application of human factors engineering data in

medical evaluation of flight crews
p0055 N75-12611

COCKPITS
Left and right in cockpit evolution

p0072 A75-18962
Paths of movement of body members in aircraft

cockpits
p0105 A75-19691

lafroving cockpits through crev workload measureoent
p0316 A75-it141t

The man-machine interface in cockpit
p0357 A75-14323

CODIBG
NT SIGNAL ENCODING
Investigation of the effects of noise on the
encoding function of a syncoder electronic
module of neuron cell
[AD-785070] p008« N75-14Q01

Color coding: A review of the literature
[AD-A001555] p0167 N75-18895

COEFFICIENTS
NT COBRELATION COEFFICIENTS
NT DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

COEHZTBES
Absorption of exogenic cpenzymes by mitochondria!
structures under normal conditions and under
gravitational overload
[NASA-TT-F-16011] p0020 N75-11593

COGHITIOH
Differentiating aptitude factors among current
aviation specialties i
[AD-A003033] p0220 N75-21915

COLO ACCLIMATIZATION
Physiological responses to hypoxia in the tundra
vole

p0003 A75-10237
Age and temperature regulation of humans in

neutral and cold environments
p0007 A75-11312

The effect of a periodic decrease in the ambient
temperature on the effectiveness of nuscle
adaptation to increased activity

p0013 A75-12972
Effect of chronic exposure to cold, hypoxia, and

both combined on water exchange in rats
p0036 A75-11080

Elements of the development in man of endurance to
local coolings and the rules of G. V. Fol'bort

physiology of repeated stimulus and recovery
p0156 A75-25668

The effect of cooling in an altered gaseous medium
on the systems of ammonia formation and binding
in the brain

p0208 A75-30698
Shivering and nonshivering thermogenic responses

of cold-exposed rats to hypothalamic Harming
p0238 A75-33259

Brown adipose tissue and the calorigenic response
to norepinephrine in cold-acclimated rats

p0304 A75-39160
Autonomic nervous system and adaptation to cold in

man
p03i.3 A75-42752

Thermal conductivity of the human body during
immersion at thermal neutrality and in a cold
environment
[NASA-TT-F-16258] p0218 N75-21932

C01D TOLEBAHCB
Physiological reactions to wet-cold

p0111 A75-20889
Tolerance of one species of jerboa /Jaculus
orientalis/ to prolonged exposure to deep
hypothermia

p0113 A75-20950
Relationship between whole body tolerance to
moderate cold and local tolerance to extreme cold

p0240 A75-33374
Neural models on temperature regulation for
cold-stressed animals

p0303 A75-39152
Comparative characteristics of the main types of

climatic clothing of Vostok Station personnel
in Antarctic region

[AD-A005876] p0339 B75-29788
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COLD W E A T H E R SUBJECT IBDEZ

COLO H E A T H E R
Cold: Physiology, protection and survival

[ A G A R D - A G - 1 9 t ] p0018 N75-10706
Exploratory analysis of predictors of diver

per formance decrement during 3 hour cold water
explosures
[ A D - A 0 0 9 3 5 9 ] p0367 N75-3172U

COLD W E A T H E R TESTS
Effect of environmental extremes on task

performance tine
' i p0106 A75-19708

COLLAGE1S
Collagen netabolisn in rat lungs during chronic

intermittent exposure to oxygen
p0212 A75-31155

COLLEGES

0 U N I V E R S I T I E S
COLLIHATOES

Physical conditions for conducting radiobiological
experiments in beans of accelerated particles
w i t h - h i g h linear energy transfer

p0087 1175-14423
COLLISIOH AVOIDASCE

R O B N A V - A range-based robot navigation and
obstacle avoidance algorithm

p0348 175-42903
Conspicuity of target lights: The influence of

" flash rate and brightness collision
avoidance - visual discrimination/pilot
performance, aircraft lights

- [NASA-TH-D-7961] p0368 N75-31732
COLLISIOH W A R R I N G DEVICES

D COLLISION A V O I D A N C E
0 W A R N I N G SYSTEMS

COLLISIOBS
A study of vibration, pilot vision and helicopter

accidents *•
p0292 N75-27699

COLLOIDS
NT AEROSOLS
NT FOG

COLOBIES
The surfaces of coacervate drops and the formation

' of colonies
p0068 A75-18504

Freguency of differentiated sectored colonies
among bacteria in suspension in the outside air
observed over three years (its correlation with
various parameters: Wolf's numbers, solar flux,
geomagnetic activity, fluctuating phenomena
[NASA-TT-F-16202 J p0131 H75-17076

COLOR
Color coding for air traffic control displays

p0280 A75-37691
Color coding: A review of the literature

CAD-A001555] p0167 H75-18895
Color research for visual displays considering

human perception of aircraft instruments
[ A D - A 0 0 3 0 M 9 ] p0200 N75-21033

COLOR PERCEPTION
D COLOR VISION

COLOE TELEVISION
The feasibility of dermatologic consultation to
remote areas via 2-way color satellite
transmission
[AIAA PAPER 75-896] p0280 A75-38031

COLOR VISION
Singly and doubly contingent after-effects
involving color, orientation and spatial frequency

p0009 A75-11837
An algorithm for the detection of signals on the
basis of the color contrast on the screen of a
color cathode ray tube /a color indicator/
for radar

p0042 A75-15615
Psychophysical study of simultaneous chromatic
contrasts

p0064 A75-17327
Macroscopic model of the visual system for
chromatic flicker fusion

p0067 475-17759
Color and texture differences in embedded target

visual search situations
p010<4 A75-1968Q

Effects of lens color on target visibility for
air-sea rescue

p0108 A75-19721
Temporal independence of the Bezold-Bruecke hue

shift in color vision

p0118 A75-22204
Light adaptation and the saturation of colours

p0119 A75-22209
The 'fluttering heart1 and spatio-temporal

characteristics of color processing. I -
Reversibility and the influence of luminance. II
- Lateral interactions across the chromatic border

visual responses
p0119 A75-22214

What causes decay of pattern-contingent chromatic
aftereffects

p0120 A75-22217
Photopic spectral sensitivity of the peripheral
retina

p0148 A75-24446
Spectral shaping and waveguide modes in retinal
cones

p0169 A75-26222
A mathematical approach to explain subjective
color perception

p0170 A75-26224
Visual detection analysed in terms of luminance

and chromatic signals
p0209 A75-31035

Predictive validities of several clinical color
vision tests for aviation signal light gun
performance

p0212 A75-31151
A technique to verify a range of adapting
luminances in which rods contribute to
thresholds determined with a short wavelength
test stimulus

p0238 A75-33162
Spectral sensitivity of the modulation-sensitive

mechanism of vision - Effects of field size and
retinal locus

p0238 A75-33163
Flicker sensitivity of the human red and green
color mechanisms

p0238 A75-33165
Outflow theory and autokinetic movement - Color,

viewing angle, and dark adaptation
p0249 A75-35800

Increment spectral sensitivity and colour
discrimation in the primate, studied by means of
graded potentials from the striate cortex

p0348 A75-43422
Alterations of color sensation under hypoxic
conditions
[NASA-TT-F-15879] p0016 S75-10686

Utility of several clinical tests of color
defective vision in predicting daytime and
nighttime performance with the aviation signal
light gun
[AD-777563] p0061 N75-13529

Human factors considerations for the use of color
in display systems
[NASA-TK-X-72196] p0090 N75-14446

Colormetric and photometric properties of a 2 deg
fundamental observer visual data tables
[IZF-1974-12] p0091 N75-14455

The visual evoked cortical potential as a measure
of stress in naval environments. 3: The
response to pattern and color
[AD-786322] p0098 N75-15301

Response time to colored stimuli in the full
visual field
[NASA-TN-D-7927] p0166 N75-18892

Predictive validities of several clinical color
vision tests for aviation signal light gun
performance
[AD-A006792] p0254 N75-24317

On rod visual acuity and cone visual acuity
color vision and light adaptation
[HASA-TT-F-16315] p0254 N75-24323

COLORATIOB
U COLOR

COLORIHETBT
Psychophysical study of simultaneous chromatic

contrasts
p0064 A75-17327

CO HB AT
Simulation of nigh workload operations in air to

air combat
p0053 N75-12593

COHBIHBD STRESS
Effect of hypergravity and hyperthermia on

antidinretic hormone secretion
p0012 A75-12864
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SUBJECT IBDEI COBPBBSSBD 61S

Combined influence of accelerations and elevated
temperature on the carbohydrate metabolism of
the guinea pig brain

pOO,39 A75-1U882
COBBDSTIOB PBODUCIS

Acute toxicity in rats and mice exposed to
hydrogen chloride gas and aerosols

p0009 475-11805
Sensory irritation evoked by plastic decomposition
products

p0009 A75-11806
A bibliography of published information on
combustion toxicology

p0278 A75-37250
COHFOBT

Individual differences in response to the
environment

p0110 A75-20825
The effect of rating scale parameters on the
assessment of vibration intensity by
passengers in transport environments

p0118 A75-22201
A model and predictive scale of passenger ride
discomfort
[NASA-TB-X-72623] p0060 H75-13523

Standards of rider comfort: Noise, vibration and
age of rider as factors
[BASA-CR-1367UII] p<>166 H75-18891

An elementary psychophysical .model to predict ride
comfort in the combined stress of multiple
degrees of freedom

p0293 H75-27705
Human comfort response to random motions with a
dominant vertical motion
[NASA-TB-X-72691] p0337 B75-29774

Buman comfort response to random motions with a
dominant longitudinal motion
[NASA-TM-X-72706] p038H 875-32746

COBBAND JHD COBTBOL
Ergonomics for command and control rooms
CIZF-197H-17] p0092 B75-14U58

COBH1HD-COHTBOL
0 COBBAND AND CONTROL
COBHEBCIAL AVI1IIOI
0 CIVII. AVIATION

COHBDilCATIIG
HI ELECTHOCOTANEODS COHBDNICATIOB
NT INTERSTELLAR COMBDSICATION
NT VERBAL COBBUNICATION

COBBDBICATION
NT VERBAL COBBDNICATION
COBBDBICATIOH CABLES
NT OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES

COHBDIICATIOH EQUIPBEBT
NT SATELLITE TELEVISION

Buman factors role in egulpment definition and
facility layout for the Space Computational
Center and the NOBAD Computer System Inprovement
Program

p0108 A75-19722
COBBDBICATIOB STSTEBS
0 TELECOBSUNICATION

COBBDHICATION THEORY
NT HORDS (LANGUAGE)

A mathematical approach to explain subjective
color perception

p0170 A75-2622U
COBBDNITIES
NT MOUNTAIN INUABITABTS
Information oil levels of environmental noise
requisite to protect public health and welfare
with an adequate margin of safety
[PB-239U29/H] p0258 B75-24351

COBPABTBEITS
NT AIBCBAFT COBPAR1HENTS
NT BIPEBBARIC CHABEEBS
NT SPACECBAFT CABIHS
NT VACODB CHABBBBS

COBPEISATORI TBACKIHG
Learning characteristics and modeling of human
controller in compensatory tracking systems

p0071 A75-1865U
The measurement of attention capacity through
concurrent task performance with individual
difficulty levels and shifting priorities

p0107 A75-19710
Effects of motion on the parameters of the human
operator engaged in a roll axis tracking task

p0278 A75-37139

Evaluation of roll axis tracking as an indicator
of vestibular/soaato sensory function

p0222 B75-23086
Basic attention measures as predictors of success

in flight training
[AD-A006385] p0363 N75-30789

Bnltivariable manual control with simultaneous
visual and auditory presentation of information

for improved compensatory tracking
performance of human operator

p0393 875-33676
Tracking performance under time sharing conditions

with a digit processing task: A feedback
control theory analysis attention sharing
effect on operator performance

p039<l B75-33678
Time estimation as a secondary task to measure

workload attention sharing effect on
operator performance

p039<! N75-33679
A decision and control multi-axis pilot model

based on an urgency for action concept
p0394 N75-33682

Discrete time modelization of human pilot behavior
p039U N75-33683

Bead-eye tracking in two-dimensional pursuit tasks
sensory feedback control

p0395 1175-33690
Lagged low order control systems with powered
controls

p0396 H75-33691
Slushy weightings for the optimal pilot model
considering visual tracking task

p0398 N75-33708
Human performance evaluation in dual-axis critical
task tracking

p0398 B75-33710
Continuous performance measurement in flight systems

seguential control model
p0398 875-33711

Performance evaluation of tracking based on a low
pass filter model considering variable
closed loop system

p0399 N75-33713
A multiloop approach to modeling motion sensor
responses pilot sensory feedback control in
compensatory tracking

p0399 N75-33715
Effects of control-stick parameters on tracking

performance in a vibration environment —;-
structural design model for control stick

p0399 875-33716
Evaluation of optimal control type models for the

human gunner in an Anti-Aircraft Artillery (AAA)
system

p0399 875-33717
Banual and automatic control of surface effect ships

operator steering servomechanisms analysis
p0399 875-33719

COMPLEX SISTEBS
Large systems with periodical structure and
function /example in cellular tissue/. I -
Formalism of structure and function: Spatial
lattices and cellular automata

p0002 A75-1021«
A man and a collective as elements of the control

system
p031« A75-11058

COBPLEI VABIABLBS
81 EXPONENTIAL FOBCTIONS
COSPLBXITT
HI TASK COBPLEXITI
COBPLIANCE (ELASTICITY)
0 BODOLOS OF ELASTICITY

COMPOSITE BATESIALS
NT LABINATES

COHPOSITE STBDCTOBBS
NT LABINATES
COBPOSITIOB (EBOPEBTI)
NT ATBOSPHEBIC COBPOSITIOB
NT BODY COHPOSITIOB (BIOLOGY)
8T CABBOB DIOXIDE CONCEBTBATION
HT CHEBICAL COBPOSITION
NT GAS COBPOSITION
NT BETEOBITIC COBPOSITION
NT BOISTOBE CONTENT

COBPBBSSBD GAS
HT HIGH PBESSDBE OXYGEN
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COHPBESSIOI LOADS SUBJECT IHDBI

COBPBBSSIOB LOADS
HT IMPACT LOADS

COBPBESSIOB iAVES
Correlations between P wave terminal force and

bemodynamic parameters in aortic stenosis -
prediction of left ventricular end-diastolic
pressure

p0117 475-21072
COHPTOB EFFECT

An evaluation of several nnclides for bone density
determinations by Coopton scattering

p0025 B75-11637
Correlation of os calcis and spinal bone by

coapton scattering
p0025 N75-11638

COHPDTEB ASSISTED IBSIEOCTIOH
Training mathematics skills with games

[AD-A009361] p0385 N75-32753
COHPDTEB DESIGH

The Cardiac Output Computer (COC) project
p0266 B7S-2S548

COHPOTBB GBAPBICS
A truly three-dimensional vectorcardiographic

display
p0117 475-21867

Computer and display systems for large
physiological nodels

p0119 A75-24749
COHPOTBB METHODS

D COHPDTEB PBOGBAMS
COHPDTEB PBOGBABBIHG

A hierarchical concept for man-machine communication
p0107 A75-19714

Advance crew procedures development techniques:
procedures generation program requirements
document
[SASA-CB-141561] p0127 N75-16230

Certain aspects of the psychological analysis of
programmer activity selection of computer
programmers

p0161 H7S-17956
The psychological certificate of the computer
operator performance in man machine system

p0162 N75-17958
Crew procedures development technigues
[SASA-CB-141592] p0163 H75-17966

Calculation routines for evaluation of test results
[FOBTF/F-134:2 ] p0190 N75-19973

Dse of an electronic computer in investigating a
ttiermodynamic model of hydration of carbon
dioxide to carbon and water

p0195 H75-20994
QBS and ST-T typification

p0267 N75-25563
COHPOTBB PBOGBAHS
NT SU8BODTIBES
HITSIs-II - A digital program for on-line analysis
of nystagmus

p0180 A75-28998
Clinical application of a second generation

electrocardiographic computer program
p0213 A75-31194

VECTAB II - A computer program for the spatial
analysis of the vectorcardiogram

p0280 A75-38016
Algorithm for the multi-parameter analysis of
nystagmus using a digital computer

p0282 A75-38419
A system of computer programs for recording the
activity of mice
[FOA-1-C-1IJ78-BH] p0047 B75-125145

Generalized environmental control and life support
system computer program (G189A) configuration
control, phase 2
[SASA-CB-141468] p0101 N75-15315

Data processing prcgrams for nonlinear analysis of
aortic flow in living dogs
[HASA-CH-142085] p0131 H75-17078

Changes in visual evoked response by non-visual
task processing computer programs

p0252 875-21301
A decision tree for arrhythmia diagnosis as part
of a modular VCG/BCG analysis system

p0268 H75-25567
Software QBS-wave detection of VCG's and ECG's

p0268 1175-25569
Hodnlar software for ECG/VCG processing

p0268 B75-25572

PBOBETHEDS, a user oriented program for human
crash dynamics
[AD-A004656] p0290 B75-26671

Two programs for speech recognition and system
identification research
[4D-4003806] p0299 B75-27754

Electron aicroprobe analysis program for
biological specimens: BIOBAP
[HASA-CB-111923] p0325 B75-28693

Crew appliance computer program manual, volume 1
[BASA-CB-1KH50] P0393 H7S-33673

Crew appliance computer program manual, volume 2
[HASA-CB-114451] p0393 N75-33674

COBPOTBB SIHDLATIOB
D COBPDTEBIZED SIHOLATIOH

COHPDTEB STOBAGE DEVICES
Digital memorization of biological waveforms

p0145 475-23359
A heart rate monitoring system utilizing advanced
microelectronic concepts

p022U S75-23104
COHPOTEB SISTERS DESIGB

Human factors role in eguipment definition and
facility layout for the Space Computational
Center and the BOB4D Computer System Improvement
Program

p0108 475-19722
Semi-automated ECG processing - A simple method to

improve efficiency in ECG laboratories
p0178 475-28192

COHPDTEB TBCHHIQOBS
Computerized transaxial X-ray tomography of the

human body
p0001 475-10039

A Fourier technigue for simultaneous
electrocardiographic surface mapping

pOOOS 475-10811
Method for automatic processing of the B-B
intervals of an ECG with the aid of a small
computer

p0067 A75-17791
A computer aided function allocation and
evaluation system /CAFES/

p0105 475-19698
Computer-aided generation of performance measures

for man-machine systems
pOIOS 475-19699

Quantification of abnormal EEG spike characteristics
p0117 475-21868

Automatic detection of arrhythmia on an
electrocardiogram with the aid of a computer

p0141 475-22985
Evaluation of the functional state of the central

nervous system according to results of a
structural analysis of electroencephalograms by
computer

pOIII 475-22986
An algorithm for automated processing of dilution

curves for heart volume studies
p0141 475-22987

Spinal coru potentials evoked by peripheral nerve
stimulation

p0171 475-26211
A computerized system for optimal filtering of
left ventricular pressure data

p0273 475-36072
Methods of electronic simulation of flight sounds

p0277 475-36993
Environment-sensitive manipulator control real
time, decision making computer aided control

p0278 475-371U8
4dvanced speech technology applied to problems of
air traffic control

p0280 475-37692
Computer-generated voice in air traffic control

applications
p0280 475-37693

A program-controlled device for operative
man/minicomputer interaction

p0347 475-42856
BOBB4V - A range-based robot navigation and

obstacle avoidance algorithm
p0348 A75-42903

Optokinetic nystagmus during selective retinal
stimulation

p0318 475-13350
The effect of target surround density on visual

search performance
p0350 475-43816
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SOBJECT IHOEI COSDITIOIIIG (L84BBIIG)

Bone mineral computation with a rectilinear scanner
p002« 875-1163*

Progress in radiographic photodensitoaetry
p0025 B75-11639

Ban-machine interactive imaging and data
processing using high-speed digital aass storage
[NASA-CB- 1142088] p013U H75-17100

Use of conpnters in human factors engineering
[AD-A0011400] p0188 B75-19961

Supervisory control systens
p0192 B75-19998

Geoecology information system. Part 1:
Biogeographic mapping of species ranges:
Documentation of input and data checking
procedure for conpater storage and retrieval of
information
[EDFB-IBP-7U-5-PT-1] p0223 B75-23098

Computer measurement of complex performance on
digital computers

p0251 N75-2II300
Some fast analytical techniques for the EEG
using probability distribution function and
hybrid computers

p0^52 H75-21305
Biocybernetics project
[AD-A008209] p0272 N75-25603

EEG frequency analysis on the PDF Lab 8/E computer
system
[AD-A003522] p0286 B75-26640

The development of a real-time electrocardiogram
analyzing systen using the POP-15 computer
[AD-A008672] p0363 H75-30784

Human interaction tilth an intelligent computer in
multi-task situations

P0395 N75-33684
COWOTBRIZED COBTfiOI
0 NOBEBICAL COHTBOL
COH&OTBBIZED DESIGB

Finite element analysis of a human aortic valve
p0150 A75-24917

Design of control systems for robots by means of
dynamic models of manipulators

p017U A75-27200
Application of facility location techniques to the
optimization of visual display designs

p0215 A75-32099
Computer model to deternine center of gravity and

moments of inertia for protective helmets
[AD-A009285] p0370 H75-31751

COHPDTEEIZBD SIBDLAIIOB
NT ABALOG SIBOLATION
BI DIGITAL SIBOLATIOB
Coapnter simulation of an electrochemical carbon

dioxide concentrator system spacecraft life
support system performance prediction

p0003 A75-10t11
Simulation of the dynamics of human locomotion

p0003 A75-10418
Effect of sampling procedure upon the perfornance

of an electrical model of auditory detection
p0108 A75-20122

The effect of motion on visual acuity of the
compound eye - A theoretical analysis

p0152 475-25247
The central arterial pulses - Experiments on a

hybrid model of the heart and the arterial system
p0170 A75-26235

Study of the model of smooth muscle contractions
at the automatic analog of Vinner's medium

p0208 A75-31016
Estimating the parameters of the human
cardiovascular systen computerized modelling

p0245 475-314867
Discrete time modelization of human pilot behavior
[OBEBA, IP HO. 1975-52] p0280 475-37913

4 simulation study of coronary circulation
p0281 A75-38379

Investigation of human cerebral circulation ID
spaceflight conditions

P0317 475-141163
Computerized method for analyzing maximum and
partial expiratory flow-volume curves

p03U4 A75-142766
Computer simulation of robot-manipulator control

Bussian book
p0348 475-143209

Computer simulations of a dynamic visual
perception model

p0373 475-45377

Eye movements and visual perception - A 'two
visual system1 aodel

p0373 A75-I45378
Systems simulation: A global approach to aircrew

workload computerized systems analysis
p0052 B75-12588

Computer simulation of optimal control of an
integrated human thermal system by response
surface methodology
[PB-2314660/9] p0062 B75-13538

Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator
subsystem math model for manned space station
[B4SA-CB-137565] p0093 H75-H4U67

Computer modeling of the electroencephalogram
using digital computer
[4D-784765] p0101 B75-15322

The development and application of computer
methods and computer programs for the structural
analysis of proteins - for example the
trypsin-trypsin inhibitor complexes, the free
inhibitors, and the L-asparaginase

p0290 B75-27684
4 simulation of the Emergency Clinic and

Department of Primary Care at the
Bright-Patterson AFB Hedical Center
[AD-A0063145] p0334 B75-29750

4 model for predicting integrated man-machine
system reliability: Bodel logic and description
[AD-40098114] p0387 1175-32768

Discrete time modelization of human pilot behavior
p039"4 B75-33683

The effects of stability augmentation on the gust
response of a STOL aircraft during a curved
manual approach

p0398 B75-33706
COHPOZEBS
NT ANALOG COBPOTEBS
NT CDC 6HOO COBPDTEB
NT DIGITAL COBPOTEHS
NT HYBRID COBPOTEBS
NT HHUCOHPOTEBS
NT POP COBPDTEBS

COBCBBTBATIOB (COBPOSITIOB)
NT CAEBOB DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
NT MOISTURE CONTENT

CONCOBDE AIBCB4FT
Human aspects of the use of the Concorde
technological and safety factors

p0201 475-29269
COBDEBSEB EADIATOBS
0 HEAT BADIATOBS

COHDITIOHED BEFLEXES
Evoked responses to heterogeneous stimuli combined

in direct and reverse sequence
p0031 475-13399

Heasuring human aversion to sound without verbal
descriptors

p0035 475-13908
Dynamics of heart rhythm as an indicator of a

conditioned reaction to time in man
p0040 475-15186

The factor of structural integration in brain
activity

p0150 475-25020
Formation of image memory in puppies through

vestibular and vestibular-kinesthetic perceptions
p0215 475-31838

Subliminal fringe of the motoneurone pool of the
soleus muscle in man during rest and stimulation

p0236 475-32505
Effect of the anterior and posterior hypothalamns

on conditioned activity and delayed responses in
lover monkeys

p037« 475-46131
Conditioning human systolic pressure: The

stimulus duration parameter
p0382 B75-32729

COSDITIOHED BESPOBSES
0 CONDITIONING (LEABBIBG)

CONDITIONING
Intersensory generalization and conditioning in

adaptation to visual tilt
pOIOS A75-19950

CONDITIONING (LE4BNIHG)
Characteristics of conditioned reactions in

different phases of natural human sleep
p0115 475-21522

Harm-up effects in the learning of discrete motor
skills
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COIDITIOIS SUBJECT IHDEX

p0306 A75-39312
Disorder in the conditioned reflex activity and

morphological changes in the brain of rats
deprived of paradoxical sleep

p0311 A75-41143
Conditioned control of cardiac activity and

respiration and morphological changes in the
brain of pigeons under the action of a constant
magnetic field
[AD-784798] p0029 H75-11669

Verbalization and inagery in the process of
formation of operator labor skills

p0161 N75-17955
Studies on the multiplicity and entrainment of

circadian oscillators considering periodic
food access to rats

p0217 N75-21925
CONDITIONS

BT CHBONIC CONDITIONS
HI FLIGHT'COHDITIONS

COIDDCtOBS
BT ELECTROLYTES
NT ION E X C H A N G E H E H B B A N E ELECTROLYTES

CONFERENCES
Life sciences and space research XII; Proceedings

of the Sixteenth plenary Heeting, Konstanz, Best
Germany, Hay 231-June 5, 1973

p0012 A75-12859
Recent studies of hypothalamic function;

Proceedings of the International Symposium,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada, Hay 28-31, 1973

p0042 A75-15776
Causes and prevention of coronary disease;

Proceedings of the International Symposium,
Argenteuil, Belgium, May 23-25, 197<t

p0071 A75-18728
International Synposina on the Origin of Life,
4th, Barcelona, Spain, June 25-28, 1973,
Proceedings

p0072 A75-19276
Human Factors Society, Annual Heeting, 18th,
Runtsville, Ala., October 15-17, 1971, Proceedings

p0103 A75-19676
Ballistocardiographic methods and cardiovascular

dynamic's; Proceedings of the Third World and
Ninth European Congress, Sofia, Bulgaria, April
16-18, 1973

p0141 A75-23118
Biotelemetry II; Proceedings of the Second
International Symposium, Davos, Switzerland, Hay
20-24, 1974

p0144 A75-23351
Aerospace Hedical Association, Annual Scientific
Heeting, San Francisco, Calif., April 28-Hay 1,
1975, Preprints

p0245 A75-34925
International Symposium on Basic Environmental

Problems of Han in Space, 5th, Washington, D.C.,
November 27-30, 1973, Proceedings

p0247 A75-35601
International Symposium on Basic Environmental

Problems of Han in Space, 5th, Washington, D.C.,
November 27-30, 1973, Proceedings

p0274 A75-36326
Temperature regulation and drug action;

Proceedings of the Second Symposium on the
Pharmacology of Thermoregulation, Paris, France,
April 16-18, 1974

p0303 A75-39151
Life sciences and space research XIII; Proceedings
of the Seventeenth Plenary fleeting, Sao Paulo,
Brazil, June 17-July 1, 197U

p0353 A75-44126
International Conference on Bone Bineral Measurement
[DHES <NIH)-75-683] p0022 N75-11618

Simulation and study of high workload operations
psychophysiological effects on air crews

[AGARD-CP-146] p0052 N75-12587
Ben or newly tested methods for the assessment of
pilots' workload conference
[DLR-HITT-74-19] p0055 N75-12605

The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences
Symposium, volume 1
[HASA-TH-X-58154-VOL-1] p0077 N75-14358

The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences
Symposium, volume 2
[NASA-TH-X-58154-VOL-2] pOOSO N75-14381

Space mission in Tashkent joint conference on
space biology and medicine

[»ASi-TT-F-16161] p0132 H75-17085
A scientific conference on the problem, Hypoxia

during pathological processes caused by extreme
factor, devoted to the 80th birthday of
Academician of the Academy of Hedical Sciences
of the OSSB
[NASA-TT-F-16159] p0132 N75-17086

Population exposures. Proceedings of the 8th
Hidyear Topical Symposium of the Health Physics
Society
[CONF-741018] p0132 B75-17088

Life in orbit
[NASA-TT-F-16215] p0159 B75-17937

Proceedings of the Third International Congress of
the international radiation protection
association.
[CONF-730907-P1] p0159 B75-17939

Hedical requirements and examination procedures in
relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Comparison of examination techniques in
neurology, psychiatry and psychology with
special emphasis on objective methods and
assessment criteria
[AGABD-CP-153] p0251 N75-24297

Early indications of behavioral and physiological
dysfunctioning in deep dives
[AD-A008537] p0269 N75-25579

Behavioral models of the pilot conference
proceedings
[DLB-HITT-74-42] , p0270 N75-25588

Proceedings of the 1973 Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center Endocrine Program Conference
[NASA-TH-X-5B155] p0296 H75-27728

Current status in aerospace medicine
conference on habitability of spacecraft
environments and environmental control
[AGAHD-CP-154] p0331 N75-29722

Symposium on Temperature Regulation and Drug Action
[AD-A006372] p0362 875-30780

Noise and Speech Interference: Proceedings of
HinisymposinD
[NASA-TH-X-72696] p0368 N75-31731

Biodynamic Response to Windblast
[AGARD-CP-170] p0381 N75-32716

Eleventh Annual Conference on Hanual Control
[NASA-TH-X-62464] p0393 H75-33675

CONGEBITAL ABOBALIES
Differential diagnosis of anomalies of the great

arteries by real-time two-dimensional
echocardiography

p0117 A75-21944
Effects of increased partial pressures of oxygen

on the embryonic and post-embryonic development
of drosophila melanogaster

p0121 475-22409
Conduction cardiograph-bundle of His detector

p0273 A75-36070
Hyoelectric training of congenital below-elbow
stunps in children

p0265 N75-25545
CONGENITAL CONDITIONS
0 CONGENITAL ANODALIBS

CONNECTIVE TISSUE
NT COLLAGENS

COBSCIODSBBSS
Considerations of vision and cerebral function

during hypotension induced by positive
acceleration

p0317 A75-41458
CONSERVATION
NT ENERGY CONSERVATION

COBSOVA8TS (SPEECH)
Speech reception with low-frequency speech energy

p0179 A75-28716
Perceptual differences among consonants
[AD-A002286] p0190 N75-19972

CONSTANTS
NT PERCEPTUAL TIHE CONSTANT

COHSTBAIBTS
Planetary quarantine: Space research and technology

[NASA-CR-140806] p0019 B75-10707
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

Methodological questions of creating
tissue-equivalent phantoms

p0088 N75-14426
COHSOHABLES (SPACECBEI SUPPLIES)
NT DEHYDRATED FOOD
NT POTABLE IATEB
NT SPACE RATIONS
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SOBJECT IBDEI COHVilE BILITABI AIBCBAPT

Food safety chemical contaminants and human
tone diseases
[NASA-CB-111928] p0329 H75-28719

Dinner for a cosmonaut development of freeze
dried foods
[NASA-TT-F-16465 ] p0337 H75-29772

Space shuttle/food system study. Volume 1:
Technical volume, oven study
[NASA-CB-144366] p0338 S75-29778

COHSUBPTIOI
NT EBEHGY CONSOBPTION
NT OXYGEN COHSOaPTIOS
BT SATEB COBSOHPTIOH

CONTACT DEBU1TITIS
Evaluation of proposed electroplated HGO-U-/P frames

to determine the incidence of resulting
nickel dermatitis
[AD-A006121] p0334 N75-297U9

COBTiCT LESSBS
Soft hydrophilic contact lenses in civo.1 and

military aviation
p0358 A75-44363

COBTAnTBABTS
NT BADIOACTIVE CONTABINANTS
NT TBACE CONTABINANTS
Desorptive transfer: A mechanism of contaminant
transfer in spacecraft
[AD-787857] « p0125 N75-16207

Contribution to the question of the contamination
of suspended substances filters by germs
[NASA-TT-F-161149] ' p0130 N75-17074

Portable oxygen-contaminant detector: Development
test and evaluation

- [AD-A007039] p0232 N75-23168
Conservation of food residues vith a mixture of
guinosol and salicylic acid

p0262 H75-2551S
Determination and categorization of recirculatable
contaminants

p0329 N75-28715
Reliability, maintenance, fail-safe, control and

sampling provisions for recirculated exhaust air
systems

p0329 H75-28717
Analytical recircnlation models contaminant
concentration

p0329 875-28718
CONTAHIBAIIOB
NT SPACECRAFT CONTAHINATION
Technigues for avoiding biological contamination

of the outer planets by atmospheric probes
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1161] p0357 A75-44269

Technigues of biological contamination avoidance
by atmospheric probes
[HASA-CR-137562] p0020 875-11592

Determination of points of entry for potential
contaminants into limestone aquifers using
thermal infrared imagery
[SASA-CB-120540] p0017 N75-12546

Oxygen contaminant detection: Procedures for
field analysis of aviator's breathing oxygen
[AD-786916] p0093 S75-14470

Studies on possible propagation of microbial
contamination in planetary atmospheres
[NASA-CE-142825] p0251 B75-24296

CONTENT
NT BONE BINEBAl CONTINT
COBTOOBS

A simple method for the generation of organ and
vessel contours from roentgenographic or
fluoroscopic images
[NASA-CR-1H0685] p0017 B75-10693

COSTBACTION
The use of echocardiography to measure isometric

contraction-time
p0110 A75-20827

Holecular mechanism of contraction of
cross-striated muscles

p0206 A75-30252
COBTRAST
NT IHAGE CONTBASI
COBTBOL BOiBDS

Parametric study of the effect of large instrument
panels on the thermal comfort of a space station
crew
[AIAA PAPEH 75-715] p0237 A75-32882

Psychophysiological stress investigations of an
instrument-coordination analyzer

p0055 N75-12607

measurement and estimation procedure for flight
safety control operator workload

( p0055 N75-12609
COBTBOL DEVICES
0 COHTBO1 EO.0IPHEHT
COBTBOL BQDIPBEHl
Bl COHTBOL STICKS
BT TEIEOPEBATOBS
BT THEBBOSTATS
Design of control systems for robots by means of

dynamic models of manipulators
p0174 A75-27200

Control systems for master-slave manipulators
p0175 A75-27201

An evaluation of the ATH man/machine interface.
Phase 3: Analysis of SL-3 and SL-M data ""'
[BASA-CB-120586] p0127 N75-16226

Human data processor as a system component bits
and pieces of a model
[BISO-B-1722] , p0192 N75-19999

A mechanical arm control system
[AD-A004672] p0301 B75-27768

COHTBOL PANELS ,
D CONTBOL BOABDS
COBTBOL SIHDLATIOB

Learning characteristics and-modeling of human
controller in compensatory tracking systems

p0071 A75-18654
Generation of forcing functions for evaluating

performance at the man-machine interface
p0240 A75-33563

Human decision making in future ATC systems
comparative studies in distributed traffic
management

p0244 A75-34540
Effects of motion on the parameters of the human
operator engaged in a roll axis tracking task

p0278 A75-37139
Computer simulation of robot-manipulator control

Bussian book
p0348 A75-43249

A simulator study to investigate human operator
vorkload

p0052 N75-12589
An interactive driving simulation for driver
control and decision-making research

p0397 N75-33701
COBTBOL SUCKS

Detecting slow changes in system dynamics
human operator adaptive behavior

pOOOl A75-10732
CONTROL TBEOBI

A man and a collective as elements of the control
system

p0314 A75-41058
Concept of algorithmic control for a class of
large systems

p0360 A75-45054
Neural control: Long-range prospects neuron
stimulation for information transfer

p0191 B75-19982
Manual control theory and applications
physiological and neurological applications

p0192 N75-19993
The thermoregulatory system: Begulated system or

servo system?
[NASA-TT-F-16256] p0218 N75-21931

On random and target-oriented search
[BLL-BTS-9U93] p0299 H75-27752

COHIBOLLED ATBOSPBEBES
BT ABGON-OXYGEB ATBOSPHEBES
NT CABIN ATHOSPHEBES \
BT BELIOB-OIIGEU ATBOSPBEBES
BT SPACECBAFT CABIB ATBOSPBEBES
Dltrastructural alterations observed in mouse lung

after prolonged He/02 exposure
p0111 A75-20886

On the theoretical basis of the optimal oxygen
content in the atmosphere for the human being

p0114 A75-21113
Spacelab atmosphere storage and revitalization

system
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EHAS-61] p0309 A75-40852

COBTBOLLEBS
BT SEBVOHECHABISBS
BT SEBVOHOTOBS
COH7AIB BIIIIABY AIBCBAFT
D BILITABY AIBCBAFT
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COHVECTIVE HEAT TBANSPEB SUBJECT IBDEX

COBVECTIVB HEAT TBABSFBB
Physiological reactions of thermoregulation to

convective and radiant heat stimuli
p0114 A75-21114

On differences in sensitivity of the
thermoreceptors of the skin to radiative and
convective thermal action

p0318 475-1(2997
COHVEYOES

Human engineering studies of high speed pedestrian
conveyors using motion simulator
[ABC-CP-1278] p0133 M75-17096

Behavioral observations of passengers boarding a
si on speed conveyor
[TT-7111] p0335 875-29759

COOLABTS
Shuttle orbiter atmospheric revitalization system

and Freon coolant loop system trade studies
[SAE PAPER 740921] p0176 A75-27772

COOLIBS
NT GAS COOLING
NT LIQUID COOLING
SI BiDIAST COOLING
NT SWEAT COOLING

Thermoregulatory responses to preoptic cooling in
unrestrained rabbits

p01U2 A75-23200
Effect of local cooling on sweating rate and cold
sensation

p0170 A75-26236
The prophylactic effect of headcooling on coal
miner's cramps. 1: Electroencephalographic
observation on rabbits during head-cooling under
the hot and humid environment
[NASA-TT-F-16«1I8 ] p0333 N75-29739

COOLING FIBS
Compact heat exchangers for the space shuttle

[ASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-54] p0310 A75-40858
COOLIBG SYSTEHS

Orbiter active thermal control system description
[ASBE PAPEE 75-ENAS-58] p0310 A75-10855

Compact heat exchangers for the space shuttle
[ASSE PAPEB 75-EKAS-54] p0310 A75-10858

Air cycle air conditioning of turbine povered
helicopters
[ASBE PAPEB 75-ENAS-20] p0313 A75-40881

Industrial and bionedical use of aerospace
personal cooling garments
[ASBE PAPEB 75-ENAS-18] p0314 A75-U0886

Computer simulation of optimal control of an
integrated human thermal systei by response
surface methodology
[PB-234660/9] p0062 N75-13538

Ice pack heat sink subsystem, phase 2
astronaut life support cooling system
[HASA-CB-137611] p0135 N75-17109

The performance of components in the Skylab
refrigeration system

p0388 N75-33095
COPILOTS
0 AIBCBAFT PILOTS
COBIOLIS EFFECT

Relationships of fatigue and motion sickness to
vestibulo-ocular responses to Coriolis stimulation

p01<46 A75-23499
(lotion sickness
[NASA-TT-F-1586U ] p0016 N75-10685

COBSEA
Modification of the cytogenetic effect of ionizing
radiation under the influence of permanent
magnetic fields

p0095 N75-15275
COBOBA DISCHARGES
0 ELECTBIC COBONA

COBOHABT ABTEBI DISEASE
Quantitative determination of regional left
ventricular wall dynamics by roentgen videometry

pOOOS A75-11500
Electrocardiographic responses to atrial pacing
and multistage treadmill exercise testing -
Correlation with coronary arteriography

p0011 A75-12613
psychological stress and ventricular arrhythmias
during myocardial infarction in the conscious dog

pOOIt A75-12611
The transcutaneous Doppler velocity detector for

the study of arterial disease and cardiac
dysfunction

pOOII A75-13019

Kugel's artery as a major collateral channel in
severe coronary disease

p0037 A75-T4088
Epideniologic study of asymptomatic men screened

by maximal treadmill testing for latent coronary
artery disease

pOOaO A75-15095
Failure of the onnicardiogram to predict coronary

artery disease in patients with normal resting
electrocardiograms

p0067 A75-1802Q
Byocardial blood flow response to isometric
/handgrip/ and treadmill exercise in coronary
artery disease

p0070 A75-185U9
Causes and prevention of coronary disease;

Proceedings of the International Symposium,
Argentenil, Belgium, Bay 23-25, 1971

p0071 A75-18728
Hyperlipidemid, lipoproteins and coronary disease

p0071 A75-18730
Physical inactivity and coronary heart disease

p0071 A75-18731
Differential diagnosis of anomalies of the great

arteriers by real-time two-dmensional
echocardiography

p0117 A75-219<t«
The omnicardiogram - Study of a proposed method
for detecting coronary heart disease in an
asymptomatic population

p01t6 A75-23596
Vectorcardiographic diagnosis and

electrocardiographic correlation in left
ventricular asynergy due to coronary artery
disease. I Severe asynergy of the anterior and
apical segments

p0116 A75-23597
Correlations between P wave terminal force and

hemodynanic parameters in aortic stenosis -
Prediction of left ventricular end-diastolic
pressure

p01t7 A75-21072
The omnicardiograa - New approach to detection of

heart disease in patients with a normal resting
electrocardiogram

p0176 A75-27872"
Pathogenetic mechanisms in atherosclerosis

p0177 A75-27874
Lipid metabolism in perfused human and dog

coronary arteries
p0177 A75-27875

P wave abnormalities in the orthogonal
electrocardiogram - Correlation with ventricular
overload in pulmonic and aortic valvular heart
disease

p0178 A75-28189
Variations in right and left coronary blood flow

in man with and without occlusive coronary disease
P0246 A75-31966

Anplitude/freguency differences in a single-lead
ECG of normal versus coronary heart diseased males

p0283 A75-38421
ST-segment isolation and quantification as a means

of improving diagnostic accuracy in treadmill
stress testing

p0377 A75-46974
COBOIABI CIBCOLATIOI

Indicator mixing in the left heart and
reexamination of mean circulation time

p0006 A75-11310
Cannula-tip coronary blood flow transducer for use

in closed-chest animals
p0007 A75-11316

An ultrasonic pulsed Doppler system for measuring
blood flow in small vessels

pOOOS A75-11321
Echocardiography of the left ventricular outflow

tract and aortic valve
p001<4 A75-13015

Failure of the omnicardiogram to predict coronary
artery disease in patients with normal resting
electrocardiograms

p0067 A75-18021
The influence of exercise on atrial flutter

p0067 A75-18025
The echocardiographic determination of mitral

valve opening and closure - correlation with
heaodynamic studies in man

p0070 A75-18546
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SUBJECT IBDEX COSBIC BUS

A study of the dynamic relations between the
mitral valve echogram and phasic aitral flow

p0070 A75-18547
Hyocardial oxygen consumption ID isovolumic hearts

with varying cardiac outputs
p0071 A75-18595

Effects of intracoronary temperature variation on
the coronary circulation

p0071 A75-18596
Nonobstructive hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

mimcking nitral stenosis - Documentation by
echocardiography, phonocardiography and
intracardiac pressure and sound recordings

, p0072 475-18900
Normal coronary angiography in an aircrewnan with

serial exercise test changes
p0112 A75-20896

Simulation of catecholamine action in an inproved
electrical Qodel of cardiovascular circulation

p01U2 A75-23121
A new method of studying the cardiac cycle by

means of mechanocardiograms
p0142 A75-23122

Evaluation of cardiac pump performance and heart
muscle mechanics from the apex cardiogram

p0142 A75-23123
Effect of long and frequently repeated emotional

influence on heart
p0155 A75-25665

The central arterial pulses - Experiments on a
hybrid model of the heart and the arterial system

p0170 A75-26235
Coronary blood f low in rats native to simulated

high altitude and in rats exposed to it later in
life

p0173 A75-26824
The evaluation of left ventricular function in nan

- h comparison of methods
p0175 A75-27323

Alterations in coronary sinus pO2 and O2
saturation resulting from pC02 changes

p0176 A75-27705
Coronary hemodynamics during positive /+G sub z/

acceleration
p0203 A75-29584

On the optimal heart-rate in warm-blooded animals
p0209 A75-31020

Constant-load versus heart rate-targeted exercise
- Responses of systolic intervals

p0215 A75-32372
Cardiac performance during graded exercise in

acute hypoxia
p0215 A75-32373

Effect of heart rate on left atrial systolic
shortening in the dog

p0245 A75-34809
Variations in right and left coronary blood flow

in man with and without occlusive coronary disease
p0246 A75-34966

Continuous cardiac output measurement - Aspects of
Doppler frequency analysis

p0273 A75-36073
Left ventricular volume measurement by

echocardiography - Fact or fiction
p0279 A75-37387

A simulation study of coronary circulation
p0281 A75-38379

Measurement of peak rates of left ventricular wall
movement in man - Comparison of echocardiography
with angiography

p0283 A75-38536
Shunt dynamics in experimental atrial septal defects

p0341 A75-42762
Some peculiarities of intracardiac and

intracerebral heaocircnlation in patients
suffering f rom rheumatoid arthritis
[N&SA-TT-F-16307 ] p0229 N75-23138

A method for the quantitative evaluation of the
hemodynamc effect of obstructions in the
coronary arteries as demonstrated by coronary
arteriography

p0266 N75-25549
A reliable QRS-detector for coronary care unit

(CCO) monitoring
p0267 N75-25561

A pilot system for monitoring the
electrocardiogram in a coronary care unit

p0267 N75-25565

Stochastic operations on CCO electrocardiograms
p0268 075-25566

COEOBAS
HI ELECTRIC CORONA

COBPDSCOLAB BADIATIOB
HI PBIBABI COSJ1IC RAYS
NT BADIATIOB BELTS
HI SOLAS FBOTOBS
COEEELATIOH
NT AOTOCORBELATIOB
NT COBRELATION COEFFICIENTS
HI COBRELATION DETECTION
NT CROSS COBREiATIOB
NT SIGNAL ANALISIS
NT SPECTBAL CORBELATIOB
NT STATISTICAL COBBELATION
COBBELATION COEFFICIENTS

Correlations between some heaatological and
biochemical characteristics in monkeys

p0209 A75-31017
The analysis of aviation training evaluations. II

- Similarities of aviation performances in
flying training courses

p0239 A75-33372
COBBELATIOB DETECTION

Theoretical analysis of detection of monaural
signals as a function of interaural noise
correlation and signal frequency

p0179 A75-28715
Hotor correlates of operantly reinforced
hippocampus theta shifts

p0267 H75-25555
CORTI ORGAN

Studies on auditory and vestibular end organs and
brain sten nuclei inner ear damage and
hearing defects
[NASA-CH-112547] p0196 N75-21003

COHTICOSTEBOIDS
NT ALDOSTEBONE
NT COBTISONE
Adrenocortical activity and urinary cyclic AHP
levels - Effects of hypobaric hypoxia

p0112 A75-20893
Influence of muscular exercise on variations in

plasma cortisol and glucose in man "** •
p01U7 A75-24056

A neurophysiological analysis of the effect of
adrenal cortex steroid hormones on the
bioelectric activity of the structures in the
reticulolimbic system

p0208 A75-3101U
Stress-induced changes in corticosteroid metabolism

plasma and urine concentrations
p0297 N75-27733

COBTISOBB
Validity of determination of diurnal cortisol
production rate by isotope dilution method
[NASA-TT-F-16285] p0229 875-23143

Effects of muscular exercise on variation in
plasma cortisol and glucose in normal males
[NASA-TT-F-16257] p0255 N75-24326

COBDHDOH
0 ALOHINOH OXIDES
COSHIC GASES
NT INTERSTELLAR GAS
COSHIC RADIATION
0 COSHIC BAIS

COSHIC BATS
NT PRIHARY. COSHIC RAIS
The Biostack experiments I and II aboard Apollo 16

and 17
p0012 A75-12861

Hicrobial studies in the Biostack experiment of
the Apollo 16 mission - Germination and
outgrowth of single Bacillus subtilis spores hit
by cosmic HZE particles

p0012 A75-12862
Study of cosmic ray effects on Artemia salina eggs

during the Apollo 16 and 17 flights
p0012 175-12863

Heavy cosmic-ray exposure of Apollo astronauts
p0072 A75-18924

Biological effect of superhard conponent of cosmic
rays

p01H6 A75-235U2,_
Biological studies of cosmic rays /

p0202 A75-2927V
Pro3ect BIOCORE /H212/, a biological cosmic ray

experiment - Procedures, summary, and conclusions
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COSBOGOIY SUBJECT IBDEI

p0203 A75-29590
Dosimeter design, construction, and implantation

for recording HZE cosaic particle tracks
• p0203 A75-29592

Cosmic ray particle dosimetry and trajectory tracing
cosmic ray track analysis for ipollo 17

'..BIOCORE
p0204 475-29599

Results of scalp examnation in Apollo 17
BIOCORE pocket nice

p0205 A75-29600
Results of examination of the nasal mucosa in

Apollo 17 B10COHE pocket mice
p0205 A75-29601

Results of ear examination in Apollo 17
BIOCORE pocket mice

p0205 A75-29602
Results of eye examination in Apollo 17

BIOCORE pocket mice
p0205 A75-29603

Results of exanination of the calvarium, brain,
and meninges in Apollo 17 BIOCOBE pocket mice

p0205 A75-29604
Evaluation-of oral, dental, and skeletal tissues

in Apollo 17 BIOCOBE pocket mice
p0205 A75-29606

Evaluation of viscera and other tissues cosmic
radiation effects

p0206 A75-29607
The biological effectiveness of HZE-particles of
cosmc radiation studied in the Apollo 16 and 17
Biostack experiments

p0275 A75-36334
Visual sensations induced by Cerenkov radiation

p0307 A75-39423
Flux of high-LET cosmic-ray particles in manned

space flight
p0355 A75-44140

Results of the Bacillus snbtilis unit of the
Biostack II experiment - Physical
characteristics and biological effects of
individual cosmic HZE particles

p0356 A75-44145
Effects of space balloon flights on reproductive
activity in Faramecium aurelia

p0356 A75-44147
Cosmic radiation exposure in supersonic and

subsonic flight
p0358 A75-44361

Visual light flash observations on Skylab 4
p0079 N75-14372

Hicrodosimetry and the radiation danger of cosmic
rays

p0087 N75-14425
COSBOGOHY

D COSHOLOGY
COSHOL06I

Oparin and the origin of life - Cosmological
considerations

p0070 A75-18517
COSBOI&UTS

Training of cosmonauts under conditions of
weightlessness in airplane laboratories for
working in space

p0140 A75-22975
Energy expenditures of the crew during the

eighteen-day flight of the Soyuz-9 spaceship
p0194 H75-20985

life and work onboard a space station the
Soyuz 16 and Salyut 3 cosmonauts
[HASA-TT-F-16283] p0232 N75-23164

Radiation safety of cosmonauts
[NASA-TT-F-16323] p0265 N75-255<t1

How's your health, cosmonaut?
[NASA-TT-F-16331 ] p0286 H75-26638

The space watch in Salyut as on the earth
physical training and the effects of spaceflight
stress on cosmonaut performance
[NASA-TT-F-16468] p0301 N75-27765

Space food preparation and packaging. A menu for
cosmonauts and "space" bread
[ N ASA-IT-F-164 67] p0331 H75-29720

Dinner for a cosmonaut developaent of freeze
dried foods
[NASA-TT-F-16465] p0337 1175-29772

Assessment of the efficiency of huian performance
in space flight
[JPRS-65K77] p0368 H75-31730

COSHOS SATELLITES
Complex of life-support systems on board the

Cosmos 605 specialized biological satellite
[IAF PAPEB 74-111] p0033 A75-13737

The house in orbit automatic life support
systems on Cosmos biosatellites
[HASA-TT-F-16328] p0271 875-25597

COST ASALYSIS
Outpatient oedical costs related to air pollution

in the Portland, Oregon area
[EPA-600/5-74-017] p0017 H75-10692

Cost analysis of life sciences experiments and
subsystems to be carried in the Spacelab
[NASA-CR-120604] p0134 H75-17101

COST BFFECTIVEHESS
Han as a precious resource - The enhancement of

human effectiveness in flight operations <
[AIAA PAPEB 74-1296] pOOlO A75-12247

How much should you pay for that box aircraft
simulator cost effectiveness

p0103 A75-19677
Incremental transfer and cost effectiveness of

flight training simulators
p0279 A75-37488

Benefits of advanced space suits for supporting
routine extravehicular activity
[ASHE PAPEB 75-EHAS-39] , p0311 A75-40870

COST BSTIBATES
Development of an EVA systems cost model. Volume

3: EVA systems cost model
[NASA-CH-141636] p0134 N75-17105

CODNTBBS
NT SCINTILLATION COUNTERS

COVEBALLS
The development and operational evaluation of the
CSO-15/P anti-G coverall

p0151 A75-25071
COVES
0 BAYS (TOPOGRAPHIC FEATOBES)

CBABPS
The prophylactic effect of headcooling on coal

miner's cramps. 1: Electroencephalographic
observation on rabbits during head-cooling under
the hot and humid environment
CNASA-TT-F-16448] p0333 N75-29739

CRASH INJURIES
Mathematical modelling, simulation and
experimental testing of biomechanical system
crash response
[AIAA PAPEB 75-272] p0123 A75-22495

Strain of human bodies protected by safety belts
in simulated frontal crashes
[CSIB-TSANS-1196] p0362 N75-30779

CRASHES
Evaluation of aircrew protective helmets worn

during crashes and ejections'
CAD-A000632] p0163 H75-17973

CHEIS
NT FLIGHT CHEHS
NT SPACECBEWS
Advance crew procedures development techniques:
Procedures generation program requirements
document
[NASA-CR-141561] p0127 N75-16230

CRICKETS
NT THIBOLIA <
CBITICAL FLICKEB FUSION

Visibility of unpredictably flickering lights
p0011 A75-12697

Hiniuum separable as a function of speed of a
moving object for central and peripheral
vision

p0064 A75-17328
Macroscopic model of the visual system for
chromatic flicker fusion

p0067 A75-17759
Analysis of visual modulation sensitivity - Two
components in flicker perception

p0237 A75-33159
CRITICAL PRESSURE

Physiological responses to hypoxia in the tundra
vole

p0003 A75-10237
CBOSS CORRELATION

Control of performance in a multi-element
repetitive task

p0235 A75-32414
Neural mechanisms of memory cross correlation
of visual and motor neurons
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SOBJECT liDEI DABK 1DAPIMIOI

p0373 A75-45448
CBODB OIL

Hicrobial ecologj and the problem of petroleum
degradation in Chesapeake Bay
[AD-A006590] p0224 H75-23099

Bxodegradation of sooe polynnclear aromatic
petroleum components by marine bacteria
[AD-A006346] p0332 H75-29733

CBTOGBIICS
Frozen blood cell changes

[AD-A003611] p0287 B75-26604
CBTSTAL OPTICS

Asymmetric adsorption by quartz - A nodel for the
prebiotic origin of optical activity

p0351 A75-43890
CBTSTAL OSCILLATOBS

Determination of aerosol mass distribution in an
aerosol centrifuge by means of quartz oscillators
[OB-3490-478] . p0084 875-14400

CBTSTALS
HT CBYSTAL OSCILLATOBS
HI QOABTZ CRYSTALS

CDES ,
Cues, feedback, and transfer in undergraduate
pilot training, phase 3

, [AD>A003748] p0300 H75-27757
Deterministic multiple cue learning. Fart 1:

Effects of cue intercorrela'tion and presentation
order
[IZF-1974-20-PT-1] p0335 B75-29760

On .context effects in short term retention
[IZF--1974-28] p0336 H75-29761

CDLTIVATIOB
Spiral equation for the moving apart of plants in
a spiral-radial cultivator

p0194 H75-20983
CDLTDBE (SOCIAL SCIBBCBS)

From chemical to biological to social evolution
p0156 A75-25706

CDITDBE TBCHBIQOES
Soil sterilization effects on in situ indigenous
•icrobial cells in soil

p0273 475-35901
The response of single human cells to zero gravity

pt>316 A75-41441
Effects of space balloon flights on reproductive
activity in Paraaecium anrelia

p0356 A75-44147
Investigation of the dynanics of accumulation of
trace eleaents by chlorella cells during
prolonged, cultivation

p0049 H75-12560
Automatic 'inoculating apparatus includes

movable carraige, drive notor, and swabbing motor
CBASA^CASB-LAB-11074-1] p0057 H75-13502

COBTISS-IBIGBT BILITABT AIBCBftFT
0 H.ILITABY AIBCBAFT

CO BV AID BE
Basking, aftereffect, and illusion in visual
perception of curvature

, p0208 A75-30819
COBVBD SUBFACES
0 COHTODBS .

cosaioHS
Package cushioning for the human head. I

[ASHE PAPEB 74-HA/BIO-10] p0373 A75-45551
COTIEBS

Ophthalmic liquifaction pump
[HASA-CASE-LEB-12051-1] p0389 H75-33640

CIARATBS *
The importance of the dosage of thiocyanates in
urine and blood of flying personnel for the
prevention of diseases of visual function

p0223 S75-23092
CTAIIDBS

Effects of hypoxia, cyanide, and ischaemia on
myocardial contraction - Observations in
isolated muscle and intact heart

p0113 A75-20961
CYAHOCOBiLiHII

Influence of B12 and B15 vitamins on the indices
of coagnlograms and thromboelastograms of dogs
and rabbits under conditions of acute hypozia

p0207 A75-30344
CYABOPHYTA
D BLUE GBEEB ALGAE
CTBBBIBTICS

Cybernetic prosthesis
p0191 B75-199S8

Cybernetic anthropomorphic machine systems
p0192 B75-19996

Biocybernetics project
[AD-A008209] p0272 B75-25603

Cues, feedback, and transfer in undergraduate
pilot training, phase 3
[AD-A003748] p0300 B75-27757

CICLES
BT ACTIVITY CICLES (BIOLOGY)
BT 80BK-BEST CYCLE

CITOGEBESIS
Thrombocytopoietic activity of blood serum in

animals under short-term adaptation to high
altitude conditions

p0209 A75-31018
Skylab experiment results: Hematology studies

p0249 A75-35615
Cytogenic studies of blood (ejperiaent Bill)

pOOSI 875-14383
Effect of 50-HeV protons on the testes of mice

proton and gamma radiation effects on cells
p0095 B75-15273

Modification of the cytogenetic effect of ionizing
radiation under the influence of permanent
magnetic fields

p0095 B75-15275
Besults of cytogenetic investigations of the
influence of accelerations of 4-10 g on man
considering cell structures

p0097 B75-15290
CYTOLOGY

The effect of helium and nitrogen in cellular
respiration

p0067 A75-17790
Primitive control of cellular metabolism

p0069 &75-18513
The occurrence of dark neutrons in the normal and

deafferentated lateral vestibular nucleus in the
rat - observations by light and electron
•icroscopy

p0242 A75-34077
Cytological reaction of the arterial wall to injury

p0283 A75-38508
On the origin of plastids chloroplast ribosome
studies

p0352 A7S-43899
Morphological and cytochenical indices of the
stress reaction in the blood system under the
influence of G-forces

p0130 B75-17068
CYTOPLASB

Buclear-cytoplasmc interactions in amoeba
interspecific hybrids

p0306 A75-39361
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Species of fungi of the fiygrophoraceae family on
the Velka Horka Bill near Bnichovo Bradiste
[BASA-TT-F-16492] p0361 B75-30768

EAEBO (DATA ABALYSIS)
D DATA PBOCESSIBG
0 DATA REDUCTION
0 DATA TBABSMISSIOB
DAMAGE
BT BADIATIOB DAMAGE

DAHPIBG
MT VIBBATIOH DAHPIBG
DAHPIHG IB PITCH
0 PITCH (IHCLIBATIOB)

DABPIBG IB BOLL <
0 BOLL

DAHPIBG IB YAi
0 YAI
DABP8ESS
0 MOISTOBE COHTEBT

DABIt AOAPTATIOB
Bhodopsin cooperativity in visual response

p0064 A75-17329
Photopic spectral sensitivity of the peripheral
retina

p0148 A75-244«6
Effect of selenium on the photosensitivity of the

616 - p0153 A75-25322
On the mechanisms of the interocular light

adaptation effect
-~"~ p0169 A75-26223
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D4TA ACQUISITION SDBJECX INDEX

Objective determination of light sensitivity of
the eye

p0214 475-31750
Outflow theory and autokinetic movement - Color,

viewing angle, and dark adaptation
p0249 A75-35800

Spontaneous voltage fluctuations in retinal cones
and bipolar cells

p0342 475-42683
The effect of borders and contours on threshold

during early dark adaptation
p0375 475-46526

The effects of target orientation on threshold
during early dark adaptation

p0376 475-16531
Night myopia and the intermediate dark focus of

accommodation
p0376 475-16696

Response time to colored stimuli in the full
visual field
[HASA-TN-D-7927] p0166 N75-18892

DATA 4CQOISIIIOI
Sen-automated ECG processing - 4 simple method to

improve efficiency in ECG laboratories
p0178 475-28192

4 system of computer programs for recording the
activity of mice
[F04-1-C-1478-H4] p0047 H75-12545

DATA ADAPTIVE BVALOATCB/HONITOB
D DAT4 PROCESSING
0 DATA BEDOCTION
0 PATA TBASSHISSION

DATA ANALYSIS
D PATA PROCESSIBG
0 PATA BEDOCTION

DATA BASES
Skylab Hedical Data Center and Archives
[HASA-Tfl-X-58148] p0131 N75-17080

Crew interface specifications development for
inflight maintenance and stowage functions
[NASA-CB-141775] p0232 N75-23165

DAM BOSSES
0 CHANNELS (DATA TBASSHISSION)

DATA CONTBBSIOH BODTINES
NT SOBBOOTINES

DAT! COBBBLATIOB
NT SIGNAL ANALISIS

DATA BANDLIBG SYSTBHS
0 DATA SISTERS
DAM BANA6EHENT

Human factors engineering aspects of satellite
communication systems

p0107 A75-19720
DATA PROCESSING
NT DATA BEDOCTION
NT DATA STOBAGE
NT OPTICAL D4T4 PBOCESSING
NT P4B4LLEL PBOCESSING (COHPOTEBS)
NT SIGN4L ANALYSIS
NT SIGNAL PBOCESSING
NT VOICE DATA PBOCESSING
Bionic aspects in the structure of filtering
optoelectronic preprocessors

p0037 A75-14199
Hethod for automatic processing of the B-B

intervals of an ECG with the aid of a small
computer

p0067 475-17791
Computer-aided generation of performance measures

for man-machine systems
pOIOS 475-19699

Design Option Decision Tree - 4 method for
schematic analysis of a design problem and
integration of human factors data

p0105 475-19700
An algorithm for automated processing of dilution
curves for heart volume studies

p0141 A75-22987
Criteria for optimizing the parameters of

medical-biological data processing devices
p0141 A75-22988

Semi-automated ECG processing - A simple method to
improve efficiency in ECG laboratories

p0178 A75-28192
A computerized system for optimal filtering of
left ventricular pressure data — ~- —

p0273 A75-36072
Organization and processing of bone mineral data _ ~

using a general purpose storage and retrieval

program and a minicomputer
p0024 S75-11633

Human information processing: An assessment and
research battery
[AD-785411] p0056 N75-12613

Hethod and data evaluation at NASA endocrine
laboratory Skylab 3 experiments
[NASA-CB-141469] p0094 K75-15262

Selective reaction and short-term memory in high
speed information processing
£40-784878] pOlOO N75-15311

Numerical data processing as applied to human
neurophysiology: Evoked activity and
transcranial electroencephalography

p0186 B75-19945
Some procedural problems in automatic analysis of

electrocardiograms
[NASA-TT-F-16357] p0254 1175-24316

Besearch activities in application of physics and
engineering to medical science and problems
[PB-4] p0265 N75-25543

Information processing analysis of visual
perception: A review
[AD-A003483] p0288 N75-26655

The effects of observer control over visual
information in classification performance
[AD-A003953] p0208 B75-26656

DATA PBOCESSING EQDIPBEHI
NT ANALOG COMPUTERS
NT CDC 6400 COMPUTES
NT DIGITAL COHPOTEBS
NT HYBRID COBPOTEBS
NT HINICOHPOTEBS
NT POP COHPOTEBS
Device for preprocessing medical-biological data

for digital computer
p0141 475-22989

Evaluation of an acoustical X-X digitizer for use
in biomedical data reduction tasks
£40-4005293] p0334 N75-29746

DATA PBOCESSOBS
0 D4T4 PBOCESSING EQUIPMENT
DATA BEADOOT SYSTEHS
D D4T4 SYSTEHS
0 DISPL4Y DEVICES

DATA BECOBDBBS
Aircraft accident medical investigator's kit
(AD-785389] p0052 N75-12583

DATA REDUCTION
An algorithm for the reduction of data redundancy

in comfort conditioning systems
p0068 A75-18095

Digital memorization of biological waveforms
p0145 A75-23359

Hethod and data evaluation at NASA endocrine
laboratory Skylab 3 experiments
[NASA-CB-141469] p0094 N75-15262

Evaluation of an acoustical X-Y digitizer for use
in biomedical data reduction tasks
[AD-A005293] p0334 N75-29746

DATA SAHPLIBG
Effect of sampling procedure upon the performance

of an electrical model of auditory detection
p0108 475-20122

The reliability of intermittent ECG sampling in
arrhythmia detection

p0377 475-46924
DATA STORAGE

Analog sample/hold circuit for physiological
signal monitoring

p0341 475-42322
Geoecology information system. Part 1:

Biogeographic mapping of species ranges:
Documentation of input and data checking
procedure for computer storage and retrieval of
information
[EDFB-IBP-74-5-PT-1] p0223 N75-23098

D4TA SXSTEBS
Control of an integral mobile robot

p0174 475-27197
DATA TBAHSHISSION

The processing and transmission of BEG data
p0135 N75-17213

DATING
0 TIHE HEASOBEHENT
DAY! I HE

Investigations on the day-night-differences of
physical performance capacity
[DLB-FB-74-29] p0017 N75-10697
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SUBJECT IBDBX DB8P SPACE

Tue dependence of the flight induced increase of
free urinary cortisol secretion in jet pilots

p0053 H75-12597
Utility of several clinical tests of color

defective vision in predicting daytime and
nighttime performance vith the aviation signal
light gun
[AD-777563] p0061 B7S-13529

DE1CC1IBATI2ATIOS
D ACCLIBATIZATIOB

DEACTIViTIOB
Ecology and thermal inactivation of Bicrobes in

and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[HASA-CB-142296] p0164 N75-18877

DEAFBBSS
0 ADDITOEY DEFECTS

DEATH
The cause of death resulting from transfusion

resistant shock. Part 1: Influence of brain
daaage
[HBL-1975-1] p0255 N75-24330

DECABBOB1TIOB
Bosch CO2 reduction system development

[NASA-CB-143959] pOilOO H75-33726
DECAY

BT BIOLOIUNESCENCE
NT PLOOBESCEHCE
NT HICBOWAVE EHISSIOH
BT H0CLEAB FISSION
HT PHOSPHORESCENCE
HT RADIOACTIVE DECAY
NT SECONDARY EMISSION
HT T H E R M O L U n l H E S C E H C E

DECAY BATES
what causes decay of pattern-contingent chromatic

aftereffects
p0120 A75-22217

Decay of visual adaptation to tilt and displacement
p0148 A75-24364

DECISION HAKIHG
Degree of reaction and decision taking of the

pilot in stress situations
p0039 A75-1*878

Experimental investigation of pilot
perception/decision processes under conditions
of stress induced by lack of time

p0039 A75-14879
Design Option Decision Tree - A method for

schematic analysis of a design problem and
integration of human factors data

p0105 A75-19700
Changes in detection measures and skin resistance

during an auditory vigilance task
pOIIS A75-22200

Human decision making in future ATC systems
comparative studies in distributed traffic
management

p0244 A75-34540
Comments on the work of an airliner crew hunan

factors engineering
p0278 A75-37047

Adaptive strategies in vigilance research
p0321 A75-418U9

Saccadic eye movement latencies to inltinodal
stimuli - Intersubject variability and temporal
efficiency

p0376 A75-46529
A study on behavioral analysis of pilot during

aircraft controlling. IT - Display of behavioral
analysis table and flow chart

p0377 A75-47098
Han as a precious resource: The enhancement of

h u m a n effectiveness in air transport operations
[AD-785368] p0056 N75-12620

The energy crisis and decision making in the family
[PB-238783/5] p0200 B75-21028

Fsychophysical models for signal detection with
time varying uncertainty
[HASA-CB-137734] p0363 S75-30788

Experiments in pilot decision-making during
simulated low visibility approaches

p039U B75-33677
Failure detection ty pilots during automatic

landing: Bodels and experiments
p039U N75-33680

Human interaction with an intelligent computer in
multi-task situations

p0395 H75-33684

A theoretical study of the pilot as a system monitor
p0398 B75-33709

DKOBFOSITIOI
BT GLYCO1YSIS
BI PBOTODISSOCIATI05
IT PHOTOLYSIS
HT BADIOLYSIS
Heforming and decomposition of glucose in an
aqueous phase
[ASHE PAPEB 75-EBAS-21] p0313 A75-40883

DECOBPHESSIOB
D PBESSOBE BEDDCTIOB
DBCOBPBESSIOB SICKH2SS

Decompression disorders Bussian book on space
biology

pOOlO A75-12341
In vivo nuclear fission in the aetiology of
decompression sickness

p0064 A75-17264
Optimal use of nitrogen to suppress the high

pressure nervous syndrome
p0111 A75-20890

Somatic-evoked brain responses as indicators of
adaptation to nitrogen narcosis

p0121 A75-22406
Blood flow during 2-Torr exposures at different
decompression rates

p0179 A75-28913
Prophylaxis of high-altitude decompression
sickness during flights in depressnrized cabins

p027« A75-36175
Sobatmospheric decompression - Beurological and

behavioural studies
p0274 A75-36329

Bat operant responding - An indicator of nitrogen
narcosis

p0282 A75-38417
Prevention of decompression sickness daring a
simulated space docking mission

p0282 A75-38418
Hanagement of severe decompression sickness with
treatnent ancillary to recompression - Case report

p0318 A75-41471
Study of the characteristics of decompressive gas
formation with the aid of ultrasound

p0341 A75-42263
The effect of decompression on the alimentary canal

p0342 A75-42644
Central nervous system involvement following type
I aviator's bends complicated by complacency

p0358 A75-44362
A new gas lesion syndrome in man, induced by

•isobaric gas couoterdiffusion*
p0360 A75-45125

Physiological description of decompression phenomena
p0021 B75-11600

Problems of space biology. Volume 25:
Decompression disorders
[BASA-TT-F-15970] p0059 B75-13518

flemostatic alterations following severe dysbaric
stress
[AD-787065] p0126 N75-16218

Beon decompression
[AD-A003506] p0287 B75-266K6

Studies of decompression phenomena bubble
detection by means of Doppler ultrasound bubble
detector
[AD-A003513J p0287 N75-266<!7

Bypobaric nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere as a method
for preventing high-altitude decompression disease

p0324 B75-28682
Effect exerted on the human and animal body by
repeated exposure in a rarefied atmosphere

p0324 N75-28683
In vivo bubble growth studies following
decompression
[AD-A009963] p0392 B75-33667

DBCOITABIBATIOB
HT SPACECBAFT STERILIZATION
Decontamination of surfaces contaminated by
chemical warfare and the decontamination of
organisms penetrated by chemical warfare by
nncleophilic attack of organophosphate compounds
[BHVG-FBBT-74-6] p0159 B75-17940

Aerobiocontamination emitted by a person placed in
a laminar flux chamber
[BASA-TT-F-16284] p0229 B75-23144

DEEP SPACE
BT IHTEBSTE11AB SPACE
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DEFECTS SUBJECT IIDEI

DEFECTS
NT AUDITORY DEFECTS

DEFENSE COBBOBICATIONS SATELLITE SISTBH
Human factors engineering aspects of satellite

communication systems
p0107 A75-19720

DEFLATING
0 PRESSURE REDUCTION

DEGENERATION
A fine structural study of degenerative changes in

the dorsal column nuclei of aging Dice - Lack of
protection by vitamin E

p0303 A75-38998
DEGRADATION
NT THERMAL DEGRADATION
Hicrobial ecology and the problem of petroleum
degradation in Chesapeake Bay
(AD-A006590] p0224 H75-23099

DEHOBIDIFICATION
Desiccant humidity control system for space

shuttle cabins
[HASA-CR-115568] p0133 N75-17097

DEHYDRATED FOOD
Food unit, based on reserves of dehydrated

products, in life support systems for crews of
spaceships during prolonged flights space
flight feeding and spacecrew body weights
[AD-784289] p0019 N75-10710

Hechanisms of deterioration of nutrients
retention of flavor during freeze drying
[NASA-CR-141866] p0285 N75-26630

Effect of storage conditions on the guality of
compressed food tars cherry, beef noodle
soup, corn flake, and bean salad
[AD-A006494/9] p0387 H75-32769

DBBTDBATION
Plasma volume changes following exercise and

thermal dehydration
p0006 A75-11307

Effect of chronic exposure to cold, hypoxia, and
both contained on water exchange in rats

p0036 A75-14080
Differential permeation of artenia cysts and

cucumber seeds by alcohols
p0347 A75-42828

Hembrane damage in dehydrated bacteria and its
repair

p0354 A75-44136
Secondary effects of syneresis on the gas

metabolism of crustaceons lichens
[NRC-TT-1776] p0094 N75-15265

DBHINEBALIZIBG
NT BONE DBBINERALIZA1ION
The influence of weightlessness on mineral
saturation of bone tissue

p0139 A75-22966
DBBSITOHETEBS

Bone standards for the intercomparison and
calibration of photon absorptiometric bone
mineral measuring systems

p002i( N75-11632
DENSITY (BATE/AREA)
0 FLUX DENSITY

DENSITY BEASOREBEBT
NT X RAY DENSITY HEASUREBENT
Physical aspects of 1-125 bone absorptiometry

error analysis
p0022 N75-11619

University of Alberta bone mineral analysis
system: Performance and clinical application

polyenergetic densitometry
p0022 N75-11620

A method for the determination of the compacts
area and the mean absorption density of human
bones

p0023 N7S-11621
Preliminary report: Correlation of total body

calcium (bone mass), as determined by neutron
activation analysis with regional bone mass as
determined by photon absorption

p0023 N75-11622
Bone mineral assay: Choice of measuring sites

p0023 N75-11625
Analysis of Gd-153 and of I-125/Am-241 sources
as optimal duochromators for bone density
measurements

p0023 S75-11627
A new apparatus for bone mineral measurement in vivo

by X ray monochromators

p0024 875-11631
An evaluation of several nuclides for bone density
determinations by Coipton scattering

p0025 H75-11637
A computerized method of determination of bone
' mineral content by a transmission scanner

p0025 B75-11642
Bone mineral content in normal OS whites

p0026 N75-11646
Tibia! bone mineral distribution as influenced by
calcium, phosphorus, and vitamin D feeding
levels in the growing turkey

p0027 N75-11651
Changes in bone mineralization in hemiplegia

p0028 N75-11661
DENtlSTBI

Association of aircraft noise stress to
periodontal disease in aircrew members

p0318 A75-41467
Skylab oral health studies

p0077 N75-14364
Bypobaric chamber for the study of oral health

problems in a simulated spacecraft environment
p0135 S75-17215

Feasibility study on a process for electroless
metal deposition in pits and fissures of teeth
for use in preventive dentistry
[AD-A002071] p0187 H75-19950

DEOXYEIBOHUCLBIC ACID
24-hour periodicity of alkaline DNAase in animal
tissue

p0066 475-17660
On the guestion of the origin and evolution of the

genutic system
p0076 A75-19308

Regulation of nuclear DNA synthesis in amoeba
interspecific hybrids

p0306 A75-39362
Molecular basis for the mutagenic and lethal
effects of ultraviolet irradiation
[COO-3232-3] p0047 N75-12548

Properties of uvrE mutants of Escherichia coll
K12. Part 1: Effects of uv irradiation on DNA
metabolism
[BBL-1974-25] p0256 B75-24332

Badiosensitization of biologically active DNA in
cellular extracts by oxygen. Evidence that the
presence of SB-compounds is not reguired
[BBL-1974-29] p0256 N75-24334

Purification and characterization of an
endonuclease from calf thymus acting on
irradiated DNA
[BBL-1974-35] p0256 N75-24340

Inactivation of biologically active DNA by gamma
ray induced snperoxide radicals and their
dismutation products singlet molecular oxygen
and hydrogen peroxide
[BBL-1975-10] p0392 N75-33664

Comparison of the oxygen enhancement ratio for
ganma ray induced double-strand breaks in the
DNA of bacteriophage T7 as determined by two
different methods of analysis
[BBL-1975-11] p0392 B75-33665

DEPENDENCE
NT SPATIAL DEPENDENCIES
NT TIBE DEPENDENCE
DEPOLARIZATION

On the origin of trace depolarization of nerve
fibers

p0209 A75-31023
DEPOLAEIZEES
0 DEPOLARIZATION

DEPOSITION
NT VACUOB DEPOSITION

A theory of aerosol deposition in the human
respiratory tract

p0116 A75-21569
DEPRESSANTS
NT CENTBAL NEEVODS SYSTEB DEPBESSANTS
DBPBBSSDBIZATIOB
U PBESSUBE BEDDCTION

DEPHIVATIOH
NT SEBSOBY DEPRIVATION
NT SLEEP DEPRIVATION

DEPTH PEBCEPTIOH
D SPACE PERCEPTION
DEBBATITIS
NT CONTACT DEHBATITIS
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SUBJECT IHDEI DIAGSOSIS

Intracytoplasmic ultrastructures ID peripheral
blood cells in lupus erytbematosus
[HASA-TT-F-15710 ] pOOBfl B75-1UU03

DBBBATOLOGJ
The feasibility of dermatologic consultation to

remote areas via 2-way color satellite
'' transmission

[ A I A A PAPER 75-896] p0280 A75-38031
DESALIBIZATIOB

Hater purification process
[NASA-CASE-ARC-106Q3-2] p0057 N75-13506

DESCEST
HI P A B A C H D T E DESCENT

DESEHSITIZ1BG
A comparison of alternative desensitization

procedures for treatment of flight phobia
p0231 H75-23155

DESICCAHTS
Desiccant humidi ty control system for space

shuttle cabins
[NASA-CR-115568] p0133 H75-17097

DESIGB ABALTSIS
Design Option Decision Tree - A method for

schematic .analysis of a design problem and
integration of human factors data

pX>105 A75-19700
Design and function of a mechanical assembly for

recording echocardiograms during upright exercise
p0113 A75-20962

A stable, sensitive, lov-compliance capacitance
force transducer for myocardium measurements

p0117 A75-21575
On the problem of selecting a gait for a legged

vehicle
p017« A75-27191

Instrument for the on-line measurement of the slow
Phase of nystagmus

p0203 A75-29589
Proposal for improving ejection seats with respect
to sitting comfort and ejection posture

P0213 A75-31163
Geometry of aortic heart valves prosthetic

design
P0277 A75-36836

Orbiter active thermal control system description
[ASBE PAPER 75-EHAS-58] P0310 A75-40855

Design and test status for life support
applications of SPE oxygen generation systems

Solid Polymer Electrolyte
[ASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-50] p0310 A75-U0862

Design fabrication and evaluation of a trace
contaminant control system
[ASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-23] p0313 A75-10881

The Navy fighter pilot helmet oxygen Bask
improvement program
[ASBE PAPER 75-EHAS-19] p0313 A75-10885

Phase 2,3 and H 8 psi pressure glove ,
[NASA-CR-11U755] p0163 H75-17972

Shuttle kit free2er refrigeration unit conceptual
design
[NASA-CR-111145] p0387 M75-32763

DESIGS OP ZIPEBISBBTS
0 E X P E R I B E N T A L DESIGH

DBSOBPTIOH
Desorptive transfer: A mechanism of contaminant

transfer in spacecraft
[AD-787857] p0125 B75-16207

DESIBCBEOBIZED SLEEP
D SAPID EYE MOVEHENT STATE
DETECTIOB
NT AIBCBAFT DETECTION
NT CORRELATION DETECTIOB
NT BADAH DETECTION
NT SIGNAL DETECTION
NT TARGET BECOGBITIOB

DEOTBIlIDB
Ose of deuterium in the investigation of water

betabolisn in living organises
p0150 A75-25023

DEVELOPBEBT
The effects of malnutrition on the developing

brain stem of the rat - A preliminary experiment
using the lateral vestibnlar nucleus

P0273 A75-35900
DIABAIIC PROCESSES
U HEAT TRANSFER
DIABETES BELLITOS

Reduced carbohydrate intake in the preparatory
diet and the reliability of the oral glucose

tolerance test
p0213 A75-31161

Interpretation of an abnormal oral glucose
tolerance test encountered during nultiphasic
laboratory screening

p0213 A75-31162
The effect of caffeine upon blood glucose level

considering diabetic and healthy subjects
[BASA-TT-F-16019] p0059 B75-13515

DIAGSOSIS
Evaluation of frontal plane QBS loop rotation in

vectorcardiographic diagnosis
pOOOS A75-11369

Ultrasound in the diagnosis of
cardiovascular-pulionary disease Book

p0013 A75-13012
The principles of ultrasound and ultrasonic

instrumentation in cardiovascular pulmonary
disease diagnosis

pOOlU A75-13013
Variation in pupillomotor responsiveness with mean

pupil size
p0065 A75-17335

Failure of the omnicardiogram to predict coronary
artery disease in patients with normal resting
electrocardiograms

p0067 A75-18021
Echocardiographic examination of the left ventricle

p0070 A75-185U1
Differential diagnosis of anomalies of the great
arteries by real-time two-dinensional
echocardiography

p0117 A75-219M1
A new method of studying the cardiac cycle by

means of mechanocardiograms
p01<42 A75-23122

Acute subendocardial myocardial infarction in
patients Its detection by technetium 99-u
stannous pyrophosphate myocardial scintigrams

p0116 A75-23595
The onnicardiogram - Study of a proposed method

for detecting coronary heart disease in an
asymptomatic population

p0146 A75-23596
The omnicardiogram - New approach to detection of

heart disease in patients with a normal resting
electrocardiogram

p0176 A75-27872
Semi-automated ECG processing - A simple method to

improve efficiency in ECG laboratories
p0178 A75-28192

Considerations on the tiPH syndrome in airplane
personnel Solff-Parkinson-Ihite defective
heart function diagnosis

p0201 A75-29266
Reduced carbohydrate intake in the preparatory
diet and the reliability of the oral glucose
tolerance test

p0213 A75-31161
Clinical application of a second generation
electrocardiographic computer program

p0213 A75-3119»
Post-traumatic condition of the spine in

middle-age pilots
p021U A75-31296

Diagnostic accuracy of an ultrasonic nultiple
transducer cardiac imaging system

p03«5 A75-U2775
Echocardiography review of selected areas

p0377 A75-46973
ST-segment isolation and quantification as a means

of improving diagnostic accuracy in treadmill
stress testing

p0377 A75-U697»
Photon absorption method and Singh index in the

detection of osteoporosis: A comparative study
p0026 N75-116U5

Bicrostrabismns in flying personnel (diagnosis and
disposition)

p0223 B75-23096
Some procedural problems in automatic analysis of
electrocardiograms
[BASA-TT-P-163573 p025« B75-2U316

Systolic time intervals: The evaluation of a
•ethod for clinical diagnostic use

p0266 N75-25550
A decision tree for arrhythmia diagnosis as part
of a nodular VCG/ECG analysis system

p0268 B75-25567
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DIAGBABS SUBJECT INDEX

The ST slope
p0268 N75-25571

Some preliminary experiments in the use of a
programmable videotape recorder as an automated
history-taking device in a chest clinic
[NPL-COM-73J p0333 H75-297U5

DXAGBABS
ST CIHCDIT DIAGRAMS
DIALYSIS

Mathematical modeling of Donnan dialysis; a
continuous ion exchange membrane process
[SBO-810-1] p0047 N75-12547

DIAPHBAGB (AHATOHY)
Increased uptake and utilization of glucose by

diaphragms of rats exposed to chronic
centrifugation

p0173 475-26548
DIASTOLIC PBESSDBB

Correlations between P wave terminal force and
henodynamic parameters in aortic stenosis -
Prediction of left ventricular end-diastolic
pressure

p0147 A75-24072
Measurement of diastolic closure rate of normal

mitral valve
p0240 475-33608

DICBLOEIDES
Continous animal exposure to a mixture of

dichloromethane and 1,1,1-trichloroethane
[HASA-CB-141889] p0285 N75-26631

DICHBOISB
Plane-polarized light in microspectrophotometry

p0119 475-22207
DIELECTRIC HATBBIALS
0 DIELECTBICS
DIELECTRICS

Extracellular potential field of an excitable
fibre, immersed in anisotropic volume conductor,
limited by two infinite dielectric walls,
forming a two-vail angle neuromuscular motor
unit location

p0072 A75-18944
Numerical solution of steady-state electromagnetic

scattering problems using the time-dependent
Maxwell 's equations within dielectric cylinder

p0315 475-41264
DIEHCBPBALON

Bole of diencephalon and trunk structures in
regulation of cardiac activity

p0067 475-17788
DIES

Histochemical and electron microscopical
investigations on livers and kidneys of mice and
rats after PE intoxication, hypoxia, and hunger
diet
[BHTG-FBWT-74-10 ] p0197 N75-21011

DIESEL EHGIHES
Toxicity of engine exhaust gases:

Diesel-bromochloromethane fuel blend
[4D-A008088] p0269 N75-25578

DIETS
Rater and electrolyte balance in man consuming

diets of pure nutrients and mineral supplements
during space flight

[I4P P4PEB 74-105] p0033 475-13734
Primary prevention of coronary heart disease

p0072 475-18733
Effects of a glucose meal on h u m a n pulmonary

function at 1600-m and 4300-m altitudes
p0202 475-29577

Beduced carbohydrate intake in the preparatory
diet and the reliability of the oral glucose
tolerance test

p0213 475-31161
Dietary calcium and the jaw bone

p0027 N75-11652
Beduction of blood serum cholesterol

[N4S4-C4SE-HPO-12119-1] p0095 N75-15270
DIFFEBEHTI4L ANALTZEBS
0 4N4LOG COMPUTERS
DIFFEBEBTIATION (BIOLOGY)

Developmental programming'for retinotectal patterns
p0295 N75-27722

DIFFERENTIATORS
Effect of varying differentiator freguency
response on recorded peak dP/dt for left
ventricular contractile state index

p02«1 475-33675

DIFFBiCTIOH PATTEBBS
High-speed holography of vibrating objects and
rapid events ultrasonic bonders and eardrums

p0342 475-42578
DIPFOSIOH
NT GASEOUS DIFFUSION
NT P4BTICLE DIFFUSION
Effects of intracoronary temperature variation on

the coronary circulation
p0071 475-18596

DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
On eguation of gas transport in the lung

p0179 475-28436
DIFFUSION EFFECT
D DIFFUSION
DIFFUSION PUBPS

Beverse osmosis for spacecraft wash water
recycling high pressure pump definition
[PB-236940/3] p0168 N75-18901

DIGESTIVE SISTEfl
NT G4STBOINTESTIN4L SYSTEM
NT INTESTINES
NT TEETB
Digestive and resorptive function of the small

intestine in stressful situation
p0012 475-12865

DIGITAL COBPUTEBS
NT CDC 6400 COMPUTER
NT MINICOMPUTERS
NT PDF COMPUTERS
Criteria for optimizing the parameters of

medical-biological data processing devices
p0141 475-22988

Device for preprocessing medical-biological data
for digital computer

p0141 475-22989
41gorithm for the multi-parameter analysis of
nystagmus using a digital computer

p0282 475-38419
Advance crew procedures development technigues:
Procedures generation program reguirements
document
£N4S4-CB-141561] p0127 N75-16230

Computer measurement of complex performance on
digital computers

p0251 N75-24300
DIGITAL DATA

Digital memorization of biological waveforms
p0145 475-23359

DIGITAL FILTEBS
Statistical analysis of heart rhythm and

hemodynamic indices in physiological studies
Bussian book

p0176 475-27800
A computerized system for optimal filtering of
left ventricular pressure data

p0273 475-36072
DIGITAL SIMULATION

4 cellular model for the simulation of activation
in the ventricular myocardium

p0178 475-28190
4 family of models for measuring human reliability

p0357 475-44212
4 decision and control multi-axis pilot model

based on an urgency for action concept
p0394 B75-33682

DIGITAL STSTEBS
The user looks at digital avionics pilot

reguirements
[4144 P4PEB 75-554] p0173 475-26722

4 high accuracy linear rate meter digital
design for heart and respiratory rate measurements

p0345 475-42768
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Man machine interactive imaging and data
processing using high speed digital mass storage

p0107 475-19713
Determination of the transfer function of the

external ear by an impulse response measurement
p0109 475-20130

BITNYS-II - A digital program for on-line analysis
of nystagmus

p0180 475-28998
DIGITALIS

Cardiac and respiratory effects of digitalis
during chronic bypona in intact conscious dogs

p0352 475-43942
DIHEDBAL EFFECT
D L4TEB4L ST4BILITY
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SOBJBCT ISDBI DISPLAY DEVICES

DILATATIOB
0 STBETCHIHG

DIOXIDES
HI CABBOH DIOXIDE

DIBBCT POSER GBHEBATOBS
HT HYDBOGEH OXYGEN FUEL CELLS

DIBECTOBIES
0 INDEXES (DOCOHEBTATJOH)

DISCOLOEiTIOB
Chemical controls for dry heat sterilization

[HASA-TT-P-16321 ] p0331 H75-29719
DISCOBIECT DEVICES

Development of a boae-fnation prosthetic attachment
with quick-disconnect coupling

p0388 H7S-33106
DISC08BECTOBS

0 DISCONHECT DEVICES
DISCBIHIItTIOM

HT BBIGHTHESS DISCBIDIHATIOH
HT SEHSORI DISCBIMIHATIOH
HT TACTILE DISCBIMIBAflOH
HT VISDAL DISCBIMIHATIOH

DISEASES
HT AHEHIAS
HT ABTEBIOSCLEROSIS
NT ABTBRITIS
HT ASTIGBATISH
HT ATAXIA
HT BOHE DEHIHEBALIZATIOH
HT CAHCEB
HT CABBOH MOHOXIDE POISOHIHG
HT CATABACTS
HT COHTACT DERMATITIS
NT COROHABY ARTERI DISEASE
HT DERMATITIS
HT DIABETES HELLITUS
NT EDEMA
HT EHCEPHALITIS
HT EPILEPSY
HT EYE DISEASES
HT BEART DISEASES
HT INFECTIOUS DISEASES
HT KIDHEY DISEASES
HT HYOCARDIAL IHPARC1IOH
ST OSTEOPOROSIS
HT PARALYSIS
HT PARASITIC DISEASES
HT PULHOHARY LESIONS
HT BADIATIOH SICKHESS
HT BESPIRATORY DISEASES
HT SCBIZOPBHEHIA
HT TACHYCARDIA
HT THROMBOSIS
HT TOOTH DISEASES
ST TOXIC DISEASES
HT TDBEBCDLOSIS
HT TUMORS

Skeletal deoineralization in primary
hyperparathyroidism

p0025 H75-11610
Vibration disease and its pathogenesis

(AD-785202] p0052 N75-1258«
Rendering medical assistance aboard a spaceship

prediction and prevention of spacecrew
diseases

p0263 N75-25526
DISKS (SHAPES)
HT ROTATING DISKS

DISOBIEBtATIOB
Reactions of animals and humans under conditions
of short-term weightlessness

p0138 A75-22955
Disorientation phenomena in naval helicopter pilots

p0202 A75-29580
Disorientation phenomena in naval helicopter pilots
[AD-786370] p0100 H75-15310

The brief vestibular disorientation test as an
assessment tool for non-pilot aviation personnel
[AD-AOOU963] p0327 H75-28702

DISPENSERS
Advanced water lod mating system for potable

vater aboard manned spacecraft
[NASA-CR-1U1937] p0329 N75-28720

Automatic fluid dispenser
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10820-1] p0387 N75-32766

DISPERSIONS
HT AE8OSOLS
HT FOG
HT SHORE

DISPLACBHEST
Simultaneous visuouotor adaptation to optical tilt

and displacement
p011» A75-21100

Failure to detect displacement of the visual world
during saccadic eye movements

p0210 A75-31011
Motion perception. Report 1: Perception of

minute movements
CSASA-TT-F-16186] p0133 H7S-17093

DISPLACEHEHT HEiSOBEMEHT
Recording with the aid of holographic
interferometry by double exposure of the motion
of the tympanum of guinea pigs undergoing the
action of "short-time" sound effects
[ISL-8/74] p0196 H75-21000

Laser interferometric studies of the guinea pig
eardrums displacement under various acoustic
excitations: Pure sounds, N waves, shock waves
[ISL-7/71] p0196 N75-21001

Pressure variation effects on the guinea pig
middle ear under impulse sound excitation
[ISL-33/73] p0196 N75-21002

DISPLAI DEVICES
HT APPBOACfl INDICATORS
NT GIRO HOBIZOSS
NT HEAD-DP DISPLAYS
NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
NT BADABSCOPES

Human engineering in process automation
pOOlO A75-11866

Some experience with flight-related
electrocutaneous and vibrotactile displays

p0043 A75-15818
Rate control in man-machine systems

p0013 A75-15819
A simple technique using an optomotor response for

visual psychophysical measurements in animals
p0064 A75-17326

Failure of the omnicardiogram to predict coronary
artery disease in patients with normal resting
electrocardiograms

p0067 A75-18021
The transition of experienced pilots to a

frequency-separated aircraft attitude display -
A flight experiment

p0103 A75-19680
Color and texture differences in embedded target

visual search situations
p0101 A75-1968U

Human factors role in equipment definition and
facility layout for the Space Computational
Center and the HORAD Computer System Improvement
Program

p0108 A75-19722
A truly three-dimensional vectorcardiographic

display
p0117 475-21867

The effect of local target surround and whole
background constraint on visual search times

p0146 A75-23198
Visibility of low-spatial-frequency sine-wave

targets - Dependence on number of cycles
p0148 A75-21U47

Computer and display systems for large
physiological models

p01i|9 A75-24749
Application of facility location techniques to the
optimization of visual display designs

p0215 A75-32099
The Analytic Profile System /APS/ for evaluating

visual displays
p0249 A75-35750

An optimal control methodology for analyzing the
effects of display parameters on performance and
workload in manual flight control

p02i49 A75-35820
Color coding for air traffic control displays

p0280 A75-37691
Detection of one-, two-, and three-dimensional

Harkov constraints in visual displays. II -
Hultistate displays

p0306 A75-39309
The effect of target surround density on visual

search performance
p0350 A75-U3846

notion relationships in aircraft attitude and
guidance displays - A flight experiment

p0350 A75-43818
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DISPLAY SISTERS SUBJECT IHDEI

A i r c r a f t simulator motion and the order of merit
of f l igh t atti tude and steering guidance displays

p0350 A75-43849
The transition of experienced pilots to a

frequency-separated aircraft attitude display
p0350 A75-43850

A study on behavioral analysis of pilot during
aircraft controlling. IV - Display of behavioral
analysis table and flow chart

p0377 A75-47098
Investigation of pilot's role and display

requirements in automatic landings
[HASA-CB-140844] p0056 H75-12617

Simulator evaluation of pilot assurance derived
fron an airborne traffic situation display.
Phase 2: Traffic awareness improvement
[AD-778951] p0060 N75-13522

Human factors considerations for the use of color
in display systems
[NASA.-TH-X-72196 ] p0090 1)75-14146

The influence of simultaneous and sequential
display modes on human information-transfer
behavior
[AD-787288] p0127 N75-16223

The effect of communications and traffic situation
displays on pilots awareness of traffic in the
terminal area

p0183 N75-19129
Pilot performance during a simulated standard

instrument procedure turn with and without a
predictor display

p0183 H75-19139
The effects of display variables and secondary

loading on the dual axis critical task performance
p0184 N75-19148

A direct procedure for partitioning scanning
workload in control display system design

p0185 N75-19159
Color research for visual displays considering

human perception of aircraft instruments
[AD-A003049] p0200 N75-21033

Aerodrome air traffic control in the Canadian Forces
design of tower cabs for air traffic

controller tasks
[DCIEB-74-H-1067] p0259 N75-24363

Seal time display parameters study 2
[AD-A007790] p0260 N75-24367

A study of pilot performance during a glide-slope
approach when rate information is supplied via
the peripheral vision
[AD-A005284] p0328 N75-28709

Evaluation of slide-tape lecture programs used in
aero laboratories
[AD-A009571] c p0369 N75-31741

Helmet-mounted display implications for Army
aviation
[AD-A009507] p0370 N75-31748

Three-dimensional human display model
[AD-A011097] p0393 N75-33670

Banual control displays for a four-dimensional
landing approach

p0396 N75-33692
Simulator evaluation of a perspective clipped-pole

display and a thrust-vector controller for VIOL
zero-zero landings

p0396 H75-33693
Results of a flight investigation of

control-display interactions for VIOL
decelerating descending instrument approaches
using the X-22A aircraft

p0396 H75-33695
A simulator study on information requirements for

precision hovering
p0396 H75-33696

A model-based analysis of a display for helicopter
landing approach control theoretical model
of human pilot

p0396 N75-33697
Unique wide field of view visual simulation of

helicopter flight close to earth surface
p0397 N75-33699

A kinesthetic-tactual display for stall deterrence
p0397 H75-33703

DISPLAY SISTEHS
D DISPLAY DEVICES

DISPOSAL
NT WASTE DISPOSAL

DISSOCIATI08
NT PHOTODISSOCIATIOH

Influences of exercise and endurance training on
the oxygen dissociation curve of blood under in
vivo and in vitro conditions

p0173 A75-26924
DISSYBBBTBY
D ASYBBETBI
DISTANCE
NT BANGE AND BADGE BATE TRACKING

DISTANCE BEASOBING BQOIPHENT
NT OPTICAL BANGE FINDEBS
DISTANCE PEBCEPTION
D SPACE PEBCEPTION
DISTILLATION EQOIPSBBT

Potable water recovery for spacecraft application
by electrolytic pretreatment/air evaporation
[ASHE PAPEB 75-BHAS-49] p0310 A75-40863

Design and the parametric testing of the space
station prototype integrated vapor compression
distillation water recovery module
[ASBE PAPEB 75-ENAS-37] p0311 A75-40872

Vapor compression distillation module
[NASA-CB-144424] p0370 N75-31747

DISTBIBDTION (PBOPEBTY)
NT DIFFBACTIOS PATTEBNS
ST ION DISTRIBUTION
NT BASS DISTBIBBTIOH
NT PBESSOBE DISTRIBUTION
NT BADIATION DISTBIBDTION
NT SPATIAL DISTBIBUTION
NT STBESS CONCENTBATION
NT TEBPERATOBE DISTBIBOTIOH
NT VELOCITY DISTBIBUTIOB
DISTDEBANCE THEOBI
U PEBTDBBATION THEOBY

DIOENAL EBYTHBS
0 CIBCADIAN BHYTHBS

DIDBNAL VABIATIOHS
Absence of nyctohemeral variation in

stress-induced ACTH secretion in the rat
p0154 A75-25413

Cardiac glycogen in Long-Evans rats - Diurnal
pattern and response to exercise

p0352 A75-43945
Pilot landing performance under high workload
conditions considering day and night
proficiencies

p0053 B75-12594
Daily rhythms of radiosensitivity of animals and
several determining causes

p0087 N75-14420
Diurnal variations of the Achilles reflex time in

normal man
[NASA-IT-F-16249] p0186 N7S-19947

Diurnal variations of the physiological mobility
of human teeth
[NASA-TT-F-16277] p0230 N75-23148

DIVING (DNDBBIATEB)
Somatic-evoked brain responses as indicators of
adaptation to nitrogen narcosis

p0121 A75-22406
Beport on Project Hydrox 2
[AD-784446] p0018 1175-10701

Biochemical responses of men to simulated air
dives of 100 feet
[AD-787066] p0126 N75-16217

Shallow habitat air dive SHAD-1 psychological
screening of divers as subjects for long
duration saturation experimentation
[AD-A002707] p0189 N75-19971

Hyperbaric-hypobaric interactions as they relate
to compressed air diving and aviation: Canine
experiment
[AD-A003073] p0219 S75-21938

Early indications of behavioral and physiological
dysfunctioning in deep dives
[AD-A008537] p0269 N75-25579

Access: Diver performance and physiology in rapid
compression to 31 atmospheres
[AD-A003514] p0287 N75-26645

Studies of decompression phenomena bubble
detection by means of Doppler ultrasound bubble
detector
[AD-A003513] p0287 N75-26647

Abstracts Biomedical Besearch and Underwater
Breathing Apparatus Evaluation Dives 10 to 1600
Feet Conference
[AD-A003472] p0290 N75-26669

Cognitive and psychomotor performance during NOAA
OPS 1 and 2 diver performance in nitrogen
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SOBJECT ISDEI DBOSS

habitat
[AD-A005643J p0364 H75-30791

Exploratory analysis of predictors of diver
performance decrement daring 3 hoar cold vater
explosures
[AD-A009359] p0367 H75-31721

Gas consumption of scaba divers
[AD~A009354] p0383 H75-32737

DBA
0 DEOXYHIBONUCLEIC ACID

DOCKIIG
0 SPACECRAFT DOCKIHG

DOCOBEBTATIOB
Domestic literature on air, space, and

high-altitude biology and medicine:
Bibliography. Number 2 Bassian book

p0068 475-181125
DOCDHEBTS

HT ABSTRACTS
HI BIBLIOGRAPHIES

N T E N G I N E E R I N G D E A S I H G S
DOGS

Bednced baroreflex sensitivity with volame loading
in conscious dogs

p0318 A75-41500
High altitude pulmonary edema

[AD-782240] pOOIS N75-10702
Stady of a number of biochemical indices of the

blood and tissue of dogs after prolonged
gamna-radiation

p0086 B75-14415
A study of immunological reactions in dogs exposed

to prolonged chronic radiation
p0086 N75-14416

Development of tumors in dogs exposed over a long
period to low doses of external gamma irradiation

p0095 N75-15274
Cardiovascular, renal and respiratory effects of

high intensity, intermediate duration, low
freguency vibration
[AD-AOOOOI12] p0160 N75-17915

Behavioural effects of fronto-orbital lesions in
dogs

p0267 H75-25556
Evaluation of the effects of hypergravity exposure

and caging restraint on bone mineralization in
the Beagle by in vivo photon absorptiometry
[HASA-CB-137710] p0285 K75-26633

Hethod for registering muscle efforts of dogs in a
chronic experiment

p0325 N75-28689
Blood flov and pressure telemetry
[AD-A008885] p0362 N75-30781

DOBIBABCE
HT EIE DOBIHAHCE

Human sensory dominance auditory versus visual
stimulus

p0035 A75-13911
DOPIBG (ADDITIVES)

0 ADDITIVES
DOPPLEB EFFECT

NT DOPPLEB-PIZEAD EFFECT
Studies on arterial flow patterns - instantaneous

velocity spectruns and their phasic changes -
with directional ultrasonic Doppler technique

p O O O U A75-10701
An altrasonic pulsed Doppler system for measuring

blood floH in small vessels
pOOOS A75-11321

The transcutaneous Doppler velocity detector for
the study of arterial disease and cardiac
dysfunction

p0014 A75-13019
An integrated circuit implantable pulsed Doppler

altrasonic blqod flovmeter
pOIUI A75-23355

Continuous cardiac output measurement - Aspects of
Doppler freguency analysis

p0273 A75-36073
Acoustic Doppler echocardiograph

p0319 A75-43820
Studies of decompression phenomena bubble
detection by means of Doppler ultrasound babble
detector
[AD-A003513] p0287 H75-26647

DOPPLBB-FIZEAO EFFECT
Spectral analysis as a method of quantitative
interpretation of Doppler-shift signals for
cardiac output measurement

p0071 A75-18597
DOSAGE
BI RADIATION DOSAGE
DOSIHETBBS

Passive dosnetry measurements on board the Skvlab
II mission

p0036 A75-14082
Dosimeter design, construction, and implantation

for recording BZE cosmic particle tracks
p0203 A75-29592

Cosmic ray particle dosimetry and trajectory tracing
cosmic ray track analysis for Apollo 17

BIOCOBE
p0204 A75-29599

The radiobiological implications of statistical
variations in energy deposition by ionizing
radiations

p0306 A75-39375
The stud; of the radiation environment in

near-earth space dose measurements by Cosmos
satellites

p0355 A75-44141
Distribution effectiveness for space radiation

dosimetry
p0359 A75-4U434

Foil activation analysis and thermolniinesceot
dosimetry on Skylab 2 for monitoring
radiation levels
[AD-783779] p0018 B75-10704

Criteria for personal dosimetry in mixed radiation
fields in space —- analyzing trapped protons,
tissue disintegration>stars, and neutrons
[8ASA-CB-1403651 ' p0051 H75-12574

Thermocurrent dosimetry vith high purity alumina*
oxide

p0295 H75-27721
DOSIBETBI
0 DOSIBETEBS
DOUGLAS HILITABI AIBC8AFT
0 HILITA8Y AIBCBAFT

DOVAP
0 DOPPLEB EFFECT
DBAIIBGS
NT ENGINEERING DBASIHGS

DHBAHS
Bioelectrical activity of the human brain and
subjective estimation gf time during dreams of
different structure

p0346 A75-42810
DBOBE HBLICOPTEBS
0 HELICOPTEBS
DHOSOPBILi

A mathematical analysis of the mortality kinetics
of Drosophila melanogaster exposed to gamma
radiation

p0278 A75-37326
Effects of oxygen-nitrogen /111/ at 760 Tori on

the life span and fine structure of Drosophila
aelanogaster

p0279 A75-37327
Autosomal recombination in males of Drosophila

melanogaster caused by a transmissible factor
p0347 A75-42827

DBOBSIBESS
0 SLEEP

DBDG TBBBAPI
0 CHEHOTHERAPT
DBOGS
NT ADBENEBGICS
BT ANESTHETICS
NT ANTIADRENEBGICS
BT ABTIBIOIICS
NT ANTICHOLINEBGICS
BT ANTICOHVDLSABTS
NT ANTIDIDBBTICS
NT ANTIDOTES
NT ANTIHISTABIBICS
BT ANTIBADIATION DBDGS
NT CAFFEINE
BT CENTBAL NEBVODS SISTEH DEPBESSABTS
HT CESTRAL SEHVOOS SYSTEfl STIBDLABTS
NT CBOLIBEBGICS
NT COBTISOBE
NT DIGITALIS
BT EPINEPBBIBE
NT BISTAHINBS
BT INSDLIN
BT HABIJDANA
NT BOTION SICKNESS DBOGS
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DBY BEAT SOBJECT INDEX

NT NARCOTICS
N T N O R A D R E N A L I N E
HI B O B E P I N E P H R I N E
HI SEDATIVES
NT T R A N Q U I L I Z E H S
NT VASOCONSTRICTOR DBB6S

Drug interactions - How to identify them
clinical drug toncity prevention guideline

p0122 A75-22116
Temperature regulation and drug action;

Proceedings of the Second Symposium on the
Pharmacology of Thermoregulation, Paris, France,
April 16-18, 1971)

p0303 A75-39151
Ophthalmological assistance during prolonged space

flights eye drug films for application
during weightlessness

p0096 N75-15285
DBY HEAT

Viking heat sterilization - Progress and problems
[IAP PAPES 7U-119] p0031 A75-13711

Thermal profile of a Bacillus species /ATCC 27380/
extremely resistant to dry heat

p0378 A75-17211
Environmental microbiology as related to planetary

quarantine synergetic effect of heat and
radiation
[NASA-CR-110911] p0057 N75-12622

Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[NASA-CR-111122] p0093 N75-15261

Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[NASA-CR-112909] p0263 N75-25528

Environmental aicrcbiology as related to planetary
quarantine
[NASA-CH-112933] p0271 N75-25596

DBIING
NT DEHUMIDIFICAT10N
NT DEHYDRATION
NT FREEZE DRYING
DDCTS
NT AIR DDCTS
DOBOIES

Methodological questions of creating
tissue-equivalent phantoms

p0088 N75-11126
DUOCHROHATOBS

Direct readout of tone mineral content with
dichromatic absorptiometry analog device for
absorption data processing

p0023 N75-11626
Analysis of Gd-153 and of I-125/Am-211 sources

as optimal duochromators for bone density
measurements

p0023 N75-11627
Dual photon X-ray team applications for bone

calcification measurement
p0021 N75-11628

DDBATION
0 TIME

DYES
A review of the toxicology of colored chemical

smokes and colored smoke dyes
[AD-A003827] p0287 N75-26613

DINAHIC CHARACTERISTICS
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY
NT FLOS CHARACTERISTICS
NT FLOW STABILITY
NT FLOK VELOCITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
Dynamic characteristics of heart-rate responses to

sine-function work-load patterns in man
p0173 A75-26825

Hotion of pendulum-type biped systems
p0273 A75-35979

Dynamic properties of eye position coded neurons
in the alert monkey during saccades

p0278 A75-3702U
The manual control of vehicles undergoing slow
transitions in dynamic characteristics
[NASA-CR-132112] p0188 N75-19958

DYIiHIC CONTROL
Rate control in man-machine systems

p0013 A75-15819
Control of an integral mobile robot

p0171 A75-27197

Environment-sensitive manipulator control real
time, decision making computer aided control

p0278 A75-37118
Concept of algorithmic control for a class of

large systems
p0360 A75-15051

Control mechanisms of circadian rhythms in body
composition: Implications for manned spaceflight
[NASA-CR-111113] p0366 N75-31715

DYNAMIC LOADS
NT BLAST LOADS
NT COST LOADS
NT IMPACT LOADS
NT VIBRATORY LOADS
Electromyoqraphy in dynamic muscular loading

p0106 A75-19701
DYNAMIC MODELS

An experimentally validated dynamic model of the
spine

p0003 A75-10352
Analysis of effect of the solubility on gas

exchange in uonhomogeneous lungs
p0006 A75-11311

Development of a training model for naval flight
students

p0103 A7S-19679
The central arterial pulses - Experiments on a

hybrid model of the heart and the arterial system
p0170 A75-26235

Design of control systems for robots by means of
dynamic models of manipulators

p0171 A75-27200
A combined left ventricular/systemic arterial model

p0181 A75-29187
Two-dimensional finite amplitude theory of

arterial blood flow
p0181 A75-29188

Computer simulations of a dynamic visual
perception model

p0373 A75-15377
Eye movements and visual perception - A 'two

visual system1 model
p0373 A75-15378

Package cushioning for the human head. I
[ASME PAPER 71-HA/BIO-10] p0373 A75-15551

The generation of saccadic eye movements in
vestibular nystagmus computerized simulation
of nystagmic response to acceleration
[AD-781128] p0018 N75-10700

A discrete-parameter head injury model for
estimating impact injuries

p0058 N75-13510
A review of biomechanical models for the

evaluation of vibration stress
p0293 N75-27701

An elementary psychophysical model to predict ride
comfort in the combined stress of multiple
degrees of freedom

p0293 N75-27705
Study of hydromechanical models of the inner ear

with illustration of basilar membrane,
corti-organ, and covering membrane

p0296 N75-27727
DYDA II 1C PEOPEBTIES
D DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

DYNAMIC RESPONSE
NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
The dynamic response of visual accommodation over

a seven-day period
p0011 A75-12816

Human sensory dominance auditory versus visual
stimulus

p0035 A75-13911
High-frequency /acceleration/ direct body

ballistocardiography
P0112 A75-23120

Measurement of driver/vehicle multiloop response
properties with a single disturbance input

p0181 N75-19111
Models of man as a suboptimal predictor

p0186 N75-19161
Dynamic response of a fuel-filled spheroidal
shell; an improved model for studying head injury

p0221 N75-23102
PROMETHEUS, a user oriented program for human

crash dynamics
[AD-A001656] p0290 N75-26671

Test procedures and performance measures sensitive
to automobile steering dynamics considering
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SDEJECT ISDEI ECBOCABDIOGBAPHY

operator/vehicle responses
p0397 H75-33700

Effects of automobile steering characteristics on
driver vehicle system dynamics in regalation tasks

p0397 H75-33702
Effects of automobile steering characteristics on

driver/vehicle system perforoance in discrete
maneuvers

p0397 875-33705
DYBASIC STABILITY
NT AERODYN4HIC STABILITY
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY
NT FLOH STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY

E A B
HT COCHLEA
HT COBTI OBGAN
HT E A R D R O H S
HT LiBYRINTH
NT HIDDLE EAR
HT SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
HT VESTIBULES

Two-tone distortion products in a nonlinear model
of the basilar aembrace

p0108 A75-20123
Determination of the transfer function of the

external ear by an impulse response measurement
p0109 A75-20130

Relation of the loudness function to the intensity
characteristic of the ear

p0110 A75-20796
Histochemistry and metabolism of the inner ear

p0143 A75-23307
The receptor cells of hearing

p0149 475-211195
Results of ear examination in Apollo 17

BIOCOBE pocket mice
p0205 A75-29602

Auditory system. Part 1 - Anatomy. Physiology /Ear/
p0242 A75-34275

Models of hearing in man
p0356 475-44191

Infrasound - A short review of effects on man
p0357 A75-44354

BAB PRESSURE TEST
H u m a n whole-body exposure to infrasound

p0203 A75-29587
EAB PROTECTORS

Pure-tone, third-octave, and octave-band
attenuation of ear protectors

p0109 A75-20127
Design and development of the British Hk.5.

aircrew helaet assembly
p0151 A75-25058

An active noise reduction system for use with ear
defenders

p0179 A75-28784
The role of ear protection in reducing

occupational hearing loss
p0246 A75-34958

Hearing protection of earmuffs worn over eyeglasses
CAD-785386] p0093 N75-14471

Ear-protector ratings
[AD-779552] p0163 H75-17968

A study of proposed ear protection devices for low
frequency noise attenuation
[AD-A009274] p0370 N75-31750

BABDBUHS
Transformation of sound pressure level from the

free field to the eardrum in the horizontal plane
p0109 A75-20126

nicroholography - Interferometric investigation of
deformations of the eardrum of guinea pigs
undergoing transient sound effects

p0342 A75-<»2580
Recording with the aid of holographic

interferometry by double exposure of the motion
of the tympanum of guinea pigs undergoing the
action of "short-time" sound effects
[ISL-8/74] p0196 N75-21000

Laser interferometric studies of the guinea pig
eardrums displacement under various acoustic
excitations: Pure sounds, N waves, shock waves
[ISL-7/7H] p0196 H75-21001

BABTB (EL A BET)
Goddard earth models (5 and 6)

CBASA-T8-I-70868] p0217 S75-21920
Evolution of concepts of the origin of life, 1924

- 1974 on earth
[HASA-TT-F-16593] p0389 N75-33636

BABTB ATBOSPBEBB
NT BADIATIOH BELTS
Dynamics of the chemical evolution of earth's

primitive atmosphere hydrocarbon reactions
p0150 A75-250U5

Inverse assimilation - Has the hydrogen escape
from the earth's primary atmosphere enhanced by
U2-evolution coupled with biophoto-oxidation of
methane

p0305 A75-39301
Frequency of differentiated sectored colonies

among bacteria in suspension in the outside air
observed over three years (its correlation with
various parameters: Rolf's numbers, solar flux,
geomagnetic activity, fluctuating phenomena
[NASA-TT-F-16202] p0131 875-17076

BABTB EHVIBOHBBHT
The study of the radiation environment in

near-earth space dose measurements by Cosmos
satellites

p0355 475-44111
EABTH BYDBOSPBEBB

Soil and water and its relationship to the origin
of life

p0073 A75-19280
EABTH BESODBCES
HT CRUDE OIL
NT FOBESTS

BABTB BESODBCES PBOGBAH
Utility of ERTS for monitoring the breeding habit

of migratory waterfowl United States and
Canada

p0015 N75-10557
EABTB RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
U LANDSAT SATELLITES

EABTH SATELLITES
HT ATS 6
BT BIOSATELLITES
NT COSBOS SATELLITES
NT LANDSAT SATELLITES
HT BOOH

BAETH SURFACE
Remarks on the chemical conditions on the surface
of the primitive earth and the probability of
the evolution of life

p0073 A75-19278
BCBOCABDIOGBAPBY

Correlation of left ventricular mass determined by
echocardiography with vectorcardiographic and
electrocardiographic voltage measurements

pOOII A75-12520
Ultrasound in the diagnosis of
cardiovascular-pulmonary disease Book

p0013 A75-13012
Ultrasonic contrast technics in echocardiography

p0014 A75-13014
Echocardiography of the left ventricular outflow

tract and aortic valve
p0014 A75-13015

Cardiac chamber size and volume - Echographic
measurement of cardiac chamber dimensions,
volume and ventricular function

p0014 A75-13016
Genesis of heart sounds and murmurs as

demonstrated by echocardiography
p0014 a75-13017

Echocardiographic examination of the left ventricle
p0070 475-18544

The echocardiograa of the anterior leaflet of the
nitral valve Correlation with hemodynamic and
cineroentgenographic studies in dogs

p0070 475-18545
The echocardiographlc determination of mitral

valve opening and closure - Correlation with
hemodynamic studies in man

p0070 475-18546
A study of the dynamic relations between the

mitral valve echograo and phasic mitral flow
p0070 475-18547

Systolic time intervals by echocardiography
p0070 A75-18548

The use of echocardiography to measure isometric
contraction time

p0110 475-20827
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ECOLOGICAL STSTEBS SUBJECT INDBI

Design and function of a mechanical assembly for
recording echocardiograms daring upright exercise

p0113 475-20962
Differential diagnosis of anomalies, of the great
arteries by real-tine two-dimensional e
echocardiography

p0117 A75-21911
Ultrasonic cardiac maging and image enhancement
techniques

p0156 475-25932
Echocardiographic determination of left
ventricular stress-velocity relations in can -
with reference to the effects of loading and
contractility

p0175 A75-27321
Effect of transducer placenent on
echocardiographic measurement of left
ventricular dimensions

p0177 475-27873
Accuracy of echocardiograpby for assessing aortic
root diameter

p0210 475-31012
Measurement of diastolic closure rate of normal
Bitral valve

p02<IO 475-33608
Left ventricular voluae measurement by
echocardiography - Fact or fiction

p0279 475-37387
aeasurement of peak rates of left ventricular vail

movement in Ban - Comparison of echocardiography
with angiography

p0283 475-38536
Horaal values and commonly used echocardiographic

formulae for adults
p0318 475-11170

Diagnostic accuracy of an ultrasonic multiple
transducer cardiac imaging systea

p0315 475-12775
Acoustic Doppler echocardiograph

p0319 475-13820
Echocardiography review of selected areas

p0377 475-16973
influence of acute alterations in heart rate and
systemic arterial pressure on echocardiographic
aeasnres of left ventricular performance in
normal human subjects

p0379 475-17817
Effect of prolonged space flight' on cardiac
function and dimensions

p0083 H75-11391
ECOLOGICAL SISIEBS
0 ECOLOGY
ECOLOGT
81 COASTAL ECOLOGY
Evolution and ecology of phosphorus metabolism

p0069 A75-18509
Growth and reproduction of microorganisms under

extremely alkaline conditions
p0179 A75-28516

Ecological factors involved in.maintaining the
biota of the anterior nares of man, 1968 - 1971
[H4S4-CE-111218] ' p0088 B75-11130

ECOSTSTEBS
BBSHEX: Bering Sea marine mammal experiment

with the primary target species being the walrus
and bowhead whale
[NASA-IB-X-62399] p0057 1175-13503

Geoecology information system. Part 1:
Biogeographic mapping of species ranges:
Documentation of input and data checking
procedure for computer storage and retrieval of
information
[EDFB-IBP-71-5-PT-1] p0223 H75-23098

Bicrobial ecology and the problen of petroleum
degradation in Chesapeake Bay
[AD-A006590] p0221 H75-23099

Modeling the dynamics of biological and chemical
components of aquatic ecosystems
[PB-211987/7] p0365 H75-31710

BDBBA
Electrolyte changes at 3500 m in males with and

without high-altitude pulmonary edema
p0202 475-29583

Fulminating arterial hypertension with pulmonary
edema from release of adrenomednllary
catecholanines after lesions of the anterior
hypothalamns in the rat

p0318 475-11199

High altitude pulmonary edema
[AD-782210] p0018 875-10702

EDGES
Detectability of an unsharp edge in additive noisy

background
[F04-2-C-2591-E1-H5] p0051 875-12577

EDOCATIOB
NT ASTRONAUT TRAINING
NT FLIGHT TRAINING
NT GDBSBBT TBAIHING
NT PILOT TRAINING
NT SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING
Dnique facets of the specialty of aerospace medicine

p0037 475-11089
Variability in reaction response human
response accuracy as function of training and
fatigue
[FOA-2-C-2581-H5] p0052 N75-12586

Training of enlisted women as jet aircraft
maintenance specialists
[AD-4006131] p0337 N75-29771

Evaluation of slide-tape lecture programs used in
aero laboratories
[AD-A009571] p0369 N75-31741

Attitudes on en route air traffic control training
and work: A comparison of recruits initially
trained at the FAA Academy and recruits
initially trained at assigned centers
[AD-AO13313/9] p0385 875-32750

BEG (BLECTBOEHCECHALOGBABS)
0 ELECTHOE8CEPHALOGHAPHY
EFFBCflfB PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS

Influence of a precursor noise on the startle due
to impulse noise (weapon noise)
[ISL-20/73] p0092 N75-11162

The effect of disturbing acoustic sources on some
psychological functions
[RTS-8831] p0132 H75-17091

EFFECTIVENESS
NT COST EFFECTIVENESS
NT STSTEB EFFECTIVENESS
EFFECTORS
D COHTBOL EQUIPMENT
EFFERENT 8EBVOOS SISTEBS

Physiological reactions to wet-cold
p0111 A75-20889

Motor activity of cosmonauts at zero g
p0139 475-22968

Motor activity under conditions of weightlessness
p0110 A75-22970

Morphological aspects of the efferent vestibular
system

p0113 A75-23308
Physiological aspects of the efferent vestibular

system
p0113 A75-23309

Anatomy of the vestibular nuclei and their
connections

p0113 475-23310
Labyrinthine influence on cat forelimb motonenrons

p0169 475-26198
iarm-np effects in the learning of discrete motor
skills

p0306 475-39312
Acquisition and processing method for human
sensorial, sensitive, motory, and phonatory
circuits reaction times
[CEA-H-1531] p0091 875-11150

Modeling and measuring limb fine-motor unsteadiness
p0185 875-19151

Functional neuromuscular training: EBG biofeedback
p0265 N75-25511

EGGS
Study of cosmic ray effects on Arteaia salina eggs

during the Apollo 16 and 17 flights
p0012 A75-12863

The influence of variable gravitational fields on
the embryonic development of some ecaudate
amphibians

p0351 475-11130
Radiobiological results of the Biostack experiment

on board Apollo 16 and 17
p0355 475-11111

EJECTION INJURIES
Design and development of the British Mk.5.

aircrew helmet assembly
p0151 A75-25058

Proposal for improving ejection seats with respect
to sitting comfort and ejection posture
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SOBJECT IHDEI ELECTRIC STIHOLI

p0213 A75-31163
Vertebral lesions caused by ejection with ejection

seats - Rechanisn, diagnosis, results and Deans
of prevention. I

p0214 175-31260
Spinal injury after ejection

[164BC-1H-72] p0230 H75-23150
Some studies relating to liab flailing after an

emergency escape from an aircraft
[AD-A005699] p033« 875-29752

Biodynaoic Response to Rindblast
[1G4BD-CP-170] p0381 H75-32716

DSAF non-combat ejection experience 1968-1973
incidence, distribution, significance and
mechanism of flail injury related to
aerodynamic forces

p0381 B75-32717
Survey on biodynaoic response to vindblast in

ejections: Fathogenetic aechanism, analysis and
prevention of injuries

p0381 N75-32718
Accident statistics relevant to vindblast

p0381 H75-32719
Patho-physiological effects of wind blast froa

conventional and nuclear explosions
p0381 875-32720

Injuries observed following high-speed- ejections
in the French Air Force

p0381 H75-32721
Hindblast: Protection for the head by means of a

fabric hood
p0381 H75-32722

On pushing back the frontiers of flail injury
p0382 N75-32724

Experimental evaluation of limb flail initiation
and ejection seat stability

p0382 875-32725
High speed ejections with SAAB seats

p0382 H75-32726
EJECTIOB SEATS

Physiological effects of long time sitting
p0151 A75-25062

Proposal for improving ejection seats with respect
to sitting comfort and ejection posture

p0213 475-31163
Spinal injury after ejection in jet pilots -

Mechanism, diagnosis, followup, and prevention
p0243 475-34387

Some studies relating to limb flailing after an
emergency escape from an aircraft
[AD-A005699] p0334 N75-29752

An arm restraint system for ejection seats in high
'performance aircraft

p0382 N75-32723
On pushing back the frontiers of flail injury

p0382 N75-32724
Experimental evaluation of limb flail initiation

and ejection seat stability
p0382 N75-32725

High speed ejections vith SAAB seats
p0382 H75-32726

ELASTIC AHISOTBOPY
Anisotropic, nonlinear-elastic model of the large

blood vessels in man
p0044 475-16342

ELASTIC CONSTANTS
D ELASTIC PBOPEETIES

ELASTIC BODDLOS
0 MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

ELASTIC PROPERTIES
NT MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
NT VISCOELASTICITY

Some theorems and principles of biostatics as a
methodological basis for choosing a
computational scheme for biostructures

p0149 A75-24648
The role played by elasticity in an exercise

involving movements of small amplitude —
muscular function

p0170 A75-26240
Collaborative research in cardiovascular dynamics

and bone elasticity
[H4SA-CR-140997] pOOSO 875-12572

Buckling studies of single human trabeculae
[AD-A000264/2] p0187 N75-19949

ELASTIC I1VBS
NT AIRCRAFT BOISE
HI COBPRESSIOH SAVES
NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

NT HOISE (SOUND)
NT P RAVES
NT SHOCK RATES
NT SONIC BOOHS
NT SODHD RATES
NT ULTRASONIC RADIATION
ELASTICITY
0 ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BLASTICIZEBS
D PLASTICIZEBS
BLASTODTHAHICS

Anisotropic, nonlinear-elastic model of the large
blood vessels in nan

p0044 A75-16342
ELASTOMERS
NT CHLOROPBENE RESIBS
ELASTOST1TICS - -, <

Some theorems and principles of biostatics as a
methodological basis for choosing a
computational scheme for biostrnctures

p0149 A75-24648
ELBOB (ASATOHI)

Cybernetic prosthesis '
p0191 H75-19988

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
D ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
ELECTRIC BATTERIES
NT NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
ELECTRIC CIRCUITS
0 CIRCUITS
ELECTRIC COBOHA

Possible mechanisms of corona discharge involved
in biogenesis

p0278 A75-37000
ELECTRIC COHBEHT
NT ELECTRIC CORONA
NT ELECTRIC DISCHARGES
NT GAS DISCHARGES

An evaluation of electroanesthesia and electrosleep
[PB-241305/2] p0363 875-30787

ELECTRIC DISCHARGES
HI ELECTRIC COBONA
NT GAS DISCHARGES
Exponential kinetics of formation of organic
microstructures

p0352 A75-43897
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

Crew appliance computer program manual, volume 1
[NASA-CH-144450] p0393 N75-33673

Crew appliance computer program manual, volume 2
[SASA-CB-144451] p0393 B75-33674

ELECTRIC FIELDS
Behavior of microorganism cells during the motion •

of a suspension in a nonuniform electric field
p0237 A75-32620

An evaluation of possible effects of 45 Hz, 60 Hz
and 75 Hz electric fields on neurophysiology and
behavior of monkeys. Phase 1: Continuous waves
[AD-A008404] p0269 B75-25576

Effect of 50-Hz fields on man
[BLL-CE-TRANS-6689-(9022.09)] ' p0361 N75-30770

ELECTRIC FILTERS
NT DIGITAL FILTERS
ELECTRIC GENERATORS
NT HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
NT BIOELECTRIC POTENTIAL
HI PHOTOVOLTAGES
NT SPIKE POTENTIALS
ELECTRIC fOIER SDPPLIES
NT SPACECRAFT POKER SUPPLIES
ELECTRIC STIMULI

Evoked responses to heterogeneous stimuli combined
in direct and reverse sequence

p0031 A75-13399
Early changes in the excitability of the various
levels of the visual system following a light
flash

p0031 A75-13400
Investigation of the cortical projection of the
> vestibular apparatus of rabbits

p0031 A75-13402
Somatosensory evoked potentials in man by
self-stimulation

pOOlO 475-15189
Antostimulation of the central nervous system

p0042 A75-15727
Bole of diencephalon and trunk structures in
regulation of cardiac activity
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ELECTRIC SKTCHBS SO EJECT IHDEZ

p0067 A75-17788
Graded, unitary and eye movement potentials in

lateral geniculate nucleus following reticular
stimulation

p0120 175-22215
Experiences with a telemetric system permitting
simultaneous EEC recordings and brain
stimulation in cats

p0145 A75-23361I
The effect of interoceptive stimulation on the
bioelectric activity of skeletal muscles

p0150 175-25021
Heural pathways from the vestibular labyrinths to
the flocculus in the cat

p0169 A75-26199
Vestibular and somatosensory inflow to the
vestibular projection area in the post cruciate
dimple region of the cat cerebral cortex

p0169 175-26200
Sinus nodal function in the intact dog heart
evaluated by premature atrial stimulation and
atrial pacing

p0176 175-27871
A mathematical model of cardiac rhythn
disturbances under rapid electrical activity of
atria

p0208 175-30697
Dependence of the amplitude of the components of
the response evoked in the somato-sensory zone
of man's cortex on the stimulus intensity

p0211 A75-31050
Spatial and temporal properties of 'sustained' and
•transient' neurones in area 17 of the cat's
visual cortex

p0211 A75-31095
Effects of muscle electrostimulation during
simulated weightlessness

p0275 A75-36333
Heurophysiological approaches to the study of
aggression

p0306 175-39372
Visual form perception

p0307 175-39975
Optimal parameters for eliciting
cardio-acceleration by electrical stimulation of
the ventromedial hypothalamus

p0308 175-40598
Ventral midbrain stimulation, blood pressure
responses and their relation to the dopaminergic
nigro-stnatal pathways

p0341 A75-41913
The sequence of normal recovery of excitability in
the dog heart

p03'42 A75-42360
Effect of the anterior and posterior hypothalamus

on conditioned activity and delayed responses in
lower monkeys

p0374 175-1(6131
Changes in cerebral blood flow and oxygen tension

during somatic afferent stimulation
p0375 175-46132

Continuously varying skin potentials elicited by
simisoidally varying electric shock potentials

p0185 N75-19156
Use of electric stimulation for preventing the

development of changes in antigravitational
muscles during hypokinesia

p0193 N75-20977
Influence of vestibular and proprioceptive stimuli

on spinal cord neuronal reactions
p0195 1175-20992

Spinal effects of an electrical vestibular
stimulation in man
[NASA-IT-F-16314] p0254 1175-24318

ELECTRIC SWTCHBS
NT THERMOSTATS
ELECTRICAL IBPBD1ICB
NT SKIN RESISTANCE
Determination of body fluid compartments by
electrical impedance measurements

p0121 A75-22407
The influence of age on Variations in superior

mediastinal electrical impedance
p0201 A75-29264

RLECTEICAL INSOLATION
Emissions of volatiles from non-metallic shipboard
materials - Electrical insulations
[ASMS PIPER 75-ENAS-35] p0312 A75-40873

ELECTRICAL MEISOHEBBMT
HI POLAROGR1PHY

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
NT ELECTRIC1L IMPED1NCE
NT POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS
NT SKIN RESISTANCE
Dielectric and piezoelectric properties of bone as

functions of moisture content
p0165 N75-18881

BLECTBIC1L RESISTANCE
NT SKIN RESISTANCE
ELECTRICITY
NT STATIC ELECTRICITY

ELECTRO-OPTICS
Bionic aspects in the structure of filtering
optoelectronic preprocessors

p0037 175-14199
Accuracy of image stabilization by an
optical-electronic feedback system

p0064 A75-17331
The effect of scene rotation on target acguisition

image stabilization of electro-optical
displays

p0104 A75-19682
The Choroidal Eye Oxineter - An instrument for

measuring oxygen saturation of choroidal blood
in vivo

p0180 175-28997
ELBCTEOACODSTIC TR1HSDDCERS
NT MICROPHONES

ELECTROlNESTHESIl
An evaluation of electroanesthesia and electrosleep
[PB-241305/2] p0363 H75-30787

ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS
0 ELECTROC1RDIOGR1PHI
ELECTBOCABDIOGR1PHI

A Fourier technique for simultaneous
electrocardiographic surface mapping

pOOOS 175-10841
Correlation of left ventricular mass determined by

echocardiography with vectorcardiographic and
electrocardiographic voltage measurements

p0011 A75-12520
Electrocardiographic responses to atrial pacing

and multistage treadmill exercise testing -
Correlation with coronary arteriography

p0011 175-126"13
The use of time dependent models in inverse

electrocardiography
p0013 A75-12934

Algorithm for identifying changes in the
ST-interval of the ECG in the case of coronary
insufficiency

p0031 175-13422
Comparative analysis of deterministic and

probabilistic methods in the study of rhythmic
processes of heart

p0031 175-13423
Configurations! and histogram distribution of the

ST-interval during standard loading in
electrocardiography

p0032 175-13424
Epidemiologic study of asymptomatic men screened

by maximal treadmill testing for latent coronary
artery disease

p0040 175-15095
Difficulties arising in the evaluation of flight
personnel on the basis of the leftward deviation
of the QRS axis and its relations to the left
anterior block concept

p0065 A75-17368
Method for automatic processing of the R-B
intervals of an ECG with the aid of a small
computer

p0067 175-17791
Failure of the omnicardiogram to predict coronary
artery disease in patients with normal resting
electrocardiograms

p0067 A75-18024
The influence of exercise on atrial flutter

p0067 A75-18025
A mechanism for the electrocardiogram response to
left ventricular hypertrophy and acute ischemia

p0114 175-21174
1 truly three-dimensional vectorcardiographic

display
p0117 175-21867

Characteristics of the electrocardiogram under
physical and emotional stress in man
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SUBJECT IIDEX BLECTBOCBBBISIBI

p0121 475-22004
Automatic detection of ar rhythmia on an

electrocardiogran with the aid of a computer
pOIII A75-22985

A multichannel mplant telemetry systen for
cardiovascular flow, pressure and ECG measurement

pOW A75-23356
Acute subendocardial myocardial infarction in
patients Its detection by technetium 99-m
stannous pyrophosphate nyocardial scintigrans

p0146 A7S-23595
The omnicardiogram - stud; of a proposed method

for detecting coronary heart disease in an
asymptomatic population

p01M6 A75-23596
Vectorcardiographic diagnosis and

electrocardiographic correlation in left
ventricular asynergy due to coronary artery
disease. I Severe asynergy of the anterior and
apical segnents

p0146 A75-23597
A clinical and follow-up study of right and left

bundle branch block
p0146 A75-23598

Effect of long and freguently repeated emotional
influence on heart

p0155 A75-25665
Ultrasonic cardiac imaging and image enhancement

techniques
p0156 A75-25932

The omnicardiogram - tiev approach to detection of
heart disease in patients with a normal resting
electrocardiogran

p0176 475-27872
F vave abnormalities in the orthogonal

electrocardiogram - Correlation with ventricular
overload in pulmonic and aortic valvular heart
disease

p0178 A75-28189
The QBS phasic characteristics of right

ventricular hypertrophy in precordial leads
p0178 A75-28191

Semi-automated ECG processing - A simple method to
improve efficiency in ECG laboratories

p0178 A75-28192
The healthy pilot

p0201 A75-29250
Considerations on the WPW syndrome in airplane

personnel Bolff-Parkinson-White defective
heart function diagnosis

p0201 475-29266
4 mathematical model of cardiac rhythm
disturbances under rapid electrical activity of
atria

p0208 475-30697
Comparison of scalar and vector
electrocardiographic diagnosis and localization
of myocardial infarction

p0210 475-31043
Clinical application of a second generation
electrocardiographic computer program

p0213 475-31194
The feasibility of detecting His-bundle activity

from the body surface
p0241 475-33674

Non-invasive recording of His bundle potential in
nan - Simplified method

p02U6 475-34967
Quantitative electrocardiography during extended
space flight

p0218 475-35611
Conduction cardiograph-bundle of Bis detector

p0273 475-36070
A concise paranetric representation of
electrocardiograms

p0274 A75-3607i»
Advances in clinical vectorcardiography

p0279 A75-37386
Amplitude/freguency differences in a single-lead

ECG of normal versus coronary heart diseased males
p0283 475-38421

The seguence of normal recovery of excitability in
the dog heart

p0342 A75-42360
Hultichannel subcarrier ECG, respiration, and

temperature biotelemetry system
p03Q5 475-42769

The reliability of intermittent ECG sampling in
arrhythmia detection

p0377 475-D692lt
Gradual changes of ECG vaveform during and after
exercise in normal subjects

p0377 A75-46925
Si-segment isolation and quantification as a means

of improving diagnostic accuracy in treadmill
stress testing

p0377 475-46974
Aaplitnde/freguency differences in a supine

resting single lead electrocardiogram of normal
versus coronary heart diseased males
[AD-781685] p0059 H75-13520

7ectorcardiographic changes during extended space
flight

p0082 N75-14392
Evaluation of the electromechanical properties of
the cardiovascular system

p0083 875-11393
Study of the guality of regulation of the

cardiovascular systen during a physical load
(based on ECG data) —•- huaan tolerance to
physical stress

p0096 H75-15281
ECG change accompanying venepuncture in man during

prolonged hypokinesia
p0195 H75-20993

Some notes on the inverse problem in electro
cardiography using measurements of skin
potentials
[TH-74-E-48] p0198 1175-21012

Some procedural problems in automatic analysis of
electrocardiograms
[HAbA-TT-F-16357] p0254 K75-24316

Research activities in application of physics and
engineering to medical science and problems
£PB-4] p0265 H75-25543

QBS and ST-T typification
p0267 1175-25563

A reliable QES-detector for coronary care unit
(CCD) monitoring

p0267 S75-25564
A pilot system for monitoring the
electrocardiogram in a coronary care unit

p0267 H75-25565
Stochastic operations on CCU electrocardiograms

p0268 H75-25566
A decision tree for arrhythmia diagnosis as part

of a modular VCG/ECG analysis system
p0268 H75-25567

Software QBS-vave detection of VCG's and ECG's
p0268 875-25569

The ST slope
p0268 S75-25571

nodular software for ECG/VCG processing
p0268 H75-25572

Definition and development of an information
system for cardiac disease intensive care units

p0326 N75-28695
Electrocardiographic aspects of exercise testing

p0333 N75-29738
The development of a real-time electrocardiogram

analyzing system using the POP-15 computer
[AD-A008672] » p0363 H75-30784

BLZCT80CBEHICAL CELLS
NT HYDROGEN OXYGEN FDEL CELLS
NT NICKEL CADHIOH BATTERIES
Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator
subsystem math model for manned space station
[H4S4-CB-1 37565] p0093 N75-1<4it67

BLBCTBOCBBHICAL OIIDATIOH
On the fluid dynamics of prosthetic heart valve
flow: 4 preliminary numerical and experimental
study
[VKI-TB-101] p0089 B75-14437

BLBCTHOCBBHISTBY
NT ELECTBOLTSIS
Spacecraft applications of electrochemical processes

in regenerative life support and power
supply systems
[SAE PAPER 740929] p0124 475-22743

Research and development of an electrochemical
biocide reactor
[ASHB PAPEB 75-EH4S-33] p0312 475-140877

Influence of electrochemical factors on
cultivation of hydrogenononas eutropha Z-1 in an
electrolytic cell

p0323 H75-28675
One man electrochemical air revitalization systen

[N4S4-CB-1«aua7] p0387 N75-32765
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EL ECTBOCOIDOCTIVIII SUBJECT IIDEI

SLECTBOCOIDDCTIVITT
Ricrobial metabolism and dynamic changes in the

electrical conductivity of soil solutions - A
aethod for detecting extraterrestrial life

' p01i47 475-23838
Factors controlling impulse transmission with
special reference to A-v conduction
electrophysiolcgy of heart

p0240 475-33549
BLBC1BOCDTABEOOS COBHDBICiTION

Some experience with flight-related
electrocutaneous and vibrotactile displays

p0043 A75-15818
Analysis of two-dimensional biological receiver

systems using detection experiments with
application to visual systems
[BHVG-FBHT-7<1-<O p0091 N75-14452

BLBCTBODBBHAL BBSPOHSE
0 G A L V A H I C SKIN BESPONSE

ELECTBODES
NT I H P L A N T E D ELECTBODES (BIOLOGY)

A stable combination of electrodes foe an
electroretinographic investigation

p0283 A75-38507
ELECTBOBHCBPBALOGBAB

0 ELECTROENCEPHALOGBAPHY
BLECTBOESCBPBALOGBAPBT

Correlation of hippocampal theta rhy thm with
changes in cutaneous temperature

p0003 475-10234
Human electrocortical reactions to light as a

function of age
p0010 A75-12018

Evoked responses to heterogeneous stimuli combined
in direct and reverse seguence

p0031 A75-13399
Intensity effects of the auditory evoked brain

response to stimulus onset and cessation
p0035 A75-13910

The alpha-index as a criterion of pilot reaction
p0039 475-14881

Adaptive control of alpha rhythm in man under
controlled experimental conditions

p0040 475-15188
Somatosensory evoked potentials in man by

self-stimulation
pOOUO &75-15189

Amplitude of the T-component of an ECG as a
correlate of emotional stress

pOOill A75-15190
Evoked responses to light in man and their

functional significance
p0070 A75-18580

The significance of the commissural system of the
brain in lateralization of sleep and wakefulness

p0108 A75-20006
Characteristics of conditioned reactions in

different phases of natural human sleep
p0115 A75-21522

Quantification of abnormal BEG spike characteristics
p0117 A75-21868

EEG criteria for flying fitness applied by the
German Air Force Institute of Aviation Hedicine

p0122 A75-22415
Evaluation of the functional state of the central

nervous system according to results of a
structural analysis of electroencephalograms by
computer

p0111 A75-22986
Low level 'COS/DOS' multiplexing for simplified

EEG telemetry
p01U5 A75-23358

flonitonng neurobiological processes - Cable
connections or telemetry

p01U5 A75-23362
An eight channel semi-implantable telemetry system
for animal research

p0115 A75-23363
Experiences with a telemetnc system permitting
simultaneous EEG recordings and brain
stimulation in cats

p0145 A75-23364
Phase relationships of alpha rhythm in man in

normal and blind sub3ects
p0147 A75-24071

Excitability of the cortex in normal and
adrenalectomized rats during repeated exposures
to high oxygen pressure

p0153 A75-25406

An application of long-tern frequency analysis in
measuring dcug-specific alterations in the EEG
of the cat

p0170 475-26243
A syndrome of hypersomnia with automatic behavior

p0171 A75-26247
EEG correlates of visual-motor practice in man

p0171 A75-26248
The pattern of swallowing during sleep

p0171 475-26249
Detection of human sleep EEG waveforms

p0171 A75-26250
EEG alpha rhythm, ocular activity and basal skin

resistance
p0176 A75-27704

The changes of some components of the evoked
response in man during a voluntary movement

p0236 A75-32501
Effect of alcohol and task on heaisphenc

asymmetry of visually evoked potentials in man
p0238 A75-33175

On estimating and reducing the effect of
intersubject EEG variation on the performance of
EEG pattern recognition systems

p0279 A75-37436
The effect of stimulus orientation on the visual

evoked potential in human subjects
p0280 A75-38004

Electrical activity of dog's olfactory bulb and
amygdala in paradoxical stage of sleep

p0309 475-40716
On the effect of bypothalamic nuclei on electrical

activity of optic cortex neurons
p0309 475-10718

Classical and modern aspects of motor dominance
formation in man

p0314 475-11055
Effect of sojourn at 1,300 a altitude on
electroencephalogram and visual evoked response

p0315 475-11397
4 multichannel implantable telemetry system for

flow, pressure, and ECG measurements
• p0345 475-12767

aicroelectrode investigation of the neuronal
mechanisms of voluntary anemic activity ID nan

p0346 475-42803
Cooperative mechanisms for the sensitivity of

brain tissue to external and internal electric
fields

p0346 475-42805
Fundamental differences in the informative
significance and the physiological meaning of
slow electrical processes in the human brain for
different measurement ranges of the potential

p0346 475-42806
Effect of the functional state of the central

nervous system on the formation of an elementary
motor response /from EEG correlation analysis
data/

p0346 475-42808
Statistical properties of the random field of
brain biopotentials in man

p0346 475-42809
Quantitative 'regulation and information estimates

for the systemic activity of the brain
p0347 475-12814

Processing electrophysiological signals for the
monitoring of alertness
[NASA-CB-140815] p0028 1175-11665

Correlation changes in EEG, conditioned and
behavioral reactions with various degrees of
oxygen insufficiency

pOOSS N75-14412
Bioelectric signal analysis and measurement
[HASA-CB-141168] p0090 875-14413

Electroencephalographic studies of sleep
[HASA-CB-111144] p0090 1175-14111

Sonic booms effects on sleep
[ISL-2/74] p0092 875-14463

Computer modeling of the electroencephalogram
using digital computer
[AD-784765] p0101 1175-15322

The processing and transmission of EEG data
p0135 1175-17213

Numerical data processing as applied to human
nenrophysiology: Evoked activity and
transcranial electroencephalography

p0186 1175-19945
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Spindle and rapid eye movement detectors for nse
with sleep analyzers
[&D-A002665] p0187 H75-19955

sleep patterns of workers on rotating shifts
electroencephalography
[SASA-TT-F-16211] p0198 B75-21018

Some fast analytical techniques for the EEG
using probability distribution function and
hybrid computers

p0252 B75-2U305
Research activities in application of physics and

engineering to medical science and problens
[PB-4] p0265 B75-255«3

Honitoring and control aspects during halothane
anesthesia: Seme resnlts of combined model
simulation and animal experiments

p0266 H75-25551
EEG signs of cerebrovascular insufficiency: An

application of spectral analysis of the EEG
using provocative methods

p0266 H75-25552
The mesodiencephalic hippocampal system A

quantitative analysis of the modulation of theta
rhyth»

p0266 H75-25553
Detection of nonstationanfies in EEG's using the

antoregressive model: An application of BBS's
of epileptics

p0267 N75-25559
Patient monitoring during cardiac surgery with aid

of the EEG
p0268 H75-25568

Biocynernetics project
[AD-A008209] p0272 H75-25603

EEG frequency analysis on the PDF Lab 8/E computer
system
[AD-A003522] p0286 H75-266I10

On the classification of multivariate time
dependent patterns in vie* of their process
structure evaluation of EEG

p0296 1175-27726
Beurophysiological estimates of human performance

capabilities in aerospace systems
[AD-A005690] p0328 1175-28710

Optimizing manpower selection
[AD-A005689] p0328 H75-28711

Summary results of research directed tovard
eliciting effects of exposure to carbon monoxide
on the spontaneous electroencephalogram and
visual evoked cortical electrical activity
[PB-2<»2202/0] p0383 B75-32738

ELECTEOKIHEIICS
Behavior of microorganism cells during the motion

of a suspension in a nonuniform electric field
P0237 A75-32620

BLECTBOLYSIS
Potable water recovery for spacecraft application

by electrolytic pretreatment/air evaporation
t A S H E PAPEB 75-EBAS-H9] p0310 A75-a0863

Development of an advanced static feed water
electrolysis nodule for spacecraft
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EBAS-30] p0312 A75-40878

BLBCiaoLTTE BETABOLISH
Volume expansion and intrarenal blood flow of

normal and salt-deprived rats
p0003 A75-10235

Heart adaptation to physical exertion in relation
to work duration

p0010 A75-12503
Vater and electrolyte balance in man consuming*
diets of pure nutrients and mineral supplements

during space flight
[IAF PAPEB 714-105] p0033 A75-13731

Temperature responses of exercizing dogs to
xnfnsion of electrolytes

p0038 A75-1U800
Organ fluid changes and electrolyte excretion of

rats exposed to high altitude
p0111 A75-20885

Temperature responses to infusion of electrolytes
during exercise

p0112 A75-20900
Determination of body fluid compartments by
electrical impedance measurements

p0121 A75-22A07
Ose of deuterium in the investigation of water

metabolism in living organisms
p0150 A75-25023

Effect of Ca ions on the rhythmic and contractile
activities of the heart

p0153 A75-25321
Hormonal and electrolyte response to exposure to
17,500 ft

p0179 A75-28912
Electrolyte changes at 3500 m in males with and
without high-altitude pulmonary edema

p0202 A75-29583
later and electrolyte replacement during repeated
days of work in the heat

p0213 A75-3U382
stody of water-salt metabolism and renal function

in cosmonauts
p027U A75-36327

Temperature responses to infusion of electrolytes
during exercise

p0305 A75-39167
Comparison of water immersion and saline infusion

as a means of inducing volume expansion in man
p0315 A75-U1395

Hyocardial calcium in experimental myocardial
infarction

p03148 A75-U3275
ELECIBOLITES

BT IOH EXCHANGE HEHBBABE ELECTBOLITES
On the possible role of potassium ions in regional

cerebral blood flow control
p0236 A75-32506

BLBCIBOLITIC CEILS
Spacecraft applications of electrochemical processes

in regenerative life support and power
supply systems
[SAE PAPEB 7H0929] p0121 A75-22713

Influence of electrochemical factors on
cultivation of hydrogenomonas eutropha Z-1 in an
electrolytic cell

p0323 B75-28675
ILECTBOSAGBETIC ABSOBPTIOI
BT PHOTOABSOBPTIOB
Long-wavelength analysis of plane wave irradiation

of a prolate spheroid model of man
p0123 A75-22691

Electromagnetic power absorption in anisotropic
tissue media microwave effects on muscle
fibers

p0235 A75-32U08
Besonant electromagnetic power deposition in man

and animals
p0277 A75-36522

Long-wavelength electromagnetic power absorption
in prolate spheroidal models of man and animals

p03«8 A75-U3271
BLBCXROHAGIBTIC COBTBOL
D REMOTE COBTBOL
BLBCIBOHA6BBTIC FIELDS

Effect of 50-Hz fields on man
[BLL-CE-TBABS-6689-(9022.09)] p0361 B75-30770

ELECIBOHiGHETIC IHTEBACTIOIS
Interaction of electromagnetic transient radiation

with biological materials
p0207 A75-3057<»

BLBCTBOB4GBBTIC IHTEBFEHEBCB
HI ELECTBOHAGBETIC BOISE
NT BADIO FBEQOEBCY IBTEBFEBEBCE
HI IBITE BOISE

ELECIBOBAGBBTIC BOISE
NT BHITB BOISE

A descriptive model of negative ITS from impulses
[AD-A005025] p0327 H75-28701

BLECTBOHAGBETIC PBOPBBTIBS
NT BBIGHTBBSS
NT COLOB
NT DICBBOISB
NT ELECTBICAL PBOPEBTIES
NT ELECTBOBAGBETIC ABSOBPTIOB
BT 1D0IBO5ITY
BT PBOSPBOBESCEBCB
NT BEFBACTIVITI
NT TDBBIDITI
BLECTBOBAGBETIC PULSES

Interaction of electromagnetic transient radiation
with biological materials

p0207 A75-3057U
BLECTBOBA6BETIC BADIATIOI
BT CBBENKO? BADIATIOB
BT BLECTBOHAGBETIC PULSES
BT FAB OLTBAVIOLET BADIATIOB
BT GABBA BAYS ,
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BLECTBOBAGHBTIC SCATTEBIHG SOBJECT IHDEX

HI LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATIOH)
NT LONG HAVE BADIATICH
NT BICBOHAVE EBISSIOB
NT BICBOBAVES
NT HILLIHETEB SAVES
NT FOLABIZED LIGHT
NT THEBHAL BADIATIOH
NT OLTBAVIOLET BADIATION
NT X BATS
Health aspects of radio-frequency electromagnetic
radiation
[ISS-L-74/3] p0058 N75-13511

Oxygen consumption in four species of
invertebrates ana a vertebrate naturally exposed
to sanguine electromagnetic fields
[AD-A001925] p0186 875-19943

Oxygen consnnption and respiratory quotient in
five animal populations naturally exposed to
sanguine electrolagnetic fields
[AD-A008254] p0264 N75-25534

ELF coupling to biospheres considering human
and aninal nodels
[AD-A008276] p0269 N75-25577

Besearch on biological effects of VLF band
electromagnetic radiation
[AD-A006388] p0334 N75-29753

ELECTBOBAGHB1IC SCATtEBIBG
NT LIGHT SCATTEBIHG
Numerical solution of steady-state electromagnetic

scattering problems using the tine-dependent
Harwell's equations vithin dielectric cylinder

p0315 A75-41264
ELBCTBOHAGBETIC SPECTBA
NT nlTBAVIOLET SPECTBA

ELECTBOBAGBBTIC WAVE FILTERS
»T BANDPASS FILTERS
NT DIGITAL FILTEBS
NT OPTICAL FILTEBS

ELECTBOHAGBETIC IAVE TBABSBISSIOB
NT LIGHT SCATTEBING
NT LIGHT TBABSBISSIOB
ELECTBOBA6IETIC IAVES
D ELECTBOBAGNETIC BADIATION

BLECTBOBECHABICAL DEVICES
A feasibility study of limb volume measuring systens
[NASA-CB-110330] p0051 N75-12580

BLECTBOBIOGBAHS
D ELBCTBOBYOGBAPHT
ELECTBOHIOGBAPHS
D ELECTHOBYOGBAPBI

ELECTBOHTOGBAPHI
Evaluation of localized muscle fatigue using power
spectral density analysis of the electromyogram

p0105 A75-19693
Electromyography in dynamic nuscular loading

p0106 A75-19704
Characteristics of conditioned reactions in
different phases of natural human sleep

p0115 A75-21522
Motor potentials and the timing of nuscnlar activity

p0137 A75-22950
Bioelectric activity of skeletal muscles under the
combined effect of overloads and weightlessness

p0140 A7S-22969
The effect of interoceptive stimulation on the
bioelectric activity of skeletal muscles

pOISO AT5-25021
The pattern of swallowing during sleep

p0171 A75-26249
Occlusion pressure as a measure of respiratory
center output in conscious man

p0178 A75-28434
On certain mechanisms of the appearance of the
trace-type muscular bioelectric activity

p0213 A75-31256
Changing effect of lung volume on respiratory

drive in van
p0215 A75-32371

The voluntary control in human breathing
p0242 475-31109

The effects of simultaneous but unequal
response-independent pay t'o pairs of human
subjects on masseter EBG and bodily movements
[HASA-CB-141286] p0090 B75-1<l<!47

The effects of changes in response-independent pay
upon human masseter EBG
[NASA-CB-141276] p0099 N75-15307

Power spectral density analysis of the
electromyogram from a work task performed in a

full pressure suit
p0165 S75-18879

A stochastic model of the electromyograa
p0185 N75-19153

Alimentary origin of nycotheneral variations in
the electrical activity of the small intestine
in the rat
[NASA-TT-F-16282] p0221 B75-23079

Functional neuromuscular training: EBG biofeedback
p0265 N75-25544

Function of the lower back in man. Beasurement
technique for research into low back pain

p0265 N75-25547
BLECTBOB ATTACBBEBT
BT NDCLEOPHILES
ELBCTBO8 EHISSIOB
NT SECONDABT EBISSION

ELECTRON BICBOSCOPES
Dltrastructural studies on plasma membrane related
secondary vacuoles in cultured cells

p0122 A75-22454
The occurrence of dark neutrons in the normal and

deafferentated lateral vestibular nucleus in the
rat - Observations by light and electron
microscopy

p<>242 A75-34077
Simplified procedures for releasing and

concentrating microorganisms from soil for
transmission electron microscopy viewing as
thin-sectioned and frozen-etched preparations

p0273 &75-3S902
BLECTBOB BICBOSCOPI
D ELECTBOB BICBOSCOPES
BLBCTBOB PABABAGBETIC BESOBABCB

Spin-labeled rhodopsin lodoacetaaide dark
reactions with SB-groups

p0064 A75-17332
Photochemical synthesis of simple organic free
radicals on simulated planetary surfaces - An
ESB study

p0073 A75-19283
BLECTBOB SPIN BESOBABCE
0 ELECTBON PABABAGBETIC BESOBABCE
BLBCTHOB TUBES
NT CATHODE BAY TUBES
ELECTRONIC CONTROL

Beasuring instrument for the long-tern
surveillance of respiratory volume and
respiration rate

p0172 A75-26437
BLECTBOBIC BQOTPBEBT
NT ELECTBOBIC BOODLES
NT ELECTRONIC BECOBDIBG SISTEHS
BT MINIATURE ELECTBONIC EQUIPMENT
BT SEMICOBDOCTOB DEVICES
NT SOLID STATE LASEBS
BT THEBBISTOBS
Standards to which electronic medical equipment

should respond
p0041 A75-15445

SemiautODatic detection and analysis of rapid eye
movement patterns in human sleep

p0218 B75-21926
A heart rate monitoring system utilizing advanced
microelectronic concepts

p0224 B75-23104
Beasured effects of square wave nodulated BF

fields (450 and 3100 BHz) on cardiac pacemakers
[AD-A006389] p0335 B75-29755

Evaluating maintenance performance test
administrator's manual and text subject's
instructions for criterion referenced job task
performance tests for electronic maintenance
[AD-A005785] P0336 B75-29768

ELBCTEOBIC BODOLES
An eight channel semi-implantable telemetry system

for animal research
p0145 A75-23363

ELECTROBIC RECORDING SISTEBS
Human factors research problems in electronic

voice warning system design
p039« N75-33681

BLBCIBOBIC SIGBAL BBASOBEBBBT
D SIGNAL BEASOBEBENT
ELECTROBIC SilTCHES
D SHITCHIBG CIRCUITS

E1BCTBOBISIAGBOGBAPHI
BITHIS-II - A digital program for on-line analysis

of nystagmus
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SOBJECT IBDBX EHBB6BBCIBS

pOIBO A75-28998
Hystagmoaeters

p0237 A75-32529
The effect of stimulus orientation on the visual

evoked potential in human subjects
p0280 A75-38004

On the characteristics of caloric nystagmus la
healthy persons in response to caloric stinuli

p0085 H75-1UH10
BLBCTBOPHOBESIS

Distribntion of oxidized molecules along various
henoglobin fractions

p0206 A75-29869
Electrophoresis of solable proteins in the blood
serum, the heart, and skeletal nuscles under
prolonged morbid stimulations involving the use
of hezoniam for blocking ganglion

p0207 A75-30343
Differential electrophoretic separation of cells
and its effect on cell viability
[NASA-CR-120553] p0058 H75-13508

Biological application: General review noting
electrophoretic experiments for Apollo Soyuz
Test Project

p0186 H75-19303
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the space-flight environment

pOOBI B75-1<4387
Circulating red cells in rats with similar tissue

P02 but differing PCO2
[AD-A003432] p0217 B75-21923

Endocrine considerations in the red-cell-mass and
plasma volume changes of the Skylab 2 and 3 crews

p0297 B75-27738
Effects of weightlessness on tissue proliferation
[BASA-CB-1141157] p0383 B75-32736

ESCAPE SYSTEHS
On pushing back the frontiers of flail i&3ury

p0382 B75-32724
An improved load handling device
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23233-1] pOUOO N75-33725

BSCBEBICHIi
Studies on propagation of microbes in the airborne
state
[BASA-CB-1«2757] p0251 N75-2I4294

In vitro synthesis of enzymes of the tryptophan
operon of Escherichia coll. Part 2: Studies on
the specificity of initiation of transcription
[HBL-1975-5] p0253 N75-2M312

In vitro synthesis of enzymes of* the tryptophan
operon of Escherichia coll. Part 3: Evidence
for positive control of transcription
[MBL-1975-6] p0253 N75-21313

Properties of uvrE mutants of Escherichia coll
K12. Part 2: Construction and properties of
pol and rec derivatives
[HBL-19714-26] p0256 N75-2U333

Hutagenesis by ultraviolet radiation in
bacteriophage PHI X 17H: On the mutation
stimulating processes induced by ultraviolet
radiation in the host bacterium
[HBL-19711-30] p0256 N75-24335

ESTBBS
BT LACTATES
BT POLICABBOBATBS
Polymerization of ammo acid methyl esters via

their copper complexes
p0351 A75-U38911

BSTIBATES
BT COST ESTIMATES
Bioelectric signal analysis and measurement

[HASA-CB-1II1168] p0090 B75-1UUII3
Calculational techniques for estimating population
doses from radioactivity in natural gas from
nuclearly stimulated wells
[COHF-750109-1] p0230 B75-23151

BSTISATIHG
The accommodated proportion of a potential user

population - Compilation and comparisons of
methods for estimation workspace design
based on anthropometric variables

p0106 A75-19701
Hisperception of exponential growth. Part 1:

Numerical stimuli
[IZF-1971-29-PT-1] p0336 B75-29762

Hisperception of exponential growth. Part 2:
Graphical stimuli
[IZF-197H-30-PT-2] p0336 875-29763

ETHYL ALCOHOL
Effect of alcohol and task on hemispheric

asymmetry of visually evoked potentials in man
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ETHYL COBFODIDS SUBJECT IIDEX

p0238 A75-33175
Some effects of alcohol on various aspects of

oculomotor control
p0317 475-11160

The application of human operator describing
funct ions to studies on the effects of alcohol
and nari juana on human performance

p0318 A75-12902
Ethanol-induced lowering of arterial ozyhemoglobin

saturation during hypoxia
p0357 A75-11353

Some effects of alcohol on various aspects of
oculomotor control
[AD-A000079] p0160 H75-17912

Sensitivity of a critical tracking task to alcohol
impairment

p0181 N75-19113
Laboratory assessment of pilot performance using

nonrated subjects at three alcohol dose levels
[AD-A007727] p0258 N75-21349

Administration of ethanol in various doses:
Levels of cerebral serotonin in rats hormone
metabolisms
[NASA-TT-F-16595 ] p0382 N75-32727

Exposure of humans to carbon monoxide combined
vith ingestion of ethyl alcohol and the
comparison of human performance when exposed for
varying periods of time to carbon monoxide
[PB-242099/0] p0384 N75-32711

BTBTL COBPOONDS
lexicological evaluation of ethyl acetate in the

atmospheres of sealed cabins considering
human hygiene

p0262 N75-25514
BTHYLBHE COBPOUNDS

Effect of hypokinesia and reduced barometric
pressure on the tolerance of animals to
ethylacetate

p0193 N75-20981
ETIOLOGT

Primary prevention of coronary heart disease
p0072 A75-18733

EOCLIDEAH GEOBBTEI
NT PEOL41E SPBEBOIDS
NT SWEEP 8NGLE

EOBOPEAB SPACE PHOGRABS
4 survey of attitude-control and recovery systems

for the current German sounding rocket programme
p0381 H75-32555

EVACUATING (TBANSPOKTATIOi)
Litter enplaning-deplaning device
[AD-A006137] p0335 N75-29754

EVACUATING (VACOUB)
Vacuum delatency casting for the construction of

individually molded seats
p0265 N75-25546

EVAPORATIVE COOLIBG
(IT SWEAT COOLING

EVOLUTION (DEVELOPBENT)
NT ABIOGENESIS
HI BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION
ST PLANETABY EVOLUTION
The chemical basis of extraterrestrial life

p0156 475-25701
Some considerations of the theoretical limits for

livirrg organisms
p0354 A75-44135

Ammo acids in a Fischer Tropsch type synthesis
[SASA-TB-X-62411] p0200 N75-21034

Chemical evolution
[LBL-3319] p0260 N75-24369

EXABIS4TION
NT EYE EXAMINATIONS

EXCHANGING
NT GAS EXCHANGE
»T ION EXCHANGING
BXCITATIOH
NT ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
NT BOLECULAE EXCITATION
EXCRETION

Organ fluid changes and electrolyte excretion of
rats exposed to high altitude

pOtn 475-20885
Human ammo acid excretion patterns during and

following prolonged multistressor tests
p0122 A75-22411

Electrolyte changes at 3500 n in males with and
without high-altitude pulmonary edema

p0202 475-29583

Becent advances in the physiology of whole body
immersion

p0247 475-35605
EXECUTIVE AIBCBAFT
0 GBHEBAL AVIATION AIBCBAFT
0 PASSENGEB AIBCBAFT

EXERCISE (PHYSIOLOGY)
Vitamin E, exercise, and the recovery from
physical activity

p0001 475-10016
Relationship of pulmonary diffusing capacity /D
sub L/ and cardiac output /Q sub c/ in exercise

pOOOl 475-10047
fiegional blood flov responses to hypoxia and
exercise in altitude-adapted rats

pOOOl A75-10018
Bechanisms of thermal acclimation to exercise and

heat
p0006 475-11306

Plasma volume changes following exercise and
thermal dehydration

p0006 475-11307
A relation between the abnormal T loop and the
exercise test

pOOOS A75-11370
Heart adaptation to physical exertion in relation

to work duration
p0010 475-12503

Electrocardiographic responses to atrial pacing
and multistage treadmill exercise testing -
Correlation with coronary arteriography

p0011 475-12613
Effects of hypoxic training on norooxic maximal

aerobic power output
p0038 475-14724

The effect of increased body temperature due to
exercise on the heart rate and on the maximal
aerobic power

p0038 A75-14725
Temperature responses of exercizing dogs to

infusion of electrolytes
p0038 475-14800

Separation of effects of cardiovascular disease
and age on ventricular function with maximal
exercise

pOOlO 475-15094
Epidemiologic study-of asymptomatic men screened

by maxinal treadmill testing for latent coronary
artery disease

pOOlO A75-15Q95
Systolic time intervals at rest and during exercise

p0011 475-15525
Instantaneous measurement of the pulmonary blood

flow by a glow discharge gas analyser
p0014 475-16173

Effect of age on hemodynamic and metabolic
response to static exercise

pOOII 475-16473
A simplified control system for predicting

hypophyseal, growth hormone response of human
subjects to various physical activities

pOOII 475-161(75
Physical inactivity and coronary heart disease

p0071 A75-18731
Consequences of long-term hypokinesia as compared

to mild exercise in lipid metabolism of the
heart, skeletal muscle and adipose tissue

p0076 475-19399
Cardiodynamics of athletes performing muscular work

p0108 475-20007
Immediate cardiac response to exercise -

Physiologic investigation by systolic tine
intervals at graded work loads

p0110 A75-20826
Effect of physical training on the metabolism of

thyroid hormones in man
p0123 A75-22466

Beans and methods for physical training of men in
long-term space flights

p0140 A75-22973
Relation between biochemical changes prior to
exercise and characteristics of the metabolism
during muscular activity

p0236 A75-32502
Plasma renin activity during and after dynamic and

static exercise
p0241 A75-33672

Temperature responses to infusion of electrolytes
during exercise
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p0305 A75-39167
The effect of thyroxine on temperature regulation

during physical exercise in dogs
p0305 A75-39168

Negative work in exercise stints and short heat
exposure for acclimation
[AD-783715] p0029 H75-11671

Evaluation of the electromechanical properties of
the cardiovascular system

p0083 B75-14393
Results of Skylab medical experiment H171:

Hetabolic activity
p0083 B75-14395

Pnlnonary function evaluation during and following
Skylab space flights

p0083 B75-14396
Prevention of bone mineral changes induced by bed

rest: notification by static coapression
simulating weight bearing, combined
supplementation of oral calcium and phosphate,
calcitonin injections, oscillating compression,
the oral diophosphonatedisodiun etidronate, and
lover body negative pressure
[NASA-CB-141453] p0088 B75-14431

The reaction of the resistive and capacitive
vessels of the hand at the start of muscular
exercise
[HASA-TT-F-16194] p0159 B75-17938

Changes in rectal and cutaneous tenperature during
muscular exercise performed in air temperature
between 10 degrees and 30 degrees C
[HASA-TT-F-16259] p0218 B75-21933

Effects of muscular exercise on variation in
plasma cortisol and glucose in normal males
[BASA-TT-F-16257] p0255 B75-24326

Therapeutic hand exerciser
[NASA-CASE-LAH-11667-1] p0264 H75-25539

The ST slope
p0268 H75-25571

The influence of posture on isometric strength and
endurance forearm blood flow, and the blood
pressure and heart rate response to isometric
exercise
[AD-A004332] p0299 B75-27749

EXEBTIOH
0 PHYSICAL IOBK

EIHALA1IOB
Respiratory activity sensor using conducting paper

pOOSO B75-12569
BXHAUST FLOB SIHOLATIOH

BT FLIGHT SIMDLATIOH
BXHADST GASES

Development of spacecraft toxic gas removal agents
[BASA-CB-141757] p0232 B75-23163

Toxicity of engine exhaust gases:
Diesel-bromochloromethane fuel blend
[AD-A008088] p0269 H75-25578

Development of criteria for the recirculation of
exhaust air pollution monitoring

p0329 M75-28714
EXHAUST JETS

0 EXHAUST GASES
EXHAOSTIOH

Exhaustion without lowering of working capacity
during activity

p0156 A75-25669
EXOBIOLOGY

Life sciences and space research XII; Proceedings
of the Sixteenth Plenary Meeting, Konstanz, West
Germany, Hay 23-Jone 5, 1973

p0012 A75-12859
The role of gravity in the phylogeny of structure
and function in animal sensors of spatial
orientation, and their predicted action in
weightlessness

p0013 A75-12868
Viability 6f Bacillus subtilis spores exposed to
space environment in the H-191 experiment system
aboard Apollo 16

p0013 A75-12871
Snrvivability of microorganisms in space and its

impact on planetary exploration
p0034 A75-13845

Amino and fatty acids in carbonaceous meteorites
p0069 A7S-18512

A comparison of leaf epinasty induced by
weightlessness or by clinostat rotation

p0070 A75-18527

Photochemical synthesis of simple organic free
radicals on simulated planetary surfaces - An
ESR study

p0073 A75-19283
Origins of biological information and the genetic

code
p0113 A75-21001

Bicrobial metabolism and dynamic changes in the
electrical conductivity of soil solutions - A
method for detecting extraterrestrial life

p0117 A75-23838
Evolution of ideas on the origin of life over the

years 192<1-197<1
p0155 A75-25598

Molecular principles of the action of high-energy
hadrons and results of biological studies in space

p0155 A75-25599
Hot hydrogen in prebiological and interstellar

chemistry
p0173 A75-26522

The origin of life genetically important
molecules

pO.176 A75-27776
Exobiology sensors Viking Bars project

p0235 A75-32458
Long-term biological investigations in space

p02«7 A75-35606
Fluorescence detection of organic molecules in the

Jovian atmosphere
p0351 A75-43892

Biological satellites and their contribution to
space biology and medicine
[IAF PAPEH 75-058] p0374 A75-45854

Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes, supplement 132
[SASA-SP-7011 (132) ] p0016 B75-1068<t

Problems of space biology. Volume 22: Exchange
of matter under extremum conditions of space
flight and its simulation

p0019 B75-11586
Hethods in space biology, part 1

p0020 B75-11587
Metabolism and kidney fupction during space
flight, part 2

p0020 B75-11588
Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 8,
no. 5, 1974
[JPBS-63603] pOO«8 H75-12552

Problems of space biology. Volume 25:
Decompression disorders
[BASA-TT-F-15970] p0059 B75-13518

Cooperation between socialist countries in space
biology and medicine within the framework of the
Interkosmos program

pOOSI B75-14405
Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 8,

no. 6, 1974
[JPBS-63856] p0095 H75-15271

Space mission in Tashkent joint conference on
space biology and medicine
[NASi-TT-F-16161] p0132 B75-17085

Inhabited space, part 1 cosmic life sciences
[NASA-TT-F-819] p0135 N75-17111

Life in orbit
[NASA-TT-F-16215] p0159 N75-17937

Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, volume 9,
no. 1, 1975
[JPBS-64427] p0192 N75-20975

Problems of space biology. Volume 26:
Statistical analysis of the cardiac rhythm and
hemodynamic indices in physiological research
[BASA-TT-F-16196] p0254 B75-24324

Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, Volume 9,
no. 3, 1975
[JPBS-65301] p0323 B75-28672

Life in the universe and man in space
[BASA-TT-F-16563] p0371 H75-31751

Exobiology of the moon
[BASA-TT-F-16378] p0371 B75-31755

BIOSFBLBTOBS
One method of synthesis of regular legged motion

p0174 A75-27188
The current status of rehabilitation engineering

p0191 B75-19989
A computer controlled multi-task powered

exoskeleton for paraplegic patients
p0220 B75-21947

BIPBDITIOSS
Acute altitude exposure test for the members of
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the expedition to Mt. Sickle Boon /6,57i| «/
p0239 A75-33366

Physiological investigation for the members of the
expedition to Mt. Sickle Uoon during
mountaineering activities

p0239 475-33367
BIPBEIEICE

Pilot accident potential as related to total
flight experience and recency and frequency of
flying
[AD-A001256] p0162 H75-17961

EIPBRIBBBTAL DBSIGH
Target detection assessnent using an orthogonal

mixed-factor central-composite design tine
compressed radar displays

p0106 &75-19703
Engineering aspects of the experiment and results
of animal tests Apollo 17 Biological Cosmic
Bay Experiment

p0204 A75-29593
Optimum uses of psychobiological, sensonmotor,

and performance measurement strategies for
industrial safety

p0350 A75-43844
Laboratory research into human information

processing pilot workload modeling
p0052 B75-12590

Biomedical engineering support development of
nuclear driven blood pump
[COO-2155-12] p0128 B75-16233

EXPBRIBEBTATIOB
Soyuz-16: Biological experiments

[BASA-TT-F-16356] p0251 B75-24293
BIPIBED AIB

A method for the continuous measurement of oxygen
consumption

p0007 A75-11318
Simulation of regional lung emptying during slow

and forced expirations
p03<43 475-42754

Computerized method for analyzing oaxiaum and
partial expiratory flow-volume curves

p0344 A75-t2766
EIPLODIBG COBDDCTOB CIBCOITS
D CIBCOITS
BIP10BAIIOB
NT SPACE EXPLORATION
EIP10SIOBS
BT AEBIAl EXPLOSIOBS
BT NDCLEAR EXPLOSIOBS
BT ONDEBGROUND EXPLOSIOBS

BIPOBBBTIHL FDICTIOBS
Bisperception of exponential growth. Part 1:
Numerical stimuli
[IZF-1974-29-PT-1] p0336 B75-29762

Bisperception of exponential growth. Part 2:
Graphical stimuli
[IZF-1974-30-PT-2] p0336 N75-29763

EITBAGALACTIC LIGHT
D EXTR4TBRBESTBIAL RADIATION
0 LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATIOB)
EXTRASOLAB PLABBTS

The likelihood of the evolution of communicating
intelligences on other planets

p0156 A75-25705
EITBATERBESTBIAL COHHBHICATIOH

Stanford workshop on extraterrestrial civilization
- Opening a new scientific dialog

p0352 475-43900
EITBATBBBBSTBIAL BBVIROBBEBTS
BT IHTEBSTELLAR SPACE
BT JDPITBR ATBOSPHEBE
NT LONAB ENVIBOBBEBT
NT BABS BNVIHOBBBBT
BT PLANETABI ATBOSPHEBBS
BT PLANETABY EBVIBOBBENTS
EITBATBEBBSTRIAL LIFE

Detection of extraterrestrial life by radiometric
techniques

p0012 A75-12860
Origin proposed for non-protein ammo acids in

meteorites
p0041 A75-15311

Oparin and the origin of life - Cosmological
considerations

p0070 A75-18517
Bodels of prebiological phosphorylation

p0074 A75-19295

Bicrobial metabolism and dynamic changes in the
electrical conductivity of soil solutions - A
method for detecting extraterrestrial life

p0147 A75-23838
The chemical basis of extraterrestrial life

p0156 475-25704
The likelihood of the evolution of communicating

intelligences on other planets
p0156 A75-25705

The multiplicity of potential living systems based
on C.H.O.B.

p0215 475-32377
Exobiology sensors Viking Bars project

p0235 A75-32458
Stanford workshop on extraterrestrial civilization
- Opening a new scientific dialog

p0352 A75-43900
Is the detection of optical activity in

extraterrestrial samples a safe indicator for life
p0354 A75-44133

Consideration of probability of bacterial growth
for Jovian planets and their satellites

p0355 A75-44139
Inhabited space, part 1 cosmic life sciences
[NASA-TT-F-819] p0135 N75-17111

EXTBATEBBBSTBI4L HATTEB
NT INTERSTELLAR GAS
BXTBATEBBBSTBIAL BADIATIOB
BT GALACTIC RADIATION
BT PBIBARY COSBIC RAYS
NT SOLAB PBOTONS
NT SOLAB RADIATION
Peculiarities of biological action of hadrons of
space radiation

p0356 A75-44149
EXIBATEBBBSTBIAL BOVIBG VEHICLES
D ROVING VEHICLES

BITHAVBBICDLAB ACTIVITY
Large Space Telescope and human factors

p0104 475-19686
Environmental carbon dioxide control

[SAE PAPER 740931] p0124 A75-22744
Some results of medical investigations on crew

members of the Voskhod-2 space vehicle
p0139 475-22961

Botor activity of cosmonauts at zero g
p0139 475-22968

Activity of astronauts in weightlessness and in
free space

p0141 A75-22977
Benefits of advanced space suits for supporting

routine extravehicular activity
[ASHE PAPER 75-EBAS-39] p0311 A75-40870

Metabolic cost of extravehicular activities
p0083 N75-14397

Development of an EVA systems cost model. Volume
2: Shuttle orbiter crew and equipment
translation concepts and EVA workstation concept
development and integration
[BASA-CB-141635] p0134 B75-17104

Development of an EVA systems cost model. Volume
3: EVA systems cost model
[NASA-CB-141636] p0134 N75-17105

Development of an EVA systems cost model. Volume
1: Design guides synopsis-EVA equipment
[NASA-CB-14163U] p0163 875-17967

Phase 1 engineering and technical data report for
the thermal control extravehicular life support
system
[BAS4-CH-141793] p0259 S75-24360

On development of a sealed bearing for space suits
[NASA-CR-144435] p0369 B75-31743

Manned maneuvering unit technology survey
[NASA-CB-144444] p0386 N75-32759

BXTBAVEHICDLAB BOBILITY OBITS
NT ASTRONADT LOCOMOTION
NT ASTRONADT MANEUVERING EQUIPMENT
On-orbit performance of the Skylab astronaut

maneuvering research vehicle
p0175 A75-27202

Banned maneuvering unit mission definition study.
Volume 1: BHO applications analysis and
performance requirements
[BASA-CB-141631] p0134 N75-17106

Banned maneuvering unit mission definition study.
Volume 2: Appendices to the MHO applications
analysis
[NASA-CH-141632] p0134 B75-17107
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Banned maneuvering unit mission definition study.
Volume 3: HBU ancillary support equipment and
attachment concepts
[HASA-CB-141633] p0135 B75-17108

BXTBEBA
0 RANGE (EXTBEHES)
BXTBEBELT LOB FBBQOEBCIES

The effect of extremely low frequency radiation on
human performance: A preliminary study
[AD-A005898] p0335 B75-29756

BTE (AIATOBI)
HI CROBOIO BEBBBABZS
NT COBNEA
RT FOVEA
HI NYSTAGMUS
NT OCOLOBOTOB NEBVES
NT BETIKA
Inhibition of rhodopsin regeneration in the
bullfrog eye by metabolic inhibitors

p006« A75-17333
Intensity functions of the early receptor

potential and of the melanin fast photovoltage
in the human eye

p0065 A75-17336
Electrical response of the eye at varying
intervals following an adapting flash exposure

p0154 A75-25M1
Preflight studies en tolerance of pocket mice to
oxygen and heat. Ill - Effects on eyes

p020U A75-29596
Experimental investigation of the effect of

reflected laser radiation on the organ of vision
P0236 A75-32526

Visual motion perception
p02MO A75-33U72

laser-produced hazards to the eye, taking into
account turbulence

p0211 A75-337U7
Visual sensations induced by Cerenkov radiation

p0307 A75-39U23
Soft hydrophilic contact lenses in civil and

military aviation
p0358 A75-U1363

Peculiarities in the formation of cataracts in
mice after irradiation by 6145 HeV protons and
Co60 gamma rays

p0018 H75-12557
Becovery time after being dazzled, as a function
of age eye adaptation in photostress
[FOA-2-C-2587-E1 ] p0051 H75-12576

The central and peripheral visual acuity of the
light-adapted and dark-adapted eye
[ NASA-IT-F-16068] p0060 875-135211

Heasurement of the spectral irradiance of an
ultraviolet handlaop as perceived by eye at
25 CD distance
[PHL-197U-26] p0089 N75-1«<436

Badiation effects control: Eyes, skin space
environment simulation
[N4SA-CB-11I1612J p0131 N75-17081

Ocular effects of ultraviolet laser radiation
[AO-A000933] P0166 N75-18888

On rod and cone visual acuity
[HASA-TT-F-16303 ] p0229 N75-23110

Quantitation of microwave radiation effects on the
eyes of rabbits at 2450 MHz and 918 HHz
[AD-A007521] p0257 N75-2U344

Heasurement of absorbed power patterns in the head
and eyes of rabbits exposed with typical
microwave sources
[AD-A007524] p0257 N75-2U3U6

Ocular absorption of laser radiation for
calculating personnel hazards
[AD-A009176] p0366 N75-31719

BIB DISEASES
HT ASTIGHATISH
ST CATABACTS
Pseudo-internnclear oculomotor opbthalBOplegia
secondary to Guillain-Barre polyneuronitis
simulating myasthenia gravis in an air transport
pilot

p0122 A75-22D17
Inhibitors of ovulation and variation in the tonus

and pressure of the ophthalmic artery in airline
stewardesses

p0201 A75-29265
The electrical response of the human eye to

sinusoidal light stimulation
p03M1 A75-12320

Ophthalmological assistance during prolonged space
flights eye drug fills for application
during weightlessness

p0096 H75-15285
BIB DOBIBAHCE

Effects of eye dominance and retinal distance on
binocularj rivalry

p0066 A75-17483
Optokinetic nystagmus as an objective indicator of

binocular rivalry
p0238 A75-33160

Effect of binocular rivalry suppression on the
notion aftereffect

p0238 A75-33161
BIB EXAHIHATIOBS
HT ELECTBOBISTAGHOGBAPHY
Results of eye examination in Apollo 17

BIOCORE pocket mice
p0205 A75-29603

Objective determination of light sensitivity of
the eye

p0211 A75-31750
The hygienic basis of standards of illumination.
Types of visual fatigue
[NASA-TT-F-16066] p0090 H75-14MM2

Bultiparameter vision testing apparatus
[NASA-CASE-MSC-13601-2] p0300 B75-27759

BIB HOVBBEHTS
NT ELECTBONYSTAGMOGBAPHI
HT HY.STAGBOS
ST SACCADIC EIE HOVEBEBTS
Eye movements in scanning iconic imagery

p0032 A75-13570
Apparatus for studying the human eye-movenent system

pOOlO A75-1501I1
Accuracy of image stabilization by an
optical-electronic feedback system

p0061 A75-17331
The oculoneter in flight management research

[AIAA PAPEB 75-107] p0068 A75-18315
Graded, unitary and eye movement potentials in

lateral geniculate nucleus following reticnlar
stimulation

p0120 A75-22215
Precise recording of human eye movements

p0120 A75-22216
The vestibulo-ocular reflex arc induced eye

movements
p0143 A75-23313

Eye movements, vision, and behavior Book
p0117 A75-23990

Asymmetric nature of light-induced suppression of
optokinetic and reverse post-optikinetic
nystagmuses

p0153 A75-25323
EEG alpha rhythm, ocular activity and basal skin

resistance
p0176 A75-27701

Eye movements in auditory space perception
p0177 A75-27898

Eye movements during search for coded and uncoded
targets

p0177 A75-27899
HITBIS-II - A digital program for on-line analyst?
of nystagmus

p0180 A75-28998
Effects of D-anphetamine and of secobarbital on

optokinetic and rotation-induced nystagmus
p0202 A75-29576

Instrument for the on-line measurement of the slow
phase of nystagmus

p0203 A75-29589
The doll reflex - Ocular counterrolling with

head-body tilt in the median plane
p0210 A75-31040

Optokinetic nystagmus as an objective indicator of
binocular rivalry

p0238 A75-33160
Vestibnlar function in the space environment

p0248 A75-35607
Effect of labynnthectomy on the dynamic

vestibulo-ocular counterroll reflex in the
Rhesus monkey

p0317 A75-K1M62
Levels of whole-body vibration affecting human
vision

p0318 A75-I41466
Characteristics of vestibular neurons after acute

and chronic labyrinthine destruction
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p0320 475-141763
Eye movement response to simultaneous stimulation

of the vestibular and visual receptors
p0357 A75-44350

Eye movements and visual perception - A 'tvo
visual system' model

p0373 A75-45378
Slow oculomotor control in the presence of noving

backgrounds
p0316 A75-U6530

Eye movements in h u m a n activity and its study
[NASA-TT-F-16234] p0197 N75-21004

Fixated optokinetic nystagmus as an indicator of
the role of visicn in movements
[NASA-TT-F-16237] p0199 H75-21021

Head and neck nobility of pilots measured at the eye
[RAE-TR-74158] p0338 H75-29781

Eye'movements dur ing search for coded and uncoded
targets
[AD-A002713] p0386 N75-32755

Absence of habituation in the human
vestibulo-ocular reflex arc by rotational
stimulation vithin the range of natural movement

p0390 N75-33645
BIB PBOTECTION

O.S. Navy development of helmet compatible
eyeglasses

p0151 A75-25060
Control of health hazards from airborne lasers

p0212 A75-31156

F-86 AIBCBAFT
A study on behavioral analysis of pilot during

aircraft controlling. Ill - In-flight recording
equipment and method of installation for F-86F
and YS-11C

p0377 A75-47097
PABBT-PBBOT IASEBS
0 LASEBS
FiCB (ASATOBI)
NT FOREHEAD
NT NOSE (ANATOBY)

FACTOR 1HALTSIS
A theoretical and empirical comparison of tvo

mixed factor central composite designs
[AD-A007004] p0231 N75-23159

Factor analysis of a new multi-dimensional
personality questionnaire. A check of the
factor model in comparison with similar methods
[DLR-FB-75-20] p0288 N75-26654

Factors affecting control allocation for augmented
remote manipulation

p0289 S75-2666I»
FACTORIES
0 INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FAIBCBILD BILITARY. AIBCBAFT
0 HILITARI AIRCBAFT
FAB DLTBAVIO1BT BADIATIOH

Vacuum UV photolysis of N20
pOOOS A75-11509

FABH CHOPS
»T FBOITS
NT (HEAT
PATIGDE (BIOLOGY)
NT ADDITOBY FATIGUE
NT FLIGHT FATIGOE
NT BOSCDLAH FATIGUE
Vitamin E, exercise, and the recovery from

physical activity
pOOOt A7S-10046

Acid-base balance and subjective feelings of
fatigue during physical exercise

p0038 A75-14723
Sleep patterns after graded exercise

p03H3 A.75-42753
Characteristics of the regulation of cardiac

rhythm during mental work
p0353 A75-44050

Variability in reaction response human
response accuracy as function of training and
fatigue
[FOA-2-C-2581-H5] p0052 N75-12586

A review of recent literature: Beasurement and
prediction of operational fatigue stress
effects on human performance
[AD-A008405] p0270 N75-25585

FAIIGOE (HATBBIALS)
NT VOLUBETBIC STBAIN
FATIGOE TESTS

The hygienic basis of standards of illumination.
Types of visual fatigue
CNASA-TT-F-16066] p0090 N75-14442

FITS
NT CHOLINE
Effect of stress on fat metabolism ID connection

with fat contents of emergency rations
[B-4255] p0015 N75-10680

Preserving tests with oils and fats in the
Fira-Astell oxygen absorption apparatus 1
[B-4439] p0093 N75-14469

FATTI ACIDS
NT ACETIC ACID
NT OLEIC ACID
Effect of cooling in a hermetically sealed chamber

on the free fatty acid content in an organism
under hypoxia and hypercapnia

p0039 A75-14851
Aoino and fatty acids in carbonaceous meteorites

p0069 A75-18512
Studies on the toxic properties of free fatty
acids. I - The hemolytic effect and fifty
percent lethal doses of several fatty acids

p02<IO A75-33373
Turnover of free fatty acids during recovery from
exercise

p0344 A75-42759
Effects of hyperoxic gas mixtures on energy

metabolism during prolonged work
p0344 475-142761

Effect of exercise on lipoprotein lipase activity
in rat heart and skeletal muscle

p0352 A75-43944
FBAB
NT FEAB OF FLYING

FBAB OF FLYING
A comparison of alternative desensitization

procedures for treatment of flight phobia
p0231 H75-23155

FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
Prediction of cardiac response to physical stress

p0104 A75-19687
Satellite animal tracking feasibility studies
[NASA-CB-141134] p0094 N75-15264

Space shuttle/food system study. Package
, feasibility study, modifications 33, 4C and 5S
[NASA-CB-141483] p0128 N75-16231

A feasibility study for an emergency medical
services system to serve the Permian basin in
the state of Texas
[NASA-CB-141853] p0265 N75-25540

FBCBS
Automated biowaste sampling system improved feces
collection, mass measurement and sampling by
use of a breadboard model
[NASA-CB-140376] p0057 N75-13504

The composition of urine and feces in healthy
subjects
[NASA-TT-F-16420] p0297 N75-27740

FBDBBAL BBPDBLIC OF GBBHAHY
D GEBBANY
FEEDBACK
NT POSITIVE FEEDBACK
NT SENSOBY FEEDBACK
Cues, feedback, and transfer in undergraduate

pilot training, phase 3
[AD-A003748] p0300 N75-27757

Head-eye tracking in two-dimensional pursuit tasks
sensory feedback control

p0395 N75-33690
FEEDBACK CIBCOITS

Accuracy of image stabilization by an
optical-electronic feedback system

pQ064 A75-17331
FEEDBACK CONTBOL

Hechanisms of control in motor performance -
Closed-loop versus motor programming control

p0032 A75-13574
Learning characteristics and modeling of human
controller in compensatory tracking systems

p0071 A75-1865U
Parameter estimation in linear models of the human
operator in a closed loop with application of
deterministic test signals

p0184 N75-19149
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SUBJECT IBDEX FLIGHT CLOTHIHG

The muscle spindle as a feedback elenent in auscle
control

p0185 B75-19155
Functional nenromuscular training: BUG biofeedback

p0265 H75-255111
Tvo aspects of feedback control pilot

descriptions: Validity range and model evaluation
p0271 875-25590

Concept of a feedback control behavioral model for
physiological aspects of vehicle guidance

p0271 1175-25591
Control performance behavior in pursuit tracking

during the learning phase under massed and
distributed practice conditions, increased
motivation by additional financial incentive,
and after change of the control element parameters

p0271 H75-25592
Recognition of stimulus displays: In
electrophysiological analysis human evoked
potentials as control inputs

p0395 N75-33687
Bole of stretch reflex in voluntary movements
of human foot

p0395 B75-33689
Performance evaluation of tracking based on a low
pass filter model considering variable
closed loop system

p0399 B75-33713
PEEL
D SENSORY FEEDBACK
FEB4LBS

In vivo measurement of human body composition
[H4SA-CB-140668] p0016 S75-10690

Bone mineral loss in pre-menopause
p0025 N75-11643

Bone mass and Colic's fracture
P0028 H75-11660

A study to determine the adequacy of the tools and
equipment used by Air Force women in the craft
skills
[AD-4006342] p0336 H75-29767

Training of enlisted women as jet aircraft
maintenance specialists
[4D-4006434] p0337 H75-29771

Anthropometry of airline stewardesses
[AD-A012965/0] p0391 H75-33660

FBHDB
Effects of long-term rotation and hypergravity on

developing rat femurs
P0153 A75-25407

FBBHEBT4TIOB
Effect of the ferment polynucleotidephosphorylase

in a protein-carbohydrate coacervate system
p0155 475-25589

FERHIOBS
ST S01AB PEOTOHS

FIBBIB
Significance of AC IB in the formation of complex
hepann compounds in the blood under
immobilization stress

p0209 475-31019
FIBBIBOGEB

Influence of sustained exposure to hypobaric
hypoxia on the plasma prothrombin time,
fibrinogen level and fibrinolytic activity in
rabbits - A preliminary report

p0240 475-33375
Effect of mediators on the release of tissular

hemocoagulating and fibrinolytic compounds from
the kidneys into the blood stream

P0375 475-16134
FIBBOBLASTS
HI COLLAGENS

FI6BTBB AIECBAFT
NT F-86 AIBCRAFT
Aircraft on-board electrochemical breathing oxygen
generators »
[ASBE PAPER 75-EBAS-51] p0310 A75-40861

FILTEBIBG
0 FILTRATIOB
FILTBATIOI
NT SPiTIAl FI1TEBIBG

Membrane nltrafiltration to treat laundry wastes
and shower wastes for water reuse
[SAE PAPEB 7110921] p0124 A75-22742

Parametric evaluation of a dual-layer dynamic
hyperfiltration membrane for recovery of
spacecraft wash water at elevated temperature
[ASME PAPEB 75-EBAS-16] p0310 475-40864

FIBE STROCTDBE
Apparent fineness of briefly presented gratings -

Balance between movement and pattern channels
in visual perception

p0210 475-31037
A fine structural study of degenerative changes in

the dorsal column nuclei of aging mice - Lack of
protection by vitamin E

p0303 A75-38998
FIIIIB DIFFBREHCE TBEOBI

Numerical solution of steady-state electromagnetic
scattering problems using the time-dependent
Maxwell's equations within dielectric cylinder

p0315 475-11264
FISITE BLBHEBT BEIBOD

Finite element analysis of a human aortic valve
p0150 475-24917

Finite element analysis of human cardiac structures
p0152 A75-25219

Effect of shape and size of lung and chest wall on
stresses in the lung

p0315 475-41391
FIRS
HI COOLIHG FINS
FIBE FIGBTING

The technology application process as applied to a
firefighter's breathing system

p0136 H75-17222
Comparative evaluation of prototype and standard

fire fighter's suits under combined hyperthermic
and exercise stress conditions
[AD-A002136] p0192 B75-20000

FISH
0 FISBES
FISHES

Effects of prolonged weightlessness on the
swimming pattern of fish aboard Skylab 3

p0282 475-38113
The Coho Project: Living resources prediction

feasibility study, volume 1 meteorological
forecasting of fish concentrations
[PB-231057/8] p0015 N75-10681

The Coho Project: Living resources prediction
feasibility study. Volume 2: Environmental
report
[PB-234058/6] p0015 N75-10682

The Coho Project: Living resources prediction
feasibility study. Volume 3: System evaluation
report
[PB-234059/4] p0016 S75-10683

Studies on the otoliths of the teleosts
[ H4S4-TT-F-1647n p0333 B75-29742

FISHTAILIHG
D TAI
FITBBSS
HT FLIGHT FITNESS
BT PHYSICAL FITHESS

FLAHB IHTEBACTION
D CBEHICAL REACTIONS
FLAP CONTROL
D 4IBCB4FT CONTROL

FLAB DETECTION
0 NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FLBXOHBITBBS (TB4DBHABK)
0 AUTOMATIC TYPEBRITERS
FLICKBB

Flicker adaptation shows evidence of many visual
channels selectively sensitive to temporal
frequency

p0170 A75-26225
Brightness and darkness enhancement during flicker
Perceptual correlates of neuronal B- and
D-systems in human vision

p0211 475-31097
Flicker sensitivity of the human red and green

color mechanisms
p0238 A75-33165

FLICSBB FDSIOB FBEQDBHCI
U CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
FLISHI CBABACTEBISTICS

Fly behaviour of birds in weightlessness - 4 study
of the tumble-phenomenon
[I4F PAPER 74-106] p0033 A75-13735

Human comfort response to random motions with a
dominant vertical motion
[BASA-TH-X-72691] p0337 N75-29774

FLI6HI CLOTHIBG
G-tolerance and protection with anti-G suit concepts

p0120 A75-22399
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FLIGHT COHDITIOHS SUBJECT IBDBI

Design and development of the British Hk.5.
aircrew helmet assembly

p0151 475-25058
U.S. Navy development of helnet compatible

eyeglasses
p0151 A75-25060

The development and operational evaluation of the
CSD-15/P anti-6 coverall

p0151 475-25071
Arm-reach capability of USAP pilots as affected by

personal protective equipment
p0202 475-29579

FLIGHT COHDIflOHS
Disorientation phenomena in naval helicopter pilots

p0202 475-29580
The development of seedling shoots under space

flight conditions
p0351 475-11132

FLIGHT COITBOL
HI AOTOH4TIC FLIGHT COBTBOt

Ban as a precious resource - The enhancement of
human effectiveness in flight operations
[4IAA P4PEH 71-1296] p0010 475-12217

An optimal control methodology for analyzing the
effects of display parameters on performance and
workload in manual flight control

p0219 475-35820
Flight control experiences biomedical aspects

of mission control
p0077 875-11360

The human pilot as a dynamic element in aircraft
control systems
[AD-A001622] p0162 H75-17962

Effects of exposure time during flight maneuvers
on passenger subjective comfort rating
[BASA-TH-i-72660 ] p0200 N75-21029

Manual control in target tracking tasks as a
function of controller characteristics: A
flight stimulator investigation, phase 2
[4D-A007381] p0260 N75-21368

Algorithm-theoretical behavioral model for flight
control and flight safety activities
operator performance

p0270 875-25589
A kinesthetic-tactnal display for stall deterrence

p0397 875-33703
FLIGHT CREIS

HI SP4CECRERS
Skylab crew health and changes related to space

flight
[IAF PAPER 71-103] p0033 A75-13732

A computer aided .function allocation and
evaluation system /CAFES/

p0105 A75-19698
Instructional system design for aircrew training

p0106 A75-19706
Systems approach to training /SAT/ for the B-1

aircrew
p0106 A75-19707

A review of British aircrew helmet development
p0151 A75-25059

Potential crew hazards due to radioactive cloud
penetrations

p0151 A75-25112
Reasurement of a helicopter crewman's low-level
target acquisition performance

p0179 A75-28775
Antihypertensive drug therapy in OSAF flying
personnel

p0203 475-29588
Emotional stress of helicopter crewmembers in
flights of diverse complexity

p021« 475-31291
Characteristics of medical care for crews of

shipborne helicopters operating from a single base
p0237 A75-32528

Anemia and airline flight duties
p0213 A75-31386

Comments on the work of an airliner crew human
factors engineering

p0278 A75-37017
Workload reduction on the flight deck

p0279 A75-37191
Ose of the ERG and EOG in evaluating the effect of
sleep deprivation on visual function in flying
personnel

p0283 A75-38120
Hajor changes in flight crew training - 8 years of
experience at American Airlines

C A I A A PASEB 75-10193 p0307 A75-39537
Future flight deck design

p0307 A75-39821
Improving cockpits through crew workload measurement

p0316 A75-11111
Surveillance of some infectious diseases among
aircrew personnel in Southeast Asia

p0358 A75-11357
FB-3A crew evaluation of thermostabilized
bite-sized meats
[AD-7618103 p0030 H75-11671

Simulation and study of high workload operations
psychophysiological effects on air crews

tAGARD-CP-116] p0052 875-12587
Systems simulation: A global approach to aircrew

workload computerized systems analysis
p0052 875-12588

Aircrew workload and human performance: The
problem facing the operational commander
human component in air weapons system

p0053 875-12595
Endocrine-metabolic indices of aircrew workload:

An analysis across studies
p0053 875-12596

High workload tasks of aircrew in the tactical
strike, attack and reconnaissance roles

pOOSI 875-12601
The air defence role pilot training in complex
tasks

pOOSI S75-12602
Physiological costs of extended airborne command

and control operations human performance and
sleep deprivation

pOOSI B75-12603
Application of human factors engineering data in

medical evaluation of flight crews
p0055 K75-12611

Annotated bibliography of reports, supplement no.
6, 1 July 1973 - 30 June 1971 medical,
psychological, and performance characteristics
of pilots, flight officers, and aviation trainees
[AD-785851] p0098 875-15300

Studies of social group dynamics under isolated
conditions. Objective summary of the literature
as it relates to potential problems of long
duration space flight
[NASA-CR-2196] p0099 H75-15308

The encapsulating life raft system
[AD-787637] p0128 N75-16235

Survey of current cardiovascular and respiratory
examination methods in medical selection and
control of aircrew
[4G4BD-4G-196] p0131 875-17079

An anthropometric survey of 2000 Royal Air force
Aircrew, 1970/71
£AGAHD-AG-181] p0159 875-17936

Crew procedures development techniques
[BASA-CR-111592] p0163 875-17966

Evaluation of aircrew protective helmets worn
during crashes and ejections
[AD-A000632] p0163 H75-17973

Aircrew protective clothing and devices system
rotary wing aircraft
[AD-A002123} p0200 875-21031

Hyperbaric-hypobanc interactions as they relate
to compressed air diving and aviation: Canine
experiment
[AD-A003073] p0219 875-21938

Differentiating aptitude factors among current
aviation specialties
[AD-A003033] p0220 B75-21915

Hedical requirements and examination procedures in
relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Evaluation of the special senses for flying duties
[4GAHD-CP-152] p0222 N75-23081

Crew interface specifications development for
inflight maintenance and stowage functions
[HASA-CB-111775J p0232 875-23165

Standardisation of impact testing of protective
helmets
[AGAHD-B-629] p0232 H75-23166

Radiation safety in flights in high-altitude
aircraft

p0262 H75-25517
Factor analysis of a new multi-dimensional

personality questionnaire. A check of the
factor model in comparison with similar methods
[DLB-FB-75-20] - p0288 875-26651
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SUBJECT IHDBX FLIGHT SIHD14TIOI

Aircrew assessment of the vibration environment in
helicopters

p0291 B75-27686
Evaluating biodynaoic interference with
operational crevs

p0293 H75-27707
Bide quality of crew Banned military aircraft

p029t N75-27710
Changes in indices of the blood coagulating and
anticoagalating system in flight crews under the
influence of flight factors

p0324 M75-2868*
Treadmill exercise testing at the OSAF School of

Aerospace Hedicine: Physiological responses in
aircrewmen and the detection of latent coronary
artery disease
[AGABD-AG-210] p0332 N75-29736

Physiological parameters of exercise performance
p0332 875-29737

Some studies relating to limb flailing after an
emergency escape from an aircraft
[AD-A005699] p0334 H75-29752

Back pains of flying personnel. Sixty-eight cases
of back pains observed in flying personnel at
the Hospital Militaire D1instruction Dominique
Larrey, Versailles
[BAE-LIB-TRANS-18U4] p0383 B75-32735

Anthropometry of airline stewardesses
[AD-A012965/0] p0391 H75-33660

FLIGHT FATIGUE
Belationships of fatigue and motion sickness to

vestibulo-ocular responses to Coriolis stimulation
p0146 A7S-23199

workload reduction on the flight deck
p0279 A75-37494

Aircrew assessment of the vibration environment in
helicopters

p0291 H75-27686
FLIGHT FITHESS

Experimental investigation of pilot
perception/decision processes under conditions
of stress induced by lack of time

p0039 A75-14879
Difficulties arising in the evaluation of flight

personnel on the basis of the leftward deviation
of the QBS axis and its relations to the left
anterior block concept

p0065 A75-17368
Thyroid nodule and crew personnel flight
fitness examinations

p0065 A75-17369
EEG criteria for flying fitness applied by the

German Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine
p0122 A75-221I15

Means and methods for physical training of men in
long-term space flights

p0140 A75-22973
Psychophysiological monitoring principles and the

evaluation of pilot fitness to flight
p0157 A75-26122

Drepanocytemia and evaluation of flight personnel
p0201 A75-29267

Statistical data on the medical causes of
definitive flight inability in the TPP of an
airline company Technical Flight Personnel

p0202 A75-29270
Central regulation of vascular tonus in pilots

p0214 A75-31749
Anemia and airline flight duties

p0213 A75-31386
Medical flying fitness - a routine affair - but

who examines and assesses psychic health
p0283 A75-38122

Medical requirements and examination procedures in
relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Evaluation of the special senses for flying duties
[AGABD-CP-152] p0222 N75-2308II

Medical reguirements and examination procedures in
relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Comparison of examination techniques in
neurology, psychiatry and psychology with
special emphasis on objective methods and
assessment criteria
[AGABD-CP-153] p0251 N75-2<4297

Flight fitness and psycho-physiological behavior
of applicant pilots in the first flight missions

p0252 H75-24304
Psychic health: A quantite negligeable in flying
fitness examinations

p0253 H75-2I4308
F1IGBT HAZABDS

Human aspects of the use of the Concorde
technological and safety factors

p0201 A75-29269
The biological effectiveness of HZE-part ides of

cosmic radiation studied in the Apollo 16 and 17
Biostack experiaents

p0275 A75-36334
Prevention of decompression sickness during a

simulated space docking mission
p0282 A75-38418

FLIGHT IBSTEDBEBIS
HT APPBOACH IHDICATOBS
HI ATTITDDE IHDICATOBS
NT GIRO HOBIZOHS
Effects of visual flight display dynamics on

altitude tracking performance in a flight
simulator

p0183 875-19127
the effect of communications and traffic situation

displays on pilots awareness of traffic in the
terminal area

p0183 875-19129
FLIGHT MECHAHICS

Sketch of biological aero-hydrodynamics /Flight
and swimming of animals/ Bussian book

p0247 A75-35516
FLIGHT PBBFOBHAHCB
D FLIGHT CHABACTEBISTICS
FLIGHT SAFETI

Results of an inquiry concerning the exterior
lights of aircraft

p0065 A75-17370
& review of British aircrew helmet development

p0151 A75-25059
The healthy pilot

p0201 A75-29250
Human factors in safe flight operations;
Proceedings of the Twenty-seventh Annual
International Air Safety Seminar, Hilliamsburg,
Va., November 10-14, 1974

p0279 A75-37487
Human error in aviation operations

p0279 A75-37492
Reliability of life support systems as related to
general space flight safety reguirements

p0341 A75-42052
Spacelab environmental control life support system

- Design safety
[IAP PAPER A75-020] p0374 A75-U5861

Studies on respiratory and cardiovascular
physiology during combined exposure to sustained

- acceleration of +Gz with simulated altitude. I -
Tolerance to the combined exposure to +Gz with
simulated altitude in rats and dogs

p0378 A75-47099
Studies on an air-mat safety device for protection

against falling impact injury
p0378 A75-47100

Measurement and estimation procedure for flight
safety control operator workload

pOOSS 875-12601
Algorithm-theoretical behavioral model for flight

control and flight safety activities
operator performance

p0270 N75-25589
I seasonal occurence checklist of waterfowl

hazardous to flight safety in southern United
States
[AD-A010521] p0382 N75-32728

FLIGHT SIMU1AT10H
Effect of potassium depletion in normal males - An

Apollo 15 simulation
p0111 A75-20884

Human ammo acid excretion patterns during and
following prolonged multistressor tests

p0122 A75-22411
Influence of head orientation on visually induced

pitch and roll sensation
p0153 A75-25409

Comparisons of pilot performance in simulated and
actual flight effects of ingested barbiturates

p015« A75-25U15
Physiologic effects of seatback angles less than
45 deg /from the vertical/ relative to G

p0281 A75-38411
Aircraft simulator motion and the order of merit
of flight attitude and steering guidance displays
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FLIGHT SIHOLATOBS SUBJECT IHDEX

p0350 A75-43849
Design of a notion simulator with several degress

of f reedom for ergononic studies
[DGOH P A P E R 1] p0353 A75-44110

Effects of Pyrobenzamine and Plmasin on fighter
pilots f lying a fighter intercept mission in the
F«D f l ight smulator

p0358 A75-44364
Some problems in evaluating the vestibular

function of aviators and cosmonauts
pOOH9 H75-12561

Simulation of high workload operations in air to
air combat

pQ053 N7S-12593
Trainee performance measurement developnent using

multivanate measure selection techniques
[AD-787594] p0128 S75-16234

Effects of ground cased aircraft simulator motion
conditions upon prediction of pilot proficiency

p0166 N75-18890
Pilot performance during a simulated standard

instrument procedure turn with and without a
predictor display

p0183 H75-19139
A pilot/ISO simulation conducted to investigate

aircraft wave-off performance and to determine
the ability of the landing signal officer to
judge aircraft approaches
[AD-A007515] p0259 H75-24356

Manual control in target tracking tasks as a
function of controller characteristics: A
flight stimulator investigation, phase 2
[AD-A007384] p0260 N75-24368

Unique wide field of view visual simulation of
helicopter flight close to earth surface

p0397 B75-33699
PLIGHT SIBDLATOBS

NT COCKPIT SIMULATORS
The effect of spurious angular accelerations on

tracking in dynamic simulation
pOOOS A75-10736

Influence of an anxiety depressant on the behavior
of pilot trainees during training on a flight
simulator

p0066 A75-17372
How touch should you pay for that box aircraft

simulator cost effectiveness
p0103 A75-19677

Defining synthetics flight simulator
evaluation for pilot training

p0235 A75-32411
Methods of electronic simulation of flight sounds

p0277 A75-36993
The transition of experienced pilots to a

frequency-separated aircraft attitude display
p0350 A75-43850

Effects of aircraft simulator notion cue fidelity
on pilot performance
[DGOH PAPEH 1] p0353 475-44106

Evaluating measures of workload nsug a flight
simulator

p0053 N7S-12591
Effect of a predictor instrument on learning to

land a simulated jet trainer
[AD-A000586] p0167 H75-18898

Effects of visual flight display dynamics on
altitude tracking performance in a flight
simulator

p0183 N75-19127
Visually induced sensations of motion

p0183 B75-19142
Mechanics of breathing at reduced barometric
pressures of flight
tAD-A001930] p0187 N75-19952

Aircraft-simulator transfer problems
[ AD-A002140] p0188 H75-19964

Capabilities in wide angle visual technology
considering aircraft flight simulators
[AD-A002706] p0189 N7S-19970

Subject instruction manual for the pilot
performance evaluation system
[AD-A003033] p0200 H75-21027

The effect of certain gimbal orders and workloads
on target detection, recognition, and
identification

p0220 N75-219U4
An automated systen to assess pilot performance in
a Link 6AT-1 trainer
[AD-A004780] p0299 N7S-27755

Measurement of flight performance in a flight
simulator
[AD-A004488] p0300 B75-27756

Transfer of training with formation flight trainer
[AD-A009638] p0369 H75-31739

Investigation of pilots' tracking capability using
a roll command display
[AD-A009590] p0385 S75-32751

FLIGHT SIBBSS
Laboratory assessment of pilot performance using
nonrated subjects at three alcohol dose levels
[AD-A007727] p0258 H75-24349

Changes in indices of the blood coagulating and
anticoagulatxng system in flight crews under the
influence of flight factors

p0321 B75-28684
Change in asymmetry of some paired functions in

airmen under the influence of flight factors
p0325 B75-28685

PLIGHT STBBSS (BIOLOGY)
HI SPACE FLIGHT STSESS
Degree of reaction and decision taking of the
pilot in stress situations

p0039 A75-1U878
Experimental investigation of pilot
perception/decision processes under conditions
of stress induced by lack of tine ,

p0039 A75-14879
The alpha-index as a criterion of pilot reaction

p0039 475-14881
Hole of metabolic shifts in pathogenesis of
vestibular disturbances

p0045 A75-16609
Effect of a general aviation trainer on the stress
of flight training

p0111 A75-20882
Human ammo acid excretion patterns during and

following prolonged multistressor tests
p0122 A75-22411

Time perception under conditions of short-term
weightlessness

p0138 A75-22956
Statokinetic reactions of man under conditions of

short-term weightlessness
p0138 A75-22957

Comparisons of pilot performance in simulated and
actual flight effects of ingested barbiturates

p0154 A75-25415
The healthy pilot

p0201 475-29250
Certain effects of supersonic airplane flight on
renal function in aviators

p0201 A75-29268
Vertebral lesions caused by ejection with ejection
seats - Mechanism, diagnosis, results and means
of prevention. I

p0214 475-31260
Central regulation of vascular tonus in pilots

p0214 A75-31749
Association of aircraft noise stress to
periodontal disease in aircrew members

p0318 475-41467
Medical aspects of supersonic travel

p0318 475-41472
Simulation and study of high workload operations

psychophysiological effects on air crews
[AGAED-CP-146] p0052 H75-12587

Endocrine-metabolic indices of aircrew workload:
An analysis across studies

p0053 1175-12596
Time dependence of the flight induced increase of

free urinary cortisol secretion in jet pilots
p0053 N75-12597

Emotional and biochemical effects of high work-load
in pilot landing performance

p0054 H75-12598
The air defence role pilot training in complex

tasks
p0054 H75-12602

Physiological costs of extended airborne command
and control operations huaan performance and
sleep deprivation

p0054 B75-12603
Error control in estimation of pilot stress by
measuring skin resistance

p0055 B75-12610
Fitness for air travel, the medical point of view
[HAS4-TT-P-16304] p0229 B75-23139
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SOBJECT IBDEX FLOIBEIEBS

Experimental study of physiological variations in
urinary sodium and potassium related to tine
zone changes human metabolic responses
CBASA-TT-F-16281] p0230 H75-231U6

Activation of external respiration and the level
of alveolar PC02 of in-flight filers

p0262 H75-25518
Functional state of the vestibnlar analyzer with
creation of negative pressure on the lover half
of the body

p0263 N75-25520
Longitudinal study of environmental variables and
aviation perfornance effectiveness carrier
landings
[AD-A005lt23] p0327 B75-28706

FLIGHT SDBGEOSS
Recent advances in aerospace medicine

[AD-A009132] p0366 H75-31718
PLIGHT TESTS

The transition of experienced pilots to a
frequency-separated aircraft attitude display -
A flight experiaent

p0103 A75-19680
On-orbit performance of the Skylab astronaut

maneuvering research vehicle
p0175 A75-27202

The test pilot and the quality control system
p02i|1 A75-33616

notion relationships in aircraft attitude and
guidance displays - A flight experiment

p0350 A75-43848
The transition of experienced pilots to a

freguency-separated aircraft attitude display
p0350 A75-43850

Preliminary flight tests of an oculometer
lookpoint tracking during landing approach
[HASA-TB-X-72621] p0127 N75-16225

In-flight measured human pilot describing function
and remnant for pitch attitude control

p018<4 H75-19151
PLIGHT TIHE

Pilot accident potential as related to total
flight experience and recency and frequency of
flying
[AD-A001256] p0162 H75-17961

Hethod for computing the radiation danger from '
proton solar flares

p0325 H75-28688
PLIGHT TBAIHING

HI SPACE FLIGHT T R A I N I N G
Basic attention measures as predictors of success

in flight training
p0103 A75-19678

Development of a training model for naval flight
students

p0103 175-19679
Instructional system design for aircrew training

p0106 A75-19706
Systems approach to training /SAT/ for the B-1
aircrew

p0106 A75-19707
Effect of a general aviation trainer on the stress

of flight training
p0111 A75-20882

Effect of noise exposure during primary flight
training on the conventional and high-frequency
hearing of student pilots

p0213 A75-31160
The analysis of aviation training evaluations. II
- Similarities of aviation performances in
flying training courses

p0239 A75-33372
Incremental transfer and cost effectiveness of
flight training simulators

p0279 A75-37488
Life changes and aviation accidents

p0279 A75-37493
Sight nap-of-the earth flight training
[AD-785635] p0090 N75-14I»"45

Orientation/disorientation training of flying
personnel: A working group report
[AGABD-H-62S] p0099 H75-15306

Trainee performance measurement development using
multivariate measure selection techniques
[AD-787594] p0128 H75-16234

Training situation analysis study for the T-3UC
expanded primary flight training phase
[AD-A002258] p0188 H75-19962

Administration of the Borschach tests to a sample
of student pilots training apprenticeship

p0251 N75-24299
Impact of multivariate analysis on the aviation

selection and classification process
p0252 875-24306

Visual and auditory information processing aspects
of the acquisition of flying skill
CAD-A007721] p0259 S75-21358

Behavioral taxonomy of undergraduate pilot
training tasks and skills: Taxonomy refinement,
validation and operations, phase 2
[AD-A008201] p0270 N75-25587

The measurement of operator capacity by
manipulation of dual task demands
[AD-A006352] p0336 1175-29765

Han as a precious resource: The enhancement of
human effectiveness in flight operations
[AD-A006353] p0336 1175-29766

Basic attention measures as predictors of success
in flight training
[AD-A006385] p0363 1175-30789

Visual and auditory information processing in
flying skill acquisition pilot performance
[AD-A009636] p0385 H75-32752

Systematic variations of instructional variables
on learner performance: Aircraft instrument
comprehension task
JAD-A0101063 p0393 H75-33672

FLOATS
Design criteria for advanced PFD'S

[AD-AOIOtOit] pOIOI 1175-33728
FLOBA
0 PLANTS (BOTANY)

FLOTATIOH SIS1EBS
0 FLOATS
FLOi CBABAC1EBISTICS
KT FLOB STABILITY
NT FLOI VELOCITY
Biological flows blood and lymph circulation

p02M7 A75-35179
FLOI CHABTS

Design Option Decision Tree - A method for
schematic analysis of a design problem and
integration of human factors data

p0105 A75-19700
A study on behavioral analysis of pilot during

aircraft controlling. IV - Display of behavioral
analysis table and flow chart

p0377 A75-47098
FLOW BEASDBEHEBT

Indirect measurement of systolic blood pressure
during +Gz acceleration

pOOOT A75-11315
An ultrasonic pulsed Doppler system for measuring
blood flow in small vessels

p0008 A75-11321
Ultrasonic blood flovmeter yielding instantaneous

velocity profile by real-time phase detection
p0201 A75-29232

A modified measurement of respiratory resistance
by forced oscillation during normal breathing

p03U4 A75-42765
FLOI BATE
D PLOI VELOCITY
FLOI STABILITY

A nunencal study of pulsatile flow through
constricted arteries

p0341 A75-U2192
FLOI VELOCITY

Studies on arterial flow patterns - instantaneous
velocity spectrums and their phasic changes -
with directional ultrasonic Doppler technique

pOOOt A75-10701
A repeater type biotelemetry system for use on

wild big game animals to measure heat flow
rate

p016» H75-18873
FLOI BETE BS

Cannula-tip coronary blood flow transducer for use
in closed-chest animals

p0007 A75-11316
Spectral analysis as a method of quantitative

interpretation of Doppler-shift signals for
cardiac output measurement

p0071 A75-18597
An integrated circuit implantable pulsed Doppler

ultrasonic blood flowmeter
p0144 A75-23355
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FL0ID DYNABICS SUBJECT INDEX

Oltrasonic blood flowmeter yielding instantaneous
velocity profile by real-time phase detection

p0201 A75-29232
Comparison of techniques for neasuring +Gz

tolerance in man
p02«5 475-34811

Development of ultrasonic methods of hemodynamic
measurements rheoencephalography/flowmeters
(NASA-CB-143458] P0366 N75-31714
DYHABICS

HT AEBODYHABICS
HT HY.DBODYNABICS

Fluid infusion system
[H4SA-CB-1IH579] P0133 N75-17098

Dynamic response of a fuel-filled spheroidal
shell; an improved model for studying head injury

P0221 N75-23102
FLUID FILTERS

HT AIB FILTERS
Measurement of platelet aggregation in flowing

blood with the use of a filter filter-loop
technique and filtragometer

p0018 B75-10699
FLDID FJ.OI

HI AIB PLOB
HT BLOOD FLOW
HT CAPILLABY FLOW
NT GAS FLOS
NT OSCILLATING FLOI
HT PIPS FLOS
HT STE4D1 FLOW
NT WATEB FLOW

FLDID HBCHiHICS
HT AEHODYHABICS
HT FLOID DYBAHICS
HT HYDBODYNAHICS
HT HYDBO8ECHASICS

FLUIDS
Autonatic fluid dispenser

[N4SA-CASE-ABC-10820-1] p0387 N75-32766
FLOOBESCBHCB

HT PHOSPHOBESCEBCE
The temperature dependence of myosin fluorescence

of skeletal and smooth muscles
p0169 A75-26164

Fluorescence detection of organic molecules in the
Jovian atmosphere

P0351 A75-U3892
FLOOBBSCEIT BBISSIOH
0 FLOOBESCENCB
PLOOBIDES

Influence of the natural calcium and fluoride
supply and of a calcium supplementation on bone
mineral content of healthy population in
Switzerland

p0026 N75-11648
Chemico-therapeutic approach to prevention of
dental caries using stannons fluoride gel
[NSSA-CB-1H1762] p0219 H75-21935

FLDOBINE COBPODBDS
HT FLOOBIDES
HT FLDOBO COBPQONDS
HT FLDOBOHIDBOCABBOHS

FLDOBIHB OBGANIC COBPODBDS
HT FLOOBOHYDBOCABBONS
FLDOBO COHEOOHDS
HT FLOOBOHYDBOCABBONS
Toxicological-hygenic evaluation of water extracts
of F-26 polymer film

p0095 H75-15277
FLOOBOHYDBOCABBONS

The acute inhalation toxicity in rats from the
pyrolysis products of four fluoropolymers

p0306 A75-39366
FLDX (BiTB PEB OBIT &BEA)
0 FLDX DENSITI
FLOI DENSITY
HT IBBADIAHCE
HT LUMINANCE
HT LOBIHOOS INTEHSITY
NT PABTICLE FLOX DEHSITI
HT PBOTOH FLDX DEB Sill
HT SODSD INTENSITY
Isotope alpha irradiators for radiobiological
research

p0087 H75-1142U
FLDX BAPPIH6
D FLOX DEHSITY

FLDXBETEBS
D BAGHETIC HEASDBEBENT
0 HBASOBING INSTBDBENTS
FLUNG PERSONNEL
NT AIBCBAFT PILOTS
HT iSTBOHADTS
HT COSBOBAOTS
NT FLIGHT CBEWS
NT PILOTS (PEBSONBEL)
HT SPACECBEHS
NT TEST PILOTS
Psychiatric interventions with amnesic aircraft
accident survivors

p0037 A75-1<4090
Difficulties arising in the evaluation of flight
personnel on the basis of the leftward deviation
of the QBS axis and its relations to the left
anterior block concept

p0065 A75-17368
Thyroid nodule and crew personnel flight
fitness examinations

p0065 A75-17369
The influence of age on variations in superior

mediastinal electrical impedance
p0201 475-29261

Inhibitors of ovulation and variation in the tonus
and pressure of the ophthalmic artery in airline
stewardesses

p0201 475-29265
Considerations on the HPH syndrome in airplane

personnel wolff-Parkinson-Hhite defective
heart function diagnosis

p0201 A75-29266
Drepanocytemia and evaluation of flight personnel

p0201 475-29267
Statistical data on the medical causes of
definitive flight inability in the IFP of an
airline company Technical Flight Personnel

p0202 475-29270
4ntihypertensive drug therapy in OSAF flying

personnel
p0203 475-29588

Beduced carbohydrate intake in the preparatory
diet and the reliability of the oral glucose
tolerance test

p0213 A75-31161
Onentation/disorientation training of flying

personnel: A working group report
[AGABD-B-625] p0099 N75-15306

Bedical reguirements and examination procedures in
relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Introductory remarks

p0222 N75-23085
The role of vocal audiometry in the selection of

navigation personnel
p0222 N75-23090

The importance of the dosage of thiocyanates in
urine and blood of flying personnel for the
prevention of diseases of visual function

p0223 H75-23092
Evaluation of the special senses for flying

duties: Perceptual abilities of Landing Signal
Officers (LSOs)

p0223 N75-23093
Air-to-air visual target acquisition

p0223 N75-2309«
Bicrostrabismus in flying personnel (diagnosis and
disposition)

p0223 N75-23096
Activation of external respiration and the level

of alveolar PC02 of in-flight fliers
p0262 B75-25518

Statistics in human engineering military
flying personnel
[B4B-TB-74166] p0338 N75-29782

Systematic variations of instructional variables
on learner performance: Aircraft instrument
comprehension task
[40-4010106] P0393 B75-33672

FLIIBG PL4TFOBB STABILITY
0 4EBODYB4BIC STABILITY
FLYIHG QUALITIES
0 FLIGHT CHABACTEBISTICS

FOG
Effects of various runway lighting parameters upon

the relation between runway visual range and
visual range of centerline and edge lights in fog
[NASA-TS-X-72112] p0054 N75-1260U
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SUBJECT IBDEI FBBQOEBCI BESPOiSB

FOOD
Tibial bone mineral distribution as influenced by
calcium, phosphorus, and vitamin D feeding
levels in the growing turkey

p0027 875-11651
Non-caking freeze dried applesauce
[NASA-CB-1II0938] p0057 H75-12621

Storage stability and improvement of internediate
moisture foods, phase 2
[NASA-CB-111663] p0167 H75-18900

Estimated radiation doses fron food cooked with
natural gas from nuclearly stimulated veils
[OBNL-TH-11735] p0197 H75-21010

The space kitchen: discussions between scientists
and readers
[NASA-TT-F-16322] p0271 H75-25595

Crew appliance concepts. Volume 2, appendix B:
Shuttle orbiter appliances supporting
engineering data food management and
personal hygiene
[NASA-C8-1<K4<453] pOUOO 875-33721

Crew appliance concepts. Volume tt, appendix C:
Oodular space station appliances supporting
engineering data food management and
personal hygiene
[HASA-CB-1<mit55] pOlOO 875-33723

FOOD IHT1KE
The effects of short term fasting on mental

performance
pOOi»5 A75-16607

Climatologic aspects of obesity and therapeutic
semistarvation

p0122 A75-22412
Evaluating the onboard regimen of pilot nutrition

p0157 A75-26120
Condition of flight animals on recovery; food

intake; observations on hypothalanus, pituitary,
and adrenal glands during Apollo 17 flight

p0205 A75-29605
Hazard analysis of Clostridium perfringens in the

Skylab Food System
p0206 A75-30076

Effect of fasting on tolerance to moderate hypona
p0239 A75-33371

Effect of stress on fat metabolism in connection
with fat contents of emergency rations
CR-1255] p0015 N75-10680

Controlled starvation as a biological factor
favoring an increase in adaptability of the
human body

pOOS7 H75-15287
FOBCED OSCI1LATIOH
U FORCED VIBBATIOH
FOBCED VIBBATIOB

Head movement induced by angular oscillation of
the body in the pitch and roll axes

p0316 A75-U1457
A modified measurement of respiratory resistance

by forced oscillation during normal breathing
p031|i| J75-U2765

FOBCED VIBBATOBT BOTIGN EQUATIONS
U FOBCED VIBRATION
FOBECASTING
NT PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
NT TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING
NT WEATHER FORECASTING
FOBEHEAD

Some investigations on the electrical activity of
the human orbito-frontal cortex

p0267 N75-25557
FOBEIGB POLICY
NT INTERNATIONAL COOPEBATION

FOBESTS
The introduction of mycorrhizal fungi into
forested areas of Veronezh region (oblast)
[NASA-TT-F-16481] p0361 N75-30767

Species of fungi of the Hygrophoraceae family on
the Velka Horka Hill near Hnichovo Hradiste
[8ASA-TT-F-16492 J p0361 H75-30768

FOBS PEBCEPTIOB
D SPACE PERCEPTION
FOSSIL FUELS
NT CRUDE OIL
NT NATURAL GAS
FOSSIL HBTEOBITE CBATIBS
D FOSSILS
FOSSILS

Structures of biogenic origin from Early

Precanbnan rocks on Euro-Asia
p0073 A75-19282

Pcecaabrian paleobiology - Problems and perspectives
p0211 A75-31115

FOUBIEB TBABSFOBBATIOI
A Fourier technigue for simultaneous

electrocardiographic surface napping
pOOOS A75-108M1

Effects of the cone-cell distribution on
pattern-detection experiments

p0011 A75-12698
POVBA

Suprathreshold intensity-area relationships - A
spatial Broca-Sulzer effect

p0065 A75-17339
Spatial summation of foveal increments and

decrements
p0119 A75-22208

The spatial Broca-Sulzer and sensitization effects
for foveal viewing

p0119 A75-22212
Photopic spectral sensitivity of the peripheral

retina
p0148 A75-214U6

Increment spectral sensitivity and colour
discrimation in the primate, studied by means of
graded potentials from the striate cortex

p0318 A75-U3422
FBACTDBING

Bone mass and Colle's fracture
p0028 N75-11660

?RAGHENTATION
Fragmentation of fixated line stimuli as a

function of gravitational orientation
p0276 A75-36359

PBiNCE
Injuries observed following high-speed ejections

in the French Air Force
p0381 N75-32721

PBBB FA11
Telemetric control of heart adaptation during

automatic and free-fall parachute jumps
p0121 A75-22101

Studies on an air-mat safety device for protection
against falling impact injury

p0378 A75-U7100
PBBB BADICALS

Photochemical synthesis of simple organic free
radicals on simulated planetary surfaces - An
ESB study

p0073 A75-19283
Quantum chemical study of the thermodynamics,

kinetics of formation and bonding of H2CH -
Relevance to prebiotic chemistry

p007t A75-19289
FBEBZE DBIING

Non-caking freeze dried applesauce
[SASA-CB-1110938] p0057 N75-12621

Dinner for a cosmonaut development of freeze
dried foods
[NASA-TT-P-16165] p0337 N75-29772

FREEZING
Hechanisms of deterioration of nutrients
retention of flavor during freeze drying
[NASA-CB-111866] p0285 N75-26630

FBEOH
Shuttle orbiter atmospheric revitalization system

and Freon coolant loop system trade studies
[SAE PAPEH 7U0921] p0176 A75-27772

Compact heat exchangers for the space shuttle
[ASflE PAPER 75-ENAS-St] p0310 A75-40858

FREQUENCIES
NT CABBIEB FREQUENCIES
NT EXTBEHELY LOU FBEQUENCIES
NT INFBASONIC FBEQDENCIES
NT LOU FREQUENCIES
NT HICBOBAVE FBEQOENCIES
NT BADIO FREQUENCIES
NT RESONANT FBEQUENCIES
NT SOPEBHIGH FREQOEHCIES

FBBQOENCI ANALIZEBS
Frequency discrimination as a function of the

number of periods of the signal presented
auditory system
[AD-786H57] p0092 N75-1<»16<1

PBBQOBNCT RANGES
NT OCTAVES

FBBQUENCT RESPONSE
Two-tone distortion products in a nonlinear model
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of the basilar aenbrane
p0108 A75-20123

Transformat ion of sound pressure level from the
free field to the eardrum in the horizontal plane

p0109 A75-20126
Determination of the transfer function of the

external ear by an impulse response measurement
p0109 A75-20130

The role of on and off transients in determining
the psychophysical spatial frequency response

p0119 A75-22210
An application of long-tern frequency analysis in

measuring drug-specific alterations in the EEC
of the cat

p0170 475-26243
H u n a n frequency-following responses to monaural

and binaural stimuli
p0171 A75-26245

Effect of varying differentiator frequency
response on recorded peak dP/dt for left
ventricular contractile state index

p0241 A75-33675
Amplitude/frequency differences in a single-lead

ECG of normal versus coronary heart diseased males
p0283 A75-38421

Sustained and transient channels in human vision
p0349 A75-43424

FBINGE PATTERHS
0 DIFFRACTION P A T T E R N S

FROGS
Ca salts of the saccus endolymphaticus and

processes of calcification of bones during
normal and experimental metamorphosis in
tadpoles of Bufo vulgaris, Sana dalmatina and
Rana esculenta
[NASA-TT-F-16472] p029U N75-27715

FBDITS
Non-caking freeze dried applesauce

[NASA-CR-140938] p0057 S75-12621
FDBL CELLS

NT H Y D R O G E N O X Y G E N FUEL CELLS
FOELS

NT AUTOMOBILE FUELS
NT H Y D R O G E N FDELS
NT N D C L E A H FUELS

FONCTIOH GEHERAT08S
Generation of forcing functions for evaluating

performance at the man-machine interface
p0210 A75-33563

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
NT FODHIER T R A N S F O R M A T I O N
HI H A R M O N I C ANALYSIS

FUNCTIONS (MATHEMATICS)
NT EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS
NT FOUEIEH TRANSFORMATION
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
NT TRANSFER F D N C T I C N S
NT TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

FUNGI
NT ACTINOMiCBTES
NT SACCHAROMYCES
NT SPORES
NT YEAST
Distribution of sterols in the fungi. I - Fungal
spores

p0378 A75-47227
The introduction of mycorrhizal fungi into
forested areas of Veronezb region (oblast)
[NASA-TT-F-16481 ] p0361 N75-30767

Species of fungi of the Hygrophoraceae family on
the Velka Horka Hill near Mnichovo Hradiste
[NASA-TT-F-16492 ] p0361 N75-30768

FUNGICIDES
NT CAFFEINE
NT UBIC ACID

FDRAN RESINS
NT POLYAMIDE RESINS

G FORCE
U ACCBLEBATION (PHYSICS)

GAGES
U MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

GAIN (AMPLIFICATION)
U AMPLIFICATION

GALACTIC RADIATION
Effect of cosmic microwave and gamma irradiation

on hematopoiesis

P0066 475-17572
GALVANIC CELLS
U ELECTROLYTIC CELLS
GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE

Characteristics of conditioned reactions in
different phases of natural human sleep

p0115 475-21522
'Spontaneous1 cutaneogalvanic responses during
night sleep in normal nan

p0208 475-30696
Continuously varying skin potentials elicited by

sinusoidally varying electric shock potentials
p0185 875-19156

G4HE THEORY
Training mathematics skills with games
[AD-A009364] p0385 N7S-32753

GAMMA GLOBULIN
Effect of mechanical vibration on the surface

properties of solutions of gamma-globulin
p0262 B75-25513

GAMMA RADIATION
D GAMMA RAYS

GAMMA HAYS
Effect of cosmic microwave and gamma irradiation
on hematopoiesis

p0066 A75-17572
A mathematical analysis of the mortality kinetics

of Drosophila melanogaster exposed to ganma
radiation

p0278 A75-37326
Radio-chemical synthesis of ammo acids in aqueous

media containing carbohydrates, hydrocarbons and
nitrates

p0354 A75-44134
A method for the determination of the compacta

area and the mean absorption density of human
bones

p0023 N75-11621
In vivo calcium determination by proton activation
analysis

p0024 N75-11636
An evaluation of several nuclides for bone density

determinations by Compton scattering
p0025 N75-11637

A study of immunological reactions in dogs exposed
to prolonged chronic radiation

p0086 N75-1<t416
Development of tumors in dogs exposed over a long

period to low doses of external gamma irradiation
p0095 N75-15274

Influence of the calcium-magnesium ratio in the
nutrient solution on the aftereffect of gamma
irradiation of cabbage seeds

p0095 N75-15276
Lymphoid cell kinetics under continuous low
dose-rate gamma irradiation: A comparison study
[NASA-CR-112068] p0125 N75-16213

The influence of ionizing radiation on the immune
response
[MBL-1974-28] p0255 N75-24329

General safety standard for installations using
non-medical X-ray and sealed gamma-ray sources,
energies up to 10 MeV
[COM-75-50166/8] p0258 N75-24353

Lymphoid cell kinetics under continuous low
dose-rate gamma irradiation: A comparison study
[NASA-CB-143262] p0326 N75-28698

Inactivation of biologically active DNA by gamma
ray induced superoxide radicals and their
dismutation products singlet molecular oxygen
and hydrogen peroxide
[HBL-1975-10] p0392 N75-33664

Comparison of the oxygen enhancement ratio for
gamma ray induced double-strand breaks in the
DNA of bacteriophage T7 as determined by two
different methods of analysis
[MBL-1975-11] p0392 N75-33665

G4RGLIA
NT NEBVES
NT NEUBONS
Electrophoresis of soluble proteins in the blood
serum, the heart, and skeletal muscles under
prolonged morbid stimulations involving the use
of hexonium for blocking ganglion

p0207 A75-30343
Spatial frequency selectivity in the retina

p0210 A75-31036
The innervation of chick striated muscle fibres by
the chick ciliary ganglion in tissue culture
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SUBJECT INDEX GASES

[BBL-1974-33] p0256 H75-2<4338
GABHENTS

Industrial and biooedical use of aerospace
personal cooling garments
[ASBE P A P E H 75-EBAS-18] p0314 A75-I40886

Static propensity of various Air Force garments
[AD-7811789] p0030 N75-11675

Liquid cooled garments
[NASA-CB-2509] p0101 H75-15316

GAS ABALTSIS
Automated measurement of respiratory gas exchange

by an inert gas dilution technique
p0007 A75-11319

Instantaneous measurement of the pulmonary blood
flow by a glow discharge gas analyser

pOOII A75-16173
Efficiency of constant-flow oxygen masks for

general aviation A new method of mask evaluation
p0153 A75-25105

Oxygen contaminant detection: Procedures for
field analysis of aviator's breathing oxygen
[ A D - 7 8 6 9 1 6 ] p0093 N75-1<(470

Development of solid state samplers for work
atmospheres
[COB-74-11720/1] p0221 H75-21950

GAS CHBOflATOGBAPHT
Metabolic studies of transient tyrosineaia in

premature infants
p0347 A75-42830

Pitfalls in determination of acetylcholine from
brain by pyrolysis. Gaschromatography/mass
spectrometry deuterium labelled
[BBL-1974-18] p0089 B75-1U.U.33

GAS COHPOSITIOI
NT CABBOH DIOXIDE COHCEBTBATION

A method for the continuous measurement of oxygen
consumption

p0007 A75-11318
Condition and work capability of man under

increased pressures and optimal compositions of
gas medium as in underwater habitats

p0021 B75-11597
Tolerable oxygen concentrations in breathing

mixtures during prolonged exposure to
underwater habitats

p0021 H75-11601
GAS COOLIBG

Self-vapor cooled targets for production of 1-123
at high current accelerators using Xe-123
production
[NiSA-ia-X-71620 J p0022 H75-11615

GAS DETECTOBS
A new design NDIB atmosphere analyzer for submarines

Hon-Dispersive IB instrument
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EHAS-31] p0312 A75-U.0876

Hydrogen detection study for environmental
control/life support systems
[NAS4-CB-137563] p0163 N75-17971

Portable oxygen-contaminant detector: Development
test and evaluation
[AD-1007039] p0232 N75-23168

Bine air monitor
[PB-242488/5] pOUOl H75-33729

GAS DISCBABGES
Formation of prebiochemical compounds in models of

the primitive earth's atmosphere. II - CH4-H2S
atmospheres

p0074 A75-19286
GAS DIBASICS
NT AEBODYBABICS

GAS EVACUATING
U EVACUATING (VACODB)

GAS EICBABGE
Gas exchange i,n distributions of V sub A/Q ratios

- Partial pressure-solubility diagram in lungs
p0006 A75-11309

Analysis of effect of the solubility on gas
exchange in nonhomogeneous lungs

p0006 A75-11311
Respiratory gas exchange as an indicator of

changed radioresistance in mammals
p0013 A75-12866

Dynamics of pulmonary gas exchange and heart rate
changes at start and end of exercise

pOOtttt A75-16200
External respiration, gas exchange, and energy
losses under conditions of weightlessness

p0139 A75-229611

Bespiratory gas exchange ratio and prediction of
aerobic power

p0172 A75-26515
Effect of temperature on rate of C02 uptake by

human red cell suspensions
p0239 A75-33261

Influence of breathing pattern on oxygen exchange
during hypoxia and exercise

p0244 A75-34805
Cardiopulmonary effects of combined exercise and

+Gz acceleration
p0281 475-38409

Fluctuations in O2 stores and gas exchange with
passive changes in posture

p0315 A75-41393
Nitrogen exchange across the lungs in resting man

p0359 A75-44621
Alveolar gas exchange at altitude
[AD-786688] p0099 N75-15305

Gas exchange and some blood indices accompanying
thyroid gland dysfunction hormonal
regulation in hyperoxia tolerance

p0261 N75-25509
G1S PLOi
SI AIB FLOS
HI PIPE FLOi
Physiologic testing of the T-43 passenger oxygen
nask
[AD-783237] p0019 B75-10711

A gas flow indicator for portable life support
systems
[NASA-CB-141892] p0290 N75-26667

GAS IOBIZATIOS
The temperature dependences of some types of

gaseous ionic reactions of astrochemical interest
p0351 A75-43891

GAS 1ASEBS
SI HELIUM-NEON LASEBS

GAS BIXTDBES
NT ALVEOLAE AIB
NT EXPIBED AIB
Dltraviolet-gas phase and -photocatalytic

synthesis from CO and NH3 photolysis products
p0319 A75-41700

Synthesis o£ biological molecules on molecular
sieves abiogenic amino acid production

p0351 A75-43893
Beport on Project Hydrox 2
[AD-78U446] p0018 N75-10701

GAS PHASES
0 VAPOR PHASES

GAS PBESSDBE
Estimation of alveolar pressure during forced
oscillation of the respiratory system

p0173 A75-26519
Narcotic effect of increased nitrogen and helium

pressures (based on results from experimental
research conducted on animals)

p0021 N75-11599
GAS TBAHSPORT

On eguation of gas transport in the lung
p0179 A75-28436

Model of the transport of gases in periodically
ventilated lungs

p0324 N75-28679
GASEOUS CAVITATIOB
0 GAS FLOW
GASEOUS DIFFUSION

Estimation by a rebreathing method of pulmonary 02
diffusing capacity in man

p0006 A75-11308
A new gas lesion syndrome in nan, induced by

'isobaric gas counterdiffusion1

p0360 A75-U5125
GASES
NT ALVEOLAE AIB
NT ABGON
NT CARBON DIOXIDE
NT CABBON MONOXIDE
NT DEDTEBIDH
NT EXHAUST GASES
NT EXPIBED AIB
NT GAS HIXTDBES
NT HEAVI NUCLEI
NT HELIUM
NT HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
NT BIGB TEMPEBiTOBE AIB
NT BIGH TEBPERATOBE GASES
NT HYDBOGEN
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GASTBOIHTESTIHiL SYSTEB SOBJECI INDEX

HI HYDROGEN ATOMS
HI HYDROGEN IONS
NT INTERSTELLAR GAS
NT NATURAL GAS
NT NEON
NT NITROGEN
NT OXYGEN
NT OZONE
NT TRITIUM
NT XENON ISOTOPES
NT XENON 133

The Performance and capabilities of terrestrial
organisms in extreme and unusual gaseous and
liquid environments
[NASA-CH-142192] p0131 S75-17077

GASTROINTESTINAL SISTER
NT INTESTINES

Evaluating the onboard regimen of pilot nutrition
p0157 A75-26120

The effect of decompression on the alimentary canal
p0342 A75-42644

Laboratory studies on chronic effects of vibration
exposure

pQ292 N75-2769H
Apollo gastrointestinal analysis

[NASA-CH-144437] p0383 N75-32734
GAUSSIAN BOISE

D R A N D O M NOISE
GEHINI FLIGHTS

Some results of medical-biological research
accomplished in the Gemini and Apollo programs

p0141 A75-22978
Weightlessness, Medical and biological research

[NASA-IT-F-16105] p0225 N75-23106
GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT

Effect of a general aviation trainer on the stress
of flight training

p0111 A75-20882
GENERAL DYNAMICS MILITARY AIRCRAFT
D MILITARY AIRCRAFT
GENETIC CODE

Coacervate droplets, proteinoid microspheres, and
the genetic apparatus

p0069 A75-18506
On the evolution of macromolecules

p0069 A75-18514
Entropy of the genetic information and evolution

p0075 A75-19301
A model for the coevolution of the genetic code

and the process of protein synthesis - Review
and assessment

p0076 A75-19309
Origins of biological information and the genetic
code

p0113 A75-21001
Physics and biology progress and unresolved
problems in molecular biology

p0155 A75-25639
Beta structures of alternating polypeptides and
their possible prebiotic significance

p0307 A75-I40124
Speculations on the evolution of the genetic code

p0351 A75-43896
In vitro synthesis of enzymes of the tryptophan
operon of Escherichia coll. Part 2: studies on
the specificity of initiation of transcription
[MBL-1975-5] p0253 N75-24312

In vitro synthesis of enzymes of the tryptophan
operon of Escherichia coll. Part 3: Evidence
for positive control of transcription
[HBL-1975-6] p0253 N75-24313

Transcription of bacteriophage Hu: An analysis of
the transcription pattern in the early phase of
development
[MBL-1974-36] p0257 N75-24341

GENETICS
NT GENETIC CODE
NT DOTATIONS
On the guestion of the origin and evolution of the

genetic system
p0076 A75-19308

The origin of life genetically important
molecules

p0176 A75-27776
Autosomal recombination in males of Drosophila

melanogaster caused by a transmissible factor
p0347 A75-42827

Problems of space biology. Volume 27:
Radiobiology and genetics of arabidopsis

effects of radiation and weightlessness
[NASA-TT-F-158lt9] p0015 N75-10679

Peculiarities in,the change of motor activity of
rats under conditions of hypo and byperdynamia

p0097 N75-15291
GEHITOORIHABY SYSTEM
NT OVARIES
NT PEOSTATE GLAND
NT TESTES
NT UTERUS

GEOBOTANY
Thermal alteration of blue-green algae and

blue-green algal chlorophyll
p0176 A75-27775

GEOCHEMISTRY
NT BIOGEOCHEBISTRY
Remarks on the chemical conditions on the surface
of the primitive earth and the probability of
the evolution of life

p0073 A75-19278
Molten earth and the origin of prebiological

molecules
p0073 A75-19279

The effect of sterilization on biological, organic
geochemical and morphological information in
natural samples
[NASA-TM-X-72883] p0388 B75-33635

GEOMAGNETIC EFFECTS
U MAGNETIC EFFECTS

GEOMAGNETIC STORMS
U MAGNETIC STORMS

GEOMAGNETICALLY TRAPPED PARTICLES
U RADIATION BELTS

GEOMETRY
NT CURVATURE
NT PROLATE SPHEROIDS
NT SHEEP ANGLE

GERHANI
A survey of attitude-control and recovery systems

for the current German sounding rocket programme
p0381 N75-325S5

GERMICIDES
0 BACTERICIDES
GERMINATION

Microbial studies in the Biostack experiment of
the Apollo 16 mission - Germination and
outgrowth of single Bacillus subtilis spores hit
by cosmic HZE particles

p0012 A75-12862
The development of seedling shoots under space

flight conditions
p035U A75-44132

Inhibition of germination of Actinomycetes spores
in a stationary magnetic field
[ NASA-TT-F-16203] p0130 1175-17075

GESTALT THEORY
Building a distance function for gestalt grouping
[AD-787525] p0127 N75-16224

GIMBALS
The effects of certain gimbal orders and workloads

on target acquisition pilot performance
p0104 A75-19683

The effect of certain gimbal orders and workloads
on target detection, recognition, and
identification

p0220 N75-21944
GLANDS (ANATOMY)
NT ADRENAL GLAND
NT ENDOCRINE GLANDS
NT OVARIES
NT PARATHYROID GLAND
NT PINEAL GLAND
NT PITUITARY GLAND
NT PROSTATE GLAND
NT SALIVARY GLANDS
NT TESTES
NT THYMUS GLAND
NT THYROID GLAND

GLAUERT COEFFICIENT
U AERODYNAMIC FORCES
GLIDE LANDINGS

A study of pilot performance during a glide-slope
approach when rate information is supplied via
the peripheral vision
[AD-A005284] p0328 N75-28709

GLOBULINS
NT GAMMA GLOBULIN

GLOVES
Phase 2, 3 and 4 8 psi pressure glove
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SUBJECT IHDEI GBAVITATIOIAL EFFECTS

[BASA-CB-114755] p0163 H75-17972
Production of electrical!; heated gloves

[AD-A003327] p0200 H75-21032
6LOCOSE

The metabolism of carbohydrates by extremely
halophilic bacteria - Glncose metabolism via a
modified Entner-Doudorof f pa thway

pOOOS A75-11534
Glucose tolerance of lovlanders during prolonged

stay at high altitude and among high altitude
natives

p0121 A75-22105
Influence of muscular exercise on variations in

plasma cortisol and glucose in man
p01U7 A75-24056

Effects of a glucose meal on human pulmonary
function at 1600-m and 1300-m altitudes

p0202 A75-29577
Reduced carbohydrate intake in the preparatory

diet and the reliability of the oral glucose
tolerance test

p0213 A75-31161
Interpretation of an abnormal oral glucose

tolerance test encountered during multiphasic
laboratory screening

p0213 A75-31162
Influence of bicycle ergometer work and oral

glucose administration on the human
muscle-hexokinase activity

p0277 A75-36712
Reforming and decomposition of glucose in an

aqueous phase
[ASME PAPEH 75-EHAS-21] p0313 A75-40883

The effect of caffeine upon blood glucose level
considering diabetic and healthy subjects

[NASA-TT-F-16019] p0059 N75-13515
Glycemic indices of animals at different times

during hypokinesia with the infection of
glucose, adrenaline and insulin

p0193 N75-20980
Effects of muscular exercise on variation in

plasma cortisol and glucose in nornal males
£HASA-TT-F-16257] p0255 N75-21326

On the directed monitoring of sterilization
using the spore-earth test and a glucose-plasma
indicator
[NASA-TT-F-16U59 ] p0294 H75-2771I)

GLICISE

Light-evoked release of glycine from the retina
p0010 A75-12158

Polymerization of ammo acid methyl esters via
their copper complexes

p0351 A75-4389H
GLYCOGEBS

Constituents of human muscle in isometric fatigue
p0123 A75-22465

Depletion of muscle and liver glycogen during
exercise - Protective effect of training

p0170 A75-26237
Cardiac glycogen in Long-Evans rats - Diurnal

pattern and response to exercise
p0352 A75-U3915

GLYCOLYSIS
Oxygen-induced inhibition of mouse brain lactate

dehydrogenase
p0242 A75-3U377

Anaerobic recovery in man following
supramaximal exercise

p03«9 A75-43434
Leg muscle metabolism during exercise in the heat

and cold
p03i49 A75-43437

GOGGLES
Air scout night goggle test

[AD-785542] p0100 H75-15312
Evaluation of proposed electroplated HGU-4-/P frames

to determine the incidence of resulting
nickel dermatitis
[AD-A006121] -- p033t 875-29749

Preliminary evaluation of commercially available
laser protective eyevear
[PB-241903/4] p0371 H75-31753

GOBIOBETBBS
Bystagmometers

p0237 A75-32529
GBADIEBTS

HT PBESSOBE GBADIENTS
HI TEHPEBATDBE GBADIBBTS

GBADOATIOB
0 CALIBRATING
GBAFHBG

Trans-imaging of bone allografts: A rapid method
for evaluating osseous incorporation

p0027 B75-11653
GBAIHS (FOOD)
NT 1BEAT

GBAHOLAB BATBBIALS
Vacuum delatency casting for the construction of

individually molded seats
p0265 H75-25516

GBAPBS (CHABTS)
Hisperception of exponential growth. Part 2:
Graphical stimuli
[IZF-1974-30-PT-2] p0336 B75-29763

GBATIBGS
Apparent fineness of briefly presented gratings -

Balance between movement and pattern channels
in visual perception

p0210 A75-31037
GBATIBECEPTOBS
BT OTOLITH OBGAHS
The role of gravity in the phylogeny of structure

and function in animal sensors of spatial
orientation, and their predicted action in
weightlessness

p0013 A75-12868
Characteristics of moving visual scenes

influencing spatial orientation
p0118 A75-22205

The perception of gravity and of angular
acceleration in invertebrates

p0142 A75-23303
Structural and cytochemical investigations of the

gravity receptor under conditions of relative
rest and following exposure to accelerations

p0130 H75-17069
Space form of motionsickness

p0226 B75-23113
GRAVITATION
KT ABTIFICIAL GBAVITI
BT SEDUCED GBAVITI

GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
Life sciences and space research XII; Proceedings

of the Sixteenth Plenary Heeting, Konstanz, Rest
Germany, Say 23-June 5, 1973

p0012 A75-12859
Effects of a 21 gravity environment on the

ultrastructure of the gerbil parathyroid gland
p0242 A75-34379

Subgravity states - Key to understanding the role
of terrestrial gravity in human behaviour
role of vestibular organs

p0247 A75-35604
Fragmentation of fixated line stimuli as a

function of gravitational orientation
p0276 A75-36359

Fluctuations in 02 stores and gas exchange with
passive changes in posture

p0315 A75-41393
The response of single human cells to zero gravity

p0316 A75-41441
Measurement of otolith function in man

p0319 A75-1175J
Human sensitivity to gravity - On the problem of

gravipreferendum
p0353 A75-44127

Response and adaptation of Beagle dogs to
hypergravity

p0353 A75-UII128
Gravitational effects on body composition in birds

p035« A75-44129
The influence of variable gravitational fields on

the embryonic development of some ecaudate
amphibians

p035« A75-44130
The development of seedling shoots under space

flight conditions
p0354 A75-44132

Biological satellites and their contribution to
space biology and medicine
[IAF PAPEB 75-058] p0374 A75-45851

Absorption of exogenic coenzymes by mitochondrial
structures under normal conditions and under
gravitational overload
[NASA-TT-F-16011] p0020 N75-11593

Change in bioelectric activity of spinal cord
roots and in the skeletal muscles of dogs during
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GBlVITlTIOlAL FIELDS SOBJBCT IIDBI

trdDsverse acceleration
p0097 N75-15289

Bioelectric activity of skeletal nuscle under
conditions of alternating action of g-Forces and
weightlessness

p0227 N75-2312"
Rotary plant g r o w t h accelerating apparatus

weightlessness
[NASA-CASE-AHC-10722-1 ] p0260 N75-25503

Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 9,
no. 2, 1975
[ JPRS-61929] p0261 N75-25505

Respiratory functicn and gravitation human
ant igravi ty functions

p0261 N75-25506
Evaluation of the effects of hypergravity exposure

and caging restraint on bone mineralization in
the Beagle by in vivo photon absorptiometry
[NASA-CR-137710] p0285 1175-26633

Principles of biodynamics. Introduction to
gravitational biclogy, 1
[ A D - A O O 362<4] p0287 N75-266U9

The plus Gz protective methods for use in advanced
fighter-attack aircraft

p0331 N75-29727
GRAVITATIOHiL FIELDS

Goddard earth models (5 and 6)
[NASA-TM-X-70868] p0217 N75-21920

GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL
U G R A V I T A T I O N A L FIELDS

GRAVITATIONAL BADIATIOB
U G R A V I T A T I O N A L FIELDS

GRAVITY G R A D I B H T SATELLITES
NT ATS 6

GREAT BRITAIN
An anthropometric survey of 2000 Boyal Air force

Aircrew, 1970/71
[AGARO-AG-181] p0159 N75-17936

GREENHOUSE EFFECT
Dynamics of the chemical evolution of earth's

primitive atmosphere hydrocarbon reactions
p0150 A75-250U5

GBODHD BASED CONTROL
NT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
NT RADAR APPROACH CONTROL

G80DHD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Aircraft oxygen systems - Independence of ground

eguipment and service
[ ASME PAPER 75-ENAS-26] »p0313 A75-40879

GROUND TESTS
NT PHELADNCH TESTS

GROUND TRACKS
Subjective evaluation with FAA criteria: A

multidimensional scaling approach ground
track control management

p0398 N75-33707
GROUP BEHAVIOR
U GROUP DYNAMICS

GROUP DYBAHICS
A oan and a collective as elements of the control

system
p031« A75-»1058

Individual differences in an organizational
setting: Interrelationships and influences
[AD-785003] p0056 N75-12615

Studies of social group dynamics under isolated
conditions. Objective summary of the literature
as it relates to potential problems of long
duration space flight
[NASA-CR-2U96] p0099 N75-15308

Effects of task performance strategies on group
performance effectiveness
(AD-A001707] p0189 N75-19967

GBOHTB
NT VEGETATION GROWTH

Functional adaptation to high altitude hypoxia
p0076 A75-19569

Effect of parathyroidectomy on bone growth and
composition in the young rat

p0303 A75-38997
Effect of ambient heat stress on body development
of rats and survival of fatal heat stress by
drug administration

p0305 A75-39166
Consideration of probability of bacterial growth

for Jovian planets and their satellites
[NASA-CR-110807] p0019 N75-10712

Antibacterial effects of hyperbaric oxygen
[AD-785860] p009t N75-15269

Effects of vertical rotation on Arabidopsis
development
[NASA-CR-142246] p016» N75-18876

A control system formulation of the mechanism that
controls the secretions of serum group hormone
in humans during sleep
[NASA-Ta-I-62i4l(5] f026H N75-25530

Experiment with chlorella aboard the Zond-8
automatic station

p0325 N75-28690
Cytophysiological changes induced by spaceflight

factors in the seeds of some coniferous species
p0325 N75-28691

GUIDANCE (HOTIOB)
NT AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE
NT INERTIAL GUIDANCE
NT TERMINAL GUIDANCE
Performance limitations in laterally constrained

movements
p0321 A75-41847

GDINEA PIGS
Recording with the aid of holographic
interferometry by double exposure of the motion
of the tympanum of guinea pigs undergoing the
action of "short-time" sound effects
[ISL-8/7H] p0196 N75-21000

Laser interferometric studies of the guinea pig
eardrums displacement under various acoustic
excitations: Pure sounds, N waves, shock waves
[ISL-7/743 p0196 N75-21001

Pressure variation effects on the guinea pig
middle ear under impulse sound excitation
[ISL-33/73] p0196 N75-21002

Effects of inhaling sulfur dioxide, sulfuric acid,
and fly ash
[PB-2K1788/9] p0392 N75-33666

GO MB EL THEOBI
0 RANGE (EXTREHES)

GDHFIBB
Laminates for ballistic protection
[AD-A008020] p0272 H75-25602

GONNEBI TRAINING
Influence of a precursor noise on the startle due
to impulse noise (weapon noise)
[ISL-20/73] p0092 N75-11162

GONS (ORDNANCE)
A report of HumRRO activities in support of
project HITVAL
[AD-A008277] p0270 N75-25586

GUST LOADS
The effects of stability augmentation on the gust

response of a STOL aircraft during a curved
manual approach

p0398 N75-33706
GUSTATORY PERCEPTION
U TASTE

GTHNASTICS
U EXERCISE (PHYSIOLOGY)
GIRATION
NT ROTATION
NT SATELLITE ROTATION
GIRO HORIZONS

Peripheral vision artificial horizon display
p0293 N75-27703

GYROPLANES
0 HELICOPTERS
GYROSCOPES
NT GYBO HORIZONS

H
HABI1ABILITY

Space station interior design: Results of the
NASA/AIA space station interior national design
competition
[NASA-TN-D-8018] p0326 N75-28694

Current status in aerospace medicine
conference on habitability of spacecraft
environments and environmental control
[AGARD-CP-154] p0331 N75-29722

- Habitability design in Europe's spacelab: A
status report

- - p0331 B75-29724
Habitability of ships
[JPHS-65331] p036« N75-30794

HABITATS
Some results and prospects for the use of

underwater habitats in marine investigations
[JPRS-63261] p0021 N75-11596
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SUBJECT IHDEX BEAD (ABATOHI)

Condition and work capability of man onder
increased pressures and optimal compositions of
gas medium as in underwater habitats

p0021 H75-11597
Features in processes of saturation (desaturation)

and oversaturation of an organism and principle
of estinating the decompression regimes daring
extended stay Tinder pressure as in
undervater habitats

p0021 H75-11598
Tolerable oxygen concentrations in breathing

nixtures daring prolonged exposure to
underwater habitats

p0021 H75-11601
Medical-physiological observations during conduct

of Sadko-2 test concerning the effects of
hunan exposure to the increased pressures of
underwater habitats

p0021 1175-11602
Bedical-physiological studies in the Ikhtiandr-67

experiment concerning the effects of hunan
exposure to the increased pressures of
underwater habitats

p0022 H75-11603
Certain oceanographic tests with application of

underwater house-laboratory sprut
p0022 875-11605

Shallow Habitat Air Dive series (SHAD 1 and 2) :
The effects on visual performance and"physiology
[AD-A007101] ' p0257 N75-2U342

BABITDATIOH (LEABBIHG)
Relationship between flight experience and

vestibular function in pilots and nonpilots
p0036 A75-1U081

Hotion habituation - Inverted self-motion
perception and optokinetic after-nystagmus

p0063 A75-16993
The factor of structural integration in brain

activity
p0150 A75-25020

Arousal and vestibular habituation
p0320 A75-41759

Habituation of vestibular responses with and
without visual stimulation

p0320 A75-U1760
Adaptation to vestibular disorientation. 12:

Habituation of vestibular responses: An overview
[AD-780562] p0091 N75-1U(4(|9

BADEOBS
Biological effect of superhard component of cosmic

rays
p0116 A75-235II2

Molecular principles of the action of high-energy
hadrons and results of biological studies in space

p0155 A75-25599
Peculiarities of biological action of hadrons of

space radiation
p0356 A75-4U1<I9

BALICES
NT DICHLOBIDES
NT FLOOBIDES
NT R Y D E O G E N CHLORIDES
NT SILVEE BEOBIDES

BALL CDBBEBTS
0 ELECTBIC CUBBENT

BALLDCIIATIOHS
Arousal and hallucinatory activity under two

isolation conditions
p003( A75-13891

HALOGEB COBPO01BS
NT DICHLOBIDES
NT FLDOEO C08POONDS
NT FLDOBOBIDEOCASBONS
NT H Y D R O G E N CHLOSIDES
NT SILVEB BBOHIDES

HALOGEBATIOB
NT CBLOEINATIOM

BALOGEBS
NT IODIDE
HI IODINE ISOTOPES

BALOFBILES
The metabolism of carbohydrates by extremely
halophilic bacteria - Glucose metabolism via a
modified Entner-Doudoroff pathway

pOOOS A75-11531
Salt-dependent properties of proteins from

extremely halophilic bacteria
p0011 A75-12801

Light-induced leticine transport in Halobacterium
halobinm envelope vesicles - A chemosootic systea

pO?21 A75-41825
BAND (ASATOHI)

Left and right in cockpit evolution
p0072 A75-18962

Acceleration tine series resulting from repetitive
extension-flexion of the hand

p0116 A75-21570
The reaction of the resistive and capacitive

vessels of the hand at the start of muscular
exercise
[NASA-TT-F-16191] p0159 B75-17938

Therapeutic hand exerciser
[NASA-CASE-LAE-11667-1] p026f N75-25539

Hyoelectnc training of congenital belov-elbov
stumps in children

p0265 H75-25545
BANDICAPS

The concept of technology transfer for
neurologically handicapped persons with
impairment of sensonmotor functions

p0190 N75-19976
Transportation and the handicapped

p0190 N75-19980
The lightspot operated typewriter: The evaluation

of a prototype
[WTHD-65] p0259 N75-21361

Modern mechanisms make manless Bartian mission
mobile: Spin-off spells stairclimbing
self-sufficiency for earthbound handicapped

p0388 N75-3310"!
BAEDiABE

Advanced life systems hardware development for
future missions
[NASA-CB-141625] p0162 N75-17965

HABHOBIC ABALISIS
Evaluation of vibration mixtures affecting hunans

through seat surfaces
p0002 A75-100<49

A mathematical approach to explain subjective
color perception

p0170 A75-26224
BAZABDS
NT AIBCBAFT HAZABDS
NT FLIGHT HAZABDS
NT OPERATIONAL UAZABDS
NT BADIATION HAZABDS
NT TOXIC HAZABDS

BEAD (ANAIOBI)
NT OCCIPITAL LOBES
NT SKULL
Elicitation of vestibular side effects by regional

vibration of the bead
p0036 A75-14086

Effects of postural changes on the head response
of standing subjects subjected to low freguency
'constant velocity1 spectral inputs

p0153 A75-25325
Package cushioning for the human head. I

[ASME PAPEB 7U-HA/BIO-10] p0373 A75-U5551
A discrete-parameter head injury model for

estimating impact injuries
p0058 N75-13510

Elicitation of vestibular side effects by regional
vibration of the head
[AD-786288] p0099 N75-15303

A dynamic viscoelastic analysis of the human head ^-
p0217 N75-2 19211

Measurement of human head resultant acceleration
during impact •
[AD-A002971] p0219 N75-21939

Dynamic response of a fuel-filled spheroidal
shell; an improved model for studying head injury

p022» B75-23102
Heasurement of absorbed power patterns in the head

and eyes of rabbits exposed with typical
microwave sources
[AD-A007521] p0257 N75-21316

The prophylactic effect of head-cooling on coal
miner's cramps. Beport 2: The effect of
head-cooling on coal mners under hot and humid
environment
[NASA-TT-F-16UI49] p0297 N75-27739

The prophylactic effect of headcooling on coal
miner's cramps. 1: Electroencephalographic
observation on rabbits during head-cooling under
the hot and humid environment
[HASA-TT-F-16f<t8] p0333 N75-29739
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HEiD BOVEBEHT SUBJECT IHDBI

Windblast : Protection for the head by means of a
fabric hood

p0381 N75-32722
BEAD HOVEHEHT

Drug effectiveness on experimental optokinetic and
vestihular motion sickness

p0037 A75-14091
Difference between the reactions of the

cupula-endolymphatic system to a physiological
tarn of the head under natural conditions and
under conditions of rotation

p0066 A75-17659
A universal bird head-holder for stereotaxic surgery

p0110 A75-20521
The effect of head tilt on meridional differences

in acuity - Implications for orientation constancy
visual perception

p0114 A75-21098
The effect of perceived distance on perceived

moveaent
p01U9 A75-24594

Influence of head orientation on visually induced
pitch and roll sensation

p0153 A75-25109
Vertical vibration of seated subjects - Effects of

posture, vibration level, and frequency
p015« A75-25410

Head movement induced by angular oscillation of
the body in the pitch and roll axes

p0316 A75-11457
Psychophysics of vestibular sensation

p0319 A75-11752
The transmission of angular acceleration to the

head in the seated human subject
p0291 1175-27689

Head and neck mobility of pilots measured at the eye
[RAE-TR-74158] p0338 N75-29781

HEAD-OP DISPLAYS
Peripheral vision artificial horizon display

p0293 N75-27703
HEALTH

NT HEALTH PHYSICS
NT DENTAL H E A L T H
NT PUBLIC H E A L T H

Skylab crew health - Crew surgeons' reports
p0077 N75-14363

Analysis of the Skylab flight crew health
stabilization program

p0078 N75-14365
Programme biology: Health protection

[EDB-5138] p009« H75-15267
S T A R P A H C . Part 1: Final summary report

[NASA-CB-1111159] p0098 N75-15295
Behavioral methods for investigating environmental

health effects
[OB-3190-511 ] p0098 N75-15298

Space technology in remote health care
p0136 N75-17218

The composition of urine and feces in healthy
subjects
[NASA-TT-F-16420 ] p0297 N75-27700

HEALTH PHYSICS
NT PUBLIC H E A L T H

Potential crew hazards due to radioactive cloud
penetrations

p015t A75-25412
Review of RF and microwave hazard standards in the

United States and research on the biological
effects of microwaves at PIN!

p0178 A75-28275
Control of health hazards from airborne lasers

p0212 A75-31156
A rapid technique for visualizing the structure of

a microwave field for health physics
application

p021« A75-31718
Safety regulations concerning a use of lasers

p0211 A75-337U6
Long-wavelength electromagnetic power absorption

in prolate spheroidal models of man and animals
p03<48 A7S-43271

Effects in rodents of a 1-raonth exposure to
magnetic fields /200-1200 gauss/

p0358 A75-44359
Cosmic radiation exposure in supersonic and

subsonic flight
p0358 A75-1C1361

Distribution effectiveness for space radiation
dosioetry

p0359 A75-44<43«
Population exposures. Proceedings of the 8th

Bidyear Topical Symposium of the Health Physics
Society
[CONF-741018] p0132 N75-17088

Proceedings of the Third International Congress of
the international radiation protection
association.
[CONF-730907-P1] p0159 N75-17939

General safety standard for installations using
non-medical X-ray and sealed gamma-ray sources,
energies up to 10 HeV
[COH-75-50166/8] p0258 N75-2U353

Industrial hygiene survey. 123rd Tactical Control
Sguadron (CHP) , OH ASG, Blue Ash OH <45212
hazardous noise levels
[AD-A003191] p0287 N75-26648

HEiBIBG
NT BINAUBAL HEARING
Perception of the direction of sound in the case

of nonsimultaneous termination of the
stimulation of the right and left ear

p0031 A75-13101
Vibrations of the basilar membrane of the cochlea

p0108 A75-20087
The relation of noise exposure to noise induced

hearing damage
p0117 A75-21797

Hearing in para-airport children
p0213 A75-31164

Vibrations of the basilar membrane
p0210 A75-33418

The role of ear protection in reducing
occupational hearing loss

p02«6 A75-34958
Nodels of hearing in man

p0356 A75-11191
The effect of guiet on hearing psychoacoustics
- noise (sound)
[AD-A006395] p033<4 N75-29748

BEARING LOSS
0 ADDITOBY DEFECTS

HEART
NT CARDIAC AURICLES
NT CARDIAC VENTRICLES
NT MYOCARDIUM

A one-dimensional viscoelastic model of cat heart
muscle studied by small length perturbations
during isometric contraction

p0177 A75-27907
Determination of cardiac size from chest

roentgenograms following Skylab missions
p0083 N75-11398

Biomedical engineering support
[COO-2155-13] p0232 N75-23167

Artificial heart controls support
[ORO-4H85-2] p0260 N75-21365

Variation of intracardiac and intravascular
temperature in man
[NASA-TT-F-16598] p0391 H75-33658

HEART DISEASES
NT CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE
Variability in cardiac output during exercise

p0007 A75-11314
Evaluation of frontal plane QRS loop rotation in

vectorcardiographic diagnosis
pOOOS A75-11369

A relation between the abnormal T loop and the
exercise test

pOOOS A75-11370
Ultrasound in the diagnosis of

cardiovascular-pulmonary disease Book
p0013 A75-13012

Genesis of heart sounds and murmurs as
demonstrated by echocardiography

p0014 A75-13017
The transcutaneous Doppler velocity detector for

the study of arterial disease and cardiac
dysfunction

P0014 A75-13019
Algorithm for identifying changes in the

ST-interval of the ECG in the case of coronary
insufficiency

p0031 A75-13422
Separation of effects of cardiovascular disease

and age on ventricular function with maximal
exercise

p0040 A75-15094
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SOBJECT IHDBX BBABT rOBCTIOl

Difficulties arising ID the evaluation of flight
personnel on the basis of the leftward deviation
of the QRS axis and its relations to the left
anterior block concept

P0065 A75-17368
The magnetocardiogram in cardiac disorders

p0071 A75-18598
Causes and prevention of coronary disease;

Proceedings of the International Symposium,
Argenteuil, Belgium, Bay 23-25, 1971

p0071 A75-18728
Hyperlipidemia, lipoproteins and coronary disease

p0071 A75-18730
Physical inactivity and coronary heart disease

p0071 A75-18731
Hypertension and coronary risk - Implications of

current knowledge
p0072 A75-18732

Primary prevention of coronary heart disease
p0072 A75-18733

Molecular biology and cardiac insufficiency
p0072 A75-18766

Nonobstructive hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
mimicking mitral stenosis - Documentation by
echocardiography, phonocardiography and
intracardiac pressure and sound recordings

p0072 A75-18900
The use of echocardiography to measure isometric

contraction time
p0110 A75-20827

Normal coronary angiography in an aircreuman with
serial exercise test changes

p0112 A75-20896
Design and function of a mechanical assembly for

recording echocardiograms during upright exercise
p0113 A75-20962

A mechanism' for the electrocardiogram response to
left ventricular hypertrophy and acute ischemia

p0114 A75-21174
A model of psychosocial hypertension shoving

reversibility and progression of cardiovascular
complications

p0115 A75-21175
Predictive implications of stress testing -

Follow-up of 2700 subjects after maximum
treadmill stress testing

p0117 A75-219U5
Ballistocardiographic methods and cardiovascular

dynamics; Proceedings of the Third ftorld and
Ninth European Congress. Sofia, Bulgaria, April
16-18, 1973

p0141 A75-23118
High-freguency /acceleration/ direct body

ballistocardiography
p0142 A75-23120

A new method of studying the cardiac cycle by
means of mechanocardiograms

p01<!2 A75-23122
Acute subendocardial myocardial infarction in

patients Its detection by technetium 99-m
stannous pyrophosphate myocardial scintigrams

p0146 A75-23595
A clinical and follow-up study of right and left

bundle branch block
p0146 A75-23598

On the clinical value of calibrated displacement
apexcardiography

p0146 A75-23599
Elastic modulus of the human intact left ventricle
- Determination and physiological interpretation

p0151 A75-25137
Effect of Ca ions on the rhythmic and contractile
activities of the heart

p0153 A75-25321
Coronary blood flow in rats native to simulated

high altitude and in rats exposed to it later in
life

p0173 A75-26824
In vitro acetylcholine biosynthesis in normal and

falling guinea pig hearts
p0178 A75-27908

Myocardial infarction in young men - Study of risk
factors in nine countries

p0240 A75-33607
Calcium-induced damage of rat heart mitochondria

p0241 A75-33673
The feasibility of detecting His-bundle activity
from the body surface

p0241 A75-33674

Hon-invasive recording of His bundle potential in
man - Simplified method

p0246 A75-34967
Conduction cardiograph-bundle of His detector

p0273 A75-36070
Advances in clinical vectorcardiography

p0279 A75-37386
Diagnostic accuracy of an ultrasonic multiple

transducer cardiac imaging system
p0345 A75-42775

The reliability of intermittent ECG sampling in
arrhythmia detection

p0377 A75-4692U
Echocardiography review of selected areas

p0377 A75-46973
ECG changes in the MX, DS and tie leads in cases of

focal and diffuse damage to the cardiac muscle
pOOSO 875-12570

Amplitude/frequency differences in a supine
resting single lead electrocardiogram of normal
versus coronary heart diseased males
[AD-781685] p0059 B75-13520

Fitness for air travel, the medical point of view
[NASA-TT-F-16304] p0229 H75-23139

Research activities in application of physics and
engineering to medical science and problems
[PB-4] p0265 N75-25543

Systolic time intervals: The evaluation of a
method for clinical diagnostic use

p0266 875-25550
A reliable QBS-detector for coronary care unit

(CCU) monitoring
p0267 N75-25564

Patient monitoring during cardiac surgery with aid
of the EEG

p0268 N75-25568
Definition and development of an information
system for cardiac disease intensive care units

p0326 N75-28695
The aircrewman at increased risk of ischemic

vascular disease
p0331 N75-29728

Treadmill exercise testing at the DSAF School of
Aerospace Medicine: Physiological responses in
aircrewmen and the detection of latent coronary
artery disease
[AGABD-iG-210] p0332 N75-29736

Physiological parameters of exercise performance
p0332 B75-29737

Electrocardiographic aspects of exercise testing
p0333 875-29738

Measured effects of square wave modulated fiF
fields (150 and 3100 MHz) on cardiac pacemakers
[AD-A006389] p0335 N75-29755

HEABT FOHCTIOH
NT HEART MINUTE VOLUME
fielationship of pulmonary diffusing capacity /D

sub L/ and cardiac output /Q sub c/ in exercise
p0001 A75-10047

local effects of hypokalemia on coronary
resistance and myocardial contractile force

p0003 A75-10233
Cardiovascular dynamics - Past, present and future

models
p0003 A75-10420

Variability in cardiac output during exercise
p0007 A75-11314

Heart adaptation to physical exertion in relation
to work duration

p0010 A75-12503
Ultrasonic contrast technics in echocardiography

p001U A75-13014
Cardiac chamber size and volume - Echographic

measurement of cardiac chamber dimensions,
volume and ventricular function

p0014 475-13016
Configurational and histogram distribution of the

ST-interval during standard loading in
electrocardiography

p0032 A75-13424
Vector display of cardiac performance - A new

approach for evaluating ventricular function
p0038 A7S-14584

Heart volume in relation to body posture and
immersion in a thermo-neutral bath - A
roentgenometric study

p0041 A75-15523
Systolic time intervals at rest and during exercise

p0041 A75-15525
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HBiHT HIMUIB VOLDBE SDBJBCT I8DEI

Effect of age on hemodynamic and metabolic
response to static exercise

pOOII 475-16173
Influences of physical training on the heart of dogs

p0066 A75-17665
Role of diencephalon and trunk structures in

regulation of cardiac activity
p0067 A75-17788

Method for automatic processing of the R-R
intervals of an ECG with the aid of a small
computer

p0067 A75-17791
Echocardiographic examination of the left ventricle

p0070 A75-18511
Hyocardial oxygen consumption in isovolumic hearts
mth varying cardiac outputs

p0071 A75-18595
Consequences of long-term hypokinesia as compared

to mild exercise in lipid metabolism of the
heart, skeletal muscle and adipose tissue

p0076 A75-19399
Cardiodynamics of athletes performing muscular work

pOIOS A75-20007
Immediate cardiac response to exercise -
Physiologic investigation by systolic time
intervals at graded work loads

p0110 A75-20826
Tolerance of one species of jerboa /Jaculus L
orientalis/ to prolonged exposure to deep
hypothermia

p0113 i75-20950
Ventricular perfor nance and energy of compression,

power, and rate of change of power during
isovolumic contraction

p0113 A75-20960
Effects of hypoxia, cyanide, and ischaemia on

myocardial contraction - Observations in
isolated muscle and intact heart

p0113 A75-20961
Automatic detection of arrhythmia on an

electiocardiogran «ith the aid of a computer
p0111 A75-22985

Noninvasive measurement of hemodynamic phases of
the right heart

p0112 A75-23119
Evaluation of cardiac pump performance and heart
muscle mechanics from the apex cardiogram

p01U2 A75-23123
Combined telemetry of cardiovascular parameters in

sports Continuous measurements of direct aortic
and pulmonary blood pressures

p0115 A75-23360
In vivo elastic modulus of the left ventricle -

Its determination by means of a left ventricular
vibrational model and its physiological
significance and clinical utility

p0151 A75-25138
The evaluation of left ventricular function in man

- A comparison of methods
p0175 A75-27323

Statistical analysis of heart rhythm and
hemodynamic indices in physiological studies
Russian book

p0176 A75-27800
The healthy pilot

p0201 475-29250
Considerations on the UPS syndrome in airplane

personnel Holff-Parkinson-Hhite defective
heart function diagnosis

p0201 A75-29266
Cardiopulmonary changes following 21-36 hours of

hyperoxia
p0203 A75-29585

Comparison of scalar and vector
electrocardiographic diagnosis and localization
of myocardial infarction

p0210 475-31013
Catecholamines and contractile function of the

myocardium during bypodynamia in addition to a
changed thyroid-hormone balance

p0237 A75-32600
Adenosine metabolism in cultured chick-embryo
heart cells

p0238 A75-33258
Continuous cardiac output measurement - Aspects of
Doppler frequency analysis

p0273 A75-36073
A concise parametric representation of
electrocardiog ra ms

p0271 475-36071
The fractional rate of change of ventricular power

during isovolumic contraction - Derivation of
haemodynamic terms and studies in dogs

p0281 A75-38669
Effects on cardiac tissue of serum derivatives

from hibernators
p030« A75-39163

The conduction of the cardiac impulse: The slow
response and cardiac arrhythmias Book

p0318 475-11609
Experimental cardiac necrosis in hypobaric and

anemic hypoxia
p0313 A75-12755

Shunt dynamics in experimental atrial septal defects
p0311 A75-12762

Acoustic Doppler echocardiograph
p0349 475-13820

Ventricular function following acute carbon
monoxide exposure

p0360 475-15126
Protection of the Cardiopulmonary systems against

the injurious effects of acceleration
[AD-A000180] p0166 1175-18887

Progress in diagnosing electrocardiograms
p0268 N75-25570

BBABT BIBDTE V01DBE
On certain parameters of hemodynamics and blood

oxygen transport function in teen-agers under
static loading

p0207 475-30310
Experimental application of nomograms to the
evaluation of the functional capacity of the
blood circulation system

p0214 A75-31295
The Cardiac Output Computer (COC) project

p0266 1175-25518
BEAR! BATE
NT A8BHYTHHIA
NT BRADICABDIA
Ml StSTOlE
HT TACHYCARDIA
Algorithm for identifying changes in the

ST-interval of the ECG in the case of coronary
insufficiency

p0031 475-13122
Comparative analysis of deterministic and

probabilistic methods in the study of rhythmic
processes of heart

p0031 475-13123
Additional heart rate - An indicator of

psychological activation
p0035 475-11079

The effect of increased body temperature due to
exercise on the heart rate and on the maximal
aerobic power

p0038 475-11725
Dynamics of heart rhythm as an indicator of a

conditioned reaction to time in man
pOOlO 475-15186

Dynamics of pulmonary gas exchange and heart rate
changes at start and end of exercise

pOOII 475-16200
The change of heart rate during mental work

pOOIS 475-16606
Influences of physical training on the heart of dogs

p0066 475-17665
Myocardial blood flow response to isometric
/handgrip/ and treadmill exercise in coronary
artery disease

p0070 A75-18519
Cardiac rhythm in the vakefullness/sleep cycle of

white rats
p0070 475-18581

Prediction of cardiac response to physical stress
p0101 475-19687

Telemetric control of heart adaptation during
automatic and free-fall parachute 3Umps

p0121 475-22101
4n algorithm for automated processing of dilution

curves for heart volume studies
p0111 475-22987

Simulation of catecholamine action in an improved
electrical model of cardiovascular circulation

p0112 A75-23121
Heart and respiratory rates as indicators of a
subject's adaptation to stimulus sequence in
simple goal-directed tasks

p0117 475-21057



SUBJECT IHDEX BBAB1 VALVES

Effect of long and frequently repeated emotional
influence on heart

p0155 475-25665
Frequency and duration of interval training

programs and changes in aerobic pover
p0173 A75-26518

Dynanic characteristics of heart-rate responses to
sine-function work-load patterns in nan

p0173 475-26825
The evaluation of left ventricular function in nan
- 4 conparison of methods

p0175 475-27323
Sinus nodal function in the intact dog heart
evaluated by premature atrial stimulation and
atrial pacing

p0176 475-27871
Study of cardiac output under physical loading by

the rebreathing method of C02
p0207 475-30312

4 mathematical model of cardiac rhythi
disturbances under rapid electrical activity of
atria

p0208 475-30697
On the optimal heart-rate in warn-blooded animals

p0209 475-31020
Constant-load versus heart rate-targeted exercise
- Responses of systolic intervals

p0215 475-32372
Oxygen consumption and heart rate - Changes and

relationships in static work
p0235 A75-3241S

Relationship between whole body tolerance to
moderate cold and local tolerance to extreme cold

p0240 475-33371
Measurement of diastolic closure rate of normal

mitral valve
p0240 475-33608

4cid-base changes and excitation - Contraction
coupling in rabbit myocardium. I - Effects on
isometric tension development at different
contraction frequencies. II - Effects on resting
membrane potential, action potential
characteristics and propagation velocity

p0241 475-33617
Comparison of 70 deg tilt, IBHP, and passive

standing as measures of orthostatac tolerance
p0243 475-31383

Effect of heart rate on left atrial systolic
shortening in the dog

p0215 475-31809
Skylab experiment B-092 - Results of the first

manned mission
p0275 475-36335

Changes in exercise heart rate in lovlanders after
prolonged stay at high altitude /4000 m/

p0282 475-38411
Measurement of peak rates of left ventricular wall

movement in man - Comparison of echocardiography
with angiography

p0283 475-38536
Hybrid calculators for the analysis of cardiac
arrythmias

p0283 475-38538
Optimal parameters for eliciting
cardio-acceleration by electrical stimulation of
the ventromedial hypothalamus

p0308 475-40598
Oxygen uptake/heart rate relationship in leg and
am exercise, sitting and standing

p0315 475-11394
The conduction of the cardiac lopulse: The slow
response and cardiac arrhythmias Book

p0318 475-41609
4 high accuracy linear rate meter digital
design for heart and respiratory rate measurements

p0345 475-42768
Characteristics of the regulation of cardiac

rhytha during mental work
p0353 475-41050

Frequency characteristics of the regulatory
systems of the heart

p0353 475-44051
Response and adaptation of Beagle dogs to

hypergravity
p0353 475-44128

Gradual changes of ECG waveform during and after
exercise in normal subjects

p0377 475-46925

Studies on respiratory and cardiovascular
physiology during combined exposure to sustained
acceleration of *Gz with simulated altitude. I -
Tolerance to the combined exposure to +Gz with
siaulat'ed altitude in rats and dogs

p0378 475-47099
Influence of acute alterations in heart rate and
systemic arterial pressure on echocardiographic
measures of left ventricular performance in
normal human subjects

p0379 475-47817
Quantitative analysis of psychophysical stress in
operating complex dynamic systems

p0055 H75-12606
Heart rate and sinusoidal arrythmia measurement in

view of objectivating concentration and stress
in control tasks

p0055 N75-12608
United states Navy physiological telemetry system
operation and maintenance manual for
conveying heart rate and core temperature
[AD-785273] p0056 875-12619

Estimation of the physiological parameters of
heart-rate and oxygen-consumption during heat
and work stress nathematical modeling of
physiological responses
[AD-4001285] p0165 H75-18885

Variations in internal temperature and heart rate
as a function of metabolism and environment
during positive and negative work
[H4S4-IT-F-16260] p0218 875-21929

4 heart rate monitoring system utilizing advanced
microelectronic concepts

p0224 H75-23104
Condition of cardiovascular systems of astronauts

during flight of Soyuz orbital station
p0226 N75-23118

The influence of posture on isometric strength and
endurance forearm blood flow, and the blood
pressure and heart rate response to isometric
exercise
[4D-4004332] p0299 B75-27749

Effect of exogenous catecholanines on heart rate
and themoregulation in the hibernating hedgehog
(Erinaceous europaeus L).
[HAS4-TT-F-16533J p0362 H75-30776

Drug effects on heart rate and heart rate
variability during a prolonged reaction task
[IZF-1975-3] p0391 B75-33661

BE4ET VALVES
Echocardiography of the left ventricular outflow

tract and aortic valve
pOOII 475-13015

The echocardiogran of the anterior leaflet of the
mitral valve Correlation with hemodynanic and
cineroentgenographic studies in dogs

p0070 475-18545
The echocardiographic determination of mitral

valve opening and closure - Correlation with
hemodynamic studies in man

p0070 475-18546
1 study of the dynamic relations between the

mitral valve echogram and phasic mitral flow
p0070 475-18547

Systolic time intervals by echocardiography
p0070 A75-18548

Honobstructive hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
mimicking mitral stenosis - Documentation by
echocardiography, phonocardiography and
intracardiac pressure and sound recordings

p0072 A75-18900
Simulation of catecholamine action in an improved
electrical model of cardiovascular circulation

p0142 A75-23121
P wave abnormalities in the orthogonal

electrocardiogram - Correlation with ventricular
overload in pulmonic and aortic valvular heart
disease

p0178 475-28189
A mathematical model of cardiac rhytha
disturbances under rapid electrical activity of
atria

p0208 475-30697
Measurement of diastolic closure rate of normal

mitral valve
p0240 475-33608

Geometry of aortic heart valves prosthetic
design

p0277 475-36836
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HEAT SUBJECT INDEX

Echocardiography review of selected areas
p0377 A75-H6973

On the fluid dynamics of prosthetic heart valve
flow: A preliminary numerical and experimental
study
[VKI-TN-101] p0089 N75-14137

HEAT
NT DRY HEAT

BEAT ACCLIHATIZATIOH
Mechanisms of thermal acclimation to exercise and

heat
p0006 A75-11306

Changes of thermal balance induced by passive
heating in resting man

p0123 A75-22170
Effect of ambient heat stress on body development

of rats and survival of fatal heat stress by
drug administration <

p0305 A75-39166
negative work in exercise stints and short heat

exposure for acclimation
[AD-783715] p0029 N75-11671

BEAT DISSIPATION
0 COOLING

BEAT DISSIPATIOH CHILLING
0 COOLING

BEAT EFFECTS
D TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

BEAT EXCHANGERS
Orbiter active thermal control system description

[ A S M E PAPER 75-ENAS-58] p0310 A75-10855
Compact heat exchangers for the space shuttle

[ASME PAPER 75-ENAS-54] p0310 A75-10858
BEAT FLO!
1 HEAT TRANSMISSION

BEAT PIPES
A 2.2 sq m /21 sg ft/ self-controlled deployable
heat pipe radiator - Design and test
[ASME PAPER 75-ENAS-13] p0311 A75-10866

Heat pipes technology utilization
[NAsa-CR-2508] p0101 N75-15320

BEAT RADIATORS
NT SPACECRAFT RADIATORS

A 2.2 sq m /21 sg ft/ self-controlled deployable
heat pipe radiator - Design and test
[ASMB PAPEE 75-ENAS-13] p0311 A75-10866

BEAT REGOI.ATION
0 TEMPERATURE CONTROL

BEAT REJECTION DEVICES
D HEAT RADIATORS

BEAT RESISTANCE
D THERMAL RESISTANCE

BEAT SINKS '
Ice pack heat sink subsystem, phase 2
astronaut life support cooling system
[NASA-CR-137611] p0135 N75-17109

BEAT SOURCES
Spatial localization of warmth tactile
discrimination by human subjects

p<5118 A75-21363
BEAT STORAGE

Improved thermal storage material for portable
life support systems
[ASME PAPER 75-ENAS-10] p0311 475-10869

BEAT TOLERANCE
Respiration during heat stress

p0112 A75-20891
Climatologic aspects of obesity and therapeutic

semistarvation _ __ _ _
p0122 A75-22112

Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to
oxygen and heat. I - Physiological studies

p0201 A75-29591
Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to

oxygen and heat. II - Effects on lungs
p0201 A75-29595

Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to
oxygen and heat. Ill - Effects on eyes

p0201 A75-29596
Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to

oxygen and heat. IV - Observations on the brain
p0201 A75-29597

Adaptation of the human body to the earth's heat
regime

p0097 N75-15288
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[NASA-CR-112296] p0161 N75-18877

HEAT TRANSFER
SI COHVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
NT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Application of engineering heat transport concepts

to the analysis of biological theraoregulatory
systems

p0037 A75-11329
Self-contained heat rejection module for future
spacecraft
[ASME PAPER 75-ENA3-12] p0311 A75-10867

Adaptation of the human body to the earth's heat
regime

p0097 B75-15288
Heat pipes technology utilization
[NASA-CF-2508] p0101 N75-15320

Ice pack heat sink subsystem, phase 2
astronaut life support cooling system
[NASA-CR-137611] p0135 N75-17109

Effects of microwaves: Local hot spot heating by
microwaves
[AD-A001558] p0160 N75-17911

BEAT TRANSMISSION
NT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
NT HEAT TRANSFER
HI RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER

A repeater type biotelemetry system for use on
wild big game animals to measure heat flow
rate

p0164 N75-18873
HEAT TREATMENT

Soil sterilization effects on in situ indigenous
microbial cells in soil

p0273 A75-35901
Production of electrically heated gloves
[AD-A0033273 p0200 N75-21032

Heat sterilizable patient ventilator
[NASA-CASE-BPO-13313-1] p0300 N75-27761

HEATING
NT RADIO FREQUENCE HEATING

HEAVY COSMIC RAI PRIMARIES
D HEAVY NUCLEI
U PRIMARY COSMIC HAYS

HEAVY ELEMENTS
NT PLUTONIUM 238

HEAVY IONS
Study of cosmic ray effects on Artemia salina eggs

during the Apollo 16 and 17 flights
p0012 A75-12863

Radiobiological effects of heavy ions and protons
on cells of mammals, bacteria and viruses

p0086 N75-11117
HEAVY NUCLEI

The biological effectiveness of HZE-particles of
cosmic radiation studied in the Apollo 16 and 17
Biostack experiments

p0275 A75-36331
HELICOPTER ATTITUDE INDICATORS
U ATTITUDE INDICATORS
U HELICOPTERS

HELICOPTER DESIGN
Air cycle air conditioning of turbine powered

helicopters
[ASME PAPER 75-ENAS-20] p0313 A75-10881

HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE
Navigation and flight proficiency under Nap of the

Earth conditions as a function of aviator
training and experience treetop helicopter
flight

pOIOI A75-19689
Human Engineering Laboratory Helicopter

Acquisition Test (HELUAT)
[AD-A005559] p0328 N75-28707

HELICOPTERS
NT ALODETTE HELICOPTERS
NT MILITARY HELICOPTERS
NT OH-1 HELICOPTER
Emotional stress of helicopter crewmeabers in

flights of diverse complexity
p0211 A75-31291

Night nap-of-the earth flight training
[AD-785635] P<>090 H75-11145

Disorientation phenomena in naval helicopter pilots
[AD-786370] p0100 N75-15310

Test of a model of visual spatial discrimination
and its application to helicopter control
[AD-A002621] P0™9 N75-21025

Aircrew protective clothing and devices system
rotary wing aircraft
[AD-A002123] p0200 N75-21031
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SUBJECT IBDEX BEBODIBABIC BBSPOISBS

Aircrew assessment of the vibration environment in
helicopters

p0291 H75-27686
Contamnant evaluation of helicopter oxygen systen
(1D-A006139] p0365 N75-30800

A model for simultaneous monitoring and control
by pilot during helicopter approaches

p0395 H75-33685
BB1IDB

The effect of helium and nitrogen in cellular
respiration

p0067 A75-17790
Harcotic effect of increased nitrogen and helium

pressures (based on results from experimental
research conducted on animals)

p0021 U75-11599
BELIOB-HEOH LASEBS

Spectral analysis of biological signals using
coherent optical techniques using
helium-neon laser, photographic film, and
parallel processing

p0231 N75-23161
HELIOH-OXTGBB ATBOSPBEBES

Effect of hyperbaric helium on vitamin uptake and
utilization by micro-organisms

p0281 A75-38112
Content of glycogen and glucoso-6-phosphatase
activity in the tissues of rabbits after
prolonged exposure to the increased pressure of
a helium-oxygen atmosphere

p0019 N75-12558
BBLBBTS

Design and development of the British Bk.5.
aircrew helmet assembly

p0151 A75-25058
A review of British aircrew helmet development

p0151 A75-25059
U.S. Navy development of helmet compatible
eyeglasses

p0151 A75-25060
The Navy fighter pilot helmet oxygen mask

improvement program
[ASBE PAPEH 75-ENAS-19] p0313 A75-40885

Package cushioning for the human head. I
[ASME PAPEB 74-WA/BIO-10 ] p0373 A75-45551

Qualification test report bump protection hat
(subassembly of T020/B509 head protective
assembly)
[NASA-CB-140347] p0056 B75-12618

Evaluation of aircrew protective helmets worn
during crashes and ejections
[AD-4000632] p0163 N75-17973

Standardisation of impact testing of protective
helmets
[A6AED-E-629] p0232 N75-23166

Advanced helmet mounted sight study program
[AD-A007874] p0260 N75-24366

Evaluation of a water-cooled helmet liner
[AD-A004776] p0301 N75-27766

Helmet-mounted display implications for Army
aviation
[AD-A009507] p0370 N75-31748

Computer model to determine center of gravity and
moments of inertia for protective helmets
[AD-A009285] p0370 N7S-31751

BEHATOCBIT
Venous and capillary blood hematocrit at rest and

following submaximal exercise
p0277 A75-36713

BEHATOCBIT BATIO
Gas exchange and some blood indices accompanying

thyroid gland dysfunction hormonal
regulation in hyperoxia tolerance

p0261 N75-25509
BEHATOLOGI

Distribution of oxidized molecules among various
hemoglobin fractions

p0206 A75-29869
Correlations between some hematological and
biochemical characteristics in monkeys

p0209 A75-31017
Skylab experiment results: Bematology studies

p0219 A75-35615
Hematologic changes in mice during and after
exposure to severe hypobaric hypoxia

p0358 A75-44356
Effect of thymus extract on granulocyte content in

the peripheral blood
p0360 A75-45071

Experiment H115: Special hematologic effects:
Dynamic changes in red cell shape in response to
the space-flight environment

p0081 H75-1U387
HBBATOPOIBSIS

Tissue oxygenation and splenic erythropoiesis
during chronic hypoxia and bypercapnia

p0123 A75-22471
BBHAIOCOIBTIC SISIBH

Effect of cosmic microwave and gamma irradiation
on hematopoiesis

p0066 A75-17572
rhrombocytopoietic activity of blood serum in
animals under short-term adaptation to high
altitude conditions

p0209 A75-31018
BEBODTHAHIC BESPOHSES

Certain compensator-adaptive reactions of the
circulatory apparatus during prolonged hypokinesia

p0038 A75-14749
Effect of age on hemodynamic and metabolic
response to static exercise

p004U A75-16473
Benodynamic predictors of myocardial oxygen
consumption during static and dynamic exercise

p0067 A75-17883
The echocardiogram of the anterior leaflet of the
mitral valve Correlation mth hemodynamic and
cineroentgenographic studies in dogs

p0070 A75-18515
Myocardial blood flow response to isometric
/handgrip/ and treadmill exercise in coronary
artery disease

p0070 A75-18549
Cardiodynamics of athletes performing muscular work

p0108 A75-20007
Immediate cardiac response to exercise -
Physiologic investigation by systolic time
intervals at graded work loads

p0110 A75-20826
Blood circulation under conditions of weightlessness

p0138 A75-22960
Ballistocardiographic methods and cardiovascular
dynamics; Proceedings of the Third World and
Ninth European Congress, Sofia, Bulgaria, April
16-18, 1973

p0141 A75-23118
Noninvasive measurement of hemodynamic phases of
the right heart

p0142 A75-23119
Combined telemetry of cardiovascular parameters in
sports Continuous measurements of direct aortic
and pulmonary blood pressures

p0145 A75-23360
Correlations between P wave terminal force and

hemodynamic parameters in aortic stenosis -
Prediction of left ventricular end-diastolic
pressure

p0147 A75-24072
The effects of lower body negative pressure on the

cardiovascular system of the anaesthetized rabbit
p0176 A75-27706

Statistical analysis of heart rhythm and
hemodynamic indices in physiological studies
Russian book

p0176 A75-27800
P wave abnormalities in the orthogonal
electrocardiogram - Correlation with ventricular
overload in pulmonic and aortic valvular heart
disease

p0178 A75-28189
Dynamics of change in the peripheral blood of dogs

under high-mountain conditions /Eastern Pamir/
p0206 A75-29789

Changes in central hemodynamics and peripheral
vessels tone during hemorrhage

p0206 A75-30337
On hemodynanic reactions to hypoxic hypoxia in
dogs with acute arterial hypertension

p0207 A75-30338
Structure of hemodynamic shifts under conditions

of acute and chronic hypoxia in people with
prevalent pathological processes in the lungs

p0207 A75-30339
On certain parameters of hemodynamics and blood

oxygen transport function in teen-agers under
static loading

p0207 A75-30340
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HBHODYKABICS SUBJECT IHDEI

On the possible role of potassium iocs in regional
cerebral blood f low control

p0236 475-32506
Conparison of the lechanical and biochemical

characteristics of the arterial vessels in the
human brain

p0238 475-33191
Shunt dynamics in experimental atrial septal defects

p0311 475-12762
Frequency characteristics of the regulatory

systens of the heart
p0353 475-11*051

Distribution effectiveness for space radiation
dosimetry

p0359 475-11131
Problems of space biology. Volume 26:

Statistical analysis of the cardiac rhythm and
hemodynamic indices in physiological research
[ BASA-TT-F-16196 ] p0251 H75-21321

A method for the quantitative evaluation of the
hemodynamic effect of obstructions in the
coronary arteries as demonstrated by coronary
arteriography

p0266 N75-25519
Monitoring and control aspects during halothane

anesthesia: Seme results of combined model
simulation and animal experiments

p0266 B75-25551
Genesis of vestibular-autonomic disorders in

spaceflight
p0325 N75-28692

HEflODYNAHICS
Cardiovascular dynamics - Past, present and future

models
p0003 475-10120

The echocardiographic determination of mitral
valve opening and closure - Correlation with
hemodynamic studies in man

p0070 475-18516
A study of the dynamic relations between the
mitral valve echogram and phasic mitral flow

p0070 475-18517
Nonobstructive hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

mimicking mitral stenosis - Documentation by
echocardiography, phonocardiography and
intracardiac pressure and sound recordings

p0072 475-18900
Instrumentation for renal hemodynamic studies in

unrestrained dogs chronically implanted
telemetry system

p0115 475-23361
The central arterial pulses - Experiments on a

hybrid model of the heart and the arterial system
p0170 475-26235

4 combined left ventricular/systemic arterial model
p0181 475-29187

Coronary hemodynamics during positive /+G sub z/
acceleration

p0203 475-29581
On the optimal heart-rate in warm-blooded animals

p0209 475-31020
Recent advances in the physiology of whole body

immersion
p0217 475-35605

The fractional rate of change of ventricular power
during isovolumic contraction - Derivation of
haemodynamic terms and studies in dogs

p0281 475-38669
Effect of changes in arterial oxygen content on
circulation and physical performance

p0315 475-11396
Hemodynamics, renal function, plasma renin, and
aldosterone in man after 5 to 14 days of bedrest

p0318 475-11169
Regional hemodynamics in antiorthostatic tests of

different intensity
p0019 N75-12561

Rearing of anti-G suit by persons with reduced
orthostatic stability

p0019 H75-12565
Hemodynamic studies of the legs under weightlessness

p0082 H75-11390
On the fluid dynamics of prosthetic heart valve

flow: A preliminary numerical and experimental
study
[VKI-TN-101] p0089 N75-11137

Semiconductor micrcdetector studies of
cardiovascular and renal hemodynamics fin
vivo monitoring cathetenzing beta detector

p0098 B75-15291
Development of ultrasonic methods for hemodynamic

measurements
[N4S4-CB-111235] p0132 N75-17081

The Cardiac Output Computer (COC) project
p0266 1175-25518

Development of ultrasonic methods of hemodynamic
measurements rheoencephalography/flowaeters
[B4S4-CB-113158] p0366 H75-31711

HEHOGLOBIB
NT C4BBOXYBEHOGLOBIB
NT OXYHEBOGLOBIN
The heterogeneity of hemoglobin in man and animals

review
p0115 475-21171

Drepanocytemia and evaluation of flight personnel
p0201 475-29267

Distribution of oxidized molecules among various
hemoglobin fractions

p0206 475-29869
Anemia and airline flight duties

p0213 475-31386
HEBOIYSIS

Age of red blood cells destroyed by in vivo
hyperoxia

p0036 475-11087
Changes in haptoglobin and other plasma proteins

of rats during exposure to pure oxygen at 760 torr
p0121 475-22103

Hyperoxia and chemical resistance of erythrocytic
membranes

p0155 475-25667
Studies on the toxic properties of free fatty
acids. I - The hemolytic effect and fifty
percent lethal doses of several fatty acids

p0210 475-33373
HEHOBBHAGBS

Changes in central hemodynamics and peripheral
vessels tone during hemorrhage

p0206 475-30337
BBPABIBS

Significance of ACTH in the formation of complex
heparin compounds in the blood under
immobilization stress

p0209 475-31019
HETBBOCYCLIC COHPODBDS
BT 4DEBINES
BT 4DEBOSIBE TSIPHOSPHATE
NT 4DEMOSIMES
BT BIOTIB
NT CAFFEINE
BT CI4BOCOB4L4HIN
NT NICOTIB4I1IDE
BT PHENOTHIAZINES
BT PYBB01ES
BT TETBAZOLES
BT TOCOPHEBOL
BT TRYPTOPH4N
BT OBIC 4CID
HBXOKINASB

Influence of bicycle ergometer work and oral
glucose administration on the human
muscle-hexokinase activity

p0277 475-36712
BIBEBH4TIOB

CBS regulation of body temperature in euthermic
hibernators Central Nervous System

p0002 475-10231
CNS regulation of body temperature during
hibernation Central Nervous System

p0002 475-10232
Benal function in the hibernating, and hypothermia

hamster Hesocricetus auratus
p0150 475-21798

Ca++ induced hypothermia in a bibernator /Citellus
beechyi/

p0173 475-26660
Effects on cardiac tissue of serum derivatives

from hibernators
p0301 475-39163

Besponses to preoptic temperature manipulation in
the awake and hibernating marmot

p0307 475-39825
Effect of exogenous catecholamines on heart rate

and thermoregulation in the hibernating hedgehog
(Erinaceous europaeus I).
[N4S4-TT-F-16533] p0362 B75-30776

BIEBABCBIES
4 hierarchical concept for man-machine communication
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SOBJECT IBDEI HIGH SPEED C4BBBAS

p0107 475-19714
HIGH ACCEIEBATIOH

G-tolerance and protection with anti-G salt concepts
p0120 A75-22399

HIGH ALTITUDE
High altitude pulmonary edema
[4D-782240] p0018 H75-10702

HI6B ALTITUDE BBEATHIBG
Effects of high-altitude exposure on subaaxinal

endurance capacity of «en
p0044 475-16472

Belative susceptibility of altitude-acclimatized
mice to acute oxygen toxicity

p0123 475-22469
Breath holding and rebreathing at lov and high
altitude

p0178 475-28435
Effects of a glucose meal on human pulmonary
function at 1600-m and 4300-m altitudes

p0202 475-29577
Physiological investigation for the members of the

expedition to Bt. Sickle Boon during
mountaineering activities

p0239 475-33367
Influence of sustained exposure to hypobaric
hypoxia on the plasma prothcombin tine,
fibrinogen level and fibrinolytic activity in
rabbits - 4 preliminary report

p0240 475-33375
Prophylaxis of high-altitude decompression
sickness during flights in depressurized cabins

p0274 475-36175
Individual features in the reaction to hypoxia

high altitude simulation
p0276 475-36391

Medical aspects of supersonic travel
p0318 475-41472

Ventilatory interaction between hypoxia and /H+/
at chemoreceptors of man

p0344 475-42763
Alveolar gas exchange at altitude
[4D-786688] p0099 H75-15305

4n oxygen-sparing mask
[4D-4003431] p0221 B75-21949

HIGH 4LTITDDE ENVIBOHBEHTS
Glucose tolerance of lovlanders during prolonged
stay at high altitude and among high altitude
natives

p0121 475-22405
Cerebral blood flov and energy metaboliso and
acid-base equilibrium of the cerebrospinal fluid
in residents at high altitudes

p0178 475-28426
Sleep physiology at high altitude

p0180 475-29186
Electrolyte changes at 3500 m in males with and

without high-altitude pulmonary edema
p0202 475-29583

Dynamics of change in the peripheral blood of dogs
under high-mountain conditions /Eastern Pamir/

p0206 475-29789
Thrombocytopoietic activity of blood serum in

animals under short-term adaptation to high
altitude conditions

p0209 475-31018
Psychological investigation for members of Bt.
Sickle Boon /parts of the Himalayas/ climbing
party - An analysis of changes on the profile of
Tatabe Gnilford personality inventory during
climbing period

p0239 475-33368
Effects of sustained exposure to simulated
altitude on tissue Na spaces of the organs in
rats and rabbits

p0239 475-33369
Changes in tHe field of peripheral vision under
conditions of high mountain cliabing

p0277 475-36392
Experimental cardiac necrosis in hypobaric and

anemic hypoxia
p0343 475-42755

Physical fitness and tolerance to environmental
stresses: 4 review of human research on
tolerance to and work capacity in hot, cold and
high altitude environments
[DCIEB-74-B-1008 ] p0059 H75-13517

Radiation safety in flights in high-altitude
aircraft

p0262 H75-25517

HIGH ALTI10DE FLIGHT
D HIGH ALTITODE
HIGH ALTITUDE TESfS

Organ fluid changes and electrolyte excretion of
rats exposed to high altitude

p0111 475-20885
4drenocortical activity and urinary cyclic 4BP
levels - Effects of hypobaric hypoxia

p0112 475-20893
Hormonal and electrolyte response to exposure to
17,500 ft

p0179 475-28912
The influence of adaptation to high-altitude

hypoxia on the development and indices of higher
nervous activity in the progeny of adapted animals

p0208 475-30646
Effect of sojourn at 4,300 m altitude on
electroencephalogram and visual evoked response

p0315 475-41397
HIGB GBAVITI (ACCE1EB4TIOB)
0 HIGH GBAVITY ENVIBOHHENTS
HIGB GBAfITT BBVIBOIHEITS

Bioelectric activity of skeletal muscles under the
combined effect of overloads and weightlessness

p0140 A75-22969
Effects of long-term rotation and hypergravity on

developing rat femurs
p0153 475-25407

Increased uptake and utilization of glucose by
diaphragms of rats exposed to chronic
centrifugation

p0173 475-26548
Effects of a 21 gravity environment on the
ultrastructure of the gerbil parathyroid gland

p0242 475-34379
HIGH PBBSSOBE

Optimal use of nitrogen to suppress the high
pressure nervous syndrome

p0111 475-20890
Tests of protective clothing for the safe handling

of pressurized lamps
[KASA-Tn-X-3147] p0093 1175-14468

Access: Diver performance and physiology in rapid
compression to 31 atmospheres
[4D-4003514] p0287 H75-26645

HIGH EBESSOBE OXYGEI
Relative susceptibility of altitude-acclimatized

mice to acute oxygen toxicity
p0123 475-22469

Excitability of the cortex in normal and
adrenalectomized rats during repeated exposures
to high oxygen pressure

p0153 475-25406
Hyperoxia and chemical resistance of erythrocytic

membranes
p0155 475-25667

Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to
oxygen and heat. I - Physiological studies

p0204 475-29594
Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to

oxygen and heat. II - Effects on lungs
p0204 475-29595

Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket Dice to
oxygen and heat. Ill - Effects on eyes

p0204 475-29596
Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to

oxygen and heat. IV - Observations on the brain
p0204 A75-29597

Sensitivity of GABA synthesis in human brain to
oxygen poisoning

p0358 475-44358
Hew Boscow hyperbaric-oxygenation barohospital
[HASA-TT-F-16464] p0326 H75-28699

HIGH SPEED
Bathematical model for determining the probability

of visual acquisition of ground targets by
observers in low-level high-speed aircraft
[SLA-74-141] p0029 H75-11673

Selective reaction and short-term oemory in high
speed information processing
[4D-784878] p0100 H75-15311

Injuries observed following high-speed ejections
in the French Air Force

p0381 H75-32721
BIGB SPBBD CABEBAS

High-speed holography of vibrating objects and
rapid events ultrasonic bonders and eardrums

p0342 A75-42578
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HIGH SPEED FLIGHT SUBJECT IIDEZ

p0254 N75-24320

HIGH SPEED PLIGHT
B HIGH SPEED

HIGH IEHPERATDBB AIB
Hot air sterilization

[NASA-TT-F-16384]
HIGH TBHPEBATOBB EBVIBOHHEBTS

Physical fitness and tolerance to environmental
stresses: A review of human research on
tolerance to and work capacity in hot, cold and
high altitude environments
[DCIEM-74-B-1008] p0059 N75-13517

HIGH TBHPBBATOBB FLUIDS
NT HIGH T E M P E R A T U R E JIH
NT HIGH TEHPERATURE GASES

HIGH TEBPEBATOBE GASES
NT HIGH TEHPERATOHE AIR

Hot hydrogen atoms reactions of interest in
molecular evolution and interstellar chemistry

p0043 A75-16022
HIGH VACOOH

Resistance of Hadsoniella nigra var. hesuelica to
the action of a high vacuum
[NASA-TT-P-16503] p0332 H75-29732

BILLER HILITAHI AIRCBAPT
D M I L I T A R Y AIRCRAFT

HIBDBAICE
0 CONSTRAINTS

BIPPOCABPOS
Correlation of hippocampal theta rhythn mth

changes in cutaneous temperature
p0003 A75-10234

The nesodiencephalic hippocampal system: A
quantitative analysis of the modulation of theta
rhythm

p0266 N75-25553
Field potentials in the dentate area of the cat:

Experimental findings and biophysical models
p0267 N75-25554

Motor correlates of operantly reinforced
hippocampus theta shifts

p0267 N75-25555
HIS BUNDLE

The feasibility of detecting His-bundle activity
from the body surface

p0241 A75-3367U
Non-invasive recording of His bundle potential in

man - Simplified method
p02l|6 A75-34967

Conduction cardiograph-bundle of His detector
p0273 A75-36070

HISTAHIHES
The 21-hour rhythm of biogenic amines in man in

the normal state and during hypoxia
p0039 A75-14850

Role of histamine in the bypoxic vascular response
of the lung

p0278 A75-37072
Histamine and temperature regulation

p0304 A75-39156
HISTOGBABS

Configurational and histogram distribution of the
ST-interval during standard loading in
electrocardiography

p0032 A75-13424
The oxygen pressure histogram in the left

ventricular myocardium of the dog
p0214 A75-31650 ,

HISTOLOGY
Dltrastructural alterations observed in mouse lung
after prolonged Be/02 exposure

p0111 A75-20886
Histochemistry and metabolism of the inner ear

p01<43 A75-23307
The receptor cells of hearing

p01i49 A75-24495
HISTORIES
NT CASE HISTORIES
Aerospace medicine: On the thirtieth anniversary
of the victory of the Soviet people in the Great
Fatherland War

p0323 N75-28673
HOLDEBS

A universal bird head-holder for stereotaxic surgery
p0110 A75-20524

HOLOGBAPHIC INTBBFBBOBBTBT
High-speed holography of vibrating objects and

rapid events ultrasonic bonders and eardrums
p0342 A75-42578

Microholography - Interferometric investigation of
deformations of the eardrum of guinea pigs
undergoing transient sound effects

p0342 A75-42580
Becording with the aid of holographic
interferometry by double exposure of the motion
of the tympanum of guinea pigs undergoing the
action of "short-time" sound effects
[ISL-8/74] p0196 N75-21000

HOHEOSTASIS
Physical foundations of the probability of

biogenesis
pC075 A75-19302

Circadian variation of intercompartmental
potassium fluxes in man

p0116 A75-21573
Depth of immersion as a determinant of the

natriuresis of water immersion
p0122 A75-22455

Flow and pressure regulation in the cardiovascular
system engineering systems model

p0137 A75-22888
Bhat is homeostasis of the brain self

regulating mechanisms
p01M1 A75-22990

Alterations in acid-base homeostasis during water
immersion in normal man

p0172 A75-26505
Hormonal and electrolyte response to exposure to

17,500 ft
p0179 A75-28912

Suppression of ADH during water immersion in
normal man antidiuretic hormone

p0244 A75-34804
Comparison of water immersion and saline infusion

as a means of inducing volume expansion in nan
p0315 475-41395

Experiment in the application of multivariate
correlation-regression analysis in physiological
studies

p0356 A75-14167
The gaseous environment and temperature regulation

human sweating capacity in heat
acclimatization
[AD-A003128], p0198 N75-21017

The importance of the renin-angiotensin system in
normal cardiovascular hooeostasis

p0297 N75-27732
Studies of acid-base homeostasis during simulated

weightlessness: Application of the water
immersion model to man

p0297 N75-27736
Parathyroid hormone, calcitonin, and vitamin D

1974: Present status of physiological studies
and analysis of calcium homeostasis

p0297 H75-27737
BOBHOHE METABOLISMS

Induction of chronic growth hormone deficiency by
anti-GH serum

p0002 A75-10078
Effect of hypergravity and hyperthermia on

antidiuretic hormone secretion
P0012 A75-12864

Recent studies of hypothalamic function;
Proceedings of the International Symposium,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada, May 28-31, 1973

p0042 A75-15776
Temporal organization of neuroendocrine function

in relation to the sleep-waking cycle in man
p0042 A75-15777

A simplified control system for predicting
hypophyseal, growth hormone response of human
subjects to various physical activities

P0044 A75-16475
Plasma thyroxine changes of the Apollo crewmen

p0112 A75-20892
Glucagon and plasma catecholamine responses to

graded and prolonged exercise in man
p0115 A75-21568

Effect of physical training on the metabolism of
thyroid hormones in man

p0123 A75-22466
Assessment of the degradation of thyroid hormones

in man during bed rest
p0123 A75-22467

Hole of exhaustion of cerebral-cortex functional
potential in the disorder of the activity of the
adrenal gland cortex

p0155 A75-25666
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SUBJECT IHDEI HOflAB BEHAVIOB

Hormonal and electrolyte response to exposure to
17,500 ft

p0179 475-28912
Catecholamnes and contractile function of the

myocardium during hypodynamia in addition to a
changed thyroid-hormone balance

p0237 475-32600
Suppression of ADH during water immersion in

normal nan antidiuretic hormone
p020« A75-3<4804

Amine-prostaglandin modulation of activity of
thermoregulatory neurones

p0304 475-39158
Aldosterone dynamos daring graded exercise at sea

level and high altitude
p0315 475-41392

Circadian variations in concentrations of plasma
thyroxine and truodothyronine in man

p034<t 475-427611
Blood circulation under weightless conditions

p0226 H75-23115
The effect of tryptophan on the somatotropic

hormone during sleep in schizophrenics
[NASA-TT-F-16280 ] p0230 H75-231<47

Bole of the hypothalamic neurosecretory system in
adaptive reactions of the body: Contribution
to the problem of neurohormonal interactions
[N4S4-TT-F-16329] p0365 H75-31711

Administration of ethanol in various doses:
Levels of cerebral serotonin in rats hormone
metabolisms
[HAS4-TT-F-16595 ] p0382 B75-32727

Progesterone and testosterone binding in human
endometrlnm during pregnancy
[NAS4-TT-F-165<t6 ] p0391 H75-33656

BOBHOHES
HI ADRENOCORTICOTROPIH (ACTH)
NT ALDOSTEBONE
HI CORTICOSTEHOIDS
HI CORTISONE
NT PITUITARY BOBHONES
NT THYROXIHE

A neurophysiological analysis of the effect of
adrenal cortex steroid hormones on the
bioelectric activity of the structures in the
reticulolimbic system

p0208 475-3101"
A control system formulation of the mechanism that
controls the secretions of serum group hormone
in humans during sleep
[BASA-TM-X-621145 ] p0261 N75-25530

HORSES
Ventilatory acclimatization of the pony at U300
meters altitude

p0164 H75-18872
BOSPITALS

4 simulation of the Emergency Clinic and
Department of Primary Care at the
Bright-Patterson AFB Medical Center
[AD-A0063H5] p033<t H75-29750

HOT AIR
D HIGH TEMPERATURE AlB
HOT GAS SISTERS
D HIGH TEBPER4TOHE GASES
BOT GASES
D HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES

HOT JET EXHAUST
0 HIGH TEHPERATURE GASES

HOT BEATHEB
Effect of environmental extremes on task

performance time
p0106 A75-19708

BOVBBING
Test of a model of visual spatial discrimination

and its application to helicopter control
[AD-A00262U] p0199 N75-21025

A simulator study on information requirements for
precision hovering

p0396 N75-33696
BO-1 HELICOPTER
0 OH-1 HELICOPTER

HUGHES HILITABT AIBCBAPT
0 MILITARY AIHCR4FT

BOHAB BEHAVIOR
Effect of white noise on attention as a function
of manifest anxiety

p003"l 475-13892
Amplitude of the T-component of an ECG as a
correlate of emotional stress

pOOH1 A75-15190
The perception of eye contact

p0063 A75-16670
Some highlights of aircraft passenger behavior

research
p0112 475-20899

Eye movements, vision, and behavior Book
p01U7 A75-23990

A syndrome of hypersomnia with automatic behavior
p0171 475-26217

Investigation on the possible role of a work
factor in thermoregulatory behavior of Ban

p0278 A75-37025
Life changes and aviation accidents

p0279 A75-37493
Discrete time modelization of human pilot behavior

[OBEBA, IP NO. 1975-52] p0280 A75-37913
The state of sleep of the winter personnel of a
coastal Antarctic station

p0281 A75-38300
A nan and a collective as elements of the control

system
p0314 A75-U1058

Cooperative mechanisms for the sensitivity of
brain tissue to external and internal electric
fields

p03<16 475-12805
Estimating the effectiveness of human working

capacity under spaceflight conditions
[NASA-TT-F-16019] p0029 H75-11670

Correlation changes in EEG, conditioned and
behavioral reactions with various degrees of
oxygen insufficiency

p0085 N75-14412
Chemical index to fitness (biochemical correlates

of stress in specialized populations)
[AD-787821] p0127 N75-16222

Emotional-volitional components of operator
reliability sensorimotor function testing
under stress

p0160 N75-17948
Discussion and theoretical summarization of the

experimental data psychophysiology in human
factors engineering

p0160 N75-17949
Some investigations on the electrical activity of

the human orbito-frental cortex
p0267 N75-25557

Early indications of behavioral and physiological
dysfunctioning in deep dives
[4D-A008537] p0269 H75-25579

Two in space aerospace psychology
[NAS4-TT-F-16325] p0269 H75-25581

Behavioral models of the pilot conference
proceedings
[DLR-mTT-7it-t2] p0270 N75-25588

Algorithm-theoretical behavioral model for flight
control and flight safety activities
operator performance

p0270 N75-25589
Two aspects of feedback control pilot
descriptions: Validity range and model evaluation

p0271 N75-25590
Concept of a feedback control behavioral nodel for

physiological aspects of vehicle guidance
p0271 1175-255*1

Control performance behavior in pursuit tracking
during the learning phase under massed and
distributed practice conditions, increased
motivation by additional financial incentive,
and after change of the control element parameters

p0271 N75-25592
Stress models

p0271 N75-25593
Human behavior in problem solving environment

involving the use of computers
[AD-A0014305] p0289 N75-26663

Behavioral observations of passengers boarding a
slow speed conveyor
[TT-7411] p0335 875-29759

Happing of individual Circadian rhythm
[NASA-TT-F-16502] p0361 N75-30775

Higher nervous activity of man:
Motivational-emotional aspects
[NASA-TT-F-16U53] p0362 H75-30777

Psychophysical models for signal detection with
time varying uncertainty
[NASA-CR-137731] p0363 N75-30788



BOB1I BEIIGS SUBJECT IHDEX

A method foe the study of human factors in
aircraft operations
[NASA-TII-X-62172 J p038i4 875-32717

HOBAI BEIIGS
Research on human impact acceleration dynamic

response and in jury , sone statistical aspects of
•odeling
[ A D - A 0 0 2 M 1 3 ] p0187 875-19953

Rehabilitation and the Veterans' Administration
p0190 875-19979

Transportation and the handicapped
p0190 N75-19980

A conputer controlled multi-task povered
exoskeleton for paraplegic patients

p0220 H75-21947
Studies and investigations. Daily variations of

urinary excretion of 5-hydroxy-indole-acetic
acid in normal subjects
[NASA-TT-F-16302] p0229 875-23141

Slow activities evoked in nan following voluntary
movement and articulated speech
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1815] p038<4 875-32715

in improved load handling device
[NASA-CASE-HFS-23233-1] pOlOO B75-33725

BORAH BOOT
Computerized trans axial X-ray tomography of the

human body
p0001 A75-10039

Anisotropic, nonlinear-elastic nodel of the large
blood vessels in man

p0044 A75-16342
On the dynamics of chain systems applications

in manipulator and human body nodels
[ASME PAPER 74-BA/AOT-11] p0063 A75-16819

Paths of movement of body members in aircraft
cockpits

p0105 A75-19694
Long-wavelength analysis of plane wave irradiation

of a prolate spheroid model of nan
p0123 A75-22694

Vertical vibration of seated subjects - Effects of
posture, vibration level, and frequency

p0154 A75-25410
Dependence of the temperature distribution in the

human body on the behavioral nodes of hyperthermia
p0155 A75-25595

K. quadriceps feBoris of man, a nuscle with an
unusual enzyme activity pattern of energy
supplying metabolism in mammals

p0170 A75-26238
Estimating the parameters of the human

cardiovascular system computerized modelling
p0215 A75-34867

Normative data f rom the osteoporosis prevalence
survey, Oakland, California, 1969-1970. Bone
mineral at the distal radius: Variation with
age, sex, skin color, and exposure to oral
contraceptives and exogenous hormones; relation
to aortic calcification, osteoporosis, and
hearing loss

p0026 875-11647
Influence of the natural calcium and fluoride

supply and of a calcium supplementation on bone
mineral content of healthy population in
Switzerland

p0026 H75-11648
Bone mineral determination of radius, ulna, and

fingerbones by 1-125 photon absorptiometry on
healthy persons

p0026 H75-11650
Dietary calcium and the jaw bone

, ou - p0027 N75-11652
Concept of the characteristic tine of biological

processes and its application for studying the
dynamics of gas exchange

p0048 H75-12554
ECG changes in the HI, DS and HC leads in cases of

focal and diffuse damage to the cardiac muscle
pOOSO 875-12570

Determination of total body calcium (skeletal
mass) in man by in vivo neutron activation
analysis and total body counting
[TID-26613] p0051 H75-12581

The internal nature of functional disturbances
arising in the body under the effect of extreme
factors

p0085 875-14407
Gas exchange and the coagulation system of the

blood during the effect on the body of high

concentrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide
p0085 875-14411

Adaptation of the human body to the earth's heat
regime

p0097 H75-15288
Results of cytogenetic investigations of the
influence of accelerations of 1-10 g on «an
considering cell structures

p0097 1175-15290
Total body calcium analysis neutron irradiation
[HASA-CB-111573] p0125 875-16212

An engineering analysis of the human spinal column
spinal braces

[PB-235383/7] p0125 H75-16215
Diurnal variations of the Achilles reflex time in

normal man
[8ASA-TT-F-16249] p0186 875-19917

Buckling studies of single human trabeculae
[AD-A000261/2] p0187 H75-19919

The gaseous environment and temperature regulation
human sweating capacity in heat

acclimatization
[AD-A003128] p0198 B75-21017

Thermal conductivity of the human body during
immersion at thermal neutrality and in a cold
environment
[NASA-TT-F-16258] p0218 H75-21932

Cutaneous circulation and thermal exchange at
altitude (3800 m)
[NASA-TT-F-16311] p0219 875-21931

Estimated radiation doses from ingestion of
tritium-containing consumer products made with
hydrocarbons from nuclearly stimulated natural
gas wells
[OBHL-TH-1730] p0219 875-21936

The effect of body inversion on middle ear air
pressure, acoustic admittance and auditory
threshold

p0221 875-23100
Physiological problems of weightlessness

p0225 H75-23107
Physiological mechanisms of the effect of
weightlessness on the body

p0225 875-23109
Blood circulation under weightless conditions

p0226 875-23115
Pathophysiological analysis of the effect of
weightlessness on the body

p0227 875-23126
Life in weightlessness
[NASA-TT-F-16361] p0228 875-23131

Circadian rhythm of physiological functions in
clinostatic hypokinesia
[NASA-TT-F-16308] p0228 H75-23137

Experimental study of physiological variations in
urinary sodium and potassium related to time
zone changes human metabolic responses
[SASA-TT-F-16281] p0230 875-23116

Diurnal variations of the physiological mobility
of human teeth
[BASA-TT-F-16277] p0230 875-23118

Computer-television analysis of biped locomotion
p0232 875-23162

Prediction of physiological respones to work,
environment and clothing
[AD-A007282] p0258 875-24318

Computation method for determining oxygen
consumption of a human subject in a closed space

p0263 H75-25523
Vacuum delatency casting for the construction of
individually molded seats

p0265 H75-25516
ELF coupling to biospheres considering human

and animal models
[AD-A008276] p0269 875-25577

The transmission of angular acceleration to the
head in the seated human subject

p0291 875-27689
Effects of vibration on the musculoskeletal system

p0292 875-27697
The respiratory and metabolic effects of constant

amplitude whole-body vibration in man
p0292 875-27698

A review of biomechanical models for the
evaluation of vibration stress

p0293 875-27701
The ISO guide for the evaluation of human whole

body vibration exposure
p0294 875-27708
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A multi-factorial design of computer supported
research of human sleep under the influence of
various thermal conditions

p0296 H75-27725
Thermal performance of permeable versus

impermeable hoods worn by men in CB ensemble
working in a tropical environment
[AD-A005613] P0330 B75-28727

A method for soft body armor evaluation: medical
assessment
[AD-A005575] p0330 H75-28728

Basic biomechanical properties of the hnoan neck
related to lateral hyperflexion injury
[PB-241246/8] p0334 B75-29747

Exposure of humans to carbon monoxide combined
with ingestion of diphenhydramine hydrocbloride
or phenacetin
[PB-242098/2] p0384 B75-32740

Exposure of humans to carbon monoxide combined
mth ingestion of ethyl alcohol and the
comparison of human performance when exposed for
varying periods of time to carbon monoxide
[PB-242099/0] p0384 B75-32741

Vestibnlar contributions to movement control
p0390 B75-33649

Three-dimensional human display model
[AD-A011097] p0393 B75-33670

HOBAB CEBTBIPDGBS
Relationship between flight experience-and

vestibular function in pilots and nonpilots
p0036 475-14081

BUBAB EBGIBEEBIBG
0 H O H A N FACTORS EBGIBEEBIBG

H O B A N FACTORS EBGIBEEBIBG
Assessment of pilotage error in airborne area

navigation procedures
p O O O M A75-10731

H u m a n engineering in process automation
p0010 A75-11866

Ban as a precious resource - The enhancement of
human effectiveness in flight operations
[ A I A A PAPER 71-1296] p0010 A75-12247

Left and right in cockpit evolution
p0072 A75-18962

H u m a n Factors Society, Annual Meeting, 18th,
Huntsville, Ala., October 15-17, 1971, Proceedings

p0103 J75-19676
Large Space Telescope and human factors

p0104 A75-19686
Paths of movement of body members in aircraft

cockpits
p0105 A75-19694

Hhere is the system in the man-machine system
p0105 A75-19695

The ten commandments for organizational
effectiveness human factors approach

p0105 A75-19696
Human factors engineering test and evaluation

technology for weapon systems
p0105 A75-19697

A computer aided function allocation and
evaluation system /CAFES/

p0105 A75-19698
Design Option Decision Tree - A method for
schematic analysis of a design problem and
integration of human factors data

p0105 A75-19700
The accommodated proportion of a potential user

population - Compilation and comparisons of
methods for estimation workspace design
based on anthropometric variables

p0106 A75-19701
Human factors engineering aspects of satellite
communication systems

p0107 A75-19720
Human factors role in equipment definition and
facility lay-out for the Space Computational
Center and the HCHAD Computer System Improvement
Program

p0108 A75-19722
Impact of avionic design characteristics on
technical training requirements and job
performance

p0145 A75-23497
Physiological effects of long tine sitting

pOISI A75-25062
Activity of the human operator in man-machine

systems
p0152 A75-25179

The healthy pilot
p0201 A75-29250

Arm-reach capability of DSAF pilots as affected by
personal protective equipment

p0202 A75-29579
Application of facility location techniques to the
optimization of visual display designs

p0215 A75-32099
Parametric study of the effect of large instrument
panels on the thermal comfort of a space station
crew
[AI4A PAPER 75-715] p0237 A75-32882

The Analytic Profile System /APS/ for evaluating
visual displays

p02«9 A75-35750
Comments on the work of an airliner crew human
factors engineering

p0278 A75-37047
Hunan factors in safe flight operations;
Proceedings of the Twenty-seventh Annual
International Air Safety Seminar, Rilliamsburg,
Va., November 10-14, 1974

p0279 A75-37487
Selected medical problems in the field of human
factors or ergonomics

p0279 475-37490
Human error in aviation operations

p0279 A75-37492
Physiologic effects of seatback angles less than

45 deg /from the vertical/ relative to G
p0281 A75-38411

Future flight deck design
p0307 A75-39821

The proper symbiosis of the human pilot and
automatic flight control /Eighteenth Lanchester
Memorial Lecture/

p0307 A75-39823
Engineering design studies for shuttle waste

management system
[4SBE PAPEB 75-ENAS-56] p0309 A75-40853

Air cycle air conditioning of turbine powered
helicopters
CASHE PAPEB 75-EH4S-20] p03i3 475-40ee«

Improving cockpits through crew workload measurement
1 p0316 A75-41414

Noise in space effect on Skylab astronauts
p0343 475-42707

The application of human operator describing
functions to studies on the effects of alcohol
and marijuana on human performance

p0348 475-42902
Aircraft simulator motion and the order of merit
of flight attitude and steering guidance displays

p0350 A75-43849
Design of a motion simulator with several degress
of freedom for ergonomic studies
[DGON PAPER 1] p0353 A75-44110

4 family of models for measuring human reliability
p0357 A75-44212

Package cushioning for the human head. I
[ASBE PAPEB 74-H4/BIO-10] p0373 475-45551

Development of an advanced spacecraft water and
waste materials processing system
[IAF PAPEB 75-071] p0374 475-45841

Quantification of air traffic controller's
acceptable workload

p0378 475-47275
Measurement, evaluation, prediction and

improvement of aircraft ride
[AD-783803] p0019 B75-10709

Features in processes of saturation (desaturation)
and oversaturation of an organism and principle
of estimating the decompression regimes during
extended stay under pressure as in
underwater habitats

p0021 H75-11598
Medical-physiological observations during conduct

of Sadko-2 test concerning the effects of
human exposure to the increased pressures of
underwater habitats

p0021 B75-11602
Medical-physiological studies in the Ikhtiandr-67
experiment concerning the effects of human
exposure to the increased pressures of
underwater habitats

p0022 B75-11603
Application of human factors engineering data in

medical evaluation of flight crews
p0055 B75-12611
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Han as a precious resource: The enhancement of
human effectiveness in air transport operations
[AD-785368] p0056 K75-12620

Energy expenditure of infantry patrols during an
Arctic winter exercise
[DCIEM-73-R-985] p0059 1175-13516

A model and predictive scale of passenger ride
discomfort
CNASA-TM-X-72623 ] p0060 N75-13523

Job-related attitudes of non-journeyman FAA air
traffic controllers and former controllers: A
sex comparison
[AD-787238] p0060 N75-13526

Human factors considerations for the use of color
in display systems
[NASA-TM-X-72196 ] p0090 N75-144H6

A psychological explanation of sonar degradation
operator performance

[IZF-1974-10] p0091 N75-14453
Ergonomics for command and control rooms

[IZF-1974-17] p0092 N75-14458
H u m a n factors in engineered systems: Where the

(inter) action is
[AD-785211] p0093 N75-14465

Hearing protection of earmuffs worn over eyeglasses
[AD-785386] p0093 N75-1U471

The future role of man in the repair of navigation
systems
[AD-787219] p<M01 N75-15323

Human engineering studies of high speed pedestrian
conveyors using motion simulator
[ARC-CP-1278] p0133 1175-17096

Certain peculiarities of modeling group activities
of operators
[JPRS-63789] p013t N75-17103

An anthropometric survey of 2000 Hoyal Air force
Aircrew, 1970/71
[ AGARD-AG-181 ] p0159 H75-17936

Essays on the psychology of operator labor
[NASA-TT-F-16020 ] pO160 N75-17947

Increasing the reliability of labor of railroad
engineers

p0161 N75-17952
Dse of computers in human factors engineering

[AD-A001400] p0188 N75-19961
Blindness prosthetic devices and sensory aids

p0191 N75-19987
Cybernetic prosthesis

p0191 N75-19988
The current status of rehabilitation engineering

p0191 N75-19989
Human data processor as a system component bits

and pieces of a model
[RISO-M-1722] p0192 N75-19999

Comparative evaluation of prototype and standard
fire fighter's suits under combined hyperthermic
and exercise stress conditions
[AD-A002136] p0192 N75-20000

Color research for visual displays considering
human perception of aircraft instruments
[AD-A003049] p0200 N75-21033

Preservation of human performance capacity under
prolonged space flight conditions

p0228 1175-23131
The combined effects of noise and vibration on

human annoyance
p0231 N75-23154

Aerodrome air traffic control in the Canadian Forces
design of tower cabs for air traffic

controller tasks
[DCIEM-74-R-1067 ] p0259 N75-24363

Advanced helmet mounted sight study program
[ AD-A007874] p0260 N75-24366

Vibrations transmitted to human subjects through
passenger seats and considerations of passenger
comfort
[NASA-TN-D-7929] p0269 N75-25582

Visual search and image quality
[AD-A008007] p0270 S75-2558U

A report of HumSEO activities in support of
project HITVAL
[AD-A008277] p0270 N75-25586

Behavioral models of the pilot conference
proceedings
[DLR-«ITT-74-42] p0270 N75-25588

A month alone with chlorella
[NASA-TT-F-16463] p0285 N75-26631I

Enhancement of human effectiveness in system
design, training, and operation

[AD-A004149] p0289 1175-26658
Vibration and combined stresses in advanced systems
[AGABD-CP-145] p0290 875-27685

Human Engineering laboratory Helicopter
Acquisition Test (HELHAT)
[AD-A005559] p0328 M75-28707

Protective clothing
[AD-A005300] p0330 S75-P8726

Han as a precious resource: The enhancement of
human effectiveness in flight operations
[AD-A006353] p0336 1175-29766

Methods of handling sequence effects in human
factors engineering experiments
[AD-A006240] p0337 N75-29770

Human comfort response to random motions with a
dominant vertical motion
[HASA-TM-X-72691] p0337 H75-29771

Vibration as an artificially created human factor
of the environment
[NASA-TT-F-16475] p0337 M75-29776

Statistics in human engineering military
flying personnel
[8AE-TH-74166] p0338 B75-29782

Optimal multimodal parameter identification in the
state space model of the human operator
[AD-A008707] p0364 N75-30793

Posture and seat design for the car driver
[RAE-LIB-THAHS-1842] p0364 B75-30796

Investigation of inertial properties of the human
body
[PB-241566/9] p0367 N75-31725

Crew appliance study
[NASA-CR-144409] p0387 S75-32764

HOHAN FACIOBS LABOBAIOBIES
How much should you pay for that box aircraft

simulator cost effectiveness
p0103 A75-19677

Method and data evaluation at NASA endocrine
laboratory Skylab 3 experiments
[NASA-CH-141469] p0094 1175-15262

HOMAN PATHOLOGY
Mechanisms of muscular activity control: Hormal

and pathological states Russian book
p0008 A75-11573

Certain compensator-adaptive reactions of the
circulatory apparatus during prolonged hypokinesia -

p0038 A75-14749
Pathophysiological analysis of the effect of
weightlessness on an organism

p0140 A75-22971
Prevention of harmful effects of weightlessness on

the human organism
p0140 A75-22972

The omnicardiogram - New approach to detection of
heart disease in patients with a normal resting
electrocardiogram

p0176 A75-27872
Pathogenetic mechanisms in atherosclerosis

p0177 A75-27874
Hyocardial infarction in young men - Study of risk
factors in nine countries

p0240 A75-33607
The feasibility of detecting His-bundle activity

from the body surface
p0241 A75-33674

Amplitude/frequency differences in a single-lead
ECG of normal versus coronary heart diseased males

p0283 A75-38421
Cytological reaction of the arterial wall to injury

p0283 A75-38508
Management of severe decompression sickness with

treatment ancillary to recompression - Case report
p0318 A75-41471

Surveillance of some infectious diseases among
aircrew personnel in Southeast Asia

p0358 A75-44357
Levels of slow bioelectric organization of the

human brain
P0374 A75-46130

Correlation of radial bone mineral content with
total-body calcium in various metabolic disorders

p0023 N75-11623
A computerized method of determination of bone

mineral content by a transmission scanner
p0025 N75-11642

A preliminary evaluation of diagnosis and therapy
in osteoporosis

p0026 H75-11644
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Changes in skeletal mineral in patients with renal
failure

p0027 H75-11656
The effect of diphosphonate therapy on the bone

loss of immobilization
p0028 H75-11663

Spinal injury after ejection
[AGARD-AR-72] p0230 H75-23150

Fate m humans of the plasticizer, DI
(2-ethylhezyl) phthalate, arising from
transfusion of platelets stored in vinyl plastic
bags plasticizer migration into human blood
from vinyl plastic bags during transfusion
[NASA-CR-143802] p0265 H75-25542

Strain of human bodies protected by safety belts
in simulated frontal crashes
[CSIR-THABS-1196] p0362 1175-30779

In vivo bubble growth studies following
decompression
[4D-4009963] p0392 H75-33667

HOHAH PEEFOBHAICE
HI ASTROHADT P E R F O R M A N C E
HI OPERATOR P E R F O R M A N C E
HI PILOT PEBFOBBAHCE

An adaptive vigilance task with knowledge of results
p0004 A75-10733

The detection of a simple visual signal as a
function of time of watch

pOOOS A75-1073U
Prediction of aural detectability of noise signals

pOOOS A75-10735
Perceptual integration and perceptual segregation

of brief visual stimuli
p0009 A75-11835

Visual search in a forced-choice paradigm
p0035 A75-13904

On the ambiguity of visual stimulation - A reply
to Eriksson

p0035 A75-13905
Human sensory dominance auditory versus visual

stimulus
p0035 A75-13911

Effects of hypoxic training on normoxic maximal
aerobic power output

p0038 A75-14724
Effects of high-altitude exposure on submaximal
endurance capacity of men

p0044 A75-16472
Task performance after awakenings from different
stages of sleep

p0066 A75-17484
The ten commandments for organizational
effectiveness human factors approach

p0105 A75-19696
A theoretical and empirical comparison of two

mixed-factor central-composite designs
p0106 A75-19705

The effects of verbal interference on psychomotor
performance under dual task conditions

p0107 A75-19709
The measurement of attention capacity through
concurrent task performance with individual
difficulty levels and shifting priorities

p0107 A75-19710
Intersensory generalization and conditioning in
adaptation to visual tilt

p0108 A75-19950
The contingent negative variation during a memory
retrieval task evoked bioelectric potentials

p0110 A75-20295
On the theoretical basis of the optimal oxygen
content in the atmosphere for the human being

p0114 A75-21113
Processing of positional information in the human
visual system

p0117 A75-21804
Reaction time performance with and without
backscatter from intense pulsed light

p0120 A75-22400
The interactions among stress, vigilance, and task
complexity

p0116 A75-23500
A new approach for the assessment of endurance work

p01«7 A75-24059
EEC correlates of visual-motor practice in man

p0171 A75-26248
Reliability of human visual signal detection in

the presence of noise
p0175 A75-27589

Measurement of a helicopter crewman's low-level
target acguisition performance

p0179 A75-28775
Failure to detect displacement of the visual world

during saccadic eye movements
p0210 A75-31041

Control of performance in a multi-element
repetitive task

p0235 A75-32414
Generation of forcing functions for evaluating

performance at the man-machine interface
p0240 A75-33563

Human decision making in future ATC systems
comparative studies in distributed traffic
management

p0244 A75-34540
Aerospace Hedical Association, Annual Scientific

Meeting, San Francisco, Calif., April 28-day 1,
1975, Preprints

p0245 A75-34925
Relative comprehensibility of pictorial

information and printed words in proceduralized
instructions

p0249 A75-35749
A probabilistic hypothesis for the prediction of

visual fixations
p0250 A75-35821

Selected medical problems in the field of human
factors or ergonomics

p0279 A75-37490
Evidence against narrow-band spatial frequency

channels in human vision - The detectability of
freguency modulated gratings

p03Q7 A7S-40130
Apparent size and contrast in visual detection

p0308 A75-40132
On whether sleep affects the consolidation of

perceived reactions
p0309 A75-40734

Ose of the invariant method of speech analysis to
discern the emotional state of announcers

p0317 A75-41461
The mental performance of sub]ects clothed for

comfort at two different air temperatures
p0321 A75-41846

Performance limitations in laterally constrained
movements

p0321 A75-41847
The effect of warn-up on total oxygen cost of a

short treadmill run to exhaustion
p0321 A75-41848

Adaptive strategies in vigilance research
p0321 A75-41849

Specific and general mechanisms of brain support
of psychic activity in man and prospects of this
problem

p0315 A75-42801
Human physiology and the science of psychology
/formulation of the problem/

p0345 475-42802
Functional changes in the deep structures of the

human brain during long-term operative memory
tests

p0346 A75-4280'7
Statistical properties of the random field of

brain biopotentials in man
p0346 A75-42809

Bioelectrical activity of the human brain and
subjective estimation of time during dreams of
different structure

p0346 A75-42810
Correlation between evoked potentials and
processes of sensory analysis in man

p0347 A75-42812
Relationship among the kinematic characteristics

of human walking
p0347 A75-42813

Experimental study of the performance of
competition swimmers

p03t!9 A75-43435
Optimum uses of psychobiological, sensorimotor,

and performance measurement strategies for
industrial safety

p0350 A75-43844
Visual time compression - Spatial and temporal cues

p0350 A75-43845
The effect of target surround density on visual

search performance
p0350 A75-43846
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Pacing, product complexity, and task perception in
simulated inspection

p0350 A75-I13817
r A f a m i l y of nodels for measuring human reliability

' p0357 A75-41212
The man-machine interface in cockpit

p0357 A75-4t323
Slow oculomotor control in the presence of moving

backgrounds
p0376 A75-16530

Investigations on the day-night-differences of
physical performance capacity
[ D L R - F B - 7 U - 2 9 ] p0017 N75-10697

Condition and work capability of man under
increased pressures and optimal compositions of
gas median as in underwater habitats

p0021 H75-11597
Estimating the effectiveness of human working

capacity under spaceflight conditions
[NA&A-TT-F-16019 ] p0029 H75-11670

Model of human dynamic orientation associated
with vestibular stimuli
[NASA-CR-132537] p0052 N75-12585

Simulation and study of high workload operations
psychophysiological effects on air crews

[AGAHD-CP-1116] p0052 N75-12587
Simulation of high workload operations in air to

air combat
p0053 1175-12593

Aircrew workload and human performance: The
problem facing the operational commander
human component in air weapons system

p0053 H75-12595
long range air-to-air refuelling: A study of duty

and sleep patterns
pOOSt N75-12600

Human information processing: An assessment and
research battery
[iD-785111] p0056 N75-12613

Effects of secobarfcital and D-amphetamine on
tracking performance during angular acceleration
[AD-777582] p0059 N75-13521

The central and peripheral visual acuity of the
light-adapted and dark-adapted eye
[NASA-TT-F-16068] p0060 N75-1352U

Utility of several clinical tests of color
defective vision in predicting daytime and
nighttime performance with the aviation signal
light gun
[AD-777563] p0061 N75-13529

Amphetamine and barbiturate effects on two tasks
performed singly and in combination
[IZF-1974-11 ] p0091 H75-1i)«5t

Behavior of circadian rhythm of temperature and
performance after two subsequent transatlantic
flights
[DLR-FB-7<t-55] p0092 H75-1<t<»61

H u m a n factors in engineered systems: Ihere the
(inter) action is

[AD-78521<4] p0093 H75-11U65
Development and evaluation of video systems for

performance testing and student monitoring
[AD-786891] p0100 H75-15314

The influence of simultaneous and sequential
display modes on human information-transfer
behavior
[AD-787288] p0127 N75-16223

Trainee "performance measurement development using
multivariate measure selection technigues
[AD-7875911] p0128 H75-16234

A statistical evaluation of the theory of biorhythms
[AD-78737,7] p0132 1175-17090

Motion perception. Report 1: Perception of
minute movements
[NASA-TT-F-16186 ] p0133 875-17093

personality and physiological correlates of
performance decrement on a monotonous task
requiring sustained attention air traffic
control
[AD-777825] p0133 N75-17094

Physiological responses
[AD-777838] p0133 H75-17095

Some effects of alcohol on various aspects of
oculomotor control
[AD-A000079] p0160 B75-17942

The operator's emotional stability
p0161 B75-17951

An investigation of biorhythnic influence upon
human performance

[AD-A001266] p0162 S75-17960
Quantitative models for predicting human

visual/perceptual/motor performance
[AD-A001072] p0162 1175-17961

Power spectral density analysis of the
electromyogram from a work task performed in a
full pressure suit

p0165 B75-18879
Sensory perception studies of soldier's military

performance, emphasizing flight stresses and
conditions
[AD-A000800] p0165 S75-18883

Effect of a predictor instrument on learning to
land a simulated jet trainer
[AD-A000586] p0167 1175-18898

Comparisons of population subgroups performance on
a keyboard psychomotor task

pOISU H75-19146
Models of man as a suboptioal predictor

p0186 N75-19161
Dynamics and optimization of a human motion problem

p0188 N75-19957
Psychological stress measurement through voice
output analysis
[NASA-CB-141723] p0188 B75-19960

Data organization
[AD-A001769] p0189 B75-19966

Effects of task performance strategies on group
performance effectiveness
[AD-A001707] p0189 B75-19967

Might and shift work of locomotive engineers.
Second Report: Investigations on the
organization of daily service schedules
[NASA-TT-F-16229] p0199 N75-21019

Multiple task performance as a predictor of the
potential of air traffic controller trainees, a
followup study
[AD-A002920] p0199 B75-21022

Man-systems evaluation of moving base vehicle
simulation motion cues human acceleration
perception involving visual feedback
[HASA-CR-120706] p0200 1175-21030

Changes in body composition during an Arctic
winter exercise
[DCIEU-71-H-1061] p0218 B75-21930

Evaluation of the special senses for flying
duties: Perceptual abilities of Landing Signal
Officers (ISOs)
[AD-A0030UO] p0220 875-219H6

Methods of body orientation in space in the
absence of support under weightless conditions

p0227 875-23122
Training of astronauts in laboratory-aircraft

under weightless conditions for work in space
p0228 1175-23130

Preservation of human performance capacity under
prolonged space flight conditions

p0228 B75-23131
Periods of maximum peformance and circadian rhythm

of physiological functions
[BASA-TT-F-16310] p0228 B75-23135

On rod and cone visual acuity
[NASA-TT-F-16303] p0229 B75-231UO

The effect of flare drift on target acquisition
performance
[AD-A006756] p0230 B75-23153

A theoretical and empirical comparison of two
mixed factor central composite designs
[AD-A007004] p0231 B75-23159

Real tine display parameters study 2
[AD-A007790] p0260 B75-24367

EEC signs of cerebrovascular insufficiency: An
application of spectral analysis of the EEG
using provocative methods

p0266 B75-25552
A review of recent literature: Measurement and

prediction of operational fatigue stress
effects on human performance
[AD-A008105] p0270 B75-25585

The effects of observer control over visual
information in classification performance
[AD-A003953] p0288 B75-26656

Enhancement of human effectiveness in system
design, training, and operation
[AD-AOOtl149] p0289 B75-26658

Prediction of performance and satisfaction of
aeronautical engineering students at the Naval
Postgraduate School
[AD-A003539] p0289 H75-26659
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Periodic variations in human performance
[AD-A003517] p0289 H75-26660

Vibration and combined stresses in advanced systems
[AGABD-CP-1U5] p0290 875-27685

Human exposure to whole-body vibration in military
vehicles and evaluation bf application of
ISO/DIS 2631

p0291 S75-27687
Crev performance requirements in the vibration

environments of surface effect ships
p0291 H75-27688

Action of low vibration frequencies on the
cardiovascular system of man

p0291 N75-27692
Performance and physiological effects of combined

stress including vibration
p0293 H75-27701

Effects of duration of vertical vibration beyond
the proposed ISO ""fatigue-decreased
proficiency11 tine, on the performance of
various tasks

p0293 H75-27702
Evaluating biodynamic interference with

operational crevs
p0293 H75-27707

Bide guality of crew manned military aircraft
p029«t 875-27710

Stimulus novelty/ task relevance and the vasual
evoked potential in man
[HASA-CB-1II3139] p0298 H75-277U5

Evaluating maintenance performance. Volume 3:
The development of graphic symbolic substitutes
for criterion referenced job task performance
tests for electrcnic maintenance
[AD-A005296] p0327 K75-2870*

Evaluating maintenance performance. Volume 4: A
video approach to symbolic testing of
electronics maintenance tasks
[AD-A005297J p0327 1175-28705

Human performance criteria for military noise
exposure
[AD-A005026] p0328 H75-28708

Neurophysiological estimates of human performance
capabilities in aerospace systems
[AD-A005690] p0328 1175-28710

Effects of hypnotic drugs on performance before
and after sleep
[HASA-CR-113311] p0333 H75-29743

Effects of 60 Co on electrical self-stimulation of
the brain and blood pressure
[AD-A006128] p033» N75-29751

The effect of extremely lov frequency radiation on
human performance: A preliminary study
£AD-A005898] p0335 N75-29756

Manipulating the number and type of adaptive
variables in training
[AD-A006229] p0336 H75-29761

Han as a precious resource: The enhancement of
human effectiveness in flight operations
[AD-A006353] p0336 N75-29766

Evaluating maintenance performance test
administrator's nanual and text subject's
instructions for criterion referenced job task
performance tests for electronic maintenance
[AD-A005785] p0336 N75-29768

Methods of handling sequence effects in human
factors engineering experiments
[AD-A006240] p0337 1175-29770

flapping of individual circadian rhytha
[HASA-TT-F-16502] p0361 N75-30775

Biological individuality of nan
[AD-A008888] p0362 N75-30782

Cognitive and psycbomotor performance during HOAA
OPS 1 and 2 diver performance in nitrogen
habitat
[AD-A005643] p036U H75-30791

Effects of high temperature on maintenance
performance
[AD-A009295] p0366 875-31720

Exploratory analysis of predictors of diver
performance decrement during 3 hour cold water
explosures
[AD-4009359] p0367 N75-3172U

A user oriented review of the literature on the
effects of sleep loss, work-rest schedules, and
recovery on performance
[AD-A009778] p0367 875-31726

Design and construction of a computer controllable
nulti-chromatic stimulus for human visual system

testing and modeling
[AD-A008678] p0368 B75-31729

Assessment of the efficiency of human performance
in space flight
[JPBS-65U77] p0368 875-31730

Identification of the optimal control model for
the human operator
[AD-A009956] p0386 H75-32751

Ground training devices in job sample approach to
OPT selection and screening
[AD-A009995] p0386 B75-32757

The brain in our rapidly changing environment:
Adaptable man?

p0391 875-33655
Practical problems in using human operator

performance data effectiveness of air weapon
systems
[AD-A01157U] p0393 875-33671

Human interaction with an intelligent computer in
multi-task situations

p0395 B75-3368a
Recognition of stimulus displays: An
electrophysiological analysis human evoked
potentials as control inputs

p0395 875-33687
Head-eye tracking in two-dimensional pursuit tasks

sensory feedback control
p0395 H75-33690

Human performance evaluation in dual-axis critical
task tracking

p0398 875-33710
HOHAS BSiCTIOBS

The formation of special skills for actions in a
complicated situation pilot performance

pOOOl A75-1002U
Evaluation of vibration mixtures affecting humans

through seat surfaces
p0002 A75-10019

Does the central human retina stretch during
accommodation

p0010 A75-12159
Dynamics of heart rhythm as an indicator of a
conditioned reaction to time in man

pOOao A75-15186
The influence of self-controlled changes in

ambient temperature on autonomous circadian
rhythms in man

pOO<41 A75-15524
Dynamics of pulmonary gas exchange and heart rate

changes at start and end of exercise
p004« A75-16200

The change of heart rate during mental work
p0045 A75-16606

Effect of sonic boom on nan and animals - Beview
of principal studies carried out in France

p0066 A75-1737U
Comparing adjectival and nonadjectival rating

scale responses against performance criteria
for pilot visual task difficulty evaluation

p0106 A75-19702
Individual differences in response to the
environment

p0110 A75-20825
Heightened sexual interest and sleep disturbance

p0113 A75-20958
Effect of added elastances on the first loaded

breath in man
p0115 A75-21566

Predictive implications of stress testing -
Follow-up of 2700 subjects after maximum^
treadmill stress testing

p0117 A75-219B5
The effect of rating scale parameters on1" the
assessment of vibration intensity by
passengers in transport environments

p0118 A75-22201
Reactions of animals and humans under conditions
of short-term weightlessness

p0138 A75-22955
Statokinetic reactions of man under conditions of
short-term weightlessness

p0138 A75-22957
Two varieties of long-latency positive waves

evoked by unpredictable auditory stimuli in man
p0171 A75-26246

Detection of human sleep EEG waveforms
p0171 A75-26250

Reactions to sonic booms - A report of two studies
and a general evaluation of startle effects
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p0202 A75-29578
Concerning the role of nonlinear optical effects

in the process of photoreception of laser
radiation

p0208 A75-30647
The effects of light on man and other mammals

p0208 A75-30684
Han's perception of his own respiratory volume

p0236 A75-32507
Effect of alcohol and task on hemispheric

asymmetry of visually evoked potentials in man
p0238 A75-33175

Subjective response to very low-frequency vibration
[AaHL-TH-74-142] p0242 A75-34380

International Symposium on Basic Environmental
Problems of Ban in Space, 5th, Washington, D.C.,
November 27-30, 1973, Proceedings

p0274 A75-36326
Changes in the vestibular function during space

flight
p0274 A75-36330

Stimulus novelty, task relevance and the visual
evoked potential in man

p0316 A75-41449
Vestibular system. Part 2 - Psychophysics, applied

aspects, and general interpretations Book
p0319 A75-41751

Measurement of otolith function in man
p0319 A75-41755

Measurement of vestibulo-spinal responses in man
p0319 A75-41756

Vestibular ataxia and its measurement in man
p0320 A75-41758

Sleep loss effects on movement time
p0321 A75-41850

Anaerobic recovery in man following
supramaximal exercise

p0349 A75-43434
Human assay of antimotion sickness drugs

p0357 475-44351
Soft hydrophilic contact lenses in civil and

military aviation
p0358 A75-44363

Effect of inspiratory resistance on occlusion
pressure in hypoxia and hypercapnia

p0359 A75-44618
Ability of man to detect increases in his breathing

p0360 A75-45123
Influence of acute alterations in heart rate and

systemic arterial pressure on echocardiographic
measures of left ventricular performance in
normal human subjects

p0379 A75-47817
The problem of human statokinetic stability in

aviation and space medicine
[NASA-Tt-F-15933] p0016 N75-10687

The dependence of reaction times on the location
of the stimulus
[NASA-TT-F-16001] p0016 875-10689

Statokinetic reactions of nan under conditions of
short term weightlessness
[AD-784142] p0018 N75-10705

Models of subjective response to in-flight motion
data
[NASA-CB-140675] p0019 N75-10708

Function of perception of space coordinates during
vestibular training by active, passive and
complex methods

p0049 875-12563
Phagocytic activity of human blood neutrophils

tinder ocdinary conditions of vital functioning
and in an isolation chamber

pOOSO N75-12571
Variability in reaction response human

response accuracy as function of training and
fatigue
[FOA-2-C-2581-H5] p0052 H75-12586

The effects of simultaneous but unequal
response-independent pay to pairs of human
subjects on masseter EHG and bodily movements
[HASA-CB-141286] . p0090 H75-14447

The measurement and facilitation of cooperative
task performance reactions of humans to
stress exposure
[NASA-CB-141285] p0090 875-14448

Acquisition and processing method for human
sensorial, sensitive, motory, and phonatory
circuits reaction times
[CEA-R-4534] p0091 875-14450

Sonic booms effects on sleep
[ISL-2/74] p0092 875-14463

Threshold response of the vestibular analyzer
during hypoxia

p0096 875-15282
Effect of a modified atmosphere and increased

temperature on the breathing and metabolism of
man in a restricted closed space

p0096 H75-15283
Peculiarities of the human auditory analyzer in a

modified atmosphere
p0097 N75-15286

Hater load as a method for changing the
orthostatic reaction in man after brief
hypodynamia

p0097 N75-15292
The effects of changes in response-independent pay

upon human masseter EMG
[SASA-CB-141276] p0099 B75-15307

Biochemical responses of men to simulated air
dives of 100 feet
[AD-787066] p0126 N75-16217

Effects on sleep of noise from two proposed STOL
aircraft
[NASA-CS-132564] p0126 H75-16219

Physiological effects of air pollutants in humans
subjected to secondary stress
[PB-236151/7] p0132 875-17089

Behavioral, autonomic, and subjective reactions to
low and moderate-level simulated sonic booms: A
report of two experiments and a general
evaluation of sonic boom startle effects
[AD-A002265/5] p0167 H75-18894

Influence of intellectual evaluation of a
situation on the emotional reaction of airmen

p0194 875-20989
ECG change accompanying venepuncture in man during

prolonged hypokinesia
p0195 N75-20993

Eye movements in human activity and its study
[NASA-TT-P-16231] pQ197 N75-21004

Sleep patterns of workers on rotating shifts
electroencephalography
[8ASA-TT-F-16211 ] p0198 N75-21018

Effects of exposure time during flight maneuvers
on passenger subjective comfort rating
[NASA-TH-X-72660] p0200 H75-21029

Aspects of ultradian rhythms in man
p0218 N75-21927

Objective electrophysiological measurements of ear
characteristics, intelligibility of vowels and
judgement of the stage of attention

p0222 875-23091
Linear acceleration perception threshold

determination with the use of a parallelswing
p0223 N75-23097

Reactions of animals and people under conditions
of brief weightlessness

p0225 875-23110
Perception of time under conditions of brief
weightlessness

p0225 875-23111
Static-kinetic reactions of man under conditions

of brief weightlessness
p0225 875-23112

Investigations on the problem of sleep
disturbances caused by supersonic booms
[ISL-21/74] p0230 875-23152

Stress and task performance: A comparison of
physical and psychological stressors

p0231 N75-23156
Pulse wave velocity over the vascular wall as a

means for distinguishing between different
psychophysiological reaction patterns to a
mental task

p0252 H75-24302
Predictive validities of several clinical color
vision tests for aviation signal light gun
performance
[AD-A006792] p0254 875-24317

Human temporary threshold shift and recovery froa
24 hour acoustic exposures
[AD-A007842] p0258 875-24350

Psychophysical tests of potential
design/certification criteria for advanced
supersonic aircraft human noise tolerance
[AD-A009296] P0258 875-24354

Vibrations transmitted to human subjects through
passenger seats and considerations of passenger
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comfort
fHASA-TH-D-7929] p0269 U75-25582

A study of the personal value systems and job
satisfactions of United States Air Force officers
[AD-A003602] p0289 H75-26661

PBOHETHEDS, a user oriented progcaa for human
crash dynamics
[AD-AOOU656] p0290 875-26671

proposed limits for exposure to whole body
vertical vibration, 0.1 to 1.0 Hz

p029« K75-27709
The prophylactic effect of head-cooling on coal
Diner's Grasps. Beport 2: The effect of
head-cooling on coal miners under hot and hunid
environment
[HASA-TT-P-16Ut9] p0297 875-27739

Clinical applications of the human brainstem
responses to auditory stimuli
[HASA-CH-11131314] p0298 H75-277U1

Effect of 50-Hz fields on nan
[BLL-CE-TBAHS-6689-(9022.09) J p0361 N75-30770

An evaluation of electroanesthesia and electrosleep
[PB-2141305/2] p0363 N75-30787

Transfer and use of training technology: A model
for matching training approaches with training
settings
[AD-A005816] p036« S75-30790

Habitability of ships
[JP8S-65331] p0361 875-30794

The response of a human temperature regulatory
system model in the cold

p0382 N75-32731
Personality change resulting from water suspension
sensory isolation

p0384 N75-327UU
DEB aviation medical research unit reports, volume
1, 1973-19711
[DB-223-VOL-4] p0389 875-33643

Goal-directed flexibility in the vestibulo-ocular
reflex arc

p0390 N75-33644
Eighth nerve contributions to the synthesis of
locomotor control

p0390 H75-33650
The influence of auditory stimuli on the H-reflex

in Ban l

p0390 B75-33651
Does audiospinal facilitation contribute to motor
control in dance response to musical rhythms?

p039C H75-33652
Auditory startle responses recorded in the leg of

man
p0391 N75-33653

Effects of low frequency vibration of a limb
p0395 H75-33691

HOHAN BESODBCES
A study of the personal value systems and job
satisfactions of Dnited States Air Force officers
[AD-A003602] p0289 875-26661

BDHAH TOLBBABCBS
neasuring human aversion to sound without verbal

descriptors
p0035 A75-13908

Elements of the development in man of endurance to
local coolings and the rules of G. V. Fol'bort

physiology of repeated stimulus and recovery
p0156 A75-25668

Effect of fasting on tolerance to moderate hypoxia
p0239 A75-33371

Relationship between whole body tolerance to
ooderate cold and local tolerance to extreme cold

p0240 A75-33371
Comparison of techniques for measuring +Gz

tolerance in man
p0215 A75-34811

Acceleration tolerance level dependence on age and
some morphotic features

p0342 A75-42645
Physiological effects of long time sitting

p03«8 A75-43004
Human sensitivity to gravity - On the problem of

gravipreferenduo
p0353 A75-44127

Influence of auditory fatigue on the perception of
speech under conditions of intense low-freguency
noise

p0359 A75-41I511
Cold: Physiology, protection and survival

[AGABD-AG-194] p0018 N75-10706

Tolerable oxygen concentrations in breathing
mixtures during prolonged exposure to
underwater habitats

p0021 1175-11601
negative work in exercise stints and short heat
exposure for accliaation
[AD-783715J p0029 B75-11671

Some regularities in adaptation to prolonged
rotation improved human tolerance to
weightlessness

p0049 H75-12562
Begional hemodynamics in antiorthostatic tests of

different intensity
p0049 875-12564

Hearing of anti-G suit by persons with reduced
orthostatic stability

p0049 B7S-12565
Physical fitness and tolerance to environmental
stresses: A review of human research on
tolerance to and work capacity in hot, cold and
high altitude environ»ents
[DCIEH-74-B-1008] p0059 S75-13517

Tolerance of acute hypoxia while performing
operator activity and after a prolonged period
under altered gas environment conditions

p0085 875-14409
Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 8,
no. 6, 1971
CJPBS-63856] p0095 1175-15271

Biological effect of permanent magnetic fields
considering manned space flight

p0095 1175-15272
Study of the quality of regulation of the
cardiovascular system during a physical load
(based on ECG data) human tolerance to
physical stress

p0096 875-15281
Controlled starvation as a biological factor

favoring an increase in adaptability of the
human body

p0097 H75-15287
Second symposium on influence of vibrations on the

human body and the problem of protection against
vibration biological effects of vibratory
loads in man machine systems

p0097 875-15293
The effect of disturbing acoustic sources on some
psychological functions
[BTS-8831] p0132 875-17091

Standards of rider comfort: Noise, vibration and
age of rider as factors
[SASA-CB-136744] p0166 H75-18891

Information content of pulse blood filling of
auricular vessels for evaluating man's tolerance
to +g sub z accelerations

p0194 875-20988
Psychobiological training of regulatory

protective-adaptive mechanisms in man
p0195 875-20995

Sespiration, respiratory metabolism and energy
consumption under weightless conditions

p0226 875-2311..
Hotor activity under weightless conditions

p0227 875-23125
Prophylaxis of unfavorable effect of

weightlessness on the body
p0227 875-23127

deans and methods of physical conditioning of man
in long space flights

p0227 875-23128
The combined effects of noise and vibration on

human annoyance
p0231 875-23150

Effects of three activities on annoyance responses
to recorded flyovers human tolerance of Jet
aircraft noise
[BASA-TH-X-72673] p0231 875-23157

Effect of an increased oxygen and carbon dioxide
content on vestibular tolerance in human subjects

p0262 875-25519
Functional state of the vestibular analyzer with

creation of negative pressure on the lower half
of the body

p0263 875-25520
Effects of transient vibrations on human safety

and performance
p0291 875-27691

Kan's tolerance of coriolis accelerations with
loading of different muscle groups
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p0325 N75-28687
DSAF non-conbat ejection experience 1968-1973
incidence, distribution, significance and
•echanism of flail injury related to
aerodynamic forces

p0381 N75-32717
Studies relative to the radiosensitivity of nan:
Based on retrospective evaluations of
therapeutic and accidental total-body irradiation
[NASA-CB-1««I139] p0383 N75-32733

Absence of habituation in the human
vestibulo-ocular reflex arc by rotational
stimulation mthin the range of natural movement

p0390 N75-33645
Adaptive neurobiology in space flight

p0390 H75-33648
BOHAH BASTES
BT FECES
NT SBEAT
NT OBINE
Engineering design studies for shuttle waste

•anagement systen
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EBAS-56] p0309 A75-40853

Biovaste monitoring system for shuttle
[ASBE PAPEB 75-ENAS-34] p0312 A75-10875

Intensity of excretion of final metabolites and
microorganisms into an enclosed atmosphere as,a
function of the temperature profile
[IAF PAPEB 75-073] p037t A75-45842

Automated biowaste sampling system, solids
subsystem operating model, part 2
[HiSA-CB-140378] p0057 S75-13505

HOBIDITY
Analysis of a regenerable polyethyleneimine carbon
dioxide and humdity control system
[ASHE PAPEB 75-ENAS-16] p0314 A75-40888

BTBBID COHPOTEBS
Hybrid calculators for the analysis of cardiac
arrythmias

p0283 A75-38538
Some fast analytical technigues for the EE6
using probability distribution function and
hybrid computers

p0252 N75-24305
BYDBATES

Investigation of coacervate drops of ferrous oxide
hydrate

p0153 A75-25395
HIDBATIOH

Use of an electronic computer in investigating a
tnermodynamic model of hydration of carbon
dioxide to carbon and water

p0195 B75-20994
HTDBADLIC ACTDAIOBS
D ACTOATOBS

HYDBAOLIC HEATING SODBCBS
0 HEAT SODBCES
BIDBAOLIC POBPS
U PUHPS

BYDBAZINES
BT BETHYLHYDBAZISE
Spacecraft nitrogen generation liquid hydrazine
[NASA-CB-137576] p0101 H75-15321

HYDBOiEBOBECBiBICS
0 AEBODYNABICS
BTDBOCABBON POISOBISG

Distribution characteristics of aethylhydrazine in
the plasma and cerebrospinal fluid of monkeys

p0112 A75-20895
Continous animal exposure to a mixture of

dichloromethane ,and 1,1,1-trichloroethane
,[NASA-CB-1it1889] p0285 B75-26631

HTDBOCABBOBS
NT BETBANE
NT NATDBAL GAS
Dynamics of the chemical evolution of earth's
primitive atmosphere hydrocarbon reactions

p0150 A75-25045
Chlorinated hydrocarbons as pharmacological tools

in studies on therooregulation
p0305 A75-39165

• Badio-chemical synthesis of ammo acids in agueous
media containing carbohydrates, hydrocarbons and
nitrates

p0354 A75-44134
Toxicity of engine exhaust gases:

Diesel-bromochloromethane fuel blend
[AD-A008088] p0269 N75-25578

Biodegradation of so»e polynuclear aromatic
' petroleum components by marine bacteria

[AD-A006346] p0332 N75-29733
HIDBOCIANIC ACID

On the evolution of macromolecules
p0069 A75-18514

Quantum chemical study of the thermodynamics,
kinetics of formation and bonding of H2CB -
Belevance to prebiotic chemistry

p0074 A75-19289
Macromolecules and the origin of life HCH
reaction under DV irradiation

P0074 A75-19291
The origin of proteins - Beteropolypeptides from

hydrogen cyanide and water
p007<l A75-19293

HYDBODTNABIC EQUATIONS
Vibrations of the basilar membrane of the cochlea

p0108 A75-20Q87
Vibrations of the basilar membrane

p0240 A75-33418
HIDBODIBASIC STABILITY
D FLOB STABIIITY

HYDBODYHABICS
sketch of biological aero-hydrodynamics /Flight

and swimming of annals/ Bussian book
p0247 A75-35516

BYDBOGEB
BT DEDTEBIDB
NT HIDBOGEN ATOBS
NT HIDBOGEN IOBS
BT TBITIDB
Inverse assimilation - Ras the hydrogen escape

from the earth's primary atmosphere enhanced by
H2-evolution coupled with biophoto-oxidation of
methane

p0305 A75-39301
Beport on project Hydrox 2
[AD-784446] p0018 N75-10701

Hydrogen detection study for environmental
control/life support systems
[NASA-CB-137563] p0163 N75-17971

BYDBOGBB ATOHS
Hot hydrogen atoms reactions of interest in

molecular evolution and interstellar chemistry
p0043 A75-16022

Bot hydrogen in prebiological and interstellar
chemistry

p0173 A75-26522
HIDBOGEN CHLOBIDES

Acute toxicity in rats and mice exposed to
hydrogen chloride gas and aerosols

p0009 A75-11805
HTDBOGEN COBPOONDS
NT HYDBOCYABIC ACID
NT HYDBOGEB SOLFIDE
BIDBOGEB CYANIDES
D BYDBOCYANIC ACID
HTDBOGEN FUELS

Efflux of gaseous hydrogen or methane fuels from
the interior of an automobile
[COB-75-10288/9] p0288 N75-26650

HYDBOSEB IONS
Incomplete compensation of CSF /HV in man during

acclimatization to high altitude, 4,300 i
p0244 A75-34806

Ventilatory interaction between hypoxia and /H+/
at chemoreceptors of man

p0344 A75-42763
Effect of norepinephrine on myocardial
intracellular hydrogen ion concentration

p0352 A75-43943
HYDBOGEH ISOTOPES
NT DEUTERIUM
NT TBITIDB
HYDBOGEN OXYGEN FOEL CELLS

An electrochemical device for carbon dioxide
concentration - System design, performance and
steady state analysis
[SAE BAPEB 740932] p0124 A75-227U5

HYDBOGEH SOLFIDE
Formation of prebiocheaical compounds in models of

the primitive earth's atmosphere. II - CH4-H2S
atmospheres

p0074 A75-19286
HTDBOGEN 2
D DEDTEBIDB
BTDBOGEB 3
0 TBITIOB
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BTDBOGEHOHOBAS
Influence of electrochemical factors on

cultivation of hydrogenoaonas eutropha Z-1 in an
electrolytic cell

p0323 875-28675
BYDBOKIHETICS
0 HYDBOBECHANICS
BYDBOLYSIS

The origin of proteins - Heteropolypeptides iron
hydrogen cyanide and vater

p0074 475-19293
BYDBOHECBABICS
NT HYDBODYNABICS
Study of hydromechanical models of the inner ear

with illustration of basilar membrane,
corti-organ, and covering membrane

p0296 S75-27727
HIDBOSPBEBE (EABTB)
D EABTB HYDROSPHERE

BYDBOSTATIC PBESSOBE
Depth of immersion as a determinant of the
natriuresis of vater immersion

p0122 475-22155
HYDBOXTCOBTICOSTEBOID
HI CORTISONE

HYDBOXYL COoPOOIDS
NT ETHYL ALCOHOL
NT METHYL ALCOHOLS

Some reactions of the hydroxyl adduct of adenine
radiation effects, pulse radiolysis, cell

killing
[MBL-1975-8] p0392 S75-33663

H Y G I E H E

NT OBAL H Y G I E N E
Crew appliance concepts. Volume 2, appendix B:

Shuttle orbiter appliances supporting
engineering data food management and
personal hygiene
[NASA-CB-1U14U53] pOlOO N75-33721

Crev appliance concepts. Volume 3, appendix B:
Shuttle orbiter appliances supporting
engineering data
[NASA-CR-miSI] pOtOO N75;33722

Crew appliance concepts. Volume 1, appendix C:
Modular space station appliances supporting
engineering data food management and
personal hygiene
[NASA-CR-111155] pOlOO N75-33723

HIGEOBETEBS
Use of dew-point detection for quantitative

measurement of sweating rate
p0360 A75-15127

HYPEEBAEIC CHABBEBS
Catecholamine and phagocytic responses in infected

mice exposed to hyperfcarac heliun-oxygen
atmospheres

p0122 475-22411
Effect of hyperbaric helium on vitamin uptake and

utilization by micro-organisms
p0281 475-38112

Bat operant responding - An indicator of nitrogen
narcosis

p0282 475-38417
Hyperbaric oxygenation the effects of oxygen

intake at high atmospheric pressure
[UASA-TT-F-15988] p0022 N75-11617

Biochemical responses of men to simulated air
dives of 100 feet
[AD-787066] p0126 N75-16217

Support of hyperbaric physiology research
[4D-A002480] p0198 N75-21013

New Boscov hyperbaric-oxygenation barohospital
[HASA-TT-F-16464.] p0326 S75-28699

Cognitive and psychonotor performance during NOAA
OPS 1 and 2 diver performance in nitrogen
habitat
[ AE-A005613] p036t N75-30791

HYPEBCAPHIA
Experimentation and simulation - Valuable partners

in the study of ventilatory control human
respiratory system

p0003 A75-10419
Effect of cooling in a hermetically sealed chamber

on the free fatty acid content in an organism
under hypoxia and hypercapnia

p0039 A75-11851
Inhibition of the vasodilator effect of

hypercapnic acidosis by hypercalcemia in dogs
and rats

p0067 A75-17666
Differing responses to hypercapnia and hypoxia

following pneumotaxic center ablation
p0120 A75-22296

Tissue oxygenation and splenic erythropoiesis
daring chronic hypoxia and hypercapnia

p0123 A75-22471
Negative arterial-nixed expired P/C02/ gradient

during acute and chronic hypercapnia
p0172 475-26511

Axtenal blood gases in conscious rats exposed to
hypoxia, hypercapnia, or both

p0179 A75-28910
The effect of cooling in an altered gaseous median

on the systems of ammonia formation and binding
in the brain

p0208 A75-30698
Effect of chronic hypercapnia on body temperature
regulation

p0215 475-32371
Normal values for hypoxic and hypercapnic
ventilatory drives in man

p0245 475-34808
Effect of inspiratory resistance on occlusion

pressure in hypoxia and hypercapnia
p0359 475-14618

Circulating red cells in rats with similar tissue
PO2 but differing FC02
[AD-A003432] p0217 N75-21923

Acid-base state of blood vhen breathing
hypercapnic atmospheres

p0261 B75-25510
HYPBBGLYCEBIA

The effect of caffeine upon blood glucose level
considering diabetic and healthy subjects

[NASA-TT-F-16049] p0059 N75-13515
Glycenic indices of animals at different times

during hypokinesia vith the injection of
glucose, adrenaline and insulin

p0193 S75-20980
HYPBBOIIA

Action of oxygen on the renal circulation
p0003 475-10238

Age of red blood cells destroyed by in vivo
hyperoxia

p0036 475-11087
Effects of long-term exposures to 100X oxygen at
selected simulated altitudes on the pulmonary
surfactant in mice

p0111 475-20883
Hyperoxic hyperventilation in carotid-deafferented

cats
p0120 475-22297

Changes in haptoglobin and other plasma proteins
of rats during exposure to pure oxygen at 760 torr

p0121 475-22103
Increased susceptibility to pulmonary oxygen

toxicity after cholesterol biosynthesis inhibition
p0153 A75-25108

Hyperoxia and chemical resistance of erythrocytic
membranes

p0155 475-25667
Cardiopulmonary changes following 21-36 hours of

hyperoxia * ''
p0203 A75-29585

Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket nice to
oxygen and heat. I - Physiological studies

p0201 A75-29591
Effect of aerosolized dipalmitoyl lecithin on
oxygen-toxic rat lungs

p0212 A75-31152
Oxygen-induced inhibition of House brain lactate

dehydrogenase
p0242 475-31377

Arterial and tissue gas tensions in rats during
development of pulmonary oxygen poisoning

p0281 475-38110
Effect of changes in arterial oxygen content on

circulation and physical performance
p0315 A75-41396

Effects of hyperoxic gas mixtures on energy
aetabolism during prolgnged work

p0311 475-12761
Sensitivity of GABA synthesis in human brain to

oxygen poisoning
p0358 A75-14358

Effect of hyperoxia on hemoglobin, serum protein
and gas metabolism in adrenalectomized rats
[N4S4-TT-F-16094] pOOSB B75-13511
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Gas exchange ana the coagulation system of the
blood during the effect on the body of high
concentrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide

1 p0085 N75-14411
Oxygen toxicity in the mammalian brain
[AD-A003229] p0198 N75-21014

Shallow Habitat Sir Dive series (SHAD 1 and 2) :
The effects on visual performance and physiology
[AD-A007104] p0257 N75-24342

Gas exchange and seme blood indices accompanying
thyroid gland dysfunction hormonal
regulation in hyperoxia tolerance

p0261 N75-25509
HTEEBSOBHIA

A syndrome of hypersomnia with automatic behavior
p0171 A75-26247

HYPEETEBSIOB
Increased metabolic turnover rate and

transcapillary escape rate of albumin in
essential hypertension

p0002 A75-10176
Hypertension and coronary risk - Implications of
current knowledge

p0072 A75-18732
A model of psychosocial hypertension showing
reversibility and progression of cardiovascular
complications

p0115 A75-21175
Activation of extrarenal means of sodium secretion

during adaptation to hypoxia and its role in the
prophylaxis of experimental hypertension

p0155 A75-25591
Lung vascular smooth muscle as a determinant of

pulmonary hypertension at high altitude
p0173 A75-26549

Antihypertensive drug therapy in USAF flying
personnel

p0203 A75-29588
On hemodynamic reactions to hypoxic hypoxia in
dogs with acute arterial hypertension

p0207 A75-30338
Consequence of social isolation on blood pressure,

cardiovascular reactivity and design in
spontaneously hypertensive rats

» p0277 A75-36725
Fulminating arterial hypertension with pulmonary

edema from release of adrenomedullary
catecholamines after lesions of the anterior
hypothalamus in the rat

p0318 A75-41499
Spontaneous variability of blood pressure in

patients with hypertension: fiesults of long
term telemetric blood pressure measurements
[NASA-TT-F-16250 ] p0197 1175-21008

HYPEETHERBIA
Effect of hypergravity and hyperthermia on

antidiuretic hormone secretion
p0012 A75-12864

Range of brain temperature changes in hyperthermia
as a function of animal size

p0039 A75-14880
Respiration during heat stress

p0112 A75-20891
Physiological reactions of thermoregulation to
convective and radiant heat stimuli

p011i| A75-21111
Changes of thermal balance induced by passive

heating in resting man
p0123 475-22470

Kenal function in the hibernating, and hypothermic
hamster Mesocricetus auratus

, p0150 475-24798
Dependence of the temperature distribution in the

human body on the behavioral modes of hyperthermia
p0155 A75-25595

An integrative model of monoamine and ionic
mechanisms in the hypothalamic control of body
temperature

p0304 A75-39155
HYPBBTOHIA
D osaosis

HTPEBTBOPHY
0 GROWTH
HY.PBBVEHTHATIOB

Hyperoxic hyperventilation in carotid-deafferented
cats

p0120 A73-22297
Efficiency of constant-flow oxygen masks for
general aviation A new method of mask evaluation

p0153 475-25405
Effects of hypoxia with and without

hyperventilation on the control of ventilation
p0224 H75-23101

The respiratory and metabolic effects of constant
amplitude whole-body vibration in man

p0292 N75-27698
BYPEB?OLE«A

Comparison of water immersion and saline infusion
as a means of inducing volume expansion in nan

p0315 A75-41395
HIPHOSIS

Experiment in post-hypnotic realization of a
subjective experience of partial weightlessness
during simulation of a three-day space flight
program

pOOlO A75-15185
HYPOBABIC ATBOSPBEBES

Blood and CSF acid-base changes, and rate of
ventilatory acclimatization of awake dogs to
3,550 m

p0306 A75-39332
The effect of decompression on the alimentary canal

p0342 A75-42644
Experimental cardiac necrosis in hypobaric and

anemic hypoxia
p0343 A75-42755

Bematologic changes in mice during and after
exposure to severe hypobaric hypoxia

p0358 A75-44356
Sypobaric chamber for the study of oral health

problems in a simulated spacecraft environment
p0135 H75-17215

Mechanics of breathing at reduced barometric
pressures of flight
[AD-A001930] p0187 1175-19952

Hypobaric nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere as a method
for preventing high-altitude decompression disease

p032<4 H75-28682
Effect exerted on the human and animal body by

repeated exposure in a rarefied atmosphere
p0324 N75-28683

HYPOCAPHIA
Activation of external respiration and the level

of alveolar PC02 of in-flight fliers
p0262 H75-25518

HYPODYNAMIA
Hypodynamia and hypokinesis state of skeletal

muscles
p0039 A75-14852

Catecholamines and contractile function of the
myocardium during hypodynamia in addition to a
changed thyroid-hormone balance

p0237 A75-32600
The function of the body and factors of space flight
fHASA-TT-F-15971] p0084 875-11401

Contractile function of the myocardium during
hypodynamia

p0096 N75-15280
Peculiarities in the change of motor activity of

rats under conditions of hypo and hyperdynamia
P0097 1175-15291

Water load as a method for changing the
orthostatic reaction in man after brief
hypodynamia

p0097 1175-15292
Influence of G-forces and hypodynamia on the

portal system of the liver
p0129 N75-17061

HYPOGLYCEHIA
Glycemic indices of animals at different times

during hypokinesia with the injection of
glucose, adrenaline and insulin

p0193 N75-20980
HYPOKIHESIA

Certain compensator-adaptive reactions of the
circulatory apparatus during prolonged hypokinesia

p0038 475-14749
Hypodynaaia and hypokinesis state of skeletal
muscles

p0039 A75-14852
Conseguences of long-term hypokinesia as compared
to mild exercise in lipid metabolism of the
heart, skeletal muscle and adipose tissue

p0076 A75-19399
Functions and metabolism of an organism under

prolonged hypokinesis in a compound experiment
p0373 A75-45449
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Horphocytochemical reaction of the soprarenals and
thymic-lymphatic system of rats after
termination of hypokinesia

pOOIS N75-12556
Effect of 30-day hypokinesia on the dynamics of

higher nervous activity and sleep of an operator
pOOBO H75-12566

Studies of hypokinesia in animals to solve urgent
problems of space biology and medicine

p0086 N75-11113
Biochemical changes in the skeletal muscles during
hypokinesia and possible ways to restore them

p0193 H75-20976
Dse of electric stimulation for preventing the

development of changes in antigravitational
muscles during hypokinesia

p0193 H75-20977
Physical performance and oxygen supply of the rat

body during physical loads after prolonged
hypokinesia

p0193 N75-20978
Effect of hypokinesia on the development of
osteoporosis

p0193 U75-20979
Glycemic indices of animals at different times
daring hypokinesia Kith the injection of
glucose, adrenaline and insulin

p0193 S75-20980
Effect of hypokinesia and reduced barometric
pressure on the tolerance of animals to
ethylacetate

p0193 S75-20981
Perception of coordinates of two-dimensional space
in prolonged experimental hypokinesia

p0191 N75-20986
ECG change accompanying venepnncture in nan during

prolonged hypokinesia
p0195 N75-20993

Basic results of medical examinations of Soyuz
spacecraft crew members

P0226 N75-23117
Circadian rhythm of physiological functions in
clinostatic hypokinesia
[HASA-TT-F-16308] p0228 N75-23137

Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 9,
no. 2, 1975
[JPRS-61929] p0261 H75-25505

Exocrinous function of the liver of rats under the
combined influence of transverse accelerations
and restricted motor activity

p0263 N75-25521
Evaluation of the effects of hypergravity exposure

and caging restraint on bone mineralization in
the Beagle by in vivo photon absorptiometry
[H4S4-CR-137710] p0285 1175-26633

HT.POHET4BOI.ISa
Effect of potassium depletion in normal males - &n

4pollo 15 simulation
p0111 475-20881

HYPOTEHSIOH
The effects of lover body negative pressure on the
cardiovascular system of the anaesthetized rabbit

P0176 475-27706
Considerations of vision and cerebral function

during hypotension induced by positive
acceleration

p0317 475-11158
BYPOTH4LAHOS

CSS regulation of body temperature in eutneroic
hibernators Central Nervous System

p0002 475-10231
Becent studies of hypothalamic function;
Proceedings of the International Symposium,
Calgary, 41berta, Canada, Kay 28-31, 1973

pOO«2 475-15776
fiange of control of cardiovascular variables by
the hypothalamus

p0012 475-15778
The role of the hypothalamus in the organisation

of patterns of cardiovascular response
p0012 A75-15779

Neuronal models of hypothalamic temperature
regulation

p0042 &75-15780
Hypothalamic control of thermoregulatory behavior

p0043 A75-15781
Ionic concepts of the set-point for body temperature

p0013 A75-15782

Basal forebrain and hypothalamic connections to
frontal and parietal cortex in the rhesus monkey

p0118 A75-22010
Reaction of the hypothalaoic-hypophysial-adrenal

system under the action of a SHF field
p0157 A75-26121

Ca* + induced hypothermia in a hibernator /Citellus
beechyi/

p0173 A75-26660
Condition of flight animals on recovery; food

intake; observations on hypothalamus, pituitary,
and adrenal glands during Apollo 17 flight

p0205 475-29605
Changes in the activity of anterior hypothalamic

neurons due to stimulation of thermoreceptors of
subcutaneous veins

p0208 475-31013
Shivering and nonsbivering thernogenic responses

of cold-exposed rats to hypothalamic Harming
p0238 475-33259

An integrative model of monoamine and ionic
mechanisms in the hypothalamic control of body
temperature

p0301 475-39155
Studies on central noradrenergic pathways in the
control of body temperature

p0301 A75-39157
4«ine-prostaglandin modulation of activity of

thermoregulatory neurones
p0301 475-39158

Ability of young, adult and aged rats to adapt to
different ambient temperatures

p0301 475-39162
Besponses to preoptic temperature manipulation in

the avake and hibernating marmot
p0307 475-39825

Optimal parameters for eliciting
cardio-acceleration by electrical stimulation of
the ventromedial hypothalamus

p0308 475-10598
On the effect of hypothalamic nuclei on electrical

activity of optic cortex neurons
p0309 A75-10718

Fulminating arterial hypertension with pulmonary
edema from release of adrenomedullary
catecholamines after lesions of the anterior
hypothalamus in the rat

p0318 A75-11199
Biogenic amines and acute thermal stress in the rat

p0352 A75-13975
Effect of the anterior and posterior hypothalamus

on conditioned activity and delayed responses in
lover monkeys

p037U A75-16131
Dynamics of morphological manifestations of
reactions of the organism under conditions of
hypergravitation

p0129 B75-17065
Bole of the hypothalamic neurosecretory system in
adaptive reactions of the body: Contribution
to the problem of neurohormonal interactions
[NAS4-TT-F-16329] p0365 B75-31711

HIPOTHEHHIA
Tolerance of one species of jerboa /Jaculus
onentalis/ to prolonged exposure to deep
hypothermia

p0113 475-20950
Ca++ induced hypothermia in a hibernator /Citellus
beechyi/

p0173 475-26660
Salicylate, tryptophan, and tyrosine hypothermia

at cold ambient temperature
p0238 475-33257

Shivering and nonshivering thermogenic responses
of cold-exposed rats to hypothalamic warming

p0238 475-33259
Effects of ethanol, barbiturates, phenothiazines

and biogenic amines on man during exposure to cold
p0305 475-39161

Carbon dioxide response curves during hypothermia
p0308 475-10271

BIPOXEBIA
Blood flow during 2-Torr exposures at different
decompression rates

p0179 475-28913
Drepanocytemia and evaluation of flight personnel

p0201 475-29267
The oxygen pressure histogram in the left

ventricular myocardium of the dog
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p021« 475-31650
Incomplete conpecsation of CSF /H*/ in »an during

acclimatization to high altitude, 1,300 m
p0244 175-34806

The effects of systemic hypoxemia on t-he partition
of pulmonary blocd flow during unilateral
hypoxic ventilation

p0224 N75-23103
BIPOIIA

Regional blood flow responses to hypoxia and
exercise in altitude-adapted rats

pOOOl A75-10048
Physiological responses to hypoxia in the tundra
vole

p0003 475-10237
Experimentation and simulation ~ Valuable partners
in the study of ventilatory control human
respiratory system

p0003 A75-10419
Tine cour.se of nan's ventilatory response to a

sudden rise of PI sub 02
p0006 475-11305

Influence of hypoxia on local blood circulation of
the brain

p0031 475-13246
Effect of chronic exposure to cold, hypoxia, and

both combined on water exchange in rats
p0036 475-14080

Effects of hypoxic training on nornoxic manual
aerobic power output

p0038 475-14724
The 24-hour rhythm of biogenic amines in man in

the normal state and during hypoxia
p0039 475-14850

Effect of cooling in a hermetically sealed chamber
on the free fatty acid content in an organisa

, under hypoxia and hypercapnia
p0039 475-14851

Influence of acute hypoxia on the structure of the
instrumental functions of the pilot

p0039 475-14877
Effects of high-altitude exposure on submaximal
endurance capacity of men

p0044 475-16472
Functional adaptation to high altitude hypoxia

p0076 475-19569
Adrenocort^cal activity and urinary cyclic AHP
levels - Effects of hypobaric hypoxia

p0112 475-20893
Effects of hypoxia, cyanide, and ischaemia on

myocardial contraction - Observations in
^isolated muscle and intact heart

p0113 475-20961
Ventilatory effects of hypoxia and their
dependence on CO 2 pressure

p0115 475-21565
Hypoxic ventilatory depression in dogs

p0116 475-21572
Differing responses to hypercapnia and hypoxia

following pneumotaxic center ablation
p0120 475-22296

Hypoxia-induced tachypnea in carotid-deafferented
cats

p0120 475-22298
Relative susceptibility of altitude-acclimatized
nice to acute oxygen toxicity

p0123 475-22469
Tissue oxygenation and splenic erythropoiesis
during chronic hypoxia and hypercapnia

p0123 475-22471
Recovery of chemoreceptor function following

deafferentation of sinocarotid zones in rats
,, lung ventilation variations

p0152 475-25320
Activation of extrarenal neans of sodium secretion

during adaptation to hypoxia and its role in the
prophylaxis of experimental hypertension

f p0155 475-25591
Lung vascular smooth muscle as a determinant of

pulmonary hypertension at high altitude
p0173 475-26549

Coronary blood flow in rats native to simulated
high altitude and in rats exposed to it later in
life

p0173 475-26824
Arterial blood gases in conscious rats exposed to
hypoxia, hypercapnia, or both

p0179 475-28910

Electrolyte changes at 3500 a in oales with and
without high-altitude pulmonary edema

p0202 475-29583
On heoodynanic reactions to hypoxic hypoxia in

dogs with acute arterial hypertension
p0207 475-30338

Structure of hemodynamic shifts under conditions
of acute and chronic hypoxia in people with
prevalent pathological processes in the lungs

p0207 475-30339
Influence of B12 and B15 vitamins on the indices
of coagulograms and thromboelastograns of dogs
and rabbits under conditions of acute hypoxia

p0207 A75-30344
Evolutionary aspects of the relationship between
hypoxial and circulatory hypoxia

p0207 475-30345
The influence of adaptation to high-altitude

hypoxia on the development and indices of higher
nervous activity in the progeny of adapted animals

p0208 A75-30646
The effect of cooling in an altered gaseous medium

on the systems of ammonia formation and binding
in the brain

p0208 A75-30698
Cardiac performance during graded exercise in

acute hypoxia
p0215 475-32373

The dynamics of the respiratory indices of
arterial blood, cerebrospinal fluid, and tissue
in the region of the bulbar respiratory center
under conditions of hypoxia

p0236 A75-32508
Hetabolic-adaptation of the chick embryo to
chronic hypoxia

p0238 A75-33256
Adenosine metabolism in cultured chick-embryo
heart cells

p0238 475-33258
Effects of acid-base changes, hypoxia, and

catecholamines on ventricular performance
p0238 475-33260

Effect of fasting on tolerance to moderate hypoxia
p0239 A75-33371

Influence of sustained exposure to hypobaric
hypoxia on the plasma prothrombin time,
fibrinogen level and fibrinolytic activity in
rabbits - A preliminary report

p0240 A75-33375
The relationship between arterial P-02 and

cerebral blood flow in hypoxic hypoxia
p0241 A75-33648

Hb02 dissociation in nan during prolonged work in
chronic hypoxia

p0244 A75-34803
Influence of breathing pattern on oxygen exchange
during hypoxia and exercise

p0244 A75-34805
Incomplete compensation qf CSF /H+/ in man during

acclimatization to high altitude, 4,300 m
p0244 475-34806

Normal values for hypoxic and hypercapnic
ventilatory drives in nan

p0245 475-34808
Individual features in the reaction to hypoxia

high altitude simulation
p0276 475-36391

Bole of histamine in the hypoxic vascular response
of the lung

p0278 475-37072
Effects of hypoxia on early pregnancy and
embryonic development in the mouse

p0282 475-38415
Blood and CSF acid-base changes, and rate of
ventilatory acclimatization of awake dogs to
3,550 m

p0306 475-39332
ildosterone dynamics during graded exercise at sea

level and high altitude
p0315 475-41392

Effect of changes in arterial oxygen content on
circulation and physical performance

p0315 475-41396
Effect of sojourn at 4,300 m altitude on
electroencephalogram and visual evoked response

p0315 A75-41397
Experimental cardiac necrosis in hypobaric and
anemic hypoxia

p0343 A75-42755
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Adaptation of brain monoamine synthesis to hypoxia
in the rat

p0343 475-12756
Ventilatory interaction between hypoxia and /H+/

at chemoreceptors of Ban
p0344 A75-I12763

Cardiac and respiratory effects of digitalis
during chronic hypoxia in intact conscious dogs

p0352 A75-43942
Ethanol-indnced lowering of arterial oxyhenoglobin

saturation during hypoxia
p0357 A75-44353

Bematologic changes in mice daring and after
exposure to severe hypobaric hypoxia

p0358 A75-44356
Effect of inspiratory resistance on occlusion

pressure in hypoxia and hypercapnia
p0359 A75-44618

Eat liver mitochondrial enzyme activities in hypoxia
p0378 A75-47325

Alterations of color sensation under hypoxic
conditions
[HiSA-TT-F-15879] p0016 H75-10686

Activity of blood enzymes in rabbits exposed to
high-Dountain hypoxia

pOOi)9 H75-12559
RAD- and NADP-dependent dehydrogenase activities

in erythrocytes under experinental hypolia
[NASA-TT-P-16095] p0058 H75-13513

Tolerance of acute hypoxia while perforning
operator activity and after a prolonged period
under altered gas environment conditions

p0085 N75-14409
Correlation changes in EEG, conditioned and

behavioral reactions with various degrees of
oxygen insufficiency

p0085 H75-14412
Influence of altered gaseous environments on lung

metabolism
[AD-781908] p0089 B75-14438

Threshold response of the vestibular analyzer
during hypoxia

p0096 H75-15282
Peculiarities of the human auditory analyzer in a

modified atmosphere
p0097 H75-15286

A scientific conference on the problem, Bypoxia
during pathological processes caused by extreme
factor, devoted to the 80th birthday of
Academician of the Academy of Hedical Sciences
of the USSR
[HASA-TT-F-16159] p0132 N75-17086

Ventilatory acclimatization of the pony at 1300
Deters altitude

p0164 N75-18872
Histochenical and electron microscopical

investigations on livers and kidneys of mice and
rats after PE intoxication, hypoxia, and hunger
diet
[BBVG-FBIT-74-10 ] p0197 N75-21011

Circulating red cells in rats with similar tissue
P02 but differing EC02
[AD-A003432] p0217 B75-21923

Effects of hypoxia with and without
hyperventilation on the control of ventilation

p0224 N75-23101
Space biology and aerospace nedicine, volume 9,

no. 2, 1975
[JPBS-64929] p0261 S75-25505

Bypoxic hypothermia in the netabolisa of
phospholipids of the endocrinal organs of rats
during acute hypoxia

p0261 N75-25507
Content of ammonia, glutamine, glutanic acid in

rat tissues during hypoxia and afterward
p0261 B75-25508

The effect of hypoxia on the pulmonary capillaries
p0295 B75-27723

ICE
Ice pack heat sink subsystem, phase 2

astronaut life support cooling system
[HASA-CB-137611] p0135 S75-17109

IDZHTIFYISG
Study and development of infusible and

incorrodible identification tags and microdots
[AD-A010389] p0389 B75-33638

ILLOHIBATIOB
Effect of sodden illumination on,the saccadic

movements of the eye
p0314 475-41144

The hygienic basis of standards of illumination.
Types of visual fatigue
[BASA-TT-P-16066] p0090 B75-1IHHI2

ILLOSIOHS
NT HALiaCIHATIOBS
BT OCDLOGBAVIC ILLUSIONS
BT OPTICAL ILLUSION

ILS (LANDING STSTEHS)
D IBSTBOBEBT LABDING SYSTEMS

IHAGE COBTBAST
An algorithm for the detection of signals on the

basis of the color contrast on tbe screen of a
color cathode ray tube /a color indicator/
for radar

p0042 A75-15615
Psycnophysical study of simultaneous chromatic

contrasts
p0064 475-17327

Effect of luminance and contrast on processing
large disparities in stereoscopic vision

p0066 A75-17171
Function of perception - Influence of visual

parameters contrast sensitivity for sine
gratings

p0118 A75-22206
Apparent size and contrast in visual detection

p0308 475-40132
Illusory reversal of visual depth and movement

during changes of contrast
p0308 475-40133

Simultaneous motion contrast - Velocity,
sensitivity and depth response

p0375 475-46527
IHAGE COHVBB1EBS

Artificial sensory systems prosthetic aids for
the blind

p0191 B75-19991
IHAGE EHBABCEHEHT

ultrasonic cardiac imaging and image enhancement
technigues

gf-156 475-25932
IB AGE HOTIOII COHPBBSATIOI

The effects of certain gimbal orders and workloads
on target acquisition pilot performance

p0104 A75-19683
A compensation for field expansion caused by

moving forward in visual velocity perception
p0246 A75-35160

IHAGEBT
BT AHGIOGBAPB7
NT AUTOBADIOGBAPBI
NT CIBEHATOGBAPBY
NT INFRARED IHAGEBt
NT BADIOGBAPBT
BT STEBEOPROTOGBAPBY
Image processing of angiograms: A pilot study

p0135 B75-17216
IMAGES
BT AFTEBIBAGES
NT RETINAL IMAGES
Eye movements in scanning iconic imagery

p0032 A75-13570
Visual search and image quality
[AD-A008007] p0270 B75-25584

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
NT IBAGE ENHANCEMENT
Quantitative determination of regional left
ventricular wall dynamics by roentgen videometry

pOOOS A75-11500
Ultrasonic contrast technics in echocardiography

p0014 A75-1301U
Han machine interactive imaging and data
processing using high speed digital mass storage

p0107 A75-19713
A rapid technique for visualizing the structure of
a microwave field for health physics
application

p021« A75-31748
Diagnostic accuracy of an ultrasonic multiple
transducer cardiac imaging system

p0345 475-42775
IBSBBSIOH
0 SOBBEBGING
IHHISCIBILITI
D S01DBILITI
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ISBITTAHCE
0 ELECTRICAL I M P E D A N C E

IBBOBILIZ&TION
Cell-tissue changes in lymph nodes of loaded and

immobilized rats
p0031 A75-13305

Significance of ACTH in the formation of complex
tie par in compounds in the blood under
immobilization stress

p0209 475-31019
Does immobilization and pressure bearing of a

joint result in ossification in an animal
experiment?
tNASA-TT-F-15562] p0094 N75-15263

IBBCBITY
The influence of ionizing radiation on the immune

response
[HBL-1971-28] p0255 H75-24329

Respiratory and intraperitoneal infection of mice
with encephalomyccarditis virus: Effect of
sublethal X-irradiation on host resistance and
survival
[BBL-1975-2] p0255 N75-24331

IBBOBOLOGt
Induction of chronic growth hormone deficiency by

anti-GH serum
p0002 A75-10078

Skylab experiment results: Hematology studies
p02U9 A75-35615

A study of immunological reactions in dogs exposed
to prolonged chronic radiation

p0086 N75-11U16
Immune bactericidal and bacteriolytic reactions

[NASA-TT-F-16599 ] p0391 N75-33659
IHPACT ACCELEEATION

Mathematical modelling, simulation and
experimental testing of bionechanical system
crash response
[AIAA PAPER 75-272] p0123 A75-22195

Research on human impact acceleration dynamic
response and in jury , some statistical aspects of
modeling
[&D-»002UU3] p0187 S75- 19953

Measurement of human head resultant acceleration
during impact
[AD-A002971] p0219 N75-21939

IBPACT DECELERATION
0 IHPACT ACCELERATION

IHPACT LOADS
Basic biomechanical properties of the human neck

related to lateral hyperflexion injury
[PB-2U12i(6/8] p033« N75-29717

IBPACT PRESSURES
D IBPACT LOADS

IBPACT RESISTANCE
Package cushioning for the human head. I

t A S B E PAPER 7U-SA/BIO-10] p0373 A75-U5551
Evaluation of aircrew protective helmets worn

during crashes and ejections
[AD-A000632] p0163 N75-17973

IBPACT SENSITIVITY
0 IBPACT R E S I S T A N C E

IBPACT TESTS
Qualification test report bump protection hat

(subassembly of I020/B509 head protective
assembly)
[NASA-CR-1H0314 7] p0056 N75-12618

Experimental t rauma of occipital impacts
pathological and physiological effects
[AD-780668] p0098 N75-15297

Standardisation of impact testing of protective
helmets
[ A G A R D - R - 6 2 9 ] p0232 N75-23166

IBPACT TOLEBANCBS
Studies on an air-mat safety device for protection

against falling impact injury
p0378 A75-U7100

A dynamic viscoelastic analysis of the human head
p0217 N75-21924

IBPEDABCE
NT ELECTRICAL IBPEDANCE
NT RESPIRATORY IBPIDANCE
NT SKIN RESISTANCE

IBPEDANCE BEASDBEBEBTS
Investigation of electrical impedance variations

of dog brain tissue during experimental
metabolic disturbances

p0121 A75-22U08

IBPLiHTATIOH
A multichannel implantable telemetry system for

flow, pressure, and ECG measurements
P03Q5 A75-«2767

Stereotactic apparatus for the introduction of
electrodes into the brain of the human

p0267 N75-25558
IBPLABTED ELECTRODES (BIOLOGY)

A technigue for recording the electroretinogram
/ERG/ from chronically implanted electrodes in
animals

pOOC9 A75-11839
Human cortical magnification factor and its
relation to visual acuity

p0109 A75-202U9
Investigation of electrical impedance variations

of dog brain tissue during experimental
metabolic disturbances

p0121 A75-22108
Implantable integrated electronics in

biomedical telemetry
pOIUU A75-2335U

An eight channel semi-implantable telemetry system
for animal research

pOlilS A75-23363
Miniaturized electrode for on-line P02 measurements

p0273 475-36071
Hicroelectrode investigation of the neuronal

mechanisms of voluntary mnemic activity in man
p031)6 A75-K2803

Stereotactic apparatus for the introduction of
electrodes into the brain of the human

p0267 N75-25558
Bethod for registering muscle efforts of dogs in a
chronic experiment

p0325 875-28689
IN-FLIGHT BONITOBING

Airborne blood pressure measurement using
ultrasonics

p0037 A75-14092
Dosimeter design, construction, and implantation

for recording HZE cosmic particle tracks
p0203 A75-29592

Recent NASA contributions to biomedical telemetry
p0237 A75-32575

The Skylab sleep monitoring experiment -
Methodology and initial results

p0276 A75-36338
Biowaste monitoring system for shuttle

[ASflE PAPER 75-ENAS-34] p0312 A75-40875
Skylab sleep monitoring experiment (B133)

p0079 N75-14371
Aviator performance during local area, low level

and nap-of-the-earth flight
[AD-A001683] p0188 S75-19963

Crew interface specifications development for
inflight maintenance and stowage functions
[NASA-CR-111775] p0232 H75-23165

Skylab sleep monitoring experiment (experiment B133)
[NASA-CB-1111886] p0298 H75-277U7

Some theoretical aspects of constructing medical
monitoring systems in space flights

p032i) 1175-28680
INiCTIVATIOH
D DEACTIVATION

INDEXES (DOCDBENTATION)
Environmental Sciences Division publications

1-500: An abstracted, indexed bibliography
[OHNL-TB-145t5] p009« 875-15268

Index to FAA Office of Aviation Medicine reports:
1961 through 1973
[AD-779353] p0132 N75-17087

Index to selected acoustic and related references
[PB-239805/5] p0269 B75-25580

INDICATING INSTROHEBTS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS
NT GIRO HORIZONS
NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
INDICATORS

Animal indicators of air pollution
p0245 A75-3i)95t

INDOLES
NT TRYPTOPHAN
IBDDSTRIiL B&N1GEHEHT
NT PERSONNEL BANAGEBENT
IBDOSTBIAL PLANTS

Liguid cooled garments
[NASA-CB-2509] p0101 N75-15316
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Human data processor as a system component bits
and pieces of a aodel
[BISO-B-1722] p0192 H75-19999

Development of solid state samplers for work
atmospheres
[COB-74-11720/1] p0221 H75-21950

An integrated workload and manpower planning
system for the Baval Air Rework Facility, Hortb
Island
[AD-A006293] p0364 H75-30792

IBDDSTBIAL SAFETY
Optimaa uses of psychobiological, sensorimotor,

and performance aeasurement strategies for
industrial safety

p0350 A75-4384U
Industrial hygiene evaluation of spray
applications of folyurethane coatings
[AD-784843] p0029 B75-11668

Second symposium on influence of vibrations on the
human body and the problem of protection against
vibration biological effects of vibratory
loads in man machine systeas

p0097 H75-15293
Concepts of the terns susceptibility and
resistance as they relate to hearing damage doe
to noise
[AD-A001152] p0166 H75-18889

The degree of danger of industrial substances,
specific sensitivity, and safety factor in the
establishment of Baximum Permissible
Concentration (UPC)
[AD-A001855] p0187 B75-19951

Industrial hygiene survey. 123rd Tactical Control
Sguadron (CRP), OH ANG, Blue Ash OH 15242
hazardous noise levels
[AD-A003491] p0287 H75-26648

Short duration self-rescue breathing apparatus
[PB-240471] p0330 B75-28724

Protective clothing: Assessment of need, volume 1
[PB-241167/6] p0338 B75-29785

Protective clothing: Assessnent of need. Volume 2
[PB-241168/4] p0339 H75-29786

IHDOSTBIBS
Industry survey of test methods of potential

health hazard for chemicals
[PB-239840] p0299 H75-27750

IBELASTIC BODI8S
0 BIGID STBOCTOBES
IBBBTIA

Investigation of inertial properties of the human
body
[PB-241566/9] p0367 H75-31725

IBEBTIA BOBEBTS
0 BOBEBTS OF IBEBTIA
IBEBTIAL FOBCES
D IBEBTIA
IHEBTIAL GDIDAHCE

A systems concept of the vestibular organs
p0320 A75-41765

IBFABCTIOH
HT HYOCABDIAL IBFABCTIOB
ISFECTIOBS
0 INFECTIOUS DISEASES
INFECTIOUS DISEASES
HT COBTACT DEBHATITIS
BT DBBBATITIS
HT TUBERCULOSIS
Catecholaaine and phagocytic responses in infected
•ice exposed to hyperbaric helium-oxygen
atmospheres

p0122 A75-22414
Surveillance of some infectious diseases among
aircrew personnel in Southeast Asia

p0358 A75-44357
Oral and respiratory immunization
[BBL-1974-4] p0017 B75-10698

Studies on disease transmission in spacecraft
environments as experienced onboard Skylab 1
[HASA-CB-111037 2] p0061 S75-13532

Progress in medical research, including
communicable diseases, military dog improvement,
radiation injury, and tropical and internal
medicine
[AD-A008984] p0367 B75-31722

IBFOBBATIOB
Effects of task performance strategies on group

performance effectiveness
[AD-A001707] p0189 875-19967

Visual and auditory information processing in
flying skill acquisition pilot performance
[AD-A009636] p0385 B75-32752

IIPOBBATIOI FLOI
The Analytic Profile System /APS/ for evaluating

visual displays v

p02«9 A75-35750
Abstraction and encoding of sensory information
[AD-A008929] p0363 B75-30783

IBFOBBATIOB BASA6EHEBT
Che influence of simultaneous and seguential

display modes on human information-transfer
behavior
[AD-787288] p0127 B75-16223

Verbalization and imagery in the process of
formation of operator labor skills

p0161 S75-17955
IBFOBBATIOB BBTBIEVAL

Geoecology information system. Part 1:
Biogeographic mapping of species ranges:
Documentation of input and data checking
procedure for computer storage and retrieval of
infornation
CEDPB-IBP-74-5-PT-1] p0223 B75-23098

IBFOBBATIOH SISfEBS
Data organization
[AD-A001769] p0189 B75-19966

Summary of the Office of Toxic Substances
reguirements resulting from the toxic substances
control act and a preliminary specification for
a data management system
£PB-238088/9J p0198 B75-21015

Geoecology information system. Part 1:
Biogeographic mapping of species ranges:
Documentation of input and data checking
procedure for computer storage and retrieval of
information
[EDFB-IBB-74-5-PT-1] p0223 875-23098

Electronic auscultation in telemedicine
[PB-2H2009/9] p0366 B75-31717

IBFOBBATIOB TBABSBISSIOS
0 DATA TBABSBISSIOB

IIFBABED IBAGBBY
Determination of points of entry for potential
contaminants into limestone aquifers using
thermal infrared imagery
[BASA-CB-1205UO] pOOU7 875-12546

Beal time display parameters study 2
[AD-A007790] p0260 B75-24367

I1FBABBD IBSTBOHBBTS
BT IBFBABED SPECTBOBETEBS

IBFBABED LASEBS
Effect of laser radiation on the coagulability of

human blood plasma
p0014 A75-13120

Concerning the role of nonlinear optical effects
in the process of photoreception of laser
radiation

p0208 475-30647
IHFBABED BASEBS
U IBFBABED LASEBS

I8FBABED SPECTHOHETEBS
A new design HDIB atmosphere analyzer for submarines

Bon-Dispersive IB instrument
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EHAS-31] p0312 A75-40876

IHP8ASOBIC FBEQOEBCIES
Human whole-body exposure to infrasound

p0203 A75-29587
Infrasound - A short review of effects on man

p0357 A75-4IJ354
Study of man's physiological response to exposure

to infra-sound levels of 130 dB
p0294 B75-27711

IBBiBITABTS
BT BOD8TAI8 IBBABITABTS

IBHALATIOB
D BESPIBATIOB
IHBIBITOBS

Reactivating potency of some oximes towards
phosphylated acetylcholinesterase
[TDCK-65518] p0253 875-24310

IBI7IA1 TA10E PBOBIEBS
D BOOBDABY VALDE PBOBLEBS
IBIIIATIOB

In vitro synthesis of enzymes of the tryptophan
operon of Escherichia coll. Part 2: Studies on
the specificity of initiation of transcription
CBBL-1975-5] p0253 B75-24312
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IIJDBIES SUBJECT IIDEI

IIJDBIES
NT BACK INJURIES
NT BRAIN DAMAGE
NT BUBNS (INJURIES)
NT CRASH INJURIES
NT EJECTION INJURIES
NT LESIONS
NT NOISE INJURIES
NT PARACHUTING INJURY
NT PARALYSIS
NT PULMONARY LESIONS
NT RADIATION INJDRIES
NT HHIPLASH INJDRIES

A discrete-parameter head injury model for
estimating impact injuries

p0058 N75-13510
Research on human impact acceleration dynamic
response and injury, some statistical aspects of
modeling
[AD-A002«<t3] p0187 1175-19953

Dynamic'response of a fuel-filled spheroidal
shell; an improved model for studying head injury

p022U H75-23102
IHLETS (TOPOGB4PHY)

Plankton communities at Fire Island Inlet (Great
South Bay, Long Island, Hew York)

p0388 H75-336311
INOCOLATIOB

Automatic inoculating apparatus includes
movable carraige, drive motor, and swabbing motor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11071-1] p0057 N75-13502

Respiratory and intrapentoneal infection of mice
mth encephalouyocarditis virus: Effect of
sublethal X-irradiation on host resistance and
survival
[BEL-1975-2] p0255 H75-2U331

IHORGiHIC COBPODIDS
NT AHHONI4
The role of inorganic polyphosphates in chemical

and biological evolution
p0069 A75-18511

IHOBGAHIC SOLPIDES
NT HYDROGEN SDLFIDE

INSECTICIDES
NT PHENOTHIAZINES
IHSECTS
HI DEOSOPHILA
NT TEIBOLI4
Probe activities radar and laser tracking of

insects
[LA-5751-PR] p0196 N75-20999

The utilization of Habrobracon and artemia as
experimental materials in bioastronautic studies
[NASA-CR-114590] p0229 N75-231U5

IHSEBSITIVITY
0 SENSITIVITY
IBSIBDCTIOHS
0 EDUCATION

INSTRUMENT APPROACH
Pilot performance during a simulated standard
instrument procedure turn mth and without a
predictor display

p0183 N75-19139
Detection of system failures in multi-axes tasks

pilot monitored instrument approach
p0395 N75-33686

IHSTBDHEBT COMPENSATION
NT TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION
Studies to compensate temperature effects in

measurements of respiratory oxygen using
thermistors in radiotelemetry

pOIII A75-23353
INSTRUMENT EBBOBS

The influence of man in space observations
movement and contamination effects on Skylab

p0316 A75-U1UUO
A high accuracy linear rate meter digital

design for heart and respiratory rate measurements
p0315 475-42768

Failure detection by pilots during automatic
landing: Models and experiments

p0394 N75-33680
IBSTBOHEHT LANDING SYSTEMS

Comparisons of pilct performance in simulated and
actual flight effects of ingested barbiturates

p015» 475-25115
A scoring system for the quantitative evaluation
of pilot performance during Instrument Landing
System (ILS) approaches and landings

[AD-A000122] p0167 N75-18899
Besults of a flight investigation of
control-display interactions for VTOL
decelerating descending instrument approaches
using the X-224 aircraft

p0396 N75-33695
INSTRUMENTAL AHALTSIS
D AUTOMATION
INSOLATION
NT ELECTRICAL INSOLATION

IBSOLIN
Glycemic indices of animals at different times

during hypokinesia with the injection of
glucose, adrenaline and insulin

p0193 N75-20980
IHTBGBAL TRANSFORMATIONS
NT FOOBIEB TBANSFORMATION

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Iiplantable integrated electronics in

biomedical telemetry
p01«U 175-23351

An integrated circuit implantable pulsed Doppler
ultrasonic blood flovmeter

p0141 A75-23355
INTELLIGENCE
NT ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
The likelihood of the evolution of communicating
intelligences on other planets

p0156 475-25705
Identification and measurement of intellective

load carrying thresholds
[AD-A009159] p0369 S75-31712'

INTELLIGIBILITY
NT SPEECH BECOGNITION
Relative comprehensibility of pictorial

information and printed words in proceduralized
instructions

p0249 475-3571(9
yoices in orbit speech analysis for monitoring

astronaut performance
[NASA-TT-F-16199] p0335 N75-29758

INTENSIFICATION
D AMPLIFICATION
INTEHCEPTOB 4IBCBAFT
D FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
INTEBFEROGRAMS
0 INTEBFEBOMETRY

IHTERFEROMETRY
NT HOLOGRAPHIC INTEBFF.BOMETBY
Laser interferometric studies of the guinea pig

eardrums displacement under various acoustic
excitations: Pure sounds, N Haves, shock waves
[ISL-7/7M] p0196 B75-21001

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
NT DIESEL ENGINES

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Cooperation between socialist countries in space

biology and medicine within the framework of the
Interkosmos program

p0081 N75-11105
The international orbital laboratory a

discussion of human operational problems
[NASA-TT-F-16442] p0301 N75-27763

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
NT INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

INTERPLANETARY PROPULSION
D INTERPLANETARY SP4CECBAFT
D BOCKET ENGINES
INTERPLANETARY SP4CBCB4FT
NT MABINEB SPACE PBOBES
NT BABS PBOBES
NT PIONEER 10 SP4CE PBOBE
NT VIKING L4NDEB SP4CECBAFT
NT VIKING 75 ENTBY VEHICLE
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in

and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[NASA-CR-112296] p016« N75-18877

INTERPOLATORS
D REPEATERS
INTERSTELLAR COMMUNICATION

The likelihood of the evolution of communicating
intelligences on other planets

p0156 475-25705
INTERSTELLAR G4S

Hot hydrogen atoms reactions of interest in
molecular evolution and interstellar chemistry

p0043 475-16022
The temperature dependences of some types of

gaseous ionic reactions of astrochemical interest
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p0351 A75-13891
IBTEBSTELLAB HATTBB

Hot hydrogen in prebiological and interstellar
chemistry

p0173 A75-26522
IBTBBSTE1LJB SPiCE

The origin of life genetically inportant
molecules

p0176 A75-27776
IBTESTIBES

Digestive and resorptive function of the snail
intestine in stressful situation

p0012 475-12865
Intestinal transport of tryptophan and its analogs

p0150 A75-24797
alimentary origin of nycotheneral variations in

the electrical activity of the stall intestine
in the rat
[NASA-TT-F-16282] p0221 H75-23079

Effect of lumisterol-3 on the calciun absorption
in the gat and on the calcification of bone tissue
[BASA-TT-F-16«22] p0286 H75-26639

IS1OIICATI08
Further studies on the therapy of

organophosphorous anticholinesterase
intoxication vith veratrinic compounds. The
role of calciun
[BBL-19711-17] pOOBS H75-11432

Sensitivity of a critical tracking task to alcohol
impairment

p018« N75-191M3
INTKAOCULAB PHESSUBB

Considerations of vision and cerebral function
during hypotension induced by positive
acceleration

p0317 A75-H1158
IHTBAVEHICOLAB ACTIVITY

Heans and methods for physical training of men in
long-tern space flights

pOIMO A75-22973
Crev procedures development technigues
[HASA-CS-11M592] p0163 N75-17966

IBTBAVEBOOS PBOCEDOBES
Fluid infusion system
[HASA-CB-111579] p0133 N75-17098

INVALIDITY
U ERRORS
IHVABIAHCE

Invariant properties of the motion parallax field
due to the movement of rigid bodies relative to
an observer

p0359 A75-U4650
INVEBSIOBS
NT CENTKIFDGIHG STBESS
NT TEBPERATURE INVERSIONS

INVERTEBRATES
NT ABOEBA
NT ARTEHIA
NT DROSOPHILA
NT INSECTS
NT PARABECIA
NT SPOBES
NT TBIBOLIA
NT SORBS
Haveguide modes and refractive index in
photoreceptors of invertebrates

p0118 A75-22202
The perception of gravity and of angular
acceleration in invertebrates

p01U2 A75-23303
Oxygen consumption in four species of
invertebrates and a vertebrate naturally exposed
to sanguine electromagnetic fields
[AD-A001925] p0186 N75-19913

INVESTIGATION
NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
INVISIBILITY
D VISIBILITY
IHVOLONTABIBESS
U INVOLUNTARY ACTIONS

IHVOLDNTABI ACTIOHS
Fixation optokinetic nystagmus (FOKB) and its

mechanisms
[NASA-TT-F-16235 ] p0197 B75-21005

IODINE
NT IODINE ISOTOPES
Iodine generator for reclaimed vater purification

[NASA-CASE-BSC-1H632-1] p0271 N75-25591

Advanced water lodinating systen for potable
water aboard Banned spacecraft
[NASA-CB-1U1937] p0329 N75-28720

Automated Iodine Honitoring System developnent
(AIHS) shuttle prototype
[NASA-CB-111U33] p0386 N75-32758

IODIBB ISOTOPES
Self-vapor cooled targets for production of 1-123

at high current accelerators using Xe-123
production
[NASA-TB-X-71620J p0022 N75-11615

10B BBABS
Physical conditions for conducting radiobiological

experiments in beams of accelerated particles
with high linear energy transfer

p0087 M75-11123
Ion beam deposited carbon coatings for

biocompatible materials regarding
physico-chemical properties
[PB-238761/1] p0221 B75-21951

IOB CHAMBERS
D IONIZATION CHAHBEBS
IOB COBCEBTBATIOB

Ion composition of labyrinth receptor cells and
their environment

p0155 A75-25590
Origin of life - clues from relations between

chemical compositions of living organisms and
natural environments

p028<4 A75-38616
Effect of norepinephrine on myocardial

intracellular hydrogen ion concentration
p0352 A75-439U3

10H CORBBNTS
HT ION BEAMS
ION DISTRIBUTION

Ionic concepts of the set-point for body temperature
pOO«3 A75-15782

IOB EXCHANGE BEHBBABE ELECTROLYTES
Local effects of hypokalemia on coronary

resistance and myocardial contractile force
p0003 A75-10233

Bathematical modeling of Donnan dialysis; a
continuous ion exchange membrane process
[SBO-810-1] p0047 N75-125U7

IOB EICBABGIBG
Light-induced leucine transport in Halobacterinm

halobium envelope vesicles - A chemiosmotic system
p0321 A75-11825

ION IRRADIATION
HT PROTON IRRADIATION
IONIC BEACTIONS

The temperature dependences of some types of
gaseous ionic reactions of astrochemical interest

p0351 A75-43891
IOBIZATIOB
NT GAS IONIZATION
IONIZATION CHABBEBS

Passive dosimetry measurements on board the Skylab
II mission

p0036 A75-14082
IOBIZATIOH CODNTEBS
0 IOBIZATION CHAHBERS
IONIZED GASES
NT HEAVY NUCLEI
IONIZHG BADIATIOH
NT COSBIC BAYS
NT FAR ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
NT GABBA RAYS
NT PRIBARY COSBIC RAYS
NT DLTRAVIOLET RADIATION
NT I RAYS
Emesis in monkeys following exposure to ionizing

radiation
p0121 A75-22410

The radiobiological implications of statistical
variations in energy deposition by ionizing
radiations

p0306 A75-39375
Sialoproteids of the liver and blood serum in rats

exposed to small doses of ionizing radiation
p0311 A75-42316

The effect of ionizing radiations with different
LET on survival and mutation in Chlorella

p0356 A75-4U11I8
Environmental microbiology as related to planetary

quarantine synergetic effect of heat and
radiation
[NASA-CR-1109H1] p0057 N75-12622
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IOBOSPHE8IC ABSOBPTIOH SUBJECT IHDEX

Pathogenetic validation of the use of biological
protective agents and early treatment in cases
of radiation injury simulating radiation effects
under space fligbt conditions

p0088 N75-11127
Cerebral temperature changes in the monkey (Hacaca

oulatta) after 2500 rads ionizing radiation
[AD-A001851] p0295 N75-27718

Thermocnrrent dosimetry vith high purity aluminum
oxide

p0295 B75-27721
IOHOSPBEBIC ABSOBPTIOB
0 ELECTROBAGNETIC ABSORPTIOB
IONS
HT HEAVY IOHS
HI HYDROGEN IONS
BT BETAL IONS
HI SOLSB PBOIONS
IF (IMPACT PBEDICTIOB)
0 COMPUTERIZED SIBOLATIOB
IBiSEBS
D INFEABED LASERS
IBOB COHPODBDS
NT IRON OXIDES
The iron-sulphur proteins - Evolution of a
ubiquitous protein from the origin of life to
higher organisms

p0069 A75-18508
IBOB OXIDES

Investigation of coacervate drops of ferrous oxide
hydrate

p0153 A75-25395
IBOQOOIS HELICOPTER
D DH-1 HEIICOPTEB
IBBADIABCE

Measurement of the spectral irradiance of an
ultraviolet handlaap as perceived by eye at
25 cm distance
[PHI-1971-26] p0089 1175-14136

IBBADIATIOH
BT BEDTBON IRRADIATION
NT PROTON IRRADIATION
Effects of microwave irradiation on embryonic

brain tissue
[AD-A001024] p0286 N75-26611

IRBEVEBSIBLE PBOCBSSES
Thermodynamic perspectives and the origin of life

p0156 A75-25956
IBBITATIOB
BT TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD
Sensory irritation evoked by plastic decomposition
products

p0009 A75-11806
ISCBEBIA

Hyperlipidemia, lipoproteins and coronary disease
p0071 A75-18730

Effects of hypoxia, cyanide, and ischaemia on
myocardial contraction - observations in
isolated muscle and intact heart

p0113 A75-20961
A mechanism for the electrocardiogram response to
left ventricular hypertrophy and acute ischemia

p0114 A75-21171
The ST slope

p0268 N75-25571
ISIBG BODE1
0 MATHEMATICAL BODELS

IS1ABDS
NT GREAT BRITAIN
ISOLATION
NT SOCIAL ISOLATION
Arousal and hallucinatory activity under two
isolation conditions

p0034 A75-13891
Planetary quarantine: Space research and technology
[BASA-CR-140806] p0019 N75-10707

Blcircadian period of sleep-walking cycle in
beyond time isolation. A polygraphic study
[ NASA-IT-F-162 12] p0187 B75-19918

ISOLATOBS
Effect of a prolonged stay in a locked environment
on the microbial flora in doqs

p0036 A75-11081
ISOHEBS

A technique for the determination of enantiomeric
anino acids in biological samples

p0075 A75-19298
The origin of optical asymmetry on earth

p0351 A75-13888

ISOPLBTHS
0 NOBOGBAPBS
ISOTOPES
NT DEDTERIOH
NT IODINE ISOTOPES
ST KHYPTOH 85
BI PLUTONIUM 238
NT POTASSIDB 10
NT RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
NT STBONTIOH 85
NT TELLDBIDB ISOTOPES
BT TRITIOfl
BT XENON ISOTOPES
NT XEBOB 133
ISOTOPIC LABELIBG

Light-evoked release of glycine from the retina
pOOlO A75-12158

Detection of extraterrestrial life by radiometric
techniques

p0012 A75-12860
Response of local vascular volumes to lover body
negative pressure stress

p0212 A75-31157
Turnover of free fatty acids during recovery from
exercise

p0314 A75-12759
Pitfalls in determination of acetylcholine froii

brain by pyrolysis. Gaschronatography/mass
spectrometry deuterium labelled
[MBL-1974-18] p0089 B75-14433

ISOTROPISa
Proton tissue dose for the blood forming organ in

human geometry: Isotropic radiation
[BASA-TB-X-3089] pOOSO B75-12573

JACKETS
Design criteria for advanced PFD'S
[AD-A010104] p0101 B75-33728

JEEPS
D ADTOBOBILES
JET AIBCBAFT
BT CONCOBDE AIBCRAFT
NT F-86 AIRCRAFT
Training situation analysis study for the T-31C

expanded primary flight training phase
[AD-A002258] p0188 B75-19962

JET AIBCBAFT BOISE
Annoyance and acceptability judgements of noise

produced by three types of aircraft by residents
living near JFK Airport
[NASA-CB-112108] p0132 N75-17092

Effects of three activities on annoyance responses
to recorded flyovers human tolerance of jet
aircraft noise
[NASA-TB-X-72673] p0231 N75-23157

JET FLIGBT
0 JET AIRCRAFT
JET BOISE
0 JET AIBCBAFT BOISE
JET PILOTS
0 AIBCBAFT PILOTS

JITTER
0 VIBBATIOH

JOIHTS (ABATOBY)
BT ELBOW (ANATOMY)
The mobility of the human arm: notion analysis

and possibilities of a simplified kinematical
prosthetic system

pOOIS N75-12551
Orthotic arm joint for use in mechanical arms

[BASA-CASE-BFS-21611-1] p0056 B75-12616
Does immobilization and pressure bearing of a

joint result in ossification in an animal
experiment?
[NASA-TT-F-15562] p0094 N75-15263

Actuator device for artificial leg
[NASA-CASE-BFS-23225-1] p0387 B75-32767

JOPITBB (PLABBT)
Pioneer 10 Jovian encounter - Badiation dose and
implications for biological lethality

p0137 A75-22914
The multiplicity of potential living systems based

on C.H.O.N.
p0215 A75-32377

Consideration of probability of bacterial growth
for Jovian planets and their satellites

p0355 A75-14139
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SOBOECT IBDEX LANDING SIHOLATIOI

JDFIIEB ATHOSPHBRE
Fluorescence detection of organic nolecules in the
Jovian atmosphere

p0351 475-13892
Possibility of growth of airborne nicrobes in
outer planetary atmospheres
[NASA-CH-111958] p0094 1175-15266

KIDNEY DISEASES
Follow-up ezanination of the mneral salt content

in the skeleton with various vitamin D resistant
forms of rickets of renal origin

p0027 H75-11655
Changes in skeletal mineral in patients tfith renal

failure
p0027 B75-11656

The role of photon absorptiometry in the diagnosis
and folloti-ap of patients with renal failure

p0027 N75-11657
The correlation of radiographic bone surveys with
bone mneral values obtained using a photon
absorptiometric technique in a group of 315
patients mth chronic renal failure: A
preliminary report

p0027 B75-11658
KIDNEYS

Effect of mediators on the release of tissular
hemocoagulating and fibrinolytic compounds from
the kidneys into the blood stream

p0375 475-16131
Histochemical and electron microscopical
investigations on livers and kidneys of mice and
rats after PE intoxication, hypoxia, and hunger
diet
[BHVG-FBWT-71-10] p0197 N75-21011

The determination of cadmium, calcium, copper,
lead, magnesium, potassium, sodium, and zinc by
atomic absorption spectroscopy in the brain,
kidney, and liver

p0382 B75-32730
KIHEHATICS
NT BOOT KINEHATICS
KIHBSTHESIA

Hotor activity under conditions of weightlessness
p0110 475-22970

Formation of image memory in puppies through
vestibolar and vestibular-kinesthetic perceptions

p0215 475-31838
KIBESTHESIS
D PEOPBIOCEPTIOB

KIHETIC EQUATIONS
NT HYDRODYNAHIC EQUATIONS

KINETICS
HI ELECTROKINETICS
NT EEACTIOH KINETICS

KIBCHHOFF-BEIHBOLTZ FLOS
D PIPE FLOS
KNOWLEDGE
NT PHILOSOPHY

KBTPTON
NT KRYPTON 85

KBTPTON ISOTOPES
NT KRYPTON 85

KBIPTON 85
Semiconductor microdetector studies of
cardiovascular and renal hemodynamics in
vivo monitoring catheterizing beta detector

p0098 B75-15291
KD BAUD
D SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES

LABELING (HARKING)
0 H4HKING

LABORATORIES
NT HOHAN FACTORS LABOBATORIES
NT BANNED ORBITAL LABOBATOBIES
NT SPACE LABORATORIES

Some results and prospects for the use of
underwater habitats in marine investigations
[JPRS-63261] p0021 H75-11596

Certain oceanographic tests with application of
underwater house-laboratory sprut

p0022 H75-11605
LABOBATOBY EQUIPMENT

Chamber for decompressing the caudal part of the

animal body
pOOSO 875-12568

In-situ separator for microorganisms
[AD-A006271] p0332 N75-29734

LABYBIBTH
ST COCHLEA
NT VESTIBDLES
The stabilizing effect on the trunk of labyrinth

and neck reflexes acting together on the limbs
p0013 475-12869

Horphology of the vestibnlar sense organ
p0113 475-23305

Ion composition of labyrinth receptor cells and
their environment

p0155 475-25590
Labyrinthine influence on cat forelimb motoneurons

p0169 475-26198
Reactions of frog's midbrain auditory centers to
labyrinth stimulation by focused ultrasound

p0208 475-31015
Reflex contributions to the assessment of the

vertical applied to space flight
p0218 475-35608

Labyrinth and extralabyrinth effects on the
background activity of spinal interneurons in
cats subjected to rocking

p0309 475-10717
Heasurement of vestibule-spinal responses in man

p0319 475-11756
Vestibular ataxia and its measurement la man

p0320 475-11758
Compensation of vestibular lesions

p0320 475-11761
On the characteristics of caloric nystagmus in

healthy persons in response to caloric stimuli
p0085 N75-11110

On the otoliths and their origin
[NASA-TT-F-16470] p0333 N75-29711

LABYBINTBECTOBI
Effect of labyrinthectomy on the dynamic

vestibulo-ocular counterroll reflex in the
Rhesus monkey

p0317 A75-11162
Characteristics of vestibular neurons after acute

and chronic labyrinthine destruction
p0320 A75-11763

LACTAIES
Constituents of human muscle in isometric fatigue

p0123 475-22165
Effects of equivalent sea-level and altitude
training on maximal oxygen uptake and running
performance

p0311 A75-12760
LACTIC ACID

Anaerobic recovery in man following
supramaximal exercise

p0349 475-13431
U6 (DEL4I)
D TIME LAG

LAKES
Phytoplankton populations in relation to different
trophic levels at Rinnipesaukee Lake, New
Hampshire, USA
CPB-240981/1] p0365 N75-31709

LABIBATED BATEBIALS
0 LAHINATES
LABIBATES

Laminates for ballistic protection
CAD-A008020] p0272 N75-25602

LABINATIONS
D LAHINATES

LAHDFORHS
NT C4N4LS
NT GBEAT BRITAIN
NT INLETS (TOPOGRAPHY)

LANDING
NT AIRCRAFT LANDING
NT GLIDE LANDINGS
NT HARS LANDING

LANDING AIDS
NT 4PPB04CH INDICATORS
NT INSTRDBENT L4NDING SYSTEBS
NT ROSHAY LIGHTS

LANDING INSTRUMENTS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS

LANDING BODDLES
NT LDNAB BOODLE

LANDING SIBOLAIIOB
The effect of lighted deck shape on night carrier
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L1IDS1T SATELLITES SUBJECT IHDBI

landing
[ A D - A 0 0 0 4 8 6 ] p0167 B75-18897

Experiments in pilot decision-Baking during
simulated low visibility approaches

p0394 N75-33677
Hanual control displays for a four-dimensional

landing approach
p0396 N75-33692

Simulator evaluation of a perspective clipped-pole
display and a thrust-vector controller for VIOL
zero-zero landings

p0396 N75-33693
A model-based analysis of a display for helicopter

landing approach control theoretical model
of h u m a n pilot

p0396 N75-33697
LANDSAT SATELLITES

Utility of EETS for uonitoring the breeding habit
of migratory waterfowl United States and
Canada

pOOIS N75-10557
LANGUAGES
NT HOBOS (LANGUAGE)

LABGE SPACE TELESCOPE
Large Space Telescope and human factors

pOIOI A75-19686
LASER APPLICATIONS

Control of health hazards from airborne lasers
p0212 A75-31156

Probe activities radar and laser tracking of
insects
[LA-5751-PB] p0196 N75-20999

LASEB DOPPLEB YELOCIBETEBS
Blood velocity measurements in human retinal vessels

p0037 A75-14204
LASEB BODE LOCKING

Ocular tissue damage due to ultrashort 1060-nm
light pulses f ron a node-locked Ndzglass laser

p0308 A75-40533
LASEB OUTPUTS

Effect of laser radiation on the coagulability of
human blood plasma

p0014 A75-13120
Experimental investigation of the effect of

reflected laser radiation on the organ of vision
p0236 A75-32526

Safety regulations concerning a use of lasers
p0241 A75-33746

Laser-produced hazards to the eye, taking into
account turbulence

p0241 A75-33717
Changes in mass of biological cells when

irradiated with Q-pulsed ruby laser
[POA-2-C-2586-E6 ] p0051 N75-12578

LASEBS
NT ABGON LASEBS
NT HELIUM-NEON LASEBS
NT INFBABED LASEBS
NT PULSED LASEBS
NT SOLID STATE LASEBS

Biological bases for and other aspects of a
performance standard for laser products
[PB-235953/7J p0090 1)75-11110

Retinal subthreshold laser exposures: Cumulative
effect
[AD-A000808] p0160 H75-17916

Ocular effects of ultraviolet laser radiation
[AD-A000933] p0166 N75-18888

Considerations in animal experimentation to assess
biologic effects and potential hazards of
exposure to lasers
[UB-3490-630] p0268 N75-25571

Ocular absorption of laser radiation for
calculating personnel hazards
[AD-A009176] p0366 N75-31719

Preliminary evaluation of commercially available
laser protective eyewear
[PB-241903/4] p0371 N75-31753

LATBBAL STABILITY
An experimental study of the motorcycle roll

stabilization task
p0184 N75-19145

LATEBALITI
D LATERAL STABILITY

1ABS
*T BADIATION LABS

LEAD (HETAL)
Lead belt radiation shield

[AD-A009181] p0367 N75-31721

LEABBIHG
NT ASTBONAUT TBAIHING
NT CONDITIONING (LEABNING)
NT BABITDATION (LEABNING)
NT TRANSFEB OF TRAINING
Learning to utilize information presented over two
sensor; channels auditory and visual stimulus

p0035 A75-13909
Some effects of ACTH 1-10 on performance during a
serial reaction task
[IZF-1971-19] p0092 N75-14459

The effects of ACTH 4-10 on a serial learning and
a short-tera retention task
[IZF-1971-21] p0092 N75-14460

Deterministic multiple cue learning. Part 1:
Effects of cue intercorrelation and presentation
order
[IZF-1974-20-PT-1] p0335 N75-29760

ACTH 4-10 and learning
[IZF-1975-4] p0392 N75-33662

Systematic variations of instructional variables
on learner performance: Aircraft instrument
comprehension task
[AD-A010106] p0393 N75-33672

LEABNING CDBVES
Skylab task and work performance /Experiment H-151
- Tine and motion study/

p0276 A75-36339
LEABNING THBOBY

Hechanisms of control in motor performance -
Closed-loop versus motor programming control

p0032 A75-13574
Learning characteristics and modeling of human
controller in compensatory tracking systems

p0071 A75-18654
Control performance behavior in pursuit tracking

during the learning phase under massed and
distributed practice conditions, increased
motivation by additional financial incentive,
and after change of the control element parameters

p0271 N75-25592
LEAVES

A comparison of leaf epinasty induced by
weightlessness or by clinostat rotation

p0070 A75-18527
LEG (ANATOMY)

M. quadriceps femoris of man, a muscle with an
unusual enzyme activity pattern of energy
supplying metabolism in mammals

p0170 A75-26238
Subliminal fringe of the aotoneurone pool of the
soleus muscle in man during rest and stimulation

p0236 A75-32505
Hemodynamic studies of the legs under weightlessness

p0082 N75-14390
Fatigue in selected lower limb muscle groups while

walking in a full pressure suit
p0225 N75-23105

Actuator device for artificial leg
[NASA-CASE-MFS-23225-1] p0387 N75-32767

Analysis of changes in leg volume parameters, and
orthostatic tolerance in response to lover body
negative pressure during 28-days exposure to
zero gravity Skylab 2
[HASA-CB-141883] p0389 S75-33641

The late electromyographic response to muscle
stretch in man

p0391 N75-33654
Effects of low frequency vibration of a limb

p0395 S75-33691
LEGENDBB CODE
0 COMPUTER PBOGBAHMING

LED (LONAB BODOLB)
D LONAB DODDLE

LBNS DESIGN
Effects of lens color on target visibility for
air-sea rescue

p0108 A75-19721
LENSES
NT CONTACT LENSES
LESIONS
NT PULMONABY LESIONS
Cytological reaction of the arterial wall to injury

p0283 A7S-38508
Compensation of vestibular lesions

p0320 A75-41764
A new gas lesion syndrome in man, induced by

'isobaric gas counterdiffusion1

p0360 A75-45125
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SOBJECT IBDEI LIFE SDPPOET SYSTBHS

Behavioural effects of fronto-orbital lesions in
dogs

p0267 H75-25556
Laboratory studies on chronic effects of vibration

exposure
p0292 H75-27694

LETHALITY
Holecular basis for the nutagenic and lethal

effects of ultraviolet irradiation
[COO-3232-3] pOOit? H75-12548

Icute pulmonary pathology and sadden death in rats
following the intravenous administration of the
plasticizer, DI (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate,
solnbilized with Tween surfactants pathology
of vinyl plastics poisoning
[HASA-CR-1lt3803] p0264 H75-25532

A method for soft body armor evaluation: medical
assessment
[AD-A005575] p0330 N75-28728

LEITEBS (SYHBOLS)
D SYMBOLS
LBDCIHE

Light-induced leucine transport in Halobacterium
halobiun envelope vesicles - A chemiosmotic system

p0321 A75-41825
LEUKOCYTES
HI LYHEHOCYTES
Phagocytic activity of human blood neutrophils
under ordinary conditions of vital functioning
and in an isolation chamber

pOOSO H75-12571
Intracytoplasmid altrastructures in peripheral
blood cells in lupus erythematosus
[NASA-TT-F-15710 ) p0084 N75-14403

Individual radiosensitivity and its daily variations
leukocyte reaction to epinephrine load

p0086 H75-14419
LEVEL (QDiHTITY)
HT EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED HOISE LEVELS
LICHBHS

Secondary effects of syneresis on the gas
metabolism of crustaceous lichens
[NKC-TT-1776] p0094 H75-15265

LIFE (BIOLOGY)
0 LIFE SCIENCES
LIFE (DURABILITY)
HT STORAGE STABILITY
LIFE DETECTOBS

Detection of extraterrestrial life by radiometric
techniques

p0012 A75-12860
Hicrobial metabolism and dynamic changes in the
electrical conductivity of soil solutions - &
method for detecting extraterrestrial life

p01«7 A75-23838
Exobiology sensors Viking Bars project

p0235 A75-32458
Is the detection of optical activity in
extraterrestrial samples a safe indicator for life

p0354 A75-44133
LIFE BAFTS

The encapsulating life raft system
[AD-787637] p0128 H75-16235

The modular anti-exposure system
[AD-A003603] p0290 1175-26670

LIFE SCIEHCES
NT EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NT HOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Spacelab life science technology studied

p0011 A75-12721
Life sciences and space research XII; Proceedings

of the Sixteenth Plenary Beeting, Konstanz, Best
Germany, Hay 23-June 5, 1973

p0012 A75-12859
Evolution of the biosphere Russian book

p0068 A75-18U27
Entropy of the genetic information and evolution

p0075 A75-19301
Evolution of photosystems of photosynthetic
organisms

p0075 475-19305
Evolution of oxygen by plants in relation to
biosphere evolution

p0075 A75-19306
Ambiguity in the interpretation of abiotic syntheses

p0076 A75-19307
On the question of the origin and evolution of the
genetic system

p0076 A75-19308

Chemical evolution and the origin of life -
Bibliography supplement 1973

p0076 A75-19310
Evolution of ideas on the origin of life over the

years 1924-1974
p0155 A75-25598

Life sciences payloads for Shuttle
p0157 A75-26033

Prospective life-science payloads for Spacelab
p0247 A75-35603

Life sciences and space research XIII; Proceedings
of the Seventeenth Plenary Heeting, Sao Paulo,
Brazil, June 17-July 1, 1974

p0353 A75-44126
The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences

Symposium, volume 1
[NASA-TH-X-58154-VOL-1) p0077 H75-14358

Skylab medical program overview
p0077 H75-14359

The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences
Symposium, volume 2
[ NASA-TH-X-58154-VOL-2] pOOSO N75-14381

Cost analysis of life sciences experiments and
subsystems to be carried in the Spacelab
[HASA-CB-120604] p0134 875-17101

LIFE SPAH
Effects of oxygen-nitrogen /1:V at 760 Torr on

the life span and fine structure of Drosophila
melanogaster

p0279 A75-37327
LIFE SOPPOBT SYSTEHS
NT CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
HT EHERGEHCY LIFE SOSTAIHIHG SISTEnS
Computer simulation of an electrochemical carbon

dioxide concentrator system spacecraft life
support system performance prediction

p0003 A75-10411
Han in space orbit Bussian book on life

support systems and space suits
p0031 A75-13250

Complex of life-support systems on board the
Cosmos 605 specialized biological satellite
[IAF PAPEB 74-111] p0033 A75-13737

Some recent developments in spacecraft
environmental control/life support subsystems
[IAF PAPEB 74-112] p0034 A75-13738

Some results of studying a simple bioregenerative
life support system
[IAF PAPER 74-113] p0034 A75-13739

Preliminary weight evaluations of a biological
system for oxygen and water regeneration for
space flight

p0041 A75-15330
Spacecraft applications of electrochemical processes

in regenerative life support and power
supply systems
[SAE PAPER 740929] p0124 A75-22743

The life support system of Spacelab
[DGLR PAPER 74-87] p0148 A75-24141

Engineering aspects of the experiment and results
of animal tests Apollo 17 Biological Cosmic
Bay Experiment

p0204 A75-29593
Long-term biological investigations in space

p0247 A75-35606
v Development of Skylab medical equipment and flight

preparations
p0248 A75-35609

Spacelab atmosphere storage and revitalization
system
[ASSE PAPEB 75-ENAS-61] p0309 A75-40852

The shuttle orbiter cabin atmospheric
revitalization systems
[ASHE PAPEB 75-ENAS-55] p0310 A75-40856

Aircraft on-board electrochemical breathing oxygen
generators
[ASHE PAPER 75-EHAS-51] p0310 A75-40861

Design and test status for life support
applications of SPE oxygen generation systems

Solid Polyaer Electrolyte
[ASHE PAPER 75-ENAS-50] p0310 A75-40862

Potable water recovery for spacecraft application
by electrolytic pretreatment/air evaporation
[ASBE PAPER 75-EHAS-49] p0310 A75-40863

ALSA malfunction simulator evolution Astronaut
Life-Support Assembly
[ASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-38] p0311 A75-40871

Design and the parametric testing of the space
station prototype integrated vapor compression
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LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION) SUBJECT IBDEX

distillation water recovery module
[ASHE PAPEE 7S-ENAS-37] p0311 A75-40872

Development of an advanced static feed water
electrolysis module for spacecraft
[ASHE PAPEB 75-EBAS-30] p0312 A75-40878

Carbon dioxide reduction by the Bosch process
[ASHE PAPEH 75-ENAS-22] p0313 A75-40882

Reliability of life support systems as related to
general space flight safety requirements

p0341 A75-42052
Atmosphere revitalization for Spacelab

[IAF PAPEE 75-067] p0373 A75-45816
Development of an advanced spacecraft water and

vaste materials processing system
[IAP PAPER 75-071] p0374 A75-45841

Spacelab environmental control life support system
- Design safety
[IAF PAPER A75-020] p0374 A75-45861

Weight estimation of manned spacecraft metabolic
requirements
[SASE PAPEB 1047] p0379 A75-47485

Han in space orbit
[NASA-TT-F-15973] p0016 N75-10688

Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 8,
no. 5, 1974
[JPRS-63603] p0048 H75-12552

Utilization of immobilized urease for waste water
treatment
[NASA-CR-137596] p0062 B75-13537

Generalized environmental control and life support
system computer program (G189A) configuration
control, phase 2
[NASA-CR-141468] p0101 N75-15315

Brushless dc motors applications in non-space
technology
[NASA-CR-2506] p0101 N75-15319

Development of an EVA systems cost model. Volume
2: Shuttle orbiter crew and equipment
translation concepts and EVA workstation concept
development and integration
[BASA-CB-141635] p0134 N75-17104

Development of an EVA systems cost model. Volume
3: EVA systems cost model
[NASA-CR-141636] p0134 N75-17105

Hanned maneuvering unit mission definition study.
Volume 1: HMD applications analysis and
performance requirements
[NASA-CR-141631] p0134 B75-17106

Hanned maneuvering unit mission definition study.
Volume 2: Appendices to the HMD applications
analysis
[NASA-CR-141632] p0134 N75-17107

Hanned maneuvering unit mission definition study.
Volume 3: HHU ancillary support equipment and
attachment concepts
[NASA-CR-141633] p0135 N75-17108

Ice pack heat sink subsystem, phase 2
astronaut life support cooling system
[NASA-CR-137611] p0135 N75-17109

Interdisciplinary studies on the development of
nuclear-fueled circulatory support systems:
Collaboration of industry and academe

p0136 N75-17217
Development of an EVA systems cost model. Volume

1: Design guides synopsis-EVA equipment
[NASA-CB-141634] p0163 N75-17967

Hydrogen detection study for environmental
control/life support systems
[NASA-CR-137563] p0163 N75-17971

Reverse osmosis for spacecraft wash water
recycling membrane coupon and module evaluations
[PB-236941/1] p0164 H75-17975

Reverse osmosis for spacecraft wash water
recycling high pressure pump definition
[PB-236940/3] p0168 N75-18901

Standardisation of impact testing of protective
helmets
[ A G A R D - R - 6 2 9 ) p0232 H75-23166

Portable oxygen-contaminant detector: Development
test and evaluation
[AD-A007039] p0232 H75-23168

Phase 1 engineering and technical data report for
the thermal control extravehicular life support
system
[NASA-CR-141793] p0259 H75-24360

The space kitchen: discussions between scientists
and readers
[MASA-TT-F-16322] p0271 N75-25595

The house in orbit automatic life support
systems on Cosmos biosatellites
[HASA-TT-F-16328] p0271 S75-25597

Study and assessment of advanced ETC/LSS
application to space shuttle
[NASA-C3-141872] p0290 B75-26666

Hypobaric nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere as a method
for preventing high-altitude decompression disease

p0324 B75-28682
Short duration self-rescue breathing apparatus
[PB-240471] pC330 875-28724

Space food preparation and packaging. A menu for
cosmonauts and "space11 bread
[NASA-TT-F-16467] p0331 N75-29720

Space life support technology for a modular
integrated utility system

p0331 N75-29723
Comparative characteristics of the main types of

climatic clothing of Vostok Station personnel
in Antarctic region

[AD-A005876] p0339 1175-29788
Life support systems aboard the Soyuz-18-Salyut-4

flight
[HASA-TT-F-16500] p0364 M75-30797

Thermal control extravehicular life support system
[BASA-CR-144425] p0370 B75-31746

A graphical summary of oxygen regulator performance
[AD-A009134] p0370 B75-31749

System safety evaluation of life support systems
for chemical and biological protective suits
[AD-A009312] p0371 N75-31752

Electrical Distribution System (EDS) and Caution
and Warning System (CNS)
[NASA-CH-144432] p0386 B75-32760

A unique challenge: Energy egress and life
support equipment at KSC

p0388 M75-33107
Crew appliance concepts. Volume 1, appendix A:

Bibliography manned space shuttle orbiter
environmental control and life support systems
[BASA-CR-144452] p0400 B75-33720

Crew appliance concepts. Volume 2, appendix B:
Shuttle orbiter appliances supporting
engineering data food management and
personal hygiene
[BASA-CR-144453] p0400 B75-33721

Crew appliance concepts. Volume 4, appendix C:
Modular space station appliances supporting
engineering data food management and
personal hygiene
[BASA-CR-144455] p0400 N75-33723

LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATIOI)
NT POLARIZED LIGHT
Light-evoked release of glycine from the retina

p0010 A75-12158
The effects of light on man and other mammals

p0208 A75-30684
Light flashes observed by astronauts on Skylab 4

p0235 A75-32412
Visual light flash observations on Skylab 4

p0079 N75-14372
LIGHT ABSOBPTIOH
D ELECTBOHAGNETIC ABSORPTION

LIGHT iDAPTATIOB
Contribution to the theory of photopic vision -

Retinal phenomena
p0063 A75-17025

Spatial summation of foveal increments and
decrements

p0119 A75-22208
Light adaptation and the saturation of colours

p0119 A75-22209
On the mechanisms of the interocular light

adaptation effect
P0169 A75-26223

Recovery time after being dazzled, as a function
of age eye adaptation in photostress
[FOA-2-C-2587-E1] p0051 B75-12576

The central and peripheral visual acuity of the
light-adapted and dark-adapted eye
[BASA-TT-F-16068] p0060 B75-13524

On rod visual acuity and cone visual acuity
color vision and light adaptation
[NASA-TT-F-16315] P<>254 N75-24323

LIGHT DDBATIOH
0 PULSE DURATION
LIGHT EHISSIOB
BT BIOLOHIBESCEBCE
BT FLDOBESCEHCE
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HI PBOSPBOBESCENCE
HI TBEBHOLOHINESCENCE

LIGHT I1TE1SITY
0 10HIHOOS INTENSITY.
1IGHI SCATTEBIIG

Beaction tine petfornance with and without
backscatter from intense pulsed light

p0120 A75-22100
Light profiles of the foveal image of a point source
[IZF-197t-22] P0089 H75-11134

LIGHT SOOBCES
The action spectrum for retinal burn: A
literature compilation
[IZF-1971-23] p0089 B75-11135

Heasurement of the spectral irradiance of an
ultraviolet handlamp as perceived by eye at
25 cm distance
[PHL-197U-26] p0089 N75-11136

LIGHT TBAHSHISSIOH
HT LIGHT SC1TTEBING
Hicrorheology and light transmission of blood. Ill
- The velocity of red cell aggregate formation

p0170 A75-26211
Hicrorheology and light transmission of blood. IV
- The kinetics of artificial red cell
aggregation induced by dextran

p0170 A75-26212
Effect of light on respiration and development of

photosynthetic cells
[COO-3231-2] P0017 H75-12519

LIGHTIHG EQDIPHBHT
HT AIHCBAFT LIGBTS
NT ABC LAHPS
NT HEHCUBY LAHPS
NT BDNSAY LIGHTS

LIHBS (AHATOHY)
NT ARH (AHATOMY.)
NT ELBOH (ANATOHY)
NT BAND (ANATOHY)
NT LEG (ANATOHY,)
Central and reflex regulation of sympathetic

vasoconstrictor activity to limb muscles during
desynchronized sleep in the cat

p0002 A75-10177
The stabilizing effect on the trunk of labyrinth

and neck reflexes acting together on the limbs
p0013 A75-12869

A nonlinear nodel of the arterial vessels within a
limb segment

p0152 A75-25139
Labyrinthine influence on cat foreliub motoneurons

p0169 A75-26198
Haximal oxygen consumption test during arm
exercise - Beliability and validity

p0172 A75-26517
A feasibility study of limb volume measuring systems
[HASA-CB-1H0330] p0051 N75-12580

Some studies relating to linb flailing after an
emergency escape from an aircraft
[AD-A005699] p0331 N75-29752

LIRESTORE
Determination of points of entry for potential
contaminants into limestone aquifers using
thermal infrared imagery
[NASA-CH-1205UO] p0017 N75-12516

LIMITATIONS
D CONSTBAINTS

LI BE SB APE
Stimulus configuration and line orientation in the
horizontal~vertical illusion

p0031 A75-13901
LINEAR ACCELBBATOBS

Modification of the response to angular
accelerations by linear accelerations
vestibular sensations during vehicle travel

p0319 A75-11757
LIBEAB ENEBGY TBANSFEB (LEI)

Dosimeter design, construction, and implantation
for recording HZE cosmic particle tracks

p0203 A75-29592
Cosmic ray particle dosimetry and trajectory tracing

cosmic ray track analysis for Apollo 17
BIOCOBE

p0201 A75-29599
The radiobiological implications of statistical
variations in energy deposition by ionizing
radiations

p0306 A75-39375

The effect of ionizing radiations with different
LET on survival and mutation in Chlorella

p0356 A75-iaii)8
Badiobiological effects of heavy ions and protons

on cells of mammals, bacteria and viruses
p0086 N75-1U117

Physical conditions for conducting radiobiological
experiments in beams of accelerated particles
with high linear energy transfer

p0087 B75-11123
Hicrodosimetric structure of BZE particle tracks

in tissue
[HASA-CB-111935] p0326 B75-28696

LIBEAB IBTEGBATED CIBCOIIS
NT OPEBATIOHAL AHPLIFIEBS
LIHEAB SYSTEHS

Parameter estimation in linear models of the human
operator in a closed loop with application of
deterministic test signals

p0181 N75-19149
A linear stochastic model of the human operator

pilot control of an aircraft
p0186 N75-19160

Hodels of man as a suboptimal predictor
p0186 N75-19161

LIBBBS
0 LININGS
LINGOISTICS
NT IOSDS (LANGUAGE)
Speculations on bilingualism and the cognitive

network
[DCIEH-71-BP-1013] p0231 N75-23158

LIBIBGS
Evaluation of a water-cooled helmet liner
[AD-A001776] p0301 H75-27766

LIPID BETABOLISH
Effect of cooling in a hermetically sealed chamber

on the free fatty acid content in an organism
under hypoxia and hypercapnia

p0039 A75-14851
Consequences of long-term hypokinesia as compared

to mild exercise in lipid metabolism of the
heart, skeletal muscle and adipose tissue

p0076 A75-19399
Early changes in lungs of rats exposed to 70% 02

p0116 A75-21571
Lipid metabolism in perfused human and dog
coronary arteries

p0177 A7S-27875
Horadrenaline content and fat mobilization on

brown adipose tissue of the rat after forced
swimming

p0301 A75-39161
LIPIDS
NT LIPOPBOTEINS
NT OLEIC ACID
Phospholipid monolayers - As a prototype of

biological membranes
p0068 A75-18502

Effect of aerosolized dipalmitoyl lecithin on
oxygen-toxic rat lungs

p0212 A75-31152
Differential permeation of artemia cysts and

cucumber seeds by alcohols
p0317 A75-12628

Distribution of sterols in the fungi. I - Fungal
spores

p0378 A75-17227
LIPOPBOTBIHS

Hyperlipidemia, lipoproteins and coronarj disease
p0071 A75-18730

Effect of exercise on lipoprotein lipase activity
in rat heart and skeletal muscle

p0352 A75-13911
LIQOEFACTIOH

Ophthalmic liguifaction pump
CNASA-CASB-LBW-12051-1] p0389 N75-336HO

LIQUID COOLED BBACTOBS
NT SATBH COOLED BEACTOBS
LIQUID COOLIBG

Industrial and biomedical use of aerospace
personal cooling garments
[ASHE PAPEB 75-ENAS-18] p0311 A75-10886

Liquid cooled garments
[NASA-CH-2509] p0101 N75-15316

LIQUID FLOI
NT BATES FLOW
LIQUID HBBCOBI
0 HEBCDBY (HETAL)
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LIQUID BBTALS SUBJECT IBDBX

LIQUID HETALS
N T HERCORY ( H E T A L )

LIQUID-GAS BIITURBS
NT AEROSOLS
IIT FOG

LIQUIDS
H T M E R C U R Y (METAL)

The Performance and capabilities of terrestrial
organisms in extreme and unasaal gaseous and
liquid environments
[NASA-CB-142192] p0131 H75-17077

LITEBATUBE
HT DOCUMENTATION

Color coding: A review of the literature
[AD-A001555] p0167 N75-18895

LITBOSPBERE
NT EABTH SDBFACE

LIVEB
Depletion of muscle and liver glycogen during

exercise - Protective effect of training
p0170 A75-26237

Sialoproteids of the liver and blood serum in rats
exposed to small doses of ionizing radiation

p03M A75-42316
Rat liver mitochondrial enzyme activities in hypoxia

p0378 A75-47325
Influence of G-forces and hypodynamia on the

portal system of the liver
p0129 N75-17061

Histochemical and electron microscopical
investigations on livers and kidneys of mice and
rats after PE intoxication, hypoxia, and hunger
diet
[BMVG-FBHT-714-10] p0197 S75-21011

Exocrinous function of the liver of rats under the
combined influence of transverse accelerations
and restricted motor activity

p0263 N75-25524
The determination of cadmium, calcium, copper,
lead, magnesium, potassium, sodium, and zinc by
atomic absorption spectroscopy in the brain,
kidney, and liver

p0382 N75-32730
LIZARDS

Several question of the phylogeny and system of
lacertilia (seu sauna)
[NASA-TT-F-16354] p0251 N75-24295

LOADIHG OPESATIOIS
An improved load handling device
[NASA-CASE-HFS-23233-1] p0400 N75-33725

LOADS (FORCES)
NT BLAST LOADS
ST DYNAMIC LOADS
NT GDST LOADS
NT IMPACT LOADS
NT VIBBATORY LOADS
LOCALIZAIIOB
U POSITION (LOCATION)
LOCATION
D POSITION (LOCATION)

LOCKIDG
NT LASER MODE LOCKING

LOCOBOTIOH
HT ASTRONAUT LOCOMOTION
NT BALKING
Simulation of the dynamics of human locomotion

p0003 A75-10418
Movement parallax during locomotion

p0149 A75-24596
One method of synthesis of regular legged motion

p0174 A75-27188
On the problem of selecting a gait for a legged

vehicle
p0174 A75-27191

Selection of artificial gravity by animals during
suborbital rocket flights

p0243 A75-34384
Sketch of biological aero-hydrodynamics /Flight

and swimming of animals/ Russian book
p0247 A75-35516

Stabilization of locomotor activity rhythms of
piglets introduced into a new environment
[NASA-TT-F-16251] p0195 N75-20996

Computer-television analysis of biped locomotion
P0232 N75-23162

Eighth nerve contributions to the synthesis of
locomotor control

p0390 N75-33650

Does audiospinal facilitation contribute to motor
control in dance response to musical rhythms?

p0390 N75-33652
LOGIC CIRCUITS

Generation of forcing functions for evaluating
performance at the man-machine interface

p0240 A75-33563
LOGIC DESIGN

A model for predicting integrated man-machine
system reliability: Model logic and description
[AD-A009814] p0387 N75-32768

LOGIC BETiORKS
U LOGIC CIRCUITS
10BG TERM EFFECTS

Condition of the astronauts' cardiovascular
systems during the.flight of the Salyut orbital
station

p0139 A75-22963
Blood content of urea, sugar, unesterized fatty
acids, and cholesterol under conditions of
prolonged weightlessness

p0139 A75-22965
Prevention of harmful effects of weightlessness on

the human organism
p0140 A75-22972

Preservation of man's efficiency during long-term
space flight

p0140 A75-22976
Physiological effects of long time sitting

p0151 A75-25062
Effects of long-term rotation and hypergravity on

developing rat femurs
p0153 A75-25407

Instrumented personal exercise during
long-duration space flights

p0202 A75-29581
Mineral and nitrogen balance study - Results of
metabolic observations on Skylab II 28-day
orbital mission

p0275 A75-36336
Time estimates in a long-term tine-free environment

human performance
p0278 A75-37171

Noise in space effect on Skylab astronauts
p0343 A75-42707

Functions and metabolism of an organism under
prolonged hypokinesis in a compound experiment

p0373 A75-45U49
Changes in physiological functions of monkeys in a

reduced gravitation stand
p0048 N75-12555

Physiological costs of extended airborne command
and control operations human performance and
sleep deprivation

p0054 N75-12603
The biological effect of prolonged radiation and

ways of selecting new anti-radiation drugs
effective in this kind of radiation injury

p0088 N75-14428
Threshold damage evaluation of long-term exposures
to argon laser radiation
[AD-786446] p0099 N75-15302

Effects of duration of vertical vibration beyond
the proposed ISO ""fatigue-decreased
proficiency" time, on the performance of
various tasks

p0293 N75-27702
LONG HAVE BADIATIOB

Long-wavelength electromagnetic power absorption
in prolate spheroidal models of man and animals

p<>3<!8 A75-43271
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL

In-flight measured human pilot describing function
and remnant for pitch attitude control

p0184 N75-19151
LONGITUDINAL RATES
NT PLANE RAVES
LOTS CABGO SHIPS
U CABGO SHIPS
LODDBBSS

Methodological factors influencing loudness of
short duration sounds

p0041 475-15405
Relation of the loudness function to the intensity
characteristic of the ear

p0110 A75-20796
Loudness enhancement - Monaural, binaural, and

dichotic
p0305 A75-39187
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Loadaess enhancement: Monaural, binaural and
dichotic
[NASA-CH-1H3138] p0298 H75-277I16

Loadness enhancement in nan. 1: Brainsteu evoked
response correlates

p0299 H75-2771I8
LOI iLTIIDDE

Breath holding and rebreathing at ION and high
altitude

p0178 A75-28U35
Hathematical model for determining the probability
of visual acquisition of ground targets by
observers in low-level high-speed aircraft
[SLA-7U-141] p0029 875-11673

LOI FREQUENCIES
Influence of auditory fatigue on the perception of

speech under conditions of intense low-frequency
noise

p0359 A75-44511
Action of low vibration frequencies on the
cardiovascular system of man

p0291 N75-27692
Effect of low frequency aerial vibrations on
nocturnal activity of a rat

p0294 B75-27712
A study of proposed ear protection devices for low

frequency noise attenuation
[AD-A009274] - p0370 N75-31750

LOI GBAVITY
0 EEDDCED GRAVITY
LOI LATITUDES
D TROPICAL REGIONS
LOI BASS
D HASS
LOI PBESSUBE

Blood flow during 2-Torr exposures at different
decompression rates

p0179 A7S-28913
LOI PBESSDBE CHABBBBS
D VACDDB CH1BBEHS
LOI SPEED

Behavioral observations of passengers boarding a
slow speed conveyor
[TT-7U11] p0335 H75-29759

LOI TEBPEBATDBE ENVIBONBEBTS
Physical fitness and tolerance to environmental
stresses: A review of human research on
tolerance to and work capacity in hot, cold and
high altitude environments
[DCIEH-7U-B-1008] p0059 N75-13517

Cold regions habitability: A selected bibliography
[AD-A000692] p0162 H75-17959

The modular anti-exposure system
[AD-A003603] p0290 N75-26670

LOW 7ELOCITI
0 LOB SPEED
LOI VISIBILITY

Pilot performance in zero-visibility precision
approach
[NASA-CR-137759] p0385 S75-32749

LOIBB BOOT NEGATIVE PBESSDBE (LBHP)
D ACCELEBATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
LSI
U LABGE SPACE TELESCOPE

LDBBAR BEGIOB
Proposal for improving ejection seats with respect
to sitting comfort and ejection posture

p0213 A75-31163
Function of the lower back in man. Measurement

technique for research into low back pain
p0265 N75-25547

LUBBERIBG ABEAS
D FORESTS
LOBIHAIBES
NT AIRCRAFT LIGHTS
NT ARC LABPS
NT BEBCURY LAHPS
NT RUNWAY LIGHTS
LUBIBABCB

Effect of luminance and contrast on processing
large disparities in stereoscopic vision

p0066 A75-17171
Detectability of a luminance increment - Effect of
spatial uncertainty of visual stimulus

p0066 A75-17472
Area-luminance effects and the visual evoked brain
response

p0114 A75-21099

Temporal independence of the Bezold-Brnecke hue
shift in color vision

p0118 A75-22204
Light adaptation and the saturation of colours

p0119 A75-22209
The 'fluttering heart* and spatio-temporal
characteristics of color processing. I -
Reversibility and the influence of luminance. II
- Lateral interactions across the chromatic border

visual responses
p0119 A75-22214

Peripheral visual response time and retinal
luminance-area relations

p0174 A75-27081
A technique to verify a range of adapting
luminances in which rods contribute to
thresholds determined with a short wavelength
test stimulus

p0238 A75-33162
LDBIBBSCENCE
NT BIOLUMINESCEHCE
NT FLUORESCENCE
NT PHOSPHORESCENCE
NT THEBHOLOMINESCENCE
LUMINESCENT INTENSITY
D LUMINOUS INTENSITY
LUMINOSITY

Colorimetric and photometric properties of a 2 deg
fundamental observer visual data tables
[IZF-1974-12] p0091 B75-14455

LOMIHODS FLOS DENSITY
0 LUBIBOOS INTENSITY
LOBINOOS INTENSITY
NT LUMINANCE
Spatial summation of foveal increments and

decrements
p0119 A75-22208

Luminance-duration relationships in the photopic
ERG and the apparent brightness of flashes

p0210 A75-31038
Light profiles of the foveal image of a point source
[IZF-1974-22] p0089 N75-14434

LOSAB ESVIROBBENT
Ban in space orbit Bnssian book on life

support systems and space suits
p0031 A75-13250

LUNAB FLIGHT
Histological analysis of tissue structures of the
internal organs of steppe tortoises following
their exposure to spaceflight conditions while
circumnavigating the moon aboard the Zond-7
automatic station

p0129 N75-17063
LONAB LAUDING MODULES
NT LUNAB MODULE

LOBAB MODULE
Discrete time modelization of human pilot behavior
[ONEHA, TP NO. 1975-52] p0280 A75-37913

LONAB PHASES
The effects of lunar cycles and diurnal rhythms on

activity, exploration, and elicited aggression
in rats and mice

p0015 N75-10677
LONAB EBOGBAHS
NT APOLLO PBOJECT

LONAB SOIL
Effect of lunar surface material on radiation

damage in mice (investigation of biological
action of lunar surface material returned to
earth by Luna 16 automatic station)

p0030 N75-11877
LONAB SPACECBAFT
NT APOLLO SPACECRAFT
NT LUNAR MODULE
LOIAB SOBFACE

Preliminary research on body displacement during
lunar walking

p0331 N75-29726
LONAB SOBFACB VEHICLES

Ban in space orbit
[NASA-TT-F-15973] p0016 N75-10688

LOBS BOBPBOLOGY
Analysis of effect'of the solubility on gas

exchange in nonhomogeneous lungs
p0006 A75-11311

Early changes in lungs of rats exposed to 70S O2
, p0116 A75-21571

Lung vascular smooth muscle as a determinant of
pulmonary hypertension at high altitude
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p0173 &75-265H9
Effects of 60 and SOX oxygen on cell davision in
lung alveoli of squirrel monkeys

p0243 A75-3U381
Effect of shape and size of long and chest vail on
stresses in the lung

p0315 A75-41391
IOHGS

Dltrastructural alterations observed in mouse lung
after prolonged Be/02 exposure

p0111 475-20886
On equation of gas transport in the long

p0179 A75-28136
Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket nice to

oxygen and heat. II - Effects on lungs
p0204 A75-29595

Changing effect of lung volune on respiratory
drive in nan

p0215 475-32371
Determination of the additional load to which the

lungs of an individual wearing breathing
equipment are exposed
[CEA-N-1681] p0029 1175-11667

Influence of altered gaseous environments on lung
metabolism
[AD-784908] p0089 N75-14438

Protection of the cardiopulmonary systems against
the injurious effects of acceleration
£AD-A000480] p0166 N75-18887

Model of the transport of gases in periodically
ventilated lungs

p032<l H75-28679
LI HP B
HI LYMPHOCYTES
Biological flows blood and lymph circulation

p0247 475-35179
Lymphoid cell kinetics under continuous low
dose-rate gamma irradiation: A comparison study
[BASA-CB-142068] p0125 N75-16213

LYBPHOCYTES
Cell-tissue changes in lymph nodes of loaded and

immobilized rats
p0031 475-13305

Comparative analysis by various mathematical
models for best fitting of dicentric yields in
human lymphocytes exposed to different kinds of
radiations

p0072 475-19049
Lymphoid cell kinetics under continuous low

dose-rate gamma irradiation: 4 comparison study
[BASA-CB-143262] p0326 N75-28698

LTSIRE
Coacervate-like microspheres from lysine-rich

proteinoid
p0075 475-19299

LTSOZYHE
The participation of lysosomes in the
transformation of smooth muscle cells to foaiy
cells in the aorta of cholesterol-fed rabbits

p0071 475-18729
Immune bactericidal and bacteriolytic reactions
[B4S4-TT-F-16599] p0391 N75-33659

M
MACHINE BBCOGBITIOB
0 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
BACHIBE STORAGE
0 COMPUTES STORAGE DEVICES
HACBOCLIH4TB
0 CLIMATE

HACDLAB VISIOB
D VISION
MAGNESIUM

Effect of parathyroidectomy on bone growth and
composition in the young rat

p0303 A75-38997
Influence of the calcium-magnesium ratio in the

nutrient solution on the aftereffect of gamma
irradiation of cabbage seeds

p0095 S75-15276
HAGNESIOH COBPODHDS
NT CHLOBOPHYLLS
HAG1ESYH (TBADBBABK)
D SEBVOBOTOBS
H4GBETIC ABSOBPTIOB
0 ELECTBOM4GNETIC ABSOBPTIOB
BAGBETIC DISTOBBAICES
NT MAGNETIC STOBBS

MAGNETIC EFFECTS
Effects in rodents of a 1-month exposure to

magnetic fields /200-1200 gauss/
p0358 A75-44359

Change in the intraorganic nerve apparatuses of~-
mnscles under conditions of the combined action
of a dc magnetic field and acceleration

p0130 B75-17073
Effects of magnetism, barometric pressure, and
polarized light on the homing pigeon

p016« N75-18871
BAGBETIC FIELDS

Effects in rodents of a 1-aonth exposure to
magnetic fields /200-1200 gauss/

p0358 A75-44359
Conditioned control of cardiac activity and

respiration and morphological changes in the
brain of pigeons under the action of a constant
magnetic field
[AD-784798] p0029 N75-11669

Biological effect of permanent magnetic fields
considering Banned space flight

p0095 N75-15272
Modification of the cytogenetic effect of ionizing
radiation under the influence of permanent
magnetic fields

p0095 N75-15275
Inhibition of germination of Actinomycetes spores
in a stationary magnetic field
[NASA-TT-F-16203] p0130 N75-17075

A psychobiological study of rhesus monkeys exposed
to extremely low frequency-low intensity
magnetic fields
[AD-A000078] p0159 N75-17935

Some autonomic reactions in rabbits exposed to a
permanent magnetic field

p0323 N75-28677
BAGBETIC MEASOBEHEHT

The visual aptitude of inspection personnel for
magnetic-particle and penetrant testing

p028« A75-38634
MAGNETIC PBOPEBTIES
BT MAGNETIC EFFECTS
NT POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

MAGNETIC BESONANCE
NT ELECTBON PABAMAGNETIC BESONABCE
NT NUCLEAR MAGNETIC BESONANCE

MAGNETIC STOBBS
Onusual magnetic activity during 4-10 August 1972
and some of its biological consequences

p0375 475-46167
MAGNETIC SDBSTOBMS
D MAGNETIC STOBBS
MAGNETIC VABIATIOBS
NT NOCTURNAL VARIATIONS
MAGNETICALLY TRAPPED PABTICLES
BT RADIATION BELTS

HAGNETOCABDIOGBAPBY
The magnetocardiogram in cardiac disorders

p0071 475-18598
A study of the vector magnetocardiographic waveform

p0180 A75-28996
HAGNETOHETBY
D MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT

MAINTENANCE
NT AIBCBAFT MAINTENANCE
NT SPACE MAINTENANCE
Impact of avionic design characteristics on
technical training requirements and job
performance

p0145 A75-23497
Crew interface specifications development for

inflight maintenance and stowage functions
[NAS4-CB-141775] p0232 N75-23165

Evaluating maintenance performance. Volume 3:
The development of graphic symbolic substitutes
for criterion referenced job task performance
tests for electronic maintenance
[4D-A005296] p0327 B75-28704

Evaluating maintenance performance. Volume 4: A
video approach to symbolic testing of
electronics maintenance tasks
[4D-4005297] p0327 N75-28705

Evaluating maintenance performance test
administrator's manual and text subject's
instructions for criterion referenced job task
performance tests for electronic maintenance
[4D-A005785] p0336 N75-29768
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Effects of high temperature on maintenance
perforaance
[AD-4009295] p0366 H75-31720

BALES
Bone* growth and physical activity ID young tales

p0028 H75-11662
Amplitude/frequency differences in a supine
resting single lead electrocardiogram of normal
versus coronary heart diseased males
[1D-781685] p0059 H75-13520

BiBBALS
HI CATS
HT DOGS
NT GOIHE4 FIGS
IT HOBSES
HI HUBAH BBIHGS
BT LIZABDS
HI BICE .
HT BOSKETS
BT POCKET BICE
HT BABBITS
HT EATS
BT SSIHE
HT WHALES
On the optimal heart-rate in warm-blooded annuals

p0209 A75-31020
Effects of low intensity microwave radiation on

mammalian serai proteins
[AD-785739] p0099 H75-15304

Sensation and perception of microwave energy
[UB-3490-550] p0126 H75-16221

Oxygen tozicity in the mammalian brain
[AD-A003229] p0198 N75-21014

Effect of exogenous catecholamines on heart rate
and thermoregulatioQ in the hibernating hedgehog
(Ennaceons europaeus L).
[HiSA-TT-F-16533] p0362 875-30776

HAS
D HOBAH BEIHGS

HAH EBVIBOHHEBl IHTBBACTIOHS
Individual differences in response to the
environnent

p0110 A75-20825
BAH BACBIHE STSTEBS

Assessment of pilotage error in airborne area
navigation procedures

pOOOl A75-10731
Human engineering in process automation

p0010 A75-11866
Ban as a precious resource - The enhancement of

human effectiveness in flight operations
[AIAA PAPEB 71-1296] p0010 A75-12247

An estimate for the activities of a human operator
p0010 475-12414

Bate control in man-machine systems
p0043 A75-15819

Human Factors Society, Annual Meeting, 18th,
Buntsville, Ala. , October 15-17, 197<1, Proceedings

p0103 A75-19676
How much should you pay for that box aircraft

simulator cost effectiveness
p0103 A75-19677

The transition of experienced pilots to a
frequency-separated aircraft attitude display -
A flight experiment

p0103 A75-19680
Paths of movement of body members in aircraft
cockpits

p0105 475-19694
Where is the system in the man-machine system

p0105 A75-19695
The ten commandments for organizational
effectiveness human factors approach

p0105 A75-19696
Hunan factors engineering test and evaluation
technology for weapon systems

p0105 A75-19697
A computer aided function allocation and
evaluation system /CAFES/

p0105 A75-19698
Computer-aided generation of performance measures
for man-machine systems

pOIOS A75-19699
The accommodated proportion of a potential user
population - Compilation and comparisons of
methods for estimation workspace design
based on anthropcmetric variables

p0106 A75-19701

Han machine interactive imaging and data
processing using high speed digital mass storage

p0107 A75-19713
A hierarchical concept for man-machine communication

** p0107 A75-19714
Hunan factors engineering aspects of satellite
communication systems

p0107 A75-19720
Human factors role in equipment definition and
facility layout for the Space Computational
Center and the HOBAO Computer System Improvement
Program

p0108 A75-19722
Problems associated with studies of vibrations in

aan-machine systems
p0124 A75-22715

Activity of the human operator in man-machine
systems

p0152 A75-25179
Hunan factors in Air Force aircraft accidents

p0154 A75-25417
Investigation of a biotechnical system for the
control of a master-slave manipulator of
bidirectional action

p017« A75-27198
Free-flying teleoperator for space missions

p0174 A75-27199
Generation of forcing functions for evaluating

performance at the man-machine interface
p0210 475-33563

A task analysis scheme with implications for
supervisory control of remote manipulators

p0244 A75-34543
Comments on the work of an airliner crew human

factors engineering
p0278 A75-37047

Selected medical problems in the field of human
factors or ergonomics

p0279 475-37490
Human error in aviation operations

p0279 A75-37492
Advanced speech technology applied to problems of
air traffic control

p0280 A75-37692
Hanipulator robots

p0281 475-38182
The proper symbiosis of the human pilot and

automatic flight control /Eighteenth Lanchester
Memorial Lecture/

p0307 A75-39823
Benefits of advanced space suits for supporting
routine extravehicular activity
[ASBE tfAPEB 75-EHAS-39] p0311 A75-40870

A program-controlled device for operative
man/minicomputer interaction

p0347 A75-42856
Pacing, product complexity, and task perception in

simulated inspection
p0350 A75-43847

Design of a motion simulator with several degress
of freedom for ergonomic studies
[DGOH PAPEB 1] p0353 A75-44110

A family of models for measuring human reliability
p0357 475-44212

The man-machine interface in cockpit
p0357 475-44323

A study on behavioral analysis of pilot during
aircraft controlling. IV - Display of behavioral
analysis table and flow chart

p0377 475-17098
Quantification of air traffic controller's
acceptable workload

p0378 475-17275
Han as a precious resource: The enhancement of

human effectiveness in air transport operations
[AD-785368] p0056 B75-12620

Human operator characteristics and capabilities in
performing process control tasks
[KFK-PDV-19] p0091 H75-14451

Indices of the work quality of a man operator in
spaceship control

p0096 H75-15279
la evaluation of the ATI) nan/machine interface.
Phase 3: Analysis of SL-3 and SL-4 data
[HASA-CB-120586] p0127 H75-16226

Han-machine interactive imaging and data
processing using high-speed digital mass storage
[H4S4-CB-142088] p0134 B75-17100
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Certain peculiarities of modeling group activities
of operators
[JPFS-63789] p013lt 875-17103

Essays on the psychology of operator labor
[N»SA-TT-F-16020 ] p0160 H75-17947

On the effect of enotional states on operator
th ink ing psychological test for operator
selection

p0161 875-17950
The human pilot as a dynamic elenent in aircraft

control systens
[AD-A001622] p0162 N75-17962

The preview control problem with application to
man-machine system analysis

p0186 B75-19163
Technology and the Neurologically Handicapped

considering prosthetic devices and therapeutic
equipment
[BASA-SP-363] p0190 875-19975

Neurological applications of man-machine systems
analysis

p0192 B75-1999U
Cybernetic anthropomorphic machine systems

p0192 875-19996
Automation in space

p0221 875-22256
Development and validation of methods for man-made

machine interface evaluation for shuttles
and shuttle paylcads
[HAS»-CB-14282t] p0259 875-24359

Behavioral models of the pilot conference
proceedings
[DLB-HITT-74-42] p0270 H75-25588

Two aspects of feedback control pilot
descriptions: Validity range and model evaluation

p0271 N75-25590
Enhancement of human effectiveness in system

design, training, and operation
[AD-A004149] p0289 N75-26658

Human behavior in problem solving environment
involving the use of computers
[AD-A004305] p0289 H75-26663

Optimization of control signal gain by
self-adjustment pursuit tracking task
[FB-13] p0290 N75-26668

Visual sampling on a simulated DIBDS-type display
sonar operators and target acquisition

[AD-A005318] p0330 875-28723
Some preliminary experiments in the use of a

programmable videotape recorder as an automated
history-taking device in a chest clinic
[BPL-COB-73] p0333 875-29745

Han as a precious resource: The enhancement of
human effectiveness in flight operations
[AD-A006353] p0336 H75-29766

Optimal multlmodal parameter identification in the
state space model of the human operator
[AD-A008707] p0364 N75-30793

Modeling the saturation level of a human radar
operator
[AD-A009203] p0368 H75-31736

A model for predicting integrated nan-machine
system reliability: Model logic and description
[AD-A00981U] p0387 875-32768

Practical problems in using human operator
performance data effectiveness of air weapon
systems
[AD-A011574] p0393 H75-33671

Eleventh 'Annual Conference on Manual Control
[BASA-TB-X-62464 ] p0393 875-33675

Recognition of stimulus displays: An
electrophysiological analysis human evoked
potentials as control inputs

p0395 H75-33687
A model-based analysis of a display for helicopter
landing approach control theoretical model
of human pilot

p0396 875-33697
Simulation of man-machine interaction on shuttle
payload manipulator

p0396 875-33698
Effects of automobile steering characteristics on

driver vehicle system dynamics in regulation tasks
p0397 875-33702

Continuous performance measurement in flight systems
sequential control model

p0398 875-33711
KAHAGEBEBT
8T DATA HANAGEBEST

8T EHVIBOSBENT MANAGEMENT
81 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
8T FEBSON8EL MANAGEMENT
8T RESEARCH BAHAGEBEBT
8T BESOOBCES MANAGEMENT
81 SAFBTI MANAGEMENT
BASAGBBBHT AHALISIS

Apollo/Skylab suit program-management systems
study, volume 1
[BASA-CB-140368] p0061 H75-13535

BABA6BBBHT P1ABHIHG
Summary of the Office of Toxic Substances

requirements resulting from the toxic substances
control act and a preliminary specification for
a data management system
[PB-238088/9J p0198 875-21015

Scientific management personnel
[AD-A002760] p0199 875-21026

An integrated workload and manpower planning
system for the Baval Air Bework Facility, North
Island
[AD-A006293J p0364 875-30792

HAHAGBBEBT SYSTEBS
Verbal workload in distributed air traffic

management considering pilot controller
interaction

p0397 875-337011
Subjective evaluation with FAi criteria: A

multidimensional scaling approach ground
track control management

p0398 875-33707
HAHEDVEEABLE SPACECRAFT
HI APOLLO SPACECBAFT

HAHEDVEBS
81 AIBCBAFT BA8EDVEBS
HI SPACECBAFT DOCKING
HASIPULATIOH
0 MANIPULATORS
HABIPDLATOBS

On the dynamics of chain systems applications
in manipulator and human body models
[ASBE PAPEB 74-BA/ADT-11] p0063 A75-16819

Comparison of two manipulators using a standard
task of varying difficulty
[ASBE PAPEB 74-SA/BIO-4] p0063 A75-16822

A manipulator system designed for Free-Flying
Teleoperator Spacecraft

p0107 A75-19712
Investigation of a biotechnical system for the
control of a master-slave manipulator of
bidirectional action

p0174 A75-27198
Free-flying teleoperator for space missions

p0174 A75-27199
Design of control systems for robots by means of

dynamic models of manipulators
p0174 A75-27200

Control systems for master-slave manipulators
p0175 A75-27201

Some manipulator-control algorithms using
digital computer

p0180 A75-28933
A task analysis scheme with implications for
supervisory control of remote manipulators

p0244 A75-34543
Environment-sensitive manipulator control real
time, decision making computer aided control

p0278 A75-37118
Manipulator robots

p0281 A75-38182
Computer simulation of robot-manipulator control

Bussian book
p0348 A75-43249

Orthotic arm joint for use in mechanical arms
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21611-1 ] p0056 875-12616

Earth orbital teleoperator visual system
evaluation program
[HASA-CB-1U3875] p0288 875-26652

Factors affecting control allocation for augmented
remote manipulation

p0289 875-26664
Cooperative multiaxis sensor for teleoperation of
article manipulating apparatus
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13386-1] p0300 875-27758

A mechanical arm control system
[AD-A004672] p0301 875-27768

Concept design of the payload handling manipulator
system space shuttle orbiters
[BASA-TB-X-72447] p0337 875-29773
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Robot manipulators in space exploration
[NASA-TT-P-16482] p0338 B75-29780

Hanipnlation based on sensor-directed control: An
integrated end effector and touch sensing system
[BASA-CB-143420] p0365 H75-30799

A manipulator an for zero-g simulations
p0388 B75-33088

Simulation of man-machine interaction on shuttle
payload manipulator

p0396 H75-33698
HABSED ORBITAL LABOBAIOBIES

The international orbital laboratory a
di3cussion of hanan operational problems
[NASA-TT-F-16442] p0301 B75-27763

BA8HED OBBITAL TELESCOPES
HI APOLLO TELESCOPE BOOST

BASHED SPACE FLIGHT
HI APOLLO FLIGHTS
HI APOLLO 15 PLIGHT
HI APOLLO 16 PLIGHT
HI APOLLO 17 PLIGHT

,HT GEBIHI FLIGHTS
Ban in space orbit Russian book on life

support systems and space salts
p0031 A75-13250

Hater and electrolyte balance in man consuming
diets of pure nutrients and mineral supplements

during space flight
(IAP PAPEfi 71-105] p0033-A75-13734

Preliminary weight evaluations of a biological
system fot oxygen and water regeneration for
space flight

p0041 A75-15330
Plasma thyroxine changes of the Apollo crewmen

p0112 A75-20892
Three months in space

pOISO A75-24814
International Symposium on Basic Environmental

Problems of Han in Space, 5th, Washington, D.C.,
November 27-30, 1973, Proceedings

p0217 A75-35601
Endocrine responses in long-duration manned space

flight
p0248 A75-35613

The influence of man in space observations
movement and contamination effects on Skylab

p0316 A75-41440
Reliability of life support systems as related to

general space flight safety requirements
p0341 A75-42052

Flux of high-LET cosmic-ray particles in manned
space flight

p0355 A75-44140
Intensity of excretion of final metabolites and

microorganisms into an enclosed atmosphere as a
function of the temperature profile
C I A F PAPEB 75-073] p0374 A75-45842

fledical considerations on the Spacelab
scientist/payload specialist and his role in
future space flight
[IAF PAPEB A75-015] p0371 A75-45869

Ban in space orbit
[NASA-IT-F-15973] p0016 N75-10688

Estimating the effectiveness of human working
capacity under spaceflight conditions
[NASA-TT-F-16019 ] p0029 1175-11670

The function of the body and factors of space flight
[NASA-TT-F-15971] p0084 875-14101

The problem of hypoxia, hyperoxia and hypercapnia
in space physiology

p0081 B75-14406
Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 8,

no. 6, 1974
[JPBS-63856] p0095 H75-15271

Biological effect of permanent magnetic fields
considering manned space flight

p0095 H75-15272
Research report on: Specialized physiological

studies in support of manned space flight
[HASA-CB-141698] p0165 B75-18882

Space form of motionsickness
p0226 H75-23113

Problem of artificial gravity from the point of
view of experimental physiology

p0228 N75-23129
Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 9,

no. 2, 1975
[JPBS-64929] p0261 1175-25505

Hedical investigations during flights of the
spaceship Soyuz-12, Soyuz-13, Soyuz-11 and the
Salyut-3 orbital station human physiological
responses

p0262 875-25516
Determination of human energy expenditures in
closed spaces

p0263 875-25521
Rendering medical assistance aboard a spaceship

prediction and prevention of spacecrew
diseases

p0263 H75-25526
Two in space aerospace psychology
[HASA-TT-F-16325] p0269 875-25581

The space kitchen: discussions between scientists
and readers
[BASA-TT-F-16322] p0271 875-25595

Space Biology and Aerospace Bedicine, Volume 9,
no. 3, 1975
[JPBS-65301] p0323 875-28672

Some theoretical aspects of constructing medical
monitoring systems in space flights

p0324 875-28680
Use of lengthened and shortened days on space
flights

p0324 875-28681
Hethod for computing the radiation danger from

proton solar flares
p0325 S75-28688

Advanced water lodinating system for potable
water aboard manned spacecraft
[BASA-CH-141937] p0329 875-28720

Design, fabrication and testing of a wet oxidation
waste processing system for manned space
flight
[HASA-CH-141916] p0329 875-28721

Space garden
[BASA-TT-P-16421] p0361 875-30769

BASHED SPACECRAFT
HI APOLLO SPACECRAFT
NT LUNAR NODDLE
NT BANNED ORBITAL LABORATOBIES
NT OBBITAL WORKSHOPS
NT SALTOT SPACE STATION
NT SKYLAB 1
NT SKILAB 2
NT SKYLAB 3
NT SKYLAB 4
NT SOYUZ SPACECRAFT
NT SPACE SHUTTLES
NT SPACE STATIOBS
NT VOSKHOD BANNED SPACECRAFT
8T VOSKHOD 2 SPACECRAFT
Optimization of time variable thickness of
radiation protection against solar flare protons

manned spacecraft shielding
pOOSO N75-12567

HABPOWBB
NT SCIENTISTS

An integrated workload and manpower planning
system for the Naval Air Rework Facility, Borth
Island
[AD-A006293] p0364 875-30792

BiHOAL CONTROL <
8T VISUAL CONTROL
Detecting slow changes in system dynamics

human operator adaptive behavior
pOOOl A75-10732

Ban as a precious resource - The enhancement of
human effectiveness in flight operations
[AIAA PAPER 74-1296] p0010 A75-12247

An estimate for the activities of a human operator
p0010 A75-1241U

Comparison of two manipulators using a standard
task of varying difficulty
[ASBE PAPER 74-1A/BIO-4] p0063 A75-16822

Learning characteristics and modeling of human
controller in compensatory tracking systems

p0071 A75-18651
Left and right in cockpit evolution

p0072 A75-18962
Development of complex performance tester /CPT/

for human tasks in aircraft control
p0239 A75-33370

Human decision making in future ATC systems
comparative studies in distributed traffic
management

p02«4 A75-34540
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A task analysis scheme with implications for
supervisory control of remote manipulators

p021t 475-3U5<»3
A comparison of attentional and control shift

models of the performance of concurrent tasks
p0247 A75-35515

An optimal control methodology for analyzing the
effects of display parameters on performance and
workload in mannal flight control

p0219 A75-35820
Effects of motion on the parameters of the human
operator engaged in a roll axis tracking task

p0278 475-37139
Modeling the behavior of the helmsman steering a
ship

p0185 N75-19157
A direct procedure for partitioning scanning
workload in control display system design

p0185 N75-19159
The preview control problem with application to

man-machine system analysis
p0186 N75-19163

The manual control of vehicles undergoing slow
transitions in dynamic characteristics
[H4S4-CH-1321IU2] p0188 H7S-19958

Vehicular control by visual field cues: Hodel
development and experimental validation
[IAE-254] p0386 875-32762

Eleventh Annual Conference on Hanual Control
[SASA-TH-X-62464] p0393 H75-33675

Hultivariable manual control with simultaneous
visual and auditory presentation of information

for improved compensatory tracking
performance of human operator

p0393 N75-33676
Experiments in pilot decision-Baking during

simulated low visibility approaches
p0394 N75-33677

Tracking performance under time sharing conditions
with a digit processing task: A feedback
control theory analysis attention sharing
effect on operator performance

p0394 H75-33678
Time estimation as a secondary task to measure
workload attention sharing effect on
operator performance

p0394 H75-33679
Failure detection by pilots during automatic
landing: Models and experiments

p0394 N75-33680
Hanual control displays for a four-dimensional

landing approach
p0396 H75-33692

Simulator evaluation of a perspective clipped-pole
display and a thrust-vector controller for VTOL
zero-zero landings

p0396 N75-33693
Lagged low order control systems with powered

controls
p0396 N75-33694

A simulator study on information reguirements for
precision hovering

p0396 H75-33696
Simulation of man-nachine interaction on shuttle
payload manipulator

p0396 N75-33698
Test procedures and performance measures sensitive

to automobile steering dynamics considering
operator/vehicle responses

p0397 H75-33700
An interactive driving simulation for driver
control and decision-making research

p0397 H75-33701
Effects of automobile steering characteristics on

driver vehicle system dynamics in regulation tasks
p0397 H75-33702

A kinesthetic-tactual display for stall deterrence
p0397 H75-33703

Effects of automobile steering characteristics on
driver/vehicle system performance in discrete
maneuvers

p0397 H75-33705
The effects of stability augmentation on the gust

response of a STOL aircraft during a curved
manual approach

p0398 N75-33706
Human performance evaluation in dual-axis critical

task tracking
p0398 H75-33710

Continuous performance measurement in flight systems
seguential control model

p0398 N75-33711
Problems, guestions and results in the use of the

BBN-model optimal flight control and pilot
performance

p0398 H75-33712
MABOFACTOBIBG

Human engineering in process automation
p0010 A75-11866

HAPPING
ST PHOTOHAFFING

HABIJOAHA
HT CBHTBAL HEHVODS SISTEB DEPBBSSAHTS
HT CENTBAL NEBVODS SYSTEB STIMULANTS
The application of human operator describing

functions to studies on the effects of alcohol
and marijuana on human performance

p0348 A75-42902
HABIHB BIOLOGY

Modeling the dynamics of biological and chemical
components of aguatic ecosystems
[PB-241987/7] p0365 N75-31710

Phytoplankton pigment and production measurements
in the California current region, 1969-72
[COM-75-1078V7] p0389 N75-33639

MABIBE BHVIBOHMBHTS
Characteristics of medical care for crews of

shipborne helicopters operating from a single base
p0237 A75-32528

The Coho Project: Living resources prediction
feasibility study, volume 1 meteorological
forecasting of fish concentrations
[PB-234057/8] p0015 B75-10681

The Coho Project: Living resources prediction
feasibility study. Volume 2: Environmental
report
[PB-234058/6] p0015 N75-10682

Some results and prospects for the use of
underwater habitats in marine investigations
[JPBS-63261] p0021 H75-11596

HABI8B HiVIGATIOH
0 SDBFACE NAVIGATION
HABIHBB SPACE EBOBES

Evaluation of particulate contamination for
unmanned spacecraft prelaunch operations

pOIU.8 475-24355
BABKBT BBSEABCB

Market study: Biological isolation garment
[HASA-CB-144350] p0301 H75-27762

MABKIBG
NT ISOTOPIC LABELING
Study and development of infusible and
incorrodible identification tags and microdots
[AD-A010389] p0389 H75-33638

MABKOV PBOCESSES
Detection of one-, two-, and three-dimensional

Markov constraints in visual displays. II -
Multistate displays

p0306 A75-39309
HABS EBVIBOBBBHT

Viking heat sterilization - Progress and problems
[IAF PAPEB 74-119] p0034 A75-1371I4

Hew methodology for assessing the probability of
contaminating Mars

p0355 475-44138
Besponse of selected microorganisms to

experimental planetary environments
[NASA-CB-136758] p0159 N75-17934

Automated microbial metabolism laboratory
Viking 75 entry vehicle and Mars
[HAS4-CB-1 42862] p0261 N75-25504

UBS LAHDIHG
Personnel technigues necessary to maximize

bio-barrier integrity at a Martian receiving
laboratory
[BASA-CB-1 42963] p0289 N75-26665

HABS PBOBSS
NT VIKING LANDEB SPACECBAFT
NT VIKING MABS PBOGBAH
HT VIKING 75 ENTBY VEHICLE
Exobiology sensors Viking Hars project

p0235 475-32458
BIBS SOBFACB

Modern mechanisms make manless Martian aission
mobile: Spin-off spells stairclimbing
self-sufficiency for earthbound handicapped

p0388 N75-33104
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The effect of sterilization on biological, organic
geochemical and morphological information in
natural samples
[BASA-TB-X-72883] p0388 H75-33635

H4SKING
Backward Basking and interference vith the
processing of brief visual displays

p0032 475-13572
Effect of sampling procedure apon the performance
of an electrical model of auditory detection

p0108 475-20122
Central inhibitory interactions in human vision

p0284 475-38667
Visual masking and saccadic suppression

p0345 475-42793
HiSKS
HT OXIGEB H4SKS
BASS

Changes in nass of biological cells when
irradiated vith Q-pulsed ruby laser
[F04-2-C-2586-E6] p0051 875-12578

BASS DISTEIBDTIOH
Determination of aerosol lass distribution in an
aerosol centrifuge by neans of quartz oscillators
[OB-3490-478] p0084 B75-14400

BASS FILTEBS
0 FLOID FILTERS

BASS SPECTBOHETBBS
Automated measurement of respiratory gas exchange

by an inert gas dilation technique
p0007 A75-11319

Betabolic studies of transient tyrosinenia in
premature infants

p0347 A75-i»2830
BASS SPECIEOBETBI
0 BASS SPECTBOSCOPT
BASS SPECIBOSCOPI

Pitfalls in determination of acetylcholine from
brain by pyrolysls. Gaschroaatography/oass
spectrometry deuterium labelled
[BBL-1974-18] p0089 B7S-14433

BATEBIAL BA1ASCE
HI WATER BALANCE
H4IEEI4LS HABDLIBG
NT BEBOTE B4NDLING
Space shuttle/food system study
[HASA-CB-141482] p0127 H75-16227

B4IEBIALS BECOVBBT
NT 1ATER RECLABATION
B4THEBATICAL LOGIC
NT ALGORITHMS

BATHEBATICAL BODELS
HT ABALOG SIBOLATIOB
NT DIGITAL SIBOLATIOH

An experimentally validated dynamic -model of the
spine

p0003 475-10352
The use of time dependent models in inverse
electrocardiogra fby

p0013 475-12931*
Comparative analysis by various oathematical

models for best fitting of. dicentric yields in
human lymphocytes exposed to different kinds of
radiations

p0072 475-19049
Prediction of target detection thresholds on the
basis of physiological considerations

p0107 475-19715
Distribution characteristics of methylhydrazine in
the plasma and cerebrospinal fluid of monkeys

p0112 475-20895
On the theoretical basis of the optimal oxygen
content in the atmosphere for the human being

p0114 475-21113
Forearm blood flov during body temperature
transients produced by leg exercise

p0115 475-21567
A theory of aerosol deposition in the human
respiratory tract

p0116 475-21569
Bathematical modelling, simulation and
experimental testing of biomechanical system
crash response
[AIAA PAPER 75-272] p0123 475-22495

Some theorems and principles of biostatics as a
methodological basis for choosing a
computational scheme for biostructnres

p0149 475-2*6118

Cardiovascular model for the simulation of
exercise, lover body negative pressure, and tilt
experiments

p0149 475-24746
Evaluation of simulation capabilities vith a
respiratory-circulatory system integration scheme

p0149 475-24748
Computer and display systems for large
physiological models

p0149 475-24749
Elastic modulus of the human intact left ventricle
- Determination and physiological interpretation

p0151 475-25137
In vivo elastic modulus of the left ventricle -
Its determination by means of a left ventricular
vibrational model and its physiological
significance and clinical utility

p0151 475-25138
On equation of gas transport in the lung

p0179 475-28436
A combined left ventricular/systemic arterial model

p0181 475-29187
Two-dimensional finite amplitude theory of

arterial blood flow
p0181 A75-29188

A mathematical model of cardiac rhythm
disturbances under rapid electrical activity of
atria

p0208 475-30697
Study of the model of smooth muscle contractions

at the automatic analog of Vinner's medium
p0208 475-31016

4 mathematical model of the ventilator; control
system to carbon dioxide vith special reference
to athletes and nonathletes

p0214 475-31575
Application of facility location techniques to the

optimization of visual display designs
p0215 475-32099

Oxygen consumption and heart rate - Changes and
relationships in static vork

p0235 475-32415
Time optimal behavior of human saccadic eye movenent

p0239 475-33353
4 man and a collective as elements of the control
system

p0314 475-41058
Bathematical modeling in biophysics Bussian book

p0314 475-41238
Nonlinear mathematical models for the origin of

asymmetry in biological molecules
p0351 475-43889

Nev methodology for assessing the probability of
contaminating Bars

p0355 475-44138
Bodels of hearing in man

p0356 475-44191
The distribution of gas inhaled into the lungs

p0378 475-47427
Bodels of subjective response to in-flight motion

data
[SASA-CB-140675] p0019 N75-10708

Analysis of Gd-153 and of I-125/Am-241 sources
as optimal duochromators for bone density
measurements

p0023 N75-11627
Bathematical model for determining the probability

of visual acquisition of ground targets by
observers in Ion-level high-speed aircraft
[SLA-74-141] p0029 N75-11673

Bathematical modeling of Donnan dialysis; a
continuous ion exchange membrane process
[SBO-810-1] p0047 S75-12547

Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator
subsystem math model for manned space station
CN4S4-CB-137565] p0093 N75-14467

The human pilot as a dynamic element in aircraft
control systems
[4D-4001622] p0162 N75-17962

Identification of human operator performance
models utilizing time series analysis

p0184 B75-19150
Dynamics and optimization of a human motion problem

p0188 B75-19957
Bodels of the vestibular system and postural control

p0192 B75-19992
Goddard earth models (5 and 6)
[HAS4-TB-X-70868] p0217 B75-21920
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BAtBBBATICS SUBJECT IBDBI

A dynamo viscoelastic analysis of the human bead
p0217 B75-21921I

Detection of nonstationarities in EEG's using tbe
autotegressive model: An application of EEG's
of epileptics

p0267 B75-25559
Stress models

p0271 N75-25593
Bodel of tbe transport of gases in periodically

ventilated lungs
p0324 N75-28679

Analytical recirculation models contaminant
concentration

p0329 B75-28718
Hodeling tbe dynanics of biological and chemical

components of aquatic ecosystens
[PB-241987/7J p0365 H75-31710

Tbe response of a banan temperature regulatory
system nodel in the cold

p0382 N75-32731
A Bodel for simultaneous monitoring and control

by pilot during helicopter approaches
p0395 N75-33685

Slushy weightings for the optimal pilot; model
considering visual tracking task

p0398 S75-33708
Problems, questions and results in the use of the

BBS-model optimal flight control and pilot
performance

p0398 S75-33712
Performance evaluation of tracking based on a low

pass filter model considering variable
closed loop system

p0399 N75-33713
Evaluation of optiial control type models for the

human gunner in an inti-Aircraft Artillery (AAA)
system

p0399 N75-33717
HATHEHATICS

Training mathematics skills with games
[AD-A00936II] p0385 M75-32753

HATOEIHG
D GB01TB

BAI1ELL EQOATIOB
numerical solution of steady-state electromagnetic

scattering problems using the time-dependent
Baxwell's equations within dielectric cylinder

p0315 A75-41261
BBASOBIBG IBSTBOBEHTS

NT APPBOACH INDICATOBS
BT ATTITUDE INDICATOBS
NT DENSITOHETEBS
BT DOSIBETEBS
BT EBGOBETEBS
BT FLOWBETEBS
NT GONIOBETEBS
BT GTBO HOBIZOBS
BT BYGBOBETEBS
BT INFBARED SPECTBOHETEBS
BT LASEB DOPPLEB VELOCIHETEBS
BT BASS SSECTBOBEIEBS
NT HECBANOGBAHS
HT OCULOHETERS
BT OPTICAL BEASUBIHG IBSTBDBENTS
NT OPTICAL BABGE FISDEHS
BT OPTICAL SCABNEBS
NT OXYGEB 4NALYZEBS
BT FLAB POSITION INDICATOBS
BT BADIATIOB DETECTOBS
BT BESPIBOBETEBS
BT SATELLITE-BOBBE IBSTBOBBNTS
BT SCIBTILLATIOB COOBIERS
BT SIGNAL ABALTZEBS
BT SPECTBOHETEBS
NT SPECTBOPBOTOBETEBS
BT TBNSOBETEBS
BT TIBIHG DEVICES

A stable, sensitive, low-compliance capacitance
force transducer for myocardium measurements

p0117 A75-21575
Precise recording of human eye movements

p0120 A75-22216
BECBABICAL DEVICES

Design and function of a mechanical assembly for
recording ecbocardiograms daring upright exercise

p0113 A75-20962
Automatic inoculating apparatus includes

movable carraige, drive motor, and swabbing motor
[BASA-CASE-LAB-110711-1] p0057 N75-13502

A discrete-parameter head injury model for
estimating impact injuries

p0058 N75-13510
•ECBABICAL DBABIBGS
0 ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
BECBiBICAL BEASDBBBEBT
BT DISPLACEMENT BEASDBEBEBT
BT FLOR BEASDBEBEBT
BT PBESSDBE BEASOBEBEBTS
BT STBESS HEASDBEBEBT
BT VELOCITY BEASUBBBEBT
BT VIBRATION BBASOBEBEBT

BECBABICAL OSCILLATORS
BT PEBDOLOBS

BBCBABICAL PBOPEBTIES
BT ELASTIC PBOPEBTIES
BT BODULDS OF ELASTICITY
BT TBEBBAL BESISTABCE
BT VISCOELASTICITY.
Effect of added elastances on the first loaded

breath in man
p0115 A75-21566

BECBABOGBABS
A new method of studying the cardiac cycle by

means of mechanocardiograms
p01i(2 A75-23122

BECHANORBCEPTOBS
The perception of gravity and of angular
acceleration in invertebrates

p01Q2 A75-23303
BEDIA
BT ANISOTROPIC MEDIA
HEDIASIIBOB

The influence of age on variations in superior
mediastinal electrical impedance

p0201 A75-2926I)
BEDICAL BLECTBOBICS

Computerized transaxial X-ray tomography of the
human body

p0001 A75-10039
A Fourier technique for simultaneous
electrocardiographic surface mapping

pOOOS A75-10841
Standards to which electronic medical equipment
should respond

pOOtl A75-15<ti(5
A truly three-dimensional vectorcardiographic

display
p0117 A75-21867

Quantification of abnormal BEG spike characteristics
p0117 A75-21868

Implantable integrated electronics in
biomedical telemetry

pOiai A75-2335*
Beasuring instrument for the long-term
surveillance of respiratory volume and
respiration rate

p0172 A75-26U37
A stable combination of electrodes for an

electroretinograpbic investigation
p0283 A75-38507

A high accuracy linear rate meter digital
design for heart and respiratory rate measurements

p0345 A75-«2768
Circuit for detecting initial systole and dicrotic

notch for monitoring arterial pressure
[BASA-CASE-LEW-11581-1] p0061 B75-13531

BEDICAL BODIPBENT
NT ARTIFICIAL BEABT VALVES
BT BLOOD PDBFS
BT CABDIOTACBOBETEBS
NT BECBANOGBABS
BT PBOSTBETIC DEVICES
NT STETBOSCOPES
NT STBETCBEBS
NT SOBGICAL INSTRUMENTS
The medical story of Skylab

p0175 A75-27397
Development of Skylab medical equipment and flight
preparations

p0248 A7S-35609
Aircraft accident medical investigator's kit
[AD-785389] p0052 N75-12583

NASA and technology considering neurologically
handicapped

p0190 N75-19977
Tbe current status of rehabilitation engineering

p0191 N75-19989
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SOBJECT IBDEI BBBSfBOAHOI

Aerobiocontaaination eaitted by a person placed in
a laminar f lui chamber
tNASA-TT-F-16284] p0229 N75-23144

Bedical support and findings of the Skylab progran
[NiSA-TB-I-58160] p0264 N75-25537

A netbod for detecting epileptic seizures
p0268 H75-25573

Heat sterilizable patient ventilator
[NASA-CASE-BPO-13313-1] p0300 H75-27761

Design and construction of a wide angle
ophthalmoscope and camera
[AD-A005038] p0326 B75-28700

Orine sampling and collection system optimization
and testing
[NASA-CB-144401] p036<4 B75-30795

Portable medical status system
[BASA-C8-11(1411] p0365 B75-30798

HEDICAt PEBSOBBEL
8T FLIGHT SOHGEOBS

A multi-disciplinary tean for the treatment of
patients with defect upper extremities: A need
for optimal rehabilitation
[BTHD-67] p0255 N75-24325

A study on medical officer career management and
retention in the OSA armed forces

p0332 H75-29729
An evaluation of policy related researoh on new

and expanded roles of health workers. Annotated
bibliography
[PB-242283/0 ] p0392 H75-33S68

BEDICAL SC1ESCE
ST DENTISTRY.
BT DEBBATOLOGY
NT EPIDEHIOLOGY
BT HISTOLOGY
NT H U B A N PATHOLOGY
NT IBBDNOLOGY
NT NEOBOLOGY
NT NEOBOPSYCHIATBY
NT OTOLAHYNGOLOGY
BT OTOLOGY.
NT PATHOLOGY
BT PSYCHIATBY
NT BADIOEIOLOGY
NT BADIOLOGY
NT BADIOPATHOLOGY
NT SOCIAL PSYCHIATBY
NT TOOTH DISEASES
NT DBOLOGY

STARPAHC. Part 1: Final summary report
[NASA-CR-141459] p0098 N75-15295

Survey of current cardiovascular and respiratory
examination methods in medical selection and
control of aircrew
[AGABD-AG-196] p0131 N75-17079

HEDICAL SEBflCES
The feasibility of dermatologic consultation to

remote areas via 2-way color satellite
transmission
[ A I A A PAPER 75-896] p0280 A75-38031

Outpatient medical costs related to air pollution
in the Portland, Oregon area
[EPA-600/5-7U-017] p0017 B75-10692

Study of engineering in medicine and health care
[PB-236883/5] p0160 N75-17943

A feasibility study for an emergency medical
services system to serve the Permian basin in
the state of Texas
[NASA-CR-141853] p0265 B75-25540

Assessment of rural heath research: Executive
summary
[PB-240271/7] p0299 N75-27751

An evaluation of policy related research on ne»
and expanded roles of health workers. Annotated
bibliography
[PB-2M2283/0] p0392 N75-33668

BEETISGS
D CONFEBENCES
BELANIN

Intensity functions of the early receptor
potential and of the nelanin fast photovoltage
in the human eye

p0065 A75-17336
BEBBBANE AIALOGY
D BEBBBANE STRUCTURES
BEHBBiNE STRUCTURES

Beverse osmosis for spacecraft wash water
recycling membrane coupon and module evaluations
[PB-236941/1 ] p016« B75-17975

BEBBBABBS
HI CBOBOID BEBBBABES
NT ION EXCHANGE HEBBBABE ELECTROLYTES
BT BEBBBANE STBOCTOBES ,
Light induced change in rod outer segment membrane

fluidity spin labeling study on visual
pigments

p0065 A75-173UO
Phospholipid aonolayers - As a prototype of
biological membranes

p0068 A75-18502
Vibrations of the basllar membrane of the cochlea

p0108 A75-20087
Two-tone distortion products in a nonlinear model

of the basilar membrane
p0108 A75-20123

Correlation between thermal death and membrane
fluidity in Bacillus stearothermophilus

p0114 A75-21043
Oltrastructural studies on plasma membrane related

secondary vacuoles in cultured cells
p0122 A75-22454

Vibrations of the basilar membrane
p0240 A75-33418

Differential permeation of artemia cysts and
cucumber seeds by alcohols

p0347 A75-42828
Bechanism of water absorption in certain
osmoregulatory organs, part 3

p0020 N75-11589
Bacterial rhodopsin as a light energy converter
[NASA-TT-F-16597] p0389 N75-33637

BEBOBY
Short-term memory in stereopsis depth
perception of stochastic dot pattern

p0009 A75-11838
Eye movements in scanning iconic imagery

p0032 A75-13570
Channels and order of report in dichotic memory

sequential reporting of binaural auditory
signals

p0034 A75-13902
On the distinction between sensory storage and

short-term visual memory
p0035 A75-13906

Psychiatric interventions with amnesic aircraft
accident survivors

p0037 A75-14090
The effects of verbal interference on psychomotor

performance under dual task conditions
p0107 A75-19709

The contingent negative variation during a memory
retrieval task evoked bioelectric potentials

p0110 A75-20295
Formation of image memory in puppies through

vestibnlar and vestibular-kinesthetic perceptions
p0215 A75-31838

On whether sleep affects the consolidation of
perceived reactions

p0309 A75-40734
Bicroelectrode investigation of the neuronal
mechanisms of voluntary muemic activity in man

p0346 A75-42803
Organization principles of -the neural code of
individual psychic activity

p0346 A75-42804
Functional changes in the deep structures of the

human brain during long-term operative memory
tests

p0346 A75-42807
Neural mechanisms of memory cross correlation
of visual and motor neurons

p0373 A75-45448
Selective reaction and short-term memory in high

speed information processing
[AD-784878] p0100 N75-15311

The influence of simultaneous and seguential
display modes on human information-transfer
behavior
[AD-787288] p0127 B75-16223

The effect of breathing 100 percent oxygen on
short term memory of military officers
[iD-A009989] p0384 B75-32742

BBNStBDATION
Inhibitors of ovnlation and variation in the tonns

and pressure of the ophthalmic artery in airline
stewardesses

p0201 475-29265
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DENIAL HEALTH SUBJECT IBDEX

MENTAL HEALTH
Medical flying fitness - a routine affair - but
who examines and assesses psychic health

p0283 A75-38422
Psychic health: A guantite negligeable in flying
fitness examinations

p0253 N75-24308
MENTAL PERFORMANCE

The formation of special skills for actions in a
complicated situation pilot performance

p0001 A75-1002U
The change of heart rate during mental work

p0045 A75-16606
The effects of short term fasting on mental

performance
pOOIS A75-16607

Perception of integral objects Russian book on
visual, aural and conceptual representation in man

p0145 A75-231IOO
Some considerations on errors in flight

psychological factors
p0213 A75-31258

Psychodiagnostics'in the service of development
aid - The selection of Yemenite applicants for
pilot training

p02116 A75-35099
Subatmospheric decompression - Neurological and

behavioural studies
p0274 A75-36329

On whether sleep affects the consolidation of
perceived reactions

p0309 A75-40734
Arousal and vestibular habituation

p0320 A75-41759
The mental performance of subjects clothed for

comfort at two different air temperatures
p0321 A75-41846

Characteristics of the regulation of cardiac
rhythm during mental work

p0353 A75-44050
Attitude of judgnent and reaction time in

estimation of size at a distance
p0376 A75-46687

Administration of the Borschach tests to a sample
of student pilots training apprenticeship

p0251 N75-24299
Changes in visual evoked response by non-visual

task processing computer programs
p0252 N75-24301

On the acceptance, functional gain and mental load
' in arm prosthesis and orthosis control

[HTHD-66] p0258 N75-24355
The lightspot operated typewriter: The evaluation

of a prototype
[WTHD-65] p0259 N75-24364

Higher nervous activity of man:
Motivational-emotional aspects
[NASA-TT-F-16453] p0362 N75-30777

RENTAL STEESS
0 STBESS (PSYCHOLOGY)

HEHCORI (HETAL)
Release of volatile mercury from vascular plants

p0306 A7S-39358
HEBCDBI LABPS

Measurement of the spectral irradiance of an
ultraviolet handlamp as perceived by eye at
25 cm distance
[PHL-1974-26] p0089 N75-14436

METABOLIC BASTES
NT FECES
NT H U M A N HASTES
NT DBINE

Primitive control of cellular metabolism
p0069 A75-18513

Hicrobial contributions to the evolution of the
'steady state1 carbon dioxide system

p0073 A75-19281
Human ammo acid excretion patterns during and

following prolonged multistressor tests
p0122 A75-22411

Renal function in the hibernating, and hypothermic
hamster Mesocricetns anratus

pOISO A75-24798
Carbon dioxide reduction by the Bosch process

[ A S M E PAPER 75-EBAS-22] p0313 A75-40882
Volatile organic components in the Skylab 4

spacecraft atmosphere
p0317 A75-41459

Desiccant humidity control system for space
shuttle cabins
[8ASA-CH-115568] p0133 N75-17097

Experimental study of physiological variations in
urinary sodium and potassium related to time
zone changes human metabolic responses
[NASA-TT-F-16281] p0230 N75-23146

METABOLISM
NT ADRENAL METABOLISM
NT CALCIUM METABOLISM
HI CARBOHYDBATE METABOLISM
NT ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM
NT ENZYME ACTIVITY
NT FERMENTATION
NT HORMONE METABOLISMS
NT HYPERGLYCEMIA
NT HYPOGLYCEMIA
NT HYPOMETABOLISM
NT LIPID METABOLISM
NT MINERAL METABOLISM
NT NITROGEN METABOLISM
NT OXYGEN METABOLISM
NT PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM
NT PROTEIN METABOLISM
Effect of beta-adrenergic stimulation on

myocardial adenine nucleotide metabolism
p0002 A75-10175

Application of engineering heat transport concepts
to the analysis of biological thermoregulatory
systems

p0037 A75-14329
Sleep metabolism and age

p0123 A75-22468
Thermoregulatory responses to preoptic cooling in

unrestrained rabbits
p0142 A75-23200

The effects of argon in the bioenergetics of the
hamster and the rat

p0147 A75-23640
A new form of biological power ATP synthesis

p0152 A75-25317
Thermoregulatory, metabolic, and cardiovascular
response of rats to microwaves

p0179 A75-28911
Radiation biochemistry Russian book

p0237 A75-33075
Characteristics of metabolism during prolonged

water immersion
p0274 A75-36328

Skylab experiment M-171 'Metabolic Activity1 -
Results of the first manned mission

p0276 A75-36340
Functions and metabolism of an organism under

prolonged hypokinesis in a compound experiment
p0373 A75-45449

Height estination of manned spacecraft metabolic
reguirements
[SAME PAPER 1047] p0379 A75-47485

Red cell metabolism studies on Skylab
pOOSI N75-14386

Results of Skylab medical experiment M171:
Metabolic activity

p0083 N75-14395
Metabolic cost of extravehicular activities

p0083 N75-14397
Secondary effects of syneresis on the gas

metabolism of crustaceous lichens
[NRC-TT-1776] p0094 N75-15265

Biochemical changes in the skeletal muscles during
hypokmesia and possible ways to restore them

p0193 N75-20976
Variations in internal temperature and heart rate

as a function of metabolism and environment
during positive and negative work
[NASA-TT-F-16260] p0218 N75-21929

Vestnik of the DSSR Academy of Medical Sciences,
no. 3, 1975 including research on increasing
tolerance to UV radiation and superhigh
frequency effects on metabolism
[JPRS-64795] p0221 H75-23080

Effects of superhigh freguency fields of different
intensity on the balance and metabolism of
copper, manganese, molybdenum and nickel in the
organism of experimental animals

p0221 N75-23081
Urea, sugar, nonesterified fatty acid and

cholesterol content of the blood in prolonged
weightlessness

p0226 N75-23120
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SUBJECT IBDEI HICBOCLIHATOLOGY

Bole of aetabolic shifts in the pathogenesis of
vestibalar disturbances
[NASA-TT-F-16431 ] p0255 875-21327

HEf AL COATIBGS ,,,
Feasibility study on a process for electroless

metal deposition in pits and fissures of teeth
for use in preventive dentistry
[AD-A002071] p0187 B75-19950

BBTAL HtLIDES
BT SILVER BBOMIDES

BETAL IOHS
Primary catalytic systems of biogenesis and

structure-functional evolution of biocatalysers
p0351 A75-43895

BETA! OXIDES
Bl 4 L U H I N D H OXIDES
BT IBOB OXIDES

HETAI PLATES
Feasibility study on a process for electroless

metal deposition in pits and fissures of teeth
for use in preventive dentistry
[AD-A002071] p0187 B75-19950

METALLOIDS
BT TELLOBIOH ISOTOPES

BETALS
HT CALCIOH

\ BT LEAD (HETAL)
\ BT HAGBESIOM

NT HEBCURY (HETAL)
HT HETAL COATIBGS
NT NICKEL
NT PALLADIDH
NT PLATINUM
BT PLDTONIDH 238

' BT POTASSIUM
NT POTASSIOH 10
ST BADIOD
BT SODIDH
NT STBONTIDH 85
BT TRANSITION HETALS

HETAZOA
D ANIHALS

BETE06ITE COHPBESSION TESTS
0 MECHANICAL EBOPEETIES
0 HETEOBITES

BETEORITES
BT CABBOBACEODS METEOBITES

Ammo acids in a Fischer Tropsch type synthesis
[NASA-TM-X-62411] p0200 B75-21034

METEOBITIC COMPOSITIOB
Origin proposed for non-protein ammo acids in

meteorites
pOOU1 A75-15311

Ammo and fatty acids in carbonaceous meteorites
p0069 A75-18512

BETEOBOLOGICAL SOCKETS
D SOUNDING SOCKETS

HBTEOROLOGY
NT W E A T H E R FORECASTING

HETEBS
D HEASOBING I N S T B O B E N T S

BETBABE
Formation of prebiochemical compounds in models of

the primitive earth's atmosphere. I - CH4-BH3
and CHH-N2 atmospheres

p0073 A75-19285
Formation of prebiochemical compounds in models of

the primitive earth's atmosphere. II - CH4-H2S
atmospheres

p0074 A75-19286
Efflux of gaseous hydrogen or methane fuels from

the interior of an automobile
[COB-75-10288/9] p0288 N75-26650

BETBIONINE
An attempt to biosynthesize Te123-telluromethionme

using yeast method
[IBI-133-73-05] p0159 N75-17941

HETHIL ALCOHOLS
Differential permeation of artemia cysts and

cucumber seeds by alcohols
p0347 A75-42828

BETHTL COHPODBDS
Polymerization of amino acid methyl esters via

their copper complexes
p0351 A75-43894

BETBTLBYDRAZIBE
Distribution characteristics of methylhydrazine in

the plasma and cerebrospmal fluid of monkeys
p0112 A75-20895

HICB
BT POCKET BICE
The effects of lunar cycles and diurnal rhythms on
activity, exploration, and elicited aggression
in rats and mice

p0015 B75-10677
A system of computer programs for recording the

activity of mice
[FOA-1-C-1478-H4] p0047 B75-12545

Peculiarities in the formation of cataracts in
mice after irradiation by 645 MeV protons and
Co60 ganma rays

p0048 N75-12557
Daily rhythms of radiosensitivity of animals and
several determining causes

p0087 875-14420
Research on biological effects of VLF band
electromagnetic radiation
[AD-A006388] p0334 B75-29753

HICBOABALISIS _ ,
Plane-polarized light in microspectrophotometcy

p0119 A75-22207
Electron microprobe analysis program for
biological specimens: BIOMAP'
[BASA-CH-141923] p0325 N75-28693

MICROBE
0 HICBOOBGABISHS
MICROBIOLOGY
BT BACTEBIOLOGY
Effect of a prolonged stay in a locked environment

on the microbial flora in dogs
p0036 A75-14084

Structures of biogenic origin from Early
Precambrian rocks on Euro-Asia

p0073 A75-19282
Arthrobacter globiformis and its bacteriophage in
soil

p0171 A75-26298
Thermal alteration of blue-green algae and

blue-green algal chlorophyll
p0176 A75-27775

Precambrian paleobiology - Problems and perspectives
p0211 A75-31115

Soil sterilization effects on in situ indigenous
microbial cells in soil

p0273 A75-35901
Research and development of an electrochemical
biocide reactor
[ASME PAPEB 75-ENAS-33] p0312 A75-40877

The response of single human cells to zero gravity
p0316 A75-41441

Light-induced leucine transport in Halobactenum
halobium envelope vesicles - A chemiosmotic system

p0321 A75-41825
Quantitative relationship between airborne viable

and total particles
p0345 A75-42799

Physical dosimetric evaluations in the Apollo 16
microbial response experiment

p0355 A75-44142
Distribution of sterols in the fungi. I - Fungal
spores

p0378 A75-47277
Thermal profile of a Bacillus species /AICC 27380/

extremely resistant to dry heat
p0378 A75-47241

Techniques of biological contamination avoidance
by atmospheric probes
[B4S4-CB-137562] p0020 H75-11592

Automatic inoculating apparatus includes
movable carraige, drive motor, and svabbmg motor
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11074-1] p0057 B75-13502

Skylab environmental and crew microbiology studies
p0078 N75-14366

The response of single human cells to zero gravity
p0081 N75-14384

Biological experiments on Salyut-4
[NASA-TT-F-16267 ] p0254 N75-24321

Study to define and verify the personal oral
hygiene requirements for extended manned space
flight: Oral physiology and microbiology in
Skylab manned space missions
[BASA-CB-114361] p0333 875-29710

HICaOCLIMATOLOGY
An algorithm for the reduction of data redundancy

in comfort conditioning systems
p0068 A75-18095

Origin and structure of American arid-zone
ecosystems. The producers: Interactions
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BICBOI8STBOBBITATIOS SUBJECT IBDEI

between environment , fora, and function
[CONF-740912-3] p0233 H75-23169

BICROIBSTBDHEBTATIOB
'•A device for in vivo microspectrophotonetric

investigations and instructions for its use
p0209 A75-31025

BICBOOBGiNISBS
NT ACTIBOBVCETES
NT ABOEBA
NT ABAEBOBBS
NT BACILLUS
NT B A C T E R I A
NT BACTEBIOPHAGES
NT ESCHERICHIA
NT BYDBOGESOBOBAS
NT PARABECIA
NT SEBBATI4
NT SPORES.
NT VIRUSES

Detection of extraterrestrial life by radiometnc
techniques

p0012 A75-12860
Verification of the efficacy of spacecraft

sterilization <
p0013 A75-12'870

Some results of studying a simple bioregenerative
life support system
C I A F PAPEB 74-113] p0034 A75-13739

Survivability of microorganisms in space and its
impact on planetary exploration

p003U A75-13845
Bicrobial contributions to the evolution of the

'steady state' carbon dioxide system
p0073 A75-19281

Some physical parameters controlling cell size
during the evolution of the procaryons

p0075 A75-19303
Microbiological sampling of the spacecraft

atmosphere during a simulated Skylab mission
p0111 A75-20888

Bicrobial metabolism and dynamic changes in the
electrical conductivity of soil solutions - A
method for detecting extraterrestrial life

p0147 A75-23838
Growth and reproduction of microorganisms under

extremely alkaline conditions
p0179 A75-28516

Behavior of microorganism cells during the motion
of a suspension in a nonuniform electric field

p0237 A75-32620
Simplified procedures for releasing and

concentrating microorganisms from soil for
transmission electron microscopy viewing as
thin-sectioned and frozen-etched preparations

p0273 A75-35902
Effect of hyperbaric helium on vitamin uptake and

utilization by micro-organisms
p0281 A75-38412

Some considerations of the theoretical limits for
living organisms

p0354 A75-44135
New methodology for assessing the probability of

contaminating Bars
p0355 A75-44138

Techniques for avoiding biological contamination
of the outer planets by atmospheric probes
[A1AA PAPEB 75-1161] p0357 A75-44269

Intensity of excretion of final metabolites and
microorganisms into an enclosed atmosphere as a
function of the temperature profile
[IAF PAPEB 75-0733 p0374 A75-45842

Environmental microbiology as related to planetary
quarantine synergetic effect of heat and
radiation
[BASA-CR-140941] p0057 B75-12622

Skylab environmental and crew microbiology studies
p0078 N75-14366

Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[BASA-CR-141122] p0093 N75-15261

Response of selected microorganisms to
experimental planetary environments
[NASA-CB-136758] p0159 N75-17934

Ecology and thermal inactivation of Qicrobes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[BASA-CH-142296] p0164 H75-18877

Bicrobial ecology and the problem of petroleum
degradation in Chesapeake Bay
[AD-A006590] p0224 N75-23099

Studies on possible propagation of aicrobial
contamination in planetary atmospheres
[BASA-CB-1112825] p0251 B75-24296

Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[NASA-CB-142909] p0263 B75-25528

Sterilization of solutions in consideration of the
dying kinetics of microorganisms and the
destruction of substrates
[NASA-TT-F-16410] p0263 B75-25529

Environmental microbiology as related to planetary
quarantine
[NASA-CR-142933] p0271 B75-25596

Chemical controls for sterilization in autoclaves
heat resistance indication for microorganisms

[NASA-TT-F-16478] p0330 N75-29718
Chemical controls for dry heat sterilization

[BASA-TT-F-16321] p0331 B75-29719
In-situ separator for microorganisms
[AD-A006274] p0332 B75-29734

BICROPHOBES
An active noise reduction system for use with ear

defenders
P0179 A75-28784

BICBOSCOPES
NT ELECTRON BICROSCOPES
HICBOSCOPI

Technique for the measurement and dynamic
recording of microvessel diameter by television
microscopy

p0209 A75-31024
HICBOSTBUCTOBB

Structures of biogenic origin from Early
Precambrian rocks on Euro-Asia

p0073 A75-19282
Exponential kinetics of formation of organic
microstructures

p0352 A75-43897
BICROBAVE EBISSION

A rapid technique for visualizing the structure of
a microwave field for health physics
application

p0214 A75-31748
BICROBAVB FREQUENCIES
BT SUPEERIGH FREQUENCIES
Thermoregulatory, metabolic, and cardiovascular
response of rats to microwaves

p0179 A75-28911
Electromagnetic power absorption in anisotropic
tissue media microwave effects on muscle
fibers

p0235 A75-32408
Complex permittivity and penetration depth of
certain biological tissue between 40 and 90 GHz

p0277 A75-36523
Bicrowave effect on rabbit superior cervical
ganglion

p0376 A75-46658
Effects of exposure to pulsed microwaves (radar)
on central nervous system excitability in
laboratory animals
[AD-786753] p0089 B75-14439

Sensation and perception of microwave energy
[DR-3490-550] p0126 B75-16221

Effects of microwaves: Local hot spot heating by
microwaves
[AD-A001558] p0160 B75-17944

Analysis of central nervous system involvement
[AD-A007581] p0257 B75-24345

Heasurement of absorbed power patterns in the head
and eyes of rabbits exposed with typical
microwave sources
[AD-A007524] p0257 B75-24346

Electrophysiological effects of electromagnetic
fields on animals radiation effects of
microwaves on nervous system
[AD-A007520] p0257 N75-24347

BICBOiAVE RADIATION
D BICBOWAVES
BICROiAVES
BT BICHOiAVE EBISSIOS
BT BILLIBETEB RAVES
Effect of cosmic microwave and gamma irradiation

on hematopoiesis
p0066 A75-17572

Beview of RF and microwave hazard standards in the
United States and research on the biological
effects of microwaves at PISI

p0178 A75-28275
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Health aspects of radio-frequency electromagnetic
radiation
[ISS-L-7V3] p0058 B7S-13511

Effects of low intensity microwave radiation on
mammalian serai proteins
[AD-785739] p0099 H75-1S30U

Quantitation of •icrovave radiation effects on the
eyes of rabbits at 2450 BBz and 916 HHz
[AD-A007521] p0257 B75-243UU

Biologic effects and health hazards.of microwave
radiation
[PB-23955t/9] p0258 B75-24352

Effects of mcrovave irradiation on embryonic
brain tissue
[AD-A004024] p0286 B75-26611

The effects of high power pulsed and Ion level CH
Bicrowave radiation on an operant behavior in rats
[AD-A0049H3] p0327 H75-28703

HICBOWEIGHIIG
0 (EIGHT BEASOBEBEBT

BICTOEITIOH
D OBIHATION

RIDDLE BIB
Pressure vatiation effects on the guinea pig

•iddle eat under inpulse sound excitation
[ISL-33/73] , p0196 H75-21002

The problem of eguilibriun in the weightless state
vestibular apparatus of inner ear

[BASA-TT-P-162H6 ] p0197 M75-21006
HIDOLE EAB PBBSSDBE

The effect of body inversion on middle ear air
pressure, acoustic admittance and auditory
threshold

p0224 H75-23100
BIGBATIOB

Otility of EBTS for monitoring the breeding habit
of migratory waterfowl United States and
Canada

p0015 M75-10557
Radar studies of bird migration

[NASA-CH-139802] pOOH7 B75-12514
HILITABY AIBCBAFT

Control of health hazards from airborne lasers
p0212 A75-31156

Capabilities in vide angle visual technology
considering aircraft flight simulators
[ A D - A 0 0 2 7 0 6 ] p0189 N75-19970

Training of enlisted women as jet aircraft
maintenance specialists
(AD-A006134] p0337 B75-29771

HILITABI AVIATIOH
The Dnited States Baval Test Pilot School

[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1018] p0307 A75-39535
Proceedings of Conference on Aircrew performance

in A r m y Aviation considering terrain
following night flight
[AD-A001539] p0162 N75-17963

Visual acuity of astigmatic subjects and fitness
to air force service

p0223 B75-23095
A study to determine the adeguacy of the tools and
equipment used by Air Force wonen in the craft
skills
CAD-A006342] p0336 H75-29767

Transfer and use of training technology: A model
for matching training approaches with training
settings
CAD-A005816] p036U H75-30790

BILITABI HBLICOPTEBS
HI OH-1 HELICOPTER

Heasurement of a helicopter crewman's low-level
target acguisiticn performance

p0179 A75-28775
Characteristics of medical care for crews of

shipborne helicopters operating from a single base
p0237 A-75-32528

Major orientation-error accidents in regular Army
OH-1 aircraft during fiscal year 1970, accident
factors
[AD-A001710] p0189 H75-19968

Laboratory vibraticn schedules
[AD-A00823U] p0272 H75-25601

Helmet-mounted display implications for Army
aviation
[AD-A009507] p0370 B75-31748

BILITABT OPBBATIOHS
HI COBBAT
Potential crew hazards due to radioactive cloud
penetrations

p015« A75-25H12
Energy expenditure of infantry patrols during an
Arctic winter exercise
[DCIEB-73-B-985] , p0059 B75-13516

Hilitary medical research on heat and cold
stresses to personnel
[AD-A0015U3] p0165 B75-18886

Fiscal year 1975: Air Force technical objective
document research in the field of human
resources
CAD-A002154] p0189 B75-19969

Statistics in human engineering military
flying personnel
[BAE-TB-74166] p0338 B75-29782

BILITABI PSICBIATBY
D BILITABI PSYCHOLOGY
BILITART PSTCBOLOGY

Hedical flying fitness - a routine affair - but
who examines and assesses psychic health

p0283 A75-38H22
Orientation/disorientation training of flying

personnel: A working group report
[AGABD-H-625] p0099 B75-15306

Hedical requirements and examination procedures in
relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Comparison of examination technigues in
neurology, psychiatry and psychology with
special emphasis on objective methods and
assessment criteria
[AGABD-CP-153] p0251 B75-21297

Test for quick and early detection of psychic
syndromes more frequent in the Air Force personnel

p0251 N75-2U298
Standardization of objective medico-psychiatric

guestionnaire in the French Army
p0253 B75-2U307

Psychic health: A guantite negligeable in flying
fitness examinations

p0253 B75-21I308
Sixteen years experience in military aviation

psychiatry and neurology pilot selection
p0253 H75-24309

BIIIIABI TBCHHOLOGY
Human factors engineering test and evaluation
technology for weapon systems

pOIOS A75-19697
Impact of avionic design characteristics on

technical training requirements and job
performance

p0145 475-23197
The Bavy fighter pilot helmet oxygen mask

improvement program
[ASHE PAPER 75-ENAS-19] p0313 A75-«0885

The mau-machine interface in cockpit
p0357 A75-111323

Dnited States Bavy physiological telemetry system
operation and maintenance manual for
conveying heart rate apd core temperature
[AD-785273] p0056 B75-12619

Air Force technical objective document: AHD
fiscal year 1976
[AD-A002580] p0187 B75-19951

BILITABY VEHICLES
Human exposure to whole-body vibration in military

vehicles and evaluation by application of
ISO/DIS 2631

p0291 H75-27687
BILLIBBTBB IAVES

Complex permittivity and penetration depth of
certain biological tissue between 40 and 90 GHz

p0277 A75-36523
BIBEBAL HETABOLISB

The influence of weightlessness on mineral
saturation of bone tissue

p0139 A75-22966
Beurophysiological fundamentals of the effect of
trace elements
' p0150 A75-25021
Effects of sustained exposure to simulated
altitude on tissue Na spaces of the organs in
rats and rabbits

p0239 A75-33369
Bone mineral measurement - Skylab experiment H-078

p02«8 A75-35614
Effect of parathyroidectomy on bone growth and
composition in the young cat

p0303 A75-38997
International Conference on Bone Bineral Beasurement
[DHBB(BIH)-75-683] p0022 B75-11618
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BIHES (EXCAVATIONS) SUBJECT IHDEX

Follovap examination of the mineral salt content
in the skeleton with various vitamin D resistant
forms of rickets of renal origin

p0027 N75-11655
Mineral and nitrogen metabolic studies, experiment

11071
p0079 1)75-14376

Circadian variations in renal excretion of
magnesium, calcium, and phosphorus during a
3-day flight onboard C-5 aircraft
[AD-787661] p0126 N75-16216

HIBES (EXCAVATIONS)
The prophylactic effect of head-cooling on coal

miner's cramps. Report 2: The effect of
head-cooling on coal miners under hot and humid
environment
[NASA-TT-F-164119 J p0297 H75-27739

One-hour self-rescue breathing apparatus
[PB-2UOI120/6] P0330 N75-28725

Improved mine rescue breathing apparatus
[PB-241105/6] p0339 N75-29787

Mine air monitor
[PB-242488/5] pOU01 H75-33729

BIBIATOBE ELECTHOB1C EQUIPMENT
Digital memorization of biological waveforms

p0115 A75-23359
Honitoring neurobiological processes - Cable

connections or telemetry
p01H5 A75-23362

Miniature muscle displacement transducer
[BASA-CASE-HPO-13519-1] p013t B75-17102

MIBICOHPDIEBS
A program-controlled device for operative

man/minicomputer interaction
p0317 A75-I42856

Semiautomatic detection and analysis of rapid eye
movement patterns in human sleep

p0218 N75-21926
Definition and development of an information

system for cardiac disease intensive cace units
p0326 B75-28695

BIBIBIZATION
0 OPTIHIZATIOH

BIBING
Short duration self-rescue breathing apparatus

[PB-2001171 ] p0330 N75-28724
BISCIBILITt
U SOLUBILITY
MISSILE COBTBOL

A flight simulator study of missile control
performance as a function of concurrent workload

task complexity effects
p0053 N75-12592

BISSILB DETECTIOH
NT RADAR DETECTION
BISSILE GDIDiBCB
D MISSILE CONTROL
BISSILE STABILIZATION
D MISSILE CONTROL
BISSI01 PLilBIBG

Navigation and flight proficiency under Nap of the
Earth conditions as a function of aviator
training and experience treetop helicopter
flight

p0104 A75-19689
Life sciences payloads for Shuttle

p0157 A75-26033
Aircrev workload and human performance: The

problem facing the operational commander
human component in air weapons system

p0053 N75-12595
MISSISSIPPI

Biological indicators for monitoring water guality
of BTF canals system
[NASA-CB-113178] p0295 N75-27717

MITOCHOBDBIA
Histochemistry and metabolism of the inner ear

p01U3 A75-23307
Calcium-induced damage of cat heart mitochondria

p0211 A75-33673
Bat liver mitochondrial enzyme activities in hypoxia

p0378 A75-1732S
Absorption of exogenic coenzymes by mitochondrial

structures under normal conditions and under
gravitational overload
[NASA-TT-F-16011 ] p0020 N75-11593

Degradation of mitochondria in yeast induced by
anaerobiosis at different growth phases
[HASA-TT-F-16158] p0295 N75-27716

MITOSIS
Immediate and delayed effects of nitrogen mustard

on cell replication in an autogenous rat sarcoma
p0110 A75-20525

The temporal organization of processes of cell
reproduction and its connection with rhythms of
radiosensitivity of the body

p0087 N75-14U21
BIXTOBES
NT AEROSOLS
NT ALVEOLAR AIB
NT AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
NT EXPIRED AIB
BT FOG
NT GAS HIITUBES
NT SMOKE
NT SOLUTIONS
MODELS
NT AIRCRAFT MODELS
BT ANALOG SIMULATION
BT ATMOSPHERIC MODELS
BT BREADBOARD MODELS
BT DIGITAL SIMULATION
NT DINABIC MODELS
BT ENVIRONMENT MODELS
NT MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Development and creation of conditions for the
radiation of biological objects with high energy
protons

p0087 N75-11<t22
MODULATION
BT PULSE CODE MODULATION
NT PULSE DURATION BODDLATIOB
BT PULSE TIME BODDLATIOB
MODULES
BT ELECTROBIC MODULES
NT LUNAR MODULE
NT SPACECRAFT NODDLES

MODULDS OF ELASTICITY
Elastic modulus of the human intact left ventricle

- Determination and physiological interpretation
p0151 A75-25137

In vivo elastic modulus of the left ventricle -
Its determination by means of a left ventricular
vibrational model and its physiological
significance and clinical utility

p0151 A75-25138
A nonlinear model of the arterial vessels within a

limb segment
p0152 A75-25139

HOISIDBE
BT SOIL MOISTURE
MOISTURE CONTENT

Physiological reactions to wet-cold
p0111 A75-20889

Dielectric and piezoelectric properties of bone as
functions of moisture content

p0165 N75-18881
Storage stability and improvement of intermediate

moisture foods, phase 2
[NASA-CB-111663] p0167 N75-18900

MOISTUBE METEBS
BT HYGROMETERS
MOL (ORBITAL LABOBATOBIES)
D MANNED ORBITAL LABOBATORIES
MOLDS

Vacuum delatency casting for the construction of
individually molded seats

p0265 B75-25516
HOLECDLAB BIOLOGY

Evolution of the biosphere Russian book
p0068 A75-18427

The origin of life and evolutionary biochemistry
Book

p0068 A75-18501
Phospholipid monolayers - As a prototype of

biological membranes
p0068 A75-18502

The surfaces of coacervate drops and the formation
of colonies

p0068 A75-18504
On the evolution of macroqolecules

p0069 A75-18511
Evolution of models for evolution of life

p0069 A7S-18516
Molecular biology and cardiac insufficiency

p0072 A75-18766
Formation of ammo acids and nucleic acid

constituents under possible primitive earth
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conditions
p0072 A75-19222

Macrooolecules and the origin of life HCN
reaction under DV irradiation

p0071 A75-19291
A technique for the deternination of enantioaeric
ammo acids in biological samples

p0075 A75-19298
Evolution in bio ids - Hypercompetitivity as a
source of Instability and a possible role of
metal complexes as prenocleoprotic mediators of
molecular asymaetry

p0075 A75-19300
Entropy of the genetic information and evolution

p0075 475-19301
Origins of biological inforaation and the genetic
code

p0113 &75-21001
Molecular principles of the action of high-energy
hadrons and results of biological studies in space

p0155 475-25599
Physics and biology progress and unresolved

problems in molecular biology
p0155 475-25639

The temperature dependence of myosin fluorescence
of skeletal and smooth muscles

p0169 475-26161
Molecular mechanism of contraction of
cross-striated muscles

p0206 475-30252
Nonlinear mathematical models for the origin of

asymmetry in biological molecules
p0351 475-13889

HOLBCDtAB BOSDS
D CHEMICAL BOHDS
MOLECD1AB DISSOCIiTIOH
0 DISSOCIATION
BOIECOLAB EICITATIOS

Vacuum DV photolysis of N20
pOOOS 475-11509

MOLECDLAH IBTEBACTIOBS
The temperature dependences of some types of

gaseous ionic reactions of astrochemical interest
p0351 475-13891

BOLEC01AB SIEVES
D ABSORBENTS
HOLECOtiB SPECTBA

Fluorescence detection of organic molecules in the
Jovian atmosphere

p0351 475-13892
MOLECULAR SIHDCTOEE

Salt-dependent pcoperties of proteins from
extremely halophilic bacteria

p0011 A75-12801
Beta structures of alternating polypeptides and

their possible prebiotic significance
p0307 475-10121

Cheuical evolution
[IBL-3319] p0260 N75-21369

Effect of mechanical vibration on the surface
properties of solutions of gamma-globulin

p0262 H75-25513
The development and application of computer

methods and conputer programs for the structural
analysis of proteins - for example the
trypsin-trypsin inhibitor complexes, the free
inhibitors, and the L-asparaginase

p0290 B75-27681
HOLIEBS FOBBOLA
0 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIOH
HOHEHTS
NT MOMENTS OF INERTIA
NT PITCHING MOMENTS
HI BOILING MOMENTS
BOBEHTS OF IBERTIA

Computer model to determine center of gravity and
moments of inertia for protective helmets
r&D-A009285] p0370 H75-31751

HOBAOBAL SISHALS
Human frequency-following responses to monaural

and binaural stimuli
p0171 A75-26215

Theoretical analysis of detection of monaural
signals as a function of interaural noise
correlation and signal frequency

p0179 A75-28715
Loudness enhancement - Monaural, binaural, and

dichotic
p0305 A75-39187

Loudness enhancement: Monaural, binaural and
dichotic
[NASA-CB-113138] p0298 N75-27716

HOBITORS
Development of an automated potable Hater

bactericide monitoring unit
[ASBE PAPER 75-EBAS-36] p0312 A75-10871

A heart rate monitoring system utilizing advanced
microelectronic concepts

p0221 875-23101
A reliable QRS-detector for coronary care unit

(CCD) monitoring
p0267 875-25561

A method for detecting epileptic seizures
p0268 B75-25573

On the directed monitoring of sterilization
using the spore-earth test and a glucose-plasma
indicator
[NASA-TT-F-16159] p0291 N75-27711

A theoretical study of the pilot as a system monitor
p0398 N75-33709

BONKBIS
Changes in physiological functions of monkeys in a

reduced gravitation stand
pOOIS N75-12555

A psychobiological study of rhesus monkeys exposed
to extremely Ion frequency-low intensity
magnetic fields
[AD-A000078] p0159 N75-17935

An evaluation of possible effects of 15 Hz, 60 Hz
and 75 Hz electric fields on neurophysiology and
behavior of monkeys. Phase 1: Continuous naves
[AD-A008101] p0269 1175-25576

Laboratory studies on chronic effects of vibration
exposure

p0292 N75-27691
Serum and urine changes in aacaca mulatta
following prolonged exposure to 12 Hz, 1.5 g
vibration

p0292 N75-27695
Cerebral temperature changes in the monkey (Macaca

mulatta) after 2500 rads ionizing radiation
[AD-A001851] p0295 N75-27718

Effects of inhaling sulfur dioxide, sulfuric acid,
and fly ash
[PB-211788/9] p0392 N75-33666

HOHOCOLAB VISION
The dynamic response of visual accommodation over

a seven-day period
p0011 A75-12816

Interhemisphere interrelationships in the visual
cortex of cats during binocular and monocular
stimulation

p0013 A75-12970
Decay of visual adaptation to tilt and displacement

p0118 A75-21361
Binocular detection of vertical and horizontal
line segments

p0152 A75-25216
Central inhibitory interactions in human vision

p0281 475-38667
MONOLITHIC CIHCDITS
D INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

MONOPLANES
NT F-86 AIBCRAFT
HONOTOHY

Personality and physiological correlates of
performance decrement on a monotonous task
requiring sustained attention air traffic
control
[AD-777825] p0133 N75-17091

MOON
Exobiology of the moon
[KASA-TT-F-16378] p0371 N75-31755

HOBPBOLOGI
NT LDBG NOBPHOLOGT
Comparative morphology of the internal carotid

artery of some mammals
pOOII A75-16219

Morphological aspects of the efferent vestibular
system

p0113 475-23308
Dynamics of morphological manifestations of
reactions of the organism under conditions of
hypergravitation

p0129 N75-17065
Morphological manifestations of the stress
reaction under the influence of transversely
directed G-forces
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p0129 N75-17066
Morphological and cytocheaical indices of the

stress reaction in the blood system under the
influence of G-forces

p0130 H75-17068
Several question of the phylogeny and systen of

lacertilia (seu sauna)
[NASA-TT-F-16354] p0251 H75-24295

The effect of sterilization on biological, organic
geochemical and norphological information in
natural samples
[NASA-TH-I-72883 ] p0388 N75-33635

HOBTALITT
A mathematical analysis of the mortality kinetics

of Drosophila melanogaster exposed to gamma
radiation

p0278 A75-37326
HOIILITY

0 LOCOMOTION
notion ,

Dynamics and optimization of a human motion problem
p0188 N75-19957

Slow activities evoked in man following voluntary
movement and articulated speech
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-18«5J p0384 N75-32745

BOTIOH AFTEREFFECTS
notion babituation - Inverted self-motion

perception and optokinetic after-nystagmus
p0063 A.75-16993

Effect of binocular rivalry suppression on the
motion aftereffect

p0238 A75-33161
Choice reaction time to visual motion during

prolonged rotary motion in airline pilots
p02<!2 A7S-34376

Notion effects on the human operator in a roll
axis tracking task

p0243 A75-34385
A compensation for field expansion caused by

moving forward in visual velocity perception
p0246 A7S-35160

Visual texture as a factor in the apparent
velocity of objective motion and motion
aftereffects

p0349 A75-43500
HOTIOS BQDATIOHS

0 EQUATIONS OF HOTION
HOTIOH PERCEPTION

Inter-saccadic interval analysis of optokinetic
nystagmus

p0009 A7S-118311
notion aftereffect magnitude as a measure of the

spatio-temporal response properties of
direction-sensitive analyzers

p0009 A75-11840
ire visual evoked potentials to notion-reversal

produced by direction-sensitive brain mechanisms
pOOtO &75-11841

Simulation of an object rotating in depth -
Constant and reversed projection ratios in
visual perception experiments

p0032 A75-13571
Apparatus for studying the human eye-movement system

pOOtO A75-15044
Velocity perception

p0042 A75-15731
Hotion habitoation - Inverted self-motion

perception and optokinetic after-nystagmus
p0063 A75-16993

A simple technique using an optomotor response for
visual psychophysical measurements in animals

p0064 A75-17326
Hinimum separable as a function of speed of a

moving object for central and peripheral
vision

p006<l A75-17328
Visual movement aftereffect - Evidence for

independent adaptation to moving target and
stationary surround

p0065 A75-17338
The possible functional significance of the
different phases of the reactions of visual
cortex neurons to adequate stimuli

p0070 A75-18579
Pattern and motion characteristics of visually
time-compressed target detection in static noise

p0103 A75-19681
Characteristics of moving visual scenes
influencing spatial orientation

p0118 A75-22205
The effect of perceived distance on perceived

movement
p0149 A75-24594

Movement parallax during loconotion
p0149 A75-24596

The effect of notion on visual acuity of the
compound eye - A theoretical analysis

p0152 A75-25247
Influence of bead orientation on visually induced
pitch and roll sensation

p0153 A75-251I09
Choice-reaction time to visual motion with varied

levels of simultaneous rotary motion
p0156 A75-25722

Characteristics of stereonovenent suppression
fusional vs depth processing

p0177 A75-27897
Oisorientation phenomena in naval helicopter pilots

p0202 A75-29580
Inhibition and disinhibition of direction-specific

mechanisms in human vision
p0206 A75-29898

Apparent fineness of briefly presented gratings -
Balance between movement and pattern channels

in visual perception
p0210 A75-31037

Visual notion perception
p0240 A75-33472

Foreground and background in dynamic spatial
orientation self-motion sensation by
optokinetic stimuli

p02il6 A75-35162
Perceived distance and the perceived speed of
self-motion - linear vs. angular velocity

p0276 475-36358
Illusory reversal of visual depth and movement

during changes of contrast
p0308 A75-40133

Effect of mean reaction time on saccadic responses
to two-step stimuli with horizontal and vertical
components

p0308 A75-40134
Stereoillusion based on visual persistence

p0342 A75-42682
Visual texture as a factor in the apparent
velocity of objective motion and motion
aftereffects

p0349 A75-43500
Invariant properties of the motion parallax field

due to the movement of rigid bodies relative to
an observer

p0359 A75-44650
Computer simulations of a dynamic visual

perception model
p0373 A75-45377

Eye movements and visual perception - A 'two
visual system1 model

p0373 A75-45378
Simultaneous motion contrast - Velocity,
sensitivity and depth response

p0375 A75-46527
Motion perception. Report 1: Perception of

minute movements
[HASA-TT-F-16186] p0133 H75-17093

Han-systems evaluation of moving base vehicle
simulation motion cues human acceleration
perception involving visual feedback
[NASA-CB-120706] p0200 H75-21030

A multiloop approach to modeling motion sensor
responses pilot sensory feedback control in
compensatory tracking

p0399 H75-33715
HOTIOH PICTOBES

A study on behavioral analysis of pilot during
aircraft controlling. Ill - In-flight recording
equipment and method of installation for F-86F
and TS-11C

p0377 A75-47097
Time and distance judgments for dynamic and static

visual displays
[AD-A002290] p0199 N75-21024

HOIIOH SICKNESS
Susceptibility to motion sickness among Skylab
astronauts
[IAF PAPEB 74-102] p0033 A75-13731

Elicitation of vestibular side effects by regional
vibration of the head

p0036 A75-14086
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Space form of notion sickness
p0138 A75-22958

Relationships of fatigue and notion sickness to
vestibolo-ocalar responses to Coriolis stimulation

p01«6 A75-23499
Disorientation phenomena in naval helicopter pilots

p0202 A75-29580
Individual differences in susceptibility to notion

sickness anong six Skylab astronauts
p02U9 A75-35616

Vestibular side effects in the orbital stage of
Skylab II and III missions

p0316 A75-41442
Hotion sickness. I - Aetiology and autonooic

effects. II - Some sensory aspects hunan
physiological responses and vestibular sensations

p0320 A75-41761
Hotion sickness

CNASA-TT-F-15864] p0016 N75-10685
Space form of notionsickness

p0226 H75-23113
Effect of an increased oxygen and carbon dioxide

content on vestitular tolerance in hunan subjects
p0262 N75-25519

Crew performance reguirements in the vibration
environments of surface effect ships

p0291 H75-27688
Proposed linits for exposure to whole body

vertical vibration, 0.1 to 1.0 Hz
p029i4 875-27709

HOTION SICKNESS DBOGS
Drug effectiveness on experinental optokinetic and

vestibular motion sickness
p0037 A75-14091

H u m a n assay of antiaotion sickness drugs
p0357 A75-11351

Hunan bioassay of antimotion sickness drugs
[AD-A009799] p0367 H75-31727

HOIIOH SIBDLATOBS
The effect of scene rotation on target acguisition

mage stabilization of electro-optical
displays

p0104 A75-19682
Hathematical modelling, simulation and

experinental testing of bionechanical system
crash response
[AIAA PAPEB 75-272] p0123 A75-22195

Aircraft simulator notion and the order of merit
of flight attitude and steering guidance displays

p0350 A75-43849
Design of a motion simulator with several degress

of freedom for ergonomic studies
[DGON PAPEB 1] p0353 A75-44110

The IW-TNO simulator. An investigation of
rotation sensation automobile driving
[IZF-1974-16] p0091 B75-14U57

Hunan engineering studies of high speed pedestrian
conveyors using notion simulator
[AEC-CP-1278] p0133 S75-17096

Effects of ground based aircraft simulator motion
conditions upon prediction of pilot proficiency

p0166 N75-18890
Han-systems evaluation of moving base vehicle
simulation notion cues human acceleration
perception involving visual feedback
[HASA-CB-120706] p0200 N75-21030

Evaluation of roll axis tracking as an indicator
of vestibular/somato sensory function

p0222 H75-23086
Comparison of hnnan driver dynamics in simulators

vith complex and simple visual displays and in
an automobile on the road

p0399 875-33718
HOTIOH STABILITY
NT AERODYNAHIC STABILITY
NT AIBCHAM STABILITY
NT FLOS STABILITY
NT LATEHAl STABILITY

HOTIVATIOB
Personality factors in selection and flight
proficiency

p0154 A75-25416
Human factors in engineered systems: where the

(inter) action is
[AD-785214] p0093 N75-14465

HOTOB SYSTEHS (BIOLOGY)
D EFFEBENT HEB7OOS SYSTEHS
HOTOBS
NT SEBVOHOTOBS

HOUHTilS INHABITANTS
Functional adaptation to high altitude hypoxia

p0076 A75-19569
BOVBHBHT
D HOTION

HOVING TAB6BT IHDICATOBS
Target detection assessment using an orthogonal
mixed-factor central-composite design time
compressed radar displays

p0106 A75-19703
visual time compression - Spatial and temporal cues

p0350 A75-43845
HTI BADAB
0 HOVIBG TABGET INDICATOBS
BOLTICHABBBL COHHDHICATIOI

Honitoring neurobiological processes - Cable
connections or telemetry

p0115 A75-23362
Relative comprehensibility of pictorial
information and printed words in procednralized
instructions

p0219 A75-35749
BDLTILAYEB STBOCTDBES <
D LAHINATES
HOLTIPLETS
0 FINE STBUCTOBE
HOLTIPLBI TBABSHISSIOS
0 BOLTIPLEXING
HOLTIPLBIEBS
0 HOLTIPLEXIBG

HOLTIPLBXIBG
Low level 'COS/BOS' multiplexing for simplified

EEC telemetry
p0145 A75-23358

HOLIIVABIATB STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT BEGBESSION ANALYSIS
Clinical application of a second generation

electrocardiographic computer program
p0213 A75-31194

Experiment in the application of mnltivariate
correlation-regression analysis in physiological
studies

p0356 A75-44167
Trainee performance measurement development using

multivariate measure selection technigues
[AD-787594] p0128 N75-16234

Impact of multivariate analysis on the aviation
selection and classification process

p0252 N75-24306
On the classification of multivariate time

dependent patterns in view of their process
structure evaluation of BEG

p0296 N75-27726
HOSCLES
NT HYOCABDIDH
Central and reflex regulation of sympathetic

vasoconstrictor activity to limb muscles during
desynchronized sleep in the cat

p0002 A75-10177
Biostereometric analysis of body form

pOOSO N75-14380
The muscle spindle as a feedback element in muscle
control

p0185 N75-19155
The innervation of chick striated muscle fibres by

the chick ciliary ganglion in tissue culture
[HBL-197U-33] p0256 N75-24338

HDSCOLAB FATIGUE
Evaluation of localized muscle fatigue using power
spectral density analysis of the electromyogram

p0105 A75-19693
Constituents of human muscle in isometric fatigue

p0123 A75-22465
Effects of fatiguing isometric exercise upon
Achilles tendon reflex and plantar flexion
reaction time components in man

p0277 A75-36711
Fatigue in selected lower limb muscle groups while

walking in a full pressure suit
p0225 S75-23105

HOSCOLAB FDBCTIOH
Vitamin E, exercise, and the recovery from

physical activity
p0001 A75-10046

Application of systems analysis to the study of
motor control by neural subsystems

pOOOD A75-10421
Bechanisms of muscular activity control: Normal

and pathological states Bussian book
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pOOOS 475-11573
Noninvasive study of effect of isometric exercise

on left ventricular performance in norsal nan
pOOII 475-12521

The effect of a periodic decrease in the ambient
temperature on the effectiveness of muscle
adaptation to increased activity

p0013 A75-12972
Tbe effect of increased body temperature due to
exercise on the heart rate and on the maximal
aerobic power

p0038 475-11725
'Hypodynamia ana bypokinesis state of skeletal

muscles
p0039 475-14852

Inhibition of the vasodilator effect of
hypercapnic acidosis by hypercalceoia in dogs
and rats

p0067 475-17666
Tbe participation of lysosomes in the
transformation of smooth muscle cells to foamy
cells in the aorta of cholesterol-fed rabbits

l p0071 475-18729
Electromyography in dynamic muscular loading

p0106 A75-19704
Cardiodynamics of athletes performing muscular work

p0108 475-20007
The use of echocardiography to measure isometric
contraction time

p0110 475-20827
Automatic methods of seismoactogram analysis tfhen
studying spontaneous and evoked motor activity

p0115 475-21523
Acceleration time series resulting from repetitive
extension-flexion of the hand

p0116 475-21570
Pseudo-internuclear oculomotor ophthalmoplegia
secondary to Guillain-Barre polyneuronitis
simulating myasthenia gravis in an air transport
pilot

p0122 475-22*17
Botor potentials and the timing of muscular activity

p0137 475-22950
H. quadriceps femoris of man, a muscle with an
unusual enzyme activity pattern of energy
supplying metabolism in mammals

p0170 475-26238
Increased uptake and utilization of glucose by
diaphragms of rats exposed to chronic
centrifugation

p0173 475-26518
A one-dimensional viscoelastic model of cat heart
muscle studied by small length perturbations
during isometric contraction

p0177 475-27907
Nolecular mechanism of contraction of

cross-striated muscles
p0206 475-30252

Oxygen regimes of organism in teen-agers and men
under muscular activity of dynamic character

p0207 475-30341
Study of the model of smooth muscle contractions

at the automatic analog of Vinner's medium
p0208 475-31016

Does afferentaticn from respiratory muscles take
part in the regulation of eupnea in man

p0209 475-31021
On certain mechanisms of the appearance of the
trace-type muscular bioelectric activity

p0213 475-31256
The changes of some components of the evoked
response in man during a voluntary movement

p0236 475-32501
Relation between biochemical changes prior to
exercise and characteristics of the metabolism
during muscular activity

p0236 475-32502
Subliminal fringe of the motoneurone pool of the
solens muscle in nan during rest and stimulation

p0236 475-32505
Time optimal behavior of hu'man saccadic eye movement

p0239 475-33353
Acid-base changes and excitation - Contraction
coupling in rabbit myocardium. I - Effects on
isometric tension development at different
contraction frequencies. II - Effects on resting
membrane potential, action potential
characteristics and propagation velocity

p0241 475-33617

Bnscular efficiency during steady-rate exercise -
Effects of speed and work rate

p0245 475-34810
Influence of bicycle ergometer work and oral
glucose administration on the human
muscle-hexokinase activity

p0277 475-36712
Assessment of aerobic and anaerobic capacity of

athletes in treadmill running tests
p0277 475-36714

Effect of the functional state of the central
nervous system on the formation of an elementary
motor response /from EEC correlation analysis
data/

p0346 475-42808
Leg muscle metabolism during exercise in the heat
and cold

p0349 475-43437
Coronary artery cyclic AHP content during

adrenergic receptor stimulation
p0352 475-43941

Contractile function of the myocardium during
hypodynamia

p0096 N75-15280
Change in the intraorganic nerve apparatuses of

muscles under conditions of the combined action
of a dc magnetic field and acceleration

p0130 H75-17073
fliniature muscle displacement transducer
[NASA-C4SE-NPO-13519-1J p0134 875-17102

Operational calm and the optimum regulation of
human working capacity

p0161 B75-17953
nan's tolerance of coriolis accelerations with

loading of different muscle groups
p0325 N75-28687

Method for registering muscle efforts of dogs in a
chronic experiment

p0325 1175-28689
The late electromyographic response to muscle

stretch in man
p0391 N75-33654

Role of stretch reflex in voluntary movements
of human foot

p0395 N75-3368?
BUSCULAB SIBBHG1H

4 determination of maximum anaerobic muscular
power, and its meaning as a functional
evaluation test

p0213 475-31257
HDSCOLAB TOHOS

Bioelectric activity of skeletal muscles under the
combined effect of overloads and weightlessness

p0140 A75-22969
Mechanism of the effect of noradrenalin and
adrenalin on smooth muscle cells of saaguiferous
vessels

p0150 A75-25022
Depletion of muscle and liver glycogen during

exercise - Protective effect of training
p0170 475-26237

The role played by elasticity in an exercise
involving movements of small amplitude
muscular function

p0170 475-26240
Changes in central hemodynamics and peripheral

vessels tone during hemorrhage
p0206 475-30337

Effects of muscle electrostimulation during
simulated weightlessness

p0275 475-36333
Effects of muscular exercise on variation in

plasma cortisol and glucose in normal males
[H4S4-TT-F-16257] p0255 N75-24326

HOSCOLOSKBLETAL SISTER
NT BONES
NT CEBEBBUB
HI COLLiGEHS
NT ELBOH (ANATOMY)
NT FEHDB
NT JOINTS (ANATOMY)
NT SCIATIC REGION
NT SKULL
NT TIBIA
NT VEBTEBBAL COLUHN
Hypodynamia and hypokinesis state of skeletal
muscles

p0039 A75-14852
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Consequences of long-teen hypokinesia as compared
to mild exercise in lipid metabolism of the
heart, skeletal muscle and adipose tissue

p0076 A75-19399
Acceleration time series resulting from repetitive
extension-flexion of the hand

p0116 475-21570
A stable, sensitive. Ion-compliance capacitance
force transducer for myocardium measurements

p0117 475-21575
Bheological properties of BBC ID the
microcirculation of mammalian skeletal muscle

red blood cells
p0137 475-22891

Synchronization of human motor units - Possible
coles of exercise and snpraspinal reflexes

p0137 475-22919
Hotor potentials and the timing of muscular activity

p0137 A75-22950
Bioelectric activity of skeletal muscles under the

combined effect of overloads and weightlessness
p0140 475-22969

Some theorems and principles of biostatics as a
methodological basis for choosing a
computational scheme for biostructures

p0149 475-24618
The effect of interoceptive stimulation on the
bioelectric activity of skeletal muscles

pOISO 475-25021
Effects of long-term rotation and hypergravity on
developing rat femurs

p0153 475-25*07
Exhaustion without lowering of norking capacity
during activity

p0156 475-25669
The temperature dependence of myosin fluorescence
of skeletal and smooth muscles

p0169 475-26161
Evaluation of oral, dental, and skeletal tissues

in Apollo 17 BIOCOBE pocket nice
p0205 475-29606

Electrophoresis of soluble proteins in the blood
serum, the heart, and skeletal muscles under
prolonged morbid stimulations involving the use
of he JO ni urn for blocking ganglion

p0207 475-30313
Hineral and nitrogen balance study - Results of
metabolic observations on Skylab II 28-day
orbital mission

p0275 A75-36336
Effect of exercise on lipoprotein lipase activity
in rat heart and skeletal muscle

p0352 475-13911
Prediction of femoral neck and spine bone mineral
content from the BBC of the radius or ulna and
the relationship between bone strength and BMC

p0023 H75-11621
Skeletal demineralization in primary
byperparathyroidism

p0025 N75-11610
Anticonvulsant osteomalacia

p0025 H75-11611
Normative data from the osteoporosis prevalence
survey, Oakland, California, 1969-1970. Bone
mineral at the distal radius: Variation with
age, sex, skin color, and exposure to oral
contraceptives and exogenous hormones; relation
to aortic calcification, osteoporosis, and
hearing loss

p0026 B75-11617
Follow-up examination of the mineral salt content

in the skeleton with various vitamin D resistant
forms of rickets of renal origin

p0027 1175-11655
Changes in skeletal mineral in patients with renal
failure

p0027 H75-11656
Changes in the Achilles tendon reflexes following

Skylab missions
p0079 N75-11373

Hineral and nitrogen metabolic studies, experiment
11071

p0079 H75-14376
Bone mineral measurement - Experiment B078

pOOSO H75-11378
Buscular deconditioning and its prevention in

space flight
p0080 H75-14379

Studies of hypokinesia in animals to solve urgent
problems of space biology and medicine

p0086 B75-11113
Biochemical changes in the skeletal muscles during
hypokinesia and possible ways to restore them

p0193 H75-20976
Use of electric stimulation for preventing the

development of changes in antigravitational
muscles during hypokinesia

p0193 S75-20977
Physical performance and oxygen supply of the rat
body during physical loads after prolonged
hypokinesia

p0193 H75-20978
Effect of hypokinesia on the development of
osteoporosis

p0193 875-20979
Bioelectric activity of skeletal muscle under

conditions of alternating action of g-Forces and
weightlessness

p0227 B75-23121
Eedox transformations of
nicotinamide-adeninedinucleotide in skeletal
muscles during work and at rest
[SASA-TT-F-16432] p0286 H75-26637

Effects of vibration on the musculoskeletal system
p0292 S75-27697

BOTATIOSS
The effect of ionizing radiations with different

LET on survival and mutation in Chlorella
p0356 475-14148

Holecular basis for the mutagenic and lethal
effects of ultraviolet irradiation
[COO-3232-3] p0047 B75-12548

Properties of uvrE mutants of Escherichia coll
K12. Part 1: Effects of DV irradiation on DHA
metabolism
[BBI-1974-25] p0256 H75-24332

Properties of nvrE mutants of Escherichia coll
K12. Part 2: Construction and properties of
pol and rec derivatives
[BBL-1971-26J p0256 K75-21333

Butagenesis by ultraviolet radiation in
bactenophage PHI X 174: On the mutation
stimulating processes induced by ultraviolet
radiation in the host bacterium
[BBL-1971-30] p0256 N75-24335

Dependence of the viability and mutability of
chlorella on post-radiation storage conditions

considering life support system for manned
space flight

p0263 M75-25527
BT.KLIH

Differences in action potentials and accommodation
of sensory and ootor myelinated nerve fibres as
computed on the basis of voltage clamp data

p0170 475-26239
BIOCABDIAl IBFABCTIOi

Psychological stress and ventricular arrhythmias
during myocardial infarction in the conscious dog

p0011 475-12614
Epideniologic study of asymptomatic men screened
by maximal treadmill testing for latent coronary
artery disease

pOOlO A75-15095
Physical inactivity and coronary heart disease

p0071 A75-18731
Acute subendocardial myocardial infarction in

patients Its detection by technetium 99-m
stannous pyrophosphate nyocardial scintigrams

p0146 475-23595
Comparison of scalar and vector

electrocardiographic diagnosis and localization
of myocardial infarction

p0210 475-31043
Byocardial infarction in young men - Study of risk

factors in nine countries
p0240 475-33607

Hybrid calculators for the analysis of cardiac
arrythmas

p0283 475-38538
Byocardial calcium in experimental myocardial
infarction

p0348 475-43275
ECG changes in the MX, OS and BC leads in cases of

focal and diffuse damage to the cardiac muscle
pOOSO H75-12570

Circadian fluctuations in the number of
thrombocytes in patients with acute myocardial
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infarction
[ NASA-IT-P-16309 ] p0228 N75-23136

BTOC1BDIOB
Effect of beta-adrenergic stimulation on

nyocardial adenine nucleotide metabolism
p0002 A75-10175

local effects of hypokalemia on coronary
resistance and myocardial contractile force

p0003 A75-10233
Quantitative determination of regional left
ventricular "all dynamics by roentgen videometry

pOOOS A75-11500
Heart adaptation to physical election in relation

to work duration
pOOlO 475-12503

Systolic time intervals at rest and during erercise
p0041 475-15525

Range of control of cardiovascular variables by
the hypothalamus

p0042 475-15778
Hemodynamic predictors of myocardial oxygen

consumption during static and dynamic exercise
p0067 475-17883

Byocardial blood flow response to isometric
/handgrip/ and treadmill exercise in coronary
artery disease

p0070 475-18519
Hyocardial oxygen consumption in isovolumic hearts

with varying cardiac outputs
p0071 475-18595

Effects of hypoxia, cyanide, and ischaemia on
myocardial contraction - Observations in
isolated muscle and intact heart

p0113 475-20961
& mechanism for the electrocardiogram response to
left ventricular hypertrophy and acute ischemia

p0111 475-2117*
4 stable, sensitive, low-compliance capacitance
force transducer for myocarditis measurements

p0117 475-21575
Evaluation of cardiac pump performance and heart

muscle mechanics from the apex cardiogram
p0142 475-23123

Finite element analysis of huaan cardiac structures
p0152 475-25219

Effect of Ca ions on the rhythmic and contractile
activities of the heart

p0153 475-25321
Thermoregulation of myocardial protein synthesis

p0173 475-26550
The evaluation of left ventricular function in man
- 4 comparison of methods

p0175 475-27323
Alterations in coronary sinus p02 and O2
saturation resulting from pCO2 changes

p0176 475-27705
4 cellular model for the simulation of activation

in the ventricular myocardium
p0178 475-28190

Considerations on the NFR syndrome in airplane
personnel Solff-Parkinson-Bhite defective
heart function diagnosis

p0201 475-29266
The oxygen pressure histogram in the left

ventricular myocardium of the dog
p0214 475-31650

Catecholamines and contractile function of the
myocardium during hypodynamia in addition to a
changed thyroid-hormone balance

p0237 475-32600
Adenosine metabolism in cultured chick-embryo

heart cells
p0238 S75-33258

Effects of acid-base changes, hypoxia, and
catecholamines on ventricular performance

p0238 475-33260
4cid-base changes and excitation - Contraction

coupling in rabbit myocardium. I - Effects on
isometric tension development at different
contraction frequencies. II - Effects on resting
membrane potential, action potential
characteristics-and propagation velocity

p0241 475-336147
Variations in right and left coronary blood flow

in man vith and without occluslve coronary disease
p0216 475-3U966

The fractional rate of change of ventricular power
during isovolumic contraction - Derivation of
haemodynamic terms and studies in dogs

p0281 475-38669
Effects on cardiac tissue of serum derivatives

from hibernators
p0304 475-39163

Effect of norepinepbrine on myocardial
intracellular hydrogen ion concentration

p0352 475-13943
Effect of exercise on lipoprotein lipase activity

in rat heart and skeletal muscle
p0352 475-43944

Contractile function of the myocardium during
hypodynaaia

p0096 H75-15280
BIOEIECTBIC POTENTIALS

The effect of interoceptive stimulation on the
bioelectric activity of skeletal nuscles

p0150 475-25021
Hyoelectric training of congenital below-elbow
stumps in children '

p0265 875-25515
Betbod for registering muscle efforts of dogs in a
chronic experiment

P0325 875-28689
BIOBLECTBICITI
NT BIOELECTRIC FOTEHTI4LS
BIOFI4

Night myopia and the intermediate dark focus of
accommodation

p0376 475-46696

N
B4SCOSIS

Bat operant responding - An indicator of nitrogen
narcosis

p0282 475-38417
Narcotic effect of increased nitrogen and helium

pressures (based on results from experimental
research conducted on animals)

p0021 N75-11599
Cognitive and psychonotor performance during N044

OPS 1 and 2 diver performance in nitrogen
habitat
[AD-A005643] p0364 N75-30791

SABCOTICS
Amphetamine and barbiturate effects on two tasks

1 performed singly and in combination
[IZF-1974-11] p0091 875-14454

H4SA PBOGB4BS
NT iPOLLO PBOJECT
NT EARTH RESOUECES PBOGB4H
NT SKYL4B PBOSB4B
NT VIKING HAHS PBOGB4B
Recent NASA contributions to biomedical telemetry

p0237 475-32575
The processing and transmission of EEC data

p0135 N75-17213
Hedical benefits from the N4S4 biomedical

applications program
p0135 875-17214

Image processing of angiograms: 4 pilot study
p0135 N75-17216

The technology application process as applied to a
firefighter's breathing system

p0136 N75-17222
N4S4 and technology considering neurologically

handicapped
p0190 N75-19977

N4IOB4L FBEQOBHCIES
D BESO84NT FBEQDENCIES

NATDBAL GAS
Estimated radiation doses from food cooked vith

natural gas from nuclearly stimulated wells
[OBNL-Tfl-4735] p0197 875-21010

Calculational technigues for estimating population
doses from radioactivity in natural gas from
nuclearly stimulated wells
[CONF-750109-1] p0230 N7S-23151

NATDBAL SATELLITES
NT BOON
BT TITAB
Consideration of probability of bacterial growth

for Jovian planets and their satellites
p0355 475-44139

H4VIG4IIOB
8T 4IB NAVIGATION
NT 4BE4 NAVIGATION
NT SURFACE NAVIGATION
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The fu ture role of nan in the repair of navigation
systems
[AD-787219] p0101 H75-15323

SAVIGATIOB AIDS
ST SAVIGATIOB ISSTBOBESTS

Computer-generated voice in air traffic control
applications

p0280 A75-37693
BAVIGiTIOH IHSTBDBEBIS

NT ATTITODE INDICATOBS
HT GIBO HOHIZOBS

BOBHAV - A range-based robot navigation and
obstacle avoidance algorithm

p0348 A75-42903
BAVIGATORS

Experience in developing a systen for the
psychological screening of aerial navigators

p0195 H75-20991
BAVT

newest methods of air distribution in conditioning
systems on naval transport vessels
[NASA-TT-F-16498] p0337 875-29775

Status and prospects for the development of air
conditioning for naval vessels
[NASA-TT-F-16457] p0338 H75-29777

HECK (AHATOHY)
The stabilizing effect on the t runk of.labyrinth

and neck reflexes acting together on the limbs
p0013 A75-12869

Basic biomechanical properties of the hunan neck
related to lateral hyperflexion injury
[PB-241246/8] p033t N75-29747

Head and neck nobility of pilots measured at the eye
[BAE-TB-74158] p0338 H75-29781

NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
NT SENSOBY FEEDBACK

BEOH
Neon decompression

[AD-A003506] p0287 N75-26646
BEOPLASBS

NT CAHCEB
HBOPEESES

D CHLOBOPBENE BESIMS
IEB7ES

Bate versus level functions for auditory-nerve
fibers in cats Tone-burst stimuli

p0109 A75-20125
On the origin of trace depolarization of nerve

fibers
p0209 A75-31023

Voltage distribution across nerve membranes
p0244 A75-3U400

Influence of receptor-receptor fibres on the
spontaneous afferent activity from semicircular
canals in the frog /Bana escnlenta/

p0280 475-37620
Nerve regeneration summary project
[AD-A008569] p0268 N75-25575

BEBVOOS SISTEH
NT AFFEBEBT NEBVODS SYSTEMS
NT AUTONOMIC NEBVODS STSTEH
NT AXOSS
NT BBAIN
NT BBAIN STEM
NT CENTBA1 NEBVOOS SYSTEM
NT CEBEBELLON
NT CEBEBBAL COBTEX
NT CEBEBBDH
NT DIENCEPHALON
HT EFFERENT SEBVODS SYSTEMS
NT GANGLIA
NT RIPPOCAHPDS
NT MYELIN
NT NEBVES
NT NEDBOGLIA
NT NEDBONS
NT PEBIPHEBAL NEBVODS SYSTEH
NT SPINAL COBD
NT SPINE
NT SYMPATHETIC NEBVOOS SYSTEM
NT SYNAPSES
NT TRALANDS

Optimal use of nitrogen to suppress the high
pressure nervous syndrome

p01U A75-20890
Neurophysiological fundamentals of the effect of
trace elements

p0150 A75-25024

Differences in action potentials and accommodation
of sensory and motor myelinated nerve fibres as
computed on the basis of voltage clamp data

p0170 A75-26239
Visual form perception

p0307 A75-39975
Influence of 6-forces on the neuroreceptor

apparatus of the cardiovascular system
p0129 875-17062

Influence of G-forces on venous and nervous systems
p0129 B75-17064

Electrophysiological effects of electromagnetic
fields on animals radiation effects of
microwaves on nervous system
[AD-A007520] p0257 H75-24347

BETS
HT NEOBAL NETS
HBTBOBK SYNTHESIS

A rate table for vestibular system testing
pOOOa A75-11320

Speculations on bilingaalism and the cognitive
network
[DCIEM-71-BP-1013] p0231 H75-23158

HBDBAL BETS
Adaptive pattern processing in the visual system

p0280 A75-37618
Neural models on temperature regulation for
cold-stressed animals

p0303 A75-39152
Organization principles of the neural code of

individual psychic activity
p0346 A75-42804

Cooperative mechanisms for the sensitivity of
brain tissue to external and internal electric
fields

p03U6 A75-42805
Abstraction and encoding of sensory information
[AD-A008929] p0363 N75-30783

HEOBOGilA
Fine structural changes in the lateral vestibular

nucleus of aging rats
p0113 A75-21012

HEDBOLOGY
Nystagmus and related phenomena in man - An
outline of otoneurology

p0319 A75-41754
Technology and the Neurologically Handicapped

considering prosthetic devices and therapeutic
equipment
[NASA-SP-363] p0190 N75-19975

Neural control: Long-range prospects neuron
stimulation for information transfer

p0191 H75-19982
Current therapeutic techniques and rehabilitation

from neurological disorders
p0191 H75-19983

Manual control theory and applications
physiological and neurological applications

p0192 B75-19993
Neurological applications of Ban-machine systems
analysis

p0192 B75-19994
Medical requirements and examination procedures in
relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Comparison of examination techniques in
neurology, psychiatry and psychology with
special emphasis on objective methods and
assessment criteria
[AGABD-CP-153] p0251 H75-24297

Sixteen years experience in military aviation
psychiatry and neurology pilot selection

p0253 H75-24309
Stereotactic apparatus for the introduction of

electrodes into the brain of the human
p0267 H75-25558

The auditory neural network in man
[NASA-CB-143135] p0298 H75-27742

BEDBOMOSCDLAB TBANSMISSIOI
Application of systems analysis to the study of

motor control by neural subsystems
pOOO» A75-10421

Extracellular potential field of an excitable
fibre, immersed in anisotropic volume conductor,
limited by two infinite dielectric walls,
forming a two-wall angle neuromuscular motor
unit location

p0072 A75-18944
Synchronization of human motor units - Possible
roles of exercise and snpraspinal reflexes
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p<M37 A75-22949
Motor potentials and the timing of muscular activity

p0137 A75-22950
Cerebello-vestibular interrelations

sensorimotor integration
p0143 A75-23312

The vestibulo-ocular reflex arc induced eye
movements

p01i|3 A75-23313
Vestibulo-spinal mechanisms study of evoked
potential changes

p0144 A75-23314
Cortical projections of the vestibular nerve

nenroanatomy of sensorinotor area
p0144 A75-23315

Vestibular influences during sleep
p0144 A75-23316

Labyrinthine influence on cat forelimb motoneurons
p0169 A75-26198

Differences in action potentials and accommodation
of sensory and motor myelinated nerve fibres as
computed on the basis of voltage clamp data

p0170 475-26239
An application of long-term frequency analysis in
measuring drug-specific alterations in the EEC
of the cat

p0170 A75-26243
Rarn-up effects in the learning of discrete motor
sXills

p0306 A75-39312
Ventral midbrain stimulation, blood pressure
responses and their relation to the dopaminergic
nigro-striatal pathways

p0341 175-41913
& device for transforming the graphical recordings

of impulse activity into a shape suitable for
automatic processing biomedical data
recording of human motoneuron activity

p0375 A75-46135
Effects of pharmacological agents on subcortical
resistance shifts

p0378 A75-47235
The Rational Research Council program on aid to

the neurologically handicapped
p0190 H75-19981

The use of objective measurements in the
evaluation of therapy programs

p0191 H75-19984
An alternative therapy against organophosphate
poisoning
[HBL-1974-32] p0256 H75-24337

Functional neuromuscular training: EMG biofeedback
p0265 N75-25544

Auditory startle responses recorded in the leg of
nan

p0391 1175-33653
The late electromyographic response to muscle

stretch in man
p0391 H75-33654

HBOBOH TBAHSSISSIO*
0 BIOELECTBICITY
HBOBOHS

Latent periods and simultaneity in discharges of
visual and somatosensory cortex neurons in
response to conditioned light flashes

pOQ32 A75-13599
Besponse patterns of cochleae nucleus neurons to
excerpts from sustained vowels

p0038 A75-14388
Coding of spatial location by single units in the

inferior colliculus of the alert cat
auditory sensation area

p0063 A75-1699U
The possible functional significance of the

different phases of the reactions of visual
cortex neurons to adequate stimuli

p0070 A75-18579
Hypothesis on the function of the crossed

olivocochlear bundle
p0109 A75-20128

Reactions of neurons in the second auditory
cortical area to sound stimulation

p0112 A75-20918
Fine structural changes in the lateral vestibular
nucleus of aging rats

p0113 A75-21042
Horpbological aspects of the efferent vestibular
system

p0143 A75-23308

The physiology of the vestibular nuclei
emphasizing single neurone microelectrode
techniques

p0143 A75-23311
Cerebello-vestibular interrelations
sensorinotor integration

p0143 A75-23312
Changes in the activity pf anterior hypothalaaic
neurons due to stimulation of thermoreceptors of
subcutaneous veins

p0208 A75-31013
Cholinergic mechanisms of interneural transmission

in the retina
p0211 A75-31048

Responses of medial reticular neurons to
stimulation of the vestibular nerve

p0211 A75-31094
Spatial and temporal properties of 'sustained1 and

'transient1 neurones in area 17 of the cat's
visual cortex

p0211 A75-31095
Betinotopic distribution, visual latency and
orientation tuning of 'sustained* and
'transient' cortical neurones in area 17 of the
cat

p0211 A75-31096
Brightness and darkness enhancement during flicker
Perceptual correlates of neuronal B- and
D-systems in human vision

p0211 A75-31097
Differential responses of cat visual cortical
cells to textured stimuli

p0211 A75-31098
Convergence and interaction of visceral, sonatic,
and visual stimuli on single neurons of the
external geniculate bodies in cats

p0236 A75-32503
Subliminal fringe of the motoneurone pool of the
soleus muscle in man during rest and stinulation

p0236 A75-32505
The occurrence of dark neutrons in the normal and
deafferentated lateral vestibular nucleus in the
rat - Observations by light and electron
microscopy

p0242 A75-34077
Dynamic properties of eye position coded neurons
in the alert monkey during saccades

p0278 A75-37024
Adaptive pattern processing in the visual system

p0280 A75-37618
A fine structural study of degenerative changes in

the dorsal column nuclei of aging mice - Lack of
protection by vitamin E

p0303 A75-38998
Anine-prostaglandin modulation of activity of

thernoregulatory neurones
p0304 A75-39158

Labyrinth and extralabyrinth effects on the
background activity of spinal interneurons in
cats subjected to rocking

p0309 A75-40717
Some characteristics of neuron responses of the

upper and lover layers in the striate cortex
light flash stimuli

p0314 A75-41056
Characteristics of vestibular neurons after acute

and chronic labyrinthine destruction
p0320 A75-41763

Uicroelectrode investigation of the neuronal
mechanisms of voluntary mnemic activity in man

p0346 A75-42803
Quantitative cyto- and histochenical studies of

the Deiters' nucleus and nodular cortex of
cerebellum in rats exposed to weightlessness

p0357 A75-44352
Neural mechanisms of memory cross correlation
of visual and motor neurons

p0373 A75-45448
Menrophysiological aspects of interaction of the

vestibular system with other body sensory systeas
p0048 H75-12553

Investigation of the effects of noise on the
encoding function of a syncoder electronic
nodule of neuron cell
[AD-7S5070J p0084 875-14401

Change in the intraorganic nerve apparatuses of
muscles under conditions of the combined action
of a dc magnetic field and acceleration '

p0130 H75-17073
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Influence of vesticular and proprioceptive stimuli
on spinal coed nenronal reactions

p0195 875-20992
Reaction of nenrons in the vasomotor center of a
cat to stimulation of the vestibalar and somatic
afferents

p0263 H75-25525
BBOBOPHISIOLOGT

Binocular summation and suppression - Visually
evoked cortical responses to dichoptically
presented patterns of different spatial
frequencies

p0009 475-11836
Interneiisphere interrelationships in the visual
cortei of cats daring binocular and monocular
stimulation

p0013 175-12970
Icetylcholine distribution in the retinal layers

of the frog eye
p0013 A75-12971

Henral coding and psychophysical discrimination data
auditory signal models

p0037 A75-11387
Temporal organization of neuroendocrine function

in relation to the sleep-waking cycle in man
p0012 A75-15777

Coding of spatial location by single units in the
inferior collicnlns of the alert cat
auditoty sensation area

p0063 A75-16991
Bate versus level functions for auditory-nerve

fibers in cats Tone-burst stimuli
p0109 175-20125

Hodel of crossed olivocochlear bundle effects
p0109 175-20129

Physiological reactions to net-cold
p0111 175-20889

Automatic methods of seisnoactogran analysis when
studying spontaneous and evoked Motor activity

p0115 A75-21523
Somatic-evoked brain responses as indicators of

adaptation to nitrogen narcosis
p0121 175-22106

Vestibular system. Part 1 - Basic mechanisms
Book

p0112 175-23302
Physiological aspects of the efferent vestibular

system
p01<!3 175-23309

The physiology of the vestibular nuclei
emphasizing single neurone microelectrode
techniques

p0113 175-23311
Cerebello-vestibular interrelations

sensorimotor integration
p01<!3 175-23312

Vestibulo-spinal mechanisms study of evoked
potential changes

p0111 175-23311*
Cortical projections of the vestibular nerve

neuroaaatomy of sensorimotor area
p0111 175-23315

Honitonng nenrobiological processes - Cable
connections or telemetry

p01<45 175-23362
Experiences with a telemetric system permitting

simultaneous EEG recordings and brain
stimulation in cats

p0115 175-23361
The factor of structural integration in brain

activity
p0150 175-25020

Benrophysiological fundamentals of the effect of
trace elements

pOISO A75-25021
Physics and biology progress and unresolved

problems in molecular biology
p0155 175-25639

Human frequency-following responses to monaural
and binaural stinoli

p0171 175-26215
Relation between the fluctuations of a slow

electric potential and the changes in oxygen
tension in the human brain

p0208 175-30695
Changes in the activity of anterior hypothalamic

nenrons due to stimulation of thermoreceptors of
subcutaneous veins

p0208 175-31013

1 neurophysiological analysis of the effect of
adrenal cortex steroid hormones on the
bioelectric activity of the structures in the
reticulolimbic system

p0208 175-3101*
Difference in the functional organization of the

visual center in frogs and cats
p0211 175-31017

Besponses of medial reticnlar neurons to
stimulation of the vestibular nerve

p0211 175-31091
Spatial and temporal properties of 'sustained1 and

'transient' neurones in area 17 of the cat's
visual cortex

p0211 175-31095
Convergence and interaction of visceral, somatic,

and visual stimuli on single neurons of the
external geniculate bodies in cats

p0236 175-32503
The occurrence of dark neutrons in the normal and

deafferentated lateral vestibular nucleus in the
rat - Observations by light and electron
microscopy

p0212 175-31077
The control of posture and movements during BEfl

sleep - Beurophysiological and neurochemical
mechanisms

p0275 175-36332
An integrative model of monoamine and ionic

mechanisms in the hypothalamic control of body
temperature

p0304 175-39155
Histamine and temperature regulation

p0301 175-39156
Heorophysiological approaches to the study of
aggression

p0306 175-39372
Electrical activity of dog's olfactory bulb and

amygdala in paradoxical stage of sleep
p0309 175-10716

Labyrinth and extralabyrinth effects on the
background activity of spinal interneurons in
cats subjected to rocking

p0309 175-10717
Some characteristics of neuron responses of the

upper and lover layers in the striate cortex
light flash stimuli

pC311 175-11056
Stimulus novelty, task relevance and the visual

evoked potential in man
p0316 175-11119

Adaptation of brain monoamine synthesis to hypoxia
in the rat

p0313 A75-12756
Specific and general mechanisms of brain support

of psychic activity in man and prospects of this
problem

p0315 175-12801
Human physiology and the science of psychology
/formulation of the problem/

p0315 175-12802
Hicroelectrode investigation of the neuronal

mechanisms of voluntary mnemic activity in man
p0316 175-12803

Organization principles of the neural code of
individual psychic activity

t p0316 175-12801
Fundamental differences in the informative

significance and the physiological meaning of
slow electrical processes in the human brain for
different measurement ranges of the potential

p0316 175-12806
Functional changes in the deep structures of the

human brain during long-term operative memory
tests

p0316 175-12807
Hechanism of the adaptation of the auditory
apparatus to an acoustic load

p0316 175-12811
A structural method for investigation of slow

fluctuations in the human brain
p0317 175-12815

Levels of slow bioelectric organization of the
human brain

p0371 175-16130
Hodel of human dynamic orientation associated

with vestibular stimuli
[H1SA-CB-132537] p0052 H75-12585
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Experiment M-131. Human vestibular function
p0078 N75-14369

The concept of technology transfer for
neurologically handicapped persons with
impairnent of sensonmotor functions

p0190 N75-19976
NASA and technology —•- considering neurologically

handicapped
p0190 H75-19977

HE» and the neurologically handicapped
p0190 N75-19978

Rehabilitation and the Veterans' Administration
p0190 H75-19979

Some investigations on the electrical activity of
the human orbito-frental cortex

p0267 N75-25557
Nerve regeneration summary project
[AP-A008569] p0268 N75-25575

An evaluation of possible effects of 45 Hz, 60 Hz
and 75 Hz electric fields on neurophysiology and
betoavior of monkeys. Phase 1: Continuous vaves
[AP-A008404] p0269 N75-25576

Neurophysiological estimates of human performance
capabilities in aerospace systens
[AD-A00569P] p0328 N75-28710

An evaluation of electroanesthesia and electrosleep
[PB-241305/2] p0363 N75-30787

D8B aviation medical research unit reports, volume
it, 1973-197«
[DB-223-VOL-4] p0389 N75-33643

Adaptive neurobiology in space flight
p0390 N75-33648

Vestibular contributions to movement control
p0390 N75-33649

Eighth nerve contributions to the synthesis of
locomotor control

p0390 N75-33650
The influence of auditory stimuli on the H-reflex

In man
p0390 N75-33651

NBUROPSTCHIATBY
Activity profile of piracetam in psychosyndromes
and symptomatic psychoses
[NASA-TT-F-16217] p0188 N75-19959

Some investigations on the electrical activity of
the human orbito-frontal cortex

p0267 N75-25557
HBDBOSCIEHCE
0 SEOEOLOGY

HBDTEON ACTI7ATIOB ANALYSIS
Preliminary report: correlation of total body
calcium (bone mass), as determined by neutron
activation analysis with regional bone mass as
determined by photon absorption

p0023 S75-11622
Total body calcium analysis neutron irradiation
[NASA-CR-141573] p0125 N75-16212

BBOTBON IBBADIATIOI
Continued investigation of kinetic aspects of bone

mineral metabolism determining body calcium
by measuring argon after neutron irradiation
[NASA-CR-1U1607] p0131 N75-17083

HER BAHPSHIBE
Phytoplankton populations in relation to different

trophic levels at winnipesaukee Lake, Mev
Hampshire, USA
[PB-2U0981/1] p0365 N75-31709

HER HEX ICO
A seasonal occurence checklist of waterfowl
hazardous to flight safety in southern United
States
[AD-A010521] p0382 N75-32728

HER TORK
Plankton communities at Fire Island Inlet (Great

South Bay, Long Island, Sew York)
p0388 N75-33634

HICKEL
Evaluation of proposed electroplated HGU-4-/P frames

to determine the incidence of resulting
nickel dermatitis
[AD-A006121] p0334 N75-29749

NICKEL CADBIOH BAITHE IBS
A multichannel implantable telemetry system for
flow, pressure, and ECG measurements

p0345 A75-42767
A long-lived, reliable, rechargeable cardiac

pacemaker
p0366 875-31712

NICOTINAUIDE
Bedox transformations of
nicotinamide-adeninedinncleotide in skeletal
muscles during work and at rest
[NASA-TT-F-16432] p0286 H75-26637

NIGHT
Investigations on the day-nignt-differences of
physical performance capacity
[DLR-FB-74-29] p0017 B75-10697

Night nap-of-the earth flight training
[AD-785635] p0090 N75-14445

The effect of lighted deck shape on night carrier
landing
[AD-A000486] p0167 B75-18897

NIGHT TISIOB
Night myopia and the intermediate dark focus of
accommodation

p0376 A75-46696
Utility of several clinical tests of color

defective vision in predicting daytime and
nighttime performance with the aviation signal
light gun
CAD-777563] p0061 S75-13529

Air scout night goggle test
[AD-7855M2] p0100 H75-15312

BITBILES
Aminonitriles - Possible role in chemical evolution

p007i4 A75-19290
The multiplicity of potential living systems based
on C.H.O.N.

p0215 A75-32377
NITROGEN

The effect of helium and nitrogen in cellular
respiration

p0067 A75-17790
Formation of prebiochemical compounds in models of

the primitive earth's atmosphere. I - CH4-NH3
and CH4-M2 atmospheres

p0073 A75-19285
Optimal use of nitrogen to suppress the high

pressure nervous syndrgme
p0111 A75-20890

Bat operant responding - An indicator of nitrogen
narcosis

p0282 475-38417
Narcotic effect of increased nitrogen and helium

pressures (based on results from experimental
research conducted on animals)

p0021 1175-11599
Spacecraft nitrogen generation liguid hydrazine
[NASA-CB-137576] p0101 N75-15321

HITBOGBN COBPOUNDS
NT ABHONIA
NT CAFFEINE
NT HYDBOCYANIC ACID
NT NICOTIBAMIDE
NT NITBOUS OXIDES
NT TBYPTOPHAN
NT UBEAS
HI UBIC ACID
HITBOGEH HETABOLISH

Nitrogen exchange across the lungs in resting man
p0359 A75-44621

Mineral and nitrogen metabolic studies, experiment
11071

p0079 S75-14376
Content of ammonia, glutamine, glutamic acid in

rat tissues during hypoxia and afterward
p0261 N75-25508

HITRO6ES OXIDES
NT NITROUS OXIDES
NITBODS OXIDES

Vacuum UV photolysis of N2O
p0008 A75-11509

NOCTURNAL VARIATIONS
Effect of low freguency aerial vibrations on

nocturnal activity of a rat
p0294 N75-27712

NOISE (SOOBD)
NT AIBCBAFT BOISE
NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
HI SONIC BOOBS
Genesis of heart sounds and murmurs as

demonstrated by echocardiography
pOQ11 A75-13017

Information on levels of environmental noise
reguisite to protect public health and welfare
with an adeguate margin of safety
[PB-239429/4] p0258 N75-24351
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Industrial hygiene survey. 123rd Tactical Control
Squadron (CBP), OB ABG, Bine ash OB 45242
hazardous noise levels
[AD-A003491] p0287 B75-26648

The effect of quiet on hearinq psychoacoustics
- noise (sound)
[AD-A006395] p0334 B75-29748

Exploitation of central mechanisms in listening to
noisy speech
[AD-A009886] p0368 B75-31734

BOISE ATTEBUATIOB
0 NOISE HEDOCTIOH

BOISE ELIHIBATIOB
0 BOISE BEDOCTIOS

BOISE H A Z A R D S
0 BOISE (SOOBD)

BOISE IBJOBIES
Bisk of hearing damage caused by steady-state and

impulsive noise
pOOOS 475-11057

The relation of noise exposure to noise induced
hearing damage

p0117 175-21797
Studies on auditory and vestibular end organs and

brain stem nuclei inner ear damage and
hearing defects
[NiSA-CB-1112547] p0196 B75-21003

BOISE I1TBBSITT
Behavioral, autonomic, and subjective reactions to

Ion and moderate-level simulated sonic boons: A
report of two experiments and a general
evaluation of sonic boon startle effects
CAD-A002265/5] p0167 B75-18894

Effects of three activities on annoyance responses
to recorded flyovers human tolerance of jet
aircraft noise
[BASA-TH-X-72673] p0231 B75-23157

BOISE PQLLDTIOB
The relation of noise exposure to noise induced

hearing damage
p0117 A75-21797

Effect of noise exposure during primary flight
training on the conventional and high-frequency
hearing of student pilots

p0213 A75-31160
Hearing in para-airport children

p0213 A75-31164
Behavioral effects of prolonged exposure to

continuous and intermittent noise
[AD-785740] pOlOO B75-15313

Effect of cessation of late-night landing noise on
sleep electrophysiology in the home
[H4SA-CR-132543] p0126 B75-16220

The effect of disturbing acoustic sources on some
psychological functions
[RTs-8831] p0132 H75-17091

Annoyance and acceptability judgements of noise
produced by three types of aircraft by residents
living near JFK Airport
[1USA-CB-142108] p0132 B75-17092

Concepts of the terms susceptibility and
resistance as they relate to hearing damage due
to noise
[AD-A001152] p0166 B75-18889

Boise and Speech Interference: Proceedings of
Hinisymposium
[HASA-TM-X-72696] p0368 B75-31731

BOISE HEDOCTIOH
An active noise reduction system for use vith ear

defenders
p0179 A75-28784

The role of ear protection in reducing
occupational hearing loss

p02«6 475-34958
Hearing protection of earmuffs Horn over eyeglasses

[AD-785386] p0093 K75-14471
A study of proposed ear protection devices for Ion

frequency noise attenuation
[AD-A009274] p0370 B75-31750

BOISE SPECTBA
Spectral cues used in the localization of sound
sources on the median plane external ear
sensitivity for elevation perception

p0109 A75-20124
Pure-tone, third-octave, and octave-band
attenuation of ear protectors

p0109 A75-20127
Theoretical analysis of detection of monaural
signals as a function of interanral noise

correlation and signal frequency
p0179 A75-28715

BOISE SDPPBESSOBS
0 HOISE BEOOCTIOB
BOISE TBBESHOLD

Backward interference by tones or noise in pitch
perception as a function of practice

p0376 A75-46688
A descriptive model of negative ITS from impulses
[AD-A005025] p0327 B75-28701

Human performance criteria for military noise
exposure
[4D-A005026] p0328 B75-28708

BOISE TOLBBABCE
Boise in space effect on Skylab astronauts

p0343 A75-42707
Influence of auditory fatigue on the perception of

speech under conditions of intense low-frequency
noise

p0359 A75-44511
Behavioral, autonomic, and subjective reactions to

low and moderate-level Emulated sonic booms: A
report of two experiments and a general
evaluation of sonic boom startle effects
[AD-A002265/5] p0167 B75-18894

A study of heat, noise, and vibration in relation
to driver performance and physiological status
[FB-238829/6] p0219 H75-21941

Investigations on the problem of sleep
disturbances caused by supersonic booms
[ISL-21/74] p0230 B75-23152

The combined effects of noise and vibration on
human annoyance

p0231 B75-23154
Hunan temporary threshold shift and recovery from

24 hour acoustic exposures
[AD-A007842] p0258 B75-24350

Psychophysical tests of potential
design/certification criteria for advanced
supersonic aircraft human noise tolerance
[AD-A009296] p0258 B75-24354

BOHIHAL VALOBS
D A.PPBOXIHATIOB
HOBOGBAHS
D NOHOGBAPHS

BOflOGBAPBS
Experimental application of nomograms to the
evaluation of the functional capacity of the
blood circulation system

p0214 A75-31295
A new formula for estimating oxygen consumption in

man and animal
p0277 A75-36710

BOBCOBDDC10BS
0 ELECTRICAL INSULATION
BOBDBSTBOCTIVE TESTS
BT PBEIADBCH TESTS
The visual aptitude of inspection personnel for

magnetic-particle and penetrant testing
p0284 A75-38634

BOBLIBBAB OPTICS
Concerning the role of nonlinear optical effects

in the process of photoreception of laser
radiation

p0208 A75-30647
BOBADBBHALIHE

Hechanism of the effect of noradrenalin and
adrenalin on smooth muscle cells of sanguiferous
vessels

p0150 A75-25022
Studies on central noradrenergic pathways in the
control of body temperature

p0304 A75-39157
Noradrenaline content and fat mobilization on

brown adipose tissue of the rat after forced
swimming

p0304 A75-39161
HOHBPIBBPHBIHE

Brown adipose tissue and the calorigenic response
to norepinephrine in cold-acclimated rats

p0304 A75-39160
Effect of norepinephrine on nyocardial
intracellular hydrogen ion concentration

p0352 A75-43943
Biogenic amines and acute thermal stress in the rat

p0352 A75—43975
Effect of exogenous catecholamines on heart rate

and thermoregulation in the hibernating hedgehog
(Brinaceous enropaens L) .
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HOHTH ABEBICAB AIBCBAFT SUBJECT IBDEX

[HASA-TT-F-16533] p0362 N75-30776
HOBIB ABEBICAS AIBCBAFt

SI B-1 AIBCEAF1
HI P-86 AIBCBAFT

BOBTBEBH HBBISPHBBB
NT ABCTIC REGIONS

ROSE (AHATOBY)
Results of examination of the nasal nucosa in

Apollo 17 BIOCOEE pocket nice
p0205 A75-29601

Otorhinolaryngological syndromes in aeronautics. I
p021<t A75-31261

Ecological factors involved in Maintaining the
biota of the anterior naces of ian, 1968 - 1974
[HASA-CB-141248;) p0088 875-14430

HOTATIOH
D CODING

BOIIOUS HATEBIA1S
0 C O N T A H I N A N T S

HOCLEAB AOXILIABT POWEB OBITS
Artificial heart controls support

[OBO-4485-2] p0260 N75-24365
Draft generic environmental statement on the

wide-scale use of plntoniun powered cardiac
pacemakers
[TID-26718] p0272 H75-25600

BDCLEAB ELECTBIC FOIEB GBBBBATIOH
NT NDC1EAB AOIILIABI POIBB DNITS

BDCLEAB EBSBGY
nuclear-powered artificial heart prototype system

development program. Phase 3A: Conceptual
design intermediate system
[COO-3043-14] p0197 H75-21009

HDCLEAB EZPLOSIOB EFFECT
Patho-physiological effects of wind blast from

conventional and nuclear explosions
p0381 1175-32720

HDC1EAB EXPLOSIONS
Effects of transient vibrations on human safety

and performance
p0291 H75-27691

HOCLEAB FISSIOH
In vivo nuclear fission in the aetiology of

decompression sickness
p0064 A75-17264

BDC1EAB FDBLS
Interdisciplinary studies on the development of

nuclear-fueled circulatory support systems:
Collaboration of industry and academe

p0136 N75-17217
BDCLEAB HAGBETIC BESOBABCE

HUB studies of prefaiotic polypeptides
p0074 A75-19292

BDCLEAB BADIATIOB
Bl GABHA BAYS

BDCLEAB BEACTIOBS
HI HOCLEAfi FISSIOH
HI RADIOACTIVE DECAY

BOCLEAB BEACTOBS
HT IATEB COOLED BEAC10BS

BDCLEAB BESEABCB
Hnclear-powered artificial heart prototype system

development program: phase 3
[COO-3043-16] p0125 H75-16214

BDCLEAB SHIBLDIBG
D R A D I A T I O N SHIELDING

BDCLEAB BABFABE
Potential crew ha2ards due to radioactive cloud

penetrations
p0154 A75-25412

BDCLEASB
24-hour periodicity of alkaline DBAase in animal

tissue
p0066 A75-17660

Effect of the ferment polynucleotidephosphorylase
in a protein-carbohydrate coacervate system

p0155 A75-25589
A changed ATP-dependent DHAase: The
characterization of the enzyme from Escherichia
coll rorA
[HBL-1974-38] p0253 H75-24314

Purification and characterization of an
endonuclease from calf thymns acting on
irradiated DBA
[HBL-1974-35] p0256 N75-2U310

BOCLEI
Hnclear-cytoplasmic interactions in amoeba
interspecific hybrids

p0306 A75-39361

NUCLEI (BOCLEAB PHYSICS)
NT HEAVY NDCLEI
NOCLBIC ACIDS
NT DEOXYBIBOHOCLEIC ACID
BT BIBOBOCLEIC ACIDS
Coacervate droplets, proteinoid microspheres, and

the genetic apparatus
p0069 A75-18506

The coacervate-in-coacervate theory of the origin
of life

p0069 A75-18515
Formation of ammo acids and nucleic acid

constituents under possible primitive earth
conditions

P0072 A75-19222
Effect of radiation on nucleic and polysaccharide

metabolism in the central nervous system and the
blood of experimental animals during exposure

p0171 A75-26435
Prebiotic chemistry and nucleic acid replication

P0172 A75-26513
NDCLEOPBILES

Decontamination of surfaces contaminated by
chemical warfare and the decontamination of
organisms penetrated by chemical warfare by
nucleophilic attack of organophosphate compounds
[BHVG-FBiT-74-6] p0159 B75-17940

BDCLEOSIDES
HT ADEBINES
BT ADEBOSINE TBIPHOSPHATE
NT ADENOSINES
BDCLEOTIDES
BT ADENIHES
NT ADEBOSINE TBIPHOSPHATE
NT ADENOSIHES
Effect of beta-adrenergic stimulation on
myocardial adenine nucleotide metabolism

p0002 A75-10175
Bedox transformations of
nicotinamide-adeninedinucleotide in skeletal
muscles during work and at rest
[HASA-TT-F-16432] p0286 N75-26637

BDCLIDES
BT DEUTEBIOH
BT IODISE ISOTOPES
NT KBYPTOH 85
BT PLUTONIUM 238
NT POTASSIDH 40
BT BADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
BT STBOBTIOI! 85
BT TELLOBIDH ISOTOPES
BT TBITIDB
NT XENOB ISOTOPES
HT XEHOH 133
HOHEBICAL ANALYSIS
BT APPBOXIBATIOH
HT EBBOB ANALYSIS
NT FINITE DIFFEBEBCE THEOBY
NT FINITE ELEMENT BETHOD
NT NOMOGRAPHS
The functional significance of semicircular canal
size in comparative anatomy studies

p0143 A75-23306
A numerical study of pulsatile flow through

constricted arteries
p0341 A75-42192

BDBBBICAL COBTBOL
Some manipulator-control algorithms using
digital computer

p0180 A75-28933
A program-controlled device for operative

man/minicomputer interaction
p0347 A75-12856

Concept of algorithmic control for a class of
large systems

p0360 A75-45054
NDXAIIOH

Effects of increased G-force on the nutations of
sunflower seedlings
[NASA-CB-142184] p0164 B75-18874

BOTATIOBAL OSCILLATION
0 HOTATIOH
BDTBITIOB

The effects of malnutrition on the developing
brain stem of the rat - A preliminary experiment
using the lateral vestibnlar nucleus

p0273 A75-35900
BOTBI1IOBAL HEQOIBEBEBTS
BT CALOBIC REQUIREMENTS
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Evalaating the onboard regimen of pilot nutrition
p01S7 475-26120

HTLOH BESISS
0 POLYSHIDE EESIHS

HISTAGBOS
BT 7ESTIBULAB BYSTAGBOS

Inter-saccadic interval analysis of optokinetic
nystagmus

p0009 A75-11834
Elicitation of vestibalar sifle effects by regional

vibration of the head
p0036 A75-1U086

Botion habituation - Inverted self-notion
perception and optokinetic after-nystagmus

p0063 A75-16993
A sinple technique using an optoaotor response for

visual psychophysical measurements in animals
p0060 A75-17326

Relationships of fatigue and action sickness to
vestibulo-ocular responses to Coriolis stimulation

p01i)6 A75-23199
Asymmetric nature of light-induced suppression of

optokinetic and reverse post-optikinetic
nystagmuses

p0153 A75-25323
BITBYS-II - A digital program for on-line analysis

of nystagmus
p0180 A75-28998

Objective determination of light sensitivity of
the eye

p0214 A75-31750
Nystagmoneters

p0237 A75-32529
Optokinetic nystagmus as an objective indicator of

binocular rivalry
p0238 A75-33160

nystagmus and related phenomena in man - in
outline of otoneurology

p0319 A75-i»175<l
Arousal and vestibnlar habituation

p0320 A75-41759
Habituation of vestibular responses with and

without visual stimulation
p0320 A75-I41760

Optokinetic nystagmus during selective retinal
stimulation

p0318 A75-113350
Saccadic suppression in the monkey

p03«9 A75-43125
Effect of linear acceleration on nystagmic

response induced by angular acceleration
p0352 A75-HU019

The generation of saccadic eye movements in
vestibular nystagmus computerized simulation
of nystagmic response to acceleration
[AD-784128] p0018 H75-10700

Fixation optokinetic nystagmus (FOKN) and its
mechanisms
[BASA-TT-F-16235] p0197 S75-21005

Study of the characteristics of the visual
perspective process by the FOKN methods
[BAS4-1T-F-16236] p0199 H75-21020

Fixated optokinetic nystagmus as an indicator of
the role of vision in movements
[HASA-TT-F-16237 ] p0199 N75-21021

OBESITY
Climatologic aspects of obesity and therapeutic

semistarvation
p0122 A75-22112

OBSEBVATIOH
BT SATELLITE OBSE8VATIOH
SI VISOAL OBSEBVATIOB

OBSTBOCTIHG
0 BLOCKING
OCCIPITAL LOBES

Human cortical magnification factor and its
relation to visual acuity

p0109 A75-20249
EEC alpha rhythm, ocular activity and basal skin
resistance

p0176 A75-2770U
Experimental trauma of occipital impacts
pathological and physiological effects
[AD-780668] p0098 S75-15297

OCBAB SDBFACE
Possible mechanisms of corona discharge involved

in biogenesis
p0278 A75-37000

The Coho Project: Living resources prediction
feasibility study. Volume 3: System evaluation
report
[PB-234059/1] p0016 H75-10683

OCBAH06BAPHI
Certain oceanographic tests with application of

underwater house-laboratory sprnt
p0022 B75-11605

OCEAHS
NT PACIFIC OCEAB

OCTAVES
Pure-tone, third-octave, and octave-band
attenuation of ear protectors

p0109 A75-20127
OCOLAB CIBCOLATIOH

Blood velocity measurements in human retinal vessels
p0037 A75-11204

The Choroidal Eye Oxineter - An instrument for
measuring oxygen saturation of choroidal blood
in vivo

p0180 A75-28997
Inhibitors of ovulation and variation in the tonus

and pressure of the ophthalmic artery in airline
stewardesses

p0201 A75-29265
OCOLOGKAVIC ILLOSIOBS

Thresholds for the perception of angular
acceleration as indicated by the oculogyral
illusion

p0177 A75-27900
OCOLOHBTEBS

Saccadic velocities determined by a new perceptual
method

p0065 A75-173U1
The oculoneter in flight management research

[AIAA PAPEB 75-107] p0068 A75-18315
Precise recording of human eye movements

p0120 A75-22216
Dse of the ERG and BOG in evaluating the effect of
sleep deprivation on visual function in flying
personnel

p0283 A75-38120
Preliminary flight tests of an oculometer
lookpoint tracking during landing approach
[NASA-TB-X-72621] p0127 H75-16225

Oculometer measurement of air traffic controller
visual attention
[AD-A006965] p0299 B75-27753

OCDLOHOTOB BEEVES
Notion habituation - Inverted self-motion
perception and optokinetic after-nystagmus

p0063 A75-16993
Functional organization of primate oculomotor

system revealed by cerebellectomy
p0109 A75-20250

Pseudo-internuclear oculomotor ophthalmoplegia
secondary to Gnillain-Earre polyneuronitis
simulating myasthenia gravis in an air transport
pilot

p0122 A75-22417
The vestibulo-ocular reflex arc induced eye

movements
p01U3 A75-23313

Vestibular influences during sleep
pOKm A75-23316

Dynamic properties of eye position coded neurons
in the alert monkey during saccades

p0278 A75-3702K
Some effects of alcohol on various aspects of
oculomotor control

p0317 475-11460
Accommodation as a biological system of automatic
regulation

p0375 A75-46133
Slow oculomotor control in the presence of moving

backgrounds
p0376 A75-U6530

Goal-directed flexibility in the vestibulo-ocular
reflex arc

p0390 S75-33644
Habituation of the human vestibulo-ocular reflex

induced by reversal of the retinal image during
sinusoidal rotation of the head

p0390 B75-33646
Plasticity in the vestibulo-ocular reflex arc

revealed by long-term prism-reversal of vision
during natural head movement
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p0390 H75-33647
OFF-OB CONTROL

Optimal control of nultiplicative control systems
arising from canceE therapy

p0303 A7S-39061
OILS
NT CBDDE OIL
Preserving tests with oils and fats in the
Fira-Astell oxygen absorption apparatus 1
[R-4439] p0093 N75-14469

OLEIC ACID
Turnover of free fatty acids during recovery from
exercise

p0344 A75-42759
OLFACTORY PEBCBPTIOH

Electrical activity of dog's olfactory bulb and
amygdala in paradoxical stage of sleep

p0309 A75-40716
OBBOABD EQDIPBEHT
NT AIBCBAFT EQUIPMENT

Crew appliance study
[NASA-CH-144449] p0387 N75-32764

OPERATIONAL AHPLIFIEBS
Low level 'COS/BOS' multiplexing for simplified

EEG telemetry
p01H5 A75-23358

Instrument for the on-line measurement of the slow
phase of nystagmus

p0203 A75-29589
OPBRATIOHiL HAZARDS

Human factors in safe flight operations;
Proceedings of the Twenty-seventh Annual
International Air Safety Seminar, Hilliamsburg,
Va., November 10-14, 1974

p0279 A75-37487
OPJSBATIONAL PROBLBHS

The international orbital laboratory a
discussion of human operational problems
[NASA-TT-F-16442 ] p0301 N75-27763

OPERATOR PEBFOEBAHCB
Detecting slow changes in system dynamics

human operator adaptive behavior
p0004 A75-10732

An estimate for the activities of a human operator
p0010 A75-12414

Typological characteristics of adaptation
determining the efficiency of work activity
in visual tracking

p0039 A75-14849
Rate control in man-machine systems

p0043 A75-15819
Comparison of two manipulators using a standard

task of varying difficulty
[ASHE PAPEB 74-WA/BIO-4] p0063 A75-16822

Learning characteristics and modeling of human
controller in compensatory tracking systems

p0071 A75-18654
Rhere is the system in the man-machine system

p0105 A75-19695
Computer-aided generation of performance measures

for man-machine systems
pOIOS A75-19699

Activity of the human operator in man-machine
systems

p0152 A75-25179
Motion effects on the human operator in a roll
axis tracking task

p0243 A75-34385
A task analysis scheme with implications for
supervisory control of remote manipulators

p0244 A75-34543
Improving the training of the air traffic
controller through optimum use of simulation

p0249 A75-35622
Effects of motion on the parameters of the human
operator engaged in a roll axis tracking task

p0278 A75-37139
Selected medical problems in the field of human
factors or ergonomics

p0279 A75-37490
Hanipulator robots

p0281 A75-38182
The visual aptitude of inspection personnel for

magnetic-particle and penetrant testing
p0284 A75-38634

The application of human operator describing
functions to studies on the effects of alcohol
and marihuana on human performance

p0348 A75-42902

A family of models for measuring human reliability
p0357 A75-44212

Quantification of air traffic controller's
acceptable workload

p0378 A75-47275
Effect of 30-day hypokinesia on the dynamics of
higher nervous activity and sleep of an operator

pOOSO H75-12566
A simulator study to investigate human operator

workload
p0052 N75-12589

measurement and estimation procedure for flight
safety control operator workload

p0055 N75-12609
Human operator characteristics and capabilities in
performing process control tasks
[KFK-PDV-19] p0091 H75-14451

A psychological explanation of sonar degradation
operator performance

[IZF-1974-10] p0091 H75-14453
Certain peculiarities of modeling group activities

of operators
[JPBS-63789] p0134 N75-17103

Essays on the psychology of operator labor
[NASA-TT-F-16020] p0160 H75-17947

Increasing the reliability of labor of railroad
engineers

p0161 N75-17952
Operational calm and the optimum regulation of

human working capacity
p0161 N75-17953

Attention and its role in the operator's work
control stability in man machine systems

p0161 N75-17954
Verbalization and imagery in the process of
formation of operator labor skills

p0161 N75-17955
Certain aspects of the psychological analysis of

programmer activity selection of computer
programmers

p0161 H75-17956
The reaction of the cardio-vascular and
sympathico-adrenal systems to intellectual
activity with emotional stress human
operator performance

p0161 N75-17957
The psychological certificate of the computer

operator performance in man machine system
p0162 N75-17958

Sensitivity of a critical tracking task to alcohol
impairment

p0184 N75-19143
The effects of display variables and secondary
loading on the dual axis critical task performance

p0184 N75-19148
Parameter estimation in linear models of the human
operator in a closed loop with application of
deterministic test signals

p0184 1175-19149
Identification of human operator performance
models utilizing time series analysis

p0184 N75-19150
Bodeling the behavior of the helmsman steering a
ship

p0185 S75-19157
A study of heat, noise, and vibration in relation

to driver performance and physiological status
[PB-238829/6J p0219 1175-21941

Algorithm-theoretical behavioral model for flight
control and flight safety activities
operator performance

p0270 N75-25589
Oculometer measurement of air traffic controller

visual attention
[AD-A006965] p0299 N75-27753

Psychophysical models for signal detection with
time varying uncertainty
[NASA-CB-137734] p0363 S75-30788

Bodeling the saturation level of a human radar
operator
[AD-A009203] p0368 B75-31736

Tracking performance under time sharing conditions
with a digit processing task: A feedback
control theory analysis attention sharing
effect on operator performance

p0394 N75-33678
Time estimation as a secondary task to measure

workload attention sharing effect on
operator performance
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p0391 N75-33679
Lagged low order control systems with powered
controls

p0396 N75-3369H
Test procedures and performance measures sensitive

to antOBObile steering dynamics considering
operator/vehicle responses

p0397 H75-33700
An interactive driving simulation for driver
control and decision-making research

p0397 H75-33701
Effects of automobile steering characteristics on

driver vehicle system dynamics in regulation tasks
p0397 N75-33702

Effects of automobile steering characteristics on
driver/vehicle systea perfornance in discrete
aaneuvers

p0397 B75-33705
Evaluation of optiial control type models for the

human gunner in an Anti-Aircraft Artillery (AAi)
systea

p0399 N75-33717
Comparison of human driver dynamics in simulators

with complex and simple visual displays and in
an automobile on the road

p0399 H75-33718
Manual and automatic control of surface effect ships

operator steering servomechanisas analysis
p0399 N75-33719

OPEBATOBS (PEBSOBBE1)
HT AIBCHAFT PILOTS
MT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
HI TEST PILOTS
Investigation of a biotechnical system for the

control of a master-slave manipulator of
bidirectional action

pOnt A75-27198
On the effect of emotional states on operator

thinking psychological test for operator
selection

p0161 N75-17950
Handling properties of diverse automobiles and
correlation Kith full scale response data
driver/vehicle response to aerodynamic
disturbances

p0183 N75-19136
Heasnrenent of driver/vehicle mnltiloop response

properties with a single disturbance input
p018« N75-19W

An experimental study of the motorcycle roll
stabilization task

p0184 N75-19145
Visual sampling on a simulated DIBUS-type display

sonar operators and target acquisition
[AD-A005318] p0330 H75-28723

Optimal mnltimodal parameter identification in the
state space model of the human operator
[AD-A008707] p0364 N75-30793

Identification of the optimal control model for
the human operator
[AD-A009956] p0386 N75-32751

OPHTHALBODYBiBOHETBT
Inhibitors of ovulation and variation in the tonus

and pressure of the ophthalmic artery in airline
stewardesses

p0201 A75-29265
OPHTHALHOLOGY
NT EYE EXAHINATIONS
Ophthalmologic stereophotography

p0113 A75-21022
Pseudo-internuclear oculomotor ophthalmoplegia

secondary to Guillain-Barre polynenronitis
simulating myasthenia gravis in an air transport
pilot

p0122 A75-22U17
The importance of- the dosage of thiocyanates in

urine and blood of flying personnel for the
prevention of diseases of visual function

p0223 N75-23092
Hicrostrabismns in flying personnel (diagnosis and
disposition)

p0223 H75-23096
The testing of peripheral vision
[NASA-TT-F-16312] p0254 N75-2U322

Design and construction of a wide angle
ophthalmoscope and caiera
[AD-A005038] p0326 U75-28700

Ophthalmic lignifaction pump
[NASA-CASE-LEH-12051-1] p0389 N75-336UO

OPTICAL ABSOBPTIOH
D ELECTBOHAGNETIC ABSORPTION
D LIGHT TBANSHISSIOB
OPTICAL ACTIVITY

A technique for the deteraination of enantiomeric
ammo acids in biological samples

p0075 A75-19298
Evolution in bioids - Hypercompetitivity as a
source of bistability and a possible role of
metal complexes as prenucleoprotic mediators of
molecular asymmetry

p0075 A75-19300
The origin of optical asymmetry on earth

p03S1 A75-43888
Nonlinear mathematical models for the origin of

asymmetry in biological molecules
p0351 A75-13889

Asymmetric adsorption by quartz - A model for the
prebiotic origin of optical activity

p0351 A75-U3890
Is the detection of optical activity in
extraterrestrial samples a safe indicator for life

p0354 A75-II4133
OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING

Effect of luminance and contrast on processing
large disparities in stereoscopic vision

p0066 A75-17471
Han machine interactive inaging and data

processing using high speed digital mass storage
p0107 A75-19713

Processing of positional information in the human
visual system

p0117 A75-2180U
lye movements, vision, and behavior Book

p01<47 A75-23990
Visual information processing of complex imagery
[AD-785366] p0055 N75-12612

OPTICAL DENSITY
Progress in radiographic photodensitometry

p0025 N75-11639
OPTICAL BQOIPHEBT
NT CAHEBAS
NT COLLIHATOBS
NT HIGH SPEED CAHERAS
NT IMAGE CONVERTERS
NT INPBAHED SPECTEOHETEBS
NT LASEB DOPPLEB VELOCIMETEBS
NT OPTICAL HEASURING INSTRUMENTS
NT OPTICAL BANGE FINDEBS
NT OPTICAL SCANNERS
NT SPECTBOPHOTOHETERS
NT STBOBOSCOPES
NT TELEVISION CAHEBAS
The Hark 3 Haploscope

[NASA-CB-2580] p0362 B75-30778
OPTICAL FILTEBS

Effects of lens color on target visibility for
air-sea rescue

p0108 A75-19721
Apparent fineness of briefly presented gratings -

Balance between movement and pattern channels
in visual perception

p0210 A75-31037
OPTICAL ILLUSION

Simulation of an object rotating in depth -
Constant and reversed projection ratios in
visual perception experiments

p0032 A75-13571
Stimulus configuration and line orientation in the
horizontal-vertical illusion

p0034 A75-13901
The effect of smooth tracking and saccadic eye

movements on the perception of size - The
shrinking circle illusion

p006» A75-17330
Depth adjacency and the Ponzo illusion
stereoscopic displacement

p01«8 A75-21362
Basking, aftereffect, and illusion in visual

perception of curvature
p0208 A75-30819

Optical illusion of diverging waves
p0209 A75-31022

A compensation for field expansion caused by
moving forward in visual velocity perception

p0216 A75-35160
Stability and change in a perspective reversal
illusion

p02Q6 A75-35161
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Foreground and background in dynamic spatial
orientation self-motion sensation by
optokinetic stimuli

P0216 175-35162
Outflow theory and autokinetic movement - Color,
viewing angle, and dark adaptation

p02Q9 i75-35800
A probabilistic hypothesis for the prediction of

visual fixations
p0250 A75-35821

Apparent size and contrast in visual detection
p0308 A75-1I0132

Illusory reversal of visual depth and movement
during changes of contrast

p0308 A75-40133
Measuring perceived orientation

p0308 A75-10135
Stereoillusion based on visual persistence

p0312 A75-42682
OPTICAL IMAGES
U IMAGES
OPTICAL MASEES
D LASERS

OPTICAL MEiSDBEMEHT
HI COLOEIMETBI
HI OPTOMET8T
NT POLABIBETBt
NT SPECTBOPHOTOBETEY
NT VISUAL PHOTOHETBY
OPTICAL BEASOBISG IHS1BDMEHTS
HI INFEAHED SPECTBOBETEBS
NT OCDLOHETEBS
NT OPTICAL BANGE PINDEBS
HT OPTICAL SCANNEBS
NT SPECTBOPHOTOBETEBS

Semiautomatic detection and analysis of rapid eye
movement patterns in human sleep

p0218 N75-21926
Multiparameter vision testing apparatus
[NASA-CASE-MSC-13601-2] p0300 N75-27759

OPTICAL PBOPBBIIES
NT BBIGHTNESS
»T COLOE
NT DICHEOISM
NT LDBINOSITT
NT PHOSPBOEESCENCE
NT BEFBACTIVITY
NT TOEBIDITY

OPTICAL BAMGE PINDEBS
Optical range and range rate estimation for

teleoperator systems
p0107 A75-19711

OPTICAL SCAHSEBS
A feasibility study of limb volume measuring systems
[NASA-CB-110330] N p0051 N75-12580

Information processing analysis of visual
perception: A review
[AD-A003483] p0288 N75-26655

OPTICAL SEBSOBS
0 OPTICAL HEASOBING INSTBOBENTS

OPTICAL SPECTBOH
D LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATION)

OPTICAL TBACKI8G
The dynamic response of visual accommodation over
a seven-day period

p0011 A75-12816
Typological characteristics of adaptation

determining the efficiency of work activity
in visual tracking

p0039 A75-148U9
A simple technique using an optomotor response for
visual psychophysical measurements in animals

p0061 A75-17326
The effect of smooth tracking and saccadic eye

movements on the perception of size - The
shrinking circle illusion

p0064 A75-17330
Functional organization of primate oculomotor

system revealed ty cerebellectomy
p0109 A75-20250

Saccadic presentation of a moving target
p0118 A75-22203

Eye movements during search for coded and uncoded
targets

p0177 A75-27899
Motion effects on the human operator in a roll
axis tracking task

p02U3 A75-34385

Some effects of alcohol on various aspects of
oculomotor control

p0317 A75-11I460
Sleep loss effects on movement tine

p0321 A75-U1850
Optokinetic nystagmus during selective retinal

stimulation
p0318 A75-it3350

Botion relationships in aircraft attitude and
guidance displays - A flight experiment

p0350 A75-43848
Circadian rhythm in performance on the NBC
stressalyser

p0373 A75-45775
Slow oculomotor control in the presence of moving
backgrounds

p0376 A75-46530
Preliminary flight tests of an oculoneter
lookpoint tracking during landing approach
[NASA-TM-X-72621] p0127 B75-16225

Effects of visual flight display dynamics on
altitude tracking performance in a flight
simulator

p0183 N75-19127
OPTICAL 1AVBGUIDES

Vaveguide modes and refractive index in
photoreceptors of invertebrates

p0118 A75-22202
OPTIMAL COSIBOL
NT TIBE OPTIMAL CONTBOL
An optimal control methodology for analyzing the
effects of display parameters on performance and
workload in manual flight control

p0219 A75-35820
Optimal control of multiplicative control systems

arising from cancer therapy
p0303 A75-39061

The preview control problem with application to
man-machine system analysis

p0186 1175-19163
Optimization of control signal gain by
self-adjustment pursuit tracking task
[FB-13] p0290 S75-26668

Synthesis of optimal programmable control policies
for lumped and distributed parameter reactor
systems

p0323 875-28671
Identification of the optimal control model for

the human operator
[AD-A009956] p0386 S75-32751

Problems, guestions and results in the use of the
BBN-model optimal flight control and pilot
performance

p0398 S75-33712
A multiloop approach to modeling motion sensor
responses pilot sensory feedback control in
compensatory tracking

p0399 H75-33715
Evaluation of optimal control type models for the

human gunner in an Anti-Aircraft Artillery (AAA)
system

p0399 K75-33717
OPTIMIZATION
NT OPTIMAL CONTBOL
NT TIBE OPTIMAL CONTBOL
Criteria for optimizing the parameters of

medical-biological data processing devices
p0141 A75-22988

Structural features of and several means of
optimizing the operational activity of an
astronaut during control of the vehicle and its
systems

p0175 A75-27203
Application of facility location techniques to the
optimization of visual display designs

p0215 A75-32099
Optimization of time variable thickness of

radiation protection against solar flare protons
manned spacecraft shielding

pOOSO H75-12567
OPTIMUM CONTBOL
D OPTIMAL CONTBOL
OPIOHBTBY

Accommodative response to blur
p0011 A75-12696

Saccadic velocities determined by a new perceptual
method

p0065 A75-17311
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Function of perception - Influence of visual
paraaetecs contrast sensitivity for sine
gratings

p0118 475-22206
OBAL HIGIEBE

Chemico-therapeutic approach to prevention of
dental caries using stannous fluoride gel
[NASA-CB-141762] p0219 H75-21935

Study to define and verify the personal oral
hygiene requirements for extended Banned space
flight: Oral physiology and microbiology in
Skylab manned space missions
[NASA-CB-1III4361] p0333 N75-29710

OBBITAL iSSEBBLY
Earth orbital teleoperator manipulator system

evaluation program
[SASA-CE-1«38711] p0288 N75-26651

OBBIIAL SPICE SIATIOHS
NT OBBITAL WORKSHOPS
HT SA1YOT SPACE STATION
HI SKYLAB 1
HT SKYLAB 2
HT SKYLAB 3
NT SKYLAB It

OBBITAL HOBKSHOPS
Development of an EVA systems cost model. Volume

2: Shuttle orbiter crew and equipment
translation concepts and EVA workstation concept
development and integration
[HASA-CB-1111635] p013» N75-17104

The performance of components in the Skylab
refrigeration system

p0388 H75-33095
OBB1TS

NT SPACECRAFT ORBITS
OBEGOB

Outpatient medical costs related to air pollution
in the Portland, Oregon area
[EEA-600/5-711-017] p0017 H75-10692

OBGAH WEIGHT
Influences of physical training on the heart of dogs

p0066 A75-17665
OEGAHIC CBEHISTBT

Chemical evolution
[LBL-3319] p0260 H75-2U369

OBGAHIC COHPOUNDS
NT ACETIC ACID
NT A D E N I N E S
NT ADENOSINE TBIPHOSPHATE
NT ADEHOSINES
NT A H I D A S E
NT AMI NO ACIDS
HT CHOLINE
NT FATS
NT FATTY ACIDS
HT FLUOBOHYDBOCABBONS
HT GLYCINE
HT LEUCINE
NT LYSINE
HT HETHIONINE
NT NDCLEASE
NT NDCLEOTIDES
NT OLEIC ACID
HT PEPTIDES
NT SEBOTONIN
NT THYBOIINE
NT TRYPTOPBAN

Organic synthesis by quench reactions in
prebiotic simulation experiment

p007U A75-19287
Bot hydrogen in prebiological and interstellar
chemistry

p0173 A75-26522
Volatile organic components in the Skylab 4
spacecraft atmosphere

p0317 A75-«1<159
Fluorescence detection of organic molecules in the
Jovian atmosphere

p0351 A75-U3892
Exponential kinetics of formation of organic
microstructures

p0352 A75-43897
Automated gicrobial metabolism laboratory

Viking 75 entry vehicle and Hars
[NASA-CB-1U2862] p0261 N75-25504

OBGABIC PBOSPBOBOS CORPOOHDS
Further studies on the therapy of
organophosphorous anticholinesterase
intoxication with veratrinic compounds. The

role of calcium
[HBL-1971-17] p0088 H75-1I1II32

Decontamination of surfaces contaminated by
chemical warfare and the decontamination of
organisms penetrated by chemical warfare by
nncleophilic attack of organopbosphate compounds
[BHVG-FBBT-71-6] p0159 N75-179IIO

Reactivating potency of sone oximes towards
phosphylated acetylcholinesterase
[TDCK-65518] p0253 B75-2II310

An alternative therapy against organophosphate
poisoning
[HBL-19711-32] p0256 N75-2II337

A structure activity study of oximes aiming at
prophylaxis against organophosphates
[CL-197U-23] p0333 N75-29744

OBGANISBS
The Performance and capabilities of terrestrial
organisms in extreme and unusual gaseous and
liquid environments
CNASA-CH-1U2192] p0131 N75-17077

OBGABOHETALLIC COHPODBDS
NT CABBOXYHEHOGLOBIN
HT CHLOROPHYLLS
NT HEMOGLOBIN
HT OIYHEHOGLOBIN

ORGANS
NT KIDNEYS
NT LIVER
NT LUNGS
NT OVARIES
HT PITUITABY GLAND
NT SPLEEN
NT TESTES
Organ fluid changes and electrolyte excretion of

rats exposed to high altitude
p0111 A75-20885

Effect of extremal factors on the structure of the
organs and tissues
[HAS&-TT-F-791] p0128 H75-17C57

OBTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE
Effects of a multi-hour immersion with

intermittent exercise on urinary excretion and
tilt table tolerance in athletes and nonathletes

p0111 A75-20887
Proposal for improving ejection seats with respect

to sittiug comfort and ejection posture
p0213 A75-31163

Comparison of 70 deg tilt, LBNP, and passive
standing as measures of orthostatic tolerance

p02il3 A75-34383
Cardiorespiratory responses to orthostasis and the
effects of propranolol

p0358 A75-1I4360
Regional hemodynamics in antiorthostatic tests of

different intensity
p0049 N75-1256U

Hearing of antx-G suit by persons with reduced
orthostatic stability

pOO<!9 N75-12565
iater load as a method for changing the
orthostatic reaction in man after brief
hypodynamia

p0097 N75-15292
Hedical investigations during flights of the

spaceship Soyuz-12, Soyuz-13, Soyuz-1U and the
Salyut-3 orbital station human physiological
responses

p0262 N75-25516
Analysis of changes in leg volume parameters, and
orthostatic tolerance in response to lower body
negative pressure during 28-days exposure to
zero gravity Skylab 2
[NASA-CB-1U1883] p0389 N75-33611

OSCILLATING FLOi
Study of hydromechanical models of the inner ear

with illustration of basilar membrane,
corti-organ, and covering membrane

p0296 N75-27727
OSCILLATIONS
HT TRANSIENT OSCILLATIONS

OSCILLATOBS
NT CATHODE BAY TUBES
NT CRYSTAL OSCILLATOBS
NT PENDULOUS

OSBOSIS
Hechanism of water absorption in certain
osmoregulatory organs, part 3

p0020 N75-11589
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OSBOTIC PRESSURE SUBJECT liDEX

Reverse osmosis for spacecraft wash water
recycling membrane coupon and module evaluations
CPB-236«)itV1] p016i4 N75-17975

OSBOTIC PRESSURE
U OSMOSIS - ]

OSTEOPOROSIS
A pre l iminary evaluation of diagnosis and therapy

in osteoporosis
p0026 875-11614

Photon absorption method and Singh index in the
detection of osteoporosis: A comparative study

p0026 N75-11645
Normat ive data f r o m the osteoporosis prevalence

survey, Oakland, California, 1969-1970. Bone
mineral at the distal radius: Variation with
age, sex, skin color, and exposure to oral
contraceptives and exogenous hormones; relation
to aortic calcification, osteoporosis, and
hearing loss

p0026 N75-11647
Effect of hypokinesia on the developoent of

osteoporosis
p0193 N75-20979

OTOLARYNGOLOGY
Otorhinolaryngological syndromes ID aeronautics. I

p0214 A75-31261
Otorhinolaryngological problems in medical support

of space flights
p0274 A75-36331

Recent advances in aerospace medicine
[&D-&009132] p0366 N75-31718

OTOLITB ORGANS
The role of gravity in the phylogeny of structure

and function in animal sensors of spatial
orientation, and their predicted action in
weightlessness

p0013 A75-12868
Mechanisms of interaction of the otolith and

ampul lae regions of the vestibular apparatus in
nystagmus initiation

p0152 A75-25319
Measurement of otolith function in man

p0319 475-41755
Effect of linear acceleration on nystagmic

response induced by angular acceleration
p0352 A75-44049

On the otoliths and their origin
[NASA-TT-F-16470 ] p0333 N75-29741

Studies on the otoliths of the teleosts
[NASA-TT-F-16471 ] p0333 N75-29742

OTOLOGY
Nystagmus and related phenomena in man - An

outline of otoneurology
p0319 A75-41754

OUTER PLANET SPACECRAFT
D ODTES PLANETS EXPLORERS

ODTEB PLANETS EIPLOBERS
Techniques for avoiding biological contamination

of the outer planets by atmospheric probes
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-1164] p0357 A75-44269

Self-sterilization of bodies during outer planet
entry
[NASA-CR-140808] p O O I S 875-10678

Planetary quarantine: Space research and technology
[NASA-CR-140806] p0019 N75-10707

OOTGiSSIHG
Emissions of volatiles from non-metallic shipboard

materials - Electrical insulations
[ASME PAPEH 75-ENAS-35) p0312 A75-40873

Skylab atmospheric contamination control for
outgassing
[NASA-TM-X-64900 ] p0101 N75-15317

Contaminant evaluation of helicopter oxygen system
[AD-A006139] p0365 N75-30800

ODTPOT
HT LASER OOTPDTS

0VABIES
Bone mineral loss in pre-menopause

p0025 N75-11643
OIIDATIOB
NT ELECTBOCHEHICAL OXIDATION
NT PHOTOOXIDATION

-OXIDES
NT iLOHIHUH OXIDES
NT CARBON DIOXIDE
NT CABBON MONOXIDE
NT IBON OXIDES
NT NITROUS OXIDES
NT PEBOIIDES

OIIMBTRI
The Choroidal Eye Oximeter - An instrument for

measuring oxygen saturation of choroidal blood
in vivo

p0180 A75-28997
Development of an implantable oxygen sensor. In

vitro validation of the fuel cell oxygen sensor
in real and simulated body fluids
[PB-237373/6] p0164 1175-11974

OXYGEN
NT HIGH PBESSUBE OXYGEN
NT OZONE
Effects of 60 and SOX oxygen on cell division in

lung alveoli of squirrel monkeys
p0243 A75-34381

Report on Project Hydrox 2
[AD-784446] p0018 N75-10701

Tolerable oxygen concentrations in breathing
mixtures during prolonged exposure to
underwater habitats

p0021 N75-11601
Oxygen contaminant detection: Procedures for

field analysis of aviator's breathing oxygen
[AD-786916] p0093 N75-14470

Antibacterial effects of hyperbaric oxygen
[AD-785860] p0094 N75-15269

Oxygen toxicity in the mammalian brain
CAD-A003229] p0198 N75-21014

Radiosensitization of biologically active DNA in
cellular extracts by oxygen. Evidence that the
presence of SB-compounds is not required
[MBL-1974-29] p0256 N75-24334

The effect of high purity oxygen on the activated
sludge process

p0323 N75-28670
Comparison of the oxygen enhancement ratio for

gamma ray induced double-strand breaks in the
DNA of bactenophage T7 as determined by tvo
different methods of analysis
[MBL-1975-11] p0392 N75-33665

OXYGEN ANALYZERS
The Choroidal Eye Oximeter - An instrument for

measuring oxygen saturation of choroidal blood
in vivo

p0180 A75-28997
Polarographic oxygen sensors

[NASA-CB-2505] p0101 N75-15318
OXYGEN BREATHING

Time course of man's ventllatory response to a
sudden rise of PI sub 02

p0006 475-11305
Effects of long-term exposures to 100X oxygen at
selected simulated altitudes on the pulmonary
surfactant in mice

p0111 475-20883
Early changes in lungs of rats exposed to 70% 02

p0116 A75-21571
Changes in haptoglobin and other plasma proteins

of rats during exposure to pure oxygen at 760 torr
p0121 475-22403

Catecholamine and phagocytic responses in infected
nice exposed to hyperbaric heliun-oxygen
atmospheres

p0122 475-22414
Arterial blood gases in conscious rats exposed to

hypoxia, hypercapnia, or both
p0179 475-28910

Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to
oxygen and heat. II - Effects on lungs

p0204 475-29595
Effects of oxygen-nitrogen /I:I/ at 760 Torr on

the life span and fine structure of Drosophila
melanogaster

p0279 475-37327
Effects of hyperoxic gas mixtures on energy

metabolism during prolonged work
p0344 475-42761

Sensitivity of GABA synthesis in human brain to
oxygen poisoning

p0358 475-44358
Maximal oxygen uptake during treadmill walking and
running at various speeds

p0360 475-45124
The distribution of gas inhaled into the lungs

p0378 475-47427
A digital computer model of circulatory transport

and delivery dynamics in man
p0165 B75-18880
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SUBJECT IBOEZ OIYGEB BASKS

The effect of breathing 100 percent oxygen on
short tern memory of military officers
[AD-A009989] p0384 B75-32742

OIYGES COBPOOBDS
Behavior of oxygen in infornation-exchange
processes of the early biosphere

p0376 A75-16922
OXIGEH COHSOHPTIOB

Vitamin E, exercise, and the recovery from
physical activity

p0001 175-10046
Relationship of pulmonary diffusing capacity /D
sab L/ and cardiac oatpat /Q sab c/ in exercise

p0001 175-10017
Action of oxygen on the renal circulation

p0003 175-10238
A method for the continuous measurement of oxygen

consumption
p0007 A75-11318

Respiratory gas exchange as an indicator of
changed radioresistance in mammals

p0013 175-12866
Additional heart rate - In indicator of

psychological activation
p0035 A75-14079

Effects of hypoxic training on normoxic maximal
aerobic power output

p0038 175-14724
The effect of increased body temperature due to
exercise on the heart rate and on the maximal
aerobic power

p0038 175-14725
Bemodynamic predictors of myocardial oxygen
consumption during static and dynamic exercise

p0067 A75-17883
Myocardial oxygen consumption in isovolumic hearts

with varying cardiac outputs
p0071 A75-18595

Functional adaptation to high altitude hypoxia
p0076 175-19569

On the theoretical basis of the optimal oxygen
content in the atmosphere for the human being

p0114 A75-21113
Sleep metabolism and age

p0123 175-22168
Flow and pressure regulation in the cardiovascular
system engineering systems model

p0137 175-22888
Personal PDn/PCH biotelemetry system for

dynamic oxygen uptake measurement
p0141 A75-23352

Studies to compensate temperature effects in
measurements of respiratory oxygen using
thermistors in radiotelemetry

p0111 175-23353
The effects of argon in the bioenergetics of the
hamster and the rat

p0117 175-23640
Oxygen cost during exercise in simulated
subgravity environments

p0154 A75-2541*
The role played by elasticity in an exercise
involving movements of snail amplitude
muscular function

p0170 175-26210
Respiratory gas exchange ratio and prediction of
aerobic power

p0172 175-26515
Maximal oxygen consumption test during arm
exercise - Reliability and validity

p0172 175-26517
Freguency and duration of interval training
programs add changes in aerobic power

p0173 A75-26518
Influences of exercise and endurance training on

the oxygen dissociation curve of blood under in
vivo and in vitrc conditions

p0173 175-26921
alterations in coronary sinus pO2 and O2
saturation resulting from pCO2 changes

p0176 175-27705
Cardiopulmonary changes following 24-36 hours of

hyperoxia
p0203 175-29585

Oxygen regimes of organism in teen-agers and men
under muscular activity of dynamic character

p0207 175-30341
Evolutionary aspects of the relationship between
hypoxial and circulatory hypoxia

p0207 175-30345
Collagen metabolisa in rat lungs during chronic

intermittent exposure to oxygen
p0212 175-31155

Effect of chronic hypercapnia on body temperature
regulation

p0215 A75-32374
Oxygen consumption and heart rate - Changes and
relationships in static work

p0235 175-32415
Metabolic-adaptation of the chick embryo to
chronic hypoxia

p0238 A75-33256-
Dorsal values for hypoxic and hypercapnic

ventilatory drives in man
p0245 A75-34808

1 new foraula for estimating oxygen consunption in
man and animal

p0277 175-36710
Assessment of aerobic and anaerobic capacity of

athletes in treadmill running tests
p0277 175-36714

Fluctuations in 02 stores and gas exchange with
passive changes in posture

p0315 175-41393
Oxygen uptake/heart rate relationship in leg and

arm exercise, sitting and standing
p0315 A75-41394

The effect of warm-up on total oxygen cost of a
short treadmill run to exhaustion

p0321 175-41848
Effects of equivalent sea-level and altitude

training on maximal oxygen uptake and running
performance

p0344 A75-42760
Experimental study of the performance of

competition swimmers
p0349 A75-43435

Nitrogen exchange across the lungs in resting man
p0359 A75-44621

Investigations on the day-night-differences of
physical performance capacity
[DLB-FB-74-29] p0017 H75-10697

Hyperbaric oxygenation the effects of oxygen
intake at high atmospheric pressure
[NASA-TT-F-15988] p0022 H75-11617

Concept of the characteristic time of biological
processes and its application for studying the
dynamics of gas exchange

p0048 H75-12554
Estimation of the physiological parameters of
heart-rate and oxygen-consumption during heat
and work stress mathematical modeling of
physiological responses
[AD-1001285] p0165 N75-18885

Oxygen consumption in four species of
invertebrates and a vertebrate naturally exposed
to sanguine electromagnetic fields
[AD-A001925J p0186 B75-19943

An oxygen-sparing mask
[1D-A003431] p0221 N75-21949

Determination of human energy expenditures in
closed spaces

p0263 B75-25521
Computation method for determining oxygen

consumption of a human subject in a closed space
p0263 B75-25523

Oxygen consumption and respiratory quotient in
five animal populations naturally exposed to
sanguine electromagnetic fields
[AD-1008254] p0264 H75-25534

Physiological parameters of exercise performance
p0332 H75-29737

Gas consumption of scuba divers
[1D-1009354] p0383 H75-32737

OXIGEB DEFICIENCY
0 HYPOXIA

OXIGEH DEIECTOBS
D OXYGEN ASAIYZEBS

OIYGBB BASKS
Efficiency of constant-flow oxygen masks for

general aviation A new method of mask evaluation
p0153 A75-25405

The Navy fighter pilot helmet oxygen mask
improvement program
[ASBE PAPER 75-EBAS-19] p0313 A75-40885

Physiologic testing of the T-43 passenger oxygen
mask
[AD-783237] p0019 B75-10711
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OXIGEN BETABOLISB SUBJECT INDEX

in oxygen-sparing mask
[AD-A003431] p0221 N75-21949

OXIGEI BETABOLISfl
A 1-minute bicycle ergometer test for

determination of anaerobic capacity
p0002 A75-10050

Physiological responses to hypoxia in the tundra
vole

p0003 A75-10237
Respiratory response to chemical and metabolic

disturbances gas exchange model for lungs,
brain and muscles

pOOOl A75-10123
Relative susceptibility of altitude-acclimatized
mice to acute oxygen toxicity

p0123 A75-22169
Respiratory gas exchange ratio and prediction of

aerobic power
p0172 A75-26515

Cerebral blood flow and energy metabolism and
acid-base equilibrium of the cerebrospinal fluid
in residents at high altitudes

p0178 A75-28426
Cardiopulmonary changes following 21-36 hours of

hyperoxia
p0203 A75-29585

Oxygen consumption and heart rate - Changes and
relationships in static work

p0235 A75-32115
Hb02 dissociation in man during prolonged work in
chronic hypoxia

p0211 A75-31803
Adaptation of brain monoamine synthesis to hypoxia

in the rat
p0313 A75-12756

Anaerobic recovery in man following
supramaximal exercise

p0319 A75-13131
Leg muscle metabolism during exercise in the heat

and cold
p0319 A75-13137

The problem of hypoxia, hyperoxia and hypercapnia
in space physiology

pOOSI N75-11406
Influence of altered gaseous environments on lung

metabolism
[AD-781908] p0089 N75-11138

Effect of a modified atmosphere and increased
temperature on the breathing and metabolism of
man in a restricted closed space

p0096 N75-15283
Physical performance and oxygen supply of the rat

body during physical loads after prolonged
hypokinesia

p0193 N75-20978
Respiration, respiratory metabolism and energy
consumption under weightless conditions

p0226 N75-23119
Acid-base state of blood when breathing

hypercapnic atmospheres
p0261 N75-25510

Peculiarities of energy metabolism in the central
nervous system under the combined influence of
vibration and irradiation

p0262 N75-25512
The respiratory and metabolic effects of constant
amplitude whole-body vibration in man

p0292 N75-27698
OXIGEH PBODUCTIOH

Preliminary weight evaluations of a biological
system for oxygen and water regeneration for
space' flight

p0011 A75-15330
Evolution of oxygen by plants in relation to
biosphere evolution

p0075 A75-19306
Bosch CO2 reduction system development
[SASA-CB-113959] pOlOO H75-33726

OXIGEH REGULATORS
A graphical summary of oxygen regulator performance
[AD-A009131] p0370 N75-31719

OXIGEI SDPPLJ EQDIPBEBT
NT OXIGEN MSSKS
Aircraft on-board electrochemical breathing oxygen

generators
[ASBE PAPER 75-EBAS-51] p0310 A75-10861

Design and test status for life support
applications of SPE oxygen generation systems

Solid Polymer Electrolyte

[ASBE PAPEB 75-ENAS-50] p0310 A75-40862
Development of an advanced static feed water
electrolysis module for spacecraft
CASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-30] p0312 A75-10878

Aircraft oxygen systems - Independence of ground
equipment and service
[ASHE PAPER 75-EHAS-26] p0313 A75-10879

Self-contained breatning apparatus
[NASA-CA'5E-BSC-11733-1 ] p0061 875-13531

Portable oxygen-contaminant detector: Development
test and evaluation
[AD-A007039] p0232 N75-23168

Improved mine rescue breathing apparatus
[PB-211105/6] p0339 H75-29787

Contaminant evaluation of helicopter oxygen system
[AD-A006139] p0365 H75-30800

OXIGEH SISTEBS
D OXYGEN SUPPLY EQDIPBEHT
OXIGEN TENSION
NT HIPOXEBIA
Physiological responses to hypoxia in the tundra

vole
p0003 A75-10237

^ Estimation by a rebreathing method of pulmonary O2
diffusing capacity in nan

p0006 A75-11308
Influence of hypoxia on local blood circulation of
the brain

p0031 A75-13216
Does the start of polycythemia of mobilization

take place under the form of 'all or nothing1

under space flight stress
[IAF PAPEB ST71-13] p0032 A75-13619

Hypoxic ventilatory depression in dogs
p0116 A75-21572

Blood P/50/ calculated from a single measurement
of pH, P/O2/, and S/O2/

p0116 A75-21571
Effects of increased partial pressures of oxygen

on the embryonic and post-embryonic development
of drosophila melanogaster

p0121 A75-22109
Distribution of oxidized molecules among various —

hemoglobin fractions
p0206 A75-29869

On certain parameters of hemodynamics and blood
oxygen transport function in teen-agers under
static loading

p0207 A75-30310
Relation between the fluctuations of a slow

electric potential and the changes in oxygen
tension in the human brain

p0208 A75-30695
The oxygen pressure histogram in the left

ventricular myocardium of the dog
p021« A75-31650

The relationship between arterial P-02 and
cerebral blood flow in hypoxic hypoxia

p0211 A75-33618
Influence of breathing pattern on oxygen exchange

during hypoxia and exercise
p0211 A75-31805

Miniaturized electrode for on-line P02 measurements
p0273 A75-36071

Arterial and tissue gas tensions in rats during
development of pulmonary oxygen poisoning

p0281 A75-38110
A structural method for investigation of slow

fluctuations in the human brain
p0317 A75-42815

Stimulus interaction in the responses of carotid
body chemoreceptor single afferent fibers to
independent hypoxic and hypercapnic stimuli

p0359 A75-14619
Relationship between carotid chemoreceptor

activity and ventilation in the cat to
combined hypoxic and hypercapnic stimuli

p0359 A75-41620
Changes in cerebral blood flow and oxygen tension

during somatic afferent stimulation
p0375 A75-46132

Rat liver mitochondrial enzyme activities in hypoxia
P0378 A75-17325

OXIGEH TOXICITY
0 BIPEROXIA
OXIGBNATION

Tissue oxygenation and splenic erythropoiesis
during chronic hypoxia and hypercapnia

p0123 A75—22171
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SUBJECT ISDBI PABTIAL PBBSSOBE

Effect of sojourn at 4,300 • altitude on
electroencephalogram and visual evoked response

p0315 475-11397
Hyperbaric oxygenation the effects of oxygen

intake at high atmospheric pressure
[HASi-TT-F-15988] p0022 H75-11617

OITBESOGIOBIH
Blood P/50/ calculated from a single Measurement

of pH. P/02/, and S/O2/
p0116 A75-21574

HbO2 dissociation in man during prolonged work in
chronic hypoxia

p0244 475-3*803
Ethanol-indnced lowering of arterial oxyhemoglobin

saturation during hypozia
p0357 A75-44353

OZOBB
Exercise responses following ozone exposure

p02«« 475-34802
Estimates of increase in skin cancer incidence

with time following a decrease in stratospheric
ozone
CPB-242278/0] p0383 B75-32739

P BATES
Correlations between P wave terminal force and

henodynamic parameters in aortic stenosis -
Prediction of left ventricular end-diastolic
pressure

p0147 475-24072
P wave abnormalities in the orthogonal
electrocardiogram - Correlation with ventricular
overload in pulmonic and aortic valvular heart
disease

p0178 475-28189
PACIFIC OCEAH

Phytoplankton pigment and production measurements
in the California current region, 1969-72
[COB-75-10784/7] p0389 1175-33639

PACKAGIHG
Space food preparation and packaging. A menu for
cosmonauts and "space" bread
[SASA-TT-F-16467J p0331 B75-29720

PAIS
Function of the loner back in man. Measurement

technique for research into low back pain
p026S N75-255117

PAIB SEHSITIVIT1
Electrophoresis of soluble proteins in the blood

serum, the heart, and skeletal muscles under
prolonged morbid stimulations involving the use
of hexonium for blocking ganglion

p0207 475-303t3
Back pains of flying personnel. Sixty-eight cases

of back pains observed in flying personnel at
the Hospital Hilitaire D'instruction Dominique
Larrey, Versailles
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1844] p0383 H75-32735

PALEOHTOLOGY
The origin of life genetically important

molecules
p0176 A75-27776

Precambrian paleobiology - Problems and perspectives
p0211 475-31115

PALIADIOH
A literature search and analysis of information
regarding sources, uses, production,
consumption, reported medical cases, and
toxicology of platinum and palladium
[PB-238546/6] p0219 B75-21940

P4BIC
Some highlights of aircraft passenger behavior
research

p0112 475-20899
PABABOLIC FLIGHT

Reactions of astronauts under zero-gravity
conditions

p0138 475-22953
Beactions of animals and humans under conditions
of short-term weightlessness

p0138 475-22955
Time perception under conditions of short-term
weightlessness

p0138 A75-22956
Statokinetic reactions of man under conditions of
short-term weightlessness

p0138 475-22957

Flight behaviour of pigeons in the weightless
phase of parabolic flight

p0212 475-31159
PABACHUTE DBSCE1T

Teleietric control of heart adaptation during
automatic and free-fall parachute jumps

p0121 475-22401
P4BACBOTIHG
0 PARACHUTE DESCE8T
P4B4CBOTIBG IBJOBY

Spinal injury after ejection in jet pilots -
Bechanisa, diagnosis, followup, and prevention

p0243 475-34387
PAEALLAX

Bovement parallax during locomotion
p0149 A75-24596

Invariant properties of the motion parallax field
due to the movement of rigid bodies relative to
an observer

p0359 A75-44650
PARALLEL FLOS
BT PIPE PLOi
fABALLEL PBOCESSIHS (COHPOTEBS)

Spectral analysis of biological signals using
coherent optical techniques using
helium-neon laser, photographic film, and
parallel processing

p0231 N75-23161
PABALISIS

Changes in bone mineralization in hemiplegia
p0028 875-11661

The effect of diphosphonate therapy on the bone
loss of immobilization

p0028 H75-11663
Technology and the Neurologically Handicapped

considering prosthetic devices and therapeutic
equipment
[ NAS4-SP-363] p0190 H75-19975

Problems and perspectives in paraplegia
p0191 N75-19985

The current status of rehabilitation engineering
p0191 N75-19989

Bew engineering systems for mobility
p0192 1175-19995

Supervisory control systems
p0192 H75-19998

4 computer controlled multi-task powered
exoskeleton for paraplegic patients

p0220 N75-21947
PABAHAGSETIC BESOB4BCE
BT ELECTHON PABAMAG8ETIC BESONAHCE
P4B4HECI4

Effects of space balloon flights on reproductive
activity in Paramecium aurelia

p0356 A75-44147
PABAHBTEBIZATIOB

Parameter estimation in linear models of the human
operator in a closed loop with application of
deterministic test signals

p0184 B75-19149
Identification of the optimal control model for

the human operator
[4D-A009956] p0386 H75-32754

PARASITIC DISEASES
Surveillance of some infectious diseases among

aircrew personnel in Southeast Asia
p0358 475-44357

PABATBYBOID GL4BD
Effects of a 2X gravity environment on the

ultrastructure of the gerbil parathyroid gland
p0242 475-34379

Effect of parathyroidectomy on bone growth and
composition in the young rat

p0303 475-38997
Skeletal demineralization in primary

hyperparathyroidism
p0025 B75-11640

Parathyroid hormone, calcitonin, and vitamin D
1974: Present status of physiological studies
and analysis of calcium homeostasis

p0297 H75-27737
PABOtID GLABD
0 SALIVARY GLAHDS

PARTIAL PBBSSOBE
NT HYPOXEHIA
NT OXYGEB TENSION
Gas exchange in distributions of V sub A/Q ratios

- Partial pressure-solubility diagram in lungs
p0006 A75-11309
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PIBTICLB iCCBLBBiTOBS SOBJBCT IHDEI

Negative arterial-mixed expired P/CO2/ gradient
dur ing acute and chronic hypercapnia

p0172 A75-2651<»
Min ia tu r ized electrode for on-line PO2 measurements

p0273 A75-36071
PABTICLB ACCELEBATOBS

N T L I N E A R A C C E L E R A T O R S
PABTICLB BEAHS

NT ION B E A D S
PABTICLE DECAT

D R A D I O A C T I V E D E C A Y
PABTICLB DIFFDSIOI

A theory of aerosol deposition in the human
respiratory tract

p0116 A75-21569
PABTICLE EMISSION

N T S E C O N D A B Y EMISSION
PABTICLE PLDI DEISITT

NT PROTON FLUX DENSITY
Flux of high-LET ccsmic-ray particles in manned

space flight
p0355 A75-111140

PABTICLB INTERACTIONS
NT M O L E C U L A R I N T E R A C T I O N S

PABTICLE SIZE DISTBIBDTIOH
Evaluation of particulate contamination for

unmanned spacecraft prelaunch operations
p01U8 A75-24355

Quantitative relationship between airborne viable
and total particles

p0315 A75-42799
PABTICLE TBACKS

Dosimeter design, construction/ and implantation
for recording HZE cosmic particle tracks

p0203 A75-29592
Cosmic ray particle dosimetry and trajectory tracing

cosmic ray track analysis for Apollo 17
0IOCOBE

p020U A75-29599
PABTICLE TBAJECTOBIES

Project BIOCORE /M212/, a biological cosmic ray
experiment - Procedures, summary, and conclusions

p0203 A75-29590
PABTICLES
NT AEROSOLS
NT FOG
NT HADRONS
8T HEAVY NUCLEI
NT HETAL IONS
NT POLLEN
NT PRIMARY COSMIC BAIS
NT RADIATION BELTS
NT SOLAR PROTONS

PABTICOLATE FILTERS
D PL0ID FILTERS

PABTICOLATE SAMPLING
Quantitative relationship between airborne viable

and total particles
p0345 A75-42799

PASSEBGBB AIRCBAFT
The airport and the people associated with it

p0206 A75-29612
An elementary psychophysical model to predict ride
comfort in the combined stress of multiple
degrees of freed cm

p0293 N75-27705
PASSESSBBS

Some highlights of aircraft passenger behavior
research

p0112 A75-20899
A model and predictive scale of passenger ride
discomfort
[NASA-TM-X-72623] p0060 N75-13523

Effects of exposure time during flight maneuvers
on passenger subjective comfort rating
[NASA-TM-X-72660] p0200 N75-21029

Vibrations transmitted to human subjects through
passenger seats and considerations of passenger
comfort
[NASA-TN-D-7929] p0269 N75-25582

Human comfort response to random motions with a
dominant longitudinal motion
[NASA-TH-X-727U6] p0381 N75-32746

PATHOGEBESIS
Pathogenetic mechanisms in atherosclerosis

p0177 A75-2787U
Vibration disease and its pathogenesis
[AD-785202] p0052 N75-1258*

Problems of space biology. Volume 25:
Decompression disorders
[NASA-TT-F-15970] p0059 N75-13518

Pathogenic effects of the thermal factor
[NASA-TT-F-15320] p0186 N75-199K6

Pathophysiological analysis of the effect of
weightlessness on the body

p0227 S75-23126
Role of metabolic shifts in the pathogenesis of
vestibular disturbances
[NASA-TT-P-16U31] p0255 N75-24327

PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Effect of sonic boon on man and animals - Review
of principal studies carried out in France

p0066 A75-17371
Oltrastructural alterations observed in mouse lung
after prolonged He/O2 exposure

P0111 A75-20886
Blood content of urea, sugar, unesterized fatty
acids, and cholesterol under conditions of
prolonged weightlessness

p0139 A75-22965
Pathophysiological analysis of the effect of
weightlessness on an organism <

pOIUO A75-22971
Bole of exhaustion of cerebral-cortex functional

potential in the disorder of the activity of the
adrenal gland cortex

p0155 475-25666
A syndrome of hypersomnia with automatic behavior

p0171 A75-26217
The biology of loneliness depression,

aggressiveness and biochemical changes
p0175 A75-27318

Otorhinolaryngological syndromes in aeronautics. I
p0211 A75-31261

Effects of oxygen-nitrogen /1:1/ at 760 Torr on
the life span and fine structure of Drosophila
melanogaster

p0279 A75-37327
Effects of hypoxia on early pregnancy and
embryonic development in the mouse

p0282 A75-38415
Experimental cardiac necrosis in hypobaric and

anemic hypoxia
p0343 A75-42755

Experimental trauma of occipital impacts
pathological and physiqlogical effects
[AD-780668] p0098 N75-15297

Influence of G-forces on venous and nervous systems
p0129 N75-1706U

A scientific conference on the problem, Hypoxia
during pathological processes caused by extreme
factor, devoted to the 80th birthday of
Academician of the Academy of Medical Sciences
of the OSSB
[NASA-TT-F-16159] p0132 N75-17086

Pathogenic effects of the thermal factor
[NASA-TT-F-15320] p0186 N75-19946

Rehabilitation and the Veterans' Administration
p0190 N75-19979

The National Besearch Council program on aid to
the neurologically handicapped

p0190 N75-19981
The use of objective measurements in the
evaluation of therapy programs

p0191 N75-1998U
Life in weightlessness

[NASA-TT-F-16361] p0228 N75-2313«
Toxicologic evaluation of the migration of a
plasticizer, DI (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEEP)
from vinyl plastics pathology of vinyl
plastics poisoning
[NASA-CR-1U3801] p0261 N75-25531

Acute pulmonary pathology and sudden death in rats
following the intravenous administration of the
plasticizer, DI (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate,
solubilized with Tween surfactants pathology
of vinyl plastics poisoning
[NASA-CB-1<t3803] p026« N75-25532

Patho-physiological effects of wind blast from
conventional and nuclear explosions

p0381 N75-32720
PATHOLOGY
NT HDBAN PATHOLOGY
Nystagmus and related phenomena in man - An

outline of otoneurology
p0319 A75-I4175H
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SOBJECT IHDEI PEPTIDBS

Pathology of vestibnlar sensation
p0320 A75-41762

Characteristics of vestibular neurons after acute
and chronic labyrinthine destruction

p0320 A75-41763
PATIBHTS

The Bational Research Council program on aid to
the neurologically handicapped

p0190 H75-19981
Current therapeutic techniques and rehabilitation

froa neurological disorders
p0191 H75-19983

The use of objective measurements in the
evaluation of therapy programs

p0191 B75-19984
Problems and perspectives in paraplegia

p0191 H75-19985
Blindness prosthetic devices and sensory aids

p0191 N75-19987
The current status of rehabilitation engineering

p0191 1175-19989
„ Exoskeletal technology teleoperator am system

p0191 H75-19990
Models of the vestibnlar systen and postural control

p0192 H75-19992
Banual control theory and applications

physiological and neurological applications
p0192 U.75-19993

Heurological applications of nan-aachine systeos
analysis

p0192 N75-19994
Hew engineering systems for mobility

p0192 B75-19995
Cybernetic anthropomorphic machine systems

p0192 B75-19996
The Eole of Intelligent Mechanical Aids

p0192 N75-19997
Supervisory control systems

p0192 H75-19998
Spontaneous variability of blood pressure in
patients with hypertension: Besults of long
term telemetric blood pressure measurements
[HiSA-TT-F-16250 ] p0197 H75-21008

Fitness for air travel, the medical point of view
[NASA-TT-F-1630U] p0229 H75-23139

The effect of tryptophan on the somatotropic
hormone during sleep in schizophrenics
[HASA-TT-F-16280] p0230 H75-231117

A simulation of the Emergency Clinic and
Department of Primary Care at the
Wright-Patterson AFB Hedical Center
[AD-A006345] p0334 B75-29750

PATTESH BBCOGHITIOB
BT CHABACTEB RECOGBITI08
Inter-saccadic interval analysis of optokinetic

nystagmus
p0009 A75-1183U

Perceptual integration and perceptual segregation
of brief visual stimuli

p0009 A75-11835
Binocular summation and suppression - Visually

evoked cortical responses to dichoptically
presented patterns of different spatial
frequencies

p0009 A75-11836
Singly and doubly contingent after-effects

involving color, orientation and spatial freguency
P0009 A75-11837

Short-term memory in stereopsis depth
perception of stochastic dot pattern

p0009 A75-11838
notion aftereffect magnitude as a measure of the
spatio-temporal response properties of
direction-sensitive analyzers

p0009 A75-11840
Effects of the cone-cell distribution on
pattern-detection experiments

p0011 A75-12698
Backward masking and interference with the
processing of brief visual displays

p0032 A75-13572
Study and response tine for the visual recognition

of 'similarity1 and identity
p0032 A75-13573

Stimulus configuration and line orientation in the
horizontal-vertical illusion

p003«t A75-13901
On the distinction between sensory storage and

short-term visual memory

p003S A75-13906
Pattern and motion characteristics of visually

time-compressed target detection in static noise
p0103 A75-19681

Simultaneous visuomotor adaptation to optical tilt
and displacement

p01iu A75-21100
ihat causes decay of pattern-contingent chromatic
aftereffects

p0120 A75-22217
Basking, aftereffect, and illusion in visual
perception of curvature

p0208 A75-30819
Apparent fineness of briefly presented gratings -

Balance between movement and pattern channels
in visual perception

p0210 A75-31037
Differential responses of cat visual cortical
cells to textured stimuli

p0211 A75-31098
Visual motion perception

p0240 A75-33472
A probabilistic hypothesis for the prediction of

visual fixations
p0250 A75-35821

A concise parametric representation of
electrocardiograms

p0274 A75-3607U
On estimating and reducing the effect of

intersubject EEG variation on the performance of
EEC pattern recognition systems

p0279 A75-37U36
Adaptive pattern processing in the visual system

p0280 A75-37618
Visual form perception

p0307 A75-39975
Eye movements and visual perception - A 'two

visual system* model
p0373 A75-45378

Detectability of an unsharp edge in additive noisy
background
[FOA-2-C-2591-E1-H5] p0051 H75-12577

Application of response surface methodology to
shape discrimination
[AD-785367] p0056 B75-12614

The visual evoked cortical potential as a measure
of stress in naval environments. 3: The
response to pattern and color
[AD-786322] p0098 H75-15301

Building a distance function for gestalt grouping
[AD-787525] p0127 875-16224

On the classification of multivariate time
dependent patterns in view of their process
structure evaluation of EEG

p0296 B75-27726
PATLOADS

Spacelab life science technology studied
p0011 A75-12721

Life sciences payloads for Shuttle
p0157 A75-26033

Prospective life-science payloads for Spacelab
p0247 A75-35603

Simulation of man-machine interaction on shuttle
payload manipulator

p0396 B75-33698
PCS (BODOLiTIOB)
D POISE CODE HODOLATIOB
PDH (BODD1ATIOB)
0 PULSE DDRATIOB HODDLATIOB
POP COBPDTBBS

Computer-television analysis of biped locomotion
p0232 B75-23162

The development of a real-time electrocardiogram
analyzing system using the POP-15 computer
[AD-A008672] p0363 B75-30784

PEDOLOGY
0 SOIL SCIEHCE
PBBDOLOBS

Motion of pendulum-type biped systems
p0273 A75-35979

PBBETBATIOB BALLISTICS
0 TEBBIBAL BALLISTICS
PEPIIDES

Peptides and ammo acids in the primordial
hydrosphere

p0068 A75-18503
BBB studies of prebiotic polypeptides

p0074 A75-19292
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PEBCEPTIOH SUBJECT ISDEI

The origin of proteins - Heteropolypeptides from
hydrogen cyanide and water

p0074 A75-19293
Beta structures of alternating polypeptides and

their possible prebiotic significance
p0307 A75-40124

Studies on the purification and characterization
of dipeptidylaminopeptidase, U
[NASA-TT-F-16017 ] p0020 H75-1159U

The importance of the renin-angiotensin system in
normal cardiovascular homeostasis

p0297 N75-27732
PEBCBPTIOH

NT ADDITOBY PERCEPTION
NT AUTOKINESIS
NT B I N A U R A L HEABING
NT CONSCIOUSNESS
NT CRITICAL FLICKEB POSION
NT KINESTHESIA
NT HOTION PERCEPTIOH
NT OLFACTORY PERCEPTION
HI PAIN
NT PAIN SENSITIVITY
NT PROPRIOCEPTION
NT SENSORY PERCEPTION
NT SOUND LOCALIZATION
NT SPACE PERCEPTION
NT TACTILE DISCBIHINATION
NT TASTE
NT VERTICAL PERCEPTION
NT VIBRATION PERCEPTION
HT VISUAL DISCHInlHATIOH
NT VISUAL PERCEPTION

The IW-TNO simulator. An investigation of
rotation sensation automobile driving
[IZF-1974-16] p0091 N75-14M57

PERCEPTRONS
0 SELF O R G A N I Z I N G SYSTEMS

PERCEPTUAL TIDE CONSTANT
Development of temporary connections in man with

the aid of unrecognized visual stimuli
pOOUO A75-15187

psychophysical theories of duration discrimination
p0149 A75-24593

PEBFORHAHCE
Earth orbital teleoperator visual systen

evaluation program
[NAS1-CR-113875] p0288 B75-26652

PBHFOBHANCE PREDICTION
NT PREDICTION A N A L Y S I S TECHNIQUES

Computer simulation of an electrochemical carbon
dioxide concentrator system spacecraft life
support system performance prediction

p0003 A75-10U11
prediction of aural detectability of noise signals

pOOOS A75-10735
Basic attention measures as predictors of success

in flight training
p0103 A75-19678

A theoretical and empirical comparison of tvo
mixed-factor central-composite designs

p0106 A75-19705
A simulator study to investigate human operator
workload

p0052 N75-12589
prediction of pilot performance: Biochemical and
sleep-mood correlates under high workload
conditions during aircraft carrier landings

pOOSI N75-12599
Timely problems in aviation medicine

p0096 N75-15278
Emotional-volitional components of operator
reliability sensorimotor function testing
under stress

p0160 N75-17948
Discussion and theoretical summarization of the
experimental data psychophysiology in human
factors engineering

p0160 N75-17949
An investigation of biorhythmic influence upon

human performance
[AD-A001266] p0162 N75-17960

Quantitative models for predicting human
visual/perceptual/motor performance
[AD-A001072] p0162 N75-17964

Aircraft-pilot and other pre-employmeut experience
as factors in the selection of air traffic
controller trainees
[AD-A001039/7] p0166 N7S-18893

Models of man as a suboptioal predictor
p0186 N75-19161

Prediction of Naval Aviator career motivation and
job satisfaction from the strong vocational
interest blank

p0220 N75-21943
A theoretical and empirical comparison of two

mixed factor central composite designs
[AD-A00700U] pU231 N75-23159

Prediction of performance and satisfaction of
aeronautical engineering students at the Naval
Postgraduate School
[AD-A003539] p0289 N75-26659

The measurement of operator capacity by
manipulation of dual task demands
[AD-A006352] p0336 S7S-29765

Performance evaluation of new generation 50th
percentile anthropomorphic test devices. Volume
1: Technical report
[PB-240920/9] p0338 N75-29783

Performance evaluation of new generation 50th
percentile anthropomorphic test devices. Volume
2: Accelerator sled test data
[PB-2U1121/3] p0338 B75-29784

Exploratory analysis of predictors of diver
performance decrement during 3 hour cold water
explosures
[AD-A009359] p0367 N75-31724

Discrete time modelization of human pilot behavior
p0394 N75-33683

PERFORMANCE TES1.S
An estimate for the activities of a human operator

p0010 A75-12114
Computer-aided generation of performance measures

for man-machine systems
p0105 A75-19699

Development of complex performance tester /CPT/
for human tasks in aircraft control

p0239 A75-33370
The analysis of aviation training evaluations. II

- Similarities of aviation performances in
flying training courses

p0239 A75-33372
Design and test status for life support

applications of SPE oxygen generation systems
Solid Polymer Electrolyte

[ASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-50] p0310 A75-40862
A 2.2 sg m /2t sq ft/ self-controlled deployable

heat pipe radiator - Design and test
[ASME PAPER 75-EHAS-13] p0311 A75-40866

Design and the parametric testing of the space
station prototype integrated vapor compression
distillation water recovery module
[ASME PAPER 75-ENAS-37] p0311 A75-40872

The application of human operator describing
functions to studies on the effects of alcohol
and marijuana on human performance

p0348 A75-42902
Physiologic testing of the T-<43 passenger oxygen

mask
[AD-783237] p0019 N75-10711

Automated biowaste sampling system, solids
subsystem operating model, part 2
[NASA-CR-110378] p0057 N75-13505

Susceptibility to anxiety and shift difficulty as
determinants of state anxiety in air traffic
controllers
[AD-777565] p0060 N75-13528

Air scout night goggle test
[AD-785542] p0100 N75-15312

Predictive validities of several clinical color
vision tests for aviation signal light gun
performance
[AD-A006792] p0254 N75-24317

Abstracts Biomedical Research and Underwater
Breathing Apparatus Evaluation Dives 10 to 1600
Feet Conference
[AD-A003472] p0290 N75-26669

Evaluating maintenance performance test
administrator's manual and text subject's
instructions for criterion referenced job task
performance tests for electronic maintenance
[AD-AOOS785] p0336 N75-29768

PBRFUSIOB
0 DIFFUSION
PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
NT TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
PERIODIC VABIiTIOBS
NT ANNUAL VARIATIONS
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SOBJECT 1BDEI PEBSOBBBL BAHAGBBBIT

NT DIDBHAL VARIATIONS
HT HOCTOBHAL VABIATIODS
The effect of a periodic decrease in the ambient

temperature on the effectiveness of muscle
adaptation to increased activity

p0013 A75-12972
Periodic variations in human performance
(AD-A003517] p0289 H75-26660

PEBIODICITI
0 PEBIODIC VABIATIOHS
PEBIODICITI (BIOlOGT)
0 BHYTHB {BIOLOGY)
PEBIPBEBAL CIBCOLATIOH

Changes of peripheral venoas tone and central
transiural venoas pressure daring immersion in a
therno-neutral bath

pOOU1 A75-15522
Physiological reactions to net-cold

p0111 A75-20889
Forearm blood flow daring body temperature
transients produced by leg exercise

p0115 A75-21567
Dynamics of change in the peripheral blood of dogs

under high-mountain conditions /Eastern Panir/
p0206 A75-29789

Changes in central hemodynamics and peripheral
vessels tone during hemorrhage

p0206 &75-30337
Thermoregalatory control of finger blood flow

p0215 A75-31807
Effect of thymes extract on qranalocyte content in

the peripheral blood
p0360 A75-15071

Cutaneous circulation and thermal exchange at
altitude (3800 m)
[NASA-TT-F-16311 ] p0219 B75-21931

EEBIPHEBAL IEBVODS SY.STBH
The role of central and peripheral thermosensitive
structures in the regulation of cold shivering

p0013 A75-12969
Borphological aspects of the efferent vestibular
system

p0113 A75-23308
Vestibular and somatosensory inflow to the

vestibular projection area in the post cruciate
dimple region of the cat cerebral cortex

p0169 A75-26200
Spinal cord potentials evoked by peripheral nerve
stimulation

p0171 475-26211
Ability of young, adult and aged rats to adapt to

different aabient temperatures
p0301 A75-39162

PBBIPHBBAL VISIOH
Velocity perception

p0012 475-15731
Photopic spectral sensitivity of the peripheral
retina

p0118 475-21116
Corrective saccades - Dependence on retinal
reafferent signals

p0152 A75-25215
Peripheral visual response time and retinal
luminance-area relations

p0171 A75-27081
Changes in the field of peripheral vision under
conditions of high mountain climbing

p0277 A75-36392
Brightness sensation in indirect vision
sensitivity of peripheral region of retina
[NiSA-TT-r-16286] p0229 N75-231U2

The testing of peripheral vision
[NASA-TT-F-16312J p0251 N75-21322

PEBITOHEUH
Bespiratory and intraperltoneal infection of mice
with encephalo»yccarditis virus: Effect of
sublethal X-irradiation on host resistance and
survival
[BBL-1975-2] p0255 N75-21331

PBBBEABILITY
Differential permeation of artemia cysts and

cucnnber seeds by alcohols
p0317 A75-12828

PEBOXIDES
Inactivation of biologically active DBA by gamma
ray induced superoxide radicals and their
dismutation products singlet molecular oxygen
and hydrogen percxide
[BBL-1975-10] P0392 N75-33661

PEBSOBiLITI
Personality factors in selection and flight

proficiency
p015U A75-25116

PBBSOBALin TESTS
Short forms of the Texas Social Behavior Inventory
/TSBI/, an objective measure of self-esteem

pOOIS A75-16501
Psychological investigation for members of Nt,

Sickle Boon /parts of the Himalayas/ climbing
party - An analysis of changes on the profile of
Yatabe Guilford personality inventory daring
climbing period

p0239 475-33368
Psychodiagnostics in the service of development

aid - The selection of Yemenite applicants for
pilot training

p02«6 A75-35099
Vocational interests of air traffic control

personnel
p0281 475-38108

The operator's emotional stability
p0161 1175-17951

Factor analysis of a new multi-dimensional
personality guestionnaire. 4 check of the
factor model in comparison with similar methods
[DLB-FB-75-20] p0288 B75-26651

A study of the personal value systems and job
satisfactions of United States Air Force officers
[AD-A003602] p0289 B75-26661

Personality change resulting from Hater suspension
sensory isolation

p0381 B75-32711
PEBSOBBEL
HT AIBC8AFT PILOTS
NT ASTRONAUTS
HT COSMONAUTS
HT CBEHS
NT FLIGHT CBEBS
HT FLIGHT SOBGEONS
NT FLYING PEBSONHEL
HT HEDICAL PERSONNEL
NT NAVIGATORS
NT OPEB4TOBS (PEBSOBNEL)
NT PILOTS (PEBSONNEL)
NT SCIENTISTS
NT SPACECBEHS
NT TEST PILOTS
Scientific management personnel
[AD-A002760] p0199 N75-21026

A realistic view of the people in air traffic
control
[AD-A006789] p0288 N75-26653

PEBSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
Impact of avionic design characteristics on
technical training regnirements and job
performance

p0115 A75-23<(97
The airport and the people associated with it

p0206 A75-29612
A sex comparison of reasons for attrition of
non-journeyman FAA air traffic controllers
[AD-780558] p0098 B75-1529t

Training of OS air traffic controllers
[AD-A006603/5] p0270 S75-25583

Mechanisms for aiding worker adjustment to
technological change: Concept, review of the
literature, abstracts. Volume 2: Key work
index and abstracts
[PB-2U1019/9] p0328 B75-28712

PERSONNEL HAHAGEBEST
Fiscal year 1975: Air Force technical objective

document research in the field of human
resources
[AD-A002151] p0189 B75-19969

The matrix organization in ASD: A study in
collocation of engineers
[AD-A003601] p0288 B75-26657

A study of the personal value systems and job
satisfactions of Dnited States Air Force officers
[AD-A003602] p0289 H75-26661

Personnel technigues necessary to maximi2e
bio-barrier integrity at a Hartian receiving
laboratory
[NASA-CB-112963] p0289 H75-26665

A study on medical officer career management and
retention in the USA armed forces

p0332 N75-29729
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PEBSOBHEL PBOPULSIOi SISTBHS SUBJECT IHDBX

Study and development of infusible and
incorrodible identification tags and microdots
[AD-A010389] p0389 N75-33638

PBBSOBSEL PROPULSIOH SYSTEHS
U SELF M A N E U V E R I N G UNITS

PBBSONHEL SELECTIOI
NT PILOT SELECTIOH

EEC criteria for flying fitness applied by the
German Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine

p0122 475-221(15
Vocational interests of air traffic control

personnel
p0281 A75-38408

The visual aptitude of inspection personnel for
magnetic-particle and penetrant testing

p0281 A75-386311
Essays on the psychology of operator labor

[NASA-TT-F-16020 ] p0160 N75-179U7
On the effect of emotional states on operator

thinking psychological test for operator
selection

p0161 N75-17950
Certain aspects of the psychological analysis of

programmer activity selection of computer
programmers

p0161 N75-17956
Aircraft-pilot and other pro-employment experience

as factors in the selection of air traffic
controller trainees
[AD-A001039/7] p0166 N75-18893

Multiple task performance as a predictor of the
potential of air traffic controller trainees, a
followup study
[AD-A002920] p0199 N75-21022

Evaluation of the special senses for flying
duties: Perceptual abilities of Landing Signal
Officers (LSOs)
[AD-A003040] p0220 N75-21946

Medical requirements and examination procedures in
relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Introductory remarks

p0222 »75-23085
The role of vocal andionetry in the selection of

navigation personnel
p0222 N75-23090

Visual acuity of astigmatic subjects and fitness
to air force service

p0223 N75-23095
Training of OS air traffic controllers

[AD-A006603/5] p0270 H75-25583
Factor analysis of a nev multi-dimensional

personality questionnaire. & check of the
factor model in comparison with similar methods
[DLB-FB-75-20] p0288 N75-266511

Optimizing manpower selection
[AD-A005689] p0328 1175-28711

Ground training devices in job sample approach to
DPT selection and screening
[AD-A009995] p0386 H75-32757

PEBSPIBATIOI
Effect of local cooling on sweating rate and cold

sensation
p0170 A75-26236

Use of dew-point detection for quantitative
measurement of sweating rate

p0360 A75-U5127
PBBTDBBATIOH THEORY

Long-wavelength analysis of plane wave irradiation
of a prolate spheroid model of man

p0123 A75-2269U
PESTICIDES

Health-protection measures in agricultural aviation
pesticides handling

p0215 A75-318U7
Aquatic plants for removal of aevinphos from the

aquatic environment
[NASA-TM-X-72720] p0125 S75-16206

PETBOLEOH
0 CRUDE OIL

PB
Differential electrophoretic separation of cells

and its effect on cell viability
[NASA-CB-120553] p0058 N75-13508

PB FACTOR
. Growth and reproduction of microorganisms under

extremely alkaline conditions
p0179 A75-28516

PHABHACOLOGI
Adreno- and GABA-sensitive inhibiting systems in

the internal synaptic layer of a frog retina
p0032 A75-13598

Drug effectiveness on experiaental optokinetic and
vestibular motion sickness

p0037 A75-14091
Ventricular performance and energy of compression,
power, and rate of change of power during
isovolnmic contraction

p0113 A75-20960
An application of long-term frequency analysis in

measuring drug-specific alterations in the EEC
of the cat

p0170 A75-26243
Salicylate, tryptophan, and tyrosine hypothermia

at cold ambient temperature
p0238 A75-33257

The fractional rate of change of ventricular power
during isovolumic contraction - Derivation of
haemodynamic terms and studies in dogs

p028<4 A75-38669
Temperature regulation and drug action;

Proceedings of the Second Symposium on the
Pharmacology of Thermoregulation, Paris, Prance,
April 16-18, 19711

p0303 A75-39151
Neural models on temperature regulation for
cold-stressed animals

p0303 A75-39152
Studies on central noradrenergic pathways in the
control of body temperature

p03011 A75-39157
Effects of ethanol, barbiturates, phenothiazines

and biogenic amines on man during exposure to cold
p0305 A75-3916H

Chlorinated hydrocarbons as pharmacological tools
in studies on thermoregulation

p0305 A75-39165
Effect of ambient heat stress on body development

of rats and survival of fatal heat stress by
drug administration

p0305 A75-39166
Ventral midbrain stimulation, blood pressure
responses and their relation to the dopaminergic
nigro-striatal pathways

p0341 A75-41913
Biogenic amines and acute thermal stress in the rat

p0352 A75-13975
Human assay of antimotion sickness drugs

p0357 A75-UK351
Effects of Pyrobenzamine and Plimasin on fighter
pilots flying a fighter intercept mission in the
FID flight simulator

p0358 A75-U4364
Effects of pharmacological agents on subcortical
resistance shifts

p0378 A75-47235
Symposium on Temperature Regulation and Drug Action
[AD-A006372J p0362 S75-30780

PHASE AHGLE
U PHASE SHIFT
PHASE COBTBOL

The biological clock controlling circadian
rhythms

p0008 A75-11793
PHASE DETECTOBS

ultrasonic blood flowneter yielding instantaneous
velocity profile by real-time phase detection

p0201 A75-29232
PHASE SHIFT

Phase shift in the REM sleep rhythm
p0308 A75-40275

PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS
NT FREEZING
NT LIQUEFACTION
PHASE VELOCITX

Instrument for the on-line measurement of the slow
phase of nystagmus

p0203 A75-29589
PHENOTHIAZINBS

Effects of ethanol, barbiturates, phenothiazines
and biogenic amines on man during exposure to cold

p0305 A75-39161
PHILOSOPHY

Handbook of perception. Volume 1 - Historical and
philosophical roots of perception

pOOOS 475-10965
PHOBIAS '\
NT FEAB OF FLYING j
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SUBJECT INDEX PHOTOGBAPHIC PILH

PBOHOCiBDIOGBAHS
0 FBOHOCABDIOGBAPHI
PHOBOCABDIOGBAPBY
NT ECHOCABDIOGRAPHY
Genesis of heart sounds and murmurs as
demonstrated by echocardiography

p0014 A75-13017
PHOSPHATES
NT ADBNINES
NT ADENOSIBE TBIPHOSEHATE
NT ADE-NOSINES
HI NOCLEOTIDES
The role of inorganic polyphosphates in chemical

and biological evolution
p0069 A75-18511

EHOSPHOBESCEHCB
Research on bioluminescence
[AD-A007924] p0264 N75-25533

PBOSPHOBOS COBPOD8DS
-NT ADENINES
NT ADENOS1NE TBIPHOSPHATE
NT ADENOSINES
NT NOCLEOTIDES
NT ORGANIC PBOSPHOBOS COMPOUNDS
NT PHOSPHATES
Phospholipid monolayers - As a prototype of

biological memtraaes
p0068 A75-18502

PHOSPBOBOS HBTABOLISH
Evolution and ecology of phosphorus metabolism

p0069 A75-18509
The role of inorganic polyphosphates in chemical

and biological evolution
p0069 A75-18511

Constituents of human muscle in isometric fatigue
p0123 A75-22465

Ion composition of labyrinth receptor cells and
their environment

p0155 A75-25590
Influences of exercise and endurance training on
the oxygen dissociation curve of blood under in
vivo and in vitro conditions

p0173 A75-26924
Adenosine metabolism in cultured chick-embryo
heart cells

p0238 A75-33258
Hypoxic hypothermia in the metabolism of
phospholipids of the endocrinal organs of rats
during acute hypoxia

p0261 N75-25507
PBOSPHOBYLATION

Evolution and ecology of phosphorus metabolism
p0069 A75-18509

Models of prebiologlcal phosphorylation
p007t A75-19295

PBOTOABSOBPTION
Applications of the direct photon absorption

technique for measuring bone mineral content in
vivo. Determination of body composition in vivo
[NASA-CR-110708] p0017 N75-1069*

Skeletal status and soft tissue composition in
astronauts. Tissue and fluid changes by
radionuclide absocptiometry in vivo
[HASA-CR-140689] p0017 N75-10695

Skeletal status and soft tissue composition in
astronauts. Tissue and fluid changes by
radionuclide absotptiometry in vivo
[NASA-CH-1t0703] p0017 N75-10696

International Conference on Bone Mineral Measurement
[DHEW (NIB)-75-683] p0022 N75-11618

Physical aspects of 1-125 bone absorptiometry
error analysis

p0022 N75-11619
University of Slberta bone mineral analysis
system: Performance and clinical application

polyenergetic densitometry
p0022 N75-1.1620

A method for the determination of the compacta
area and the mean absorption density of human
bones

p0023 N75-11621
Preliminary report: Correlation of total body
calcium (bone mass) * as determined by neutron
activation analysis mth regional bone mass as
determined by photon absorption

p0023 N75-11622
Prediction of femoral neck and spine bone mineral
content from the BMC of the radius or ulna and
the relationship betweeng bone strength and BMC

p0023 N75-11621
Dual energy absorptiometry technique for bone

mineral content measurement
p002» B75-11629

Bone mineral measurements using a dichronatic
attenuation technique with simultaneous
operation in two energy channels

p002"» H75-11630
A new apparatus for bone mineral measurement in vivo

by X ray monochromators
p0024 N75-11631

Organization and processing of bone mineral data
using a general purpose storage and retrieval
program and a minicomputer

p0024 1175-11633
Bone mineral computation vith a rectilinear scanner

p0024 N75-1163»
Photon absorption method and Singh index in the
detection of osteoporosis: A comparative study

p0026 N75-11645
Bone mineral content in normal DS whites

p0026 N75-116U6
Mineral loss with aging measured prospectively by
the photon absorption technique

p0026 N75-116U9
Bone mineral determination of radius, ulna, and

fingerbones by 1-125 photon absorptiometry on
healthy persons

p0026 N75-11650
Trans-imaging of bone allografts: A rapid method

for evaluating osseous incorporation
p0027 N75-11653

The role of photon absorptiometry in the diagnosis
and follow-up of patients with renal failure

p0027 N75-11657
The correlation of radiographic bone surveys with

bone mineral values obtained using a photon
absorptiometric technique in a group of 315
patients with chronic renal failure: A
preliminary report

p0027 N75-11658
PHOTOCHEMICAL BEACTIONS
NT PHOTOLYSIS
NT PHOTOSYNTHESIS
NT BADIOLYSIS
Bhodopsin cooperativity in visual response

p006<l A75-17329
Spin-labeled rhodopsin lodoacetamide dark
reactions with SH-groups

p006i4 A75-17332
Flash bleaching of visual pigments in man
investigated by early receptor potential recording

, p0065 A75-17337
Thermal and ionic factors in the ultraviolet
photolysis of plant cell membranes

p0068 A75-18252
Photochemical synthesis of simple organic free
radicals on simulated planetary surfaces - An
ESB study

p0073 A75-19283
Ultraviolet-gas phase and -photocatalytic
synthesis from CO and NH3 photolysis products

p0319 A75-11700
Light-induced lencine transport in Balobacterium

halobium envelope vesicles - A chemiosmotic system
p0321 A75-K1825

PBOTOCBEHISTBY
0 PBOTOCBEHICAL REACTIONS
PHOTOCDRRBNTS
0 ELECTBIC CURRENT
PHOTODISSOCIATIOS

Vacuum D7 photolysis of N20
pOOOB A75-11509

PHOTOGBAMHBTBY
Geometry of aortic heart valves prosthetic

design
p0277 A75-36836

PHOTOGBAPHIC EQUIPMENT
NT CAMERAS
NT HIGH SPEED CAMERAS
NT TELEVISION CAMERAS
Aircraft accident medical investigator's kit
[iD-7853893 p0052 H75-12583

PHOTOGBAPHIC FILM
Spectral analysis of biological signals using

coherent optical techniques using
helium-neon laser, photographic fil», and
parallel processing

p0231 N75-23161
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PHOTOGRAPHIC M E A S U R E M E N T SUBJECT INDEX

Evaluation of slide-tape lecture programs used in
aero laboratories
[AD-A009571] p0369 N75-31741

PHOTOGBiPHIC MEASDBBBEHT
NT PHOTOGRAMBETBY

PHOTOGRAPHIC BECOBDIBG
High-speed holography of vibrating objects and

rapid events ultrasonic bonders and eardrums
p0342 A75-42578

PHOTOGRAPHS
SI MOTION PICTOEES

PHOTOGRAPHY
NT AUTOBADIOGRAPHY
HI CINEMATOGRAPHY.
HI I N F R A R E D I M A G E R Y
NT STEREOPHOTOGBAPHY

PHOTOLYSIS
NT RADIO1YSIS

Vacuum UV photolysis of N20
p0008 A75-11509

Thermal and ionic factors in the ultraviolet
photolysis of plant cell membranes

p0068 A75-18252
PHOTOHAPPING

Ophthalmologic stereophotography
p0113 A75-21022

PHOTOMETRY
NT SPECTHOPHOTOMETRY
NT VISUAL P H O T O M E T R Y

• PHOTON ABSORPTION
D ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION

PHOTOOIIDATIOB
Inverse assimilation - was the hydrogen escape

from the earth's primary atmosphere enhanced by
H2-evolution coupled with biophoto-oxidation of
methane

p0305 A75-39301
PHOTOBECEPTORS

Contribution to the theory of piotopic vision -
Retinal phenomena

p0063 A75-17025
Waveguide modes and refractive index in

photoreceptors of invertebrates
p0118 A75-22202

Plane-polarized light in microspectrophotometry
p0119 A75-22207

The effect of motion on visual acuity of the
compound eye - A theoretical analysis

p0152 A75-25247
Spectral shaping and waveguide nodes in retinal

cones
p0169 A75-26222

On the mechanisms of the interocular light
adaptation effect

p0169 A75-26223
Concerning the role of nonlinear optical effects

in the process of photoreception of laser
radiation

p0208 A75-30647
Investigation of responses to light of retinal

rods in frogs
p0211 A75-31049

Spontaneous voltage fluctuations in retinal cones
and bipolar cells

p0342 475-42683
Analysis of two-dimensional biological receiver

systems using detection experiments with
application to visual systems
[BMVG-FBHT-74-4] p0091 N75-14452

Colorinetric and photometric properties of a 2 deg
fundamental observer visual data tables
[IZF-1974-12] p0091 N75-14455

On rod and cone visual acuity
[NASA-TT-F-16303] p0229 N75-23140

On rod visual acuity and cone visual acuity
color vision and light adaptation
[NASA-TT-F-16315] p0254 N75-24323

Comparative aspects of photoreception of retinal
protein complexes
[NASA-TT-J-16606 ] p0391 N75-33657

PHOTOSEHSITIVITI
NT LIGHT ADAPTATION

Light induced change in rod outer segment membrane
fluidity spin labeling study on visual
pigments

p0065 A75-17340
Function of perception - Influence of visual

parameters contrast sensitivity for sine
gratings

p0118 A75-22206
Photopic spectral sensitivity of the peripheral

retina
p0148 A75-24446

Effect of selenium on the photosensitivity of the
eye

p0153 A75-25322
Flicker adaptation shows evidence of many visual

channels selectively sensitive to temporal
frequency

p0170 A75-26225
The effects of light on man and other mammals

p0208 A75-30684
A device for in vivo microspectrophotometric

investigations and instructions for its use
P0209 A75-31025

Objective determination of light sensitivity of
the eye

P0214 A75-31750
Increment spectral sensitivity and colour

discrimation in the primate, studied by means of
graded potentials from the striate cortex

p0348 A75-43422
PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Some results of studying a simple bioregenerative
life support system
[IAF PAPER 74-113] p0034 A75-13739

The beginning of photosynthesis in prebiotic
environment

p0075 A75-19304
Evolution of photosystems of photosynthetic

organisms
p0075 A75-19305

On the evolution of the photosynthetic pigments
p0352 A75-43898

Effect of light on respiration and development of
photosynthetic cells
[COO-3231-2] p0047 N75-12549

PHOTOTHBBHOTBOPISM
0 TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
PHOTO70LTAGBS

Intensity functions of the early receptor
potential and of the melanin fast photovoltage
in the human eye

p0065 A75-17336
PHDGOID OSCILLATIONS
D PITCH (INCLINATION)
PHYSICAL CONSTANTS TESTING REACTOR
0 WATER COOLED REACTORS
PHYSICAL ENDUBANCE
D PHYSICAL FITNESS
PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS

Thyroid nodule and crew personnel flight
fitness examinations

p0065 A75-17369
Survey of current cardiovascular and respiratory

examination methods in medical selection and
control of aircrew
[AGAHD-AG-196] p0131 1)75-1707,9

Medical requirements and examination procedures in
relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Evaluation of the special senses for flying duties
[AGAHD-CP-152] p0222 N75-23084

Medical requirements and examination procedures in
relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Introductory remarks

p0222 N7S-23085
The effects of pure tone hearing losses on

aviators' sentence intelligibility in quiet and
in aircraft noise

p0222 N75-23087
Assessing an aviator's ability to hear speech in
his operational environment

p0222 N75-23088
Medical requirements and examination procedures in

relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Comparison of examination techniques in
neurology, psychiatry and psychology with
special emphasis on objective methods and
assessment criteria
[AGABD-CP-153] p0251 N75-24297

PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A 1-minute bicycle ergometer test for

determination of anaerobic capacity
p0002 A75-10050

Variability in cardiac output during exercise
p0007 A75-113H1

Noninvasive study of effect of isometric exercise
on left ventricular performance in normal man
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SOBJECT IHDBZ PHYSICAL EIBBCISB COIID

p0011 475-12521
Cell-tissue changes in lyaph nodes of loaded and

immobilized rats
p0031 475-13305

Acid-base balance and subjective feelings~of
fatigue daring physical exercise

p0038 475-11723
Dynamics of pulmonary gas exchange and heart rate
changes at start and end of exercise

p0044 A75-16200
Influences of physical training on the heart of dogs

p0066 475-17665
Hemodynamic predictors of myocardial oxygen
consumption during statxc and dynamic exercise

p0067 475-17883
The influence of exercise on atrial flatter

p0067 475-18025
Hyocardial blood flow response to isometric
/handgrip/ and treadniH exercise in coronary
artery disease

p0070 475-18549
Prediction of cardiac response to physical stress

pOIOit 475-19687
Electromyography in dynamic muscular loading

p0106 475-1970")
Effects of a multi-hour immersion with

intermittent exercise on urinary excretion and
tilt table tolerance in athletes and nonathletes

p0111 475-20887
normal coronary angiography in an aircrevman with
serial exercise test changes

p0112 475-20896
Temperature responses to infusion of electrolytes

during exercise
p0112 475-20900

Design and function of a mechanical assembly for
recording echocardiograns during upright exercise

p0113 475-20962
Forearm blood flow during body temperature
transients produced by leg exercise

p0115 475-21567
Glucagon and plasma catecholamine responses to

graded and prolonged exercise in man
p0115 A75-21568

Predictive implications of stress testing -
Follow-up of 2700 subjects after maximum
treadmill stress testing

p0117 475-21945
Vagal modulation of respiratory control during
exercise

p0120 475-22299
Constituents of human muscle in isometric fatigue

p0123 475-22165
Effect of physical training on the metabolism of

thyroid hormones in man
p0123 475-22166

Synchronization of human motor units - Possible
roles of exercise and supraspinal reflexes

p0137 475-22949
Hotor potentials and the timing of muscular activity

p0137 475-22950
Beans and methods for physical training of men in

long-term space flights
p0110 475-22973

Combined telemetry of cardiovascular parameters in
sports Continuous measurements of direct aortic
and pulmonary blood pressures

p0145 475-23360
Influence of muscular exercise on variations in

plasma cortisol and glucose in man
p0147 475-21056

Variation of the sympatico-adrenal response to
exercise during physical training in the rat

p0147 475-21058
4 new approach for the assessment of endurance work

p0147 475-21059
Cardiovascular model for the simulation of
exercise, lower body negative pressure, and tilt
experiments

p0119 475-21746
Oxygen cost during exercise in simulated

subgravity environments
p0151 475-25414

Depletion of muscle and liver glycogen during
exercise - Protective effect of training

p0170 475-26237
The role played by elasticity in an exercise
involving movements of small amplitude
muscular function

p0170 475-26240
Respiratory gas exchange ratio and prediction of
aerobic power

p0172 475-26515
Frequency and duration of interval training

programs and changes in aerobic power
p0173 475-26518

Dynamic characteristics of heart-rate responses to
sine-function work-load patterns in man

p0173 475-26825
Influences of exercise and endurance training on
the oxygen dissociation curve of blood under in
vivo and in vitro conditions

p0173 475-26924
Instrumented personal exercise during
long-duration space flights

p0202 475-29581
Oxygen regimes of organism in teen-agers and men

under muscular activity of dynamic character
p0207 475-30341

Study of cardiac output under physical loading by
the rebreathing method of CO2

p0207 475-30342
+Gz tolerance in man after 14-day bedrest periods

with isometric and isotonic exercise conditioning
p0212 475-31153

Physiological response to exercise after space
flight - 4pollo 14 through 4pollo 17

p0212 475-31154
On certain mechanisms of the appearance of the
trace-type muscular bioelectric activity

p0213 475-31256
Constant-load versus heart rate-targeted exercise
- Responses of systolic intervals

p0215 475-32372
Cardiac performance during graded exercise in

acute hypoxia
p0215 475-32373

Exercise responses following ozone exposure
p0244 475-34802

Influence of breathing pattern on oxygen exchange
during hypoxia and exercise

p0244 475-34805
Thermoregulatory control of finger blood flow

p0245 475-34807
Muscular efficiency during steady-rate exercise -
Effects of speed and work rate

p0245 475-34810
Effects of fatiguing isometric exercise upon
Achilles tendon reflex and plantar flexion
reaction time components in man

p0277 475-36711
Venous and capillary blood hemato'crit at rest and
following submaximal exercise

p0277 475-36713
Assessment of aerobic and anaerobic capacity of
athletes in treadmill running tests

p0277 475-36714
Time estimates in a long-term time-free environment

human performance
p0278 475-37171

Cardiopulmonary effects of combined exercise and
+Gz acceleration

p0281 475-38409
Changes in exercise heart rate in Icelanders after

prolonged stay at high altitude /4000 m/
p0282 475-38414

Noradrenaline content and fat mobilization on
brown adipose tissue of the rat after forced
swimming

p0304 475-39161
Aldosterone dynamics during graded exercise at sea
level and high altitude

p0315 A75-41392
Oxygen uptake/heart rate relationship in leg and

arm exercise, sitting and standing
p0315 A75-41394

Effect of changes in arterial oxygen content on
circulation and physical performance

p0315 A75-41396
The effect of warm-up on total oxygen cost of a

short treadmill run to exhaustion
p0321 A75-41848

Sleep patterns after graded exercise
p0343 A75-42753

Turnover of free fatty acids during recovery from
exercise

p0344 475-42759
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PBISICAL P1CTOBS SUBJECT IHDBX

Effects of equivalent sea-level and altitude
training on Manual oxygen uptake and running
performance

a p0344 A75-42760
Effects of hyperoxic gas iixtures on energy

metabolism during prolonged work
p0344 A75-42761

Anaerobic recovery in man following
supramaximal exercise

p0349 A75-43434
Aaaonia production following manual exercise -

Treadmill vs. bicycle testing
P03149 A75-43436

Leg muscle metabolism during exercise in the heat
and cold

p0349 A75-43437
Effect of exercise on lipoprotein lipase activity

in rat heart and skeletal muscle
p0352 A75-43944

Cardiac glycogen in Long-Evans rats - Diurnal
pattern and response to exercise

p0352 A75-43945
Freguency characteristics of the regulatory
systems of the heart

p0353 A75-44051
Experiment in thfe application of multivariate
correlation-regression analysis in physiological
studies

p0356 A75-44167
Ability of man to detect increases in his breathing

p0360 A75-45123
Gradual changes of ECG waveform during and after

exercise in normal subjects
p0377 A75-46925

ST-segment isolation and quantification as a means
of improving diagnostic accuracy in treadmill
stress testing

p0377 A75-46974
Bone growth and physical activity in young males

p0028 N75-11662
The effects of physical activity on bone in the aged

p0028 H75-11664
Energy expenditure of infantry patrols during an
Arctic winter exercise
[DCIEH-73-H-985] p0059 H75-13516

Study of the quality of regulation of the
cardiovascular system during a physical load
(based on ECG data) human tolerance to
physical stress

p0096 N75-15281
Peculiarities in the change of motor activity of
rats under conditions of hypo and hyperdynamia

p0097 N75-15291
Cardiovascular effects of variations in habitual

levels of physical activity
[NASA-CE-142616] p0218 N75-21928

Fatigue in selected lower limb muscle groups while
walking in a full pressure suit

p0225 N75-23105
SALYDT 4: Stadium in weightlessness
[NASA-TT-F-16326] p0264 N75-25538

Therapeutic hand exerciser
[NASA-CASE-LiR-1 1667-1] p0264 N75-25539

The space watch in Salyut as on the earth
physical training and the effects of spaceflight
stress- on cosmonaut performance
[NASA-TT-F-16U68 ] p0301 N75-27765

PHYSICAL FACTOES
The interactions among stress, vigilance, and task

complexity
p0146 A75-23500

Myocardial infarction in young men - Study of risk
factors in nine countries

p0240 A75-33607
A multi-disciplinary team for the treatment of
patients with defect upper extremities: A need
for optimal rehatilitation
[HTHD-67] p0255 H75-24325

PHYSICAL FITSESS
Kugel's artery as a major collateral channel in

severe coronary disease
p0037 A75-14088

Physical inactivity and coronary heart disease
p0071 A75-18731

Maximal oxygen consumption test during arm
exercise - Reliability and validity

p0172 A75-26517
Influences of exercise and endurance training on
the oxygen dissociation curve of blood under in

vivo anu in vitro conditions
p0173 A75-26924

Statistical data on the medical causes of
definitive flight inability in the TFP of an
airline company Technical Flight Personnel

p0202 A75-29270
Acute altitude exposure test for the members of

the expedition to Ht. Sickle Boon /6,574 m/
p0239 A75-33366

Prediction of body composition in habitually
active oiddle-aged men

p0343 A75-42757
Cardiopulmonary efficiency in former and active

champion scullers
[NASA-TT-F-15728] p0022 N75-11616

Physical fitness and tolerance to environmental
stresses: A review of human research on
tolerance to and work capacity in hot, cold and
high altitude environments
[DCIEM-74-R-1008] p0059 N75-13517

Physical performance and oxygen supply of the rat
body during physical loads after prolonged
hypokinesia

p0193 N75-20978
The influence of posture on isometric strength and

endurance forearm blood flow, and the blood
pressure and heart rate response to isometric
exercise
[AD-A004332] p0299 H75-27749

PHYSICAL IOBK
Effects of high-altitude exposure on subaaximal

endurance capacity of men
p0044 A75-16472

Immediate cardiac response to exercise -
Physiologic investigation by systolic time
intervals at graded work loads

p0110 A75-20826
Oxygen consumption and heart rate - Changes and

relationships in static work
p023S A75-32415

water and electrolyte replacement during repeated
days of work in the heat

p0243 A75-34382
Hb02 dissociation in man during prolonged work in

chronic hypoxia
p0244 A75-34803

Muscular efficiency during steady-rate exercise -
Effects of speed and work rate

p0245 A75-34810
A comparison of attentional and control shift

models of the performance of concurrent tasks
p0247 A75-35515

Skylab experiment H-171 'Metabolic Activity1 -
Results of the first manned mission

p0276 A75-36340
Investigation on the possible role of a work

factor in thermoregulatory behavior of man
p0278 A75-37025

Harm-up effects in the learning of discrete motor
skills

p0306 A75-39312
Experimental study of the performance of
competition swimmers

p0349 A75-43435
Concept of the characteristic time of biological

processes and its application for studying the
dynamics of gas exchange

p0048 1175-12554
Task and work performance on Skylab mission 2, 3

and 4 (time and motion study - Experiment M151)
p0079 N75-14374

Changes in body composition during an Arctic
winter exercise
[DCIEM-74-H-1061] p0218 H75-21930

PHYSIOCHEHISTBY
Certain effects of supersonic airplane flight on
renal function in aviators

p0201 A75-29268
The compatibility of carbon with blood
[PB-238753/8] p0220 1175-21942

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
NT HBMODYHAMIC RESPONSES
NT PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
Decompression disorders Russian book on space
biology

pOOlO A75-12341
Effect of potassium depletion in normal males - An

Apollo 15 simulation
p0111 A75-20884
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SUBJECT IHDEI PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS COHTD

The relation of noise exposure to noise induced
hearing damage

p0117 A75-21797
Drag interactions - How to identify then
clinical drug toxicity prevention guideline

p0122 A75-22416
Assessment of the degradation of thyroid hormones

in aan during bed rest
p0123 A75-22467

Relative snsceptibility of altitude-acclimatized
mice to acute oxygen toxicity

p0123 A.75-22469
Principal results of medical studies of Soynz
spacecraft crewmembers

p0139 475-22962
The problem of artificial gravitation from the

viewpoint of experimental physiology
pOUO A75-22971

Effects of long-term rotation and hypergravity on
developing rat femurs

p0153 A75-25407
Preliminary results of examinations of rats after
a 22-day flight aboard the Cosmos-605 biosatellite

p0155 A75-25118
The effects of orientation-specific adaptation on

the duration of short-term visual storage
p0169 A75-26220

On the mechanisms of the interocular light
adaptation effect

p0169 A75-26223
Flicker adaptation shows evidence of many visual
channels selectively sensitive to temporal
freguency

p0170 A75-26225
Human aspects of the use of the Concorde
technological and safety factors

p0201 A75-29269
Human whole-body exposure to infrasound

p0203 A75-29587
Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to
oxygen and heat. I - Physiological studies

p0204 A75-29591
Oxygen consumption and heart rate - Changes and

relationships in static work
p0235 175-32115

Animal indicators of air pollution
p0215 A75-34954

Physiologic effects of seatback angles less than
45 deg /from the vertical/ relative to G

p0281 A75-38111
Effect of parathyroidectomy on bone growth and
composition in the young rat

p0303 A75-38997
Temperature regulation and drug action;
Proceedings of the Second Symposium on the
Pharmacology of Thermoregulation, Paris, France,
April 16-18, 1971

p0303 A75-39151
The thalamus and thermoregulation

p0303 A75-39154
Physiological and biochemical characteristics of
adrenergic receptors and pathways in brown
adipocytes

p030lt A75-39159
The effect of warm-up on total oxygen cost of a
short treadmill run to exhaustion

p0321 A75-41848
Physiological effects of long time sitting

p0318 A75-43004
Human sensitivity to gravity - On the problem of

gravipreferendum
p0353 A75-I41127

Biological satellites and their contribution to
space biology and medicine
[1AF PAPER 75-058] p0374 A75-45854

In vivo measurement of human body composition
[BASA-CR-140668] p0016 H75-10690

Problems of space biology. Volume 22: Exchange
of matter under extremum conditions of space
flight and its simulation

p0019 H75-11586
Hetabolism and kidney function during space
flight, part 2

p0020 H75-11588
Features in processes of saturation (desaturation)
and oversatnration of an organism and principle
of estimating the decompression regimes during
extended stay under pressure as in
underwater habitats

p0021 875-11598
Narcotic effect of increased nitrogen and helium

pressures (based on results from experimental
research conducted on animals)

p0021 H75-11599
Physiological description of decompression phenomena

p0021 075-11600
Medical-physiological observations during conduct

of Sadko-2 test concerning the effects of
human exposure to the increased pressures of
underwater habitats

p0021 875-11602
Medical-physiological studies in the Ikhtiandr-67

experiment concerning the effects of human
exposure to the increased pressures of
underwater habitats

p0022 875-11603
The effect of sound on man (selective annotated

bibliography, 1965 - 1972
[AD-785525] p0093 875-14466

Does immobilization and pressure bearing of a
joint result in ossification in an animal
experiment?
[HASA-TT-F-15562] p0091 H75-15263

Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 8,
no. 6, 1971
[JPHS-63856] p0095 875-15271

Experimental trauma of occipital impacts
pathological and physiological effects
[AD-780668] p0098 875-15297

Retinal sufathreshold laser exposures: Cumulative
effect
[AD-A000808] p0160 875-179*6

Research report on: Specialized physiological
studies in support of manned space flight
[BASA-CB-111698] p0165 875-18882

Estimation of the physiological parameters of
heart-rate and oxygen-consumption during heat
and work stress mathematical modeling of
physiological responses
[AD-A001285] p0165 875-18885

Effect of hypokinesia on the development of
osteoporosis

p0193 B75-20979
Effect of hypokinesia and reduced barometric

pressure on the tolerapce of animals to
ethylacetate

p0193 875-20981
Effect of accelerations on the sugar content in

rabbit liquor
p0193 875-20982

Physiological and hygienic substantiation for the
design of individual means for preventing the
adverse effect of weightlessness

p0191 875-20984
Perception of coordinates of two-dimensional space

in prolonged experimental hypokinesia
p0194 875-20986

Sublethal effects of oil, heavy metals and PCBS on
marine organisms
[PB-238511/4] p0217 H75-21922

Cardiovascular effects of variations in habitual
levels of physical activity
tBASA-CH-112616] p0218 875-21928

A study of heat, noise, and vibration in relation
to driver performance and physiological status
[PB-238829/6] p0219 875-21941

Considerations in animal experimentation to assess
biologic effects and potential hazards of
exposure to lasers
[DR-3190-630] p0268 875-25574

Performance and physiological effects of combined
stress including vibration

p0293 875-27701
The prophylactic effect of head-cooling on coal

miner's cramps. Report 2: The effect of
head-cooling on coal miners under hot and humid
environment
[BASA-TT-F-16119] p0297 875-27739

Experiment with a physiologically active chlorella
culture on the Soyuz-9 spaceship -J

p0323 H75-28674
Cytophysiological changes induced by spaceflight

factors in the seeds of some coniferous species
p0325 875-28691

In vivo measurement of human body composition
[8ASA-CR-143375] p0361 875-30774

Freguency response of the oculovestibnlar system
during yaw oscillation
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[AD-A009769] p0367 B75-31728
Patho-physiological effects of wind blast from
conventional and nuclear explosions

p0381 H75-32720
The effect of breathing 100 percent oxygen on
short term memory of military officers
[AD-A009989] p0381 N75-32742

Effects of inhaling sulfur dioxide, sulfunc acid,
and fly ash
[PB-2U1788/9] p0392 N75-33666

PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
NT PHYSICAL FACTORS
Functioning of the organism and space flight factors

Russian book
pOOOS A75-11380

Physiological aspects of the efferent vestibular
system

p0143 A75-23309
The physiology of the vestibular nuclei
emphasizing single neurone microelectrode
technigues

p0113 A75-23311
Normative data from the osteoporosis prevalence
survey, Oakland, California, 1969-1970. Bone
mineral at the distal radius: Variation with
age, sex, skin color, and exposure to oral
contraceptives and exogenous hormones; relation
to aortic calcification, osteoporosis, and
hearing loss

p0026 H75-116U7
Characteristics of medically disqualified airman

applicants during calendar year 1971
[AD-7816U8] p0059 N75-13519

The problem of hypoxia, hyperoxia and hypercapnia
in space physiology

pOOSI S75-14U06
Tolerance of acute hypoxia while performing
operator activity and after a prolonged period
under altered gas environment conditions

p0085 N75-T4H09
Gas exchange and the coagulation system of the

blood during the effect on the body of high
concentrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide

p0085 N75-1U411
Ambulatory acupuncture treatment of patients Kith
nocturnal urinary incontinence
(NASi-TT-F-16248] p0195 N75-20997

Fixation optokinetic nystagmus (FORK) and its
mechanisms
[NASA-IT-F-16235] p0197 N75-21005

Periods of maximum peformance and circadian rhythm
of physiological functions
[NASA-TT-F-16310 ] p0228 N75-23135

A review of the toxicology of colored chemical
smokes and colored smoke dyes
[AD-A003827] p0287 N75-266U3

Recent studies of physiological factors involved
in the regulation of serotonin content and
turnover in the brain

p0297 N75-27731
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
NT HEBODYNAHIC RESPONSES
Physiological responses to hypoxia in the tundra
vole

pOOOS A75-10237 '
Human physiological problems in zero gravity - An

attempt at understanding through systems analysis
pOOOt A75-10122

Biosignal analysis. I - Properties of biosignals,
objective of biosignal analysis

pOOOS A7S-11273
On-line assessment of ventilatory response to
carbon dioxide

p0007 A75-11317
Accommodative response to blur

p0011 A75-12696
Early changes in the excitability of the various
levels of the visual system following a light
flash

p0031 A75-13400
Medical results of the Skylab program
[IAF PAPEB 711-100] p0033 A75-13730

Fly behaviour of birds in weightlessness - A study
of the tumble-phenomenon
[IAF PAPER 71-106] p0033 A75-13735

Arousal and hallucinatory activity under two
isolation conditions

p0034 A75-13891

Intensity effects of the auditory evoked brain
response to stimulus onset and cessation

p0035 A75-13910
Elicitation of vestibular side effects by regional

vibration of the head
p0036 A75-11086

Application of engineering heat transport concepts
to the analysis of biological thermoregulatory
systems

p0037 A75-14329
Neural coding and psychophysical discrimination data

auditory signal models
p0037 A75-11387

Response patterns of cochlear nucleus neurons to
excerpts from sustained vowels

p0038 A75-1U388
Effects of hypoxic training on nornoxic maximal
aerobic power output

p0038 A75-T4721
The effect of increased body temperature due to

exercise on the heart rate and on the maximal
aerobic power

p0038 A75-11725
Certain compensator-adaptive reactions of the

circulatory apparatus during prolonged hypokinesia
p0038 A75-11719

Temperature responses of exercizing dogs to
infusion of electrolytes

p0038 A75-11800
The role of the hypothalamus in the organisation

of patterns of cardiovascular response
p0042 A75-15779

Transient and steady state effects of C02 on
mechanisms determining rate and depth of breathing

pOO«3 475-15999
Steady state effects of C02 and temperature on the
relationship between lung volume and inspiratory
duration /Hering-Breuer threshold curve/

p0043 A75-16000
Dynamics of pulmonary gas exchange and heart rate

changes at start and end of exercise
pOOlU A75-16200

The change of heart rate during mental work
pOOtS A75-16606

The effects of short term fasting on mental
performance

pOO«5 A75-16607
Variation in pupillomotor responsiveness with mean

pupil size
p0065 A75-17335

Effect of sonic boom on man and animals - fieview
of principal studies carried out in France

p0066 A75-17374
Difference between the reactions of the

cupula-endolymphatic system to a physiological
turn of the head under natural conditions and
under conditions of rotation

p0066 A75-17659
Macroscopic model of the visual system for

chromatic flicker fusion
p0067 A75-17759

The possible functional significance of the
different phases of the reactions of visual
cortex neurons to adequate stimuli

p0070 A75-18579
Evoked responses to light in man and their
functional significance

p0070 A75-18580
Rate versus level functions for auditory-nerve
fibers in cats Tone-burst stimuli

p0109 A75-20125
Reactions of neurons in the second auditory

cortical area to sound stimulation
p0112 A75-20918

Tolerance of one species of jerboa /Jaculus
orientalis/ to prolonged exposure to deep
hypothermia

p0113 A75-20950
Area-luminance effects and the visual evoked brain
response

p011U A75-21099
Characteristics of the electrocardiogram under

physical and emotional stress in man
p0121 A75-22401

Human ammo acid excretion patterns during and
following prolonged multistressor tests

p0122 A75-22111
Catecholamine and phagocytic responses in infected

mice exposed to hyperbaric helium-oxygen
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atmospheres
p0122 A75-22111I

Physiological problems of weightlessness
p0138 A75-22952

Some physiological mechanisms for the effect of
weightlessness on an organism

p0138 A75-2295*
Some results of medical investigations on crew

members of the Vcskhod-2 space vehicle
p0139 A75-22961

Condition of the astronauts' cardiovascular
systeus daring the flight of the Salyut orbital
station

p0139 A75-22963
Preservation of nan's efficiency during long-tern

space flight
p0140 475-22976

Theruoregolatory responses to preoptic cooling in
unrestrained rabbits

p0142 A75-23200
The functional significance of semicircular canal

size in comparative anatomy studies
p01»3 A75-23306

Computer and display systeus for large
physiological models

p01"»9 A75-217U9
Elastic nodulns of the bunan intact left ventricle
- Determination and physiological interpretation

pOISI A75-25137
Effects of postural changes on the head response

of standing subjects subjected to low freguency
•constant velocity1 spectral inputs

p0153 A75-25325
Elements of the development in man of endurance to
local coolings and the rules of G. V. Fol'bort

physiology of repeated stioulus and recovery
p0156 A75-25668

Human freguency-follotiing responses to monaural
and binaural stimuli

p0171 A75-262U5
Two varieties of long-latency positive waves

evoked by unpredictable auditory stimuli in man
p0171 A75-262U6

The pattern of swallowing during sleep
p0171 A75-262U9

Detection of human sleep EEG waveforms
p0171 A75-26250

Alterations in acid-base bomeostasis during water
immersion in nornal man

p0172 A75-26505
Thermoregnlation of myocardial protein synthesis

p0173 475-26550
Dynamic characteristics of heart-rate responses to

sine-function work-load patterns in man
p0173 A75-26825

Alterations in coronary sinus p02 and 02
saturation resulting from pC02 changes

p0176 A75-27705
Hormonal and electrolyte response to exposure to
17,500 ft

p0179 A75-28912
Blood flow during 2-Torr exposures at different
decompression rates

p0179 A75-28913
Instrumented personal exercise during

long-duration space flights
p0202 A75-29581

Evaluation of viscera and other tissues cosmic
radiation effects

p0206 A75-29607
The doll reflex - Ocular counterrolling with

head-body tilt in the median plane
p0210 A75-310I40

+Gz tolerance in man after 11-day bedrest periods
with isometric and isotonic exercise conditioning

p0212 475-31153
Physiological response to exercise after space

flight - Apollo 1<4 through Apollo 17
p0212 A75-3115U

The rhythm of physiological changes in the
functional state of the visual and dernotdermal
analyzers in man

p0236 475-325011
Acute altitude exposure test for the members of

the expedition to Ht. sickle Boon /6,574 n/
p0239 A75-33366

Physiological investigation for the members of the
expedition to (It. Sickle Boon during
mountaineering activities

p0239 A75-33367
Effects of sustained exposure to simulated
altitude on tissue Ha spaces of the organs in
rats and rabbits

p0239 A75-33369
Effect of fasting on tolerance to moderate hypoxia

p0239 A75-33371
Relationship between whole body tolerance to

moderate cold and local tolerance to extreme cold
p0240 A75-33371

Influence of sustained exposure to hypobaric
hypoxia on the plasma prothrombin time,
fibrinogen level and fibrinolytic activity in
rabbits - A preliminary report

p0240 A75-33375
Oxygen-induced inhibition of mouse brain lactate

dehydrogenase
p0212 A75-34377

Cardiovascular changes during and following 1-min
exposure to +Gz stress

p0212 A75-34378
Effect of altered G levels on deposition of

particulates in the human respiratory tract
p024U A75-34801

Exercise responses following ozone exposure
p02<tH A75-31802

Normal values for hypoxic and hypercapnic
ventila*:ory drives in man

p0215 A75-31808
Comparison of techniques for measuring +Gz

tolerance in man
p0245 A75-31811

Aerospace Medical Association, Annual Scientific
fleeting, San Francisco, Calif., April 28-day 1,
1975, Preprints

p0245 A75-31925
Snbgravity states - Key to understanding the role

of terrestrial gravity in human behaviour
role of vestibular organs

p02U7 A75-356011
Recent advances in the physiology of whole body

immersion
p0217 A75-35605

Beflex contributions to the assessment of the
vertical applied to space flight

p0218 A75-35608
International Symposium on Basic Environmental

Problems of Han in Space, 5th, Washington, D.C.,
November 27-30, 1973, Proceedings

p0271 A75-36326
Characteristics of metabolism during prolonged

water immersion
p027U A75-36328

Skylab experiment H-171 'Metabolic Activity' -
Results of the first manned mission

p0276 A75-363"10
Individual features in the reaction to hypoxia

high altitude simulation
p0276 A75-36391

Conseguence of social isolation on blood pressure,
cardiovascular reactivity and design in
spontaneously hypertensive rats

p0277 A75-36725
Temperature responses to infusion of electrolytes

during exercise
p0305 A75-39167

Carbon dioxide response curves during hypothermia
p0308 A75-40274

Effect of sudden illumination on the saccadic
movements of the eye

p031U A75-1114U
Skylab medical contributions and significance to

manned space flight
p0316 A75-<11«<t3

Seduced baroreflex sensitivity with volume loading
in conscious dogs

p0318 A75-41500
The conduction of the cardiac impulse: The slow

response and cardiac arrhythmias Book
p0318 A75-11609

Psychophysics of vestibular sensation
p0319 A75-41752

Heasurement of vestibulo-spinal responses in man
p0319 A75-11756

Vestibular ataxia and its measurement in man
p0320 A75-41758

Eabituation of vestibular responses with and
without visual stimulation

p0320 A75-<H760
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Notion sickness. I - Aetiology and autonomic
effects. II - Sole sensory aspects human
physiological responses and vestibula£ sensations

p0320 A75-41761
Conpensation of vestibulac lesions

p0320 475-41764
Sleep patterns after graded exercise

p0343 A75-42753
Circadian variations in the sweating mechanism

p0343 A75-42758
Effects of equivalent sea-level and altitude
training on maximal oxygen uptake and running
perforpance

p0344 A75-I12760
Effect of the functional state of the central

nervous system on the formation of an elementary
motor response /from EEC correlation analysis
data/

p0346 A75-42808
Ammonia production following maximal exercise -

Treadmill vs. bicycle testing
p0319 A75-U3436

Cardiac glycogen in Long-Evans rats - Diurnal
pattern and respcnse to exercise

p0352 A75-43945
Response and adaptation of Beagle dogs to

hypergravity
p0353 6.75-11128

Gravitational effects on body composition in birds
p0351 A75-44129

Influence of simulated weightlessness on the rate
of anomalies of the flour beetle Tribolium
confUSUD

p035« A75-44131
Infrasound - A short review of effects on man

p0357 A75-i4il35it
Stimulus interaction in the responses of carotid

body chemoreceptor single afferent fibers to
independent hypoxic and hypercapnic stimuli

p0359 A75-44619
Relationship between carotid chemoreceptor

activity and ventilation in the cat to
combined hypoxic and hypercapnic stimuli

p0359 475-11*620
Maximal oxygen uptake during treadmill walking and

running at various speeds
p0360 A75-15121

A new gas lesion syndrome in man, induced by
'isobaric gas counterdiffusion1

p0360 A75-15125
Ventricular function following acute carbon
monoxide exposure

p0360 A75-15126
Dnusual magnetic activity during 4-10 August 1972
and some of its biological consequences

p0375 A75-16U67
Night myopia and the intermediate dark focus of
accommodation

p0376 A75-16696
Effect of lunar surface material on radiation
damage in mice (investigation of biological
action of lunar surface material returned to
earth by Luna 16 automatic station)

p0030 875-11877
Changes in physiological functions of monkeys in a
reduced gravitation stand

p0048 N75-12555
Physiological costs of extended airborne command

and control operations human performance and
sleep deprivation

pOOSI N75-12603
The internal nature of functional disturbances
arising in the body under the effect of extreme
factors

p0085 N75-11107
Internal thermotopcgraphy and shifts in general
• thermal balance in man under special heat
transfer conditions

p0085 N75-14408
On the characteristics of caloric nystagmus in

healthy persons in response to caloric stimuli
p0085 B75-11110

Correlation changes in EEC, conditioned and
behavioral reactions with various degrees of
oxygen insufficiency

p0085 N75-14112
Studies of hypokinesia in animals to solve urgent

problems of space biology and nedicine
p0086 N75-14413

The effects of simultaneous but unequal
response-independent pay to pairs of human
subjects on aasseter EBG and bodily movements
[HASA-CH-141286] p0090 875-14447

Adaptation to vestibular disorientation. 12:
Habituation of vestibular responses: An overview
[AD-780562] p0091 H75-11449

Signal processing and characterization of the
audio evoked cortical response
[AD-784768] p0098 H75-15299

Biosatellite: Results of an experiment
[BLi.-M-23466-<5828.4F) ] p0128 B75-17056

Effect of extremal factors on the structure of the
organs and tissues
[8ASA-TT-F-791] p0128 1175-17057

Histological analysis of tissue structures of the
internal organs of steppe tortoises following
their exposure to spaceflight conditions while
circumnavigating the moon aboard the Zond-7
automatic station

P0129 H75-17063
Morphological manifestations of the stress
reaction under the influence of transversely
directed G-furces

p0129 S75-17066
Structural and cytocheoical investigations of the

gravity receptor under conditions of relative
rest and following exposure to accelerations

p0130 H75-17069
Physiological effects of air pollutants in humans

subjected to secondary stress
[PB-236151/7] p0132 H75-17089

Physiological responses
[AD-777838] p0133 B75-17C95

Modeling and measuring limb fine-motor unsteadiness
p0185 875-19154

Objective electrophysiological measurements of ear
characteristics, intelligibility of vowels and
judgement of the stage of attention

p0222 875-23091
weightlessness, Medical and biological research
[NASA-TT-F-16105] p0225 1175-23106

Physiological problems of weightlessness
p0225 1175-23107

Reactions of astronauts under weightless conditions
p0225 875-23108

Physiological mechanisms of the effect of
weightlessness on the body

p0225 875-23109
Reactions of animals and people under conditions

of brief weightlessness
p0225 H75-23110

Vestibular reactions of astronauts during flight
in Voskhod spacecraft

p0226 N75-23111
Some results of medical studies of Voskhod 2

spacecraft crew members
p0226 875-23116

Basic results of medical examinations of Soyuz
spacecraft crew members

p0226 M75-23117
Orea, suga*, nonesterified fatty acid and

cholesterol content of the blood in prolonged
weightlessness

p0226 B75-23120
Motor activity of astronauts in unsupported state

p0227 875-23123
Motor activity under weightless conditions

p0227 1175-23125
Pathophysiological analysis of the effect of

weightlessness on the body
p0227 S75-23126

Prophylaxis of unfavorable effect of
weightlessness on the body

p0227 875-23127
Means and methods of physical conditioning of man

in long space flights
p0227 B75-23128

Problem of artificial gravity from the point of
view of experimental physiology

p0228 B75-23129
Astronaut activity in weightlessness and

unsupported space
p0228 1175-23132

Life in weightlessness
[NASA-TT-F-16361] p0228 B75-23134

Circadian rhythm of physiological functions in
clinostatic hypokinesia
[BASA-TT-F-16308] p0228 875-23137
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Experimental study of physiological variations in
urinary sodiun and potassium related to time
zone changes human metabolic responses
[BASA-TT-F-16281] p0230 B75-231U6

Changes in visual evoked response by non-visual
task processing computer programs

p0252 B75-24301
Pulse wave velocity over the vascular nail as a

Deans for distinguishing between different
psychophysiological reaction patterns to a
Dental task

p0252 B75-24302
Catecholanine excretion from air cadets

adrenal gland response
p0252 B75-24303

Flight fitness and psycho-physiological behavior
of applicant pilots in the first flight missions

p0252 B75-24304
Spinal effects o£ an electrical vestibular

stimulation in Dan
[BASA-TT-F-16314] p0254 B75-24318

The influence of ionizing radiation on the immune
response
[HBL-1974-28] , p0255 H75-24329

Electrophysiological effects of electromagnetic
fields on animals r.-.diation effects of
microwaves on nervous system
[AD-A007520] ' p0257 H75-243U7

Prediction of physiological respones to work,
environment and clothing
[AD-A007282] p0258 N75-24348

nedical investigations during flights of the
spaceship soyuz-12, Soyuz-13, Soyuz-11 and the
Salyut-3 orbital station human physiological
responses

p0262 B75-25516
The mesodiencephalic hippocampal system: A

quantitative analysis of the modulation of theta
rhythm

p0266 M75-25553
Early indications cf behavioral and physiological
dysfunctioning in deep dives
[AD-A008537] p0269 B75-25579

Concept of a feedback control behavioral model for
physiological aspects of vehicle guidance

p0271 B75-25591
Stress models

p0271 N75-25593
Effects of vibration stress on the cardiovascular
system of animals

p0291 B75-27693
A review of bionechanical models for the
evaluation of vibration stress

p0293 B75-277014
Hodels of the cardiovascular system under whole

body vibration stress
p0293 H75-27706

Study of man*s physiological response to exposure
to infra-sound levels of 130 dB

p0294 B75-27711
A multi-factorial design of computer supported
research of human sleep under the influence of
various thermal conditions

p0296 B75-27725
Loudness enhancement in man. 1: Brainstem evoked
response correlates

p0299 B75-27748
Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, Volume 9,
no. 3, 1975
[JPRS-65301] p0323 B75-28672

Changes in some physiological indices in white
rats under the influence of accelerations up to
21 hours

p0323 B75-28676
Some autonomic leactions in rabbits exposed to a

permanent magnetic field
p0323 S75-28677

Some theoretical aspects of constructing medical
monitoring systens in space flights

p0324 B75-28680
Effect exerted on the human and animal body by

repeated exposure in a rarefied atmosphere
p032<4 B75-28683

Change in asymmetry of some paired functions in
airmen under the influence of flight factors

p0325 B75-28685
Brainsten auditory evoked responses in man. 1:

Effect of stimulus rise-fall time and duration
[NASA-CH-143257] p0326 875-28697

Bew Hoscov hyperbaric-oxygenation barohospital
[HASA-TT-F-16464] p0326 B75-28699

Bole of the hypothalamic neurosecretory system in
adaptive reactions of the body: Contribution
to the problem of nenrohormonal interactions
[BASA-TT-F-16329] p0365 B75-31711

PHISIOLOGIC4L TELEHBTBT
D BIOTELEHETBY
PBISI010GICAL TESTS
SI BODY SBAI TEST
BT EAB PHESSDBE TEST
BT ELECTBOBYSTAGHOGBAPHY
ST VESTIBOLAB TESTS
Spacplab life science technology studied

p0011 A75-12721
Cell-tissue changes in lymph nodes of loaded and

immobilized rats
p0031 A75-13305

Study of relationship between the content of
carboxyhemoglobin in the blood and carbon
monoxide in the exhaled air of test subjects and
the carbon monoxide concentration in the chamber
atmosphere
[IAF PAPEB 74-104] p0033 A75-13733

Effect of white noise on attention as a function
of manifest anxiety

p0034 A75-13892
Antononic and behavioral temperature regulation -

Unilateral vs bilateral preoptic thermal
stimulation

p0035 A75-13952
Acid-base balance and subjective feelings of

fatigue during physical exercise
p0038 A75-14723

Bpidemiologic study of asymptomatic men screened
by maximal treadmill testing for latent coronary
artery disease

p0040 A75-15095
Changes of peripheral venous tone and central

transmural venous pressure during immersion in a
thermo-neutral bath

p0011 A75-15522
Heart volume in relation to body posture and
immersion in a thermo-neutral bath - A
roentgenometric study

p0041 A75-15523
Influences of physical training on the heart of dogs

p0066 A75-17665
Optimal use of nitrogen to suppress the high

pressure nervous syndrome
p0111 A75-20890

Influence of muscular exercise on variations in
plasma cortisol and glucose in man

p0147 A75-24056
Variation of the sympatico-adrenal response to

exercise during physical training in the rat
p0147 A75-24058

A new approach for the assessment of endurance work
p0147 A75-24059

Physiological effects of long time sitting
p0151 A75-25062

Excitability of the cortex in normal and
adrenalectomized rats during repeated exposures
to high oxygen pressure

p0153 A75-25406
Maximal oxygen consumption test during arm
exercise - Reliability and validity

p0172 A75-26517
Increased uptake and utilization of glucose by

diaphragms of rats exposed to chronic
centrifugation

p0173 A75-26548
The medical story of Skylab

p0175 A75-27397
Statistical analysis of heart rhythm and

hemodynamic indices in physiological studies
Russian book

p0176 A75-27800
Sleep physiology at high altitude

pOISO A75-29186
Characteristics of the sleep of men in simulated

space flights
p0202 A75-29582

Coronary hemodynamics during positive /»G sub z/
acceleration

p0203 A75-29584
Parameters of tachistoscopic stereopsis

p0210 A75-31039
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Interpretation of an abnormal oral glucose
tolerance test encountered during multiphasic
laboratory screening

p0213 475-31162
& determination of maximum anaerobic muscular
power, and its meaning as a functional
evaluation test

p0213 A75-31257
Constant- load versus heart rate-targeted exercise
- Eesponses of systolic intervals

p0215 A75-32372
Han's perception of his ovn respiratory volume

p0236 A75-32507
Effect of binocular rivalry suppression on the

motion aftereffect
p0238 A75-33161

Spectral sensitivity of the modulation-sensitive
mechanism of vision - Effects of field size and
retinal locus

p0238 A75-33163
Effects of a 21 gravity environment on the
ultrastructure of the gerbil parathyroid gland

p0242 A75-34379
Subjective response to very Ion-frequency vibration
[AHBL-TB-74-142] p0242 A75-34380

Comparison of 70 deg tilt, LB8P, and passive
standing as measures of orthostatic tolerance

p0243 A75-34383
Changes in the field of peripheral vision under

conditions of high mountain climbing
p0277 A75-36392

Assessment of aerobic and anaerobic capacity of
athletes in treadmill running tests

p0277 A75-36711
Optimal parameters for eliciting
cardio-acceleration by electrical stimulation of
the ventromedial hypothalamus

Study of the characteristics of decompressive gas
formation with the aid of ultrasound

p0341 A75-42263
Ammonia production following maximal exercise -

Treadmill vs. bicycle testing
p0349 A75-43436

Human assay of antimotion sickness drugs
p0357 A75-44351

Hematologic changes in mice during and after
exposure to severe hypobaric hypoxia

p0358 A75-44356
Effects in rodents of a 1-month exposure to

magnetic fields /200-1200 gauss/
p0358 A75-44359

Cardiorespiratory responses to orthostasis and the
effects of propranolol

p0358 A75-44360
Ability of man to detect increases in his breathing

p0360 A75-45123
Ose of dew-point detection for quantitative

measurement of sweating rate
p0360 A75-45127

Functions and metabolism of an organism under
prolonged bypokinesis in a compound experiment

p0373 A75-45449
Circadian rhythn in performance on the NEC
stressalyser

p0373 A75-45775
The effects of prolonged exposure to
weightlessness on postural equilibrium ---
postflight analysis

p0078 N75-14370
Timely problems in aviation medicine

p0096 N75-15278
Air-to-air visual target acquisition

p0223 N75- 23094
Medical support and findings of the Skylab program
[8AS&-TH-X-58160] p0264 N75-25537

Function of the lower back in man. Measurement
technique for research into low back pain

p0265 875-25517
PHYSIOLOGY
HI AUDIOJ.OGT
HI BOOT COHPOSITIOB (BIOLOGY)
HT ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
HI HEHATOPOIETIC SYSTEM
HT HENST80ATION
NT NEOBOPHTSIOLOGY
HT PSYCHOPHTSIOLOGY
NT HESPIRATOBY PHYSIOLOGY

Results of Skylab medical experiment N171:
Metabolic activity

p0083 875-14395
Improved method of detecting and counting bacteria
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11917-2] p0217 875-21921

Study of the in vivo mechanical properties of the
blood vessels and their regulation
[AD-A003613] p0286 875-26642

PICKOPFS
D SEHSOES

PICKUPS
0 SENSOBS
PIEZOELECTRIC TBABSDOCEBS

Development of an implantable piezoelectric
driving system for a circulatory assist device
[PB-2364M6/1] p0135 875-17110

PIGEONS
Fly behaviour of birds in weightlessness - A study

of the tumble-phenomenon
[IAF PAPEB 74-106] p0033 A75-13735

Flight behaviour of pigeons in the weightless
phase of parabolic flight

p0212 A75-31159
Conditioned control of cardiac activity and

respiration and morphological changes in the
brain of pigeons under the action of a constant
magnetic field
[AD-784798] p0029 875-11669

The tolerance of birds to airblast
[AD-785259] p0048 H75-12550

Effects of magnetism, barometric pressure, and
polarized light on the homing pigeon

p0164 N75-18871
PIGMENTS
HT CHLOROPHYLLS
8T MELA8I8
NT VISUAL PIGMENTS
Light induced change in rod outer segment membrane

fluidity spin labeling study op visual
pigments

p0065 A75-17340
On the evolution of the photosynthetic pigments

p0352 A75-43898
PISS (SIINE)
D SHINE
PILOT EBROH

Assessment of pilotage error in airborne area
navigation procedures

p0004 A75-10731
Human factors in Air Force aircraft accidents

p0154 A75-25417
Some considerations on errors in flight

psychological factors
p0213 A75-31258

Human error in aviation operations
p0279 A75-37492

Life changes and aviation accidents
p0279 A75-37493

Disorientation phenomena in naval helicopter pilots
[AD-786370] p0100 N75-15310

Ma]or orientation-error accidents in regular Army
DH-1 aircraft during fiscal year 1970, accident
factors
[AD-A001710] p0189 H75-19968

A method for the study of human factors in
aircraft operations
[HASA-TB-X-62472] p0384 875-32747

PILOT PEBFOBHAHCE
The formation of special skills for actions in a

complicated situation pilot performance
pOOOl A75-10024

The effect of spurious angular accelerations on
tracking in dynamic simulation

pOOOS A75-10736
Additional heart rate - An indicator of

psychological activation
p0035 A75-14079

Relationship between flight experience and
vestibular function in pilots and nonpilots

p0036 A75-14081
Influence of acute hypoxia on the structure of the
instrumental functions of the pilot

p0039 A75-14877
Degree of reaction and decision taking of the

pilot in stress situations
p0039 A75-14878

Experimental investigation of pilot
perception/decision processes under conditions
of stress induced by lack of time
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p0039 A75-14879
The alpha-index as a criterion of pilot reaction

p0039 475-11881
Some experience with flight-related
electrocntaneons and vibrotactile displays

p0043 A75-15818
Bole of metabolic shifts in pathogenesis of
vestibular disturbances

p0045 475-16609
Results of an inquiry concerning the exterior
lights of aircraft

p0065 A75-17370
The oculometer in flight management research
[AIAA PAPER 75-107] p0068 A75-18315

Left and right in cockpit evolution
p0072 A75-18962

The transition of experienced pilots to a
frequency-separated aircraft attitude display -
A flight experiment

p0103 A75-19680
The effect of scene rotation on target acquisition

image stabilization of electro-optical
displays

p0101 A75-19682
The effects of certain gimbal orders and workloads
on target acquisition pilot performance

pOIOM A75-19683
Navigation and flight proficiency under Nap of the
Earth conditions as a function of aviator
training and experience treetop helicopter
flight

p0101 A75-19689
Paths of movement of body members in aircraft

cockpits
pOIOS 475-19691

Comparing adjectival and nonadjectival rating
scale responses against performance criteria
for pilot visual task difficulty evaluation

p0106 A75-19702
He-evaluation of a tilt-back seat as a means of
increasing acceleration tolerance

p0112 475-20891
Normal coronary angiography in an aircreunan with
serial exercise test changes

p0112 475-20896
Belationships of fatigue and motion sickness to
vestibulo-Qcular responses to Coriolis stimulation

p0116 475-23199
Comparisons of pilot performance in simulated and

actual flight effects of ingested barbiturates
p0151 A75-25U15

Evaluating the onboard regimen of pilot nutrition
p0157 475-26120

The user looks at digital avionics pilot
requirements
[AIAA PAPEfi 75-551] p0173 475-26722

Disorientation phenomena in naval helicopter pilots
p0202 475-29580

Predictive validities of several clinical color
vision tests for aviation signal light gun
performance

p0212 A75-31151
A determination of maximum anaerobic muscular

power, and its meaning as a functional
evaluation test

p0213 475-31257
Development of complex performance tester /CPT/

for hunan tasks in aircraft control
p0239 475-33370

Effect of fasting en tolerance to moderate hypoxia
p0239 475-33371

The analysis of aviation training evaluations. II
- Similarities of aviation performances in
flying training courses

p0239 475-33372
Choice reaction tine to visual notion during

prolonged rotary motion in airline pilots
p0242 475-31376

An optimal control methodology for analyzing the
effects of display parameters on performance and
workload in manual flight control

p0219 A75-35820
Consents on the work of an airliner crew human
factors engineering

p0278 475-37017
Discrete time modelization of human pilot behavior
[ONERA. IP NO. 1975-52] p0280 475-37913

Physiologic effects of seatback angles less than
15 deg /from the vertical/ relative to 6

p0281 475-38411
Future flight deck design

p0307 475-39821
The proper symbiosis of the human pilot and

automatic flight control /Eighteenth Lanchester
Hemonal Lecture/

p0307 475-39823
Toxicological findings in fatal civil aviation

accidents, fiscal years 1968-1971
p0317 A75-11465

The transition of experienced pilots to a
frequency-separated aircraft attitude display

p0350 A75-13850
Effects of aircraft simulator motion cue fidelity

on pilot performance
[DGOK PAPEB 1] p0353 A75-44106

Soft hydrophilic contact lenses in civil and
military aviation

p0358 A75-44363
Effects of Pyrobenzamine and Plimasin on fighter
pilots flying a fighter intercept mission in the
FID flight simulator

p0358 A75-14364
New methods and test batteries for the
psychological selection of aircrews

p0359 A75-14512
4 study on behavioral analysis of pilot during
aircraft controlling. Ill - In-flight recording
equipment and method of installation for F-86F
and IS-11C

p0377 475-17097
4 study on behavioral analysis of pilot during
aircraft controlling. IV - Display of behavioral
analysis table and flow chart

p0377 475-47098
Laboratory research into human information
processing pilot workload modeling "

p0052 N75-12590
Evaluating measures of workload using a flight
sirulator

p0053 N75-12591
A flight simulator study of missile control

performance as a function of concurrent workload
task complexity effects

p0053 N75-12592
Pilot landing performance under high workload
conditions considering day and night
proficiencies

p0053 N75-12594
Prediction of pilot performance: Biochemical and

sleep-mood correlates under high workload
conditions during aircraft carrier landings

pOOSI N75-12599
New or newly tested methods for the assessment of
pilots' workload conference
[DLB-MITT-71-19] p0055 N75-12605

Investigation of pilot's lole and display
requirements in automatic landings
[N4S4-CB-140844] p0056 N75-12617

Simulator evaluation of pilot assurance derived
from an airborne traffic situation display.
Phase 2: Traffic awareness improvement
[4D-778951] p0060 N75-13522

Influence of spatial and energistic factors on a
visual field of an operator
[NAS4-TT-F-16081] p0090 875-14441

Some remarks on using clear visors during night
flights in the 41ouette 3 especially during
landing operation
[IZF-1974-13] p0091 N75-11156

Preliminary flight tests of an oculometer
lookpoint tracking during landing approach
[N4S4-TB-X-72621] p0127 N75-16225

Pilot accident potential as related to total
flight experience and recency and frequency of
flying
[4D-A001256] p0162 S75-17961

The human pilot as a dynamic element in aircraft
control systems
[4D-4001622] p0162 N75-17962

Proceedings of Conference on Aircrew performance
in Army Aviation considering terrain
following night flight
[AD-A001539] p0162 N75-17963

Effects of ground based aircraft simulator motion
conditions upon prediction of pilot proficiency

p0166 N75-18890
A scoring system for the quantitative evaluation

of pilot performance during Instrument Landing
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System (ILS) approaches and landings
[ A D - A 0 0 0 4 2 2 ] p0167 N75-18899

Pilot pe r fo rmance during a Emulated standard
ins t rument procedure turn with and without a
predictor display

p0183 875-19139
In-f l igbt measured human pilot describing function

and remnant for fitch attitude control
p0184 N75-19151

Further examination of pilot instrument scanning
data and development of a new link value estimator

p0185 H75-19158
A direct procedure for partitioning scanning

workload in control display system design
p0185 N75-19159

A linear stochastic model of the hunan operator
pilot control of an aircraft

p0186 H75-19160
Aviator performance during local area, low level

and nap-of-the-earth flight
[AP-A001683] p0188 N75-19963

Aircraft-siaulator transfer problems
[AD-A002140] p0188 N75-19964

Pilot landing performance under high workload
conditions
[AP-A001802] p0189 N75-19965

Influence of intellectual evaluation of a
situation on the emotional reaction of airmen

p0194 H75-20989
Subject instruction manual for the pilot

performance evaluation system
[AD-A003433] p0200 H75-21027

Prediction of Naval Aviator career motivation and
Job satisfaction from the strong vocational
interest blank

p0220 H75-21943
The effect of certain gimbal orders and workloads

on target detection, recognition, and
identification

p0220 N75-21944
Plight fitness and psycho-physiological behavior

of applicant pilots in the first flight missions
p0252 875-21301*

Laboratory assessment of pilot performance using
nonrated subjects at three alcohol dose levels
[AD-A007727] p0258 875-21349

Aviator visual performance in the OH-1 study 2
[AD-A007812] p0259 875-24357

Manual control in target tracking tasks as a
function of controller characteristics: A
flight stimulator investigation, phase 2
[AD-A007384] p0260 N75-24368

Behavioral taxonomy of undergraduate pilot
training tasks and skills: Taxonomy refinement,
validation and operations, phase 2
[AD-A008201] p0270 H75-25587

Behavioral models of the pilot conference
proceedings
[DLB-MITT-74-42] p0270 H75-25588

Two aspects of feedback control pilot
descriptions: Validity range and model evaluation

p0271 N75-25590
Control performance behavior in pursuit tracking

during the learning phase under massed and
distributed practice conditions, increased
motivation by additional financial incentive,
and after change of the control element parameters

p0271 875-25592
The effect of the individual and combined stresses

of vibration and sustained G on pilot performance
p0291 H75-27690

Mechanisms of vibration effects on aircrew
performance

p0292 H75-27700
Peripheral vision artificial horizon display

p0293 875-27703
An automated system to assess pilot performance in

a Link GAT-1 trainer
[AD-&004780] p0299 875-27755

Heasurement of flight performance in a flight
simulator
[AD-A004488] p0300 875-27756

Change in asymmetry of some paired functions in
airmen under the influence of flight factors

p0325 875-28685
Psychophysiological characteristics of the work
activity of an operator wearing special gear

p0325 H75-28686

Longitudinal study of environmental variables and
aviation performance effectiveness carrier
landings
[AD-A005423] p0327 875-28706

A study of pilot performance during a glide-slope
approach when rate information is supplied via
the peripheral vision
[AD-A005284] p0328 H75-28709

The measurement of operator capacity by
manipulation of dual task demands
[AD-A006352J p0336 H75-29765

Head and neck mobility of pilots measured at the eye
[EAE-TE-74158] p0338 875-29781

Conspicuity of target lights: The influence of
flash rate and brightness collision
avoidance - visual discrimination/pilot
performance, aircraft lights
[NASA-TN-D-7961] p0368 875-31732

Pilot performance in zero-visibility precision
approach
[NASA-CB-137759] p0385 875-32749

Visual and auditory information processing in
flying skill acquisition pilot performance
[AD-A009636] p0385 875-32752

Eleventh Annual Conference on Manual Control
[NASA-TB-X-62464] p0393 875-33675

Experiments in pilot decision-making during
simulated low visibility approaches

p0394 875-33677
Failure detection by pilots during automatic
landing: Models and experiments

p0394 875-33680
A decision and control multi-axis pilot model
based on an urgency for action concept

p0394 N75-33682
Discrete time modelization of human pilot behavior

p0394 875-33683
A model for simultaneous monitoring and control

by pilot during helicopter approaches
p0395 875-33685

Detection of system failures in multi-axes tasks
pilot monitored instrument approach

p0395 S75-33686
Manual control displays for a four-dimensional

landing approach
p0396 1175-33692

Simulator evaluation of a perspective clipped-pole
display and a thrust-vector controller for VIOL
zero-zero landings

p0396 875-33693
Results of a flight investigation of
control-display interactions for VIOL
decelerating descending instrument approaches
using the X-22A aircraft

p0396 B75-33695
A simulator study on information requirements for
precision hovering

p0396 N75-33696
Onigue wide field of view visual simulation of
helicopter flight close to earth surface

p0397 N75-33699
A kinesthetic-tactual display for stall deterrence

p0397 875-33703
Verbal workload in distributed air traffic

management considering pilot controller
interaction

p0397 M75-33704
Slushy weightings for the optimal pilot model
considering visual tracking task

p0398 S75-33708
A theoretical study of the pilot as a system monitor

p0398 875-33709
Continuous performance measurement in flight systems

sequential control model
p0398 S75-33711

Problems, questions and results in the use of the
BBN-model optimal flight control and pilot
performance

p0398 875-33712
Performance evaluation of tracking based on a low
pass filter model considering variable
closed loop system

p0399 N75-33713
A study of pilot behavior during controlling the

lateral directional motion of airplanes in
turbulent air

p0399 H75-33714
A multiloop approach to modeling motion sensor
responses pilot sensory feedback control in
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compensatory tracking
p0399 N75-33715

Effects of control-stick parameters on tracking
perfornance in a vibration environment
structural design model for control stick

p0399 H75-33716
PILOT SELECTION

Basic attention measures as predictors of success
in flight training

p0103 A75-19678
Personality factors in selection and flight
proficiency

p0154 A75-25U16
Psychodiagnostics in the service of developaent

aid - The selection of Yemenite applicants foe
pilot training

p02<!6 475-35099
Hew methods and test batteries for the
psychological selection of aircrews

p0359 A75-4U512
The use of the 'reserves' technique in the

psychological selection of aircrew students
p0359 A75-HII513

Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 8,
no. 5, 19711
[JPBS-63603] P00148 H75-12552

Some problems in evaluating the vestibular
function of aviators and cosmonauts

pOO<19 H75-12561
Psychophysiological stress investigations of an
instrument-coordination analyzer

p0055 H75-12607
Characteristics of medically disqualified airman
applicants during calendar year 1971
[AD-781648] p0059 N75-13519

Timely problems in aviation medicine
p0096 N75-15278

Prediction of Haval Aviator career aotivation and
job satisfaction from the strong vocational
interest blank

p0220 N75-21943
Differentiating aptitude factors among current

aviation specialties
[AD-A003033] p0220 N75-21945

Medical requirements and examination procedures in
relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Evaluation of the special senses for flying duties
[AGABD-CP-152] p0222 875-23081

Evaluation of roll axis tracking as an indicator
of vestibular/sonato sensory function

p0222 N75-23086
The effects of pure tone hearing losses on
aviators' sentence intelligibility in guiet and
in aircraft noise

p0222 N75-23087
Assessing an aviator's ability to hear speech in
his operational environment

p0222 H75-23088
Impact of mnltivariate analysis on the aviation
selection and classification process

p0252 N75-24306
Sixteen years experience in military aviation
psychiatry and neurology pilot selection

p0253 N75-24309
The brief vestibular disorientation test as an
assessment tool for non-pilot aviation personnel
[AD-A004963] p0327 M75-28702

Basic attention measures as predictors of success
in flight training
[AD-A006385] p0363 N75-30789

PILOT TBAI1ING
Han as a precious resource - The enhancement of

human effectiveness in flight operations
(AIAA PAPER 74-1296] p0010 A75-12247

Influence of an anxiety depressant on the behavior
of pilot trainees during training on a flight
simulator

p0066 A75-17372
Investigation of the performance eguivalence

method for determining training simulator and
training methods requirements
[AIAA PAPEfl 75-108] p0068 475-18316

Ho* much should you pay for that box aircraft
simulator cost effectiveness

p0103 A75-19677
Basic attention measures as predictors of success

in flight training
p0103 A75-19678

Development of a training model for naval flight
students

p0103 A75-19679
Effect of a general aviation trainer on the stress

of flight training
p0111 475-20882

Psychophysiological monitoring principles and the
evaluation of pilot fitness to flight

p0157 A75-26122
Effect of noise exposure during primary flight
training on the conventional and high-frequency
hearing of student pilots

p0213 A75-31160
Perceptual analysis under tachistoscopic conditions

visual tests for student pilots
p0213 A75-31259

Defining synthetics flight simulator
evaluation for pilot training

p0235 475-32411
The United States Naval Test Pilot School

[AIAA PAPEB 75-1048] p0307 A75-39535
Hajor changes in flight crew training * 8 years of
experience at American Airlines
[AIAA PAPEB 75-1049] p0307 475-39537

Serum urate and cholesterol levels in Air Force
Academy Cadets

p0318 A75-41468
The use of the 'reserves' technique in the

psychological selection of aircrew students
p0359 475-44513

A study on altitude and distance judgements of
pilots during final approach

p0377 475-47096
Simulation and study of high workload operations

psychophysiological effects on air crews
[AGAHD-CP-146] p0052 875-12587

The air defence role pilot training in complex
tasks

p0054 N75-12602
Night nap-of-the earth flight training
[AD-785635] p0090 N75-14445

Annotated bibliography of reports, supplement no.
6, 1 July 1973 - 30 June 1974 medical,
psychological, and performance characteristics
of pilots, flight officers, and aviation trainees
[AD-785851] p0098 N75-15300

Development and evaluation of video systems for
performance testing and student monitoring
[AD-786891] p0100 N75-15314

Capabilities in wide angle visual technology
considering aircraft flight simulators
[AD-A002706] p0189 N75-19970

Administration of the Borschach tests to a sample
of student pilots training apprenticeship

p0251 N75-24299
Catecholamine excretion from air cadets
adrenal gland response

p0252 S75-24303
Impact of multivariate analysis on the aviation
selection and classification process

p0252 N75-24306
Visual and auditory information processing aspects

of the acquisition of flying skill
[AD-A007721] • p0259 N75-24358

Behavioral taxonomy of undergraduate pilot
training tasks and skills: Taxonomy refinement,
validation and operations, phase 2
[4D-A008201] p0270 H75-25587

Enhancement of human effectiveness in system
design, training, and operation
[AD-A004149] p0289 N75-26658

Measurement of flight performance in a flight
simulator
[4D-A004488] p0300 S75-27756

Cues, feedback, and transfer in undergraduate
pilot training, phase 3
[4D-A003748] p0300 N75-27757

A review of recent models of attention for jet
pilot training
[4D-4006155] p0337 N75-29769

Behavioral taxonomy of undergraduate pilot
training tasks and skills: Executive summary
[4D-A008771] p0369 N75-31737

Behavioral taxonomy of undergraduate pilot
training tasks and skills: Guidelines and
examples for taxonomy application in flying
training research
[4D-A008897] p0369 B75-31738
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Transfer of training with formation flight trainer
[AD-A009638] p0369 H75-31739

Ground training devices in job sanple approach to
OPT selection and screening t

[AD-A009995] , p0386 N75-32757
PILOTED CEITBIFDGES
0 HOBAB CENTBIFOGES
PILOTS

Interpretation of an abnormal oral glucose
tolerance test encountered during anltiphasic
laboratory screening

p0213 A75-31162
Central regulation of vascular tonus in pilots

p021<t A75-31719
Spinal injury after ejection in jet pilots -
Bechanisn, diagnosis, followup, and prevention

p0213 A75-31387
Central nervous system involvement following type
I aviator's bends complicated by complacency

p0358 A75-11362
PILOTS (PEBSOBIEL)
HI AIBCE4FT PILOTS
BT TEST PILOTS

The aircrewaan at increased risk of ischemic
vascular disease

p0331 B75-29728
PIHEiL GLAHD

Effect of aibient heat stress on body development
of rats and survival of fatal heat stress by
drug administration

p0305 A75-39166
PIONEBB F SPACE PBOBB

D PIOHEEB 10 SPACE PBOBE
PIOHEEB SPACE PBOBBS

BT PIOSEEE 10 SPACE PBOBE
PIOHEEB 10 SPACE PBOBE

Pioneer 10 Jovian encounter - Radiation dose and
i»plicatio»s for biological lethality

p0137 A75-22911
PIPE FLOS

Steady state fluid flow in viscoelastic tubes -
Application to blood flow in human arteries

p0180 A75-29017
PISTOI EBGIBES

BT DIESEL ENGINES
PITCH

Backward interference by tones or noise in pitch
perception as a function of practice

p0376 A75-16688
PITCH (IBCLIIATIOB)

Influence of head orientation on visually induced
pitch and roll sensation

p0153 A75-25U09
Investigations of roll and pitch in off-road

vehicles including active seat suspension
p0328 N75-28713

PITCH ANGLES
D PITCH ( INCLINATION)

PITCH ATTITUDE COHTBOl
0 LONGITUDINAL CONTBOL

PITCHING HOHEBTS
Head movement induced by angular oscillation of

the body in the pitch and roll axes
p0316 A75-11157

PITOITABT GLABD
Condition of flight animals on recovery; food

intake; observations on hypothalamus, pituitary,
and adrenal glands during Apollo 17 flight

p0205 A75-29605
Hodulating the pituitary-adrenal response to stress

p0296 875-27730
The role of brain biogenic alines in the control

of pituitary-adrenocortical activity
p0297 875-27735

Influence of chronic and repeated stress on the
pituitary-adrenal system and behavior
[HASA-CB-113622] p0366 H75-31713

PITOITABT. HOBBOBES
NT ADBEBOCOBTICOTBOPIB (ACTH)

Induction of chronic growth hormone deficiency by
anti-GB serna

p0002 A75-10078
A simplified control system for predicting

hypophyseal, growth hornone response of human
subjects to various physical activities

p001« A75-16U75
Chemical index to fitness (biochemical correlates

of stress in specialized populations)
[AD-787821] p0127 N75-16222

PLAN POSITION IBDICATOBS
An algorithm for the detection of signals on the

basis of the color contrast on the screen of a
color cathode ray tube /a color indicator/
for radar

p0012 A75-15615
PLABB SAVES

Long-wavelength analysis of plane wave irradiation
of a prolate spheroid model of man

p0123 A75-22691
PLABBT OBIGIBS
0 PLANETABY EVOLDTIOB

PLABETABI ATBOSPBEBBS
BT JUPITEB ATHOSPBEBE
The temperature dependences of some types of
gaseous ionic reactions of astrocheaical interest

p0351 A75-13891
Self-sterilization of bodies during outer planet

entry
[NASA-CE-110808] p0015 B75-10678

Consideration of probability of bacterial growth
for Jovian planets and their satellites
[NASA-CB-110807] p0019 B75-10712

Studies on possible propagation of microbial
contamination in planetary atmospheres
[NASA-CB-112825] p0251 N75-21296

PLABETABI EHTBT
D ATBOSPHEBIC EBTBI

PLANBTABY EHVIEOHBENTS
BT JDPITEB ATMOSPHEBE
NT HABS EBVIBONHEBT
NT PLANETABY ATMOSPHERES
Survivability of nicroorganisms in space and its

impact on planetary exploration
p0031 A75-13815

PLABBTABI EVOLDTION
Holten earth and the origin of prebiological
molecules

p0073 A75-19279
The origin of life genetically important
aolecules

p0176 A75-27776
PLABETABI EIPLOBATIOB
0 SPACE EXPLOBATIOB
PLANETABI EXPLOBEE
D OUTEH PLANETS EXPLOBEBS

PLABBTABT QDAKANTIHE
Life sciences and space research XII; Proceedings
of the Sixteenth Plenary fleeting, Konstanz, Nest
Germany, Bay 23-June 5, 1973

p0012 A75-12859
Techniques for avoiding biological contamination

of the outer planets by atnospherxc probes
[AIAA PAPEB 75-116*] p0357 A75-11269

Planetary guarantine: Space research and technology
[NASA-CB-140806] p0019 875-10707

Environmental microbiology as related to planetary
guarantine synergetic effect of heat and
radiation
[BASA-CB-110911] p0057 N75-12622

Planetary guarantine: Supporting research and
technology
[NASA-CB-112878] p0259 N75-21362

Objectives and models of the planetary guarantine
program
fBASA-SP-311J p0272 B75-25601

PLABBTABI SATELLITES
0 BATDEAL SATELLITES
PLABBTABI SPACECBAFT
o INTEBPLABETAB; SPACECBAFT
PLABBTABI SBBFACES
NT DABS SDBFACE
Photochemical synthesis of simple organic free
radicals on simulated planetary surfaces - An
ESB study

p0073 A75-19283
Techniques of biological contamination avoidance

by atmospheric probes
[NASA-CB-137562] p0020 N75-11592

PLABBTS
NT EABTB (PLANET)
NT EXTBASOLAB PLANETS
BT JDPITEB (PLANET)
NT SATOBB (PLANET)

PLANKTON
Phytoplankton populations in relation to different
trophic levels at sinnipesaukee Lake, Bew
Hampshire, DSA
[PB-210981/1] p0365 N75-31709
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SUBJECT IIDEI POCIBI BICE

Plankton co••unities at Fire Island Inlet (Great
Sooth Bay, Long Island, Hen York)

p0388 175-33634
Phytoplankton pigment and production measurements

in the California current region, 1969-72
[COB-75-10784/7] p0389 B75-33639

PLAIKTOB BLOOB
D PLASKTOB
PLABIIHG
HI AIBPOBT PLABBIBG
HI BABAGBBEBT PLABBIBG
BT HISSIOH PL4BBIBG
PL1II BOOTS

Thermal ana ionic factors in the ultraviolet
photolysis of plant cell membranes

p0068 175-18252
Empirical nodel of the root system of (inter wheat
considering Heather conditions and the soil
noisture distribution by layers

p0017 875-12499
PLAHTAB TISSUES

Effects of fatiguing isometric exercise upon
Achilles tendon reflex and plantar flexion
reaction time components in Ban

p0277 475-36711
PLAITS (BOTAIT)
IT ACTISOHICETES
HI ALGAE
IT BACI1LDS
IT BACTERIA
IT SLOE GBEEI ALGAE
IT CHLOBELLA
IT ESCBEBICBIA
IT FOIGI
IT BYDBOGEBOBOBAS
IT LEAVES
IT LICEEBS
IT SACCBABOBYCES
IT SEEBATIA
NT SPOBES
IT YEAST

A comparison of leaf epinasty induced by
weightlessness or by clinostat rotation

p0070 A75-18527
Evolution of oxygen by plants in relation to
biosphere evolution

p0075 A75-19306
Dltrastructural studies on plasma membrane related
secondary vacuoles in cultured cells

p0122 A75-22454
Release of volatile mercury from vascular plants

p0306 A75-39358
The development of seedling shoots under space
flight conditions

p035it A75-44132
Problems of space biology. Volume 27:
Badiobiology and genetics of arabidopsis
effects of radiation and weightlessness
[HASA-TT-F-15849] pOOIS B75-10679

Influence of the calcium-magnesium ratio in the
nutrient solution on the aftereffect of gamma
irradiation of cabbage seeds

p0095 B75-15276
Aquatic plants for removal of nevinphos from the
aquatic environment
[BASA-T8-I-72720 ] p0125 H75-16206

Effects of vertical rotation on Arabidopsis
development
[IASA-CB-142246] p016«l 175-18876

Spiral equation for the moving apart of plants in
a spiral-radial cultivator

p0194 B75-20983
Botary plant growth accelerating apparatus
weightlessness
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10722-1] p0260 H75-25503

Certain characteristic features of flowering and
pollination in duckweeds (Leunaceae S. Gray)
tBASA-TT-F-16483] p0331 875-29721

The introduction of mycorrhizal fungi into
forested areas of Veronezh region (oblast)
[IASA-TT-F-16481 ] p0361 N75-30767

Space garden
[BASA-TT-F-16II21 ] p0361 H75-30769

PLAITS (IBDOSTBIES)
0 INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PLASTIC ABISOTBOPY
IT ELASTIC ABISOTROPY
PLASTICIZEBS

Toxicologic evaluation of the migration of a

plasticizer, 01 (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP)
fro» vinyl plastics pathology of vinyl
plastics poisoning
[IASA-CB-143801] p0264 175-25531

Acute pulmonary pathology and sadden death in rats
following the intravenous administration of the
plasticizer, DI (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate,
solabilized with Tween surfactants pathology
of vinyl plastics poisoning
[IASA-CB-143803] p0264 H75-25532

Fate in humans of the plasticizer, 01
(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, arising from
transfusion of platelets stored in vinyl plastic
bags plasticizer migration into human blood
from vinyl plastic bags during transfusion
[IASA-CB-143802] p0265 B75-25542

PLASTICS
IT POLIABIDE BESIIS
IT POLYETBILBBES
IT POLYSTTBEBE

PLASTISOLS
BT SBOKE

PLATE (HETAL)
D HETAL PLATES

PLATELETS
Measurement of platelet aggregation in flowing
blood with the use of a filter filter-loop
technique and flltragometer

p0018 175-10699
Hemostatic alterations following severe dysbaric
stress
[AD-787065] p0126 K75-16218

PLAIIIDB
A literature search and analysis of information
regarding sources, uses, production,
consumption, reported nedical cases, and
toxicology of platinum and palladium
[PB-238546/6] p0219 175-21940

PLATA LAKES
0 LAKES
PLBTHISBOGBAPHI
IT ELBCTBOPLETBTSBOGBAPBY
Changes of peripheral venous tone and central

transmural venous pressure during immersion in a
thermo-nentral bath

p0041 A75-15522
Estimation of alveolar pressure during forced
oscillation of the respiratory system

p0173 A75-26519
Analysis of plethysmographic estimation of
alveolar pressure

p0341 A75-42321
Special report: Occlusive cuff controller
[BASA-CB-144430] p0369 175-31744

PLSS
0 POHTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
PLDTOIIDB
BT PLDTOSIDH 238
PLOTOHIOB ISOTOPES
IT PLDTOIIDH 238
PLUTCBIDH 238

Draft generic environmental statement on the
wide-scale use of plutoniua powered cardiac
pacemakers
[TID-26718] p0272 B75-25600

PLDVIOGBAPHS
D BECOBDIBG IISTBDBEITS
PBEUB06BAPBS
0 PBEUBOG8APBY

PBEDB06BAPBY
Beasuring instrument for the long-tern
surveillance of respiratory volume and
respiration rate

p0172 A75-26437
POCKET BICE

Characteristics and tolerances of the pocket mouse
and incidence of disease CHS lesions during
space flights

p0203 A75-29591
Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to

oxygen and heat. I - Physiological studies
p0204 A75-29594

Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to
oxygen and heat. II - Effects on lungs

p0204 A75-29595
Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to

oxygen and heat. Ill - Effects on eyes
p0204 A75-29596
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PO60 BFFBCTS SOBJBCI IIDEI

Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket lice to
oxygen and heat. IV - Observations on the brain

p0204 A75-29597
Results of scalp examination in Apollo 17

BIOCORB pocket lice
p0205 A75-29600

Results of examination of the nasal mucosa in
Apollo 17 BIOCOBE pocket lice

p0205 A75-29601
Besnlts of ear examination in Apollo 17

BIOCOBE pocket nee
p0205 A75-29602

Results of eye examination in Apollo 17
BIOCOBE pocket mice

P0205 A75-29603
Results of examination of the calvannm, brain,

and meninges in Apollo 17 BIOCOBE pocket mice
p0205 A75-29604

Evaluation of oral, dental, and skeletal tissues
in Apollo 17 BIOCOBE pocket nice

p0205 A75-29606
P060 EFFECTS

Effects of control-stick parameters on tracking
performance in a vibration environment
structural design model for control stick

p0399 N75-33716
POIKILOTBEBHIA

HT AMPHIBIA
HI FBOGS
HT LIZABDS

POIBT HATCHING HETHOD (HATBBHATICS)
D B O U N D A R Y VALDE PBOBLEBS

POIBT SOURCES
Light profiles of the foveal image of a point source

[IZ7-1974-22] p0089 S75-14434
POISOIIHG (BEACTIOH IBBIBITION)

Inhibition of rhodopsin regeneration in the
bullfrog eye by metabolic inhibitors

p0064 A75-17333
Oxygen-induced inhibition of mouse brain lactate

dehydrogenase
p0242 A75-34377

Sensitivity of GABA synthesis in human brain to
oxygen poisoning

p0358 A75-44358
POISOHIHG (TOXICOLOGY)

U TOXIC DISEASES
POISOHS

1IT PESTICIDES
NT PHBNOTHIAZINES

POISSON PBOCESS
D STOCHASTIC PBOCESSES

POLAB BEGIOBS
Nl ANTABCTIC BEGIONS
NT ABCTIC BEGIOHS

POLABIHETRY
Is the detection of optical activity in

extraterrestrial samples a safe indicator for life
p0354 A75-44133

POLIBIZATION CHABACTBBISTICS
Plane-polarized light in microspectrophotometry

p0119 A75-22207
Voltage distribution across nerve membranes

p0244 A75-34400
Resonant electromagnetic power deposition in man

and animals
p0277 175-36522

Progress in diagnosing electrocardiograms
p0268 H75-25570

POLAHIZATIOH CURTS
D GRAPHS (CHARTS)

POLABIZED ELECTBOBAGBETIC RADIATION
NT POLARIZED LIGHT

POLABIZED LIGBT
Plane-polarized light in microspectrophotometry

p0119 A75-22207
Effects of magnetism, barometric pressure, and

polarized light on the homing pigeon
p016<( N75-18871

POLABIZED EADIATIOH
ST POLABIZED LIGHT

POLABOGBAPBS
D POLABOGBAPHY
POLABOGBAPBY

Polarographic oxygen sensors
[NASA-CB-2505] p0101 N75-15318

POLLEN
Certain characteristic features of flowering and

pollination in duckweeds (Lemnaceae S. Gray)

[BASA-TT-F-16483] p0331 H75-29721
POLLOTABTS
0 CONTAMINANTS
POLLUTION
NT AIR FOLLDTION
BT EBVIBONBEBT POLLUTION
BT BOISE POLLDTIOH
NT BATES POLLOIION
Estimated radiation doses from food cooked with

natural gas from nnclearly stimulated wells
[ORBL-TM-4735] p0197 N75-21010

POLLOtlOB HOBITOBIBG
Animal indicators of air pollution

p02»5 A75-3195H
Preparation and analysis of aquatic-related samples

pollution monitoring and wastes from urban
and industrial areas
[COHF-741023-1] p0196 B75-20998

Development of criteria for the recirculation of
exhaust air pollution monitoring

p0329 N75-2871M
POLIAHIDB BESIBS

Procedure for the isolation and determination of
aldosterone in human urine by thin-film
chrooatography on polyaaide and BTC micro-reaction
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1778] p0051 B75-12579

POLYCABBOBA1ES
Sensory irritation evoked by plastic decomposition
products

p0009 A75-11806
POLYCITHEHIA

Does the start of polycytheoia of mobilization
take place under the form of 'all or nothing1

under space flight stress
[IAF PAPEB ST74-13] p0032 A75-13649

POLYETBILBBES
Analysis of a regenerable polyethyleneimine carbon
dioxide and humidity control system
[ASttE PAPEB 75-EBAS-16] p0314 A75-40888

POLIBBB CBEBISTBY
BBR studies of prebiotic polypeptides

p0074 A75-19292
Coacervate-like microspheres from lysine-rich

proteinoid
p0075 A75-19299

Prebiotic chemistry and nucleic acid replication
p0172 A75-26513

Solubilization and spore recovery from silicone
polymers
[NASA-CB-1407693 p0020 N75-11591

POLYHEBIZATIOB

Polymerization of ammo acid methyl esters via
their copper complexes

p0351 A75-43894
POLIBEES

The acute inhalation toxicity in rats from the
pyrolysis products of four fluoropolymers

p0306 A75-39366
Toxicological-hygenic evaluation of water extracts
of F-26 polymer film

p0095 B75-15277
POLIS1CCHABIDES
HT GLY.COGENS
POLISIIBENE

Sensory irritation evoked by plastic decomposition
products

p0009 A75-11806
POL7.0BETBABE BESIBS

Industrial hygiene evaluation of spray
applications of polynrethane coatings
[AD-784843] p0029 B75-11668

POPULATION TBEOBY
The accommodated proportion of a potential user

population - Compilation and comparisons of
methods for estimation workspace design
based on anthropometric variables

p0106 A75-19701
POBPBYBINS
NT CHLOBOPHYLLS

POBTABLE EQOIPBEBT
Collapsible portable electrically turned chair for
vestibular measurements

p0001 A75-10025
Development of an automated potable water
bactericide monitoring unit
[ASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-36] p0312 A75-40874

Skylab mobile laboratory
[8ASA-TN-D-8028] p0329 B75-28722
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SUBJECT IBDEI PBBFLIGBI ABALISIS

An improved load handling device
[BASA-CASE-BFS-23233-1] p0400 B75-33725

Bine air monitor
[PB-242488/5] p0401 B75-33729

POBTABLB LIFE SOPPOBt STS7EBS
Unproved thermal storage material for portable

life support systems
[ASBE PAPER 75-EBAS-40) p0311 A75-40869

A gas flow indicator for portable life support
systems
[BASA-CB-141892] p0290 B75-26667

POSITIOS (LOCATIOB)
Detectability of a luminance increment - Effect of
spatial uncertainty of visual stimulus

p0066 A75-17472
The dependence of reaction times on the location
of the stimulus
[ SASA-TT-r- 16001 ) p0016 J175-10689

The effect of body inversion on middle ear air
pressure, acoustic admittance and auditory
threshold

p0224 B75-23100
POSITIOS EBBOBS

Processing of positional information in the human
visual system

p0117 A75-21804
POSITION IBDIC4TOBS
BT SLAN POSITION IBDICATOBS
POSITIONING DEVICES (BACBIBEBY)

Beference apparatus for nedical ultrasonic
transducer
[SASA-CASE-ABC-10753-1J p0300 S75-27760

POSITIVE FEEDBACK
Punctuation of transcription in vitro of the

tryptophan operon of Escherichia coll. A novel
type of control of transcription
[HBL-1975-U] p0253 B75-24311

In vitro synthesis of enzymes of the tryptophan
operon of Escherichia coll. Part 3: Evidence
for positive control of transcription
[HBL-1975-6] p0253 B75-24313

POSTPLIGBT ANALISIS
Postflight analysis of bacillus thuringiensis
organisms exposed to spaceflight conditions on
Apollo 16

p0036 A75-1if083
Launch, flight, and recovery Apollo 17
Biological Cosmic Bay Experiment

p0204 A75-29598
Physiological response to exercise after space
flight - Apollo 14 through Apollo 17

p0212 A75-31154
POSTDBE

Effect of posture on the ventilatory response to C02
p0006 A75-11304

Heart volume in relation to body posture and
immersion in a thermo-neutral bath - A
roentgenometric study

p0041 A75-15523
Effects of postural changes on the head response

of standing subjects subjected to Ion frequency
'constant velocity1 spectral inputs

p0153 A75-25325
Vertical vibration of seated subjects - Effects of
posture, vibration level, and frequency

p0154 A75-25410
The control of posture and movements during REH
sleep - Beurophysiological and neurochemical
mechanisms

p0275 A75-36332
Fluctuations in 02 stores and gas exchange with
passive changes in posture

p0315 A75-41393
The effects of prolonged exposure to
weightlessness on postural equilibrium
postflight analysis

p0078 B75-14370
Models of the vestibular system and postural control

p0192 B75-19992
The influence of posture on isometric strength and

endurance forearm blood flow, and the blood
pressure and heart rate response to isonetric
exercise
[AD-A004332] p0299 N75-27749

Posture and seat design for the car driver
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1842] p0364 N75-30796

POTABLE LIQDIDS
BT POTABLE iATEB

POTABLE IATBB ,
Potable water recovery for spacecraft application

by electrolytic pretreatment/air evaporation
[AS«E PAPEB 75-EBAS-49] p0310 A75-40863

Toxicological-hygenic evaluation of vater extracts
of F-26 polymer film

p0095 H75-15277
Potable vater taste enhancement
[BASA-CB-141577] p0127 B75-16229

Advanced vater lodinating system for potable
vater aboard manned spacecraft
[HASA-CB-141937] p0329 B75-28720

Further development of a biocide generation and
vater system passificatlon system addendum
[BASA-CB-144431] p0386 H75-32761

POIASSIOH
HI POTASSIUM 40
Effect of potassium depletion in normal males - An

Apollo 15 simulation
p0111 A75-20884

Circadian variation of intercompartmental
potassium fluxes in man

p0116 A75-21573
On the possible role of potassium ions in regional
cerebral blood flov control

p0236 A75-32506
POTASSIDB ISOTOPES
NT POTASSIUH 40

POTASSIOfl 40
Accuracy of measurements in potassium content of

monkeys in vivo body counting as compared to
chemical analysis

p0172 A75-26503
POTBBTIAL EHEBGI
NT BIOELECTBIC POTEBTIAL
BT PHOTOVOLTAGES
NT SPIKE POTEBTIALS
POTBBTIAL FIELDS

Extracellular potential field of an excitable
fibre, immersed in anisotropic volume conductor,
limited by tvo infinite dielectric vails,
forming a tvo-vall angle neuromuscular motor
unit location

p0072 A75-18944
POVEB SPECTBA

Evaluation of localized muscle fatigue using pover
spectral density analysis of the electromyogram

p0105 A75-19693
Acceleration time series resulting from repetitive
extension-flexion of the hand

p0116 A75-21570
Pover spectral density analysis of the

electromyogram from a vork task performed in a
full pressure suit

p0165 B75-18879
PPI (POSITION IBDICATOBS)
0 PLAB POSITION IBDICATOBS

PBECAMBBIAB PEBIOD
Structures of biogenic origin from Early
Precambrian rocks on Euro-Asia

p0073 A75-19282
Precambrian paleobiology - Problems and perspectives

p0211 A75-31115
PBBCAOTIOBS
0 ACCIDENT PBEVEBTION
PBECOBDITIOBIBG

Influence of a precursor noise on the startle due
to impulse noise (veapon noise)
[ISL-20/73] p0092 B75-14462

PBEDICTIOB ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Prediction of cardiac response to physical stress

p0104 A75-19687
A theoretical and empirical comparison of tvo
mixed-factor central-composite designs

p0106 A75-19705
Laboratory research into human information

processing pilot vorkload modeling
p0052 N75-12590

Bendering medical assistance aboard a spaceship
prediction and prevention of spacecrev

diseases
p0263 B75-25526

PBBDICTIOBS
BT PEBFOBRABCE PBEDICTIOB
PBBFLIGBT AIALISIS

Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to
oxygen and beat. I - Physiological studies

p0204 A75-29594
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PBBGNAHCY SUBJECT INDEX

Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to
oxygen and beat. II - Effects on lungs

p0204 A75-29595
Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to

oxygen and heat. Ill - Effects on eyes
p0204 A75-29596

Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to
oiygen and heat. IV - Observations on the brain

p0204 A75-29597
PREGNANCY

Effect of back-stomach accelerations on gestation
in rats

p0066 A75-17373
Effects of hypozia on early pregnancy and
embryonic development in the mouse

p0282 A75-38415
Progesterone and testosterone binding in human
endometriUB during pregnancy
[NASA-TT-F-16546 ] p0391 N75-33656

PBELADHCH TESTS
Evaluation of particulate contamination for

unmanned spacecraft prelannch operations
p0118 A75-21355

PBBPABATIOH
HT PSECOSDITIOHIMG

PRESERVATIVES
Conservation of food residues with a mixture of
gninosol and salicylic acid

p0262 N75-25515
PBBSEBVIHG

Preserving tests vith oils and fats in the
Fira-Astell oxygen absorption apparatus 1
[B-4439] p0093 N75-14469

PBESSOBS
0 VASOCONSTBICTOB DROGS
PBESSOBE
HT ATMOSPHERIC PRESS ORE
NT BLOOD PRESSURE
HI CBITICAl PBESSDBE
NT DIASTOLIC PBESSDBI
HT GAS PBESSOBE
NT HIGH PBESSDBE
NT HIGH VACDOM
NT HYDROSTATIC PBESSDBE
NT HYPERTENSION
NT HYPOTEDSION ,
NT HYPOXEBIA
NT IHPACT LOADS
NT INTBAOCDLAB PBESSOBE
NT LOR PBESSOBE
NT LUMINANCE
NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY
NT MIDDLE EAB PBESSDBE
NT OXYGEN TENSION
NT PABTIAL PBESSDBE
HI SODSB PBESSDBE
NT SYSTOLIC PBESSDBE
NT VAPOB PBESSDBE
PBESSDBE BREATHING

Effect of intrathoracic pressure on
pressure-volume characteristics of the lung in man

p0172 A75-26516
Beport on Project Hydrox 2
[AE-784446] p0018 N75-10701

Content of glycogen and glncoso-6-phosphatase
activity in the tissues of rabbits after
prolonged exposure to the increased pressure of
a helium-oxygen atmosphere

p0049 N75-12558
PBESSOBE CHAMBERS
NT BYPEBBABIC CHAHBEBS
NT VACDDM CHABBEBS
PBESSOBE DISTBIBOTIOB

Analysis of plethysmographic estimation of
alveolar pressure

p03«1 A75-42321
Simulation of regional lung emptying during slov
and forced expirations

p0343 A75-42754
EBESSOBE EFFECTS

Effect of intrathoracic pressure on
pressure-volume characteristics of the lung in man

p0172 A75-26516
The effects of loner body negative pressure on the
cardiovascular system of the anaesthetized rabbit

p0176 A75-27706
Occlusion pressure as a measure of respiratory
center output in conscious man

p0178 A75-28434

Beduced baroreflex sensitivity with volume loading
in conscious dogs

p0318 A75-11500
Condition and work capability of man under
increased pressures and optimal compositions of
gas medina as in underwater habitats

p0021 N75-11597
Medical-physiological observations during conduct
of Sadko-2 test concerning the effects of
human exposure to the increased pressures of
underwater habitats

pOG21 N75-11602
Medical-physiological studies in the Ikhtiandr-67
experiment concerning the effects of human
exposure to the increased pressures of
underwater habitats

p0022 N75-11603
PBESSOBE FIELDS
0 PBESSOBE DISTRIBUTION

PBESSOBE GRADIENTS
Shunt dynamics in experimental atrial septal defects

p034t A75-U2762
PRESSOBE MEASUREMENTS

Indirect measurement of systolic blood pressure
during +Gz acceleration

p0007 A75-11315
Miniaturized electrode for on-line P02 measurements

p0273 A75-36071
Differences between seated and recumbent resting

measurements of auscultative blood pressure
p0317 A75-41464

PBBSSOBE PBOBES
0 PRESSOBE SENSOBS
PBESSOBE POLSES

A numerical study of pulsatile flow through
constricted arteries

p0341 A75-42192
Systolic time intervals: The evaluation of a

method for clinical diagnostic use
p0266 N75-25550

PBESSOBE BEDOCTION
Features in processes of saturation (desatnration)

and oversaturation of an organism and principle
of estimating the decompression regimes during
extended stay under pressure as in
underwater habitats

p0021 N75-11598
Physiological description of decompression phenomena

p0021 N75-11600
PBESSOBE SENSOBS

Effect of varying differentiator freguency
response on recorded peak dP/dt for left
ventricular contractile state index

p0241 A75-33675
Circuit for detecting initial systole and dicrotic
notch for monitoring arterial pressure
[NASA-CASE-LES-11581-1] p0061 H75-13531

Catheter tip force transducer for cardiovascular
research
[NASA-CASE-NPO-136113-1] p0272 N75-25598

PBESSOBE SOUS
NT SPACE SUITS
G-tolerance and protection with anti-G suit concepts

p0120 A75-22399
Internal thermotopography and shifts in general
thermal balance in man under special heat
transfer conditions

p0085 N75-11408
Fatigue in selected lower limb muscle groups while

walking in a full pressure suit
p0225 1175-23105

Means and methods of physical conditioning of man
in long space flights

p0227 N75-23128
psychophysiological characteristics of the work
activity of an operator wearing special-gear

p0325 N75-28686
PBESSDBE TBANSDOCBBS
0 PBESSDBE SENSOBS
PBETSSTS
D TESTS
PBBVEHTIOS
NT ACCIDENT PREVENTION
PBIMABY COSMIC BAYS

Light flashes observed by astronauts on Skylab 4
p0235 A75-32412

PRIMATES
NT HDMAN BEINGS
NT MONKEYS
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SDBJBCT IIDBZ PBOPBIOCBPTIOI

PBITMB aiBCBAM
0 GEBEBAI AVIiTIOS AIBC8APT

PBOBABIIITI
0 PBOBABILITT THEOBY.

PBOBABIUTI DISIBIBOTIOB PDBCTIOBS
Spectral shaping and waveguide modes in retinal

cones
p0169 475-26222

Mathematical model for determining the probability
of visual acquisition of ground targets by
observers in low-level high-speed aircraft
[SLA-74-141] p0029 H75-11673

Sone fast analytical techniques for the EEG
using probability distribution function and
hybrid computers

p0252 B75-24305
PBOBABIIITI THBOBI

Conparative analysis of deterninistic and
probabilistic nethods in the study of rhythmic
processes of heart

p0031 A75-13423
Detectability of a luminance increment - Effect of

spatial uncertainty of visual stimulus
p0066 »75-17172

Remarks on the chemical conditions on the surface
of the primitive eacth and the probability of
the evolution of life

p0073 475-19278
Physical foundations of the probability of
biogenesis

p0075 475-19302
Reaction tines in the detection of gratings by

human observers - A probabilistic mechanism
p0349 A75-43423

New methodology for assessing the probability of
contaminating Bars

p0355 475-41*138
PBOBES

Probe activities radar and laser tracking of
insects
[IA-5751-PB] p0196 1175-20999

PBOBIEH SOLVIH6
Experientally guided robots for planet

exploration
p01i|7 475-23919

Hunan behavior in problem solving environment
involving the use of computers
[40-4004305] p0289 H75-26663

PBOCEDOBES
BT FINITE ELEMENT BETHOD

PBODtJCT DEVELOPMENT
The Davy fighter pilot helmet oxygen mask

improvement program
[4SBE PAPEB 75-EB4S-19] p0313 475-40885

PBODOCTIOI EHGIHEBBIHG
Human operator characteristics and capabilities in

performing process control tasks
[KFK-PDV-19] p0091 H75-14451

PBODOCTIOH METHODS
0 PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

PBOGBBT
The influence of adaptation to high-altitude

hypoxia on the development and indices of higher
nervous activity in the progeny of adapted animals

p0208 475-306116
PBOGBASMBD IHSTBOCTIOB
NT COBPOIEB ASSISTED IHSTBOCTIOB
Training situation analysis study for the T-34C

expanded primary flight training phase
[4D-4002258] p0188 H75-19962

EBOGB4BS
BT 4POLLO PBOJECT
BT 4POLLO SOIOZ TEST PBOJECT
NT EARTH BESOOBCBS PBOGR4B
BT EDBOPE4M SP4CE PBOGB4BS
NT N4S4 PBOGB4BS
HI SKIL4B PBOGRiH
NT D.S.S.B. SP4CE PBCGB4B
PBOJECTILB PBBBTBATIOI
D TEBBIN4L B4LLISTICS
PBOJECTS
BT iPOLLO PBOJECT
BT 4POLLO SOYOZ TEST PBOJECT
PBOL4TB SPBBBOIDS

Long-wavelength analysis of plane wave irradiation
of a prolate spheroid model of man

p0123 475-22694
Long-wavelength electromagnetic power absorption
in prolate spheroidal models of man and animals

p0348 475-43271
PBOSB POSITIOS

Human spatial orientation in the pitch dimension
p0063 475-16671

PBOPBIL4IIS
Prevention of harmful effects of weightlessness on

the hnman organism
p01<40 475-22972

4ctivation of extrarenal means of sodium secretion
during adaptation to hypoxia and its role in the
prophylaxis of experimental hypertension

p0155 475-25591
notion sickness
[B4S4-TT-F-15864] p0016 B75-10685

Oral and respiratory immunization
[HBL-1974-4] p0017 B75-10698

Patbogenetic validation of the use of biological
protective agents and early treatment in cases
of radiation injury simulating radiation effects
under space flight conditions

p0088 N75-14427
Chemico-therapeatic approach to prevention of

dental caries using stannous fluoride gel
[N4S4-CB-141762] p0219 N75-21935

Hypobaric nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere as a method
for preventing high-altitude decompression disease

p0324 B75-28682
The prophylactic effect of headcooling on coal

miner's cramps. 1: Electroencephalographic
observation on rabbits during head-cooling under
the hot and humid environment
CN4S4-TT-F-16448] p0333 N75-29739

4 structure activity study of oximes aiming at
prophylaxis against organophosphates
[CL-1974-23] p0333 H75-29744

PBOPBIOCBPTIOH
BT AUTOKIHBSIS
Telocity perception

pOO<12 475-15731
Human spatial orientation in the pitch dimension

p0063 475-16671
Vestibular system. Part 1 - Basic mechanisms

Book
p0142 475-23302

Cortical projections of the vestibular nerve
nenroanatomy of sensorimotor area

p0144 475-23315
Vestibular and somatosensory inflow to the

vestibular projection area in the post cruciate
dimple region of the cat cerebral cortex

p0169 475-26200
The voluntary control in human breathing

p0242 475-34109
Changes in the vestibular function during space

flight
p0274 475-36330

Testibular system. Part 2 - Psychophysics, applied
aspects, and general interpretations Book

p0319 475-41751
Psychophysics of vestibular sensation

p0319 475-41752
Optic-vestibnlar orientation to the vertical

p0319 475-41753
Measurement of otolith function in man

p0319 475-41755
Measurement of vestibulo-spinal responses in man

p0319 475-41756
Modification of the response to angular
accelerations by linear accelerations
vestibular sensations during vehicle travel

p0319 475-41757
Arousal and vestibular habituation

p0320 475-41759
Habituation of vestibular responses with and

without visual stimulation
p0320 475-41760

action sickness. I - 4etiology and autonomic
effects. II - Some sensory aspects human
physiological responses and vestibular sensations

p0320 475-41761
Pathology of vestibular sensation

p0320 475-41762
Compensation of vestibular lesions

p0320 475-41764
4 systems concept of the vestibnlar organs

p0320 475-11765
The vestibnlar system and the general motor system

p0321 475-41766
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PROPBIOCIPTOHS SUBJECT IIDH

Relationship among the kinematic characteristics
of human walking

. p0347 A75-U2813
Infrasonnd - 1 short review of effects on man

p0357 A75-41354
The implications of ezperinents on the perception

of space and motion
[AD-A009399] p0369 H75-31740

PROPHIOCEPTORS
Influence of vestibular and propnoceptive stimuli

on spinal cord neuronal reactions
p0195 H75-20992

PBOSTiTE GIABD
Anine-prostaglandin modulation of activity of

tbernoregulatory neurones
p030<t A75-39158

PSOSTBETIC DEVICES
One method of synthesis of regular legged notion

p0174 A75-27188
Geometry of aortic heart valves prosthetic

design
p0277 A75-36836

The nobility of the human arm: notion analysis
and possibilities of a sinplified kineaatical
prosthetic system

pOO<!8 N75-12551
Orthotic arm joint for use in mechanical arms

[NASA-CASE-MFS-21611-1] p0056 N75-12616
On the fluid dynamics of prosthetic heart valve

flow: A preliminary numerical and experimental
study
[VKI-TN-101] p0089 N75-11H37

Biomedical engineering support development of
nuclear driven blood pump
[COO-2155-12] p0128 H75-16233

Teleoperator/robot technology can help solve
biomedical problems
[NASA-CR-142089] p0133 N75-17099

Implanted energy conversion system heart blood
pump
[PB-237558/2] p0165 H75-18881(

Technology and the Neurologically Handicapped
considering prosthetic devices and therapeutic
equipment
[NASA-SP-363] p0190 H75-19975

The concept of technology transfer for
neurologically handicapped persons with
impairment of sensorimotor functions

p0190 N75-19976
Rehabilitation and the Veterans1 Administration

p0190 N75-19979
Neural control: Long-range prospects neuron

stimulation for information transfer
p0191 N75-19982

Blindness prosthetic devices and sensory aids
p0191 N75-19987

Cybernetic prosthesis
p0191 875-19988

Exoskeletal technology teleoperator arm system
p0191 N75-19990

Artificial sensory systems prosthetic aids for
the blind

p0191 H75-19991
Models of the vestibular system and postural control

p0192 N75-19992
Hanual -control theory and applications

physiological and neurological applications
p0192 N75-19993

Neurological applications of man-machine systems
analysis

p0192 875-19994
He« engineering systems for mobility

p0192 H75-19995
Cybernetic anthropomorphic machine systems

p0192 H75-19996
The Role of Intelligent Hechanical Aids

p0192 875-19997
supervisory control systems

p0192 N75-19998
A computer controlled multi-task povered
exoskeleton for paraplegic patients

p0220 N75-21947
Biomedical engineering support
[COO-2155-13] p0232 B75-23167

On the acceptance/ functional gain and mental load
in arm prosthesis and orthosis control
[WTHD-66] p0258 N75-24355

Artificial heart controls support
[ORO-1485-2] p0260 N75-24365

Research activities in application of physics and
engineering to ledical science and problems
[PB-4] p0265 H75-25513

Hyoelectric training of congenital belov-elbov
stugps in children

p0265 N75-25545
Actuator device for artificial leg
[NASA-CASE-MFS-23225-1] p0387 875-32767

Modern mechanisns make manless Martian mission
mobile: Spin-off spells stairclinbing
self-sufficiency for earthbound handicapped

p0388 H75-33104
Development of a bone-fixation prosthetic attachment

with quick-disconnect coupling
p0388 875-33106

PEOTECTIOH
HI ACCELERATIOH PROTECTION
HI EYE PHOTECTIOH
NT RADIATION PROTECTION
NT RADIATION SHIELDING
NT THERMAL PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
NT HELMETS
NT PRESSURE SUITS
NT SPACE SUITS
The development and operational evaluation of the
CSO-15/P anti-6 coverall

p0151 A7S-25071
Arm-reach capability of DSAF pilots as affected by

personal protective equipment
p0202 A75-29579

Computer Emulation of optimal control of an
integrated human thermal system by response
surface methodology
[PB-231660/9] p0062 S75-13538

Tests of protective clothing for the safe handling
of pressurized lamps
[NASA-TM-X-3147] p0093 H75-14168

A new method of manufacturing inflatable
life-jackets using rubber coatings and
chloroprene resins
[BEPT-618] p0190 N75-1997II

Comparative evaluation of prototype and standard
fire fighter's suits under combined hyperthermic
and exercise stress conditions
[AD-A002136] p0192 N75-20000

Aircrew protective clothing and devices system
rotary wing aircraft
[AD-A002423] p0200 N75-21031

Production of electrically heated gloves
•>, [AD-A003327] p0200 N75-21032

'̂.aminates for ballistic protection
;>AD-A008020] p0272 N75-25602

The nodular anti-exposure system
[AD-A003603] p0290 N75-26670

Market study: Biological isolation garment
[MASA-CR-14U350] p0301 H75-27762

Breathing air quality under the fire proximity
suit hood
[AD-A004770] p0301 N75-27767

Protective clothing
[AD-A005300] p0330 N75-28726

Thermal performance of permeable versus
impermeable hoods worn by men in CB ensemble
working in a tropical environment
[AD-A005613] p0330 N75-28727

Protective clothing: Assessment of need, volume 1
[PB-241167/6] p0338 H75-29785

Protective clothing: Assessment of need. Volume 2
[PB-2t1168/4] p0339 B75-29786

Comparative characteristics of the main types of
climatic clothing of Vostok Station personnel

in Antarctic region
[AD-A005876] p0339 N75-29788

System safety evaluation of life support systems
for chemical and biological protective suits
[AD-A009312] p0371 N75-31752

Preliminary evaluation of commercially available
laser protective eyewear
[PB-241903/4] p0371 875-31753

Hindblast: Protection for the head by neans of a
fabric hood

p0381 875-32722
Survey of personnel protective clothing and
respiratory apparata for use by Coast Guard
personnel in response to discharges of hazardous
chemicals
[AD-A010110] p0400 N75-33727
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SUBJECT IBDEI PSICBI4IET

PBOTECTIVE C04TIHGS
Ion beam deposited carbon coatings for
biocompatible materials regarding
physico-chemical properties
[PB-238761/1] p0221 H75-21951

PBOTECfOBS
HI EiB PBOTECTOES
PBOTEIB HET4BOLISH
BT LIPIO BETABOLISB
Increased metabolic turnover rate and
transcapillary escape rate of albumin in
essential hypertension

p0002 A75-10176
Sole of metabolic shifts in pathogenesis of
vestibular disturbances

p0045 A75-16609
Changes in serai proteins, viscosity, and

protein-bound carbohydrates during prolonged
bedrest

p0121 475-22*02
Changes in haptoglcbin and other plasma proteins

of rats during exposure to pure oxygen at 760 torr
p0121 475-221403

Bistochenstry and Betabolisn of the inner ear
p0143 475-23307

Thermoregulation of myocardial protein synthesis
pfl"l73 475-26550

The effect of cooling in an altered gaseous medium
on the systems of ammonia fornation and binding
in the brain

p0208 A75-30698
Collagen metabolism in rat lungs during chronic

intermittent exposure to oxygen
p0212 475-31155

Besponse of local vascular volumes to lower Jaody
negative pressure stress

p0212 475-31157
Metabolic studies of transient tyrosinema in
premature infants

p03«7 475-42830
Investigation of carbohydrate and protein
metabolism in the digestive organs of the rabbit
under the combined influence of vibration,
acceleration and irradiation

p0129 H75-17067
Properties of nvrE mutants of Escherichia coll
K12. Part 1: Effects of 0V irradiation on DBA
metabolism
[BBL-1974-25] p0256 H75-24332

PBOTEI10IDS
Coacervate droplets, proteinoid nicrospheres, and

the genetic apparatus
p0069 475-18506

The coacervate-in-coacervate theory of the origin
of life

p0069 475-18515
Coacervate-like microspheres from lysine-rich

proteinoid
p0075 475-19299

Origins of biological information and the genetic
code

p0113 475-21001
PBOTEIIS
HT 4DENINES
BT ADENOSIHE TBIPHOSPB41E
HT 4DEHOSIHES
HT J1BDHIHS
NT ABIDASZ
HT C4BBOXYHEMOGIOBIH
HT COBNZYBES
BT FIB8IH
HT FIBBIHOGEH
HT GAHB4 GLOBDLIH
HT LIPOPBOTEIHS
HT HEL4HIH
HT BDCLEiSE
HT HDCLEOTIDES
HT OITBEHOG1OB1B
HT PEPTIDES
HT PBOTEIHOIDS
Salt-dependent properties of proteins from
extremely halophilic bacteria

pOOII 475-12801
Spin-labeled rhodopsin iodoacetamide dark
reactions with SB-groups

p0064 475-17332
The iron-sulphur proteins - Evolution of a

ubiguitous protein from the origin of life to
higher organises

p0069 475-18508
Che origin of proteins - Beteropolypeptides from

hydrogen cyanide and water
p0074 475-19293

4 model for the coevolution of the genetic code
and the process of protein synthesis - Beview
and assessment

p0076 475-19309
Effect of the ferment polynucleotidephosphorylase

in a protein-carbohydrate coacervate system
p0155 475-25589

The temperature dependence of myosin fluorescence
of skeletal and smooth muscles

p0169 475-26164
Electrophoresis of soluble proteins in the blood
serum, the heart, and skeletal muscles under
prolonged morbid stimulations involving the use
of hexonium for blocking ganglion

p0207 475-30343
Sialoproteids of the liver and blood serum in rats
exposed to small doses of ionizing radiation

p0341 475-42316
Differential permeation of artemia cysts and
cucumber seeds by alcohols

p0347 475-42828
Bechanism of calcium absorption and transport:
The involvement of the vitamin 0-induced
calcium-binding protein
[COO-3167-95] p0028 H75-11666

Effects of lov intensity microwave radiation on
mammalian serum proteins
[4D-785739] p0099 N75-15304

The development and application of computer
methods and computer programs for the structural
analysis of proteins - for example the
trypsin-trypsin inhibitor complexes, the free
inhibitors, and the L-asparaginase

p0290 N75-27684
Comparative characteristics of poly- and monomer

protein nutrition as applicable to space flights
p0324 H75-28678

Besistance of Nadsoniella nigra var. hesuelica to
the action of a high vacuum
[N4S4-TT-F-16503] p0332 H75-29732

Comparative aspects of photoreception of retinal
protein complexes
[NAS4-TT-F-16606] p0391 H75-33657

PBOTBBOBBIB
Influence of sustained exposure to hypobaric

hypoxia on the plasma prothrombin time,
fibrinogen level and fibrinolytic activity in
rabbits - 4 preliminary report

p0240 475-33375
PROTOH FLOX DEISITI

Proton tissue dose for the blood forming organ in
human geometry: Isotropic radiation
[NASA-TB-I-3089] pOOSO H75-12573

PHOTOS IBB4DI4TIOB
Biological effect of superhard component of cosmic
rays

p0146 475-23542
In vivo calcium determination by proton activation
analysis

p0024 H75-11636
Badiobiological effects of heavy ions and protons

on cells of mammals, bacteria and viruses
p0086 H75-14417

PHOTOBS
NT SOL4B PHOTONS
PROTOTYPES

Hnclear-powered artificial heart prototype system
development program: phase 3
[COO-3043-16] p0125 875-16214

PBOTOZO4
NT 4HOBB4
HT P4B4BECI4
PROVISIONING

Space Shuttle food galley design concept
[S4E P4PEB 740922] p0124 475-22740

PHOSSIC 4CID
D BIDBOCI4NIC 4CIO
PSTCBIATBI
NT SOCIAL PSYCHIATBY
Hedical regnirements and examination procedures in
relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Comparison of examination technigues in
neurology, psychiatry and psychology with
special emphasis on objective methods and
assessment criteria
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PSTCHOACOUSTICS SUBJECT IHDBX

[AGAFD-CP-153] p0251 N75-24297
PSICHOACOOSTICS

Prediction of aural detectability of noise signals
pOOOS A75-10735

Methodological factors influencing loudness of
short duration sounds

p0041 475-15405
Reactions to sonic booms - A report of two studies

and a general evaluation of startle effects
p0202 A75-29578

Stimulus compatibility effects of an accessor;
visual stimulus en auditory sensitivity

p0216 A75-35163
Loudness enhancement - Monaural, binaural, and

dichotic
p0305 A75-39187

Specific and general mechanisms of brain support
of psychic activity in man and prospects of this
problem

p0345 A75-I12801
Organization principles of the neural code of

individual psychic activity
p03«6 A75-"280<t

Backward interference by tones or noise in pitch
perception as a function of practice

p0376 A75-U6688
Freguency discrimination as a function of the

nuDber of periods of the signal presented
auditory system
[AD-786457] p0092 N75-14464

Psychophysical tests of potential
design/certification criteria for advanced
supersonic aircraft human noise tolerance
CAD-A009296] p0258 H75-24351

The effect of guiet on hearing psychoacoustics
- noise (sound)
[AD-A006395] p0334 H75-29748

Noise and Speech Interference: Proceedings of
Minisymposium
[NASA-TB-X-72696 ] p0368 H75-31731

PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
NT HALLUCINATIONS
NT OCULOGHAVIC ILLUSIONS
NT OPTICAL ILLUSION

Psychiatric interventions with amnesic aircraft
accident survivors

p0037 A75-1I1090
The effects of short tern fasting on mental

performance
p0045 A75-16607

The biology of loneliness depression,
aggressiveness and biochemical changes

p0175 A75-27318
The vestibular system and the general motor systeo

p0321 A75-41766
Some effects of ACTH 4-10 on performance during a

serial reaction task
[IZF-1974-19] p0092 H75-14459

Behavioral effects of prolonged exposure to
continuous and intermittent noise
[AD-785740] pOlOO N75-15313

Standards of rider comfort: Noise, vibration and
age of rider as factors
[NASA-CB-136744] p0166 N75-18891

Flight fitness and psycho-physiological behavior
of applicant pilots in the first flight missions

p0252 N75-24304
Two men in space space flight stress,

psychological effects
[NASA-TT-F-16493] p0335 N75-29757

Personality change resulting from water suspension
sensory isolation

p0384 1175-32744
Emotionality in response to aircraft noise: A

report of development work
[NASA-CB-2600] p0385 N75-32748

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTOBS
Effect of sonic boom on man and animals - Review

of principal studies carried out in France
p0066 A75-17374

Bhere is the system in the man-machine system
p0105 A75-19695

Activity of the human operator in man-machine
systems

p0152 A75-25179
Some considerations on errors in flight
psychological factors

p0213 A75-31258

Psychodiagnostics in the service of development
aid - The selection of Yemenite applicants for
pilot training

p0246 A75-35099
Life changes and aviation accidents

p0279 A75-37493
Medical flying fitness - a routine affair - but

who examines and assesses psychic health
p0283 A75-38422

Serum urate and cholesterol levels in Air Force
Academy Cadets

p0318 A75-41<(68
Central nervous system involvement following type
I aviator's bends complicated by complacency

p0358 A75-44362
Effect of the anterior and posterior hypothalamus

on conditioned activity and delayed responses in
lower monkeys

p0374 A75-46131
Emotional and biochemical effects of high work-load

in pilot landing performance
p0054 H75-12598

A psychological explanation of sonar degradation
operator performance

[IZF-1974-10] P0091 B75-14453
Annotated bibliography of reports, supplement no.
6, 1 July 1973 - 30 June 1974 medical,
psychological, and performance characteristics
of pilots, flight officers, and aviation trainees
[AD-785851] p0098 H75-15300

Essays on the psychology of operator labor
[NASA-TT-F-16020] p0160 H75-17947

Certain aspects of the psychological analysis of
programmer activity selection of computer
programmers

p0161 N75-17956
The psychological certificate of the computer

operator performance in man machine system
p0162 B75-17958

Experience in developing a system for the
psychological screening of aerial navigators

p0195 N75-20991
Astronaut activity in weightlessness and

unsupported space
p0228 H75_^23132

Test for quick and early detection of psychic -
syndromes more frequent in the Air Force personnel

p0251 N75-24298
Higher nervous activity of man:

Motivational-emotional aspects
[NASA-TT-F-16453] p0362 N75-30777

PSYCHOLOGICAL INDEXES
U PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
NT BORSCHACH TESTS
Evaluation of vibration mixtures affecting humans

through seat surfaces
p0002 A75-10049

An adaptive vigilance task with knowledge of results
pOOOl A75-10733

Aftereffect of inspection of a perspectival
stimulus for slant depth - A new normalization
effect

p0035 A75-13907
Degree of reaction and decision taking of the

pilot in stress situations
p0039 A75-14878

The alpha-index as a criterion of pilot reaction
p0039 A75-14881

Methodological factors influencing loudness of
short duration sounds

p0041 A75-15405
Short foris of the Texas Social Behavior Inventory
/TSBI/, an objective measure of self-esteem

p0045 A75-16504
Basic attention measures as predictors of success

in flight training
p0103 A75-19678

Effects of tine, rate of information presentation
and physical threat stress on perceptual-motor
performance

pOIOH A75-19688
Comparing adjectival and nonadjectival rating

scale responses against performance criteria
for pilot visual task difficulty evaluation

p0106 A75-19702
Heightened sexual interest and sleep disturbance

p0113 A75-20958
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SOBJECT IHDBI PSYCBOBOTOB PBBPOBBAIC1

The effect of rating scale parameters on the
assessment of vibration intensity by
passengers in transport environments

p0118 475-22201
Tile perception under conditions of short-term

weightlessness
p0138 A75-22956

Psychological investigation for members of Bt.
Sickle Boon /parts of the Himalayas/ climbing
party - An analysis of changes on the profile of
Tatabe Gailford personality inventory during
climbing period

p0239 475-33368
Vocational interests of air traffic control

personnel
p0281 175-38108

Detection of symmetry as a function of angular
orientation

p0309 A75-40599
Functional changes in the deep structures of the

human brain during long-term operative memory
tests

p0316 A75-42807
Men methods and test batteries for the

psychological selection of aircrews
p0359 A75-UU512

The use of the 'reserves' technique in the
psychological selection of aircrew students

p0359 A75-IM513
Amphetamine and barbiturate effects on two tasks

performed singly and in combination
[IZF-19711-11] p0091 N75-14<454

The effects of changes in response-independent pay
upon human masseter BUG
[HASA-CB-141276] p0099 H75-15307

On the effect of enotional states on operator
thinking psychological test for operator
selection

p0161 N75-17950
Data organization
[AD-A001769] p0189 1175-19966

Shallow habitat air dive SH&D-1 psychological
screening of divers as subjects for long
duration saturation experimentation
[AD-A002707J p0189 H75-19971

Experience in developing a system for the
psychological screening of aerial navigators

p0195 H75-20991
Prediction of Naval Aviator career motivation and

job satisfaction froa the strong vocational
interest blank

p0220 N75-219U3
Differentiating aptitude factors among current

aviation specialties
[AD-A003033] p0220 H75-21945

Bedical requirements and examination procedures in
relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Introductory remarks

p0222 H75-23085
Test for quick and early detection of psychic
syndromes more frequent in the Air Force personnel

p0251 H75-24298
Standardization of objective medico-psychiatric

guestionnaire in the French Army
p0253 N75-2U307

Psychic health: A quantite negligeable in flying
fitness examinations

p0253 B75-2U308
Deterministic multiple cue learning. Part 1:

Effects of cue intercorrelation and presentation
order
[IZF-197U-20-PT-1] p0335 M75-29760

On context effects in short term retention
[IZF-197U-28] p0336 1175-29761

Transfer and use of training technology: A model
for matching training approaches with training
settings
[AD-A005816] p036« H75-30790

PSICBOLOGI
NT HI1ITABI PSYCHOLOGY
HI PSYCHOACOOSTICS
NT PSYCBOPBYSICS
Handbook of perception. Volume 1 - Historical and
philosophical roots of perception

pOOOS A75-10965
Human physiology and the science of psychology
/formulation of the problem/

p0345 A75-42802

Two in space aerospace psychology
[HASA-tT-F-16325] p0269 B75-25581

PSTCHOHBTBICS
Visibility of nnpredictably flickering lights

p0011 A75-12697
Psychophysical theories of duration discrimination

p01U9 A75-24593
Optimum uses of psychobiological, sensorimotor,

and performance measurement strategies for
industrial safety

p0350 475-43844
Quantitative analysis of psychophysical stress in

operating complex dynamic systems
p0055 875-12606

PSYCHOBOTOB PEBFOBHAICB
NT PSYCHOSOBATICS
The formation of special skills for actions in a

complicated situation pilot performance
p0001 A75-1002U

Eye movements in scanning iconic imagery
p0032 A75-13570

Influence of acute hypoxia on the structure of the
instrunental functions of the pilot

p0039 A75-14877
Influence of an anxiety depressant on the behavior

of pilot trainees during training on a flight
simulator

p0066 A75-17372
Effects of time, rate of information presentation

and physical threat stress on perceptual-motor
performance

pOIOt A75-19688
Effect of environmental extremes on task

performance time
p0106 A75-19708

The effects of verbal interference on psychomotor
performance under dual task conditions

p0107 A75-19709
Space form of motion sickness

p0138 A75-22958
Activity of astronauts in weightlessness and in

free space
p0141 A75-22977

Heart and respiratory rates as indicators of a
subject's adaptation to stimulus seguence in
simple goal-directed tasks

p0147 475-24057
Control of performance in a multi-element

repetitive task
p0235 A75-32414

On whether sleep affects the consolidation of
perceived reactions

p0309 A75-40734
Classical and modern aspects of motor dominance

formation in man
p0314 A75-41055

Sleep loss effects on movement time
p0321 A75-41850

Circadian rhythm in performance on the NBC
stressalyser

p0373 A75-45775
Levels of slow bioelectric organization of the

human brain
p0374 A75-46130

Testing psychomotor performance during sustained
acceleration recommendations for the OSAF
school of aerospace medicine
[AD-784936] p0029 H75-11672

New or newly tested methods for the assessment of
pilots' workload conference
[DLB-HITT-74-19] p0055 N75-12605

Quantitative analysis of psychophysical stress in
operating complex dynamic systems

pOOSS B75-12606
Influence of a precursor noise on the startle due

to impulse noise (weapon noise)
[IS1-20/73] p0092 N75-14462

Comparisons of population subgroups performance on
a keyboard psychomotor task

p018U H75-19146
Computer measurement of complex performance on

digital computers
p0251 N75-24300

A report of BumBBO activities in support of
project HITVAL
[AD-A008277] p0270 N75-25586

The effect of breathing 100 percent oxygen on
short term memory of military officers
[AD-A009989] p0384 H75-32742
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PSICBOPBTSICS SOBJECI IID2X

Circadian rhy thm in perforiance on the DEC
stcessalyser

p0401 H75-33999
PSICHOPBTSICS

BT PSICHOACOOSTICS
Visual search in a forced-choice paradigm

p0035 A75- 139011
On the ambiguity of visual stimulation - 1 reply

to Eriksson
p0035 475-13905

Heasuring human aversion to sound without verbal
descriptors

p0035 A75-13908
Development of temporary connections in ian with

the aid of unrecognized visual stimuli
pOO<!0 A75-15187

A siople technique using an optomotor response for
visual psychophfsical measurements in animals

P0064 A75-17326
Psycbophysical study of simultaneous chromatic
contrasts

p0064 A75-17327
The nature of fusional effort in diplopic regions

human response to binocular stimuli
p0064 »75-17334

Detectability of a luminance increment - Effect of
spatial uncertainty of visual stimulus

p0066 A75-17472
Area-luminance effects and the visual evoked brain

response
p011« A75-21099

The role of on and off transients in determining
the psychophysical spatial frequency response

p0119 A75-22210
Perception of integral objects Russian book on

visual, aural and conceptual representation in man
p0145 A75-23400

Depth adjacency and the Ponzo illusion
stereoscopic displacement

p0148 A75-24362
Psychophysical theories of duration discrimination

p01lt9 A75-24593
The effect of perceived distance on perceived

movement
p0149 A75-24594

Perceived size and perceived distance in
stereoscopic vision and an analysis of their
causal relations

p0149 A75-24595
Spatial organization of binocular disparity
sensitivity

p0169 A75-26221
Spectral shaping and waveguide modes in retinal
cones

p0169 A75-26222
Peripheral visual response time and retinal

luminance-area relations
p0174 A75-27081

Vertex evoked potentials in a rating-scale
detection task - Relation to signal probability

p0175 A75-27547
Inhibition and disinhibition of direction-specific

mechanisms in human vision
p0206 A75-29898

'Spontaneous' cutaneogalvanic responses during
night sleep in normal man

p0208 A75-30696
The voluntary control in human breathing

p0242 A75-34109
Decision-related cortical potentials during an
auditory signal detection task with cued
observation intervals

p0309 A75-40600
Vestibular system. Part 2 - Psychophysics, applied
aspects, and general interpretations Book

p0319 A75-41751
Psychophysics of vestibular sensation

p0319 A75-41752
Eye-movements during search for coded and uncoded

targets
[AD-A002713] p0386 H75-32755

PSICHOPBISIOLOGY
(lotion aftereffect magnitude as a measure of the
spatio-temporal response properties of
direction-sensitive analyzers

p0009 A75-11840
Eye movements in scanning iconic imagery

p0032 A75-13570

Backward masking and interference with the
processing of brief visual displays

p0032 A75-13572
Additional heart rate - An indicator of
psychological activation

p0035 A75-14079
Relationship between flight experience and

vestibnlar function in pilots and nonpilots
p0036 A75-14081

Neural coding and psychophysical discrimination data
auditory signal models

p0037 A75-14387
Prediction of target detection thresholds on the
basis of physiological considerations

p0107 A75-19715
Two-tone distortion products in a nonlinear model
of the basilar membrane

p0108 A75-20123
Evoked potential correlates of selective attention

with multi-channel auditory inputs
p0110 A75-20294

The contingent negative variation during a memory
retrieval task evoked bioelectric potentials

p0110 A75-20295
Difference thresholds for interaural delay

P0110 A75-20795
Relation of the loudness function to the intensity
characteristic of the ear

p0110 A75-20796
Changes in detection measures and skin resistance

during an auditory vigilance task
p0118 A75-22200

The role of positional and orientational disparity
cues in human fusional response

p0119 A75-22213
Psychophysiological monitoring principles and the
evaluation of pilot fitness to flight

p0157 A75-26122
Two varieties of long-latency positive waves

evoked by unpredictable auditory stimuli in man
p0171 A75-26246

Structural features of and several means of
optimizing the operational activity of an
astronaut during control of the vehicle and its
systems

p0175 A75-27203
Optical illusion of diverging waves

p0209 A75-31022
Broad band spatial filters in the human visual
system

p0237 A75-33158
Analysis of visual modulation sensitivity - Two
components in flicker perception

p0237 A75-33159
Perceived distance and tqe perceived speed of
self-motion - Linear vs. angular velocity

p0276 A75-36358
Evidence against narrow-band spatial frequency

channels in human vision - The detectability of
frequency modulated gratings

p0307 A75-40130
On whether sleep affects the consolidation of

perceived reactions
p0309 A75-40734

Human physiology and the science of psychology
/formulation of the problem/

p0345 A75-42802
Bioelectrical activity of the human brain and
subjective estimation of time during dreams of
different structure

p0346 A75-42810
Optimum uses of psychobiological, sensorimotor,

and performance measurement strategies for
industrial safety

p0350 A75-43844
Complex psychophysiological evaluation of the
readability of symbolic information
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1777] pOOSI N75-12575

Prediction of pilot performance: Biochemical and
sleep-mood correlates under high workload
conditions during aircraft carrier landings

p0054 H75-12599
Psychophysiological stress investigations of an
instrument-coordination analyzer

pOOSS H75-12607
Psychobiological training of regulatory

protective-adaptive mechanisms in man
p0195 H75-20995
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SUBJECT IBDEI POLBOHABI POHCIIOSS

Vibration and combined stresses in advanced systems
[AGABD-CP-145] p0290 H75-27685

An elesentary psychophysical model to predict ride
comfort in the combined stress of multiple
degrees of freedom

p0293 H75-27705
PSYCHOSES
[IT SCHIZOPHHEHIA

Activity profile of piracetam in psychosyndrones
and symptomatic psychoses
[BASi-TT-F-16217 J p0188 H75-19959

PSYCBOSOHATICS
Experiment in post-hypnotic realization of a
subjective experience of partial weightlessness
daring sinalation of a three-day space flight
program

pOOlO A75-15185
Adaptive control of alpha rhythm in nan under
controlled experimental conditions

p0040 A75-15188
Somatosensory evoked potentials in man by
self-stimulation

pOOlO A75-15189
The change of heart rate during mental work

s p0045 A75-16606
PSYCHO!BEBAPI

Heurophysiological fundamentals of the effect of
trace elements

p0150 A75-25024
Psychobiological training of regulatory

protective-adaptive mechanisms in man
p0195 H75-20995

PTH (BODDLATIOS)
0 PDLSE TIHE HOD01ATIOB
POBLIC BEALTB

Hypertension and coronary risk - Implications of
current knowledge

p0072 A75-18732
Primary prevention of coronary heart disease

p0072 A75-18733
Outpatient medical costs related to air pollution

in the Portland, Oregon area
[EPA-600/5-74-017] p0017 N75-10692

HER and the neurologically handicapped
p0190 H75-19978

Identification systems for selecting chemicals or
chemical classes as candidates for evaluation
CPB-238196/0] p0198 H75-21016

A literature search and analysis of information
regarding sources, uses, production,
consumption, reported medical cases, and
toxicology of platinum and palladium
[PB-2385U6/6] p0219 N75-21910

Information on levels of environmental noise
reguisite to protect public health and welfare
with an adequate margin of safety
[PB-239129/4] p0258 H75-24351

POBLIC BELA1IOSS
The energy crisis and decision making in the family
[PB-238783/5] p0200 H75-21028

PDIBOSABT CIECOLATIOJ
Comparison of pulmonary blood volume in dogs by

radiocardiography and dye dilution
p0007 A75-11313

Bodifications of pulmonary perfusion and
ventilation during simulated weightlessness

p0013 A75-12867
The principles of ultrasound and ultrasonic •

instrumentation in cardiovascular pulmonary
disease diagnosis

pOOII 475-13013
Instantaneous measurement of the pulmonary blood

flow by a glow discharge gas analyser
p0044 J75-16173

Spectral analysis as a method of guantitative
interpretation of Doppler-shift signals for
cardiac output measurement

P0071 475-18597
Ventilatory effects of hypoxia and their
dependence on CO2 pressure

p0115 475-21565
Cardiopnlmonary changes following 24-36 hours of

hyperoxia
p0203 A75-29585

The dynamics of the respiratory indices of
arterial blood, cerebrospinal fluid, and tissue
in the region of the bulbar respiratory center
under conditions of hypoxia

p0236 A75-32508

Effect of temperature on rate of C02 uptake by
human red cell suspensions

p0239 A75-33261
Bole of histamine in the hypoxic vascular response

of the lung -1

p0278 A75-37072
nitrogen exchange across the lungs in resting man

p0359 A75-44621
Protection of the cardiopulmonary systems against

the injurious effects of acceleration
[AD-A000180] p0166 B75-18887

The effects of systemic hypoxemia on the partition
of pulmonary blood flow daring unilateral
hypoxic ventilation

p0224 1175-23103
The effect of hypoxia on the pulmonary capillaries

p0295 H75-27723
Hodel of the transport of gases in periodically

ventilated lungs
p0324 H75-28679

POIBOHABI PDHCTIOSS
Belationship of pulmonary diffusing capacity /D
sub L/ and cardiac output /Q sub c/ in exercise

p0001 A75-10047
Experimentation and simulation - Valuable partners
in the study of ventilatory control human
respiratory system

p0003 A75-10419
Respiratory response to chemical and metabolic
disturbances gas exchange model for lungs,
brain and muscles

p0004 A75-10423
Estimation by a rebreathing method of pulmonary 02

diffusing capacity in man
p0006 A75-11308

Analysis of effect of the solubility on gas
exchange in nonhomogeneous lungs

p0006 A75-11311
Effects of long-term exppsures to 100X oxygen at
selected simulated altitudes on the pulmonary
surfactant in nice

p0111 A75-20883
Increased susceptibility to pulmonary oxygen
toxicity after cholesterol biosynthesis inhibition

p0153 A75-25U08
Heasuring instrument for the long-term
surveillance of respiratory volume and
respiration rate

p0172 A75-26437
Effect of intrathoracic pressure on
pressure-volume characteristics of the lung in man

p0172 A75-26516
Lung vascular smooth muscle as a determinant of

pulmonary hypertension at high altitude
p0173 A75-26549

Total work rate of breathing optimization in C02
inhalation and exercise

p0180 475-28911
Effects of a glucose meal on human pulmonary
function at 1600-m and 4300-m altitudes

p0202 A75-29577
The voluntary control in human breathing

p0242 A75-34109
Cardiopnlmonary effects of combined exercise and

*Gz acceleration
, p0281 A75-38409
Arterial and tissue gas tensions in rats during

development of pulmonary oxygen poisoning
p0281 A75-38410

Fulminating arterial hypertension with pulmonary
edema from release of adrenomednllary
catecholamines after lesions of the anterior
hypothalamus in the rat

p0318 A75-41499
Analysis of plethysmographic estimation of
alveolar pressure

p0341 A75-42321
Ventilatory interaction between hypoxia and /H*/
at chemoreceptors of man

p0344 A75-42763
Computerized method for analyzing maximum and
partial expiratory flow-volume curves

p0344 A75-42766
Cardiopnlmonary efficiency in former and active

champion scullers
[HASA-TT-F-15728] p0022 B75-11616

Pulmonary function evaluation during and following
Skylab space flights

p0083 H75-1H396
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POIBOBAB7 LBSIOBS SO EJECT IBDEI

Effect of a modified atmosphere and increased
temperature on the breathing and metabolisn of
man in a restricted closed space

p0096 H75-15283
Respiratory function and gravitation rhuman

antigravity functions
p0261 H75-25506

POIBOBABT LESIOBS
Early changes in lungs of rats exposed to 70S 02

p0116 A75-21571
Electrolyte changes at 3500 m in lales with and

without high-altitude pulmonary edema
p0202 A75-29583

Structure of hemodynamic shifts under conditions
of acute and chronic hypoxia in people with
prevalent pathological processes in the lungs

p0207 A75-30339
The acute inhalation toxicity in rats from the

pyrolysis products of four fluoropolymers
p0306 A75-39366

High altitude pulmonary edema
[AD-782210] p0018 B75-10702

PDLSE ABPIITODB
Two-dimensional finite amplitude theory of

arterial blood flow
p0181 A75-29188

POISE CODE HODOIATIOB
Personal PDH/PCH biotelemetry system for

dynamic oxygen uptake measurement
p011« A75-23352

A multichannel biotelemetry transmitter utilizing
a PCH snbcarrier

p0115 475-23365
POISE DOPPIEB BADAB

NT PULSE B A D A B
POISE DOBATIOB

Hethodological factors influencing loudness of
short duration sounds

p0011 A75-15105
The effects of orientation-specific adaptation on

the duration of short-term visual storage
p0169 A75-26220

Luminance-duration relationships in the photopic
ERG and the apparent brightness of flashes

p0210 A75-31038
POISE DOBATIOI HODDLATIOH

Personal PDH/PCH biotelemetry system for
dynamic oxygen uptake measurement

p0111 A75-23352
POD multichannel telemetry system for biological use

pOUl A75-23357
A pulse-width modulated model for visual eye

tracking
p0278 A75-37149

POISE HEIGHT
0 POLSE A M P L I T U D E

POISE HODD1ATIOI
NT POISE CODE HODOIATION
NT POISE DOBATIOH BODOLiTIOB
NT POISE TIHE HODDIATION

POISE BADAB
Effects of exposure to pulsed microwaves (radar)

on central nervous system excitability in
laboratory anilals
[AD-786753] p0089 N75-11139

POISE BATE
Pulse wave velocity over the vascular wall as a

means for distinguishing between different
psychophysiological reaction patterns to a
mental task

p0252 N75-21302
POISE TIHE HOOOIATIOB

HI POISE DOBATIOH HOIOIATIOB
Visibility of nnpredictably flickering lights

p0011 A75-12697
POISE RIDTH

0 POISE DOBATION
POLSE WIDTH BODOIATIOI
0 POISE DOBATION BODOIATIOI)
POISED IASEBS

Ocular tissue damage due to nltrashort 1060-nm
light pulses from a mode-locked Hd:glass laser

p0308 A75-10533
POISED BADIATIOI
NT EIECTBOHAGNETIC POISES

An ultrasonic pulsed Doppler system for measuring
blood flow in small vessels

pOOOB A75-11321

Pulse doppler ultrasound angiography for imaging
arterial sections

p0305 A75-39199
POISES
NT ElECTROHAGNETIC POISES
NT PBESSOBE POISES

POHPS
NT BIOOD PDHPS
NT DIPFOSION POHPS
Biomedical engineering support development of

unclear driven blood pump
[COO-2155-12] p0128 875-16233

Implanted energy conversion system heart blood
pump
[PB-237558/2] p0165 B75-18881

POPIIIOBETBI
Variation in pupillomotor responsiveness with mean

pupil size
p0065 A75-17335

PURIFICATION
NT AIR PORIFICATION
Water purification process
[NASA-CASE-AHC-10613-2] p0057 N75-13506

A changed ATP-dependent DNAase: The
characterization of the enzyne fron Escherichia
coll rorA
[HBL-1971-38] p0253 B75-2«31<l

POBIFIEBS
0 POBIFICATIOH
POBIHES
NT ADENINES
NT CAFFEINE
NT OBIC ACID

POBSOIT TRACKING
Control performance behavior in pursuit tracking

during the learning phase under massed and
distributed practice conditions, increased
motivation by additional financial incentive,
and after change of the control element parameters

p0271 N75-25592
Optimization of control signal gain by

self-adjustment pursuit tracking task
[FB-13] p0290 875-26668

Hanipulating the number and type of adaptive
variables in training
[AD-A006229] p0336 N75-7976H

PBB (HODOIATIOB)
0 POISE DORATION HODOIATION
PIBAZIBES
NT PHENOTHIAZINES
PIEIHIDINES
NT HITOCHONDRIA
PIROLYSIS

The acute inhalation toxicity in rats from the
pyrolysis products of four fluoropolymers

p0306 A75-39366
PIBOIITIC BATEBIAIS

Toxicity of the pyrolysis products of spacecraft
materials
[NASA-CB-111197] p0125 B75-16211

PIBOBBTBI
0 TEHPEBATOBE HEASOREHEBT
PYRROLES
BT TBYPTOPBAB
Activity profile of piracetam in psychosyndromes

and symptomatic psychoses
[BASA-TT-F-16217] p0188 N75-19959

QOAIITI
NT AIB QUALITY
BT 1ATEB QOAIITI

QOA1ITY COBTBOI
The test pilot and the quality control system

p0211 A75-33616
Pacing, product complexity, and task perception in
simulated inspection

p0350 A75-13817
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Applications of the direct photon absorption
technigue for measuring bone mineral content in
vivo. Determination of body composition in vivo
[NASA-CB-110708] p0017 B75-10691

Skeletal status and soft tissue composition in
astronauts. Tissue and fluid changes by
radionnclide absorptiometry in vivo
[BASA-CB-110689] p0017 B75-10695
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SUBJECT IHDBI BADIATIOI DIS1BIBDTIOI

Total bod; calcium analysis neutron irradiation
[NASA-CB-141573] p0125 B75-16212

Heasnrement of the ammonia content in the
atmosphere of bicsatellite mock-ups and its
standardization

p0261 875-25511
QOABBIBS

0 BIBES (EXCAVATIONS)
QOABTZ CBISTALS

Asymmetric adsorption by guartz - A nod el for the
prebiotic origin of optical activity

p0351 A75-43890
Determination of aerosol lass distribution in an

aerosol centrifuge by means of quartz oscillators
[OB-3490-478] p0084 B75-14400

BABBITS
Content of glycogen and glucoso-6-phosphatase

activity in the tissues of rabbits after
prolonged exposure to the increased pressure of
a helium-oxygen atmosphere

p0049 H75-12558
Activity of blood enzynes ID rabbits exposed to

high-mountain hypoiia
p0049 S75-12559

Studies of hypokinesia in animals to solve argent
problems of space biology and medicine

p0086 N75-14413
Influence of G-forces on the blood vessels in the

nervous systen of the rabbit
pfl129 N75-17059

Influence of G-forces on the vessels in the
retina, kidney and uterus of the rabbit

p0129 H75-17060
Investigation of carbohydrate and protein

metabolism in the digestive organs of the rabbit
under the conbined influence of vibration,
acceleration and irradiation

p0129 1175-17067
Quantitation of microwave radiation effects on the

eyes of rabbits at 2450 HBz and 918 BHz
[AD-A007521] p0257 H75-21344

Some autonomic reactions in rabbits exposed to a
permanent magnetic field

p0323 H75-28677
Effect of sectioning of the spinal cord in the

midlumbar portion on heat exchange and
development of fever in rabbits
[BASA-TT-F-16496] p0332 B75-29731

BACE PACTOBS
Bone mineral content in normal OS whites

p0026 N75-11646
BADAB

MT HOVING TABGET IHDICJTOHS
NT FDLSE BADAB
NT BABGE AMD BADGE BATE TRACKING

Tryout of a general purpose simulator ID an Air
Hational Guard training environment
[AD-A009993] p0386 H75-32756

B&DAB APPBOACB COBTE01
fieasurement and estimation procedure for flight

safety control operator workload
pOOSS H75-12609

BADAB DETECTION
Target detection assessment using an orthogonal

mixed-factor central-composite design time
compressed radar displays

p0106 A75-19703
Improving the training of the air traffic

controller through optimum use of simulation
p0249 A75-35622

Visual time compression - Spatial and temporal cues
p0350 A75-43845

BADAB DISPLAYS
0 BADABSCOPES

BAOAH BQOIPBEIT
NT PLAB POSITION IHDICATOBS
NT BADABSCOPES

BADAB OBSEBVATIOB
D BADAB T R A C K I N G

BADAB TBACKIHG
Badar studies of bird migration

[NASA-CB-139802) p0047 B75-12544
Probe activities radar and laser tracking of

insects
[LA-5751-PB] p0196 H75-20999

Manual control in target tracking tasks as a
function of controller characteristics: A
flight stimulator investigation, phase 2
CAD-A007384] p0260 B75-24368

Bodeling the saturation level of a- human radar
operator
[AD-A009203] p0368 B75-31736

BADABSCOPBS
NT PLAN POSITIOB INDICATOBS

An algorithm for the detection of signals on the
basis of the color contrast on the screen of a
color cathode ray tube /a color indicator/
for radar

p0042 A75-15615
Target detection assessment using an orthogonal

mixed-factor central-composite design time
compressed radar displays

p0106 A75-19703
EADIAHI COOLIBG

Self-contained heat rejection module for future
spacecraft
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EBAS-42] p0311 A75-40867

BADIABT FLOI DEBSITI
BT IBBADIASCE
HT LOBIBAHCE
BT LOHINOOS IBTEHSITY
BT PABTICLE FLUX DENSITY
BT PBOTOH FLUX DEHSITY
SAOIATIOB ABSOBPTIOS
BT ELECTBOBAGNETIC ABSOBPTIOB
NT PHOTOABSOBPTIOB
Complex permittivity and penetration depth of

certain biological tissue betveen 10 and 90 GHz
p0277 A75-36523

Development and creation of conditions for the
radiation of biological objects with high energy
protons

p0087 B75-14422
Isotope alpha irradiators for radiobiological
research

p0087 S75-14424
Bicrodosimetry and the radiation danger of cosmic
rays

p0087 S75-14425
Methodological questions of creating
tissae-eguivalent phantons

p0088 S75-14426
BADIATIOB BELTS

Pioneer 10 Jovian encounter - Badiation dose and
implications for biological lethality

p0137 A75-22914
BADIATIOB COOBTEBS
HT SCIBTILLATIO» COOBTEBS
BADIATIOB DABAGE

Ocular tissue damage due to nltrashort 1060-nm
light pulses from a mode-locked Bd:glass laser

p0308 A75-40533
Modifying effect of dynamic space flight factors
on radiation damage of air-dry seeds of Crepis
capillaris /!/ Hallr

p0356 A75-44146
Effect of lunar surface material on radiation

damage in mice (investigation of biological
action of lunar surface material returned to
earth by Luna 16 automatic station)

p0030 B75-H877
The influence of ionizing radiation on the immune

response
[BBL-1974-28] p0255 B75-24329

Badiosensitization of biologically active DNA in
cellular extracts by oxygen. Evidence that the
presence of SB-compounds is not reguired
[BBL-1974-29] p0256 N75-24334

Purification and characterization of an
endonuclease from calf thymns acting on
irradiated DNA
[BBL-1974-35] p0256 B75-24340

Some reactions of the hydroxyl adduct of adenine
radiation effects, pulse radiolysis, cell

killing
[BBL-1975-8] p0392 N75-33663

BADIATIOB DEIECTOES
NT DOSIBETEBS

Dosimeter design, construction, and implantation
for recording BZE cosmic particle tracks

p0203 A75-29592
RADIATIOB DISTBIBDTIOI

NT DIFFBACTIOB PATTEBHS
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iADIATIOI DOS46B SUBJECT INDEX

Distribution effectiveness for space radiation
dosimetry

p0359 475-44434
Developient and creation of conditions for the

radiation of biological objects vita high energy
protons

p0087 N75-14422
BADIATIOI DOS16S

Heavy cosmc-ray exposure of Apollo astronauts
p0072 475-18921

Pioneer 10 Jovian encounter - Radiation dose and
implications for biological lethality

p0137 475-22914
Biological studies of cosnlc rays

p0202 475-29271
The study of the radiation environment in

near-earth space dose measurements by Cosmos
satellites

p0355 475-44141
Physical dosimetric evaluations in the ipollo 16

nicrobial response experiment
p0355 475-44142

COSDIC radiation exposure in supersonic and
subsonic flight

p0358 475-44361
Distribution effectiveness for space radiation

dosinetry
p0359 475-44434

Proton tissue dose for the blood forming organ in
human geometry: Isotropic radiation
[NASA-TH-X-3089] pOOSO M75-12573

Radiological protection and medical dosimetry for
the Skylab crevmen

p0078 N75-14367
Justification of permissible doses of radiation

during prolonged space flights
p0086 N75-14414

Isotope alpha irradiators for radiobiological
research

p0087 N75-14424
Programme biology: Health protection

[EDE-5138] p0094 N75-15267
Population exposures. Proceedings of the 8th

Hidyear Topical Symposium of the Health Physics
Society
[COBF-741018] p0132 H75-17088

Eetinal snbthreshold laser exposures: Cumulative
effect
[4D-4000808] p0160 H75-17946

Estimated radiation doses from food cooked with
natural gas from nuclearly stimulated Hells
[OBNL-TH-4735] p0197 1175-21010

Estimated radiation doses from ingestion of
tritium-containing consumer products made with
hydrocarbons f rom nuclearly stimulated natural
gas wells
[OBNL-TM-4730] p0219 H75-21936

Calculational techniques for estimating population
doses from radioactivity in natural gas from
nuclearly stimulated veils
[CONF-750109-1 ] p0230 N75-23151

Radiation safety of cosmonauts
[NASA-TT-F-16323] p0265 N75-25541

Temporal change in radiosensitivity of miniature
svine as evaluated by the split-dose technique
[4D-4004597] p0295 N75-27719

Thermocurrent dosinetry vith high purity aluminum
oxide

p0295 N75-27721
Hicrodosimetnc structure of HZE particle tracks

in tissue
[H4S4-CB-141935] p0326 H75-28696

lead belt radiation shield
[AD-4009181] p0367 S75-31721

Occupational radiation exposure at light vater
cooled pover reactors, 1969 - 1974
[PB-242532/0] p0393 H75-33669

BADIiTION EFFECTS
NT BADIATION DAHAGE
NT BADIATIOH INJDBIES
NT B4DIOLYSIS
Effect of laser radiation on the coagulability of
human blood plasma

p0014 475-13120
Comparative analysis by various mathematical

models for best fitting of dicentric yields in
human lymphocytes exposed to different kinds of
radiations

p0072 475-19049

4syBnetric nature of light-induced suppression of
optokinetic and reverse post-optikinetic
nystagmuses

p0153 475-25323
Reaction of the hypothalamic-hypophjsial-adrenal
system under the action of a SHF field

p0157 475-26121
Effect of radiation on nucleic and polysaccharide
metabolism in the central nervous system and the
blood of experimental animals during exposure

p0171 475-26435
Biological studies of cosmic rays

p0202 475-29271
Characteristics and tolerances of the pocket House

and incidence of disease CNS lesions during
space flights

p0203 475-29591
The effects of light on nan and other mammals

p0208 475-30684
Light flashes observed by astronauts on Skylab 4

p0235 475-32412
Visual sensations induced by Cerenkov radiation

p0307 475-39423
Cooperative mechanisms for the sensitivity of

brain tissue to external and internal electric
fields

p0346 475-42805
Effects of solar ultraviolet radiations on
Bacillus subtilis spores and T-7 bacteriophage

p0355 475-44143
Badiobiological results of the Biostack experiment
on board ipollo 16 and 17

p0355 475-44144
Besults of the Bacillus subtilis unit of the
Biostack II experiment - Physical
characteristics and biological effects of
individual cosmic HZE particles

p0356 475-44145
Biological satellites and their contribution to
space biology and medicine
[I4F P4PEB 75-058] p0374 475-45854

Hicrovave effect on rabbit s»-^_»or cervical
ganglion <~~~~~., •'

— p0376 475-46658
Effects of skeletal radium deposits on bone
mineralization

p0027 N75-11654
Health aspects of radio-frequency electromagnetic
radiation
[ISS-L-74/3] p0058 N75-13511

Study of a number of biochemical indices of the
blood and tissue of dogs after prolonged
gamma-radiation

p0086 N75-14415
4 study of immunological reactions in dogs exposed

to prolonged chronic radiation
p0086 N75-14416

The effect of synthetic honopolymer poly I:C on
the synthesis of nucleic acids, protein and
interferoo in spleen cells normally and vith
radiation

p0086 N75-14418
Biological bases for and other aspects of a

performance standard for laser products
[PB-235953/7] p0090 N75-14440

Effect of 50-HeV protons on the testes of mice
proton and gamma radiation effects on cells

p0095 N75-15273
Hodification of the cytogenetic effect of ionizing
radiation under the influence of permanent
magnetic fields

p0095 N75-15275
Influence of the calcium-magnesium ratio in the

nutrient solution on the aftereffect of gamma
irradiation of cabbage seeds

p0095 N75-15276
Badiation effects control: Eyes, skin space

environment simulation
[N4S4-CB-141612] p0131 N75-17081

4 psychobiological study of rhesus monkeys exposed
to extremely lov frequency-lov intensity
nagnetic fields
[4D-A000078] p0159 H75-17935

Proceedings of the Third International Congress of
the international radiation protection
association.
[COHF-730907-P1] p0159 H75-17939

Effects of mcrovaves: Local hot spot heating by
microwaves
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SUBJECT IHDEI BADIATIOH HBASOBIB6 IBSTBOHEBTS

[AD-A001558] pO160 875-17911
Oiygen consumption in four species of

invertebrates and a vertebrate naturally exposed
to sanguine electromagnetic fields
[AD-A001925] p0186 875-19913

The utilization of Babrobracon and artemia as
experimental materials in bioasttonautic studies
[BASA-CB-111590] p0229 H75-231U5

Radiation and protection
[HASA-TT-F-16209] p0230 H75-23119

Quantitation of microwave radiation effects on the
eyes of rabbits at 2150 HHz and 918 HBz
[AD-A007521] p0257 B75-21311

Measurement of absorbed power patterns in the head
and eyes of rabbits exposed with typical
nicrovave sources
[AD-A007521] p0257 B75-21316

Electrophysiological effects of electromagnetic
fields on annals radiation effects of
aicrovaves on nervous systen
[AD-A007520] - p0257 N75-21317

Peculiarities of energy metabolism in the central
nervous system under the combined influence of
vibration and irradiation

p0262 H75-25512
Dependence of the viability and mutability of

chlorella on post-radiation storage conditions
considering life support system for manned

space flight
p0263 H75-25527

An evaluation of possible effects of 15 Hz, 60 Hz
and 75 Hz electric fields on nenrophysiology and
behavior of monkeys. Phase 1: Continuous waves
CAD-A008101] p0269 B75-25576

Effects of microwave irradiation on embryonic
brain tissue
[AD-A001021] p0286 B75-26611

Experiment with chlorella aboard the Zond-8
automatic station

p0325 B75-28690
Lymphoid cell kinetics under continuous low

dose-rate gamma irradiation: A comparison study
[NASA-CS-113262] p0326 B75-28698

The effects of high power pulsed and low level CR
microwave radiation on an operant behavior in rats
[AD-A001913] p0327 N75-28703

Effects of 60 Co on electrical self-stinulation of
the brain and blood pressure
[AE-A006128] p0331 N75-29751

The effect of extremely low frequency radiation on
human performance: A preliminary study
[AD-A005898] p0335 875-29756

Research progress in radiobiology
[AD-A009327] p0367 B75-31723

Estimates of increase in skin cancer incidence
with time following a decrease in stratospheric
ozone
[PB-212278/0] p0383 B75-32739

BADIATIOH EXPOSURE
0 RADIATIOH DOSAGE
BADIATIOH FIELDS
D BADIATIOB DIST8IBOTIOH

BADIATIOH BiZABDS
The Biostack experiments I and II aboard Apollo 16

and 17
p0012 A75-12861

Potential crew hazards due to radioactive cloud
penetrations

p0151 A75-25112
Review of RF and microwave hazard standards in the

United states and research on the biological
effects of microwaves at PIHI

p0178 A75-28275
Control of health hazards from airborne lasers

p0212 A75-31156
Safety regulations concerning a use of lasers

p0211 A75-33716
Laser-produced hazards to the eyer taking into
account turbulence

p0211 A75-33717
The biological effectiveness of HZE-particles of
cosmic radiation studied in the Apollo 16 and 17
Biostack experiments

p0275 A75-36331
Peculiarities of biological action of hadrons of
space radiation

p0356 A75-11119
Foil activation analysis and thermolnminescent
dosimetry on Skylab 2 for monitoring

radiation levels
[AD-783779] p0018 H75-10701

Justification of permissible doses of radiation
during prolonged space flights

p0086 B75-11111
Biologic effects and health hazards of microwave
radiation
[PB-239551/9] p0258 H75-21352

Radiation safety in flights in high-altitude
aircraft

p0262 B75-25517
Considerations in animal experimentation to assess

biologic effects and potential hazards of
exposure to lasers
[OR-3190-630] p0268 N75-25571

Draft generic environmental statement on the
wide-scale use of plutonium powered cardiac
pacemakers
[TID-26718] p0272 H75-25600

flethod for computing the radiation danger from
proton solar flares

p0325 N75-28688
Ocular absorption of laser radiation for

calculating personnel hazards
[AD-A009176] p0366 B75-31719

Progress in medical research, including
communicable diseases, military dog improvement,
radiation injury, and tropical and internal
nedicine
[AD-A008981] p0367 B75-31722

Preliminary evaluation of commercially available
laser protective eyewear
[PB-211903/1] p0371 H75-31753

Occupational radiation exposure at light water
cooled power reactors, 1969 - 1971
[PB-212532/0] p0393 B75-33669

BADIATIOH IBJOBIES
Experimental investigation of the effect of
reflected laser radiation on the organ of vision

p0236 A7S-32526
Peculiarities in the formation of cataracts in

mice after irradiation by 615 HeV protons and
Co60 gamma rays

pOOIB H75-12557
Changes in mass of biological cells when

irradiated with Q-pulsed ruby laser
[FOA-2-C-2586-E6] p0051 B75-12578

Bicrodosimetry and the radiation danger of cosmic
rays

p0087 B75-11125
Pathogenetic validation pf the use of biological

protective agents and early treatment in cases
of radiation injury simulating radiation effects
under space flight conditions

p0088 B75-11127
Experimental-clinical validation of the use of

amitetrc.vit, ATP and autologous bone marrow in
radiation injuries caused by prolonged radiation

p0088 H75-11129
Betinal subthreshold laser exposures: Cumulative

effect
[AD-A000808] p0160 875-17916

Ocular effects of ultraviolet laser radiation
[AD-A000933] p0166 H75-18888

Evaluation of retinal damage produced by long-term
exposure to laser radiation
[AD-A008769] p0363 B75-30785

BADIATIOB LAIS
Cosmic radiation exposure in supersonic and
subsonic flight

p0358 A75-11361
BADIATIOB HEASOBEBEBT

Passive dosimetry measurements on board the Skylab
II mission

p0036 A75-11082
Flux of high-LBT cosmic-ray particles in manned
space flight

p0355 A75-11110
The study of the radiation environment in

near-earth space dose measurements by Cosmos
satellites

p0355 A75-11111
Criteria for personal dosimetry in mixed radiation

fields in space analyzing trapped protons,
tissue disintegration stars, and neutrons
[BASA-CB-110365] p0051 H75-12571

BADIATIOB BBASDHIBG IISTBDHEITS
BT DOSIHETEBS
NT IBFBABED SPEC!BOBETEBS
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BADIATION MEDICINE SDBJECT IBDEI

NT RADIATION DETECTORS
NT SCINTILLATION COUNTERS
NT SPECTSOPHOTOHETERS

RADIATION MEDICINE
NT E4DIOBI010GY

RADIATION BOISE
0 ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE

RADIATION PRESSURE
NT L O H I N A N C E
NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY
NT SOOND PRESSURE

RADIATION PROTECTION
NT RADIATION SHIELDING

Respiratory gas exchange as an indicator of
changed radioresistance in manuals

p0013 A75-12866
Cosmic radiation exposure in supersonic and

subsonic flight
p0358 A75-44361

Proceedings of the Third International Congress of
the international radiation protection
association.
[CONF-730907-P1] p0159 N75-17939

Vestnik of the BSSB Academy of Medical Sciences,
no. 3, 1975 including research on increasing
tolerance to DV radiation and superhigh
frequency effects on metabolism
[JPRS-64795] p0221 N75-23080

The mechanism of adaptogenic effect of ultraviolet
radiation

p0221 N75-23082
Effect of ultraviolet radiation on tolerance of

the organism to chemical substances
p0222 N75-23083

RADIATION RESISTANCE
U RADIATION TOLERANCE

RADIATION SHIELDING
Optimization of time variable thickness of

radiation protection against solar flare protons
manned spacecraft shielding

pOOSO N75-12567
Radiation and protection

[NASA-TT-F-16209] p0230 N75-23149
Lead belt radiation shield

[AD-A009181] p0367 N75-31721
HADIATION SICKNESS

Effect of cosmic microwave and ganma irradiation
on heoatopoiesis

p0066 A75-17572
Emesis in monkeys following exposure to ionizing
radiation

p0121 A75-22410
Histological analysis of the influence of certain
extremal factors on the postradiational changes
in the tissues of experimental animals

p0130 N75-17071
RADIATION SODBCES
NT POINT SODRCES

RADIATION SPECTRA
NT ABSORPTION SPECTRA
NT ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA
RADIATION TOLERANCE

Thermoregulatory, metabolic, and cardiovascular
response of rats to microwaves

p0179 A75-28911
Long-wavelength electromagnetic power absorption

in prolate spheroidal models of man and animals
p0348 A75-43271

The function of the body and factors of space flight
[NASA-TT-F-15971] p0084 N75-14404

Individual radiosensitivity and its daily variations
leukocyte reaction to epinephrine load

p0086 N75-14419
Dally rhythms of radiosensitivity of annals and

several determining causes
p0087 N75-14420

The temporal organization of processes of cell
reproduction and its connection with rhythms of
radiosensitivity of the body

p0087 N75-14421
The biological effect of prolonged radiation and
ways of selecting new anti-radiation drugs
effective in this kind of radiation injury

p0088 N75-14428
Properties of nvrE mutants of Escherichia coll

K12. Part 2: Construction and properties of
pol and rec derivatives
[MBL-1974-26] p0256 B75-2I4333

Temporal change in radiosensitivity of miniature
swine as evaluated by the split-dose technique
[AD-A004597] p0295 N75-27719

Studies relative to the radiosensitivity of man:
Based on retrospective evaluations of
therapeutic and accidental total-body irradiation
[NASA-CR-144439] p0383 N75-32733

RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
On differences in sensitivity of the
thermoreceptors of the skin to radiative and
convective thermal action

p0348 A75-42997
RADIATIVE TRANSFER
NT RADIATIVE BEAT TRANSFEB
RADICALS
NT FREE RADICALS
BAOIO COMMUNICATION
NT BADIO TELEMETRY
BAOIO FBEQDBNCIES
NT LOi FREQUENCIES
NT MICROHAVE FREQUENCIES
NT SOPERHIGH FBEQDENCIES
Review of BF and microwave hazard standards in the
United States and research on the biological
effects of microwaves at PINY

p0178 A75-28275
BADIO FREQUENCY HEATING

Complex permittivity and penetration depth of
certain biological tissue between 40 and 90 GHz

p0277 A75-36523
Microwave effect on rabbit superior cervical
ganglion

p0376 A75-46658
BADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
NT SHITE NOISE
Heasured effects of sguare wave modulated BF
fields (450 and 3100 MBz) on cardiac pacemakers
[AD-A006389] p0335 N75-29755

BAOIO FREQUENCY BOISE
0 ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE

BAOIO INTERFERENCE
0 BADIO FREQUENCY INTEBFEBENCE
BADIO SCATTERING

Long-wavelength analysis of plane wave irradiation
of a prolate spheroid model of man

p0123 A75-22694
BADIO TELEMETRY

Studies to compensate temperature effects in
measurements of respiratory oxygen using
thermistors in radiotelemetry

p0144 A75-23353
BAOIO RAVES
NT LONG HAVE RADIATION
NT MICBORAVE EMISSION
NT MICBOIAVES
NT MILLIMETER RAVES

RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINANTS
Potential crew hazards due to radioactive cloud
penetrations

p0154 A75-25412
RADIOACTIVE DECAI

In vivo nuclear fission in the aetiology of
decompression sickness

p0064 A75-17264
RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS
U RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
NT KRYPTON 85
NT PLUTONIUM 238
NT POTASSIUM 40
NT STRONTIUM 85
NT TRITIUM
NT XENON 133
Isotope alpha irradiators for radiobiological
research

p0087 N75-14424
Validity of determination of diurnal cortisol
production rate by isotope dilution method
[NASA-TT-F-16285] p0229 N75-23143

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
Radiation and protection
[NASA-TT-F-16209] p0230 N75-23149

HADIOACTIVB NDCLIDES
D RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
BADIOBIOLOGY

Functioning of the organism and space flight factors
Russian book

pOOOS A75-11380
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SUBJECT IBDBI RADIOSSAPBI

Life sciences and space research XII; Proceedings
of the Sixteenth Plenary Beeting, Konstanz, Vest
Germany, Bay 23-Jnne 5. 1973

p0012 175-12859
The Biostack experiments I and II aboard Apollo 16
and 17

p0012 A75-12861
Hicrobial studies in the Biostack experiment of

the Apollo 16 mission - Germination and
ontgrovth of single Bacillus snbtilis spores hit
by cosmic HZE particles

p0012 A75-12862
Stady of cosmic ray effects on Artemia salina eggs

during the Apollo 16 and 17 flights
p0012 A75-12863

Bespiratory gas exchange as an indicator of
changed radioresistance in mammals

p0013 475-12866
Effect of cosmic microwave and gamma irradiation

on hematopoiesis
p0066 A75-17572

Thermal and ionic factors in the ultraviolet
photolysis of plant cell membranes

p0068 A75-18252
Comparative analysis by various mathematical
models for best fitting of dicentric yields in
human lynphocytes exposed to different kinds of
radiations

p0072 A75-19049
Pioneer 10 Jovian encounter - Badiation dose and

implications for biological lethality
p0137 A75-22914

Biological effect of snperhard component of cosmic
rays

p01i!6 475-23512
Reaction of the hypothalamic-hypophysial-adrenal
system under the action of a SHF field

p0157 A75-26121
Effect of radiation on nucleic and polysaccharide

metabolism in the central nervous system and the
blood of experimental animals during exposure

p0171 A75-26135
Beviev of Sf and microwave hazard standards in the
United States and research on the biological
effects of microwaves at PINY

p0178 A75-28275
Thermoregnlatory, metabolic, and cardiovascular
response of rats to microwaves

p0179 A75-28911
Biological studies of cosmic rays

p0202 A75-29271
Project BIOCOBE /B212/, a biological cosmic ray
experiment - Procedures, sumaary, and conclusions

p0203 A75-29590
Characteristics and tolerances of the pocket mouse

and incidence of disease CHS lesions during
space flights

p0203 A75-29591
Cosmic ray particle dosiaetry and trajectory tracing

cosnic ray track analysis for Apollo 17
BIOCOBE

p020« A75-29599
Eesults of scalp examination in Apollo 17

BIOCOBE pocket mice
p0205 A75-29600

Besults of exanination of the nasal mucosa in
Apollo 17 BIOCOBE pocket mice

p0205 A75-29601
Besults of ear examination in Apollo 17

BIOCOBE pocket mice
p0205 A75-29602

Besults of eye examination in Apollo 17
BIOCOBE pocket mice

p0205 A75-29603
Besults of examination of the calvanui, brain,

and meninges in Apollo 17 BIOCOBB pocket mice
p0205 A75-29604

Evaluation of oral, dental, and skeletal tissues
in Apollo 17 BIOCOBE pocket mice

p0205 A75-29606
Evaluation of viscera and other tissues cosmic

radiation effects
p0206 A75-29607

The effects of light on man and other manuals
p0208 175-30681

Electromagnetic power absorption in anisotropic
tissue media microwave effects on muscle
fibers

p0235 A75-32408

Badiation biochemistry Bnssian book
p0237 A75-33075

The biological effectiveness of BZE-particles of
cosmic radiation studied in the Apollo 16 and 17
Biostack experiments

p0275 475-36334
Besonant electromagnetic pover deposition in man

and animals
p0277 A75-36522

A mathematical analysis of the mortality kinetics
of Drosophila melanogaster exposed to gamma
radiation

p0278 A75-37326
The radiobiological implications of statistical

variations in energy deposition by ionizing
radiations

p0306 A75-39375
Visual sensations induced by Cerenkov radiation

p0307 A75-39123
Ocular tissue damage due to ultrashort 1060-na
light pulses from a mode-locked Hd:glass laser

p0308 475-10533
Sialoproteids of the liver and blood serum in rats
exposed to small doses of ionizing radiation

p0311 A75-42316
fiadio-chemical synthesis of amino acids in aqueous

media containing carbohydrates, hydrocarbons and
nitrates

p0351 475-11131
Physical dosimetric evaluations in the Apollo 16
microbial response experiment

p0355 A75-44142
Badiobiological results of the Biostack experiment

on board Apollo 16 and 17
p0355 475-11141

Besults of the Bacillus subtilis unit of the
Biostack II experiment - Physical
characteristics and biological effects of
individual cosmic HZE particles

p0356 475-41115
The effect of ionizing radiations with different
LET on survival and mutation in Chlorella

p0356 475-11148
Microwave effect on rabbit superior cervical
ganglion

p0376 475-46658
Problems of space biology. Volume 27:
Badiobiology and genetics of arabidopsis
effects of radiation and weightlessness
[HASA-TT-F-15849] p0015 875-10679

Physical conditions for conducting radiobiological
experiments in beams of accelerated particles
vitb high linear energy transfer

p0087 875-14423
Progranme biology: Bealth protection
[EOH-5138] p0094 875-15267

Effects of microwaves: Local hot spot heating by
microwaves
[AD-A001558] p0160 875-17944

Badiation and protection
[HASA-TT-F-16209] p0230 875-23149

Calculational techniques for estimating population
doses from radioactivity in natural gas from
nnclearly stimulated wells
[C08F-750109-1] p0230 875-23151

Studies on instrumentation, radiation and chemical
physics, nuclear medicine, and artificial heart
program. Part 4: Physical and analytical
sciences
[BNiL-1850-PT-U] p0255 B75-2Q328

An evaluation of possible effects of 45 Bz, 60 Bz
and 75 Bz electric fields on neurophysiology and
behavior of monkeys, phase 1: Continuous waves
[AD-A008404] p0269 H75-25576

ELF coupling to biospheres considering human
and animal models
CAD-A008276] p0269 875-25577

The effects of high power pulsed and Ion level CI
microwave radiation on an operant behavior in rats
[AD-A004943] p0327 875-28703

Besearch progress in radiobiology
[AD-A009327] p0367 875-31723

BADIOGBAPBI
BT ABGIOGBAPBY
8T AOTOBADIOGBAPBI
The effect of decompression on the alimentary canal

p0342 A75-42644
A simple method for the generation of organ and
vessel contours from roentgenographic or
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IlDIOtOGT SUBJECT IIDEI

flnoroscopic images
[HASA.-CB-140685) p0017 H75-10693

Image processing of angiograms: I pilot stud;
p<M35 N75-17216

Rethod and system for in Tiro •easurement of bone
tissue ,
[HASA-CASB-BSC-1U276-1] p0220 N75-21948

BADIOLOGY
Computerized tiansazial X-ray tonography of the

hocan body
p0001 A75-10039

Badiological protection and medical dosnetry for
the Skylab crewmen

p0078 N75-14367
Studies on instrumentation, radiation and chemical
physics, nuclear medicine, and artificial heart
prograa. Part 1: Physical and analytical
sciences
[BHil-1850-PT-l|] p0255 N75-24328

BADIOLTSIS
Soae reactions of the hydrozyl adduct of adenine

radiation effects, pulse radiolysis, cell
killing
[HBI-1975-8] , p0392 N75-33663

BADION0CLIDES
0 BADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES

BADIOPATHOLOGY
Emesis in monkeys following exposure to ionizing
radiation

p0121 A75-22410
Badiation biochemistry Bussian book

p0237 A75-33075
Effect of 50-BeV protons on the testes of nee

proton and gamma radiation effects on cells
p0095 N75-15273

BADIOPBOTBCTIVB A6BRS
D AMTIBADIATIOM DBOGS
BADIOSBISITIVITY
D BADIATION TOLEHABCE
BADIOB

Effects of skeletal radium deposits on bone
mineralization

p0027 N75-11654
BAFTS
HT LIFE BAFTS
BAIL TBAHSPOBTATION

Increasing the reliability of labor of railroad
engineers

p0161 1175-17952
BAILBOADS
0 BAIL TBANSPOBTATIOH
BAIHSTOBBS
NT THDNDEBSTOBHS

BAHDOB LOADS
NT GUST LOADS
BAHDOB BOISE
NT BANDOH SIGNALS

Reliability of human visual signal detection in
the presence of noise

p0175 A75-27589
BANDOB PBOCESSBS

On random and target-oriented search
[BLL-BTS-9493] p0299 1175-27752

BAHDOB SAHPLING
Preparation and analysis of aquatic-related samples

pollution monitoring and wastes from urban
and industrial areas
[CONF-741023-1] p0196 1175-20998

BAHDOB SIGNALS
Visibility of unpredictably flickering lights

p0011 A75-12697
BAH6E (EITBEBES)
HT OCTA7ES
The ISO guide for the evaluation of human "hole

body vibration eiposure
p0291 N75-27708

Proposed limits for exposure to (hole body
vertical vibration, 0.1 to 1.0 Hz

p029U H75-27709
BAHGE ABD BAIGE BATE TBACKIBG

Optical range and range rate estimation for
teleoperator systems

p0107 A75-19711
BABGE FIHDEBS
NT OPTICAL BANGE FINDEBS
BAHGE BEASOBEBEHT
0 BANGEFINDING
BASGEPIBDIHG

BOBNAV - A range-based robot navigation and

obstacle avoidance algorithm
p0318 A75-H2903

BARGING
D BANGEFINDIBG

BAPCOH (CONXBOL)
D BADAB APPBOACH CONTBOL
RAPID BIB BOVBBBHT SIATE

Task performance after awakenings from different
stages of sleep

p0066 A75-17184
Heightened sexual interest and sleep disturbance

p0113 A75-20958
Vestibnlar influences during sleep

p01«4 A75-23316
The control of posture and movements during BEH
sleep - Neurophysiological and neurochemical
mechanisms

p0275 A75-36332
Phase shift in the BEB sleep rhythm

p0308 A75-40275
Sleep patterns after graded exercise

p03»3 A75-42753
Spindle and rapid eye movement detectors for use

with sleep analyzers
[AD-A002665] p0187 H75-19955

Semiautomatic detection and analysis of rapid eye
movement patterns in human sleep

p0218 N75-21926
Aspects of ultradian rhythms in man

p0218 1175-21927
BABE GASES
NT ABGON
NT HELIOB
NT NEON
NT XENON ISOTOPES
HT XENON 133
BABEFIED GASES
NT INTEBSTELLAB GAS

BATE HETEBS
0 BEASDBING INSTBUHENTS
BATES (PEB TIBB)
NT ACCELEBATION (PHYSICS)
NT ANGOLAB ACCELEBATION
NT ANGDLAB VELOCITI
NT ABBHTTHBIA
NT BBADYCABDIA
NT DECAY BATES
NT FLOH VELOCITY
NT PLDX DENSITY
NT BEABT BATE
NT HIGH ACCELEBATION
NT HIGH GBAVITY ENVIBONBENTS
NT HIGH SPEED
NT IMPACT ACCELEBATION
NT IBBADIANCE
NT LOB SPEED
HT LtJHI NANCE
NT LDBINOOS INTENSITY
NT PABTICLE FLOI DENSITY
HT PHASE VELOCITY
HT PBOTON FLDX DENSITY
NT PDLSE BATE
NT BESPIBATOBY BATE
NT SOUND INTENSITY
HT SYSTOLE
NT TACHYCABDIA
NT TACHYPNEA
HT TBANSVEBSE ACCELEBATIOH
NT WIND VELOCITY
Learning to utilize information presented over two
sensory channels auditory and visual stimulus

p0035 A75-13909
Bate control in man-machine systems

pOOi!3 A75-15819
BATIOHS
NT SPACE BATIONS
BATS

The effects of lunar cycles and diurnal rhythms on
activity, exploration, and elicited aggression
in rats and mice

pOOIS H75-10677
Borphocytochemical reaction of the suprarenals and
thymic-lymphatic system of rats after
termination of hypokinesia

pOOllS N75-12556
NAD- and NADP-dependent dehydrogenase activities
in erythrocytes under experimental hypoxia
[BASA-TT-F-16095] p0058 N75-13513
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SOBJECT IBDEX BEAL TIBB OPEBATIOI

Effect of hyperoxia on hemoglobin, serum protein
and gas metabolism in adrenalectooized rats
[HASA-TT-F-16094] pOOSB H75-1351U

Studies of hypokinesia in animals to solve urgent
problems of space biology and medicine

p0086 N75-14U13
Individual radiosensitivity and its daily variations

leukocyte reaction to epinephrine load
p0086 H75-14419

Daily rhythms of radiosensitivity of animals and
several determining causes

p0087 H75-14420
Peculiarities in the change of motor activity of

rats under conditions of hypo and hyperdynania
p0097 H75-15291

Bemostatic alterations following severe dysbaric
stress
[1D-787065] p0126 H75-16218

Circulating red cells in rats mth similar tissue
P02 but differing PCO2
[AD-A003432] p0217 H75-21923

Studies on the multiplicity and entrainment of
circadian oscillators considering periodic
food access to rats

p0217 H75-21925
Alimentary origin of nycothemeral variations in

the electrical activity of the small intestine
in the rat
[NASA-TT-F-16282 ] p0221 H75-23079

The cause of death resulting from transfusion
resistant shock. Part 1: Influence of brain
damage
[HBL-1975-1] p0255 H75-24330

Preferential release of newly synthesized
acetylcholine by cortex slices from rat brain
[HBL-1974-34] p02S6 H75-24339

Hypoxic hypothermia in the metabolism of
phospholipids of the endocrinal organs of rats
during acute hypoxia

p0261 N75-25507
Content of ammonia, glutamine, glutamic acid in

rat tissues during hypoxia and afterward
p0261 H75-25508

Exocrinous function of the liver of rats under the
combined influence of transverse accelerations
and restricted motor activity

p0263 1175-25524
Toxicologic evaluation of the migration of a

plasticizer, DI (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP)
from vinyl plastics pathology of vinyl
plastics poisoning
[HASA-CE-143801] p0264 1175-25531

Acute pulmonary pathology and sudden death in rats
following the intravenous administration of the
plasticizer, DI (2-eth.ylhexyl) phthalate,
solubilized with Tween surfactants pathology
of vinyl plastics poisoning
[HASA-CB-143803] ' p0264 H75-25532

Effect of low frequency aerial vibrations on
nocturnal activity of a rat

p0294 N75-27712
Changes in some physiological indices in white

rats under the influence of accelerations up to
24 hours

p0323 H75-28676
Administration of ethanol in various doses:

Levels of cerebral serotonin in rats hormone
metabolisms
[NASA-TT-F-16595] p0382 H75-32727

BBE
D RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS (BBE)

BBiCTIOH JET BACKPACKS
D SELF H A H E O V E B I H G DHITS

BEACTIOB KIIETICS
Bhodopsin cooperativity in visual response

p0064 A75-17329
Quantum chemical study of the thermodynamics,

kinetics of formation and bonding of H2CH -
Belevance to preciotic chemistry

p007« A75-19289
Exponential kinetics of formation of organic

microst matures
p0352 A75-43897

BBACTIOS TIHB
Perceptual integration and perceptual segregation

of brief visual stimuli
p0009 A75-11835

Early changes in the excitability of the various
levels of the visual system following a light

flash
p0031 A75-13400

Study and response time for the visual recognition
of 'similarity' and identity

p0032 A75-13573
On the distinction between sensory storage and
short-tern visual memory

p0035 A75-13906
Human sensory dominance auditory versus visual
stimulus

p003S A75-13911
Experimental investigation of pilot
perception/decision processes under conditions
of stress induced by lack of time

p0039 A75-14879
The measurement of attention capacity through

concurrent task performance with individual
difficulty levels and shifting priorities

p0107 A75-19710
Beaction time performance with and without
backscatter from intense pulsed light

p0120 A75-22400
Becovery from adaptation as a function of stimulus
orientation oblique visual presentation
— p0148 A75-24361

Corrective saccades - Dependence on retinal
reafferent signals

p<)152 A75-25245
Choice-reaction time to visual motion with varied

levels of simultaneous rotary motion
p0156 A7S-25722

Choice reaction time to visual motion during
prolonged rotary motion in airline pilots

p0242 A75-34376
Effects of fatiguing isometric exercise upon

Achilles tendon reflex and plantar flexion
reaction time components in man

p0277 A75-36711
High order sequential effects and the negative

gradient of the relationship between simple
reaction-time and foreperiod duration

p0306 A75-39310
Effect of mean reaction time on saccadic responses

to two-step stimuli with horizontal and vertical
components

p0308 A75-40134
Sleep loss effects on movement time

p0321 A75-41850
Beaction times in the detection of gratings by

human observers - A probabilistic mechanism
p0349 A75-43423

Pacing, product complexity, and task perception in
simulated inspection

p0350 A75-43847
Saccadic eye movement latencies to multimodal
stimuli - Intersubject variability and temporal
efficiency

p0376 A75-46529
Attitude of judgment and reaction time in
estimation of size at a distance

p0376 A75-46687
The dependence of reaction times on the location
of the stimulus
[BASA-TT-F-16001] p0016 1175-10689

Some effects of ACTB 4-10 on performance during a
serial reaction task
[IZF-1974-19] p0092 N75-14459

Besponse time to colored stimuli in the fall
visual field
[HASA-TB-D-7927] p0166 H75-18892

Diurnal variations of the Achilles reflex time in
normal Ban
[HASA-TT-F-16249] p0186 B75-19947

BEACTOB FUELS
0 HOCIEAE FDELS

BEACTOB SAFETY
Occupational radiation exposure at light water

cooled power reactors, 1969 - 1974
tPB-242532/0] p0393 1175-33669

BEADIHG
Optimizing manpower selection
[AD-A005689] p0328 H75-28711

BEAL TIHB OPBBAIIOI
Differential diagnosis of anomalies of the great
arteries by real-time two-dimensional
echocardiography

p0117 A75-21944
Environment-sensitive manipulator control real

time, decision making computer aided control
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B8AL VABIABLES SUBJECT IHDEI

p0278 A75-37118
BEAL VAEIABLES
NT TBIGONOBETBIC FUNCTIONS
BEBBEiTHIHG

Control of tidal volume during rebreatbing
pOOOS A75-11303

Effect of posture on the ventilatory response to C02
p0006 A75-11304

Estimation by a rebreathing method of pulmonary 02
diffusing capacity in man

p0006 A75-11308
Instantaneous measurement of the pulmonary blood

flow by a glov discharge gas analyser
pOOIt A75-16173

Ventilatory effects of hypoxia and their
dependence on CO2 pressure

p0115 A75-21565
Occlusion pressure as a measure of respiratory

center output in conscious man
p0178 A75-28434

Breath holding and rebreathing at low and high
altitude

i p0178 A75-28435
Study of cardiac output under physical loading by

the rebreathing method of C02
p0207 A75-303M2

BBCEPTOBS (PHYSIOLOGY)
NT BAHOEECEPTOES
NT CHEHOBECEPTOBS
NT GBAVIBECEPTOBS
NT HECHANORECEPTOBS
HT PHOTOBECEPTOBS
NT PROPBIOCEPTOBS
NT THEBHOBECEPTOBS
Effects of the cone-cell distribution on
pattern-detection experiments

p0011 A75-12698
Belation of the loudness function to the intensity
characteristic of the ear

p0110 A75-20796
Physiological aspects of the efferent vestibular

system
p01«3 A75-23309

The receptor cells of hearing
p01U9 A75-24495

Ion composition of labyrinth receptor cells and
their environment

p0155 A75-25590
Influence of receptor-receptor fibres on the

spontaneous afferent activity from semicircular
canals in the frcg /Bana esculenta/

p0280 A75-37620
Hodification of the response to angular
accelerations by linear accelerations
vestibular sensations during vehicle travel

p0319 A75-41757
Coronary artery cyclic AMP content during

adrenergic receptor stimulation
p0352 A75-U3911

BECIBCDLATION
D CIBCDLATION

BBCLABATIOI
HT SATER BECLAHATION

Solubilization and spore recovery from silicone
polymers
CNASA-CB-140769] p0020 B75-11591

RECOGNITION
NT CHABACTEB BECOGNITION
NT PATTERN BECOGNITION
NT SPEECH BECOGNITION
NT TAEGET BECOGNITION
BECOIL ATOBS

Hot hydrogen atoms reactions of interest in
molecular evolution and interstellar chemistry

p0013 A75-16022
BECOJBAISSAICB
NT AEBIAL BECONNAISSASCE
BBCONHAISSABCE AIBCBAPT

Bigh workload tasks of aircrew in the tactical
strike, attack and reconnaissance roles

pOOSI N75-12601
BECOBDIN6
NT PBOTOGBAPBIC EECOBDING
BBCOBDIBG IISTBOBEHTS
NT HECHABOGBAHS

A technique for recording the electroretinogram
/EBG/ from chronically implanted electrodes in
animals

pOOOS A75-11839

Apparatus for studying the human eye-movement system
p0040 A75-1501»

Design and function of a mechanical asseibly for
recording echocardiograms during upright exercise

p0113 A75-20962
A device for transforming the graphical recordings

of impulse activity into a shape suitable for
automatic processing biomedical data
recording of human motoneuron activity

p0375 A75-46135
A study on behavioral analysis of pilot during

aircraft controlling. Ill - In-flight recording
equipment and method of installation for P-86F
and YS-11C

p0377 A75-17097
BECOVBBABLE SFACECBAFT
NT APOLLO SPACECBAPT
NT BEDSABLE SPACECBAPT
NT SPACE SBDTT1ES
NT VOSKHOD BANNED SPACECBAPT
NT VOSKBOD 2 SPACECBAPT
BECOVBBY

A survey of attitude-control and recovery systems
for the current German sounding rocket programme

p0381 S75-32555
BED BLOOD CELLS
D EBYTHBOCYTES
BEDUCED GRAVITY

Oxygen cost during exercise in simulated
subgravity environments

p0154 A75-25114
Subgravity states - Key to understanding the role

of terrestrial gravity in human behaviour
role of vestibular organs

p0247 A75-3560H
Heasurement of otolith function in man

p0319 A75-t1755
Changes in physiological functions of monkeys in a

reduced gravitation stand
p0048 N75-12555

Biological application: General review noting
electrophoretic experinents for Apollo Soynz
Test Project

p0186 N75-19303
SEDUCTION (CHEHISTBY)

Carbon dioxide reduction by the Bosch process —
[ASBE EAPEB 75-ENAS-22] p0313 A75-40882

BEDONDARCY
An algorithm for the reduction of data redundancy

in comfort conditioning systems
p0068 A75-18095

BEENTBY VEHICLES
NT APOLLO SPACECBAFT
NT BEUSABLE SPACECBAPT
NT VOSKBOD BANNED SPACECBAPT
ST VOSKHOD 2 SPACECBAPT

BEFEBEHCES (STANDABDS)
0 STANDABDS
BBFLECTED BADIATION
0 REFLECTED SAVES
BEFLBCTED BAYS
0 BEFLECTED SAVES
BEFLECTED SAVES

Experimental investigation of the effect of
reflected laser radiation on the organ of vision

p0236 A75-32526
BEFLEXBS
NT CABOTID SINUS BEFLEX
NT CONDITIONED BEPLEXES
NT VESTIBOLAB NISTAGBDS
The stabilizing effect on the trunk of labyrinth

and neck reflexes acting together on the limbs
p0013 A75-12869

Synchronization of human motor units - Possible
roles of exercise and supraspinal reflexes

p0137 A75-22949
Cerebello-vestibular interrelations
sensorimotor integration

p0143 A75-23312
The vestibulo-ocular reflex arc induced eye

movements
p0143 A75-23313

Vestibulo-spinal mechanisms study of evoked
potential changes

p014« A7S-23314
Bole of exhaustion of cerebral-cortex functional

potential in the disorder of the activity of the
adrenal gland cortex

p0155 A75-25666
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SUBJECT 11 DEI BBIOTB B1ID1IIG

Does afferentation froi respiratory muscles take
part in the regulation of eupnea in man

p0209 A75-31021
The doll ceflex - Ocular coonterrolling-'vith

head-body tilt in the median plane
p0210 A75-31040

Beflex contributions to the assessment of the
vertical applied to space flight

p0248 175-35608
Effects of fatiguing isometric exercise upon
Achilles tendon reflex and plantar flexion
reaction tine components in nan

p0277 A75-36711
Disorder in the conditioned reflex activity and
morphological changes in the brain of rats
deprived of paradoxical sleep

p0314 A75-41143
Effect of lanynnthectomy on the dynamic
vestibulo-ocular counterroll reflex in the
Rhesus monkey

p0317 A75-41462
Peduced baroreflex sensitivity vith volume loading
in conscious dogs

p0318 A75-41500
Heasurenent of vestibulo-spinal responses in nan

p0319 A75-41756
Changes in the Achilles tendon reflexes following

Skylab missions
p0079 H75-1U373

Diurnal variations of the Achilles reflex tine ID
nornal nan
[NASA-IT-F-16249] p0186 N75-19947

BBFBACTIVE IHDEI
0 BEPBACTIVITY
BBFBACTIVITY

Havegnide modes and refractive index in
photoreceptors of invertebrates

p0118 A75-22202
BEPBIGEEATIHG

The performance of components in the Skylab
refrigeration system

p0388 1175-33095
BEFBIGBBATING aACBIIBBI
NT BEFBIGEBATOBS

BEFBIGEBiTOBS
Shuttle kit freezer refrigeration unit conceptual
design
[HASA-CB-144445] p0387 N75-32763

BBFDELING
NT AIB TO AIB BEFDBLING

BBGEHBRATIOB (E1GIIEEBING)
Some recent developments in spacecraft

environmental control/life support subsystems
[IAF P A P E B 7«-112] p0034 A75-13738

Some results of studying a sinple bioregenerative
life support system
[IAF PAPEB 71-113] p0034 A75-13739

Environmental carbon dioxide control
[SAE PAPEB 7*0931] p012t A75-22744

Spacelab atmosphere storage and revitalization
system
[ASHE PAPEB 75-ENAS-61] p0309 A75-40852

BEGEHEBATIOH (PHISIOLOGI)
Nerve regeneration summary project

CAD-A008569J p0268 H75-25575
BEGEBEBATIVE CYCLES

0 BEGBNEBATION ( E N G I N E E R I N G )
BEGEHEBATIVE FEEDBACK

U POSITIVE FEEDBACK
REGIONS

NT ANTABCTIC BEGIONS
NT ABCTIC BEGIOBS
NT HABITATS
NT LOHBAB REGIOS
NT BEHOTE BEGIONS
NT SOUTHEAST ASIA
NT TBOPICAL BEGIONS

BEGBESSIOI (STATISTICS)
0 R E G R E S S I O N ANALYSIS

BBGBESSIOH ANALYSIS
Experiment in the application of multivariate

correlation-regression analysis in physiological
studies

p0356 A75-44167
Detection of nonstationarities in EEG's using the

autoregressive model: An application of EEG's
of epileptics

p0267 N75-25559

BBGDI1TOBS
HI OIYGEN REGULATORS
NT THEBHOSTATS
Punctuation of transcription in vitro of the "

tryptophan operon of Escherichia coll. A novel
type of control of transcription
[BBL-1975-4] p0253 B75-24311

BEIBFOBCEBBHT (PSYCHOLOGY)
NT BEHABD (PSYCHOLOGY)
BEJECTION

Characteristics of medically disqualified airman
applicants during calendar year 1971
[AD-781648] p0059 N75-13519

RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS (BBE)
The biological effectiveness of HZE-particles of

cosmic radiation studied in the Apollo 16 and 17
Biostack experiments

p0275 A75-36334
The radiobiological implications of statistical

variations in energy deposition by ionizing
radiations

p0306 A75-39375
The effect of ionizing radiations Kith different

LET on survival and mutation in Chlorella
p0356 A75-44148

BELATIflSTIC EFFECTS
Invariant properties of the motion parallax field

due to the movement of rigid bodies relative to
an observer

p0359 A75-44650
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

Maximal oxygen consumption test during am
exercise - Beliability and validity

p0172 A75-26517
Beliability of human visual signal detection in

the presence of noise
p0175 A75-27589

The reliability of intermittent ECG sampling in
arrhythmia detection

p0377 A75-46924
fi model for predicting integrated man-machine
system reliability: Model logic and description
[AD-A009814] p0387 N75-32768

RELIABILITY COHTBOL
0 QUALITY CONTBOL
0 BELIABILITY ENGINEERING
RELIABILITY BHGIHBEBIHG ,

Space tug thermal control
[ASBE PAPEB 75-ENAS-41] p0311 A75-40868

Reliability of life support systems as related to
general space flight safety requirements

p0341 A75-42052
Spacelab environmental control life support system
- Design safety
[IAF PAPEB A75-020] p0374 A75-45861

Physiologic testing of the T-43 passenger oxygen
mask
[AD-783237] p0019 N75-10711

A long-lived, reliable, rechargeable cardiac
pacemaker

p0366 N75-31712
A graphical summary of oxygen regulator performance
[AD-A009134] p0370 N75-31749

REHOTB CONTBOL
Comparison of two manipulators using a standard
task of varying difficulty
[ASBE PAPEB 74-iA/BIO-4] p0063 A75-16822

Investigation of a biotechnical system for the
control of a master-slave manipulator of
bidirectional action

p0174 A75-27198
A task analysis scheme mth implications for
supervisory control of remote manipulators

p0244 A75-34543
Environment-sensitive manipulator control real

time, decision making computer aided control
p0278 A75-37148

Factors affecting control allocation for augmented
remote manipulation

p0289 N75-26664
Cooperative multiaxis sepsor for teleoperation of
article manipulating apparatus
[BASA-CASE-NPO-13386-1] p0300 N75-27758

Concept design of the payload handling manipulator
system space shuttle orbiters
[NASA-TH-X-72H47] p0337 S75-29773

BEBOTB HANDLING
Earth orbital teleoperator manipulator system

evaluation program
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1BBOTB IBGIOIS SDBJBCI I1DBI

[HASA-CR-143874] p0288 N75-26651
Concept design of the pajload handling manipulator

system space shuttle ocbitecs
- [NASA-TM-I-72447] p0337 H75-29773

A manipulator an for zero-g simulations
p0388 N75-33088

BBHOTB BBGIOIS
NT ANTARCTIC REGIONS
NT ARCTIC REGIONS

The feasibility of dermatologic consultation to
remote areas via 2-way color satellite
transmission
[ A I A A P A P E R 75-896] p0280 A75-38031

Space technology in remote health care
p0136 N75-17218

BBBOTB SBISOBS
The effects of certain gimbal orders and workloads

on target acquisition pilot performance
p010i4 A75-19683

The Coho Project: Living resources prediction
feasibility study, volume 1 meteorological
forecasting of fish concentrations
[PB-234057/8] p0015 N75-10681

The Coho Project: Living resources prediction
feasibility study. Volume -2: Environmental
report
[PB-234058/6] p0015 N75-10682

The Coho Project: Living resources prediction
feasibility study. Volume 3: System evaluation
report
[PB-234059/4] p0016 N75-10683

REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES
A manipulator system designed for Free-Flying

Teleoperator Spacecraft
p0107 A75-19712

RBHS
D R A P I D EYE M O V E M E N T STATE

BENAL FUNCTION
Volume expansion and intrarenal blood flow of

normal and salt-deprived rats
p0003 A75-10235

Xenon-133 washout for measuring intrarenal blood
flow in the micropuncture rat

p0003 A75-10236
Action of oxygen on the renal circulation

p0003 A75-10238
Effects of a multi-hour immersion with

intermittent exercise on urinary excretion and
tilt table tolerance in athletes and nonathletes

p0111 A75-20887
Circadian variation of intercompartmental

potassium fluxes in man
p0116 A75-21573

Depth of immersion as a determinant of the
natriuresis of water immersion

p0122 A75-22455
Instrumentation for renal hemodynamic studies in

unrestrained dogs chronically implanted
telemetry system

p0145 A75-23361
Renal function in the hibernating, and hypothermic

hamster Mesocncetus auratus
p0150 A75-24798

Alterations in acid-base homeostasis during water
immersion in nornal man

p0172 A75-26505
Certain effects of supersonic airplane flight on

renal function in aviators
p0201 A75-29268

Suppression of ADH during water immersion in
normal man antidiuretic hormone

p02«4 A75-34804
Recent advances in the physiology of whole body

immersion
p0217 A75-35605

Study of water-salt metabolism and renal function
in cosmonauts

p0274 A75-36327
Hemodynaoics, renal function, plasma renin, and

aldosterone in man after 5 to 14 days of bedrest
p0318 A75-41469

Circadian variations in renal excretion of
magnesium, calcium, and phosphorus during a
3-day flight onboard C-5 aircraft
[AD-787661] p0126 1175-16216

Renal effects of continuous negative pressure
breathing
[NASA-CR-141888] p0286 N75-26636

BEOBIBHT1TIO!
0 RETRAINING

REPAIRING
D MAINTENANCE

REPEATERS
A repeater type biotelemetry system for use on

wild big game animals to measure heat flow
'rate

p016i| N75-18873
REPRODUCTION

The utilization of Habrobracon and artemia as
experimental materials in bioastronautic studies
[NASA-CR-111590] p0229 N75-231I45

REPRODUCTION (BIOLOGY)
Growth and reproduction of microorganisms under

extremely alkaline conditions
p0179 A75-28516

Studies on propagation of microbes in the airborne
state
[NASA-CH-142757] p0251 N75-24294

REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS
NT OVARIES
NT TESTES
NT OTEHDS
REPTILES
NT LIZARDS
REPUBLIC BILITARY AIRCRAFT
0 MILITARY AIRCRAFT
RESCUE OPERATIONS

Effects of lens color on target visibility for
air-sea rescue

p0108 A75-19721
Improved mine rescue breathing apparatus
[PB-241105/6] p0339 N75-29787

A unigue challenge: Energy egress and life
support equipment at KSC

p0388 N75-33107
Design criteria for advanced PFD'S
[AD-4010404] p0401 N75-33728

RESEARCH
NT GAME THEORY
NT MARKET RESEARCH
NT NUCLEAR RESEARCH

RESEABCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Some highlights of aircraft passenger behavior
research

p0112 A75-20899
Research and development of an electrochemical

biocide reactor
[ASME PAPER 75-ENAS-33] p0312 A75-40877

RESEARCH FACILITIES
Environmental planning in Sweden: Number 55: The
abisko research station
[PB-235794/5] p0084 N75-14402

BESEABCH MANAGEMENT
Air Force technical objective document: AMD

fiscal year 1976
[AD-A002580] p0187 N75-19954

Scientific management personnel
[AD-A002760] p0199 N75-21026

Assessment of rural heath research: Executive
summary
[PB-240271/7] p0299 N75-27751

RESEARCH PBOJECTS
A review of the toxicology research program of the
6570th Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory,
Bright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
[AD-782249] p0018 N75-10703

Collaborative research in cardiovascular dynamics
and bone elasticity
[NASA-CR-140997] pOOSO N75-12572

Cooperation between socialist countries in space
biology and medicine within the framework of the
Interkosmos program

p0084 N75-14405
Studies on instrumentation, radiation and chemical
physics, nuclear medicine, and artificial heart
program. Part 4: Physical and analytical
sciences
[BNIL-1850-PT-4] p0255 N75-24328

An evaluation of policy related research on new
and expanded roles of health workers. Annotated
bibliography
[PB-242283/0] p0392 N75-33668

BBSINS
NT POLYAMIDE RESINS
NT POLYURETHANE RESINS
NT SILICONE RESINS
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STOJECT IIDEI BBSPIBATOBI PBISIOLOGI

BESISTOBS
HI THERBISTOBS
BBSOLOTIOI
BT SPECTRAL BES010TIOS
Processing of positional information in the human

visual system
p0117 A75-2180H

BESOLVIIG POIEB
D RESOLUTION
BESOIAICE
BT ELECTRON PABAHAGHETIC BESOBABCB
BT HDCLEAB HAGHETIC BESONAHCE

BBSOHAHT PBBQOEBCIBS
Resonant electromagnetic power deposition in nan

and annals
p0277 A75-36522

BESOOBCES
BT CBUDE OIL
BT FORESTS
BESODBCES HABiGBBEBT

Dtility of BETS for monitoring the breeding habit
of migratory waterfowl Onited States and
Canada

pOOIS S75-10557
Fiscal year 1975: Air Force technical objective

document research in the field of human
resources
[AD-A002154] p0169 B75-19969

BESPIBATIOB
BT HIGH ALTITUDE BBESTHING
BT PBESSDBE BREATHING
Dynamics of pulmonary gas erchange and heart rate
changes at start and end of exercise

pOOUU A75-16200
The effect of helium and nitrogen in cellular
respiration

p0067 A75-17790
The acute in ha la to. en toxicity in rats fron the
pyrolysis products of four fluoropolyners

p0306 A75-39366
The distribution of gas inhaled into the longs

p0378 A75-«7»27
Effect of light on respiration and development of
photosynthetic cslls
[COO-3231-2] pOOi(7 B75-125II9

Oxygen consumption and respiratory quotient in
five animal populations naturally exposed to
sanguine electromagnetic fields
[AD-A00825U] p026K B75-2553H

BBSPIBATOBY DISEASES
»T TOBERCDLOSIS
The principles of ultrasound and ultrasonic
instrumentation in cardiovascular pulmonary
disease diagnosis

p0014 A75-13013
Structure of henodjnamic shifts under conditions

of acute and chronic hypoxia in people with
prevalent pathological processes in the lungs

p0207 A75-30339
Effect of aerosolized dipalntoyl lecithin on

oxygen-toxic rat lungs
p0212 A75-31152

Collagen metabolist in rat lungs during chronic
intermittent exposure to oxygen

p0212 A75-31155
A modified measurement of respiratory resistance

by forced oscillation daring normal breathing
p03!4U A75-42765

Bespiratory and intraperitoneal infection of mice
with encephalomyccarditis virus: Effect of
sublethal I-irrafliation on host resistance and
survival
[BBL-1975-2] p0255 B75-24331

Toxicologic evaluation of the migration of a
plasticizer, DI (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP)
from vinyl plastics pathology of vinyl
plastics poisoning
[BASA-CR-143801] p026U B75-25531

BBSPIBATOBI IHPEDAICB
Effect of added elastances on the first loaded

breath in man
p0115 A75-21566

Estimation of alveolar pressure during forced
oscillation of the respiratory system

p0173 A75-26519
Occlusion pressure as a measure of respiratory
center output in conscious man

p0178 A75-28434

Han's perception of his own respiratory volume
p0236 A75-32507

A modified measurement of respiratory resistance
by forced oscillation during normal breathing

p0344 A75-42765
Effect of inspiratory resistance on occlusion

pressure in hypoxia and hypercapnia
p03S9 A75-44618

Determination of the additional load to vhich the
lungs of an individual Hearing breathing
equipment are exposed
[CEA-B-1681] p0029 B75-11667

An alternative therapy against organophosphate
poisoning
[BBL-1971-32] p0256 B75-21337

BBSPIBATOBI PBISIOLOGI
Control of tidal volume during rebreathing

pOOOS A75-11303
Effect of posture on the ventilator? response to C02

p0006 A75-11304
Time course of man*s ventilatory response to a

sudden rise of PI sub 02
p0006 A75-11305

On-line assessment of ventilatory response to
carbon dioxide

p0007 A75-11317
Automated measurement of respiratory gas exchange

by an inert gas dilution technique
p0007 A75-11319

Modifications of pulmonary perfnsion and
ventilation during simulated weightlessness

p0013 A75-12867
Study of relationship between the content of

carboxyhemoglobin in the blood and carbon
monoxide in the exhaled air of test subjects and
the carbon monoxide concentration in the chamber
atmosphere
[IAF PAPEB 74-1011] p0033 A75-13733

Transient and steady state effects of C02 on
mechanisms determining rate and depth of breathing

p0043 A75-15999
Steady state effects of C02 and temperature on the
relationship between lung volume and inspiratory
duration /Bering-Brener threshold curve/

p0043 A75-16000
Respiration during heat stress

p0112 A75-20891
Tolerance of one species of jerboa /Jaculus
orientalis/ to prolonged exposure to deep
hypothermia

p0113 A75-20950
On the theoretical basis of the optimal oxygen

content in the atmosphere for the human being
p011« A75-21113

Ventilatory effects of hypoxia and their
dependence on C02 pressure

p0115 A75-21565
Effect of added elastances on the first loaded

breath in man
p0115 A75-21566

Early changes in lungs of rats exposed to 70S 02
p0116 A75-21571

Differing responses to hypercapnia and hypoxia
following pneumotaxic center ablation

p0120 A75-22296
Hyperoxic hyperventilation in carotid-deafferented
cats

p0120 A75-22297
Hypoxia-induced tachypnea in carotid-deafferented
cats

p0120 A75-22298
Vagal modulation of respiratory control during
exercise

p0120 A75-22299
Evaluation of simulation capabilities with a
respiratory-circulatory system integration scheme

p01«9 A75-24708
Recovery of cheaoreceptor function following

deafferentation of sinocarotid zones in rats
lung ventilation variations

p0152 A75-25320
Efficiency of constant-flow oxygen masks for

general aviation A new method of aask evaluation
p0153 A75-25105

Negative arterial-mixed expired P/C02/ gradient
daring acute and chronic hypercapnia

p0172 A75-2651H
Respiratory gas exchange ratio and prediction of

aerobic power
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p0172 A75-26515
Alterations in coronary sinus p02 and O2
saturation resulting from pCO2 changes

P0176 A75-27705
Cerebral blood flov and energy metabolism and
acid-base equilibrium of the cerebrospinal fluid
in residents at high altitudes

p0178 A75-28<!26
Occlusion pressure as a measure of respiratory
center output in conscious man

p0178 A75-28434
Breath holding and rebreathing at Ion and high
altitude

p0178 A75-28435
Sleep physiology at high altitude

p0180 475-29186
Effects of a glucose meal on human pulmonary
function at 1600-m and 4300-m altitudes

p0202 A75-29577
Oxygen regimes of organism in teen-agers and men

under muscular activity of dynanic character
p0207 A75-30341

Study of cardiac output under physical loading by
the rebreathing method of C02

p0207 A75-30342
Evolutionary aspects of the relationship between
hypozial and circulatory hypoxia

p0207 A75-30345
Does afferentation from respiratory muscles take
part in the regulation of eupnea in man

p0209 A75-31021
A mathematical model of the ventilatory control
system to carbon dioxide vith special reference
to athletes and nonathletes

p0214 A75-31575
changing effect of lung volume on respiratory

drive in man
p0215 A75-32371

The dynamics of the respiratory indices of
arterial blood, cerebrospinal fluid, and tissue
in ,the region of the bulbar respiratory center
under conditions of hypoxia

p0236 A75-32508
The voluntary control in human breathing

p0242 A75-34109
Effect of altered G levels on deposition of
particulates in the human respiratory tract

p0244 A75-34801
Exercise responses following ozone exposure

p0244 A75-34802
A new formula for estimating oxygen consumption in

nan and animal
p0277 A75-36710

Blood and CSF acid-base changes, and rate of
ventilatory acclimatization of awake dogs to
3,550 m

p0306 A75-39332
Carbon dioxide response curves during hypothermia

p0308 A75-10271
Effect of shape and size of lung and chest vail on
stresses in the lung

p0315 A75-11391
Cardiac and respiratory effects of digitalis

during chronic hypoxia in intact conscious dogs
p0352 A75-43912

Effect of norepinephrine on myocardial
intracellular hydrogen ion concentration

p0352 475-43913
Cardiorespiratory responses to orthostasis and the
effects of propranolol

p0358 A75-44360
Hitrogen exchange across the lungs in resting man

p0359 A75-44621
Studies on respiratory and cardiovascular
physiology during combined exposure to sustained
acceleration of +Gz with simulated altitude. I -
Tolerance to the combined exposure to +Gz with
simulated altitude in rats and dogs

p0378 A75-47099
Hechanics of breathing at reduced barometric
pressures of flight
[AD-A001930] ' p0187 H75-19952

Determination of human energy expenditures in
closed spaces

p0263 1175-25521
BESPIBATOBI BASE
NT TACBYPHE4
Transient and steady state effects of CO2 on

mechanisms determining rate and depth of breathing

p0043 475-15999
External respiration, gas exchange, and energy
losses under conditions of weightlessness

p0139 475-22961
Heart and respiratory rates as indicators of a
subject's adaptation to stimulus sequence in
simple goal-directed tasks

p0147 475-24057
Measuring instrument for the long-term
surveillance of respiratory volume and
respiration rate

p0172 475-26437
Total work rate of breathing optimization in C02

inhalation and exercise
p0180 475-28914

Oxygen uptake/heart rate relationship in leg and
arm exercise, sitting and standing

p0315 475-41394
A modified measurement of respiratory resistance

by forced oscillation during normal breathing
p0344 475-42765

Computerized method for analyzing maximum and
partial expiratory flow-volume curves

p03Q4 475-42766
A high accuracy linear rate meter digital
design for heart and respiratory rate measurements

p03<!5 475-42768
Ability of man to detect increases in his breathing

p0360 475-45123
Haximal oxygen uptake during treadmill walking and

running at various speeds
p0360 475-45124

Ventilatory acclimatization of the pony at 1300
meters altitude

p0164 H75-18872
Respiration, respiratory metabolism and energy
consumption under weightless conditions

p0226 K75-23119
Respiratory function and gravitation human
antigravity functions

p0261 H75-25506
BESPIBATOBI SISTEH
NT DIAPHRAGH (ANATOHZ)
BT LUNGS
NT NOSE (ANATOHI)
Experimentation and simulation - Valuable partners __

in the study of ventilatory control human ~~
respiratory system

p0003 A75-10419
Bespiratory response to chemical and metabolic

disturbances gas exchange model for lungs,
brain and muscles

p0004 A75-10423
Respiratory gas exchange as an indicator of

changed radioresistance in mammals
p0013 475-12866

4 theory of aerosol deposition in the human
respiratory tract

p0116 475-21569
Analysis of plethysmographic estimation of
alveolar pressure

p0341 475-42321
Simulation of regional lung emptying during slow

and forced expirations
p0343 475-42754

Effects of hyperoxic gas mixtures on energy
metabolism during prolonged work

p0344 475-42761
Oral and respiratory immunization
[MBL-1974-1] p0017 B75-10698

Conditioned control of cardiac activity and
respiration and morphological changes in the
brain of pigeons under the action of a constant
magnetic field
[AD-784798] p0029 N75-11669

Survey of current cardiovascular and respiratory
examination methods in medical selection and
control of aircrew
[AGABD-AG-196] p0131 N75-17079

A digital computer model of circulatory transport
and delivery dynamics in man

p0165 875-18880
Power spectrum of the respiratory system
[AD-A002958] p0219 B75-21937

RESPIBOHBIEBS
Multichannel subcarrier ECG, respiration, and
temperature biotelemetry system

p0345 A75-42769
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BESPOISBS
HT D Y N A H I C BESPOHSE
ST GALVABIC SKIS BBS POSSE
NT HEHODTNABIC BESPOHSES
HT PHYSIOLOGICAL BESFOHSES
HT TBAHSIENT RESPOHSE

BSST
HT BED BEST

Changes of thermal balance indaced by passive
beating in cestxng Ban

p0123 175-22970
BBSTBAIITS

0 COHS1BAIHTS
BETBHTIOH (PSYCBOL06I)

Functional changes in the deep strnctnies of the
huaan brain daring long-term operative memory
tests

p0346 A75-42807
The effects of &CTH 4-10 on a serial learning and

a short-term retention task
[IZF-1974-21] p0092 B75-1<4<I60

On context effects in short ten retention
tIZF-1974-28] p0336 875-29761

ACTB 4-10 and learning
[IZF-1975-4J p0392 H75-33662

8ETIHA
NT FOVEA
NT VISUAL PIGMENTS

Light-evoked release of glycine from the retina
p0010 A75-12158

Does the central homan retina stretch daring
accommodation

p0010 A75-12159
Acetylcholine distribution in the retinal layers

of the frog eye
p0013 475-12971

Adreno- and GABA-sensitive inhibiting systems in
the internal synaptic layer of a frog retina

p0032 A75-13598
Blood velocity measurements in human retinal vessels

p0037 675-1420*
Light indaced change in cod outer segment membrane

fluidity spin labeling study on visual
pigments

p0065 475-17340
Ophthalmologic stereophotography

p0113 A75-21022
Spectral shaping and waveguide nodes in retinal

cones
p0169 475-26222

Spatial fregnency selectivity in the retina
p0210 A75-31036

Cholinergic nechanisas of interneural transmission
in the retina

p0211 475-31048
Betinotopic distribution, visual latency and

orientation tuning of 'sustained1 and
'transient' cortical neurones in area 17 of the
cat

p0211 475-31096
Brightness and darkness enhancement during flicker

Perceptual correlates of neuronal B- and
D-systems in human vision

p0211 475-31097
Light flashes observed by astronauts on Skylab 4

p0235 475-32412
Ocular tissue damage due to ultrashort 1060-nm

light pulses f rom a mode-locked Hd:glass laser
p0308 475-40533

On the effect of hypothalaaic nuclei on electrical
activity of optic cortex neurons

p0309 475-40718
Spontaneous voltage fluctuations in retinal cones

and bipolar cells
p0342 475-42683

Optokinetic nystagmus during selective retinal
stimulation

p0348 475-43350
The action spectrum for retinal burn: 4

literature compilation
[IZF-1974-23] p0089 N75-14435

Betinal subthreshold laser exposures: Cumulative
effect
[4D-A000808] p0160 N75-17946

Spatial-temporal interactions: Contrast
sensitivity as a function of spatial and
temporal fregnency, luminance and stimulus
position on the retina
tAD-4001578] p0167 H75-18896

Brightness sensation in indirect vision
sensitivity of peripheral region of retina
[HASA-TT-F-16286] p0229 B75-23142

Developmental programming for retinotectal patterns
p0295 B75-27722

Evaluation of retinal damage produced by long-term
exposure to laser radiation
[4D-4008769] p0363 B75-30785

Comparative aspects of photoreception of retinal
protein complexes
[BAS4-TT-F-16606] p0391 H75-33657

BBIIB4L ADAPTATION
NT DABK ADAPTATION
HT LIGBT ADAPTATION
Aftereffect of inspection of a perspectival
stimulus for slant depth - A new normalization
effect

p0035 A75-13907
Contribution to the theory of photopic vision -

Betinal phenomena
p0063 A75-17025

Simultaneous visuomotor adaptation to optical tilt
and displacement

p0114 475-21100
Temporal independence of the Bezold-Bruecke hue
shift in color vision

p0118 475-22204
Spatial summation of foveal increments and

decrements
p0119 475-22208

Recovery from adaptation as a function of stimulus
orientation oblique visual presentation

p0148 475-24361
Decay of visual adaptation to tilt and displacement

p0148 475-24364
Corrective saccades - Dependence on retinal

reafferent signals
p0152 475-25215

Electrical response of the eye at varying
intervals following an adapting flash exposure

p0154 475-25411
The effects of orientation-specific adaptation on

the duration of short-term visual storage
p0169 475-26220

Flicker adaptation shows evidence of many visual
channels selectively sensitive to temporal
frequency

p0170 475-26225
Investigation of responses to light of retinal

rods in frogs
p0211 475-31049

A technique to verify a range of adapting
luminances in which rods contribute to
thresholds determined with a short wavelength
test stimulus

p0238 475-33162
Outflow theory and autokinetic movement - Color,

viewing angle, and dark adaptation
p0249 A75-35800

Local retinal adaptation and spatial fregnency
channels

p0375 A75-46528
BBTIB4L IMAGES

Accommodative response to blur
p0011 A75-12696

Effects of the cone-cell distribution on
pattern-detection experiments

p0011 A75-12698
Simulation of an object rotating in depth -
Constant and reversed projection ratios in
visual perception experiments

p0032 A75-13571
The temporal course of the relationship between

retinal disparity and the equidistance tendency
in the determination of perceived depth

p0034 A75-13903
Accuracy of image stabilization by an

optical-electronic feedback system
p0064 475-17331

The nature of fusional effort in diplopic regions
human response to binocular stimuli

p0064 475-17334
Human cortical magnification factor and its

relation to visual acuity
p0109 A75-20249

Effect of delay of feedback and type of movement
on laterally displaced vision

p0113 475-20959
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The effect of head tilt on meridional differences
in acuity - IBplications for orientation constancy

visual perception
p0111 475-21098

The spatial Broca-Solzer and sensitization effects
for foveal vieKing

p0119 475-22212
The role of positional and onentational disparity
caes in human fusional response

p0119 475-22213
The 'fluttering heart' and spatio-temporal
characteristics of color processing. I -
Reversibility and the influence of luminance. II
- Lateral interactions across the chromatic border

visual responses
p0119 475-22211

4n introduction to perception Book on
psychophysiological mechanisms for vision

p0180 475-28960
Visual detection analysed in teras of luminance
and chromatic signals

p0209 475-31035
Luminance-duration relationships in the photopic

EEC and the apparent brightness of flashes
p0210 475-31038

Broad band spatial filters in the human visual
system

p0237 475-33158
Spectral sensitivity of the modulation-sensitive
mechanism of vision - Effects of field size and
retinal locus

p0238 475-33163
Deterioration of vision due to contour shift over

the retina during eye movements
p0238 475-33161

4 compensation for field expansion caused by
moving forward in visual velocity perception

p0216 475-35160
Fragmentation of fixated line stimuli as a
function of gravitational orientation

p0276 475-36359
Retinal painting and visual information storage

p0306 475-39311
Visual form perception

p0307 475-39975
Binocular fusion and spatial localization of
vertical and horizontal gratings of different
spatial frequency

p0308 475-40131
Visual masking and saccadic suppression

p0315 475-12793
Computer simulations of a dynamic visual

perception model
p0373 475-15377

Accommodation as a biological system of automatic
regulation

p0375 475-16133
Light profiles of the foveal image of a point source
[IZF-1971-22] p0089 H75-11131

BETB4IRIHB
Mechanisms for aiding worker adjustment to
technological change: Concept, review of the
literature, abstracts. Volume 2: Key work
index and abstracts
[PB-211019/9] p0328 H75-28712

BBTBIEV4L
HI INFOBMATION BETEIEV4L
BEDS4BLB SP4CECR4FT
HT SP4CE SBDTTLES
Space tug thermal control
[4SHE P4PEH 75-EK4S-11] p0311 475-10868

BBVEBSB TIHB
D RE4CTIOS TIME
BEB4BD (PSYCHOLOGY)

Hotor correlates of operantly reinforced
hippocampus theta shifts

p0267 N75-25555
BH-2 HELICOPTER
0 DH-1 HELICOPTER
EBEOELECTEIC4L SIH014TIOS

Model of crossed olivocochlear bundle effects
p0109 475-20129

4 nonlinear model of the arterial vessels within a
limb segment

p0152 475-25139
BHEOE8CEPH4LOSB4PHY

Development of ultrasonic methods of hemodynamic
measurements rheoencephalography/flowmeters
[H4S4-CR-113158] p0366 H75-31711

BHBOLOGI
Bheological properties of BBC in the
•icrocirculation of mammalian skeletal muscle

red blood cells
p0137 475-22891

Hicrorheology and light transmission of blood. Ill
- The velocity of red cell aggregate formation

p0170 475-26211
Bicrorheology and light transmission of blood. IV
- The kinetics of artificial red cell
aggregation induced by dextran

p0170 475-26212
BBITHB (BIOLOGY)
HI CIBC4DI4H BBIIHnS
Dynamics of heart rhythm as an indicator of a
conditioned reaction to time in man

pOOlO 475-15186
Adaptive control of alpha rhythm in nan under
controlled experimental conditions

pOOlO 475-15188
Cardiac rhythm in the wakefullness/sleep cycle of
white rats

p0070 475-18581
Unclocklike behaviour of biological clocks

p0111 475-21166
Phase relationships of alpha rhythm in man in
normal and blind subjects

p01U7 475-21071
The rhythm of physiological changes in the
functional state of the visual and dermothermal
analyzers in man

p0236 475-32501
Phase shift in the BEB sleep rhythm

p0308 475-10275
4 statistical evaluation of the theory of biorhythms
[4D-787377] p0132 H75-17090

An investigation of biorhythmic influence upon
human performance
[4D-4001266] p0162 N75-17960

Spontaneous variability of blood pressure in
patients with hypertension: Besults of long
term telenetric blood pressure measurements
[H4S4-TT-F-16250] p0197 H75-21008

Aspects of ultradian rhythms in man
p0218 H75-21927

Motor correlates of operantly reinforced
hippocampus theta shifts

p0267 H75-25555
Significance of biorhythms in space flight

p0296 H75-27731
EIBOSOCLEIC 4CIDS

The effect of synthetic homopolymer poly I:C on
the synthesis of nucleic acids, protein and
interferon in spleen cells normally and with
radiation

p0086 N75-11118
Punctuation of transcription in vitro of the

tryptophan operon of Escherichia coll. 4 novel
type of control of transcription
[MBL-1975-1] p0253 H75-21311

EICB4HDSOH-DOSHB4H EQOATIOB
D TEBPEB4TOBE EFFECTS
BIGID BODIES
D BIGID STBDCTDBES
BIGID STBDCTDBES

Invariant properties of the motion parallax field
due to the movement of rigid bodies relative to
an observer

p0359 475-11650
SS4
0 BIBONDCLEIC 4CIDS
BOBOIS

Experientally guided robots for planet
exploration

p0117 475-23919
One method of synthesis of regular legged motion

p0171 475-27188
Control of an integral mobile robot

p0171 475-27197
Design of control systems for robots by means of

dynamic models of manipulators
pom 475-27200

Control systems for master-slave manipulators
p0175 475-27201

Manipulator robots
p0281 475-38182

BOBH4V - 4 range-based robot navigation and
obstacle avoidance algorithm

p0318 475-12903
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Computer simulation of robot-manipulator control
Russian booX

p0348 A75-13219
Teleoperator/robot technology can help solve

biomedical problems
[HASA-CB-142089] p0133 H75-17099

The Bole of Intelligent Hechanical Aids
p0192 H75-19997

Bobot manipulators in space exploration
[HASA-TT-F-16482] p0338 H75-29780

SOCKET BHGIIES
Acute toxicity in rats and nice exposed to

hydrogen chloride gas and aerosols
p0009 A75-11805

BOCKET FLIGHT
Selection of artificial gravity by annals during
snborbital rocket flights

p0213 A75-3M381
SOCKET SOBDBS
0 SOOSDIHG SOCKETS

BOCKET VEHICLES
HI SODHDIBG SOCKETS

BOCKS
HI LIHESTOHE
EODEBTS
HT GUIHEA PIGS
HT MICE
HT POCKET BICE
HT BABBITS
HT SATS

BOLL
Investigations of roll and pitch in off-road
vehicles including active seat suspension

p0328 B75-28713
BOLLIHG HOHEBTS '

Head movement induced by angular oscillation of
the body in the pitch and roll axes

p0316 A7~5-11157
BOOHS
HT C1EAH BOOHS
Ergonomics for command and control rooms
tIZF-1971-17] p0092 H75-11158

Human data processor as a system component bits
and pieces of a model
[SISO-H-1722J p0192 B75-19999

BOBSCBACB TESTS
Administration of the Borschach tests to a sample

of student pilots training apprenticeship
p0251 H75-2U299

BOTABT IIHG AIBCBiPT
HT ALODETTE HELICOPTERS
HT HELICOPTEBS
HT BILITAHY HELICOPTIBS
HT DH-1 HELICOPTEB

BOTATIIG
0 ROTATION

BOTATIIG BODIES
HT SOTATIHG DISKS

BOTATIIG DISKS
Visual texture as a factor in the apparent
velocity of objective motion and motion
aftereffects

p03«9 475-13500
BOTATIIG EIVIBOHBEITS

A comparison of leaf epinasty induced by
weightlessness or by clinostat rotation

p0070 A75-18527
Effects of long-term rotation arid hypergravity on

developing rat femurs
p0153 475-25(107

Influence of head orientation on visually induced
pitch and roll sensation

p0153 475-25109
Choice-reaction tine to visual motion with varied

levels of simultaneous rotary motion
p0156 475-25722

Thresholds for the perception ol angular
acceleration as indicated by the ocalogyral
illusion

p0177 A73-27900
Human assay of ant motion sickness drugs

p0357 475-U1351
BOTATIOI
ST SATELLITE BOTATIOH
The IW-THO simulator. An investigation of

rotation sensation automobile driving
CIZF-1971-16] p0091 H75-1H157

Effects of vertical rotation on Arabidopsis
development

[HASA-CB-112216] p0161 H75-18876
BOVIBG VEHICLES

Experientally guided robots for planet
exploration

p01»7 A75-23919
Bodern mechanisms make manless Hartian mission

mobile: Spin-off spells stairclimbing
self-sufficiency for earthbonnd handicapped

p0388 H75-33101
BPV
D BEHOTELT PILOTED VEHICLES
BOBBEB
HT CHLOBOPHEHE HESIHS

BDBBEB COATIIGS
A new method of manufacturing inflatable
life-jackets using rubber coatings and
chloroprene resins
[BEPT-618] p0190 H75-19971

BDH TIHE (COHtniEBS)
Method for automatic processing of the 8-8
intervals of an ECG with the aid of a small
computer

, p0067 A75-17791
BOIIIHG i

flaximal oxygen uptake during treadmill walking and
running at various speeds

p0360 475-45124
BORIAT LIGHTS

Effects of various runway lighting parameters upon
the relation between runway visual range and
visual range of centerline and edge lights in fog
[HASA-TH-X-72112] pOOSI B75-12604

The effect of lighted deck shape on night carrier
landing
[AD-A000186] p0167 175-18897

BOBAL ABBAS
Assessment of rural heath research: Executive

summary
[PB-210271/7] p0299 175-27751

S BAID
0 SOPEBHIGH FREQUENCIES

SiBBE AIBCEAFT
0 F-86 AIBCBAFT

SACCADIC EIE BOVEBEHIS
Inter-saccadic interval analysis of optokinetic

nystagmus
p0009 A75-11831

The effect of smooth tracking and saccadic eye
movements on the perception of size - The
shrinking circle illusion

p0061 A75-17330
Saccadic velocities determined by a new perceptual

method
p0065 A75-17311

Functional organization of primate oculomotor
system revealed by cerebellectomy

p0109 A75-20250
Saccadic presentation of a moving target

p0118 A75-22203
Corrective saccades - Dependence on retinal

reafferent signals
p0152 A75-25215

Failure to detect displacement of the visual world
during saccadic eye movements

p0210 A75-31041
Deterioration of vision due to contour shift over

the retina during eye movements
p0238 475-33164

Time optimal behavior of human saccadic eye movement
p0239 475-33353'

Dynamic properties of eye position coded neurons
in the alert monkey during saccades

p0278 A75-37021
A pulse-width modulated model for visual eye

tracking
p0278 A75-37119

Effect of mean reaction time on saccadic responses
to two-step stimuli with horizontal and vertical
components

p0308 475-10134
Effect of sudden illumination on the saccadic

movements of the eye
p0311 475-11111

Visual masking and saccadic suppression
p0345 475-12793
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Saccadic suppression ID the monkey
p0349 475-43425

Saccadic eye movement latencies to nultimodal
stimuli - Intersubject variability and temporal
efficiency

p0376 175-46529
The generation of saccadic eye movements in

vestibnlar nystagmus computerized simulation
of nystagnic response to acceleration
[AD-784128] p0018 875-10700

SACCHABIDES
0 CABBOHYDBATES

S1CCBAB08ICES
Biochemistry: Investigation of the

polyphosphate-synthetase of saccharomyces
cerevisiae
[NASA-TT-F-16497] p0365 H75-31708

sirBIT
NT AIBCRAFT SAFETY
NT FLIGHT SAFETY
NT INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
ST BEACTOH SAFETY

SAFETY DEVICES
NT EJECTION SEATS
NT HELMETS
»T SEAT BELTS
NT SPACE SDITS

Studies on an air-mat safety device for protection
against falling impact injury

p0378 A75-H7100
Banned maneuvering unit mission definition study.

Voluae 3: HMO ancillary support equipment and
attachment concepts
[NASA-CH-141633] p0135 N75-17108

Aircrev protective clothing and devices system
rotary ving aircraft
[AD-A002423] p0200 N75-21031

One-hour self-rescue breathing apparatus
[PB-240420/0] p0330 N75-28725

Performance evaluation of new generation 50th
percentile anthropomorphic test devices. Volume
1: Technical report
[PB-240920/9] p0338 N75-29783

Performance evaluation of new generation 50th
percentile anthropomorphic test devices. Volume
2: Accelerator sled test data
[PB-241121/3] p0338 N75-29784

An arm restraint system for ejection seats in high
performance aircraft

p0382 N75-32723
SAFETY FACTOBS

Standards to which electronic medical equipment
should respond

p0041 A75-15445
Control of health hazards from airtorne lasers

p0212 A75-31156
Proposal for improving ejection seats with respect

to sitting comfort and ejection posture
p0213 A75-31163

Human factors in safe flight operations;
Proceedings of the Twenty-seventh Annual
International Air Safety Seminar, Hilliamsburg,
Va., November 10-14, 1974

p0279 A75-37487
Workload reduction on the flight deck

p0279 A75-37494
Habitability of ships

CJPRS-65334] p0364 N75-30794
SAFETY HA8AGEHENT

Some highlights of aircraft passenger behavior
research

p0112 A75-20899
A review of British aircrew helmet development

p0151 A75-25059
Health-protection measures in agricultural aviation

pesticides handling
p0215 A75-31847

Safety regulations concerning a use of lasers
p0241 A75-33746

Toxic substances alert program
[NASA-TH-X-71711 ] p0254 N75-24319

Efflux of gaseous hydrogen er methane fuels from
the interior of an automobile
[COH-75-10288/9] p0288 N75-26650

A unique challenge: Energy egress and life
support equipment at KSC

p0388 N75-33107
SALICYLATES

Salicylate, tryptophan, and tyrosine hypothermia

at cold ambient temperature
p0238 A75-33257

SALINITY

Comparison of water immersion and saline infusion
as a means of inducing volume expansion in man

p0315 A75-41395
SALIViBI GLANDS

Exhaustion without lowering of working capacity
during activity

p0156 A75-25669
SALTS

Salt-dependent properties of proteins from
extremely halophilic bacteria

p0011 A75-12801
SALYDT SPACE STATION

Medical investigations during flights of the
spacecraft Soyuz-12, Soyuz-13, Soyuz-14 and the
orbital station Salyut-3
[IAF PAPEB 74-099] p0032 A75-13729

Weightlessness, Hedical and biological research
[HASA-TT-F-16105] p0225 N75-23106

Life and work onboard a space station the
Soyuz 16 and Salyut 3 cosmonauts
[NASA-TT-F-16283] p0232 N75-23164

fiadiation safety of cosmonauts
[NASA-TT-F-16323] p0265 N75-25541

The space watch in Salyut as on the earth
physical training and the effects of spaceflight
stress on cosmonaut performance
[NASA-TT-F-16U68] p0301 N75-27765

Life support systems aboard the Soyuz-18-Salyut-4
flight
[NASA-TT-F-16500] p0364 N75-30797

SAMPLED DATA
0 DATA SAMPLING

SAMPLED DATA SYSTEMS
0 DATA SAMPLING

SAMPLBBS
In-situ separator for microorganisms
[AD-A006274] p0332 N75-29734

SAMPLES
The effect of sterilization on biological, organic

geochemical and morphological information in
natural samples
[HASA-TH-X-72883] p0388 N75-33635

SAMPLING
NT AIR SAMPLING
NT DATA SAMPLING
NT PABTICDLAIE SAMPLING
NT BAHDOM SAMPLING
Automated biowaste sampling system urine subsystem
operating model, part 1
[NASA-CB-11)0377] p0061 N75-13533

Urine sampling and collection system optimization
and testing
[NASA-CB-144401] p0364 N75-30795

Plankton communities at Fire Island Inlet (Great
South Bay, Long Island, New lork)

p0388 N75-33634
SA8PLING DEVICES
0 SAHPLEBS

SANITATION
Crew appliance concepts. Volume 5, appendix C:

Modular space station appliances supporting
engineering data
[NASA-CB-144456] p0400 N75-33724

SABCOMA
0 CANCEB

SATAN (SENSOB)
D TEBBAIN ANALYSIS
SATELLITE DESIGN

Human factors engineering aspects of satellite
communication systems

p0107 475-19720
SATELLITE OBSBBVATION

The study of the radiation environment in
near-earth space -~— dose measurements by Cosmos
satellites

p0355 A75-44141
SATELLITE BOTATION

The problem of artificial gravitation from the
viewpoint of experimental physiology

P0140 A75-22974
SATELLITE TELEVISION

The feasibility of dermatologic consultation to
remote areas via 2-way color satellite
transmission
[AIAA EAPEB 75-896] p0280 A75-38031
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SATELLITE TBiCKIBG
Satellite animal tracking feasibility studies

CBASA-CB-1111134] p009« B75-15264
SATBLLITE-BOBHB INSTBDHBBTS

Passive dosimetry measurements on board the Skylab
II aission

p0036 A75-14082
SATELLITES

HI ATS 6
BT BIOSATELHTES
BT COSMOS SATELLITES
BT LAHDSAT SATELLITES
BT BOOB
BT BATORAL SATELLITES
HI OEBIT&L iOBKSHOPS

SATOBATIOB
Blood P/SO/ calculated from a single measurement

of pH, P/02/, and S/O2/
p0116 A75-21574

Alterations in corcnary sinus p02 and 02
saturation resulting from pC02 changes

p0176 A75-27705
SATDBH (PLABET)

Consideration of probability of bacterial growth
for Jovian planets and their satellites

p0355 A75-4U139
SCALABS

Comparison of scalar and vector
electrocardiographic diagnosis and localization
of ayocardial infarction

p0210 A75-310H3
SCALIBG

Subjective evaluation with FAi criteria: 1
multidimensional scaling approach ground
track control management

p0398 B75-33707
SCAHHEBS

HI OPTICAL SCAMBEBS
A computerized method of determination of bone

mineral content by a transmission-scanner:
Description of the system

p002» 1175-11635
SCABHIBG DEVICES

U SCABBEBS
SCATfEBIBG

BT BACKSCATTEEING
BT COMPTON EFFECT
HI ELECTPOBAGBETIC SCATTEBIBG
NT LIGHT SCATTERING

SCHEDULING
BT PBEDICTION ANALYSIS TECHSIQDES

Night and shift HOrk of locomotive engineers.
Second Beport: Investigations on the
organization of daily service schedules
[NASA-TT-F-16229] p(M99 B75-21019

A simulation of the Emergency Clinic and
Department of Primary Care at the
Bright-Patterson AFB Hedical Center
[AD-A006345] p0334 B75-29750

SCHBHiTICS
0 CIRCUIT DIAGBAHS

SCHIZOPHBEIIA
The effect of tryptophan on the sonatotropic

hormone during sleep in schizophrenics
[NASA-TT-F-16280] p0230 B75-23147

SCHOOLS
The Dnited States Baval Test Pilot School

[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1018] p0307 A75-39535
SCIATIC EEGIOB

Spinal cord potentials evoked by peripheral nerve
stimulation

p0171 475-2624*
SCIEHTIPIC SATELLITES

NT ATS 6
SCIEBTISTS

Hedical considerations on the Spacelab
scientist/payload specialist and his role in
future space flight
[IAF PAPEB A75-015] p0374 A75-45869

Scientific technical revolution and change in
structure of scientific personnel in the OSSB,
appendix
[AD-A006556] p0231 N75-23160

SCIHTILLATIOB COOBTEBS
Accuracy of measurements in potassium content of

monkeys in vivo body counting as compared to
chemical analysis

p0172 A75-26503

SCIBTILLATOBS
U SCIBTILLATIOB COUBTEBS
SCIBIILLOBETBBS
U SCIBTILLATIOB CODBTEBS
SCOBIHG

A scoring system for the quantitative evaluation
of pilot performance daring Instrument Landing
System (ILS) approaches and landings
[AD-A000422] p0167 B75-18899

SCBIBIHG
0 SCOBIBG
SBA iATEB

Dinar elements and evolution
p0043 A75-16021

SBABCB PBOFILBS
Visual search in a forced-choice paradigm

p0035 A75-13904
Color and texture differences in embedded target
visual search situations

p0104 A75-19684
On random and target-oriented search
[BLL-BTS-9493] p0299 N75-27752

SEARCHING
NT SEABCB PROFILES
The effect of local target surround and whole

background constraint on visual search times
p0146 A75-23498

SEAS
NT BERING SEA
SEASONAL VABIATIOHS
D ANNUAL VABIATIOHS
SEASOBS
HI BIDTEB
SEAT BELTS

Strain of human bodies protected by safety belts
in simulated frontal crashes
CCSIB-THABS-1196] p0362 N75-30779

SEATS
NT BJEANY CBAIB
NT EJECTIOB SEATS
He-evaluation of a tilt-back seat as a means of
increasing acceleration tolerance

p0112 A75-20894
Physiologic effects of seatback angles less than

45 deg /from the vertical/ relative to G
p0281 A75-38411

Vacuum delatency casting for the construction of
individually molded seats

p0265 H75-25546
The driving seat. Its adaptation to functional

and anthropooetric requirements
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1841] p0301 N75-27764

Investigations of roll and pitch in off-road
vehicles including active seat suspension

p0328 N75-28713
Posture and seat design for the car driver
tHAE-lIB-TKASS-1842J p0364 875-30796

SECOBDABI EMISSION
Biological effect of superhard component of cosmic
rays

p0146 A75-23542
SECRETIOBS
SI ADRESOCOBTICOTBOPIB (ACTH)
NT EBDOCBINE SECRETIONS
HI HOBaONES
NT INSDLIN
HT PITDITABI HOBHONES
NT SHEAT
Activation of extrarenal means of sodium secretion

during adaptation to hypoxia and its role in the
prophylaxis of experimental hypertension

p0155 A75-25591
SECOLAB PEBTOBBATIOS
U LOBG TEBH EFFECTS
SEDATIVES

Effects of D-amphetamine and of secobarbital on
optokinetic and rotation-induced nystagmus

p0202 A75-29576
Effects of hypnotic drugs on performance before

and after sleep
[NASA-CH-KI3311 J p0333 B75-29743

SBDIHENTABT BOCKS
NT LIMESTOHE

SBEDIHG (INOCULATION)
0 IBOCULATION
SEEDS

Hodifying effect of dynamic space flight factors
on radiation damage of air-dry seeds of Crepis
capillaris /L/ lallr
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p0356 A75-I41116
Effects of increased G-force on the nutations of
sunflover seedlings
[HASi-CB-1"l2181] p016» H75-1887I1

Cytophysiological changes induced by.spaceflight
factors in the seeds of sone coniferous species

p0325 H75-28691
SBGBBGATIOS
0 SEPARATION
S81BCTIOH
HT PBRSOHNEL SELECTION
HT PILOT SELECTI08
SBLEHIOB COBPOOHDS

Effect of seleniun on the photosensitivity of the
eye

p0153 A75-25322
SELF ADAPTIVE COHTBOL SISTEBS

what is homeostasis of the brain self
regulating mechanisms

p0111 A75-22990
Quantitative regulation and information estimates

for the systemic activity of the brain
p0317 A75-47814

SELF DBPLOTIHG SPACE STiTIOHS
0 SPACE STiTIOHS

SELF BABEDVBBIJG OBITS
Banned maneuvering unit mission definition study.

Volume 1: BBO applications analysis and
performance requirements
[N4SA-CB-1U1631] p0134 H75M7106

Banned maneuvering unit mission definition study.
Volume 2: Appendices to the BHO applications
analysis
[NASA-CR-111632] p0134 N75-17107

Banned maneuvering unit mission definition study,
volume 3: HHU ancillary support equipment and
attachment concepts
[NASA-C8-111633] p0135 B75-17108

SELF OBGAHIZISG SYSTEBS
Large systems with periodical structure and

function /example in cellular tissue/. I -
Formalism of structure and function: Spatial
lattices and cellular automata

p0002 A75-10214
Physical foundations of the probability of

biogenesis
p007S A75-19302

Prebiotic chemistry and nucleic acid replication
p0172 A75-26513

SELF BEGOLATIHG
0 AUTOBATIC CONTROL

SELF STIBOL1TIOH
Autostimalation of the central nervous system

pOOQ2 A75-15727
SELSIHS (TBADEHABK)

D SEBVOBOTOBS
SEBICIBCOLAB CABALS

A rate table for vestibular system testing
pOOOS A75-11320

Comparative morphology and physiology of the
vestibular system in verbebrates

p01»2 A75-2330*
'• The functional significance of semicircular canal

size in comparative anatomy studies
p01«3 A75-23306

Labyrinthine influence on cat forelimb motoneurons
p0169 A75-26198

Influence jaf receptor-receptor fibres on the
spontaneous afferent activity from semicircular
canals in the frog /Rana escnlenta/

p0280 A75-37620
Statokinetic reactions of man under conditions of

short term weightlessness
[ AD-7841142] p0018 N75-10705

Absence of habituation in the human
vestibulo-ocular reflex arc by rotational
stimulation within the range of natural movement

p0390 H75-33645
SEBICOBDDCTOB DEVICES

HT THERMISTORS
Semiconductor thermostats for spaceflight

biological investigations
p0096 H75-15284

Semiconductor microdetector studies of
cardiovascular and renal hemodynamics in
vivo monitoring cathetenzing beta detector

p0098 H75-15291
SEHDEHS
D TBAHSHITTEBS

SEHSE OBGAHS
NT BiBOEECEPIOES
HT CHEBOBBCBPTORS
HT CHOBOID BEHEBAHES
HT COCHLEA
HT COBHEA
HT CORTI ORGAN
NT EAR
HT EABDROBS
HT EXE (ANATOMY)
HT FOVEA
HT GRAVIBECEITORS
HT LABIBINTB
HT BECHAHOBECEPTOBS
NT DIDDLE EAR
HT OCOLOBOTOB NERVES
HT OTOLITH OBGAHS
HI PHOTOBECEPTOBS
HT PBOPBIOCEPIOHS
HT BETIHA
HT SEHICIBCDIAB CAHALS
HT THERBORECEPTORS
HI VESTIBULES
The role of gravity in the phylogeny of structure

and function in animal sensors of spatial
orientation, and their predicted action in
weightlessness

p0013 A75-12868
SEHSES
0 SENSOR! PERCEPTIOH
SENSIBILITY
D SEHSITIVITY
SBHSITIVITY
NT IBPACT RESISTANCE
NT LIGHT ADAPTATION
NT PAIN SENSITIVITY
HT PHOTOSEHSITIVITY
NT RADIATION TOLERANCE
Spatial-temporal interactions: Contrast

sensitivity as a function of spatial and
temporal frequency, luminance and stimulus
position on the retina
[AD-A001578] p0167 H75-18896

Brightness sensation in indirect vision
sensitivity of peripheral region of retina
[HASA-TT-F-16286] p0229 N75-23112

SENSITIZING
The spatial Broca-Sulzer and sensitization effects

for foveal viewing
p0119 A75-22212

SEHSOBIHOTOB PBBFOBBAHCE
HT PSYCHOHOTOB PEBFOBHAHCE
NT PSYCHOSOHATICS
Bechanisms of control in motor performance -
Closed-loop versus motor programming control

p0032 A75-13570
Variation in pupillomotor responsiveness with mean

pupil size
p0065 A75-17335

I&tersensory generalization and conditioning in
adaptation to visual tilt

p<M08 A75-19950
Automatic methods of seismoactogran analysis when

studying spontaneous and evoked motor activity
p0115 A75-21523

BEG criteria for flying fitness applied by the
German Air Force Institute of Aviation Bedicine '

p0122 A75-22415
Reactions of animals and humans under conditions

of short-term weightlessness
p0138 A75-22955

Statokinetic reactions of man under conditions of
short-term weightlessness

p0138 A75-22957
Vestibular reactions of astronauts in flight
aboard Voskhod

p0138 A75-22959
Vestibular influences during sleep

p0141 A75-23316
Bovement parallax during locomotion

p0149 A75-24596
The factor of structural integration in brain
activity

p0150 A75-25020
The effect of interoceptive stimulation on the
bioelectric activity of skeletal muscles

p0150 A75-25021
Differences in action potentials and accommodation

of sensory and motor myelinated nerve fibres as
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computed on the tasis of voltage claap data
p0170 i75-26239

EEC correlates of visual-motor practice in Ban
p0171 A75-26248

Dependence ot the amplitude of the components of
the response evoked in the senate-sensory zone
of Ban's cortex on the stimulus intensity

p0211 A75-31050
The changes of soue components of the evoXed
response in man daring a voluntary movement

p0236 A75-32501
notion sickness. I - Aetiology and antonomic
effects. II - Some sensor; aspects hnian
physiological responses and vestibnlar sensations

p0320 A75-41761
The vestibalar system and the general notor system

p0321 A75-II1766
Optimum nses of psychobiological, sensorimotor,

and performance measurement strategies for
indnstrial safety

p0350 A75-43844
Motion relationships in aircraft attitude and
guidance displays - A flight* expennent

p0350 A75-43818
Eye movement response to simultaneous stimulation
of the vestibnlar and visua^ receptors

p0357 A75-14350
Emotional-volitional components of operator
reliability sensorimotor function testing
under stress

p0160 H75-17948
Attention and its role in the operator's work
control stability in man machine systems

p0161 B75-17954
Modeling and measuring limb fine-motor unsteadiness

p0185 N75-19154
Static-kinetic reactions of man under conditions
of brief weightlessness

p0225 N75-23112
Hotor activity of astronauts in unsupported state

p0227 875-23123
Hotor activity under weightless conditions

p0227 B75-23125
Hechanisms of vibration effects on aircrew

performance
p0292 H75-27700

Fsychophysiological characteristics of the work
activity of an operator wearing special gear

p0325 N75-28686
The visual-motor-orientation of the diver in the

working space depending on experience and water
turbidity
[DLB-FB-75-35] p0368 B75-31733

DBS aviation medical research unit reports, volume
it, 1973-19711
[DB-223-VOL-4] p0389 H75-33643

Goal-directed flexibility in the vestibulo-ocular
reflex arc

p0390 B75-33644
Plasticity in the vestibulo-ocniar reflex arc
revealed by long-term prism-reversal of vision
during natural head movement

p0390 H75-33647
Adaptive neurobiology in space flight

p0390 B75-33648
Vestibular contributions to movement control

p0390 1175-33619
The influence of auditory stimuli on the B-reflex

in man
p0390 H75-33651

Does audiospinal facilitation contribute to motor
control in dance response to musical rhythms?

p0390 H75-33652
Auditory startle responses recorded in the leg of

man
p0391 H75-33653

The late electromyographic response to muscle
stretch in man

p0391 M75-33651I
The brain in our rapidly changing environment:
Adaptable man?

p0391 H75-33655
SE1SOBS

nanipulation based on sensor-directed control: An
integrated end effector and touch sensing system
[HASA-CB-143420] p0365 H75-30799

SBISOBI DBPBIVATI08
Personality change resulting from water suspension
sensory isolation

p038« H75-32744
SBHSOBT DISCBIBI1ATIOI
NT BBIGHTBESS DISCBIHIHiTIOB
HT TACTILE DISCBIHIHATIOH
SI VISDAL DISCBIBIBATIOK

Human sensory dominance auditory versus visual
stimulus

p0035 A75-13911
The effect of rating scale parameters on the
assessment of vibration intensity by
passengers in transport environments

p0118 A75-22201
Spatial localization of warmth tactile

discrimination by human subjects
p0148 475-21363

Psychophysical theories of duration discrimination
p01«9 A75-24593

The human auditory evoked response
p0157 A75-25957

On hemispheric differences in evoked potentials to
speech stimuli
[BASA-CB-143137] p0298 875-27744

SEBSOBI FEEDBACK
Effect of delay of feedback and type of movement

on laterally displaced vision
p0113 A75-20959

Eye movements, vision, apd behavior Book
p0147 A75-23990

Stimulus compatibility effects of an accessory
visual stimulus on auditory sensitivity

p0216 475-35163
Lack of appetitive arousal effects on sensory
processing of auditory evoked potentials
[AD-785541] p0061 B75-13530

Acquisition and processing method for human
seasonal, sensitive, motory, and phonatory
circuits reaction times
[CEA-B-1534] p0091 B75-14150

Effects of low freguency vibration of a limb
p0395 B75-33691

SEHSOBI PBBCEPTIOB
BT AUDITORY PERCEPTION
BT ADTOKIBESIS
HT COBSCIODSNBSS
BT CRITICAL FLICKER FQSIOH
BT KIBESTBESIA
HT OLFACTOBY PEBCEPTIOB
BT PAIN
HI PAIN SENSITIVITY
BT PROPRIOCEPTIOS
HT SPACE PEBCEPTIOB
BT TACTILE DISCBIBIBATIOB
HT TASTE
NT VBBTICAL PEBCEPTIOB
BT VIBBATIOH PEBCEPTIOH
BT VISDA1 DISCBIHIBATIOB
HT VISDAL PEBCEPTIOB
Handbook of perception. Volume 1 - Historical and
philosophical roots of perception

pOOOS A75-10965
On the distinction between sensory storage and
short-term visual memory

p0035 A75-13906
Experimental investigation of pilot
perception/decision processes under conditions
of stress induced by lack of time

p0039 A75-14879
Vestibular system. Part 1 • Basic mechanisms
Book

p0142 A75-23302
The perception of gravity and of angular
acceleration in invertebrates

p0142 A75-23303
Morphology of the vestibalar sense organ

p01A3 A75-23305
Perception of integral objects Russian book on
visual, aural and conceptual representation in man

p0115 A75-23400
Vestibular and somatosensory inflow to the
vestibular projection area in the post cruciate
dimple region of the cat cerebral cortex

p0169 A75-26200
laves in the eye and ear /Sixth Annual Fairey
Lecture/ theory of sensory perception

p0283 A75-38608
Sensation and perception of microwave energy
[DB-3490-550] p0126 875-16221

Bedical requirements and examination procedures in
relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
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Evaluation of the special senses for flying duties
[AGABD-CP-152] p0222 H75-23084

Evaluation of the special senses for flying
duties: Perceptual abilities of Landing Signal
Officers (LSOs)

p0223 H75-23093
Linear acceleration perception threshold

determination vith the use of a parallelswing
p0223 H75-23097

Perception of time under conditions of brief
weightlessness

p0225 H75-23111
SESSOEI STIHOLATIOH

Sensory separation in climbing and mossy fiber
inputs to cat vestibulocerebellun optic
nerve stianlation

p0004 A75-10475
perception of the direction of sound in the case

of nonsimultaneous termination of the
stianlation of the right and left ear

p0031 A75-13401
Learning to utilize information presented over two

sensory channels' auditory and visual stimulus
p0035 175-13909

Huaan sensory doilnance auditory versus visual
stimulus

p0035 A75-13911
Drug effectiveness on eipensental optokiuetic and

vestibular motion sickness
p0037 A75-11I091

Autostinnlation of the central nervous system
p0042 A75-15727

Velocity perception
p0042 A75-15731

Heart and respiratory rates as indicators of a
subject's adaptation to stimulus sequence in
simple goal-directed tasks

p0147 A75-24057
Bechanisns of interaction of the otolith and

ampnllar regions of the vestibnlar apparatus in
nystagmus initiation

p0152 A75-25319
Labyrinthine influence on cat forelimb motonenrons

p0169 A75-26198
Spinal cord potentials evoked by peripheral nerve

stimulation
p0171 A75-26244

The biology of loneliness depression,
aggressiveness and biochemical changes

p0175 A75-27318
High order seguential effects and the negative

gradient of the relationship between simple
reaction-time and foreperiod duration

p0306 A75-39310
lam-up effects in the learning of discrete motor

skills
p0306 A75-39312

Adaptive strategies in vigilance research
p0321 A75-41849

Correlation between evoked potentials and
processes of sensory analysis in man

p0347 A75-42812
Coronary artery cyclic AHP content during

adrenergic receptor stimulation
p0352 A75-43941

The dependence of reaction times on the location
of the stimulus
[HASA-TT-F-16001] p0016 H75-10689

Heurophysiological aspects of interaction of the
vestibnlar system vith other body sensory systems

pOO«8 H7S-12553
Continuously varying skin potentials elicited by

sinnsoidally varying electric shock potentials
p0185 H75-19156

Recognition of stimulus displays: An
electrophysiological analysis human evoked
potentials as control inputs

p0395 B75-33687
SEBTBICES

HI BOBDS (LiHGOiGE)
SEP1BATI01

Differential electrophoretic separation of cells
and its effect on cell viability
IHASA-CB-120553] p0058 H75-13508

Effect of sectioning of the spinal cord in the
midlnmbar portion on heat exchange and
development of fever in rabbits
CHASA-TT-P-16496] p0332 H75-29731

SEPABAIOBS
HI AIB FILTEBS
HI FLUID FILTEBS
In-situ separator for microorganisms
[AD-A006274] p0332 H75-29734

SEPTDB
Effect of transducer placement on
echocardiographic measurement of left
ventricular dimensions

p0177 A75-27873
Shunt dynamics in experimental atrial septal defects

p0344 A75-42762
SEQOBBCIHG

Channels and order of report in dichotic memory
sequential reporting of binaural auditory

signals
I p003U A75-13902

Methods of handling sequence effects in human
factors engineering experiments
[AD-A006240] p0337 H75-29770

SEQDEBTIAL AHALIS1S
High order sequential effects and the negative
gradient of the relationship between simple
reaction-time and foreperiod duration

p0306 A75-39310
SEBOTOBIB

The 24-hour rhythm of biogenic amines in man in
the normal state and during hypoxia

p0039 A75-14850
Becent studies of physiological factors involved
in the regulation of serotonin content and
turnover in the brain

p0297 B75-27734
Administration of ethanol in various doses:
Levels of cerebral serotonin in rats hormone
metabolisms
(BASA-TT-F-16595] p0382 H75-32727

SEESATIA
Studies on propagation of microbes in the airborne
state
[NASA-CB-131844] p0020 H75-11590

SEBDHS
Reduction of blood serum cholesterol
[HASA-CASE-BPO-12119-1] p0095 H75-15270

Effects of Ion intensity microwave radiation on
mammalian serum proteins
[AD-785739] p0099 B75-15304 -

Serum and urine changes in macaca mnlatta
following prolonged exposure to 12 Hz, 1.5 g
vibration

p0292 H75-27695
SBBTICES
XT BEDICAL SEBVICES
SEBTOCOHTBOL

Physical models of human thermoregulation
p0303 A75-39153

The thermoregulatory system: Begnlated system or
servo system?
[HASA-TT-F-16256] p0218 H75-21931

SEBVOHECHAHISHS
HT SEBV08OTOBS
Bole of stretch reflex in voluntary movements
of human foot

p0395 B75-33689
SEHVOHOTOBS

Brushless dc motors applications in non-space
technology
[HASA-CB-2506] p0101 H75-15319

SBBTOS
0 SEBVOHOTOBS
SBBVOSTABILITI COHTBOL
D SEB7OCOBTBOL
SBZ

Heightened sexual interest and sleep disturbance
p0113 A75-20958

SBX FACTOB
Job-related attitudes of Don-journeyman PAA air
traffic controllers and former controllers: A
sex comparison
[AD-787238] p0060 B75-13526

A sex comparison of reasons for attrition of
non-journeyman FAA air traffic controllers
[AD-780558] p0098 S75-15296

SBX GLAHDS
BT OVARIES
BT PBOSTATE GLABD
HT TESTES
SHAKIHG

A method for detecting epileptic seizures
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p0268 875-25573
SHAPES

HT LIBE SHAPE
SHATTBBIHG

0 FBAGHEHTATIOB
SHBLIEBS

Effects of transient vibrations on hanan safety
and performance

p0291 H75-27691
SHIELDING

BT BADIATIOB SHIELDING
SHIPS

BI AIBCBAFT CABBIEBS
BT CABGO SHIPS
BT SUBHABINES

Crev performance regnirements in the vibration
environments of surface effect ships

p0291 B75-27688
Newest aethods of air distribution in conditioning

systems on naval transport vessels
[BASA-TT-F-16H98] p0337 H75-29775

Habitability of ships
[JPBS-65334] p036« H75-3079<l

Hanaal and automatic control of surface effect ships
operator steering servonechanisns analysis

p0399 B75-33719
SHIVE8ING

The role of central and peripheral theraosensitive
structures in the regulation of cold shivering

p0013 A75-12969
Shivering and nonshivering thermogenic responses

of cold-exposed rats to hypothalanic warming
p0238 A75-33259

SHOCK
The cause of death resulting from transfusion

resistant shock. Part 1: Influence of brain
damage
[BBL-1975-1] p0255 H75-21330

SHOCK ABSOBBEBS
Studies on an air-oat safety device for protection

against falling impact injury
p0378 A75-47100

SHOCK LOADS
HT BLAST LOADS

SHOCK HESISTABCE
BT IHPACT BESISTABCE

SHOCK BATE PBOPAGATIOB
Steady state fluid flow in viscoelastic tubes -

Application to blood flov in human arteries
pOISO A75-29017

SHOCK WAVES
BT SO81C BOOHS

Dynamics of the chemical evolution of earth's
primitive atmosphere hydrocarbon reactions

p0150 A75-25045
Pressure variation effects on the guinea pig

middle ear under impulse sound excitation
[ISL-33/73] p0196 B75-21002

SHOBT TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
An optimal control methodology for analyzing the

effects of display parameters on performance and
workload in manual flight control

p02t9 A75-35820
The proper symbiosis of the human pilot and

automatic flight control /Eighteenth Lanchester
Hemorial Lecture/

p0307 A75-39823
Effects on sleep of noise from two proposed STOL

aircraft
[BASA-CB-132561] p0126 H75-16219

SHOBI 1AVE BADIATIOB
BT HICBOiAVE EHISSIOB
BT HICROIAVES
HT HILLIHETEB SAVES

SHUNTS
0 CIBCOITS

SHUTTLE OBBITSBS
0 SPACE SHOTTLE OBBITEES

SICKBBSSES
BT ALTITUDE SICKNESS
HT DECOBPBESSIOB SICKNESS

SIGHT
0 VISUAL PEBCEPTIOB

SIGBAL AHALTSIS
Biosignal analysis. I - Properties of biosignals,

objective of biosignal analysis
pOOOS A75-11273

Patient monitoring during cardiac surgery with aid
of the EEG

I

p0268 H75-25568
SIGNAL ABALIZBBS

Device for preprocessing medical-biological data
for digital computer

p0101 A75-22989
SIGNAL DETECTION
NT COBBELATIOB DETECTIOB
The detection of a simple visual signal as a

function of time of natch
pOOOS A75-1073U

Bionic aspects in the structure of filtering
optoelectronic preprocessors

p0037 A75-1<I199
An algorithm for the detection of signals on the
basis of the color contrast on the screen of a
color cathode ray tube /a color indicator/
for radar

pOOi42 A75-15615
Detectability of a luminance increment - Effect of
spatial uncertainty of visual stimulus

p0066 A75-17U72
Effect of sampling procedure upon the performance
of an electrical model of auditory detection

p0108 A75-20122
Changes in detection measures and skin resistance

during an auditory vigilance task
p0118 A75-22200

Detection of human sleep EEG waveforns
p0171 A75-26250

Vertex evoked potentials in a rating-scale
detection task - Relation to signal probability

p0175 A75-27517
fieliability of human visual signal detection in
the presence of noise

p0175 A75-27589
Theoretical analysis of detection of monaural
signals as a function of interaural noise
correlation and signal frequency

p0179 A75-28715
Predictive validities of several clinical color
vision tests for aviation signal light gun
performance

p0212 A75-31151
Investigation concerning the time dependence of
the parameters of signal detection theory and
the effect of event frequency in the vigilance
experiment

p0216 A75-35100
Decision-related cortical potentials during an

auditory signal detection task with cued
observation intervals

p0309 A75-40600
Analysis of two-dimensional biological receiver
systems using detection experiments with
application to visual systems
[BnVG-FBHT-71-4] p0091 B75-11152

Psychophysical models for signal detection with
time varying uncertainty
[BASA-CB-13773M] p0363 N75-30788

SIGSAL DB1ECTOBS
Stochastic operations on CCO electrocardiograms

p0268 N75-25566
SIGBAL DISCBIHIBATOBS
U SIGNAL DETECTOBS

SIGNAL ENCODING
Neural coding and psychophysical discrimination data

auditory signal models
p0037 A75-11387

SIGBAL GBNBBATOBS
NT FUNCTION GENEBATOBS

SIGBAL BBASOBEHEHT
Analog sample/hold circuit for physiological
signal monitoring

p03<!1 A75-12322
SIGBAL PBOCBSSIBG

Visibility of unpredictably flickering lights
p0011 A75-12697

Processing electrophysiological signals for the
monitoring of alertness
[BASA-CB-110815] p0028 N75-11665

Bioelectric signal analysis and measurement
[HASA-CB-1U1168] p0090 N75-1«U«3

Signal processing and characterization of the
audio evoked cortical response
[AD-781768] p0098 N75-15299

Spectral analysis of biological signals using
coherent optical technigues using
helium-neon laser, photographic film, and
parallel processing
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p0231 B75-23161
EBG frequency analysis on the PDF Lab 8/B computer

system
[AD-A003522] p0286 N75-26640

SIGIU BECBPTIOI
NT SYMBOLS

Speech reception vith low-frequency speech energy
p0179 A75-28716

SIGIH. TEiBSBISSIOl
NT BIOTELEHETRY
NT DATA TRANSMISSION
NT RADIO TELEMETRY
Neural control: Long-range prospects neuron

stimulation foe infomation transfer
P0191 N75-19982

SIGHS (SIHB3LS)
0 SYMBOLS
SIGBS 1BD SYMPTOMS
NT BSADICARDIA
NT VERTIGO

A syndrome of hypersonnia with automatic behavior
p0171 A75-26247

Nystagmus and related phenomena ID man - An
outline of otoneurology

p0319 A75-41754
SILBSCB

The effect of quiet on healing psychoacoustics
- noise (sound)
[AD-A006395] p0334 N75-297II8

SILICATES
NT ZEOLITES

SILICON COBPODNDS
NT ZEOLITES

SILICON POLYMERS
NT SILICONS RESINS
SILIC08E RESINS

Solubilization and spore recovery from silicone
polymers
[NASA-CR-140769] p0020 N75-11591

SILVER BfiOBIDES
Advance prototype silver ion water bactericide

system
[NASA-CR-141557] p0127 N75-16228

SILVER COHPOniDS
NT SILVER BROMIDES
SILVER BALIDES
NT SILVER BROMIDES

SIBDLATED ALTITODB
Subatmospheric decompression - Neurological and

behavioural studies
p0274 A75-36329

SIMULATION
NT ACOUSTIC SIHBLATICN
NT ALTITDDE SIMULATION
NT ANALOG SIMULATION
NT COMPUTERIZED SIBU1ATION
NT CONTROL SIMULATION
NT DIGITAL SIHDLATION
NT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
NT FLIGHT SIMULATION
NT LANDING SIMULATION
NT RHEOELECTRICAL SIMULATION
8T SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
NT WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION
SIMULATOR TEAIBING
U TRAINING SIMULATORS

SIMULATORS
NT COCKPIT SIMULATORS
NT CONTROL SIMULATION
NT PLIGHT SIMULATORS
NT MOTION SIMULATORS
NT SPACECRAFT CABIN SIMULATORS
NT TRAINING SIMULATORS
SIBE HAVES

Visibility of loir-spatial-frequency sine-wave
targets - Dependence on number of cycles

P01U8 A75-24447
SI IKS
NT HEAT SINKS
SINUSOIDS
D SINE RAVES
SITTIHG POSITION

Physiological effects of long time sitting
p0151 A75-25062

Differences between seated and recumbent resting
measurements of auscultative blood pressure

p0317 A75-41464
Physiological effects of long time sitting

p0348 A75-43004

SIZE (DIHBBSIOBS)
Some physical parameters controlling cell si2e
during the evolution of the procaryons

p0075 A75-19303
SIZE DETERMINATION

The effect of smooth tracking and saccadic eye
movements on the perception of size - The
shrinking circle illusion

p006H A75-17330
Attitude of judgment and reaction time in
estimation of size at a distance

p0376 A75-46687
SKBLBTOB
D HOSCULOSKBLETAL SISTEM

SKIN (ANATOHI)
NT EPIDERMIS
Radiation effects control: Eyes, skin space

environneot simulation
[NASA-CH-141612] p0131 N75-17081

Continuously varying skin potentials elicited by
sinnsoidally varying electric shock potentials

p0185 N75-19156
Some notes on the inverse problem in electro
cartography using measurements of skin
potentials
[TH-74-E-48] p0198 N75-21012

Vibratese language
p029<l N75-27713

Estimates of increase in skin cancer incidence
with time following a decrease in stratospheric
ozone
[PB-242278/0] p0383 N75-32739

SKIN RESISTANCE
Changes in detection measures and skin resistance

during an auditory vigilance task
p0118 A75-22200

BEG alpha rhythm, ocular activity and basal skin
resistance

p0176 A75-27704
Error control in estimation of pilot stress by

measuring skin resistance
p0055 N75-12610

SKIB TEMPERATURE (BIOLOGY)
Correlation of hippocampal theta rhythm with

changes in cutaneous temperature
p0003 A75-10234

Elements of the development in man of endurance to
local coolings and the rules of G. V. Fol'bort

physiology of repeated stimulus and recovery
p0156 A75-25668

Effect of local cooling on sweating rate and cold
sensation

p0170 A75-26236
The rhythm of physiological changes in the

functional state of the visual and dermothermal
analyzers in man

p0236 A75-32504
Relationship between whole body tolerance to

moderate cold and local tolerance to extreme cold
p0240 A75-33374

Investigation on the possible role of a work
factor in thermoregulatory behavior of man

p0278 A75-37Q25
On differences in sensitivity of the

thermoreceptors of the skin to radiative and
convective thermal action

p0348 A75-42997
Ose of dew-point detection for guantitative

measurement of sweating rate
p0360 A75-45127

Thermistor holder for skin temperature measurements
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10855-1] p0389 1175-33642

SKULL
Results of examination of the calvarium, brain,

and meninges in Apollo 17 BIOCORE pocket mice
p0205 A75-29604

SKILAB PROGRAM
Medical results of the Skylab program
[IAF PAPER 74-100] p0033 A75-13730

Susceptibility to motion sickness among Skylab
astronauts
[IAF PAPER 74-102] p0033 A75-13731

Skylab crew health and changes related to space
flight
[IAF PAPER 74-103] p0033 A75-13732

Passive dosimetry measurements on board the Skylab
II mission

p0036 A75-14082
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Hicrobiological sampling of the spacecraft
atmosphere daring a simulated Skylab Mission

p0111 175-20888
On-orbit performance of the Skylab astronaut

maneuvering research vehicle
p0175 A75-27202

The medical story of Skylab
p0175 475-27397

Instrumented personal exercise daring
long-duration space flights

p0202 A75-29581
Hazard analysis of Clostridium perfnngens in the
Skylab Food System

p0206 A75-30076
Development of Skylab medical equipment and flight
preparations

p0248 A75-35609
Quantitative electrocardiography daring extended
space flight

p0248 A75-35611
Physiological mass measurements on Skylab 1/2 and

1/3
p0248 A75-35612

Bone mineral measurement - Skylab experiment H-078
p0248 A75-35614

Skylab experiment results: Hematology studies
p0249 A75-35615

Individual differences in susceptibility to notion
sickness among six Skylab astronauts

p0249 A75-35616
Postmission plasma volume and red-cell Bass

changes in the crews of the first tvo Skylab
missions

p0275 A75-36337
The Skylab sleep monitoring experiment -

Methodology and initial results
p0276 A75-36338

ALSA malfunction simulator evolution Astronaut
life-Support Assembly
[ASME PAPER 75-EHAS-38] p0311 A75-40871

The influence of man in space observations
movement and contamination effects on Skylab

p0316 A75-41440
Vestibnlar side effects in the orbital stage of
Skylab II and III missions

p0316 A75-41442
Skylab medical contributions and significance to

manned space flight
p0316 A75-41443

Noise in space effect on Skylab astronauts
p03U3 A75-42707

Probability of illness definition for the Skylab
flight crew health stabilization program
[BASA-CB-140300] p0017 H75-10691

Foil activation analysis and thermoluninescent
dosimetry on Skylab 2 for monitoring
radiation levels
[AD-783779] pOOIS M75-10704

Qualification test report bump protection hat
(subassembly of T020/HS09 head protective
assembly)
[HASA-CB-140347] p0056 H75-12618

Apollo/skylab suit program-management systems
study, volume 1
[BASA-CB-140368J p0061 N75-13535

The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences
Symposium, volume 1
[8ASA-TH-X-58154-VOL-1] p0077 B75-14358

Skylab medical program overview '
p0077 B75-14359

Flight control experiences biomedical aspects
of mission control

p0077 H75-111360
Skylab crew health - Crew surgeons' reports

p0077 H75-11363
Skylab oral health studies

p0077 H75-14364
Analysis of the-Skylab flight crew health
stabilization program

p0078 B75-14365
Skylab environmental and crev microbiology studies

p0078 B75-14366
Radiological protection and medical dosiaetry for
the Skylab crewmen

p0078 B75-14367
Toxicological aspects of the Skylab program

p0078 B75-14368
Experiment S-131. Hunan vestibular function

p0078 B75-14369

The effects of prolonged exposure to
weightlessness on postural equilibrium
postflight analysis

p0078 B75-14370
Skylab sleep monitoring experiment (B133)

p0079 H75-14371
Changes in the Achilles tendon reflexes following

Skylab missions
p0079 H75-14373

Task and work performance on Skylab mission 2, 3
and 4 (time and motion study - Experiment H151)

p0079 B75-14374
Crew efficiency on first exposure to zero-gravity

p0079 B75-14375
Hineral and nitrogen metabolic studies, experiment

H071
p0079 B75-14376

Physiological mass measurements in Skylab
weight loss following space flight

pOOSO H75-14377
Bone mineral measurement - Experiment H078

pOOSO B75-14378
Bnscular deconditioning and its prevention in
space flight

pOOSO B75-14379
Biostereometric analysis of body form

pOOBO H75-14380
The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences

Symposium, volume 2
[BASA-TB-X-58154-VOL-2] pOOSO B75-14381

Biochemical responses of the Skylab crewman
p0081 B7S-14382

Cytogenic studies of blood (experiment H111)
p0081 S75-14383

The response of single human cells to zero gravity
p0081 B75-14384

Blood volume changes weightlessness effects
p0081 B75-14385

Bed cell metabolism studies on Skylab
p0081 H75-14386

Experiment H115: Special hematologic effects:
Dynamic changes in red cell shape in response to
the space-flight environment

p0081 H75-14387
Tectorcardiographic results from Skylab medical

experiment (1092: Lower body negative pressure
p0082 H75-14389

Hemodynamic studies of the legs under weightlessness
p0082 B75-14390

Vectorcardiographic changes during extended space
flight

p0082 B75-14392
Evaluation of the electromechanical properties of
the cardiovascular system

p0083 B75-14393
Effect of prolonged space flight on cardiac

function and dimensions
p0083 N75-14394

Pulmonary functidn evaluation during and following
Skylab space flights

p0083 B75-14396
Hetabolic cost of extravehicular activities

p0083 B75-14397
Determination of cardiac size from chest

roentgenograms following Skylab missions
p0083 B75-14398

Skylab: A beginning astronaut performance in
extended space exploration

p0084 B75-14399
Skylab atmospheric contamination control for

ontgassing
[HASA-TH-I-64900] p0101 B75-15317

Skylab Bedical Data Center and Archives
[BASA-Tfl-I-58148] p0131 B75-17080

Bedical support and findings of the Skylab program
[B1SA-TB-X-58160] p0264 B75-25537

Skylab vectorcardiograph: System description and
in flight operation
[SASA-TB-D-7997] p0272 B75-25599

Proceedings of the 1973 Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center Endocrine Program Conference
[BASA-TB-X-58155] p0296 B75-27728

Skylab sleep monitoring experiment (experiment B133)
[HASA-CB-141886] p0298 B75-27747

Skylab mobile laboratory
[BASA-TB-D-8028] p0329 B75-28722

A summary of Skylab findings of interest to life
scientists

p0331 B75-29725
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SKTLAB SPACE STATION (ONHANHBD) SUBJECT IHDEI

Study to define and verify the personal oral
hygiene reguirements for extended Banned space
flight: Oral physiology and microbiology in
Skylab manned space missions
[NASA-CR-144361] p0333 N75-29740

Skylab IHSS checklist application study for
emergency medical care emergency medical
care operations involving the use and operation
of the portable ambulance module
[HASA-CB-144394] p0361 H75-30772

The performance of components in the Skylab
refrigeration system

p0388 1175-33095
Skylab trash airlock

p0388 875-33097
SKILAB SPACE STATION (OHBAHBBD)
D SKTLAB 1
SKILAB 1

Skylab experiment B-092 - Results of the first
manned mission

p0275 A75-36335
Studies on disease transmission in spacecraft
environments as experienced onboard Skylab 1
[NASA-CR-140372] p0061 H75-13532

The performance of components in the Skylab
refrigeration system

p0388 1175-33095
SKILAB 2

Weightlessness - A case history for Skylab 2
crewmen

p0248 A75-35610
Hineral and nitrogen balance study - Besults of
metabolic observations on Skylab II 28-day
orbital mission

p0275 A75-36336
Skylab task and work performance /Experiment H-151
- Time and motion study/

p0276 A75-36339
Skylab experiment H-171 'Hetabolic Activity1 -
Results of the first manned mission

p0276 A75-36340
Skylab 2 crew observations and summary

p0077 N75-14362
Biochemical observation during 28 days of space
flight

p0296 H75-27729
Endocrine considerations in the red-cell-mass and

plasma volume changes of the Skylab 2 and 3 crews
p0297 H7S-27738

Analysis of changes in leg volume parameters, and
orthostatic tolerance in response to lover body
negative pressure during 28-days exposure to
zero gravity Skylab 2
[HASA-CR-141883] p0389 H75-33641

SKILAB 3
Three months in space

p0150 A75-24814
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on the

swimming pattern of fish aboard Skylab 3
p0282 A75-38413

The response of single human cells to zero gravity
p0316 A75-41441

Bethod and data evaluation at NASA endocrine
laboratory Skylab 3 experiments
[NASA-CR-141469] p0094 1175-15262

Endocrine considerations in the red-cell-mass and
plasma volume changes of the Skylab 2 and 3 crews

p0297 H75-27738
SKILAB «

Light flashes observed by astronauts on Skylab 4
p0235 A75-32412

Volatile organic components in the Skylab 4
spacecraft atmosphere

p0317 A75-41459
Skylab 4 crew observations

p0077 N75-14361
Visual light flash observations on Skylab 4

p0079 N75-14372
Lower body negative pressure: Third manned Skylab
mission

p0082 1175-14388
Anthropometric changes and fluid shifts

p0082 1175-14391
Results of Skylab medical experiment B171:
Hetabolic activity

p0083 N75-14395-
SL 1
0 SKILAB 1

SL 2
0 SKILAB 2

SL 3
0 SKILAB 3
L 4
0 SKILAB 4
SLEEP
NT HYPERSOHNIA
NT HTPNOSIS
Central and reflex regulation of sympathetic
vasoconstrictor activity to limb muscles daring
desynchronized sleep in the cat

p0002 A75-10177
Temporal organization of neuroendocrine function

in relation to the sleep-waking cycle in man
p0042 A75-15777

Task performance after awakenings from different
stages of sleep

p0066 A75-17484
Cardiac rhythm in the wakefullness/sleep cycle of

white rats
p0070 A75-18581

The significance of the commissural system of the
brain in lateralization of sleep and wakefulness

p0108 A75-20006
Characteristics of conditioned reactions in

different phases of natural human sleep
p0115 A75-21522

Sleep metabolism and age
p0123 A75-22468

Vestibular influences during sleep
p0144 A75-23316

A syndrome of hypersomnia with automatic behavior
p0171 A75-26247

The pattern of swallowing during sleep
p0171 A75-26249

Detection of human sleep BEG waveforms
p0171 A75-26250

Sleep physiology at high altitude
p0180 A75-29186

'Spontaneous* cutaneogalvanic responses during
night sleep in normal man

p0208 A75-30696
The Skylab sleep monitoring experiment -

Hethodology and initial results
p0276 A75-3633&

The state of sleep of the winter personnel of a
coastal Antarctic station

p0281 A75-38300
Phase shift in the BED sleep rhythm

p0308 A75-40275
Electrical activity of dog's olfactory bulb and

amygdala in paradoxical stage of sleep
p0309 A75-40716

Sleep patterns after graded exercise
p0343 A75-42753

Effect of 30-day hypokinesia on the dynamics of
higher nervous activity and sleep of an operator

pOOSO N75-12566
Long range air-to-air refuelling: A study of duty

and sleep patterns
p0054 N75-12600

Skylab sleep monitoring experiment (11133)
p0079 H75-14371

Electroencephalographic studies of sleep
[NASA-CB-141144] p0090 »75-14444

Sonic boons effects on sleep
[ISL-2/74] p0092 S75-14463

Effect of cessation of late-night landing noise on
sleep electrophysiology in the home
[NASA-CH-132543] p0126 N75-16220

Spindle and rapid eye movement detectors for use
with sleep analyzers
[AD-A002665] p0187 H75-19955

Sleep patterns of workers on rotating shifts
electroencephalography
[NASA-TT-F-16211] p0198 N75-21018

Investigations on the problem of sleep
disturbances caused by supersonic booms
[ISL-21/74] P0230 H75-23152

A control system formulation of the mechanism that
controls the secretions of serum group hormone
in humans during sleep
[BASA-Tn-X-62445] p0264 N75-25530

A multi-factorial design of computer supported
research of human sleep under the influence of
various thermal conditions

p0296 N75-27725
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Skylab sleep monitoring ezpecxnent (experiment HI33)
[BASA-CB-141886] p0298 B75-27747

Effects of hypnotic drugs on performance before
and after sleep
[BASA-CB-143311] p0333 B75-297II3

SLBBP DEPBIVATI01
Heightened seinal interest and sleep disturbance

p0113 475-20958
Characteristics of the sleep of sen in simulated
space flights

p0202 475-29582
Use of the EBG and EOG in evaluating the effect of
sleep deprivation on visual function in flying
personnel

p0283 475-38420
On whether sleep affects the consolidation of
perceived reactions

p0309 475-107311
Disorder in the conditioned reflex activity and
Dorphological changes in the brain of rats
deprived of paradoxical sleep

p0314 475-11143
Sleep loss effects on movement tine

p0321 475-11850
Effects on sleep of noise fron two proposed STOL
aircraft
[B4S4-CB-132561] p0126 B75-16219

Skylab sleep monitoring experiment (experiment H133)
[B4SA-CB-141886] p0298 H75-27717

4 user oriented review of the literature on the
effects of sleep loss, work-rest schedules, and
recovery on performance
[4D-4009778] p0367 B75-31726

SLUDGE
The effect of high purity oxygen on the activated
sludge process

p0323 N75-28670
SHELL
U OLF4CTOBY PEBCEPTIOB
SHORE

4 review of the toxicology of colored chenical
smokes and colored smoke dyes
[4D-4003827] p0287 N75-26643

SBD (HABEOVEBIB6 OBITS)
D SELF H4BEOVEBIHG OBITS
SB4TCHIBG
0 SP4CECP4FT BECOVEBI
SOCI4L FACTOBS

Standardization of objective medico-psychiatric
guestionnaire in the French Army

p0253 H75-24307
SOCI4L ISOLATION

4 nodel of psychosocial hypertension showing
reversibility and progression of cardiovascular
complications

p0115 475-21175
The biology of loneliness depression,
aggressiveness and biochemical changes

p0175 475-27318
Consequence of social isolation on blood pressure,
cardiovascular reactivity and design in
spontaneously hypertensive rats

p0277 475-36725
SOCI4L PSYCBIATBY

Short forms of the Texas Social Behavior Inventory
/TSBI/, an objective measure of self-esteem

p0045 475-16504
SOCIOLOGY
BT SOCI4L F4CTOBS
Prom chemical to biological to social evolution

p0156 475-25706
Individual differences in an organizational
setting: Interrelationships and influences
[40-785003] p0056 B75-12615

SODIOH
Ionic concepts of the set-point for body temperature

p0043 475-15782
Actuation of extrarenal aeans of sodium secretion

during adaptation to hypoxia and its role in the
prophylaxis of experimental hypertension

p0155 475-25591
SOFT L4BDIHG SP4CECB4FT
BT 4POLLO SPACECRAFT
HT LDB4B HODOLE
BT VOSKBOD MANNED SPACECRAFT
BT VOSKHOD 2 SP4CECB4FT
SORB4BB (COHPOTEBS)
0 COBPDTEH PROGRAMS

SOIL BOISTOBB
Empirical model of the root system of winter wheat
considering weather conditions and the soil
moisture distribution by layers

' p0047 B75-12499
SOIL SCIBBCB

Detection of extraterrestrial life by radiometric
techniques

p0012 475-12860
Soil and water and its relationship to the origin
of life

p0073 475-19280
Hicrobial metabolism and dynamic changes in the
electrical conductivity of soil solutions - 4
method for detecting extraterrestrial life

p0147 475-23838
Arthrobacter globiforois and its bacteriophage in
soil

p0171 475-26298
Soil sterilization effects on in situ indigenous

microbial cells in soil
p0273 475-35901

Simplified procedures for releasing and
concentrating microorganisms from soil for
transmission electron microscopy viewing as
thin-sectioned and frozen-etched preparations

p0273 475-35902
Belease of volatile mercury from vascular plants

p0306 475-39358
SOILS
NT LUNAR SOIL
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in

and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[N4S4-CB-142909] p0263 B75-25528

SOL4B ACTIVITY
BI SOL4B FLABES
SOL4B ACTIVITY EFFECTS

Dnusual magnetic activity during 4-10 August 1972
and some of its biological consequences

p0375 475-46467
SOL4B COBPOSCDLAB B4DI4TIOB
BT SOL4B PBOTONS
SOL4B FL4BES

Dnusual magnetic activity during 4-10 August 1972
and some of its biological conseguences

p0375 475-46467
Method for computing the radiation danger from

proton solar flares
p0325 M75-28688

SOL4B PBOTOBS
Optimization of time variable thickness of
radiation protection against solar flare protons

manned spacecraft shielding
pOOSO B75-12567

SOL4B B4DI4TIOB
BT SOL4B PBOTOBS
Effects of solar ultraviolet radiations on

Bacillus subtilis spores and T-7 bacteriophage
p0355 475-41113

SOLID STATE DEVICES
BT SEMICOMDUCTOB DEVICES
NT SOLID STATE L4SEBS
BT THERMISTORS

SOLID STAIE L4SEBS
Ocular tissue damage due to ultrashort 1060-nm
light pulses from a mode-locked Bd:glass laser

p0308 475-10533
SOLUBILITY

Gas exchange in distributions of V sub 4/Q ratios
- Partial pressure-solubility diagram in lungs

p0006 475-11309
Analysis of effect of the solubility on gas

exchange in nonhomogeneous lungs
p0006 475-11311

SOLDTIOBS
BT AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
BT G4S MIXTURES
Sterilization of solutions in consideration of the

dying kinetics of microorganisms and the
destruction of substrates
[B4S4-TT-F-16410] p0263 B75-25529

SOLVEBTS
Solubilization and spore recovery from silicone

polymers
[N4S4-CB-140769] p0020 B75-11591

SOBAB
A psychological explanation of sonar degradation

operator performance
[IZF-1974-10] p0091 H75-14453
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SOIIC BOOBS
Effect of sonic boon on nan and animals - Review

of principal studies carried out in France
p0066 A75-17374

Reactions to sonic boons - & report of tvo studies
and a general evaluation of startle effects

p0202 475-29578
Sonic boons effects on sleep
[ISL-2/71] p0092 N75-14463

Behavioral, autononic, and subjective reactions to
low and moderate-level sinulated sonic boons: A
report of tvo experiments and a general
evaluation of sonic boon startle effects
[AD-A002265/5] p0167 H75-18891

Investigations on the problen of sleep
disturbances caused by supersonic boons
[ISL-21/711] p0230 H75-23152

Psychophysical tests of potential
design/certification criteria for advanced
supersonic aircraft human noise tolerance
[AD-AP09296] p0258 N75-24354

The effect of sonic boon on the nesting and brood
rearing behavior of the eastern mid turkey
[AD-A005986] p0332 1175-29730

SOBBENTS
NT ABSORBENTS
NT ADSOBBEHTS
Analysis of a regenerable polyethyleneinine carbon
dioxide and hunidity control systen
[ASBE PAPER 75-EHAS-16] p0311 A75-10888

Developnent of solid state sanplers for work
atmospheres
[COB-71-11720/1] p0221 N75-21950

SOBPTION
HI ADSORPTION
SOBTIE CAN
D SPACELAB
SOBTIE LAB
0 SPACELAB
SOUND
D ACOOSTICS

SOUND DETECTORS
U SOUND TRANSDUCERS
SOUND FIELDS

Transformation of sound pressure level from the
free field to the eardrum in the horizontal plane

p0109 475-20126
SOUND INTENSITY

Intensity effects of the auditory evoked brain
response to stimulus onset and cessation

p0035 A75-13910
Methodological factors influencing loudness of
short duration sounds

p0011 A75-15105
Intensity determination of focused ultrasonic

beams by means of electrodynamc and capacitance
methods for examination of abdomen

p0180 A75-29167
Loudness enhancement - Monaural, binaural, and
dichotic

p0305 A75-39187
Hechanism of the adaptation of the auditory
apparatus to an acoustic load

p0346 475-12811
The effect of sound on man (selective annotated

bibliography, 1965 - 1972
[AD-785525] p0093 N75-11166

SOUND LOCALIZATION
Perception of the direction of sound in the case
of nonsinultaneoos termination of the
stimulation of the right and left ear

p0031 A75-13101
Spectral cues used in the localization of sound
sources on the median plane external ear
sensitivity for elevation perception

p0109 A75-20124
Acoustic Doppler echocardiograph

p0349 A75-43820
SOUND BEASURBBENT
D ACOUSTIC HEASURESENTS
SOUBD PERCEPTIOI
U AUDITORY PERCEPTION
SOUND PRESSURE

Transfornation of sound pressure level from the
free field to the eardrun in the horizontal plane

p0109 A75-20126
Human whole-body exposure to infrasound

p0203 A75-29587

SOUND TRANSDDCEBS
NT BICROPHONES
Effect of transducer placement on

echocardiographic measurement of left
ventricular dimensions

p0177 A75-27873
SOUND IAVBS
NT AIRCRAFT NOISE
NT JET AIBCBAFT NOISE
NT NOISE (SOUND)
NT SONIC BOOBS
Infrasound - A short review of effects on man

p0357 A75-44351
SOUNDING ROCKETS

A survey of attitude-control and recovery systens
for the current German sounding rocket programme

p0381 N75-32555
SOUTHEAST ASIA

Surveillance of some infectious diseases among
aircrew personnel in Southeast Asia

p0358 475-11357
SOOTHERS HBBISPHBBB
NT ANTARCTIC BEGIONS
SOVIET SPACECRAFT
NT COSMOS SATELLITES
NT SALIDT SPACE STATION

SOVIET UNION
U U.S.S.R.
SOIUZ SPACECRAFT

Medical investigations during flights of the
spacecraft Soyuz-12, Soyuz-13, Soyuz-11 and the
orbital station Salyut-3
[IAF PAPEE 71-099] p0032 175-13729

Principal results of medical studies of Soyuz
spacecraft crewmembers

p0139 A75-22962
Energy expenditures of the crew during the

eighteen-day flight of the Soyuz-9 spaceship
p019U N75-20985

Weightlessness, Hedical and biological research
[NASA-TT-F-16105] p0225 B75-23106

Soyuz-16: Biological experiments
[NASA-TT-F-16356] p0251 H75-21293

Life support systems aboard the Soynz-18-Salyut-4
flight
[KASA-TT-F-16500] p0361 S75-30797

SPACE BIOLOGY
U EXOBIOLOGY

SPACE COBBUBICATION
NT EXTBATEBRESTBIAL COMMUNICATION

SPACE ENTIBONBENT
U AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS

SPACE ENVIRONBENT SIBOLATIOB
NT HEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION
Survivability of microorganisms in space and its

impact on planetary exploration
p0034 A75-13815

Effect of back-stomach accelerations on gestation
in rats

p0066 A75-17373
Photochemical synthesis of simple organic free

radicals on simulated planetary surfaces - An
ESR study

p0073 A75-19283
Microbiological sampling of the spacecraft
atnosphere during a sinulated Skylab mission

p0111 A75-20888
Oxygen cost during exercise in simulated

snbgravity environments
p0151 475-2514114

On-orbit performance of the Skylab astronaut
naneuvering research vehicle

p0175 A75-27202
Characteristics of the sleep of men in simulated

space flights
p0202 A75-29582

Prevention of decompression sickness during a
simulated space docking mission

p0282 A75-38I418
Membrane damage in dehydrated bacteria and its
repair

p0354 475-41136
Modifying effect of dynamic space flight factors

on radiation damage of air-dry seeds of Crepis
capillaris /L/ Ballr

p0356 A75-I44146
Studies of social group dynancs under isolated
conditions. Objective summary of the literature
as it relates to potential problems of long
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duration space flight
[NASA-CB-2496] p0099 H75-15308

Badiation effects control: Eyes, skin space
environment simulation
[HASA-CB-141612] p0131 H75-17081

Hypobanc chamber foe the study of oral health
problens in a si calated spacecraft environment

p0135 H75-17215
SPICE EXPLOBATIOK

HT V I K I N G BARS PBOGRAB
Snrvivability of microorganisms in space and its

inpact on planetary exploration
p0031 A75-13815

Expenentally guided robots for planet
exploration

p0117 A75-23919
Skylab medical program overview

p0077 H75-H1359
Skylab: A beginning astronaut performance in

extended space exploration
p0084 B7S-1U399

Space technology in remote health care
p0136 H75-17218

Automation in space
p0221 H75-22256

Robot manipulators in space exploration
[HASA-TT-F-16182] p0338 N75-29780

SPICE FLIGHT
HT iPOLLO FLIGHTS
MT APOLLO 15 FLIGHT
HT APOLLO 16 FLIGHT
HT APOLLO 17 FLIGHT
NT GEHIHI FLIGHTS
HT LDHAR FLIGHT
HT BASHED SPACE FLIGHT
HT V I K I N G USES PBOGBAH

The development of seedling shoots under space
flight conditions

p0351 A75-14132
Hodifying effect of dynamic space flight factors

on radiation damage of air-dry seeds of Crepis
capillans /L/ Hallr

p0356 A7S-44116
Peculiarities of biological action of hadrons of

space radiation
p0356 A75-44149

Semiconductor thermostats for spaceflight
biological investigations

p0096 H75-15284
Study of bone mineral metabolism daring body

immobilization, bed rest, and space flight
[HASi-CB-141608] p0131 H75-17082

Significance of biorhythms in space flight
p0296 H75-27731

The Hark 3 Haploscope
[HASA-CB-2584] p0362 N75-30778

Assessment of the efficiency of human performance
in space flight
[JBRS-65477] p0368 H75-31730

SPICE FLIGHT FEEDIIG
later and electrolyte balance 10 man consuming

diets of pure nutrients and mineral supplements
during space flight

[IAP PAPEB 71-105] p0033 A75-13734
Effect of potassium depletion in normal males - An

Apollo 15 simulation
p0111 A75-20884

Space Shuttle food galley design concept
[SAE PAPER 710922] p0121 A75-22710

Hazard analysis of Clostridium perfringens in the
Skylab Food System

p0206 A75-30076
Food unit, based on reserves of dehydrated

products, in life support systems for crews of
spaceships during prolonged flights space
flight feeding and spacecrew body Heights
[AD-781289] . P0019 H75-10710

FB-3A crew evaluation of thermostabilized
bite-sized meats
[AD-781810] p0030 H75-11671

Space shuttle/food system study
[HASA-CR-111182] p0127 H75-16227

Space shuttle/food system study. Package
feasibility study, modifications 3S, 1C and 5S
[HASA-CB-111183] p0128 H75-16231

Space shuttle/food system study. Reguirements
document, modifications 3S, 1C and 5S
[HASA-CB-111181] p0128 H75-16232

Conservation of food residues with a mixture of
gninosol and salicylic acid

p0262 H75-25515
Comparative characteristics of poly- and monomer

protein nutrition as applicable to space flights
p0321 H75-28678

Food safety chemical contaminants and human
toxic diseases
[HASA-CR-111928] p0329 H75-28719

Space shuttle/food system study. Volume 1:
Technical volume, oven study
C HASA-CB-144366] p0338 H75-29778

Space shuttle/food system study. Volume 2:
Supporting appendices, oven study
[HASA-CH-111367] p0338 H75-29779

Space garden
[HASA-TT-F-16421] p0361 H75-30769

SPACE FLIGHT STB2SS
Functioning of the organism and space flight factors

Russian book
pOOOS A75-11380

Some general principles for the study of the
combined effect of space flight factors

p0008 A75-11418
Decompression disorders Bussian book on space

biology
p0010 A75-12311

The Biostack experiments I and II aboard Apollo 16
and 17

p0012 A75-12861
Does the start of polycythemia of mobilization

take place under the form of 'all or nothing*
under space flight stress

[IAF PAPEB ST71-13] p0032 A75-13649
Medical investigations during flights of the
spacecraft Soyuz-12, Soyuz-13, Soyuz-14 and the
orbital station Salyut-3
[IAF PAPEB 74-099] p0032 A75-13729

Susceptibility to motion sickness among Skylab
astronauts
[IAF PAPEB 74-102] p0033 A75-13731

Skylab crew health and changes related to space
flight
[IAF PAPEB 74-103] p0033 A75-13732

Cardiovascular problems posed by weightlessness
p0065 A75-17367

Heavy cosmic-ray exposure of Apollo astronauts
p0072 A75-18924

Plasma thyroxine changes of the Apollo crewmen
p0112 A75-20892

Changes in serum proteins, viscosity, and
protein-bound carbohydrates during prolonged
bedrest

p0121 A75-22402
Weightlessness: Medical-biological investigations

Russian book
p0137 A75-22951

Physiological problems of weightlessness
p0138 A75-22952

Reactions of astronauts under zero-gravity
conditions

p0138 A75-22953
Some physiological mechanisms for the effect of
weightlessness on an organism

p0138 A75-2295I)
Space form of motion sickness

p0138 A75-22958
Vestibular reactions of astronauts in flight

aboard Voskhod
p0138 A75-22959

Blood circulation under conditions of weightlessness
p0138 A75-22960

Some results of medical investigations on crew
members of the Voskhod-2 space vehicle

p0139 A75-22961
Condition of the astronauts' cardiovascular

systems during the flight of the Salyut orbital
station

p0139 A75-22963
External respiration, gas exchange, and energy
losses under conditions of weightlessness

p0139 A75-22964
Blood content of urea, sugar, unesterized fatty
acids, and cholesterol under conditions of
prolonged weightlessness

p0139 A75-22965
The influence of weightlessness on mineral

saturation of bone tissue
p0139 A75-22966
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Bays to orient the body in space during the
absence of resistance under conditions of
weightlessness

p0139 175-22967
Motor activity of cosmonauts at zero g

p0139 A75-22968
Hotor activity under conditions of weightlessness

p0140 A75-22970
Pathophysiological analysis of the effect of

weightlessness on an organism
p0140 A75-22971

Prevention of harmful effects o'f weightlessness on
the human organism

p0140 A75-22972
Beans and methods for physical training of men in

long-term space flights
p0110 A75-22973

Preservation of man's efficiency during long-term
space flight

p0140 A75-22976
Activity of astronauts in weightlessness and in

free space
p0141 A75-22977

Sooe results of medical-biological research
accomplished in the Gemini and Apollo programs

p0141 A75-22978
Long-term regulation in the cardiovascular system

- Cornerstone in the development of a composite
physiological model

p0149 A75-24747
Instrumented personal exercise during

long-duration space flights
p0202 A75-29581

Characteristics of the sleep of men in simulated
space flights

p0202 A75-29582
Characteristics and tolerances of the pocket mouse

and incidence of disease CHS lesions during
space flights

p0203 A75-29591
Launch, flight, and recovery Apollo 17

Biological Cosmic Bay Experiment
p0204 A75-29598

Condition of flight animals on recovery; food
intake; observations on hypothalamus, pituitaryr
and adrenal glands during Apollo 17 flight

p0205 A75-29605
Evaluation of viscera and other tissues cosmic

radiation effects
p0206 A75-29607

Physiological response to exercise after space
flight - Apollo 11 through Apollo 17

p0212 A75-31154
International Symposium on Basic Environmental

Problems of Han in Space, 5th, Hashington, D.C.,
November 27-30, 1973, Proceedings

p0247 A75-35601
Quantitative electrocardiography during extended

space flight
p0248 A75-35611

Physiological mass measurements on Skylab 1/2 and
1/3

p0248 A75-35612
Endocrine responses in long-duration manned space

flight
p0248 A75-35613

Skylab experiment results: Hematology studies
p0249 A75-35615

International Symposium on Basic Environmental
Problems of Han in Space, 5th, Washington, D.C.,
November 27-30, 1973, Proceedings

p0274 A75-36326
Study of water-salt metabolism and renal function
in cosmonauts

p0274 A75-36327
Changes in the vestibular function during space
flight

p027<l A75-36330
Otorhinolaryngological problems in medical support

of space flights
p0274 A75-36331

Mineral and nitrogen balance study - Results of
metabolic observations on Skylab II 28-day
orbital mission

p0275 A75-36336
Skylab task and work performance /Experiment B-151
- Tine and motion study/

p0276 A75-36339

Vestibular side effects in the orbital stage of
Skylab II and III missions

p0316 A75-41442
Skylab medical contributions and significance to

manned space flight
p0316 A75-41443

Investigation of human cerebral circulation in
spaceflight conditions

p0317 A75-41463
Physical dosimetric evaluations in the Apollo 16

microbial response experiment
p0355 A75-44142

He'dical considerations on the Spacelab
scientist/payload specialist and his role in
future space flight
*[IAF PAPEH A75-015] p0374 A75-45869

Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 8,
no. 5, 1974
[JPBS-63603] p0048 K75-12552

The internal nature of functional disturbances
arising in the body under the effect of extreme
factors

p0085 1175-14407
Studies of social group dynamics under isolated

conditions. Objective summary of the literature
as it relates to potential problems of long
duration space flight
[NASA-CB-2496] p0099 S75-15308

Effect of extremal factors on the structure of the
organs and tissues
[SASA-TT-F-791] p0128 N75-17057

Histological analysis of tissue structures of the
internal organs of steppe tortoises following
their exposure to spaceflight conditions while
circumnavigating the moon aboard the Zond-7
automatic station

p0129 1175-17063
Investigation of carbohydrate and protein

metabolism in the digestive organs of the rabbit
under the combined influence of vibration,
acceleration and irradiation

p0129 N75-17067
Physiological mechanisms of the effect of

weightlessness on the body
p0225 N75-23109

Preservation of human performance capacity under
prolonged space flight conditions

p0228 H75-23131
Some results of biomedical studies carried out in

the Gemini and Apollo programs
p0228 1175-23133

Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 9,
no. 2, 1975
[JPBS-64929] p0261 N75-25505

The space watch in Salyut as on the earth
physical training and the effects of spaceflight
stress on cosmonaut performance
[NASA-TT-F-16468J p0301 S75-27765

Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, Volume 9,
no. 3, 1975
[JPBS-65301] p0323 H75-28672

Experiment with a physiologically active chlorella
culture on the Soyuz-9 spaceship

p0323 N75-28674
Experiment with chlorella aboard the Zond-8
automatic station

p0325 1175-28690
Cytophysiological changes induced by spaceflight

factors in the seeds of some coniferous species
p0325 N75-28691

Genesis of vestibular-autonomic disorders in
spaceflight

p0325 1175-28692
Two men in space space flight stress,
psychological effects
[MASA-TT-F-16493] p0335 H75-29757

Voices in orbit speech analysis for monitoring
astronaut performance
[NASA-TT-F-16499] p0335 H75-29758

Effects of the abnormal acceleratory environment
of flight
[AD-A009593] p0366 N75-31716

Apollo gastrointestinal analysis
[NASA-CB-1 44437] p0383 1175-32734

Adaptive neurobiology in space flight
p0390 B75-33648

SPACE FLIGHT TBAIHIBG
Experiment in post-hypnotic realization of a
subjective experience of partial weightlessness
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daring simulation of a three-day space flight
program

pOO«0 A75-15185
Training of cosmonauts under conditions of
weightlessness in airplane laboratories for
working in space

pOIIO A75-22975
Training of astronauts in laboratory-aircraft
under weightless conditions for work in space

p0228 H75-23130
SPACE LABOBATOBIBS
BT HANHED OBBITAL 1ABOBATOBIES
Cost analysis of life sciences experiments and
subsystems to be carried in the Spacelab
[NASA-CB-120601] p0131 H75-17101

SPACE HAIITER4NCB
A manipulator systen designed for Free-Flying
Teleoperator Spacecraft

p0107 A75-19712
Earth orbital teleoperator Manipulator system
evaluation prograa
[N4S4-CB-113871] p0288 B75-26651

SPACE HISSIOBS
Problems of space biology. Volume 22: Exchange
of natter under extreina conditions of space
flight and its siaulation

p0019 H75-11586
Methods in space biology, part 1

p0020 H75-11587
Retabolism and kidney function during space
flight, part 2

p0020 1175-11588
Space mission in Tashkent joint conference on
space biology and medicine
[NASA-TT-F-16161] p0132 B75-17085

SPACE OBIEBTAIIOB
Relationship between flight experience and
vestibular function in pilots and nonpilots

p0036 A75-11081
Hays to orient the body in space during the
absence of resistance under conditions of
weightlessness

p0139 A75-22967
Recovery from adaptation as a function of stimulus
orientation oblique visual presentation

p0118 475-21361
Flight behaviour of pigeons in the weightless
phase of parabolic flight

p0212 475-31159
Choice reaction time to visual lotion during

prolonged rotary notion in airline pilots
p0212 475-31376

Fragmentation of fixated line stimuli as a
function of gravitational orientation

p0276 475-36359
Optic-vestibular orientation to the vertical

p0319 475-11753
SPACE PEBCEPTIOi
HI ADTOKIMESIS
Short-term memory in stereopsis depth
perception of stochastic dot pattern

p0009 475-11838
Are visual evoked potentials to motion-reversal

produced by direction-sensitive brain mechanisms
pOOlO A75-11811

Simulation of an object rotating in depth -
Constant and reversed projection ratios in
visual perception experiments

p0032 A75-13571
The temporal course of the relationship between
retinal disparity and the eguidistance tendency
in the deternination of perceived depth

p003« 475-13903
On the ambiguity of visual simulation - 4 reply

to Eriksson
p0035 475-13905

4ftereffect of inspection of a perspectival
stimulus for slant depth - A new normalization
effect

p0035 475-13907
Human spatial orientation in the pitch dimension

p0063 475-16671
Stereopsis with large disparities - Discrimination
and depth magnitude

p0119 A75-22211
Depth adjacency and the Ponzo illusion
stereoscopic displacement

p0118 475-21362

The effect of perceived distance on perceived
movement

p0119 475-21591
Perceived size and perceived distance in
stereoscopic vision and an analysis of their
causal relations

p0119 A75-21595
novement parallax during locomotion

p01«9 475-21596
The effects of orientation-specific adaptation on

the duration of short-term visual storage
p0169 475-26220

Spatial organization of binocular disparity
sensitivity

p0169 475-26221
Characteristics of stereomovement suppression

fusional vs depth processing
p0177 475-27897

Eye movements in auditory space perception
p0177 475-27898

An introduction to perception Book on
psychophysiological mechanisms for vision

p0180 475-28960
Parameters of tachistoscopic stereopsis

p0210 475-31039
Failure to detect displacement of the visual world

during saccadic eye movements
p0210 475-31011

Stability and change in a perspective reversal
illusion

p0216 475-35161
Foreground and background in dynamic spatial

orientation self-motion sensation by
optokinetic stimuli

p0216 475-35162
Perceived distance and the perceived speed of
self-motion - Linear vs. angular velocity

p0276 475-36358
Binocular fusion and spatial localization of

vertical and horizontal gratings of different
spatial frequency

p0308 475-10131
Apparent size and contrast in visual detection

p0308 475-10132
Illusory reversal of visual depth and movement

during changes of contrast
p0308 475-10133

Heasuring perceived orientation
p0308 475-10135

Simultaneous motion contrast - Velocity,
sensitivity and depth response

p0375 475-16527
Attitude of judgment and reaction time in
estimation of size at a distance

p0376 475-16687
4 study on altitude and distance judgements of
pilots during final approach

p0377 475-17096
Function of perception of space coordinates during

vestibular training by active, passive and
complex methods

p0019 M75-12563
Judgement of distance over ground and in photographs
[B-80] p0060 H75-13525

Analysis of two-dimensional biological receiver
systems using detection experiments with
application to visual systems
[BHVG-FBIT-71-1] p0091 N75-11152

Perception of coordinates of two-dimensional space
in prolonged experimental hypokinesia

p0191 875-20986
Hicrostrabismus in flying personnel (diagnosis and
disposition)

p0223 N75-23096
Space form of motionsickness

p0226 K75-23113
The implications of experiments on the perception

of space and motion
[40-4009399] p0369 N75-31710

SPACE PBOBES
NT HAHINEB SP4CE PBOBES
NT HABS PBOBES
NT PIONEEB 10 SP4CE PBOBE
NT VIKING M4BS PBOGBAB
SPACE PBOGBABS
NT APOLLO PROJECT
NT EDBOPE4N SP4CE PBOGB4HS
NT O.S.S.B. SP4CE PBOGB4H
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SPACE RADI1TIOI SUBJECT IIDEX

SPICE RADIATIOI
0 EITBATBBBESTHIAL RADIATION

SPICE RADIATORS
0 SPACECRAFT FADIATOSS

SPACE BATIOIS
Non-caking freeze dried applesauce

[NASA-CR-140938] p0057 N75-12621
Space food preparation and packaging. A menu for

cosnonauts and "space" bread
[NASA-TT-F-16467 ] p0331 N75-29720

Dinner for a cosmonaut developnent of freeze
dried foods
[NASA-TT-F-16465] p<>337 N75-29772

Space shuttle/food system study. Volume 1:
Technical volune, oven study
[NASA-CR-144366] p0338 N75-29778

SPACE SCIEHCBS
D AEROSPACE SCIENCES

SPACE SELF M A N E U V E R I N G OBITS
D SELF M A N E U V E R I N G ONUS

SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITBBS
Space Shuttle food galley design concept

[SAE PAPEB 740922] p0124 A75-22740
The life support system of Spacelab

[D6LR PAPER 74-87] p0148 A75-24141
Shuttle orbiter atmospheric revitalization system

and Freon coolant loop system trade studies
[SAE PAPER 740921] p0176 A75-27772

Engineering design studies for shuttle waste
management system
[ A S M E PAPER 75-ENAS-56] p0309 A75-40853

Orbiter active thermal control system description
[ A S M E PAPEB 75-ENAS-58] p0310 A75-40855

The shuttle orbiter cabin atmospheric
revitalization systems
[ASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-55] p0310 A75-40856

Self-contained heat rejection module for future
spacecraft
[ASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-42] p0311 A75-40867

Generalized environmental control and life support
system computer program (G189A) configuration
control, phase 2
[NASA-CR-141468] p0101 N75-15315

Development of an EVA systems cost model. Volume
2: Shuttle orbiter crew and eguipment
translation concepts and EVA workstation concept
development and integration
[NASA-CR-141635] p0134 N75-17104

Development of an EVA systems cost model. Volume
3: EVA systems cost model
[NASA-CR-141636] p013U N75-17105

Development of an EVA systems cost model. Volume
1: Design guides synopsis-EVA eguipment
[NASA-CR-141634] p0163 N75-17967

Development and validation of methods for man-made
machine interface evaluation for shuttles
and shuttle payloads
[NASA-CR-142824] p0259 H75-24359

Study and assessment of advanced ETC/LSS
application to space shuttle
[NASA-CR-141872] p0290 N75-26666

Concept design of the payload handling manipulator
system space shuttle orbiters
[ NASA-Id-X-724 47] p0337 875-29773

Shuttle kit freezer refrigeration unit conceptual
design
[NASA-CR-144445] p0387 875-32763

Crew appliance computer program manual, volume 1
[NASA-CR-144450] p0393 N75-33673

Crew appliance computer program manual, volume 2
[NASA-CB-144451] - p0393 N75-33674

Crew appliance concepts. Volume 1, appendix A:
Bibliography manned space shuttle orbiter
environmental control and life support systems
[NASA-CR-144452] p0400 N75-33720

Crew appliance concepts. Volume 2, appendix B:
Shuttle orbiter appliances supporting
engineering data food manageaent and
personal hygiene
[SASA-CR-144453] p0400 N75-33721

Crew appliance concepts. Volume 3, appendix B:
Shuttle orbiter appliances supporting
engineering data
[NASA-CB-144454] p0400 N75-33722

SPACE SHUTTLES
Spacelab life science technology studied

p0011 A75-12721
Optical range and range rate estimation for

teleoperator systems

p0107 A75-19711
Life sciences payloads for Shuttle

p0157 A75-26033
Free-flying teleoperator for space missions

p0174 A75-27199
Compact heat exchangers for the space shuttle

[ASME PAPEB 75-EHAS-54] p0310 A75-40858
Development of an automated potable water

bactericide monitoring unit
[ASME PAPER 75-BBAS-36] p0312 A75-40874

Biowaste monitoring system for shuttle
[ASME PAPEB 75-EHAS-34] p0312 A75-40875

Space shuttle/food system study
[NASA-CB-141U82] p0127 1175-16227

Space shuttle/food system study. Package
feasibility study, modifications 3S, 4C and 5S
[NASA-CR-141483] p0128 H75-16231

Space shuttle/food system study. Requirements
document, modifications 33, 4C and 53
[NASA-CR-141484] p0128 N75-16232

Desiccant humidity control system for space
shuttle cabins
[HASA-CB-115568] p0133 875-17097

Crew procedures development techniques
[ NASA-CB-1 41592] p0163 1175-17966

Phase 1 engineering and technical data report for
the thermal control extravehicular life support
system
[NASA-CB-141793] p0259 875-24360

Space shuttle/food system study. Volume 1:
Technical volume, oven study
[NASA-CR-144366] p0338 N75-29778

Space shuttle/food system study. Volume 2:
Supporting appendices, oven study
[NASA-CR-144367] p0338 S75-29779

Automated Iodine Monitoring System development
(AIMS) shuttle prototype
[NASA-CR-144433] p0386 1175-32758

Manned maneuvering unit technology survey
[HASA-CB-144444] p0386 N75-32759

A manipulator arm for zero-g simulations
p0388 875-33088

SPACE STATIONS
NT ORBITAL WORKSHOPS
NT SALYUT SPACE STATION
NT SKILAB 1
NT SKYLAB 2
NT SKYLAB 3
NT SKYLAB 4
Design and the parametric testing of the space
station prototype integrated vapor compression
distillation water recovery module
[ASME PAPER 75-ENAS-37] p0311 A75-40872

Space station interior design: Besults of the
NASA/AIA space station interior national design
competition
[NASA-TN-D-8018] p0326 875-28694

Vapor compression distillation module
[NASA-CH-144424] p0370 875-31747

Crew appliance computer program manual, volume 1
[NASA-CB-144450] p0393 N75-33673

Crew appliance computer program manual, volume 2
[NASA-CB-144451] p0393 875-33674

Crew appliance concepts. Volume 4, appendix C:
Modular space station appliances supporting
engineering data food management and
personal hygiene
[NASA-CR-144455] p0400 875-33723

Crew appliance concepts. Volume 5, appendix C:
Modular space station appliances supporting
engineering data
[NASA-CH-144456] p0400 875-33724

SPACE SOUS
Han in space orbit Russian book on life
support systems and space suits

p0031 A75-13250
Improved thermal storage material for portable
life support systems
[ASME PAPER 75-ENAS-40] p0311 A75-40869

Benefits of advanced space suits for supporting
routine extravehicular activity
[ASME PAPEB 75-ENAS-39] p0311 A75-40870

ALSA malfunction simulator evolution Astronaut
Life-Support Assembly
[ASME PAPEB 75-ENAS-38] p0311 A75-40671

Industrial and biomedical use of aerospace
personal cooling garments
[ASME PAPER 75-ENAS-18] p0314 A75-40886
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Rearing of anti-G suit by persons with reduced
orthostatic stability

p0049 B75-12565
Apqllo/Skylab salt program-management systems

study, volume 1
[8ASA-CB-140368] p0061 B75-13535

Phase 2, 3 and 4 8 psi pressure glove
[HASA-CE-11U755] p0163 B75-17972

Power spectral density analysis of the
electronyogram from a work task perforaed in a
full pressure suit

p016S H75-18879
Physiological and hygienic substantiation for the

design of individual Beans for preventing the
adverse effect of weightlessness

p0191 H75-2098<4
SALYOT 1: stadium in weightlessness

[NASA-TT-F-16326) p0261 875-25538
On development of a sealed bearing for space suits

[BASA-CR-14U435] p0369 875-31713
On development of an inexpensive, lightweight

thernal microoeteroid garment for space suits
[HASA-CR-144428] p0370 B75-31745

SPACE SYSTEBS BBGIBEEBIBG
0 AEROSPACE E N G I N E E R I N G

SPACE TOGS
Space tug themal control

[ASMS PAPEB 75-E8AS-41J p03~11 A75-40868
SPACE VEHICLE COHTBOL

0 SPACECBAPT COHTBOL
SPACZBOBBE TELESCOPES

BT LABGE SPACE TELESCOPE
SPACECBAFT CABIH ATBOSPHBHES

Complex of life-support systems on board the
Cosmos 60S specialized biological satellite
[IAP PAPEB 71-111] p0033 A75-13737

Bicrobiological sampling of the spacecraft
atmosphere during a simulated skylab mission

p0111 A75-20888
An electrochemical device for carbon dioxide

concentration - System design, performance and
steady state analysis
[SAE PiPEB 710932] p0121 A75-22745

The life support system of Spacelab
[DGLE PAPEB 71-87] p0118 A75-21111

Shuttle orbiter atmospheric revitalization system
and Preon coolant loop system trade studies
[SAE PAPEB 710921] p0176 A75-27772

The shuttle orbiter cabin atmospheric
revitalization systems
[ A S M E PAPEB 75-EHAS-55] p0310 A75-10856

Compact heat exchangers for the space shuttle
[ASBB PAPEB 75-EBAS-51] p0310 A75-10858

Design and test status for life support
applications of SPE oxygen generation systems

Solid polymer Electrolyte
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EBAS-50] ' p0310 A75-10862

Design fabrication and evaluation of a trace
contaminant control system
[ASBE PAPEB 75-ENAS-23] p0313 A75-10881

Carbon dioxide reduction by the Bosch process
[ASBE PAPEB 75-ENAS-22] p0313 A75-10882

Analysis of a regenerable polyethyleneimine carbon
dioxide and humidity control system
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EHAS-16] p0311 A75-10888

Volatile organic components in the Skylab 4
spacecraft atmosphere

p0317 A75-11159
The function of the body and factors of space flight

[BASA-TT-P-15971 ] p0084 B75-14H04
Polarographic oxygen sensors

[HASA-CH-2505] p0101 B75-15318
Desiccant humidity control system for space

shuttle cabins
[HASA-CB-115568] p0133 H75-17097

Contaminant removal from enclosed atmospheres by
regenerable adsorbents
[BASA-CB-137626] p0163 B75-17969

Development of spacecraft toxic gas removal agents
[HASA-CB-101757] p0232 H75-23163

SPACECBAPT CABIJ SIBOLATOBS
Bypobaric chamber for the study of oral health

problems in a simulated spacecraft environment
p0135 B75-17215

SPACECBAPT CABIIS
Space station interior design: Results of the

BASA/AIA space station interior national design
competition
[HASA-TH-D-8018] p0326 B75-28694

Shuttle kit freezer refrigeration unit conceptual
design
[BASA-CB-144445] p0387 875-32763

SPACECBAPT COBPOBEHTS
HI SPACECBAPT CABIBS
NT SPACECRAFT MODULES
Beverse osmosis for spacecraft wash water
recycling high pressure pump definition
[PB-236940/3] p0168 B75-18901

Skylab trash airlock
p0388 H75-33097

SPACECBAPT COBPIGOBATIOBS
BT APOLLO TELESCOPE BOOST

SPACECBAFT COBSTBOCTIOB BATBBIALS
Emissions o£ volatiles from non-metallic shipboard
materials - Electrical insulations
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EBAS-35] p0312 A75-40873

Toxicity of the pyrolysis products of spacecraft
materials
[BASA-CB-111197] p0125 B75-16211

SPACECBAFT COBTABIIATIOI
Bicrobiological sampling of the spacecraft

atmosphere during a simulated Skylab mission
p0111 475-20888

Evaluation of particulate contamination for
unmanned spacecraft prelaunch operations

p0118 A75-2U355
Emissions of volatiles from non-netallic shipboard

materials - Electrical insulations
[ASSE PAPEB 75-EHAS-35] p0312 A75-40873

The influence of man in space observations
movement and contamination effects on Skylab

p0316 A75-41440
Volatile organic components in the Skylab 1
spacecraft atmosphere

p0317 A75-41459
Quantitative relationship between airborne viable

and total particles
p0345 A75-12799

Bew methodology for assessing the probability of
contaminating Bars

p0355 A75-11138
Intensity of excretion of final metabolites and
microorganisms into an enclosed atmosphere as a
function of the temperature profile
[IAP PAPEB 75-073] p0371 A75-45842

Planetary guarantine: Space research and technology
[BASA-CB-140806] p0019 B75-10707

Skylab atmospheric contamination control for
outgassing
[BASA-TB-X-64900] p0101 B75-15317

Response of selected microorganisms to
experimental planetary environments
[BASA-CB-136758] p0159 B75-17934

Personnel technigues necessary to maximize
bio-barrier integrity at a Bartian receiving
laboratory
[BASA-CB-112963] p0289 B75-26665

SPACECBAFT COBTBOL
Structural features of and several means of
optimizing the operational activity of an
astronaut during control of the vehicle and its
systems

p0175 A75-27203
Indices of the work quality of a man operator in
spaceship control

p0096 B75-15279
SPACECBAFT DBSIGI
BT SATELLITE DESIGB
Large Space Telescope and human factors

p0101 A75-19686
Space Shuttle food galley design concept
[SAE PAPEB 740922] p0124 A75-22740

Potable water recovery for spacecraft application
by electrolytic pretreatment/air evaporation
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EBAS-49] p0310 A75-40863

Self-contained heat rejection module for future
spacecraft
[ASBE PAPBB 75-BBAS-42] p0311 A75-40867 .

Space tug thermal control '
[ASBB PAPEB 75-EBAS-11] p0311 A75-10868

Development of an advanced spacecraft water and
waste.materials processing system
[IAP PAPER 75-071] p0374 A75-4S841

Spacelab environmental control life support system
- Design safety |
[IAF PAPEB A75-020] p0374 A75-45861

Indices of the work guality of a man operator in
spaceship control
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SPACECRAFT DOCKING SUBJECT IHDEX

p0096 N75-15279
Habitability design in Europe's spacelab: A

status report
p0331 N75-29724

SPACECEAPT DOCK116 '
Optical range and range rate estimation for

teleoperator systems
p0107 A75-19711

Prevention of decompression sickness during a
simulated space docking mission

p0282 A75-38418
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONBBBTS

Han in space orbit Russian book on life
support systems and space suits

p0031 A75-13250
Medical results of the Skylab program

[IAF PAPER 711-100] p0033 A75-13730
Some recent developments in spacecraft

environmental control/life support subsystems
[IAF PAPER 74-112] p0034 A75-13738

Spacecraft applications of electrochemical processes
in regenerative life support and power

supply systems
t S A E PAPER 740929] p0124 A75-22743

Condition of the astronauts' cardiovascular
systems during the flight of the Salyut orbital
station

p0139 A75-22963
The problem of artificial gravitation from the

viewpoint of experimental physiology
p0140 A75-22974

Preliminary results of examinations of rats after
a 22-day flight aboard the Cosmos-605 biosatellite

p0155 A75-251418
Engineering aspects of the experiment and results

of animal tests Apollo 17 Biological Cosmic
Ray Experiment

p0204 A75-29593
International symposium on Basic Environmental

Problems of Han in Space, 5th, Washington, D.C.,
November 27-30, 1973, Proceedings

p02<(7 A75-35601
Long-term biological investigations in space

p0247 A75-35606
Vestibular function in the space environment

p0248 A75-35607
Parametric evaluation of a dual-layer dynamic

hyperfiltration membrane for recovery of
spacecraft wash water at elevated temperature
[ASHE PAPEH 75-ENAS-46] p0310 A75-40864

Development of an advanced static feed water
electrolysis module for spacecraft
[ASHE PAPER 75-ENAS-30] p0312 A75-40878

Noise in space effect on Skylab astronauts
p0343 A75-42707

Distribution effectiveness for space radiation
dosimetry

p0359 A75-44434
Atmosphere revitalization for Spacelab

[IAF PAPER 75-067] p0373 A75-45816
Studies on disease transmission in spacecraft

environments as experienced onboard Skylab 1
[NASA-CB-140372] p0061 875-13532

Toxicological aspects of the Skylab program
p0078 N75-14368

Task and work performance on Skylab mission 2, 3
and 1 (time and motion study - Experiment H151)

p0079 N75-14374
Spacecraft nitrogen generation liquid hydrazine

[NASA-CB-137576] p0101 N75-15321
Desorptive transfer: A mechanism of contaminant

transfer in spacecraft
[AD-787857] p0125 H75-16207

Current status in aerospace medicine
conference on habitability of spacecraft
environments and environmental control
[AGARD-CP-154] p0331 N75-29722

Habitability design in Europe's spacelab: A
status report

p0331 N75-29724
Crew appliance concepts. Volume 1, appendix A:

Bibliography manned space shuttle orbiter
environmental control and life support systems
[SASA-CB-144452] p0400 N75-33720

SPACECRAFT ISSTEOHEHTS
Parametric study of the effect of large instrument

panels on the thermal comfort of a space station
crew
[ A I A A PAPEH 75-715] p0237 A75-32882

SPACECRAFT LANDING
NT HARS L A N D I N G

SPACECRAFT HODOLBS
NT LDNAR BOODLE

Self-contained heat rejection module for future
spacecraft
[ A S H E PAPER 75-ENAS-42] p0311 A75-40867

SPACECRAFT ORBITAL 1SSEBBLI
0 ORBITAL ASSBHBLY

SPACECRAFT ORBITS
Life in orbit

[NASA-TT-F-16215] p0159 N75-17937
SPACECRAFT PEBFOBHAHCB

On-orbit performance of the Skylab astronaut
maneuvering research vehicle

p0175 A75-27202
SPACECRAFT POIEB SUPPLIES

Spacecraft applications of electrochemical processes
in regenerative life support and power

supply systems
[SAE PAPER 740929] p0124 A75-22743

SPACECRAFT BAOIATOBS
A 2.2 sg m /24 sg ft/ self-controlled deployable

heat pipe radiator - Design and test
[ A S H E PAPEH 75-ENAS-43] p0311 A75-40866

SPACECBAFT BBCOVBBY
Launch, flight, and recovery Apollo 17

Biological Cosmic Bay Experiment
p0204 A75-29598

SPACECBAFT SENSOBS
0 SPACECBAFT INSTROHENTS

SPACECBAFT STEHILIZATIOH
Verification of the efficacy of spacecraft

sterilization
p0013 A75-12870

Viking heat sterilization - Progress and problems
[ IAF PAPEB 74-119] p0034 A75-13744

Technigues for avoiding biological contamination
of the outer planets by atmospheric probes
[ A I A A PAPEH 75-1164] p0357 A75-44269

Technigues of biological contamination avoidance
by atmospheric probes
[NASA-CS-137562] p0020 N75-11592

Ecology and thermal inactivation of aicrobes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[NASA-CE-141122] p0093 N75-15261

Planetary quarantine: Supporting research and
technology
[NASA-CH-142878] p0259 N75-24362

Objectives and models of the planetary quarantine
program
[NASA-SP-344] p0272 S75-25604

SPACECRAFT TELEVISION
ST SATELLITE TELEVISION

SPACECBAFT TRACKING
NT SATELLITE TRACKING

SPACECBBIS
Probability of illness definition for the Skylab

flight crew health stabilization program
[NASA-CH-140300] p0017 H75-10691

Food unit, based on reserves of dehydrated
products, in life support systems for crews of
spaceships during prolonged flights space
flight feeding and spacecrew body weights
[AD-784289] p0019 N75-10710

Skylab 4 crew observations
p0077 N75-14361

Skylab 2 crew observations and summary
p0077 N75-14362

Skylab crew health - Crew surgeons' reports
p0077 N75-14363

Skylab oral health studies
p0077 N75-14364

Analysis of the Skylab flight crew health
stabilization program

p0078 N75-14365
Skylab environmental and crew microbiology studies

p0078 N75-14366
Radiological protection and medical dosimetry for

the Skylab crewmen
p0078 1175-14367

Toxicological aspects of the Skylab program
p0078 N75-14368

Experiment ff-131. Human vestibular function
p0078 N75-14369

The effects of prolonged exposure to
weightlessness on postural equilibrium
postflight analysis

p0078 N75-14370
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Skylab sleep monitoring experiment (H133)
p0079 N75-1«371

Biochemical responses of the Skylab creman
p0081 N75-14382

Cytogenic studies of blood (experiment M111)
p0081 N75-11383

Blood voluoe changes weightlessness effects
p0081 N75-1«385

Soie results of nedical stadies of Voskhod 2
spacecraft crew members

p0226 H75-23116
Basic results of medical examinations of Soyuz

spacecraft crew Beaters
p0226 H75-23117

SALTDT U: Stadium in weightlessness
[NASA-TT-F-16326] p0261 N75-25538

The international orbital laboratory a
discussion of hunan operational problems
[NASA-TT-F-16412] p0301 H75-27763

SPACELAB
Spacelab life science technology studied

p0011 A75-12721
The life support systen of Spacelab

[DGLB PAPEB 74-87] p01<!8 A75-24141
Life sciences payloads for shuttle

p0157 A75-26033
Prospective life-science payloads for Spacelab

p02«7 A75-35603
Spacelab atmosphere storage and revitalization

system
[ASHE PAPER 75-EBAS-61] p0309 A75-40852

Atmosphere revitalization for Spacelab
[IAF PAPER 75-067] p0373 A75-U5816

Spacelab environmental control life support system
- Design safety
[ZAP PAPEB A75-020] p0371 A75-45861

Hedical considerations on the Spacelab
scientist/payload specialist and his role in
future space flight
[IAF PAPEB A75-015] p037<! A75-45869

Habitability design in Europe's spacelab: A
status report

p0331 S75-29721
SPATIAL DBPEBDEBCIES

Spatial summation of foveal increments and
decrements

p0119 A75-22208
The role of on and off transients in determining

the psychophysical spatial frequency response
p0119 A75-22210

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
Spatial frequency selectivity in the retina

p0210 A75-31036
Apparent fineness of briefly presented gratings -

Balance between movement and pattern channels
in visual perception

p0210 A75-31037
Spatial-temporal interactions: Contrast

sensitivity as a function of spatial and
temporal frequency, luminance and stimulus
position on the retina
[AD-A001578] p0167 U75-18896

SPATIAL FI1TEEIHG
Effects of the cone-cell distribution on

pattern-detection experiments
p0011 A75-12698

Bionic aspects in the structure of filtering
optoelectronic preprocessors

p0037 A75-14199
Visibility of low-spatial-frequency sine-wave

targets - Dependence on number of cycles
p0148 A75-24447

Broad band spatial filters in the human visual
system

p0237 A75-33158
VECTAN II - A computer program for the spatial

analysis of the vectorcardiogram
p0280 A75-3801I6

SPATIAL ISOTBOPI
0 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

SPATIAL OBIEHTATION
D ATTITODE (IHCLINATIOB)

SPECIPICATIOHS
HI EQDIPHEHT SPECIFICATIONS

SPECTBA
BT ABSORPTION SPECTBA
NT HOLECDLAB SPECTBA
HI NOISE SPECTBA
BT POHEB SPECTBA

NT DLTBAVIOLET SPECTBA
SPBCTBAL ABSOBPTIOI

0 ABSORPTION SPECTBA
SPECTBAL ANALYSIS

0 SPECTBUH ANALYSIS
SPBCTBAL BABDS

NT ABSORPTION SPECTBA
SPECTBAL COBBELATIOI

Phase relationships of alpha rhythm in nan in
normal and blind subjects

p0147 A75-24071
Theoretical analysis of detection of nonaural

signals as a function of interaural noise
correlation and signal frequency

p0179 A75-28715
EEC signs of cerebrovascular insufficiency: An

application of spectral analysis of the EEG
using provocative methods

p0266 N75-25552
SPBCTBAL NOISE

D WHITE NOISE
SPECTBAL BESOLOTIOB

Visual detection analysed in terns of luminance
and chromatic signals

p0209 A75-31035
SPECTBOMETEBS

NT IHFHABED SPECTBOMETEBS
NT BASS SPECTBOBETEBS

A program-controlled device for operative
man/minicomputer interaction

p0347 A75-42856
SPECTBOHETBI

0 SPECTBOHETEBS
SPECTBOPBOTOflETEBS

A device for in vivo microspectrophotometnc
investigations and instructions for its use

p0209 A75-31025
SPECTBOPBOTOBETBI

Plane-polarized light in microspectrophotometry
p0119 A75-22207

Automated Iodine Monitoring Systen development
(AIMS) shuttle prototype
[NASA-CB-144433] p0386 N75-32758

SPECTBOSCOPES
U SPECTROMETERS
SPECTBOSCOPIC ANALYSIS

The determination of cadmium, calcium, copper,
lead, magnesium, potassium, sodium, and zinc by
atomic absorption spectroscopy in the brain,
kidney, and liver

p0382 N7S-32730
SPECTBOSCOPY
NT ABSORPTION SPECTBOSCOPY
NT HASS SPECTBOSCOPY
NT SPECTROPHOTOHETBY
NT SPECTBOSCOPIC ANALYSIS
SPECTHOH ANALYSIS

Spectral analysis as a method of quantitative
interpretation of Doppler-shift signals for
cardiac output measurement

p0071 A75-18597
Numerical data processing as applied to human

neurophysiology: Evoked activity and
transcranial electroencephalography

p0186 N75-19945
Power spectrum of the respiratory system
[AD-A002958] p0219 N75-21937

Spectral analysis of biological signals using
coherent optical techniques using
helium-neon laser, photographic film, and
parallel processing

p0231 N75-23161
The mesodiencephalic hippocampal system: A

quantitative analysis of the modulation of theta
rhythm

p0266 N75-2S553
SPEECH
NT ABTICOLATIOH
NT SOBDS (LANGUAGE)
Use of the invariant method of speech analysis to

discern the emotional state of announcers
p0317 A75-41461

Influence of auditory fatigue on the perception of
speech under conditions of intense low-frequency
noise

p0359 A75-44511
SPEECH DISCBIHINATIOI
0 SPEECH RECOGNITION
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SPEECH BBCOGIITIOI
Response patterns of cochleae nucleus neurons to

excerpts from sustained vowels
.p0038 A75-14388

Speech reception with low-frequency speech energy
p0179 A75-28716

Advanced speech technology applied to problems of
air traffic control

p0280 475-37692
Perceptual differences anong consonants

[AD-A002286] p0190 N75-19972
Vibratese language

p0294 N75-27713
On henispheric differences in evoked potentials to

speech stimuli
[NASA-CR-1113137] p0298 N75-277U4

Two programs for speech recognition and systen
identification research
[AD-A003806] p0299 N75-27754

Exploitation of central mechanisms in listening to
noisy speech
[AD-A009886] p0368 N75-31734

SPB8HATOGENBSIS
Spermatogenesis, the mature sperm, and sperm egg

association in Hematospiroides dubius
[NASA-CR-141691] p0164 S75-18875

SFBBBOIDS
NT PROLATE SPHEROIDS
SPHYGMOGBAPHY

Special report: Occlusive cuff controller
[NASA-CH-144430] p0369 N75-31744

SPIKE POTBBTIALS
Quantification of abnormal EEG spike characteristics

p0117 A75-21868
Field potentials in the dentate area of the cat:

Experimental findings and biophysical models
p0267 N75-25554

SPIHAL COBD
NT SPINE

Synchronization of human motor units - Possible
roles of exercise and supraspinal reflexes

p0137 A75-22949
Vestibulo-spinal mechanisms study of evoked

potential changes
p0144 A75-23314

Spinal cord potentials evoked by peripheral nerve
stimulation

p0171 A75-26244
Post-traunatic condition of the spine in

middle-age pilots
p0214 A75-31296

A fine structural study of degenerative changes in
the dorsal column nuclei of aging mice - Lack of
protection by vitamin E

p0303 A75-38998
Labyrinth and extralabyrinth effects on the

background activity of spinal interneurons in
cats subjected to rocking

p0309 A75-40717
Measurement of vestibulo-spinal responses in man

p0319 A75-41756
Change in bioelectric activity of spinal cord

roots and in the skeletal muscles of dogs during
transverse acceleration

p0097 N75-15289
An engineering analysis of the hunan spinal column

spinal braces
[PB-235383/7] p0125 N75-16215

Problems and perspectives in paraplegia
p0191 N75-19985

Influence of vestibular and proprioceptive stimuli
on spinal cord nenronal reactions

p0195 N75-20992
Bapid flight vibration phenomena and spine fractures

p0292 N75-27696
Effect of sectioning of the spinal cord in the

midlumbar portion on heat exchange and
development of fever in rabbits
[NASA-TT-F-16<t96] p0332 H75-29731

SPINE
An experimentally validated dynamic model of the

spine
p0003 A75-10352

Spinal injury after ejection in jet pilots -
Mechanism, diagnosis, follouup, and prevention

p02U3 A75-34387
Spinal injury after ejection

(AGARD-AR-72] p0230 N75-23150

Spinal effects of an electrical vestibular
stimulation in nan
[NASA-TT-F-16314] p0254 B75-24318

SPLBBH
Lymphoid cell kinetics under continuous Ion

dose-rate gamma irradiation: A comparison study
[NASA-CH-143262] p0326 N75-28698

SPOHBS
Hicrobial studies in the Biostack experiment of
the Apollo 16 mission - Germination and
outgrowth of single Bacillus subtilis spores hit
by cosnc HZE particles

p0012 A75-12862
Viability of Bacillus subtilis spores exposed to

space environment in the M-191 experiment system
aboard Apollo 16

p0013 A75-12871
Postflight analysis of bacillus thnringiensis
organisms exposed to spaceflight conditions on
Apollo 16

p0036 A75-14083
Effects of solar ultraviolet radiations on
Bacillus subtilis spores and T-7 bacteriophage

p0355 A75-44143
Distribution of sterols in the fungi. I - Fungal

spores
p0378 A75-47227

Thermal profile of a Bacillus species /ATCC 27380/
extremely resistant to dry heat

p0378 A75-47241
Solubilization and spore recovery from silicons
polymers
[SASA-CR-140769] p0020 875-11591

On the directed monitoring of sterilization
using the spore-earth test and a glucose-plasma
indicator
[NASA-TT-F-16459] p0294 N75-27714

SPRAYED COATINGS
Industrial hygiene evaluation of spray

applications of polyurethane coatings
[AD-784843] p0029 N75-11668

SPBAIBD FBOTBCTIVB COATINGS
D PBOTECTIVB COATINGS
U SPRAYED COATINGS \

STABILITY
NT AERODYNANIC STABILITY
NT AIBCBAFT STABILITY
NT FLOW STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT STATIC STABILITY
NT STORAGE STABILITY
NT THERMAL STABILITY
STABILITY DERIVATIVES
NT PITCHING MOMENTS
NT ROLLING MOMENTS

STANDARDS
Standards to which electronic medical equipment
should respond

p0041 A75-15445
Bone standards for the intercomparison and

calibration of photon absorptiometric bone
mineral measuring systems

p002« B75-11632
The hygienic basis of standards of illumination.

Types of visual fatigue
[NASA-TT-F-16066] p0090 N75-14442

Ear-protector ratings
[AD-779552] p0163 N75-17968

Protective clothing: Assessment of need. Volume 2
[PB-241168/4] p0339 N75-29786

STATIC ELBCTBICITI
Static propensity of various Air Force garments
[AD-784789] p0030 N75-11675

STATIC PBESSDBE
NT HYDBOSTATIC PRESSORB
STATIC STABILITY

Experimental evaluation of limb flail initiation
and ejection seat stability

p0382 N75-32725
STATIONS
NT ORBITAL WORKSHOPS
NT SALYOT SPACE STATION
NT SPACE STATIONS
NT TRACKING STATIONS

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
NT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
NT FACTOR ANALYSIS
NT MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
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SUBJECT INDBI STEROIDS

HT PROBABILITY DISJHIBOTION FDBCTIOSS
HT BEGBESSIOH ANALYSIS
HT SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS
8T STATISTICAL COR8ELATIOB

Hypertension and coronary risk - Implications of
current knowledge

p0072 A75-18732
A theoretical and empirical comparison of tvo

mixed-factor central-composite designs
p0106 A75-19705

On the clinical value of calibrated displacement
apexcardiograpby

p01«6 A75-23599
Statistical analysis of heart rhythm and

hemodynaaic indices in physiological studies
Russian book

p0176 A75-27800
Statistical data on the nedical causes of

definitive flight inability in the TPP of an
airline conpany Technical Flight Personnel

p0202 A75-29270
The radiobiological implications of statistical

variations in energy deposition by ionizing
radiations

p0306 175-39375
Correlation of o£ calcis and spinal bone by

Compton scattering
p0025 H75-11638

A statistical evaluation of the theory of biorhytbns
CAD-787377] p0132 H75-17090

Numerical data processing as applied to hnnan
nenrophysiology: Evoked activity and
transcranial electroencephalography

p0186 B75-19915
Research on human impact acceleration dynamic

response and injury, some statistical aspects of
nodeling
[AD-A002UI13] p0187 H75-19953

Problems of space biology. Volume 26:
Statistical analysis of the cardiac rhythn and
hemodynamic indices in physiological research
[NASA-TT-F-161%] p025U B75-2t32Q

Statistics in h u u a n engineering military
flying personnel
[BAE-TB-74166] p0338 H75-29782

STATISTICAL COHHOHICAIION THEOBT
0 COHMONICATION THEOBT

STATISTICAL CORRELATION
The analysis of aviation training evaluations. II

- Similarities of aviation performances in
flying training courses

p0239 A75-33372
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS

NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
STATISTICAL PROBABILITY

0 PBOBABILITI THEORY.
STEADY FLO!

Steady state fluid flow in viscoelastic tubes -
Application to blood flow in human arteries

p0180 A75-29017
Wave motions of a liquid in viscoelastic tubes -

Stationary nonlinear waves blood flow model
p0378 A75-«7*3U

STEADY STATE
Hicrobial contributions to the evolution of the

'steady state1 carbon dioxide system
p0073 A75-19281

Numerical solution of steady-state electromagnetic
scattering problems using the time-dependent
Maxwell's equations within dielectric cylinder

p0315 A75-IH261
STEERING

Handling properties of diverse automobiles and
correlation with full scale response data
driver/vehicle response to aerodynamic
disturbances "

p0183 H75-19136
STELLAB DOPPLBB SHIFT
D DOPPLER EFFECT
D EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION
STBBEOCHEBISTBY

The origin of optical asymmetry on earth
p0351 A75-13888

STBBBOGBAPHY
0 STEBEOPBOTOGBAPHJ
STEBEOPBOTOGBAPBY

Ophthaliologic stereophotography
p0113 A75-21022

STEBEOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY
0 STEBEOPHOTOGRAPBI
STEBEOSCOPIC VISION

Short-term memory in stereopsis depth
perception of stochastic dot pattern

p0009 A75-11838
The temporal course of the relationship between

retinal disparity and the eguidistance tendency
in the determination of perceived depth

p0034 A75-13903
Effect of luminance and contrast on processing

large disparities in stereoscopic vision
p0066 A75-17171

Stereopsis with large disparities - Discrimination
and depth magnitude

p0119 A75-22211
Depth adjacency and the Ponzo illusion
stereoscopic displacement

p0148 A75-24362
Perceived size and perceived distance in
stereoscopic vision and an analysis of their
causal relations

p0149 A75-24595
Spatial organization of binocular disparity
sensitivity

p0169 A75-26221
Characteristics of stereomovement suppression

fusional vs depth processing
p0177 A75-27B97

Parameters of tachistoscopic stereopsis
p0210 A75-31039

Illusory reversal of visual depth and movement
during changes of contrast

p0308 A75-U0133
Stereoillusion based on visual persistence

p03U2 A75-U2682
STEBEOSCOPY
NT STEHEOPHOTOGBAPHY
STERILIZATION
NT CHEHICAL STERILIZATION
NT SPACECRAFT STEBILIZATION
Research and development of an electrochemical
biocide reactor
CASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-33] p0312 A75-40877

Hot air sterilization
[NASA-TT-F-16384] p0254 N75-24320

Sterilization of solutions in consideration of the
dying kinetics of microorganisms and the
destruction of substrates
[NASA-TT-F-161110] p0263 N75-25529

On the directed monitoring of sterilization
using the spore-earth test and a glucose-plasma
indicator
[NASA-TT-F-16159] p0294 N75-27714

Heat sterilizable patient ventilator
[NASA-CASE-NPO-13313-1] p0300 N75-27761

Chemical controls for sterilization in autoclaves
heat resistance indication for Bicroorganisas

[NASA-TT-F-16U78] p0330 N75-29718
Chemical controls for dry heat sterilization

[NASA-TT-F-16321 ] p0331 N75-29719
The effect of sterilization on biological, organic

geochemical and morphological information in
natural samples
[NASA-TH-X-72883] p0388 B75-33635

STBBILIZATIOB EFFECTS
HT CHEHICAL EFFECTS
HT DECONTAHINATION
NT THEBHAL DEGRADATION
Verification of the efficacy of spacecraft
sterilization

p0013 A75-12870
Viking heat sterilization - Progress and problems
[IAF PAPER 7lt-119] p003« A75-137<4«

Soil sterilization effects on in situ indigenous
nicrobial cells in soil

p0273 A75-35901
Self-sterilization of bodies during outer planet

entry
[NASA-CH-1U0808] p0015 N75-10678

Probability of illness definition for the Skylab
flight crew health stabilization program
[NASA-CB-1U0300] p0017 N75-10691

Environmental microbiology as related to planetary
quarantine synergetic effect of heat and
radiation
[NASA-CR-1109H1] p0057 N75-12622

STEROIDS
HT ALDOSTEROBE
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STETHOSCOPES SDBJECT INDEX

HI CHOIESTE80L
NT CORTICOSTEEOIDS
NT COBTISONE
Distribution of sterols in the fungi. I - Fungal
spores

p0378 A75-47227
STETHOSCOPES

Electronic auscultation in telemedicine
[PB-242009/9] p0366 N75-31717

STIFF STRUCTURES
U RIGID STROCTQRES
STIHOLABT
NT CAFFEINE
NT CENTRAL NEBVODS SYSTEM STIHOLANTS
NT NOBADHENALINE
HT NOBEPINEPHRINE
STIMULATED EBISSIOB DEVICES
NT ARGON LASERS
NT HELIUM-NEON LASERS
NT INFRARED LASERS
NT LASERS
NT PDLSED LASEBS
NT SOLID STATE LASERS
STIMULATION
ST AUDITOR! STIMULI
NT SENSORY STIMULATION
The mesodiencephalic hippocampal system: A
quantitative analysis of the modulation of theta
rhythm

p0266 N75-25553
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
NT MARKOV PROCESSES
NT RANDOM PROCESSES

An algorithm for the reduction of data redundancy
in comfort conditioning systems

p0068 A75-18095
A family of models for measuring human reliability

p0357 A75-44212
A stochastic model of the electromyogram

p0185 N75-19153
A linear stochastic model of the human operator

pilot control of an aircraft
p0186 N75-19160

STOL AIBCBAFT
U SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
STONY METEOBITES
NT CABBONACEODS METEOBITES
STORAGE BATTERIES
NT NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
STORAGE STABILITY

Storage stability and improvement of intermediate
moisture foods, phase 2
[NASA-CR-141663] p0167 N75-18900

Effect of storage conditions on the quality of
compressed food bars cherry, beef noodle
soup, corn flake, and bean salad
[ AD-A006494/9] p0387 N75-32769

STORAGE TAIKS
Spacelab atmosphere storage and revitalization
system
[ASME PAPER 75-ENAS-61] p0309 A75-40852

Further development of a biocide generation and
water system passification system addendum
[NASA-CR-14U434] p0386 N75-32761

STORMS
NT MAGNETIC STOBMS
NT THUNDERSTORMS

STORMS (METEOROLOGY)
NT THUNDERSTORMS
STBAIN DISTRIBUTIO1
D STRESS CONCENTRATION

STRANDS
Comparison of the oxygen enhancement ratxo for

gamma ray induced double-strand breaks in the
DNA of bacteriopbage T7 as determined by two
different methods of analysis
[HBL-1975-11] p0392 N75-33665

STRATOSPHERE BADIATION
Effects of space balloon flights on reproductive
activity in Paramecinm anrelia

p0356 A75-4U147
STRENGTH OF MATERIALS
U MECHANICAL PBOPEBTIES
STBESS (BIOLOGY)

Psychophysiological stress investigations of an
instrument-coordination analyzer

p0055 N75-12607
Study of the quality of regulation of the
cardiovascular system during a physical load

(based on ECG data) hunan tolerance to
physical stress

p0096 N75-15281
STBESS (PHYSIOLOGY)
NT ACCELEBATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
NT CENTHIFUGING STRESS
Risk of hearing damage caused by steady-state and

impulsive noise
pOOOS A75-11057

Age and temperature regulation of humans in
neutral and cold environments

p0007 A75-11312
Some general principles for the study of the

combined effect of space flight factors
pOOOS A75-11418

Decompression disorders Russian book on space
biology

pOOlO A75-12341
Electrocardiographic responses to atrial pacing

and multistage treadmill exercise testing -
Correlation with coronary arteriography

p0011 A75-12613
Digestive and resorptive function of the small
intestine in stressful situation

p0012 A75-12865
The 24-hour rhythm of biogenic amines in nan in
the normal state and'during hypoxia

p0039 A75-14850
Prediction of cardiac response to physical stress

p0104 A75-19687
Predictive implications of stress testing -

Follow-up of 2700 subjects after maximum
treadmill stress testing

p0117 A75-21945
Problems associated with studies of vibrations in

man-machine systems
p0124 A75-22715

Finite element analysis of human cardiac structures
p0152 A75-25219

Absence of nyctohemeral variation in
stress-induced ACTH secretion in the rat

p0154 A75-25413
Frequency and duration of interval training

programs and changes in aerobic power -
p0173 A75-26518

Echocardiographic determination of left
ventricular stress-velocity relations in nan -
Hith reference to the effects of loading and
contractility

p<3175 A75-27324
Significance of ACTH in the formation of complex

heparin compounds in the blood under
immobilization stress

p0209 A75-31019
Characteristics of medical care for crews of

shipborne helicopters operating from a single base
p0237 A75-32528

Aerospace Medical Association, Annual Scientific
Meeting, San Francisco, Calif., April 28-May 1,
1975, Preprints

p0245 A75-34925
Association of aircraft noise stress to
periodoutal disease in aircrew members

p0318 A75-41467
Turnover of free fatty acids during recovery from
exercise

p0344 A75-42759
Experiment in the application of multivariate
correlation-regression analysis in physiological
studies

p0356 A75-44167
ST-segment isolation and quantification as a means
of improving diagnostic accuracy in treadmill
stress testing

p0377 A75-46971
Effect of stress on fat metabolism in connection

with fat contents of emergency rations
[B-4255] p0015 N75-10680

High altitude pulmonary edema
[AD-782240] p0018 N75-10702

Statokinetic reactions of man under conditions of
short term weightlessness
[AD-78<t1«2] p0018 B75-10705

Problems of space biology. Volume 22: Exchange
of matter under extremum conditions of space
flight and its simulation

p0019 N75-11586
Methods in space biology, part 1

p0020 N75-11587
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S OBJECT IIDBZ STBBSS (PSICBOL06I)

Retabolism and kidney function daring space
flight, part 2

p0020 B75-11588
Determination of the additional load to which the

Inngs of an individual wearing breathing
equipment are exposed
ICEA-B-1681] p0029 B75-11667

Horphocytochemical reaction of the saprarenals and
thymic-lymphatic system of rats after
termination of hypokinesia

p0048 §75-12556
Physical fitness and tolerance to environmental

stresses: 1 review of human research on
tolerance to and work capacity in hot, cold and
high altitude environments
[DCIEB-74-H-1008 J p0059 H75-13517

Does immobilization and pressure bearing of a
joint result in ossification in an animal
experiment?
[BASA-TT-F-15562] p009U H75-15263

Controlled starvation as a biological factor
favoring an increase in adaptability of the
honan body

p0097 B75-15287
The visual evoked cortical potential as a measure

of stress in naval environments. 3: The
response to pattern and color
[AD-786322] p0098 B75-15301

Elicitation of vestibnlar side effects by regional
vibration of the head
[AD-786288] p0099 1175-15303

A proposal to study the adrenal cortex in
maintaining the androgenic-anabolic status in
humans under normal and stressful experimental
conditions
[AD-78II842] p0100 H75-15309

Biochemical responses of men to simulated air
dives of 100 feet
[AD-787066] p0126 H75-16217

Bilitary medical research on heat and cold
stresses to personnel
[AD-A001543] p0165 B75-18886

Comparative evaluation of prototype and standard
fire fighter's salts under coabined hypertheroic
and exercise stress conditions
[AD-A002136] p0192 H75-20000

Support of hyper baric physiology research
[AD-A002480] p0198 H75-21013

Byperbaric-hypobaric interactions as they relate
to compressed air diving and aviation: Canine
experiment
[AD-A003073] p0219 B75-21938

Stress and task performance: A comparison of
physical and psychological stressors

p0231 B75-23156
Shallow Habitat Air Dive series (SHAD 1 and 2):

The effects on visual performance and physiology
[AD-A007104] p0257 875-24342

Prediction of physiological respones to work,
environment and clothing
[AO-A007282] p0258 H75-24348

A review of recent literature: Measurement and
prediction of operational fatigue stress
effects on human performance
[AD-A008405] p0270 B75-25585

Stress models
P0271 B75-25593

Access: Diver performance and physiology in rapid
compression to 31 atmospheres
[AD-A003514] p0287 B75-26645

Breathing air quality under the fire proximity
suit hood
[AD-A004770] p»301 B75-27767

Blood flow and pressure telemetry
[AD-J008885] p0362 S75-30781

Effects of the abnormal acceleratory environment
of flight
[AD-A009593] p0366 H75-31716

A user oriented review of the literature on the
effects of sleep loss, work-rest schedules, and
recovery on performance
[AD-A009778] p0367 B75-31726

Gas consunption of scuba divers
[AD-A009354] p0383 B75-32737

STBBSS (PSYCHOLOGY)
Psychological stress and ventricular arrhythmias
during myocardial infarction in the conscious dog

p0011 A75-12614

Amplitude of the T-component of an ECG as a
correlate of emotional stress

p0041 A75-15190
the change of heart rate during mental work

p0045 A75-16606
Effects of time, rate of information presentation

and physical threat stress on perceptual-motor
performance

p0104 A75-19688
Individual differences in response to the

environment
p0110 A75-20825

Characteristics of the electrocardiogram under
physical and emotional stress in man

p0121 A75-22404
The interactions among stress, vigilance, and task

complexity
p0146 A75-23500

Personality factors in selection and flight
proficiency

p0154 A75-25416
Psychophysiological monitoring principles and the

evaluation of pilot fitness to flight
p0157 A75-26122

Emotional stress of helicopter crewmembers in
flights of diverse complexity

p0214 A75-31294
Central regulation of vascular tonus in pilots

p0214 A75-31749
Psychological investigation for members of Bt.

Sickle Boon /parts of the Himalayas/ climbing
party - An analysis of changes on the profile of
Yatabe Guilford personality inventory during
climbing period

p0239 A75-33368
Consequence of social isolation on blood pressure,

cardiovascular reactivity and design in
spontaneously hypertensive rats

p0277 A75-36725
Life changes and aviation accidents

p0279 A75-37493
Use of the invariant method of speech analysis to

discern the emotional state of announcers
p0317 A75-41461

Serum urate and cholesterol levels in Air Force
Academy Cadets

p0318 A75-41468
Effect of stress on fat metabolism in connection

with fat contents of emergency rations
[B-4255] pOOIS 875-10680

Bew or newly tested methods for the assessment of
pilots' workload conference' '
[DLB-HITT-74-19] p0055 B75-12605

Quantitative analysis of psychophysical stress in
operating complex dynanic systems

p0055 B75-12606
Heart rate and sinusoidal arrythmia measurement in

view of objectivating concentration and stress
in control tasks

p0055 H75-12608
The measurement and facilitation of cooperative
task performance reactions of humans to
stress exposure
[NASA-CR-141285] p0090 875-14448

Behavioral effects of prolonged exposure to
continuous and intermittent noise
[AD-785740] p0100 B75-15313

Chemical index to fitness (biochemical correlates
of stress in specialized populations)
[AD-787824] p0127 B75-16222

A psychobiological study of rhesus monkeys exposed
to extremely low freguency-low intensity
nagnetic fields
[AD-A000078] p0159 B75-17935

Emotional-volitional components of operator
reliability sensorimotor function testing
under stress

p0160 875-17948
Discussion and theoretical summarization of the

experimental data psychophysiology in human
factors engineering

p0160 B75-17949
The operator's emotional stability

p0161 B75-17951
The reaction of the cardie-vascular and
sympathico-adrenal systems to intellectual
activity with emotional stress human
operator performance

p0161 875-17957
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STBBSS ANALYSIS SDBJECT IBDEX

Cold regions habitability: A selected bibliography
[AD-A000692] p0162 N75-17959

Psychological stress measurement through voice
output analysis
(SASA-CB-111723] p0188 N75-19960

Aviator performance during local area, lov level
and nap-of-the-earth flight
[AD-A001683] p0188 875-19963

Stress and task performance: A comparison of
physical and psychological stressors

p0231 H75-23156
A review of recent literature: Beasnrement and

prediction of operational fatigue stress
effects on human perfornance
CAD-A008U05] p0270 H75-25585

Tracking performance under tine sharing conditions
with a digit processing task: A feedback
control theory analysis attention sharing
effect on operator perfornance

p0394 N75-33678
Hunan performance evaluation in dual-axis critical

task tracking
p0398 H75-33710

STBBSS AIALISIS
Finite element analysis of a human aortic valve

p0150 A75-24917
Modulating the pituitary-adrenal response to stress

p0296 N75-27730
STRESS CALCULATIONS

0 STRESS ANALYSIS
STBBSS COHCESTBATIOI

Effect of shape and size of lung and chest wall on
stresses in the lung

p0315 A75-41391
Stress-induced changes in corticosteroid metabolism

plasma and urine concentrations
p0297 H75-27733

Influence of chronic and repeated stress on the
pituitary-adrenal system and behavior
[NASA-CR-113622] p0366 N75-31713

STBESS DISTRIBOTIOH
0 STRESS CONCENTHATIOB

STBBSS HBASURBHENT
Psychological stress measurement through voice

output analysis,
[NASA-CB-141723] p0188 N75-19960

STBBSS-STBAIB DISTRIBDTIOH
D STRESS CONCENTRATION

STBESSES
NT COMBINED STRESS
NT THERHAL STRESSES
NT VIBRATIONAL STRESS

STRETCHERS
Litter enplaning-deplaning device

[AD-A006137] p0335 N75-2975H
STBETCBIHG

Role of stretch reflex in voluntary movements
of human foot

p0395 N75-33689
STBIATIOI

The innervation of chick striated muscle fibres by
the chick ciliary ganglion in tissue culture
CHBL-1974-33] p0256 N75-2»338

STROBOSCOPES
Stereoillusion based on visual persistence

p03<»2 A75-42682
STBOHTIDH

NT STRONTIDH 85
STBOHTIUB ISOTOPES

NT STRONTIWI 85
STBOHTIDH 85

Study of bone mineral metabolism during body
immobilization, bed rest, and space flight
[SASA-CR- 11(160 8] p0131 N75-17082

STRUCTURAL DESIGB
Space station interior design: Results of the

NASA/AIA space station interior national design
competition
[NASA-TN-D-8018] p0326 N75-2869M

STBDCTOBAL ENGINEERING
An engineering analysis of the human spinal column

spinal braces
[PB-235383/7] p0125 N75-16215

STBDCTOBAL MATERIALS
D CONSTBOCTION HATEBIALS

STBOCTDBAL BEHBEBS
NT M E M B R A N E STRUCTURES

•STBOCTUBAL VIBRATION
NT SHEATHING VIBRATION

STUDENTS
Prediction of performance and satisfaction of
aeronautical engineering students at the Naval
Postgraduate School
[AD-A003539] p0289 N75-26659

STYBBNBS
NT POLISTIRENE

SOBCIRCDITS
D CIRCUITS
SOB6BATIIT
D REDUCED GRAVITY

SDBLIHINAI STIBDLI
Subliminal fringe of the motoneurone pool of the
soleus muscle in man during rest and stimulation

p0236 475-32505
SDBHABINBS

A new design NOIR atmosphere analyzer for submarines
Non-Dispersive IH instrument

[ASHE PAPER 75-ENAS-31 ] p0312 A75-10876
Center for Technical Submarine Studies and Research

[NASA-TT-F-16385] p0259 N75-21361
SOBHBBGED BODIES
NT DIVING (UNDERWATER)
Suppression of ADH during water immersion in

normal man antidiuretic hormone
p021i» A75-3180U

Recent advances in the physiology of whole body
immersion

p02U7 A75-35605
SOBHBBGIHG

Changes of peripheral venous tone and central
transmural venous pressure during immersion in a
thermo-neutral bath

pOOHI A75-15522
Heart volume in relation to body posture and

immersion in a theme-neutral bath - A
roentgenometric study

pOOUl A75-15523
Effects of a multi-hour immersion with

intermittent exercise on urinary excretion and
tilt table tolerance in athletes and nonathletes

p0111 A75-20887
Depth of immersion as a determinant of the

natriuresis of water immersion
p0122 A75-22155

Alterations in acid-base homeostasis during water
immersion in normal man

p0172 A75-26505
Comparison of water immersion and saline infusion

as a means of inducing volume expansion in man
p0315 A75-11395

Studies of acid-base homeostasis during simulated
weightlessness: Application of the water
immersion model to man

p0297 N75-27736
SUBROUTINES

Calculation routines for evaluation of test results
[FOBTF/F-134:2] p0190 N75-19973

SDBTROPICAL BEGIOBS
U TROPICAL REGIONS

SOD AVIATION AIRCRAFT
NT ALOUETTE HELICOPTEBS
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT

SUGARS
NT GLUCOSE
Sialoproteids of the liver and blood serum in rats
exposed to small doses of ionizing radiation

p03«1 A75-H2316
SUITS
NT PRESSURE SUITS
NT SPACE SUITS
The development and operational evaluation of the
CSO-15/P anti-G coverall

p0151 A75-25071
SULFIDBS
NT HYDROGEN SULFIDE

SDLFUB COHPODNDS
NT HYDBOGEN SULFIDE
The iron-sulphur proteins - Evolution of a

ubiquitous protein from the origin of life to
higher organisms

p0069 A75-18508
SOHHABIBS
NT ABSTRACTS

SUNGLASSES
U.S. Navy development of helmet compatible
eyeglasses

p0151 A75-25060
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SUBJECT IHDBX SillE

SDPEEHIGH FBEQOEHCIES
Reaction of the hypothalamic-hypophysial-adrenal

system under the action of a SB? field
p0157 A75-26121

Effects of superhigh frequency fields of different
intensity on the balance and metabolism of
copper, manganese, molybdenum and nickel in the
organism of experimental animals

p0221 B75-23081
SOPEBSOHIC AIBCBAFT
HT COHCOHDE AIBCHiFT
Radiation safety in flights in high-altitade
aircraft

p0262 H75-25517
SOPBBSOBIC PLIGHT

Certain effects of supersonic airplane flight on
renal function in aviators

p0201 A75-29268
Human aspects of the use of the Concorde
technological and safety factors

p0201 A75-29269
Medical aspects of supersonic travel

p0318 A75-41472
Cosmic radiation exposure in supersonic and
subsonic flight

p0358 A75-UU361
SDPEESOBIC TBAHSPOBTS
BT COBCOBDE AIBCBAFT
SDPIBE POSITIOB

Human spatial orientation in the pitch dimension
p0063 A75-16671

Differences between seated and recumbent resting
measurements of auscnltative blood pressure

p0317 A75-41U64
Amplitude/frequency differences in a supine

resting single lead electrocardiogram of normal
versus coronary heart diseased males
[AD-781685] p0059 S75-13520

SOPPOBT SYSTEHS
ST CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEHS
BT EHEBGEBCY LIFE SDSTAIBIBG SYSTEHS
BT LIFE SOPPOBT SYSTEHS
BT POBTABLE LIFE SOPPOBT SYSTEHS

Skylab crew health and changes related to space
flight
[IAF PAPEB 74-103] p0033 A75-13732

SOBFACE LAYEBS
Fast and easy production of monolayer plaque assay

slides
[HBL-1974-31] p0256 B75-24336

SOBFACE BAVIGATIOH
Modeling the behavior of the helmsman steering a

ship
p0185 B75-19157

SOBFiCE FBOPEBTIES
BT SOEFACE TEHPEBATOBE

SOBFACE TEHPEBATOBB
The Coho Project: Living resources prediction

feasibility study. Volume 3: System evaluation
report
[PB-23U059/4] p0016 B75-10683

SDBF1CB VEHICLES
BT AIBCBAFT CABBIEBS
BT AOTOHOBILES
BT CABGO SHIPS
BT LONAB SOBFACE VEHICLES
NT BOVIBG VEHICLES
BT B A L K I N G HACHIBES

An experimental study of the motorcycle roll
stabilization task

p0184 H75-19145
Concept of a feedback control behavioral model for

physiological aspects of vehicle guidance
p0271 1175-25591

Investigations of roll and pitch in off-road
vehicles including active seat suspension

p0328 B75-28713
SDBFACTABTS

Effects of long-term exposures to 100X oxygen at
selected simulated altitudes on the pulmonary
surfactant in mice

p0111 A75-20883
Early changes in longs of rats exposed to 10% 02

p0116 A75-21571
Effect of aeros'olized dipalmitoyl lecithin on

oxygen-toxic cat lungs
p0212 A75-31152

SOB6EOHS
BT FLIGHT SOBGEOBS

SOBGBBI
BT LABYBIBTHECTOHY
Stereotactic apparatus for the introduction of
electrodes into the brain of the human

p0267 H75-25558
Patient monitoring during cardiac surgery vith aid

of the BEG
p0268 H75-25568

Definition and development of an information
system for cardiac disease intensive care units

p0326 B75-28695
S08SICAL IBSTBOHEBTS

A universal bird head-holder for stereotaxic surgery
p0110 A75-20524

Conduction cardiograph-bundle of Bis detector
p0273 A75-36070

Ophthalmic liguifaction pump
[BASA-CASE-LEI-12051-1] p0389 N75-33640

SOBVBYIBG
U SDBVEYS
SOB7EYS

Color coding: A review of the literature
[AD-A001555] - p0167 H75-18895

Attitudes on en route air traffic control training
and voric: A comparison of recruits initially
trained at the FAA Academy and recruits
initially trained at assigned centers
[AD-A0133l(3/9] p0385 B75-32750

SURVIVAL
Survivability of microorganisms in space and its
impact on planetary exploration

p0034 A75-138<I5
Response of selected microorganisms to
experimental planetary environments
[SASA-CB-136758] p0159 H75-17934

SORVIVAL EQUIPHEBT
Studies on an air-mat safety device for protection
against falling impact injury

p0378 A75-47100
(fan in space orbit
[KASA-TT-F-15973] p0016 B75-10688

Cold: Physiology, protection and survival
[AGABD-AG-194] p0018 B75-10706

The encapsulating life raft system
[AD-787637] p0128 H75-16235

Design criteria for advanced PFD'S
[AD-A010404] p0401 B75-33728

SOSPBSSIOH SYSTEHS (VEHICLES)
Investigations of roll and pitch in off-road
vehicles including active seat suspension

p0328 B75-28713
SWALLOBIBG

The pattern of swallowing during sleep
p0171 A75-26249

SIBAT
Circadian variations in the sweating mechanism

p0343 A75-42758
The gaseous environment and temperature regulation

human sweating capacity in heat
acclimatization
[AD-A003128] p0198 B75-21017

SiEAT COOLIHG
Mechanisms of thermal acclimation to exercise and
heat

p0006 A75-11306
SBBATIH6
0 PEBSPIBATIOB

SflBOBB
Environmental planning in Sweden: Umber 55: The
abisko research station
[PB-235794/5] p0084 H75-14402

SiBEP ABGLE
Influence of spatial and energistic factors on a
visual field of an operator
[MASA-TT-F-16081] p0090 B75-14441

SRTHBIBG
Sketch of biological aero-hydrodynamics /Flight
and swimming of animals/ Bussian book

p0247 A75-35516
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on the
swiaming pattern of fish aboard Skylab 3

p0282 A75-38413
Experimental study of the performance of

competition swimmers
p03»9 A75-13435

SilIB
Stabilization of locomotor activity-rhythms of

piglets introduced into a new environment
[BASA-TT-F-16251] p0195 H75-20996
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SWITCHES SUBJECT IBDEX

Temporal change in radiosensitivity of miniature
swine as evaluated by the split-dose technique
tAD-A004597] p0295 H75-27719

SWITCHES
NT SWITCHING CIRCUITS
HI THESMOSTATS

SBITCBIHG C'lHCDITS
Lou level 'COS/EOS' multiplexing for simplified

EEG telemetry
p0115 A75-23358

SWITCHIBG ELEBEBTS
0 SWITCHIBG CIRCUITS
SYMBOLS

Complex psychophysiological evaluation of the
readability of symbolic information
[RAB-LIB-THABS-1777] p0051 H75-12575

SYBBETRY
Detection of symmetry as a function of angular
orientation

p0309 A75-40599
SYBPATHETIC HERVOOS SYSTEB

Central and reflex regulation of sympathetic
vasoconstrictor activity to limb muscles during
desynchronized sleep in the cat

p0002 A75-10177
Influence of hypoxia on local blood circulation of

the brain
p0031 A75-13246

Variation of the sympatico-adrenal response to
exercise during physical training in the rat

p0147 A75-2U058
Plasma renin activity during and after dynamic and
static exercise

p0241 A75-33672
Physiological and biochemical characteristics of
adrenergic receptors and pathways in brown
adipocytes

p030<4 A75-39159
iutonomic nervous system and adaptation to cold in

man
p0343 A75-42752

SYBPATHOBIBETICS
0 ADEEHEEGICS
SYBPTOBS
0 SIGNS ABD SYBPTOBS
SYBAPSES

Acetylcholine distribution in the retinal layers
of the frog eye

p0013 A75-12971
Adreno- and GABA-sensitive inhibiting systems in
the internal synaptic layer of a frog retina

p0032 A75-13598
Bodel of crossed olivocochlear bundle effects

p0109 A75-20129
Cholinergic mechanisms of interneural transmission

in the retina
p0211 A75-31048

Adaptive pattern processing in the visual system
p0280 A75-37618

The innervation of chick striated muscle fibres by
the chick ciliary ganglion in tissue culture
[BEL-1971-33] p02S6 N75-24338

SYHCHEOBISB
Synchronization of human motor units - Possible
roles of exercise and supraspinal reflexes

p0137 A75-22949
SYBCHEOBIZATIOB
D SYNCHRONISM

SYBCODEBS
Investigation of the effects of noise on the

encoding function of a syncoder electronic
module of neuron cell
[AD-785070] p008t N75-14401

SYBDBOBES
0 SIGHS ABD SYHPTOHS
SYBTAX
BT WORDS (LANGUAGE)
SYHTHETIC EESIBS
BI POLYAHIDE RESINS
SYBTHETIC ROBBERS
ST CHLOEOPBENE EESINS

SYSTEB EFFECTIVESESS
An estimate for the activities of a human operator

p0010 475-12114
Semi-automated ECG processing - A simple method to

improve efficiency in ECG laboratories
p0178 A75-28192

On estimating and reducing the effect of
intersubject EEG variation on the performance of

EEG pattern recognition systems
p0279 A75-37436

Systems simulation: A global approach to aircrew
workload computerized systems analysis

p0052 B75-12588
SYSTEBS ANALYSIS

Application of systems analysis to the study of
motor control by neural subsystems

p0004 A75-10421
Human physiological problems in zero gravity - An

attempt at understanding through systems analysis
pOOOl A7S-10422

Characteristics of the regulation of blood supply
to the brain

p0066 A75-17523
Systems approach to training /SAT/ for the B-1
aircrew

p0106 A75-19707
Quantitative regulation and information estimates
for the systemic activity of the brain

p0347 A75-42814
SYSTEBS DESIGB
0 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
SYSTEBS ENGINEERING
NT COBPHTER SYSTEBS DESIGB

A computer aided function allocation and
evaluation system /CAFES/

pOIOS A75-19698
Instructional system design for aircrew training

p0106 A75-19706
Shuttle orbiter atmospheric revitalization system

and Freon coolant loop system trade studies
[SAE PAPER 740921] p0176 A75-27772

Design and the parametric testing of the space
station prototype integrated vapor compression
distillation water recovery module
[ASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-37] p0311 A75-40872

Automated biowaste sampling system, solids
subsystem operating model, part 2
[NASA-CR-140378] p0057 N75-13505

Space shuttle/food system study. Reguirements
document, modifications 3S, 4C and 5S
[NASA-CR-141484] p0128 N75-16232

The psychological certificate of the computer
operator performance in man machine system

p0162 N75-17958
Banned maneuvering unit technology survey
[NASA-CR-144444] p0386 N75-32759

S7SIOLE
Systolic time intervals at rest and during exercise

p0041 A75-15525
Systolic time intervals by echocardiography

p0070 A75-18548
Immediate cardiac response to exercise -
Physiologic investigation by systolic time
intervals at graded work loads

p0110 A75-20826
Ventricular performance and energy of compression,

power, and rate of change of power during
isovolumic contraction

p0113 A75-20960
High-freguency /acceleration/ direct body
ballistocardiography

p0142 A75-23120
Experimental application of nomograms to the

evaluation of the functional capacity of the
blood circulation system

p0214 A75-31295
Constant-load versus heart rate-targeted exercise
- Responses of systolic intervals

p0215 A75-32372
Systolic time intervals: The evaluation of a

method for clinical diagnostic use
p0266 N75-25550

SYSTOLIC PRESSURE
Indirect measurement of systolic blood pressure

during +Gz acceleration
p0007 A75-11315

Effects of hypoxia, cyanide, and ischaemia on
myocardial contraction - Observations in
isolated muscle and intact heart

p0113 A75-20961
Effect of heart rate on left atrial systolic
shortening in the dog

p0245 A75-34809
The Cardiac Output Computer (COC) project

p0266 N75-25548
Conditioning human systolic pressure: The

stimulus duration parameter
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SUBJECT IBDEX T1SE COBPLIXITI

p0382 H75-32729

T4BLES (Dill)
Probability of illness definition for the Skylab

flight crew health stabilization program
[BASA-CB-140300] p0017 H75-10691

Colorimetric and photonetric properties of a 2 deg
fundamental observer visual data tables
[IZF-1974-12] p0091 B75-14455

T4CHISTOSCOPES
Parameters of tachistoscopic stereopsis

p0210 475-31039
Perceptual analysis under tachistoscopic conditions

visual tests for student pilots
p0213 475-31259

TACHICABDIA
Bole of diencephalon and trunk structures in

regulation of cardiac activity
p0067 475-17788

Antonomic nervous system and adaptation to cold in
man

p03il3 475-112752
TACHTPHEA

Hypoxia-induced tachypnea in carotid-deafferented
cats

p0120 475-22298
TACTILE DISCRIMIBATIOH

Some experience with flight-related
electrocutaneons and vibrotactile displays

p0043 475-15818
Bate control in man-machine systems

p0043 475-15819
Spatial localization of warmth tactile

discrimination by human subjects
p0148 A75-24363

Vibratese language
p0294 N75-27713

TAGGING
0 M A R K I N G

TAIKIBG
HI WORDS (LANGUAGE)

T1RKS (CONTAIHEES)
HT STOS4GE TANKS

TARE (D4T4 REDDCTIOB)
U D4T4 SEDDCTION

TABGET ACQOISITIOH
The effect of scene rotation on target acquisition

image stabilization of electro-optical
displays

p0104 475-19682
The effects of certain gimbal orders and workloads
on target acquisition pilot performance

p0104 475-19683
Color and texture differences in embedded target

visual search situations
p010<t 475-19681

Prediction of target detection thresholds on the
basis of physiological considerations

p0107 475-19715
Effects of lens color on target visibility for
air-sea rescue

p0108 475-19721
Measurement of a helicopter crewman's low-level
target acquisition performance

p0179 475-28775
Mathematical model for determining the probability

of visual acquisition of ground targets by
observers in low-level high-speed aircraft
[SLA-74-141] p0029 B75-11673

The effect of certain gimbal orders and workloads
on target detection, recognition, and
identification

p0220 H75-21944
Air-to-air visual target acguisition

p0223 N75-23094
The effect of flare drift on target acquisition

performance
[AD-A006756] p0230 B75-23153

Beal time display parameters study 2
[4D-4007790] p0260 H75-24367

Visual search and image quality
[AD-4008007] p0270 S75-25584

Human Engineering Laboratory Helicopter
Acquisition Test (HEIHAT)
[4D-4005559] p0328 H75-28707

Visual sampling on a simulated DIHDS-type display
sonar operators and target acquisition

£40-4005318] p0330 875-28723
Alternative approaches to modeling visual target
acquisition
[AD-B000465] p0368 B75-31735

UBGBT PEBETBATION r
D TERMINAL BALLISTICS
IABGBT BECOGBITIOB

Pattern and motion characteristics of visually
time-compressed target detection in static noise

p0103 475-19681
Target detection assessment using an orthogonal

mixed-factor central-composite design time
compressed radar displays

p0106 475-19703
The effect of local target surround and whole

background constraint on visual search times
p0116 475-23498

Visibility of low-spatial-freguency sine-wave
targets - Dependence on number of cycles

p01U8 475-24447
Eye movements during search for coded and uncoded
targets

,p01,77 475-27899
Visual time compression - Spatial and temporal cues

p0350 475-113845
The effect of target surround density on visual
search performance

p0350 475-43846
Visual search processes of Coast Guard aircrewmen
[AD-4004252] p0289 B75-26662

Conspicuity of target lights: The influence of
flash rate and brightness collision
avoidance - visual discrimination/pilot
performance, aircraft lights '
[N4S4-TN-D-7961] p0368 H75-31732

Eye-movements during search for coded and uncoded
targets
[4D-4002713] p0386 B75-32755

TASK COMPLEXITY
The formation of special skills for actions in a
complicated situation pilot performance

p0001 475-10024
The effect of spurious angular accelerations on

tracking in dynamic simulation
pOOOS 475-10736

Influence of acute hypoxia on the structure of the
instrumental functions of the pilot

p0039 475-14877
Comparison of two manipulators using a standard
task of varying difficulty
[4SHE P4PEB 74-SA/BIO-4] p0063 475-16822

Effects of time, rate of information presentation
and physical threat stress on perceptual-motor
performance

p0104 475-19688
The effects of verbal interference on psychoaotor

performance under dual task conditions
p0107 475-19709

The measurement of attention capacity through
concurrent task performance with individual
difficulty levels and shifting priorities

p0107 475-19710
The interactions among stress, vigilance, and task

complexity
i p0146 475-23300

Development of complex performance tester /CPT/
for human tasks in aircraft control

p0239 475-33370
4 comparison of attentional and control shift

models of the performance of concurrent tasks
p0247 475-35515

Skylab task and work performance /Experiment M-151
- Time and notion study/

p0276 475-36339
Warm-up effects in the learning of discrete motor
skills

p0306 475-39312
Future flight deck design

p0307 475-39821
Performance limitations in laterally constrained

movements
p0321 475-41847

Adaptive strategies in vigilance research
p0321 475-41849

Pacing, product complexity, and task perception in
simulated inspection

p0350 475-43847
4 flight simulator study of missile control

performance as a function of concurrent workload
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TASKS SDBJBCT IIDBI

task complexity effects
p0053 M75-12592

•Quantitative analysis of psychophysical stress in
operating coiplei dynamo systeas

" p0055 N75-12606
Assessment of the efficiency of human performance

in space flight
[JPRS-65U77] p0368 H75-31730

Time estimation as a secondary task to measure
workload attention sharing effect on
operator performance

p0391 H75-33679
TASKS

NT AUDITOR! TASKS
NT VISUAL TASKS

TASTE
Potable water taste enhancement

[HASA-CB-1<t1577] p0127 N75-16229
Mechanisms of deterioration of nutrients

retention of flavor during freeze drying
CNASA-CS-1111866] p0285 H75-26630

TAXONOMY
Behavioral taxonomy of undergraduate pilot

trainingrtasks and skills: Taxonomy refinement,
validation and operations, phase 2
[AD-A008201] p0270 N75-25587

Behavioral taxonomy of undergraduate pilot
training tasks and skills: Executive summary
[AD-A008771] p0369 N75-31737

Behavioral taxonomy of undergraduate pilot
training tasks and skills: Guidelines and
examples for taxonomy application in flying
training research
[AD-A008897] p0369 N75-31738

TEACHING
D EDUCATION

TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING
Self-contained heat rejection module for future

spacecraft
[ASME PAPER 75-ENAS-12] p0311 A75-10867

TECHNOLOGIES
HT BIOTECHNOLOGY
NT MILITARY TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
Standards to which electronic medical equipment

should respond
p0041 A75-15115

A review of British aircrew helmet development
p0151 475-25059

Recent NASA contributions to biomedical telemetry
p0237 A75-32575

Benefits of advanced space suits for supporting
routine extravehicular activity
[ASHE PAPER 75-ENAS-39] p0311 A75-40870

TECBNOLOGT TEiNSPEB
Industrial and biomedical use of aerospace

personal cooling garments
[ASME PAPER 75-ENAS-18] p0311 A75-40886

Applications of aerospace technology in biology
and medicine
[NASA-CR-141113] p0058 N75-13509

STARPAHC. Part 1: Final summary report
[NASA-CR-141459] p0098 N75-15295

Image processing of angiograms: A pilot study
p0135 N75-17216

Interdisciplinary studies on the development of
nuclear-fueled circulatory support systems:
Collaboration of industry and academe

p0136 H75-17217
The concept of technology transfer for

neurological!y handicapped persons with
impairment of sensonmotor functions

p0190 S75-19976
NASA and technology considering neurologically

handicapped
p0190 S75-19977

Space life support technology for a modular
integrated 'utility system

p0331 N75-29723
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION

Applications of aerospace technology in biology
and medicine
[NASA-CR-111113] p0058 N75-13509

Brushless dc motors applications in non-space
technology
[NASA-CH-2506] p0101 N75-15319

Heat pipes technology utilization
[NASA-CR-2508] p0101 N75-15320

The processing and transmission of EEG data
p0135 N75-17213

Medical benefits from the NASA biomedical
applications program

p0135 H75-17214
Space technology in remote health care

p0136 B75-17218
The technology application process as applied to a

firefighter's breathing system
p0136 B75-17222

Transportation and the handicapped
p0190 N75-19980

Market study: Biological isolation garment
[NASA-CB-114350] p0301 N75-27762

Mechanisms for aiding worker adjustment to
technological change: Concept, review of the
literature, abstracts. Volume 2: Key work
index and abstracts
[PB-241019/9] p0328 N75-28712

Skylab IMSS checklist application study for
emergency medical care emergency medical
care operations involving the use and operation
of the portable ambulance module
[NASA-CR-114391] p0361 N75-30772

TEETH
Feasibility study on a process for electroless

metal deposition in pits and fissures of teeth
for use in preventive dentistry
[AD-A002071] p0187 B75-19950

Diurnal variations of the physiological mobility
of human teeth
[HASA-TT-F-16277] p0230 N75-23148

TELECHIRICS
U REMOTE HANDLING

TELECOMMUNICATION
NT BIOTELEMEIRY
NT COLOR TELEVISION
NT DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM
NT EXTRATERRESTRIAL COMMUNICATION
NT MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION
NT RADIO TELEHETRI
NT SATELLITE TELEVISION
NT VIDEO COMMUNICATION
NT VOICE COMMUNICATION
NT VOICE DATA PROCESSING
Electronic auscultation in telemedicine
[PB-242009/9] p0366 N75-31717

TELEMETRY
NT BIOTELEMBTBY
HT RADIO TELEMETRY
TELEOPEEATOES

Optical range and range rate estimation for
teleoperator systems

p0107 A75-19711
A manipulator system designed for Free-Flying
Teleoperator Spacecraft

p0107 A75-19712
Free-flying teleoperator for space missions

p0171 A75-27199
A task analysis scheme with implications for
supervisory control'of remote manipulators

p0241 A75-34513
Teleoperator/robot technology can help solve

biomedical problems
[NASA-CR-112089] p0133 N75-17099

Man-machine interactive imaging and data
processing using high-speed digital mass storage
[NASA-CH-112088] p0134 N75-17100

Exoskeletal technology teleoperator arm system
p0191 N75-19990

Artificial sensory systems prosthetic aids for
the blind

p0191 H75-19991
Earth orbital teleoperator manipulator system

evaluation program
[NASA-CR-143871] p0288 N75-26651

Earth orbital teleoperator visual system
evaluation program
[NASA-CR-113875] p0288 N75-26652

Cooperative mnltiaxis sensor for teleoperation of
article manipulating apparatus
[NASA-CASE-NPO-13386-1] p0300 N75-27758

TELEPHONES
An active noise reduction system for use with ear

defenders
p0179 A75-28781

TELESCOPES
NT APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT
NT LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE
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SDEJECT ISDBX TEBBAIH AHALYSIS

TELEVISION CABBBAS
Computer-television analysis of biped locomotion

p0232 H75-23162
TELEVISIOB BQDIPBBHT

BT TELEVISIOH CAHEBAS
Technique for the measurement and dynamic

recording of nicrovessel diameter by television
microscopy

p0209 A75-31024
TELBVISIOB SYSTBHS

BT COLOB TE1EVISIOB
BT SATELLITE TELEVISIOH

Optical range and range rate estnation foe
teleopecator systeas

p0107 A75-19711
Han-machine interactive imaging and data

processing, using high-speed digital mass storage
[SASA-CB-112088] p013M H75-17100

TELLBGBH THEOBI
0 BETROBK SYBTHESIS

TBLLOBIDH
BT TELLDBIDH ISOTOPES

TELLOBIOH ISOTOPES
An attempt to biosynthesize Te123-telluroaetbionine

using yeast method
[IBI-133-73-05] p0159 H75-17911

TELLOBIDH 119
D TELLOBIOH ISOTOPES

TEHPBBATOBB
BT AHBIEBT T E H P E R A T U E E
BT ATBOSPBEBIC TEHPEBATOBB
BT BODY TEHPEBATOBE
BT SKIN T E H P E B A T D R E (BIOLOGY)
BT SOBFACE TEHPEBATOBE
BT WATEB TEHPEBATOBE

TEBPBBATOBB COHPEBSAtlOH
Autononic nervous system and adaptation to cold in

nan
p031)3 A75-42752

TEHPEBATOBB COBTBOL
Thermoregulation and bioenergetics: Patterns for

vertebrate survival Book
p004« A75-16271

Shuttle orbiter atmospheric revitalization system
and Freon coolant loop system trade studies
[SAE PAPEB 740921] p0176 A75-27772

Orbiter active thermal control system description
[ASHE PAPEB 75-EHAS-58] p0310 A75-40855

A 2.2 sg • /2« sg ft/ self-controlled deplorable
heat pipe radiator - Design and test
[ASHE PAPEB 75-EBAS-43] p0311 A75-40866

Space tug thermal control
[ASHE PAPEB 75-EBAS-41] p0311 A75-H0868

Hicrovave effect on rabbit superior cervical
ganglion

p0376 A75-46658
A simulation of an aircraft's environmental

control system
p0163 B75-17970

Phase 1 engineering and technical data report for
the thermal control extravehicular life support
system
[HASA-CB-141793] p0259 B75-24360

Thermal control extravehicular life support system
[NASA-CB-14<t«25] p0370 B75-31746

TBHPEBAIOBB DIFFEBBBCES
D TEHPEBATOBE GBADIEHTS

TBBPEBATOBE DISTBIBDTIOB
Dependence of the temperature distribution in the

human body on the behavioral modes of hyperthermia
p0155 A75-25595

TBHPEBATOBE EFFECTS
The effect of a periodic decrease la the ambient

temperature on the effectiveness of muscle
adaptation to increased activity

p0013 A75-12972
Combined influence of accelerations and elevated
temperature on the carbohydrate metabolism of
the guinea pig brain

p0039 A75-14882
The influence of self-controlled changes in

ambient temperature on autonomous circadian
rhythms in man

pOO«1 A75-15524
Effects of intracoronaxy temperature variation on

the coronary circulation
p0071 A75-18596

Studies to compensate temperature effects in
measurements of respiratory oxygen using

thermistors in radiotelemetry
p01«4 A75-23353

The temperature dependence of myosin fluorescence
of skeletal and smooth muscles

p0169 A75-26164
Thermal alteration of blue-green algae and

blue-green algal chlorophyll
p0176 A75-27775

Effect of temperature on rate of C02 uptake by
human red cell suspensions

p0239 A75-33261
Belease of volatile mercury from vascular plants

p0306 A75-39358
The mental performance of subjects clothed for

comfort at two different air temperatures
p0321 A75-U1846

Leg muscle metabolism during exercise in the heat
and cold

p0349 A75-43437
The temperature dependences of some types of
gaseous ionic reactions of astrochemical interest

p0351 A75-43891
Intensity of excretion of final metabolites and

microorganisms into an enclosed atmosphere as a
function of the temperature profile
[IAF PAPEB 75-073] p0374 A75-45812

Pathogenic effects of the thermal factor
[BASA-TT-F-15320] p0186 H75-199H6

A study of heat, noise, and vibration in relation
to driver performance and physiological status
[PB-238829/6] p0219 H75-21941

A multi-factorial design of computer supported
research of human sleep under the influence of
various thermal conditions -

p0296 B75-27725
Effects of high temperature on maintenance

performance
[AD-A009295] p0366 B75-31720

TEHPBBATDBE FIELDS
0 TEHPEBATOBE DISTRIBUTION

tEHPBBATOBE GBADIEHTS
Variation of intracardiac and intravascalar t

temperature in man
[BASA-TT-F-16598] p0391 B75-33658

TBHPBBATOBE IBVEBSIOHS
DC CEBTBIFDGIBG STBESS
Dynamics of some temperature rhythm phases daring
its inversion

p0195 B75-20990
TBHPBBATOBE HBASOBEHEBT

Dse of dew-point detection for quantitative
measurement of sweating rate

p0360 A75-U5127
Changes in rectal and cutaneous temperature during

muscular exercise performed in air temperature
between 10 degrees and 30 degrees C
[BASA-TT-F-16259] p0218 B75-21933

TEHPBBATDBE SEBSOBS
HC TBEBHISTOBS

IBBDOBS
Effects of fatiguing isometric exercise upon
Achilles tendon reflex and plantar flexion
reaction time components in man

p0277 A75-36711
Changes in the Achilles tendon reflexes following

Skylab missions
p0079 H75-14373

TBBSOBBTBBS
Bespiratory activity sensor using conducting paper

pOOSO B75-12569
IEHHI1AL BALLISTICS

A nethod for soft body armor evaluation: medical
assessment
[AD-A005575] p0330 H75-28728

TBBHIHAL FACILITIES
The airport and the people associated with it

p0206 A75-29612
Buman engineering studies of high speed pedestrian

conveyors using motion simulator
[ABC-CP-1278] p0133 B75-17096

TKBHIHAL GDIDABCB
Human decision making in future ATC systems
comparative studies in distributed traffic
management

p0244 A75-34540
TEBIABY SISTBHS (DIGITAL)
0 DIGITAL SISTEBS

IEBBAIH AIALISIS
Judgement of distance over ground and in photographs
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TEBBAIH F0110IIIG AIBCB1R SUBJECT IHDEX

[B-80J pOOSO H75-13525
TEBBAIH FOLLOWIIG AIBCBAFT

navigation and flight proficiency under Hap of the
Earth conditions as a function of aviator
training and experience treetop helicopter
flight

pOIOl) 475-19689
Proceedings of Conference on Aircrew performance

in Army Aviation considering terrain
following night flight
[AD-A001539] p0162 875-17963

Aviator performance daring local area, low level
and nap-of-the-earth flight
[AD-A001683] p0188 H75- 19963

TEST BEDS
0 TEST EQOIPHE8T

IESI CBABBEBS
HI BIPEBBABIC CBABBEBS
HT ViCODH CBAHBEBS

TESI EQOIPHEH
Collapsible portable electrically turned chair for

vestibular measurements
p0001 A75-10025

A rate table for vestibular system testing
pOOOS A75-11320

Developlent of complex perfornance tester /CPT/
for human tasks in aircraft control

p0239 475-33370
Design and construction of a computer controllable

multi-chromatic stimulus for human visual system
testing and modeling
[AD-A008678] p0368 H75-31729

TEST FACILITIES
Biological indicators for monitoring water quality

of HTF canals system
[&ASA-CB-1U3178] p0295 875-27717

TEST PILOTS
The test pilot and the quality control system

p02U1 A75-33616
The Dnited States Baval Test Pilot School

[AIAA PAPEB 75-1OU8] p0307 A75-39535
TESTEBS
D TEST EQDIPBEHT
TESTES

Effect of 50-HeV protons on the testes of mice
proton and gamna radiation effects on cells

p0095 H75-15273
TESTIBG
0 TESTS
TBSTIHG BACHIIBS
0 TEST EQUIPHEHT
TESTS

Effects of task performance strategies on group
performance effectiveness
[AD-A001707] p0189 H75-19967

TETBAXOLBS
Procedure for the isolation and determination of

aldosterone in human urine by thin-film
chromatography on polyamide and ETC micro-reaction
[SAE-LIB-TBAHS-1778] p0051 H75-12579

TEXAS
A feasibility study for an emergency medical

services system to serve the Permian basin in
the state of Texas
[HASA-CB-1H1853] p0265 B75-255UO

A seasonal occnrence checklist of waterfowl
hazardous to flight safety in southern United
States
[AD-A010521] p0382 H75-32728

TEXTILES
Static propensity of various Air Force garments

[AD-78»789] p0030 H75-11675
THALAHDS

Evoked responses to heterogeneous stimuli combined
in direct and reverse sequence

p0031 A75-13399
Cortical projections of the vestibular nerve
neuroaoatomy of sensorimotor area

p014<t A75-23315
The thalamns and thermoregnlation

p0303 A75-39154
TBBBAPT
BT CHEHOTHEBAPt
BT PSYCHOT8EBAPY.
The Rational Research Council program on aid to
the nearologically handicapped

p0190 875-19981
Current therapeutic techniques and rehabilitation

from neurological disorders

p0191 H75-19983
The use of objective measurements in the

evaluation of therapy programs
p0191 H75-19981

Problems and perspectives in paraplegia
p0191 H75-19985

An alternative therapy against organophosphate
poisoning
[HBL-197U-32] P0256 875-24337

Stochastic operations on CCO electrocardiograms
p0268 H75-25566

TBBBBAL ABSOBPTIOB
Improved thermal storage material for portable
life support systems
[ASHE PAPEB 75-BBAS-40] p0311 A75-10869

TBBBBAL COHFOBT
Bange of brain temperature changes in hyperthermia
as a function of animal size

' p0039 A75-14880
Parametric study of the effect of large instrument

panels on the thermal comfort of a space station
crew
[AIAA PAPEB 75-715] p0237 A75-32882

Investigation on the possible role of a work
factor in thermoregulatory behavior of man

p0278 A75-37025
Improved thermal storage material for portable
life support systems
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EHAS-UO] p0311 A75-40869

The mental performance of subjects clothed for
comfort at two different air temperatures

p0321 A75-11846
TBBBHAL DECOBPOSITIOI
D PYBOLISIS

TBBBBAL DBGBADATIOH
Emissions of volatiles from non-metallic shipboard
materials - Electrical insulations
[ASHE PAPEB 75-E8AS-35] p0312 A75-H0873

TBEBBAL EFFECTS
0 TEHPEBATOBE EFFECTS

THEB8AL BBEBGT STOBA6E
D BEAT STORAGE

TBEBBAL EN7IBOHHEHIS
iater and electrolyte replacement during repeated

days of work in the heat
p0213 A75-31382

IBEBBAL PBOPBBTIES
D THEBBODYBARIC PBOPEBTIES

TBBBBAL PBOTECTIOB
Industrial and biomedical use of aerospace
personal cooling garments
[ASHE PAPEB 75-E8AS-18] p0314 A75-10886

On development of an inexpensive, lightweight
thermal micrometeroid garment for space suits
[NASA-CB-1UU428] p0370 H75-317H5

TBBBHAL BADIATIOi
Physiological reactions of thermoregulation to
convective and radiant heat stimuli

p0114 A75-21111
TBEBHAL BESISTA8CB

Thermal profile of a Bacillus species /ATCC 27380/
extremely resistant to dry heat

p0378 A75-172U1
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in

and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[HASA-CB-1U2909] p0263 875-25528

Environmental microbiology as related to planetary
quarantine
[BASA-CB-112933] p0271 H75-25596

Chemical controls for sterilization in autoclaves
heat resistance indication for microorganisms

[BASA-TT-F-16»78] p0330 H75-29718
TBBBHAL STABIUTI

FB-3A crew evaluation of thermostabilized
bite-sized meats
[AD-784810] p0030 H75-1167II

TBBBBAL SIBESSES
Respiration during heat stress

p0112 A75-20891
Leg muscle metabolism during exercise in the heat

and cold
p03«9 A75-43437

Estimation of the physiological parameters of
heart-rate and oxygen-consumption during heat
and work stress mathematical modeling of
physiological responses
[AD-A001285] p0165 875-18885

Thermal performance of permeable versus
impermeable hoods worn by men in CB ensemble
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S OBJECT IIDBI TBEBBOHBGOLAtlOI

working in a tropical environment
[AD-i005613] p0330 H75-28727

TBBBBISTOBS
Studies to compensate temperature effects in

measurements of respirator; oxygen using
thermistors in radiotelemetry

p01<l« 175-23353
Thermistor holder for skin temperature measurements

[HASA-CASE-ABC-10855-1] p0389 H75-33642
THEBBODIH1BIC BQOILIBBIOB

Quantum chemical stud; of the thermodynamics,
kinetics of formation and bonding of B2CH -
Belevance to prebiotic chemistry

p007» A75-19289
Dse of an electronic computer in investigating a

thernodynauc model of hydration of carbon
dioxide to carbon and vater

p0195 H75-20994
THBBBODYHABIC PROPBBTIBS
HI CRITICAL PBESSOBE
HT THEBHAl STABILITY
HT TAPOB PEESSDBE
HT VOLATILITY

Thermodynamic perspectives and the origin of life
p0156 A75-25956

THBBHOGBABS
0 BECOBDIHG INSTHDHESTS

IBBBHOinHIIESCBHCB
Passive dosimetry measurements on board the Skylab

II mission
p0036 A75-1<f082

Foil activation analysis and therooluminesceot
dosimetry on Skylab 2 for monitoring
radiation levels
[AD-783779] p0018 H75-10701

THEBBOBETBI
0 TBHPEBATOBE BEASUBEHEHT

TBEBBOPBILES
Correlation betveen thermal death and membrane

fluidity in Bacillus stearothermophilus
p0114 A75-21043

TBEBROPHILIC PL1HTS
HT BLOE GBEEH ALGAE

TBBBSOPHYSICAL PBOPEBTIBS
HT CRITICAL PBESSDBE
HT THEBBAl STABILITY
HT VAPOB PRESSURE
HT VOLATILITY

THBBHOBBCEPTOBS
The role of central and peripheral thermosensitive

structures in the regulation of cold shivering
p0013 A75-12969

Spatial localization of warmth tactile
discrimination by human subjects

p0148 A75-24363
Effect of local cooling on sweating rate and cold

sensation
p0170 A75-26236

Changes in the activity of anterior hypothalamic
neurons due to stimulation of thermoreceptors of
subcutaneous veins

p0208 A75-31013
The rhythm of physiological changes in the

functional state of the visual and dermothermal
analyzers in man

p0236 A75-32504
On differences in sensitivity of the

thermoreceptors of the skin to radiative and
convective thermal action

p0348 A75-42997
TBEBNOBEGOLATIOI

CSS regulation of body temperature in euthermic
hibernators Central Hervous System

p0002 A75-10231
CBS regulation of body temperature during

hibernation Central Hervous System
p0002 A75-10232

Correlation of hippocampal theta rhythm with
changes in cutaneous temperature

p0003 A75-10234
Hechanisms of thermal acclimation to exercise and

heat
pOOOe A75-11306

Age and temperature regulation of humans in
neutral and cold environments

p0007 A75-11312
The role of central and peripheral theraosensitive
structures in the regulation of cold shivering

p0013 A75-12969

Autonomic and behavioral temperature regulation -
Unilateral vs bilateral preoptic thermal
stimulation

p0035 A75-13952
Application of engineering heat transport concepts
to the analysis of biological thermoregulatory
systems

p0037 A75-14329
Temperature responses of exercizing dogs to
infusion of electrolytes

p0038 A75-14800
Becent studies of hypothalamic function;
Proceedings of the International Symposium,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada, Hay 28-31, 1973

p0042 A75-15776
Henronal models of hypothalamic temperature
regulation

p0042 A75-15780
Bypothalamic control of thermoregnlatory behavior

p0043 A75-15781
Ionic concepts of the set-point for body temperature

pOO«3 A75-15782
Thermoregulation and bioenergetics: Patterns for

vertebrate survival Book
P0044 A75-16271

Characteristics of thermal regulation in man
feedback circuit model

p0067 A75-17789
Temperature responses to infusion of electrolytes

during exercise
p0112 A75-20900

Physiological reactions of thermoregulation to
convective and radiant heat stimuli

p0114 A75-21114
Forearm blood flow during body temperature
transients produced by leg exercise

p0115 A75-21567
Changes of thermal balance induced by passive

heating in resting man
p0123 A75-22170

Thermoregulatory responses to preoptic cooling in
unrestrained rabbits

p01«2 A75-23200
Effect of local cooling on sweating rate and cold
sensation

p0170 A75-26236
Thermoregulation of myocardial protein synthesis

p0173 A75-26550
Ca++ induced hypothermia in a hibernator /Citellus
beechyi/

p0173 A75-26660
Theraoregulatory, metabolic, and cardiovascular
response of rats to microwaves

p0179 A75-28911
Effect of chronic hypercapnia on body temperature
regulation

p0215 A75-32374
Shivering and nonshivering thermogenic responses

of cold-exposed rats to hypothalamic warning
p0238 A75-33259

Thermoregulatory control of finger blood flow
p02M5 A75-34807

Investigation on the possible role of a work
factor in thermoregnlatory behavior of man

p0278 A75-37025
Temperature regulation and drug action;
Proceedings of the Second Symposium on the
Pharmacology of Thermoregulation, Paris, France,
April 16-18, 197«

p0303 A75-39151
Heural models on temperature regulation for
cold-stressed animals

p0303 A75-39152
Physical models of human thernoregulation

p0303 A75-39153
The thalamus and thermoregulation

p0303 A75-39154
An integrative model of monoamine and ionic
mechanisms in the hypothalamic control of body
temperature

p0304 A75-39155
Histamine and temperature regulation

p0304 A75-39156
Studies on central noradrenergic pathways in the
control of body temperature

p0304 A75-39157
Amine-prostaglandin modulation of activity of
thermoregulatory neurones

p0304 A75-39158
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THSBHOSETTIIG BBSIIS SUBJECT IIDBI

Physiological and biochemical characteristics of
adrenergic receptors and pathways in brovn
adipocytes

p0304 A75-39159
Brovn adipose tissue and the calorigenic response

to norepinephrine in cold-acclimated rats
pOBOU 175-39160

Noradrenaline content and fat mobilization on
brown adipose tissue of the rat after forced
swimming

p030t A75-39161
Ability of young, adult and aged rats to adapt to

different ambient temperatures
p0304 A75-39162

Effects on cardiac tissue of serum derivatives
from hibernators

p030<t A75-39163
Chlorinated hydrocarbons as pharmacological tools

in studies on thermoregulation
p0305 A75-39165

Effect of ambient heat stress on body development
of rats and survival of fatal heat stress by
drug administration

p0305 475-39166
Temperature responses to infusion of electrolytes

during exercise
p0305 A75-39167

The effect of thyroxine on temperature regulation
during physical exercise in dogs

p0305 A75-39168
Responses to preoptic temperature manipulation in

the awake and hibernating marmot
p0307 475-39825

Circadian variations in the sweating mechanism
p03«3 A75-42758

Biogenic amines and acute thermal stress in the rat
p0352 A75-43975

Experiment in the application of onltivariate
correlation-regression analysis in physiological
studies

p0356 A75-U1167
The function of the body and factors of space flight

[NASA-TT-F-15971] p0084 N75-14UOU
Internal thernotopography and shifts in general

thermal balance in nan under special heat
transfer conditions

p0085 H75-14U08
Liquid cooled garments

[NASA-CR-2509] p0101 H75-15316
The gaseous environment and temperature regulation

human sweating capacity in heat
acclimatization
[AD-A003128] p0198 N75-21017

The thermoregulatory system: Regulated system or
servo system?
[NASA-TT-F-16256] p0218 N75-21931

Thermal conductivity of the human body during
immersion at thermal neutrality and in a cold
environment
[NASA-TT-F-16258 ] p0218 M75-21932

Cutaneous circulation and thermal exchange at
altitude (3800 m)
[NASA-TT-F-16311 ] p0219 N75-21934

Prediction of physiological respones to work,
environment and clothing
[AD-A0072821 p0258 H75-24348

Effect of sectioning of the spinal cord in the
midlumbar portion on heat exchange and
development of fever in rabbits
[NASA-TT-F-16496 ] p0332 B75-29731

Effect of exogenous catecholamines on heart rate
and thermoregulation in the hibernating hedgehog
(Erinaceous europaeus L).
[BASA-TT-F-16533 ] p0362 1175-30776

Symposium on Temperature Regulation and Drug Action
[AD-A006372] p0362 H75-30780

The response of a human temperature regulatory
system model in the cold

p0382 K75-32731
THEEHOSETTIHG BBSIIS

NT POLIAMIDE EESINS
TBEBBOST1BILITT.

0 T H E R M A L STABILITY
IHEBBOSTAIS

Semiconductor thermostats for spaceflight
biological investigations

p0096 N75-1528H
THBBBOTBOPISM

D TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

TBIH LAIBE CBBOMATOGBAPBT
Procedure for the isolation and determination of

aldosterone in human urine by thin-film
chroaatography on polyamide and ETC micro-reaction
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1778] p0051 N75-12579

THIHHBBS
U SOLVENTS

TBOBAI
Effect of intrathoracic pressure on
pressure-volume characteristics of the lung in nan

p0172 A75-26516
Determination of cardiac size from chest

roentgenograms following Skylab missions
p0083 B75-14398

THRESHOLD SHIP!
D TBBESBOLDS
THRESHOLDS

Threshold response of the vestibular analyzer
during hypoxia

p0096 N75-15282
IHBBSBOLDS (PEBCEPTIOH)

Measuring human aversion to sound without verbal
descriptors

p0035 A75-13908
An algorithm for the detection of signals on the
basis of the color contrast on the screen of a
color cathode ray tube /a color indicator/
for radar

pOO«2 A75-15615
Coding of spatial location by single units in the
inferior colliculus of the alert cat
auditory sensation area

p0063 A75-16994
Minimum separable as a function of speed of a

moving object for central and peripheral
vision

p0064 475-17328
Suprathreshold intensity-area relationships - A
spatial Broca-Sulzer effect

p0065 A75-17339
Prediction of target detection thresholds on the
basis of physiological considerations

p0107 A75-19715
Bate versus level functions for auditory-nerve
fibers in cats Tone-burst stimuli

p0109 A75-20125
Difference thresholds for interaural delay

p0110 A75-20795
Spatial summation of foveal increments and

decrements
p0119 A75-22208

Photopic spectral sensitivity of the peripheral
retina

p01M8 A75-24446
Visibility of low-spatial-frequency sine-wave
targets - Dependence on number of cycles

p01<48 A75-244U7
Vertex evoked potentials in a rating-scale
detection task - Relation to signal probability

p0175 475-27517
Thresholds for the perception of angular
acceleration as indicated by the oculogyral
illusion

p0177 A75-27900
Inhibition and disinhibition of direction-specific
mechanisms in human vision

p0206 A75-29898
Broad band spatial filters in the human visual
system

p0237 475-33158
Analysis of visual modulation sensitivity - Two
components in flicker perception

p0237 475-33159
A technique to verify a range o£ adapting

luminances in which rods contribute to
thresholds determined with a short wavelength
test stimulus

p0238 475-33162
Spectral sensitivity of the modulation-sensitive

mechanism of vision - Effects of field size and
retinal locus

p0238 A75-33163
Deterioration of vision due to contour shift over

the retina during eye movements
p0238 A75-33164

Central inhibitory interactions in human vision
p0284 A75-38667

Psychophysics of vestibular sensation
p0319 A75-U1752
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SOBJECT IHDEI 1IHEES

Bechanism of the adaptation of the auditory
apparatus to an acoustic load

p0346 175-42811
The effect of borders and contours on threshold

during early dark adaptatxon
p0375 175-16526

The effects of target orientation on threshold
during earl; dark adaptation

p0376 175-46531
Peculiarities of the human auditor; analyzer in a

modified atmosphere
p0097 H75-1S286

Hunan temporary threshold shift and recovery from
24 hour acoustic exposures
[1D-&007842] p0258 B75-24350

Identification and measurement of intellective
load carrying thresholds
[ID-1009159] p0369 B75-31742

THEOHBOCTTBS
Thrombocytopoietic activity of blood serum in

animals under short-ten adaptation to high
altitude conditions

P0209 175-31018
Circadian fluctuations in.the nuiber of

thrombocytes in patients with acute myocardial
infarction
[N1S1-TT-F-16309 ] p0228 M75-23136

THEOBBOPL1STIH
Effect of mediators on the release of tissulac

hemocoagnlating and fibrinolytic conponnds from
the kidneys into the blood stream

p0375 175-46134
THEoaaosis

Primary prevention of coronary heart disease
p0072 175-18733

THBOSTOBS
0 SOCKET ENGINES

THUHDBHSTOBHS
Dynamics of the chemical evolution of earth's
primitive atmosphere hydrocarbon reactions

p0150 175-25045
TBIBOS 611HD

Effect of thymus extract on grannlocyte content in
the peripheral blood

p0360 175-45071
IBIBOID GL1HD

Thyroid nodule and crew personnel flight
fitness examinations

p0065 175-17369
Effect of physical training on the metabolism of
thyroid hormones in man

P0123 175-221)66
Assessment of the degradation of thyroid hormones

In man during bed rest
p0123 175-22467

TBIBOXIBB
Plasma thyroxine changes of the Apollo crewmen

p0112 175-20892
The effect of tbyroxine on temperature regulation
during physical exercise in dogs

p0305 175-39168
Ciccadian variations in concentrations of plasma

thyroxine and triiodothyronine in nan
P0344 175-42764

Gas exchange and some blood in-dices accompanying
thyroid gland dysfunction hormonal
regulation in hyperoxia tolerance

p0261 B75-25509
TIBI1

Tibial bone mineral distribution as influenced by
Calcium, phosphorus, and vitamin 0 feeding
levels in the growing turkey

p0027 N75-11651
Buckling studies of single human trabeculae
[ID-1000264/2] p0187 875-19949

HIT
0 1TXIT0DE (IBCLIN1TIOB)
IILTIBG
0 1ITITODE (INCLIN1TIOB)

IIBBBB VIGOB
The introduction of mycorrhizal fungi into
forested areas of Veronezh region (oblast)
tSlSl-TT-F-164813 P0361 H75-30767

II BE
BT FlIGHT TIBE
HT HEICTIOB TIBE
BT TB1BSI1 TIHE
Perception of time under conditions of brief
weightlessness

p0225 B75-23111
USE COIST1BT
NT PEBCEPT01L TIDE COHST1BT
TIHB DB11I
D TIDE 11G

TIBE DEPEHDBBCB
The use of time dependent models in inverse

electrocardiograph;
p0013 175-12934

Botor potentials and the timing of muscular activity
p0137 175-22950

Investigation concerning the time dependence of
the parameters of signal detection theory and
the effect of event frequency in the vigilance
experiment

p0246 175-35100
Recording mth the aid of holographic

interferometry by double exposure of the motion
of the tympanum of guinea pigs undergoing the
action of "short-time11 sound effects
CISL-8/74] p0196 1175-21000

Laser interferonetric studies of the guinea pig
eardrums displacement under various acoustic
excitations: Pure sounds, N waves, shock waves
[ISL-7/74] p0196 B75-21001

Pressure variation effects on the guinea pig
middle ear under impulse sound excitation
[ISL-33/73] p0196 B75-21002

TIHB DISCBIBIB1IIOB
Time perception nnder conditions of short-term

weightlessness
p0138 175-22956

Time estimates in a long-term tine-free environment
human performance

p0278 175-37171
II BE L1G

Difference thresholds for interaural delay
p0110 175-20795

Effect of delay of feedback and type of movement
on laterally displaced vision

p0113 175-20959
The 'fluttering heart* and spatio-temporal
characteristics of color processing. I -
Reversibility and the influence of luminance. II
- Lateral interactions across the chromatic border

visual responses
p0119 175-22214

Systolic time intervals: The evaluation of a
method for clinical diagnostic use

p0266 N75-25550
IIBE BB1SDBEBBBI

Indicator mixing in the left heart and
reexamination of mean circulation time

p0006 175-11310
Task and work performance on Skylab mission 2, 3

and 4 (time and motion study - Experiment B151)
p0079 H75-14374

TIHE BE1SOBISG IHSTBOHEITS
BT TIBING DEVICES
TIHB OPTIB1L COBIBOL

Time optimal behavior of human saccadic eye movement
p0239 175-33353

1 pulse-width modulated model for visual eye
tracking

p0278 175-37149
TIHE BBSPOBSE

The detection of a simple visual signal as a
function of time of watch

pOOOS 175-10734
Time course of man's ventilator; response to a
sudden rise of PI sub 02

p0006 175-11305
Learning to utilize information presented over two
sensory channels auditory and visual stimulus

P0035 175-13909
Eye movements daring search for coded and nncoded
targets

p0177 175-27899
TIHB SEBIBS ISiLISIS

Acceleration time series resulting from repetitive-
extension-flexion of the hand

p0116 175-21570
Identification of human operator performance

models utilizing time series analysis
p0184 875-19150

Power spectrum of the respiratory system
[1D-1002958] p0219 B75-21937

II BE BS
D TIBIBG DEVICES
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TIBIHG SUBJECT IBDEI

TIHIIG
0 TIRE BEASOBEHEHT

TIBTNG DEVICES
The echocardiograo of the anterior leaflet of the

ultra 1 valve Correlation with he mod y name and
cineroentgenographic studies in dogs

p0070 A75-185I15
TISSDES (BIOIOGT)

HI ADIPOSE TISSUES
NT HEUBOGLIA
HT PEBITOBEDfl
NT PLANTAB TISSDES

Computerized transazial X-ray toaographj of the
human body

p0001 A75-10039
Large systens with periodical structure and

function /exanple in cellular tissue/. I -
Formalism of structure and function: Spatial
lattices and cellular automata

p0002 A75-10214
Cell-tissue changes in lymph nodes of loaded and
mnobilized rats

p0031 A75-13305
Combined influence of accelerations and elevated
temperature on the carbohydrate metabolism of
the guinea pig brain

p0039 A75-11882
24-hour periodicity of alkaline DNAase in animal

tissue
p0066 A75-17660

Oltrastrnctural alterations observed in mouse lung
after prolonged Be/02 exposure

p0111 A75-20886
Tissue oxygenation and splenic erythropoiesis
during chronic hypoxia and hypercapnia

p0123 A75-22471
The influence of weightlessness on mineral
saturation of bone tissue

p0139 A75-22966
Evaluation of oral, dental, and skeletal tissues

in Apollo 17 BIOCOBE pocket mice
p0205 A75-29606

Evaluation of viscera and other tissues cosmic
radiation effects

p0206 A75-29607
Interaction of electromagnetic transient radiation

Kith biological materials
p0207 A75-30574

Electromagnetic power absorption in anisotropic
tissue media microwave effects on muscle
fibers

p0235 A75-32408
Effects of sustained exposure to simulated
altitude on tissue Na spaces of the organs in
rats and rabbits

p0239 A75-33369
Complex permittivity and penetration depth of
certain biological tissue between 40 and 90 GHz

p0277 A7S-36523
Arterial and tissue gas tensions in rats during
development of pulmonary oxygen poisoning

p0281 A75-38410
Effects on cardiac tissue of serum derivatives
from hibernators

p0304 A75-39163
Ocular tissue damage due to ultrashort 1060-na
light pulses from a mode-locked Ndtglass laser

p0308 A75-40533
Study of a number of biochemical indices of the
blood and tissue of dogs after prolonged
gamma-radiation

p0086 N75-14415
Bicrodosimetry and the radiation danger of cosmic
rays

p0087 875-14*25
Bethodological questions of creating

tissue-equivalent phantoms
p0088 N75-14426

Effect of extremal factors on the structure of the
organs and tissues
[NASA-TT-P-791] p0128 N75-17057

Histological analysis of tissue structures of the
internal organs of steppe tortoises following
their exposure to spaceflight conditions while
circumnavigating the moon aboard the Zond-7
automatic station

p0129 N75-17063
Bistological analysis of the influence of certain
extremal factors on the postradiational changes

in the tissues of experimental animals
p0130 875-17071

Method and system for in vivo measurement of bone
tissue
[NASA-CASE-HSC-14276-1] p0220 N75-21948

Content of ammonia, glntamine, glutaoic acid in
rat tissues during hypoxia and afterward

p0261 875-25508
Bicrodosinetnc structure of HZE particle tracks

in tissue
[NASA-CB-141935] p0326 875-28696

In vivo bubble growth studies following
decompression
[AD-A009963] p0392 H75-33667

TITAB
Consideration of probability of bacterial growth

for Jovian planets and their satellites
p0355 A75-44139

IOCOPHEBOL
Vitamin E, exercise, and the recovery from
physical activity

p0001 A75-10046
A fine structural study of degenerative changes in
the dorsal column nuclei of aging mice - Lack of
protection by vitamin E

p0303 A75-38998
TOLBBAHCBS (BECBAHICS)
BT IHPACT TOLBBANCES
TOLBBABCBS (PHYSIOLOGY)
NT ACCELEBATIOH TOLERANCE
NT COLD TOLEBA8CE
NT BEAT TOLEBANCE
8T HUMAN TOLEBABCES
NT BADIATION TOLEBANCE
Some considerations of the theoretical limits for
living organisms

p0354 A75-44135
The tolerance of birds to airblast
[AD-785259] p0048 H75-12550

The Performance and capabilities of terrestrial
organisms in extreme and unusual gaseous and
liquid environments
[NASA-CB-142192] p0131 N75-17077

Nature of circulatory autoregulation as a
criterion of body tolerance to environmental
agents

p0194 N75-20987
Continous animal exposure to a mixture of

dichloromethane and 1,1,1-trichloroethane
[NASA-CB-141889] p0285 N75-26631

TONE
D PITCH
TOBOBBTBI
U INTKAOCDLAB PBESSDBE
0 PBESSDBE MEASUREMENTS
TOHOS
0 HDSCOLAB TOBDS
TOOLS

A study to determine the adequacy of the tools and
equipment used by Air Force women in the craft
skills
[AD-A006342] p0336 B75-29767

TOOTB DISEASES
Chemico-therapeutic approach to prevention of

dental caries using stannous fluoride gel
[BASA-CB-141762] p0219 N75-21935

TOUCH
NT TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
lOilSEND DISCHARGE
NT GAS DISCBABGES
TOIIC DISEASES
81 CABBON MONOXIDE POISONING

An alternative therapy against organophosphate
poisoning
fHBL-1974-32] p0256 B75-24337

A structure activity study of oximes aiming at
prophylaxis against organophosphates
[CL-1974-23] p0333 1175-29744

TOIIC BAZAEDS
Acute toxicity in rats and mice exposed to

hydrogen chloride gas and aerosols
p0009 A75-11805

Drug interactions - How to identify them
clinical drug toxicity prevention guideline

p0122 A75-22416
Hazard analysis of Clostridium perfringens in the

Skylab Food system
p0206 A75-30076
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SUBJECT I8DEX tBICKIK STATIOIS

Health-protection measures in agricultural aviation
pesticides handling

p0215 475-31817
4 bibliography of published information on

combustion toxicology
p0278 475-37250

Chlorinated hydrocarbons as pharmacological tools
in studies on thermoregulation

p0305 475-39165
Hussions of volatiles froa non-metallic shipboard

materials - Electrical insolations
£4SHE P4PEB 75-EB4S-35] p0312 475-40873

Toxicological-hygenic evaluation of »ater extracts
of P-26 polymer fil»

p0095 H75-15277
The degree of danger of industrial substances,

specific sensitivity, and safety factor in the
establishment of Haxianm Permissible
Concentration (UPC)
C4D-4001855] p0187 H75-19951

Toxic substances alert program
[B4S4-TH-I-71711 ] p0254 H75-24319

Industry survey of test methods of potential
health hazard for chencals
[PB-239840] p0299 H75-27750

Contaninant evaluation of helicopter oxygen system
[4D-4006139] p0365 B75-30800

Survey of personnel protective clothing and
respiratory apparata for use by Coast Guard
personnel in response to discharges of hazardous
chenicals
[iD-4010110] pOUOO B75-33727

IOHCIIT
NT C4BBOS HOSOXIDE POISONING

Effect of aerosolized dipalmitoyl lecithin on
oxygen-toxic rat lungs

p0212 475-31152
Studies on the toxic properties of free fatty

acids. I - The hemolytic effect and f i f ty
percent lethal doses of several fatty acids

p0240 475-33373
Bistological analysis of the influence of certain

extremal factors on the postradiational changes
in the tissues of experimental animals

p0130 B75-17071
Development of spacecraft toxic gas removal agents

[B4SA-CR-141757] p0232 B75-23163
Measurement of the ammonia content in the

atmosphere of biosatellite mock-ups and its
standardization

p0261 B75-25511
Toxicological evaluation of ethyl acetate in the

atmospheres of sealed cabins considering
human hygiene

p0262 B75-25514
Relationship between administration time of drugs

and acute toxicity in nice mortality rate of
mice injected mth central stimulants and
depressants
[BAS4-TT-F-16411] p0285 H75-26632

Structure-activity correlation bibliography, with
subject and author index chemical compounds
toxicity
[PB-240658/5] p0295 H75-27720

Exposure of humans to carbon monoxide combined
with ingestion of diphenhydramine hydrochloride
or phenacetin
CPB-242098/2] p0384 875-32740

Biochemical research in the study of the toxicity
of chemical substances
[4D-4001816] p0381 B75-32743

TOUCITI 4HD SAFETY B4Z4BD
Sensory irritation evoked by plastic decomposition

products
p0009 175-11806

Effects of ethanol, barbiturates, phenothiazines
and biogenic amines on man during exposure to cold

p0305 475-39164
The acute inhalation toxicity in rats from the

pyrolysis products of four fluoropolymers
p0306 475-39366

Some effects of alcohol on various aspects of
oculomotor control

p0317 475-411(60
Toxicological findings in fatal civil aviation
accidents, fiscal years 1968-1974

p0317 475-41465
Behavioral methods for investigating environmental

health effects

COE-3490-541] p0098 875-15298
Toxicity of the pyrolysis products of spacecraft

materials
[B4S4-CB-141497] p0125 B75-16211

4 literature search and analysis of information
regarding sources, uses, production,
consumption, reported medical cases, and
toxicology of platinum and palladium
[PB-238546/6] p0219 875-21940

TOIICOL06I
Distribution characteristics of methylhydrazine in

the plasma and cerebrospinal fluid of monkeys
p0112 475-20895

4 bibliography of published information on
combustion toxicology

p0278 475-37250
4 revieu of the toxicology research program of the

6570th Aerospace Hedical Besearcb Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson 4ir Force Base, Ohio
[AD-782249] p0018 875-10703

Toxicological aspects of the Skylab program
p0078 875-14368

The degree of danger of industrial substances,
specific sensitivity, and safety factor in the
establishment of Maximum Permissible
Concentration (UPC)
[4D-4001855] p0187 875-19951

Summary of the Office of Toxic Substances
requirements resulting from the toxic substances
control act and a preliminary specification for
a data management system
[PB-238088/9] p0198 875-21015

Identification systems for selecting chemicals or
chemical classes as candidates for evaluation
[PB-238196/0] p0198 875-21016

Toxicity of engine exhaust gases:
Diesel-bromochloromethane fuel blend
[4D-4008088] p0269 875-25578

4 review of the toxicology of colored chemical
smokes and colored smoke dyes
[4D-4003827] p0287 875-26643

Determination and categorization of recirculatable
contaminants

p0329 875-28715
TRACE COBI4BIBASTS

Design fabrication and evaluation of a trace
contaminant control system
[ASHE PAPEB 75-EB4S-23] p0313 475-40881

T84CE BLEHEHTS
Beurophysiological fundamentals of the effect of

trace elements
p0150 475-25021

Investigation of the dynamics of accumulation of
trace elements by chlorella cells during
prolonged cultivation

p0049 B75-12560
IB4CEIBG (POSITIOB)
8T COHPEBSATOBI TBACKIHG
8T OPTICAL TBACKIBG
8T PDBSDIT TRACKING
BT B4D4B TRACKING
BT B4BGE 480 RANGE RATE TB4CRI8G
HT SATELLITE TBACKIBG
The effect of spurious angular accelerations' on

tracking in dynamic simulation
pOOOS 475-10736

Apparatus for studying the human eye-movement system
p0040 475-15044

The effects of short term fasting on mental
performance

p0045 475-16607
4 pulse-width modulated model for visual eye
tracking

p0278 475-37149
Performance limitations in laterally constrained

movements
p0321 475-41847

The effects of display variables and secondary
loading on the dual axis critical task performance

p0184 B75-19148
Optimal multiaodal parameter identification in the
state space model of the human operator
[4D-4008707] p0364 875-30793

Investigation of pilots* tracking capability using
a roll command display
[4D-4009590] p0385 B75-32751

IR4CKIBG STAIIOBS
Goddard earth models (5 and 6)
[B4SA-TB-X-70868] p0217 B75-21920
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TBACKI16 S10DI1S SOWBCt IIDBX

TRACKING SIDDIBS
D TRACKING (POSITIOI)

TB1FFIC
HT AIR TRAFFIC

TB1FFIC COITBOl
NT AIB TRAFFIC CONTROL
HT RADAR APPROACH CONTROL

TRAIIBBS
D STUDENTS

TBAIBBBS
D TRAINING DEVICES

TBAIIIIG
0 EDDCATION

IBAIBIIG DEVICES
Effect of a general aviation trainer on the stress

of flight training
p0111 A75-20882

Defining synthetics flight siaolator
evaluation for pilot training

p0235 A75-32411
Functional nenronascular training: EBG biofeedback

p0265 N75-2551*
Hanipulating the nuaber and type of adaptive

variables in training
[AD-A006229] p0336 N75-29761

Transfer and use of training technology: A model
for Batching training approaches with training
settings
[AD-A005816] p0364 N75-30790

Transfer of training vith formation flight trainer
[AD-A009638] p0369 N75-31739

Tryout of a general purpose simulator in an Air
National Guard training environment
IAD-A009993] p0386 N75-32756

Systematic variations of instructional variables
on learner performance: Aircraft instrument
comprehension task
[AD-A010106] p0393 N75-33672

TRAINING SIHOLATOBS
NT COCKPIT SIHOLATORS
NT FLIGHT SIMULATORS
NT SPACECRAFT CABIN SIHDLATORS

Investigation of the performance equivalence
method for determining training simulator and
training methods requirements
[AIAA PAPER 75-108] p0068 A75-18316

Systems approach to training /SAT/ for the B-1
aircrew

p0106 A75-19707
Improving the training of the air traffic

controller through optimum use of simulation
p0249 A75-35622

Incremental transfer and cost effectiveness of
flight training simulators

p0279 475-37488
Advanced speech technology applied to problems of

air traffic control
p0280 A75-37692

ALSA malfunction simulator evolution Astronaut
Life-Support Assembly
[ASHE PAPER 75-ENAS-38] p0311 A75-H0871

Effects of aircraft simulator motion cue fidelity
on pilot performance
CDGON PAPER 1] p0353 A75-44106

The use of the 'reserves' technique in the
psychological selection of aircrew students

p0359 475-44513
Psychophysiological stress investigations of an

instrument-coordination analyzer
p0055 N75-12607

Effects of ground based aircraft simulator motion
conditions upon prediction of pilot proficiency

p0166 N75-18890
Tryout of a general purpose simulator in an Air

National Guard training environment
[AD-A009993] p0386 H75-32756

TRAJECTORIES
»T PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES

TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
Cosmic ray particle dosimetry and trajectory tracing

cosmic ray track analysis for Apollo 17
BIOCORE

p020U 475-29599
TBABQDILIZEBS

Influence of an anxiety depressant on the behavior
of pilot trainees daring training on a flight
simulator

p0066 A75-17372

TRANSCENDENTAL FONCTIOIS
NT EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS
NT TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

TRANSDUCERS
NT BICEOPHONBS
NT PIEZOELECTRIC TBANSDDCEBS
NT PRESSURE SENSORS
HT .SOUND TRANSDUCERS
NT DLTBASONIC HAVE TBANSDOCEBS
On the clinical value of calibrated displacement

apezcardiography
p01U6 A75-23599

Hiniatnre muscle displacement transducer
[BASA-CASE-NPO-13519-1] p013l( N75-17102

A method for detecting epileptic seizures
p0268 N75-25573

THAHSFER FOBCTIOBS
Determination of the transfer function of the
external ear by an impulse response measurement

p0109 A75-20130
A study of pilot behavior during controlling the
lateral directional motion of airplanes in
turbulent air

p0399 B75-3371U
TBANSFEB OF TRAINING

Unigue facets of the specialty of aerospace medicine
p0037 A75-11089

Investigation of the performance equivalence
method for determining training simulator and
training methods requirements
[AIAA PAPER 75-108] p0068 A75-18316

How much should you pay for that box aircraft
simulator cost effectiveness

p0103 A75-19677
The transition of experienced pilots to a

freguency-separated aircraft attitude display -
A flight experiment

p0103 A75-19680
Impact of avionic design characteristics on
technical training reguirements and job
performance

p0145 A75-23497
Incremental transfer and cost effectiveness of
flight training simulators

p0279 475-37488
TRAHSFDSIOH

The cause of death resulting from transfusion
resistant shock. Part 1: Influence of brain
damage
[HBL-1975-1] p0255 S75-2U330

Fate in humans of the plastlcizer, DI
(2-ethylhexyl) phtbalate, arising from
transfusion of platelets stored in vinyl plastic
bags plasticizer migration into human blood
from vinyl plastic bags during transfusion
[HASA-CB-11(3802] p0265 N75-25542

TRANSIENT LOADS
NT BLAST LOADS
NT GUST LOADS
NT IMPACT LOADS
THIBSIEBT OSCILLATIONS

Hicroholography - Interferometric investigation of
deformations of the eardrum of guinea pigs
undergoing transient sound effects

p0342 475-12580
TRANSIENT BESPOBSE

The role of on and off transients in determining
the psychophysical spatial freguency response

p0119 A75-22210
Interaction of electromagnetic transient radiation

with biological materials
p0207 475-30574

Sustained and transient channels in human vision
p0349 475-43424

IBANSIT TIHE
Comparison of pulmonary blood volume in dogs by
radiocardiography and dye dilution

p0007 A75-11313
TRANSITION BETALS
NT NICKEL
NT PALLADIOB
NT PLATINUB
Binor elements and evolution

pOOil3 A75-16021
TBABSLATING

Transcription of bacteriopbage Hu: An analysis of
the transcription pattern in the early phase of
development
[BBL-1974-36] p0257 N75-24341
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SUBJECT IHDEI TIPBBBITBBS

TBAHSHISSIOH
HT CONVECTIVE BEAT TBAHSFEB
BT DATA TBAHSHISSIOH
IT BEAT TBiBSPEB
HT HEAT TBAHSHISSIOH
BI LIGHT SCATTEBIHG
HI LIGHT TRAHSnlSSIOB
HT HDLTIPLEXIHG
HT R A D I A T I V E BEAT TBAHSFEB
HT SHOCK RAVE PBOPAGATIOH
HT SIGNAL TBAHSHISSIOH

TBAHSaiSSIOH LIHES
HT OPTICAL W A V E G U I D E S

TBAHSHITTEBS
HT BEPEATEBS

A multichannel biotelemetry transntter utilizing
a PCB subcarner

p0145 A75-23365
IBAHSOB1C AIBCBAFT

0 SOPEBSOHIC AIBCBAFT
TBAHSPIBATIOS COOLIHG

0 SREAT COOLING
TBABSPOBT AIBCBAFT

BT CiBGO AIBCBAFT
BT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT

Future flight deck design
p0307 A75-39821

TBAHSPOBT COEFFICIENTS
B TEANSPOBT PHOPEHTIZS

TBAHSPOBT PBOPBBTIES
NT DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
NT GASEOUS DIFFUSION

Biological flows blood and lymph circulation
p0247 A75-35179

Cardiovascular, renal and respirator; effects of
high intensity, intermediate duration, low
frequency vibration
[ A D - A O O O O H 2 ] p0160 N75-17945

Effect of lumisterol-3 on the calcium absorption
in the gat and on the calcification of bone tissue
[HASA-TT-F-16122] p0286 H75-26639

TBAHSPOBTATIOi
NT AIB TBAHSPOBTATIOH
NT BAIL TBANSPOBTATION

Transportation and the handicapped
p0190 N75-19980

TBABSUBAHIOH ELEHENTS
NT PLUTONIUH 238

TBAHSVEBSE ACCELEBATIOB
Change in bioelectric activity of spinal cord

roots and in the skeletal muscles of dogs during
transverse acceleration

p0097 S75-15289
Besults of cytogenetic investigations of the

influence of accelerations of <4-10 g on man
considering cell structures

p0097 N75-15290
Horphological manifestations of the stress

reaction nnder tbe influence of transversely
directed G-forces

p0129 N75-17066
TBAPPED PABTICLES

HT BADIATIOH BELTS
TBE1DHILLS

The effect of warm-up on total oxygen cost of a
short treadmill tun to exhaustion

p0321 A75-<H8»8
Haxioal oxygen uptake during treadmill walking and

running at various speeds
p0360 A75-4512I*

ST-segment isolation and quantification as a means
of improving diagnostic accuracy in treadmill
stress testing

p0377 A75-4697U
Treadmill exercise testing at the DSAF School of

Aerospace Hedicine: Physiological responses in
aircrewmen and the detection of latent coronary
artery disease
[AGABD-AG-210] p0332 N75-29736

TBIBOLIA
Influence of simulated weightlessness on the rate

of anomalies of the flour beetle Tribolinm
confnsam

p035il A75-U4131
TBIGGEBS

U ACTOATOBS
TBIGOHOHETBIC POHCTIOSS

Dynamic characteristics of heart-rate responses to
sine-function work-load patterns in man

p0173 A75-26825
TBITIOB

Estimated radiation doses from ingestion of
tritium-containing consumer products made with
hydrocarbons from nnclearly stimulated natural
gas wells
[OBNL-TH-II730] p0219 N75-21936

IBOFICAL BE6I08S
Thermal performance of permeable versus

impermeable hoods worn by men in CB ensemble
working in a tropical environment
[AD-A005613] p0330 H75-28727

TBOPICS
0 TBOPICAL BEGIONS

TBODBLESHOOTIBG
0 HAIBTEHAHCE
TBDBC4TIOB (HATBEHATICS)
0 APPBOIIHATIOB

TBYPTABIHES
NT SEBOTOHIN
Biogenic amines and acute thermal stress in the rat

p0352 A75-13975
TBYPTOPHA8

Intestinal transport of tryptopban and its analogs
pOISO A75-2U797

Salicylate, tryptophan, and tyrosine hypothermia
at cold ambient temperature

p0238 A75-33257
The effect of tryptophan on the somatotropic

hormone during sleep in schizophrenics
[HASA-TT-F-16280] p0230 N75-23147

Punctuation of transcription in vitro of the
tryptophan operon of Escherichia coli. A novel
type of control of transcription
[HBL-1975-U] p0253 H75-24311

In vitro synthesis of enzymes of the tryptophan
operon of Escherichia coll. Part 2: Studies on
the specificity of initiation of transcription
[HBL-1975-5] p0253 N75-24312

In vitro synthesis of enzymes of the tryptophan
operon of Escherichia coll. Fart 3: Evidence
for positive control of transcription
[HBL-1975-6] p0253 H75-2U313

TUBEBCBLOSIS
Certain compensator-adaptive reactions of the

circulatory apparatus during prolonged hypokinesia
p0038 A75-147M9

TOHBLIHG MOTIOB
Fly behaviour of birds in weightlessness - A study
of the tumble-phenomenon
[IAF PAPEB 7U-106] p0033 A75-13735

TDBOBS
HT CANCEB
Thyroid nodule and crew personnel flight

fitness examinations
p0065 A75-17369

Immediate and delayed effects of nitrogen mustard
on cell replication in an autogenous rat sarcoma

p0110 A75-20525
Development of tumors in dogs exposed over a long
period to low doses of external gamma irradiation

p0095 H75-1527H
TOBBIDITI

The visaal-motor-orientation of the diver in the
working space depending on experience and water
turbidity
[DLB-FB-75-35] p0368 N75-31733

TUBBOFAH AIBCBAFI
NT CONCOBDE AIBCBAFT
TOBBOJBT AIBCBAFI
0 JET AIBCBAFT

TOBBOIBHCB EFFECTS
Laser-produced hazards to the eye, taking into
account turbulence

p02«1 A75-33747
TUBKBYS

Tibial bone mineral distribution as influenced by
calcium, phosphorus, and vitamin D feeding
levels in the growing turkey

p0027 N75-11651
The effect of sonic boom on the nesting and brood

rearing behavior of the eastern wild turkey
[AD-A005986] p0332 875-29730

TIPE1BITEBS
HT AUTOBATIC TYPEWRITERS
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U.S.S.B. SUBJECT IIDEX

u
O.S.S.B.

Space mission in Tashkent joint conference on
space biology and medicine
[BASA-TT-F-16161] p0132 H75-17085

A scientific conference on the problem, Hypoxia
daring pathological processes caused by extreme
factor, devoted to the 80th birthday of
Academician of the Acadeny of Redical Sciences
of the OSSH
[BASA-TT-F-16159] p0132 H75-17086

Scientific technical revolution and change in
structure of scientific personnel in the OSSB,
appendix
[AD-A006556] p0231 H75-23160

Aerospace medicine: On the thirtieth anniversary
of the victory of the Soviet people in the Great
Fatherland Bar

p0323 B75-28673
Hevest methods of air distribution in conditioning

systems on naval transport vessels
[BASA-TT-F-16498] p0337 H75-29775

O.S.S.B. SPACE PHOGRAH
Biological experiments on Salyut-4

[HASA-TT-F-16267] p0254 B75-24321
070

0 OBIDEBTIFIED FLIIHG OBJECTS
DB-1 HELICOPTEB

Aviator visual performance in the OH-1 study 2
[AD-A007812] p0259 875-24357

A model-based analysis of a display for helicopter
landing approach control theoretical model
of human pilot

p0396 H75-33697
OLTBAS01IC BADIiTIOI

Airborne blood pressure measurement using
ultrasonics

p0037 »75-14092
Intensity determination of focused ultrasonic
beans by neans of electrodynamic and capacitance
nethods for examination of abdonen

p0180 A75-29167
Reactions of frog's Bidbrain auditory centers to
labyrinth stimulation by focused ultrasound

p0208 A75-31015
Continuous cardiac output measurement * Aspects of
Doppler frequency analysis

s p0273 A75-36073
DLTBASOIIC TESTS

Indirect measurement of systolic blood pressure
during +Sz acceleration

p0007 »75-11315
Oltrasonnd in the diagnosis of
cardiovascular-pulmonary disease Book

p0013 A75-13012
The principles of ultrasound and ultrasonic
instrumentation in cardiovascular pulmonary
disease diagnosis

p0014 A75-13013
Dltrasonic contrast technics in echocardiography

p0014 A75-13014
Echocardiography of the left ventricular outflov

tract and aortic valve
p0014 A75-13015

Cardiac chamber size and volume - Echographic
measurement of cardiac chamber dimensions,
volume and ventricular function

p0014 A75-13016
Vascular ultrasonography

p0014 A75-13018
The transcntaneoas Doppler velocity detector for

the study of arterial disease and cardiac
dysfunction

p0014 A75-13019
An integrated circuit implantable pulsed Doppler

ultrasonic blood flovmeter
p0144 A75-23355

Ultrasonic cardiac imaging and image enhancement
techniques

p0156 A75-25932
Dltrasonic blood flovmeter'yielding instantaneous
velocity profile by real-time phase detection

p0201 A75-29232
Accuracy of echocardiography for assessing aortic
root diameter

p0210 A75-31042

Study of the characteristics of decompressive gas
formation vith the aid of ultrasound

p0341 A75-42263
Development of ultrasonic methods for hemodynamic

measurements
[NASA-CB-141235] p0132 H75-17084

OLIBASOBIC i»7E TBAISDDCEBS
Cannnla-tip coronary blood flov transducer for use

in closed-chest animals
p0007 A75-11316

An ultrasonic pulsed Doppler system for measuring
blood flo* in small vessels

pOOOS A75-11321
Diagnostic accuracy of an ultrasonic multiple
transducer cardiac imaging system

p0345 A75-42775
Reference apparatus for medical ultrasonic
transducer
[HASA-CASB-ABC-10753-1] p0300 B75-27760

OLTBASOBIC RAVES
0 OLTBASOBIC BADIATIOM
01TBASOBICS

Studies on arterial flov patterns - instantaneous
velocity spectrums and their phasic changes -
vith directional ultrasonic Doppler technique

p0004 A75-10701
Pulse doppler ultrasound angiography for imaging
arterial sections

p0305 A75-39199
Studies of deconpression phenomena bubble
detection by means of Doppler ultrasound bubble
detector
[AD-A003513] p0287 H75-26647

Development of ultrasonic methods of hemodynamic
measurements rheoencephalography/flovmeters
[HASA-CB-143458] p0366 H75-31714

OLTBATIOI.BT LIGHT
0 OLIE1VIOLET BADIATIOH
OLTBAVIOLBT BAOIATIOI
BT FAB OLTBAVIOLET BADIATIOB
Thermal and ionic factors in the ultraviolet
photolysis of plant cell membranes

p0068 A75-18252
Formation of amino acids and nucleic acid
constituents under possible primitive earth
conditions

p0072 A75-19222
Hot hydrogen in prebiological and interstellar ~
chemistry

p0173 A75-26522
The effects of light on man and other mammals

p0208 475-3068t
Ultraviolet-gas phase and -photocatalytic
synthesis from CO and BH3 photolysis products

p0319 A75-U1700
Effects of solar ultraviolet radiations on
Bacillus subtilis spores and T-7 bacteriophage

p0355 A75-44143
molecular basis for the entagenic and lethal
effects of ultraviolet irradiation
[COO-3232-3] p0047 B75-12548

Ocular effects of ultraviolet laser radiation
[AD-A000933] p0166 B75-18888

Vestnik of the OSSB Academy of Medical Sciences,
no. 3, 1975 including research on increasing
tolerance to 0V radiation and superhigh
frequency effects on metabolism
[JPBS-64795] p0221 B75-23080

The mechanism of adaptogenic effect of ultraviolet
radiation

p0221 B75-23082
Effect of ultraviolet radiation on tolerance of

the organism to chemical substances
p0222 B75-23083

Properties of nvrE mutants of Escberichia coll
K12. Part 1: Effects of OT irradiation on DBA
metabolism
[HBL-1974-25] p0256 B75-24332

Properties of uvrE mutants of Escberichia coli
K12. Part 2: Construction and properties of
pol and rec derivatives
[HBL-1974-26] p0256 875-24333

Hutagenesis by ultraviolet radiation in
bacteriophaqe PHI X 174: On the mutation
stimulating processes induced by ultraviolet
radiation in the host bacterium
[HB1-1974-30] p0256 875-24335

Estimates of increase in skin cancer incidence
vith time following a decrease in stratospheric
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SOBJECT IIDEI V/STOL AIBCBAFT

ozone
[PB-2U2278/0] p0383 B75-32739

OLIBiVIOLEI SPECIBi

Heasurement of the spectral irradiance of an
ultraviolet handlaip as perceived by eye at
25 en distance
[PHL-197t-26] p0089 H75-1U136

DBCOHSCIOOSSESS
HI NABCOSIS

OHDEBGBOOHD BXP1OSIOBS
Estimated radiation doses fron ingestion of

tritium-containing consaner products made with
hydrocarbons froa naclearly stimulated natural
gas veils
[OBNL-TH-1730] p0219 H75-21936

OiDEBBATBB BBBA1HIIG APPARATOS
Abstracts Biomedical Besearch and Underwater

Breathing Apparatus Evaluation Dives 10 to 1600
Feet Conference
[AD-A003t72] p0290 S75-26669

OHDEBIAIEB EBGINEEBIHG
Center for Technical Subnarine Studies and Besearch

[NASA-TT-F-16385] p0259 N75-2»361
0HDBBHATEB SfBOCTOBBS

Sone results and prospects for the use of
underwater habitats in marine investigations
[JPRS-63261] p0021 H75-11596

Condition and work capability of man under
increased pressures and optimal compositions of
gas medium as in underwater habitats

p0021 N75-11597
Features in processes of saturation (desaturation)

and oversatnration of an organisn and principle
of estimating the decompression regimes during
extended stay under pressure as in
underwater habitats

p0021 N75-11598
Tolerable oxygen concentrations in breathing

mixtures during prolonged exposure to
underwater habitats

p0021 N75-11601
Hedical-physiological observations during conduct

of Sadko-2 test concerning the effects of
human exposure to the increased pressures of
underwater habitats

p0021 N75-11602
Hedical-physiological studies in the Ikhtiandr-67

experiment concerning the effects of human
exposure to the increased pressures of
underwater habitats

p0022 H75-11603
Certain oceanographic tests with application of

underwater house-laboratory sprut
p0022 N75-11605

DHDEBRATEB TESTS
Changes of peripheral venous tone and central

transmural venous pressure during immersion in a
thermo-neutral bath

pOOIH A75-15522
The visual-mot or-onen tat ion of the diver in the

working space depending on experience and water
turbidity
CDLB-FB-75-35] p0368 H75-31733

DHDEBIATEB VEHICLES
NT SUBHAHINES

UHIDEHTIFIED F1TIHG OBJECTS
Stanford workshop on extraterrestrial civilization

- Opening a new scientific dialog
p0352 A75-13900

ONITED STATES OF AHEBICA
8T CALIFOBHIA
BT MISSISSIPPI
NT HER HABPSHIRE
NT NEI HEXICO
NT HEB YORK
NT OBEGON
HT TEXAS

Utility of EBTS for monitoring the breeding habit
of migratory waterfowl Onited States and
Canada

p0015 H75-10557
DIIVBBSITIES

Study of engineering in medicine and health care
[PB-236883/5] p0160 N75-17913

DBHiBBED SPACECBAFT
BT BIOSATELLITES
NT HABINEB SPACE PBOEES
NT BARS PBOBES
HT PIOHEEB 10 SPACE PBOBE

BT VIKING 75 EHTBI VEHICLE
OBSTSADT FIOI
HT OSCILLATING FLOi
DBBAS

Utilization of immobilized urease for waste water
treatment
[HASA-CB-137596] p0062 H75-13537

DBIC ACIO
Serum orate and cholesterol levels in Air Force

Academy Cadets
p0318 A75-141468

OBIHALTSIS
Certain effects of supersonic airplane flight on

renal function in aviators
p0201 A75-29268

Biowaste monitoring system for shuttle
[ASflE PAPEB 75-EBAS-31] p0312 A75-10875

Hetabolic studies of transient tyrosinemia in
premature infants

p03«7 A75-42830
Procedure for the isolation and determination of
aldosterone in human urine by thin-film
chromatography on polyamide and BTC micro-reaction
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1778] p0051 B75-12579

Automated biowaste sampling system urine subsystem
operating model, part 1
[NASA-CB-140377] p0061 H75-13533

Studies and investigations. Daily variations of
urinary excretion of 5-hydroxy-indole-acetic
acid in normal subjects
[HASA-TT-F-16302] p0229 N75-23141

Serum and urine changes in macaca mulatta
following prolonged exposure to 12 Hz, 1.5 g
vibration

p0292 B75-27695
The composition of urine and feces in healthy

subjects
[NASA-TT-F-16U20] p0297 N75-277UO

Urine sampling and collection system optimization
and testing
[HASA-CB-1iai)01] p0364 H75-30795

OBIBATIOH
Effects of a multi-hour immersion with
intermittent exercise on urinary excretion and
tilt table tolerance in athletes and nonathletes

pOIII A75-20887
Adrenocortical activity and urinary cyclic AHP

levels - Effects of hypobaric hypoxia
p0112 A75-20893

Circadian variation of intercompartmental
potassium fluxes in man

p0116 A75-21573
DBIHE

Stress-induced changes in corticosteroid metabolism
plasma and urine concentrations

p0297 N75-27733
The composition of urine and feces in healthy

subjects
£NASA-TT-F-16U20] p0297 N75-27740

OBOLOGI
Ambulatory acupuncture treatment of patients with

nocturnal urinary incontinence
[NASA-TT-F-162U8] p0195 N75-2099T

DSA (ONITED STATES)
0 ONITED STATES OF AHEBICA
OSEB BBQOIBEBBBTS

The user looks at digital avionics pilot
requirements
[AIAA PAPEB 75-551] p0173 A75-26722

OTEBOS
Progesterone and testosterone binding in human

endoaetrinm during pregnancy
[»ASA-TT-F-165it6] p0391 N75-33656

OTILITI AIBCBAFT
HT OH-1 BELICOPTEB
Health-protection measures in agricultural aviation

pesticides handling
p0215 A75-31847

OTILIZATIOR
NT LASER APPLICATIONS
NT HASTE UTILIZATION

V
V/SIOL AIBCBAFT
NT ALOOETTE HELICOPTEBS
NT HBLICOPTEBS
NT HILITABI BELICOPTEBS
NT SHOBT TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
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V1CCIIBS SUBJECT IJDEX

NT OH.-1 HELICOPTER
NT V E R T I C A L T4ICEOFF 4IRCRAFT

VACCIIES
Oral and respiratory immunization

[MBL-1971-4] p0017 H75-10698
VACUUB

NT HIGH V A C O O H
V A C U U B APPABATOS

N T V A C O U M C H A M B E R S
VACDOB CHAHBBBS

Chamber for decompressing the caudal pact of the
animal body

pOOSO S75-12568
TACODB DEPOSITION

The compatibility of carbon with blood
[PB-238753/8] p0220 875-21942

TACDDB EFFECTS
Membrane damage in dehydrated bacteria and its

repair
p035« A75-44136

TACDOH TUBE OSCILLiTOBS
NT CATHODE RAY TDBES

VACOOH TUBES
NT CATHODE RAY TOBES

VACDDB ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
0 FAR ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION

VALSALVi EXERCISE
Human whole-body exposure to ultrasound

p0203 675-29587
VALSALVI BAHEOVEB

0 V A L S A L V A EXERCISE
VALVES

ST ARTIFICIAL HEART VALVES
NT HEART V A L V E S

VAN ALLEN HADIATIOB BELTS
0 R A D I A T I O N BELTS

VAPOB DEPOSITION
NT V A C D O M DEPOSITION

VAPOR PHASES
Self-vapor cooled targets for production of 1-123

at high current accelerators using Xe-123
production
[NASA-TM-X-71620 ] p0022 N75-11615

Research on cold sterilization with formalin vapors
tests with bacillus species

[NASA-TT-F-16085] p0058 H75-13512
VAPOB PRESSURE

Vapor compression distillation module
[NASA-CR-144424] p0370 N75-31747

VARIABILITY
Manipulating the number and type of adaptive

variables in training
[ A D - A 0 0 6 2 2 9 ] p0336 N75-29764

VARIANCE (STATISTICS)
HI M O L T I V A R I A T E STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS

VABIATIOHS
NT A N N O A L VARIATIONS
NT D I O B N A L VARIATIONS
NT N O C T O R N A L VABIATIONS
NT PERIODIC VARIATIONS

VASCULAR STSTEB
NT A O R T A
NT ARTERIES
NT BLOOD VESSELS
NT CAPILLARIES ( A N A T C M Y )
NT VEINS

Vascular ultrasonography
p0014 A75-13018

Influence of carotid baroreceptors on vascular
responses to carotid chemoreceptor stimulation
in the dog

p0142 A75-23124
Effect of intrathoracic pressure on

pressure-volume characteristics of the lung in Ban
p0172 A75-26516

Response of local vascular volumes to lower body
negative pressure stress

p0212 A75-31157
Role of histamine in the hypoxic vascular response

of the lung
p0278 A75-37072

Adaptation of the vascular system to extremal
factors acceleration stress and tolerance

p0128 N75-17058
Influence of G-forces on the vessels in the
retina, kidney and uterus of the rabbit

p0129 N75-17060

Influence of G-forces and hypodynamia on the
portal system of the liver

p0129 N75-17061
Influence of G-forces on venous and nervous systems

p0129 1175-17064
Advanced life systems hardware development for
future missions
[NASA-CH-141625] P0162 N75-17965

Pulse wave velocity over the vascular wall as a
means for distinguishing between different
psychophysiological reaction patterns to a
mental tasK

p0252 N75-24302
Variation of intracardiac and intravascnlar

temperature in man
[NASA-TT-F-16598] p0391 875-33658

VASOCONSTRICTION
Central and reflex regulation of sympathetic

vasoconstrictor activity to limb muscles during
desynchronized sleep in the cat

p0002 A75-10177
Action of oxygen on the renal circulation

P0003 475-10238
Influence of G-forces on the blood vessels in tbe

nervous system of the rabbit
p0129 875-17059

VASOCONSTBICTOR DROGS
NT SEROTONIN
Role of histamine in the hypoxic vascular response

of the lung
p0278 475-37072

VASODILAIION
Inhibition of the vasodilator effect of

hypercapnic acidosis by hypercalcemia in dogs
and rats

p0067 475-17666
Adenosine metabolism in cultured chick-embryo
heart cells

p0238 475-33258
Thermoregulatory control of finger blood flow

p0245 475-34807
Adaptation of the vascular system to extremal
factors acceleration stress and tolerance

p0128 875-17058
VASOBOTOR NBHVOOS SYSTEM
U NERVOUS SYSTEB
VBCTOBCABDIOGRAPHY

Evaluation of frontal plane QRS loop rotation in
vectorcardiographic diagnosis

pOOOS 475-11369
A relation between the abnormal T loop and the

exercise test
pOOOS 475-11370

Correlation of left ventricular mass determined by
echocardiography with vectorcardiographic and
electrocardiographic voltage measurements

p0011 475-12520
4 truly three-dimensional vectorcardiographic

display
p0117 475-21867

Vectorcardiographic diagnosis and
electrocardiographic correlation in left
ventricular asynergy due to coronary artery
disease. I Severe asynergy of the anterior and
apical segments

p01<46 475-23597
4 study of the vector magnetocardiographic waveform

p0180 475-28996
Comparison of scalar and vector

electrocardiographic diagnosis and localization
of myocardial infarction

p0210 475-31043
Factors controlling impulse transmission with
special reference to 4-V conduction
electrophysiology of heart

p0240 475-33549
Quantitative electrocardiography during extended
space flight

p0248 475-35611
Advances in clinical vectorcardiography

p0279 475-37386
VECTAN II - 4 computer program for the spatial

analysis of the vectorcardiogram
p0280 475-38046

The sequence of normal recovery of excitability in
the dog heart

p0342 A75-II2360
Gradual changes of ECG waveform during and after

exercise in normal subjects
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SOBJECT IBDEI VBBTEBBATBS

p0377 A75-U6925
ECG changes in the BI, DS and HC leads ID cases of

focal and diffuse damage to the cardiac nascle
pOOSO N75-12570

Vectorcardiographic results f rom Skylab medical
ezperiaent H092: Lower body negative pressure

p0082 N75-1U389
Vectorcardiographic changes during extended space

flight
p0082 N75-11392

QBS and ST-T typification
p0267 H75-25563

Software QRS-wave detection of VCG's and ECG's
p0268 N75-25569

Progress in diagnosing electrocardiograms
p0268 N75-25570

nodular software for ECG/VCG processing
p0268 H75-25572

Skylab vectorcardiograph: System description and
in flight operation
[NiSA-TN-D-7997] p0272 N75-25599

VEGETABLES
Space garden

[NASA-TT-F-16U21 ] p0361 H75-30769
VEGETATIOI

Origin and structure of Anerican arid-zone
ecosystems. The producers: Interactions
between environment, form, 'and function
[CONF-7U0912-3] p0233 N75-23169

VEGETAT1OH GBOBTB
Rotary plant growth accelerating apparatus

weightlessness
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10722-1] p0260 N75-25503

VEIHS
Changes of peripheral venous tone and central

transmural venous pressure during immersion in a
thermo-neutral bath

p O O U l A75-15522
Changes in the activity of anterior hypothalanic

neurons due to stimulation of thernoreceptors of
subcutaneous veins

p0208 A75-31013
VELOCITY

NT A N G D L A B VELOCITY
NT FLOS VELOCITY
ST HIGH SPEED
NT LOU SPEED
NT PHASE VELOCITY
NT WIND VELOCITY '

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
Studies on arterial flow patterns - instantaneous

velocity spectrums and their phasic changes -
with directional ultrasonic Doppler technique

p O O O U A75-10701
Ultrasonic blood flowmeter yielding instantaneous

velocity profile by real-time phase detection
p0201 475-29232

VELOCITY FIELDS
D VELOCITY DISTBIBDTION

TELOCITY BEISOBEBEIT
The transcutaneous Doppler velocity detector for

the study of arterial disease and cardiac
dysfunction

p001U A75-13019
Blood velocity measurements in human retinal vessels

p0037 A75-1420I1
Velocity perception

p0042 A75-15731
Visual texture as a factor in the apparent

velocity of objective motion and motion
aftereffects

p03M9 A75-43500
VELOCITY PBOPILBS

D VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
VEITILATION

Effect of posture on the ventilatory response to C02
p0006 A75-1130U

Gas exchange in distributions of V sub A/Q ratios
- Partial pressure-solubility diagram in lungs

p0006 A75-11309
On-line assessment of ventilatory response to

carbon dioxide
p0007 A75-11317

Ventilatory effects of hypoxia and their
dependence on C02 pressure

p0115 A75-21565
Effect of added elastances on the first loaded

breath in man
p0115 A75-21566

Hypoxic ventilatory depression in dogs
p0116 A75-21572

Differing responses to hypercapnia and hypoxia
following pneuaotaxic center ablation

p0120 A75-22296
Becovery of chemoreceptor function following
deafferentation of sinocarotid zones in rats
lung ventilation variations

p0152 A75-25320
Occlusion pressure as a measure of respiratory

center output in conscious man
p0178 A75-28U3U

A mathematical model of the ventilatory control
system to carbon dioxide with special reference
to athletes and nonathletes

p021U A75-31575
Normal values for hypoxic and hypercapnic

ventilatory drives in man
p02U5 A75-3U808

Fluctuations in 02 stores and gas exchange with
passive changes in posture

p0315 A75-41393
Effect of inspiratory resistance on occlusion

pressure in hypoxia and hypercapnia
p0359 A75-U4618

Relationship between carotid chemoreceptor
activity and ventilation in the cat to
combined hypoxic and hypercapnic stimuli

p0359 A75-U4620
Ability of man to detect increases in his breathing

p0360 A75-45123
The distribution of gas inhaled into the lungs

p0378 A75-47427
A gas flow indicator for portable life support
systems
[NASA-CB-141892] p0290 1175-26667

VEHTILATOHS
Heat sterilizable patient ventilator
[NASA-CASE-NPO-13313-1] p0300 M75-27761

VERBAL COBBONICATI01
The effects of verbal interference on psychomotor
performance under dual task conditions

p0107 A75-19709
A comparison of attentional and control shift
models of the performance of concurrent tasks

p02«7 A75-35515
Dse of the invariant method of speech analysis to

discern the emotional state of announcers
p0317 A75-H1M61

Specific and general mechanisms of brain support
of psychic activity in man and prospects of this
problem

p03«5 A75-<»2801
Organization principles of the neural code of

individual psychic activity
p03«6 A75-4280*

Noise and Speech Interference: Proceedings of
Ninisymposium
[NASA-TB-X-72696] p0368 H75-31731

Verbal workload in distributed air traffic
management considering pilot controller
interaction

p0397 N75-33704
VBBTEBBAL COLOHH

Vertebral lesions caused by ejection with ejection
seats - Hechanism, diagnosis, results and means
of prevention. I

p021» A75-31260
VERTEBRATES
NT AMPHIBIA
NT BIBDS
NT CATS
NT CHICKENS
HI DOGS
NT FISHES
NT FROGS
NT GUINEA PIGS
NT HORSES
NT HOHAN BEINGS
NT LIZARDS
NT BAHBALS
NT BICE
NT BONKEYS
NT PIGEONS
NT POCKET HICE
NT BABBITS
NT RATS
NT SfIHE
ST TURKEYS
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VERTICAL BOIIOI SUBJECT I1DEI

NT BATEBFOSL
NT SHALES
Ihermoregulation and bioenergetics: Patterns for
vertebrate survival Book

p0044 A75-16271
Oxygen consumption in four species of
invertebrates and a vertebrate naturally exposed
to sanguine electroaagnetic fields
[AD-A001925] p0186 H75-19943

On the otoliths and their origin
[NASA-TT-F-16470 ] p0333 N75-29741

Comparative anatomy of the audio-vestibular organ
[NASA-TT-F-16456 ] p0361 H75-30773

VEBTICAL HOTIOH
Effects of vertical rotation on Arabidopsis
development
[HASA-CB-142246] p0164 H75-18876

TBBTICAL PEBCEPT101
Stimulus configuration and line orientation in the
horizontal-vertical illusion

p0034 A75-13901
Simultaneous visuomotor adaptation to optical tilt

and displacement
p0114 A75-21100

Characteristics of moving visual scenes
influencing spatial orientation

p0118 A75-22205
Binocular detection of vertical and horizontal
line segments

p0152 A75-25246
Reflex contributions to the assessment of the
vertical applied to space flight

p0248 A75-35608
Stereoillnsion based on visual persistence

p0312 475-42682
Hodel of human dynamic orientation associated
with vestibular stimuli
[HASA-CB-132537] p0052 N75-12585

Evaluation of roll axis tracking as an indicator
of vestibular/somato sensory function

p0222 875-23086
TBBTICAL TAKEOFF AIECBAFT

Besults of a flight investigation of
control-display interactions for VTOL
decelerating descending instrument approaches
using the I-22A aircraft

p0396 N7S-33695
TBBTI60

Pathology of vestibular sensation
p0320 475-41762

Disonentation phenonena in naval helicopter pilots
CAD-786370] pOlOO H75-15310

Advanced spatial disorientation training concepts
CAD-A008768] p0363 N75-30786

TESTIBOLAB BYSTAGHOS
Investigation of the cortical projection of the
vestibular apparatus of rabbits

p0031 475-13402
Hechanisms of interaction of the otolith and
ampnllar regions of the vestibular apparatus in
nystagmus initiation

p0152 A75-25319
Effects of D-amphetamine and of secobarbital on
optokinetic and rotation-induced nystagmus

p0202 A75-29S76
Instrument for the on-line measurement of the slow
phase of nystagmus

p0203 A75-29589
Vestibular function in the space environment

p0248 A75-35607
Algorithm for the multi-parameter analysis of
nystagmus using a digital computer

p0282 A75-38419
Some effects of alcohol on various aspects of
oculomotor control

p0317 475-41460
Some effects of alcohol on various aspects of
oculomotor control
[AD-A000079] p0160 N75-17942

Functional state of the vestibular analyzer vith
creation of negative pressure on the lover half
of the body

p0263 H75-25520
Frequency response of the oculovestibular system

during yaw oscillation
[4D-4009769] p0367 H75-31728

TBSTIBOLAB TESTS
Collapsible portable electrically turned chair for
vestibular measurements

p0001 A75-10025
A rate table for vestibular system testing

pOOOB A75-11320
Relationship betveen flight experience and
vestibular function in pilots and nonpilots

p0036 475-14081
Elicitation of vestibular side effects by regional
vibration of the head

p0036 A75-14086
Drug effectiveness on experimental optokinetic and
vestibular motion sickness

p0037 A75-14091
Bole of metabolic shifts in pathogenesis of
vestibular disturbances

p0045 A75-16609
Difference betveen the reactions of the

cupula-endolymphatic system to a physiological
turn o£ the head under natural conditions and
under conditions of rotation

p0066 A75-17659
Fine structural changes in the lateral vestibular
nucleus of aging rats

p0113 A75-21042
The effect of head tilt on meridional differences

in acuity - Implications for orientation constancy
visual perception

p0114 A75-21098
Vestibular reactions of astronauts in flight

aboard Voskhod
p0138 A75-22959

The physiology of the vestibular nuclei
emphasizing single neurone nicroelectrode
technigues

p0143 A75-23311
Vestibular influences during sleep

p0144 A75-23316
Relationships of fatigue and motion sickness to
vestibulo-ocular responses to Coriolis stimulation

p0146 A75-23499
Formation of image memory in puppies through

vestibular and vestibnlar-kinesthetic perceptions
p0215 A75-31838

Changes in the vestibular function during space
flight

p0274 A75-363_30
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on the

svimming pattern of fish aboard Skylab 3
p0282 A75-38413

Labyrinth and extralabyrintb effects on the
background activity of spinal internenrons in
cats subjected to rocking

p0309 A75-40717
Vestibular side effects in the orbital stage of
Skylab II and III missions

p0316 475-411(42
Effect of labyrinthectomy on the dynamic
vestibulo-ocular counterroll reflex in the
Rhesus monkey

p0317 475-41462
Modification of the response to angular
accelerations by linear accelerations
vestibular sensations during vehicle travel

p0319 A75-41757
Vestibular ataxia and its measurement in man

p0320 475-41758
Arousal and vestibular habituation

p0320 475-41759
Habituation of vestibular responses vith and

vithout visual stimulation
p0320 475-41760

Pathology of vestibular sensation
p0320 475-41762

Characteristics of vestibular neurons after acute
and chronic labyrinthine destruction

p0320 475-41763
Compensation of vestibular lesions

p0320 475-41764
Eye movement response to simultaneous stimulation

of the vestibular and visual receptors
p0357 475-44350

Heurophysiological aspects of interaction of the
vestibular system vith other body sensory systems

p0048 N75-12553
Some problems in evaluating the vestibular

function of aviators and cosmonauts
p0049 H75-12561

Function of perception of space coordinates during
vestibular training by active, passive and
complex methods
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SUBJECT IBDEI VIBB1TIOI

p0049 B75-12563
Hodel of haman dynamic orientatioQ associated

with vestibular stiiali
[BASi-CH-132537] p0052 875-12585

Adaptation to vestibular disorientation. 12:
Babituation of vestibalar responses: An overview
[AD-780562] p0091 B75-1U449

Threshold response of the vestibalar analyzer
daring hypoxia

p0096 H75-15282
Visually induced sensations of notion

p0183 B75-19142
Influence of vestibalar and proprioceptive stimuli

on spinal cord neuronal reactions *
p0195 N75-20992

Linear acceleration perception threshold
determination mth the nse of a parallelsving

p0223 H75-23097
Reaction of neurons in the vasomotor center of a
cat to stimulation of the vestibalar and somatic
afferents

p0263 H75-25525
The brief vestibalar disonentation test as an
assessment tool for non-pilot aviation personnel
[AD-A004963] p0327 B75-28702

Advanced spatial disonentation training concepts
[AD-A008768] p0363 H75-30786

Goal-directed flexibility in the vestibulo-ocular
reflez arc

p0390 B75-33644
Habituation of the human vestibulo-ocular reflex
induced by reversal of the retinal mage daring
sinusoidal rotation of the head

p0390 B75-33646
Plasticity in the vestibulo-ocular reflex arc
revealed by long-term prism-reversal of vision
during natural head movement

p0390 B75-33647
VESTIBULES

Sensory separation in climbing and mossy fiber
inputs to cat vestibulocerebellum optic
nerve stimulation

pOOOl A75-10475
Vestibalar system. Part 1 - Basic mechanisms

Book
p0142 A75-23302

Comparative morphology and physiology of the
vestibular system in verbebrates

p0142 475-23304
Morphology of the vestibular sense organ

p0143 A75-23305
The functional significance of semicircular canal
size —-- in comparative anatomy studies

p0143 475-23306
Horphological aspects of the efferent vestibular
system

p0143 A75-23308
Physiological aspects of the efferent vestibular
system

p0143 A75-23309
Anatomy of the vestibular nuclei and their
connections

p0143 A75-23310
Cerebello-vestibular interrelations

sensorimotor integration
p0143 A75-23312

The vestxbulo-ocular reflex arc induced eye
movements

p0143 A75-23313
Vestibulo-spinal mechanisms study of evoked

potential changes
p0141 A75-2331I4

Cortical projections of the vestibular nerve
neuroanatooy of sensoriootor area

p0111 A75-23315
Benral pathways from the vestibular labyrinths to

the flocculus in the cat
p0169 475-26199

Vestibular and somatosensory inflow to the
vestibular projection area in the post cruciate
dimple region of the cat cerebral cortex

p0169 A75-26200
Responses of medial reticular neurons to
stimulation of the vestibular nerve

p0211 475-31091
The occurrence of dark neutrons in the normal and
deafferentated lateral vestibular nucleus in the
rat - Observations by light and electron
microscopy

p0212 A75-34077
Subgravity states - Key to understanding the role

of terrestrial gravity in huaan behaviour
role of vestibular organs

p0217 A75-35604
The effects of malnutrition on the developing

brain stem of the rat - A preliminary experiment
using the lateral vestibular nucleus

p0273 475-35900
Influence of receptor-receptor fibres on the

spontaneous afferent activity from semicircular
canals in the frog /Bana esculenta/

p0280 475-37620
Vestibular system. Part 2 - Psychophysics, applied
aspects, and general interpretations Book

p0319 A75-41751
Fsychophysics of vestibular sensation

p0319 A75-41752
Optic-vestibular orientation to the vertical

p0319 A75-11753
Nystagmus and related phenomena in man - An
outline of otoneurology

p0319 A75-41754
A systems concept of the vestibular organs

p0320 A75-41765
The vestibular system and the general motor system

p0321 A75-41766
Experiment H-131. Human vestibular function

p0078 B75-14369
The function of the body and factors of space flight
[NASA-TT-F-15971] p0084 B75-14104

Elicitation of vestibular side effects by regional
vibration of the head
[AD-786288] p0099 N75-15303

Hodels of the vestibular system and postural control
p0192 N75-19992

Studies on auditory and vestibular end organs and
brain stem nuclei inner ear damage and
hearing defects
[NASA-CB-142547] p0196 B75-21003

The problem of eguilibrium in the weightless state
vestibular apparatus of inner ear

[BASA-TT-F-16246] p0197 N75-21006
Reactions of animals and people under conditions

of brief weightlessness
p0225 N75-23110

Vestibular reactions of astronauts during flight
in voskhod spacecraft

p0226 875-23114
Spinal effects of an electrical vestibular

stimulation in man
[NASA-TT-F-163114] p0254 B75-24318

Role of metabolic shifts in the pathogenesis of
vestibular disturbances
[NASA-TT-F-16131] p0255 B75-21327

Effect of an increased oxygen and carbon dioxide
content on vestibalar tolerance in human subjects

p0262 875-25519
Genesis of vestibular-autonomic disorders in

spaceflight
p0325 N75-28692

Comparative anatomy of the audio-vestibular organ
[BASA-TT-F-16156] p0361 B75-30773

DRB aviation medical research unit reports, volume
», 1973-1971
[DR-223-VOL-1] p0389 B75-336U3

VIABILITY
Viability of Bacillus subtilis spores exposed to

space environment in the H-191 experiment system
aboard Apollo 16

p0013 475-12871
Some considerations of the theoretical limits for

living organisms
p0351 475-41135

Properties of uvrE mutants of Escherichia coll
K12. Part 2: Construction and properties of
pol and rec derivatives
[MBL-1 974-26] p0256 H75-21333

Dependence of the viability and mutability of
chlorella on post-radiation storage conditions

considering life support system for manned
space flight

p0263 B75-25527
VIBR4TIOH
BT BRE4THIBG VIBRATION
BT FORCED VIBRATION
BT POGO EFFECTS
Vibration disease and its pathogenesis
[4D-785202] p0052 B75-12584
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VIBBATIOI DIHPIIG SUBJECT IIDEX

Elicitation of vestibular side effects by regional
vibration of the bead
[AD-786288] p0099 1175-15303

Vibratese language
p029« H75-27713

VIBRATIOI DAHPIIG
Second symposia! on influence of vibrations on the

human body and the problem of protection against
vibration biological effects of vibratory
loads in man nachine systems

p0097 N75-15293
VIBBATIOB EFFECTS
NT P060 EFFECTS
Elicitation of vestibular side effects by regional

vibration of the head
p0036 A75-1t086

Some experience with flight-related
electrocutaneous and vibrotactile displays

p0013 A75-15818
Vibrations of the tasilar membrane of the cochlea

p0108 A75-20087
Problems associated with studies of vibrations in

man-machine systems
p0124 A75-22715

Vibrations of the basilar membrane
p0210 A75-33U18

Levels of whole-body vibration affecting human
vision

p0318 A75-41466
Hodifying effect of dynamic space flight factors
on radiation damage of air-dry seeds of Crepis
capillaris /L/ Wallr

p0356 A75-111146
A study of heat, ncise, and vibration in relation
to driver performance and physiological status
[PB-238829/6] p0219 H75-21941

Peculiarities of energy metabolism in the central
nervous system under the combined influence of
vibration and irradiation

p0262 1175-25512
Effect of mechanical vibration on the surface
properties of solutions of gamma-globulin

p0262 N75-25513
Vibrations transmitted to human subjects through
passenger seats and considerations of passenger
comfort
[NASA-TN-D-7929] p0269 H75-25582

Action of low vibration frequencies on the
cardiovascular system of man

p0291 N75-27692
Effect of low frequency aerial vibrations on
nocturnal activity of a rat

p029« N7S-27712
Vibration as an artificially created human factor
of the environment
[HASA-TT-F-16475 ] p0337 N75-29776

VIBBATIOB BEASOHEHEHT
In vivo elastic modulus of the left ventricle -
Its determination by means of a left ventricular
vibrational model and its physiological
significance and clinical utility

p0151 A75-25138
Vertical vibration of seated subjects - Effects of
posture, vibration level, and frequency

p0154 A75-25110
High-speed holography of vibrating objects and

rapid -events ultrasonic bonders and eardrums
p0342 A75-12578

VIBRATIOH PERCEPTION
Evaluation of vibration mixtures affecting humans

through seat surfaces
p0002 A75-10049

The effect of rating scale parameters on the
assessment of vibration intensity by
passengers in transport environments

p0118 A75-22201
Subjective response to very low-frequency vibration
[AHRL-TR-74-142] p02«2 A75-34380

VIBEATIOH TESTS
Effects of postural changes on the head response
of standing subjects subjected to low frequency
'constant velocity' spectral inputs

p0153 A75-25325
Laboratory vibration schedules
[AD-A008231] p0272 N75-25601

VIBBATIONAL STBESS
Second symposium on influence of vibrations on the

human body and the problem of protection against
vibration biological effects of vibratory

loads in man machine systems
p0097 N75-15293

Cardiovascular, renal and respiratory effects of
high intensity, intermediate duration, low
frequency vibration
[AD-A000042] p0160 M75-17915

Vibration and combined stresses in advanced systens
[AGARD-CP-145] p0290 N75-27685

Aircrew assessment of the vibration environment in
helicopters

p0291 S75-27686
Human exposure to whole-body vibration in military
vehicles and evaluation by application of
ISO/DIS 2631

p0291 1175-27687
Crew performance requirements in the vibration

environments of surface effect ships
p0291 H75-27688

The effect of the individual and combined stresses
of vibration and sustained G on pilot performance

p0291 H75-27690
Effects of vibration stress on the cardiovascular

system of animals
p0291 H75-27693

Laboratory studies on chronic effects of vibration
exposure

p0292 H75-27694
Serum and urine changes in macaca mulatta
following prolonged exposure to 12 Hz, 1.5 g
vibration

p0292 N75-27695
Bapid flight vibration phenomena and spine fractures

p0292 1175-27696
Effects of vibration on the musculoskeletal system

p0292 B75-27697
The respiratory and metabolic effects of constant

amplitude whole-body vibration in man
p0292 N75-27698

A study of vibration, pilot vision and helicopter
accidents

p0292 1175-27699
Mechanisms of vibration effects on aircrew
performance

p0292 N75-27700
Performance and physiological effects of combined
stress including vibration

p0293 N75-27701
Effects of duration of vertical vibration beyond

the proposed ISO ""fatigue-decreased
proficiency11 time, on the performance of
various tasks

p0293 N75-27702
A review of biomechanical models for the
evaluation of vibration stress

p0293 N75-27704
Models of the cardiovascular system under whole

body vibration stress
p0293 N75-27706

Evaluating biodynamic interference with
operational crews

p0293 N75-27707
The ISO guide for the evaluation of human whole

body vibration exposure
p0294 S75-27708

Proposed limits for exposure to whole body
vertical vibration, 0.1 to 1.0 Hz

p0294 H75-27709
Ride quality of crew manned military aircraft

p0294 N75-27710
Effects of low freguency vibration of a limb

p0395 1175-33691
VIBBATOBI LOADS

Effects of transient vibrations on human safety
and performance

p0291 N75-27691
VIBBOCABDIOGBAPHI
0 PHONOCSHDIOGEAPHY
VIDEO COHHDBICATIOB

Han machine interactive imaging and data
processing using high speed digital mass storage

p0107 A75-19713
VIDEO DATA

Quantitative determination of regional left
ventricular wall dynamics by roentgen videometry

pOOOS A75-11500
VIDEO EQDIPHEHT

Development and evaluation of video systems for
performance testing and student monitoring
[AD-786891] p0100 1175-15314
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SOBJECT IBDBX VISUAL ACOITY

Sone preliminary experiments in the use of a
programmable videotape recorder as an automated
history-taking device in a chest clime
[HPL-COM-73] p0333 N75-297H5

Unique vide field of viev visual simulation of
helicopter flight close to earth surface

p0397 H75-33699
VIKIHG LABDBB SPACECBAFT

Viking heat sterilization - Progress and problems
[IAF PAPEE 7U-119] p0034 A75-13711

VIKIHG BARS PBOGBAB
Exobiology sensors Viking Bars project

p0235 A75-32158
VIKIHG 1 SPACECBAFT

HI VIKING L A N D E R SPACECBAFT
VIKIHG 2 SPACECBAFI

NT VIKING L A H D E B SPACECBAFT
VIKIHG 75 EHTBT VEHICLE

Automated microbial metabolisn laboratory
Viking 75 entry vehicle and Bars
[NASA-CB-1U2862] p0261 N75-2550U

VIOLEHCE
NT ATTACKING (ASSAULTING)

VIBDSES
BT BACTEHIOPHAGES

Arthrobacter globiformis and its bacteriophage in
soil

p0171 A75-26298
Intracytoplasmic ultrastrnctures in peripheral

blood cells in lupus erythematosus
[NASA-TT-F-15710] pOOSU N75-1UU03

Bespiratory and intraperitoneal infection of Dice
with encephalomyocarditis virus: Effect of
sublethal X-lrradiation on host resistance and
survival
[BBL-1975-2] p0255 N75-24331

VISCESi
NT ABDOBEH
NT ADRENAL GLAND
BT ENDOCRINE GLANDS
NT INTESTINES
NT KIDNEYS
NT LIVER
NT LONGS
NT ORGANS
NT OVARIES
NT PABATBYROID GLAND
NT PINEAL GLAND
NT PITUITARY GLAND
NT PROSTATE GLAND
NT SPLEEN
NT TESTES
NT THYHUS GLAND
NT THYROID GLAND
Evaluation of viscera and other tissues cosmic

radiation effects
p0206 A75-29607

Convergence and interaction of visceral, somatic,
and visual stimuli on single neurons of the
external geniculate bodies in cats

p0236 A75-32503
VISCOELASTIC CILINDEHS

Steady state fluid flow in viscoelastic tubes -
Application to blood flow in human arteries

p0180 A75-29017
Have motions of a liquid in viscoelastic tubes -
Stationary nonlinear waves blood flow model

p0378 A75-47<431
VISCOBLASTIC FLO!
0 VISCOELASTICITY
VISCOBLASTICITY

A one~dimensional viscoelastic model of cat heart
•uscle studied by small length perturbations
during isometric contraction

p0177 A75-27907
A dynamic viscoelastic analysis of the human head

p0217 H75-21921
VISIBILITY
NT LOB VISIBILITY
Characteristics of stereomovement suppression

fusional vs- depth processing
p0177 A75-27897

A review of the most important and sufficiently
founded knowledge about the visibility of
aircraft (laximnm detection range)
[DLB-HITT-7U-33] p0199 S75-21023

VISIBLE BADIATIOB
0 LIGBT (VISIBLE RADIATION)

VISIBLE SPBCTBOB
D LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
VISION
NT BIHOCULAB VISION
NT COLOB VISION
NT HONOCULAB VISION
NT NIGHT VISION
NT PERIPHBBAL VISION
NT STEREOSCOPIC VISION
Contribution to the theory of photopic vision -

Retinal phenomena
p0063 475-17025

Fixated optokinetic nystagmus as an indicator of
the role of vision in movements
[BASA-TT-F-16237] p0199 N75-21021

VISOBS
Design and development of the British Bk.5.
aircrew helmet assembly

p0151 A75-25058
U.S. Navy development of helaet compatible

eyeglasses
p0151 A75-25060

Some remarks on using clear visors during night
flights in the Alouette 3 especially during
landing operation
[IZF-1974-13] p0091 H75-14156

VISDAL ACCOBBODATIOB
Does the central human retina stretch during

accommodation
p0010 A75-12159

Accommodative response to blur
p0011 A75-12696

The dynamic response of visual accommodation over
a seven-day period

p0011 A75-12816
Perceived size and perceived distance in

stereoscopic vision and an analysis of their
causal relations

p0149 A75-21595
Accommodation as a biological system of automatic

regulation
p0375 A75-46133

Night myopia and the intermediate dark focus of
accommodation

p0376 A75-U6696
VISDAL ACUITY

Human cortical magnification factor and its
relation to visual acuity

p0109 A75-202«9
The effect of head tilt on meridional differences

in acuity - Implications for orientation constancy
visual perception

p011i4 A75-21098
Processing of positional information in the human

visual system
p0117 A75-2180<t

The effect of motion on visual acuity of the
compound eye - A theoretical analysis

p0152 A75-25247
The visual aptitude of inspection personnel for

magnetic-particle and penetrant testing
p028U A75-3863*

Levels of whole-body vibration affecting human
vision

p0318 A75-U1U66
The central and peripheral visual acuity of the

light-adapted and dark-adapted eye
[NASA-TT-F-16068] p0060 N75-13524

Study of the characteristics of the visual
perspective process by the FOKN methods
[NASA-TT-F-16236] p0199 N75-21020

Evaluation of the special senses for flying
duties: Perceptual abilities of Landing Signal
Officers (LSOs)

p0223 N75-23093
Air-to-air visual target acquisition

p0223 N75-23094
Visual acuity of astigmatic subjects and fitness
to air force service

p0223 N75-23095
On rod and cone visual acuity

[NASA-TT-F-16303] p0229 N75-23110
The effect of flare drift on target acquisition

performance
[AD-A006756] p0230 N75-23153

On rod visual acuity and cone visual acuity
color vision and light adaptation
[NASA-TT-F-16315] p025« N75-21323
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VISDAL AIDS SOBJECT IKDEI

A study of vibration, pilot vision and helicopter
accidents

p0292 N75-27699
Hultiparameter vision testing apparatus

[NASA-CASE-HSC-13601-2] p0300 H75-27759
Visual sampling on a siaulated DIBDS-type display

sonar operators and target acquisition
[AD-A005318] p0330 H75-28723

The Hark 3 Baploscope
[NASA-CB-2581] p0362 H75-30778

VISDAL AIDS
Effects of lens color on target visibility for

air-sea rescue
p0108 A75-19721

Hultivariable manual control with simultaneous
visual and auditory presentation of information

for improved compensatory tracking
performance of human operator

p0393 S75-33676
VISUAL COH1BOL

Human spatial orientation in the pitch dimension
p0063 A75-16671

Some effects of alcohol on various aspects of
oculomotor control

p0317 A75-11160
The vestibular system and the general motor system

p0321 A75-11766
Effects of various runway lighting parameters upon

the relation between runway visual range and
visual range of centerline and edge lights in fog
[ NASA-TH-I-72112J pOOSI H75-12601

Some effects of alcohol on various aspects of
oculomotor control
[AD-A000079] p0160 H75-17912

Capabilities in Hide angle visual technology
considering aircraft flight simulators
[AD-A002706] p0189 H75-19970

Vehicular control by visual field cues: Model
development and experimental validation
[TAE-251] p0386 N75-32762

VISDAL DISCHIBIHATIOH
Backward Basking and interference with the

processing of brief visual displays
p0032 A75-13572

Visual search in a forced-choice paradigm
p0035 A75-13901

The perception of eye contact
p0063 A75-16670

Effect of luminance and contrast on processing
large disparities in stereoscopic vision

p0066 475-17171
Color and texture differences in embedded target

visual search situations
p0101 A75-19681

Target detection assessment using an orthogonal
mixed-factor central-composite design time
compressed radar displays

p0106 475-19703
Saccadic presentation of a moving target

p0118 A75-22203
Temporal independence of the Bezold-Bruecke hue

shift in color vision
p0118 A75-22201

The role of on and off transients in determining
the psychophysical spatial freguency response

p0119 A75-22210
Stereopsis with large disparities - Discrimination

and depth magnitude
p0119 A7S-22211

The "fluttering heart1 and spatio-temporal
characteristics of color processing. I -
Reversibility and the influence of luminance. II
- Lateral interactions across the chromatic border

visual responses
p0119 475-22211

Reaction time performance with and without
backscatter from intense pulsed light

p0120 A75-22100
Effect of alcohol and task on hemispheric
asymmetry of visually evoked potentials in man

p0238 475-33175
A probabilistic hypothesis, for the prediction of

visual fixations
p0250 A75-35821

Adaptive pattern processing in the visual system
p0280 475-37618

The effect of stimulus orientation on the visual
evoked potential in human subjects

p0280 A75-38001

Detection of one-, two-, and three-dimensional
Markov constraints in visual displays. II -
Multistate displays

p0306 A75-39309
Binocular fusion and spatial localization of

vertical and horizontal gratings of different
spatial fregnency

p0308 A75-10131
Apparent size and contrast in visual detection

p0308 475-10132
Measuring perceived orientation

p0308 475-10135
Correlation between evoked potentials and
processes of sensory analysis in man

p0317 475-U2812
Increment spectral sensitivity and colour

discrimation in the primate, studied by means of
graded potentials from the striate cortex

p0318 475-13122
The effect of target surround density on visual
search performance

p0350 A75-13816
Detectability of an unsharp edge in additive noisy

background
[POA-2-C-2591-E1-H5] pOOSI H75-12577

A review of the most important and sufficiently
founded knowledge about the visibility of
aircraft (maximum detection range)
[DLR-MITT-71-33] p0199 H75-21023

Visual search and image quality
[4D-A008007] p0270 H75-25581

Conspicnity of target lights: The influence of
flash rate and brightness collision
avoidance - visual discrimination/pilot
performance, aircraft lights
[NASA-TH-D-7961] p0368 N75-31732

VISDAL DISPLAYS
D DISPLAY DEVICES
VISUAL FIELDS

Singly and doubly contingent after-effects
involving color, orientation and spatial freguency

p0009 A75-11837
The temporal course of the relationship between

retinal disparity and the eguidistance tendency
in the determination of perceived depth

p0031 475-139.03
Drug effectiveness on experimental optokinetic and
vestibular motion sickness

p0037 475-11091
The nature of fnsional effort in diplopic regions

human response to binocular stimuli
p0061 475-17331

Spatial and temporal properties of 'sustained' and
'transient* neurones in area 17 of the cat's
visual cortex

p0211 475-31095
Retinotopic distribution, visual latency and
orientation tuning of 'sustained* and
'transient1 cortical neurones in area 17 of the
cat

p0211 475-31096
Spectral sensitivity of the modulation-sensitive

mechanism of vision - Effects of field size and
retinal locus

p0238 475-33163
A compensation for field expansion caused by

moving forward in visual velocity perception
p0246 475-35160

Stability and change in a perspective reversal
illusion

p0216 A75-35161
Outflow theory and autokinetic movement - Color,

viewing angle, and dark adaptation
p0219 475-35800

Perceived distance and the perceived speed of
self-motion - Linear vs. angular velocity

p0276 475-36358
Changes in the field of peripheral vision under
conditions of high mountain climbing

p0277 A75-36392
Illusory reversal of visual depth and movement

during changes of contrast
p0308 475-10133

Influence of spatial and energistic factors on a
visual field of an operator
[HASA-TT-F-16081] p0090 (175-11111

VISD4L FLIGHT
Results of an inguiry concerning the exterior
lights of aircraft
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SOBJECT IHDBI VISOAL PBBCBPTI01

p0065 A75-17370
fISOAL OBSBHVATIOi

A rapid technique for visualizing the structure of
a microwave field for health physics
application

p0214 A75-31748
A study on altitude and distance judgements of

pilots during final approach
p0377 475-47096

Mathematical aodel for determining the probability
of visual acquisition of ground targets by
observers in low-level high-speed aircraft
[SLA-74-141] p0029 H75-11673

Visual light flash observations on Skylab 4
p0079 H75-1U372

Colorinetric and photometric properties of a 2 deg
fundanental observer visual data tables
[IZF-197U-12] p0091 H75-14455

Farther examnation of pilot instrument scanning
data and developnent of a new link value estimator

p0185 N75-19158
A review of the Host mportant and sufficiently

founded knowledge about the visibility of
aircraft (maximum detection range)
[DLR-HITT-74-33J p0199 H75-21023

Aerodrome air traffic control in the Canadian Forces
design of tower cabs for air traffic

controller tasks
[DCIEB-74-B-1067] p0259 N75-24363

Visual search processes of Coast Guard aircrewnen
[AD-A004252] p0289 N75-26662

VISOAL PERCEPTION
HT AOTOKIBESIS
HT CRITICAL FLICKEB FOSIOH
HT SPACE PEBCEPTIOH
HT VISOAL DISCBIHIHATIOH

Perceptual integration and perceptual segregation
of brief visual stimuli

p0009 A75-11835
Effects of the cone-cell distribution on

pattern-detection experiments
p O O I I A75-12698

Simulation of an object rotating in depth -
Constant and reversed projection ratios in
visual perception experiments

p0032 A75-13571
Velocity perception

p0012 A75-15731
The perception of eye contact

p0063 A75-16670
Saccadic velocities determined by a new perceptual

method
p0065 475-17341

Macroscopic model of the visual system for
chromatic flicker fusion

p0067 A75-17759
Functional organization of primate oculomotor

system revealed by cerebellectomy
p0109 A75-20250

Effect of delay of feedback and type of movement
on laterally displaced vision

p0113 A75-20959
Simultaneous visuomotor adaptation to optical tilt

and displacement
p0114 A75-21100

Ravegnide modes and refractive index in
photoreceptors of invertebrates

p0118 A75-22202
Function of perception - Influence of visual

parameters contrast sensitivity for sine
gratings

p0118 A75-22206
Light adaptation and the saturation of colours

p0119 A75-22209
Perception of integral objects Russian book on
visual, aural and conceptual representation in man

p0115 475-23400
The effect of local target surround and whole

background constraint on visual search times
p0146 A75-23498

Eye movements, vision, and behavior Book
p0147 475-23990

Recovery from adaptation as a function of stimulus
orientation oblique visual presentation

p01<48 A75-24361
Decay of visual adaptation to tilt and displacement

p0148 A75-24364
A mathematical approach to explain subjective
color perception

p0170 A75-26224
An introduction to perception Book OD

psychophysiological mechanisms for vision
p0180 A75-28960

Inhibition and disinhibition of direction-specific
mechanisms in human vision

p0206 A75-29898
Concerning the role of nonlinear optical effects

in the process of photoreception of laser
radiation

p0208 A75-30647
(tasking, aftereffect, and illusion in visual
perception of curvature

p0208 A75-30819
Optical illusion of diverging waves

p0209 A75-31022
Visual detection analysed in terms of luminance

and chromatic signals
p0209 A75-31035

Difference in the functional organization of the
visual center in frogs and cats

p0211 A75-31047
Brightness and darkness enhancement during flicker

Perceptual correlates of neuronal B- and
D-systems in human vision

p0211 A75-31097
Perceptual analysis under tachistoscopic conditions

visual tests for student pilots
p0213 A75-31259

Light flashes observed by astronauts on Skylab 4
p0235 475-32412

Broad band spatial filters in the human visual
system

p0237 A75-33158
Analysis of visual modulation sensitivity - Two

components in flicker perception
p0237 A75-33159

Effect of binocular rivalry suppression on the
notion aftereffect

p0238 475-33161
Flicker sensitivity of the human red and green
color mechanisms

p0238 A75-33165
Visual motion perception

p0240 475-33472
A compensation for field expansion caused by

moving forward in visual velocity perception
p0246 A75-35160

The Analytic Profile System /APS/ for evaluating
visual displays

p02<49 A75-35750
Ose of the ERG and EOG in evaluating the effect of
sleep deprivation on visual function in flying
personnel

p0283 475-38420
Haves in the eye and ear /Sixth Annual Fairey
Lecture/ theory of sensory perception

p0283 475-38608
Central inhibitory interactions in human vision

p0284 475-38667
Visual form perception

p0307 475-39975
Evidence against narrow-band spatial frequency
channels in human vision - The detectability of
frequency modulated gratings

p0307 475-40130
Detection of symmetry as a function of angular
orientation

p0309 475-40599
Considerations of vision and cerebral function

during hypotension induced by positive
acceleration

p0317 475-41458
Stereoillusion based on visual persistence

p0342 475-42682
Visual texture as a factor in the apparent
velocity of objective motion and motion
aftereffects

p0349 475-43500
Visual time compression - Spatial and temporal cues

p0350 475-43845
Computer simulations of a dynamic visual

perception model
p0373 475-45377

Eye movements and visual perception - A 'two
visual system1 model

p0373 A75-45378
Local retinal adaptation and spatial frequency
channels
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fISOAL PHOTOBBTBY SUBJECT I1DBI

p0375 A75-46528
The effects of target orientation on threshold

dur ing earl; da rk adaptation
p0376 475-46531

Visual information processing of complex imagery
[AD-785366] p0055 H75-12612

Application of response surface methodology to
shape discrimination
[iD-785367] p0056 N75-12614

Judgement of distance over ground and in photographs
CB-80) p0060 H75-13525

Influence of spatial and energistic factors on a
visual field of an operator
[NASA-TT-F-16081 ] p0090 N75-14441

Response time to colored stimuli in the full
visual field
[NASA-TH-D-7927] p0166 N75-18892

Spatial-temporal interactions: Contrast
sensitivity as a function of spatial and
temporal frequency, luminance and stimulus
position on the retina
[AD-A001578] p0167 N75-18896

Visually induced sensations of notion
p0183 1175-19142

Study of the characteristics of the visual
perspective process by the FOKN methods
[NASA-TT-F-16236] p0199 N75-21020

Time and distance judgments for dynamic and static
visual displays
[ A D - A 0 0 2 2 9 0 ] p0199 N75-21024

Test of a model of visual spatial discrimination
and its application to helicopter control
[ A D - A 0 0 2 6 2 4 ] p0199 H75-21025

Evaluation of the special senses for flying
duties: Perceptual abilities of Landing Signal
Officers (LSOs)
[AD-A003040] p0220 N75-21946

Shallow Habitat Air Dive series (SHAD 1 and 2):
The effects on visual performance and physiology
[AD-A007104] p0257 1175-24342

Aviator visual performance in the DH-1 study 2
[AD-A007812] p0259 N75-24357

Advanced helmet mounted sight study program
[AD-A007874] p0260 N75-24366

Information processing analysis of visual
perception: A review
[AD-A003483] p0288 N75-26655

The effects of observer control over visual
information in classification performance
[AD-A003953] p0288 N75-26656

Visual search processes of Coast Guard aircrewmen
[ AD-A004252] p0289 1175-26662

A study of pilot performance during a glide-slope
approach when rate information is supplied via
the peripheral vision
[AD-A005281] p0328 N75-28709

Abstraction and encoding of sensory information
[AD-A008929] p0363 N75-30783

Design and construction of a computer controllable
multi-chromatic stimulus for human visual system
testing and modeling
[AD-A008678] p0368 H75-31729

Alternative approaches to modeling visual target
acquisition
[AD-B000465] p0368 N75-31735

Visual and auditory information processing in
flying skill acquisition pilot performance
[ AD-AO'09636] p0385 N75-32752

VISUAL PBOTOHETHI
The Bark 3 Haplosccpe
[NASA-CR-2584] p0362 N75-30778

VISUAL PIGHESTS
Bhodopsin cooperativity in visual response

p006t A75-17329
Spin-labeled rhodopsin lodoacetamide dark
reactions with SH-groups

p0064 A75-17332
Inhibition of rhodopsin regeneration in the
bullfrog eye by metabolic inhibitors

p0064 A75-17333
Intensity functions of the early receptor
potential and of the melanin fast photovoltage
in the human eye

p0065 A75-17336
Flash bleaching of visual pigments in man

investigated by early receptor potential recording
p0065 A75-17337

The action spectrum for retinal burn: A
literature compilation

[IZF-1974-23] p0089 H75-14435
VISUAL SIGBALS

The detection of a simple visual signal as a
function of time of watch

pOOOS A75-10734
Typological characteristics of adaptation

determining the efficiency of work activity
in visual tracking

p0039 A75-14819
Reliability of human visual signal detection in

the presence of noise
p0175 A75-27589

Predictive validities of several clinical color
vision tests for aviation signal light gun
performance

p0212 A75-31151
Relative comprehensibility of pictorial
information and printed words in proceduralized
instructions

p0249 A75-35749
Han-systems evaluation of moving base vehicle
simulation motion cues human acceleration
perception involving visual feedback
[NASA-CB-120706] p0200 S75-21030

Evaluation of the special senses for flying
duties: Perceptual abilities of Landing Signal
Officers (LSOs)
[AD-A003040] p0220 H75-21946

Predictive validities of several clinical color
vision tests for aviation signal light gun
performance
[AD-A006792] p0254 1175-24317

Visual and auditory information processing aspects
of the acquisition of flying skill
[AD-A007721} p0259 B75-24358

VISUAL STIHDLI
Sensory separation in climbing and mossy fiber
inputs to cat vestibulocerebellua optic
nerve stimulation

p0004 A75-10475
Inter-saccadic interval analysis of optokinetic

nystagmus
p0009 A75-11834

Perceptual integration and perceptual segregation
of brief visual stimuli

p0009 A75-11835
Binocular summation and suppression - Visually

evoked cortical responses to dichoptically
presented patterns of different spatial
frequencies

p0009 A75-11836
Short-term memory in stereopsis depth
perception of stochastic dot pattern

p0009 A75-11838
Motion aftereffect magnitude as a measure of the
spatio-temporal response properties of
direction-sensitive analyzers

p0009 A75-11840
Are visual evoked potentials to motion-reversal

produced by direction-sensitive brain mechanisms
p0010 A75-11841

Human electrocortical reactions to light as a
function of age

p0010 A75-12018
Visibility of unpredictably flickering lights

p0011 A75-12697
Interhemisphere interrelationships in the visual

cortex of cats during binocular and monocular
stimulation

p0013 A75-12970
Early changes in the excitability of the various

levels of the visual system following a light
flash

p0031 A75-13400
Latent periods and simultaneity in discharges of
visual and somatosensory cortex neurons in
response to conditioned light flashes

p0032 A75-13599
Stimulus configuration and line orientation in the
horizontal-vertical illusion

p0034 A75-13901
On the ambiguity of visual stimulation - A reply

to Eriksson
p0035 A75-13905

Development of temporary connections in man with
the aid of unrecognized visual stimuli

p0040 A75-15187
Adaptive control of alpha rhythm in man under
controlled experimental conditions
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SUBJECT IHDEZ TIS01L STIHDLI COHTD

pOOHO 475-15188
A simple technique using an optomotor response for

visual psychophysical measurements in animals
p006U A75-17326

Rin^mum separable as a function of speed of a
moving object for central and peripheral
vision

p0064 A75-17328
The effect of smooth tracking and saccadic eye

movements on the perception of size - The
shrinking circle illusion

p0064 A75-17330
Visual movement aftereffect - Evidence for

independent adaptation to moving target and
stationary surround

p0065 A75-17338
Detectability of a luminance increment - Effect of

spatial uncertainty of visual stimulus
p0066 175-17U72

Effects of eye dominance and retinal distance on
binocular rivalry

p0066 A75-17483
The possible functional significance of the

different phases of the reactions of visual
cortex neurons to adequate stimuli

p0070 A75-18579
Evoked responses to light in man and their

functional significance
p0070 A75-18580

Intersensory generalization and conditioning in
adaptation to visual tilt

p0108 A75-19950
The effect of head tilt on meridional differences

10 acuity - Implications for orientation constancy
visual perception

p011« 475-21098
Area-luminance effects and the visual evoked brain

response
p0114 A75-21099

Characteristics of moving visual scenes
influencing spatial orientation

p0118 A75-22205
Spatial summation of foveal increments and

decrements
p<M19 A75-22208

The spatial Broca-Sulzer and sensitization effects
for foveal viewing

p0119 A75-22212
The role of positional and orientational disparity
cues in human fusional response

p0119 A75-22213
What causes decay of pattern-contingent chromatic
aftereffects

p0120 A75-22217
Recovery from adaptation as a function of stimulus
orientation oblique visual presentation

p01i|8 A75-24361
Corrective saccades - Dependence on retinal

reafferent signals
p0152 175-25215

Binocular detection of vertical and horizontal
line segments

p0152 A75-25216
Effect of selenium on the photosensitivity of the
eye

p0153 A75-25322
Asymmetric nature of light-induced suppression of
optokinetic and reverse post-optikinetic
nystagmuses

p0153 A75-25323
Influence of head orientation on visually induced

pitch and roll sensation
p0153 175-25409

The effects of orientation-specific adaptation on
the duration of short-term visual storage

p0169 A75-26220
Spatial organization of binocular disparity
sensitivity

p0169 A75-26221
Instrument for the on-line measurement of the slow

phase of nystagmus
p0203 A75-29589

Luminance-duration relationships in the photopic
ERG and the apparent brightness of flashes

p0210 A75-31038
Investigation of responses to light of retinal
rods in frogs

175-31049

Eetinotopic distribution, visual latency and
orientation tuning of 'sustained1 and
'transient* cortical neurones in area 17 of the
cat

p0211 A75-31096
Differential responses of cat visual cortical
cells to textured stimuli

p0211 A75-31098
The changes of some components of the evoked
response in man during a voluntary oovement

p0236 A75-32501
Convergence and interaction of visceral, somatic,

and visual stimuli on single neurons of the
external geniculate bodies in cats

' p0236 A75-32503
The rhythm of physiological changes in the
functional state of the visual and dermothermal
analyzers in man

p0236 A75-3250<l
A technique to verify a range of adapting
luminances in which rods contribute to
thresholds determined with a short wavelength
test stimulus

p0238 A75-33162
Foreground and background in dynamic spatial
orientation self-motion sensation by
optokinetic stimuli

p0246 A75-35162
Stimulus compatibility effects of an accessory
visual stimulus on auditory sensitivity

p0246 A75-35163
Fragmentation of fixated line stiouli as a

function of gravitational orientation
p0276 A75-36359

The effect of stimulus orientation on the visual
evoked potential in hnman subjects

p0280 A75-38004
Betinal painting and visual information storage

p0306 A75-39311
Visual sensations induced by Cerenkov radiation

p0307 175-39423
Evidence against narrow-band spatial frequency

channels in human vision - The detectability of
frequency modulated gratings

p0307 175-40130
Effect of mean reaction time on saccadic responses

to tvo-step stimuli vith horizontal and vertical
components

p0308 A75-40134
On the effect of hypothalamic nuclei on electrical

activity of optic cortex neurons
p0309 A75-40718

Some characteristics of neuron responses of the
upper and lower layers in the striate cortex
light flash stimuli

p0314 175-41056
Effect of sudden illumination on the saccadic

movements of the eye
p0314 175-41144

Effect of sojourn at 4,300 m altitude on
electroencephalogram and visual evoked response

p0315 A75-41397
Stimulus novelty, task relevance and the visual

evoked potential in man
p0316 A75-41449

Babituation of vestibular responses with and
without visual stimulation

p0320 A75-41760
The electrical response of the human eye to
sinusoidal light stimulation

p0341 A75-42320
Spontaneous voltage fluctuations in retinal cones

and bipolar cells
p0342 A75-42683

Visual masking and saccadic suppression
p0345 A75-42793

Optokinetic nystagmus during selective retinal
stimulation

p0348 175-43350
Reaction times in the detection of gratings by

human observers - A probabilistic mechanism
p0349 A75-43423

Sustained and transient channels in human vision
p0349 A75-43424

Saccadic suppression in the monkey
p0349 A75-43425

Bye movement response to simultaneous stimulation
of the vestibular and visual receptors

p0357 A75-44350
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VISUAL TASKS SUBJECT IgDBX

The effect of borders and contours on threshold
during early dark adaptation

p0375 A75-46526
Simultaneous motion contrast - Velocity,

sensitivity land depth response
p0375 A75-46527

Saccadic eye movement latencies to multimodal
stimuli - Intersubject variability and temporal
efficiency

p0376 A75-46529
Variability in reaction response human

response accuracy as function of training and
fatigue
[FOA-2-C-2581-<H5 ] p0052 N75-12586

Eye movements in human activity and its study
[NASA-TT-F-16234] p0197 N75-21004

Slav activities evoked in man following voluntary
movement and articulated speech
[BAE-LIB-TRANS-1845] p038U N75-32745

Babituation of the human vestibulo-ocular reflex
induced by reversal of the retinal image during
sinusoidal rotation of the head

p0390 N75-33646
Plasticity in the vestibulo-ocular reflex arc

revealed by long-term prism-reversal of vision
during natural head movement

p0390 N75-33647
Slushy weightings for the optimal pilot model

considering visual tracking task
p0398 N75-33708

VISUAL TASKS
An adaptive vigilance task vith knowledge of results

pOOOU A75-10733
Bye movements in scanning iconic imagery

p0032 A75-13570
Study and response time for the visual recognition
of 'similarity1 and identity

p0032 A75-13573
Visual search in a forced-choice paradigm

p0035 A75-13901
Aftereffect of inspection of a perspecti»al
stimulus for slant depth - A new normalization
effect

p0035 A75-13907
Suprathreshold intensity-area relationships - A
spatial Broca-Sulzer effect

p0065 A75-17339
Task performance after awakenings from different
stages of sleep

p0066 A75-17484
The oculometer in flight management research

[AIAA PAPER 75-107] p0068 A75-18315
Pattern and motion characteristics of visually
time-compressed target detection in static noise

p0103 A75-19681
Comparing adjectival and nonadjectival rating
scale responses against performance criteria
for pilot visual task difficulty evaluation

p0106 A75-19702
Visibility of low-spatial-frequency sine-wave
targets - Dependence on number of cycles

p0148 A75-24447
Che effect of perceived distance on perceived
movement

p0149 A75-24594
:omparisons of pilot performance in simulated and
actual flight effects of ingested barbiturates

p0154 A75-25415
:hoice-reaction time to visual motion with varied

levels of simultaneous rotary motion
p0156 A75-25722

EEC correlates of visual-motor practice in man
p0171 A75-26248

peripheral visual response time and retinal
luminance-area relations

p0174 A75-27081
Characteristics of stereomovement suppression

fusional vs depth processing
p0177 A75-27897

Eye movements during search for coded and uncoded
targets

p0177 A75-27899
Failure to detect displacement of the visual world

during saccadic eye movements
p0210 A75-31041

Control of performance in a multi-element
repetitive task

p0235 A7S-32414

Motion effects on the human operator in a roll
axis tracking task

p0243 A75-34385
Investigation concerning the time dependence of
the paramaters of signal detection theory and
the effect of event frequency in the vigilance
experiment

p0246 A75-35100
A pulse-width modulated model for visual eye
tracking

p0278 A75-37149
Betinal painting and visual information storage

p0306 A75-39311
Stimulus novelty, task relevance and the visual

evoked potential in man
p0316 A75-41449

Levels of whole-body vibration affecting human
vision

p0318 A75-41466
Sleep loss effects on movement time

p0321 A75-41850
Pacing, product complexity, and task perception in

simulated inspection
p0350 A75-43847

Circadian rhythm in performance on the NBC
stressalyser

p0373 A75-45775
Quantitative models for predicting human
visual/perceptual/motor performance
[AD-A001072] p0162 N75-17964

Effects of visual flight display dynamics on
altitude tracking performance in a flight
simulator

p0183 N75-19127
Further examination of pilot instrument scanning

data and development of a new link value estimator
p0185 N75-19158

A direct procedure for partitioning scanning
workload in control display system design

p0185 N75-19159
Earth orbital teleoperator visual system

evaluation program
[NASA-CR-143875] p0288 1175-26652

Stimulus novelty, task relevance and the visual
evoked potential in man
[NASA-CH-143139] p0298 875-27745

The visual-motor-orientation of the diver in the
working space depending on experience and water
turbidity
[DLR-FB-75-35] p0368 H75-31733

VISUAL TEACHING
D OPTICAL TBACKIHG
VITABIB B COHPLEX
0 BIOTIN
VITAHIH B 12
0 CYANOCOBALAMIN
VITAMIN D
0 CAICIFEBOL
VITAMIN E
U TOCOPHE80L

VITA BINS
NT BIOTIN
NT CALCIFEROL
NT CYANOCOBALAMIN
ST NICOTINABIDE
NT TOCOPHEEOL '
Vitamin E, exercise, and the recovery from

physical activity
p0001 A75-10046

Role of metabolic shifts in pathogenesis of
vestibular disturbances

p0045 A75-16609
Influence of B12 and B15 vitamins on the indices

of coagulograms and thromboelastograms of dogs
and rabbits under conditions of acute hypoxia

p0207 A75-30344
Effect of hyperbaric helium on vitamin uptake and

utilization by micro-organisms
p0281 A75-38412

Experimental-clinical validation of tbe use of
amitetravit, ATP and autologons bone marrow in
radiation injuries caused by prolonged radiation

p0088 N75-14429
VOICE COBBOHICATIOB
NT VOICE DATA PBOCESSING
Channels and order of report in dichotic memory

sequential reporting of binaural auditory
signals

p0034 A75-13902
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SUBJECT IHDEI WASTES

Advanced speech technology applied to problems of
air traffic control

p0280 A75-37692
Computer-generated voice in air traffic control
-applications

p0280 A75-37693
Influence of auditory fatigue on the perception of

speech nnder conditions of intense low-frequency
noise

p0359 A75-1IU511
Objective electrophysiological measurements of ear

characteristics, intelligibility of vowels and
judgement of the stage of attention

p0222 H75-23091
Human factors research problems in electronic

voice warning system design
p039H H75-33681

VOICE DATA PBOCESSIHG
' 'Psychological stress measurement through voice

output analysis
[NASA-CH-U1723] p0188 875-19960

Two programs for speech recognition and system
identification research
[AD-A003806] p0299 H75-27754

Voices in orbit speech analysis for monitoring
astronaut perfor nance
[NASA-TT-F-16499 ] p0335 H75-29758

VOLATILITY
Release of volatile mercury from vascular plants

p0306 A75-39358
Volatile organic components in the Skylab 4

spacecraft atmosphere
p0317 A75-41U59

VOLT-AMPBHB CHABACTERISIICS
Correlation of left ventricular mass determined by

echocardiography with vectorcardiographic and
electrocardiographic voltage measurements

p0011 A75-12520
VOLDHE

HI BODY VOLUME (BIOLOGY)
VOLDMETEIC AHALYSIS

Cardiac chamber size and volume - Echographic
measurement of cardiac chamber dimensions,
volume and ventricular function

pOOT4 A75-13016
A feasibility study of limb volume measuring systems

[NASA-CR-1110330] p0051 1175-12580
VOLOHBTBIC STRAIN

Echocardiographic determination of left
ventricular stress-velocity relations in man -
With reference to the effects of loading and
contractility

p0175 A75-27324
VOMITIHG

Emesis in monkeys following exposure to ionizing
radiation

p0121 A75-22410
VOSKBOD HASHED SPACECB&FT

HI VOSKHOD 2 SPACECRAFT
Vestibular reactions of astronauts in flight

aboard Voskhod
p0138 A75-22959

VOSKHOD 2 SFACECBAFT
Some results of medical investigations on crew

members of the voskhod-2 space vehicle
p0139 A75-22961

VT01 AIBCHJFT
0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT

wWAKEFUL1ESS
Cardiac rhythm in the vakefnllness/sleep cycle of

white rats
p0070 A75-18581

The significance of the commissural system of the
brain in lateralization of sleep and wakefulness

p0108 A75-20006
Statistical properties of the random field of
brain biopotentials in man

p0346 A75-*2809
Aspects of ultradian rhythms in man

p0218 H75-21927
WALKING

Relationship among the kinematic characteristics
of human walking

p03«7 A75-U2813
Maximal oxygen nptake during treadmill walking and

running at various speeds

p0360 A75-U5124
Preliminary research on body displacement during

lunar walking
p0331 N75-29726

Behavioral observations of passengers boarding a
slow speed conveyor
[TT-7U11] p0335 H75-29759

BALKIHG MACBIBBS
One method of synthesis of regular legged motion

p017« A75-27188
On the problem of selecting a gait for a legged

vehicle
p017<4 A75-27191

Control of an integral mobile robot
p017<4 A75-27197

notion of pendulum-type biped systems
p0273 A75-35979

•AB7ABE
NT CHEMICAL WABFAfiE
NT COHBAT
NT NDCLEAB WARFARE

WABHIHG DEVICES
D WARNING SYSTEMS
BAB8IHG SIGNALS
0 WARNING SYSTEMS
BAHSIHG SISTEflS

A reliable QBS-detector for coronary care unit
(CCD) monitoring

p0267 M75-25564
A pilot system for monitoring the

electrocardiogram in a coronary care unit
p0267 H75-25565

Patient monitoring during cardiac surgery with aid
of the EEG

p0268 H75-25568
Definition and development of an information

system for cardiac disease intensive care units
p0326 K75-28695

Electrical Distribution System (EDS) and Caution
and Warning System (CWS)
[NASA-CR-11U132] p0386 N75-32760

Human factors research problems in electronic
voice warning system design

p039U N75-33681
WASTE DISPOSAL

Engineering design studies for shuttle waste
management system
[ASME PAPEB 75-ENAS-56J p0309 A75-40853

Preparation and analysis of aquatic-related samples
pollution monitoring and wastes from urban

and industrial areas
[CONF-741023-1] p0196 1175-20998

The effect of high purity oxygen on the activated
sludge process

p0323 N75-28670
Design, fabrication and testing of a wet oxidation

waste processing system for manned space
flight
[NASA-CR-141916] p0329 N75-28721

Skylab trash airlock
p0388 1175-33097

Crew appliance concepts. Volume 2, appendix B:
Shuttle orbiter appliances supporting
engineering data food management and
personal hygiene
[NASA-CR-11111453] pOtOO N75-33721

Crew appliance concepts. Volume 5, appendix C:
Modular space station appliances supporting
engineering data
[NASA-CR-1Ml|lt56] pOlOO N75-33721

BASTE DTILIZATIOB
Membrane ultrafiltration to treat laundry wastes

and shower wastes for water reuse
[SAE PAPEB 7«092«] p0121 A75-22742

Parametric evaluation of a dual-layer dynamic
hyperfiltration membrane for recovery of
spacecraft wash water at elevated temperature
[ASME PAPE8 75-ENAS-U6] p0310 A75-10864

Reforming and decomposition of glucose in an
aqueous phase
[ASBE PiPEB V5-EKAS-21] p0313 A75-10883

Development of an advanced spacecraft water and
waste materials processing system
flAF PAPEB 75-071] p037U A75-15841

WASTES
NT FECES
NT BOHAN WASTES
NT METABOLIC WASTES
NT OBINE
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• ATBB SUBJECT IIDBX

BiTBB
NT POTABLE HATER
NT SEA HATER

Depth of immersion as a determinant of the
natriuresis of water immersion

p0122 A75-22H55
The visual-aotor-omentation of the diver in the

working space depending on experience and vater
turbidity
[DLR-FB-75-35] p0368 N75-31733

WATER BALANCE
Hater and electrolyte balance in nan consulting
diets of pure nutrients and mineral supplenents

during space flight
[IAF PAPEB 71-105] p0033 A75-13731

Effect of chronic exposure to cold, hypoxia, and
both combined on vater exchange in rats

p0036 »75-11080
Ose of deuterium in the investigation of vater

metabolism in living organisms
p0150 A75-25023

Effects of sustained exposure to simulated
altitude on tissue Na spaces of the organs in
rats and rabbits

p0239 A75-33369
Suppression of ADH during vater immersion in

normal man antidiucetic horaone
p0211 A75-31801

Mechanism of vater absorption in certain
osmoregulatory organs, part 3

p0020 H75-11589
BATES CONSUMPTION

Hater load as a method for changing the
orthostatic reaction in man after brief
hypodynamia

p0097 1175-15292
HATEB CONTEST

D MOISTURE CONTENT
HATER COOLED REACTORS

Occupational radiation exposure at light vater
cooled pover reactors, 1969 - 1971
[PB-212532/0] p0393 N75-33669

•ATEB FLOW
Evaluation of a vater-cooled helmet liner

[AD-A001776] p0301 1175-27766
SATEH POLLUTION

Aquatic plants for removal of mevinphos from the
aguatic environment
[NASA-TH-X-72720] p0125 N75-16206

Preparation and analysis of aquatic-related samples
pollution monitoring and wastes from urban

and industrial areas
[CONF-711023-1] p0196 N75-20998

Sublethal effects of oil, heavy metals and PCBS on
marine organisms
[PB-238511/1] p0217 N75-21922

Biological indicators for monitoring vater quality
of MTF canals system
[NASA-CR-113178] p0295 N75-27717

PhytoplanKton populations in relation to different
trophic levels at Hinnipesaukee Lake, Nev
Hampshire, USA
[PB-210981/1 ] p0365 1175-31709

HATEB PDSIFICATION
0 HATEB T R E A T M E N T

BATES QUALITY
Further development of a biocide generation and

vater system passification system addendum
[NASA-CR-111131] p0386 1175-32761

BATES BECLABATIOB
Preliminary veight evaluations of a biological

system for oxygen and vater regeneration for
space flight

p0011 A75-15330
Membrane ultrafiltration to treat laundry vastes

and shower vastes for vater reuse
[SAE PAPEB 710921] p0121 A75-22712

Potable vater recovery for spacecraft application
by electrolytic pretreatment/air evaporation
[ASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-19] p0310 A75-10863

Parametric evaluation of a dual-layer dynamic
hyperfiltration nembrane for recovery of
spacecraft vash vater at elevated temperature
[ASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-16] p0310 A75-10861

Design and the parametric testing of the space
station prototype integrated vapor compression
distillation vater recovery module
[ASHE PAPEB 75-ENAS-37] p0311 A75-10872

Development of an automated potable vater
bactericide monitoring unit
[ASSE PAPEB 75-ENAS-36] p0312 A75-1087U

Development of an advanced spacecraft vater and
vaste materials processing system
[IAF PAPER 75-071] p037U A75-15811

Utilization of immobilized urease for vaste vater
treatment
[»ASA-CE-137596] p0062 N75-13537

Reverse osmosis for spacecraft vash vater
recycling membrane coupon and module evaluations
[PB-236911/1] P0161 N75-17975

Beverse osmosis for spacecraft vash vater
recycling high pressure pump definition
[PB-236910/3] p0168 N75-18901

Iodine generator for reclaimed vater purification
[NASA-CASE-BSC-11632-1] p0271 N75-25591

The space kitchen: discussions betveen scientists
and readers
[»ASi-TT-F-16322] p0271 N75-25595

Design, fabrication and testing of a vet oxidation
vaste processing system for manned space
flight
[NASA-CB-111916] p0329 N75-28721

HATEB RECOVERY.
D RATES RECLAMATION

IATEB TEHPERATOBE
Thermal conductivity of the human body during

immersion at thermal neutrality and in a cold
environment
[NASA-TT-F-16258] p0218 H75-21932

HATEB TREATHENT
Research and development of an electrochemical
biocide reactor
[ASBE PAPEB 75-ENAS-33] p0312 475-10877

Development of an advanced static feed vater
electrolysis module for spacecraft
[ASBE PAPER 75-ENAS-30] p0312 A75-10878

Water purification process
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10613-2] p0057 N75-13506

Utilization of immobilized urease for vaste vater
treatment
[NASA-CB-137596] p0062 1175-13537

Advance prototype silver ion vater bactericide
system
[NASA-CR-111557] p0127 N75-16228

Potable vater taste enhancement
[NASA-CB-111577] p0127 N75-16229

Reverse osmosis for spacecraft vash vater
recycling membrane coupon and module evaluations
[PB-236911/1] p0161 N75-17975

Iodine generator for reclaimed water purification
[NASA-CASE-MSC-11632-1] p0271 N75-25591

HATEB VEHICLES
NT AIBCBAFT CARRIERS
NT CARGO SHIPS
NT SHIPS
NT SDBBABINES
HATEBFOHL

Utility of EBTS for monitoring the breeding habit
of migratory waterfowl United States and
Canada

p0015 S75-10557
A seasonal occurence checklist of waterfowl
hazardous to flight safety in southern United
States
[AD-A010521] p0382 N75-32728

RATE ATTENUATION
NT ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
RATE EXCITATION
UT ACOUSTIC EXCITATIOH
RATE PBOPA6ATION
NT LIGHT SCATTEBING
NT SHOCK RATE PBOPAGATION

HAVE RADIATION
U ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
RATE SCATTBBING
NT ELECTHOBAGNETIC SCATTEBING
NT LIGHT SCATTEBING

BATEFORHS
NT PULSE ABPLITUDE
NT PULSE DURATION
Algorithm for identifying changes in the
ST-interval of the ECG in the case of coronary
insufficiency

p0031 A75-13122
Detection of human sleep EEG waveforms

p0171 A75-26250
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SUBJECT INDEI WEIGHTLESSNESS

A study of the vector magnetocardiographic waveform
p0180 475-28996

Gradual changes of ECG waveform daring and after
exercise in normal subjects

p0377 475-46925
WAVEGUIDES
HI OPTICAL SAVEGDIDES

WEAPON SYSTEHS
Human factors engineering test and evaluation
technology for weapon systems

p0105 475-19697
4 report of HumHKO activities in support of
project HITV4L
[4D-A008277] p0270 H75-25586

Practical problems in using human operator
perforaance data effectiveness of air weapon
systems
[4D-4011574] p0393 N75-33671

iEAPOHS
NT GDNS (ORDNANCE)
BE4THEB
NT COLD HEATHER
NT HOT WEATHEB

WBATBEB POBEC4STIHG
The Coho Project: Living resources prediction

feasibility study, volume 1 meteorological
forecasting of fish concentrations
[PB-2340S7/8] p0015 N75-10681

The Coho Project: Living resources prediction
feasibility study. Volume 2: Environmental
report
[PB-234058/6] p0015 N75-10682

•BBS (HEHBBAIBS)
D MEMBRANES
• EIGHT (BASS)
NT BODY iEIGHT
NT OBG4N HEIGHT
HEIGHT AH4LISIS

Preliminary weight evaluations of a biological
system for oxygen and water regeneration for
space flight

p0041 475-15330
Weight estimation of manned spacecraft metabolic

reguirements
[SAWE PAPEE 1047] p0379 475-47485

•EIGHT BEASOBBHBNt
Physiological mass measurements on Skylab 1/2 and

1/3
p0248 A75-35612

Prediction of body composition in habitually
active middle-aged men

p0343 A75-42757
•EIGHT REDUCTION

Physiological mass measurements in Skylab
weight loss following space flight

pOOSO 1175-14377
Controlled starvation as a biological factor

favoring an increase in adaptability of the
human body

p0097 N75-15287
WEIGHTLBSSBBSS

Hunan physiological problems in zero gravity - An
attempt at understanding through systems analysis

p0004 A75-10422
The role of gravity in the phylogeny of structure

and function in animal sensors of spatial
orientation, and their predicted action in
weightlessness

p0013 A75-12868
Medical investigations during flights of the
spacecraft Soyuz-12, Soyuz-13, Soyuz-14 and the
orbital station Salyut-3
[IAF PAPER 74-099] p0032 A75-13729

Hedlcal resnlts of the Skylab program
[ISP PAPEB 74-100] p0033 A75-13730

Fly behaviour of birds in weightlessness - A study
of the tumble-phenomenon
[IAF PAPEB 74-106] p0033 475-13735

Cardiovascular problems posed by weightlessness
p0065 A75-V7367

Difference between the reactions of the
cupula-endolymphatic system to a physiological
tarn of the head under natural conditions and
under conditions of rotation

p0066 A75-17659
A comparison of leaf epinasty induced by
weightlessness or by clinostat rotation

p0070 A75-18527

leightlessness: Bedical-biological investigations
Bussian book

p0137 475-22951
Physiological problems of weightlessness

p0138 475-22952
Some physiological mechanisms for the effect of
weightlessness on an organism

p0138 A75-22954
Time perception under conditions of short-term

weightlassness
p0138 475-22956

Statokinetic reactions of man under conditions of
short-term weightlessness ,

p0138 475-22957
Space form of motion sickness

p0138 475-22958
Blood circulation under conditions of weightlessness

p0138 475-22960
Principal results of medical studies of Soyuz
spacecraft crewmembers

p0139 A75-22962
External respiration, gas exchange, and energy
losses under conditions of weightlessness

p0139 A75-22964
Blood content of urea, sugar, unesterized fatty
acids, and cholesterol under conditions of
prolonged weightlessness

p0139 A75-22965
The influence of weightlessness on mineral

saturation of bone tissue
p0139 A75-22966

Rays to orient the body in space during the
absence of resistance under conditions of
weightlessness

p0139 A75-22967
flotor activity of cosmonauts at zero g

p0139 475-22968
Bioelectric activity of skeletal muscles under the
combined effect of overloads and weightlessness

p0140 475-22969
ootor activity under conditions of weightlessness

p0140 475-22970
Pathophysiological analysis of the effect of
weightlessness on an organism

p0140 A75-22971
Prevention of harmful effects of weightlessness on

the human organism
p0140 475-22972

Activity of astronauts in weightlessness and in
free space

p0141 475-22977
Preliminary results of examinations of rats after
a 22-day flight aboard the Cosmos-605 biosatellite

p0155 475-25418
Flight behaviour of pigeons in the weightless

phase of parabolic flight
p0212 475-31159

Vestibular function in the space environment
p0248 475-35607

Weightlessness - 4 case history for Skylab 2
crewmen

p0248 475-35610
Bone mineral measurement - Skylab experiment H-078

p0248 475-35614
Individual differences in susceptibility to motion
sickness among six Skylab astronauts

p0249 A75-35616
Skylab experiment H-171 'Hetabolic Activity1 -
Besults of the first manned mission

p0276 A75-36340
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on the

swimming pattern of fish aboard Skylab 3
o p0282 A75-38413

The response of single human cells to zero gravity
p0316 A75-41441

Quantitative cyto- and histochemical studies of
the Deiters1 nucleus and nodular cortex of
cerebellum in rats exposed to weightlessness

p0357 475-44352
Statokinetic reactions of man under conditions of
short term weightlessness
[AD-784142] pOOIS N75-10705

Some regularities in adaptation to prolonged
rotation improved human tolerance to
weightlessness

p00119 B75-12562
Skylab 2 crew observations and summary

p0077 N75-14362
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The effects of prolonged exposure to
weightlessness or postural equilibrium
postflight analysis

p0078 N75-14370
Crew efficiency on first exposure to zero-gravity

p0079 N75-14375
Mineral and nitrogen metabolic studies, experiment

M071
p0079 N75-14376

Physiological mass measurements in Skylab
weight loss following space flight

pOOSO N75-14377
Bone mineral measurement - Experiment M078

p0080 B75-14378
Muscular deconditioning and its prevention in

space flight
pOOBO N75-14379

Biostereometric analysis of body form
p0080 N75-1U380

Cytogenic studies cf blood (experiment H111)
p0081 H75-14383

The response of single human cells to zero gravity
p0081 N75-14384

Blood volume changes weightlessness effects
p0081 N75-14385

Hed cell metabolism studies on Skylab
p0081 N75-14386

Experiment 8115: Special hematologic effects:
Dynamic changes in red cell shape in response to
the space-flight environment

p0081 N75-14387
Lower body negative pressure: Third manned Skylab

mission
p0082 N75-11388

Hemodynamic studies of the legs under weightlessness
p0082 N75-14390

Anthropometric changes and fluid shifts
p0082 875-14391

Vectorcardiographic changes during extended space
flight

p0082 875-14392
Effect of prolonged space flight on cardiac

function and dimensions
p0083 H75- 11*394

Prevention of bone mineral changes induced by bed
rest: Modification by static compression
simulating weight bearing, combined
supplementation of oral calcium and phosphate,
calcitonin injections, oscillating compression,
the oral diophosphonatedisodinm etidronate, and
lower body negative pressure
[NASA-CR-141453] p0088 875-14431

An evaluation of the ATM man/machine interface.
Phase 3: Analysis of SL-3 and Sl-4 data
[HASA-CR-120586] p0127 N75-16226

Biosatellite: Results of an experiment
[BLL-M-23466-(5828.4F) ] p0128 N75-17056

Fluid infusion system
[NASA-CB-141579] p0133 875-17098

Physiological and hygienic substantiation for the
design of individual means for preventing the
adverse effect of weightlessness

p0194 N75-20984
The problem of equilibrium in the weightless state

vestibular apparatus of inner ear
[NASA-TT-F-16246] p0197 N75-21006

The state of weightlessness and protective measures
[8ASA-TT-F-16247] p0197 N75-21007

Weightlessness, Medical and biological research
[HASA-TT-F-16105] p0225 875-23106

Physiological problems of weightlessness
p0225 N75-23107

Reactions of astronauts under weightless conditions
p0225 B75-23108

Physiological mechanisms of the effect of
weightlessness on the body

p0225 N75-23109
Reactions of animals and people under conditions
of brief weightlessness

p0225 N75-23110
Perception of time under conditions of brief
weightlessness

p0225 875-23111
Static-kinetic reactions of nan under conditions
of brief weightlessness

p0225 875-23112
Vestibular reactions of astronauts during flight

in Voskhod spacecraft
p0226 1175-23114

Blood circulation under weightless conditions
p0226 875-23115

Some results of medical studies of Voskhod 2
spacecraft crew members

p0226 B75-23116
Basic results of medical examinations of Soyuz
spacecraft crew members

p0226 H75-23117
Condition of cardiovascular systems of astronauts

during flight of Soyuz orbital station
p0226 M75-23118

Respiration, respiratory metabolism and energy
consumption under weightless conditions

p0226 B75-23119
Drea, sugar, nonesterified fatty acid and
cholesterol content of the blood in prolonged
weightlessness

p0226 875-23120
Effect of weightlessness on mineral saturation of

bone tissue
p0227 H75-23121

Methods of body orientation in space in the
absence of support under weightless conditions

p0227 N75-23122
Bioelectric activity of skeletal muscle under
conditions of alternating action of g-Forces and
weight lessness

pO?27 N75-23124
Pathophysiological analysis of the effect of
weightlessness on the body

p0227 S75-23126
Prophylaxis of unfavorable effect of
weightlessness on the body

p0227 B75-23127
Means and methods of physical conditioning of man
in long space flights

p0227 B75-23128
Problem of artificial gravity from the point of

view of experimental physiology
p0228 H75-23129

Astronaut activity in weightlessness and
unsupported space

p0228 B75-23132
Some results of biomedical studies carried out in

the Gemini and Apollo programs
p0228 H75-231J3

Rotary plant growth accelerating apparatus
weightlessness
[8ASA-CASE-ABC-10722-1] p0260 H75-25503

Reaction of neurons in the vasomotor center of a
cat to stimulation of the vestibular and somatic
afferents

p0263 M75-25525
Renal effects of continuous negative pressure

breathing
[NASA-CH-141888] p0286 H75-26636

Principles of biodynanu.cs. Introduction to
gravitational biology, 1
[AD-A003624] p0287 H75-26649

Effects of weightlessness on tissue proliferation
[NASA-CR-144457] p0383 H75-32736

A manipulator arm for zero-g simulations
p0388 N75-33088

HEIGBCLESS8ESS SIMULATION
Modifications of pulmonary perfusion and

ventilation during simulated weightlessness
p0013 A75-12867

Experiment in post-hypnotic realization of a
subjective experience of partial weightlessness
during simulation of a three-day space flight
program

p0040 A75-15185
Effects of a multi-hour immersion with
intermittent exercise on urinary excretion and
tilt table tolerance in athletes and nonathletes

p0111 A75-20887
Reactions of astronauts under zero-gravity
conditions

p0138 A75-22953
Reactions of animals and humans under conditions
of short-term weightlessness

p0138 A75-22955
Training of cosmonauts under conditions of
weightlessness in airplane laboratories for
working in space

p0140 A75-22975
Long-term regulation in the cardiovascular system

- Cornerstone in the development of a composite
physiological model
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p0149 A75-24747
Becent advances in the physiology of whole body

immersion
p0247 A75-35605

Characteristics of metabolism daring prolonged
water immersion

p027<l 475-36328
Effects of muscle electrostimnlation daring

simulated weightlessness
p0275 475-36333

Investigation of human cerebral circulation in
spaceflight conditions

p0317 475-41463
Influence of simulated weightlessness on the rate

of anonalies of the floor beetle Tribolium
confusun

p0354 A75-44131
Regional hemodynamics in antiorthostatic tests of

different intensity
p0049 H75-12564

Chamber for deconpressing the caudal part of the
animal body

pOOSO H75-12568
Hotor activity of astronauts in unsupported state

p0227 H75-23123
Hotor activity under weightless conditions

p0227 B75-23125
Training of astronauts in laboratory-aircraft

under weightless conditions for work in space
p0228 H75-23130

Life in weightlessness
[HASA-TT-F-16361 ] p0228 H75-23134

Studies of acid-base hoaeostasis daring simulated
weightlessness: Application of the water
inversion model to nan

p0297 H75-27736
BEHTZBL-KRAHBB-BBII.LOOIH BET BOD

Vibrations of toe basilar nenbrane of the cochlea
p0108 A75-20087

Vibrations of the basilar membrane
p0240 A75-33418

•ESI GEHSAIT
0 GERHAHY

HBTBESS
D BOISTURE COHTEHI

•HALES
BESBEX: Bering Sea marine namma-1 experiment

with the primary target species being the walrus
and bowhead whale
[HASA-TH-X-62399] p0057 H75-13503

•BEAT
Eapirical model of the root systen of winter wheat

considering weather conditions and. the soil
moisture distribution by layers

p0047 H75-12499
•BIFLASB IIJORIES

Basic biomechantcal properties of the human neck
related to lateral hyperflexion injury
[PB-241246/8] p0334 H75-29747

1HIB1
D BOTATIOH

BBIBLIIG
0 BOTATIOH

•BITE BOISE
Effect of white noise on attention as a function

of manifest anxiety
p0034 A75-13892

Spectral cues used in the localization of sound
sources on the median plane external ear
sensitivity for elevation perception

p0109 475-20124
Investigation of the effects of noise on the

encoding function of a syncoder electronic
•odule of neuron cell
[AB-785070] p0084 H75-14401

BILDLIFB
HT BIBDS

A repeater type biotelemetry system for use on
wild big game animals to measure heat flow
rate

p016U H75-18873
BUD EFFECTS

Biodynamic Response to iindblast
[AGABD-CP-170] p0381 H75-32716

VIID VELOCITY
DSAP non-combat ejection experience 1968-1973

incidence, distribution, significance and
mechanism of flail injury related to
aerodynamic forces

P0381 S75-32717
HiTEB

The state of sleep of the winter personnel of a
coastal Antarctic station

p0281 A75-38300
Empirical model of the root system of winter wheat

considering weather conditions and the soil
moisture distribution by layers

pOOi»7 H75-12499
•KB APPBOXIHATIOH

0 BEHTZEL-KBABEB-BHILLOUIH BETBOD
iOBBH

D FEBALES
BOBOS (1AIGDAGB)

Relative comprehensibility of pictorial
information and printed words in proceduralized
instructions

p0249 475-35749
The effects of ACTH 4-10 on a serial learning and

a short-term retention task
[IZF-1974-21] p0092 H75-14460

Data organization
[AD-A001769] p0189 H75-19966

Speculations on bilingualism and the cognitive
network
[DCIBB-74-BP-1013] p0231 S75-23158

BOBK
HT PBTSICAL BOBK

BOBE CAPACITY
Heart adaptation to physical exertion in relation

to work duration
p0010 A75-12503

Typological characteristics of adaptation
determining the efficiency of work activity
in visual tracking

p0039 A75-14849
Individual differences in response to the

environment
p0110 A75-20825

On the theoretical basis of the optimal oxygen
content in the atmosphere for the human being

p0114 A75-21113
A new approach for the assessment of endurance work

p0147 475-24059
Exhaustion without lowering of working capacity

during activity
p0156 A75-2S669

Dynamic characteristics of heart-rate responses to
sine-function work-load patterns in man

p0173 475-26825
Structural features of and several means of
optimizing the operational activity of an
astronaut during control of the vehicle and its
systems

p0175 A75-27203
Oxygen regimes of organism in teen-agers and men

under muscular activity of dynamic character
p0207 475-30341

Assessment of aerobic and anaerobic capacity of
athletes in treadmill running tests

p0277 A75-36714
Borkload reduction on the flight deck

p0279 475-37494
Improving cockpits through crew workload measurement

p0316 475-41414
Quantification of air traffic controller's

acceptable workload
p0378 475-47275

Condition and work capability of man under
increased pressures and optimal compositions of
gas medium as in underwater habitats

p0021 H75-11597
Estimating the effectiveness of human working

capacity under spaceflight conditions
[NASA-TT-F-16019] p0029 H75-11670

Simulation and study of high workload operations
psychophysiological effects on air crews

[4G4BD-CP-146] p0052 H75-12587
Systems simulation: 4 global approach to aircrew

workload computerized systems analysis
p0052 H75-12588

A simulator study to investigate human operator
workload

p0052 H75-12589
Laboratory research into human information
processing pilot workload modeling

p0052 H75-12590
Evaluating measures of workload using a flight
simulator
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p0053 H75-12591
A f l ight simulator study of missile control

performance as a function of concurrent workload
task conplexity effects

p0053 H75-12592
Siiulation of high workload operations in air to

air combat
p0053 N75-12593

Pilot landing performance under high workload
conditions considering day and night
proficiencies

p0053 N75-12594
Aircrew workload and human performance: The

problen facing the operational commander
h u m a n component in air weapons system

p0053 N75-12595
Endocrine-metabolic indices of aircrew workload:

An analysis across studies
p0053 N75-12596

Emotional and biochemical effects of high work-load
in pilot landing performance

pOOSt N75-12598
Long range air-to-air refuelling: A study of duty

and sleep patterns
pOOSU N75-12600

High workload tasks of aircrew in the tactical
strike, attack and reconnaissance roles

pOOSU N75-12601
Physical fitness and tolerance to environmental

stresses: A review of human research on
tolerance to and work capacity in hot, cold and
high altitude environaents
[DCIEH-71-R-1008 ] p0059 N75-13517

Crew efficiency on first exposure to zero-gravity
p0079 N75-14375

Results of Skylab medical experiment (1171:
Metabolic activity

p0083 N75-14395
Operational calm and the optimum regulation of

human working capacity
p0161 H75-17953

Preservation of human performance capacity under
prolonged space flight conditions

p0228 S75-23131
10BK-BEST CICLB

Configurational and histogram distribution of the
ST-interval during standard loading in
electrocardiography

p0032 A75-13424
Systolic time intervals at rest and during exercise

p0041 A75-15525
Temporal organization of nenroendocrine function

in relation to the sleep-waking cycle in man
p0042 A75-15777

Total work rate of breathing optimization in C02
inhalation and exercise

p0180 A75-28914
The Skylab sleep monitoring experiment -

Methodology and initial results
p0276 A75-36338

Time estimates in a long-term tine-free environment
human performance

p0278 A75-37171
Turnover of free fatty acids during recovery from

exercise
p0344 A75-42759

Measurement and estimation procedure for flight
safety control operator workload

p0055 1175-12609
Night and-shift work of locomotive engineers.

Second Report: Investigations on the
organization of daily service schedules
[HASA-TT-F-16229] p0199 N75-21019

A user oriented review of the literature on the
effects of sleep loss, work-rest schedules, and
recovery on performance
[AD-A009778] p0367 N75-31726

WOBLD
D EARTH (PLAHET)

BO BBS
Spermatogenesis, the mature sperm, and sperm egg

association in Nematospiroides dubius
[SASi-CR-141691] p0164 N75-18875

I BABD
D SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES

X BAY ABALT.SIS
Heart volume in relation to body posture and

immersion in a thermo-neutral bath - A
roentgenometric study

p0041 A75-15523
The echocardiogran of the anterior leaflet of the
mitral valve Correlation with hemodynamic and
cineroentgenographic studies in dogs

p0070 A75-18545
I BIT ASTBOBOHY
HI X RAT SOURCES
X BAI DENSITI HEASDREHEIT

A simple method for the generation of organ and
vessel contours from roentgenographic or
fluoroscopic images
[NASA-CB-140685] p0017 1175-10693

International Conference on Bone Mineral Heasnrement
[DHEH(NIH) -75-683] p0022 H75-11618

Direct readout of bone mineral content with
dichromatic absorptiometry analog device for
absorption data processing

p0023 B75-11626
Dual photon x-ray beam applications for bone
calcification measurement

p0024 N75-11628
Dual energy absorptiometry technique for bone

mineral content measurement
p0024 H75-11629

Bone mineral measurements using a dichromatic
attenuation technique with simultaneous
operation in two energy channels

p0024 N75-11630
Organization and processing of bone mineral data

using a general purpose storage and retrieval
program and a minicomputer

p0024 1175-11633
Bone mineral computation with a rectilinear scanner

p0024 N75-11634
A computerized method of determination of bone

mineral content by a transmission-scanner:
Description of the system

p0024 H75-11635
Progress la radiographic photodensitometry

p0025 H75-11639
i preliminary evaluation of diagnosis and therapy

in osteoporosis
p0026 N75-11644

Photon absorption method and Singh index in the
detection of osteoporosis: A comparative study

p0026 B75-116U5
Method and system for in vivo measurement of bone

tissue
[NASA-CASE-HSC-14276-1] p0220 1175-21948

X BAI SODBCES
General safety standard for installations using
non-medical X-ray and sealed gamma-ray sources,
energies up to 10 MeV
[COM-75-50166/8] p0258 H75-24353

X BATS
Determination of cardiac size from chest

roentgenograms following Skylab missions
p0083 N75-14398

The influence of ionizing radiation on the immune
response
[HBL-1974-28] p0255 N75-24329

XAHTHIHBS
HI CAFFEINE
HI URIC ACID
XEBOB
NT XENON ISOTOPES
NT XENON 133

XBBOB ISOTOPES
NT XENON 133
Self-vapor cooled targets for production of 1-123
at high current accelerators using Xe-123
production
[NASA-TM-X-71620] p0022 N75-11615

XBNOB 133
Xenon-133 washout for measuring intrarenal blood
flow in the micropunctnre rat

p0003 A75-10236

YABI
Frequency response of the oculovestibular system

during yaw oscillation
[AD-A009769] p0367 H75-31728
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YAWBETEBS
0 iTTITDDE IHDICATOHS
0 YAH

TEAS!
An atteapt to biosynthesize Te123-tellnromethionine

using yeast uethod
[IBI-133-73-05] p0159 H75-17911

Degradation of mitochondria in yeast induced by
anaerobiosis at different growth phases
[BASA-TT-F-16158 ] p0295 875-27716

Resistance of Hadsoniella nigra Tar. hesnelica to
the action of a high vacuum
[HASA-TT-F-16503] p0332 H75-29732

IHB-1 BELICOPTEB
0 DH-1 HELICOPTER

TOONS HODOLOS
0 BODOLUS OF ELASTICITY

TOB-1 HELICOPTEB
0 OB-1 HELICOPTEB

ZEOLITES
Synthesis of biological molecules on molecular
sieves abiogenic ammo acid production

p0351 A75-U38''
ZEBO GBAVITT
D BEIGBTLESSBESS
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Personal Author Index
AEROSPACE M E D I C I N E A N D BIOLOGY / a c o n t i n u i n g b i b l i o g r a p h y
1975 Cumulative Index

JANUARY1976

Typical Personal Author Index Listing

1DBS, B.

PERSONAL AUTHOR |

^Studies on auditory and vestibular end organs and
brain stem nuclei
[iASA-CH-142547] D0196 »75-?inni

i 1

TITLE

I

REPORT
NUMBER

PAGE
NUMBER

I

ACCESSION
NUMBER

Listings m this index are arranged alphabetically by personal author The title
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The report number helps to indicate the type of document listed (e g NASA
report translation NASA contractor report) The page and accession numbers
are located beneath and to the right of the title eg p0196 N75-21003 Under
any one authors name the accession numbers are arranged in sequence with
the IAA accession numbers appearing first

ABBAS, P. 3.
Bate versus level functions for auditory-nerve
fibers in cats Tone-burst stimuli

p0109 475-20125
ABBOTT. J. A.

1 mechanism for the electrocardiogram response to
left ventricular hypertrophy and acute ischemia

p0114 A75-21174
1BBODD, F. H.

In vitro acetylcholine biosynthesis in normal and
falling guinea pig hearts

p0178 175-27908
ABE, B.

Studies on arterial flov patterns - instantaneous
velocity spectrums and their phasic changes -
with directional ultrasonic Doppler technique

pOOOl A75-10701
ABEL, K.

Justification of permissible doses of radiation
during prolonged space flights

p0086 N75-14414
ABBLHOUB, I. A.

Basic bionechanical properties of the human neck
related to lateral hyperflexion injury
[PB-241246/8] p0334 N75-29747

ABBBHAB, A.
Blood P/50/ calculated from a single measurement

of pH, P/O2/, and S/O2/
p0116 A75-21574

1BILDSEOV, J. A.
The sequence of normal recovery of excitability in
the dog heart

p0342 A75-42360
ABIBDEB, A. A.

Effect of Ca ions on the rhythmic and contractile
activities of the heart

p0153 A75-25321
ABOVYA1, V. 6.

On random and target-oriented search
[BLl-BTS-9493] p0299 875-27752

ABOIADZB. 6. T.
Automatic methods of seismoactogram analysis when
studying spontaneous and evoked motor activity

p0115 A75-21523
ABKOG. C,

Responses of medial reticnlar neurons to
stimulation of the vestibular nerve

p0211 A75-31094
ADAIB, B. B.

Antonomic and behavioral temperature regulation -
Unilateral vs bilateral preoptic thermal

stimulation
p?035 A75-13952

Hypothalamic control of thermoregnlatory behavior
p0043 A75-15781

ADAS, B.
Pressure variation effects on the guinea pig

middle ear under impulse sound excitation
[IS1-33/73] p0196 B75-21002

ADAH, R.
Research on cold sterilization vith formalin vapors
[NASA-T1-F-16085] p0058 H75-13512

ADAHOVICH, B. A.
Complex of life-support systems on board the
Cosmos 605 specialized biological satellite
[IAF PAPEB 74-111] p0033 A75-13737

Beliability of life support systems as related to
general space flight safety requirements

p0341 A75-42052
ADAHS, K.

Effect of intrathoracic pressure on
pressure-volume characteristics of the lung in man

p0172 A75-26516
ADAMS, H.

Effect of varying differentiator frequency
response on recorded peak dP/dt

p0241 A75-33675
ADAHS, B. H.

Aircraft accident medical investigator's kit
[AD-785389] p0052 H75-12583

ADAHS, H. C.
Effects of equivalent sea-level and altitude
training on maximal oxygen uptake and running
performance

p0344 A75-42760
ADDDCI, A. J.

Aircraft oxygen systems - Independence of ground
equipment and service
[ASHE PAPEfl 75-EHAS-26] p0313 A75-40879

ADES, H. i.
Studies on auditory and vestibular end organs and
brain stem nuclei
[HASA-CB-142547] p0196 875-21003

ADET, B. B.
Cooperative mechanisms for the sensitivity of

brain tissue to external and internal electric
fields

p0346 A75-42805
Neurophysiological estimates of human performance
capabilities in aerospace systems
[AD-A005690] p0328 H75-28710

ADLEH, A.
Control performance behavior in pursuit tracking

during the learning phase under massed and
distributed practice conditions, increased
motivation by additional financial incentive,
and after change of the control element parameters

p0271 N7S-25592
ADO1PH, B. J.

Honobstructive hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
mimicking mitral stenosis - Documentation by
echocardiography, phonocardiography and
intracardiac pressure and sound recordings

p0072 A75-18900
ADVAHI, S. B.

In vivo elastic modulus of the left ventricle -
Its determination by means of a left ventricular
vibrational model and its physiological
significance and clinical utility I

!P0151 A75-25138
UOBIH, 7. L.

Investigation of a biotechnical system for the
control of a master-slave manipulator of
bidirectional action

p0174 A75-27198
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AGADZBAHTAI, I. A. PBBSOHAL 40THOB IHDBI

AGADZBAHTAH. H. A.
The problem of hypoxia, hyperoxia and hypercapnia
in space physiology

p0084 H75-14406
Tolerance of acute hypoxia vhile performing
operator activity and after a prolonged period
under altered gas environnent conditions

p0085 875-14409
' Gas exchange and the coagulation system of the

blood daring the effect on the body of high
concentrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide

p0085 875-14411
Correlation changes in EEC, conditioned and
behavioral reactions with various degrees of
oxygen insufficiency

p0085 875-14412
AGABBAL, G. C.

A stochastic model of the electronyogram
p0185 B75-19153

Bole of stretch reflex in voluntary movements
p0395 N75-33689

Effects of low frequency vibration of a limb
p0395 H75-33691

AGIEB, H. •.. JB.
Electroencephalographic studies of sleep
[HASA-CB-141144] p0090 875-144*4

AGBOSS, I. S.
Nonobstrnctive hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
mimicking mitral stenosis - Documentation by
echocardiography, phonocardiography and
intracardiac pressure and sound recordings

p0072 A75-18900
AIKBB, E. B.

Besnlts of a flight investigation of
control-display interactions for VTOL
decelerating descending instrument approaches
using the X-22A aircraft

p0396 875-33695
AI8SBOB1B, 6. C.

Passive dosimetry measurements on board the skylab
II mission

p0036 A75-14082
AISBIBBBG, S.

Development of an laplantable oxygen sensor. In
vitro validation of the fuel cell oxygen sensor
in real and simulated body fluids
[PB-237373/6] p0164 H75-17974

Ion beam deposited carbon coatings for
biocompatible materials
[PB-238761/1] p0221 875-21951

AIII1E. B.
Botor correlates of operantly reinforced
hippocampus theta shifts

p0267 1175-25555
AIVAZASBVILI, I. H.

Formation of image memory in puppies through
vestibular and vestibnlar-kinesthetic perceptions

p0215 475-31838
AISBBSBTAT, Z.

Thermal alteration of blue-green algae and
blue-green algal chlorophyll

p0176 A75-27775
AIZEBHAB, B. A.

Mechanisms of muscular activity control: Normal
and pathological states

pOOOS A75-11573
A man and a collective as elements of the control
system

p0314 A75-41058
AIZIKOV, G. S.

Labyrinth and extralabyrinth effects on the
background activity of spinal interneurons in

, cats subjected to rocking
p0309 A75-40717

AKAIOf. I. A.
The study of the radiation environment in
near-earth space

p0355 A75-44141
AKBLAHOV, E. A.

Medical-physiological studies in the Ikhtiandr-67
experiment

p0022 H75-11603
AKBHADIBVA, A. KB.

Biological effect of snperhard component of cosmic
rays

p0146 A75-23542
AKHOIOV, A. A.

Study of a number of biochemical indices of the
blood and tissue of dogs after prolonged

ganma-radiation
p0086 B75-14415

AKITABA, I.
Acute altitude exposure test for the members of

the expedition to Ht. Sickle Boon /6,574 «/
p0239 475-33366

Effects of sustained exposure to simulated
altitude on tissue Ba spaces of the organs in
rats and rabbits

p0239 A75-33369
Influence of sustained exposure to hypobaric
hypoxia on the plasma prothrombin tine,
fibrinogen level and fibrinolytic activity in
rabbits - A preliminary report

p0240 A75-33375
AKO, I.

The effects of short term fasting on mental
performance

p0045 A75-16607
AKOEV, I. G.

Biological effect of superhard component of cosmic
rays

p0146 A75-23542
Molecular principles of the action of high-energy
hadrons and results of biological studies in space

p0155 475-25599
Peculiarities of biological action of hadrons of
space radiation

p0356 475-44149
ALABIAB, A. K*

Investigation of a biotechnical system for the
control of a master-slave manipulator of
bidirectional action

p0174 A75-27198
ALABIE. I.

Sensory irritation evoked by plastic decomposition
products

p0009 475-11806
ALBE, F.

Hicroholography - Interferometric investigation of
deformations of the eardrum of guinea pigs
undergoing transient sound effects

p0342 475-42580
Becording with the aid of holographic

interferometry by double exposure of the motion
of the tympanum of guipea pigs undergoing the
action of "short-time" sound effects
[ISL-8/74] p0196 B75-21000

ALBBBTIBI, B.
Central and reflex regulation of sympathetic

vasoconstrictor activity to limb muscles during
desynchronized sleep in the cat

p0002 A75-10177
ALBD. A.

Variations in the activity of some brain and
plasma enzymes under the influence of +Gz
acceleration

p0282 A75-38416
ALBOS, J. S.

A hierarchical concept for man-machine communication
p0107 475-19714

AIEBT, L. S.
Evaluation of the functional state of the central
nervous system accordipg to results of a
structural analysis of electroencephalograms by
computer

p0141 A75-22986
Device for preprocessing medical-biological data
for digital computer v

p0141 475-22989
A1BKSABDBOV, 10. I.

Latent periods and simultaneity in discharges of
visual and somatosensory cortex neurons in
response to conditioned light flashes

p0032 475-13599
ALBKSAHDBOVSK4IA, Bi B.

Disorder in the conditioned reflex activity and
morphological changes in the brain of rats
deprived of paradoxical sleep

p0314 475-41143
ALBKSBBHKO, H. IDl

Perception of the direction of sound in the case
of nonsimultaneous termination of the
stimulation of the right and left ear

p0031 475-13401
ALEKSETEV. D. Al

Begional hemodynamics in antiorthostatic tests of
different intensity

p0049 B75-12564
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1LBH, I. B.
A discrete-para.eter bead injury lodel

p0058 B75-13510
ALBBS, I.

Study of a number of biocheiical indices of the
blood and tissue of dogs after prolonged
gamma-radiation

p0086 B75-14415
ALBBSOTA, B.

Study of a number of biocheiical indices of the
blood and tissue of dogs after prolonged
gana-tadiation

p0086 H75-14415
ALBXABDEB, A. T.

Lung vascular smooth muscle as a determinant of
pulmonary hypertension at high altitude

p0173 A75-26549
ALBIABDBB, J. A.

Shunt dynamics in experimental atrial septal defects
p0344 A75-42762

ALBXAIDBB. J. K.
Echocardiographic determination of left

ventricular stress-velocity relations in nan -
Sith reference to the effects of loading and
contractility

p0175 A75-27324
ALBIAHDBB, B.

Arm-reach capability of OSAF pilots as affected by
personal protective eqoipqent

p0202 A75-29579
Neurophysiological approaches to the study of

aggression
p0306 A75-39372

ALIFAIOV, A. I.
An estimate for the activities of a human operator

pOOlO A75-12414
ALKOV, B. A.

Life changes and aviation accidents
p0279 A75-37493

ALLAKHVBBDOV, B. A.
Ion composition of labyrinth receptor cells and
their environment

p0155 A75-25590
ALLAKHVEBDOV, B. L.

The surfaces of coacervate drops and the formation
of colonies

p0068 A75-18504
ALLAB, L. G.

Psychophysical theories of duration discrimination
p0149 A75-24593

ALLB1, C. F.
Absence of nyctohemeral variation in
stress-induced ACIB secretion in the rat

p015i» A75-25413
ALLBH. C. L.

Energy expenditure of infantry patrols daring an
Arctic winter exercise
[DCIBB-73-B-985] p0059 H75-13516

Changes in body composition during an Arctic
winter exercise
[DCIEH-74-B-1061 ] p0218 H75-21930

ALLEH, B. T.
Advance prototype silver ion water bactericide
system
[BASA-CR-141557] p0127 B75-16228

ALLEB. 6.
Proposed limits for exposure to uncle body
vertical vibration, 0.1 to 1.0 Hz

p0294 B75-27709
ALLEB, J. F.

Absence of nyctohemeral variation in
stress-induced ACTS secretion in the rat

p0154 A75-25413
ALLEB. B. G.

Evaluation of retinal damage produced by long-term
exposure to laser radiation
[AD-A008769] p0363 H75-30785

ALLEB, B. B.
Measurement of driver/vehicle nultiloop response
properties with a single disturbance input

p018<» H75-19144
Hodeling and measuring limb fine-motor unsteadiness

p0185 1175-19154
Evaluating biodynamic interference with
operational crevs <

p0293 H75-27707
An interactive driving simulation for driver
control and decision-making research

p0397 H75-33701

Hanual and automatic control of surface effect ships
p0399 H75-33719

ALL600D, B. A.
Anthropometry of airline stewardesses
[AD-AO12965/0] p0391 H75-33660

ALLKOFBB, 0. C.
Badiobiological results of the Biostack experiment
on board Apollo 16 and 17

p0355 A75-44144
ALLDISI, B. A.

Optimum uses of psychobiological, sensorimotor,
and performance measurement strategies

p0350 A75-43844
ALLOB, J. Hi J.

HITHYS-II - A digital program for on-line analysis
of nystagmus

p0180 A75-28998
ALOIA, J-

Correlation of radial bone mineral content with
total-body calcium in various'metabolic disorders

p0023 B75-11623
ALFBBI, B. B.

A stable, sensitive, low-compliance capacitance
force transducer

p0117 A75-21575
ALSBBB6, B.

Han machine interactive imaging and data
processing using high speed digital mass storage

p0107 A75-19713
Han-nachine interactive imaging and data

processing using high-speed digital mass storage
[HASA-CB-142088] p0134 B75-17100

ALTHAB, H. B.
Some highlights of aircraft passenger behavior
research

p0112 A75-20899
ALIOH, L. B.

Benefits of advanced space suits for supporting
routine extravehicular activity
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EBAS-39] -p0311 A75-40870

ALTOSB, H. D.
Changing effect of lung volume on respiratory

drive in man
p0215 A75-32371

ALCToTSHBY, A. A.
Activity of blood enzymes in rabbits exposed to

high-mountain hypoxia
p0049 B75-12559

ALI, B.
Ecological factors involved in maintaining the

biota of the anterior nares of man, 1968 - 1974
[NASA-CB-141248] p0088 H75-14430

ABBATIBLLO. L. S.
ECG changes in the MI, OS and HC leads in cases of
focal and diffuse damage to the cardiac muscle

pOOSO H75-12570
ABBLBB, B. K.

Differentiating aptitude factors among current
aviation specialties
[AD-A003033] p0220 B75-21945

Impact of aultivanate analysis on the aviation
selection and classification process

p0252 B75-24306
The brief vestibular disorientation test as an
assessment tool for non-pilot aviation personnel
[AD-A004963] p0327 1175-28702

ABBBOSI, C.
A new method of studying the cardiac cycle by

means of mechanocardiograms
p0142 A75-23122

ABBBOSOLI, G.
Anaerobic recovery in nan '

p0349 A75-43434
AHBDBHL, B. A.

Detection of human sleep EEC waveforms
p0171 A75-26250

ABIB, S.
Reforming and decomposition of glucose in an
agueous phase
[ASHE PAPEB 75-EHAS-21] p0313 A75-40883

ABSTBBDAH. E. A.
Cardiac glycogen in Long-Evans rats - Diurnal

pattec-u and response to exercise
p0352 A75-43945

ABABD, F.
CHS regulation of body temperature in euthermic

hibernators
p0002 A75-10231
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AIABIB, V. F.
Accommodation as a biological system of automatic

regulation
p0375 A75-46133

AIDBBSBB, F. A.
Biological bases for and other aspects of a

performance standard for laser products
[PB-235953/7] p0090 B75-14440

ABDBBSOB, D. 8.
Co«pater-generate<i voice in air traffic control

applications
p0280 475-37693

ABDBBSOB, D. K.
Local effects of hypokalemia on coronary

resistance and ayocardial contractile force
p0003 A75-10233

ABDEBSOB, D. B.
Soil and vater and its relationship to the origin

of life
p0073 475-19280

ABDEBSOI. B. B,
Bon-caking freeze dried apjlesauce

[BAS4-CB-140938] p0057 B75-12621
ABDBBSOB, J. ff.

Sablethal effects of oil, heavy metals and PCBS on
marine organises
[PB-238514/4] p0217 H75-21922

1IDEBSOB, P.
Peripheral vision artificial horizon display

p0293 B75-27703
1HDBBSOB, B. 0.

Slnsby freighting s for the optimal pilot model
p0398 B75-33708

ABDIBI, S.
BHB studies of prebiotic polypeptides

p0074 475-19292
4BDJDS. B. K.

Tolerance of one species of jerboa /Jaculus
orientalis/ to prolonged exposure to deep
hypothermia

p0113 475-20950
ABDBAB, B. O.

High speed ejections with S44B seats
p0382 B75-32726

1IOBB, D.
Does the start of polycythemia of aobilization •

take place,,undet the form of 'all or nothing'
[I4F PAPBB' ST7»-13] p0032 475-136<l9

AIDBEBTA-6ALABIBA, B. C.
Vibration disease and its pathogenesis

[4D-7852025 p0052 H75-12584
ABDBEEVA, B. A.

Bechanisms of unscnlar activity control: Bormal
and pathological states

pOOOS 475-11573
4IDBBI, 6. H.

Belationship of pulmonary diffusing capacity /D
sub L/ and cardiac output /Q sub c/ in exercise

p0001 475-100*7
ABDBEHS, L. I.

The muscle spindle as a feedback element in nnscle
control

p0185 B75-19155
ABDBOBIK, K.

Botion sickness
[H4S4-TT-F-1586a] p0016 B75-10685

ABDBDS, B. s.
Hearing in para-airport children

p0213 475-31164
Electronic auscultation in telemedicine

[PB-242009/9] p0366 B75-31717
4BSIBOOST, B.

Effect of back-stomach accelerations on gestation
in rats

p0066 475-17373
ABISIBOV, A. I.

Effect of sectioning of the spinal cord in the
aidlaibar portion on heat exchange and
development of fever in rabbits
[BASA-XT-F-16496] p0332 H75-29731

AILIKEB, B.
A method for. the determination of the compacta

area and the lean absorption density of human
bones

p0023 N75-11621
ABSIIS, S. B.

Illusory reversal of visual depth and movement
during changes of contrast

p0308 A75-40133

AHTBZAHA, G.
Cerebral blood flow and energy metabolism and
acid-base equilibrium of the cerebrospinal fluid
in residents at high altitudes

p0178 475-28426
AHTHOBISEB, B. B.

Effect of inspirator? resistance on occlusion
pressure in hypoxia and hypercapnia

p0359 475-44618
ABIIPOf, ?. V.

Some general principles for the study of the
combined effect of space flight factors

p0008 475-11418
Effect of lunar surface material on radiation

damage in mice (investigation of biological
action of lunar surface material returned to
earth by Luna 16 automatic station)

p0030 875-11877
iiTOI, B.

Certain effects of supersonic airplane flight on
renal function in aviators

p0201 475-29268
ABTOBOV, A. G.

Influence of auditory fatigue on the perception of
speecn under conditions of intense Ion-frequency
noise

p0359 475-44511
AHTOBOT, B. B.

Ambulatory acupuncture treatment of patients with
nocturnal urinary incontinence
[N4S4-TT-F-16248] p0195 H75-20997

ABTBOPOTA, It I.
The effect of synthetic honopolymer poly I:C on

the synthesis of nucleic acids, protein and
interferon in spleen cells normally and with
radiation

p0086 S75-14418
APABASBBKO, B* L»

Mature of circulatory antoregulation as a
criterion of body tolerance to environmental
agents

p0194 B75-20987
APPEL, E.

Beasuring instrument for the long-term,
surveillance of respiratory volume and
respiration rate

p0172 A7S-26437
APPLBBAOB, T. B.

Stereopsis with large disparities - Discrimination
and depth magnitude

p0119 475-22211
4BABADZHI, V. I.

Adaptation of the human body to the earth's heat
regime

p0097 B7S-15288
ABAI, T.

Early changes in lungs of rats exposed to 70X 02
p0116 475-21571

ABAHAltl, S^
Development of complex performance tester /CPT/

p0239 475-33370
4 study on behavioral analysis of pilot during
aircraft controlling. IV - Display of behavioral
analysis table and flov chart

p0377 475-47098
4BBET, J. Di

Advance cretf procedures development techniques:
Procedures generation program requirements
document
[B4S4-CB-141561] p0127 B75-16230

Crew procedures development techniques
[B4S4-CB-141592] p0163 B75-17966

ABBIB, B. A.
The likelihood of the evolution of communicating
intelligences on other planets

p01S6 475-25705
Eye movements and visual perception - 4 'two
visual system' model

p0373 475-45378
ABCIUA, B. A.

Vector display of cardiac performance - A new
approach for evaluating ventricular function

p0038 475-14584
4BKBIPOVA, 0*. 6.

Biochemical research in the study of the toxicity
of chemical substances
[AD-4001846] p0384 B75-32743

ABBBBOSTBB, 84
+Gz tolerance in man after 14-day bedrest periods
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with isometric and isotonic exercise conditioning
p0212 A75-31153

iBBOLD, E. L.
Serai arate and cholesterol levels in Air Force

Academy Cadets
p0318 A75-U11I68

ABIOLD, L.
The concept of technology transfer

p0190 H75-19976
ABHOLDS, D. E. A. I.

Hotor correlates of operantly reinforced
hippocampus theta shifts

p0267 H75-25555
ABBSIEIB, A. B.

The effect of dipbosphonate therapy on the bone
loss of immobilization

p0028 B75-11663
ABOBOFF, S.

Froa chemcal to biological to social evolution
p0156 A75-25706

ABOBOTA, B. Z.
Structural and cytocheaical investigations of the

gravity receptor under conditions of relative
rest and following exposure to accelerations

p0130 875-17069
ABBIHGTOB, B.

Comparison of water immersion and saline infusion
as a neans of inducing volume expansion in nan

p0315 A75-11395
ABTISHDK, ». B.

Effect of 30-day bypokinesia on the dynaoics of
higher nervous activity and sleep of an operator

pOOSO H75-12566
ABTTDBIAB, V. S.

On randon and target-oriented search
[BLL-BTS-9193] p0299 B75-27752

ABVIDSOB, J. B.
Efflux of gaseous hydrogen or methane fuels from

the interior of an automobile
[COB-75-10288/9] p0288 K75-26650

ARIEV, T. I.
Pathogenic effects of the thermal factor

[HASA-TT-F-15320 ] p0186 H75-199<l6
ABZOBAB07, ID. L.

Development of temporary connections in man with
the aid of unrecognized visual stimuli

pOOUO A75-15187
ASCBEHBACB. J. B.

Visual search and image guality
{AD-A008007] p0270 S75-2558*

ASCOOP, C. A.
The SI slope

p0268 M75-25571
ASBFOBD, B.

Behavioral observations of passengers boarding a
slow speed conveyor
[TT-7<411] p0335 N75-29759

ASBIBBAB, B. T.
Analysis of central nervous system involvement

[AD-A007581] p0257 N75-2I»3U5
ASBXET, C.

Effects of postural changes on the head response
of standing subjects subjected to low frequency
'constant velocity' spectral inputs

p0153 A75-25325
ASHLEI, I. a.

Dosimeter design, construction, and implantation
p0203 475-29592

Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket nice to
oxygen and heat. I - physiological studies

p020<! A75-29594
Besults of ear examination

p0205 A75-29602
ASIABOLO?, B. F.

Bioelectric activity of skeletal muscles under the
combined effect of overloads and weightlessness

p0110 A75-22969
ASKBEB, B. B.

Design Option Decision Tree - A method for
schematic analysis of a design problem and
integration of human factors data

p0105 A75-19700
ASLAilAWTS, ZH. I.

Effect of Ca ions on the rhythmic and contractile
activities of the heart

p0153 A75-25321
ASLAITAB, B. B.

Inhibition of germination of Actinomycetes spores
in a stationary magnetic field

[HASA-TT-F-16203] p0130 S75-17075
ASOKAB, S. K.

variations in right and left coronary blood flow
in man with and without occlnsive coronary disease

p0246 475-314966
ASBIBBKOVA, B. K.

Progesterone and testosterone binding in human
endoaetrium daring pregnancy
[HASA-TT-F-165tt6] p0391 H75-33656

ASSAILLI, J.
Semiconductor microdetector studies of

cardiovascular and renal hemodynamics
p0098 B75-15294

ASfABDZBIIAB, 6*
Algorithm for identifying changes in the

ST-interval of the ECG in the case of coronary
insufficiency

p0031 A75-13U22
Comparative analysis of deterministic and

probabilistic methods in the study of rhythmic
processes

p0031 A75-13423
ASTLBFOBD, I. J.

Development of criteria for the recircalation of
exhaust air

p0329 B75-2871H
AST1BOLOV, B. F.

Bearing of anti-G suit by persons with reduced
orthostatic stability

p0049 N75-12565
Water load as a method for changing the
orthostatic reaction in man after brief
hypodynamia

p0097 B75-15292
Bioelectric activity of skeletal muscle under
conditions of alternating action of g-Forces and
weightlessness

p0227 B75-23124
ASIABOI.OVA. I. B.

Activation of external respiration and the level
of alveolar PC02 of in-flight fliers

p0262 H75-25518
ATABBK, B. B.

Data processing programs for nonlinear analysis of
aortic flow in living dogs
[8ASA-CB-1U2085] p0131 H75-17078

ATABABOVA, 0. 8.
Experimental-clinical validation of the use of
amitetravit, ATP and autologous bone marrow in
radiation injuries caused by prolonged radiation

p0088 H75-1«129
ATHA, J.

Behavioral observations of passengers boarding a
slow speed conveyor
[TT-7H11] p0335 B75-29759

ATKIBSOB. P. J.
Changes in skeletal mineral in patients with renal

failure
p0027 H75-11656

ATUB, B.
A mathematical analysis of the mortality kinetics •

of Drosophlla melanogaster exposed to gamma
radiation

p0278 A75-37326
ABDBAB, B.

Immune bactericidal and bacteriolytic reactions
[NASA-TT-F-16599] p0391 B75-33659

ADFFBBI, B.
Spinal injury after ejection

[AGABD-AB-72] p0230 H75-23150
Action of low vibration fregnencies on the

cardiovascular system of man
p0291 B75-27692

Bapid fligut vibration phenomena and spine fractures
p0292 S75-27696

Injuries observed following high-speed ejections
in the French Air Force

p0381 1175-32721
ATI1ABILE. J. B.. JB.

Theoretical investigation of the circadian rhythm
p0188 B75-19956

ATKBOBB, B.
Physical conditions for conducting radiobiological

experiments in beams of accelerated particles
with high linear energy transfer

p0087 H75-1HH23
AILiABD, J. B.

One man electrochemical air revitalization system
[BASA-CB-1<KI<|ll7] P0387 B75-3276S
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ATOUB, B. B.
Paths of movement of body members in aircraft

cockpits
p0105 A75-1969U

AlfAZOVA, L. I.
Certain oceanographic tests with application of

underwater house-laboratory sprat
p0022 N75-11605

ATZIKOV, G. S.
Reaction of neurons xn the vasomotor center of a

cat to stimulation of the vestibular and somatic
afferents

p0263 N75-25525
Han's tolerance of coriolis accelerations with

loading of different muscle groups
p0325 H75-28687

iZHAZHA, V. 6.
Some results and prospects for the use of

underwater habitats in marine investigations
- [JPRS-63261] p0021 N75-11596

AZHITSKII, K. ID.
Classical and modern aspects of motor dominance

formation in man
p0314 A75-41055

B
BABAYBV, I. ,

Effect of 50-He7 protons on the testes of mice
p0095 H75-15273

BABEHKOT, 6. I.
Controlled starvation as a biological factor

favoring an increase in adaptability of the
. human body

p0097 N75-15287
BABIBAK, S. P.

Effect of exercise on lipoprotein lipase activity
in rat heart and skeletal muscle

p0352 A75-43944
BABDHIH, E. P.

Preservation of man's efficiency during long-term
space flight

p01!|0 A75-22976
BABOBH, Y. F.

Preservation of hanan performance capacity under
prolonged space flight conditions

p0228 N75-23131
BACCEU.I, G.

Central and reflex regulation of sympathetic
vasoconstrictor!activity to limb muscles during
desynchronized sleep in the cat

p0002 A75-10177
BACCHBTTI. S.

Purification and characterization of an
endonuclease from calf thymus acting on
irradiated DNA
[HBL-1974-35] p0256 H75-24340

BACHBAHH, K.
Combined telemetry of cardiovascular parameters in

sports Continuous measurements of direct aortic
and pulmonary blood pressures

p0145 A75-23360
BACHBACB, A. J.

Early indications of behavioral and physiological
dysfunctioning in deep dives
[AD-A008537] p0269 N75-25579

BACHTBLI., B. S.
Progress in radiographic photodensitometry

„ , p0025 1175-11639
BADDOOBI, K.

Tolerance of one species of jerboa /Jaculus
orientalis/ to prolonged exposure to deep
hypothermia

p0113 475-20950
BADSEB. D. B.

Laboratory studies on chronic effects of vibration
exposure

p0292 N75-27694
Serum and urine changes in nacaca mulatta

following prolonged exposure to 12 Hz, 1.5 g
vibration

p0292 N75-27695
BAEHB, E. 1.

Ophthalmic liguifaction pump
[NASA-CASE-LEH-12051-1] p0389 N75-33640

BAET, V. I.
Effect of cooling in a hermetically sealed chamber

on the free fatty acid content in an organism
p0039 A75-11(851

The effect of cooling in an altered gaseous medium
on the systems of ammonia formation and binding
in the brain

p0208 A75-30698
BAE7SKII, B. B.

Characteristics of the regulation of cardiac
rhythm during mental work

p0353 A75-44050
BABTBHS. D. 1.

Oxygen-induced inhibition of mouse brain lactate
dehydrogenase

p0242 A75-34377
Oxygen toxicity in the mammalian brain
[AD-A003229] p0198 H75-21014

BAFOS, D. A.
The acute inhalation toxicity in rats from the
pyrolysis products of four fluoropolymers

p0306 A75-39366
BAGGEB-SJOBACK, D.

Morphology of the vestibular sense organ
p0143 A75-23305

BAHILL, A. I.
A pulse-width modulated model for visual eye
tracking

p0278 A75-37149
BAEBABI, K.

Optimal control of multiplicative control systems
arising from cancer therapy

p0303 A75-39061
BAILEt. 6.

The correlation of radiographic bone surveys with
bone aineral values obtained using a photon
absorptiometric technique in a group of 315
patients with chronic renal failure: A
preliminary report

p0027 1175-11658
BAIL El, J. P.

Reactions to sonic booms - A report of two studies
and a general evaluation of startle effects

p0202 A75-29578
Behavioral, autonomic, and subjective reactions to
low and moderate-level simulated sonic booms: A
report of two experiments and a general
evaluation of sonic boom startle effects
[AD-A002265/5] p0167 N75-18894

BAILEY, J. V.
Heavy cosmic-ray exposure of Apollo astronauts

p0072 A75-18924
Light flashes observed by astronauts on Skylab 4

p0235 A75-32412
Flux of high-LET cosmic-ray particles in manned
space flight

p0355 A75-44140
Physical dosimetric evaluations in the Apollo 16
microbial response experiment

p0355 A75-44142
Radiological protection and medical dosimetry for
the Skylab crewmen

p0078 N75-14367
Visual light flash observations on Skylab 4

p0079 N75-14372
BAILEI, 0. T.

Characteristics and tolerances of the pocket mouse
and incidence of disease

p0203 A75-295>1
Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to

oxygen and heat. IT - Observations on the brain
p0204 A75-29597

Results of examination of the calvarium, brain,
and meninges

p0205 A75-29604
Evaluation of viscera and other tissues

p0206 A75-29607
BAILEI. B. B.

Sensory perception studies of soldier's military
performance, emphasizing flight stresses and
conditions
[AD-A000800] p0165 H75-18883

BAILI, B. A.
The radiobiological implications of statistical
variations in energy deposition by ionizing
radiations

p0306 A75-39375
A simple method for the generation of organ and

vessel contours from roentgenographic or
fluoroscopic images
[HASA-CB-140685] p0017 H75-10693

BAIHES, L.
Relationship of pulmonary diffusing capacity /D
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sub L/ and cardiac output /Q sub c/ in exercise
pOOCM A75-10047

BAKAISKA, f. V.
Influence of B12 and B1S vitaiins on the indices
of coagulograms and thromboelastograms of dogs
and rabbits under conditions of acute bypoxia

p0207 A75-30341
BAKBB. B.

Environmental carbon dioxide control
[SAE PAPEB 740931] p0124 A75-22744

BAKBB, C. B.
The use of time dependent models in inverse
electrocardiograph?

p0013 A75-12934
BAKBB, G. I., III

Effect of chronic hypercapnia on body temperature
regulation

p0215 A75-3237H
BlKBB, J. T_

Changes in the Achilles tendon reflexes following
Skylab nissions

p0079 875-14373
Special report: Occlusive cuff controller
[NASA-CB-1U4430] • p0369 H75-31744

BAKBABBV. V. D.
Effect of selenium on the photosensitivity of the
eye

p0153 A75-25322
BAKBZBIEVA, B.

Primary catalytic systems of biogenesis and
structure-functional evolution of biocatalysers

p0351 A75-43895
BAKOBADZK, A. B.

Effect of the anterior and posterior hypothalaaus
on conditioned activity and delayed responses in
loner monkeys

p0374 A75-16131
BALAKBOVSKII, I. S.

Blood content of urea, sugar, unesterized fatty
acids, and cholesterol under conditions of
prolonged weightlessness

p0139 A75-22965
BALAKBOVSKIY, I. S.

Problems of space biology. Volume 22: Exchange
of matter under extremun conditions of space
flight and its simulation

p0019 B75-11586
Orea, sugar, nonesterified fatty acid and
cholesterol content of the blood in prolonged
weightlessness

p0226 N75-23120
BAIASBOVA, E. G.

Eye movement response to simultaneous stimulation
of the vestibular and visual receptors

p0357 A75-44350
BALDBIGBI, G.

Vestibular function in the space environment
p0248 A75-35607

BALDIIB, K. B.
Depletion of muscle and liver glycogen during
exercise - Protective effect of training

p0170 A75-26237
BALDIIB, B. D.

A report of HumRBO activities in support of
project HITVAL
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BALIBT, D. B;
Effects of high temperature on maintenance

performance
[AD-A009295] p0366 N75-31720

BALISB, B.
Effect of a prolonged stay in a locked environment
on the microbial flora in dogs

p0036 A75-14084
BALKIILL, D. L.

Soil sterilization effects on in situ indigenous
microbial cells in soil

p0273 A75-35901
Simplified procedures for releasing and
concentrating microorganisms from soil for
transmission electron microscopy viewing as
thin-sectioned and frozen-etched preparations

p0273 A75-35902
BALL, B. B.

Circadian variation of intercompartmental
potassium fluxes in man

p0116 A75-21573
BALLOD, A. A.

Toxicological-hygenic evaluation of water extracts

of F-26 polymer film
p0095 B75-15277

BALOBOV, L. I A.
aechanism of the adaptation of the auditory

apparatus to an acoustic load
p0346 A75-42811

BALSAB, A.
Effect of physical training on the aetabolism of

thyroid hormones in man
p0123 A75-22466

Assessment of the degradation of thyroid hormones
in man during bed rest

p0123 A75-22467
Circadian variations in concentrations of plasma

thyroxine and triiodothyronine in man
p03«<l 175-42761

BA10SBK, B. A.
Evaluation of an acoustical X-I digitizer for use

in biomedical data reduction tasks
[AD-A005293] p0334 875-29716

BAHD6BBB, B.
Boise in space

p0343 A75-42707
BAHIB, A.

Soil and water and its relationship to the origin
of life

p0073 A75-19280
Origin of life - Clues from relations between
chemical compositions of living organisms and
natural environments

p0284 A75-38616
BAHKS, B. S.

The effect of head tilt on meridional differences
in acuity - Implications for orientation constancy

p0111 A75-21098
BAIZBB, D.

A computerized method of determination of bone
mineral content by a transmission-scanner:
Description of the system

p0024 875-11635
A computerized method of determination of bone

mineral content by a transmission scanner
p0025 875-116*2

BAB-801, A.
Dynamics of the chemical evolution of earth's

primitive atmosphere
p0150 A75-25045

BAB-OB, 0.
Maximal oxygen consumption test during arm
exerciso - Reliability and validity

p0172 A75-26517
BABA80TA, 7. P.

On the characteristics of caloric nystagmus in '
healthy persons

p0085 875-11410
BABAHSKI, S.

Studies of hypokinesia in animals to solve urgent
problems of space biology and medicine

p0086 875-14113
BABAT08O, J.

Boise in space
p0343 A75-12707

BABATS, B. L.
Hedical-physiological studies in the Ikhtiandr-67

experiment
p0022 H75-11603

BABBABASB, H. A.
Activation of extrarenal means of sodium secretion

during adaptation to hypoxia and its role in the
prophylaxis of experimental hypertension

p0155 A75-25591
BABBOBIAK, J. J.

Effect of age on hemodynamic and metabolic
response to static exercise

p0044 A75-16173
BAB2B, A. S.

Physiological and hygienic substantiation for the
design of individual means for preventing the
adverse effect of weightlessness

p0194 875-20984
BABBBS, G. B.

Cardiovascular dynamics - Fast, present and future
models

p0003 A75-10420
BABBBS, G. B.

Head movement induced by angular oscillation of
the body in the pitch and roll axes

p0316 A75-41457
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The generation of saccadic eye movements in
vestibnlar nystagmus
fAD-784128] p0018 H75-10700

The transmission of angular acceleration to the
head in the seated human subject

p0291 1175-27689
BABIES, J. A.

Measurement of a helicopter crewman's low-level
target acquisition performance

p0179 A75-28775
Human Engineering Laboratory Helicopter

Acquisition Test (HELHAT)
[AD-A005559] p0328 H75-28707

BAIHBTT, B. D.
Analysis of changes in leg volume parameters, and

orthostatic tolerance in response to lower body
negative pressure during 28-days exposure to
zero gravity Skylab 2
[BASA-CB-141883] p0389 875-33641

BABHBAB1, I.
A method for the study of human factors in

aircraft operations
[BASA-TH-X-62472] - p038« B75-32747

BABIBABT, I. L.
Protective clothing: Assessment of need, volume 1

[PB-241167/6] p0338 875-29785
Protective clothing: Assessment of need. Volume 2

[PB-241168/4] p0339 K75-29786
BABOB, S.

An optimal control methodology for analyzing the
effects of display parameters on performance and
workload in manual flight control

p0249 A75-35820
BABB01S, I. F.

Engineering aspects of the experiment and results
of animal tests

p0204 A75-29593
Launch, flight, and recovery

p0204 A75-29598
Besnlts of ear examination

p0205 A75-29602
BABBI, i. H.

Effect of varying differentiator frequency
response on recorded peak dP/dt
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BABTEL, P. B.

Sleep patterns after graded exercise
p03«3 A75-42753

BABTELS, B. L.
Oxygen cost during exercise in simulated

sabgravity environments
p015it A75-25414

Frequency and duration of interval training
programs and changes in aerobic power

p0173 A75-26518
BABIB, A.

Studies on the purification and characterization
of dipeptidylaunopeptidase, 4
[HASA-TT-F-16017] p0020 875-11591

BABTBA, B.
Biodegradation of some polynuclear aromatic

petroleum components by marine bacteria
[AD-A006346] p0332 B75-29733

BABTHLOHE, D. E.
Therapeutic hand exerciser

[BASA-CASE-LAB-11667-1] p0264 875-25539
BABTHOLOBAB, K.-P.

Hicrobial studies in the Biostack experiment of
' the Apolloi.16 mission - Germination and

outgrowth of single Bacillus subtilis spores hit
by cosmic HZE particles
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BABTLBBA, B. C.

Oral and respiratory immunization
CBBL-1974-4] p0017 H75-10698

BABTOH, C. J.
Estimated radiation doses from food cooked with

natural gas from nnclearly stimulated wells
[OBBL-TB-II735] p0197 875-21010

Estimated radiation doses from ingestion of
tritium-containing consumer products made with
hydrocarbons f rom nnclearly stimulated natural
gas wells '
[OBHL-TH-4730] p0219 875-21936

Calcnlational techniques for estimating population
doses from radioactivity in natural gas from
nnclearly stimulated wells
[COBF-750109-1 ] p0230 875-23151
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The use of the 'reserves' technique in the

psychological selection of aircrew students
p0359 A75-44513

BABZA, B. Ji
Application of luciferase assay for ATP to

antimicrobial drug susceptibility testing
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Self-contained heat rejection module for future

spacecraft
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BASLEB, A.
Botion perception. Report 1: Perception of

minute movements
[BASA-TT-F-16186] p0133 H75-17093

BASOB, B.
Frequency and duration of interval training

programs and changes in aerobic power
p0173 A75-26518
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Effect of laser radiation on the coagulability of

human blood plasma
p0014 A75-13120

BASOB, S. A.
Effect of white noise on attention as a function

of manifest anxiety
p0034 A75-13892

BASS, A.
fl. quadriceps femoris of man, a muscle with an

unusual enzyme activity pattern of energy
supplying metabolism in mammals

p0170 A7S-26238
BASS, B. L., III

A gas flow indicator for portable life support
systens
[BASA-CH-141892] p0290 875-26667

BASTIBH, J.
Drepanocvtemia and evaluation of flight personnel

p0201 A75-29267
BiSTIEB, J. D. P.

The role of vocal audiometry in the selection of
navigation personnel

p0222 875-23090
BATCHLOB, C. 0.

Evaluation of frontal plane QBS loop rotation in
vectorcardiographic diagnosis

pOOOS A75-11369
clinical application of a second generation
electrocardiographic computer program

p0213 A75-31194
BATBICHOK-IOSKO, T. V.

Condition of the astronauts' cardiovascular
systems during the flight of the Salyut orbital
station

p0139 A75-22963
Condition of cardiovascular systems of astronauts

during flight of Soyuz orbital station
p0226 875-23118

BATHDBST, J. B., JB,
An evaluation of the ATB man/machine interface.

Phase 3: Analysis of SL-3 and SL-K data
[BASA-CB-120586] p0127 875-16226

BATTBBTOB,' D. X.T'-' " " ' -u -
Ammonia production following maximal exercise -
Treadmill vs. bicycle testing

p0349 A75-43436
BAIOBEBKO, T- A.

Ophthalmological assistance during prolonged space
flights

p0096 B75-15285
BAUD, B.

Influence of the natural calcium and fluoride
supply and of a calcium supplementation on bone
mineral content of healthy population in
Switzerland

p0026 875-11648
BAOBB, E. B.

Benefits of advanced space suits for supporting
routine extravehicular activity
[ASBE PAPEB 75-E8AS-39] p0311 A75-40870

BAUBB, J.
Characteristics of moving visual scenes
influencing spatial orientation

p0118 A75-22205
BADEB, J. B.

Loudness enhancement in man. 1: Brainstem evoked
response correlates

p0299 B75-27748
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B10BB, E. I.
Air scout night goggle test

[AD-785512] p0100 H75-15312
B10EB, T. B.

Study and response time for the visual recognition
of 'similarity' and identity

p0032 175-13573
B10B, 3. K.

Basic biomechanieal properties of the human neck
related to lateral hyperflexion injury
[PB-241246/8] p033l| 875-29747

B10TZ-BOLTEB, B.
Oxygen uptake/heart rate relationship in leg and

an exercise, sitting and standing
p0315 175-41394

BilTBB. 0. J.
Byocardial calcium in experimental myocardial

infarction
p0348 175-43275

B1IE7SKII, B.
How's your health, cosmonaut?

[B1SA-TT-F-16331] p0286 B75-26638
BAXLIBK. D.

Preliminary report: Correlation of total body
calcium (bone mass), as determined by neutron
activation analysis vith regional bone mass as
determined by photon absorption

p0023 175-11622
B1IB1KOVA, A.

Effect of 50-HeV protons on the testes of mice
p0095 H75-15273

BBABOOI, 3. 8.
Photon absorption method and Singh index in the

detection of osteoporosis: A comparative study
p0026 H75-11645

BB1L, C. L.
Study and assessment of advanced ETC/LSS

application to space shuttle
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BBABOI, V. S.
Visual search and image guality
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BEASOH, B. C.

A seasonal occnrence checklist of waterfowl
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[AD-A010521] p0382 H75-32728

BBAIflE, J.
Hetabolic-adaptation of the chick embryo to

chronic hypoxia
p0238 A75-33256

BBAOJE1B, B.
Hicrobial studies in the Biostack experiment of

the 1 polio 16 mission - Germination and
outgrowth of single Bacillus subtilis spores hit
by cosmic HZB particles

p0012 175-12862
BEAUJOB, J. I. B.

BEG alpha rhythm, ocular activity and basal skin
resistance

p0176 A75-27704
BEADTALLET, B.

Boradrenaline content and fat mobilization on
brovn adipose tissue of the rat after forced
swimming

p0304 A75-39161
BBCK, A.
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to sitting comfort and ejection posture
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BECK, A. P.

Computer-generated voice in air traffic control
applications
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Botor potentials and the timing of muscular activity
p0137 175-22950

BBCE, L. J.
The effect of spacious angular accelerations on

tracking in dynamic simulation
pOOOS A75-10736

BECKBB, C. A.
Data organization

[AO-A001769] p0189 S75-19966
BBCKEB, J.

Spacelab atmosphere storage and revitalization
system
[ASBB PAPEB 75-BBAS-61] p0309 A75-40852

BECKEB, J. D.
Experientally guided robots

p0147 A75-23919
BECKEB, B. S.

Hot hydrogen atoms reactions of interest in
molecular evolution and interstellar chemistry

p0043 A75-16022
BBDBOV, IA. A.

The role of central and peripheral thermosensitive
structures in the regulation of cold shivering

p0013 175-12969
BBEKBB, T. 8.

Function of the lover back in man. Beasurement
technique for research into low back pain

p0265 875-25547
BE6BOV, T. T.

Spiral equation for the moving apart of plants in
a spiral-radial cultivator

p0194 B75-20983
BEHLIS6, K.

Investigation on the possible role of a work
factor in thermoregulatory behavior of man

p0278 175-37025
BBBHKB, A. B., JB.

Preflight studies on tolerance of pocket mice to
oxygen and heat. I - Physiological studies

p0204 A75-29594
BEBB, B.

The influence of simultaneous and segnential
display modes on human information-transfer
behavior
[AD-787288] p0127 B75-16223

BBIBBHOLB. E. A.
The echocardiogram of the anterior leaflet of the

nitral valve Correlation with hemodynamic and
cineroentgenographic studies in dogs
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Effects of acid-base changes, hypoxia, and

catecholamines on ventricular performance
p0238 A75-33260

BBJCZT, A. H.
Environment-sensitive manipulator control

p0278 A75-37148
Teleoperator/robot technology can help solve

biomedical problems
[H1S1-CB-142089] p0133 H75-17099

BEKHTBBEVA, B. P.
Specific and general mechanisms of brain support
of psychic activity in nan and prospects of this
problem

p0345 A75-42801
Organization principles of the neural code of

individual psychic activity
p0346 A75-42804

BBLASCO, H.
Space technology in remote health care

p0136 H75-17218
BBLOIBG, B. S.

Negative work in exercise stints and short heat
exposure for acclimation
£10-783715] p0029 H75-11671

BBLBIKOT, H. ID.
The factor of structural integration in brain

activity
p0150 175-25020

BBUKOT1, B. V.
24-hour periodicity of alkaline DBAase in animal
tissue
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BBIK1RII1, 6. S.

Changes in physiological functions of monkeys in a
reduced gravitation stand

p0048 B75-12555
Bespiratory function and gravitation

p0261 1175-25506
BBLKIH. 7. S.

Horphology of the internal organs in the
adaptation of animals to high-altitude conditions

p0130 875-17072
BBLL, B.

Oxygen nptake/heart rate relationship in leg and
arm exercise, sitting and standing

p0315 175-41394
BELL, B. L.

The modular anti-exposure system
[1D-1003603] p0290 B75-26670

BBLLBB, 6. A.
Cardiac and respiratory effects of digitalis

daring chronic hypoxia in intact conscious dogs
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Behavioral effects of artificial gravity -
Equivalence of rotation rate and radius in
controlling gravity-avoidance behavior

p0036 175-14085
Selection of artificial gravity bj animals daring

saborbital rocket flights
p0243 175-34384

BBLBOBTB, B. B.
System safety evaluation of life support syste'ns

for chemical and biological protective suits
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BBLTATEV1, I. 1.
Influence of 6-forces on the vessels in the

retina, kidney and uterus of the rabbit
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BBBBBOBSKI, B.
The effect of decompression on the alimentary canal

p0342 175-42644
BBI-SIB1, I.

Blood velocity measurements in huian retinal vessels
p0037 175-14204

BBBBOB, B. L.
Idvance crew procedures development techniques:

Procedures generation program requirements
document
[B1SI-CB-141561] P0127 H75-16230

Crev procedures development techniques
[B1SI-CB-141592] p0163 H75-17966

BBBCHIBOL, 1.
advances in clinical vectorcardiography

p0279 175-37386
BBBBDBITI, B.

NHB studies of prebiotic polypeptides
p0074 175-19292

BE1BFIBLD, L. 0.
The effect of high purity oxygen on the activated

sludge process
p0323 875-28670

BBBEKBB, J. B. B.
The Cardiac Output Computer (COC) project

p0266 H75-25548
BBBBVOLEHSKATA, I. V.

Study of the quality of regulation of the
cardiovascular system daring a physical load
(based on BC6 data)

p0096 S75-15281
BBBIIBZ, S.

Support of hyperbaric physiology research
[1D-A002480] p0198 H75-21013

BBBBB, B.
1 changed ITP-dependent DHlase: The

characterization of the enzyme from Bscherichia
coli rorl
[BBL-1974-38] p0253 H75-24314

Purification and characterization of an
endonnclease from calf thymus acting on
irradiated 081
CHBl-1974-35] p0256 B75-24340

BBBBBTT, D. H.
Correlation of left ventricular mass determined by

echocardiography with vectorcardiographic and
electrocardiographic voltage measurements

p0011 175-12520
BBBBBTI, P. B.

Optimal use of nitrogen to suppress the high
pressure nervous syndrome

p0111 175-20890
BBBBBTT, B.

Prediction of aural detectability of noise signals
pOOOS 175-10735

BBBBETT, B. L.
Effect of cessation of late-night landing noise on

sleep electrophysiology in the home
[H1S1-CH-132543] p0126 H75-16220

BBBOIT, O.
Sleep patterns of workers on rotating shifts

[B1S1-TT-F-16211 ] p0198 B75-21018
BBBSCB, K. 6.

Effects of oxygen-nitrogen /1:1/ at 760 Torr on
the life span and fine structure of Drosophila
melanogaster

p0279 175-37327
BBBSCBOP, B. P.

1 structure activity study of oxnes aiming at
prophylaxis against organophosphates
[Cl-1974-23] p0333 B75-29744

BBBSOH, 1. J.
Modification of the response to angular
accelerations by linear accelerations

p0319 175-41757
Orientation/disorientation training of flying
personnel: 1 working group report
[1G1BD-H-625] p0099 M75-15306

BBHSOB, L. C.
1 report of HuuEEO activities in support of
project HIT71L
[1D-1008277] p0270 H75-25586

BBBSOB, P.
On hemispheric differences in evoked potentials to

speech stimuli
[H1S1-CB-143137] p0298 S75-27744

BBHTOB. E. T.
Heavy cosmic-ray exposure of Apollo astronauts

p0072 175-18924
Project BIOCOEE /H212/, a biological cosmic ray
experiment - Procedures, summary, and conclusions

p0203 175-29590
Dosimeter design, construction, and implantation

p0203 175-29592
Cosmic ray particle dosioetry and trajectory tracing

p0204 175-29599
Results of scalp examination

p0205 175-29600
Besults of examination of the nasal mucosa

p0205 175-29601
Besults of eye examination

p0205 175-29603
Results of examination of the calvanun, brain,

and meninges
p0205 175-29604

Flux of high-LET cosmic-ray particles in manned
space flight

p0355 175-44140
Physical dosimetric evaluations in the Apollo 16

microbial response experiment
p0355 175-44142

BEHZ, C.
Human engineering in process automation

p0010 175-11866
BEPPO, G.

A study of pilot behavior during controlling the
lateral directional motion of airplanes in
turbulent air

p0399 H75-33714
BEB1B, 1. V.

Cardiopulmonary changes following 24-36 hours of
hyperoxia

p0203 175-29585
BBROIHG, K. L.

Evaluation of the effects of hypergravity exposure
and caging restraint on bone mineralization in
the Beagle by in vivo photon absorptiometry
[N1SA-CB-137710] p0285 H75-26633

BBBBGOfOY, 6. T.
Estimating the effectiveness of human working
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[MASA-TT-F-16019] p0029 N75-11670

Assessment of the efficiency of human performance
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BBBEZIH, I. P.
Hyperbaric oxygenation
[H1SA-TT-F-15988] p0022 N75-11617
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Individual features in the reaction to hypoxia
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Summary of the Office of Toxic Substances
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control act and a preliminary specification for
a data management system
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Response of local vascular volumes to lower body
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Skylab experiment B-092 - Besults of the first
manned mission

p0275 175-36335
Lower body negative pressure: Third panned Skylab
mission
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Evaluation of the electroiechanical properties of
the cardiovascular system
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The transition of experienced pilots to a
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A flight experiment
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The transition of experienced pilots to a

frequency-separated aircraft attitude display
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Consideration of probability of bacterial growth
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Consideration of probability of bacterial growth
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Emotional and biochemical effects of high work-load

pOOSit H75-12598
Prediction of pilot performance: Biochemical and
sleep-mood correlates under high workload
conditions

p0054 N75-12599
Pilot landing performance under high workload
conditions
[AD-A001802] p0189 N75-19965

Evaluation of the special senses for flying
duties: Perceptual abilities of Landing Signal
Officers (LSOs)
[AD-A003040] p0220 N75-21946

Evaluation of the special senses for flying
duties: Perceptual abilities of Landing Signal
Officers (LSOs)

p0223 N75-23093
Longitudinal study of environmental variables and
aviation performance effectiveness
[AD-A005423] p0327 H75-28706

BBIDGEBAB. B.
Failure to detect displacement of the visual world

during saccadic eye movements
p0210 A75-31011

BBIBGLEB. B.
Influence of simulated weightlessness on the rate
of anomalies of the flour beetle Tribolium
confusum

p035U A75-44131
BBIEH. J. J.

The Coho Project: Living resources prediction
feasibility study, volume 1
[PB-231057/8] p0015 H75-10681

BBIGSS. A. B.
The concrol of the cardiovascular and central
nervous system
[AD-781933] p0051 N75-12582

BBIGGS. G. G.
A comparison of attentional and control shift
models of the performance of concurrent tasks

p0247 A75-35515
BBIGBI, B. I.

Trans-imaging of bone allografts: A rapid method
for evaluating osseous incorporation

p0027 S75-11653
BBIBKLBT, J. I.

BSAF non-combat ejection experience 1968-1973
incidence, distribution, significance and
mechanism of flail injury

p0381 N75-32717
BBIZZBE. E. B.

Condition of flight animals on recovery; food
intake; observations on hypothalamns, pituitary,
and adrenal glands

p0205 A75-29605
BBOADBEHT, D. B.

Haves in the eye and ear /Sixth Annual Fairey
Lecture/

p0283 A75-38608
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BROCADESZAALBBBG, 0.
The influence of ionizing radiation on the imnune

response
[HBL-1974-28] p0255 H75-24329

BROCKETT, B. H.
Microbiological sampling of the spacecraft

atmosphere during a simulated Skylab mission
p0111 A75-20888

Skylab environmental and crev microbiology studies
p0078 H75-14366

BBODA, E.
The beginning of photosynthesis

p0075 A75-19304
BBODAL, A.

Anatomy of the vestibnlar nuclei and their
connections

p0143 A75-23310
BBODEBSOH, A. B.

Heasurement, evaluation, prediction and
improvement of aircraft ride
[AD-783803] p0019 H75-10709

BBODIE, S. B.
A manipulator am for zerb-g simulations

p0388 H7S-33088
BBODSKI, J. B.

Increased susceptibility to pulmonary oxygen
toxicity after cholesterol biosynthesis inhibition

p0153 A75-25408
Effect of aerosolized dipalmitoyl lecithin on

oxygen-toxic rat lungs
p0212 A75-31152

BBODBIH, H. E.
Numerical solution of steady-state electromagnetic

scattering problems using the tine-dependent
Maxwell's equations

p0315 A75-4126U
BBOHET. C. B.

P Have abnormalities in the orthogonal
electrocardiogram - Correlation with ventricular
overload in pulmonic and aortic valvular heart
disease

p0178 A75-28189
BBOHAH, B.

A computerized system for optinal filtering of
left ventricular pressure data

p0273 A75-36072
BROOKS, G. A.

Muscular efficiency during steady-rate exercise -
Bffects of speed and vork rate

p0245 A75-34810
BBOOTA, K. D.

Attitude of judgment and reaction time in
estimation of size at a distance

p0376 A75-46687
BBOOSSABD, P. B., JB.

An improved load handling device
[NASA-CASE-MFS-23233-1] p0400 H75-33725

BBOOSSEAU, K. B.
Effects of task performance strategies on groap

performance effectiveness
[AD-A001707] p0189 H75-19967

BBOBH, A. B.
A comparison of leaf epinasty induced by

weightlessness or by clinostat rotation
p0070 A75-18527

Effects of increased G-force on the nutations of
sunflower seedlings
[NASA-CB-142184] p0164 1175-18874

Effects of vertical rotation on Arabidopsis
development
[NASA-CR-142246] p0164 N75-18876

BBOiB, B.
The effect of local target surround and whole

background constraint on visual search times
p0146 A75-23498

The effect of, target surround density on visual
search performance

p0350 A75-43846
SB08H, B. B.

Behavioral effects of prolonged exposure to
continuous and internittent noise
[AD-785740] p0100 H75-15313

BB01I, D.
Quantitative electrocardiography during extended

space flight
p0248 A75-35611

Vectorcardiographic changes during extended space
flight

p0082 B75-14392

BBOiS, D. J.
Heasurement of peak rates of left ventricular wall

movement in man - Comparison of echocardiography
with angiography

p0283 A75-38536
BBORH, D. L.

Ammo acids in a Fischer Tropsch type synthesis
[HASA-TM-X-62411] p0200 H75-21034

BBOBH, D. H.
Serum urate and cholesterol levels in Air Force

Academy Cadets
p0318 A75-41468

BBOBH, B. L.
Improving cockpits through crew workload measurement

p0316 A75-41414
BBOBH, J. H.

Applications of aerospace technology in biology
and medicine
[NASA-CB-141113] p0058 H75-13509

BBOiH, L. B.
Skylab oral health studies

p0077 H75-14364
Bypobaric chamber for the study of oral health

problems in a simulated spacecraft environment
p0135 H75-17215

Study to define and verify the personal oral
hygiene requirements for extended manned space
flight: Oral physiology and microbiology in
Skylab manned space missions
[HASA-CH-144361 ] p0333 M75-29740

BBOBH, 0. B.
Effect of transducer placement on
echocardiographic measurement of left
ventricular dimensions

p0177 A75-27873
Diagnostic accuracy of an ultrasonic multiple

transducer cardiac imaging system
p0345 A75-42775

BROIB, B. J.
Hyperbaric-hypobaric interactions as they relate
to compressed air diving and aviation: Canine
experiment
[AD-A003073] p0219 875-21938

BBOBH, S.
Bone mineral computation with a rectilinear scanner

p0024 N75-11634
BBOBH, 1. Li

A simulation of the Emergency Clinic and
Department of Primary Care at the
iright-Patterson AFB Medical Center
[AD-A006345] p0334 H75-29750

BBOBB, V. J.
Bffects of exposure time during flight maneuvers
on passenger subjective comfort rating
[HASA-TM-X-72660] p0200 H75-21029

BBOBHD, J. E.
Goddard earth models (5 and 6)
[HASA-TH-X-70868] p0217 H75-21920

BBOiHIBG, A. C.
Evaluating measures of workload using a flight
simulator

p0053 H75-12591
Human engineering studies of high speed pedestrian
conveyors
[ABC-CP-1278] p0133 H75-17096

BBDBAKEB, L. B.
Age of red blood cells destroyed by in vivo

hyperoxia
p0036 A75-14087

BBDCB, B. A.
Separation of effects of cardiovascular disease

and age on ventricular function with maximal
exercise

p0040 A75-15094
BBDHAGBIM, Sj H.

Bide quality of crew manned military aircraft
p0294 H75-27710

BBDHEB, I.
Effects of 60 Co on electrical self-stimulation of

the brain and blood pressure
[AD-A006428] p0334 H75-29751

BBDSCHKE, A. Vi G.
A method for the quantitative evaluation of the

hemodynamic effect of obstructions in the
coronary arteries as demonstrated by coronary
arteriography

p0266 H75-25549
BBDSILOVSKII, B. H.

Structure of hemodynamic shifts under conditions
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of acute and chronic hypoxia in people with
prevalent pathological processes in the lungs

p0207 475-30339
BBOSHICHltlSA, B. I.

Psychophysiological characteristics of the work
activity of an operator wearing special gear

p0325 S75-28686
BBTABOV, I.

How's your health, cosmonaut?
(HASA-TT-F-16331] p0286 S75-26638

BBTAIOV, I. I.
Vestibalar reactions of astronauts during flight

in Voskhod spacecraft
p0226 H75-23114

Bedical investigations daring flights of the
spaceship Soyuz-12, Soynz-13, Soyuz-14 and the
Salyat-3 orbital station

p0262 H75-25516
Genesis of vestibular-antonomic disorders in

spaceflight
p0325 H75-28692

BBIE, B.
Earth orbital teleoperator manipulator system
evaluation prograa
[HASA-CB-143874] p0288 H75-26651

BBTE, B. 6.
Han-systems evaluation of moving base vehicle
simulation notion cues
[HASA-CR-120706] p0200 S75-21030

BBZESIBSKA, Z.
Temperature responses of exercizing dogs to
infusion of electrolytes

p0038 175-14800
Teoperature responses to infusion of electrolytes
during exercise

p0112 A75-20900
Temperature responses to infusion of electrolytes

during exercise
p0305 A75-39167

The effect of thyroxine on temperature regulation
during physical exercise in dogs

p0305 A75-39168
BOBAH, E. B.

Short duration self-rescue breathing apparatus
[PB-240471] p0330 H75-28724

BUBBHDOBF, A.
Pressure variation effects on the guinea pig
middle ear under impulse sound excitation
[ISL-33/73] p0196 B75-21002

BUCK, L.
Sleep loss effects on movement time

p0321 A75-1I1850
Circadian rhythm in performance on the HBC
stressalyser

p0373 A75-45775
Circadian rhythm in performance on the DEC
stressalyser

p0401 H75-33999
BOCKBBBAIBB, C. C., JB.

Instructional system design for aircrew training
p0106 A75-19706

Systems approach to training /SAT/ for the B-1
aircrev

p0106 A75-19707
BOCZTLKO. T.

Comments on the work of an airliner crew
p0278 A75-37047

BOOBBEB. B. C.
Physiological response to exercise after space
flight - Apollo 14 through Apollo 17

p0212 A75-31151
Besnlts of Skylab medical experiment H171:
Hetabolic activity

p0083 H75-14395
BOECBBLB, I.

Botion habitnation - Inverted self-motion
perception and optokinetic after-nystagmus

p0063 A75-16993
BOBCBBBB, B. K.

Satellite animal tracking feasibility studies
[HASA-CR-141134] p0094 H75-15264

BDECBIBB, B.
Procedure for the isolation and determination of
aldosterone in human urine by thin-film
chromatography on polyamide and ETC micro-reaction
[BAE-LIB-TBiBS-1778] p0051 H75-12579

80ECBTBBMB, I.
Laser-produced hazards to the eye, taking into
account turbulence

p0241 A75-33747
BOECEBB, B.

The Biostack experiments I and II aboard Apollo 16
and 17

p0012 A75-12861
Viability of Bacillus subtilis spores exposed to
space environment in the H-191 experiment system
aboard Apollo 16

p0013 A75-12871
Survivability of microorganisms in space and its

impact on planetary exploration
p0034 A75-13845

The biological effectiveness of BZE-particles of
cosmic radiation studied in the Apollo 16 and 17
Biostack experiments

p0275 A75-36334
aembrane damage in dehydrated bacteria and its
repair

p0354 A75-44136
Eadiobiological results of the Biostack experiment

on board Apollo 16 and 17
p0355 A75-41144

Results of the Bacillus subtilis unit of the
Biostack II experiment - Physical
characteristics and biological effects of
individual cosmic BZE particles

p0356 A75-44145
BDBHLBAHB. A. A*

Cardiopulmonary efficiency in former and active
champion scullers
[HASA-TT-F-15728] p0022 N75-11616

BOEHBIBG, 8. J.
Comparative evaluation of prototype and standard

fire fighter's suits under combined hyperthereic
and exercise stress conditions
[AD-A002136] p0192 875-20000

Evaluation of a water-cooled helmet liner
[AD-A004776] p0301 N75-27766

Breathing air guality under the fire proximity
suit hood
[AD-A004770] p0301 N75-27767

BOLAKB, B. I.
Effect of cooling in a hermetically sealed chamber

on the free fatty acid content in an organism
p0039 A75-14851

BDLBAH, B. Jl
Spacelab life science technology studied

p0011 A75-12721
BOLGAKOT, S. P.

1 device for transforming the graphical recordings
of impulse activity into a shape suitable for
automatic processing

p0375 A75-46135
BOLL, L. S.

Begulation of body mass in rats exposed to chronic
acceleration

p0173 A75-26547
BOHDZBH, P. T.

Typological characteristics of adaptation
determining the efficiency of work activity

p0039 A75-14849
Organization principles of the neural code of

individual psychic activity
p0346 A75-42804

BOUT, A. A.
A psychological explanation of sonar degradation
[IZF-1974-10] p0091 H75-14453

The effects of ACTH 4-10 on a serial learning and
a short-term retention task
[IZF-1974-21] p0092 M75-14460

On context effects in short term retention
[IZF-1974-28] p0336 H75-29761

ACTH 4-10 and learning
[IZF-1975-4] p0392 N75-33662

BDBCH, J. L.
Actuator device for artificial leg

[HASA-CASE-HFS-23225-1] p0387 N75-32767
An improved load handling device
[HASA-CASE-HFS-23233-1] p0400 H75-33725

BOBCBABD. E. C.
Skylab crev health and changes related to space

flight
[IAF PAPEB 74-103] p0033 A75-13732

Bedical considerations on the Spacelab
scientist/payload specialist and his role in
future space flight
[IAF PAPEB A75-015] p0374 A75-45869

BOBBAO, B.
Blood and CSF acid-base changes, and rate of
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ventilatory acclimatization of awake dogs to
3,550 n

p0306 A75-39332
BOBGIO, J. J.

Lead belt radiation shield
[AD-A009181] p0367 H75-31721

BOBBETT, B. D.
Industrial hygiene evaluation of spray

applications of polynrethane coatings
[AD-781813] p0029 H75-11668

BDBBS. H. I.
Be-evaluation of a tilt-back seat as a Deans of

increasing acceleration tolerance
p0112 A75-20891

Coronary henodynamics during positive /*G sab z/
acceleration

p0203 A75-29581
The plus Gz protective methods for use in advanced

fighter-attack aircraft
p0331 K75-29727

BDBBS. I. C.
Experiment 11115: Special hematologic effects:

Dynamic changes in red cell shape in response to
the space-flight environment

p0081 1175-11387
BDBOV, S. ».

On the possible role of potassium ions in regional
cerebral blood flow control

p0236 A75-32506
BDBOVIHA, I. Vi

Ion composition of labyrinth receptor cells and
their environment

p0155 A75-25590

BDBSE, B. I.
The influence of posture on isometric strength and

endurance foream blood flow, and the blood
pressure and heart rate response to isometric
exercise
[AD-A004332] p0299 S75-27719

BOBT, F. Jl
Computer simulations of a dynamic visual

perception model
p0373 A75-15377

BOBT, B. A.
Engineering design studies for shuttle waste

management system
[ASHE PAPEE 75-EBAS-56] p0309 A75-10853

BDBTOB, B. B.
G-tolerance and protection with anti-G suit concepts

p0120 A75-22399
Physiologic effects of seatback angles less than

US deg /from the vertical/ relative to G
p0281 A75-38111

Gravitational effects on body composition in birds
p0351 A75-«<I129

The plus Gz protective methods foe use in advanced
fighter-attack aircraft

p0331 H75-29727
BOSBI, 0. E.

Differences between seated and recumbent resting
neasnrements of auscultative blood pressure

p0317 A75-11461
BUSH, H.

The development and operational evaluation of the
CSD-15/P anti-G coverall

p0151 A75-25071
BOSK, J.

EEG correlates of visual-motor practice in man
p0171 A75-26218

BUSS, L. B.
Air cycle air conditioning of turbine powered

helicopters
[ASHE PAPEB 75-EHAS-20] p0313 A75-40881

BDTLBB, T. B.
Lnninance-dnration relationships in the photopic

EBG and the apparent brightness of flashes
p0210 A75-31038

BOTBAB, A. B. |
Experimental investigation of the effect of

reflected laser radiation on the organ of vision
p0236 A75-32526

BOYET, B.
Formation of prebiochemical compounds in models of

the primitive earth's atmosphere. I - CH1-HH3
and CB1-H2 atmospheres

p0073 A75-19285
BTCHKOT, rV. P.

Food unit, based on reserves of dehydrated
products, in life support systems for crews of

spaceships during prolonged flights
[AD-781289] p0019 H75-10710

BIFOED, G_ B.
Some fast analytical techniques for the EEG

P0252 B75-2I1305
BYKOV1, L. 6.

Evoked responses to heterogeneous stimuli combined
in direct and reverse seguence

P0031 A75-13399
BIHDB, J. A.

Test of a model of visual spatial discrimination
and its application to helicopter control
[AD-A00262U] p0199 H75-21025

CABBOL, C.
Definition and development of an information
system for cardiac disease intensive care units

P0326 N75-28695
CAHB, D. F*

BOBNAV - A range-based robot navigation and
obstacle avoidance algorithm

p0318 A75-42903
CABOOH, B. J.

Color coding for air traffic control displays
P0280 A75-37691

CABOOB, B. L.
Sleep physiology at high altitude

pOIBO A75-29186
CAIB, S. B.

Tissue oxygenation and splenic erythropoiesis
during chronic hypoxia and hypercapnia

p0123 A75-22171
CAIBHS-SBITB, A. G.

Ambiguity in the interpretation of abiotic syntheses
p0076 A75-19307

CALEB, F.
Modifications of pulmonary perfusion and
ventilation during simulated weightlessness

p0013 A75-12867
CALVBT, B.

Contribution to the theory of photopic vision -
Betinal phenomena

p0063 A75-17025
CiLVIH, B.

Chemical evolution
[LBL-3319] p0260 875-21(369

CABEBOB, J. B.
Applications of the direct photon absorption

technique1 for measuring bone mineral content in
vivo. Determination of body composition in vivo
[HASA-CB-110708] p0017 B75-10691

Skeletal status and soft tissue composition in
astronauts. Tissue and fluid changes by
radionuclide absorptiometry in vivo
[BASA-CB-110689] p0017 H75-10695

Skeletal status and soft tissue composition in
astronauts. Tissue and fluid changes by
radionuclide absorptiometry in vivo
[HASA-CB-110703] p0017 H75-10696

Bone mineral content in normal OS whites
p0026 H75-11616

Method and system for in vivo measurement of bone
tissue
[NASA-CASE-nSC-11276-1] p0220 H75-21918

CABBACK, B.
The iron-sulphur proteins - Evolution of a
ubiquitous protein from the origin of life to
higher organisms

p0069 A75-18508
CABP, B. I.

Training situation analysis study for the T-31C
expanded primary flight training phase
[AD-A002258] p0188 H75-19962

CABPBELL, D.
The response of single human cells to zero gravity

p0316 i75-11111
CABPBBLL, E. J. H.

Effect of posture on the ventilatory response to C02
p0006 A75-11301

Ability of man to detect increases in his breathing
p0360 A75-15123

CAMPBELL, J. E.
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in

and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[NASA-CB-111122] p0093 S75-15261

OABFBELL. B.
Vitamin E, exercise, and the recovery from
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physical activity
pOOOl 175-1001)6

CAIABAO. S.
Effect of hypergravity and hyperthermia on
aotidioretic hormone secretion

p0012 475-12864
CII1I10. S. 1.

Variations in the activity of sole brain and
plasma enzymes under the influence of +Gz
acceleration

p0282 A75-38416
CABD1S, V.

Changes in rectal and cutaneous teaperatnre daring
•oscular exercise performed in air temperature
between 10 degrees and 30 degrees C
[HASA-TT-F-16259) p0218 B75-21933

CAIHAH, J. E.
Effects .of a glucose leal on human pulmonary
function at 1600-» and 4300-m altitudes

p0202 A75-29577
CA1IATA. B. t.

Spectral analysis of biological signals using
coherent optical techniques

p0231 875-23161
CAPDOFF, B. C.

Development of solid state samplers for work
atmospheres
[COH-74-11720/1] p0221 B75-21950

CAPOIA, B.
Kange of brain teaperatnre changes in hyperthernia

as a function of aninal size
p0039 A75-14880

CABDOS. D.
Systolic tine intervals at rest and during exercise

p0041 A75-15525
CAB1, J. G.

Crew interface specifications development for
inflight Maintenance and stowage functions
[HASA-CS-1IH775] p0232 H75-23165

Skylab IHSS checklist application study for
emergency medical care
[BASA-CB-144394] p0361 H75-30772

CABLOW, I.
Saccadic eye movement latencies to multimodal
stimuli - Intersubject variability and temporal
efficiency

p0376 A75-46529
CABLSOI, B. 1.

A multichannel implantable telemetry system for
flow, pressure, and ECG measurements

p0345 175-12767
CAB1SOB, J. B.

Stanford workshop on extraterrestrial civilization
- Opening a new scientific dialog

p0352 A75-43900
CABLSOI, J. I.

Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator
subsystem math model
[BASA-C8-137565] p0093 B75-14467

Spacecraft nitrogen generation
[NASA-CB-137576] p0101 B75-15321

CABO11A, B. t.
Age of red blood cells destroyed by in vivo
hyperoxia

p0036 A75-14087
CABPBHTBB, D. L.

Simulation of an object rotating in depth -
Constant and reversed projection ratios

p0032 A75-13571
CABPEHTIBB, B. A.

Besponse of local vascular volumes to lower body
negative pressure stress

p0212 A75-31157
CABB. C. J.

Biological individuality of man
[AP-A008888] p0362 N75-30782

CABBE, B.
Difficulties arising in the evaluation of flight
personnel on the basis of the leftward deviation
of the QRS axis and its relations to the left
anterior block concept

p0065 A75-17368
Thyroid nodule and crew personnel

p0065 A75-17369
Drepanocytemia and evaluation of flight personnel

p0201 A75-29267
CABSIEB, O., JB.

The control of the cardiovascular and central
netvous system

[AD-784933] p0051 B75-12582
CARBOLL, 0. B.

Analysis of changes in leg volume parameters, and
orthostatic tolerance in response to lower body
negative pressure during 28-days exposure to
zero gravity Skylab 2
[HASA-CB-141883] p0389 B75-336M1

CABSOB, P.
The feasibility of detecting His-bundle activity

from the body surface
p0241 A75-33674

CABIBB, P. B.
Foil activation analysis and thermoluminescent
dosimetry on Skylab 2
[AD-783779] p0018 H75-10704

OABTBB, T. 1., JB.
The acute inhalation toxicity in rats from the
pyrolysis products of four fluoropolymers

p0306 A75-39366
CABTBB, B. H.

A feasibility study of Limb volume measuring systems
[BASA-CB-140330] p0051 B75-12580

QABTBBBTIE, B. C.
Handbook of perception. Volume 1 - Historical and
philosophical roots of perception

pOOOS A75-10965
CASE, B. B.

Alterations in coronary sinus p02 and 02
saturation resulting from pC02 changes

p0176 A75-27705
CASEY, B. C.

Besponse of selected microorganisms to
experimental planetary environments
[BASA-CB-136758] p0159 B75-17934

CASHIH, J. I., JB.
Besponse patterns of cochleae nucleus neurons to
excerpts from sustained vowels

p0038 A75-14388
CASIDA, 1. Bi, JB.

Arthrobacter globiformis and its bacteriophage in
soil

p0171 A75-26298
Soil sterilization effects on in situ indigenous

microbial cells in soil
p0273 A75-35901

Simplified procedures for releasing and
concentrating microorganisms from soil for
transmission electron microscopy viewing as
thin-sectioned and frozen-etched preparations

p0273 A75-35902
UASSIB, G.

Function of perception - Influence of visual
parameters

p0118 A75-22206
CASIBLIABI, A.

Preliminary research on body displacement during
lunar walking

p0331 B75-29726
CASTBLLI, ». P.

The omnicardiogram - Study of a proposed method
for detecting coronary heart disease in an
asymptomatic population

p0146 A75-23596
CASTOB, J.

Influence of receptor-receptor fibres on the
spontaneous afferent activity from semicircular
canals in the frog /Bana esculenta/

p0280 A75-37620
CASTBO, B. 0.

Thermoregulatory, metabolic, and cardiovascular
response of rats to microwaves

p0179 A75-28911
CATALOGLO, A.

Finite element analysis of a human aortic valve
p0150 A75-24917

CAVAGHA, G. A.
The role played by elasticity in an exercise

involving movements of small amplitude
p0170 A75-26240

CAVALLI, D.
Discrete time modelization of human pilot behavior
[OSEBA, IP BO. 1975-52] p0280 A75-37913

Discrete time modelization of human pilot behavior
p0394 B75-33683

CATAHILLBS, J. B.
Blood P/50/ calculated fron a single measurement
of pH, P/02/, and S/O2/

p0116 A75-21574
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CAVE, C.
The receptor cells of hearing

p0149 A75-21495
C4VOHIDS, C. R.

Flicker sensitivity of the human red and green
color mechanisms

p0238 A75-33165
CECHBEB, B.

Saccadic suppression in the monkey
p0349 475-131(25

CEHBT. P. C.
Hb02 dissociation in man during prolonged work in
chronic hypoxia

p0244 A75-34803
CEBOBE, G.

The effect of tryptophan on the somatotropic
hormone during sleep in schizophrenics
[HASA-TT-F-16280] p0230 875-23147

CEBBETELLI, P.
Estimation by a rebreathing method of pulmonary 02

diffusing capacity in man
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Sleep metabolism and age
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Future flight deck design
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Decision-related cortical potentials during an

auditory signal detection task with cued
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Processing of positional information in the human
visual system
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Bate control in man-machine systems
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of rats and survival of fatal heat stress by
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Apollo 15 simulation
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7ECTA8 II - A computer program for the spatial
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Changes in the Achilles tendon reflexes following
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mission
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Badiological protection and medical dosimetry for
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simulating weight bearing, combined
supplementation of oral calciua and phosphate,
calcitonin injections, oscillating conpression,
the oral diophosphonatedisodiun etidronate, and
lover body negative pressure
[NASA-CB-141453] p0088 N75-14431

BOBASOB, G. L.
Evaluation of viscera and other tissues

p0206 A75-29607
BOSG, J. C.

Free-flying teleoperator for space missions
p0174 A75-27199

BOHT, B. L.
Thermoregulatory, metabolic, and cardiovascular
response of rats to microwaves

p0179 A75-28911
Effects of exposure to pulsed microwaves (radar)
on central nervous system excitability in
laboratory animals
[AD-786753] p0089 H75-14439

HOST, B. K.
Developmental programming for retinotectal patterns

p0295 H75-27722
HOST, S. B., JR.

Engineering design studies for shuttle waste
management system
[ASHE PAPER 75-EHAS-56] t p0309 A75-40853

Hultiparameter vision testing apparatus
[NASA-CASE-HSC-13601-2] p0300 H75-27759

HOHTOOB, C.
Effect of potassium depletion in normal males - An
Apollo 15 simulation

p0111 A75-20884
BOOT, B.

Effect of changes in arterial oxygen content *on
circulation and physical performance

p0315 A75-41396
BOBT, G. J., JR.

Preliminary flight tests of an oculometer
[NASA-TH-X-72621 ] p0127 H75-16225

HOST, 8. D.
Measured effects of square wave modulated RF
fields (450 and 3100 HBz) on cardiac pacemakers
[AD-A006389] p0335 H75-29755

BOBHITZ, I. S.
Electrocardiographic responses to atrial pacing

and multistage treadmill exercise testing -
Correlation with coronary artenography

p0011 A75-12613
BDSIED, B. B.

Utilization of immobilized urease for waste water
treatment
[NASA-CB-137596] p0062 H75-13537

BUSIOH, B. L.
On the dynamics of chain systems

[ASBE PAPEB 74-WA/ADT-11]' p0063 A75-16819
HDSTOB, S. I.

An eight channel semi-implantable telemetry system
for animal research

p0145 A75-23363
HOTCHIHS. C. I.

A computer aided function allocation and
evaluation system /CAFES/

p0105 A75-19698
HOTCBIHS, G. H.

Acute pulmonary pathology and sudden death in rats
following the intravenous adfiinistration of the
plasticizer, DI (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate,
solubilized with Tween surfactants
[HASA-CH-1H3803] p0264 875-25532

BOTCBIBSOI, J.
The air defence role

pOOSU HIS-12602
BOTCHIHSOB, B. B.«

The measurement and facilitation of cooperative
task performance
[HASA-CB-141285] p0090 H75-14448

HOTTO, G. L.
Vocational interests of air traffic control
personnel

p0281 A75-38408
HOXTABLB, B. F.

Cardiopulmonary changes following 21-36 hours of
hyperoxia

p0203 A75-29585
BVABG, C. L.

Computer simulation of optimal control of an

integrated human thermal system by response
surface methodology
[PB-234660/9] p0062 N75-13538

BTABS, V. J.
Effect of labyrinthectomy on the dynamic
vestibulo-ocular counterroll reflex in the
Bhesus monkey

p0317 A75-41462
HYATT, C. J.

A scoring system for the quantitative evaluation
of pilot performance during Instrument Landing
System (ILS) approaches and landings
[AD-A000422] p0167 H75-18899

HYATT, K. B.
Effect of potassium depletion in normal males - An

Apollo 15 simulation
pQ111 A75-20881

Comparison of 70 deg tilt, LBNP, and passive
standing as measures of orthostatic tolerance •

p0243 A75-34383
Prevention of bone mineral changes induced by bed
rest: Modification by static compression
simulating weight bearing, combined
supplementation of oral calcium and phosphate,
calcitonin injections, oscillating compression,
the oral diophosphonatedisodium etidronate, and
lower body negative pressure
[NASA-CB-141453] p0088 H75-14431

BIDES, S. J.
Exobiology sensors

p0235 A75-32458

IAKIHOV, 8.
Deterioration of vision due to contour shift over
the retina during eye movements

p0238 A75-33164
lAKIHOV, H. A.

Visual masking and saccadic suppression
p0345 A75-42793

IAKOVLEV, H. I,
Computer simulation of robot-manipulator control

p03«8 A75-43219
IAKOVLEV, B. H.

Relation between biochemical changes prior to
exercise and characteristics of the metabolism
during muscular activity

p0236 A75-32502
IAKOVLEVA, I. IA.

Otorhinolaryngological problems in medical support
of space flights

p0274 A75-36331
IAKOPOV, SB. 10.

Device for preprocessing medical-biological data
for digital computer

p0141 A75-22989
lAHPIETBO, P. F.

Physiologic effects of seatback angles less than
45 deg /from the vertical/ relative to G

p0281 A75-38411
IAHEV, T.

Comparative analysis of deterministic and
probabilistic methods in the study of rhythmic
processes

p0031 A75-13423
Configurational and histogram distribution of the

ST-interval during standard loading
p0032 A75-13424

IAHMOHE, A. B.
The muscle spindle as a feedback element in muscle

control
p0185 1175-19155

IABOSBEVSKII, V. S.
Control of an integral mobile robot

p0174 A75-27197
IABOSHIOS, A, V.

The development of seedling shoots under space
flight conditions

p0354 A75-44132
IAZDOVSKII, V. I.

Reactions of astronauts under zero-gravity
conditions

p0138 A75-22953
Blood circulation under conditions of weightlessness

p0138 A75-22960
IBBBALL, A.

Flow and pressure regulation in the cardiovascular
system
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p0137 475-22888
IBBAHIH, B. F. K.

The application of human operator describing
functions to studies on the effects of alcohol
and nanjaana on human performance

p0348 475-12902
IDICOI4, J.

4 new gas lesion syndrome in Ban, induced by
'isobanc gas coonterdiffusion1

p0360 475-15125
IGH4SBEVA, L. F.

Experimental-clinical validation of the use of
amitetravit, 4TP and aatologons bone marrow in
radiation injuries caused by prolonged radiation

p0088 H75-14429
IJSEBBB4HDT, B. J. B.

Personal PDH/PCH biotelemetry system
p014« 475-23352

IKEDi, B.
Spatial and temporal properties of 'sustained1 and

'transient1 neurones in area 17 of the cat's
visual cortex

p0211 475-31095
Retlnotopic distribution, visual latency and
orientation tuning of 'sustained* and
'transient1 cortical neurones in area 17 of the
cat

p0211 475-31096
IKEDi, s.

Lipid metabolisn in perfused human and dog
coronary arteries

p0177 475-27875
IKELS, K. 6.

Oxygen contaminant detection: Procedures for
field analysis of aviator's breathing oxygen
[4D-786916] p0093 M75- 14470

Portable oxygen-contaminant detector: Development
test and evaluation
[4D-4007039] p0232 M75-23168

IKEOCBI, H.
FDD nultichannel telemetry system for biological use

p0144 475-23357
ILICHEVA, B. F.

The 24-hour rhythn of biogenic amines in man in
the normal state and during hypoxia

p0039 475-14850
IIIB, E. 4.

Preliminary results of examinations of rats after
a 22-day flight aboard the Cosmos-605 biosatellite

p0155 475-25H18
Biological satellites and their contribution to

space biology and medicine
[I4F P4PEB 75-058] p0374 475-45854

ILIS, I. 1.
Heasurement of the ammonia content in the
atmosphere of biosatellite mock-ups and its
standardization

p0261 H75-25511
ILIM, T. P.

Operational calm and the optimum regulation of
human working capacity

p0161 H75-17953
ILIHA-K4KOYEVA, I. I.

Studies of hypokinesia in animals to solve urgent
problems of space biology and medicine

p0086 H75-14413
Dse of electric stimulation for preventing the
development of changes in antigravitational
muscles during hypokinesia

p0193 H75-20977
ILIBA, B. I.

Effects of muscle electrostimulation during
simulated weightlessness

p0275 475-36333
ILIDKHIBA, T. 4.

Fundamental differences in the informative
significance and the physiological meaning of
slov electrical processes in the human brain for
different measurement ranges of the potential

p0346 475-42806
Levels of slow bioelectric organization of the

human brain
p0374 475-46130

IHSBBBETSKII, 4. 4.
Detection of extraterrestrial life by radionetric

techniques
p0012 475-12860

IHSHEBETSKII, 4. 4.
Resistance of Madsoniella nigra var. hesoelica to

the action of a high vacuum
[H4S4-TT-F-16503] p0332 H75-29732

IB4D4, B.
4 simulation study of coronary circulation

p0281 475-38379
IBB4B, 6. F.

Miniaturized electrode for on-line P02 measurements
p0273 475-36071

IBCE, F.
Detecting slov changes in system dynamics

pOOOU A75-10732
Aircraft simulator aotiop and the order of nerit
of flight attitude and steering guidance displays

p0350 475-43849
IHDEBHOEHLE, F.

Influence of the natural calcium and fluoride
supply and of a calcium supplementation on bone
mineral content of healthy population in
Switzerland

p0026 H75-11648
IHGBAH, H.

Hematologic changes in mice during and after
exposure to severe hypobaric hypoxia

p0358 A75-44356
IHHES, L. 6.

Aerodrome air traffic control in the Canadian Forces
[DCIEH-74-H-1067] p0259 1175-24363

ISOOIB, C. B.
Effects of a glucose meal on human pulmonary
function at 1600-m and 4300-m altitudes

p0202 475-29577
IHOOIB, G. T.

A study of the vector magnetocardiographic waveform
p0180 475-28996

IOK1I, I.
A study of immunological reactions in dogs exposed

to prolonged chronic radiation
p0086 H75-14416

lOBDAMISHVILI, I. K.
Semiconductor thermostats for spaceflight
biological investigations

p0096 N75-15284
IBOHS, 4. S.

Beat stenlizable patient ventilator
[N4S4-C4SE-NPO-13313-1] p0300 H75-27761

IBOHS, F. H.
Ear-protector ratings
[4D-779552] p0163 N75-17968

IBVIHG, G. S.
Surveillance of some infectious diseases among
aircrew personnel in Southeast Asia

p0358 475-44357
IBilH, J. D.

Free-flying teleoperator for space missions
p0174 A75-27199

ISAKIB, 4. F.
Effect of a modified atmosphere and increased

temperature on the breathing and metabolism of
man in a restricted closed space

p0096 N75-15283
ISAKOf, P. K.

Timely problems in aviation medicine
p0096 H75-15278

ISGBIG, F. 4.
Night nap-of-the earth flight training
[4D-785635] p0090 N75-14445

ISB8BBOOD, J. E.
Effects of solar ultraviolet radiations on
Bacillus subtilis spores and T-7 bacteriophage

p0355 475-44143
ITO, T.

4 study on behavioral analysis of pilot during
aircraft controlling. Ill - In-flight recording
eguipment and method of installation for F-86F
and IS-11C

p0377 475-47097
ITO, I.

The prophylactic effect of head-cooling on coal
miner's cramps. Beport 2: The effect of
head-cooling on coal miners under hot and humid
environment
[HASA-TT-F-16449] p0297 H75-27739

ITSIBBLSOB, S. 4.
Babitability of ships
[JPBS-65334] p0364 H75-30794

IOGAHOV, E. B.
Bioelectric activity of skeletal muscles under the

combined effect of overloads and weightlessness
p0140 475-22969
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XUGABOV, E. B.
Weightlessness: Bedical-biological investigations

p0137 A75-22951
Vestibular reactions of astronauts in flight
aboard Voskhod

p0138 A75-22959
Hotor activity under conditions of weightlessness

p0140 A75-22970
Some results of medical-biological research
accomplished in the Gemini and Apollo programs

p0141 A75-22978
IOLDASBBV, I. ID.

Dynamics of change in the peripheral blood of dogs
under high-mountain conditions /Eastern Pamir/

p0206 A75-29789
IOBATOV, E. A.

The dynamics of the respiratory indices of
arterial blood, cerebrospinal fluid, and tissue
in the region of the bnlbar respiratory center
under conditions of hypoxia

p0236 A75-32508
IDBKIB, I. F.

Study of the characteristics of decompressive gas
formation with the aid of ultrasound

p03<!1 A75-42263
IOBISA, B. P.

On the origin of plastids
p0352 A75-43899

IDBOV, B. H.
Preliminary results of examinations of rats after
a 22-day flight aboard the Cosmos-605 biosatellite

p0155 A75-25418
IDBOV, S. S.

Biological effect of superhard component of cosmic
rays

p0146 A75-23542
Molecular principles of the action of high-energy
hadrons and results of biological studies in space

p0155 A75-25599
Peculiarities of biological action of hadrons of
space radiation

p0356 A75-44149
IOSBCBEBKO, A. S.

Investigation of a biotechnical system for the
control of a master-slave manipulator of
bidirectional action

p0174 A75-27198
Some manipulator-control algorithms

p0180 A75-28933
IVAKBHOV, A.

Life support systems aboard the Soyuz-18-Salyut-4
flight
[NASA-TT-F-16500] p0364 N75-30797

IVAHITSKII, A. B.
Somatosensory evoked potentials in man by
self-stimulation

pOOlO A75-15189
IVAHIDHA, I. 0.

Electrophoresis of soluble proteins in the blood
serum, the heart, and skeletal muscles under
prolonged morbid stimulations involving the use
of hexonium for blocking ganglion

p0207 A75-30343
IVA80V-BOROBSKII, K. A.

what is homeostasis of the brain
p0141 A75-22990

IVABOV, E. A.
Activity of astronauts in weightlessness and in

free space
p0141 A75-22977

IVABOV, K. P.
On differences in sensitivity of the
thermoreceptors of the skin to radiative and
convective thermal action

p0348 A75-42997
IVABOV, B. G.

Beasurement of the ammonia content in the
atmosphere of biosatellite mock-ups and its
standardization

p0261 N75-25511
IVABOV, V. I.

Problems of space biology. Volume 27:
Radiobiology and genetics of arabidopsis
[NASA-TT-P-15849 ] pOOIS H75-10679

IVABOV, Y. A.
Astronaut activity in weightlessness and
unsupported space

p0228 H75-23132

IVABOVA, E. S.
Does afferentation from respiratory muscles take

part in the regulation of eupnea in man
p0209 A75-31021

IVABOVA, I. B.
Certain characteristic features of flowering and

pollination in duckweeds (Lemnaceae S. Gray)
[NASA-TT-F-16U83J p0331 1175-29721

IVABOVA, V. A,
Correlations between some hematological and

biochemical characteristics in monkeys
p0209 A75-31017

IVGABOV, E. B,
The problem of artificial gravitation from the

viewpoint of experimental physiology
p0140 A75-22974

IVKIB, A. B.
Design of control systems for robots by means of

dynamic models of manipulators '
p0174 A75-27200

IIABABA, S.
The effect of stimulus orientation on the visual

evoked potential in human subjects
p0280 A75-38004

IIABATSO, T.
The prophylactic effect of headcooling on coal
miner's cramps. 1: Electroencepbalographic
observation on rabbits during head-cooling under
the hot and humid environment
[NASA-TT-F-16448] p0333 N75-29739

IIAHB, H.
Studies on respiratory and cardiovascular
physiology during combined exposure to sustained
acceleration of +Gz with simulated altitude. I -
Tolerance to the combined exposure to *Gz with
simulated altitude in rats and dogs

p0378 A75-47099
Studies on an air-mat safety device for protection
against falling impact injury '

p0378 A75-47100
IBAHE, B.

Hacroscopic model of the visual system for
chromatic flicker fusion

p0067 475-17759
IZDPAK, E. A.

The development of seedling shoots under space
flight conditions

p0354 A75-44132
Semiconductor thermostats for spaceflight
biological investigations

p0096 H75-15284

JACBT, B. J.
Hemostatic alterations following severe dysbaric
stress
[AD-787065] p0126 N75-16218

JACKSOS, D.
Sleep physiology at high altitude

p0180 A75-29186
JACKSOS. H. B.

Lower body negative pressure: Third manned Skylab
mission

p0082 H75-14308
Vectorcardiographic results from Skylab medical
experiment 11092: Lower body negative pressure

p0082 H75-14389
JACKSOH, B. S.

Simulation of man-machine interaction on shuttle
payload manipulator

p0396 N75-33698
JACOB, J.

Temperature regulation and drug action;
Proceedings of the Second Symposium on the
Pharmacology of Thermoregulation, Paris, France,
April 16-18, 1974

p0303 A75-39151
JACOBSOH, I. D,

Hodels of subjective response to in-flight motion
data
[HASA-CB-140675] p0019 S75-10708

JACOBSOH, L. B.
Comparison of 70 deg tilt, LBNP, and passive

standing as measures of orthostatic tolerance
p0243 A75-34383

Prevention of bone mineral changes induced by bed
rest: Hodification by static compression
simulating weight bearing, combined
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supplementation of oral calcium and phosphate,
calcitonin injections, oscillating compression,
the oral diophosphonatedisodium etidronate, and
lower body negative pressure

JABGBB, a. J.
Hechanics of breathing at reduced barometric

pressures of flight
[AD-A001930] p0187 B75-19952

JABIBCKE, J.
Spontaneous variability of blood pressure in

patients with hypertension: Besults of long
tern tele metric blood pressure measurements
[BASA-TT-P-16250 ] p0197 875-21008

JAKSCB, J. A.
Outpatient medical costs related to air pollution

in the Portland, Oregon area
[EPA-600/5-7<l-017] p0017 S75- 10692

Jim, j. p.
Passive dosimetry measurements on board the Skylab
II mission

p0036 A75-1U082
JABSEB, 6.

Sonic boons effects on sleep
[ISL-2/7U] , p0092 H75-1U163

Investigations on the problem of sleep
disturbances caused by supersonic boons
[ISL-21/74] p0230 H75- 23152

JAISBB. T. C.
Precise recording of human eye movements

p0120 i75- 22216
JA1USZ, •.

Vectorcardiographic changes during extended space
flight

p0082 H75-1U392
JABBOB, J. K.

Investigation of pilots' tracking capability using
a roll command display
[AD-A009590] p0385 1175-32751

JASIOBORSKI, I. J.
Advance prototype silver ion water bactericide
systei
[NASA-CB-111557] p0127 H75-16228

JAIOBSKI, I.
Self-sterilization of bodies during outer planet
entry
[NASA-CS-1U0808] p0015 H75-10678

JAIABTBIHATBAB, V. S.
Circadian variations in renal excretion of

magnesiun, calciun, and phosphorus during a
3-day flight
[AD-787661] p0126 H75-16216

JBAHBBBOD, B.
Corrective saccades - Dependence on retinal

reafferent signals
p0152 A75-25215

JEPFBBSS, L. 1.
Effect of sampling procedure upon the performance
of an electrical nodel of auditory detection

p0108 A75-20122
JELL, B. H.

Amine-prostaglandin modulation of activity of
thermoregnlatory neurones

p0304 A75-39158
JEBCKS, C. S.

n.s. Davy development of helmet compatible
eyeglasses

p0151 A75-25060
The encapsulating life raft systen
[AD-787637] p0128 B75-16235

JBHDBS, D. J.
An application of long-term frequency analysis in
measuring drug-specific alterations in the EEG
of the cat

p0170 A75-262U3
JEBIB, F.

Determination of body fluid compartments by
electrical impedance measurements

p0121 A75-22U07
Investigation of electrical impedance variations
of dog brain tissue during experimental
metabolic disturbances

p0121 A75-22108
JEHHEI, L. I.

Psychological stress measurement through voice
output analysis
[HASA-CR-KH723] p0188 H75-19960

JBBHIBGS, D. B.
negative arterial- mixed expired P/C02/ gradient

during acute and chronic hypercapnia
p0172 475-2651K

JBBBIBGS, B. D.
Bat operant responding - An indicator of nitrogen
narcosis

p0282 A75-38417
JBISBH, t. C,

Development of an advanced static feed vater
electrolysis module
[ASHE PAPEB 75-EHAS-30] p0312 A75-10878

JBHSEB, B. A.
Increased metabolic turnover rate and
transcapillary escape rate of albumin in
essential hypertension

p0002 A75-10176
JBBLVALl, L.

Vestibnlar and sonatosensory inflow to the
vestibular projection area in the post cruciate
dimple region of the cat cerebral cortex

p0169 A75-26200
JESSBEBGBH, I.

EEG criteria for flying fitness applied by the
Gernan Air Force Institute of Aviation Hedicine

p0122 A75-22115
JEI, H. B.

Beasnrement of driver/vehicle multiloop response
properties with a single disturbance input

p018<l H75-191U11
Hodeling and measuring limb fine-motor unsteadiness

p0185 H75-1915U
Evaluating biodynamic interference with
operational crevs

p0293 H75-27707
•1OUHNSSOB, B.

The relationship between arterial P-02 and
cerebral blood flow in hypoxic hypoxia

p02<41 A75-33648
JOHAHSSSOS, 8,

Acid-base changes and excitation - Contraction
coupling in rabbit myocardium. I - Effects on
isometric tension development at different
contraction freguencies. II - Effects on resting
membrane potential, action potential
characteristics and propagation velocity

p0241 A75-336I17
JOHAHSSOB, G.

Visual motion perception
p02«0 A75-33472

Optimal parameters for eliciting
cardio-acceleration by electrical stimulation of
the ventromedial hypothalamus

p0308 A75-40598
JOHABSSOB, B.

Detectability of an unsharp edge in additive noisy
background
[FOA-2-C-2591-E1-H5] p0051 H75-12577

Variability in reaction response
CFOA-2-C-2581-H5] p0052 875-12586

JOHHSEB, B. G.
A hierarchical concept for man-machine communication

p0107 A75-1971II
OOHHSOB, A. I.

Analog sample/hold circuit for physiological
signal monitoring

p0341 A75-42322
Thermal performance of permeable versus

impermeable hoods worn by men in CB ensemble
working in a tropical environment
[AD-A005613] p0330 S75-28727

JOHHSOB, C. C.
Long-wavelength analysis of plane wave irradiation

of a prolate spheroid model of nan
p0123 A75-22694

Electromagnetic power absorption in anisotropic
tissue media

p0235 A75-32<408
Long-wavelength electromagnetic power absorption
in prolate spheroidal models of man and animals

p03U8 A75-43271
JOBBSOB, D.

Toxicity of engine exhaust gases:
Diesel-bromochloromethane fuel blend
tAD-4008088] p0269 B75-25578

JOBBSOB, D. B.
A literature search and analysis of information

regarding sources, uses, production,
consumption, reported medical cases, and
toxicology of platinum and palladium
CPB-2385U6/6] p0219 B75-219HO
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JOBHSOH. D. I.
The relation of noise exposure to noise induced

hearing damage
p0117 A75-21797

Human whole-body exposure to infrasound
p0203 475-29587

Enaan temporary threshold shift and recovery fro*
24 hour acoustic exposures
[AD-A0078II2] p0258 H75-24350

JOHSS01, F. H.
Research on biolnminescence

[AD-A007924] p0264 H75-25533
JOBISOI. H. I.

Organ fluid changes and electrolyte excretion of
rats exposed to high altitude

p0111 A75-20885
JOHHSOH. J. B., JB.

Fine structural changes in the lateral vestibular
nucleus of aging rats

p0113 A75-21042
The occurreace of dark neutrons in the normal and

deafferentated lateral vestibular nucleus in the
rat - Observations by light and electron
microscopy

P0242 A75-34077
The effects of malnutrition on the developing

brain stem of the rat -* A preliminary experiment
using the lateral vestibular nucleus

pD273 A75-35900
A fine structural study of degenerative changes in

the dorsal column nuclei of aging Bice - Lack of
protection by vitamin B

p0303 A75-38998
JOBHSOH, K. B.

Hon-caking freeze dried applesauce
CHASA-CB-140938] p0057 H75-12621

JOBHSOH, L. C.
Evaluation of oral, dental, and skeletal tissues

p0205 A75-29606
JOHBSOH, P. C.

Effect of potassium depletion in normal males - In
Apollo 15 simulation

p0111 A75-20884
Plasma thyroxine changes of the Apollo crewmen

p0112 A75-20892
Postmission plasma volume and red-cell mass

changes in the crews of the first two Skylab
missions

p0275 A75-36337
Blood volume changes

pOOei B75-14385
Endocrine considerations ID the red-cell-mass and

plasma volume changes of the Skylab 2 and 3 crews
p0297 H75-27738

JOBHSOH, B. A.
The United States Haval Test Pilot School

[ A I A A PAPEB 75-1018] p0307 A75-39535
JOBBSOB, B. I.

Skylab experiment B-092 - Results of the first
manned mission

p0275 A75-36335
VECTAH II - A computer program for the spatial

analysis of the vectorcardiogram
p0280 475-38046

Changes in the Achilles tendon reflexes following
Skylab missions

p0079 H75-14373
Lower body negative pressure: Third manned Skylab
mission

p0082 H75-14388
Vectorcardiographic results from Skylab medical
experiment 0092: Lower body negative pressure

p0082 H75-14389
Evaluation of the electromechanical properties of

the cardiovascular system
p0083 H75-14393

Determination'of cardiac size from chest
roentgenograms following Skylab missions

p0083 H75-14398
JOBHSOH, S. L.

Instructional system design for aircrew training
p0106 A75-19706

Systems approach to training /SAT/ for the B-1
aircrew

p0106 A75-19707
JOBISOI, T.

A new design HDIB atmosphere analyzer for submarines
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EHAS-31] p0312 A75-40876

JOBHSOH, I. B.
Subgravity states - Key to understanding the role
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ventricular myocardium of the dog
p0214 A75-31650

LOEW, G. B.
Quantum chemical study of the thermodynamics,
kinetics of formation and bonding of H2CB -
Relevance to prebiotic chemistry

p0074 A75-19289
LOGAB, B. D.

The Hark 3 Baploscope
[HAS4-CB-2584] p0362 H75-30778

LOHBHAHH, B.
Prebiotic chemistry and nucleic acid replication

p0172 A75-26513
LOHABOT, G.

Bew Hoscow hyperbaric-oxygenation barohospital
[B4S4-TT-F-161(61] p0326 B75-28699

LOB4X, P.
Temperature regulation and drug action;

Proceedings of the Second Symposium on the
Pharmacology of Thermocegulation, Paris, France,
4pril 16-18, 1974

p0303 475-39151
Histamine and temperature regulation

p0304 A75-39156
LOBOT, B, I.

Activity of the human operator in man-machine
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systems
p0152 A75-25179

LOBOVSK1IA, B. e.
Significance of ACTS in the formation of conplez

heparin compounds in the blood under
mobilization stress

p0209 A75-31019
LOSE. I. I.

Prediction of cardiac response to physical stress
p0104 A75-19687

LOIGO, L.
Test for quick and earl; detection of psychic

syndromes nore frequent in the Air Force personnel
p0251 H75-24298

LOBSO, B. E.. JB.
Romal coronary angiography in an aircrevman with

Serial exercise test changes
p0112 A75-20896

Normal values and commonly used echocardiographic
formulae for ado Its

p0318 A75-41470
LOHGBIDGE, 'I. B., JB.

Training of enlisted women as ]et aircraft
maintenance specialists
[AD-A006434] p0337 H75-29771

LOOK. B. C.
Project BIOCOBE /II212/, a biological cosmic ray

experiment - Procedures, summary, and conclusions
p0203 A75-29590

Engineering aspects of the experiment and results
of animal tests

p0201 A75-29593
Launch, flight, and recovery

p0204 475-29598
Results of ear examination

p0205 675-29602
LOOYES, J. C.

Stochastic operations on CC0 electrocardiograms
p0268 N75-25566

LOFESDASILVA, F. B.
The mesodiencephalic hippocampal system: A

quantitative analysis of the modulation of theta
rhy thm

p0266 M75-25553
Motor correlates of operantly reinforced

hippocampus theta shifts
p0267 H75-25555

Behavioural effects of fronto-orbital lesions in
dogs

p0267 H75-25556
Detection of nonstationarities in EEC's using the

antoregressive model: An application of EEC's
of epileptics

p0267 H75-25559
LOPESDASILVA, F. L.

Eesearch activities in application of physics and
engineering to medical science and problems
[PR-I t ] p0265 B75-25543

LOPDCBIH, A. S.
Structures of biogenic origin froo Early

Precambnan rocks on Euro-Asia
p0073 A75-19282

LOBD, C.
The perception of eye contact

p0063 A75-16670
LOBEBCE, L.

Real time display parameters study 2
[AD-A007790] p0260 »75-?4367

lOBESIZEH, F. V.
Cold: Physiology, protection and survival

[ A G A H E - A G - 1 9 4 ] p0018 B75-10706
1OBIB, H.

High speed ejections with SAAB seats
p0382 1175-32726

LOSKOTOVA, T. D.
Effect of the functional state of the central

nervous system on the formation of an elementary
motor response /from EEG correlation analysis
data/

p0316 A75-U2808
LOTZ, B. G. A.

Loag-tern biological investigations in space
p02U7 A75-35606

LOO, T. S.
Two-dimensional finite amplitude theory of

arterial blood flov
p0181 A75-29188

LOOEBBB, D.
Polymerization of ammo acid methyl esters via

their copper complexes
p0351 A75-43894

LOVE, H. I.
A long-lived, reliable, rechargeable cardiac

pacemaker
p0366 B75-31712

10IE, 0. 6. ,
Backyard masking and interference vith the
• processing of brief visual displays

p0032 A75-13572
LOIK, D. K.

Hyocardial blood flov response to isometric
/handgrip/ and treadmill exercise in coronary
artery disease

p0070 A75-185<49
IOIE, K. 6,

Coaparison of scalar and vector
electrocardiographic diagnosis and localization
of myocardial infarction

p0210 A75-310U3
LOIBHSfEIB, 0. E.

Comparative morphology and physiology
p0142 A75-2330I1

101H, B.
Psychological stress and ventricular arrhythmias
during myocardial infarction in the conscious dog

p0011 A75-12614
LOZABO, P.

Systems simulation: A global approach to aircrew
workload

p0052 H75-12588
LUCE, B. D.

Neural coding and psychophysical discrimination data
p0037 175-14387

LOCKE!, B. S.
Impact of avionic design characteristics on
technical training requirements and job
performance

p0145 A75-23497
LOCZAK, H.

Concept of a feedback control behavioral model for
physiological aspects of vehicle guidance

p0271 H75-25591
Stress models

p0271 H75-25593
LDDB1IG, D. B.

An evaluation of the ATH man/machine interface.
Phase 3: Analysis of SL-3 and SL-4 data
[NASA-CR-120586] p0127 B75-16226

LDECKE, B. B.
Besponses to preoptic temperature manipulation in

the atrake and hibernating marmot
p0307 A75-39825

LOESSEHHOP, A, 3.
Computerized transaxial X-ray tomography of the

human body
p0001 A75-10039

LOETSCHER, J. A.
Hemodynamics, renal function, plasma renin, and
aldosterone in man after 5 to 14 days of bedrest

p0318 A75-41469
LOFT, 0. C.

Fluctuations in 02 stores and gas exchange mth
passive changes in posture

p0315 A75-41393
Research report on: Specialized physiological
studies in support of manned space flight
[HASA-CR-141698] p0165 H75-18882

LOUSE, B. J.
A multi-disciplinary team for the treatment of

patients with defect upper extremities: A need
for optimal rehabilitation
[BTHD-67] p0255 875-24325

The lightspot operated typewriter: The evaluation
of a prototype
[ITHD-65] p0259 B75-24364

LOKAS, J. S.
Effects on sleep of noise from two proposed STOL >
aircraft
[BASA-CR-132564 J p0126 1175-16219

LOKIABOV, B. R.
Concept of the characteristic time of biological
processes and its application for studying the
dynamics of gas exchange

p0048 N75-12554
LOKJAHO7A, L. D.

Peculiarities of energy metabolism in the central
nervous system under the combined influence of
vibration and irradiation
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p0262 N75-25512
LOBD, J. B.

Preparation and analysis of aquatic-related samples
[COHF-7U1023-1] p0196 H75-20998

10BDE, P. J.
Desiccant humidity control system

[NASA-CF-115568] p0133 N75-17097
10HDGBEH, P. B.

Effects of oxygen-nitrogen /I: V at 760 Torr on
the life span and fine structure of Drosophila
melanogaster

p0279 A75-37327
LDHDKVIST, t.

Voltage distribution across nerve membranes
p02U4 A7S-34400

LOHDSTBOH, I.
Voltage distribution across nerve oembranes

p021t A7S-3i»itOO
LOBIA, S. B.

Eye movements during search for coded and nncoded
targets

p0177 A75-27899
Shallow Habitat Air Dive series (SHAD 1 and 2) :

The effects on visual performance and physiology
[AD-A00710I)] p0257 H75-2»342

Eye-movements during search for coded and uncoded
targets
[AD-A002713] p0386 H75-32755

LOBIIA, A. B.
Hunan physiology and the science of psychology

/formulation of the problem/
p03l)5 A75-H2802

LOSHBAOGH, C. C.
Evaluation of viscera and other tissues

p0206 A75-29607
Power spectrum of the respiratory system

[AD-A002958] p0219 N7S-21937
studies relative to the radioseositivity of man:

Based on retrospective evaluations of
therapeutic and accidental total-body irradiation
[HASA-CH-11UU39] p0383 B75-32733

LOIEBBAB, A.
Effect of added elastances on the first loaded

breath in man
p0115 A75-21566

LOTHEB, B.
Correlation of os calcis and spinal bone by

Conpton scattering
p0025 H75-11638

LOTHBBEB. L. O.
Effect of chronic exposure to cold, hypoxia, and

both combined on water exchange in rats
p0036 A75-14080

LOTHJBIS-BBIJHOFF, J. A.
The cause of death resulting from transfusion

resistant shock. Part 1: Influence of brain
daaage
[HBL-1975-1] p0255 B75-24330

L0T8AK, L.
Bineral and nitrogen balance study - Results of

metabolic observations OQ Skylab II 28-day
orbital mission

p0275 A75-36336
Dietary calciua and the jaw bone

p0027 H75-11652
Mineral and nitrogen metabolic studies, experiment

H071
p0079 1175-14376

LOZIKOV, V. H.
Degradation of mitochondria in yeast induced by

anaerobiosis at different growth phases
[NASA-TT-F-16458] p0295 S75-27716

LYOVA. 1. s.
Effect of lunar surface material on radiation

damage in mice (investigation of biological
action of lunar surface material returned to
earth by Luna .16 automatic station)

p0030 H75-11877
IIAKB, S. P.

Besistance of Nadsoniella nigra var. besuelica to
the action of a high vacuum
[BASA-TT-F-16503] p0332 875-29732

LIICB, I. E.
The effect of sonic boom on the nesting and brood

rearing behavior of the eastern wild turkey
[AD-A005986] '- p0332 N75-29730

LTPACBIICZ, G.
Intensity determination of focused ultrasonic

beams by means of electrodynamic and capacitance

met hods
p0180 A75-29167

LISKHKO, S. f.
Besistance of Nadsoniella nigra var. hesuelica to

the action of a high vacuum
[BASA-TT-F-16503] p0332 B75-29732

M
BACABBZ, J. A.

Diurnal variations of the Achilles reflex time in
normal man
[HASA-TT-F-16249] p0186 B75-19947

BACDOHALD, B. B.
Light-induced leucine transport in Halobacterium

halobium envelope vesicles - A chemiosmotic system
p0321 A75-41825

BACIBJCZIK, J.
Degree of reaction and decision taking of the
pilot ill stress situations

p0039 A75-14878
The alpha-index as a criterion of pilot reaction

p0039 A75-11881
BACK, B. H.

Growth and reproduction of microorganisms under
extremely alkaline conditions

p0179 A75-28516
HACKAI, D. B.

what causes decay of pattern-contingent chromatic
aftereffects

p0120 A75-22217
Differential responses of cat visual cortical
cells to textured stimuli

p0211 A75-31098
BACKAY, B. S.

Continuous cardiac output measurement - Aspects of
Doppler frequency analysis

p0273 A75-36073
BACKAI, V.

ghat causes decay of pattern-contingent chromatic
aftereffects

p0120 A75-22217
HACKESZIB. I. F.

Retinal subthreshold laser exposures: Cumulative
effect
[AD-A000808] p0160 B75-17946

BACEIE, B. B.
A study of heat, noise, and vibration in relation

to driver performance and physiological status
[PB-238829/6] p0219 B75-21941

BACLEOD, S.
The effect of scene rotation on target acquisition

p0104 A75-19682
Effects of lens color on target visibility for

air-sea rescue
p0108 A75-19721

BACBAH1BA, B. D.
Aircrew workload and human performance: The

problem facing the operational commander
p0053 B75-12595

BACPBEBSOH, D.
The Analytic Profile System /APS/ for evaluating

visual displays
p0249 A75-35750

HADDBH, B. 0.
Henostatic alterations following severe dysbaric

stress
[AD-787065] p0126 B75-16218

BADIA, J. A.
A study of the personal value systems and job
satisfactions of Halted States Air Force officers
[AD-A003602] p0289 B75-26661

BADIIEVSKII, I. B.
Increasing the reliability of labor of railroad

engineers
p0161 B75-17952

BAEDA, B.
Labyrinthine influence on cat forelimb notoneurons

p0169 A75-26198
BAGDALEBO, B. E.

Heasureaent of driver/vehicle eoltiloop response
properties with a single disturbance input

p0184 B75-19144
Bodeling and measuring limb fine-motor unsteadiness

p0185 H75-19151
BiSDALEBO, Sf B.

An evaluation of possible effects of 15 Hz, 60 Hz
and 75 Hz electric fields on neurophysiology and
behavior of monkeys. Phase 1: Continuous waves
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[AD-4008404] p0269 S75-25576
BAGEB, 1.

Salicylate, tryptophan, and tyrosine hypothermia
p0238 675-33257

H4GHOSSBB. H.
Estimation by a rebreathing method of pulmonary 02

diffusing capacity in Ban
p0006 475-11308

BAGHOSSBH, s.
Brightness and darkness enhanceoent daring flicker

Perceptual correlates of nenronal B- and
D-systems in h u m a n vision

p0211 475-31097
BABEB. 0. T.

Effects of high-altitude exposure on snbmaximal
endurance capacity of men

p0044 475-16*72
Cardiac performance during graded exercise in

acote hypoxia
p0215 475-32373

Aldosterone dynamics during graded exercise at sea
level and high altitude

p0315 475-41392
BABIBEBG, P. G.

Oltrastrnctnral studies on plasna membrane related
secondary vacuoles in cultured cells

p0122 475-22451
BiBOBET, B. B.

Conduction cardiograph-bundle of Bis detector
p0273 475-36070

BiBOBET, T. 4.
Personnel techniques necessary to maximize
bio-barrier integrity at a Hartian receiving
laboratory
[HASi-CH-142963] p0289 N75-26665

SABBEHBOLTZ, 0.
Biological flows

p0247 475-35179
BAIBACB, B. I.

Ecological factors involved in maintaining the
biota of the anterior nares of man, 1968 - 1974
[BiSA-CB-141248] p0088 H75-14430

BAICIE1, B. P.
Intestinal transport of tryptophan and its analogs

pOISO 475-24797
The tole of brain biogenic amines in the control
of pituitary-adrenocortical activity

p0297 N75-27735
BAI1IAB. E. S.

Functions and metabolism of an organism under
prolonged hypokinesis in a compound experiment

p0373 475-45449
HA HUE, B. D.

Pioneer 10 Jovian encounter - Badiation dose and
implications for biological lethality

p0137 A75-22914
BAIL!AH, E. S.

Studies of hypokinesia in animals to solve urgent
problems of space biology and medicine

p0086 N75-14413
BAIOBIEUO, B. P.

Effects of Pyrobenzamine and Plinasin on fighter
pilots flying a fighter intercept mission an the
P4D flight simulator

p0358 475-44364
HAITBi, S.

A concise parametric representation of
electrocardiograms

p0274 475-36074
HAJEBSKI, D.

The development of a real-time electrocardiogram
analyzing system using the POP-15 computer
[40-4008672] p0363 H75-30784

HiJOOB, G. D.
Past and easy production of monolayer plaque assay
slides
[HBL-1974-31] p0256 M75-24336

BAJDBDAIi, H. C.
4 new approach for the assessment of endurance work

p0147 475-24059
H4K4BEVICB, I. D.

Effect of cooling in a hermetically sealed chamber
on the free fatty acid content in an organism

p0039 475-14851
BAKABOV, G. F.

External respiration, gas exchange, and energy
losses under conditions of weightlessness

p0139 A75-22964

Bespiration, respiratory aetabolism and energy
consumption under weightless conditions

p0226 H75-23119
BAKAB07, H. I.

Comparative characteristics of the main types of
climatic clothing of Vostok Station personnel
(4D-A005876J p0339 B75-29788

BAKBEYA, V. t.
24-hour periodicity of alkaline OHAase in animal
tissue

p0066 A75-17660
BAKSIHOV, D. G.

Some results of medical investigations on crew
members of the 7oskhod-2 space vehicle

p0139 A75-22961
Some results of medical studies of Toskhod 2

spacecraft crew members
p0226 B75-23116

HAKSIBOV, I. V.
Prophylaxis of high-altitude decompression
sickness during flights in depressunzed cabins

p0274 475-36175
Hypobaric nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere as a method

for preventing high-altitude decompression disease
p0324 H75-28682

BAKSIBOVA, L. T.
Relation between biochemical changes prior to

exercise and characteristics of the metabolism
during muscular activity

p0236 475-32502
HAKSIBOVICB, V. 0.

Characteristics of thermal regulation in man
p0067 A75-17789

B1KOLKIH, B. F.
Role of diencephalon and trunk structures in
regulation of cardiac activity

p0067 A75-17788
BALASHEYICH, E. V.

Sialoproteids of the liver and blood serum in rats
exposed to small doses of ionizing radiation

p0341 A75-42316
UUTOVA, Z.

Study of a number of biochemical indices of the
blood and tissue of dogs after prolonged
gamma-radiation

p0086 875-14415
BALCOLB, B.

Peripheral vision artificial horizon display
p0293 1175-27703

BALBBBA, F. E.
Plane-polarized light in microspectrophotometry

p0119 475-22207
BALHOTBA, B. S,

Glucose tolerance of lowlanders during prolonged
stay at high altitude and among high altitude
natives

p0121 475-22405
Electrolyte changes at 3500 m in males with and

without high-altitude pulmonary edema
p0202 475-29583

Changes in exercise heart rate in lowlanders after
prolonged stay at high altitude /4000 a/

p0282 475-38414
H4LIKOV4, S. 1.

Reaction of neurons in the vasomotor center of a
cat to stimulation of the vestibular and somatic
afferents

p0263 B75-25525
BALL, J. C.

Skeletal demineralization in primary
hyperparathyroidism

p0025 B75-11640
BALOBB, T. B.

Optical range and range rate estimation for
teleoperator systems

P0107 475-19711
Development and validation of methods for man-Bade

machine interface evaluation
[H4S4-CK-142824] p0259 1175-24359

Earth orbital teleoperator manipulator system
evaluation program
[N4S4-CR-143874] p0288 H75-26651

Earth orbital teleoperator visual system
evaluation program
[H4SA-CR-143875] p0288 H75-26652

BALISBBIKO, g. B.
4 neurophysiological analysis of the effect of
adrenal cortex steroid hormones on the
bioelectric activity of the structures in the
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reticulolimbic system
p0208 A75-31011I

BILTSBE?, f. B.
Organization principles of the neural code of
individual psychic activity

p0316 A75-12801
BAIIDTIBA, I. S.

Daily rhythms of radiosensitivity of aninals and
several determining causes

p0087 B75-11120
BABOBTOVA, T. V.

Investigation of coacervate dcops of ferrous oxide
hydrate

p0153 A75-25395
BABCHABDA, S. C.

Cardiac performance daring graded exercise in
acute hypoxia

p0215 A75-32373
BABCIA, 6.

Central and reflex regulation of sympathetic
vasoconstrictor activity to limb auscles during
desynchronized sleep in the cat

p0002 A75-10177
Influence of carotid baroreceptors on vascular
responses to carotid chemoreceptor stimulation
in the dog

p0112 A75-23121
BABCIHI, G. 8.

The effect of tryptophan on the somatotropic
hormone during sleep in schizophrenics
[HASA-TT-F-16280] p0230 H75-23117

BAICIBI, B. E.
Comparison of techniques for measuring +6z
tolerance in man

p02<!5 A75-34811
BABDBL, A. D.

Effect of a prolonged stay in a locked environment
on the microbial flora in dogs

p0036 A75-14084
BABDL, 6.

DEB aviation medical research unit reports, volume
1, 1973-1971
[DB-223-VOL-4] p0389 B75-33643

BABGIALABDI, J. K.
Automated biowaste sampling system improved feces
collection, mass measurement and sampling
[HASA-CB-110376] p0057 H75-13501

Automated biowaste sampling system, solids
subsystem operating model, part 2
[BASA-CB-110378] p0057 N75-13505

Automated biovaste sampling system urine subsystem
operating model, part 1
[NASA-CH-110377] p0061 H75-13533

BAHGIABACIHA, A. A.
Crev procedures development techniques
[NASA-CB-111592] p0163 H75-17966

BABKOVSKII, B. B.
Human electrocortical reactions to light as a
function of age

p0010 A75-12018
BABB, D. B.

Efflux of gaseous hydrogen or methane fuels from
the interior of an automobile
[COH-75-10288/9] p0288 H75-26650

BABH, B. H.
Cybernetic prosthesis

p0191 S75-19988
BABBIBG, J. A.

Conduction cardiograph-bundle of His detector
p0273 A75-36070

BABBIBG, B. P.
Carbon dioxide reduction by the Bosch process
[ASBE PAPEB 75-EBAS-22] p0313 A75-10882

BABSBIH, G. G.
An estimate for the activities of a human operator

p0010 A75-12111
BABSKE, E.

Preliminary report: Correlation of total body
calcium (bone mass), as determined by neutron
activation analysis vith regional bone mass as
determined by photon absorption

p0023 H75-11622
BABSOBOV, T.

On hemodynamic reactions to hypoxic hypoxia in
dogs vith acute arterial hypertension

p0207 A75-30338
BABC-VEBGBES, J.-P.

Cerebral blood flow and energy metabolism and
acid-base equilibrium of the cerebrospinal fluid

in residents at high altitudes
p0178 A75-28126

HAEEHHII, A. fl.
Physical conditions for conducting radiobiological
experiments in beams of accelerated particles
with high linear energy transfer

p0087 H75-11123
Isotope alpha irradiators for radiobiological
research

p0087 B75-11121
HABGABIA, B.

The effect of increased body temperature due to
exercise on the heart rate and on the maximal
aerobic power

p0038 A75-11725
The role played by elasticity in an exercise

involving movements of small amplitude
p0170 A75-26210

BABGOLIS, I.
Banagement of severe decompression sickness with

treatment ancillary to recompression - Case report
p0318 A7S-11171

HABGDLIS, 0. I.
Badiation and protection
[HASA-T1-F-16209] p0230 B75-23119

BABIBO, t. t.
Modern mechanisms make manless Hartian mission
mobile: Spin-off spells stairclimbing
self-sufficiency for earthbound handicapped

p0388 B75-33101
B1BIBO, B. P.

Age and temperature regulation of humans in
neutral and cold environments

p0007 A75-11312
BABKABIAB, S. S.

Collapsible portable electrically turned chair for
vestibular measurements

p0001 A75-10025
BABKABTiH, B. T.

Phagocytic activity of human blood neutrophils
under ordinary conditions of vital functioning
and in an isolation chamber

pOOSO H75-12571
BABKABYAH, S. S.

Threshold response of the vestibular analyzer
during hypoxia

p0096 H75-15282
Effect of an increased oxygen and carbon dioxide
content on vestibular tolerance in human subjects

p0262 B75-25519
BABKBLOV, B. A.

Study of a number of biochemical indices of the
blood and tissue of dogs after prolonged
gamma-radiation

p0086 875-11115
A study of immunological reactions in dogs exposed
to prolonged chronic radiation

p0086 N75-11116
BABKELOf, V. V.

The study of the radiation environment in
near-earth space

p0355 A75-U1111
SABltlH, E. P.

Effect of laser radiation on the coagulability of
human blood plasma

p0011 A75-13120
BABKL, B.

The perception of gravity and of angular
acceleration in invertebrates

p0112 A75-23303
HABKOLF, K,

An engineering analysis of the human spinal column
[PB-235383/7] p0125 B75-16215

BASKS, I. E.
Spatial localization of warmth

p0118 A75-21363
BABLOB, A. B.

Effect of varying differentiator freguency
response on recorded peak dp/dt

p0211 A75-33675
BABBUBEK, B. B.

Color and texture differences in embedded target
visual search situations

p0101 A75-19681
BABOB, B. J.

Differential diagnosis of anomalies of the great
arteries by real-time two-dimensional
echocardiography

p0117 A75-21911
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BABSDEI, B. 1.
The effect of breathing 100 percent oxygen on

short, ten memory of military officers
CAD-A009989] p038« B75-32742

BABSB1LL, C. B.
Changes in bone mineralization in hemiplegia

p0028 875-11661
BA8SBALL, B. 0.

Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator
sabsysten math model
[BASA-CB-137565] p0093 B75-1H167

Spacecraft nitrogen generation
[HASA-CB-137S76) pOIOI H75-15321

BABTBBIOK, B. G.
Hechanisms of control in notor performance -

Closed-loop versus motor programming control
p0032 A75-1357I4

B1BTIH, P. S.
Asy««etnc adsorption by quartz - A aodel for the

prebiotic origin of optical activity
p0351 A75-43890

BABTIIBAOD, J. P.
The reaction of the resistive and capacitive

vessels of the hand at the start of muscular
exercise
[NASA-TT-F-1619<! ] p0159 H75-17938

HABTIBBZ. J. B., II
A technique to verify a range of adapting

luminances in which rods contribute to
thresholds determined with a short wavelength
test stimulus

p0238 A75-33162
BABTIBI, f. B.

Implanted energy conversion system
[PB-237558/2] p0165 H75-18884

BABTTILA, I.
Transient and steady state effects of CO2 on

mechanisms determining rate and depth of breathing
pOO«3 A75-15999

Steady state effects of C02 and temperature on the
relationship between lung volume and inspiratory
duration /Hering-Breuer threshold curve/

p0043 A75-16000
BABO, B.

Studies on respiratory and cardiovascular
physiology during combined exposure to sustained
acceleration of +Gz with simulated altitude. I -
Tolerance to the combined exposure to +Gz with
simulated altitude in rats and dogs

p0378 A75-U7099
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SC4BPEBI, B.

Investigation on the possible role of a work
factor in thermoregulatory behavior of man

'p0278 475-37025
SCHACHTEB, A. P.

Pulmonary function evaluation during and following
Skylab space flights

p0083 H75-14396
SCHAEFER, H. J.

Criteria for personal dosimetry in mixed radiation
fields in space
[SASA-CH-140365] p0051 B75-12574

Nicrodosimetric structure of HZE particle tracks
in tissue
[BASA-CB-141935] p0326 H75-28696

SCBAEFEB, K. E.
Effect of chronic hypercapnia on body temperature
regulation

p0215 475-32374
SCBAEFEB, K. P<

Compensation of vestibular lesions
p0320 A75-41764

SCHAFER, 6.
Effect of storage conditions on the quality of

compressed food bars
[AD-4006494/9] p0387 H75-32769

SCHAITE, C. L.
Relative susceptibility of altitude-acclimatized
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•ice to acute oxygen toxicity
p0123 A75-22169

SCBATZ, A.
Inf luence of snulated weightlessness* on the rate

of anomalies of the flour beetle Trlbolium
confusum

p0354 475-11131
SCBE1H. B. B.

Pseudo-internuclear oculomotor ophthalmoplegia
secondary to Gnillain-Barre polyneuronitis
simulating nyasthenia gravis in an air transport
pilot

p0122 A75-22117
SCBBOBB, CB.

'influence of bicycle ergometer work and oral
glucose adninistration on the human
muscle-hexokinase activity

p0277 A75-36712
SCBEGLOTA, Q. V.

Verification of the efficacy of spacecraft
sterilization

p0013 A75-12870
SCBELKOPF, J. D.

Development of an advanced spacecraft water and
vaste materials processing system
[IAF PAPEB 75-071] p0371 A75-15811

SCBBDCB, K.
Beart and respiratory rates as indicators of a .

subject's adaptation to stimnlns seguence in
simple goal-directed tasks

p0147 A75-24057
SCBIFFEB, C. A.

Fate in humans of the plasticizer, DI
(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, arising from
transfusion of platelets stored in vinyl plastic
bags
[HASA-CR-143802] p0265 875-25512

SCBLBBKEB, B. A.
Effects of skeletal radium deposits on bone

mineralization
p0027 N75-11651

SCBHELIHG, P.
Bone mineral measurements using a dichromatic

attenuation technique with simultaneous
operation in two energy channels

p0021 K75-11630
SCaaiD-SCBOBBBBIB, B.

Hicrorheology and light transmission of blood. Ill
- The velocity of red cell aggregate formation

p0170 A75-26211
Hicrorheology and light transmission of blood. 17

- The kinetics of artificial red cell
aggregation induced by deztran

p0170 A75-26212
SCHHID. P. 6.

In vitro acetylcholine biosynthesis in normal and
failing guinea pig hearts

p0178 A75-27908
The influence of posture on isometric strength and

endurance forearm blood flow, and the blood
pressure and heart rate response to isometric
exercise
[AD-A004332] p0299 B75-27719

SCHMIDT, G.
Strain of human bodies protected by safety belts

in simulated frontal crashes
[CSIB-TEATIS-1196 ] p0362 N75-30779

SCHBIDT, B. A.
Warn-up effects in the learning of discrete motor

skills
p0306 A75-39312

SCBBIOI, T. C.
Access: Diver performance and physiology in rapid

compression to 31 atmospheres
[AD-A003511] p0287 H75-26615

Cognitive and psychomotor performance during NOAA
OPS 1 and 2
[AD-A005613] p0361 N75-30791

SCBBIDT, T. B.
Non-caking freeze dried applesauce

[BASA-CB-110938] p0057 N75-12621
SCBBIDTKE, B.

Quantitative analysis of psychophysical stress in
operating complex dynamic systems

p0055 875-12606
SCBHABB, B. I.

Coronary artery cyclic ABP content during
adrenergic receptor simulation

p0352 A75-13911

SCBIBIDEB, B. J.
Volatile organic components in the Skylab 4
spacecraft atmosphere

p0317 A75-11159
lexicological aspects of the Skylab program

p0078 B75-14368
SCHBBIDBB. H. B.

Evaluation of particulate contamination for
unmanned spacecraft prelaunch operations

p0118 A75-21355
SCBBEIDEB, L. i.

Basic biomechanical properties of the human Deck
related to lateral hyperflexion injury
[PB-211216/8] p0331 B75-29717

SCBHBIDBB, fl. F.
Passive dosimetry measurements on board the Skylab
II mission

p0036 A75-11082
SCBHBIDBB, B.

Depth of immersion as a determinant of the
natriuresis of water immersion

p0122 A75-22155
SCBBBIDBB, B. S.

Alterations in acid-base homeostasis during water
immersion in normal man

p0172 A75-26505
SCBHBIDBB, 0.

A computerized method of determination of bone
mineral content by a transmission-scanner:
Description of the system

p002« B75-11635
A computerized method of determination of bone

mineral content by a transmission scanner
p0025 B75-11612

SCBBBIDEB, V. S.
Comparison of 70 deg tilt, LBNP, and passive

standing as measures of orthostatic tolerance
p0243 A75-31383

Prevention of bone mineral changes induced by bed
rest: ("edification by static compression
simulating weight bearing, combined
supplementation of oral calcium and phosphate,
calcitonin injections, oscillating compression,
the oral diophosphonatedisodium etidronate, and
lower body negative pressure
[SASA-CB-111153] p0088 N75-11131

SCHHBIDBBHEIT, B.
Studies to compensate temperature effects in

measurements of respiratory oxygen
p0111 A75-23353

SCBBEL1, B.
Diurnal variations of the physiological mobility

of human teeth
[NASA-TT-F-16277] p0230 H75-23148

SCBOEBBADH, E.
Temperature regulation and drug action;

Proceedings of the Second Symposium on the
Pharmacology of Tbermoregulation, Paris, France,
April 16-18, 1971

p0303 A75-39151
SCBOLZ. K. L.

Self-vapor cooled targets for production of 1-123
at high current accelerators
[NASA-TB-X-71620] p0022 N75-11615

SCBOPF, J. I.
Thermal alteration of blue-green algae and
blue-green algal chlorophyll

p0176 A75-27775
Precambrian paleobiology - Problems and perspectives

p0211 A75-31115
SCBOPPEB, B.

Badiobiological results of the Biostack experiment
on board Apollo 16 and 17

p0355 A75-11141
SCBOTT, J.-D.

Badiobiological results of the Biostack experiment
on board Apollo 16 and 17

p0355 A75-11141
SCBBBIBBB, B.

On the directed monitoring of sterilization
[NASA-TT-F-16159] p0291 B75-27711

SCBBBIBBB. B. K.
Geoecology information system. Part 1:

Biogeographic mapping of species ranges:
Documentation of input and data checking
procedure for computer storage and retrieval of
information
[EDFB-IBP-74-5-PT-1] p0223 N75-23098
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SCBBBIIICEE, G.
Heart and respirator; rates as indicators of a

subject's adaptation to stimulus sequence in
simple goal-directed tasks

p0147 A75-24057
SCBBOEDEB, D. J.

Effects of D~anphetanine and of secobarbital on
optokinetic and rotation-induced nystagmus

p0202 A75-29576
Soae effects of alcohol on various aspects of

oculomotor control
p0317 A75-41460

Effects of secobarbital and D-anphetanine on
tracking performance during angular acceleration
[iD-777582] p0059 H75-13521

Sone effects of alcohol on various aspects of
ocalonotor control
[AD-A000079] p0160 B75-17942

SCBBOBDBB, B. C.
A gas flow indicator for portable life support

systems
[HASA-CB-141892] p0290 N75-26667

SCBBOBDBB. B. B.
Bodels of hearing

p0356 A75-44191
SCBOBBBI, F. H.

Development of an advanced static feed water
electrolysis module
[ASBB PAPEB 75-EHAS-30] p0312 A75-40878

Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator
subsystem math model
[BASA-CB-137565] p0093 H75-14467

Iodine generator for reclaimed water purification
[HASi-CASE-BSC-11632-1] p0271 H75-25594

Advanced water iod mating system
[HASA-CB-141937] p0329 B75-28720

SCBDCBBABDT, S.
The oxygen pressure histogram in the left

ventricular myocardium of the dog
p0214 A75-31650

SCBOLBAH-GALAHBOS, C.
On hemispheric differences in evoked potentials to

speech stimuli
1 ' [HASA-CB-143137] p0298 H75-27744
SCBOITZ, 1C. J.

Task performance after awakenings from different
stages of sleep

p0066 A75-17484
SCHDITZ, V.

Bicrodosimetry and the radiation danger of cosmic
rays

p0087 B75-14425
SCHOLZ, C. 0.

Acute pulmonary pathology and sudden death in rats
following the intravenous administration of the
plasticizer, DI (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate,
solubilized with Tween surfactants
fBASA-CB-143803] p0264 N75-25532

SCHDLZ, B.
Phase shift in the BEB sleep rhythm

p0308 A75-40275
Studies on the purification and characterization
of dipeptidylaminopeptidase, 1
[HASA-TT-F-16017] p0020 H75-11594

SCBOLZ, B. I.
The response of single human cells to zero gravity

p0316 A75-41441
The response of single human cells to zero gravity

p0081 H75-14384
SCHOLZB, A. B.

The processing and transmission of EEG data
p0135 B75-17213

SCBDLZE, 6. B.
Ability of young, adult and aged rats to adapt to
different ambi'ent temperatures

p0304 A75-39162
SCBDSIEB. B.

Dual photon I-ray beam applications
p0024 B75-11628

Follow-up examination of the mineral salt content
in the skeleton with various vitamin D resistant
forms of rickets of renal origin

p0027 B75-11655
SCBBAGEB, B.

Viability of Bacillus snbtilis spores exposed to
space environment in the H-191 experiment system
aboard Apollo 16

p0013 A75-12871

SCBBAH, B. P.
Effects of microwaves: Local hot spot heating by

microwaves
[AD-A001558] p0160 S75-17944

SCBRABTZ, S. B.
An interactive driving simulation for driver
control and decision-making research

p0397 B75-33701
SCBBABZ, D. B. F.

Cortical projections of the vestibalar nerve
p0144 A75-23315

SCBBABZEB, B.
Determination of aerosol mass distribution in an
aerosol centrifuge by means of quartz oscillators
[UR-3490-478] p0084 H75-14400

SCBBEIGAHT. D.
Influences of exercise and endurance training on

/ the oxygen dissociation curve of blood under in
vivo and in vitro conditions

p0173 A75-26924
SCHiBITZEB, P. K.

Intensity effects of the auditory evoked brain
response to stimulus onset and cessation

p0035 A75-13910
SCHiBNT, V. L.

Evoked potential correlates of selective attention
with multi-channel auditory inputs

p0110 A75-20294
SCBBBBIB, H. D.

Cardiovascular, renal and respiratory effects of
high intensity, intermediate duration, low
frequency vibration
[AD-A000042] p0160 H75-17945

SCBHIKEBT, F. D.
Evaluation of slide-tape lecture programs used in

aero laboratories
[AD-A009571] p0369 875-31741

SCBBIBGSHACKL, B.
Hybrid calculators for the analysis of cardiac

arrythmias
p0283 A75-38538

SCOTT, J. B.
Local effects of hypokalemia on coronary
resistance and myocardial contractile force

p0003 A75-10233
SCOTI, J. S., JB.

Backward masking and interference with the
processing of brief visual displays

p0032 A75-13572
SCOTI, ?.

Anemia and airline flight duties
p0243 A75-34386

SCOLLI, B. B.
The echocardiogram of the anterior leaflet of the

mitral valve Correlation with hemodynamic and
cineroentgenoqraphic studies in dogs

p0070 A75-18545
SEALY, B. C.

Shunt dynamics in experimental atrial septal defects
p0344 A75-42762

SBABLB, B. 6.
Effects of lens color on target visibility for
air-sea rescue

p0108 A75-19721
SBDLACBE, K.

Concepts of the terms susceptibility and
resistance as they relate to hearing damage due
to noise
[AD-A001152] p0166 B75-18889

SBDLAKOVA, A.
Study of a number of biochemical indices of the

blood and tissue of dogs after prolonged
gamma-radiation

p0086 B75-14415
SEE, G. G.

Research and development of an electrochemical
biocide reactor
[ASttE PAPEB 75-ENAS-33] p0312 A75-40877

SBBZ, P.
A mathematical model of the ventilatory control
system to carbon dioxide with special reference
to athletes and nonathletes

p0214 A75-31575
SEGAL, B. L.

Left ventricular volume measurement by
echocardiography - Fact or fiction

p0279 A75-37387
SEGAIL, I.

Identification of the optimal control model for
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the human operator*
[AD-A009956] p0386 H75-3275*

SBGBI, 1. D.
Cardiac glycogen in Long-Evans rats - Diurnal

pattern and response to exercise
p0352 A75-U3945

SBID. D.
Prevention of bone uneral changes induced by bed
rest: flodification by static compression
simulating weight bearing, combined
supplementation of oral calcium and phosphate,
calcitonin injections, oscillating compression,
the oral diophosphonatedisodion etidronate, and
loner body negative pressure
[HASA-CB-141453] p0088 875-14U31

SBIDE1. C. 1.
Coronary artery cyclic ABP content daring

adrenergic receptor stimulation
p0352 A75-U3941

SBIF, T. P.
Stimulus compatibility effects of an accessory

visual stiaulas on auditory sensitivity
p02<46 475-35163

SBIFEBT, B.
Improving the training of the air traffic
controller through optinuo use of simulation

p0249 A75-35622
Beasurement and estination procedure for flight
safety control operator workload

p0055 N75-12609
SBIPLE, V. a.

Binocular summation and suppression - visually
evoked cortical responses to dichoptically
presented patterns of different spatial
frequencies

p0009 A75-11836
SEKD1EB, B.

Inhibition and disinhibition of direction-specific
nechanisms in human vision

p0206 A75-29898
Sinnltaneons motion contrast - Telocity,
sensitivity and depth response

p0375 A75-U6527
SBLIViHOVA, L. B.

Influence of G-forces on the vessels in the
retina, kidney and uterus of the rabbit

p0129 1175-17060
SELIVB1, A. I.

Narcotic effect of increased nitrogen and helium
pressures (based on results from experimental
research conducted on animals)

p0021 875-11599
SEBEBOV. 1. i.

Experimental investigation of the effect of
reflected laser radiation on the organ of vision

p0236 A75-32526
SEHEBBIA, V. B.

Investigation of huaan cerebral circulation in
spaceflight conditions

p0317 A75-U1U63
SEHHIOI, J.

Variation in pnpillomotor responsiveness with mean
pupil size

p0065 A75-17335
SEB GDPTA, J.

A new approach for the assessment of endurance work
p01«7 A75-2U059

SEBA10BOV, A. It.
An algorithm for the detection of signals on the
basis of the color contrast on the screen of a
color cathode ray tube /a color indicator/

pOOU2 A75-15615
SBIDBBS, J. i.

Continuously varying skin potentials elicited by
sinusoidally varying electric shock potentials

pOIBS H75-19156
SEHDBBS, V. L.

Continuously varying skin potentials elicited by
sinusoidally varying electric shock potentials

p0185 B75-19156
SBBGOPTA, D.

Generation of forcing functions for evaluating
perfornance at the man-machine interface

p0210 A75-33563
SEBIBA, B. IA.

On whether sleep affects the consolidation of
perceived reactions

p0309 A75-40734

SBBATA, T. B.
Daily rhythms of radiosensitivity of animals and
several determining causes

, p0087 875-11120
SBBBBBITSKII, V. B.

Influence of electrochemical factors on
cultivation of hydrogenomonas entropba z-1 in an
electrolytic cell

p0323 B75-28675
SEBGBBV, A. A.

Domestic literature on air, space, and
high-altitude biology and medicine:
Bibliography, number 2

p0068 A75-18125
SEBGBBVA, L. B.

Does afferentation from respiratory muscles take
part in the regulation of eupnea in man

p0209 A75-31021
SEBGBBTA, Z. B.

Does afferentation from respiratory muscles take
part in the regulation of enpnea in man

p0209 A75-31021
SBBGIIEBKO, 1. S.

Gas exchange and the coagulation system of the
blood during the effect on the body of high
concentrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide

p0085 B75-14111
SBBGIIEBKO, A. V.

Tolerance of acute hypoxia while performing
operator activity and after a prolonged period
under altered gas environment conditions

p0085 H75-14409
Peculiarities of the human auditory analyzer in a

modified atmosphere
p0097 B75-15286

SBBODSSI, S.
Semiconductor microdetector studies of
cardiovascular and renal hemodynamics

p0098 B75-15294
SBSOVA, L. V.

Preliminary results of examinations of rats after
a 22-day flight aboard the Cosmos-605 biosatellite

p0155 A75-25M18
SBBVAIS, J. C.

Telemetric control of heart adaptation during
automatic and free-fall parachute jumps

p0121 A75-22M01
SBTBI, S. L.

Biological indicators for monitoring water quality
of HTF canals system
[NASA-CB-143178] p0295 B75-27717

SE?ASIIABO?, V. V.
A rapid technique for visualizing the structure of
a microwave field

p0214 A75-31748
SBYBBII, G. I.

Physiological and hygienic substantiation for the
design of individual means for preventing the
adverse effect of weightlessness

p0194 N75-20984
SHABAlIi, T. B.

Certain oceanographic tests with application of
underwater house-laboratory sprut

p0022 B75-11605
SBABDDE, C. L.

A bibliography of published information on
combustion toxicology

p0278 A75-37250
SHABBLBIKOV, V. G.

Hodel of the transport of gases in periodically
ventilated lungs

p032» B75-28679
SHAFPBB, B.

Semi-automated ECG processing - A simple method to
improve efficiency in BCG laboratories

p0178 A75-28192
SHAH, P. B.

Ultrasonic contrast technics in echocardiography
p0014 A75-13014

Echocardiography of the left ventricul'ar outflow
tract and aortic valve !

pOOII A75-13015
SHAHSBIB, V. B.

Status and prospects for the development of air
conditioning for naval vessels
[HASA-TT-F-16457J p0338 B75-29777

SBABAHAB, J. J.
Banual and automatic control of surface effect ships

P0399 B75-33719
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SHAHDOB, P.
Changes in cerebral blood flow and oxygen tension

daring sonatic afferent stimulation
p0375 A75-46132

SBASH01, I. L.
Chenico-therapeutic approach to prevention of

dental caries
[BASA-CB-141762] p0219 N75-21935

SBAJIOI, B. H.
Development of a training model for naval flight
students

p0103 A75-19679
SBAPIBO, C. 0.

Sleep patterns after graded exercise
p0343 A75-42753

SHAPIBO, P. B.
Significance of ACTS in the formation of complex
heparin compounds in the blood under
immobilization stress

p0209 A75-31019
SBAPIBO, J. B.

& preliminary evaluation of diagnosis and therapy
in osteoporosis

p0026 H75-11611
SHABIPOV, F. KB.

Dynamics of change in the peripheral blood of dogs
under high-mountain conditions /Eastern Pamr/

p0206 A75-29789
SHABP, G. B.

The respiratory and metabolic effects of constant
amplitude whole-body vibration in man

p0292 N75-27698
SHAEBATT, G. P.

The feasibility of detecting His-bundle activity
from the body surface

p0241 A75-33674
SHABBATT, B. 1.

Effects of hypoxia with and without
hyperventilation on the control of ventilation

p0224 N75-23101
SHiVIV, A.

Dynamics of the chemical evolution of earth's
primitive atmosphere

p0150 A75-25045
SHAB, E. A. G.

Transformation of sound pressure level from the
free field to the eardrum in the horizontal plane

p0109 A75-20126
SHAIDOBOV, I. I.

Influence of the calcium-magnesium ratio in the
nutrient solution on the aftereffect of gamma
irradiation of cabbage seeds

p0095 N75-15276
SBCBEKAHOV, E. B.

Reactions of frog's midbrain auditory centers to
labyrinth stimulation by focused ultrasound

p0208 A75-31015
SBCBEHELEV, H. P.

Characteristics of medical care for crews of
shipborne helicopters operating from a single base

p0237 A75-32528
SHCBEBBAK, L. V.

Empirical model of the root system of winter wheat
considering weather conditions and the soil
moisture distribution by layers

p0047 875-12499
SBCBBBBAKOV, K. K.

Determination of human energy expenditures in
closed spaces

p0263 N75-25521
SHCBIBSFAIA, V. A.

Effect of hypokinesia and reduced barometric
pressure on the tolerance of animals to
ethylacetate

p0193 N75-20981
Toxicological evaluation of ethyl acetate in the
atmospheres of sealed cabins

p0262 875-25514
SBEABEB, J. B.

Action of oxygen on the renal circulation
p0003 A75-10238

SBEBILSKE, I.
The doll reflex - Ocular connterrolling with
head-body tilt in the median plane

p0210 A75-31040
SHEFFIELD, P. J.

Effects of long-term exposures to 100* oxygen at
selected simulated altitudes on the pulmonary
surfactant in mice

p0111 175-20683
Aircraft accident medical investigator's kit
[AD-785389] p0052 H75-12583

SBEIHFE1D, B.
Plasma thyroxine changes of the Apollo crewmen'

p0112 A75-20892
SBBLBGBDIH, V. B.

Radiobiological effects of heavy ions and protons
p0086 875-14417

SHBLBST, I. I.
Beactions of neurons in the second auditory
cortical area to sound stiaulation

p0112 475-20918
SBEPEIBV, E. IA.

Some results of studying a simple bioregenerative
life support system
[IAF PAPEB 711-113] p0034 475-13739

SHEPHABD, B. J.
Vitamin E, exercise, and the recovery from

physical activity
p0001 475-10016

Respiratory gas exchange ratio and prediction of
aerobic power

p0172 A75-26515
Exercise responses following ozone exposure

p0244 475-34802
SBBPHBBD, I. I.

Effects of three activities on annoyance responses
to recorded flyovers
[NASA-TH-X-72673] p0231 1175-23157

Noise and Speech Interference: Proceedings of
Hinisymposium
[HAS4-TB-X-72696] p0368 875-31731

SHEBASH07. S. G.
Physical performance and oxygen supply of the rat

body during physical loads after prolonged
hypokinesia

p0193 N75-20978
SHEBIDiH. I. B.

Supervisory control systems
p0192 H75-19998

SHBBiOOD, 4. a.
Generation of forcing functions for evaluating

performance at the man-machine interface
p02<tO 475-33563

SBBBiOOD, B.
Chemical evolution and the origin of life -

Bibliography supplement 1972
p0037 475-14205

SBEVCBENKO, V. 4.
The effect of ionizing radiations with different

LET on survival and nutation in Chlorella
p0356 475-44148

SBEVCHEHKO, I. V,
Effect of hypokinesia and reduced barometric
pressure on the tolerance of animals to
ethylacetate

p0193 N75-20981
SHIBAHOV, G. P.

Estimating the effectiveness of human working
capacity under spaceflight conditions
IHASA-TT-F-16019] p0029 875-11670

Assessment of the efficiency of human performance
in space flight
[aPBS-65477] p0368 H75-31730

SHIELDS, B. 1., JB»
Optical range and range rate estimation for
teleoperator systems

p0107 475-19711
Earth orbital teleoperator manipulator system

evaluation program
[NASA-CB-143874] p0288 875-26651

Earth orbital teleoperator visual system
evaluation program
[HASA-CB-143875] p0288 875-26652

SBIB, C.-B.
Effect of a prolonged stay in a locked environment

on the microbial flora in dogs
p0036 475-14084

SHILLIHGEB, G. B.
Launch, flight, and recovery

p0204 475-29598
SHILLIHGEB, G. L., JB.

Vestibular function in the space environment
p0248 475-35607

SBIB, B.
The compatibility of carbon with blood
[PB-238753/8] p0220 875-21942
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SHiaizo. a.
Holten earth and the origin of ptebiological
molecules

p0073 475-19279
SHIIDBL1, D. S.

Cardiopulmonary effects of combined exercise and
4Gz acceleration

p0281 A75-38409
SBIIBEBS, s. H.

Identification of human operator perfornaoce
models utilizing tiae series analysis

p018"l H75-19150
SBISODA, I.

Neural pathways from the vestibular labyrinths to
the flocculus in the cat

p0169 A75-26199
SBIPLEI, B. D.

Heasnrement of flight performance in a flight
Emulator
[AD-A004488] p0300 H75-27756

SBIPOV, A. 'A.
Difference between the reactions of the
cupula-endolymphatic system to a physiological
turn of the head under natural conditions and
under conditions of rotation

f0066 A75-17659
SHIBACHI, D. K.

Head-eye tracking in two-diBensional pursuit tasks
p0395 H75-33690

SBIBATOEI, T.
The prophylactic effect of head-cooling on coal
Diner's cramps. Beport 2: The effect of
head-cooling on coal miners under hot and humid
environment
[HASA-TT-F-16449] p0297 H75-27739

The prophylactic effect of headcooling on coal
Diner's cramps. 1: Electroencephalographic
observation on rabbits during bead-cooling under
the hot and humid environment
[NASA-TT-F-16448] p0333 N75-29739

SBIBKOVETS, E. A.
Assessment of aerobic and anaerobic capacity of
athletes in treadmill running tests

p0277 A75-3671<t
SHIBOGOBOV, V. K.

Change in asymmetry of some paired functions in
airmen under the influence of flight factors

p0325 H75-28685
SHISHItIB, B. H.

Typological characteristics of adaptation
determining the efficiency of work activity

p0039 A75-14849
Quantitative regulation and infornation estimates

for the systemic activity of the brain
p0347 A75-42814

SHISHKIBA, S. K.
The composition of urine and feces in healthy
subjects
[HASA-TT-F-16420] p0297 H75-27740
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absence of support under weightless conditions

p0227 H75-23122
Beans and methods of physical conditioning of man
in long space flights

p0227 875-23128
Preservation of human performance capacity under

prolonged space flight conditions
p0228 H75-23131

Bedical investigations during flights of the
spaceship Soyuz-12, Soyuz-13, Soyuz-14 and the
Salyut-3 orbital station

p0262 N75-25516
IEVDAIEV, I. 4.

Determination of human energy expenditures in
closed spaces

p0263 875-25521
YEVLOYEV, S. I.

Influence of G-forces on the nenroreceptor
apparatus of the cardiovascular system

p0129 1175-17062
TOESIE, B. 4.

The effects of malnutrition on the developing
brain stem of the rat - 4 preliminary experiment
using the lateral vestibular nucleus

p0273 475-35900
TOSHIDA, It.

Beural pathways from the vestibular labyrinths to

the flocculus in the cat
p0169 A75-26199

TOSHIDA, S.
The effect of stimulus orientation on the visual

evoked potential in human subjects
p0280 475-38001

YODHG, D. B.
4 simplified control system for predicting
hypophyseal, growth hormone response of human
subjects to various physical activities

pOOII 475-16475
A control system formulation of the mechanism that
controls the secretions of serum group hormone
in humans during sleep
[NASA-TB-X-62445] p0264 B75-25530

IOOHG, B.
Vectorcardiographic diagnosis and
electrocardiographic correlation in left
ventricular asynergy due to coronary artery
disease. I Severe asynergy of the anterior and
apical segments

p0146 475-23597
IOOBG, J. B.

Experimental trauma of occipital impacts
[4D-780668] p0098 H75-15297

Investigation of inertial properties of the human
body
[PB-241566/9] p0367 H75-31725

IODHG, L. B.
Influence of head orientation on visually induced

pitch and roll sensation
p0153 475-25409

The Choroidal Eye Oximeter - in instrument for
measuring oxygen saturation of choroidal blood
in vivo

p0180 475-28997
Visually induced sensations of motion

p0183 H75-19142
Models of the vestibular system and postural control

p0192 H75-19992
IODBG, B.

Automated biowaste sampling system improved feces
collection, mass measurement and sampling
[NASA-CH-140376] p0057 H75-13504

IOOHG, H. B.
Investigations of roll and pitch in off-road

vehicles including active seat suspension
p0328 1175-28713

IOOBG, B. S.
Oparin and the origin of life - Cosmological
considerations

p0070 475-18517
IOOBG, B. 8.

Emesis in monkeys following exposure to ionizing
radiation

p0121 475-22410
IOOBG, S. J.

Recovery from adaptation as a function of stimulus
orientation

p0148 475-24361
IOONGBLOOD, D.

Optimal use of nitrogen to suppress the high
pressure nervous syndrome

p0111 A75-20890
ID, C. P.

A theory of aerosol deposition in the human
respiratory tract

p0116 A75-21569
On equation of gas transport in the lung

p0179 475-28436
10, J. C.

Quantification of air traffic controller's
acceptable workload

p0378 475-47275
YOD&IBV, B. A.

Progesterone and testosterone binding in human
endometrium during pregnancy
[NASA-TT-F-16546] p0391 1175-33656

IOGABOV, I. B.
Weightlessness, Bedical and biological research
[NASA-TT-P-16105] p0225 B75-23106

Vestibular reactions of astronauts during flight
in Voskhod spacecraft

p0226 B75-23114
Bioelectric activity of skeletal muscle under
conditions of alternating action of g-Forces and
weightlessness

p0227 N75-23124
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Botor activity under weightless conditions
p0227 H75-23125

Problei of artificial gravity froa the point of
view of expernental physiology

p0228 B75-23129
Soie results of bioaedical studies carried out in

the Geaini and Apollo programs
p0228 H75-23133

IOIICB, 1. 1.
Hyocardial calcium in experiaental myocardial
infarction

p0318 A75-13275
ID8IBA. I. 1.

Horphological and cytochemical indices of the
stress reaction in the blood systen under the
influence of G-fcrces

p0130 H75-17068
Y080GI. B.

Acute altitude eiposure test for the meabers of
the expedition to Bt. Sickle Boon /6.571 •/

p0239 A75-33366
Physiological investigation for the aeabers of the

expedition to Rt. Sickle Boon daring
aountaineering activities

p0239 A75-33367
Psychological investigation for meibers of Ht.
Sickle Boon /parts of the Himalayas/ cliabing
party - An analysis of changes on the profile of
Zatabe Guilford personality inventory during
cliabing period

p0239 A75-33368
Influence of sustained exposure to hypobaric

hypoxia on the plasia prothrombin time,
fibrinogen level and fibrinolytic activity in
rabbits - A preliminary report

p0210 A75-33375
Studies on respiratory and cardiovascular
physiology during combined exposure to sustained
acceleration of +Gz with simulated altitude. I -
Tolerance to the conblned exposure to »Gz vith
simulated altitude in rats and dogs

p0378 A75-17099
Studies on an air-iat safety device for protection
against falling impact injury

p0378 A75-17100
YDSFIB, A. I.

Alterations of color sensation under hypoxic
conditions
[HASA-TT-F-15879] p0016 H75-10686

TOT, B. I.
Investigation of carbohydrate and protein
aetabolisn in the digestive organs of the rabbit
under the combined influence of vibration,
acceleration and irradiation

p0129 H75-17067
IOZA, I.

Acute altitude exposure test for the Beaters of
the expedition to at. Sickle Boon /6.571 B/

p0239 A75-33366
Effect of fasting on tolerance to noderate hypoxia

p0239 A75-33371
Relationship betveen uncle body tolerance to
noderate cold and local tolerance to extreae cold

p0210 A75-33371

ZAALBEBG, -0. B.
Fast and easy production of aonolayer plague assay
slides
[SBL-1971-31] pO 256 N75- 21336

ZABALOYEVA, A. P.
The mechanism of adaptogenic effect of ultraviolet

radiation
p0221 S75-23082

ZABOBBB, B. B.
Engineering aspects of the expenaent and results

of animal tests
p0204 A75-29593

launch, flight, and recovery
p0201 A75-29598

ZAGBB, P. 6.
Beaodynaaics, renal function, plasma renin, and
aldosterone in Ban after 5 to 11 days of bedrest

p0318 A75-11169
ZABABIA, B.

Variations in tbe activity of soae brain and
plasna enzymes under the influence of +Gz
acceleration

p0282 475-38116
ZAK, P. P.

Acetylcholine distribution in the retinal layers
of the frog eye

p0013 A75-12971
ZAKBABOVA, I» B.

Correlation changes in EEG, conditioned and
behavioral reactions with various degrees of
oxygen insufficiency

p0085 B75-11112
ZALBSKI, P. J.

A graphical summary of oxygen regulator perforaance
[AD-A009131] p0370 H75-31719

ZALKIBD. «. S.
Dependence of the aaplitude of the components of
the response evoked in the soaato-sensory zone
of Ban's cortex on the stiaulns intensity

p0211 A75-31050
The changes of some coaponents of the evoked

response in Ban during a voluntary movement
p0236 A75-32501

ZALOGOBV, S. B*
Intensity of excretion of final metabolites and
aicroorganisms into an enclosed atmosphere as a
function of the temperature profile
[IAF PAPER 75-073] p0371 A75-15812

ZiLISBAI, G. I.
Condition and work capability of aan under

increased pressures and optimal compositions of
gas nedina

p0021 H75-11597
Features in processes of saturation (desaturation)

and oversaturation of an organism and principle
of estimating the decompression regimes during
extended stay under pressure

p0021 1175-11598
ZAHCBETTI, A.

Central and reflex regulation of syapathetic
vasoconstrictor activity to limb auscles during
desynchronized sleep in the cat

p0002 A75-10177
ZABBH. A.

Intensity functions of the early receptor
potential and of the aelanin fast photovoltage
in the human eye

p0065 A75-17336
Plash bleaching of visual pigments in aan
investigated by early receptor potential recording

p0065 A75-17337
2AIZI, I.

Correlation of radial bone mineral content vith
total-body calcium in various aetabolic disorders

p0023 B75-11623
ZABCOSE, V.

Heightened sexual interest and sleep disturbance
p0113 A75-20958

ZASLATSKAIA. B. B.
Circadian fluctuations in the number of

throabocytes in patients mth acute myocardial
infarction
[HASA-TT-F-16309] p0228 H75-23136

ZiVIilOV, V. 14
Exhaustion without lowering of working capacity

during activity
p0156 A75-25669

ZiYBOTDIHOV, S.
Space mission in Tashkent
[MASA-TT-F-16161] p0132 875-17085

ZAZO, F.
The i&portance of the dosage of thiocyanates in

urine and blood of flying personnel for the
prevention of diseases of visual function

p0223 B75-23092
ZBIBBB, A. B.

Reaction tiae performance with and without
backscatter from intense pulsed light

p0120 A75-22100
ZBITZ, L.

Dual energy absorptioaetry technigne for bone
aineral content aeasnreaent

p0021 H75-11629
ZEBAH, B. I.

Failure of the oanicardiogram to predict coronary
artery disease in patients with normal resting
electrocardiograms

p0067 A75-18021
ZSBAR, B.

Dosimeter design, construction, and implantation
p0203 A75-29592
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Results of examination of the calvarinm, brain,
and leningas

p0205 A75-29604
ZBHSKOV. f. H.

A study of iamanological reactions in dogs exposed
to prolonged chronic radiation

p0086 B75-1i»116
ZBBKIB, G.' H.

Adreno- and GABA-sensitive inhibiting systems in
the internal synaptic layer of a frog retina

p0032 A75-13598
ZEBEBIB, A. 6.

ECG changes in the HZ, OS and HC leads in cases of
focal and diffuse daaage to the cardiac muscle

pOOSO B75-12570
ZBBZAII, B.

Combined telemetry of cardiovascular parameters in
sports Continuous aeasurenents of direct aortic
and pulmonary blood pressures

p0145 A75-23360
ZBSKIBD, B. B.

Continuous perforaance measurement in flight systens
p0398 H75-33711

ZBABOVSKH, B. S.
Device for preprocessing medical-biological data

for digital computer
p0141 A75-22989

ZBABOVSKII, S. B.
Evaluation of the functional state of 'the central

nervons systei according to results of a
structural analysis of electroencephalograms by
computer

p0141 A75-22986
Criteria for optimizing the parameters of

medical-biological data processing devices
p0141 A75-22988

ZBELBZBOV, B.
The space vatch in Salyut as on the earth

[BASA-TT-F-16468] p0301 H75-27765
ZBBLIBA, V. I.

Effect of mechanical vibration on the surface
properties of solutions of gamma-globulin

p0262 H75-25513
ZBBBBAfKOV, ». F.

Fsychophysiological monitoring principles and the
evaluation of pilot fitness to flight

p0157 A75-26122
2BILIBSKAIA, A. A.

Catecholamines and contractile function of the
myocardium daring hypodynamia in addition to a
changed thyroid-hormone balance

p0237 A75-32600
ZBIBOBKIB, A. 6.

Han's perception of his ovn respiratory volume
p0236 A75-32507

Tolerable oxygen concentrations in breathing
mixtures during prolonged exposure

p0021 B75-11601
ZBOKOT, A. K.

Ose of an electronic computer in investigating a
thermodynamic model of hydration of carbon
dioxide to carbon and water

p0195 B75-20994
ZHOKOVA, L. B.

Investigation of the dynamics of accumulation of
trace elements by chlorella cells during
prolonged cultivation

p0049 B75-12560
ZBDKOVSKII, L. I.

Certain compensator-adaptive reactions of the
circulatory apparatus during prolonged hypokinesia

p0038 A75-14749
ZBOBBBKO, T. B.

Investigation of the dynamics of accumulation of
trace elements by chlorella cells during
prolonged cultivation

p0049 B75-12560
ZIADT, G. B.

The use of echocardiography to measure isometric
contraction time

p0110 A75-20827
ZILBEBHAB, P. B.

The operator'1 s emotional stability
p0161 B75-17951

ZIBA, V. L.
The temperature dependence of myosin fluorescence

of skeletal and smooth muscles
p0169 A75-26164

ZIBHBB, B.-G.
Effect of beta-adrenergic stimulation on
myocardial adenine nucleotide metabolism

p0002 A75-10175
ZIHBEBHAB, B. E.

Organization and processing of bone mineral data
using a general purpose storage and retrieval
program and a minicomputer

p0024 B75-11633
The role of photon absorptionetry in the diagnosis

and follow-up of patients with renal failure
p0027 B75-11657

The correlation of radiographic bone surveys with
bone mineral values obtained using a photon
absorptiometric technigue in a group of 315
patients with chronic renal failure: A
preliminary report

p0027 B75-11658
ZIHHBBHABB, B.

Human operator characteristics and capabilities in
performing process control tasks
[KFK-PDV-19] p0091 H75-14451

ZIBOLOBG, B.
Investigation concerning the time dependence of

the parameters of signal detection theory and
the effect of event frequency in the vigilance
experiment

p0246 A75-35100
ZIBGBBHAB, A. H.

Typological characteristics of adaptation
determining the efficiency of work activity

p0039 A75-14849
ZIBSBB. B. A.

The feasibility of dermatologic consultation to
remote areas via 2-vay color satellite
transmission
[AIAA EAPEB 75-896] p0280 A75-38031

ZLATABBV, ft.
The internal nature of functional disturbances

arising in the body under the effect of extreme
factors

p0085 B75-14407
ZLATKIS, A.

Volatile organic components in the Skylab <l
spacecraft atmosphere

p0317 A75-41459
ZOBBIST, A. L.

Building a distance function for gestalt grouping
[AD-787525] p0127 B75-16224

ZOBABBBD, F. I.
Complex psychophysiological evaluation of the
readability of symbolic information
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1777] p0051 B75-12575

ZOTOVA, B. I.
Influence of G-forces on the blood vessels in the
nervons system of the rabbit

p0129 B75-17059
ZDBATOV, A. S.

Degradation of mitochondria in yeast induced by
anaerobiosis at different grovth phases
[HASA-TT-F-16458] p0295 B75-27716

ZOCKEB, S.
A concise parametric representation of

electrocardiograms
p0274 A75-36074

ZDC1ICB, J.
Ocular effects of ultraviolet laser radiation
[AD-A000933] p0166 B75-18888

ZOE7A, Ei ID.
Computer simulation of robot-manipulator control

p0348 A75-43249
ZOLLBI, J.

Phase shift in the EEH sleep rhythm
p0308 A75-40275

ZOBIBO, H. V.
Chemical controls for sterilization in autoclaves

[BASA-TT-F-16478] p0330 B75-29718
Chemical controls for dry heat sterilization
[HASA-TT-F-16321] P0331 B75-29719

ZBAB1, A.
Monitoring and control aspects during halothane
anesthesia: Some results of combined model
simulation and animal experiments

p0266 B75-25551
ZBICKBB, B.

A nev apparatus for bone mineral measurement in vivo
p0021| B75-11631

ZBIBBB, L. D.
Haximal oxygen consumption test during arm
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exercise - Bellability and validity
p0172 475-26517

ZICH, K. A.
The effect of sound on nan (selective annotated

bibliography, 1965 - 1972
[»D-785525] p0093 B75-14466

ZTLBEBSTEIB, H. Z.
Belationship between flight experience and

vestibular function in pilots and nonpilots
p0036 A75-14081
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report translation NASA contractor report) The page and accession numbers
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the IAA accession numbers appearing first

ACOBEX COW., HOOITAIB VIES, CALIF.
Phase 2, 3 and 4 6 psi pressure glove
[BASA~CB-114755] p0163 H75-17972

ADVISOBT GBOOP FOB AEBOBAOXICAL EESEABCH ABD
DEVBLOPBEBI, PABIS (FBABCB) .

Peripheral vision artificial horizon display
p0293 N75-27703

The ISO guide for the evaluation of human whole
body vibration exposure

p029l| H75-27708
ADVISOBT GBOOP FOB AEBOSPACE BESEABCH AND
DEVELOPHEIT, PABIS (FBABCE).

Cold: Physiology, protection and survival
[AGABD-AG-19U] p0018 B75-10706

Simulation and stud; of high workload operations
[AGABD-CP-1H6] p0052 B75-12587

Orientation/disorientation training of flying
personnel: A working group report
[AGABD-B-625] p0099 B75-15306

Survey of current cardiovascular and respiratory
examination methods in medical selection and
control of aircrew
[AGABD-AG-196] p0131 H75-17079

An anthcopometric survey of 2000 Boyal Air force
Aircrew, 1970/71
[AGABD-AG-181] p0159 K75-17936

Hedical requirements and examination procedures
in relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Evaluation of the special senses for flying
duties
[AGABD-CP-152] p0222 H75-23081

Hedical requirements and examination procedures
in relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Introductory reiarks

p0222 H75-23085
Spinal injury after ejection

[AGABD-AB-72] p0230 B75-23150
Standardisation of impact testing of protective

helmets
[AGABD-B-629] p0232 H75-23166

Hedical requirements and examination procedures
in relation to the tasks of today's aircrew:
Comparison of examination techniques in
neurology, psychiatry and psychology with
special emphasis on objective methods and
assessment criteria
[AGABD-CP-153] p0251 875-24297

"test foe quick and early detection of psychic
syndromes more frequent in the Air Force
personnel

p0251 H75-24298

Administration of the Borschach tests to a
sample of student pilots training apprenticeship

p0251 B75-24299
A review of anthropometric data of German Air
Force and United States Air Force flying
personnel, 1967 - 1968
[AGABD-AG-205] p0286 N75-26635

Vibration and combined stresses in advanced
systems
[AGABD-CP-1U5] p0290 H75-27685

Current status in aerospace medicine
[ AGABD-CP-1511] p0331 H75-29722

Treadmill exercise testing at the DSAF School of
Aerospace Medicine: Physiological responses
in aircrewmen and the detection of latent
coronary artery disease
[AGABD-AG-210] p0332 B75-29736

Physiological parameters of exercise performance
p0332 N75-29737

Electrocardiographic aspects of exercise testing
-p0333 B75-29738

610dynamic Besponse to vindblast
[ AGABD-CP-170] p0381 N75-32716

AEBOHAUTICAL SYSTEHS DIV., HHIGHT-PATTEBSOS AFB,
OHIO.

The human pilot as a dynamic element in aircraft
control systems
[AD-A001622] p0162 H75-17962

A scoring system for the quantitative evaluation
of pilot performance during Instrument Landing
System (ILS) approaches and landings
[AD-A000422] p0167 N75-18899

Investigation of pilots' tracking capability
using a roll command display
[AD-A009590] p0385 N75-32751

A simulator study on information requirements
for precision hovering

p0396 H75-33696
AEBOSPACE COBP., EL SEGOBDO, CALIF.

Desorptive transfer: A mechanism of contaminant
transfer in spacecraft
[AD-787857] p0125 B75-16207

AEBOSPACE GUIDANCE ABD HEIEOLOGI CEBIEB, BEBABK AIB
FOBCE STATION, OBIO.

The future role of man in the repair of
navigation systems
[AD-787219] p0101 N75-15323

AEBOSPACE HEDICAL DIV., BBOOKS AFB, TEX.
Air Force technical objective document: AHD
fiscal year 1976
[AD-A002580] p0187 B75-19954

AEBOSPACE HEDICAL DIV. AEBOSPACE HEDICAL BESEABCH
LABS. (6570TB). IHIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OBIO.

Head-eye tracking in two-dimensional pursuit tasks
p0395 S75-33690

ABBOSPACE HBDICAL BESEABCB LABS., HBIGBT-PATTEBSOB
AFB, OBIO.

Heasurement, evaluation, prediction and
improvement of aircraft ride
[AD-783803] p0019 N75-10709

Simulation of high workload operations in air to
air combat

p0053 H75-12593
Frequency discrimination as a function of the

number of periods of the signal presented
[AD-786157] p0092 H75-14461

Human factors in engineered systems: there the
(inter) action is
[AD-785214] p0093 H75-14465

Hearing protection of earmuffs worn over
eyeglasses
[AD-785386] p0093 B75-14471

Identification of human operator performance
models utilizing time series analysis

p0184 B75-19150
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AGI2I TBCB-TBAI. IIC., gOODLABD HILLS, CALIF. COBPOHATB SOOBCB ISDBI

Comparative evaluation of prototype and standard
fire fighter 's suits under contained
hypertheriic and exercise stress conditions
[AD-A002136] p0192 N75-20000

Evalaation of coll axis tracking as-an indicator
of vestibular/somato sensory function

p0222 875-23086
The effect of flare drift on target acquisition

performance
[AD-A006756] p0230 875-23153

Hunan teaporary threshold shift and recovery
fron 24 hour acoustic exposures
[AD-A007842] p0258 875-24350

Laboratory studies on chronic effects of
vibration exposure

p0292 875-27694
Hechanisms of vibration effects on aircrew
performance

p0292 875-27700
Evaluation of a water-cooled helmet liner

[AD-A004776J p0301 N75-27766
Breathing air quality under the fire proximity

suit hood
[AD-A004770] p0301 875-27767

The effect of quiet on hearing
[AD-A006395] p0334 875-29748

Investigation of inertial properties of the
human body
[PB-241566/9] p0367 H75-31725

DSAF non-combat ejection experience 1968-1973
incidence, distribution, significance and
mechanism of flail injury

p0381 N75-32717
Practical problems in using human operator

performance data
[SD-A011574] p0393 B75-33671

Performance evaluation of tracking based on a
lov pass filter model

p0399 875-33713
A multiloop approach to modeling motion sensor

responses
p0399 875-33715

AGHER TECH-TBAB, INC., IOODLAHD HILLS, CALIF.
Two men in space

[SASA-TT-F-16493] p0335 H75-29757
Voices in orbit

[8ASA-TT-F-16499 ] p0335 N75-29758
Biochemistry: Investigation of the

polyphosphate-synthetase of saccharomyces
cerevisiae
[BASA-TT-F-16497 ] p0365 875-31708

Progesterone and testosterone binding in human
endometrinm during pregnancy
[BASA-TT-F-16546] p0391 875-33656

AIB FOBCE ACADEHT, COLO.
Foil activation analysis and thermoluminescent

dosimetry on Skylab 2
[AD-783779] p0018 875-10704

Analysis of changes in leg volume parameters,
and orthostatic tolerance in response to lower
body negative pressure during 28-days exposure
to zero gravity Skylab 2
[NASA-CF-141883] p0389 875-33641

AIB FOBCE FLIGHT DYHABICS LAB., RBIGHT-PATTBBSOB
AFB, OHIO.

A linear stochastic model 'of the human operator
p0186 875-19160

A decision and control multi-axis pilot model
based on an urgency for action concept

p0394 875-33682
The effects of stability augmentation on the

gust response of a STOL aircraft during a
curved manual approach

p0398 875-33706
AIB FOBCE HDHAB EESODECES LAB., BBOOKS AFB, TEX.

Fiscal year 1975: Air Force technical objective
document
[AD-A002154] p0189 875-19969

Transfer of training with formation flight trainer
[AD-A009638] p0369 875-31739

Tryout of a general purpose simulator in an Air
National Guard training environment
[AD-A009993] p0386 N75-32756

Ground training devices in ]ob sample approach
to DPT selection and screening
[AD-A009995] p0386 875-32757

AIB FOBCE IBST. OF TECH., iEIGHI-PATTEESOH AFB, OHIO.
Investigation of the effects of noise on the
encoding function of a syncoder

[AD-785070] p0084 875-11401
Spindle and rapid eye movement detectors for use

with sleep analyzers
[AO-A002665] p0187 875-19955

The matrix organization in ASD: A study in
collocation of engineers
[AD-A003604] p0288 875-26657

A study of the personal value systems and job
satisfactions of United States Air Force
officers
[AO-A003602] p0289 875-26661

A study of pilot performance during a
glide-slope approach when rate information is
supplied via the peripheral vision
[AD-A005284] p0328 875-28709

A simulation of the Emergency Clinic and
Department of Primary Care at the
Bright-Patterson AFB Medical Center
[AD-A006345] p0334 875-29750

A study to determine the adequacy of the tools
and equipment used by Air Force women in the
craft skills
[AD-A006342] p0336 875-29767

The development of a real-time electrocardiogram
analyzing system using the POP-15 computer
[AD-A008672] p0363 H75-30784

Optimal multinodal parameter identification in
the state space model of the human operator
[AD-A008707] p0364 875-30793

Design and construction of a computer
controllable multi-chromatic stimulus for
human visual system testing and modeling
[AD-A008678] p0368 H75-31729

Modeling the saturation level of a human radar
operator
[AD-A009203] p0368 875-31736

Slushy weightings for the optimal pilot model
p0398 875-33708

AIB FOBCE HATEBIALS LAB., HBIGHX-PAT1BBSOH AFB, OHIO.
Static propensity of various Air Force garments
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Determination of the additional load to which

the lungs of an individual wearing breathing
equipment are exposed
[CEA-H-1681] p0029 H75-11667

COBBISSIOB OF THE BOBOPEAH COBBOSITIBS. BEDSSELS
(BELGIOB) .

Programme biology: Bealth protection
[EOB-5138] p009» 875-15267

COBPOTEB COBP. OF ABEBICA, CABBBIDGE, BASS.
Biocybernetics project

[AD-A008209] p0272 N75-25603
COBPOTBB IBA6E COBP., DEIVBB, COLO.

The effects of observer control over visual
information in classification performance
[AD-AOO?953] p0288 H75-26656

C01BBCTICOT OIIV., STOBBS.
Studies on disease transmission in spacecraft

environments
[SASA-CB-1H0372] p0061 H75-13532

CONTBOL DATA COBP., ISLINGTON, VA.
Assessment of rural heath research: Executive

summary
[PB-210271/7] p0299 H75-27751

COBIELL ONIV., ITHACA, I.I.
Effects of magnetism, barometric pressure, and

polarized light on the homing pigeon
p016U B75-18871

The implications of experiments on the
perception of space and motion
[AD-4009399] p0369 H75-317UO

COOBCIL FOB SCIENTIFIC AID IBDUSTBIAL BESBABCH,
PBBTOBIA (SOOTH AFBICA).

Strain of human bocies protected by safety belts
in simulated frontal crashes
[CSIB-TBANS-1196] p0362 H75-30779

DAIISH ATOBIC EHBBGI COBBISSIOH, BISOE.
Human data processor as a system component bits
and pieces of a model
[ RISO-M-1722] p0192 S75-19999

OAITOH OMIT. BBSEABCB IBST., OHIO.
Performance and physiological effects of
combined stress including vibration

p0293 S75-27701
DEFEBCE AND CIVIL INST. OF E«VIBOBHEHTAL BBDICIBE,
DOBNSVIBI (OHTABIO).

Aircrew workload'and human performance: The
problem facing the operational commander

p0053 B75-12595
Energy expenditure of infantry patrols during an
Arctic winter exercise
[DCIEB-73-B-985] p0059 K75-13516

Physical fitness and tolerance to environmental
stresses: A review of human research on
tolerance to and work capacity in hot, cold
and high altitude environments
[DCIEB--/4-&-1008] p0059 S75-13517

Changes in body composition during an Arctic
winter exercise
[DCIEB-7U-B-1061] p0218 B75-21930

Speculations on bilingualisn and the cognitive
network
[ DCIEB-7U-BP-1013] p0231 B75-23158

Aerodrome air traffic control in the Canadian
Forces
[DCIEB-7H-B-1067] p0259 B75-21363

Accident statistics relevant to windblast
p0381 B75-32719

DEFENSE DEPT., BASBIBGTOB, D.C.
A study on medical officer career management and
retention in the OSA armed forces

p0332 N75-29729
DEFENSE DOCOBENTATIOB CENTEB, ALBIABDBIA, TA.

Ose of computers in human factors engineering
[AD-AOOItOC] p0188 N75-19961

Protective clothing
[ AD-A005300] p0330 N75-28726

DBBVBB OBIT.. COLO.
The effects of observer control over visual

information in classification performance
[AD-A003953] p0288 H75-26656

DEPABTHBNT OF HEALTH, EDOCATIOB, AND BELFABE,
IASHINGTON, D.C.

International Conference on Bone Mineral
fleasurement
[DHEU(NIH) -75-683] p0022 N75-11618

DEPABTHBBT OF TBAHSPOBTATIOB, HASHIBGTOB, D.C.
Transportation and the handicapped

p0190 B75-19980
DESIGH PLOS, ST. LOOIS, BO.

Behavioral taxonomy of undergraduate pilot
training tasks and skills: Taxonomy
refinement, validation and operations, phase 2
[AD-A008201] p0270 N75-25587

Behavioral taxonomy of undergraduate pilot
training tasks and skills: Executive summary
[AD-A008771] p0369 N75-31737

Behavioral taxonomy of undergraduate pilot
training tasks and skills: Guidelines and
examples for taxonomy application in flying
training research
[AD-A008897] p0369 H75-31738
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COBPOHAIB SOOECE IHDBX FBDBBATIOB Of ABEBICAi SOCIETIES FOB EXPBBIBBRTAL

DESB4TICS. IDC., STATE COLLEGE, PA.
Besearch on human impact acceleration dynamic
response and injury, some statistical aspects
of modeling
[AD-A002443] p0187 875-19953

DEDTSCHE FOBSCHOBGS- DHD VBBSDCHSABSIALT PDBB LOFT-
DBD BADHPAHBT, BAD GODESBEBG (REST SEBBABI).

Investigations on the day-night-differences of
physical performance capacity
[DLB-FB-74-29] p0017 875-10697

Behavior of circadian rhytha of teaperatuce and
perforiance after two subsequent transatlantic
flights
[DLB-FB-74-55] -p0092 B75-14461

Factor analysis of a new multi-dimensional
personality questionnaire. A check of the
factor model in comparison with similar nethods
[DLB-FB-75-20] p0288 875-26654

The visual-motor-orientation of the diver in the
working space depending on experience and
water turbidity
[DLB-FB-75-35] p0368 H75-31733

DBOTSCBE FOBSCBU1GS- DID VEBSOCBSAHSTALT FDEB LOPT-
OHD BAOHFABBT. OBBBPPAPPEBHOPEB (PEST SBBHABT).

A review of the nost important and sufficiently
founded knowledge about the visibility of
aircraft ((annul detection range)
[DLB-MITT-74-33] p0199 B75-21023

A survey of attitude-control and recovery
systems for the current German sounding rocket
programme

p0381 H75-32555
DEDTSCHE GESELLSCBAFT POEB LOFT- DID BAOBFABBT,
COLOG1E (REST GEBBABT).

New or newly tested methods for the assessment
of pilots' workload
[DLB-BITT-74-19] pOOSS K75-12605

Error control in estimation of pilot stress by
measuring skin resistance

p0055 B75-12610
Behavioral models of the pilot

tDLB-BITT-74-42] p0270 H75-25588
DBDTSCHB VBBSDCBSABSTALT FDEB LDFT- OHD BADBFABBT,
BAD GODESBEBG (VEST GEBBABY).

Effects of transient vibrations on human safety
and performance

p0291 B75-27691
DIBECTIOB DBS BBCBEBCBES ET BOIEBS D'ESSAIS, PABIS
(FBABCE).

Standardization of objective medico-psychiatric
questionnaire in the French Army

p0253 875-24307
DDKE DBIV., DDBBAB, B.C.

Problems and perspectives in paraplegia
p0191 B75-19985

DDBLAP ABD ASSOCIATES, IBC., LA JOLLA, CALIF.
Pilot landing performance under high workload

conditions
p0053 875-12594

Prediction of pilot performance: Biochemical
and sleep-pood correlates under high workload
conditions

p0054 B75-12599
Pilot landing performance under high workload

conditions
[AD-A001802] p0189 B75-19965

Evaluation of the special senses for flying
duties: perceptual abilities of Landing
Signal Officers (LSOs)
[AD-A003040] p0220 875-21946

Evaluation of the special senses for flying
duties: Perceptual abilities of Landing
Signal Officers (LSOs)

p0223 B75-23093
Longitudinal study of environmental variables

and aviation performance effectiveness
[AD-A005423] p0327 B7S-28706

DOHLAP AID ASSOCIATES. IBC., IHGLBBOOD, CALIF.
The effect of lighted deck shape on night

carrier landing
CAD-A000486] p0167 B75-18897

Effect of a predictor instrument on learning to
land a simulated jet trainer
[AD-A000586] p0167 B7S-18898

EDSEL B. FOBD IfST. FOB BEDICA1 BESBABCB, DBTBOIT,
BICB.

An evalnatiop of several nuclides for bone
density determinations by Compton scattering

p0025 875-11637
EBVIBOBBEBTAL BEALIB LAB., KEtLI AFB, TEI.

Industrial hygiene survey. 123rd Tactical
Control Sguadron (CBP), OB ANG, Blue Ash OB
45242
[AD-A003491] p0287 B75-26648

BBVIBOBHBBTAL BEALTH LAB., BCCLBLLAB AFB, CALIF.
Industrial hygiene evaluation of spray
applications of polyurethane coatings
[AD-784843] p0029 B75-11668

EBVIBOBBBBTAL PBOTBCTIOB AGEBCY, ABLIHGTOH, 7A.
Information on levels of environmental noise
requisite to protect public health and welfare
with an adequate margin of safety
CPB-239429/4] p0258 B75-24351

EHVIBOBBEBTAL PBOTBCTIOB AGBBCI. AIBEIS, GA.
Hodeling the dynamics of biological and chemical
components of aquatic ecosystems
[ PB-241987/7] p0365 875-31710

EBVIBOBBBBTAL PBOTECTIOH AGEBCI, IASBIBGTOB, D.C.
Industry survey of test methods of potential
health hazard
[PB-239840] p0299 B75-27750

BBVIBOBBBBTAL BBSEABCB IlSt. OF BICHIGAI, ABB ABBOB.
Utility of EBTS for monitocing the breeding
habit of migratory waterfowl

p0015 875-10557
BBLABGEB-BOEBBBEBG DBIV. CBILDBBSS BOSPITAL (IESI
GEBHABI).

Follow-up examination of tl)e mineral salt
content in the skeleton with various vitamin D
resistant forms of rickets of renal origin

p0027 B75-11655
EBLA8GB8-8DBBHBBBG DBIV. (REST GBBBABT).

Correlation of os calcis and spinal bone by
Compton scattering

p0025 H75-11638
Objective electrophysiological measurements of
ear characteristics, intelligibility of vowels
and judgement of the stage of attention

p0222 875-23091
Vibratese language

p0294 875-27713
ESSEX COBP., ALBXABDBIA, VA.

Man-systems evaluation of moving base vehicle
simulation motion cues
[HASA-CB-120706] p0200 875-21030

Development and validation of methods for
man-made machine interface evaluation
[ 8ASA-CB-142824] p0259 H75-24359

BSSBX COBP., BDBTSVILLB, ALA.
Earth orbital teleoperator manipulator system
evaluation program
[BASA-CB-143874] p0288 H75-26651

Earth orbital teleoperator visual system,
evaluation program
[ BASA-rB-143875] p0288 875-26652

EDBOPEAI SPACE TBCBBOLOGI CEBIEB, BOOBDRIJK
(BBIBEBLABDS).

Habitability design in Europe's spacelab: A
status report

p0331 875-29724

FAIBCBILD BBPOBLIC DIV., FABBI8GDALB, B.I.
Space shuttle/food system study
[BASA-CB-141482] p0127 875-16227

Space shuttle/food system study. Package
feasibility study, modifications 3S, 4C and 5S
[ 8ASA-CB-141483] p0128 875-16231

Space shuttle/food system study. Beguinements
document, modifications 3S, 4C and 55
[8ASA-CB-141484] p0128 875-16232

Space shuttle/food system study. Volume 1:
Technical volume, oven study
[ 8ASA-CB-144366] p0338 875-29778

Space shuttle/food system study. Volume 2:
Supporting appendices, oven study
[ BASA-CB-144367] p0338 875-29779

FBDBBAL IBST. FOB OCCOPATIOBAL SAFETY ABD ACCIDBiT
BESBABCB, DOBTB08D (BEST GEBBABI).

A review of biomechanical models for the
evaluation of vibration stress

p0293 875-27704
FBDBBITIOH OF ABEBICAB SOCIETIES FOB EIPBBIBEBTAL
BIOLOGI. BBTHESDA, BD.
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FLORIDA STATE OUT. . COEPOBATE SOOBCB III DEI

Biological individuality of man
[1D-A008888] p0362 H75-30782

PLOBIDA STATE ONIV. , TALLAHASSEE.
The Coho Project: Living resources prediction

feasibility study, volume 1
[PB-234057/8] p0015 N75-10681

The Coho Project: Living resources prediction
feasibility study. Volume 2: Environmental
report
[PB-234058/6] p0015 N75-10682

The Coho Project: Living resources prediction
feasibility study. Volume 3: System
evaluation report
[PB-234059/4] p0016 B75-10683

FLOBIOA OBIT., GAINESVILLE.
Electroencephalographic studies of sleep

[NASA-CR-141144] p0090 N75-14444
Bechanics of breathing at reduced barometric

pressures of flight
[AD-A001930] p0187 H75-19952

Dynamics and optimization of a human motion
problem

£ p0188 H75-19957
Semiautomatic detection and analysis of rapid

eye movement patterns in human sleep
p0218 H75-21926

Aspects of nltradian rhythms in Ian
p0218 B75-21927

FLUNG PEBSOIHEL BESEABCH COHBITTBE, LOHDOH
(EBGLAID) .

The generation of saccadic eye movements in
vestibular nystagmus
[AD-784128] p0018 B75-10700

Evaluation of aircrew protective helmets vorn
during crashes and ejections
[AD-A000632] p0163 N75-17973

FOOD ABD DBOG ADBIBISTBATIOB, CIHCIBSATI, OHIO.
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in

and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[NASA-CB-141122] p0093 1175-15261

Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
CNASA-CB-142296] p0164 B75-18877

Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[NASA-CB-142909] p0263 H75-25528

FOBDBAB OBIV., IE1 IOBK.
The determination of cadmium, calcium, copper,

lead, magnesium, potassium, sodium, and zinc
by atomic absorption spectroscopy in the
brain, kidney, and liver

p0382 H75-32730
FOBSCHOBGSIBSTITOT FDBB AHTHBOPOTECHBIK, HECKBBHBIH
(REST GEBHABI) .

Two aspects of feedback control pilot
descriptions: Validity range and model
evaluation

p0271 S75-25590
Optimization of control signal gain by

self-adjustment
[FB-13] p0290 B75-26668

FOBTIFIKATIOHSF08BVALTBIHGEB, SIOCKHOLB (SIEDEB) .
Calculation routines for evaluation of test

results
[FOBTF/F-134:2] p0190 B75-19973

FBABELIB IBST. BESEABCH LIBS., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
structure-activity correlation bibliography,

vith subject and author index
fPB-240658/5] p0295 H75-27720

FBAOSBOPBB-GBSELLSCHAFT ZDB FOBDEBOBG DEB
ABGEBABDTEB FOBSCHOIG B. T., GBAFSCHAFT (REST
GEBBABT).

Determination of aerosol mass distribution in an
aerosol centrifuge by means of guartz
oscillators
[08-3490-478] p0084 H75-14400

Histochemical and electron microscopical
investigations on livers and kidneys of mice
and rats after PE intoxication, hypoxia, and
hunger diet
[BHVG-FBRT-74-10] p0197 H75-21011

FBBIE OHIV., BEBLIB (REST GEBBABT).
A computerized method of determination of bone
mineral content by a transmission-scanner:
Description of the system

p0024 B75-11635
A computerized method of determination of bone
mineral content by a transmission scanner

p0025 H75-11642

GENBBAL APPLIED SCIENCE LABS., INCt, HESTBDBI, B.I.
Psychophysical tests of potential
design/certification criteria for advanced
supersonic aircraft
[AD-A009296] p0258 N75-24354

GEBEBAL DTMABICS/COBVAIB, SAB DIEGO, CALIF.
Bosch CO2 reduction system development
[BASA-CB-143959] p0400 N75-33726

GEBEBAL BLBCTBIC CO., HOOSTOH, TEX.
Qualification test report bump protection hat

(subassembly of T020/H509 head protective
assembly)
[BASA-CB-140347] p0056 H75-12618

Crew interface specifications development for
inflight maintenance and stowage functions
CHASA-CB-141775] p0232 S75-23165

Skylab IBSS checklist application study for
emergency medical care
[BASA-CB-144394] p0361 H75-30772

GEBEBAL ELECTRIC CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Automated biouaste sampling system improved
feces collection, mass measurement and sampling
[NASA-CB-140376] p0057 B75-13504

Automated biovaste sampling system, solids
subsystem operating model, part 2
[SASA-CB-140378] p0057 K75-13505

Automated biovaste sampling system urine
subsystem operating model, part 1
[HASA-CB-140377] p0061 B75-13533

Cybernetic anthropomorphic machine systems
p0192 N75-19996

Hultiparameter vision testing apparatus
[HASA-CASE-HSC-13601-2] p0300 B75-27759

Drine sampling and collection system
optimization and testing
[SASA-CB-144401] p0364 B75-30795

GEBEBAL ELECTBIC CO., StBACOSB, H.I.
Study and development of infusible and
incorrodible identification tags and microdots
[AD-A010389] p0389 B75-33638

GEBEBAL HOTOBS COBP., DETBOIT, HICB.
Sensitivity of a critical tracking task to
alcohol impairment

p0184 H75-19143
GEBBVA OBIV. (SRITZEBLABD).

Influence of the natural calcium and fluoride
supply and of a calcium supplementation on
bone mineral content of healthy population in
Switzerland

p0026 H75-11648
GEOBGE RASHIHGTOH DBIV. HEDICAL CEHTEB, RASHIBGTOB,
D.C.

Studies of social group dynamics under isolated
conditions. Objective summary of the
literature as it relates to potential problems
of long duration space flight
[NASA-CB-2496] p0099 H75-15308

GEOBGETOHB OBIT., RASHIBGTOB, D.C.
Differential electrophoretic separation of cells
and its effect on cell viability
[NASA-CB-120553] p0058 N75-13508

GBOSCIEBCB, LTD., SOLABA BEACH, CALIF.
Nerve regeneration summary project
[AD-A008569] p0268 N75-25575

GESELLSCHAFT FOBS KEHSFOBSCBOBG H.BlH., KABLSBOBB
(REST GEBHABI).

Human operator characteristics and capabilities
in performing process control tasks
[KFK-PDV-19] p0091 B75-14451

GLOSIBOP HOSPITAL (DEBBABK).
Anticonvulsant osteomalacia

p0025 B75-11641
GOLDSHITH (B. F.), BESTOB, VA.

Normative data from the osteoporosis prevalence
survey, Oakland, California, 1969-1970. Bone
mineral at the distal radius: Variation with
age, sex, skin color, and exposure to oral
contraceptives and exogenous hormones;
relation to aortic calcification,
osteoporosis, and hearing loss

p0026 B75-11647
GBAHBLIBG STATE OBIV., LA.

Lymphold cell kinetics under continuous low
dose-rate gamma irradiation: A comparison study
[NASA-CB-142068] p0125 875-16213
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COBPOB1TB SODBCI IIDBX ILLIIOIS OBI*.,

I Lymphoid cell kinetics under continuoos low
| dose-rate gamma irradiation: A comparison study
I [BASA-CB-143262] p0326 H75-28698
I GBOHHAB ABBOSPACE COBP. , BETHPAGB, B.I.

Bew engineering systems for nobility
p0192 H75-19995

60LF GEBEBAL ATOMIC, S4B DIEGO. CALIF.
The compatibility of carbon with blood

tPB-238753/B] p0220 875-21912

H
HABBOBG OBIV. (IESI GEBHABI).

Bone mineral determination of radius, olna, and
fingerbones by 1-125 photon absorptiometry on
healthy persons

p0026 B75-11650
Hi BUT OH STABDABD DIV., OBITED AIBCBAFT COBP.,
1IHDSOE LOCKS, COM.

Desiccant humidity control system
[BASA-CB-115568] p0133 875-17097

Ice pack heat sink snbsysten, phase 2
[BASA-CB-137611] p0135 H75-17109

BAHILTOH STABDABD, IIBDSOE LOCKS, COBB.
Phase 1 engineering and technical data report

for the thermal control extravehicular life
support system
[8ASA-CB-141793] p0259 875-24360

Study and assessment of advanced ETC/LSS
application to space shuttle
[BASi-CH-141872] p0290 S75-26666

Thermal control extravehicular life support system
[BASA-CB-144425] p0370 875-31746

One man electrochemical air revitalization system
[BASA-CB-144447] p0387 H75-32765

BABDIH-SIBHOIS OBIT., ABILEHE, IEI.
Besponse of selected microorganisms to

experimental planetary environments
[BASi-CB-136758] p0159 875-17934

H A B V A B D BEDICAL.SCHOOL, BOSTOH, BASS.
Physical aspects of 1-125 bone absorptiometry

p0022 H75-11619
Organization and processing of bone mineral data

using a general purpose storage and retrieval
program and a minicomputer

p0024 H75-11633
The role of photon absorptionetry in the

diagnosis and follow-up of patients with renal
failure

p0027 N75-11657
The correlation of radiographic bone surveys

with bone mineral values obtained using a
photon absorptiometric technigne in a group of
315 patients with chronic renal failure: A
preliminary report

p0027 N75-11658
Method and system for in vivo measurement of

bone tissue
[BASA-CASE-BSC-14276-1] p0220 875-21948

Control mechanisms of circadian rhythms in body
composition: Implications for manned
spaceflight
[BASi-CB-144413] p0366 N75-31715

HABVABD OSIV-, CABBBIDGE, HASS.
In vivo calcium determination by proton

activation analysis
p0024 N75-11636

The importance of the renin-angiotensin system
in normal cardiovascular homeostasis

p0297 875-27732
BASKIBS LABS., BEi HAVES, COHN.

Exploitation of central mechanisms in listening
to noisy speech
CAD-A009886] p0368 B75-31734

HABAII OUT. , HOBOLOLU.
The Performance and capabilities of terrestrial

organisms in extreme and unusual gaseous and
liquid environments
[SASA-CB-142192] p0131 B75-17077

HAZLETOH LABS. AREBICA, IHC., VIBB8A, TA.
Effects of inhaling sulfur dioxide, sulfaric

acid, and fly ash
[PB-241788/9] p0392 875-33666

HEBBEBT B. LEHBABB COLL., BBOBI, B.T.
The energy crisis and decision making in the

family
[PB-238783/5] p0200 875-21028

HOBBTRELL, IBC., HI88BAPOLIS, HI88.
Spatial-temporal interactions: Contrast

sensitivity as a functiop of spatial and
temporal freguency, luminance and stimulus
position on the retina
[AD-A001578] p0167 875-18896

Beal time display parameters study 2
[AD-A007790] p0260 875-24367

HOOSTOB OBIT., TEX.
Spermatogenesis, the mature sperm, and sperm egg
association in Nematospiroides dnbius
[ BASA-CB-141691] p0164 875-18875

Power spectral density analysis of the
electromyogram from a woxk task performed in a
full pressure suit

p0165 875-18879
fatigue in selected lower limb muscle groups
while walking in a full pressure suit

p0225 B75-23105
BDGHBS AIBCBAFT CO., COLTEB CITY, CALIF.

Bethods of handling sequence effects in human
factors engineering experiments
[AD-A006240] p0337 875-29770

BDBAB EB6IBBEBI8G LABS., ABEBDEEH PBOTIBG 6BODBD, BD.
Lack of appetitive arousal effects on sensory
processing of auditory evoked potentials
[AD-785541] p0061 875-13530

Air scout night goggle test
[AD-785542] p0100 875-15312

The influence of simultaneous and sequential
display modes on human information-transfer
behavior
CAD-787288] p0127 875-16223

Color codiag: A review of the literature
[AD-A001555] p0167 875-18895

A descriptive model of negative ITS from impulses
[AD-A005025] p0327 875-28701

Human Engineering Laboratory Helicopter
Acquisition Test (HELHAT)
[AD-A005559] p0328 875-28707

Human performance criteria for military noise
exposure
[AD-A005026] p0328 875-28708

Helmet-mounted display implications for Army
aviation
[AD-4009507] p0370 875-31748

HOBA8 FACTOBS BESEABCH, IBC., GOLBTA, CALIF.
A study of heat, noise, and vibration in

relation to driver performance and
physiological status
[PB-238829/6] p0219 875-21941

BtJBAB BESOOBCES BESBABCH OBGABIZATIOB, ALEXABDBIA,
TA.

A report of HnmBBO activities in support of
project HITTAL
[AD-A008277] p0270 875-25586

Transfer and use of training technology: A
model for matching training approaches with
training settings
[AD-A005816] p0364 875-30790

BOBTIBGTOB BEflORIAL HOSPITAL, PASAOEBA, CALIF.
Blindness

p0191 875-19987

III BESBABCH IBST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Oxygen consumption in four species of
invertebrates and a vertebrate naturally
exposed to sanguine electromagnetic fields
[AD-A001925] p0186 875-19943

ELF coupling to biospheres
[AD-A008276] p0269 H75-25577

Barket study: Biological isolation garment
IBASA-CB-144350] p0301 875-27762

ILG IBOOSTBIES, IBC., DOVEB, DELi
Apollo/Skylab suit program-management systems
study, volume 1
[BASA-CB-140368] p0061 B75-13535

On development of a sealed bearing for space suits
[BASA-CB-144435] p0369 875-31743

On development of an inexpensive, lightweight
thermal microaeteroid garment for space suits
[8ASA-CB-144428] p0370 875-31745

ILIIBOIS OBIT., CBABPAIGB.
Effects of ground based aircraft simulator
motion conditions upon prediction of pilot
proficiency

p0166 875-18890
ILLIBOIS DBIV., CHICAGO.

A stochastic model of the electromyogra*
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ILLIIOIS OUT., SATOY. COBPOBATB SOOBCE IBDEI

p0185 N75-19153
Oxygen consuiption in four species of

invertebrates and a vertebrate naturally
exposed to sanguine electronagnetic fields
[AD-A001925] p0186 N75-19943

Oxygen consuiption and respiratory gnotient in
five animal populations naturally exposed to
sanguine electromagnetic fields
[AD-A008254] p026<t N75-25534

Effects of lov freguency vibration of a limb
p0395 N75-33691

ILLIIOIS DIIV., SAVOT.
Application of response surface methodology to

shape discrimination
[AD-785367] p0056 N75-12614

Han as a precious resource: The enhancement of
human effectiveness in air transport operations
[AD-785368] p0056 1175-12620

A theoretical and empirical comparison of two
mixed factor central composite designs
[AD-A007004] p0231 N75-23159

Enhancement of human effectiveness in system
design, training, and operation
[AD-AOOI41119] p0289 H75-26658

Hanipalating the number and type of adaptive
variables in training
[AD-A006229] p0336 H75-29764

The measurement of operator capacity by
manipulation of dual task demands
[AD-A006352] p0336 H75->29765

Han as a precious resource: The enhancement of
human effectiveness in flight operations
[AD-A006353] p0336 H75-29766

Basic attention measures as predictors of
success in flight training
[AD-A006385] p0363 B75-30789

ILLIHOIS OBIT., OBBABA.
Studies on auditory and vestibnlar end organs

and brain stem nuclei
[BASA-CB-142547] p0196 H75-21003

Tracking performance under time sharing
conditions with a digit processing task: A
feedback control theory analysis

p0394 M75-33678
H u m a n interaction vith an intelligent computer

in multi-task situations
p0395 B75-33684

INDIANA ONI?., BLOOMINGTON.
The gaseous environment and temperature regulation

tAD-A003128] p0198 N75-21017
Stress and task performance: A comparison of
physical and psychological stressors

p0231 B75-23156
The role of brain biogenic amines in the control

of pituitary-adrenocortical activity
p0297 N75-27735

INDIABA UNIT., INDIANAPOLIS.
Hineral loss with aging measured prospectively

by the photon absorption technique
p0026 N75-11649

INSTIIDT FBANCO-ALLEHAHD DE BECBEBCBES, ST. LODIS
(FBABCE) .

Influence of a precursor noise on the startle
due to impulse noise (weapon noise)
[ISL-20/73] p0092 B75-1<|1162

Sonic booms effects on sleep
[ISL-2/74] p0092 N75-14463

Recording with the aid of holographic
interferometry by double exposure of the
motion of the tympanum of guinea pigs
undergoing the action of "short-time11 sound
effects
[ISL-8/74] p0196 N75-21000

Laser interferometric studies of the guinea pig
eardrums displacement under various acoustic
excitations: Pure sounds, N waves, shock waves
[ISL-7/74] p0196 B75-21001

Pressure variation effects on the guinea pig
middle ear under impulse sound excitation
[ISL-33/73] p0196 B75-21002

Investigations on the problem of sleep
disturbances caused by supersonic booms
[ISL-21/7U] p0230 B75-23152

IBSTITDT FOEB IBFOBHATIONSVBRARBBITONG IB TECHNIK
OHO BIOLOGIE, KAB1SEDBE (IEST G E R M A N Y ) .

Analysis of two-dimensional biological receiver
systems using detection experiments
CBHVG-FBHT-74-4] p0091 B75-14452

Hultivariable manual control with simultaneous
visual and auditory presentation of information

p0393 H75-33676
IISTITDT HATIOHAL OE LA SAIIE ET DE LA 8ECBEBCHB
HEDICALE, MARSEILLE (FBAICE).

Numerical data processing as applied to human
nenrophysiology: Evoked activity and

. transcranial electroencephalography
p0186 1175-19945

IBSTITOT BATIONAL DE LA SAB1E El DE LA BECHBBCBE
HEDICALE, PABIS (FRANCE).

Semiconductor microdetector studies of
cardiovascular and renal hemodynamics

i p0098 H75-15294
IBSTirOTE FOB BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH, IBC., SILVER
SPBIBG, HO.

Effects of microwave irradiation on embryonic
brain tissue
[AD-A004024] p0286 875-26611

IBSTITOTE FOB DEFEHSE ABALISES. ABLIHGTOH, VA.
Training of OS air traffic controllers
[ AD-A006603/5] p0270 N75-25583

Estimates of increase ID skin cancer incidence
with time following a decrease in
stratospheric ozone
[PB-242278/0] p0383 N75-32739

IBSTITOTE FOB PEECEPTIOB HVO-THO, SOESTEBBEBG
(NETHBBLAHDS) .

Light profiles of the foveal image of a point
source
[ IZF-1974-22] p0089 B75-14434

The action spectrum for retinal burn: A
literature compilation
[IZF-1974-23] p0089 H75-14435

A psychological explanation of sonar degradation
[ IZF-1974-10] p0091 N75-14453

Amphetamine and barbiturate effects on two tasks
performed singly and in combination
[IZF-1974-11] p0091 N75-14454

Colorimetric and photometric properties of a 2
deg fundamental observer
[IZF-1974-12J p0091 H75-14455

Some remarks on using clear visors during night
flights in the Alouette 3
[IZF-1974-13] p0091 N75-14456

The IH-TNO simulator. An investigation of
rotation sensation
[IZF-1974-16] p0091 B75-14457

Ergonomics for command and control rooms
[IZF-1974-17] p0092 N75-14458

Some effects of ACTH 4-10 on performance during
a serial reaction task
[IZF-1974-19] p0092 B75-14459

The effects of ACTH 4-10 on a serial learning
and a short-term Cetention task
[ IZF-1974-21] p0092 B75-14460

Deterministic multiple cue learning. Part 1:
Effects of cue intercorrelation and
presentation order
[IZF-1974-20-PT-1] p0335 N75-29760

On context effects in short term retention
[IZF-1974-28] p0336 S75-29761

Hisperception of exponential growth. Part 1:
Numerical stimuli
[IZF-1974-29-PT-1] p0336 B75-29762

Hisperception of exponential growth. Part 2:
Graphical stimuli
[IZF-1974-30-PT-2] p0336 N75-29763

Drug effects on heart rate and heart rate
variability during a prolonged reaction task
[IZF-1975-3] p0391 N75-33661

ACTH 4-10 and learning
[IZF-1975-4] p0392 N75-33662

ISSTIIUTE FOB RESEARCH, INC., HOOSTON, TEX.
Further development of a biocide generation and
water system passification system addendum
[NASA-CH-1 44434] p0386 N75-32761

INSTITUTE OF AVIATION HEDICINE, FDEBSTEBFELDBBOCK
(BEST 6EBHAHY).

Time dependence of the flight induced increase
of free urinary cortisol secretion in jet pilots

p0053 N75-12597
Psychophysiological stress investigations of an
instrument-coordination analyzer

pOOSS N75-12607
Application of human factors engineering data in
medical evaluation of flight crews

pOOSS N75-12611
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The effects of pore tone hearing losses on
aviators' sentence intelligibility in quiet
and in aircraft noise

p0222 N75-23087
Psychic health: A quantite negligeable in

flying fitness examinations
p0253 N75-24308

IHTEBHATIOB4L BDSIHESS SACBINES COBP., TOBKTOBB
HEIGHTS, B.I.

Data organization
[AD-A001769] p0189 1175-19966

IHTEBBATION1L BADIATIOH PBOTECTIOH ASSOCI4TIOB,
SASBIHGTOS, D.C.

Proceedings of the Third International Congress
of the international radiation protection
association.
[CONF-730907-P1] p0159 H75-17939

IHTEBDHIVEBSITAIR BEACTOB IHSTITODT, DELFT
(HETHEBLANDS).

An attempt to biosynthesize
Te123-telluromethionine
IIBI-133-73-05] p0159 H75-179U1

IOBA STATE OSIV. OF SCIENCE ASD TECHNOLOGY. ABES.
Spectral analysis of biological signals using

coherent optical techniques
p0231 H75-23161

ISTITOTO SDPEKIOBE DI SAHITA/BOHE (ITALY).
Health aspects of radio-frequency

electromagnetic radiation
[ISS-L-74/3] p0058 H75-13511

ITALIAS AI8 FOBCE AEBOSPACE HEDICAL CBMTEB, BORE.
Preliminary research on body displacement during

lunar Balking
p0331 N75-29726

ITALIAN ilB FOBCE BEDICO-LEGiL IHST., HILAB.
The importance of the dosage of thiocyanates in

urine and blood of flying personnel for the
prevention of diseases of visual function

p0223 N75-23092
ITALIAN IIB FOBCE OIL I' ABI SCHOOL OF AVIATION
HEDICINE, BOMB.

Survey on biodynamic response to wind blast in
ejections: Pathogenetic mechanism, analysis
and prevention of injuries

p0381 H75-32718

JET PBOPDLSIO§ LAB., CALIF. IRST. OF TECH., PASADEHA.
Self-sterilization of bodies during outer planet

entry
[NASA-CE-140808] p0015 1175-10678

Planetary quarantine: Space research and
technology
[HASA-CB-140806] p0019 H75-10707

Consideration of probability of bacterial growth
foe Jovian planets and their satellites
[H4SA-CB-110807] - p0019 1175-10712

Teleoperator/robot technology can help solve
biomedical problems
[NASA-CB-1<12089] p0133 H75-17099

Ban-machine interactive imaging and data
processing using high-speed digital mass storage
[HASA-CB-112088] p013« H75-17100

Planetary quarantine: Supporting research and
technology
[HASA-CB-142878] . p0259 B75-24362

Catheter tip force transducer for cardiovascular
research
[NASA-CASE-HPO-13643-1] p0272 H75-25598

Cooperative aultiaxis sensor for teleoperation
of article manipulating apparatus
[HASA-CASE-NPO-13386-1] p0300 N75-27758

Heat stenlizable patient ventilator
[HASA-CASE-SPO-13313-1] p0300 H75-27761

JO BBS HOPKINS DNI.V. , BiLTIHOBE, MD.
BESHEZ: Bering Sea marine mamoal experiment
[NASA-m-I-62399] p0057 H75-13503

Toxicologic evaluation of the migration of a
plasticizer, DI (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate
(DEHP) from vinyl plastics
fNASA-CB-143801) p0264 H75-25531

Acute pulmonary pathology and sudden death in
rats following the intravenous administration
of the plasticizer, DI (2-ethylhexyl)
phthalate, solnbilized with Tween surfactants
[NASA-CB-143803] p0264 N75-25532

Fate in hunans of the plasticizer, DI
(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, arising from

transfusion of platelets stored in vinyl
plastic bags
[NASA-CB-143802] p0265 N75-25542

JOINT PUBLICATIONS BESEABCH SEBTICE, ABLIHGTOH, VA.
Some results and prospects for the use of
underwater habitats in marine investigations
[JPBS-63261] p0021 S75-11596

Condition and work capability of man under
increased pressures and optimal compositions
of gas medium

p0021 N75-11597
Features in processes of saturation
(desaturation) and oversaturation of an
organism and principle of estimating the
decompression regimes during extended stay
under pressure

p0021 N75-11598
Narcotic effect of increased nitrogen and helium
pressures (based on results from experimental
research conducted on animals)

p0021 N75-11599
Physiological description of decompression

phenomena
p0021 N75-11600

Tolerable oxygen concentrations in breathing
mixtures during prolonged exposure

p0021 N75-11601
Medical-physiological observations during
conduct of Sadko-2 test

p0021 N75-11602
Medical-physiological studies in the
Ikhtiandr-67 experiment

p0022 1175-11603
Certain oceanographic tests vith application of
underwater house-laboratory spcut

p0022 N75-11605
Empirical model of the roo.t system of winter
wheat considering weather conditions and the
soil moisture distribution by layers

p0047 N75-12499
Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 8,
no. 5, 19714
[JPRS-63603] pOOIB N75-12552

Neurophysiological aspects of interaction of the
vestibular system with other body sensory
systems

p0048 H75-12553
Concept of the characteristic tine of biological
processes and its application for studying the
dynamics of gas exchange

p0048 N75-1255<4
Changes in physiological functions of monkeys in

a reduced gravitation stand
p0048 N75-12555

Borphocytochemical reaction of the suprarenals
and thymic-lymphatic system of rats after
termination of hypokinesia

i p0048 N75-12556
Peculiarities in the formation of cataracts in
mice after irradiation by 645 HeV protons and
Co60 gamma rays

p0048 N75-12557
Content of glycogen and glucoso-6-phosphatase

activity in the tissues of rabbits after
prolonged exposure to the increased pressure
of a helium-oxygen atmosphere

p0049 N75-12558
Activity of blood enzymes in rabbits exposed to

high-mountain hypoxia
pOOt9 N75-12559

Investigation of the dynamics of accumulation of
trace elements by chlorella cells during
prolopged cultivation

p0049 N75-12560
Some problems in evaluating the vestibular
function of aviators and cosmonauts

p0049 S75-12561
Some regularities in adaptation to prolonged
rotation

p0049 N75-12S62
Function of perception of space coordinates •*

during vestibular training by active, passive
and complex methods

p0049 H75-12563
Begional hemodynamics in antiorthostatic tests
of different intensity

p0049 N75-12S64
Hearing of anti-G suit by persons with Eeduced
orthostatic stability
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p0049 875-12565
Effect of 30-day hypokinesia on the dynamics of

higher nervous activity and sleep of an operator
r pOOSO 1175-12566

Optimization of time variable thickness of
radiation protection against solar flare protons

pOOSO 1175-12567
Chamber for decompressing the caudal part of the

animal body
pOOSO H75-12568

Bespiratory activity sensor using conducting paper
pOOSO H75-12569

ECG changes in the HI, DS and HC leads ixi cases
of focal and diffuse damage to the cardiac
nnscle

pOOSO H75-12570
Phagocytic activity of human blood nentrophils

under ordinary conditions of vital functioning
and in an isolation chamber

pOOSO 875-12571
Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 8,

no. 6, 1974
[JPHS-63856] p0095 H75-15271

Biological effect of permanent magnetic fields
p0095 875-15272

Effect of SO-HeV protons on the testes of mice
p0095 H75-15273

Development of tumors in dogs exposed over a
long period to lov doses of external gamma
irradiation

p0095 875-15274
Hodification of the cytogenetic effect of

ionizing radiation under the influence of
permanent magnetic fields

p0095 H75-15275
Influence of the calcium-magnesium ratio in the

nutrient solution on the aftereffect of gamma
irradiation of cabbage seeds

p0095 H75-1527£
Toxicological-hygenic evaluation of vater

extracts of P-26 polymer film
p0095 H75-15277

Timely problems in aviation medicine
p0096 875-15278

Indices of the fork quality of a man operator in
spaceship control

p0096 H75-15279
Contractile function of the myocardium during

hypodynamia
p0096 B75-15280

Study of the quality of regulation of the
cardiovascular system during a physical load
(based on ECG data)

p0096 1175-15281
Threshold response of the vestibnlar analyzer

during hypoxia
p0096 H75-15282

Effect of a modified atmosphere and increased
temperature on the breathing and metabolism of
man in a restricted closed space

p0096 1175-15283
Semiconductor thermostats for spaceflight

biological investigations
p0096 875-15284

Ophthalmological assistance during prolonged
space flights

p0096 H75-15285
Peculiarities of the human auditory analyzer in

a modified atmosphere
p0097 H75-15286

Controlled starvation as a biological factor
favoring an increase in adaptability of the
human body

p0097 875-15287
Adaptation of the human body to the earth's heat

regime
p0097 H75-15288

Change in bioelectric activity of spinal cord
roots and in the skeletal muscles of dogs
during transverse acceleration

p0097 H75-15289
Besnlts of cytogenetic investigations of the

influence of accelerations of <4-10 g on man
p0097 H75-15290

Peculiarities if the change of motor activity of
rats under conditions of hypo and hyperdynamia

p0097 1175-15291
Rater load as a method for changing the

OEthostatic reaction in man after brief

hypodynamia
p0097 875-15292

Second symposium on influence of vibrations on
the human body and the problem of protection
against vibration

p0097 H75-15293
Certain peculiarities of modeling group
activities of operators
CJPBS-63789] p0134 875-17103

Space Biology and Aerospace Hedicine, volume 9,
no. 1, 1975
[JPBS-64427] p0192 875-20975

Biochemical changes in the skeletal muscles
during hypokinesia and possible vays to
restore them

p0193 875-20976
Dse of electric stimulatiop for preventing the
development of changes in antigravitational
muscles daring hypokinesia

p0193 875-20977
Physical performance and oxygen supply of the
rat body during physical loads after prolonged
hypokinesia

p0193 875-20978
Effect of hypokinesia on the development of
osteoporosis

p0193 875-20979
Glycemic indices of animals at different! times
during hypokinesia with the injection of
glucose, adrenaline and insulin

p0193 875-20980
Effect of hypokinesia and reduced barometric
pressure on the tolerance of animals to
ethylacetate

p0193 875-20981
Effect of accelerations on the sugar content in
rabbit liguor

p0193 875-20982
Spiral equation for the moving apart of plants
in a spiral-radial cultivator

p0194 875-20983
Physiological and hygienic substantiation for
the design of individual means for preventing
the adverse effect of weightlessness

p0194 875-20984
Energy expenditures of the crew during the
eighteen-day flight of the Soyuz-9 spaceship

p0194 875-20985
Perception of coordinates of tvo-dimensional
space in prolonged experimental hypokinesia

p0194 875-20986
Hat lire of circulatory antoregnlation as a
criterion of body tolerance to environmental
agents

p0194 875-20987
Information content of pulse blood filling of
auricular vessels for evaluating man's
tolerance to +g sub z accelerations

p0194 875-20988
Influence of intellectual evaluation of a
situation on the emotional reaction of airmen

p0194 875-20989
Dynamics of some temperature rhythm phases
during its inversion

p0195 875-20990
Experience in developing a system for the
psychological screening of aerial navigators

p0195 875-20991
Influence of vestibnlar and proprioceptive
stimuli on spinal cord neuronal reactions

p0195 875-20992
ECG change accompanying venepuncture in man
during prolonged hypokinesia

,p0195 875-20993
Ose of an electronic computer in investigating a
thermodynamic model of hydration of carbon
dioxide to carbon and vater

p0195 875-20994
Psychobiological training of regulatory
protective-adaptive mechanisms in man

p0195 875-20995
Vestnik of the OSSB Academy of Hedical sciences,
no. 3, 1975
CJPBS-64795] p0221 875-23080

Effects of snperhigh frequency fields of
different intensity on the balance and
metabolism of copper, manganese, molybdenum
and nickel in the organism of experimental
animals
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p0221 H75-23081
The mechanism of adaptogenic effect of

ultraviolet radiation
p0221 H75-23082

Effect of ultraviolet radiation on tolerance of
the organism to chemical substances

p0222 H75-23083
Space biology and aerospace Medicine, volume 9,

no. 2, 1975
[JPHS-6<I929] p0261 B75-25505

Eespiratory function and gravitation
p0261 H75-25506

Hypolie hypothermia in the metabolism of
phospholipids of the endocrinal organs of rats
during acute hypoxia

p0261 H75-25507
Content of ammonia, glntamine, glutamic acid in

rat tissues during hypoxia and aftervard
p0261 H75-25508

Gas exchange and soae blood indices accoapanying
thyroid gland dysfunction

p0261 B75-25509
Acid-base state of blood when breathing

hypercapnic atnospheres
p0261 B75-25510

Measurement of the ammonia content in the
atmosphere of biosatellite mock-ups and its
standardization

p0261 H75-25511
Peculiarities of energy metabolism in the

central nervous system under the combined
influence of vibration and irradiation

p0262 H75-25512
Effect of mechanical vibration on the surface

properties of solutions of gamma-globulin
p0262 H75-25513

lexicological evaluation of ethyl acetate in the
atnospheres of sealed cabins

p0262 H75-2551I1
Conservation of food residues vith a nixture of
guinosol and salicylic acid

P0262 H75-25515
Bedical investigations daring flights of the
spaceship Soynz-12, Soyuz-13, Soyuz-14 and the
Salyut-3 orbital station

p0262 H75-25516
Radiation safety in flights in high-altitude
aircraft

p0262 B75-25517
Activation of external respiration and the level
of alveolar PC02 of in-flight fliers

p0262 H75-25518
Effect of an increased oxygen and carbon dioxide
content on vestibnlar tolerance in human
subjects

p0262 B75-25519
Functional state of the vestibular analyzer vith
creation of negative pressure on the lover
half of the body

p0263 H75-25520
Determination of hunan energy expenditures in
closed spaces

p0263 H75-25521
Computation method for determining oxygen
consumption of a human subject in a closed space

p0263 S75-25523
Exocnnous function of the liver of rats under
the combined influence of transverse
accelerations and restricted motor activity

p0263 N75-25524
Beaction of neurons in the vasomotor center of a
cat to stimulation of the vestibnlar and
somatic afferents

p0263 K75-25525
Bendering medical assistance aboard a spaceship

p0263 B75-25526
Dependence of the viability and mutability of
chlorella on post-radiation storage conditions

p0263 B75-25527
Space Biology and Aerospace Hedicine, Volume 9,
no. 3, 1975
[JPBS-65301] p0323 N75-28672

Aerospace medicine: On the thirtieth
anniversary of the victory of the Soviet
people in the Great Fatherland Bar

p0323 H75-28673
Experiment with a physiologically active
chlorella culture on the Soyuz-9 spaceship

p0323 H75-28674

Influence of electrochemical factors on
cultivation of hydrogenomonas entropha z-1 in
an electrolytic cell

p0323 B75-28675
Changes in some physiological indices in white
rats under the influence of accelerations up
to 24 hours

p0323 B75-28676
Some autonomic reactions in rabbits exposed to a
permanent magnetic field

p0323 B75-28677
Comparative characteristics of poly- and monomer
protein nutrition as applicable to space flights

p0324 B75-28678
Bodel of the transport of gases in periodically
ventilated lungs

p032U B75-28679
Some theoretical aspects of constructing medical
monitoring systems in space flights

p032<t B75-28680
Dse of lengthened and shortened days on space
flights

p032<l H75-28681
Bypobaric nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere as a method
for preventing high-altitude decompression
disease

p0324 B75-28682
Effect exerted on the human and animal body by
repeated exposure in a rarefied atmosphere

p0324 S75-28683
Changes in indices of the blood coagulating and
anticoagulating system in flight crews under
the influence of flight factors

p0324 H75-28684
Change in asymmetry of some paired functions in
airmen under the influence of flight factors

' p0325 B75-28685
Psychophysiological characteristics of the work
activity of an operator wearing special gear

' p0325 B75-28686
Ban's tolerance of coriolis accelerations with
loading of different auscle groups

p0325 B75-28687
Hethod for computing the radiation danger from
proton solar flares

p0325 B75-28688
Method for registering muscle efforts of dogs in
a chronic experiment

p0325 S75-28689
Experiment with chlorella aboard the Zond-8
automatic station

p0325 B75-28690
Cytophysiological changes induced by spaceflight
factors in the seeds of some coniferous species

p0325 B75-28691
Genesis of vestibular-autononic disorders in
spaceflight

p0325 B75-28692
Dinner for a cosmonaut
[BASA-TT-F-16465] p0337 875-29772

Space garden
[BASA-TT-F-16421] p0361 B75-30769

Higher nervous activity of man:
Botivational-emotional aspects
[BASA-IT-F-16453] p0362 B75-30777

Babitability of ships
[JPBS-65334] p0364 B75-30794

Bole of the hypothalamic nenrosecretory system
in adaptive reactions of the body:
Contribution to the problem of neurohormonal
interactions
[BASA-TT-F-16329] p0365 H75-31711

Assessment of the efficiency of human
performance in space flight
[OPBS-65477] p0368 B75-31730

Exobiology of the moon
[BASA-TT-F-16378] p0371 B75-31755

K
KAIiiflAZOO STATE HOSPITAL, BICB.

The measurement and facilitation of cooperative
task performance
[BASA-CB-V41285] p0090 B75-14448

EABNBB (LEO) ASSOCIATES, ABBAPOLIS, BD.
vibration as an artificially created human
factor of the environment
[BASA-TT-F-16175] p0337 B75-29776
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Problems of space biology. Volute 27:
Badiobiology and genetics of arabidopsis
[BASA-TT-F-158U9] p0015 875-10679

Ban in space orbit
fBASA-TT-P-15973] . p0016 B75-10688

Effect of lunar surface material on radiation
damage in lice (investigation of biological
action of lunar surface material returned to
earth by Luna 16 automatic station)

p0030 H75-11877
Bacterial contamination of indoor air as a
function of air exchange
[HASA-TT-F-1608H ] p0058 875-13507

Research on cold sterilization Kith formalin
vapors
[MASA-TT-F-16085] p0058 B75-13512

HAD- and MADP-dependent dehydrogenase activities
in erythrocytes under experimental hypozia
t M ASA-IT-P-160 95] p0058 H75-13513

Effect of hyperoxia on hemoglobin, serum protein
and* gas metabolism in adrenalectomized rats
[HASA-TT-P-1609U ] p0058 875-13514

The effect of caffeine upon blood glucose level
[8ASA-TT-F-16049] p0059 M75-13515

Problems of space biology. Volume 25:
Decompression disorders
tHASA-TT-F-15970 ] p0059 N75-13518

Frequency of differentiated sectored colopies
among bacteria in suspension in the outside
air observed over three years (its correlation
with various parameters: Rolf 's numbers,
solar flux, geomagnetic activity, fluctuating
phenomena
[ NASA-IT-F-16202] p0131 1175-17076

Space mission in Tashkent
[HASi-TT-F-16161 ] p0132 H75-17085

Motion perception. Beport 1: Perception of
minute movements
[HASA-TT-F-16186] p0133 N75-17093

Inhabited space, part 1
[HASA-TT-F-819] p0135 H75-17111

The reaction of the resistive and capacitive
vessels of the hand at the start of muscular
exercise
[HASA-TT-F-1619<I] p0159 H75-17938

Diurnal variations of the Achilles reflex time
in normal man
[BASA-TT-F-16249] p0186 S75-19947

Bicircadian period of sleep-walking cycle in
> beyond time isolation. A polygraphic study

[HASA-TT-F-16212] p0187 B75-19948
Activity profile of piracetam in psychosyndromes
and symptomatic psychoses
[BASA-TT-F-16217] p0188 B75-19959

Stabilization of locomotor activity rhythms of
piglets introduced into a new environment
[HASA-TT-F-16251] p0195 H75-20996

Fixation optokinetic nystagmus (FOKN) and its
mechanisms
[HASA-TT-F-16235] p0197 B75-21005

The problem of equilibrium in the weightless state
CBASA-TT-F-16246] p0197 N75-21006

The state of weightlessness and protective
measures
CHASA-TT-F-162<47] p0197 H75-21007

Spontaneous variability of blood pressure in
patients with hypertension: Besults of long
term .telemetric blood pressure measurements
[NASA-TT-F-16250 ] p0197 H75-21008

The thernoregulatory system: Begulated system
or servo system?
[BASA-TT-F-16256] p0218 B75-21931

Thermal conductivity of the human body during
immersion at thermal neutrality and in a cold
environment
[HASA-TT-F-16258] p0218 K75-21932

Automation in space
p0221 H75-22256

Beightlessness, Bedical and biological research
[BASA-TT-F-16105] p0225 875-23106

Physiological problems of weightlessness
p0225 B75-23107

Beactions of astronauts under weightless
conditions

p0225 H75-23108
Physiological mechanisms of the effect of
weightlessness on the body

p0225 H75-23109

Beactions of animals and people under conditions
of brief weightlessness

p0225 H75-23110
Perception of time under conditions of -brief
weightlessness

p0225 H75-23111
Static-kinetic reactions of man under conditions
of brief weightlessness

p0225 B75-23112
Space form of motionsickness

p0226 H75-23113
Vestibnlar reactions of astronauts during flight
in Voskhod spacecraft

p0226 875-23114
Blood circulation under weightless conditions

p0226 N75-23115
Some results of medical studies of Voskhod 2
spacecraft crew members

p0226 H75-23116
Basic results of medical exaninations of Soyuz
spacecraft crew members

P0226 H75-23117
Condition of cardiovascular systems of
astronauts during flight of Soyuz orbital
station

p0226 N75-23118
Bespiration, respiratory metabolism and energy
consumption under weightless conditions

p0226 H75-23119
Orea, sugar, nonesterified fatty acid and
cholesterol content of the blood in prolonged
weightlessness

p0226 875-23120
Effect of weightlessness on mineral saturation
of bone tissue

p0227 H75-23121
Methods of body orientation in space in the
absence of support under weightless conditions

p0227 B75-23122
Motor activity of astronauts in unsupported state

p0227 H75-23123
Bioelectric activity of skeletal muscle under
conditions of alternating action of g-Forces
and weightlessness

p0227 B75-2312U
Hotor activity under weightless conditions

p0227 N75-23125
Pathophysiological analysis of the effect of
weightlessness on the body

p0227 N75-23126
Prophylaxis of unfavorable effect of
weightlessness on the body

p0227 H75-23127
Beans and methods of physical conditioning of

man in long space flights
p0227 H75-23128

Problem of artificial gravity from the point of
view of experimental physiology

p0228 H75-23129
Training of astronauts in laboratory-aircraft
under weightless conditions for work in space

p0228 H75-23130
Preservation of human performance capacity under
prolonged space flight conditions

p0228 N75-23131
Astronaut activity in weightlessness and
unsupported space

p0228 875-23132
Some results of biomedical studies carried out
in the Gemini and Apollo programs

p0228 N75-23133
Life in weightlessness
[BASA-TT-F-16361] p0228 875-231311

Some peculiarities of intracardiac and
intracerebral hemocirculation in patients
suffering from rheumatoid arthritis
[HASA-TT-F-16307] p0229 875-23138

Studies and investigations. Daily variations of
urinary excretion of 5-hydroxy-indole-acetic
acid in normal subjects
[ BASA-TT-F-16302] p0229 875-23111

Brightness sensation in indirect vision
[BASA-TT-F-16296] p0229 B75-23142

Validity of determination of diurnal cortisol
production rate by isotope dilution method
[ BASA-TT-F-16285] p0229 875-23143

Soyuz-16: Biological experiments
[HASA-TT-F-16356] p0251 875-24293
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Soee procedural problems in automatic analysis
of electrocardiograms
[SASA-TT-F-16357] p025» B75-21316

Probleas of space biology. Tolume 26:
Statistical analysis of the cardiac rhythm and
hemodynamic indices in physiological research
[BASA-TT-F-16196 ] p025« B75-2132Q

SALTOT 4: Stadiuo in veightlessness
[SASA-TT-F-16326] p026« B75-25538

Two in space
[BASA-TT-P-16325] p0269 H75-25581

The space kitchen: discussions between
scientists and readers
[BASA-TT-F-16322] p0271 H75-25595

A nonth alone with chlorella
[BASA-TT-F-16163] p0285 B75-26634

Ca salts of the saccus endolyyphaticas and
processes of calcification of bones daring
nornal and experimental metamorphosis in
tadpoles of Bufo vnlgaris, Bana dalmatina and
Sana esculenta
{BASA-TT-F-16172] p0291 H75-27715

Degradation of mitochondria in yeast induced by
anaerobiosis at different growth phases
[BASA-TT-F-16458] p0295 B75-27716

Chemical controls for sterilization in autoclaves
[BASA-TT-F- 16178] p0330 H75-29718

Chemical controls for dry heat sterilization
[HASA-TT-F-16321 ] p0331 H75-29719

Certain characteristic features of flowering and
pollination in duckweeds (Lemnaceae S. Gray)
[BASA-TT-F-16483] p0331 B75-29721

Bewest methods of air distribution in
conditioning systems on naval transport vessels
[BASi-TT-F-16498 ] p0337 B75-29775

Status and prospects for the developaent of air
conditioning for naval vessels
[HASA-TT-F-16157] p0338 S75-29777

Bobot manipulators
[BASA-TT-F-16182] p0338 B75-29780

Species of fungi of the Hygrophoraceae family on
the Velka Hotka Bill near Hnichovo Hradiste
[8ASA-TT-F-16492] p0361 B75-30768

Effect of exogenous catecholamines on heart rate
and thermoregulation in the hibernating
hedgehog (Brinaceous europaeus L).
[HASA-TT-F-16533] p0362 B75-30776

Administration of ethanol in various doses:
Levels of cerebral serotonin in rats
[BASA-TT-F-1659S ] p0382 B75-32727

Comparative aspects of photoreception of retinal
protein complexes
[NASA-TT-F-16606 ] p0391 B75-33657

Immune bactericidal and bacteriolytic reactions
[BASA-IT-F-16599] p0391 B75-33659

KABSAS STATE OBIT., HiBHiTTAB.
Computer simulation of optimal control of an

integrated human thermal system by response
surface methodology
[PB-231660/9] P0062 B75-13538

KABSAS OBIT., LASHEBCI.
The effect of body inversion on middle ear air

pressure, acoustic admittance and auditory
threshold

p0224 B75-23100
KABOLIBSKA IBSTITOTET, SfOCKBOLH (SIEDBB) .

Bone mineral assay: choice of measuring sites
p0023 B75-11625

KEBTOCKI OBIT., LEXIBGTOB.
A feasibility study of limb volume measuring

systems
[BASA-CB-1U0330] p0051 B75-12580

Effects of vibration stress on the
cardiovascular system of animals

p0291 B75-27693
Hodels of the cardiovascular system under whole

body vibration stress
p0293 B75-27706

KIBEBGETICS, IMC., IAEZAIA, CALIF.
Improved mine rescue breathing apparatus

[PB-241105/6] p0339 B75-29787

LBCLBB (BICBEL) , IBC. , B1BTBI, LA.
Eeport on Project Hydrox 2

[AD-78ai46] p0018 B75-10701
LEEDS OBIT. (BBGLABD) .

Changes in skeletal mineral in patients with

renal failure
p0027 B75-11656

LITE SCIBBCES, IBC., BDBS1, TBI.
Test of a model of visual spatial discrimination

and its application to helicopter control
[AD-A002624] p0199 B7S-21025

LIFE SISTBHS, IBC., CLBTBLABD, OBIO.
Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator

subsystem math model
[ BASA-CB-137565] p0093 875-14167

Spacecraft nitrogen generation
[ BASA-CB-137576] p0101 875-15321

Bydrogen detection study
[ BASA-CB-137563] p0163 B75-17971

Iodine generator for reclaimed water purification
[BASA-CASE-HSC-14632-1] p0271 875-25591

Advanced water iodinating system
[BASA-CB-141937] p0329 B75-28720

LIBGDISTIC SISTEBS, IBC., CABBBIDGB, BASS,
action sickness

[BASA-TT-F-15864] p0016 B75-10685
Cardiopnlmonary efficiency in former and active

champion scullers
[ BASA-TT-F-15728] p0022 B75-11616

Intracytoplasmic ultrastrnctures in peripheral
blood cells in lupus erythematosns
[BASA-TT-F-15710] p008U B75-1iia03

LOCKHEED BLECTBOilCS CO., BOOSTOI, TBX.
Electron nicroprobe analysis program for

biological specimens: BIOHAP
[BASA-i:B-111923J p0325 B75-28693

LOCKHEED BISSILES ABD SPACE CO., SOBBITALB, CALIF.
STABPABC. Part 1: Final summary report

CSASA-CB-111159] p0098 H75-15295
Design, fabrication and testing of a wet

oxidation waste processing system
[HASA-CB-1«1916] p0329 B75-28721

One-hour self-rescue breathing apparatus
[ PB-240120/0] p0330 H75-28725

LOS ALABOS SCIEBIIFIC LAB., B.BEZ.
Probe activities

[LA-5751-PB] p0196 B75-20999
LOOGBBOBOOGB OBIT. OF TECHHOLOGY (EBG1AHD).

Behavioral observations of passengers boarding a
slow speed conveyor
[TT-7H11] p0335 875-29759

LOOISIABA STATE OBITl, BBI OBLEABS.
Antibacterial effects of hyperbaric oxygen

[AD-785860] p009a B75-15269
LOOISTILLB 0811., KI.

Behavioral effects of prolonged exposure to
continuous and intermittent noise
[AD-7857110] p0100 875-15313

LOTELACB FOOBDATI08 FOB BEDICAL EDOCATIOB ABD
BESEABCH, ALBOQOEBQOE, B.BEZ.

The tolerance of birds to airblast
[AD-785259] pOOUS H75-12550

Besearch report on: Specialized physiological
studies in support of manned space flight
[BASA-CB-1Q1698] p0165 875-18882

Effects of 60 Co on electrical self-stimulation
of the brain and blood pressure
[AD-A006428] p033O 875-29751

LTV AEBOSPACE COBP., DALLAS, ZBZ.
Shuttle kit freezer refrigeration unit

conceptual design
[ BASA-CB-IHttlS] p0387 875-32763

M
BALBOE GEBBBAL HOSPITAL (SRBDEB).

Bone mass and Colle's fracture
p0028 B75-11660

HASHED SISTERS SCIBBCES, IBC., HOBTBBIDGE, CALIF.
Trainee performance measurement development

using multivariate measure selection techniques
[AD-787594] p0128 B75-1623H

HABTIB BABIETTA COBP., DBBTEB, COLO.
Utilization of immobilized urease for waste

water treatment
[BASA-CB-137596] p0062 875-13537

Banned maneuvering unit technology survey
[BASA-CB-liaaiil] p0386 B75-32759

A manipulator arm for zero-g simulations
p0388 S75-33088

Simulation of man-machine interaction on shuttle
payload manipulator

p0396 875-33698
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BABYLAHD DHIV., GOBPOBATB SOOHCE IHDEZ

BABILABD DHIV. , COLLEGE PABK.

Theoretical investigation of the circadian rhythm
p0188 875-19956

Hicrobial ecology and the problem of petroleum
degradation in Chesapeake Bay
[AD-A006590] p0221 N75-23099

Synthesis of optimal programmable control
policies for lumped and distributed parameter
reactor systems

p0323 N75-28671
BASSACHOSETTS GEHEBAL HOSPITAL, BOST08.

Parathyroid hormone, calcitonin, and vitamin 0
1971: Present status of physiological studies
and analysis of calcium homeostasis

p0297 N75-27737
Electronic auscultation in telemedicine

[PB-242009/9] p0366 N75-31717
HASSACHUSBTTS IHST. OF TECH., CABBBIDGE.

Bodel of human dynamic orientation
[SASA-CE-132537] p0052 875-12585

Investigation of pilot's role and display
requirements in automatic landings
[BASA-CB-140814] p0056 875-12617

Simulator evaluation of pilot assurance derived
from an airborne traffic situation display.
Phase 2: Traffic awareness improvement
[AD-778951] p0060 N75-13522

The effect of communications and traffic
situation displays on pilots awareness of
traffic in the terminal area

p0183 S75-19129
Visually induced sensations of motion

p0183 N75-19142
Continuously varying skin potentials elicited by

sinusoidally varying electric shock potentials
p0185 N75-19156

The preview control problem with application to
Ban-machine system analysis

p0186 N75-19163
Buckling studies of single human trabeculae

[AD-A000261/2] p0187 875-19949
Cybernetic prosthesis

p0191 H75-19988
Hodels of the vestibular system and postural

control
p0192 875-19992

Supervisory control systems
p0192 S75-19998

Hechanisms of deterioration of nutrients
[BASA-CB-141866] p0285 N75-26630

A mechanical arm control system
[AD-A004672] p0301 H75-27768

Psychophysical models for signal detection with
time varying uncertainty
CNASA-CH-13773U] p0363 H75-30788

Pilot performance in zero-visibility precision
approach
[NASA-CB-137759] p0385 N75-32749

Failure detection by pilots during automatic
landing: Hodels and experiments

p0391 N75-33680
A model for simultaneous monitoring and control

p0395 N75-33685
Detection of system failures in multi-axes tasks

p0395 H75-33686
BATEHIALS BBSEABCH LABS., BiBIBYBBOBG (ADSTBALIA).

A new method of manufacturing inflatable
life-jackets
[BEPT-618] p0190 875-19974

B»X-PLABCK-IBSTITOT FOBB BIOCBEHIE, BABTIHSBIED BEI
BOEHCHEN (WEST G B B B A R T ) .

Biological application: General review
p0186 H75-19303

BAI-PLAHCK-INSIITDT FDEB LABDABBEIT DID
LAHDTECBRIK, BAD KBEUZBACH (IBST GEBHAHI) .

Human exposure to whole-body vibration in
military vehicles and evaluation by
application of ISO/DIS 2631

p0291 875-27687
BAYO CUBIC, BOCHESTEB, BIBB.

Photon absorption method and Singh index in the
detection of osteoporosis: A comparative study

p0026 875-11615
BATO FOOHDATIO1, 8OCBBSTEB, HIBN.

Protection of the cardiopnlmonary systems
against the injurious effects of acceleration
[iD-AOOOUSO] p0166 875-18887

BCDOSHELL-DODGLAS ASTBOBAOTICS CO., BODSTOH, TEX.
Crev procedures development techniques

[HASA-CR-1H1592] p0163 H75-17966
BCDOHNELL-DODGLAS ASTBOBADTICS CO., BOBTIHGTOH
BEACH, CALIF.

Generalized environmental control and life
support system computer program (G189A)
configuration control, phase 2
[HASA-CB-141468] p0101 H75-15315

Cost analysis of life sciences experiments and
subsystems
[NASA-CB-12060U] p0134 875-17101

Beverse osmosis for spacecraft wash water
recycling high pressure pump definition
[ PB-236940/3] p0168 H75-18901

HCDOBHBLL-DOOGLAS ASTBOBADTICS CO., HICHLAHD, BASB.
Implanted energy conversion system
[PB-237558/2] p0165 875-18884

HCDOBHELL-DOUGLAS ASTBOIAOTICS CO., ST. LOUIS, BO.
Techniques of biological contamination avoidance

by atmospheric probes
[BASA-CB-137562] p0020 875-11592

Hanual control in target tracking tasks as a
function of controller characteristics: A
flight stimulator investigation, phase 2
[AD-A007384J p0260 875-24368

The performance of components in the Skylab
refrigeration system

p0388 S75-33095
Skylab trash airlock

p0388 875-33097
BCDOBHELL-DOnGLAS COBP., HOHTIHGTOH BEACB, CALIF.

Beverse osmosis for spacecraft wash water
recycling membrane coupon and module evaluations
[PB-236941/1] p0164 875-17975

HCDOBNBLL-DOUGLAS TECHNICAL SEBVICES CO., IBC.,
BODST08, TEX.

Advance crew, procedures development techniques:
Procedures generation program requirements
document
[HASA-CB-141561] p0127 875-16230

HCGILL OKI?., BOBTBEAL (QDEBEC).
DBS aviation medical research unit reports,

volume 1, 1973-1971
[DB-223-VOL-1] p0389 H75-33643

Goal-directed flexibility in the
vestibulo-ocular reflex arc

p0390 875-33641
Absence of habituation in the human
vestibulo-ocular reflex arc by rotational
stimulation within the range of natural movement

p0390 H75-33645
Habituation of the human vestibulo-ocular reflex
induced by reversal of the retinal image
during sinusoidal rotation of the head

p0390 S75-33646
Plasticity in the vestibulo-ocular reflex arc
revealed by long-term prism-reversal of vision
during natural head movement

p039Q 875-33647
Adaptive neurobiology in space flight

p0390 H75-33648
Vestibular contributions to movement control

p0390 875-33619
Eighth nerve contributions to the synthesis of

locomotor control
p0390 875-33650

The influence of auditory stimuli on the
H-reflex in nan

p0390 875-33651
Does audiospinal facilitation contribute to

motor control in dance response to musical
rhythms?

p0390 875-33652
Auditory startle responses recorded in the leg
of man

p0391 875-33653
The late electroayographic response to muscle
stretch in man

p0391 875-33654
The brain in our rapidly changing environment:
Adaptable man?

p0391 875-33655
BEDICAL BIOLOGICAL LAB. BVO-TBO, BIJSilJK
(BETBBBLA8DS).

Oral and respiratory immunization
[BBL-1974-1] p0017 875-10698

Further studies on the therapy of
organophosphorous anticholinesterase
intoxication with veratrinic compounds. The
role of calcium
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[BBL-1971-17] p0088 B75-11132
Pitfalls in determination of acetylcholine from

brain by pyrolysis. Gaschromatography/mass
spectrometry
[BBL-1971-18] p0089 875-10133

Fanctaation of transcription in vitro of the
tryptophan operon of Escherichia coll. A
novel type of control of transcription
[BBL-1975-1] p0253 B75-21311

In vitro synthesis of enzymes of the tryptophan
operon of Escherichia coll. Part 2: Studies
on the specificity of initiation of
transcription
[BBL-1975-5] p0253 875-21312

In vitro synthesis of enzymes of the tryptophan
operon of Escherichia coll. Part 3: Evidence
for positive control of transcription
[BBL-1975-6] p0253 B75-21313

I changed ATP-dependent DHAase: The
characterization of the enzyme from
Escherxchia coll rorA
[BBL-1971-38] p0253 875-21311

The influence of ionizing radiation on the
immune response
[BBL-1971-28] \ p0255 N75-21329

The cause of death resulting from transfusion
resistant shock. Part 1: Influence of brain
damage
[BBL-1975-1] p0255 875-21330

Respiratory and intraperitoneal infection of
mice with encephalomyocarditis virus: Effect
of snblethal X-irradiation on host resistance
and survival
[BBL-1975-2] p0255 875-21331

Properties of uvrE mutants of Escherichia coll
K12. Part 1: Effects of 0V irradiation on
DBA metabolism
[BBL-1971-25] p0256 875-21332

Properties of uvrE mutants of Escherichia coli
K12. Part 2: Construction and properties of
pol and rec derivatives
[BBL-1971-26] p0256 875-21333

Badiosensitization of biologically active DMA in
cellular extracts by oxygen. Evidence that
the presence of SB-compounds is not required
[BBL-1971-29] p0256 875-21331

flntagenesis by ultraviolet radiation in
bacteriophage FBI X 171: On the mutation
stimulating processes induced by ultraviolet
radiation in the host bacterium
[BBL-1971-30] p0256 H75-21335

Fast and easy production of monolayer plague
assay slides
[HBL-1971-31] p0256 H75-21336

An alternative therapy against organophosphate
poisoning
[BBL-1971-32] p0256 875-21337

The innervation of chick striated muscle fibres
by the chick ciliary ganglion in tissue culture
[BBL-1971-33] p0256 H75-21338

Preferential release of newly synthesized
acetylcholine by cortex slices from rat brain
£BBL-1971-31] p0256 875-21339

Purification and characterization of an
endonnclease froi calf thymus acting on
irradiated DMA
[BBL-1971-35] p0256 H75-21310

Transcription of bacteriophage Ha: An analysis
of the transcription pattern in the early
phase of developvent
[HBL-1971-36] p0257 H75-21311

A structure activity study of oximes anting at
prophylaxis against organophosphates
[CL-1971-23] p0333 875-29711

Some reactions of the hydroxyl addnct of adenine
[BBL-1975-8] p0392 H75-33663

Inactivation of biologically active DNA by gamma
ray induced snperoxide radicals and their
dismntation products singlet molecular oxygen
and hydrogen peroxide
fBBL-1975-10] p0392 H75-33661

Comparison of the oxygen enhancement ratio for
gamma ray induced double-strand breaks in the
DMA of bactenopiage T7 as determined by two
different methods of analysis
[BBL-1975-11] p0392 H75-33665

BBDICAL CO LI.. OF OHIO, TOLEDO.
The muscle spindle as a feedback element in

muscle control

p0185 B75-19W5
BBDICAL COLL. OF IISCOHSIH, BILBAOKBE.

Summary results of research directed toward
eliciting effects of exposure to carbon
monoxide on the spontaneous
electroencephalogram and visual evoked
cortical electrical activity
[PB-212202/0] p0383 H75-32738

Exposure of humans to carbon monoxide combined
with ingestion of diphenhydramine
hydrochloride or phenacetin
[ PB-212098/2] p0381 H75-32710

Exposure of humans to carbon monoxide combined
vith ingestion of ethyl alcohol and the
comparison of hanan performance when exposed
for varying periods'of time to carbon monoxide
[PB-212099/0] p0381 B75-32711

BBDICAL PHYSICS I8ST. OTEECBf (HETBEBLAHDS).
Research activities in application of physics
and engineering to medical science and problems
[PB-1] p0265 B75-25513

Functional neuromnscular training: EBG
biofeedback

p0265 H75-25511
Byoelectric training of congenital belov-elbow

stamps in children
p0265 S75-25515

Vacuum delatency casting for the construction of
individually molded seats

p0265 B75-25516
Function of the lover back in man. Beasnrement
technique for research into low back pain

p0265 N75-25517
The Cardiac Output Computer (COC) project

p0266 B75-25518
A method for the quantitative evaluation of the

hemodynam-ic effect of obstructions in the
coronary arteries as demonstrated by coronary
arteriography

p0266 N75-25519
Systolic time intervals: The evaluation of a
method for clinical diagnostic use

p0266 H75-25550
Honitoring and control aspects during halothane
anesthesia: Some results of combined model
simulation and animal experiments

p0266 M75-25551
EEG signs of cerebrovascular insufficiency: An
application of spectral analysis of the EEG
using provocative methods

p0266 H75-25552
The mesodiencephalic hippocampal system: A
quantitative analysis of the modulation of
theta rhythm

p0266 H75-25553
Field potentials in the deptate area of the cat:
Experimental findings and biophysical models

p0267 875-25551
Botor correlates of operantly reinforced
hippocampus theta shifts

p0267 875-25555
Behavioural effects of fronto-orbital lesions in
dogs

p0267 875-25556
Some investigations on the electrical activity
of the human orbito-frontal cortex

p0267 875-25557
Stereotactic apparatus for the introduction of
electrodes into the brain of the human

p0267 1175-25558
Detection of nonstationarities in EEC's using
the autoregressive model: An application of
EEG's of epileptics

p0267 H75-25559
QBS and ST-T typification

p0267 875-25563
A reliable QBj-detector for coronary care unit

(CCO) monitoring
p0267 875-25561

A pilot system for monitoring the
electrocardiogram in a coronary care unit

p0267 875-25565
Stochastic operations on ecu electrocardiograms

p0268 B75-25566
A decision tree for arrhythmia diagnosis as part
of a modular VCG/ECG analysis system

p0268 B75-25567
Patient monitoring during cardiac surgery with
aid of the EEG
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p0268 875-25568
Software QBS-wave detection of VCG's and ECG's

p0268 H75-25569
Progress in diagnosing electrocardiograms

p0268 B75-25570
The ST slope

p0268 875-25571
Hodular software for ECG/VCG processing

p0268 B75-25572
A lethod for detecting epileptic seizures

p0268 S75-25573
BBDICAL BBSEABCB CODICIL, CiHBBIDGE (BBGLAID) .

Effects of duration of vertical vibration beyond
the proposed ISO ""fatigue-decreased
proficiency11 time, on the performance of
various tasks -.

p0293 875-27702
Lagged Ion order control systems with powered

controls
p0396 875-33694

BEDICAL SCIBICES BESEiBCH FOONDATI08, SAI
PBA8CISCO, CALIF.

Seduction of blood serun cholesterol
[HASA-CASE-HPO-1 2119-1] p0095 1175-15270

BBSSEBSCHBITT-BOBLKOB-BLOBB G.H.B.B., OTTOBBOSB
(IEST G EBB AH) .

Measurement and estimation procedure for flight
safety control operator workload

p0055 N75-12609
HBTHODIST HOSPITAL, HOUSTON, IEZ.

Skylab sleep monitoring experiment (experiment
B133)
(BASA-CB-141886] p0298 875-27747

BIABI DBI7., FLA.
Studies of acid-base homeostasis during

simulated weightlessness: Application of the
water immersion model to man

p0297 H75-27736
BICHIGA8 OBIT., All ABBOB.

Human information processing: An assessment and
research battery
[AD-785411] p0056 S75-12613

A discrete-parameter head injury model
p0058 875-13510

Effects of visual flight display dynamics on
altitude tracking performance in a flight
simulator

p0183 875-19127
An experimental study of the motorcycle roll
stabilization task

p0184 875-19145
The manual control of vehicles undergoing slow

transitions in dynamic characteristics
[BASA-CB-132442] p0188 875-19958

Basic biomechanical properties of the human neck
related to lateral hyperflexion injury
[PB-2U1246/8] p033U B75-29747

Ocular absorption of laser radiation for
calculating personnel hazards
[AD-A009176] p0366 S75-31719

BIDBEST RESEARCH IIST., KABSAS CITY, HO.
Liquid cooled garments

[BASA-CH-2509] p0101 875-15316

Polarographic oxygen sensors
[BASA-CR-2505] p0101 875-15318

Brushless dc motors
[BASA-CR-2506] p0101 875-15319

Heat pipes
[BASA-CR-2508] p0101 875-15320

BILITABRPS7.KOIOGISKA IBSTIIOIET, STOCKBOLB (SSBDES).
Judgement of distance over ground and in

photographs
[B-80] p0060 875-13525

BIBB SAFETY APPLI&BCBS CO., PITTSBDB6B, PA.
Short duration self-rescue breathing apparatus

[PB-240471] p0330 H75-28724
BIBEBALOGISCH-PBT80IOGISCHES IBSf., B08H (BEST
GEBHABT).

A new apparatus for bone mineral measurement in
vivo

p0024 875-11631
BIIIESOTA OUT., HIHBEAP01IS.

Environmental microbiology as related to
planetary guarantine
[HASA-CH-140941] p0057 K75-12622

A comparison of alternative desensitization
procedures for treatment of flight phobia

p0231 875-23155

Environmental microbiology as related to
planetary guarantine
[BASA-CB-142933] p0271 875-25596

Personnel techniques necessary to maximize
bio-bam-sr integrity at a Bartian receiving
laboratory
[8ASA-CB-142963] p0289 H75-26665

BIBBBSOTA OBI?., SI. PAOLi
Tibial bone mineral distribution as influenced

by calcium, phosphorus, and vitamin D feeding
levels in the growing turkey

p0027 H75-11651
Storage stability and improvement of

intermediate moisture foods, phase 2
[BASA-CH-141663] p0167 875-18900

BISSISSIPPI VALLEY STATE OIIV-, ITTA BE8A.
Biological indicators for monitoring water

quality of HTF canals system
[BASA-CR-143178] p0295 B75-27717

BISSODBI DBI7.. COLOMBIA.
Bed cell metabolism studies on Skylab

p0081 N75-14386
HISSODBI OBIT., BOLLA.

Feasibility study on a process for electroless
metal deposition in pits and fissures of teeth
for use in preventive dentistry
[AD-AQ02071] p0187 875-19950

N
BATIOHAL ACADEMY OF EBGIBEEBIBG, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Study of engineering in medicine and health care
[PB-236883/5] p0160 B75-179U3

IAIIOBAL ACADEHY OF SCIEBCBS - 8ATIONAL BESBABCH
CODICIL, WASHINGTON, D.C.

A review of the toxicology research program of
the 6570th Aerospace Bedical Research
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio
[AD-782249] p0018 875-10703

The Bational Research Council program on aid to
the neurologically handicapped

p0190 875-19981
An evaluation of electroanesthesia and
electrosleep
[PB-241305/2] p0363 875-30787

BATIOBAL ABBOBA01ICS ABD SPACE ADMINISTRATION. ABBS
BESBABCB CEBTEB, BOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.

Effects of various runway lighting parameters
upon the relation between runway visual range
and visual range of centerline and edge lights
in fog
[BASA-TB-I-72112] p0054 875-12604

BESNEX: Bering Sea marine mammal experiment
[ BASA-TB-X-62399] p0057 875-13503

Rater purification process
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10643-2] p0057 B75-13506

Response time to colored stimuli in the full
visual field
[N&SA-TH-D-7927] p0166 S75-18892

Pilot performance during a simulated standard
instrument procedure turn with and without a
predictor display

p0183 875-19139
Technology and the Neurologically Handicapped
[BASA-SP-363] p0190 875-19975

The use of objective measurements in the
evaluation of therapy programs

p0191 875-19984
Exoskeletal technology

p0191 875-19990
Banual control theory and applications

p0192 S75-19993
Ammo acids in a Fischer Tropsch type synthesis
[8ASA-TH-X-62411] p020p B75-21034

Rotary plant growth accelerating apparatus
[BASA-CASE-ARC-10722-1] p0260 875-25503

A control system formulation of the mechanism
that controls the secretions of serum group
hormone in humans during sleep
[SASA-TB-X-62445] p0264 875-25530

Modulating the pituitary-adrenal response to
stress

p0296 875-27730
Significance of biorhythms in space flight

p0296 875-27731
Reference apparatus for medical ultrasonic

transducer
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10753-1] p0300 875-27760
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Space station interior design: Besults of the
HASA/AIA space station interior national
design competition
[HASA-TB-D-8018] p0326 H75-2869*

Conspicuity of target lights: The influence of
flash rate and brightness
[BASA-TB-D-7961] p0368 B75-31732

A method for the study of human factors in
aircraft operations
[BASA-TB-X-62172] p038» B75-327U7

Automatic fluid dispenser
[HASA-C&SB-ABC-10820-1J p0387 H75-32766

The effect of sterilization on biological,
organic geochencal and norphological
information in natural samples
[SASA-TH-X-72883] p0388 H75-33635

Thermistor holder for skin temperature
measurements
[HASA-CASB-ABC-10855-1] p0389 H75-336U2

Eleventh Annual Conference on gannal Control
[BASA-TB-X-62461] p0393 H75-33675

Experiments in pilot decision-making during
simulated low visibility approaches

p0394 H75-33677
Buman factors research problems in electronic

voice naming system design
p039« H75-33681

Simulator evaluation of a perspective _
clipped-pole display and a^thrust-vector
controller for VTOL zero-zero landings

p0396 H75-33693
A model-based analysis of a display for t

helicopter landing approach
p0396 H75-33697

HATIOBiL AEBOHADTICS ADD SPACE ADBIBISTBATIOH.
GODDASD SPACE FLIGHT CSHTEB, GBBBBBBLT, BD.

Goddard earth models (5 and 6)
[HASA-TB-X-70868 ] p0217 H75-21920

Improved method of detecting and counting bacteria
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11917-2] p0217 H75-21921

Application of luciferase assay for ATP to
antimicrobial drug susceptibility testing
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12039-1] p0285 H75-26629

BATIORAL AEBOHAOIICS AID SPACE ADBIHISTBATIOH.
LTBDOI B. JOHHSOS SPACE CEHTEB, HOOSTOH, TEX.

Self-contained breathing apparatus
[HASA-CASE-HSC-11733-1] p0061 H75-13534

The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences
Symposium, volume 1
[HASA-TB-X-5815<I-VOL-1] p0077 N75-11358

Skylab medical program overview
p0077 H75-14359

Flxght control experiences
p0077 B75-1U360

Skylab 1 crew observations
p0077 B75-11361

Skylab 2 crew observations and summary
p0077 H75-1U362

Skylab crew health - Crew surgeons' reports
p0077 B75-1U363

Analysis of the Skylab flight crew health
stabilization program

p0078 B75-1«365
Skylab environmental and crew microbiology studies

p0078 H75-11I366
Radiological protection and medical dosimetry

for the Skylab crewmen
p0078 H75-m367

lexicological aspects of the Skylab program
p0078 B75-1I4368

Experiment B-131. Bnman vestibnlar function
p0078 H75-11369

The effects of prolonged exposure to
weightlessness on postural equilibria!

p0078 B75-1<1370
Skylab sleep monitoring experiment (B133)

p0079 H75-14371
Visual light flash observations on Skylab 4

p0079 B75-ia372
Changes in the Achilles tendon reflexes

following Skylab missions
p0079 B75-1U373

Crew efficiency on first exposure to zero-gravity
p0079 B75-1437S

Bineral and nitrogen metabolic studies,
experiment H071

p0079 B75-11376
Physiological mass measurements in Skylab

pOOSO B75-11377

Bone mineral measurement - Experiment H078
pOOep B7S-14378

Huscnlar deconditioning and its prevention in
space flight

pOOSO B75-11379
Biostereometric analysis of body form

p0080 B75-14380
The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences

Symposium, volume 2
[HASA-TB-X-58151-70L-2] pOOSO H75-11381

Biochemical responses of the Skylab crewman
p0081 B75-1U382

The response of single human cells to zero gravity
pOOBI B75-11384

Experiaent B115: Special heaatologic effects:
Dynamic changes in red cell shape in response
to the space-flight environment

pOOSI B75-1I1387
Lower body negative pressure: Third manned
Skylab mission

p0082 H75-14388
vectorcardiographic results from Skylab medical
experiment M092: Lower body negative pressure

p0082 B75-1«389
Bemodynaaic studies of the legs under
weightlessness

p0082 H75-14390
Anthropoaetric changes and fluid shifts

p0082 B75-1U391
Evaluation of the electromechanical properties
of the cardiovascular system

p0083 H75-11393
Besults of Skylab medical experiment H171:
Betabolic activity

p0083 B75-14395
Pulmonary function evaluation during and
following Skylab space flights

p0083 B75-11396
Metabolic cost of extravehicular activities

p0083 B75-1U397
Determination of cardiac size from chest
roentgenograms following Skylab missions

p0083 H75-1<t398
Skylab: A beginning

p0084 H75-11399
Skylab fledical Data Center and Archives
[HASA-TB-X-58148] p0131 H75-17080

Space technology in remote health care
p0136 H75-17218

The technology application process as applied to
a firefighter's breathing system

p0136 H75-17222
Bethod and system for in vivo measurement of
bone tissue
[BASA-CASE-BSC-14276-1] p0220 H75-219U8

fledical support and findings of the Skylab program
[HASA-TH-X-58160] p0264 B75-25S37

Iodine generator for reclaimed water purification
[ NASA-CASB-HSC-1«632-1] p0271 B75-25591

Skylab vectorcardiograph: System description
and in flight operation
[HASA-TB-D-7997] p0272 H75-25599

Proceedings of the 1973 Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center Endocrine Program Conference
[ SASA-Tfl-I-58155] p0296 H75-27728

Biochemical observation during 28 days of space
flight

p0296 B75-27729
Endocrine considerations in the red-cell-mass

and plasma volume changes of the Skylab 2 and
3 crews

p0297 B75-27738
Bultiparameter vision testing apparatus
[BASA-CASE-BSC-13601-2] p0300 B75-27759

Skylab mobile laboratory
[HASA-TB-D-8028] p0329 B75-28722

Concept design of the payload handling
manipulator system
[BASA-TB-X-721'47] p0337 H75-29773

HATIOSAL ABBOBAOTICS ABD SPACE ADBIBISIBATIOB. JOBS
F. KEBBBDY SPACE CEHTBB, COCOA BEACB, FLA.

Human factors considerations for the use of
color in display systems
[BASA-TB-I-72196] p0090 B75-1U1I16

Development of a bone-fixation prosthetic
attachment

p0388 B75-33106
BATIOBAL AEBOHADTICS ABD SPACE ADBIBISTBATIOB.
LAiGLBI BESEABOB CEBTEB, LA8GLEX SfATIOH, ?A.
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Proton tissue dose for the blood forming organ
in human geometry: Isotropic radiation
[NASA-TH-X-3089] pOOSO H75-12573

Automatic inoculating apparatus
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11074-1] p0057 H75-13502

A model and predictive scale of passenger ride
discomfort
[HASA-TH-X-72623] p0060 N75-13523

Preliminary flight tests of an oculometer
[HASA-TB-X-72621 ] p0127 H75-16225

Effects of exposure time during flight maneuvers
on passenger subjective comfort rating
[HASA-TH-X-72660] p0200 S75-21029

Effects of three activities on annoyance
responses to recorded flyovers
[HASA-TB-X-72673] p0231 H75-23157

Therapeutic hand exerciser
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11667-1] p0264 H75-25539

Vibrations transmitted to human subjects through
passenger seats and considerations of
passenger comfort
[HASA-TH-D-7929] p0269 875-25582

An elementary psychophysical model to predict
ride comfort in the combined stress of
multiple degrees of freedom

p0293 H75-27705
Human comfort response to random motions vith a
dominant vertical motion
[HASA-TH-X-72691 ] p0337 H75-29774

Hoise and Speech Interference: Proceedings of
Hinisymposinm
[HASA-TH-X-72696] p0368 H75-31731

Human comfort response to random motions with a
dominant longitudinal motion
[HASA-TH-X-72746] p0384 H75-32746

HATIOHAL AEBOHAOTICS AHD SPACE ADHIHISIBATIOB.
LEilS BESEABCH CBHTEB, CLEVBLABD, OHIO.

Self-vapor cooled targets for production of
1-123 at high current accelerators
[BASA-TM-X-71620 ] p0022 S75-11615

Circuit for detecting initial systole and
dicrotic notch
CHASA-CASE-LEI-11581-1] p0061 H75-13531

Tests of protective clothing for the safe
handling of pressurized lamps
[BASA-TH-X-3147] p0093 H75-14468

Toxic substances alert program
[NASA-TH-X-71711 ] p0254 H75-24319

Ophthalmic lignifaction pump
[HASA-CASE-LBI-12051-1] p0389 H75-33640

HATIOHAL AEBOHA01ICS AHD SPACE ADBIHISTHATIOH.
HABSHAL1 SPACE FLIGHT CSBIBB, HOHTSVILLB, ALA.

Orthotic arm joint
[HASA-CASE-HFS-21611-1] p0056 B75-12616

Skylab atmospheric contamination control
[HASA-TH-X-64900 ] p0101 H75-15317

Actuator device for artificial leg
[HASA-CASE-HFS-23225-1] p0387 S75-32767

An improved load handling device
[NASA-CASE-HFS-23233-1] pOUOO N75-33725

BATIOBAL AEHOHAOTICS AHD SPACE ADHIBISTBATIOK.
•ATIOHAL SPACE TECHHOLOGI LABS., BAI SAIBT LODIS,
HISS.

Agnatic plants for removal of nevinphos from the
aquatic environment
[BASA-TH-X-72720] p0125 H75-16206

HATIOHAL AEBOHAOTICS AHD SPACE ADHIHISTBATIOH.
PASADEHA OFFICE, CALIF.

Seduction of blood serum cholesterol
[HASA-CASE-HPO-12119-1] p0095 H75-15270

Hiniatnre muscle displacement transducer
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13519-1] p0134 H75-17102

Catheter tip force transducer for cardiovascular
research
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13643-1] p0272 B75-25598

Cooperative mnltiaxis sensor for teleoperation
of article manipulating apparatus
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13386-1] p0300 N75-27758

Heat sterilizable patient ventilator
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13313-1] p0300 H75-27761

HATIOBAL AEBOHAOTICS AHD SPACE ADBIBISTBATIOH,
HASHIHGTOH, D.C.

Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography tilth indexes, supplement 132
[HASA-SP-7011(132) ] p0016 H75-10684

Task and work performance on Skylab mission 2, 3
and 4 (time and motion study - Experiment B151)

p0079 H75-14374

The function of the body and factors of space
flight
[HiSA-IT-F-15971] pOOSU H75-14404

Cooperation between socialist countries in space
biology and medicine within the framework of
the Interkosmos program

p0084 H75-14405
The problem of hypoxia, hyperoxia and
hypercapnia in space physiology

p0084 B75-14406
The internal nature of functional disturbances
arising in the body under the effect of
extreme factors

p0085 H75-14407
Internal thermotopography and shifts in general

thermal balance in man under special heat
transfer conditions

pOOBS N75-14408
Tolerance of acute hypoxia while performing
operator activity and after a prolonged period
under altered gas environment conditions

p0085 H75-14409
On the characteristics of caloric nystagmus in
healthy persons

p0085 B75-14410
Gas exchange and the coagulation system of the
blood during the effect on the body of high
concentrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide

p0085 N75-14411
Correlation changes in EEG, conditioned and
behavioral reactions with various degrees of
oxygen insufficiency

p0085 H75-14412
Studies of hypokinesia in animals to solve
urgent problems of space biology and medicine

p0086 S75-14413
Justification of permissible doses of radiation
during prolonged space flights

p0086 H75-14414
Study of a number of biochemical indices of the
blood and tissue of dogs after prolonged
gamma-radiation

p0086 H75-14415
A study of immunological reactions in dogs
exposed to prolonged chronic radiation

p0086 N75-14416
Badiobiological effects of heavy ions and protons

p0086 H75-14417
The effect of synthetic homopolymer poly I:C on
the synthesis of nucleic acids, protein and
interferon in spleen cells normally and with
radiation

p0086 B75-14418
Individual radiosensitivity and its daily
variations

p0086 B75-14419
Daily rhythms of radiosensitivity of animals and
several determining causes

p0087 B75-14420
The temporal organization of processes of cell
reproduction and its connection with rhythms
of radiosensitivity of the body

p0087 B75-14421
Development and creation of conditions for the
radiation of biological objects with high
energy protons ~=-

p0087 B75-14422
Physical conditions for conducting
radiobiological experiments in beams of
accelerated particles with high linear energy
transfer

p0087 H75-14423
Isotope alpha irradiators for radiobiological
research

p0087 N75-14424
Hicrodosimetry and the radiation danger of
cosmic rays

p0087 B75-14425
Methodological questions of creating
tissue-equivalent phantoms

' p0088 B75-14426
Pathogenetic validation of the use of biological
protective agents and early treatment in cases
of radiation injury simulating radiation
effects under space flight conditions

p0088 H75-14427
The biological effect of prolonged radiation and
ways of selecting new anti-radiation drugs
effective in this kind of radiation injury
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COBPOH1IB SOOECB IIDEI HAVAL BIOHBDICAL HBSBABCH LIB., OAELAID,

p0088 B75-14428
Experimental-clinical validation of the use of

amitetravit, ATP and aatologoas bone narrow in
radiation injuries caused by prolonged radiation

p0088 H75-14429
HASA and technology

p0190 B75-19977
Bole of metabolic shifts in the pathogenesis of

vestibalar disturbances
[RASA-TT-F-16431] p0255 B75-24327

Objectives and models of the planetary
quarantine program
[HASA-SP-344] p0272 B75-25604

A summary of skylab findings of interest to life
scientists

p0331 B75-29725
HATIOHAL iBBOSPACB UB., AHSTBBDAH (HE1BEBLAHDS) .

& simulator study to investigate human operator
workload

p0052 H75-12589
In-flight measured human pilot describing
function and remnant for pitch attitude control

p0184 H75-19151
A theoretical study of the pilot as a system
monitor

p0398 875-33709
HATIOHAL AEROSPACE LAB., IOEIO (JAPAI).

A study of pilot behavior during controlling the
lateral directional motion of airplanes in
turbulent air

p0399 B75-3371»
BATIOHAL AVIATIOi FACILITIES BIPEBIHBHTAL CEHTZB,
AT1AHTIC CUT, B.J.

Ocnlometer measurement of air traffic controller
visual attention
[AD-A006965] p0299 B75-27753

BAHOB1L BtJEBAO OF STAHDABDS, BOOLDEB, COLO.
Efflux of gaseous hydrogen or methane fuels from

the interior of an automobile
[COH-75-10288/9] p0288 N75-26650

BATIOHAl BDBBAO OF STABDABDS, WASBIHGTOH, D.C.
Summary of the Office of Toxic Substances

requirements resulting from the toxic
substances control act and a preliminary
specification for a data management system
[PB-238088/9] p0198 B75-21015

Development of solid state samplers for work
atmospheres
[COS-74-11720/1] p0221 B75-21950

Emotionality in response to aircraft noise: A
report of development work
[HASA-CB-2600] p0385 B75-327U8

BATIOHAL IHST. FOB OCCUPATIONAL SAFETI ABO HEALTH,
CIBCIHBATI, OHIO.

Serum and urine changes in macaca mulatta
following prolonged exposure to 12 Hz, 1.5 g
vibration

p0292 B75-27695
HATIOBAL IHST. OF BEDBOLOGICAL DISEASES AHD STBOKB,
BBTBESDA, BD.

Neural control: Long-range prospects
p0191 H75-19982

BATIOHAL IHSTITOTBS OF BEALTH, BETHESOA, SD.
Effect of prolonged space flight on cardiac

function and dimensions
p0083 H75-U39<»

BEB and the neurologically handicapped
p0190 B75-19978

BATIOBAL HABI1E FISHERIES SEBVICB, SEATTLE, 8ASB.
phytoplankton pigment and production

measurements in the California current region,
1969-72
[COH-75-10784/7] p0389 B75-33639

•ATIOHAL PBTSICAL LAB., TEDDIH6TOH (EHGLAHD).
Some preliminary experiments in the use of a

programmable videotape recorder as ao
automated history-taking device in a chest
clinic
[HPL-COB-73] p0333 B75-29745

B1TIOHAL BBSBABCB CODHCIL OF CABADA, OTTABA
(OHTABIO) .

Secondary effects of syneresis on the gas
metabolism of crustaceous lichens
[BBC-TT-1776] p0091t H75-15265

Circadian rhythm in performance on the BBC
stressalyser

pO«01 H75-33999
BAOK1 PBESS, SQSCOI (DSSB) .

Problems of space biology. Volume 22:

Exchange of matter under extremnm conditions
of space flight and its simulation

p0019 H75-11586
Methods in space biology, part 1

p0020 H75-11587
Betabolism and kidney function during space

flight, part 2
p0020 875-11588

Bechanism of water absorption in certain
osmoregnlatory organs, part 3

p0020 H75-11589
•AVAL ABBOSPACB HEDICAL BBSEABCB LAB., P2SSACOLA,
FLA.

Criteria for personal dosimetry in mixed
radiation fields in space
[HASA-CB-110365] f p0051 H75-12574

Annotated bibliography of reports, supplement
no. 6, 1 July 1973 - 30 June 1974
[AD-785851] p0098 H75-15300

Elicitation of vestibnlar side effects by
regional vibration of the head
[AD-786288] p0099 B75-15303

Disorientation phenomena in naval helicopter
pilots
[AD-786370] p0100 B75-15310

A psychobiological study of rhesus monkeys
exposed to extremely low frequency-low
intensity magnetic fields
[AD-A000078] p0159 B75-17935

Some effects of alcohol on various aspects of
oculomotor control
[AD-A000079] p0160 B75-17942

Major orientation-error accidents in regular
Army DB-1 aircraft during fiscal year 1970,
accident factors
[AD-A001710] p0189 H75-19968

Hyperbaric-hypobaric interactions as they relate
to compressed air diving and aviation: Canine
experiment
[AD-A003073] p0219 H75-21938

Differentiating aptitude factors among current
aviation specialties
[4D-A003033] p0220 B75-21945

Assessing an aviator's ability to hear speech in
his operational environment

p0222 B75-23088
Air-to-air visual target acquisition

p0223 S75-23094
Computer measurement of complex performance

p0251 H75-24300
Impact of mnltivariate analysis on the aviation
selection and classification process

p0252 H75-24306
Bicrodosimetric structure of HZE particle tracks
in tissue
[HASA-CB-141935] p0326 H75-28696

The brief vestibular disorientation test as an
assessment tool for non-?ilot aviation personnel
[AD-A004963] p0327 H75-28702

The effect of extremely low frequency radiation
on human performance: A preliminary study
[AD-A005898] p0335 B75-29756

Human bioassay of antinotion sickness drugs
[AD-A009799] p0367 B75-31727

Frequency response of the oculovestibnlar system
during yaw oscillation
[AD-A009769] p0367 H75-31728

BAVAL AIB DEVELOPBBHT CEHTER, BABHIHSTEB, PA.
The encapsulating life raft system
[AD-787637] p0128 B75-16235

Aircrew protective clothing and devices system
rotary wing aircraft
[AD-A002423] p0200 H75-21031

Beasurement of human head resultant acceleration
during impact
[AD-A002971] , p0219 B75-21939

A pilot/LSO simulation conducted to investigate
aircraft wave-off performance and to determine
the ability of the landing signal officer to
judge aircraft approaches
[AD-A007515] p0259 B75-24356

The modular anti-exposure system
[AD-A003603] p029Q B75-26670

The effect of the individual and combined
stresses of vibration and sustained G on pilot
performance

p0291 B75-27690
BAVAL BIOHBDICiL BBSEABCB LAB., OAKLAND, CALIF.

Studies on propagation of microbes in the
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RATAL COASTAL SISTBBS LIB.} Fill81 CUT, FLA. UUBPOBAT8 SOOHCB IIDBJt

airborne state
[BASA-CB-131844] p0020 B75-11590

Possibility of grovth of airborne microbes in
outer planetary atmospheres
(RASA-CR-141958) p0094 B75-15266

Studies on propagation of microbes in* the
airborne state
[8ASA-CB-142757] p0251 H75-24294

Studies on possible propagation of microbial
contamination in planetary atmospheres
[N1S1-CB-142825] p0251 875-24296

•1T1L COASTAL SISTBHS LAB., PAHABA CITI, Fit.
Gas consumption of scuba divers

[AD-1009354] p0383 H75-32737
RATAL IHTBLLIGBHCB SOPPOBf CEHTBB, SASBIBGTOH, B.C.

Conditioned control of cardiac activity and
respiration and norphological changes in the
brain of pigeons under the action of a
constant magnetic field
[AD-78U798] p0029 H75-11669

RATAL BBDIGAL BBSBABCH IHST., BBTHESDA, BO.
Trans-imaging of bone allografts: A rapid

method for evaluating osseous incorporation
p0027 H75-11653

•ATAL POSTGBADDATE SCHOOL, HOHTEBBI, CALIF.
Signal processing and characterization of the
audio evoked cortical response
[AD-784768] p0098 1175-15299

Couputer modeling of the electroencephalogram
[AD-784765] p0101 875-15322

A statistical evaluation of the theory of
biorhythms
[AD-787377] p0132 875-17090

An investigation of biorhythmic influence upon
human performance
tAD-A001266] p0162 875-17960

Pilot accident potential as related to total
flight experience and recency and frequency of
flying
[AD-A001256] p0162 875-17961

Estimation of the physiological parameters of
heart-rate and oxygen-consumption during heat
and work stress
[AD-A001285] p0165 875-18885

BEG frequency analysis on the POP Lab 8/E
computer system
[AD-A003522] p0286 H75-26640

Prediction of performance and satisfaction of
aeronautical engineering students at the Naval
Postgraduate School
[AD-A003539] p0289 H75-26659

Periodic variations in human performance
[AD-A003517] p0289 H75-26660

Tisnal search processes of Coast Guard aircrewaen
[AD-A004252] p0289 H75-26662

Evaluation of slide-tape lecture programs used
in aero laboratories
[AD-A009571] p0369 875-31741

The effect of breathing 100 percent oxygen on
short tern eemorj of nilitary officers
[AD-A009989] p0384 H75-32742

RATAL SOBHABIRE BEDICil BESBABCB LAB., GBOTOH, COIB.
The visual evoked cortical potential as a
measure of stress in naval environments. 3:
The response to pattern and color
[AD-786322] p0098 B75-15301

Biochemical responses of men to simulated air
dives of 100 feet
[AD-787066] p0126 R75-16217

Bemostatic alterations following severe dysbaric
stress
[AD-787065] p0126 B75-16218

Shallow habitat air dive SHAD-1 psychological
screening of divers as subjects for long
duration saturation experimentation
[AD-A002707] p0189 875-19971

Shallow Habitat Air Dive series (SHAD 1 and 2) :
The effects on visual performance and physiology
CAD-A00710*] p0257 875-24342

Eye-movements during search for coded and
uncoded targets
[AD-A002713] p0386 H75-32755

RATAL SOBFACE •EAPOBS CEHTEB, DABLGBER, TA.
The effects of high power pulsed and low level

CB microwave radiation on an operant behavior
in rats
[AD-A004943] p0327 R75-28703

RATAL TBAIHIIG EQOTPHERT CBHTBB, OBLABOO, FLA.
Training situation analysis study for the T-34C

expanded primary flight training phase
[AD-A002258] p0188 R75-19962

Capabilities in wide angle visual technology
[AD-A002706] p0189 R75-19970

RATAL DHDEBBATEB SISTBBS CEITEB, BEI LORDOR, COBH.
Tisnal sampling on a simulated DIHOS-type display
[AD-A005318] p0330 R75-28723

BATX BIPBBIHBBTAL DITIIG OBIT, IASHIBGTOH, D.C.
Abstracts Biomedical Research and Underwater
Breathing Apparatus Evaluation Dives 10 to
1600 Feet Conference
[AD-A003472] p0290 R75-26669

RATI BBDICAI BBOBOPSICHliTBIC BESBABCH OBIT, SIR
DIBGO, CALIF.

Emotional and biochemical effects of high
work-load

pOOSK R75-12598
HATI PBBSOHBEI BESEABCB AHD DBVELOPHBBT CBHTBB, SAR
DIBGO, CALIF.

Training mathematics skills with games
[AD-A009364] p0385 R75-32753

RBR HABPSHIBE OBIT., DOBHAB.
Phytoplankton populations in relation to
different trophic levels at linnipesaukee
Lake, Hew Hampshire, USA
[PB-240981/1] p0365 R75-31709

BBB HBXICO STUB OBIT., OHITEBSITI PABK.
Selective reaction and short-term memory in high
speed information processing
[AD-784878] p0100 H75-15311

Quantitative models for predicting human
visual/perceptual/notor performance
[AD-A001072] p0162 875-17964

Color research for visual displays
[AD-A003049] p0200 R75-21033

A review of recent models of attention
[AD-A006155] p0337 R75-29769

Recognition of stimulus displays: An
electrophysiological analysis

p0395 H75-33687
HER BEIICO OBIT.. ALBDQOEBQDE.

Two programs for speech recognition and system
identification research
[AD-A003806] p0299 875-27754

HER IOBK STATE VBTEBIBABT COL1., IIHiCA.
Bechanism of calcium absorption and transport:
The involvement of the vitamin D-induced
calcium-binding protein
[COO-3167-95] p0028 H75-11666

HER IOBK OHIT. BBDICAL CERTEB.
Changes in bone mineralization in hemiplegia

p0028 H75-11661
BBI IOBK OBIT., B.I.

The concept of technology transfer
p0190 R75-19976

Plankton communities at Fire Island Inlet (Great
South Bay, Long Island, Hew lork)

p0388 R75-33634
BOBFOLK STATE COLL., TA.

Standards of rider comfort: Roise, vibration
and age of rider as factors
[HASA-CB-136744] p0166 H75-18891

HOBTB CABOLIHA STATE OBIT.. BALEIGH.
The utilization of Habrobracon and arte&ia as
experimental materials in bioastronautic studies
[RASA-CB-114590] p0229 H75-23145

The combined effects of noise and vibration on
human annoyance

/ p0231 H75-23154
Investigations of roll and pitch in off-road
vehicles including active seat suspension

p0328 H75-26713
HOBTB DAKOTA STATE OHIT., FABGO.

Solubilization and spore recovery from silicone
polymers
[BASA-CB-140769] p0020 815-11591

ROCLBAB BBGOLATOBI COBBISSIOi, BASHIBGTOB, D.C.
Occupational radiation exposure at light water
cooled power reactors, 1969 - 1974
CPB-242532/0] p0393 875-33669

OAK BIDGE ASSOCIATED OBITEBSITIBS, TERR.
Studies relative to the radiosensitivity of man:

Based on retrospective evaluations of
therapeutic and accidental total-body
irradiation
[HASA-CB-144439] p0383 B75-32733
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COBPOBATB SOOBCE IHDEI PLAIAB COBP., ALEXABDBIA, 71.

OIK BIDGE BATIOBAL LAB., TEHB.
Environmental Sciences Division publications

1-500: In abstracted, indexed bibliography
[OBBL-TH-11545] p0094 B75-15268

Popalation exposures. Proceedings of the 8th
Hidyear Topical Symposium of the Health
Physics Society
[COHF-7111018] p0132 B75-17088

Preparation and analysis of aquatic-related
samples
CCOHF-741023-1] p0196 B75-20998

Estimated radiation doses from food cooked vith
natural gas from nuclearly stimulated veils
(OBHL-TH-4735] p0197 B75-21010

Estimated radiation doses fro* ingestion of
tritium-containing consumer products nade with
hydrocarbons fton nuclearly stinulated natural
gas veils
[OBHL-TB-4730] p0219 H75-21936

Geoecology inf or nation system. Part 1:
Biogeographic aapping of species ranges:
Documentation of input and data checking
procedure for conputer storage and retrieval
of information
[EDFB-IBP-74-5-PT-1] p0223 B75-23098

Calcnlational technignes f.or estimating
population doses fron radioactivity in natural
gas from nuclearly stimulated veils
[COBF-750109-1] p0230 B75-23151

OCBiB SISfBHS. IBC., TABBYTOH. B.I.
Access: Diver performance and physiology in

rapid compression to 31 atmospheres
[AD-A003514] p0287 H75-26645

Cognitive and psychomotor performance during
HOAA OPS 1 and 2
[AD-A005643] p0364 B75-30791

OCEAH40T1CS, IBC., LABDOVEH, HD.
Exploratory analysis of predictors of diver

performance decreient during 3 hour cold vater
explosnres
[AD-A009359] p0367 B75-31724

OFFICE BAXIOBAL D'ETDDES ET DB BECHBBCHBS
ABBOSPATIALES, PABIS (FBABCB) .

Discrete time nodelization of human pilot behavior
p039« B75-33683

OFFICE OF CIVILIAB HAHPOWEB BAIAGEHEBI, AB1IHGTOH,
VA.

An integrated workload and manpower planning
system for the Haval Air Hevork Facility,
Horth Island
[AD-A006293] p0364 B75-30792

OFFICE OF BAVAL BBSEABCB, ABLIBGTOB, VA.
A user oriented reviev of the literature on the

effects of sleep loss, work-rest schedules,
and recovery on performance
[AD-A009778] p0367 B75-31726

OFFICE OF BAVAL BESEAECH, LOBDOB (EB6LABD) .
Symposium on Temperature Begulation and Drug
Action
[AD-A006372] p0362 H75-30780

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF BESBABCH DEVBLOPBBBT ABD
ACQOISITIOB (ABBI), BASBIBGTOH, D.C.

Proceedings of Conference on Aircrew performance
in Army Aviation
[AD-A001539] p0162 B75-17963

OHIO STATE OBI?. BESEAHCH FOOBDATIOB, COIDBBDS.
Cardiovascular, renal and respiratory effects of

high intensity, intermediate duration, low
frequency vibration
[AD-A000042] p0160 H75-17945

Perceptual differences among consonants
[AD-A002286] p0190 B75-19972

OBIO SIATE DBIT., COIDBBDS.
Aircraft-simulator transfer problems

[AD-A002140J p0188 H75-19964
Computer-television analysis of biped locomotion

p0232 B75-23162
A kinesthetic-tactual display for stall deterrence

p0397 B75-33703
OPEBATIBG SISIEBS, IBC., TABZABA, CALIF.

Continuous performance measurement in flight
systems

p0398 B75-33711
OPEBATIOBS BESBABCB, IBC., SILVER SPBIIG, BD.

Design criteria for advanced PFD'S
[AD-A010404] p0401 B75-33728

OBEGOB STATE Oil?.. COB?ALLIS.
The Coho Project: living resources prediction

feasibility study, volume 1

[PB-234057/8] p0015 B75-10681
The Coho Project: Living resources prediction

feasibility study. Volume 2: Environmental
report
[PB-234058/6] p0015 B75-10682

The Coho Projuct: Living resources prediction
feasibility study. Volume 3: System
evaluation report
[PB-234059/4] p0016 B75-10683

Outpatient medical costs related to air
pollution in the Portland, Oregon area
[EPA-600/5-74-017] p0017 B75-10692

OBBGOH OBIV., POBTLABD.
Automatic fluid dispenser
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10820-1] p0387 B75-32766

OBGABIZATIOB FOB BEALTB BESEABCB, 1HO, ABSTBBDAB
(BETBEBLABDS) .

Changes in visual evoked response by non-visual
task processing

p0252 B75-24301
Pulse wave velocity over the vascular vail as a

means for distinguishing betveen different
psychophysiological reaction patterns to a
mental task

p0252 B75-24302

PATBB, IMC., ABBAPOLIS, BO.
Some studies relating to limb flailing after an
emergency escape from an aircraft
[AD-&005699] p0334 B75-29752

On pushing back the frontiers of flail injury
p0382 H75-32724

Experimental evaluation of limb flail initiation
and ejection seat stability

p0382 B75-32725
PEBBSILVAHIA STATE OMIT., OIIVEBSITT P»BE.

Influence of altered gaseous environments on
lung metabolism
[AD-784908] p0089 B75-14438

Effects of hypnotic drugs on performance before
and after sleep
[HASA-CB-143311] p0333 B75-29743

PEHBSIL?ABIA OBI?., PBILADELPHIA.
Effects of microwaves: Local hot spot heating

by microwaves
[ AD-A001558] p0160 B75-17944

Effects of increased G-force on the nutations of
sunflower seedlings
[BASA-CB-142184] p0164 B75-18874

Effects of vertical rotation on Arabidopsis
development
[HASA-CB-142246] p0164 B75-18876

Studies on the multiplicity and entrainment of •
circadian oscillators

p0217 H75-21925
Study of the in vivo mechanical properties of
the blood vessels and their regulation
[AD-A003613] p0286 B75-26642

Developmental programming for retinotectal
patterns

p0295 B75-27722
PHTSICS IHTBBBATIOBAL CO., SAB LBABDBO, CALIF.

Development of an implantable piezoelectric
driving system for a circulatory assist device
[ PB-236446/1] p0135 B75-17110

PHISICS LAB. BVO-TBO, IBB BAGOB (BETBEBLABDS).
Beasnrement of the spectral irradiance of an
ultraviolet handlamp
[PHL-1974-26] p0089 B75-14436

PILLSBOBI HILLS, IBC., HIBBEAPOLIS, BIBB.
Space shuttle/food system study

[ BASA-CH-141482J p0127 H75-16227
Space shuttle/food system study. Package

feasibility study, modifications 3S, 4C and 5S
[HASA-CB-141483] p0128 B75-16231

Space shuttle/food system study. Beguirements
document, modifications 35, 4C and 5S
[ BASA-CB-141484] p0128 B75-16232

EIlfSBOBGH OBI?., PA.
Begative work in exercise stints and short heat

exposure for acclimation
[AD-783715] p0029 B75-11671

PLABAB COBP., ALEXABDBIA, VA.
Psychological stress measurement through voice

output analysis
CBASA-CB-141723] p0188 B75-19960
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PBIHCETOB DBIV.. COBPOBAIB SODBCE IHDEX

PBIHCEIOH OBIV., B.J.
Research on bioluminescence

[AD-i007921(] p026« B75-25533
PBOFBSSIOHAL STAFF ASSOCIATIOB OF THE B1HCBO LOS
AHIGOS HOSPITAL, IHC., DOIBBT, CALIF.

Physiological effects of air pollutants in
hnmans subjected to secondary stress
[PB-236151/7] p0132 H75-17089

PUBLIC HEALTH SEBVICE HOSPITAL, SAB FBABCISCO,
CALIF.

Prevention of bone mineral changes induced by
bed rest: Modification by static compression
sinnlating weight bearing, combined
supplementation of oral calciui and phosphate,
calcitonin injections, oscillating
compression, the oral diophosphonatedisodium
etidronate, and lover body negative pressure
[NASA-CB-141453] p0088 B75-14<I31

PUBLIC HEALTH SEBVICE HOSPITAL, STATES ISLiSD, I.I.
Benal effects of continuous negative pressure

breathing
[HASA-CB-1H1888] p0286 M75-26636

POBDDE DHIV., LAFAIETTB, ISO.
Hanual control displays for a four-dimensional

landing approach
p0396 H75-33692

BAHCHO LOS AHIGOS HOSPITAL, IHC., DORBBI, CALIF.
Current therapeutic techniques and

rehabilitation froa neurological disorders
p0191 N75-19983

The current status of rehabilitation engineering
p0191 H75-19989

BATTBBOB CO., BEDFOBD, BASS.
Advanced helmet mounted sight study program

[AD-A007874] p0260 B75-24366
BEBSSELABB POLXTBCBHIC IBST., TBOI, H.I.

High altitude pulmonary edema
[AD-782240] p0018 B75-10702

Hodern mechanisms make manless Hartian mission
mobile: Spin-off spells stairclimbing
self-sufficiency for earthbound handicapped

p0398 B75-3310U
BESEABCH IBST. OF BATIOBAL DBFEBCE, STOCKHOLB
(SBBDBI) .

Becovery time after being dazzled, as a function
of age
[FOA-2-C-2587-E1] p0051 H75-12576

Detectability of an unsharp edge in additive
noisy background
[FOA-2-C-2591-E1-H5] p0051 B75-12577

Changes in mass of biological cells vhen
irradiated with Q-pnlsed ruby laser
[FOA-2-C-2586-E6] p0051 B75-12578

Variability in reaction response
[FOA-2-C-2581-H5] p0052 B75-12586

High speed ejections with SAAB seats
p0382 1175-32726

BESEABCH IIST. OF IATIOHAL DBFEBCB, SOHDBIBBBG
(SREDEB).

A system of computer programs for recording the
activity of mice
[FOA-1-C-1478-B4] p0047 875-125*5

BESEABCH TBIAHGLB IBST., BBSEABCH TBIABGLE PABK, B.C.
Applications of aerospace technology in biology

and medicine
tBASA-CB-1<»1113] p0058 N75-13509

BETIHA FOOBDATIOB, BOSTOB, BASS.
Design and construction of a vide angle

ophthalmoscope and camera
[AD-A005038] p0326 B75-28700

BOCBESTBB DBIV., B.I.
Determination of aerosol mass distribution in an

aerosol centrifuge by means of quartz
oscillators
[DB-3490-478] pOOSI B75-14UOO

Behavioral methods for investigating
environmental health effects
[OB-3<190-5I»1] p0098 B75-15298

Sensation and perception of uicrovave energy
[DB-3490-550] p0126 B75-16221

Considerations in animal experimentation to
assess biologic effects and potential hazards
of exposure to lasers
[DB-3190-630] p0268 B75-25574

BOCKRBLL IBTEBBATIOHAL COBP.. ABABEIH, CALIF.
Alternative approaches to modeling visual target

acquisition
[AD-B000465] p0368 B75-31735

BOCKBBLL IBTEBBATIOBAL COBP., DOIHBI, CALIF.
A unique challenge: Energy egress and life

support equipment at KSC
p0388 B75-33107

BOSEBSTIBL SCHOOL OF HABIBE ABD AXBOSPBEBIC
SCIBBCES, BIAHI, FLA.

In-situ separator
[AD-A006274] p0332 H75-29734

BOIAL AIB FOBCE, BIIBBOOK (EIGLAID).
The air defence role

p0054 B75-12602
BOIAL AIB FOBCE CEHTBAL HEDICAL ESTABLISBBBBT,
LOBDOH (EBGLABD).

Sixteen years experience in military aviation
psychiatry and neurology

p0253 B75-24309
BOIAL AIB FOBCE IBST. OF AVIAIIOH HEDICIBE,
FABBBOBODGH (EBGLABD).

Evaluating measures of workload using a flight
simulator

p0053 B75-12591
A flight simulator study of missile control
performance as a function of concurrent workload

p0053 B75-12592
Some fast analytical techniques for the EEG

p0252 H75-24305
Aircrew assessment of the vibration environment
in helicopters

p0291 H75-27686
The transmission of angular acceleration to the
head in the seated human subject

p0291 B75-27689
The respiratory and metabolic effects of
constant amplitude whole-body vibration in man

p0292 H75-27698
An arm restraint system for ejection seats in
high performance aircraft

p0382 B75-32723
BOIAL AIB FOBCE STBIKE COHHABD, BIGB RICOBBE
(EBGLABD).

Long range air-to-air refuelling: A study of
duty and sleep patterns

p0054 H75-12600
BOIAL AIBCBAFI ESTABLISBBEIT, FABBBOBOOGH (EBGLABD).

Complex psychophysiological evaluation of the
readability of symbolic information
[BAE-LIB-TBABS-1777] p0051 B75-12575

Procedure for the isolation and determination of
aldosterone in human urine by thin-film
chromatography on polyamide and BTC
micro-reaction
[RAE-LIB-TBABS-1778] p0051 1175-12579

Laboratory research into human information
processing

p0052 B75-12590
Human engineering studies of high speed
pedestrian conveyors
[ARC-CP-1278] p0133 H75-17096

Proposed limits for exposure to whole body
vertical vibration, 0.1 to 1.0 Hz

p029» B75-27709
The driving seat. Its adaptation to functional

and anthropometric requirements
[BAE-LIB-TBAHS-1841] p0301 H75-27764

Bead and neck mobility of pilots measured at the
eye
[BAE-TB-74158] p0338 B75-29781

Statistics in human engineering
[BAE-TB-74166] p0338 B75-29782

Posture and seat design for the car driver
[BAB-LIB-TBABS-1842] p036« 1175-30796

Rindblast: Protection for the head by means of
a fabric hood

p0381 B75-32722
Back pains of flying personnel. Sixty-eight
cases of back pains observed in flying
personnel at the Hospital Hilitaire
D*instruction Dominique Larrey, Versailles
[BAE-LIB-TBABS-1844] p0383 B75-32735

Slow activities evoked in man following
voluntary movement and articulated speech
[RAB-LIB-TBABS-1845] p0384 H75-32745

BOIAL BAVAL SCIBBIIFIC SEBVICE, LOBDOB (BBGLABD).
Patho-physiological effects of wind blast from
conventional and nuclear explosions

p0381 B75-32720
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COBPOElIB 30DHCE IIDBX SCIEBTIFIC TBAiSLAtlOl SBBtlCB,

BOSH BEDICJLL COIL., CHICAGO. ILL.
Bole of stretch reflei in voluntary Movements

p0395 875-33689
BOT6EBS DHIV.. HE! BBOBSBICK, I.J.

Biodegradation of some polynnclear aromatic
petroleum coiponents by marine bacteria
[AD-A006346] p0332 H75-29733

SAIHT LOOTS OHI¥., BO.
The influence of posture on isometric strength
and endurance forearm blood flow, and the
blood pressure and heart rate response to
isometric exercise
C&D-1004332] p0299 B75-27749

• S1LPBTBIEBB HOSPITAL, PABIS (FBABCB).
' Definition and development of an information
I system for cardiac disease intensive care units

p0326 B75-28695
SAB DIEGO STATE COLL., CALIF.

Origin and structure of American arid-zone
ecosystems. The producers: Interactions
between environment, fora, and function
[COHF-740912-3] p0233 H75-23169

SAB JOSE STATE OBIV. FOOBDATIOH, CALIF.
Besponse tine to colored stimuli in the full
visual field
fHASA-TH-D-7927] p0166 H75-18892

SABDIA LABS., ALBOQOBBQOB, B.BEX.
Mathematical node! for determining the
probability of visual acquisition of ground
targets by observers in low-level high-speed
aircraft
[SLA-74-141] p0029 B75-11673

SCBOOL OF AEBOSPACB BBDICIBB, BBOOKS AFB, TBX.
Physiologic testing of the T-43 passenger oxygen

•ask
[AD-783237] p0019 H75-10711

FB-3A crew evaluation of thermostabilized
bite-sized meats

, [AD-78t810] p0030 N75-11674
Aircraft accident medical investigator's kit

[AD-785389] p0052 B75-12583
Systems sinnlation: A global approach to

aircrew workload
p0052 B75-12588

Bndocrine-netabolic indices of aircrew workload:
An analysis across studies

p0053 N75-12596
Physiological costs of extended airborne command

and control operations
p0054 H75-12603

Oxygen contaninant detection: Procedures for
field analysis of aviator's breathing oxygen
[AD-786916] p0093 B75-14470

Threshold daaage evaluation of long-term
exposures to argon laser radiation
[AD-786I4<I6] p0099 H75-15302

Circadian variations in renal excretion of
magnesium, calcium, and phosphorus during a
3-day flight
[AD-787661] p0126 H75-16216

Betinal subthreshold laser exposures:
Cumulative effect
[AD-A000808] p0160 B75-17946

Subject instruction manual for the pilot
performance evaluation systen
[AD-A003433] p0200 H75-21027

Circulating red cells in rats with siailar
tissue P02 but differing PC02
[AD-A003432] p0217 H75-21923

An oxygen-sparing mask
[AD-A003431] p0221 B75-21949

Bicrostrabismns in flying personnel (diagnosis
and disposition)

p0223 H75-23096
Portable oxygen-contaminant detector:

Development test and evaluation
[AD-A007039] p0232 1175-23168

Laboratory assessment of pilot performance using
nonrated subjects at three alcohol dose levels
[AD-A007727] p0258 H75-24349

Principles of biodynamics. Introduction to
gravitational biology, 1
[AD-A003624] p0287 B75-26649

An automated system to assess pilot performance
in a Link GAT-1 trainer
[AD-A004780] p0299 H75-27755

The plus £z protective methods for use in
advanced fighter-attack aircraft

p0331 875-29727
The aircrewaan at increased risk of ischemic

vascular disease
p0331 B75-29728

Evaluation of an acoustical X-I digitizer for
use in biomedical data reduction tasks
[AD-A005293] p033<l H75-29746

Litter enplaning-deplaning device
[AD-A006137] p0335 B75-29754

Beasnred effects of sguare wave modulated BF
fields (450 and 3100 BBz) on cardiac pacemakers
[AD-A006389] p0335 B75-29755

Evaluation of retinal damage produced by
long-term exposure to laser radiation
[AD-A008769] p0363 N75-30785

Advanced spatial disorientation training concepts
[AD-A008768] p0363 B75-30786

Contaminant evaluation of helicopter oxygen system
[AD-A006139] p0365 B75-30800

Effects of the abnormal acceleratory environment
of flight
[AD-A009593] p0366 H75-31716

Becent advances in aerospace medicine
[AD-A009132] p0366 B75-31718

A graphical summary of oxygen regulator
performance
[AD-A009134] p0370 H75-31749

SCBOOL OF APPLIED AEBOSPACE SCIEBCES, SHEPPABD AFB,
TBI.

Training of' enlisted women as jet aircraft
maintenance specialists
[AD-A006434] p0337 B75-29771

SCIEBTIFIC TBABSLATIOB SEBVICE, SABTA BABBABA, CALIF.
The problem of human statokinetic stability in
aviation and space medicine
[BASA-TT-F-15933] p0016 H75-10687

The dependence of reaction times on the location
of the stimulus
[HASA-TT-F-16001] p0016 H75-10689

Absorption of exogenic coenzymes by
mitochondrial structures under normal
conditions and under gravitational overload
[HASA-TT-F-16011] p0020 B75-11593

Studies on the purification and characterization
of dipeptidylaminopeptidase, 4
[HASA-TT-F-16017] p0020 B75-11594

Hyperbaric oxygenation
[ HASA-TT-F-15988] p0022 B75-11617

Estimating the effectiveness of human working
capacity under spaceflight conditions
[HASA-TT-F-16019] p0029 B75-11670

The central and peripheral visual acuity of the
light-adapted and dark-adapted eye
[HASA-TT-F-16068] pOOSO B75-1352<l

Influence of spatial and energistic factors on a
visual field of an operator
[HASA-TT-F-16081] p0090 H75-14441

The hygienic basis of standards of illumination.
Types of visual fatigue
[ HASA-TT-F-16066] p0090 B75-H442

Contribution to the gnestion of the
contamination of suspended substances filters
by germs
[BASA-TT-F-16149] p0130 B75-17074

Inhibition of germination of Actinomycetes
spores in a stationary magnetic field
[BASA-TT-F-16203] p0130 K75-17075

A scientific conference on the problem, Hypoxia
during pathological processes caused by
extreme factor, devoted to the 80th birthday
of Academician of the Academy of Bedical
Sciences of the OSSB
[BASA-TT-F-16159] p0132 B75-17086

Life in orbit
[BASA-TT-F-16215] p0159 B75-17937

Essays on the psychology of operator labor
[BASA-TT-F-16020] p016Q H75-17947

Emotional-volitional components of operator
reliability

p0160 N75-17948
Discussion and theoretical summarization of the

experimental data
p0160 B75-17949

On the effect of emotional states on operator
thinking

p0161 H75-17950
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SCOTT AtlATIOB COM., LAICASTBH. I.I. COBPOBATE SODBCB IIDEI

The operator's emotional stability
p0161 F75-17951

Increasing the reliability of labor of railroad
engineers

p0161 H75-17952
Operational call and the optimum regulation of

human working capacity
p0161 B75-17953

Attention and its role in the operator's vork
p0161 B75-17954

Verbalization and imagery in the process of
formation of operator labor skills

P0161 B75-17955
Certain aspects of the psychological analysis of

programmer activity
p0161 H75-17956

The reaction of the cardie-vascular and
sympathico-adrenal systems to intellectual
activity with emotional stress

p0161 H75-17957
The psychological certificate of the conpnter

p0162 H75-17958
Ambulatory acupuncture treatment of patients
with nocturnal urinary incontinence
[BASA-TT-F-16248 ] • p0195 B75-20997

Bye movements in human activity and its study
[NASA-TT-F-16234] p0197 B75-21004

Sleep patterns of workers on rotating shifts
[BASA-TT-F-16211] p0198 N75-21018

Right and shift vork of locomotive engineers.'
Second Eeport: Investigations on the
organization of daily service schedules
[HiSA-TT-F-16229 ] p0199 N75-21019

Study of the characteristics of the visual
perspective process by the FOKR methods
[HASA-TT-F-16236] p0199 B75-21020

Fixated optokinetic nystagans as an indicator of
the role of vision in movements
[HASA-TT-F-16237] p0199 H75-21021

Variations in internal temperature and heart
rate as a function of metabolism and
environment during positive and negative work
[ BASA-TT-F-16260 ] p0218 H75-21929

Changes in rectal and cutaneous tenperatnre
during muscular exercise performed in air
temperature between 10 degrees and 30 degrees C
tHASA-TT-F-16259] p0218 N75-21933

Cutaneous circulation and thermal exchange at
altitude (3800 m)
[NisA-TT-F-16311 ] p0219 B75-21934

Alimentary origin of nycothemeral variations in
the electrical activity of the stall intestine
in the rat
[BASA-TT-F-16282] p0221 N75-23079

Periods of maximum peformance and circadian
rhythn of physiological functions
[NASA-TT-F-16310] p0228 H75-23135

Circadian fluctuations in the number of
throabocytes in patients with acute myocardial
infarction
[HASA-TT-F-16309 ] p0228 H75-23136

Circadian rhythn of physiological functions in
clinostatic hypokinesia
[HASA-TT-F-16308] p0228 H75-23137

Fitness for air travel, the medical point of view
[BASA-TT-F-163011] p0229 H75-23139

On rod and cone visual acuity
[BASA-TT-F-16303] p0229 N75-23140

Aerobiocontamination emitted by a person placed
in a laminar f lux chamber
[BASA-TT-F-16284] p0229 N75-23144

Experimental study of physiological variations
in urinary sodium and potassiun related to
time zone changes
[BASA-TT-F-16281] p0230 H75-23146

The effect of tryptophan on the somatotropic
hormone during sleep in schizophrenics
[BASA-TT-F-16280] p0230 H75-23147

Diurnal variations of the physiological mobility
of human teeth
[BASA-TT-F-16277] p0230 875-23148

Radiation and protection
[SASA-TT-F-16209 ] p0230 N75-23149

Life and work onboard a space station
[BASA-TT-F-16283] p0232 N75-23164

Several question of the phylogeny and system of
lacertilia (sen sauna)
[BASA-TT-F-16354 ] p0251 H75-24295

Spinal effects of an electrical vestibular
stimulation in man
[SASA-TT-F-16314] p025« H75-24318

Bot air sterilization
[BASA-TT-F-16384] p0254 B75-24320

Biological experiments on Salyat-4
[BASA-TT-F-16267] p0254 B75-24321

The testing of peripheral vision
[BASA-TT-F-16312] p0254 H75-24322

On rod visual acuity and cone visual acuity
[BASA-TT-F-16315] p0254 B75-24323

Effects of muscular exercise on variation m
plasma cortisol and glucose in normal males
[NASA-TT-F-16257] p0255 H75-24326

Center for Technical Submarine Studies and
Research
[HASA-TT-F-16385] p0259 B75-24361

Sterilization of solutions in consideration of
the dying kinetics of microorganisms and the
destruction of substrates
[SASA-TT-F-16410] p0263 B75-25529

Badiation safety of cosmonauts
[HASA-TT-F-16323] p0265 B75-25541

The house in orbit
[BASA-TT-F-16328] p0271 B75-25597

Relationship between administration time of
drugs and acute toxicity in mice
[BASA-TT-F-16411] p0285 B75-26632

Bedox transformations of
nicotinamide-adeninedinucleotide in skeletal
muscles during work and at rest
[BASA-TT-F-16432] p0286 B75-26637

How's your health, cosmonaut?
[BASA-TT-F-16331] p0286 H75-26638

Effect of lumisterol-3 on the calcium absorption
in the gat and on the calcification of bone
tissue
[BASA-TT-F-16422] p0286 S75-26639

On the directed monitoring of sterilization
[BASA-TT-F-16459] p0294 H75-27714

The prophylactic effect of head-cooling on coal
miner's cramps. Eeport 2: The effect of
head-cooling on coal miners under hot and
humid environment
[SASA-TT-F-164493 p0297 875-27739

The composition of urine and feoes in healthy
subjects
[NASA-TT-F-16420] p0297 H75-27740

The international orbital laboratory
[BASA-TT-F-16442] p0301 B75-27763

The space watch in Salynt as on the earth
[NASA-TT-F-16468] p0301 H75-27765

Bew HOSCOW hyperbaric-oxygenation barohospital
[NASA-TT-F-16464] p0326 B75-28699

Space food preparation and packaging. A menu
for cosmonauts and "space" bread
[BASA-TT-F-16467] p0331 B75-29720

The prophylactic effect of headcooling on coal
miner's cramps. 1: Electroencephalograpbic
observation on rabbits during head-cooling
under the hot and humid environment
[BASA-TT-F-16448] p0333 B75-29739

On the otoliths and their origin
[BASA-TT-F-16470] p0333 H75-29741

Studies on the otolitbs of the teleosts
[BASA-TT-F-16471] p0333 S75-29742

The introduction of mycorrhizal fungi into
forested areas of Veronezh region (oblast)
[BASA-TT-F-16481] p0361 H75-30767

Comparative anatomy of the audio-vestibular organ
[BASA-TT-F-16456] p0361 B75-30773

Sapping of individual circadian rhythm
[HASA-TT-F-16502] p0361 H75-30775

Bacterial rhodopsin as a light energy converter
[HASA-TT-F-16597] p0389 B75-33637

Variation of intracardiac and intravascular
temperature in man
[HASA-TT-F-16598] p0391 H75-33658

SCOTT AVIATIOB COEP-, LABCAST2B, B.I.
Self-contained breathing apparatus

[BASA-CASE-HSC-14733-1] p0061 B75-13534
SCBIPPS CLIBIC ABD BESEABCH FOOBDATIOB, LA JOLLi,
CALIF.

Effects of weightlessness on tissue proliferation
[HASA-CH-144457] p0383 B75-32736

SIEBEBS A.G., EBLABGEB (8BST GEBBANI).
Dual photon X-ray beam applications

p0024 H75-11628
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SLOAH-KETTBBIBG IHST. FOB CAHCEB BESEABCB, HEH IOBK.
Dual energy absorptiometry technique foe bone
mineral content measurement

p0024 H75-11629
SBITHSOBIii IBSTITOTIOB, HASBIHGTOH, D.C.

Satellite animal tracking feasibility studies
[BASA-CB-141134] p0094 H75-15264

SOOTHAHPTOH OBIV. (EHGLAHD).
A study of vibration, pilot vision and
helicopter accidents

p0292 B75-27699
SOOTBiEST FOOBDATIOB FOB BESEABCH AHD EDDCATIOB,
SAB iBTOBIO, TEX.

A proposal to stody the adrenal cortex in
maintaining the androgenic-anabolic status in
humans under norial and stressful experimental
conditions
[AD-784842] p0100 B75-15309

SOOTBIEST BESBABCB IHST., SAI ABTOHIO, TEI.
Dnited States Havy physiological telemetry

system operation and maintenance manual
[AD-785273] p0056 H75-12619

Hedical benefits from the HASA biomedical
applications program

p0135 B75-17214
A literature search and ana-lysis of information

regarding sources, uses, production,
consumption, reported medical cases, and
toxicology of platinum and palladium
[PB-2385U6/6] p0219 B75-21910

Toxicity of engine exhaust gases:
Diesel-bromochloromethane fnel blend
CAD-A008088] p0269 H75-25578

A gas flow indicator for portable life support
systems
[HASA-CB-1»1892J p0290 B75-26667

Development of criteria for the recircnlation" of
exhaust air

p0329 H75-28714
Determination and categorization of

recirculatable contaminants
p0329 H75-28715

State-of-the-art of commercially available air
cleaning equipment

p0329 H75-28716
Beliability, maintenance, fail-safe, control and

sampling provisions for recircnlated exhaust
air systems

p0329 1175-28717
Analytical recirculation models

p0329 1175-28718
Besearch on biological effects of VLF band

electromagnetic radiation
[AD-A006388] p0334 H75-29753

SPBCTBIX COBP., BOOSTOB, TEI.
Potable water taste enhancement

[HASA-CR-141577] p0127 B75-16229
STABFOBD BBSEABCH IHST., BEHLO PABK. CALIF.

Effects on sleep of noise from two proposed STOL
aircraft
[HASA-CH-1325611] p0126 H75-16219

Artificial sensory systems
p0191 H75-19991

The Bole of Intelligent Hechanical Aids
p0192 B75-19997

Banipnlation based on sensor-directed control:
An integrated end effector and touch sensing
system
[HASA-CB-113120] p0365 H75-30799

STABFOBD OHIV., CALIF.
Collaborative research in cardiovascular

dynamics and bone elasticity
CBASA-CR-140997] pOOSO H75-12572

Bioelectric signal analysis and measurement
[BASA-CB-111168] p0090 H75-14443

Information processing analysis of visual
perception: A review
[AD-A003483] p0288 H75-26655

Factors affecting control allocation for
augmented remote manipulation

p0289 H75-26661
Influence of chronic and repeated stress on the

pituitary-adrenal system and behavior
[BASA-CB-143622] p0366 B75-31713

STATE 081?. 07 8EH IOBK, BOFFALO.
Radar studies of bird migration

[NASA-CB-139802] p0047 H75-12544
SOPBBBB BBADQOABTBBS ALLIED POBBBS BOBOPE (SBAPB) ,
CASTBAO (BELGIOB) .

High vorkload tasks of aircrew in the tactical
strike, attack and reconnaissance roles

pOOSU B75-12601
SOBPACB EFFECTS SHIP PBOJBCT OFFICE, BETBESDA, BD.

Crew performance requirements in the vibration
environments of surface effect ships

p0291 B75-27688
SVBNSKA IBSTIT01ET, STOCKBOLB (SIEDEB).

Environmental planning in Sweden: Bnmber 55:
The abisko research station
[ PB-235791/5] p0084 H75-14402

SISIBBS COBTBOL, IBC., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
Identification of the optimal control model for
the human operator
[AD-A009956] p0386 B75-32754

Evaluation of optimal control type models for
the human gunner in an Anti-Aircraft Artillery
(AAA) system

p0399 B75-33717
SISTEHS TECBHOLOGY, IHC., BABTBOBHE, CALIF.

Handling properties of diverse automobiles and
correlation with full scale response data

p0183 H75-19136
Beasnrement of driver/vehicle mnltiloop response
properties with a single disturbance input

p0184 H75-19144
Comparisons of population subgroups performance

on a keyboard psychomotor task
p0184 H75-19146

Hodeling and measuring limb fine-iotor
unsteadiness

p0185 H75-19154
Evaluating biodynamic interference with
operational crews

p0293 H75-27707
Test procedures and performance measures
sensitive to automobile steering dynamics

p0397 H75-33700
An interactive driving simulation for driver
control and decision-making research

p0397 M75-33701
Effects of automobile steering characteristics
on driver vehicle system dynamics in
regulation tasks

p0397 H75-33702
Effects of automobile steering characteristics
on driver/vehicle system performance in
discrete maneuvers

p0397 H75-33705
Comparison of human driver dynamics in
simulators with complex and simple visual
displays and in an automobile on the road

p0399 B75-33718
Manual and automatic control of surface effect
ships

p0399 B75-33719
STSTEBS 1ECBBOLOGI, INC., IHGLEiOOD, CALIF.

Neurological applications of man-machine systems
analysis

p0192 B75-19994
SISTEHS TECBBOLOGT, IBC., PBIBCETOH, H.J.

Further examination of pilot instrument scanning
data and development of a new link value
estimator

p0185 H75-19158
A direct procedure for partitioning scanning
workload in control display system design

p0185 H75-19159

TBCBBIOB - ISBAEL IHST. OF TECB., BAIFA.
Prediction of physiological respones to work,
environment and clothing
[ AD-A007282] p0258 B75-24348

Vehicular control by visual field cues: Bodel
development and eiperneptal validation
[TAE-254] p0386 H75-32762

TECHBISCBE BOCBSCBOLE, DABBSTADT (BEST GBBHAHY.).
Algorithm-theoretical behavioral model for
flight coqtrol and flight safety activities

p027Q H75-25589
Concept of a feedback control behavioral model

for physiological aspects of vehicle guidance
p0271 B75-25591

Stress models
p0271 H75-25593

TECBHISCBE BOGESCBOOL, DELFT (BETBEBLAHDS).
Parameter estimation in linear models of the
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human operator in a closed loop with
application of deterministic test signals

p018il K75-191U9
Hodeling the behavior of the helnsoan steering a
ship

p0185 H75-19157
A multi-disciplinary tean for the treatment of

patients with defect upper extremities: A
need for optimal rehabilitation
[WTBD-67] p0255 B75-2U325

On the acceptance, functional gain and nental
load in arn prosthesis and orthosis control
[BTBD-66] p0258 B75-24355

The lightspot operated typewriter: The
evaluation of a prototype
[BTBD-65] p0259 B75-2U36H

TECHHISCHE BOGESCBOOL, BIBDBOVBB (BBTHEBLAHDS) .
Sone notes on the inverse problem in electro

cardiograph;
CTH-7H-E-118] p0198 B75-21012

TBCHHISCHE OHIVBBSITAET, BAH07EB (WEST GBBHAHT).
The nobility of the human arm: notion analysis

and possibilities of a simplified kinematical
prosthetic systeo

p O O M B H75-12551
TECHHISCBE 08IVEBSITAET, HDHICB (iEST GEBHABI).

Quantitative analysis of psychophysical stress
in operating complex dynamic systems

pOOSS B75-12606
Beart rate and sinusoidal arrythmia measurement

in viev of objectivating concentration and
stress in control tasks

p0055 H75-12608
Control performance behavior in pursuit tracking

during the learning phase under massed and
distributed practice conditions, increased
motivation by additional financial incentive,
and after change of the control element
parameters

p0271 H75-25592
The development and application of computer

methods and computer programs for the
structural analysis of proteins - for example
the trypsin-trypsin inhibitor complexes, the
free inhibitors, and the L-asparaginase

p0290 H75-27684
& multi-factorial design of computer supported

research of human sleep under the influence of
various thermal conditions

p0296 1175-27725
On the classification of multivariate time

dependent patterns in view of their process
structure

p0296 H75-27726
Study of hydromechanical models of the inner ear

vith illustration of basilar membrane,
corti-organ, and covering membrane

p0296 B75-27727
TKCHBOLOGI, IDC., BOUSTOB, TEX.

Special report: Occlnsive cuff controller
[HASA-CB-1<4it<430] p0369 H75-317U4

TBCBBOLOGI, IIC., SAB AHTOHIO, TEX.
Testing psychomotor performance during sustained

acceleration
[AD-781936] p0029 N75-11672

Ocular effects of ultraviolet laser radiation
[AD-A000933] p0166 N75-18888

TBCBTBAB COBP., GLEB BDBBIB, BD.
Alterations of color sensation under hypoxic

conditions
[ B ASA-IT-F-158 79] p0016 B75-10686

Does immobilization and pressure bearing of a
joint result in ossification in an animal
experiment?
[BASA-TT-F-15562] p009« B75-15263

Effect of extremal factors on the structure of
the organs and tissues
[BASA-TT-F-791] p0128 H75-17057

Adaptation of the vascular system to extremal
factors

p0128 B75-17058
Influence of G-forces on the blood vessels in

the nervous system of the rffbbit
p0129 B75-17059

Influence of G-forces on the vessels in the
retina, kidney and uterus of the rabbit

p0129 B75-17060
Influence of G-forces and hypodynamia on the

portal system of the liver

p0129 B75-17061
Influence of G-forces on the neuroreceptor
apparatus of the cardiovascular system

p0129 B75-17062
Bistological analysis of tissue structunes of
the internal organs of steppe tortoises
following their exposure to spaceflight
conditions while circumnavigating the moon
aboard the Zond-7 automatic station

p0129 B75-17063
Influence of G-forces on venous and nervous
systems

p0129 H75-1706U
Dynamics of morphological manifestations of
reactions of the organism under conditions of
hypergravitation

p0129 B75-17065
Morphological manifestations of the stress
reaction under the influence of transversely
directed G-forces

p0129 875-17066
Investigation of carbohydrate and protein
metabolism in the digestive organs of the
rabbit under the combined influence of
vibration, acceleration and irradiation

p0129 B75-17067
Horphological and cytochemical indices of the
stress reaction in the blood system under the
influence of G-forces

p0130 B75-17068
Structural and cytochemical investigations of
the gravity receptor under conditions of
relative rest and following exposure to
accelerations

p0130 B75-17069
Influence of maximum tolerable
transversely-directed G-forces on the
ultrastructure of intercellular and
intracellular channels in the adenohypophysis

p0130 B75-17070
Bistological analysis of the influence of
certain extremal factors on the
postradiational changes in the tissues of
experimental animals

p0130 B75-17071
Borphology of the internal organs in the
adaptation of animals to high-altitude
conditions

p0130 B75-17072
Change in the intraorganic nerve apparatuses of
muscles under conditions of the combined
action of a dc magnetic field and acceleration

p0130 B75-17073
Pathogenic effects of the thermal factor
[BASA-TT-P-15320] p0186 B75-199U6

TELECABB, ISC., BOOSTOS, TEX.
The processing and transmission of EEG data

p0135 B75-17213
Advanced life systems hardware development for
future missions
[BASA-CB-1M1625] p0162 B75-17965

Portable medical status system
[BASA-CB-1UU111] p0365 B75-30798

TEBBESSEE OBIV., BEBPBIS.
Toxicity of the pyrolysis products of spacecraft
materials
[BASA-CB-1*1<I97] p0125 B75-16211

TEXAS ASH OBIV., COLLEGE STATIOB.
Badiation effects control: Eyes, skin
[BASA-CR-141612] p0131 B75-17081

Snblethal effects of oil, heavy metals and PCBS
on marine organisms
[PB-23851<1/1] p0217 B75-21922

The effect of certain gimbal orders and
workloads on target detection, recognition,
and identification

p0220 B75-219U4
TEXAS HEABT IBS!., BODSTOB.

Interdisciplinary studies on the development of
nuclear-fueled circulatory support systems:
Collaboration of industry and academe

D0136 B75-17217
TEXAS IBSTBUBEBTS, IBC., DALLAS.

Bine air monitor
[PB-212U88/5] p0101 B75-33729

TEXAS OBIT., AOSTIB.
Power spectrum of the respiratory system
[AD-A002958] p0219 B75-21937
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TBXAS OBIT.. GALTESTOB.
Cytogenic studies of blood (experiment H111)

pOOSI H75-14383
TBIIS OBIT., HOOSTOI.

Probability of illness definition for the Skjlab
flight crew health stabilization program
(HASA-CB-140300] p0017 H75-10691

Skylab oral Health studies
p0077 H75-14364

Bethod and data evaluation at BASA endocrine
laboratory
[HASA-CB-111169] p0094 H75-15262

Bypobacic chamber for the study of oral health
problems in a simulated spacecraft environment

p0135 B75-17215
Study to define and verify the personal oral

hygiene requirements for extended aanned space
flight: Oral physiology and microbiology in
Skylab Banned space missions
[BASA-CB-144361] p0333 B75-29740

IBXAS OBIT., SAB AHTOHIO.
The control of the cardiovascular and central

nervous syste»
[AD-784933] p0051 H75-12582

Becent studies of physiological factors involved
in the regulation of serotonin content and
turnover in the brain

p0297 B75-277311
TEIAS OBIT. HEALTH SCIEHCE CEHTEB. DALLAS.

Cardiovascular effects of variations in habitual
levels of physical activity
[HASA-CR-142616] p0218 875-21928

Chemico-therapentic approach to prevention of
dental caries
[HASA-CB-141762] p0219 H75-21935

TEXAS OBIT. HEALTH SCIEHCB CEHTEB, HODSIOH.
Food safety

[HASA-CB-141928] p0329 H75-28719
TBABSBHABIICS, IBC.. IASHIBGTOI, D.C.

Effect of sectioning of the spinal cord in the
midlnmbar portion on heat exchange and
development of fever in rabbits
[HASA-TT-F-16496] p0332 H75-29731

Besistance of Badsoniella nigra var. hesaelica
to the action of a high vacnnn
[HASA-TT-F-16503] p0332 H75-29732

Life support systems aboard the
Soyuz-18-Salyut-4 flight
[BASA-TT-P-16500] p0364 H75-30797

Life in the universe and man in space
[BASA-TT-P-16563] p0371 H75-31754

Evolution of concepts of the origin of life,
192U - 1971
[BASA-TT-F-16593] p0389 B75-33636

TOFTS OBIT., BEDFORD, BASS.
Bodels of man as a suboptinal predictor

p0186 875-19161
Terbal workload in distributed air traffic

management
p0397 875-33704

Subjective evaluation with FAA criteria: A
multidimensional scaling approach

p0398 S75-33707

u
OHDBBSEA BBOICAL SOCIETY. BETHBSDA, BD.

Early indications of behavioral and
physiological dysfnnctioning in deep dives
[AD-A008537] p0269 H75-25579

OHILETEB BBSEABCH, TLAABDIHGEB (HBTBEBLAHDS) .
Heasurement of platelet aggregation in flowing

blood with the use of a filter
p0018 H75-10699

OIIOB CABBIDE COBP., TABBITOIB, B.T.
Access: Diver perfornance and physiology in

rapid compression to 31 atmospheres
[AD-A003514] p0287 H75-26645

Heon decompression
[AD-A003506] p0287 H75-26646

Studies of decompression phenomena
[AD-A003513] p0287 H75-26647

Cognitive and psychomotor performance during
BOAA OPS 1 and 2
[AD-A005643] p0364 H75-30791

In vivo bubble growth studies following
decompression
[AD-A009963] p0392 B75-33667

OBIBOXAL, IBC., HAOGATOCK. COBH.
Production of electrically heated gloves
CAD-A003327] p0200 H75-21032

OHITBD AIBCBAFT COBP., BASBIBGTOB, D.C.
Space life support technology for a modular
integrated utility system

p0331 B75-29723
OHITBD STATES IHTEBBATIOHAL OBIT., SAB DIE60, CALIF.

Prediction of Haval Aviator career motivation
and job satisfaction from the strong
vocational interest blank

p022Q H75-21943
Personality change resulting from water
suspension sensory isolation

p0384 H75-32744
OHITBBSIDAD PEBOAMA DE CIBBCIAS HEDICAS X
BIOLOGIC AS, LIB A (PEBD) .

Alveolar gas exchange at altitude
[AD-786688] p0099 H75-15305

OBITEBSITIBS CEHTEB, JACKSOH, HISS.
Artificial heart controls support
[OBO-4485-2] p0260 875-24365

OHITEBSITI HOSPITAL, BASEL (SilTZEBLAHD).
Bone mineral loss in pre-menopause

p0025 B75-11643
OHITEBSITX OF SODTBBBB CALIF., LOS ABGELESj

Building a distance function for gestalt grouping
[AD-787525] p0127 H75-16224

Blood flow and pressure telemetry
[AD-A008885] p0362 B75-30781

Abstraction and encoding of sensory information
[AD-A008929] p0363 875-30783

DBS/HATBIX CO.. FALLS CBOBQH, TA.
Development and evaluation of video systems for
performance testing and student monitoring
[AD-786891] pOlOO H75-15314

Evaluating maintenance performance. Volume 3:
The development of graphic symbolic
substitutes for criterion referenced job task
performance tests for electronic maintenance
[AD-A005296] p0327 875-28704

Evaluating maintenance performance. Volume 4:
A video approach to symbolic testing of
electronics maintenance tasks
[AD-A005297] p0327 B75-28705

Evaluating maintenance performance test
administrator's manual and text subject's
instructions for criterion referenced job task
performance tests for electronic maintenance
[AD-A005785] p0338 H75-29768

OBS/HATBIX CO., HODSTOI, TEX.
Development of an ETA systems cost model.

Volume 2: shuttle orbiter crew and equipment
translation concepts and ETA workstation
concept development and integration
[HASA-CB-141633] p0134 H75-17104

Development of an ETA systems cost model.
Volume 3: ETA systems cost model
[HASA-CB-141636] p0134 875-17105

Banned maneuvering unit mission definition
study. Tolume 1: HHO applications analysis
and performance requirements
[SASA-CB-141631] p0134 875-17106

Banned maneuvering unit mission definition
study. Volume 2: Appendices to the HHO
applications analysis
[BASA-CB-141632] p0134 H75-17107

Banned maneuvering unit mission definition
study. Volume 3: BUD ancillary support
equipment and attachment concepts
[SASA-CB-111633] p0135 H75-17108

Development of an ETA systems cost model.
Tolume 1: Design guides synopsis-ETA equipment
[SASA-CB-101634] p0163 H75-17967

OBS/HATBIX CO., BOBTSTILLE, ALA.
An evaluation of the ATM man/machine interface.
Phase 3: Analysis of SL-3 and SL-4 data
[ 8ASA-CB-120586] p0127 H75-16226
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